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FOREWORD

The words and definitions used by students, managers, planners, and operators
engaged in systems and logistics activities are of the English language. However, in
many instances the meaning ascribed to certain words and terms is singular to the
"trade". Thus, one of the reasons for this compendium.

In this publication, Military Services' and Federal Agencies' official publications,
directive in nature, have been researched to identify that vocabulary pertinent to
logistics and systems activities. Assembled into a single document with references
to sources, this compendium of authenticated terms, definitions and acronyms
provides a resource for improving communications and advancing the effectiveness
of systems and logistics operations.

,CHARLES R. MARGE L Colonel, USA!

Dean
School of Systems and )gistics
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PREFACE

Prior to the advt3nt of World War II, people engaged in activities, now -onsidered to
be within the scope o logistics, had time to learn the vocabulary of their occupation
by close association with the hardware and actual operational experience with the
processes. The tremandous expansion of logistics' operations in the past 50 years vastly
increased the number of words, terms, definitions end acronyms singular to this effort.
The development of the systems concept of management, not. only by governmental
agencies but by business and industry, also brought significant additions to the language
by which effective communications are achieved, in support of the U.S. military
establishme;t and its allies, by commeice and industry.

We are now well into the third generation of the men and women whu practice the
art and science of U.S. Systems and Logistics. Today these people no longer enjoy
learning by doing but rather must rely heavily on reading and understanding what has
been set in the records. Just as a' dictionary opens the way to both formal learning
and to the .daily self-instructiorn that modern living requiren, so is a source of ready
access to-officially authenticated terms, definitions and acronyms needed for the
beginners as well as the professional in Systems ard" Logistics. -

To provide-eWrea source\for the logistics community, a research effort was initiated
(in 1968-69) by the School of Systems and Logistics to develop a glossary of logistics
terms. The product of the research entitled "A Compendium of Authenticated Logistics
Terms and Definitions" is (was) designed to set forth not only the words and terms but
also to clarify the semantics and the changes of nuance that persist within these terms.

During the ensuing ten years the "Compendium" established its worth within the
"Logistics Community" as a reliable tool for both planners and operators. When the
initial distribution of 2,000 copies was exhausted, the Defense Documentation Center of
the Defense Logistics Agency undertook a reproduction effort to make additional copies
available.

Colonel Lewis M. Israelitt, USAF, shortly after he was appointed Dean of the School
of Systems and Logistics, presented to the faculty a list of objectives he wished to
achieve while he was to be with the School. One of these objectives was to update
the 1970 edition of the Campendium. He called for volunteers to assume this
responsibility, in addition to .heir normal faculty duties. Those who responded and
worked on the "Compendium Project" are identified as "Associate Editors" in the
Editorial Staff pages that follow. It should be noted that not only Air Force personnel
but other seivices' members of the faculty joined in the effort.

A 'Compendium Committee" was established which included the Editor-in-Chief and
Associate Editors that undertook the twin tasks of deleting old items, no longer
supported by current official regulations, directives, manuals, pamphlets, etc. and
identifying the new items, qualified for entry into the 1580 edition of the Compendium.

Several factors influenced the committee to select the CPT Word Processing System
and the "CREATE" computer system to process this formidable volume of terms,
definitions and acronyms. Foremost was the availability of the equipment and the
assurance that time wculd be made available to use these facilities for this project.
Of equal importance was the willingness of AFITs Computer Resource Management
personnel and members of the 2750th Air Base Wing/DAH, Electronic Printing Branch
to make their expertise available to help process this voluminous project. Individuals
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o; these two offices who furnished this important contribution are identified as
"Contributing Specialists" in the Editorial Staff Section. The Compendium Committee is
most grateful for this important help which was graciously provided.

The typing and machine editing tasks consumed enormous amounts of time for which

the Compendium Committee is deeply grateful to the several sec-etaries for their
sustained diligence and expertise. The indiviudals who participated in this splendid
effort are identified as "Secretarial Assistants" in the Editorial Staff Section which
follows.

Only official publications, such as service regulations, pamphlets, manuals and
instructions were used as sources for the contents of the 1980 Compendium. These
sources are to be found with the date of publication for each at the back of the book.
After each term, definition and acronym the source is listed. If the user wishes to
further explore the source he/she can match up the word or term source with the list
of publications to determine the date of the source of the publication. Jt was decided
to adopt this sytem in order to conserve on space. keep the preparation of the work
within the present skill of the computer art, and still retain a trecki,,g device for
those who need mare in-depth consideration of an item.

Cne of the conventions adopted by the Compendium Committee was that all the
terms, definitions and acronyms would be presented exactly as they appear in the
original document from which they were extracted. In those instances where an iter
is duplicated in two or more documents, reference is made to all the sources. No
attempt was made to edit or change any of the items to avoid any charge of
unauthorized opinion or interpi-etation by the Compendium editors.

This second edition of the Compendium of Authenticated Logistics Terms and
Definitions, like its predecessor, i7 designed primariJ:' for Air UnIversity (ATC) use
only and to provide a comprehensive, concise, reference source to assist students and
faculty of the Air Force Institute of Technologj, School of Systems and Logistics, in
their research and comprehension of the current language of their career field.

Major General Gerald E. Cooke, former Commandant of AFIT and the Institute staff

provided guidance and help in various stages of the production of this effort for which
- the Compendium Committee is most grateful. Colonel Israelitt, former Dean of the

School of Systems and Logistics, played a very important role throughout all phases of
making thi3 revision possible. He took a personal interest and made available the
assets necessary to move this project well on its way to completion. Colonel Charles
R. Margenthaler, currently Dean of the School of Systems and Logistics, took an
interest in this project early after his appointment and since has provided meaningful
guidance and support.

Major John M. Deresky, USAF, Lieutenant Colonel R. Dale Lautzenheiser, USA, and
Dr. Richard M. Davis are all entitled to a very large measure of gratitude for
outstanding efforts in managing their departmental resources in order to provide the
considerable administrative support this endeavor required.

April 1, 1981 Compendium Committee
JOHN A. Mv' CANN, Chairman
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-A- ABSOLUTE ZERO
The temperatures at which all molecular motionABANDONED OR UNCLAIMED PRIVATE PROPERTY

Any privately owned personal property which has ceases, minus 459.69 degrees F. (AFM 127-201)
come into the possession, custody or control of any ABSTRACT
agency or activity of DOD through loss or A brief and factual summary of a document. An
abandonment, and which is unclaimed by the owner indicative abstract tells what the author wrote
thereof. (DOD 4160.21-M) about; it refers to the purpose, the method, the

ABANDONED PRIVATE PROPERTY results, and the conclusions. For greatest
usefulness in this program, the abstract of a

Property which has been lost, abandoned, or classified report should be unclassified, or should
unclaimed and has been turned over by the disposal include only descriptive statements with the lowest
officer for sales action. (AFM 07-1) possible security classification. (AFR 80-29)

ABANDONMENT ABSTRACTING
Mainly used when referring to the cessation of The act of selecting information from a source

service on a particular segment of the lines of a document and the method of transcribing and/or
common carrier by railroad; sometimes, refusal to encoding it for subsequent input to the system.
receive freight so damaged in transit as to be (AFLCR 70-11)
worthless and render carrier liable for its value.
(AR 320-5) ACCELERATED DELIVERY

The advancing, in whole or in part, of th
ABBREVIATED TECHNICAL ORDER s scheduled contractual delivery of material on order

This is primarily a work simplification device, to meet emergency requirements. Accelerated
such as, a checklist, inspection work card, delivery does not pertain to or involve the
lubrication chart, and sequence chart. (AFR 66-7) establishment of precedence or sequence of

ABLATION shipments for material on order. (FASOINST
The removal of a solid material by friction of a 4330.1)

flowing gas. (AFM 127-201) ACCELERATED-ITEM-REDUCTION PROGRAM

ABORT A DOD program to (1) accelerate the reduction of
Failure to accomplish a mission for any reason items in the supply system of the military services,

other than enemy action. It may. occur at any point (2) provide for an increase in item commonality

from initiation of operation to destination. (AR among the military services, (3) provide 'or

320-5, JCS Pub 1) establishment of control of future introduction of
items into the military supply systems to assmv'

ABOVE TERMINATION minimum number of items consistent with
That condition where the quantity P, :,. ;tem of supplysupport requirements, and (4) provide for

materiel on hand exceeds the quantity .,:,,irized or continuous recording and reporting item reductions,
required to be on hand. This does not create a additions, and status data at a central point in the
classification of supply but merely requires a Department of Defense. (DOD 5000.8)
further determination as to that quantity to be ACCELERATION
retained (economic reserve or contingency reserve) The mintenance facility follows essentially the
and that which is to be processed as excess. (AFM
67-1) same procedure as in the compression of

maintenance production, except that all peacetime
ABOVEGROUND MAGAZINE work specifications will be accomplished. (AFLCR

Any type of magazine above ground, other than 65-46)
earthcovered types of magazines. (AFR 127-100, ACCELERATION (DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE)
Attachment 1) The maintenance facility follows essentially the

ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE same procedure as in the compression of
The height of an aircraft directly above the maintenance production, except that peacetime work

surface or terrain ov'er which it is flying. See al,-o specifications will not normally be altered. (AFR
altitude. (JCS Pt.j 1) 66-3)

1



ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATE PRODUCT from a non-Navy custodian) by die Navy
One which may be used in place of another representative authorized to do so. OPNAVINS"'

product for extended periods without technical P5442.2A)
advice. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5) The act of an authorized repre .entative of the
ACCEPTABLE QUALITY CONTROL $YSTEM Government by which the Gcvernn ent assumes for

A contractc: 's quality control system that itself, or as agent of another, ownership of existing
complies with the requirements of the contract and and identified supplies tendered or approves specific

demonstrates by operating practice l s continucus services rendered, as partia, or complete

ability to conform to his established (AFR performance o" the contract oi. the part of the
74-15) contractor. (DAR 14-001.6, DAC 76-17, AFLCR

74-13, DAR 14-001.6, AFR 74-15)
ACCEPTADLE QUALITY LEVEL(S) (AQLs)
A nominal value expressed in percent defectives ACCEPTANCE AT DESTINATION

or per hi:ndred units sppcified for a given group of The taking of title to property by the AF at the
defects for a product. (MIL-STD-105) specific. delivery point. Generally is similar to the

Acceptance of one hundred percent error free commercia term, 'FOB destination." (AFM 67-1)
item identifications entering into the mechanized The taking of title to property at the specified
processes to achieve acceptability in the Federal delivery point. Generally is similar to the
Catalog System (DSAR 4130.4/ AR commercial term "f.o.b destination." This does not
708-4/NAVSUPINST 4120.36/AFR 72-11/MCO imply that payment has been made at the time tile
4410.16) passed to the parchaser and does not mean that the

The AQL is the maximum ierr %.ve (or Government by taking title gives up the right to
the maximum number of defects per hundred units) reject articles not conforming to contract
that, for purposes of sampling insp~ction, can be specification. (DSAM 4140.2/ARZ 735-110/NAVSUP
considered satisfactory as a process average. Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101)
(PLAM 4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO
P870.45B) ACCEPTANCE AT ORIGIN

The maximum percent defeclive or the maximum The taking of title to property by the AF at the

number of defects per hundred units that for che point of shipment. This corresponds generally to

purpose of sampling inspection, can be considered the comiercial term, "FOB carrier " Tli does not
satisfactory as a process average. (AFLCR 74-13) imply that payment has been made it the time title

passed to the purchaser and does not mean that the
ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTE government by taking title give up the right to

An item of materiel acceptable to an item reject articles not conforming to contract
manager IM) in lieu ot' a specifically requested specification. (AFM 67-1, DSAM 4140.2, AR
stock-numbered item of supply. (AFM 67-1) 735-110, NAVSUP Pub, MCO P4400.101)

An item of materiel acceptable in lieu of a
specifically requested stock-numbered item of ACCEPTANCE DATE
supply. (DSAM 4140.2, AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub The date which appears on the acceptance portion

500 /MCO P4,,)P.'0!) of DD Form 1513 and indicates the calendar date on
which a foreign buyer agrees to accept the items
and conditions contained in the FMS offer portion.

The procedural action that traaispires between a (DOD 5105.38M)
movement control au'iharity and a
shipment/transhipment activity that results in the ACCEPTANCE LETTER OF OFFER
determination that a release unit may be shipped. U.S. Department of Defense (DD) Form 1513
(DOT) 4500.32-R) Offer and Acceptance by which the U.S.

The act of an authorized representative of the Governiient offers to sell to a foreign governmentIi Government by which the Goverrmient assents to or international organization defense articles and
ownership by it of existing -i..d identified -uppiies, defense services pursuant to the Arms Export
or approves specific services rendered, as partial or Control Act, as amended. The DD Form 1513 lists
complete performance or a contract. (AR 320.5) the items and/or services, estimated costs, the

As.-.mption of responsilility for, or legal title to, terms and conditiuns of sale, and prokides for the
an aircraft from another parcy. Receipt of new foreign government's iginature to indicate
aircraft from a manufacturer (or of any aircraft acceptance. (DOD 5105.38M)

T-



ACCEPTANCE OF MIPR (DD FORM 448-2) information is ready for storage and the instant at
A f9rm used by a procuring department to notify which it is stored. (ASOINST P4440.60)

a requiring department of the action taken or to be ACCESSIBILITY
taken upon a MIPR. (AFM 67-1) A measure of the relative ease of admission to

ACCEPTANCE OF SUPPLIES OR SERVICES the xarious areas of an item. (MIL-STD-721B)
The act of an authorized representative of the

Government by ibhich the Government assents to ACCESSION NUMBFK

ownership by it of existing and identified supplies, A number assigned by the responsible dataownrshp b itofexitin an idntfie suplis, preparation activity to each new MASIS record.
or approves specific services rendered, as partial or prepart ivit y the Areord.The first five digits identify the work effort; the -complete performance of the contract. Acceptancenay occur prior to, at the time of, or after delivery, sixth identifies individual records within the work

effort. Related data in the MASIS fiscal
but not prior to inspection. (DOD 5000.8) publications and narrative master files are linked

ACCEPTANCE OFFICE/FUNCTIONAL MANAGER with this number. Assigned accession ranges are
The office designated by the commander/director listed ii. AFSCR 80-14 (for laboratories only).

that accepts in-house technical orders and overall (AFSCM 177-2)
responsibility for their performance (that is,
q p i t f o o ACCESSORIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGES:,quasi-production control office/program control

Charges added to the sale of materiel to cover
oi)( C 1-expenses associated with the administration,
ACCEPTANCE TESTS preparation, and deliver' of the materiel or

Those tests performed to demonstrate that a services. (AFR 400-3)
specific lot of articles have been manufactured to- ~~~specification tolerances. (AFR 80-14) ACSOILCAG
s f o e c A 0Charge by carrier for rendering service in

ACCEPTANCE TRIALS addition to the line-hau!, such as transit, so-ting,
Trials carried out bv nominated representatives of packing, cooling, heating, switching, diverting, and

the eventual military users of the weapon or reconsigning. (DSAR 4500.3)
equipment to determine if the specified performance Expenses of packing, crating, and transportation
and characteristics have been met. (JCS Pub 1) (including port handling and stevedoring) added to
ACCEPTED CASE the sales price of materiel in effecting

An FMS offer and acceptance for definitized reimbursement therefor. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8)
requirements signed by the designated ACCESSORIAL CHARGES
representative of the eligible recipient. (DOD Costs incurred in furnishing materiel and
5105 38M) additional strvices. They are billed to foreign
ACCEPTED ENGINE governments or organizations by adding factors to

An engine whch was accepted during the report the standard prices of materel. These costs cover~~the following:
period on the first test. (AFLCIZ 74-3) t

(1) Packing, crating and handling.
ACCESS (2) Port loading and unloading.

Access as applied Lo nuclear weapons means (3) Transportation other than first destination.
physical access in such manner as to allow the (AFSCR 177-1)
opportifity to cause a nuclear detonation. The A separate charge for packing, crating, port I
context of access in this definition relates to the handling and loading, and transportation (PCH&T)
physical ability to perform detailed circuit associated with preparation and delivery of _

K modification or retrofit on the internal ccmponents materiel. (DOD 5105.38M)I
of nuclear weapons for the performance of official ACCESSORIAL COSTS
duties in authorized facilities and units. (AR 320-5) Those expenses incurred in connection with the

ACCESS TIME distribution of supplies which are authori.-I! by
The time between the instant at which statute or regulation to be reimbursed and wk,n:ded

information is called for from storage and the in the billing price. (AR 735-7)
instant at which it is delivered. (FASOINST P Certain expenses incurred by a shipping activity
.5600.2E) which will be charged to the consignee.

The time between the instant at which (FASOINST P 5600.2E)

3
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These costs represent certain expenses incident to other equipmert, but which may be severed or
issue, sale, and transfer of materiel. They are removed without impairing the item removed or
defined to include packing, handling and crating affecting the basic-function of the object to which it

A costs. (AFR 172-5, AR 37-60) is fastened. (AR 320-5)
L o Certain expenses incident to issues and transfers

of materiel including packing, crating, handling and te ican1 tansorttion coss, ort hares, and An item which facilitates or enhances the
= i repsitonig cot. AFR40020)operation of plant uquipment but which is not

Costs incident to the positioning of supplies and essential for its operation, such as remote control
materials in the Air Force supply system. Such devices. (DAR B-102.13)
costs include packing, crating, handling, ACCESS-ROAD (DEFENSE ACCESS ROAD)4 transportation (in some cases), and water port An existing or proposed public highway which is
loading and unloading. When applicable, accessorial needed to provide essential highway transportation

j costs are recoverable from non-Ai F-orce customers services from a military reservation or -Defense
as an additional cost to the standard price for the industry or activity to suitable transportation
item, or an assessment of accessorial costs actually facilities. (This definition may include public
incurred, based on established rate tables shown highways through military installations when such

-A separately on the total billing (AFR 172-5). roads are dedicated to public use and, by fee simple
(AFSCR 170-9) or easement, are owned, operated, and maintained
ACCESSORIAL SERVICES by civil authority). (AR 55-80/OPNAVINST

1. Land: Those services which are in addition to 11210.1A/AFR 75-88/MCO 11210.2B, DLAR
a line-haul. 2. Ocean: Those services which are 4500,19)
not a responsibility of the ocea carrier to provide ACCIDENTAL LOSS
under the terms of the applicable commercial tariff Accidental loss includes all losses except wearout

s or Military Sea Transportation Service contract rate and those resulting from enemy action, Included in
but which are required for completion of the receipt accidental loss are pilferage, loss through fire, loss
and delivery of freight between common carriers through accident resulting in unrepairable physical
and consignor or consignees. (DOD 4500.32-R) damage, and others. (AR 710-60)

Services in addition to transportation, rendered
by carriers and others. They include crating, ACCIDENT, AIRCRAFT
packing and handling, storage, switching, diversion, A mishap involving one or more aircraft that
lighterage, wharfage, cartage, recoopering, loading occurs while the aircraft is being operated incident
and unloading railroad cars, port loading and to flight and results in Strike, Overhaul, substantial
unloading and processing. (AR 320-5) or minor damage. (OPNAVINST 5442.2B)

ACCESSORIES ACCOMPANYING CARGO
Items designed to be attached to or used All classes of cargo carried by units into the QAI! connection with a motor vehicle to add to its utility objective area (JCS Pub 1)

or ornamentation. (AFM-67-1) ACCOMPANYING SUPPLIES

ACCESSORY Ali classes of supplies carried by units into the
A art, subassembly or assembly designed for objective area. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)use in conjunction with or to supplement another ACCOUNT

" ~ ~~~assembly, or a unit or set, contributin~g to the Thredinofaacutng DO 50.8
effectiveness thereof without extending or varying AR 320-5)

the basic function of the assembly or set. An classification the
mA clsiiainofstock balances according toth

ccessory may be used for testing, adjusting or purpose for which the stocks are held or according
calibrating purposes. (Examples: Test instrument, to the ownership of the .tocks. (AR 320-5)
ecording camera for radar set, headphones, A summarized presentation of transactions in a

emergency power supply.) (FASOINST P5600.2E, financial statement in ledger-account form. (DOD
M IL-STD-280) 5000.8, AR 320-5)

ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT An appropriated fund or other fund, or the title
Any nonexpendable item of equipment which has thereof. (DOD 5000.8, AR 320-,)

k been fixed in place or attached to a craft, vehicle or A record (usually one of a number of similar

A-
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records in a book called a "ledger", or in some ACCOUNTABILITY
comparable system) of transactions relating to a The obligation imposed by law or lawful order or
person, an item of property or other asset, a regulation on an officer or other person for keeping
liability, another unpaid obligation, capital, accurate record-of property or funds. The person
available fund balances, or to elements of revenues, having this obligation may or may not have actual
or funds made available, and obligations, costs, or possession of the property or funds. Accountability
expenditures, for a given fiscal period. May also is concerned primarily with records, while
include a summary record of such transactions. responsibility is concerned primarily with custody,
(DOD 5000.8, AR 320-5) care, and safekeeping. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)
ACCOUNT BALANCE The degree of responsibility for property which

The net excess of debits over credits in an exists when a record of property is maintained on
account, or vice versa-described as "debit numbered stock record account-which is subject to
balance" or "credit balance" -or in case of audit. (AFM 67-1)
equality, "zero balance." (DOD 5000.8) ACCOUNTABILITY FOR DISPOSABLE PROPERTY
ACCOUNT CODE The obligation accepted by a person for keeping

Numerical designations assigned to each account accurate records to-ensure control of property, with
for the purpose of segregating status of stock by or without possession of the property. The person
broad purposes or intended use. -(AR 320-5) who is accountable is concerned with control-while

A-numerical designation assigned to each account the person who has- possession is responsible for
for the purpose-of segregating status of stock by custody, care and safekeeping. (DOD 4160.21--M)
required purpose. (DOD 5000.8) ACCOUNTABLE

ACCOUNT IDENTITY-CODE Requiring accountability (property or funds
A numeric code 0-9 in JOCAS which separate one require accountability). (AR 320-5)-

organization from another when serviced by a Having accountability (individuals have
single A&F office and computer. Zero (0) will be accountability). (AR 320-5)
used by centers, test wings or ranges with 1-7 used Having the duty, when officially so designated, to
by laboratories. Code 8-9 is reserved for divisions render an accounting for money or other property
and other organizations.-(AFSCM 177-265) placed in ones custody. (DOD 5000.8)

Being answerable to a superior element ofACCOUNr OF ADVANCES management for the satisfactory discharge of
Formerly, an accoun-t for moneys advanced by the assigned responsibility. Applies to performance in

Treasurer of the United States to accountable terms of cost and accomplishment, as well as todisbursing officers for official disbursements when responsibility for quantities of cash or property
not advanced directly under appropriations. It was sted to a cu
charged with amounts so advanced, and credited es ( 0
with amounts disbursed which were charged to ACCOUNTABLE DEPOT
various specific appropriation and fun- -accounts. A depot maintaining a formal set of accountable
Became obs-lete with elimination of disbursing records. (AR 320-5)
officers' checking accounts. (DOD 5000.8) ACCOUNTABLE DISBURSING OFFICER

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLE SALES CODE- Any commissioned officer of the Army who
A two-digit code which identifies the receives and disburses public money in his ownappropriation, fund, governmental department or name for purposes specified by law. (AR 320:5) I

agency, or other source from which reimbursement ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER
volume X). (AFLM Individual required to maintain accounting

172-1) including records thereof, of property and funds,A code used to identify the customer or whether public or quasi public. The accountable
appropriation from which reimbursement has been oheter pbi or asi plic Thesonableofficer may or may not-have physical possession ofmade or is anticipated. (AFLCM 400-2) the property or funds. (AR 320-5)
ACCOUNT TITLE An individual, either civilian or military, required

The name assigned to a specific account in a to ensure that accurate recording of property
system of accounts to facilitate identification and transactions are accomplished and current records
classification. (DOD 5000.8) pertaining thereto are maintained. J(Accountability
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is concerned primarily with records, while ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE ACTIVITY
responsibility is concerned with custody, care, and As used in this regulation, the tern refers to the
safekeeping.) (AFR 144-1) accounting or finance organizations of the Military

ACCOUNTABLE PROPERTY Services or DSA to which performing contract

The phrase "accountable activity" is properly administration services (CAS) offices or activities

related to accounting for material and means the will report the hour.§ worked and other authorized
activity which is required to account for special costs incurred in the performance of CAS on
government property. which has not been expended direct procurements for foreign governments or
for use. Technically, any activity which maintains international organizations. (AR 715-23)

j records on government equipment and supplies such A
as the inventory account on ships with central T in A F OFFCE w identifie
storerooms or equipage records is ah "accountable The code in AFM 300-4 which identifies the
activity." Will refer to activities which will receive specific AFO when the accounting records of more -

and issue materials in and out of a stores account than one base installation are maintained on the

and, thus will be used only with transfers between same computer. (AFSCM 177-265)
Supply Officers. (FASOINST P5600.2E, NAVSUP ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION
Pub. 437) Fiscal code number indicating in sequence the

ACCOUNTABLE PROPERTY OFFICER'S BOND appropriation symbol, the allotment number, -the I A

A bond executed by an individual who is charged project account number, the object class code, and
with the responsibility of protecting and the fiscai station number of the station authorized
maintaining Government property or keeping to obligate the particular funds. (AR 320a-5)
records for such property. (AR 320-5) ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION REFERENCE NUMBER

ACCOUNTABLE SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITY A two position alpha/numeric control code I I
An activity which maintains a formal stock record assigned (in accordance with DAR 20-308) to each

account for purposes of receipt, storage, and issue accounting classification used in a single contract-
of property and receives requisitions directly or (DOD 4105.63-M)
indirectly from requisitioners. (AR 320-5)

A depot, ICP, or stock control point which ACCOUNTING DATA
maintains a formal stock record account for Appropriation and related financial data which
purposes of receipt, storage and issue of property provide an accounting base for the total finan.cial
and receives requisitions directly or indirectly from management system. Accounting data components -
requisitioners. (AR 725-50) vary with the specific purpose for which they are J
ACCOUNTANCY used. These data will include basic components

The profession, the members of which, by virtue such as:
of their general education and professional training, Appropriation and appropriation subheads _

are skilled in application of the art of Object Class
accouiting." (DOD 5000.8)l ureau Control Number (Budget Project and

ACCOUNTANT SuAllotment mbr
One who qualifies as a member of the Subhote ntAuthorization Accounting Activity

"accountancy" profession. (DOD 5000.8) Transaction Type

ACCOUNTING Property Accounting Activity
The science of recording, classifying, Cost Code (Chargeable Activity) (NAVSO P-2468,

summarizing (reporting), verifying, analyzing, and FASOINST P-5600.2E)
interpreting the economic data of a business,
governmental, or other social-group enterprise or ACCOUNTING PERIOD
undertaking for the purpose of promoting-effective A definite period of time (month, quarter, year)
control and administration. (DOD 5000.8) for which financial transactions are recorded. May

The rendition of a report by an operating be fixed by legislative or other regulatory action.
executive at any level showing economic data In business, the accounting year may be fixed to
evidencing his performance in discharging assigned coincide with natural annual seasonal cycle of an
responsibilities. (DOD 5000.8) enterprise. (DOD 5000.8)
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ACCOUNTING STATION ACCOUNTING, FUND
Any organization unit at a specific location That branch of accounting which emphasizes

responsible for maintaining accounts for funds or reporting and supporting recordkeeping of financial
Sproperty. Generally designated by a number for transactions in terms of the separate funds or kinds

use in codifying transactions in accounting of funds established, with recognitions of the
documents. (DOD 5000.8) special features of reporting on the use and status

of expendable funds and related property acquired
ACCOUNTING SYMBOL therefrom, as distinguished from capital funds. In

Combination of letters used in the message the Federal Government includes budgetary
heading to identify the agency, service or activity accounting. (DOD 5000.8)
which is financially accountable for the message. AV
(AR 320-5) ACCOUNTING, INVENTORY

The establishment and maintenance of accounts
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM for materiel in storage, in process of manufacture,

A plan, ineluding methods, procedures, and forms on hand, in transit, and on consignment, in terms of
for recording, classifying, and summarizing (or cost and/or quantity including the rendition of
reporting) economic data for a given enterprise or inventory reports. (DOD 5000.8)
undertaking. (DOD 5000.8) ACCOUNTING, PROPERTY

ACCOUNTING-SYSTEM DESIGN The establishment and maintenance of property
The constructive phase of accountinf , to accounts, in terms of either cost or quantity,

developing and prescribing accounting- ..ns. including the rendition of property reports. (DOD

(DOD 5000.8) 5000.8)

ACCOUNTING-SYSTEM SURVEY ACCOUNTING, PROPRIETARY
An inspection, study, and evaluation of That branch of accounting devoted to reporting

accounting practices and procedures of an and supporting recordkeeping of financial

accounting entity from the standpoint of designing transactions of capital funds (as distinguished from

improvements in the system or appraising expendable funds) based upon the principal concepts
compliance with prescribed policies and procedures. of: (1) Maintenance of fund capital , (2) Measurement

Evaluiation -should include consideration of of operating results (profit or loss) through relating

management usefulness of data developed under the revenues and costs of oeerations by fiscal period. -

procedures. (DOD 5000.8) (DOD 5000.8)
ACCOUNTING, RESPONSIBILITY

AONTh NG, accouting foThe development and use of reporting in terms of
Th acontngfo cmmtmnt, blgaios, accounts -related directly to officials and

A costs, and expenditures, and for revenues or supervisors who have assigned responsibilities for
reimbursements (anticipated as well as earned), in performance; applicable particularly in the area of
relation to budget estimates and limitations. (DOD budgetary accounting. (Primary emphasis on
5000.8) organizational assignments of responsibility should
ACCOUNTING, COST not mean lack of data by functions performed).

A system of accounting analysis and reporting on (DOD 5000.8)
costs of production of goods or services, nr of ACCOUNTING, STORES a
operation of programs, activities, functions, or That part bf property accounting concerned with
organizational units. The system also may embrace materials, supplies, and equipment in storage as
cost estimating, determination of cost standards distinguished from capital property and equipment
based on engineering data, and comparison of in use. (DOD 5000.8)
actual and standard costs for the purpose of aiding ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
cost control. The system may deal in non-financial

Amounts owed to creditors, other than on loans.

financial measures. (POD 5000.8) May include amounts appropriately billed or billable -
under contracts for progress payments, or earnings

ACCOUNITING, FINANCIAL PROPERTY of contractors held back, as well as amounts due
The establishment and maintenance of property upon actual deliveries of gooh.h and services. (Part

accounts in monetary terms; the rendition of of direct liabilities and unpaid obligations.) DOD
property reports in monetary terms..(DOD 5000.8) 5000.8)
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The balances due to Government agencies and-to confined to first level of subclassification of an
commercial vendors and common carriers for appropriation. (DOD 5000.8)
materials received or services performed. (DOD ACCOUNTS, CHART OF
4100.31) A complete list of account symbols and titles

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE which are to be used in reporting and recording
The uncollected balances (both billed and unbilled) financial transactions. The accounts should be

which are due the Agency for reimbursable issues arranged in an orderly manner, as for example, in
(sales) or for services rendered. (DOD 4100.31) the order required for report presentation. (DOD

Amounts owing from debtors on open accounts. 5000.8)
(DOD 5000.8) (DOD 500.8)ACCOUNTS, COST

Under appropriated funds, amounts owing from ACUTCSin appropriation accounting, subclassifications ofdebtors for reimbursements earned, or forappopraton efnds de bt nt ffst gaist budget accounts. Accounts which ire used -to
appropriation refunds due but not offset against classify costs of acquisition or property, expensesamounts -ayable under vouchered invoices, payrolls, of ot of aciit or prormaneoetc. (DOD 5000.8)operation Of an activity (or performance of

An amount due from a customer for goods functions) or of carrying out a project; maintained
on the accrual basis-i.e., costs are recorded in the~~~~~~~delivered or services performed. In terms of the fsa eidwe aeilo evcsa sdO

AirFoce ccuningSyte, i rprsens he fiscal period when materiel or services artused or 7
[ ] ~ Air Force Accounting System, it represents the cosm.1u eeal xcuieo er~ain/

-amuntof eimursmens erne les clletios. consumed, but generally exclusive of depreciation
i ~ ~amount of reimburs. ments earned-less collections. -

of facilities and equipment used. (DOD 5000.8)In industrial and commercial type activities refers

ACCOUNTS, BUDGET to all accounts related -to cost of production of
Summary accounts for costs and obligations goods and services. (DOD bOO0.8)

incurred required to be used in budgets and reports. ACCOUNTS, FIANCIAL PERTIncludes "budget-program" and "budget-activity" S ledger acounsiSummary ledger accounts in monetary- terms,
accounts. (DOD 5000.8) generally by property category, of property

ACCOUNTS, BUDGETARY transactions and remaining balances related to all
A category of special accounts required in Government property, including inventories of

accounting for expendable funds (other than those consumable materiel and equipment, work in
accounts which would also be required under the process, real property, and equipment installed or -n
accrual bases of accounting) in order to show use. May include subsidiary item accounts of each
balances available for obligation. 'Includes category of property to the extent they are

anticipated reimbursements (or revenues)", maintained in monetary terms. (DOD 5000.8)
contracts and orders outstanding," and "balance ACCOUNTS, FUND

available for obligation" (broken dowti as desi,'ed, A balanced group of accounts designed to set
such as "commitments outstanding," and "budget A balanc g p ats nd t ost
reserves"). -Distinguished from "proprietary forth the financial status and transactions with 0

. Disi0u.8) respect to each specific fund or fund 45
accounts subdivision-either an "expendable fund" or a
ACCOUNTS, BUDGET-ACTIVITY "revolving fund." (a) In the case of an expendable

In Department of Defense, term is limited to fund, includes the accounts for its resources, unpaid

describing ty pes of budget accounts, obligations, balance available for obligatioi. sources -Isubclassifications of budget-program accounts cf obligational authority (including
(second level of subclassifications) of appropriation reimbursements), and costs and obligations
accounts for operation and maintenance. Each such incurred. Ib) In the case of revolving fund, includes
account should represent a primary operating the accounts for its assets (including property).
function; wherever feasible it should be identified liabilities, capital, and revenues and costs, on the
with a class of activity in an organizational sense. accrual basis of accounting. (DOD 5000.8)

{DOD) 5000.8) ACCOUNTS, NOMINAL
ACCOUNTS, BUDGET-POGRAM Those accounts which are used to record and

Summary subclassifications of appropriation classify financial transactions which- result in
accounts required for budget purposes in terms of changes in the -capitai -of a "capital fund"- or

obligations" or "cost:s. Ise of term generally available balances of an "expendable fund."

8
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Includes ,enues 'and other sources of funds and ledger, which reflects the aggregate of transactions
costs a:.a ;gations incurred. (Distinguished from in a number of similar or re!tted accounts called
real accounts.) These accounts are closed out at subsidiary accounts, so that its balance equals theL4MA the end of an accounting period (at least each fiscal aggregate of the balances in these accounts. (DOD
year) into the related real account for the capital 5000.8)
investment or balance of an available expendable
fund. (DOD 5000.8)DEPOSIT-FUND An account on the books of the Treasury
ACCOUNTS, PROPRIETARY established to record receipts to be held in

Those accounts for assets, liabilities, and- capital suspense, pending a determination of their
(or proprietorship equity), including revenues and disposition, or moneys which are held by the
costs. Distinguished from budgetary accounts. In Government as fiscal agent or banker, and
Government, concept is applicable in accounting for expenditures therefrom. (DOD 5000.8)
revolving funds, including Governminct corporations; ACCOUNT, GENERAL-FUND RECEIPT
in expendable funds. "proprietary" and An accouni on the books of the Treasu'y in which
"budgetary" accounts must be integrated, but with
separation of "fund" and "property" accounts. are recorded receipts by the Government from a
(DOD 5000.8) designated source other than those specific -sources

required by law to be covered into other designated
ACCOUNTSREAL funds or accounts (appropriation repayments,

Those accounts which concern resources, special funds, trust funds, and revolving funds).
liabilities, other unpaid obligations, and capital Includes taxes, custoins, and "miscellaneous

investmer t or available balances of expendable receipts of the Treasury." (DOD 5000.8)
funds. (Distinguished from "nominal accounts").
All of the accounts which appear on a balance sheet An account reflecting transaction with anotherare real accounts. They are accounts whose A con elcigtascin ihaite
ale are aonts. cl e ate cuns woe a agency and the resulting balonce due to or from it.
balances are- not closed out at the end of an
accounting period but are brought forward to the (DOD 5000.8)
next accounting period. (DOD 5000.8) ACCOUNT, INTRA-AGENCY

An account reflecting transactions with another
ACCOUNT, bureau or office within an agency ard the resulting

An account used to establish and release an balance due to or from it. (DOD 5000.81
individuial's responsibility for property and/or
money received and expended. (DOD 5000.8) ACCOUNT, MEMORANDUM

ACCOUNT, ADMINISTRATIVE An account. usually stated in financial tcrms but

An account which is maintained for the *not a part of the basic double-entry system of

administrative use of the agency and which is not accounts, used for obtaining data required for
included in the accounts subject to the control of control, reporting, or other purposes. (DOD 5000.8)
the Treasury in connection with the administration ACCOUNT, OFFICIAL DEPOSITof officialfunds. (DOD5000.8) An :i-,ount established by the deposit of

ACCOUNT, DUDGET-PROJECT collections witF the Treasurer of the United States
to the. official credit of an accountable officer orf A udge acc,.qtat he scondleve of Government earporation. Such accounts, for sums in

subclassification of any appropriation account. Goe c po raon. accts fsuis in
More appropriately called a "budget-activity thcsdyoteTesur.aehsdiigihdMore nproriativ_ .calld a budge-actvity from 'appropriation aecounts ": Includes "special :°

account" in the case of an appropriation in the fo aporainacut" nlds"pca
paccon a min te nce fan apr ra. on (DOD 5 ) deposit accvunts", "checking accounts" establishedo ~ ~oerations-and-maintenznce areas. (DOD 5000.8) wihn-aporte-ud oeyt. To

with non-appropriated-fund moneys, etc. Tw,%o
ACCOUNT, CLAS1FIED PROPERTY classes of these accounts are: (a) Expendable for

A formal record of property and property Government programs. (b) Trust funds in nature.
transactions. which in the public interest, must he for refunds, payment into Treasury or for carrying
safeguarded in the manner and to the extent out the terms of a trust. (DOD 5000.8)
required by its importance. (DOD 5000.i ACCOUNrT, PROJECT

ACCOUNT, CONTROL An account covering the cost of a specific
--A summary account, usually kept in the general "project." (DOD 5000.8)
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ACCOUNT, PROPERTY of resources consumed or applied); 2. costs for
7. A formal record of property and property which the benefits are applicable to future periods

transactions in terms of quantity and/or cost, are deferred and considered as assets; 3. liabilities
generally by-item. (DOD 5000.8) for unpaid costs are recorded in the accounts when

An official record of Government property goods or services are received. (NAVSO P-3006)
required to be maintained. (DOD 5000.8) The basis of accounting whereby revenues are
-ACCOUNT, REPLACING accounted for when earned, even though not

Formerly, an appropriation account on the books collected; operating costs are accounted for in the
of the Treasury to which i as credited proceeds fiscal period during which the benefits are received;
from the sale of certain specified items, which costs for which the benefits applicable to fuiure

proceeds were available for financing procurement periods are deferred as assets; and liabilities for
of replacement items during the fiscal year in which costs (or expenditures) are recorded when goods or
the disposition was effected and one fiscal year services are received or payable. (AFSCM 177-265)

thereafter. (Legal authority repealed.) (DOD ACCRUAL BASIS OF ACCOUNTING AM
5000.8) Is the recognition in the books and records of
ACCOUNT, SPECIAL-FUND RECEIPT account of the significant and accountable aspects

An account on the books of the Treasury in which of financial transactions or events as they occur.
are recorded receipts by the Government from a Under this basis, the accounting system provides a
source designated by law and restricted for use to a current systematic record of changes in assets,
purpose designated by law. (DOD 5000.8) liabilities, and sources of funds growing out of the _-

incurrence of costs and expenses, the earning of
ACCOUNt, STORES revenues, the receipt and disbursement of cash, and

An account reflecting the cost and/or quantity of other financial transactions. (DOD 7000.12)
materials, supplies, and similar property on hand
and available for issue. (DOD 5000.8) ACCRUED EXPENDITURES

The amount of a liability incurred (whether or not
ACCOUNT, SUBSIDIARY paid) for goods or services received, or assets

An account in which is recorded in detail the acquired. (AR 320-5)
applicable information entered in total in a Charges incurred for goods and services received
"summary" or "control" account. (DOD 5000.8) or other assets acquired whether or not payment

ACCOUNT, SUSPENSE has been made and whether or not invoices have
An account for the temporary entry of financial been received. Generally, goods will be considered

transactions, pending determination of their received at the time title passes to the government. __

ultimate disposition or distribution to other The accrued expenditures should be~recorded at the
accounts. (DOD 5000.8) time the liability arises or at the time payment is
ACCOUNTSSYMBOL made, whichever is earlier. (AFM 11-1) -

A code, usually numerical, assigned to identify a ACCRUED EXPENDITURES PAID
specific account title. (DOD 5000.8) Goods and services and other assets acquired for

Relates to a code for receipt and expenditure which payment has been made. (AFM 11-1)accounts on books of the Treasury for The dollar value of goods delivered or services

appropriations and funds. (Limited application.) performed for which payment has been made.
(DOD 5000.8) (AFSCM 177-265)

ACCOUNT, TRUST-FUND RECEIPT ACCRUED EXPENDITURES UNPAID
An account on the books of the Treasury in which Goods and services and other assets acquired for

are recorded receipts by the Government which are which payment has not been made. (AFM 11-1)
held in trust for use in accordance with the terms The dollar value of goods delivered or services
of a trust agreement or statute. (DOD 5000.8) accrued but not yet paid. (AFSCM 177-265)

ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING ACCRUED INTEREST PAYABLE
Accrual accounting is the method of accounting Strictly, the portion of interest expense applicable

whereby: to past accounting periods, but not yet taid or due
1. operating costs are accounted for in the fiscal for payment. Commonly may include all interest

period during which the benefits are received (cost payable due but not paid. (DOD 5000.8)
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ACCRUED INTEREST RECEIVABLE When applied to tracking radars, the process of -

Strictly, the portion of interest income applicable positioning a radar beam so that a target is in the
to past accounting periods but not yet received or beam to permit the effective employment of
due. Commonly may include all interest receivable weapons. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)
due but not yet received. (DOD 5000.8) ACQUIRE OR ACQUISITION
ACCUMULATING ORGANIZATION Any purchase or retention by the contractor of

Any Army activity, other than radioactive any items of contractor inventory at an agreed
material disposal facility, which generates, price. (DSAM 8130.1)
accumulates, and/or stores unwanted radioactive ACQUISITION
material. (AR 755-15).ACISIO The process consisting of quantification, _

ACCUMULATION TIME procurement and distribution by means of which a
The time interval between the return of an system requirement is satisfied. Acquisition in this

unserviceable repairable item to the supply systen sense includes contract definition, development, test
and scheduling the item for repair. (Normally, this and evaluation, procurement, production, and
time is required to accumulate sufficient items to installation. (NAVMATINST 4000.20)
constitute an economic lot size. (AR 320-5) The procurement of ownership of real property oy

any means exclusive of lease agreements. (AFRACCURACY
The degree of conformity of a measure to a -The acquiring by contract with appropriatedstandard or true value. (AFSCM 78-1). funds of supplies or services (including

ACCURACY LIFE construction) by and for the use of the Federal
The estimated average number of rounds that a Government through purchase, lease, or barter, i

particular weapon can fire before its tube becomes whether the supplies or services are already -in
so worn that its accuracy tolerance is exceeded. existence or must be created, developed, 1 4
(AR 320-5) demonstrated, and evaluated. Acquisition begins at

the point when agency needs are established and
TheRA measuemn oR tincludes the description of requirements to satisfyThe measurement of the precision of fire

expressed as the distance of the mean point of agency needs, solicitation and selection of sources
impact from the center of the target. (AR 320-5, ces, award of contracts, contract financing, contract

JCS Pub 1) performance, contract administration, and those '

The measure of the deviation of fire from the technical and management functions directly related j
of aim, expres.ed in terms o the distance to the process of fulfilling agency needs byetween the point of aim and the mean point of contract. (DAC 76-18)

buts. the pob 1) The process consisting of planning, designing,
producing, and distributing a weaponACHIEVED RELIAIIUTY system/equip:aent. Acquisition in this sense

A statistically valid reliability factor based upon includes the conceptual, validation, full scale -i
demonstration and related measurements of development, production, and
performance of a given configuration under deployment/operational phases oi the weapon
specified conditions and expressed at a stated systems/equipment project. ior those weapon
confidence level. (AFR 80-5) systems/equipments not being procured by a project

Ei ACOUSTiCJAMMBING manager, it encompasses the entire process fs6m i-iinception o! the requirement through the
The deliberate radiation or reradiation of inceptionaonhe requiremen to h

mechanical or electro-acoustic signals with the o n s8
objectives of obliterating or obscuring signals which ACQUISITION ADVICE CODE
the enemy is attempting to receive and of deterring A code denoting how. as distinguished from
enemy weapon systems. (JCS Pub 1) where, and under what restrictions an item will be
ACQUIRE acquired. (DOD 4160.21-31)

When applied to acquisition radars, the process of ACQUISITION AUTHORITY
detecting the presence and location of a target in Authorization made available to a division of the
sufficient-detail to permit identification. (JCS-Pub Army stock fund for obligation-' purposes for the
I, AR 320-5) procurement of materi,,' -d services when such



authority is exempt from prescribed Bureau of the ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Budget apportionment process. (AR 320-5, AMCR A. documented contract requirement Which directs
37-9) or constrains the way the contractor achieves the

ACQUISITION COST end product of the contract. It generally gives a
The total expenditures incurred for the purchase, detailed procedure which describes an orderly way
c onsruct, oxprducsin, fo te prhs, of helping managers define or state policy, goals,

construction, or production, of an item of physical and requirements; assign responsibility; achieve
or intangible property, or the total acquisition cost efficient and effective use of resources; periodically
of a group of such items. (AFSCM 27-1) measure performances; compare that performance

Total cost to the Air Force of acquiring a against stated goals and requirements; and take
complete weapon system. (AFSCL 173-2) appropriate action. (AFLCR 310-1)

A term used within DOD to denote the
aggregation of costs to develop, produce, and ACQUISITION MANAGER

deploy a weapon. system in its operational An individual charged with overall responsibility
environment. It commences with the conceptual for acquisition of weapons systems, individual items

phase and is completed when the last production of equipment, and facilities as well as planning for~logistic support of these end items. Examples of
unit is delivered to the using command. It excludes logisicupps e srend items amles of ( -
all operational activities associated with the mission i re aras Aqte sitroj Mngers ae j
application -of the acquired weapon system. (AFSCR Project Managers, system project engineers, and

component project engineers. (NAVMATINST... 27-6) 40.0

The actual or estimated value, of an item of 4000.20)
materiel or a service in terms of its original cost to ACQUISITION PHASE
the US, exclusive of any cost incurred subsequent That part of the materiel life-cycle from the
to acquisition and without regard to the time at concept stage to the development of the equipment.
which actual acquisition occurred or the method-by The acquisition phase includes the concept phase,
which financed. (AFR 400-20) the contract definition phase, the development

phase, and the production phase. (AR 70-10)
ACQUISITION E:NGINWING The period starting with the OSD approval and

The engineering required for development, design allocation of resources to accomplish full scale
selection, procurement, production, installation, development and/or production until the acceptance
checkout, and testing during the acquisition phase by the user of the last operating unit in a certain
of systems and equipment. This engineering a!so series, or until the specific capabilities have been
encompasses that required to support Requirements demonstrated through category 11 testing and all
Action Directives per AFR 57-1, including certain required updating changes have been identified,
Class V modifications. (AFLCR 80-5) approved, and placed on procurement, or until all

The engineering required for development, design warranties of the contract have been fulfilled;
selection, configuration management, procuremcnt. whichever occurs later. (AFM 11-1). A
production, installation, checkout, test, and The period starting with issuance of the system A
evaluation (AFR 80-14), and qualification systems program directive (end of the definition phase) until
and equipment. This engineering encompasses that acceptance by the user of the last operating unit in -.

required to support program management directive a certain series or until the specific operational
(PMD) ac:cording to AFR 57-1, and to support those requirement has been demonstrated through oe
modifications approved according to AFR 574. category II testing and all required updating I
(AFSC/AFLCR 80-17) changes resulting from testing have been identified.

approved, and placed on procurement, whichever
ACQUISITION LOGISTICIAN occurs later. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-9, AFR 375-1.

An individual assigned to assist the Acquisition AFSCR 57-2, AFLCR 57-24. AFSCM 177-3)
Manager. The Acquisition Logistician is directly The period from the end of the conceptual phase I
responsible for the coordination of all until acreptance by the user of the last operating
organizational components p:oviding logistic inputs unit in the system program. (AFR 66-7)
to the system, and for en',uring that documents The period starting after- the issuance of the
such as the Technical Development Plan include full System Management Directive (end of Definition
provision for ILS planning. (NAVMATINST Phase) until the acceptance by the user of the iast
4000.20) 'operational unit in a certain series, and all required
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| i2
updating changes resulting from the testing have ACTION ACTIVITY
been identified, approved and placed on The HQ AFLC or ALC data automation
procurement, whichever occurs later. (AFSCM organization which is responsible for the
27-1) development and/or maintenance of the ADP

system appication or basic software programs. The
ACQUISITION PROCESS action activity for AFLC-prepared basic software is

Normally, it consists of five phases (Conceptual, HQ AFLC/ACTAO. (AFLCR 177-3)
Validation, Full Scale Engineering Development,
Production and Deployment) with key decision ACTION CODE
points after each of the first three phases. A Identifies to the system the action desired on agiven input transaction. (AFLCR 70-11)
program may skip a phase, or may have program gvnipttascin ALR7-1progrmes imay skp al phases. (e ma 8e pror Two character cole which specifies action taken,
elements in any or all phases. (See AFR 800-2 for or to be taken. and is assigned both by managers
complet e.planation.) (AFR 80-14) and computers. (AFL(,R 171-26)

ACQUISITION PROGRAM ACTION OPR
An AFSC program managed under AFSC systems The major staff office in HQ AFS- that has been

management procedures. An acquisition program tasked with primary follow-up responsibility for a
consists of the total Government and contractual specific action itent directed by the Commander or
effort to define, develop, procure and produce, test Vice Commander. (AFSCR 177-1)
and evaluate. install and check out, and turn over ACTION POINT
to a using agency items for the operational or test The activity responsible for resolution of a
inventory. Acquisition programs may be in deficiency including nece. samy collaboration with
engineering development or operational systems support points. The action point will be the --
development categories, and in certain cases maintenance engineering management ALC
advanced developments may also be included, designated in TO 00-25-115 or the designated
Acquisition programs are of three types as follows: program office for systems under test and

(1) Type 1. Interservice programs for which the evaluation and in operational transition. (TO
Air Force has management responsibility and AFSC 00-35D-54)
is directed to provide management under the APR A focal point(s), identified within each component,
375 series (system programs). responsible for resolution of a reported& product

(2) Type 2. Air Force programs directed to AFSC quality deficiency including necessary collaboration
for management under the AFR 375 series (system with support points. The DOD action point is
programs). normaly the same as the published DOD Source ef

(3) Type 3. Air Force programs for which HQ Supply (SOS) Location. In a case where the product
USAF direction does not specify compliance with was procured by other than the DOD SOS, the
the AFR 375 series but for which -HQ AFSC directs procuring activity cmn be considered as the actionMl-that AFSC systems management procedures be point. The action point -is authorized to transmit a

used. (AFSCR 375-1) deficiency report across component lines to a
support point in another component. (Enel 1 DLAR

ACQUISITIONVALUE 4155.24/AR 702-7/NAVMATINST 4855.8B, AFR
-The actual or estimated value of an item or 74-6/MCO 4155.5B)

service in terms of its original cost to the lS, The activity responsible for resolution of the
exclusive of any costs incurred subsequent to deficiency, including necessary collaboration with
acquisition and without regard to the time at which support points. The action point will be the
actual acquisition occurred or the method by which maintenance engineering management ALC
it. was financed. (AFR 400-3 DOD 5105.38M) designated in TO 00-25-115 or the designated

program office for systems under test and _-_

ACRID evaluation and in operational transition. I
.An irritating, pungent odor. (AFM[ 127-201) (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-71) -N

ACTION ACTlONl PORITY -A one or two character code which specifics 1. Emergency

action that has been or will be taken and is 2. Urgent
assigned by managers, buyers, and the computer. 3. Routine (AFR 67-4/AR
(AFLCR 171-2) 700-96/NAVMATINST 4000.35. MCO 4235.22) _
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ACTION/SUFFIX CODE ACTIVE AIRCRAFT V_
A predetermined code assigncd to an input (DD Those aircraft which are currently and.actively 11

Form. 1348 series, AFLC Form 244, "Materiel engaged in supporting the flying missions either
Request/Turn-In," and inventory adjustment through direct acsignment to aircraft units or in the
vouchers (IAVs), etc.,) for the purpose of preparation for such assignment Cr reassignment
identifying the action to be taken by the computer. through any of the logistic processes of supply,
(AFM 67-1) maintenance and modification. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub

ACTIVATE
To prepare for active set r'ice a naval ship or craft ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE

which has been in an inactive or reserve status. A satellite which receives, regenerates, andj
(JCS Pub 1) retransmits signals between stations. (JCS Pub 1)

To put into existence by official order a unit, ACTIVE CONTRACT -

post, camp, station, base, or shore activity which Any contract which has been awarded and on
has previously been constituted and designated by which any element of contractor performance,
name or number, or both, so that it can be ment, or administrative closing action is
organized to function in its assigiied capacity. (JCS outstanding. (AFLCR 70-11)
Pub I AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8).

ACTIVE UNE ITEM
ACTIVATION Total of all line items which are not marked

The depreservation, servicing, inspection, test and complete as of the report date. These include firm
replacement of assemblies or subassemblies as or nonfirm schedules and those line items which
required to return an end item from storage or have been shipped complete, but are awaiting price
inactive pool status to operational use. definitization. (AFLCR 70-11)
(NAVMATINST 4250 89A) A

The accomplishment of the necessary ACTIVE LOCATION

construction, the on-site assembly, installation, and A location in which a normal quantity of an item
checkout of all componeltts and subsystems, is stored and which may be replenished from
culminating in the turnover of an operational reserve location. (AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)
system to a using commant. (AFSCM 375-3) A bin, rack, bay, or other storage facility which

may be replenished from reserve locations when the
ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS normal quantity is depleted because of nornal

System production, training, and &C actions that shipments or issues. (AFM 67-1)
are necessary to initially procure, fabricate, train,I assemble, handle, store, and prepare for shipment ACTIVE IAINTENANCE TIME
!he system or system elements at the point of The time during w 'ch preventive and corrective A

acquisition, and to transport, receive, install, main nance work is actually being done on tf2
checkout, and, as required, store the system or item. (MIL-STD-778)
systems elements at the se location. Such actions ACTIVE IiATERIAL
are normally nonrepetitive actions during the Material, such as plutonium and certain isotopes
development program in preparation for system, of uranium, which is capable of supporting a fission
subsystem, or end-item testing. (AFSCM 375-5) chain reaction. JcS Pub 1)

ACTIVE ACTIVE PANT EQUINMENT
Operating or in Logistic Support: i.e., Operating, An item of plant equipment is considered active

Operational Pool, and Non-Operational Support. for purpose of relation as long as workload is
(OPINAVINST .442.2A) forecasted, is required for resear:h. development

ACTIVE AIR FORCE REQUIREMENTS and test assignments for. which it was provided.

All AF initial and additive requirements which (AFLC 78-3)
will require normal usage. MAP. WRM, retention, ACTIVE RiAI TIME
replacement requirements and requirements citing The time during which one or more technicians
selected special ASCs are not included. (AFLUM are working on the item to effect a repair.
57-2) (MIL-STD-778)
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ACTIVE TECHNICIAN TIOE ACTIVITY CONTROL SUUUER
That time expended by the technician(s) in active A seven character code which identifies an item

performance of a maintenance task. Expressed in prior to the establishment of an FSN for the item.
man-hours, not calendar time. (MIL-STD-778) (ASOINST P4400.24)

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITY DIECTOR
Activities which are primaril" the responsibility The head of a staff element responsible for

of a Federal Government Agency outside the development, supervision of execution, and review
Department of Defense. (DSAM 4140.4) and analysis of a specified activity of the

headquarters command and staff activit-es program.
ACTIVITY (AMCR 11-4)

A PERT aid PERT cost term meaning an element ACTIVITY LEAD TIE
aprogram That time interval between the cut-off datc at

process, a job to be performed, a procurement cycle, field activities for reporting stock status to the
waiting time, etc. (AFSCM 3-3 inventory control point and the time rhen the

A function or mission, e.g.. recrtking, schooling, inventory control point determines and documet
(JCS Pub 1) the form of stock action to be taken. (NAVEXOS

A unit. organiatuion or installation performing a P-1500)
function or rz.sion, e.g., recetio, center
redistritutioa center, naval station, naval shipyard. ACTIVITY NAVE AND LOCATION
(AD. 320-5 The actual name or na-rative designation used by -

A unit, organization, tenant, or account a JOCAS reporting activity together with the

authorized to requisition on a supply source not geographical location. (AFSCM 137-265)

located on the same installation, ship or receive ACTIVIY010ERW
material, and initiate or process documentation or An activity which originates a requisition for
billing for material. (DOD 4000.21) material or an order for procurement produetion, or

In the military establishment, a physically performance of warl; or services by another
identitiable organization unit responsible for activity. (AFM 61-1)
management or execution of a function-combat, ACTIVITY, AUShER: logistical, or administrativ'e. Distinguished from an The activity to which the responsibility for

installatio, or an "operating uni when it standardization of a FSC or Area has been
includes a number of activities. (DOD 5000.8) delegated by the cognizant Assigee. (DOD

In the supply area, may refer also to an 4120.3-M)
operating agency or intermediate operating agency;
e.g., a participating activity in the cataloging AIaIvI tw a e nr
systcm. (DOD 5M0.8) ,\n activity with an interest in the coverage of a

A budget-activity account. (DOD 5000.8) standa , specircation or handbook as assigned by

One of the organizatbinal elements of the Army. departenta regulations or one which provides

Navy, Air Force Defense Supply Agency, U.S. aproprited funds in connection with the
Marine Corps, Coast Guard and other Activities of procurement, stocking, use or development of the
the Department of Defense. (DOD 41201-M) item. interested activity- designation should not
t D t o e e Obe requested or grunted where interest is academic.

ACTIVITY ADOMSCODE 5r is an attempt to keep abreast of progress in a
six-position code assigned to identify specific certain field, or where some indefinite futnre

inits, activities, or organization authorized to procurement may be coraemplated Copies of
direct, ship or receive matoral. documentation or reproduced standards, specifications and handbooks

billing. Activity Address C4*des with corresponding are available for such purposes. (DOD 4120.3-M)
-in the clear- activity identification ate ertained ACTwTn. uff ly coosNArTINS
in the DOD Activity Address Director. (DO) The military a~tivitv responsible for coordinating.
4500.32-R, DSAH 4140.1) reconciling and collating the military comment for

A 6--diit alpha-numeric code identifying a the D.-Partment of Defense on a Federal standard
specific activity and tianslatable to a clear text or specification prepared by a Federal civil agency
address. (DOD 4000.21) under an estiblised Mrjr. itar c-mrdinin:g
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activity also identifies the military activity ACTIVITY, USER

responsible for coordination of an industry An activity having Departmental, Service or

standardization document in the DOD. (DOD Agency responsibility for using a standardization
4120.3-M) document to acquire the item(s), material(s) or

process(es) covered thereby, but whose interest isACTIVITY, PARTICIPATING not sufficient to require active participation in the

The activity designated by its Departmental coordination of the document. (DOD 4120.3-M)
Standardiz'iion Office to represent the ATLO
department/agency in collaborative standardization ACTUAL COST
effort usually for the purpose of planning An amount determined on the basis of cost
efr uincurred as distinguished from estimated cost.standardization for an FSC Class or Area. (DOD (AFSCR 177-4)
4120.3-M)

ACTUAL COST OF WORK PERFORMED (ACWP)
ACTIVITY, PERFORMING The costs actually incurred and recorded in

An activity which is -esponsible for performing a accomplishing the work performed within a given
function or service, "ncluding procurement of time period. (AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5/DARCOM-P
materiel or services from contractors or other 715-5/NAVMAT P5240/DSAH 8315.2 DOD 7000.2)
activities or production of materiel or fnrnishing of AEservic. (DOD 5000.8) ACTUAL DIRECT COSTS-

Those costs identified specifically with a contract,
ACTIVITY, PREPARING based upon the contractor's cost identification and

The military activity or the activity in a Federal accumulation system as accepted by the cogniant
civil agency (for Federal documents only), DCAA representatives. (AFSCP/AFLCP
responsible for document and study projects and for 173-5/DARCOM-P 715-5, NAVMAT P5240/DSAH
maintenance of the resultant Standardization 8315.2, DOD 7000.2)
Documents. (DOD 4120.3-M) ACTUAL FLOW DAYS

ACTIVITY, REPORTING (IN SUPPLY MANAGEMENT) When an aircraft/missile is completed, the G039
An activity which is required to render stock system computes an actual flow day value by~~subtracting the "In Work Date" from the "Date

status or financial inventory reports of designated sutatn h "nWr ae fo h Dt
categories of materielto an inventory manageror Completed" and passes it via mechanical interface

to the G071 system. While the aircraft/missile is
other authority. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) undergoing maintenance, the Production i-

ACTIVITY, REVIEW Management Specialist will input the values which ' -

An activity having Departmental, Service, Agency the TRC estimates :s the date for completion of the
responsibility for the design, configuration or work. (AFLCR 65-46)
application of an item(s), material(s) or process(es) ACTUAL FLOW TIME
and which, for these reasons has an. essential The average number of days experienced in
technical interest in the covering document that is processing the specific types of engines or modules
not susceptible to waiver, thus requiring a review reported from date of input into work to the final
of all proposed action- affecting the document. test and availability for delivery. (AFLCR 65-15)
Defense Supply centers may declare review interestI
in standardization documents covering items for ACTUAL OBLIGATED SPACE

Vacant space that is held for the storage of
which they have procurement, inspection and supply materiel for which shipment directives are actuallyresponsibilities -.nd in those instances wherein on hand. (A'M 67-1)
advance knowledge and review of documents is
necessary to assure procurability (including sach ACTUAL PLACEMENT
factors as industrial capability, economics and A term generally applied to placing a car at
inspection) of the described items to the specified designated loading or unloading area, (demurrage
requirements. Essential comments submitted in this rules). (AR 320-5)
capacity will be limited to the functional areas for ACTUAL VALUE RATE
which DSA has mission responsibility in A rate based on the actual value of the property
management of the items. The decision to be, or shipped, (In this case, the actual value of the
not to be, a review activity will be made by the shipment must be divulged to the carrier.) (DSAR
Defense Supply Center concerned. (DOD 4120.3-M) 4500.3)



-- -
ACTUARIAL ENGINE LIFE (AEL) standaruization and tests the suitability of the

The average engine hours attained before equipment for service. (AR 320-5)
removal for major overhaul as determined by ADAPTER SKIRT

actuarial computation. (AFM 67-1) A flange or extension of a missile stage or
ACTUARIAL LIFE EXPECTANCY (ALE) section that provides a ready means of fitting

This is an actuarial computed factor based on another stage or section to it. (AFM 11-1)jfailures which require depot-level maintenance and
i ADDED WORK

is weighted average approach for measuring the
item average life. It is developed from failure An additional negotiated work requirement

j rates of the item and not from the item failures as imposed on the repair facility after the initial
such. it is the only average life that can be negotiations of tihe original work package, for

realistically computed for the item. There are example, a new Time Compliance Technical Order
non-actuarial techniques that approximate this (TCTO) requirement not included in the original

value but are usable only under certain conditions. work package. Schedules are adjusted in
The life expectancy method is defined for accordance with provisions of AFLCR 66-5 (AFLCR

calculation in TO 00-25-217. (AFLCM 66-2, AFLCM 65-46)
66-17) ADDITION TO AIRCRAFT INVENTOPY

ACTUARIAL METHOD OF COMPUTING A REPLACEMENT Navy acceptance of an aircraft, An OPNAV X
FACTOR report of the acceptance has been received by the

Development of a rate of retirement for each age CNO and the aircraft has been added to the List of

period of the life span of the item, through the use Navy Aircraft (the official inventory of Navy
of standard survival curves. These retirement rates aircraft for which the CNO is expressly responsible

are then weighed by the age distribution of the to the Secretary of the Navy.) (OPNAVINST
items in use to obtain one weighted replacement 5442.20)
factor for a future period of time. The replacement ADDITION-EXPANSION-EXTENSION
factor for each future period will vary in A physical increase to a real property facility I
accordance with the age distribution of the property which adds to the over-all external dimension of the
in use for each of future periods. (AR 320-5) facility. (DOD 7040.2, AFR 85-6)

ACTUARIAL REMOVAL INTERVAL ADDITIONS (PROPERTY)
A factor developed for use in forecasting engine As applied to real property and plant equipment

removals. It is a ratio of operating hours to engine in use, means costs of new acquisitions, and
removals. An ARI expresses the forecasted average extensions and betterments of existing property,
accumulation of engine operating hours by a group including conversions and modifications, which add
of engines, for each engine removal. Generally, a to the permanent value of the property. (DOD
group of engines consists of the entire installed 5000.8)
inventory of one type, model, and series and Only costs of extensions or expansions of existing
occasionally more than one series. (1) real property facilities; a physical increase to a
OHRI-Overhaul Removal Interval. An ARI factor real-property facility which adds to the overall
developed for use in forecasting engine removals external dimension of the facility. -(More restricted
for major overhaul. (2) BMRI-Base Maintenance
Removal Interval. An ARI factor developed for use a
in forecasting engine removals for base ADDITIVE
maintenance. (3) CMRI - Combined Maintenance A substance added to a propellant to achieve
Removal Interval. An ARI developed for some purpose, such as a more even rate of
forecasting total engine removals (i.e., removals for combustion. (AFM 11-1)
major overhaul and removals for base maintenance). A substance added to a propellant to improve its
(AFM 400-1, AFLCP 50-4) performance, such as by providing smoother

burning rate, increased energy output, or lower
freezing point. (AFM 127-201)Test conducted to ascertain the adaptability of a e(

standardized item of equipment to a particular unit ADDITIVE LEVEL OF SUPPLY
or crganization. An adaptability test differs from a That authorized quantity of stock added to the
user test in that the latter is conducted prior to demand level. (AFM 67-1)
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ADDRESS MARKING ADJUSTMENTS (DECREASED/INCREASED)
The application on shipping containers of data The changes in estimated manhour totals on the

relative to movement and delivery as expressed in D057G90IG thru D057G90IL reports resulting from
movement control documentation. (DOD 4500.32-R) administrative decisions and the subsequent revision
ADD-ON of former man-hour estimates through AFLO Form

Those standard data elements or codes utilized as 904 change action. Decreased and increased
additional inputs or extensions of the data base of manhours are computed for these reports. (AFLCR

an established Air Force automated data system. 171-91)
(AFM 11-1) ADJUSTMENTS, PHYSICAL INVENTORY
ADD-ON MILESTONE The accounting transaction giving effect to the

A definitive event or act in the life-span time correction of a book balance to agree with a
frame of a weapon/equipment system which physical count of the items. Such adjustments may

V_ provides a greater detail of information than that result from (1) a regularly scheduled physical
provided by a major milestone. Add-on milestones inventory, (2) a potential discrepancy revealed by a
are more closely allied with the daily, -detailed materiel release denial or decapitalization actions.
management of a weapon/equipment system and are Excluded are adjustment transactions caused by (1)
required by project managers and other major items reidentification of stock, (2) standard price charges,Imanagers for planning and controlling the total (3) catalog data changes, (4) condition and purpose
system at their level of management. (AMCR code changes, (5) condemnation of matsriel
11-27) resulting from rebuild and surveillance programs. -

ADJUSTED CEILING Adjustment transactions directly attributed to A-
computer malfunctions, program errors and

Negotiated adjustments to the initial ceiling price correction of computer system time lags will not be
for changes which reflect a changed negotiated categorized as adjustments due to physical

maximum) liability of the Government. (AFSCR inventory. All such adjustment transactions will be
178-5) coded uniquely in accordance with reference (g) and

ADJUSTED TARGET the rate of occurrence monitored by supply system
Accumulated price resulting from changes to the managers. (DOD 4140.35) 2

basic contract for in-program change, change in ADMNISTRATIOR
scope, and/or terminations reflecting the current ITRa moP
negotiated target price for work authorized. Ite management and exuon of al m. (AFSCR 178-5) The management and execution of all military :

Amatters not included in tactics and strategy;
ADJUSTMENT primarily in the fields of logistics and personnel

A correction supported by a prescribed voucher, management. (JCS Pub 1) 4
(DOD 5000.8) Time spent on routine operation of the activity

An entry or entries made in order to correct an such as preparation and review of personnel records
account. (DOD 5000.8) and job descriptions, career counseling, responding

ADJUSTMENT AND CALIBRATION TIME to non-S&E oriented surveys, inquiries and
That element of active maintenance time required reporting requirements, fund drives, tours and

to make the adjustment and/or calibration publication information, typing, filing, stenographic
necessary to place the item in a specified condition. duties, etc. (AFSCM 177-265)
(MIL-STD-778) ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

ADJUSTMENT CYCLE Action taken by one or more departments of the
The second phase of the two cycle computation. Federal Government to deny U.S. Government

It provides file maintenance results, as well as privileges, including defense contracts, to certain
additional products and index information not firms and individuals. Such action may be either
provided in the initial cyile. The adjustment cycle formal suspension or debarment, or a temporary
reports are used in developing the Stock Fund declaration of nonresponsibility resulting in the
Operating Program and P-18 Exhibits. (AFLCR individual or firm being listed on the Security Trade
171-51) Control Bidders Experience List. (DOD 4160.21-M)
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ADMI1ISTRATIVE AGENCY ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING OFFICER (ACO)
The Military Department charged with the The individual who has authorizatioi, to

responsibility for .the provision of logistical and administer the performance of contracts. (DSAM
administrative support to a DOD element in a 8135.1)
foreign country ur international organization. Those contracting officers authorized to
tDOD 5105.38M) administer the performance of contracts. (AFM

P ] ADMINISTRATIVE AIRLIFT SERVICE1-)
The individual(s) who is appointed under

The airlift service normally provided by appropriate authority for the purpose of performing
specifically identifiable aircraft assigned tosprganicatyion iior le rca f r asinern contract administration responsibilities as outlined

in the appropriate procurement regulations and in
administration. (DOD 5160.2, JCS Pub 1 AR 320-5) chapter 6, Contract Administration. (AFM 66-18)
ADMINISTRATIVE AREA The AF contracting officer assigned the

The area in which administrative offices for the responsibility for administration of AF contracts or
entire installation are located, excluding those contracts of other Government departments for
offices located near and directly serving explosives which the AF has assumed administrative
storage and operating areas. (AFR 127-100, cognizance. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2)
Attachment 1) The individual responsible for overall

administration of the contract. (AFLCR 65-22)
ADMINISTRATIVE CHAIN OF COMMAND A contracting officer assigned the responsibility

The normal chain of command as determined by for administration of a US Government contract.4l
the administrative organization. (JCS Pb 1) (AFLCR 66-33)
ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGES ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

General overhead expenses and other costs of Direction or exercise of authority over
operating the DOD logistics system incident to the subordinate or other organizations in respect to
issue, sale, or transfer of materiel, supplies, and administrative matters, suc. as personnel
equipment, and are not included in the billing price management, supply, services, and other matters
tr accessorial costs. (AFSCR 177-1) not included in the operational missions of the I

Charges associated with the administration of the subordinate or other organizations. (JCS Pub 1)
defense logistic system. Specifically excluded are
administrative expenses charged directly to the ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
body of the FMS case. (DOD 5105.38M) These costs represent the general overhead

expenses and other costs in operating the DOD
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE logistics system that are incident to the issue, sale,

A group designated to assist the Executive and transfer of materiel and are not included in the
Director in identifying and overcoming problems price of the materiel shipped or the accessorial
ccncerning the operation of the Single Manager expenses as defined above. (See DOD 7510.4,
Airlift Service Assignment. The Committee shall be implemented by AFR 172-5; AR 37-60:
neither a policy board nor an executive directorate, NAVCOMPMANUAL, Volume Ill; DLAM 7000.1.)
but rather a group of specialists meeting to (DOD 4000.19-M)
recommend solutions to particular problems and to
promote the effectiveness and economy with which ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
the Agency meets the needs of the Military Those elements of cost extracted from the

Departments. Its membership shall be as follows: average unit funded cost, which benefit the depot
(i) Executive Director - Chairman. (2) A mintenance effort but do not directly contribute to

representative from the Army, the Navy (or Marine the transformation of materiel ur completion of jobs
Corps at the discretion of the Secretary of the and ire neither incurred nor controlled by the
Navy), and the Air Force. (3) The Assistant production activity or department to which
Secretaries of Defense (Supply and Logistics) and allocated. Non-Army Industrial Funded installations

(Comptroller) o," their representativs. (4) Such will consider the above cost as unfunded. (AMCR

technical or profes,;ional personnel augmentation 750-29)
fron the Military Departmenit- as the Single ADMINISTRATIVE LEAD TIME
Manager determines necessary and as airlift The time interval between initiation of
problems under eonsideration dictate. A 'R 7';-33) procuremnt actio: and letting of contract or
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placing of order. (DOD 5000 1, JCS Pub 1, AR ADMINISTRATIVE PLAN
320-5) Plan proposed for handling the traffic, supply, A

Administrative lead-time is that time elapsed evacuation and other administrative details of
between the receipt of a procurement request by operations of a unit. It must be based on a survey
the Procuring Activity to contract award by the of the situation, called the administrative estimate,
Procuring Activity, which is approximately 120 and is put into effect by the administrative order.
days. Emergency requirements will be telephoned (AR 320-5)
(followed by written confirmation) to the PM-MEP A plan that relates to and accompanies the i
for approval after proposed procurement has been landing force operation plan and which provides I
coordinated between Requiring and Procuring information and instructions relating to the
Activities. All PM-MEP telephone approvals will be logistical and administrative support of the
promptly confirmed in writing. (AR 700-101) operation. (AR .120-5)

The time interval between initiation of ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS
procurement action and letting of contract or Reports which require financial information of
placing of order. (JCS Pub 1). any sort, or contract/production progress,

Period, in months, from the point in time when a socio-economic data, cost information, etc. -

decision is made to procure -.ad the purchase (AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1)
request (PR) or military interdepartmental purchase

request (MIPR) is prepared, to the date of contract ADMINISTRATIVE SHIPPINGSupport shipping that is capable of transporting
or purchase order award. (AFM 67-1) troops and cargo from origin to destination, but

The actual elapsed time from initiation of a which cannot be loaded or unicaded without
PR/MIPR action to award of a contract. (AFLCR non-organic personnel and/or equipment; e.g.,
70-11) stevedores, piers, barges, boats. (JCS Pub 1).
ADMINISTRATIVE LOADING ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE

A loading system which gives primary The total floor area occupied by administrative orconsideration to achieving maximum utilization of logistical office personnel, including space used for

troop and cargo space without regard to tactical academic training. Necessary clear areas and areas
considerations. Equipment and supplies must be occupied by equipment and appurtenances, which
unloaded and sorted before they can be used. (AR are adjunctive to occupancy by this type of
320-5, JCS Pub 1) personnel, are included in this term. Office space

ADMINISTRATIVE MAP occupied by supervisors and their clerical staff
A map on which is graphically recorded within terminal warehouse or shop buildings and

information pertaining b administrative matters, when such space is occupied for purposes incident
such as supply and evacuation installations, to operations being performed within the building,sis not included within the meaning of this term.personnel installations, medi-al facilities, collecting Real Property Facility Basic Category Numbers in
points for stragglers and prisoners of war, train the 610 series and number 171-153 are applicable.

bivouacs, service and maintenance areas, main (AFLCM 400-2 Voi IX)

supply roads, traffic circulation, boundaries, and
other details necessary to show the administrative ADMINISTRATIVE STORAGE

situation in relation to the tactical situation. (JCS The placement of its organic equipment in a
Pub 1) jimited care and preservation status by a table of

organization and equipment/table of distribution
ADMINISTRATIVE MOVEMENT and allowances unit or activity for short periods of

A movement in which troops and vehicles are time to reduce the need for maintenance resources
arranged to expedite their movement and conserve or because of the nonarailability of adequate
time and energy when no enemy interference, resources to maintain the equInipment ii an
except by air, is anticipated. (JCS Pub 1) operational status. (AR 310-25)

i ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER ADMINISTRATIVE SUBDIVISION OF FUNDS
An order covering traffic, supply, maintenance, An allocation allotment. suballotment. fund

evacuatioa, personnel, and other administrative citation, or other authority to incur obligat.ons,
details. (JCS Pub 1) generally within a specified amount, without
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further recourse to the office which granted the ADMINISTRATIVE USE VEHICLE
obligating authority. No officer or employee of the Any use of a motor vehicle not directly connected
United States shall authorize or create any with combat or tactical operations or for the
obligation or make any expenditure in excess of an training of troops for such operations. Vehicles for
administrative subdivision of funds (Section 3679 administrative use are normally of commercial
Revised Statutes, as amended USC 665). (AFSCR design. Vehicles of military design may be used for
27-6/AFSCR 27-1). administrative purposes when approved by

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT Department of the Army in which case they are
Support such as finance and accounting services, classified as administrative use vehicles. (TM

military personnel and administration, wail pick-up 38-750-2)
and delivery, civilian personnel servicing, legal ADMINISTPATIVE WHEELED VEHICLE FLEET
services, comptroller services and safety. (DOD Motor vehicles used in support of motor pool
4000.19) oe a services and not directly connected with combat or

The provision of personnel, soace, facilities, tactical operations or for the training of troops for
supplies, equipment and aircraft maintenance
services, including the related budgeting, funding, suh opetions th minitatv we d

fiscl cntrl, tainngmanowerconrolam1 vehicle fleet contains both military design andfiscal control, training, manpower control and
utilization, personnel administration, security commercial vehicles. The administrative wheeled
administration, mobilization planning and other vehicle fleet is one of two categories of the wheeled
administrative provisions and services necessary to vehicle fleet; the other category is the tactical

carry out assigned missions. (AFR 76-33) wheeled vehicle fleet. (AR 310-25)

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ADOPT CODING
Equipment not essential to the performance of Application of the approved IMC criteria by an

assigned operational missions and tasks. Included IOP, to items of supply currently managed by a
are administrative equipment, such as office CIMM, wherein .the ICP or another activity within
machines, drinking fountains, laundries, and movie the same Service is not currently recorded as a user
projectors. (NAVSUP MAN, AFM 67-1, AR 725-50, in the' Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC)
AR 735-35) Total Item Record (TIR) and desires to add user
ADMINISTRATIVE TIME interest and obtain supply support from the

That portion of non-active maintenance time !hat appropriate 01MM. (DOD 4160.21-M-l)
is not included in supply time. (MIL-STD-778) ADOPTED ITEMS OF MATERIEL
ADMINISTRATIVE USE MOTOR VEHICLES Items of materel which are suitable for their

Motor vehicles, normally of commercial design, intended military purpose; have been type classified;
assigned on the basis of formal authorization are suitable for inclusion in equipment authorization
documents, which are used for the purposes of documents; and are described in adopted item lists
providing the transportation support of an published to provide the official nomenclature
installation or separate location not classified as an source and type classification status of such items.
installation. Motor vehicles of military design may (AR 320-5)
also be designated and used for administrative ADOPTED TYPES
purposes in which cases they are so classified. (AR Required types of equipment that have beeni
58-1) adopted as suitable for the use of the Army. (AR

The use of motor vehicles assigned, on the basis 320-5)
of formal authorization documents, for the purpose
of providing the transportation support of an ADP PORTION
installation or separate location not classified as an Some logistics systems are mechanized or
installation. Generally, administrative use motot automated to such an extent that it is necessary to
vehicles will be of commerciaj design. Data separately identify those operations, processes, and
applicable to military design motor vehicles procedures which are documented in the 300-series
(exclusive of trailers and semi-Irailers) used for of publications from those which are documented in
administrative transportation s;upport will be other series of publications. Those operations,
reported in Formats 4, 5 and 6 on the line identified processes, and procedures within a logistics system i --
as "Military design vehicles in administrative use." accomplished solely as data processing functions by
(DOD 4500.7) data processing organizations according to the
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300-series of USAF/AFLC publications are defined ADVANCE PAYMENT BONDas the "ADP portion" of a logistics system. A bond which .ecures the performance and the
(AFLCR 400-5) fulfillment of a contractual provision for the

making of advance payments. (DAC 76-17, DARADVANCE10-101.1)
Money paid by one party to another in

contemplation of the receipt of goods, services or ADVANCE PAYMENT (CONTRACT)
other assets, or in order to finance specific ensuing A payment to a contractor in anticipation of, and
operations, which money must be accounted for in for the purpose of, performance under a contract or
connection with such operations or returned. (DOD contracts. May be treated as a continuing "fund"
5000.8) and replenished as expenditures are incurred by the

contractor. Generally required to be deposited by
ADVANCE ATTRITION contractor in a special bank account and accounted

Basic aircraft inventory which is lost in the air or for separately from other funds. To be
on the ground owing to accident, mishap, and/or distinguished from partial, progress, and other
because the aircraft are beyond economical repair. payments made because of performance or part
(AFM 67-1) performance of a contract. (DOD 5060.8)

ADVANCE BUY ADVANCE PROCUREMENT PLANNING
Procurement to provide for components that A series of decisions directed toward the

require a longer lead time than the system of which integration of procurement, technical, and- financial
they are a part. (AFR 172-14, AFSCR 27-6, AFSCM plans during the system (or commodity) acquisition
27-1) cycle (NAVMAT P-4215)

ADVANCE DEPOT ADVANCE TRAVEL

- Supply point in the forward part of the An advance to a military or civilian employee in
communications zone in a theater of operations, anticipation of travel expenses, pursuant to

ahead of the intermediate and base depots. (AR statutora hority and specific administrative
._.320-5) authorization. (DOD 5000.8)

ADVANCE FORCE (AMPHIBIOUS) ADVANCED ALLOTMENTS
A temporary organization within the amphibious Allotments made for deliveries in additional

task force which precedes the main body to the quarters beyond the current quarter. (AFM 78-4)
objective area. Its function is to participate in ADVANCED ATTRITION AIRCRAFT
preparing the objective for the main assault by Those aircraft purchased in anticipation of
conducting such operations as reconnaissance, programmed future losses. As losses occur from
seizure of supporting positions, minesweeping, operating units, they are replaced by advanced
preliminary bombardment, underwater demolitions, attrition aircraft in- order to sustain authorized
and air support. (JCS Pub 1) requirements (training, test, and other operating

ADVANCE GUARD active assignments) throughout the first line life of
the specific weapon system. (AFM 11-1)Detachment sent ahead of the main force to

insure its uninterrupted advance; to protect the ADVANCED BALLISTIC RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS (ABRES)
main body against surprise; to facilitate the A portion of the MRS program designated as the
advance by removing obstacles, repairing roads, and DOD program for re-entry technology and devices.
bridges: and to cover the deployment of the main selected for management under the AFR 375 series.
body if it is committed to action. (.JCS Pub 1) although not a system program in the usual sense.I" It is a functional area management tool, designated
ADVANCE LOGISTICAL COMMAND by the Secretary of the Air Force as a program to
A command normally located in the forward be prosecuted with maximum attention ?nd urgency.portion of the communications zone of a theater of (AFSCR 80-22)

operations. responsible for furnishing That portion of the Deputy for Reentry Systems
administrative support, except personnel (D/RS) Program designated as the DOD program
replacement, civil affairs, and intersectional for advanced development of reentry anJ
services, to forces in the combat zone as directed. penetration technology and devices. Although not a
(AR 320-5) system program in the usual sense, ABRES will be
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managed in accordance with Air Force and AFSC ADVANCED BA?'E UNIT
800-series publications. (AFSCR 80-22) A grouring of advanced base functional

ADVANCED BASE components so arranged as to establish an advanced
base. IE may be a reph~r base, supply base, anl

A base located in or near a theater of operations ase ay ai r base, u pp se n
.vhoe prmar misionis t suportmiliary airfield~, an airbase, a medium all-purpose navalvhose primary mission is to support military base or any type of naval shore establishment ofoperations. (JCS Pub1) an overseas location. See also functional

ADVANCED BASE FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT cimponent. (BUWEPSINST 4040.1)
A grouping of personnel and/or material designed ADVANCED BUYto perform one of the specific tasks of an advanced rcemnt o povd fr la-iebase. A functional component contains the Procurement to provide for lead-time I -

base. A frequirements for components that require a longer
technical personnel and equipment necessary for the- lead time than the system of which they are a part.performance of their tasks, including, as pertine.,nt,workshop housing, vehicles, boats, shop and °ffice (AFSCL 173-2J I

equipment and a 30-90 day initial supply of ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS
consumables. The functional components are given REQUIREMENTS PLAN
titles to indicate their functions and u:iclassified A plan prepared by major and designated
codes, each consisting of an alphabetic/numeric responsible commands or executive management
combination. (BUWEPSINST 4040.1) agencies to submit their quantitative CEM

requirements to HQ USAF as specified in AFR 65-2 1ADVANCED BASE INITIAL OUTFITTING LIST (ABIOLs) and AFM 100-18. (AFM 67-1)|
Listings that contain detail item requirements in a- A

support of Advanced Base Functional Components ADVANCED CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
that comprise NAVSUPSYSCOM's contribution to The ACMS is a mechanized compliance status
the functional components. The lists are the basis accounting system for Time Compliance Technical
for computation of mobilization requirements, Orders issued against missiles, aircraft, systems. 1-
material positioning, assembly and pack up of their installed components, spare components, and j
components, and mobilization readiness status associated aerospace ground equipment. In
reports. ABIOLS are maintained on EAM cards by addition, the ACMS accounts for the removal and
each Inventory Control Point for its cognizance replacement of items selected for configuration

-jmaterial. NAVSUPSYSCOM consolidates each management. (T.O. 00-20-1)
ICP's items by component to form the ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
NAVSUPSYSCOM contribution. Header cards are_Aded SYSfOr i ontra tion . adeanan ote Line item projects which have advanced to a point] added for interpretation and explanation of the

where the development of experimental hardwaresubfunction codes for the utilization of mateiial for technical or operational testing is required priorrequirements and also for information to shipping to the determination of whether these items should
and assembly activities. Consolidated listings are be designed or engineered for eventual service use. 'i
prepared from the ABIOL EAM cards for allcommands, and activities requiring (F 11
NAVSUPSYSCOM contribution information. Includes all project- which have moved into the I
(BNANS T404 ibt idevelopment of hardware for experimental or
(BUSANDAINST 40401) operational test. It is characterized by line item

ADVANCED BASE INITIAL SUPPORT LISTS projects and program control is exercised on a
A detailed listing of all cognizance material project basis. A further descriptive characteristic

required in support of the NAVAIRSYSCOM portion lies in the design of such items being directed
of each functional component. Initial Support Lists toward hardwa'e for test or experimeitation as
will be developed by the ICP as designated by opposed to items designed and engineered for
NAVAIRSYSCOM and will contain a complete item eventual Service use. Examples are VTOL Aircraft,
breakdown, by components, of all cognizance ARTEMIS, Experimental Hydrofoil, X-1,5 and
material required in support of the specific Aerospace Plane Components. (OPNAVINST
functional component. The ICP's having assigned 3100.8B)
responsibilities for this function will also assume The categry within the research, developinent.
responsibility for the maintenance (updating) and test and e'"..datior. (RDT&E) program structure
dissemination of requirement/planning data to the that includes all projects which have moved into the
appropriate inventory managers. (BUWEPSINST development o: hardware for experimental or
4040.1) operational test. (AFSCR 70-2)
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The advance development period is the period in ADVANCED GUARD
which the major program characteristics (technical, The leading element of an advancing force. The
logistic cost and schedule), through extensive primary mission is to insure the uninterrupted
analysis and hardware developments are validated, advance of the main body. It has the followingI primarily by the contractor(s) who will do the full functions: a. to find and exploit gaps in thescale development. The validation includes enemy's defensive system; b. to prevent the-main

commitments that contractors are willing to make body of the advancing force running blindly into1 (i.e., contracts they will sign on these major enemy opposition; and c. to clear away minor
program characteristics). (AFP 300-7) opposition or, if major opposition is met, to ccver

the deployment of Lhe main body. (JCS Pub 1)ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT (R&D CATEGORY)
Effort directed toward the building of test or ADVANCED LANDING FIELD

experimental hardware (e.g., X-15). (H? 21-1) An airfield, usually having minimum facilities, in
or near an objective area. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

A document issued by HQ USAF to describe the ADVANCED PLANNING BRIEFING
general characteristics of a new effort designed to A formal, classified or unclassified presentation
fulfill an anticipated long-term operational to appropriately cleared representatives of the
requirement beyond present technical capabilities United States, Canada, and United Kingdom or
and/or to exploit a significant technological non-Government industrial, scientific, technical and

advancement -with potential military application educational organizations describing mid- and
(AFM 11-1, AFR 375-1) long-range research and development plans apd

An ADO is a requirements document prepared by programs related to future military requirements.

the CNO which states a need to conduct certain (AR 55-35)
experimental studies, tests and development effort. Formal, classified presentations, to ersons
The ADO states the overall mission to be performed outside the U.S. Government, that describeThAnD species the eritall factoshin ed to be long-range research and development plans and
and specifies the critical factors which need to be programs related to future military requirements.resolved before the full system development can Such presentations save time and expense for
proceed. (OPNAVINST 3900-8C) indust;ies oy preventing unwarranted technical

A CNO document which outlines an experimental Ifort, and help t.lem prepare better plans by
system or major component which is not yet conr:,itrating efforts. The term "advanced
assured as to military usefulness, technical
feasibility, and financial acceptability. An ADO pcannng briefings f

direts aLeadBu.-au o prparea TD to unclassified brief trig, including briefings fordirects a Lead Buseau to prepare a TDP sponsored by DOD and conducted by

accomplish the objective stated. The objective may industrial associations; classified briefings related
be to conduct a feasibility study, develop an to current operational problems, procurement
experimental warfare system or develop R&D test practices or policies, and management of research
and evaluation equipment. (OPNAVINST 3900.8B) and development functions and activities; and

Arequaddrestedotomthe preporetheyco tinformal classified briefings on current projects or
and addressed to the CNM or the cognizant bureau impend:ngnco.traets. (AFR 80-10)
or office outside the NMSE that states a need to
conduct certain experimental studies, tests, and ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECT AGENCY
development efforts. (NAVMAT P-4215) ARPA is a separate agency under the Director oi

Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E). It
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS integrates and guides the efforts of the Department I

Advanced development programs which are not of Defense (DOD) and other Government agencies
designated for management under the AF in its assigned area, to minimize duplication by
800-series regulations. These programs are these departmenis. In this scheme, ARPA performs
considered part of the technology base program. the top management functions of planuing,
(AFSCR 80-1) allocating funds, and evaluating progress. (AFSCR

ADVANCED FLEET ANCHORAGE 80-30)
A secure anchorage for a large number of naval ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECT AGENCY (ARPA) ORDERS

ships, mobile support units, and auxiliaries, located These orders are normally received for effort to
in or near a theater of operations. (JCS Pub 1) be placed on commercial contracts. Direct citation
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4 of ARPA funds are used to support this AERIAL MINING
requirement (AFSCR 170-5). However, if the intent The act or process of aerial v~inelaying on land or
of the ARPA order is to obtain inhouse technical sea routes of communication, facility accesses, and
support, the order may be accepted and controlled areas of enemy force concentrations. (AFM 11-1)
under ,he guidelines established by this directive. AERIAL PORT
(AFSCR 177-2) A facility located on an air base, consisting of

ADVERSE WEATHER one or more air terminals, and constituting an
Weather in which military operations are authorized port of entry to and clearance from a

generally restricted or impeded. (JCS Pub 1) country. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
An airfield which has been designated for the

ADVERTISING COSTS sustained air movement of personnel and material
c The costs of advertising media and corollary and to serve as an authorized port for entrance or

administrative costs. Advertising media include departure from the country in which located. (JCS
magazines, newspapers, radio and television Pub 1)
programs, direct mail, trade papers, outdoor AERIAL PORTOFEIARKATION(APOE)

advertising, dealer cards and window displays, A station specifically designated as an aerial port
conventions, exhibits, free goods and samples, and of embarkation from which aircraft (scheduled,
the like. (DAR 15-205.1) tactical and ferried) and traffic are processed and

ADVICE CODES cleared prior to moving to overseas destinations.

A code used to transmit instructions considered (AFR 76-38/AR 59-8/OPNAVINST 4630.18D, MCO

by the creators of requisitions to be essential to the 4630.6C/DSAR 4540.9)

desired supply action. Insertion of an advice code AERIAL PORT SQUADRON
is at the discretion of the initial document creator. An Air Force organization which operates and
Advice codes are opposite to status codes in that provides the functions assigned to aerial ports to
directional flow is reversed. (AFM 67-1, DSAM include the processing of personnel and cargo,
4140.2/AR 735-1 10/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO rigging for airdrop, packing parachutes and loading
P4400.101, AR 725-50' equipment, preparing air cargo and load plans,

loadinq and securing aircraft, ejection of cargo for
ADVICE CODES (MISTRIP) in-flight d'!livery, and supervision of units engaged

Advice codes (2 digits) are codes used by the in aircraft loading and unloading operations. (JCS
requisitioner to furnish data to supply activities. Pub 1, AR 320-5)
Insertion of Advice Codes is at the discretion of the
initial document creator. (NAVSUP Pub. 437) AERODYNAMIC HEATING

The rise in the skin temperature of a vehicle due
ADVISERS to the friction of the air through which the vehicle

Government personnel officially assigned as passes at high speeds. Aerodynamic heating
participants to the Source Selection Advisory reinforced by heat from the electronic romp-onents
Council or Source Selection Evluation Board, but can also cause excessive internal temperatures and
not to a specific evaluation task or team, who assist affect operation of '1 components. See also
SSAC and SSEB members during the source Re-entry. (AFM 11-1)
selection process by furnishing advice pertaining to AERODYNAMIC MISSILE
specific matters. (AFR 70-15) A missile which uses aerodynamic forces to

ADVISORY AREA (AIR TRAFFIC) maintain its flight path, generallY employing
A designated area within a flight information propulsion guidance. (JCS Pub 1)

region where air traffic advisory service is AERODYNAMIC WEAPON SYSTEM
available. (JCS Pub 1) A weapon system in which the weapon vehicle

ADVISORY SIGNAL flies entirely through the atmosphere. -and is

Used to indicate the configuration: a condition or subject to aerodynamic guidance and control as it: Use to ndicte th conigurtion;a coditin or flies towyard target. (AFM 11-1) - -
performance; the operations of essential equipment; f t t . 1
or to attract attention for routine purpeses. (AR AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION .

310-25) 'The mvement of patients under medical
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supervision to and between medical treatment patients entering or leaving an aeromedical
facilities by air transportation. (JCS Pub 1) evacuation system. (JCS Pub !)

AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION CONTROL CENTER AERONAUTICAL ALLOWANCE LISTS
The control facility established by the commander Inclusive 6f 0ablications identified as Naval Air

of an air transport division, air force, or air Systems Command (NAVAIRSYSCOM), Allowance
command. It operates in conjunction with the Lists (except advanced base lists),
command transport movement control center and NAVAIRSYSCOM Initial Outfitting Lists, and
coordinates over-all medical requirements with NAVAIRSYSCOM Tables of Basic Allowances.
transport airlift capability. The center also assigns Aeronautical Allowance Lists are lists of Equipment I
medical niisE-ons to appropriate aeromedical and Material determined from known or estimated
evacuation elements in the system, and monitors requirements as necessary to place and maintain
patient movement activities. (JCS Pub 1, AR 329-5) aeronautical activities in a material readiness

condition. in the case of aerological and
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION CONTROL OFFICER photographic material, this requirement is extended

An officer of the air transport force or air to all applicable Naval activities. (NAVAIRINST
command controlling the flow of patients by air. 4700.2)
(AR 320-5, JCS Pub1)

AERONAUTICAL CHART
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION COORDINATING OFFICER A representation of a portion of the earth, its

An officer of an originating, intransit, or culture and relief, specifically designed to meet the
destination medical facility/establishment who requirements of air navigption. OCS Pub 1)
coordinates aeromedical evacuation activities of the
facility/establishment. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT REFERENCE NUMBER

A number in the GFAE book maintained by ASD
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION OPERATIONS OFFICER Government-furnished

An officer of the airlift force or command who is aerospace equipment. Denotes interchangeability -
responsible for activities relating to planning and both functional and dimensional, irrespective of
directing aeromedical evacuation operations, manufacturer. (AFLCM 57-7, AFSCM 57-2)
maintaining liaison with medical airlift activities
concerned' operating an Aeromedical Evacuation AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT SERVICE RECORD
Control Center, and otherwise coordinating aircraft An insert to the basic aircraft log book used as a

and patient movements. (JCS Pub 1) service record for various aircraft equipment suchand~~a patien plantsts (aCS PuF1o
AEROMMas power plants and propellers. (NAVAIRINSTAEROMEDICAL EVACUATION SYSTEM 4700.2} 1

A system which provides: a. control of patient
movement by air transport; b. specialized medical AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENTS
attendants and equipment for in-flight medical Fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing aircraft, lighter
care; c. facilities, on or in the vicinity of air strips than air aircraft, gliders, target pilotless aircraft,
and air bases, for the limited medical care of target drones, aircraft gasoline reciprocating
in-transit patients entering, en route via, or leaving engines, aircraft gas turbines and jet engines,
the system; and d. communication with destination aircraft armament and fire control equipment. air
and enroute medical facilities concerning patient launched guided missiles (except those under theoA

airlift movements. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub) cognizance of the Naval Ordnance Systems
Command), aircraft guided missile launchers.AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION UNIT specialized aircraft maintenance and overhaul shop

An operational medical organization concerned equipment, aircraft ground handling equipment.
patients being transported via an aeromedical refueler equipment, and airfield lighting equipment.

evacuation system or system echelon. (.ICS Pub 1) Excluded are JATO units and cartridge actuated I
STAGING UNIT devices for release of ejection seats. (BUSANDA

A mvdical unit operating tranhient patient beds 71

located on or in the vicinity of emplaning or AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION OVERPRINT
deplaning air base or air strip that provides Additional information which is printed or

RLreception. administration, prucessing ground stamped on a map or chart for the specific purpos-
transportation. feeling and limited medical care for of air navigation. (JCS Pub 1)



AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT
All material used in the operation and Equipmr-t which is of ,tself, or is part ef the I

maintenance including overhaul of aircraft. manned or anmanned vehicle which operate. in the
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) aerospace environment. Examples of aerospace
AERONAUTICAL PROPERTY equipment include: bomb/navigation computer,

airplane, booster, orbiting space station, engines,
Ara re-entry vehicle, command module and guidanceaccessories. (AFM 67-1) package. (AFM 11-1)
The earth's aoshere ontinuo epa beyond it, Euipacege. (AFMin it e m o

AEROSPACE AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT REFERENCE NUMBER (AERNO)
atmsphre nd he pac beondit, Equipment Reference Number in the GFAE bookSconsidered a3 one continuous expanse. (APM 11-1) maintained by ASD which identifies each item of

Of, or pertaining to, the earth's envelope of government-furnishedaerospaceequipment, denotes
atmosphere and the space above it; two separate interchangeability, both functional and dimensional,
entities considered as a single realm for activity in irrespective of manufacturer. (AFLCIAFSCR 571)
launch;ng, guidance, and control of vehicles which A numerical reference for an- item of GFAE
will travel in both entities. (JCS Pub 1) assigned by ASD, serving as a management control
AEROSPACE ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT code for related item-, to denote interchangeability

Equipment other than organizational (AVE, OGE, as to form, fit, and function, regardless of
or MGE) required :o install, assemble, checkout, manuficturer. (AFSCRIAFLCR 57-8)
test, repair, or train personnel to operate, control, AEROSPACE FORCES
or maintain the system. In cases where multiple Includes all vehicles, their equipment, and where
utilization is made of organizational equipment applicable, weapons and crews that operate in
(e.g., where organizational MGE test equipment is aerospace for military purposes. This includes
used in the assembly process in the factory), the aircraft, missiles, aerospacecraft and spacecraft.
organizational categorization (MGE) will apply. (AFII 11-1)
Examples of AAE include flight test equipment
(instrumentation equipment); depot tooling and AEROSPACE FUELS LABORATORY
depot test equipment (inertial measurement unit Provides testing services to bases on samples of
calibration test equipment); installation and petroleum and related products. Conducts
checkout (I&C) equipment (initial balancing and specification tests to determine the quality of

adjustment equipment for environmental controls); petroleum products under procurement and in the
safety-destruct; classes 1, 11 and Ill training Air Force supply system. (AFR 141-1)
equipment (crew trainer, mission simulator, actual AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT
system equipment as parts of components thereof); All equipment required on the ground to make a
and mobile training units. (AFSCM 375-5) weapon system. cnmmand and control system,
AEROSPACE CONTROL OPERATIONS support system, advanced objective, subsystem or

The employment of air forces, supported by end-item of equipment operational in its intended
ground and naval forces, as appropriate, to achieve cnvironnent. (AFR 57-4) 1
military objectives in vital aerospace areas. Such That support equipment (SE) necessary for
operations include destruction of enemy aerospace preflight checkout, launch, or starting of flight

oestiction of enemy vehicles; it does not accompany the vehicle on the

aerospace operations, protectioa of vital air lines of flight. (NAVMAT P-4215)
communication, and the establishment of local Ail equipment required on the ground to make a

military superiority in areas of air operations. (JCS weapon system, command and con-ro system. i-I
Pub )support system. advanced objective. subsysten or

end item of equipment operational in its intended
AEROSPACE DEFENSE environment. This includes all equipment required

All defensive measures designed to destroy to install, iaunch, arrest, guide. control, direct,
attacking enemy aircraft, missiles and space inspect, test, adjust, calibrate, appraise, gage.
vehicles after they leave the earth-'s surface, or to measure, assemble, disassemble, handle, transport.
nullify or reduce the effectiveness of such attacks; safeguard, store. actuate. service. repair. overhaul.
an, inclusive term encrmpassing air defense and maintain, or operate the system, subsystem. end
space defense. (JCS Pub 1) item. or component. This definition applies
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regardless of the method of development, funding, 7210, 9420, and 9430, and Federal Supply Groups
or procurement. AGE is functionally subclassified (FSGs) 83 and 84, except FSC 8475. (AFLCR 67-1)

| only as operating ground equipment (OGE) and AMTCKLS

maintenance ground equipment (MGE). OGE is that AF stock lists are ibe official publications for P14~ ~~~AGE which is a functional part of a system and A tc it r h fiilpbiain o l:
items procured, stored, issued, and used by the Air

which operates with the aerospace vehicle or end Force, grouped to conform with the Federal Supply
item as an essential operating element thereof. classification system and speific
MGE is that AGE required to restore a system or codes. (AFLCM 72-2) A
end item to operating condition. (AFLCM 65-3, c
AFSCM 65-2, AFM 11-1, T. 0. 20-1, AFSCM 57-2, AFCS CATALOG ITEM LEVEL
AFLCM 57-7, AFLCM 72-2, AFM 67-1) A 1-year stock level maintained by AFCS is I
AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT O COMMISSION authorized for those standard items appearing or

FOR PARTS awaiting publication in the AFCS Illustrated

This term signified that an inservice AGE item is Catalog. Level will be based on an average of 8 -...

incapable of use, or has been declared unfit for use quarters of consumption, and may be modified by
bycopeent utortys beecla e nft sorge o forecasted programs, projects, or engineering
by competent authority because of the shortage of determination that the item will be required for
aEspCe t -) installation by AFCS. This level is not applicable to
AEROSPACE VEHICLE items ERRC coded "L" and "T". (AFSCR/AFLCR

Specifically, an aerospace vehicle is one which 57-49)
functions both in the sensible atmosphere and in the A NET REQUIREMENTS
space equivalent or space environment. In its Grs NE NT

general sense any vehicle manned or unmanaed r n
which operates in the aerospace environment. (AFSCR/A.FLCR 57-49)

(AFM 11-1, AFLCR 171-91) AFLC DISPLAY CABINET
Any flight vehicle which is designcd to operate in A cabinet located in the AFLC Commander' s

the atmosphere and/or space environment. (T.O. office which displays aerial photographs of the
00-20-1) AFLC Installations and general information on

For the purpose of this regulation, an aerospace facilities, resources, personnel, workload and
vehicle includes all USAF-owned aircraft and awards. (AFLCR 178-1)
selected missiles (ADM, AGM-28, AQM, BQM, CIM, ARC FAClUTY CODE
CGM, LGM, HGM,. LV and SLY). (Al'7 65-110) This code denotes the facility where the work is

Term ,sed when referring to aircraft, missiles, bei pode e ite r n facility anand drones. (AFM 67-1) being performed; i.e., either an AFL!'. Facility, an
AF Command or another Federal Agency. (AFLCM

Aircraft, missiles, or RPV (AFR 65-110). 4002)
(AFSCR/AFLC REG 66-71)

AFLC LOGISTICS STUDY PROGRAMAEROSPACE VEHICLE EQUIPMENTT
Equipment which is, of itself, or is part of he This program is comprised of all AFLC initited

manned or unmanned vehicle which operates in the sponsored logistics research and study projects
aerae envinm nt. exmpleshih oferspa e costing $25.030 or more and also provides visibilityaerospace environment. Examples of aerospace .AFLC i ivolved w., Lvehicle equipment include bomb/na, computer, of a tiies is nition is no. intendei.
airplane, booster, orbiting %pace station, engines, non-AFLC activities. This definition is not intendet.
reentry vehicle, command module. and gaidance to exclude the reporting for visibility of those
rekgentry (ehic, c d mstudies costing less than $25,60 which result ir
package. (AFSCM 375-5) significant findings having long-range implication,

AEROSPACE WEAPON and are ef into ot to other AFLC.activities or Tfll
A weapon that travels through aerospace and is components. Progress on studies of this nature wiii

directed against an enemy target whether on the be reported. (AFLCR 400-20)
surface or in aerospace. (AFM 11-1) ARC MANAEMENT INFORATiOI SYSTEM

AF CLOTHING AND TEXTILE OFFICE (AFC&TO) The AFLC Management Information System is
The AFLC retail inventory control point assigned composed of four separate but related methods of

responsibility for AF worldwide inventory communication: the AFLC Management Summary.
management for Federal Supply Classes (FSC%) the AFLC Management Review, the ALC Status
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Presentation, and the AFLC Performance Board. ARLC STATUS NhEUMATOI
(AFtICR 78-1) The AFLC States Presentation is a briefing by
ARLC NANAGN K EIW the Commanders and staff of the ALCs, rotated

The FLC anaemen Reiew s adetiled among activities on a monthly basis. The briefing
briefing to the Commander and staff evaluating the includes an overview of mission assignments and

stats ofkey esoucesand ortryizg the resources, perfor-:isee measures for the mission :
~erorianc ofkeyactvites hataffct PL~ directorates, and problem areas and itestitems

mission accomprlishment. Also included are items selected for presentation by the activity
designated by the Commander for special attention. Commander. 'The principal purposes of the briefings

(AFLCR 78-1)are to resohm Problems tiJto identify areas where '
the help of Wh AFLO Commander and his staff is

ARLC 10NAGAEMET SUEMAY - desiri-4. (AFLUR 178-1)
The Summary is a loose-leaf compendium divided AL UKK TLK0 WT Minto sections which generally correspond with the Dcum- initi te dby PRGA MCINIVE whena

AFLC organizational structure by subject mttr. Dcm~.iiitdb FCM I re
Portrayed are summary 8ifformation and program line item (generic code NIO or M20) is to
management indicators on Logistics Operations, b sindt w rmr PS ALi 0-3
Maintenance, Procurement, Comptroller, Personnel, AnC WEAp=N SySTE LOOMTI OfFICE (W"L~)
Engineering and Services, Plans and Programs, The individual employed by tiw, appropriate 0

'AAcquisition Logistics, International Logistics, system manager (SM) will be located permanently at
Inspector Generali Quality Assurance, and other each overseas and COWIS A? base having aircraft t
support functions. Sections are revised at the supported under this concept. The AFLC WSLO will
direction of tke Command Section. Each sectiol. be responsible for insuriag adequate supply support,
contains a table of contents covering the to the assigned pri9rity weapons to effect a high
management information items contained therein, level of operational readiness at all times. This will7
(AFLCR) 178-1) involve ail logistic elements within the base
*AFc NUCa. WUMON REANDATIMff NYU complex; such as, supply, maintenance,
RFLUM1JY 9rocurement, eic.. aii will require the individul tr,

AFLC programs to provide reliaibility assessment yesolve -.H depot spply7 problem3 in support of the
and assurant-e of Air Force de--!gned or procured weaparn -ith the SM. 1A0H 67-Dl
textiles, components, and hardware associated with AFW MANGEMNT OFC
ERDA assemblies. These programs mnay complement An of fle oa at ;;r neAr procuring activitiesA
or be indepeodent of the ERDA NXLT Si? and er 10 Department of the Army, Na". or other

Fligt Tst rogam. (AFJCR governmenital agencies empowered to transact
66-5) otc ~ vr raiiaino h ~~e~pourmn 'iite n teMlPR mattors directly between AFLO- and AGSC

Acode used to :dentfv e ertal agencies. (AFLX 577, FSCY
AFLC. (AFLCM 400-2)5-2

ihv -&,LC ]""Alna.e EoZonsist o-a Visual The functional element within the system
display of performAnce indicators in selected key projgrarn office (SPO) cr equipment direcoratv

Inspctin ar shwn.Perimane i depcte on configur--:ion -optirol during the acquisition phuase:

ARLC PROGRAM NIRCIIVE PCC
The official document by which AFLCIMMIG The AFS(' Council is the primiary 2drisort age;:cy

directs !he approred NAP to. the single point to -.be Counmandif MFSC on' major 'policices.
manager (SP.14 for impleune-aatiors. (AFLU(R programns, and problems of the commiand. It isa4W023) composed of the Vice Commandec, Deputy



Commanders for Global Range and Space. Chief of AFSC TECHNICAL FACILITY PANEL
Staff, and the Deputy Chiefs of Staff or Systems, A panel established as a standing agency of the
Plans, Procurement and Production, Comptroller, AFSC faciities as outlined in AFR 86-7. (AFSCP
Personnel, Materiel, Foreign Technology, and 80-1)
Science and Technology. (AFSCM 27-1) AFTERBURNING
AFSC FACILITIES UTILIZATION BOARD The characteristic of some rocket motors to burn

A board organized in accordance with AFR 86-7 irregularly for some time after the main burning
to review and recommend approval of programs for and thrust has ceased. (JCS Pub 1)
utilization and acquisition of real property and The process of fuel injection and combustion in
industrial facilities, regardless of funding source. the exhaust jet of a turbojet engine (aft or to the
Approval of this board, with a recommendation rear of the turbine). (JCS Pub 1)
pertaining to the command position regardii~g
facility matters, is required prior to submission to AFTER-FLIGHT INSPECTION
the Commander or Vice Commander, AFSC, for General examination after flight for obvious
final approval. (AFSCP 80-1) defects, correction of defects reported by aircraft

crews, replenishment of consumable or expendable
AFSC INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT ITEM stores, and securing aircraft. Als) known as post X7.An item designated by H-Q AFSO that due to flight inspections. (JCS Pub 1) -
actual or anticipated AFSC-wide shortage will i o S
affect the supportability of AFSC weapon systems AGE
and/or suppert systems. (AFSCR 65-2) Measure of calendar time and/or utilization
AFSC LABORATORIES 1. Calendar Age - Calendar time in months since

For this regulation, the term laboratory includes Acceptance.
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories 2. Service Age - Position in Standard Service
(AFWAL), Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL), L

Air Frce ero-ropusion abortory(AFA L), ife prescribed by CNO in terms of a given numberAir Force Acre-Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL), A
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL), of Service Tours, Service Periods, or Cycles and -a
Air Force Materials Laboratory (AFML), Air Force Operating Periods the full completion of which
Armament Laboratory (AFATL), Air Force renders the aircraft eligible for Retirement.

Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL), Air Force Human (OPNAV1NST P5442.2A)
Resources Laboratory (AFHRL), Air Force Office of AGE GROUP
Scientific Research (AFOSR), Air Force Rocket The classification by age (time since approval orPropulsion Laboratory (AFRPL), Air Force Weapons r',lase) of the workload yet outstanding on TCTOs
Laboratory (AFWL), Rome Air Development Center r -r .'ted on the D057G901G thru D057G901L reports.
(RADC), and Aerospace Medical Division (AMD) As an example, if a TCTO has been released more
Laboratories, Aerospace Medical Research than six :nonths, but less than twelve, the 3
Laboratory (AMRL), USAF School of Aerospace applicab!e outstanding manhours will appear in age
Medicine. (AFSCP 80-i) group "C". (AFLCR 171-91)

AFSC RESOURCE EVALUATION AGE GROUPING
A management data system which relates RDT&E ArOngt

funds and mission man-years to AFSC projects and Arneeto tm st s g o h
projects purpose of reflecting rates of replacement that will A

systems for the current fiscal yr and prbe in direct ratio to the use age of the item. (AR V
them for the next 5 years. (AFSCP 80-1l )235)

AFSC S&T INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTS
Prepared or sponsored by AFSC Dis to provide: Items to be developed and procured specifically
a. Information on foreign S&T accomplishments, Iest edvoe n rcrdseiial
trendnandrapailities reir b & Q accopFism , o for support of a system as well as those commercialitrends, and capabilities required by IIQ AFSC or items that are being introduced into the Air Force

Shigher authorities. ivnoyfrtefrttm.(F L132

b. Comprehensive reports as permanent inventory for the first time. (AFSCL 173-2)references. AGENCIES

c. Required contributions to Air Force and Independent organizati-n, of the Executive
national-level S&T intelligence projects, forums, and Branch of the US Goiernment, other than the
publications. (AFSCR 200-3) executive departments. (AFSCR 200-5)
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AGENCY Department of Interior, Department of Commerce,
Loosely used to designate a subordinate Department of Agriculture, Treasury Department,

organizational subdivision of the Department of Veterans Administration and similar Feder.A
Defense and the military departments. (DOD agencies. (DOD 4120.3-M)
5000.8)

As officially used for the government as a whole, AGENCY, INITIATING (REPORTING)
In onnc~in wthreporting, the agency whichany executive department, military department, In connection with a specific reporting

commission, authority, administration, board, or requirement. (DOD 5000.8)other independent establishment in the executive
branch of the Government, including any AGENCY, LOAN-GUARANTY
corporation wholly or partly owned by the United In Defense, that miiitary department or other
States which is an instrumentality of the United authorized Federal Government Agency which
States. Excludes the District of Columbia. (DOD guarantees repayment of a percentage of a loan
5000.8) made to a contractor by a financing institution,
A000.8) CODE pursuant to the Defense Production Act. (DOD

A code used to identify the kind of organization 5010.8)
that will accomplish the work. Reference AFLCR ACENCY, REPORTING-USING
66-21 or attachment 5 for valid codes. (AFLCR In connection with reporting, an agency which is
171-24) specifically required by the reporting directive to

AGENCY (OPERATING AGENCY) receive and take action on a copy of the report.
The organization which, under its Executive This may be in addition to, or other than, either theThe rgaizaton hic, uner ts Eecuive "directing" or "initiating" agency. (DOD 5000.8)

Director, directs and controls all assigned functions
of a supply management or other functions AGENT
assigned to the Single Manager; it consists of all A military service or agency thereof which
those organizations or organizational units thereof provides supplies or services to another military
which are solely a part of the Agency. (DOD service or agency. (DOD 4140.6)
4100.31) The service/agency which furnishes the depot

maintenance support to ajnother service/agency.AGENGY OFFICER, CLASS A NOTE: This term applies to the ALe which hasA commissioned or warrant officer, other than , a ngm trepsiityfrhetmraertn

duly appointed finance officer, appointed by a local i
commander for the purpose of making such the item's Source of Repair (SOR). (AFLCR 65-14)

payments as are specified in the appointing order, An activity which acts for, and by authority of
as an agent of a designated finance officer. (DOD the Preparing Ativity (the Preparing activity,
5000.8) however, does not relinquish approval responsibility

for the work accomplished). Examples of agent
AGENCY, ASSIGNED actions are: Preparation of standardization R

The Federal agency (including GSA) to which the documents; performance of study projects; and
responsibility for the coordination and maintenance administration of Qualified Products Lists. (DOD
of a Federal standard or specification is assigned 4120.3)
by the General Services Administration. (DOD AGENT OFFICER, CLASS B_ ~ ~~~~4120.3-M)ANTOIERCLS
42.-)A commissioned or warrant officer, other than a

AGENCY, DIReCTING (REPORTING) duly appointed finance officer, appointed by the
In connection with reporting, the agency which head of a military department or by the local

issues the basie order for the establishment of a commander, to perform duties normally performed
report or which provides the basic directive by by a finance officer in the collection and
which the necessity for a report is implied or disbursement of funds, as an agent of a designated
established. May also be the "initiating agency." finance officer. (DOD 5000.8)
(DOD 5000.8) AGENT OFFICER, CLASS C
AGENCY, FEDERAL A commissioned officer, warrant officer, airman

The Department of Defense (which includes as (first three grades) or civilian, appointed by the
units, the Military Departments and Defense !ocal commander to take custody of an imprest fund
Agencies), General Services Administration, and be responsible for disbursements from that



fund for small purchases of supplies and services AIR ABORT
(other than personal services), as an agent of a The failure of an airborne aerospace vehicle to
designated finance officer. (DOD 5000.8) complete its assigned mission due to equipment
AGEOCP failure or condition. (AFSCR 60-2)

CThis term signifies that an inservice AGE item is Any airborne aerospace vehicles that returns to
incapable of use, or has been declared unfit for use point of departure or alternate base due to an
by competent authority because of the shortage of aircraft malfunction before all assigned/briefedya specific part or parts. (AFM 67-1) mission requirements are completed. (AFSCR 66-6)

AGRGTONLYL AIR CHARTER SERVICE
A series of ,ccessively more detailed groupings Air Transportation procured under arrangements

of related resources, forces or requirements used to with carriers for the exclusive use of one or more
summarize similar data at different levels of detail aircraft between points in the United States for
for management review. (DOD 5105.38M) periods of less than 90 days. (DOD 4500.32-R)

AGING AND SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM AIR COMMAND
A SA-ALC testing program designed to detect A major subdivision of the Air Force; for

any significant degradation with time of textile operational purposes it normally consists of two or
material in stockpile parachutes. (AFLCR 65-6) more air forces. (JCS Pub 1)

AGREED POINT AIR DEFENSE

A predetermined point on the ground, identifiable All defensive measures designed to destroy
from the air, and used when aircraft assist in fire attacking enemy aircraft or missiles in the earth's
adjustment. (AR 320-5) envelope or atmosphere, or to nullify or reduce the

effectiveness of such attack. (JCS Pub 1)
AGREED VALUATION

The value of articles in a freight shipment agreed AIR DEFENSE CONTROL CENTER
upon as the basis on which the freight rate is The principal information, communications, and
assessed. This valuation established a value beyond operations center from which all aircraft,
which recovery cannot be had in event of los3 or anti-aircraft operations, air defense artillery,
damage in transit. (DSAR 4500.3) guided missile&, and air warnirg functions of a I-

AGREEMENT, BASIC specific area of air defense reponsibility are

A term used in procurement to designate a supervised and coordirated. (JCS Pub 1)

written instrument of understanding between a AIR DEFENSE EARLY WARNING
Department or procuring activity and a contractor Early notification of approach of enemy airbornewhich sets forth the negotiated contract clauses weapons or weapons carriers ,btained by electronic [which shall be applicable to future procurements or visual means. (JCS Pub 1)

entered into between the paries during the term of
the basic agreement. Particular procurements are AIR DEFENSE READINESS
covered by the execution oi a formal contractual An operational status requiring air defense forces

] document which will provide for the scope of the to maintain higher than ordinary preparedness for
work, prit. delivery, etc., and shall incorporate by short periods of time. (JCS Pub 1)
reference o,, append the contract clauses agreed AIR DEFENSE REGION
upon in the basic agreement. (DOD 5000.8) A geographical subdivision of an air defense area.

AGREEMENT,SUPPLEMENTAL (CS Pub 1)SA tontract modification which is accomplished by AIR DEFENSE WARNING CONDITIONS
the mutual action of the parties. The term is A degree of air raid probability according to the
synonymous with contract amendment. (DOD following cXde. The term air defense
;3000.8) division/sector referred to herein may include
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY forces and units afloat ?nd/or deployed to forward

A product resulting from the cultivation of the areas, as applicable. L
soil or husbandry on farms and in the form 1. Air Defense Warning Yellow
customarily marketed by farmers. (DOD 2. Air Defense Warning Red
4160.21-M) 3. Air Defense Warning White (JCS Pub 1)
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AIR DEFENSE WARNING RED above grouund level. b. Low level. 51 feet above
Attack by hostile aircraft and/or missiles is ground level to 500 feet above ground level. c.imminent or is in progress. This means that hostile Medium level. 501 feet above ground level to 2,500 1

aircri 't and/or missiles are within an air defense feet above ground level (the height dividing
division/sector or are in the immediate vicinity of conventional parachuting or airdrop from stabilized
an air defense division/sector with high probability fall or free drop). d. High level. 2,501 feet above
of entering the division/sector. (JCS Pub 1) ground level to 12,000 feet above ground level. e.
AIR DEFENSE WARNING WHITE Ultra high level. Above 12,000 feet above ground

Attack by hostile aircraft and/or missiles is level. NOTE: When dropping above 5,000 feet
improbable. May be ca!led either before or after mean sea level, consideration must be given to i
air defense warning yeliow or red. The initial oxygen requirements for all personnel. Where any
declaration of air defense emergency will airdrop system overlaps two defined heights,
automatically establish a condition of air defense exchange of information will be conducted on the 1

warning other than white for purposes of security basis of the level which is the more restrictive or
control (f air traffic. (JCS Pub 1) dangerous. (AR 310-25)
AIR DEFENSE WARNING YELLOW AIR EVACUATION

Attack by hostile aircraft and/or missiles is Evacuation by aircraft of personnel and cargo.
probable. This means that hostile aircraft and/or (JCS Pub 1'
missiles are en route toward an air defense
division/sector, or unknown aircraft and/or missiles AIR FACILITY1
suspected to be hostile are en route toward or are An installation from which air operations may be
within an air dEfense di':ision/sector. (JCS Pub 1) or are being conducted. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)I

AIR DELIVERY CONTAINER AIR FORCE AEROSPACE FUELS FIELD OFFICEAsling, bag or roll, usually of canvas or This office is a decentralited element or field

webbing, designed to hold supplies and equipment organization representing the director of AF
Ao aisdligvbgery ( Rol sal2fca0so-hi5fieisadcnr)ie lmeto ilfor air delivery. (AR 320-5) Aerospace Fuels, SAAMA (SAO), with AF regional

AIR DEIUVERY EQUIPMENT logistic support responsibility. (AFM 67.-1)
Special items of equipment, such as parachutes, AIR FORCE BASE

air delivery containers, p!atforms, tie dovw:ns, andrelated items used ;n a- delivery d,' person--el, An air base for support of Air Force units 4
supplies, and equipment. (AR 320-5) consisting of landing strips and all components or _

related facilities for which the Air Force 1; s
AIR DELIVERY FLATfORM operating responsibility, together with interior lines~~~~~~A metal or wood skid de gnd t .. ul1

Awdesigned to iid Sulk of communications .-nd the minimum surrounding
supplies and heavy equipment for air deli(,. . AR area required for local security. (AR 320-5, AFM
320-5) 67-1, JCS Pub 1)
AIR DELIVERY SYSTEM AIR FORCE BASE REFERENCE STANDARD:o ~ ~~~A system designed to faciltate zhe delivery of AIFOEBSEREENETNDDA sste dsigedto acbtae he elver o A type of standard in possession of and used by
personnel, supplies, and equipmen, from aircraft in an Air Force base as a basic measurement reference
flight. These systems are usual y comprised of asu
such items as parachutes, air delivery containers, for the base. (AFR 74-2)
platforms, tiedown, and related items. (AR 750-32) AIR FORCE CLOTHING SALES STORES

AIR DIVISION The complete base clothing activity, including the
A unit or its headquarters, on a level of command retail outlet, bulk storage. and administrative

above wing level, composed of two or more combat office. (AFM 67-1)
wings, but sometimes adapted to other AIR FORCE COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL (C-1)
organizational structures. (JCS Pub 1) ACTIVITIES

AIR DROP Activities operated and managed by Air Force
Delivery of personnel or cargo from aircraft in in-service personnel to provid,. for Government

flight. Airdrops are categorized in height bands as use, products or services obtainable from private
follows: a. Ultra low level. Ground level to 50 feet commercial sources. (AFR 26-12)
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AIR FORCE COMPONENT HEADQUARTERS expendable items such as hand tools, individual
The field headquarters facility of the Air Force issue equipment, and war reserve materiel, AFEMS

Commander charged with the overall conduct of Air includes the areas of allowances, authorizations, 4
Force Operations. It is composed of the command accounting, physical inventories, reporting and
section and appropriate staff elements. (JCS Pub 1) requirements computation. The system applies to Al

AIR FORCE CONTRACTOR both AFLC centrally procured and base funded

An individual, industrial, commercial, educational, items. AFEMS employs the concept of centralized
or other entity which has executed a contract or a equipment management office (EMO) at AF base
DOD Form 441, DOD Security Agreement, with an level under the direction of the chief of supply.
Air Force activity. (AFSCR 200-5) Centralized equipment management at major

command level is assigned to the commandAIR FORCE CONTRACTOR DATA MANAGEMENT equipment management office (CEMO). Centralized
COMMITTEE

committee established ht HQ USAF by charter management of AF-wide equipment inventories is
that is authorized and approved as required by AFR accomplished through the USAF Equipment Data
25-7. (AFR 310-1) Bank for AFLC and HQ USAF. (AFM 67-1)

AIR FORCE CONTRACTOR DATA MANAGEMENT OLICY AIR FORCE EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT TEAM (AFEMT)
COMMITTEE A team of AF representatives acting for and in

A c,mmittee which is established at HQ USAF by the name of the Chief of Staff, USAF, which
charter and is approved and authorized uader AFR evaluates compliance with equipment management i
25-7. (AFR 310-1) procedures and effectiveness of the AF equipment j
AIR FORCE CONTRACT-MAINTENANCE PROGRAM management system. (AFM 67-1)

That portion of the total Air Force Maintenance AIR FORCE METROLOGY AND CALIBRATION PROGRAM
program accomplished under contract. (AFR 66-7) The composite of measurement standards,

professienal and technical metrologists, system ofAiR emdesig e bC C A a n tworldwide laboratory facilities, measurement ,sers,

67-21. (AFSCR 65-2) calibration data, and integrated planning, to provide
a disciplined Air Force program to assure the

AIR FORCE ELEMENT OF EXPENSE CODE optimum reliability and ccuracy of
A code prescribed by the Air Force to identify systems/subsystems/equipment. (AFR 74-2)

services or items acquired for immediate A
consumption or investment. (AFSCM 177-265) AIR FORCE MISHAP

An unplanned event which causes or createe a
AIR FORCE ELEMEfi7 OF EXPENSE DESCRIPTION potential for damage to Air Force equipment or JN

Narrative words or phrases describing the nature roperty, damage to public or private property,
of a specific element of expense. (AFSCM 177-265) ia

injury to Air Force military or on-duty civilian -AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SERVICES personpel or injury to non-Air Force personnel as a
(AFETS) SPECIALISTS result of an Air Force operation. All Air Force

Air Force military and civilian personnel accidents and incidents are included under the term
technically qualified and specifically identified as Air Force mishap. Mishaps that do not meet Air
AFETS to provide advice, instruction and training in Force accident criteria are either incidents, nuclear
the engineering, instaliation, operation and safety deficiencies, ,nr nonreportable mishaps. (TO
maintenance of Air Force weapons, equipment, and 00-35D-.54)systems. (AFM 66-18)ARFOENUBR

AIR FORCE ENGINEERING RESPONSIBILITY Numbers used to designate parts manufactured inAccountability for the integrity of design and accordance with Air Force specifications. The
performance of Air Force systems and equipment number used is always the drawing number of the
(AFLCR 80-5) applicable specification number. The first two

AIR FORCE EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AFEMS) digits indicate the year the drawing was made, the
The system used at AF base, major command, following letter indicates the size of the drawing,

AFLC, and HQ USAF to manage nonexpendable and the remaining digits are used for identification
equipment, plus base level management of certain purposes. (ASOINST P4400.24)
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AIR FORCE PRELIMINARY EVALUATION (AFPE) AFRCE responsibility is officially delegated. (AFR
The AFPE is conducted to evaluate the system 88-9)

performance and the technical and engineeri AIR FORCE RESERVE AIR BASE SUPPORT GROUP
potential, identify any gross dc i an An AFRes sector monitored unit located at a
determine the degree to which contract
spciiaton. rebin.mt l iregular AF long-term base with the mission of<.specifcations are being met (will icue an .

assessment of operational effectiveness and providing that base the augmentation supportsutbliy.(FR8-4 required during war or other emergency. (AFM
suitability). (AFR 80-14) 67-1)

AIR FORCE PRIMARY REPRESENTATIVE AIR FORCE RESERVE RECOVERY GROUP
The commander or his designated representative

having predominate interest in the federal supply An AFRes sector monitored unit with squadronslate ate sectd civliniport and having tad en

group or class (FSG/FSC) assigned to the individual located at selected civilian airports and having the
commodity coordinatiun group. The AF primary primary mission of servicing USAF offensive and

representative of the field component may also be defense aircraft returning from conbat missions.

4 designated as the group chairman. (AFM 67-1) '4FM 67-1)

AIR FORCE PROPERTY OFFICER AIR FORCE RESERVE REGION
A commissioned or noncommissioned officer HQ USAF controiled units assigned directly to

dtsfHQ AFRES for the puroose of direcfng activities ofj des~gnated to assume responsibility for the AF
property asigned. (AFM 67-1) the AFRES within specified geographical areas and
p e ai . F -to exercise command jurisdiction over asig 'd
AIR FORCE QUALIFIED COMMERCIAL CEM EQUIPMENT units. (AFM 67-1)

Equipment which has been developed by industry
4 and is priced and offered for public sale. This AIR FORCE RESERVE SECTOR

includes equipment, supplies, and services of a class A regular AF monitored unit estaiblished
4 or kind which is sold or traded in the course of primarily for the purpose of exercising coramad-

conducting normal business operations with the jurisdiction, supervision, and inspection - assignied
general public or other Government agencies; e.g., Air Reserve centers. (AFM 67- 1)
navigational aids, meteorological, specialized radars, AIR FORCE SECONDARY REPRESENTATIVE[aircraft, missile and/or satellite control and The commander or his designated represenita-.ivenavigation, and communications equipment. This of the field component having an interest in only a

article must be in such a condition that the segment of the FSGIFSC assigned to the commodity
manufacturer can, upon request; and before coordination group. (AFM 67-1) tc o
issuance of a Government contract, demonstrate to

the satisfaction of the Air Force procuring agency AIR FORCE SECTION
that the equipment satisfies or exceeds the That division of each military assistance advisory
manufacturer's design specification or statement. group (MAAG) responsible for AF program-'ed
(AFLCR 80-6) actions. (AFM 67-1)

AIR FORCE RECOVERABLE ASSEMBLY MANAGEMENT AIR FORCE STOCK FUND
SYSTEM A stock fund is a system for holding in suspense

A logistic system for the management of the cost of consumable materials from the time of
recoverable assemblies defined as consumption type acquisition until the items are issued for use. The
items which are subject to repair at base and/or fuels division is one of seven within the Air Force
depot level. (AFM 11-1) rtock fund. (AFR 144-1)

AIR FORCE REFERENCE STANDARD AIR FORCE SUPPLIES
A type of standard in possession of and used by a Materiel/supplies made available to AF activities

central Air Force activity as a basic measurement and/or facilities through defense military
reference for the AMA or depot. (AFR 74--2) management agencies or other authorized supply

sources, in order to support the USAF mission.
AIR FORCE REGIONAL CIVIL ENGINEERS (F 71

Field extensions of the irectorate of Civi AF 6-1)
Engineering. DCS/Operations, Headquarters AIR FORCE TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE DOCUMENT (TOD)
f'SAF (established and organized as prescribed in A compilation of technology planning objectives
AFR 93-17) and major air commands to whom and efforts prepared for distribution to interested
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4 Government and non-Government research and AIR MATERIEL
development (R&D) organizations. TODs are Manned aircraft and air!raft drones, trainers, and
derived from technology plans or simila, planning flight simulators and expendable and nonexpendable
documents. (AFSCR 80-37} supplies and equipment used in support thereof.

AIR FORCE-NAVY NUMBERS (AN) (AR 320-5)
Numbers used to designate aeronautical Parts AIR MATERIEL AREA

manufactured in accordance with Air Force-Navy An organization serving as a field agency of the
aeronautical specifications. (ASOINST P4400.24) Air Force Logistics Command in a specified

AIR FREIGHTING geographical area. Its mission is to provide, within
The non-tactical movement of cargo by air. (JCS the limits of the designated area, technical and

Pub 1) administrative assistance and support of USAF

activities based within the area. (AFM 67-1)
AIR LANDED

Moved by air and disembarked, or unloaded, after A!R MATERIEL ARA DETACHMENT
the aircraft has landed or while a helicopter is An AFLC support group, under the operational
hovering. (JCS Pub 1) control of the site activation commander,

responsible for effective and responsive

AIR LANDED SUPPLY .. accomplishment on-site of logistical and
~~~~~~The supply or resupply by air to ground units in acmlsmn nst f lgsia n

which aircraft are landed and unloaded on the
grouhd. (AR 320-5) AIR MATERIEL AREA OR AIR FORCE DEPOT REFERENCE

STANDARD
AIR LANDING A ndard

Moved by air and disembarked, or unloaded, after A type of standard in possession of and used by
tedb airft hasand ishake Pub unoaan AMA or Air Force depot as a basic measurement

reference for the AMA or depot. (AFR 74-2)
AIR LIAISON OFFICER

A tactical air force or naval aviation officer AIR MATERIEL FORCE
attached to a ground unit as air advisor. (JCS Pub The AFLC agency which monitors and maintains

1) technical and supply surveillance over the AF
An officer (aviator/pilot) attached to a ground portion of MAP for a particular theater. APRE-Air

'nit who functions as the primary advisor to the Procurement Region, European area. (AFR 74-2)

ground commander on air operation miatters. (JCS AIR MOVEMENT
Pub 1) Air transport of upits, personnel, supplies, and
AIR LOGISTICS CENTER DETACHMENT (ALC equipment, including airdrops, and air landings and
DETACHMENT) covering both operational and administrative

An AFLC support group, under the operational movments. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
control of the site activation commander, AIR MOVEMENT DESIGNATOR (AMD)
responsible for effective and responsive Any combination of letters and numerals assigned
accomplishment on-site of logistical engineering in accordance with established code to a shipment
responsibilities. (AFM 67-1) of materiel or passengers as an identification and

AIR LOGISTICS CENTER (ALC) priority authorization for movement by air. (AFAI
An ,rganization serving as a field agency of the 67-1)

Air Force Logistics Command in a specified A combination of letters and numbers assigned by
geographical area. Its mission is to provide, within an activity to identify a passenger moving within
the limits of the designated area, technical and the channel airlift system. See attachment 4 for
administrative assist,ice and support of USAF detailed instructions relative to this item. (AFR
activities based within the area. (AFM 67-1) 76-38/AR 59-8/OPNAVINST 4630.18D, MCO

AIR LOGISTICS SUPPORT 4630.6C/DSAR 4540.9)

Support by air landed or airdrop delivery and AIR MOVEMENT OF PATIENTS
including air supply, movement of personnel, The movement of patients to and between medical
evacuation of casualties and prisoners ,f war, and treatment facilities by air transportation that doesrecovery of equipment and vehicles. (JCS Pub 1, AR not routinely lonede in-flight medical treatment -

320-5) and whose primary mission and control prevents iEs
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being marked as a medical aircraft. (AR 320-5) Center training, and to administer and support

AIR MOVEMENTITRAFFIC SECTION AFR3s individuals and units assigned or attached' IRMOEMNTTRAFI SCTONtbereto. (AFM 67/-1)v

A section located on those airfields which serve
transport aircraft. It is responsible for the loading AIR RESERVE FLYING CENTER
and unloading of aircraft, and for the handling of A regular AF monitored organization which
passengers, mail, ad material. (JCS Pub 1) provides the personnel, equipment, and facilities

AIR MUNITIONS required to support training, including flying

All munitions such as bombs, dispenser training, for designated AFRes individuals and II munitions, rockets, missiles, flares, incendiary units. (AFM 67-1)
bombs, ammunition, aerial land mines, etc., which AIR RESERVE FORES
are delivered to the target by an aerospace vehicle. The Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard.
(AFM 11-1) (TACM 400-1)
AIR NATIONAL GUARD BASE SUPPLY OFFICER AIR RESERVE TRAINING WING

A duly appointed officer of the ANG who A regular AF monitored organization established
maintairs prescribed records for all federal primarily for the purpose of exercising command
property in possession of an ANG base. An ANG jurisdiction, supervision, and inspection of assigred
base supply officer, appointed as an assistant Air Reserve Centers. (AFM 67-1)
USP&FO (property), maintains accountble property AIR ROUTE
records for and in the name of the USP&FO. (AFM The navigable airspace between two points,
67-1) identified to the extent necessary for the

AIR PICKET(S) application of flight rules. (JCS Pub 1)
An airborne early warning aircraft positioned AIR SHIPMENT~ ~~~~primarily to detect, report and track approaching AI HETrasotto yarete nieo usd

enemy aircraft or missiles and to control intercepts. continental limits of the United States. (NAVSUP
SPub I) Pub. 284)

AIR PI.ATFORM AIR PLTFORMAIR STAGING UNIT
Any weight carrying vehicle capable of* A unit situated at an airfield and concerned withnavigating under its own power above the earth the reception, handling, servicing, and preparation

surface (AR 320-5) for departure of aircraft and control of personnel

AIR PORTABLE and cargo. (JCS Pub 1)
Denotes equipment which can be carried in an AIR STRIP

aircraft with not more than such minor dismantling An unimproved surface which has been adapted
and reassembling as would be within the for takeoff or landing of aircraft, usually having
capabilities of user units. This term must be
qualified to show the extent of air portability. (JCS minimum facilities. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
Pub 1, AR 320-5) AIR SUPPLY

AIR PRIORITIES COMMITTEE The delivery of cargo by airdrop or air landing.

A committee set up to determine the priorities of (JOS Pub 1)
passengers and cargo. (JCS Pub 1) AIR SUPPORT

AIR RESERVE BASE All forms of support given by air forces to forces
A base, operating under the Air Reserve cn land or sea. (JCS Pub 1)

Technician Program, which provides the personnel, AIR SUPPORT FORCE
equipment and facilities required to support A task organization formed to include all Air
training, including flying training, for designated Force units when such units constitute the
AFRES individuals anl units. (AFM 67-1) preponderance of tactical aviation assigned to the
AIR RESERVE CENTER amphibious task force. (AR 320-5)

A regular AF monitored organization which AIR TERMINAL
provides the personnel, equipment and facilities A facility on an airfield which functions as an air
required to coinduct and supervise Air Reserve transportation hub and accommodates the loading
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ai:d unload;ng of airlift aircraft and the intransit AIR TRANSPORT SQUADRONS
processing of traffic. The airfield may or may not Units designated by HQ USAF as airlift resources
be designated an aerial port. (JCS Pub 1) available for centralized scheduling and monitoring
ATAICTLo provide transportation to authorized Army users
AIRfor offical business. (AR 76-4)
A service operated by appropriate quthority to ii

promote the safe, orderly, and expeditious flow of AIR TRANSPORTABLE
air traffic. (AFLCR 23-7, AFLCR 23-28) State of being suitable for transport by air. -AR

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER Capable of being air landed. (AR 320-5)
A unit combining the functions of an area control

center and a flight informat:on center. (JCS Pub 1) AIR TRANSPORTABLE HOUSEKEEPING EQUIPMENT
A selected package of air transportable logistic

A AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CLEARANCE support items consisting of housekeeping and
A Authorization by an air traffic control authority station set equipment and supplies utilized to

for an aircraft to proceed under specified support deploying tactical units scheduled for
conditions. (JCS Pub 1) operation as bases not possessing adequate logistic

AIR TAFFICCONTRLLERsupport capai~lity to perform the required mission.

An air controller especially trained for and (AFM 11-1)
assigned to the duty of airspace management and AIR TRANSPORTABLE UNITS

tafccontrol of airborne objects. (JCS Pub 1) Those units, other than airborne, whose
AIR TRAFFIC COORDINATING OFFICER equipment is adapted for movement and delivery by

A representative of a military department
assigned to an aerial port to insure the orderly flow AIR TRANSPORTED OPERATIONS
of traffic into the MATS system and who acts in The movement by aircraft of troops and their
the name of his military service in accordance with equipment for an assigned mission. (JCS Pub 1)
AFR 76-36, AR 59-107, NAVMC 1170. (AFR 76-15) AIR WEAPONS CONTROLLER

AIR TRAFFIC SECTION An air controller espeqially trained for and
The link between the staging post and the local assigned to the duty of employing and controlling

air priority committee. It is the key to the efficient weapons against airborne objects. (JCS Fub 1)
handling of passengers and cargo at a staging post. AIRBORNE
It must include load control (including Customs and 1. Applied to personnel. equipent, etc.,
Immigration facilities), freight, and mail section. transported by air, e.g., airborne infantry.
(JCS Pub 1) 2. Applied to materiel being or designed to be

AIR TRANSPORT ALLOCATIONS BOARD transported by aircraft, as distinguished from
The joint agency responsible within the theater weapons and equipment installed in and remaining a

for the establishment of airlift priorities and for part of the aircraft.
space allocation :;f available aircraft capabilities 3. Applied to an aircraft from the instant it
allotted'to the theater. (JCS Pub 1) becomes entirely sustained by air until it ceases to

be so sustained. A lighter-than-ai;- aircraft is not
AIR TRANSPORT LIAISON OFFICER considered to be airborne when it is attached to the

An officer attached for air transport liaison ground, except that moored balloons are airborne
. uties to a headquarters or unit. (JCS Pub 1) whenever sent aloft. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)

AIR TRANSPORT LIAISON SECTION (ARMY) AIRBORNE AIR COMMAND POST
A subunit of the movement control organization Suitably equipped transport/taiiker aircraft used

deployed to airfields and responsible for the control by a commander for control of his force. Airborne
of Service movement at the airfield in connection Command Post aircraft are normally assigned to a
with air movement operations and exercises. (JCS commander to perform the function of an Alternate
Pub 1) Command Post. (AFM 11-1)

AIR TRANSPORT OPERATIONS AIRBORNE ALERT
The movement by aircraft of troops and their A state of aircraft readiness wherein eoi-bat

equipment for an operation. (AR 320-5) equipped aircraft are airborne and ready for
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immediate action. It is designed to reduce reaction Any craft made for navigation of the air, such as
time and to increase the survivability factor. (AR an aircraft, helicopter, bal!oon or dirigible. (AR
320-5, JCS Pub 1) 320-5)

An unarmored, mobile, full-tracked gun providing whether or not engines are installed. It will n 't
include spare parts, engines, aircraft repair

a mobile antitank capability for airborne troops.
Can be airdropped. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) supplies, or any boxed aircraft that can be shipped

as general cargo. (DOD 4500.32-R)
AIPBORNE FORCE LIAISON OFFICER

An officer who is the representative of tle AIRCRAFT A TRAINER
airborne units ibid who works with the Air Force on A missile or an aircraft obtained from FSC group
airfields being used for airborne operatie',s. (AR 14 or control point for ground training, personnel
320-5, JCS Pub 1) testing, demonstrtor, or for exhibit purposes will

be coded as an "S" item and recorded as such on
AIRBORNE INTERCEPT EQUIPMENT base records when centralized accountability control

A fire control syztem, including radar equipment, is dropped by HQ AFLC at time of such transfers.
installed in interceptor aircraft used to effect air (AFM 67-1)
interception (JCS Pub 1) AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE
AIRBORNE LIFT Assumption of responsibility for, or legal title to,

The total capacities expressed in terms of an aircraft from another party. Receipt of new
personnel and cargo that are, or can be, carried by aircraft from a manufacturer (or of any aircraft
available aircraft in one trip. (JCS i'ub 1, AR from a non-Navy custodian) by the Navy

320-5) representative authorized to do so. (OPNAVINST

AIRRORNE OPERATION 5442.2B)
An operation involving the movement and delivery AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE INSPECTIONS

by air, into -.n objective area, of combat forces and Consists of an inventory of installed material and
their logistic support for execution of a tactical or , loose gear, configuration verification, functional,trategie mission. The means employed may be any test of appropriate emiergency systems and a
combination of airborne units, air translortable thorough daily inspection. AcceptinFg activities may
units and types of transport aircraft, depending on elect to increase the depth of iispection if the
the mission and the overall situation. (AR 320-5. aircraft condition indicates such actio- is necessary.
JCS Pub 1) (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

AIRBURST AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
F2An explosion of a bomb or projectile above the ARRF CES~EThose Items of Equipment which are required forsurface as distinguished from an explosion on oeration of the aircraft and which cannot be

contact with the surface or after penetration. (JCS considered an integral part of the Airframe or
Pub1) Engine, such as: wheels, brakes. hydraulic

AIRCRAFT equipment, fuel system. deicing equipment.
A heavier-than-air vchicie. designed primarily for anti-icing equipment, and other Items not an

flight in the atmosphere, which has incorporated in integral part of the Airframe. regardless of
its prime design the ability and/or ,equirement for whether attached to Engine or Airframe.
human occupancy. (DOD 4505.6) (BUWEPINST 4700.2)

The Aircraft Accounting System limits its AIRCRAFTACCIDET
coverage to heavier-than-air fixed-wing and A aCCinT
rotary-wing airplanes, target drones (man-carrying) A mishap involving one or more aircraft than
and Drore Anti Submarine Helicopters. Excluded occurs while the aircraft is being operated i.identare free balloons, target drones to flight an results in Strike. Overhaul, substantial

(non-man-carrying), gliders, and guided missiles. or minor dunnage. (OPNAVINST 5442.20)
(OPNAVINST 5442.20) AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT. GROUND

An air vehicle, designed primarily for flight in An "aircraft ground accident is a mishap
t0e atwosphere. which has inc(,rporated in its prime involving aircraft not in operation or operating not
design the ability and/or requirem,|ent for human incident to flight and results in damage to an
occupancy. (AFR 66-1!) aircraft. Includes damage to aircraft not in
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operation caused by windstorm, floods, hangar routine or emergency landing (or aborted takeoff).
fires. etc. (OPNAVINST 5442.2B) (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)

AIRCRAFT AGE AIRCRAFT ATTRITION RATE
Measure of calendar time and/or utilization The rate of aircraft losses based on past

(flying hours) since acceptance into the inventory, experience or an estimate of futur, losses,
Calendar age. Calender time in months since expressed as a percentage of the number operatitig. ,

acceptance. (OPNAVINST 3110.1i)
Service age. Position in standard ser;ice lifeSprescribed by CNO in terms of z given number of AIRCRAFT CALENDAR INSPECTIONreservice tours, service periods, or cy ofes and A thorough and searching examination of theoperating periods the full completion of which aircraft conducted at predetermined calendarrenders the aircraft eligible for retirement periods of time (60 days, e0 days, 120 days, etc.).re d r th i c at ei i l o e i e e t N A V A iR IN ST 4700.2)

(OPNAVINST 5442.20) (

AIRCRAFT ALLOCATION AIRCRAFT CARTRIDGE ACTUATEO P!RSONNEL ESCAPE
Division of a given number of aircraft into tlfe SYSTEMS DEVICES (FSC 1375)

quanfities each operating command is intended to Explosive actuated devices used in coujimetion

have. Allocations are set forth in OPNAVINST with seat ejection systems, canopy removers, space

03110.1 (Gray Book), parts, and components thereof. (AFM 67-1)
Is a single piece, or an assembly of single pieces

AIRCRAFT AULOWAJINCE or parent assemblies, complete within itself for the
The quantity and kind of aircraft an performance of the function for which it is designed

organizational unit is authorized to have. (e.g., aircraft, automobile, peen hammer.) (AFLCM =

(OPNAVINST 5442.20) 72-2)

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING IARRIER An entity of hardware which is not to be installed I
A device not dependent on special modification to in another piece of equipment. The end item for

an aircraft used to engage and absorb the forward airborne units is the aerospace vehicle itself. For
aerospc gond eqimn (G) t stamomentum of an emergency landing (or aborted space gron equipment (AGE), it is that

takeoff). (CS Pub 1, AR 320-5) configuration of hardware not instailed in, nor
physically attached to another piece of equipment to

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING COMPLEX the extent that it loses its end item identity. .
An airfield layout comprised of one or more A series of relatable tasks which, when

aircraft arresting systems of the same or different summarized, represent an identifiable product oftypes. (JCS Pub 1) the supply, transportation or materiel ruanagement

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING GEAR operations. (AFLCM 25-3)
A final combinatio-i of assemblies. components,AA device dependent on special modification to an-

aircraft, used to engage and absorb the forward p the term a
copte andeateals ichtiog Ther erformnamomentum of a routine or emergency landing. (JS complete oerational £unct~on.Item's' as used in this Instr'iction refer- to suchPub 1, AR 320-5) items as aircraft. ships. tanks, vehicles and missiles

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING NOOK as identified bi the sub-accounts under reference
A device fitted to an aircraft to engage arresting (bl of this instruction. (NAVMATINST 4850.89A)

gear. (AR 26-5, JCS Pub 1) X final cnimbination of end products. component
AI F ApartK an.ilor materials, that is ready for itsAIRCRAFT ARRESTING HOOK WIRE itne s.~ TSPb I F II

A wire engaged by an aircraft arresting hook SECNAV INST 4 123-2A)
- used in certain types of aircraft arresting systems.

(.CS Pub Ii AIRCRAFT CLASS UIO SUB-CLASS

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING NET Broad classification as to the general mission

A net like system used as an engaging device, purpose of a N"avy aircraft design. e.g., fighter.
"CS Pub 1) attack. patrol, transport, etc. Sub-Class refers to

the next lower level of classification into a more
AIRCRAFT ARRESTING SYSTEM specific misswon purpose of design. e.g..

A serits of components used to engage an all-weather. photographic. etc. (OPNAVINST
aircraft Pad absorb the forward monwentum of a .A42.20) R
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An irrat cpaleofflight and which ha all TheAogisicro~ces involved in readyin an
reuiedeqimet eay ocaryou temission araf fo tanerfrom the custody of a

for which assigiied. (uwycniosloading NAVAIRSYSCOM FR activity to the cutd fan
facilities, munitions or other factors not a part of operating command. (OPNAVINST 5442.20) A
the aircraft will not be considered in determining ARCAT IW PIN
the combat ready status.) (AFM 11-1) A naval air activity specified by the CIVO as a

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING SYSTEM locate at which the controlling custody changes
A system established to control and report the from either NAVIAIRSYSCOM FR to an operating

Imovement of aircraft. It consists of observation command or vice versa. (OPNAVINST 5442.20)
facilities (radar, passive electronic, visual, or other AICFTDSNTIN-

mean), ontrl cnter, aid ncesary Code assigned to an aircraft which designaees the
communications. (JCS Pub 1) mission, modification, design number and series.

AIRCRAFT CRAS DAMAGE RATE (AS'JINST P4409.241
The percentage of an operating aircraft model mc~DSESLAE

expected to suffer crash damage of sufficient An area on a militury installation designed I

seveity o rquir ovrhau. (PNAVNST primarily for the dispersal of parked aircraft,
0311.11)whereby such aircraft will be less vulnerable in the

AIRCRAFT CUSTODY event of an enemy air raid. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
Cognizance of aircraft, involving some AIRCRAFT ENGINE LIFE EXPCTANCY (EW)

responsibility therefor. (OPNAVI.NST 5442.20) The worldwide average tinie (engine hours) that

AIRCRAFT DAILY SPWECION reciprocating engines can be expected to operate
Accomplished between the last flight of the day Lefore they will fail and must be removed and

and within 72 hours prior to the next scheduled cverhauled. ELEs are determined by actuarial _

flight. Basically a combination of requirements to studies similar to those used by life insurance
verify satisfactory functioning of equipment plus companies to determine human life expectancy.
requirements to search for defects apparent as IAFLCP 50-4) *
result of the previous flight. Detected chafing, Agjf AFT ENGINE M4AXIMUM OpERATING TIME
leaks, and similar conditions are to be corrected .to The maximum time (engine hours) that an aircraft
preclude progression to a state that would require engine may be operated before it must be removed :54
major maintenance deficiency. Also includes those and overhauled even though its failure has not
items which require inspection at intervals more occurred. (AFLCP 50-4)
frequent than prescribed for Intermediate AInspection. Items with frequencies such as "72 AIRCRAFT ENROMI
hours," -10 days," or -30 days,'- (Special The physical movement of aircraft incident to
Inspections) are inspected along with the daily cag niscsoy ONVN?54.0
items on the day on which they become due. AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT CONFIURATIGN LIST
Persons authorizing the accomplishment of such A listing of the Avionics companents installed in
special inspections shall be gaverned by thei Aircraft cross-referenced to applicable initial
accumulated caleit'lar or operating time oi the outfitfting lists t hat contain the suppoi-t
aircraft. fKAVATR'I'T 47G0.21 requirements for outfitting purposes. (F.ASOJ.NST

AIRCRAFT DAMAGE 4440.15)

Impairment of aircraft by a physical force AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT REQUIREIM SCHEDULEA
activated accidentally. or by uinusually severe A computer-run 4ocuinent derived from the MCL.
we-.*er, enemy action, or saivatge. (OPXAVINST which includes a planned delivery schedule for ecr'

A- 442.20) item of GFE contained in the applicable XCL.

AICRAR DMFCTIVE IUES~0.5
An aircraft suffering sfrom any defect of niitteriz-l AIRCRAFT FLAT PALLET

or personnel which precludes it from continuing its A rtressed pallet eaimble of supporting and
sortie wits) safetv. (AR 320-5) restraining a specifically rated load. It is
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specifically designed for tiedown in an aircraft. o~ther contributing factors, it is uneconomical or
(JCS Pub 1) militarily impracticable to restore the aircraft to

AIPRAF FY*LEserviceability. The aircraft is eligible for aI
An aircraft in such material condition as to be Category I Strike. (Class A damnage).

safe and capable of normal flight operations (PAIS 4221
without regard to capability to perform a specific ACRAFT (UINOR-DAMAGE)
mission. or to weather, personnel availability, base Damage less than described for substantial.
condition, or to whether iueled, armed, or scheduled (Class D damage). (011WAVINST 5442.20)
for flight. (OPNAVINST 5442.211) ARRF OEHU-AA

ACRAFT GROUNDED Damaged to the extent 6ii~ stafidard rework at a
Aircraft ordered grounded (non-flyable status) Naval Air Rework Facility or contractor's plant is

pending investigation or correction of structural or necessary to restore the aircraft to serviceability.
mechanical deficiencies in all aircraft, or a given (Class B damage.) (OPNAVINST 5442.20)
group of aircraft, of a particular model. AICFT(HSALUTOY

(OPNVINS 544.20)Actual possession of the ?ircraft for a definite
AIRCRAFT HNDOVER .purpose. (JCS Pub 1)

The process of transferring control of aircraftI
from one controlling authority to another. (JCS AIRCRAF (REPORTING CUSTODY)
Pub 1) Squadron for other reporting unit) responsibility7

to account for and otherwise provide information
AIRCRAFT INSPECTION about assigned aircraft. (OPINAVINST 5442.20)

The process of systematically examining,
checking and testing. aircraft structural members, AIRCRAFT (SUMSANTIAL-OARAGE)
components and *systems, to detect actual or Damaged to the extent that standard rework is
potential unserviceable conditions. (AR 320-5: jCS not required, but removal and replacement of major

Pub 1)components is required or the total direct
inan-hours for reuair is in excess of the limits

AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED DATA SISTEVIS established for itinor-Damage Ity the current
Avionic systems used for monitoring. analyzing. edition of 0PNAV instruction r',50.6. (Class C

fault isolation, display and rccording of airc'alt damage). (OPXAVIXST .5441.20)
subsystem performance. (AFM 11-1)1

AIRCRAFT LANDING MlAT
AIRCRAFT INTERMEDIATE INSPECTIOP A prefabricated portable steel mat co designed I

A limited over-all exazmination of the condition of iha aity numbet of planks (sections) r.ar
the aircraft. includes certain requirements that are fastened together to forim 4-uf.,,:
also applicable to the daily or preflight inspertions rna
and requirements that must be appuit'i a. periods . (R305
occurring more frequently than Major Inspections. AIRCRAFT LOADING TABLE
(NA VAlRINST 4700.2! A data sheet used by the force unit commander

AIRCRAFT INVENTORY containing information as to the lod that actually
All Nbava) Aircraft which have been accepted iwj, goes into each aircraft. (AR 3-20-5. JCS Ptvb 1)

Lut not stricken from, the list of Navy Aircraft. AIRCRJAFT MAITENANCE DELAYED FOP, PARTS (ANOP)
(OPNXAVINST 5442.20) A status of Not Flyabule Aircraft in which

AIRCAFT(CONROUING USTDY)Aircraft 92intenance is Delayed for lack -,f Pats
AIRCRFT (CNTROLlogiCSTtic which, if available and installed. wottli p-rin it the

Adm-nistrative control of the assignment. lois i rc rf tob ybe.A ircrafI with outstanding
suport emloyent ~n th reponibiitrto AOCP *s andi or awaiting !abrication of parts by an

account for and otherwise provide information
aboui the a;iraft. Does not necessarily include O&R is classified AMDP: and aircraft awaiting
physical cu-;tody or ni-rmuienai command control. fabrication of parts at the squadron level will not

be rarrird ip AMIDP statim. ANDI' status starts
!OPAVNS 542.01after a requisition has been sunmited vi !hr 14-1f13I AIRCRAFT (LOSS-ANAGE) supply source and will end when tOie parts are

VDtmaged to the extent. that :ogether with any r-ceived for installatitm. IFASOINST %60.
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AIRCRAFT MAINTENIANCE MT. VAL IRFADINESS LIST AIRCRAFT 14MOIIIT!!N AND CONTROL.
PROGRAN That equipment inst.:lled in aircraft to permit

The title of an overall program whiich provides monitoring ard control of safing, arm.ing, and
for the development of data and doc umentation fnTing functions of nucle r weapons or rnuclear
needed to determine and establish requirements and weapon systems. (JCS Pub 1)
inventory control of aircraft maintenance support AIRCRAFT *MWY Me OME
equiopment. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2. Aircraft initially initroduced iiito the fleet, and in

AIRCRAFT NAJOR INSPECTION productio-a or undergoing trials prior to Navy
A thorough and searching examination of the support date. (OPNAVIINST 5442.20)

aircraft. Includes certain requirements that ate also AI#CRerT OPEATIN4 WEIGT Me
applicable to the dAily, preflighit and intermediate The basic w'eiki of' the aircraft plua the weight
Inspec'tionis. (NAVAIRINST 4454.2) of the crew, equipment, and oil. UF1M 11-1)

AIRCRAFT 4ANUFACTUER *S PMOUCTION REPORT AIRCRAFT OPKUTIOUNAL POOL ALWWANCE
A World Wer 1.1 report or, aircraft, proddction: An 3111WARCe of aircraft to the operating

reporting units produced, unit weight, and cost commaands in. addition- to pragrams operating
information. (AFSCM 173-2) allowance.- for the purpose of mnainltaining the

AIRCRAFT IMUFACTRER *5 STANDARD PARTS intendeii quantity and quality of the progrin 2
supplyin catalog&,% asraia ane iisra divifadederAn arcraft part which is identified iD a USAF oprtgalwnc.Opriol 1 idvde

Supyctlga naicatmnfcue1 into two major categories: In Service Period Pool
stadar pat ie., DoulasSt.nd.rd. Thse and Out of Service Period Pool. (OPIXAM!ST

Darts are identified under -. inaufacturer's part I M~.20

number and may be used on more than one type of 3ICAT ESNELEEZONSS
aircraft manufactured b. a single manufacturer. A system incorperating propellant actaattd
(AFM 67-1) devices designed to faii~~the escape of

personnel from an aircraft. 1AR 7,50-32)
AIRCRAFT MARSHALUNG AREA

-~~ An area in which aircrft ,nar form up before AIRCRAFT PtIO i th t
take-off or assemble after landing. (AF 22- JUS Securing aircraft when parked inteopen t

RPub 11) restrain movement due to the weather or conition
1_,_ of Zhe parking area. (JCS Pub 1)

VRAIRMRAFT MSSUN EQUIPMET ffSE
W4Equipment tiat must be fitted to aziarrr n aircraft toyscaf availabl PoOaSEStSfo

enable it to fulfill a particular mission or task. orrtoa s.Inldsarrfpsesdb h
(AFM 11-1, JCS Pub I, AR 322-5 units supporting maintenance facilities until the

AIRCRAFT MSINEmmhTaL %4MEN ISS~I ) aircraft are lost from the tnit. 1AFM 1l-1)

This instruction lists, ftor each model, the AMRC""AfT 4 FR-U M inSPCTIO

eijaipnen itnissvsim, wichmus b, anb~ifd Accomplished prior to ea%.h flight. Consistz ofl
as Operavson;iiy R-eady. IOPNAV1NST 5442.20) pr.forming visuzi examinations aial operational 7

AIRCRAFT NDEL DEMNATON tests t disea-erdefezts andmadjsenswih
Aircraft nhijq! desihain aeseiic codes if not corrz ete.' could ad%ersciy affect safety fir .

d~siged t indcatebr teir ompoitii: Aicraf- S uAm p!ishmnept. A60, IIIciudis a zchek 1 o3
b.-sic mission: Moified mission: Desige nuiiiber~ scpcdfrtens lgh.(A~RN?4~f)
Series. (11M EPSINS? 13100 7) evcdfrTenx lgt JN"iN '4-2)

A~RAFT MOIFICATIOWAICAF PRO"RA OPERATMN A.I=MUC
A change in the physicai characteristics of An ation i Wo ar fo th unit'sofflgh

aircraft acconiplished either by a z.hange in (ojerAYTon i5142.J1.6f1awmt
prodIuction specifiicatin or iy alteraionm of items ONVNT542
already r-Aced. (AR 5tl-ty 1CS Pub 1. AFM ACRAFREAI

Hi-li The 2iec~ f rest-rrnt iircra-f! or 'iqArnf
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material after damage or wear to a serviceable withstand enemy actions, materiel deterioration or
condition. (AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1) the effects of natural phenomena which singly or

AIRCRAFT REPLENISHING coilectively result in the loss of its capability to

The refilling of aircraft with consumables such as perform the mission(s) for which it is designed.
fuel, oil, and compressed gases to predetermined (AR 320-5)

leve.s. pressures, quantities, or weights. Rearming AIRCRAFT TIEDOWN
is excluded. (JCS Pub 1) Securing aircraft when parked in 'he open to

AIRCRAFT RETUF I restrain movement due to the weather or condition
Transfer of the controlling and/or physical of the parking area. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)

custody of an aircraft from an operating command AIRCRAFT TRANSFER ORDER
to NAVAIRSYSCOM FR. (OPNAVINST 5442.20) A letter or message type directive used to effect

AIRCRAFT ROCKET all transfers of aircraft. (NAVIRINST 4700.2)
A rocket-powered missile carried by, and AIRCRAFT TURN AROUND

launched from, an aircraft. it may be guided or The process of replenishing an aircraft with
unguided. (AFM 11-1) consumablhs or expendable stores and equipment so

AIRCRAFT SERVICING as to render it fit for immediate oper,,doNsl
The refilling of aircraft with consumables zuch as readiness. (AR 310-25)

fuel, oil and compressed gases to predetermined AT
levels, pressures, quantities or weights. (AR 320-5) AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION oAverage number of hours during each 24-hour

AIRCRAFT SPARE PARTS, ASSEMBLIES, AND period that an aircraft is actually in flight. (AR
COMPONENTS 320-5, JCS Pub 1)

Aircraft spare parts, assemblies, and components
required for the first 12 months of operation of new AIRCRAFT VULNERABILITY
types, models, or seris of aircraft plus necessary The vulnerability of an aircraft is its

quantities for stockage objective, and war reserve susceptibility to crippling damage by natural
materiel. These include support tables and phenomena, equipment failure and any and all
minimum quantities of insurance items, as enemy countermeasures which may be employed
authorized, and spare engines which are procured against it. (AR 320-5)
and budgeted for in accordance with the USAF AIRCRAFT VULNERABILITY MEASUREMENT
materiel guidance and other related instructions. The measure of the factors affecting vulnerability

(AFM67-1) to include built-in protective devices, design
AIRCRAFT SPECIAL INSPECTION criteria, stability, reliability, retaliatory weaponry,

One which either does not have a prescribed and aircrew proficiency. (AR 320-5)
interval and depends upon occurrence of certain ATcircmstncesor ondtion, o ha an nteval AIRCRAFTISTORES COMPATIBILITY
circumstances or conditions, or has an interval The ability of an aircraft, stores, and related

Vother than standard inspection cycle suspension equipment to coexist withoutU
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) unacceptable effects of one on the aerodynamic,

AIRCRAFT STATUS electromagnetic, structural, or functional
A classification of the employment or condition of characteristics of the others under all flight and

an aircraft. (OPNAVINST 5442.20) ground conditions expected to be experienced by the

AIRCF'kFT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PROGRAM (ASIP) aircraft/store combination. A particular store may
A sy stematic procedure (covered in AFR 80-133) be compatible with an aircraft in a specific

appli"- to an aircraft system to enhance design, configuration, but not necessarily with all pylons
fdi:,gc:ose potential or impending structural failures, (or stations) or under all conditions.

,rovide a basis for corrective action, and predict (AFLCR/AFSCR 80-2S)
operational life expectancy of the weapon system. AIRCREW FLIGHT MANUALS CONTROL OFFICER
(AFR 66-28) An officer or NCO responsible for the
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY management of the flight manuals control system

The survivability of an aircraft is its capability to specified in AFR 60-9. (AFSCR 177-1)
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AIRCREW MEMBER operation of the aircraft and which cannot be
All rated and nonrated crewmemnbers as defined considered an integral part of the airframe or

in the AFR 71-13. It does not include engine (such as: wheels, brakes, hydraulic
noncrewmembers on flying status. Unless otherwise equipment, fuel system, deicing equipment,
specified, it refers only to individuals who actively anti-icing equipment, and other items not an

fly as opposed to those who are inactive by virtue integral part of the airframe, regardless of whether
of waiver, excusal, restriction, or extended attached to engine or airframe.) (NAVAIRINST
grounding. (AFLCR 60-2) 47U0.2)

AIRDROP CONTAINER AIRHEAD
A sling, ..g, or roll designed for airdrop of A designated location in an area of operations

supplies and equipment. (AR 310-25) used as a base for s-ipply and evacuation by air.

AIRDROP EQUIPMENT (JCS Pub 1)

Special items of equipment used in airdrop of A designated area in a hostile or threatened

p l s-25) territory which, when seized and held, insures the
continuous air landing of troops and materiel and

AIRDROP PLATFORM provides maneuver space necessary for projected
A base on wh~ich vehicles, cargo, or equipment is operations. Normally, it is the area seized in the

loaded for airdrop or low altitude extraction. (AR assault phase of an airborne operation. (JCS Pub 1)
320-5, JCS Pub 1) AIRLAND SUPPLY

AIRFIELD The supply or re-supply by air to gro-ind units in
An area prepared for the accommodation, which aircraft hover or are landed and are unloaded

(including any buildings, installations, and onto the ground. (AR 310-25)
equipment), landing and takingoff of aircraft. (JCS AIRLIFT
Pub 1) 1. The total weight of personnel and/or cargo

AIRFIELD HELIPORT that is, or can be, carried by air, or that is offered
An area designed and prepared for the for carriage by air.

accommodation landing and takeoff of both aircraft 2. To transport passengers and cargo by use of
and helicopters. (AR 320-5) aircraft.

AIRFIELD (MILITARY) 3. The carriage of personnel and/or cargo by air.

An area prepared for the accommodation, landing, (JCS Pub 1)
and take-off of aircraft which is operated and AIRLIFT CAPABILITY
controlled by a Military S rvice. (AFR 76-7) The total capacity expressed in terms of number 3
AIRFIELD TRAFFIC of passengers and/or weight/cubic displacement of

All traffic on the maneuvering area of an airfield cargo that can be carried at any one time 2oa givendestination by the available air transport service. I-
and all aircraft flying in the vicinity of an airfield. deS Puby t
(JCS Pub )1)

AIRFRAME AIRLIFT CHANNEL

The framework, envelope, and cabin of an airship. Tw, points between which common user airlift
(JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) service may be provided on a scheduled basis.

The assembled principal structural components, (AFLCM 171-119)
less propulsion system, conitrol, electronic AIRLIFT CLEARANCE AUTHORITY
equipments, and payload of a missile. (JCS Pub 1, The activity designated by the Military Traffic
AR 320-5) Management and Terminal Service (MTMTS).

The structural components of an airplane, oversea theater command or the service responsible
including the framework and skin of such parts as for LOGAIR or QUICKTRANS to control the
the fuselage, empennage, wings, landing gear movement of traffic into the appropriate airlift
(minus tires), and engine mounts. (JCS Pub 1, AR systems. (DOD 4500.32-R, AR 55-16)
320-5) AIRLIFT CONTROL CENTER

AIRFRAME ACCESSORIES An operations center where the detailed planning,
Those items of equipment which are required for coordinating, and tasking for tactical airlift
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operations are accomplished. This is the focal point assault landing and interim logistical support of
for communicatons and the source of control and elements ill the landing zone. (AR 710-25)
direction for the tactical airlift forces. (AFM 11-1) AIRPORT PROPERTY

AIRLIFT CONTROL ELEMENT Any surplus real property including improvemeits
A functional airlift organization (provisional) and personal property located thereon as part of the

established tn provide operational controi and operating unit, which, in the determination of the
support to :,.ir elements at an air facility. Normally, administrator of civil aeronautics, is essential,
it includes an operations function such as movement suitable, or desirable for the development,
controi and communications, a support function improvement, operation, or maintenance of a public
which relates to the air facility itself, and a liaison airport; or reasonably necessary to fulfill the
with appropriate airborne or other air units. (AFM immediate and foreseeable future requirements of
11-1, TACM 400-1) the owner or operator for the development,

improvement, operation, or maintenance of puiici AIRLIFT REQUIREMENT(S) aiprinldn poet nee o eeo

The total number of passengers and/or airport, including property needed to evelop
w rresources of revenue from non-aviation businessesSweight/cubic displacement of cargo requiret a public airport. (AFM 67-1)

carried by air for a specific task. (JCS Pub 1, a

AFLCM 171-119) AIRPORT TRAFFIC AREA
ALTEIUnless otherwise specifically designated, that

Th AIRLIFT SERVICE airspace within a horizontal radius of five statuteTransprortaon and orv ncideent ther miles from the geographical center of Pny airport at
transportation and services incident thereto which a control tower is operating, extending from
required for the movement of persons, cargo, and the surface up to, but not including, 2000 feet
mail. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFLCM 171-119, DOD the surface ub 1)
5160.2) above the surface. (JCS Pub 1)

AIR-BR"CATIIING MISSILEAIRLIFT SERVICE AIRCRAFT ASSIGNED TO AGENCY A i i a eg
Those transport aircraft which are assigned to A missile with an engine requiring the intake of

common user airlift service, troop carrier, special air for combustion of its fuel, as in a ramjet or
air mission, and aeromedipal evacuation activities of turbojet. To be contrasted with the rocket missile,

the Single Manager Operating Agency for Airlift which carries its own oxidizer and can operate
beyond the atmosphere. (JCS Pub 1)

Service. Non-transport type aircraft which are ( P
used to provide airlift service, such as the H-13's AIR-LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILE
and U-4 's in the 1254th Special Air Mission Group, An air-launched ballistic missile launched from an
will be reflcted in a footnote to the applicable airborne vehicle. (JCS Pub 1)
table. (DOD 4100.31) AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE

AIRLIFT UNIT I missile launched from an airborne carrier and
An organizational unit which provides airlift target above the surface. (JCS Pub 1)

service or support through the operation of AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
controlled transport aircraft. (DOD 5160.2) A missile launched from an airborne carrier to

AIRLINE MAINTENANCE impact on a surface target. (JCS Pub 1)
A form of Progressive Maintenance distinguished AIRWAY

byrshot rerting and c ont prolisodris. The fom facridrarewthaionvgioIby short operating and Rework periods. The A control area or portion thereof established ina;rcraft reporting and controlling custody remains -
unhneddrngo etenoprtngadReok the form of a corridor marked with radio navigation

unchanged during or between operating and Rework aids. (JCS Pub 1)
periods. (OPNAVINST 5442.2B)

AIRWAYS STATION
AIRMAN A ground communication installation established,
Adi enlisted person of either sex in the USAF, as manned, and equipped to communicate with aircraft

distinguished from an officer or warrant officer. in flight, as well as with other designated airways
installations, for the purpose of expeditious and

AIRMOBILE SUPPORT PARTY safe movements of aircraft. These stations may or
An Army task organization formed for may not be located on designated airways. (JCS Pub

employment in a landing zone to facilitate the 1) A
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AIRWORTHINESS CERTIFICATION ALERT MISSILE RATE
Formal release of an aerospace vehicle for The percentage of operational missiles that can

mission use based upon sufficient engineering and be launched (if reliable) within 15 minutes. (DOD
flight test to ensure safe flight within a specified 3100.1)
envelope. (AFSCR 80-33) ALIGNMENT

AISLE A term used to describe the degree t which
Any passageway within a storage area. (AFM management can operate in agreement with the

67-1) Command-approved MLCs and OLes. (AFLCR

AISLE IN STORAGE SPACE 400-5)AISE I STRAG SPC~fr wthi th 1 The bearing of two or more conspicuous

storaeardesated PRagewobjects (such as lights, beacons etc.) as seen by anstorage area. (AFR 69-8)obevr- observer.

ALC STATUS PRESENTATION 2. Representation of a road, railway, etc., on a '
The ALC Status Presentation is a briefing by the map or chart in relation to surrounding topographic

Commanders and staff of the ALCs, rotated emong detail. (JCS Pub 1)
activities on a monthly basis, The briefing includes ALLIED STAFF
an overview of mission assignments and resources, A staff or headquarters composed of two or more
perfdrmance measures for the mission directorates,

and problem areas and interest items selected for allied nations working together. (JCS Pub 1)
presentation by the activity commander. The ALLOCATED BASE LINE (CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT)
principal purposes of the briefings are to resolve The initial approved allocated configuration
problems and to identify areas where help of the identification. (DOD 5010.19)
AFLC Commander and his staff is desired. (AFLCR ALLOCATED CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION (ACI)

178-1) Current, approved performance oriented
ALERT specifications governing the development of

1. Readiness for action, defense, or protection, configuration items that are part of a higher level
2. A warping signal of a real or threatened CI, in which each specification (1) defines the

danger, such as an air attack. functional characteristics that are allocated from
3. The period of time during which troops stand those of the higher level CI, (2) establishes the

by in response to an alarm. tests required to demonstrate achievement of its A
4. To forewarn; to prepare for action. allocated functional characteristics, (3) delineates
5. A warning received by a unit or a necessary interface requirements with other

headquarters which forewarns of an impending associated configuration items, and (4) establishes
operational mission. (JCS Pub 1) design constraints, if any, such as component

A notification of a part, component, material, or standardization, use of inventory items, and
process deficiency with a potential effect on present integrated logistic support requirements. (DOD
or future Air Force systems and equipment. This 5010.19, AFR 65-3)
occurs when there have been repeated failures, ALLOCATED SPACE
catastrophic failures, or failures that impact on That area designated by higher authority !
mission safety or accomplishment. The ALERT willbe reare o DDFom i38 (ALC/AFCR representing the gross area formally apportionedbe prepare.d on DD Form i938. (AFLCR/AFSCR for use. (AFR 69-8)

800-20) f

ALERT FORCE ALLOCATION
Immediate launch -apability, (AFM 67-1) An authorization by a designated official of aImmeiat lanchcapailiy, AFM7-1 department making funds available within a
Specified forces maintained in a special degree of prtmen ma un d a ailae fithprescribed amount to an operating agency for the

readiness. ('CS Pub 1) purpose of making allotments. (AFSCM 375-3, DOD

ALERT INDEX 7200.1)
Standard indexes are available from the OPCTR Apportionment by higher authority of available

by genpric code, vendor, and Contract transportation capability, to include common user
Administering Service. Other indexes are available military ocean terminal facilities, to users when
upon request through the DPCCP monitor or planned requirements exceed such capability. (AR
GIDEP representative. (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20) 55-36. DSAR 3005.4)
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An authorization issued by the Comptroller of the ALLOCATION OF MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS
Army to specified major headquarters or agencies The determination of maintenance and repair
for purposes of financing operations at subordinate operations to be performed at the various levels of
echelons by means of suballocation or allotment, maintenance. (DOD 5100.28)
(AR 320-5) ALLOCATION OR ALLOTMENT

Apportionment of a definite quantity of supplies, T OR dsLO t on
space services, personnel or productive facility for a The quantitative distribution of adthority to use
scc e A 2-specified materials. (AFM 78-4)I specific use, (AFR 320-5)

The appointment of a range and quar.tity of ALLOCATION/ALLOTMENT
repair parts, tools, and test or handling eqaipmeat Documentation issued by a designated official,
to appropriate maintenance levels. Quantities of making funds available within a prescribed amount.
repair parts are allocated by means of an allowance The allocation is authority to issue allotments.
factor of quantity authorized the specific Allotments authorize incurring obligations within
maintenance level; definite quantities of tools, test specified amounts p.rsuant to an appropriation or
and handling equipment are allocated. (TM 38-715) statutory provisions. (AFM 11-1)

The designation of specific numbers and types of
aircraft sorties for use during a specified time ALLOCATION, COST
period or for carrying out an assigned task. (JCS The portion of joint or indirect costs assigned to
Pub 1) a specific objective, such as a program, function,

The assignment of an element of cost or group of project, job, or service. (DOD 5000.8)
elements of costs to one or more cost objectives. ALLOCATION, FUND
This includes both the direct assignment of costs As used by the Bureau of the Budget and the
and the reassignment of a share of costs from an Treasury Department, an amount set aside by an
indirect cost pool. (AFSCR 177-4, AFSCM 77-265) agency in a separate appropriation account for the

An apportionment by the JTB of available use of another agency in carrying out the purpose
transportation capability fully or partially to satisfy of an appropriation. Includes amounts set aside on
transportation requirements in support of approved the books of the treasury in "transfer appropriation
missions or forces and activities for a given time accounts". (DOD 5000.8)
period. This figure establishes definite limits which An administrative subdivision, created by such
upon direction of the JTB, are translatable into funding action, of an appropriation or other fund.
restrictions on operating requirements. The overall (DOD 5000.8)
restrictions must not be exceeded. (AR 55-23) In the military establishment signifies the actionControlled material issued by the Department of of "funding" an "operating agency" - i.e. theCommerce to JAMAC. (AFSCM 78-325) administrative action within a military department

ALLOCATION (AIRCRAFT) of granting and limiting authority to an operating
Division of a given number of aircraft into the agency, based upon review and approval of its

quantities each operating command is intended to operating budget, to incur obligations and make
have. Allocations are set forth in OPNAVINST expenditires under a given "appropriation", and to
03110.1 (Gray Book). (NAVAIRINST 47n0.2) make suballocations and allotments therefore.

ALLOCATION (NUCLEAR) (DOD 5000.8)
The apportionment of specific numbers and types ALLOCATION, FUND-SUB

of nuclear weapons to a commander for a stated The action of "funding" an "intermediate
time period as a planning factor for use in the operating agency" or another "operating agency"
development of war plans. (Additional authority is by the operating agency, or by another superior
required for the actual dispersal of allocated intermediate operating agency, to which it is
weapons to locations desired by the commander to responsible for performance. (DOD 5000.8)
support his war plans. Expenditures of these An administrative sub-division, created by such
weapons are not authorized until released by proper funding action, of an appropriation or other fund.
authority.) (JCS Pub 1) (DOD 5000.8)

ALLOCATION (TRANSPORTATION) ALLOTMENT
Apportionment by designated authority of The authority issued to contractors or to elements

available transport capability to users. (JCS Pub 1, of the departments which buy or use controlled
AR 320-5) materials as such. (AFM 78-4)
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An authorization granted by an operating agency ALLOWABLE CARGO LOAD (AIR)
to another office to incur o.ligations within 3 The amount of cargo, determined by weight, cubic
specified amount pursuant to an appropriation or displacement, and distance to be flown, which may
other statutory provision and subject to specific be transported by specified aircraft. (AR 320-5,
procedural, bookkeeping, and reporting JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1)l requirements. (AFSCM 375-3)

reurnts.ed (AFSCMa issue) by AALLOWABLE DETERIORATION LIMITS (USE LIMITS)
Published values for a property or properties ofGovernment contractors. (AFSCM 78-325) fuel or lubricant which may occur without rendering

ALLOTMENT AND SUBALLOTMENT the product unusable for its intended purpose.
An authorization by the head or other authorized Such limits provide some leeway to operating

employee of an opeiating agency to the head of any components on an exceptional basis without
installation or other organizational element to incur consultation with technical authorities. (AFLCR
obligations within a specified amount pursuant to 74-3):- 1an appropriation or other statutory provision. The extent that properties of a product may
(DOD 7200.1iAFR 177-16) deteriorate without requiring downgrading or

ALLOTMENT NUMBER rendering the product unusable for its intended use.
(DOD 4140.25-M)

Series of symbol numbers assigned to an
allotment, consisting of (a) the identity of the ALLOWANCE
operating agency ard (b) the serial number of the Prescribed amount (quantity) of items of supply
allotment, for use in budgetary accounting and or -quipment provided for an individual or
control. (DOD 5000.8) organiz,tion. When used in conjunction with an

Total number assigned each manufacturer by authorization, the allowance is equal to or less than
program. (AFSCM 78-325) such an authorization. (AR 310-44)

Money or something equivalent furnished in
ALLOTMENT, OPEN addition to pre.;cribed rates of pay to cover such

An allotment made by an operating agency for a items as quarters, subsistence, clothing, or travel.
specific purpose and in a specific amount, the (DOD 5000.8)
account number of which is published for charge Prescribed amount of items of supply or
without specific limitations as to the amounts, by equipment provided for an individual or
any officer or employee authorized to charge such organization. (DOD 5000.8)
account. (DOD 5000.8)

An administrative subdivision, created by such ALLOWANCE EQUIPAGE LISTING NUMBER
"funding action." of an appropriation or other Identifies an equipage allowance list for a ship.
fund. (DOD 5000.8) This numler can be found in the Coordinated
ALLOTMENT, PAY Shipboard Allowance List. (OPNAV 43P2)

Definite portion of pay to military personnel ALLOWANCE FOR ANTICIPATED (RETAIL) STOCK LOSSES
which is authorized voluntarily to be paid to An amount allowed by the United States Army
another person or to an institution. (DOD 5000.8) Materiel Command Division. Army Stock Fund, and
ALLOTTED SPACE the Defense Supply Agency (Defense Stock Fund)ALLOTED PACEon billings to other stock fund divisions or

Gross space available for storage which has been o b s to e toc ons orcustomers as authorized to compensate for
formerly apportioned for use. (AFM 67-1) estimated inventory losses. (AR 320-5)

ALLOWABLE CABIN LOAD An amount allowed by the AMCD of the AF and
For passenger flights, the number of available the Defense Supply Agency (Defense Stock Fund) to

seats which.can be occupied when the aircraft is to compensate other entities, or other divisions of the
fly under prescribed conditions. (TACM 400-1) ASF only and in the case of the U.S. Army Tank

The load, either of cargo or passengers, which an Automotive Command to compensate other military
aircraft is considered capable of airlifting safely department stock funds and/or operating
over a given route under prescribed conditions. appropriations, for anticipated retail stock losses on
Expressed in terms of weight, generally pounds. materiel purchased from AMCD or DSA
(TACM 400-1) respectively. (AMCR 37-9)! (ACM 00-1 .3
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ALLOWANCE (EQUIPMENT) ALONGSIDE AIRCRAFT FUEL DELIVERY
The stated quantity of a specific item of The transportation of government-owned fuel

equipment which is considered as normally required from a storage facility, and its delivery into the
by a given function and which is established fuel tanks of an aircraft. Charges for this service
through the allowance document basis of issue as do not include the cost of the fuel (DOD
the maximum which may be authorized by the 4140.25-M)
appropriate level of authority. (AFM 67-1) ALPHANUMERIC

ALLOWANCE LIST PROGRAM (MATERIAL) Of or having the property of being both character
A program deali.- with all phases in developing (alphabetic) and numeric data; for example.

and maintaining allowance lists and initial outfitting 931ARD. (AFSCM 55-425)
lists of equipment, accessories, maintenance parts,
and consumable supplies required for initial TE O

outfitting and continued material readiness of usipg The work required to adjust interior
organizationsarrangements, on- base location, or other physical
nzaAins and2 suppcharacteristics of an existing facility so that it may

be more effectivwly adapted to or utilized for its
ALLOWANCE PARTS LIST (APL) designated purpose. Additions, expansions and

The APL is a technical document developed for an extensions are not included in alterations. (AFR
individual component, a listing of equipage, or the 85-6, DOD 7040.2)
material requirements for a mechanical or electrical Changes to an existing storage facility so that it
system. The APL is a standardized listing of may be more effectively utilize" for the presently

requirements and has been developed for use by all designated purpose. (AR 780-5)
ships which have the specific component, equipageor system described. (BUSHIPSINST 4441.81B) ALTERATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

A maximum of thireen letters and/or numbers

ALLOWANCE SOURCE CODES (ASC) which identifies a Bureau assigned authorized
The three-position number of the allowance alteration. (OPNAV 43P2)

document from which the authorization was derived,
or an assigned three- position number which ALTERATION (REAL PROPERTY FACILITY)
identifies authorizations derived from sources other The work required to adjust interior
tarrangements, on- base location, or other physicalo [ than allowance documents. (AFM 67-1)

The ASC identifies the allowance document from characteristics of an existing facility so that it may

whici the equipment authorization was derived, or be more effectively adapted to or utilized for itsid e i n a e p u r p o s e A d dthn s e q u i p m e n ts aun dzt i n w s d ri e , o

identifies authorization derived from sources other designated purpose. Additions, expansions, and
than allowance documents. Approved ASCs are extensions are not included in alterations. (DOD

published in AFR 0-10. (AFLCR 78-3) 5000.8)
ALLOWED OFF AIRCRAFT TIME ALTERATION, SHIP

Any change in the hull, machinery, equipment, orThe estimated maximum number of working days fittings which involves a change in design.
that an assembly removed during a Progressive materials, number, location, or relationship of the
Aircraft Rework (PAR) can be off the aircraft
without jeopardizing completion of the PAR on the component parts of an assembly. (DOD 5000.8)

scheduled date; i.e., removal date to the date ALTERED PARTS
required for reinstallation. (FASOINST 4412.3) A part that is altered to meet the requirements of

ALLY-OPERATED NUCLEAR WEAPON SYSTEM a design activity. (MIL D-70327)

A nuclear weapon system operated by an allied ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION
nation using nuclear weapons that are under US Air The confiv ration of a w.alpon system which I
Force custody. (AFR 122-1) gives it a tapability to perforn other than its

ALNNO MATERIAL primary mission. (AFM 11-1)

Anything of an ordnance nature that is dispersed, ALTERNATE EQUIPMENT
dropped, thrus:, or fired from an aircraft with the Equipment to be useJi in case of failure of the
exception of nuclear ordnance and basic equipment in a facility or system. Formerly
chemical/biological munitions. tAFSC/A FLCR known as "spare" or "backunp" equipment. (AFR
80-31) In0-IS)
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ALTERNATE ITEM budget matters. Its permanent members are the
An item selected by the responsible engineering heads of Headquarters, AMC, directorates. (AMCR

activity in lieu of the forecast item. 11-4)
(AFLCR/AFSCR 67-12) AMC PROGRAM BUDGET GUIDANCE AND DIRECTIVE

ALTERNATE WATER TERMINAL A document containing objectives, policies, and
A water terminal with facilities for berthing from resources guidance for development of the AMC

two to five ships simultaneously at wharves and/or Five-Year Program and directing the preparation of
working anchorages. A!ternate water terminals are programs at subordinate echelons. It provides
located within sheltered coastal waters, adjacent to guidance for development of AMC Five-Year
reliable highway and/or rail transportation nets. Programs by Hea-lquarters, AMC, program
Alternate water terminals cover a relatively small directors, and with these [ -ograms constitute the
area and are located away from population centers. total AMC Five-Year Program. (MCR 11-4) 3§

The scope of operation is such that it is not AMENDMENT
designated probable nuclear target. (AR 320-5, JCS A written alteration to an existing DMISA,
Pub 1) pertaining to the conditions of agreed work.
AMA PROVISIONING PROCURING CONTRACTING OFFICER Changes to exhibits will meet the criteria for

A contracting officer located at the SSM/EAIM approval (paragraph 5c(1)). (AFLCR 65-14)
AMA responsible for obligating administratively AAMMUNITION
reserved funds for contract items, and performing A contrivance charged with explosives,
other related provisioning actions. (AFLCM 65-3. propellants, pyrotechnics, initiating composition. or
AFSCM 65-2)51 nuclear, biological, or chemical material for use in
AMALGAM connection with defense or offense including

Silver-mercury alloy used for dental purposes. derao!itions. Certain ammunition can be used for
(DOD 4160.21-M) training, ceremonial. or nonoperational purposes.
AMBER (JCS Pub 1)

Materiel used in discharging firearms or weapons
eipmet).d(AFM 6q-pm) owhich throw projectiles or initiate fire. disperse, or

convey agents of warfare. Materiel or items
AMBIENT CONDITIONS containing materiel which energize. by the explosive

Conditions of temperature or pressure of the force of self-oxidizing solid or liquid propellants
surrounding environment. jAFM 127-201) such items as missiles, aircraft, parts of aircraft, or

AMCFIVE-YEARPROGRAM other equipment. Missiles which are thrown,
dropped, or otherwise projected. In general, theThe approved official program of AMC, as a terms include toxic. nontoxic. biological, incendiary.

whole, covering a five-year period starting with the
fisal earfolowng he earof rearaion Itis explosive, smoke agents, caenmical spray tanks.fiscal year following the year of preparation. It is bombs, warheads, rockets, the explos've components

developed under the AMC Program System on the of catapult and canopy- remover devices, explosive
basis of guidance provided by the Department of demolition materiel. grenades. mines pyrotechnics.
the Army; in turn, it provides guidance within AMC and all tyl.es of devices used for igniting and
to subordinate echelons for development of their exploding them. such as primers, detonators.
command programs. It consists of a Program cartridges. squibs. boosters. igniters, blasting caps.
Budget Guidance and Directive document and a bursters, and fusesb.Also included are inert.

number of AMC Five-Year Programs, which are sectionalized, or empty models of "live round" and
structured in accordance with the current drill ammunition and/or explosive material, as

assigaiment of staff responsibilities within

Headquarters, AMC, and consists of activities defined above, haert parts of components of end
items of ammuiition explosive materiel also areidentifiable with the Army management structure. included. (AFM 67-i)

(AMCR 11-4) icue.(F 71
The term ammunition ,s applied in this regulation

AMC PROGRAM AND BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE includes all non-uclear ordnance iompolients and
An advisory body to the Commanding General, explosives prepared to form a charge, complete

AMC. responlsile for evaluating. coordinating and round. or cartridge for small arms. rifle, gun.,
recommending courses of action on program and cannon or any other neapon or explosive-actuated
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device, impulse device, torpedo warhead, mine, AMMUNITION CONTROLLED SUPPLY RATE
bomb, depth charge, demolition charge, fuze, The amount of ammunition estimated to be
detonator, projectil,, rocket or guided missile, available to sustain operations of a designated force
Ammunition also includes all solid propellants, for a spec;fied time if expenditures are controlled at
explosives, hypergolic liquids propellant systems, that rate. It is expressed in terms of rounds per
and other hazardous materials applied to ordnance weapon per day for ammunition items fired by
uses and requiring surveillance for reasons of weapons, and in terms of units of measure per
explosive safety and all JATOs, boosters, organization per day for bulk allotment ammunition
sustainers, military pyrotechnics. and items. Tactical commanders use this rate to control
offensive-type chemical and biological warfare expenditures of ammunition during tactical
materials. (AFLC/AFSC 136-5) operations at planned intervals. It is issued through

All components and any explosives case or command channels at each level. It is determined
contrivance prepared to form a charge, complete based on consideration of the required supply rates
round, or cartridge for cannon, howitzer, mortar, or submitted by subordinate commanders and
small arms, of for any other weapon, torpedo, ammunition as sets available. (AR 310-25)
v arhead, mine, depth charge, demolition charge,
fuze, detonator, projectile, grenade, guided missile, MUNITION CREDIT
rocket, pyrotechnics; and al' chemical agents, fillers Authority given an organization to draw a
and associated dangerous materials. (AFR 74-15) specified quantity of ammunition during a given

A device charged with explosives, propellants, period for a particular use. Ammunition credits are
pyrotechnics, initiating composition, or nuclear, not used in the combat zone below the Army level.
biological, or chemical material for use in (AR310-25)
connection with defense or offense including AMMUNITION DATA CARD
demolitions. Certain ammunition can be used for Identification card prepared for each individual
training, ceremonial, or nonoperational purposes. lot manufactured, giving the type and composition
(For Conventional Ammunition, see Appendix 2 of of the ammunition, and identifying its components
the Defense Demilitarization Manual. DOD by lot number and manufacturer. When necessary,
4160.21-M-1. (DOD 4160.21-M) may also include instructions for handling the

AMMUNITION ACCOUNT VALIDATION REPORT ammunition. (AR 310-25)
Short title for the 1-HAF-S18, "Balance File AMMUNITION DAY OF SUPPLY

Listing by Base and FSN Without WRM Levels;" it The estimated quantity of conventional
is assigned AFLC product Identification Number ammunition rcquired per day to sustain operations

2 D023A481-A1. (AFR 67-79) in an active theater. It is expressed in terms of A
AMMUNITION AND TOXIC MATERIAL OPEN SPACE rounds per weapon per day for ammunition itemis

Area especially prepared for storage of explosive fired by weapons, and in terms of other units of
ammunition and toxic material. For reporting measure for bulk allotment ammunition items. (AR
purposes, it does not include the surrounding area 710-25)
restricted for storage because of safety distance AMMUNITION DEPOTARE
factors. It includes barricades and improvised An area of the CONUS which is estabished for
coverings. (JCS Pub 1) the purpose of assigning supply ,'..sponsibility.

AMMUNITION BARRICADE (AFM 67-1)
A structure consisting essentially of concrete, AMMUNITION EXPENDITURE

earth, metal, or wood, so constructed as to reduce An expenditure is the consumption of ammunition

or confine the blast effect or fragmentation of an by an organization. For purposes of record, with

exIplosive. (AR 310-25) certain exceptions (nuclear weapons and designated
AMMUNITION CONDITION REPORT missile items), ammunition is considered as

A report used to report all failures, discrepancies, expended when issueJ to the user. Special
and other conditions on convention missiles, rockets. ammunition is considered expen Ied -hen a delivery
chemical, biological, and radiological ammunition unit notifies a supporting ordnance special
materiel, and special explosive tools and equipment. ammunition unit and the fire direction center of this
(AR 310-25) fact. iAR 310-25)
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AMMUNITION HANDLER of ammunition from one manufacturer. The number
r 1. One whose primary duty is the handling and is assignod to each lot of ammunition when it

servicing of ammunition. manufactured. (AR 320-5)
2. A soldier who prepares ammunition for firing AMMUNITION MAINTENANCE

and who, as a member of a weapons crew, assists in Wo
the final delivery of ammunition to the loader. (AR

exterior surfaces in individual items or packagt .-f310-25) ammunition conponents; it does not involve tre

AMMUNITION IN HANDS OF TROOPS disassembly of ammunition or replacement (,i
Ammunition included in the prescribed basic load components. (AR :320-5)

and authorized excesses to the prescribed basic
load. This ammunition is under the physical control AC
of the sing unit and may be located unit A special builaing equipped to permit ti.t.

in supply servicing, repair and care of explosive items. (AFM Idumps, ammunition in unit :oiling reserves, and 1
ammunition at weapons positions. (AR 710-25)

AMMUNITION (CONVENTIONAL) AMMUfIITION MODIFICATION
The alteration of ammunition or missile items :.s

For the purpose of this manual, this term consists
of all items in Federal Supply Group 13, with the a result of engineering changes, such as ti.,
exception of a portion of classes 1336, 1337. 1338, reeent facompoes whc e spnt ied iorand134, ad casss 150,135, 155,135, 160, the extensive facilities and equipment required] iorand 1340, and classes 350, 135, 1355, 1356, 1360, renovation. (AR 320-5)
1361, 1385, and 1386. Further, the term also
includes a portion of Federal Supply Group 14, AMMUNITION OFFICER
classes 1410 and 1425. (DOD 4160.21-M-1) Officer designated with a command to perforn:i

tasks which assist in providing adequate staffAMMUNITION LIFT

The act of moving ammunition a fixed supervision of ammunition activities (receipt.

location to a conveyance, a convoyajice to a fixed storage, su-veillance, classification. issue. etL.I
(AR 320-5)location, a con-eyance to a conveyance, or a fixed

location to an adjacent fixed location. It involves AMMUNITION PIT
the act of physically picking up and setting down Hole or trench dug in the ground where
ammunition. (AR 320-5) ammunition is stored temporarily. An ammunition:
A UI-CA Ipit is usually near the weapon from which theAMMUITIN LIT CPABIITYammunition is to be fired. (AR 320-5)

The ability of an ammunition unit to move a t o i R
ammunition, expressed in termb of tons of AMMUNITION PLANT
ammunition per day that can be lifted. (AR 320-5' A military installation whose primary mission i,

T Lthe nanufacture or the loading, assembly and
AMMUNITiON LOADING LINE packin.g of ammunition end items/components. (All

Group of facilities at an installation, comprising a 310-25)
series of buildings, equipment, and necessary
litilities to form a complete operating establishment AMMUNITION REQUIRED SUPPLY RATE I
for the assembly of the component parts of any one The amount of ammunition expressed in terms of

of a group of similar items of ammunition. (AR rounds per weapon ppr day for ammunition items
310-25) fired by weapons, and in teims of other unit. ofa

AMMUNITION LOT measure per day for bulk allotment ammunition

AMMNIIO quantity oitems estimated to be required to sustain operation,
mAuatredty o onenanufacer unr uifm of any designated force without restriction for hmanufactured by one manufacturer under uniform specified time. Tactical commanders use .his rate

conditions, and which is uxpected to function in a se
uniform manner. The lot is designated and to state their requirements for ammunition to

identified by assignment of an ammunition lot support planned tactical operations at specific
numean d prraine of an ammunition data intervals. It is submitted through command

channels and is consolidated at each echeion. It is
card. (AR 710-25) considered by each commander in determining the
AMMUNITION LOT NUMBER available supply rate within his command. IA R

Code number that identifies a particular quantity 320-5)
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AMMUNITION SUPPLY INSTALLATION AMOUNT OF CLAIM OR SETTLEMENT

Any organized locality maintaining stock records When the action to be taken under this Section
and operating for the reception, classification, depends upon the amount of a termination claim or
storage, and issue of ammunition. It is a general settlement, then, in determining such amount, (i)
term used to include depots, ammunition supply credits for retention or other disposal of
points, railheads, truckheads, dumps, distributing termination inventory allocated to the claim and for
points, and all other installations where ammunition advance or partial payments shall not be deducted
is received, stored, classified, or issued. (AR 320-5) from the gross claim or settlement; but (ii) amounts

AMMUNITION SUPPLY POINT payable for completed articles or work at the

Advanced point at which ammunition is available contract price, or for the settlement or discharge of
for d:stribution to using units or for distribution by termination claims of subcontractors, shall be

a using unit to individuals or subordinate units, deducted. (DAR 8-101.1, DAC 76-9)
The installation may be organized to receive, AkPHIBIANS
classify, store, and issue ammunition and be Wheeled vehicles which are capable of opt-i±ating
operated by service support personnel or may be on both land and water. This definition specifically
merely a temporary storage point operated by excludes those vehicles which operate on water by
members of a using organization for the purpose of other than propeller- driven mechanism. (AR
holding and distributing ammunition to individual 750-29)
groups or subordinate units. (AR 320-5)

AMPHIIOUS PACK
AMMUNITION TRAIN Oversea pack that will stand temporary

An organization, consisting of personnel and immersioa, extended open storage, and unusually
equipment, whose main function is the rough handling. (AR 710-25)
transportation of ammunition. (AR 710-25)
AMUNITIONIEXPLOSVESAMPHIBIOUS TRANSPORT DOCKAIMMNITONIXPLOIVE .1ship designe d to transport and land troops,

A device charged with explosive, propellants, sp
pyrotechnics. initiating composition, or nuclear, equipment, and supplies by means of enbarked
biological, or offense including demolitions. Certain landing craft, amphibious vehicles, and helicopters.
ammunition can be used for training, ceremonial, or Designated as LPD. (JCS Pub 1)

nonoperational purposes. (DSAR 4145.8, AR 700-58) AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE

AMMUNITION, EXPLOSIVES AND DANGEROUS ARTICLES A wheeled or tracked vehicle capable of operating
Any substance that by its composition and on both land ard water. (JCS Pub 1)

chemical characteristics. when one or when AN NUMBER
combined with another substance, is or becomes an An Army/Navy (PNI number designation which
explosive or propellent or is hazardous or identifies equipment in the electronics area by
dangerous to personnel, animal or plantlife, means of a letter/number code. (OPNAV 43P2)
structures, equipment or the environment as a
result of blast, fragment, radiological, or toxic ANA LIST
effects. It includes but is not limited to An item by item description of the standard
ammunition and explosives as defined in DOD preservation and packaging which will be applied t)
Standard 154.4S. (DOD 4160.21-M-1) the spare parts, end items. and comporent::

procured under specific contracts or orders. Details
concerning intermediate packaging and exterierAccelerated ".rite-off in lieu of depr ciation of a packing sholi be shown, except when the

portion of cost of emergency facilities certified information cannot be standz.rdized for use on
authoritatively, pursuant to statute, as applicable to subsequent contract. (ALA Bulletin 302)
national defense during av emergency period.
DOD 5000.8) ANALOGUE COMPUTER

Provision for extinguishment of a debt by means A computing machine that works on the principle
of sinking fund. (DOD 5000.8) of measuring, as distinguished from counting, in

Gradual reduction, redemption, or liquidation of which the measurements obtained. as voltages.
the balance of an account according to a specified resistances. etc.. are transiated into desired data.
schedule of time and amou:ts. (DOD 5000.8) (AFM 11-I)
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ANALYSIS materiel either in or entering the inventory for the
A stage in the intelligence cycle in which purpose of refining requirements for spares and

information is subjected to review in order to repair parts, naintenance technical criteria, tooling,
identify significant facts and derive conclusions test equipment and technical data and/or
therefrom. (JCS Pub 1) determining the need for product improvement.
ANALYSIS INTERVAL (AFR 66-14. DOD 4151.1)

'1 e period of time between successive scheduled ANALYTICAL REWORK
analyses. (NAVEXOS P-1500) The disassembly, test and inspection of end items.

ANALYSIS PERIOD assemblies or subassemblies to determine and

The period of time from the date of analysis to accomplish the necessary rework, rebuild.
The dpteri of posibe res from the nalsto replacement or modification required. It includes -2thedae o pssileresppy fom*.h nxt the technical analysis of the findings and the 15

analysis. The analysis period thus is the sum of the tahn
analysis interzl and procurement lead time order determination of maintenance crteria.
and shipping tiw,.. Each analysis should assure the (AVM.TINST 4850.89B)
availability of q[oek through the analysis period. ANC BULLETINS
Procurement, repair or redistribution supply actions These bulletins are issued by the Air Force-Navy
are required only when serviceable slocks on hand, Civil Committee on Aircraft Design Criteria and are
and expected to be received during the period, are listed in NAVWEPS 00-25-544. They may be placed
less than the quantity required to maintain supply in effect with respect to contracts by calling them
support through the analysis period. (NAVEXOS out, by appending them to sptcifications or contract
P-1500) provisions, or by means ef a forwarding letter.

ANALYTICAL CONDITION INSPECTION (ACI) (RUWEPSINST 4330.12)
A thorough and searching inspection on a ANCILLARY FACILITIES

representative sample of a mission design series Those facilities required to supplement existing
(MDS) aircraft to assure that hidden defects, facilities at any particular location to provide
deteriorating conditions, corrosion, or failure in the specific minimum rejuirements for support of the
primary structure or subsystems are discovered reinforcing forces. (JCS Pub 1)
before reaching serious proportions in the
particular weapon system inventory. (AFR 66-28) A file ued with, but not a part of. the asterThe systematic disassembly and inspeclion of a Data File. Such a file is related to the MDF and is

representative sample of aircraft to find hidden
defects. deteriorating conditions. corrosion, fatigue, a data repository for information required for

overstress and other deficiencies in the aircraft UADPS-ICP processing. (NAVATINST 4130.1)
structure or systems. (,FLCR 66-39) The documented configuration of items-theu ocomp!ete technical description (e.g.. specifications.

ANALYTICAL CONTRACT MAINTENANCE engineering drawings. technical manuals and other
Maintenance normally performed by prime related technical data and informationj required for

equipment manufacturers to determine engineering or operational systems development.
maintainability and reliability features, stabilize fabrication, test. acceptance, operation. maintenance
spare parts requirements. and establish efficient and logistics support of systems. end items.
maintenance methods and procedures to improve the equipment or any portions itreof. (NAV..ATINST
Air Force maintenance capability. (AFR 66-17) 5000.6)

ANALYTICAL INSPECTION The documented configur-,'ion of systems or

The . iysis by examination and testing to equipment-the complete technical description

determine the operational and tolerance required for development, fabrication. test.

characteristics of a metalworking machine tool as acceptance. operation. maintem.nce and logistic

measured or compared to a specified level of ..upport of systm. or equipment or n.y .or.o f
performance. (DLAM 4155.4/AR 750-26/XAVSUP them. ,DSAM 4120.3-M. AMCR 11-26)

PUB 5011/MCO P48iO.45B1) The reporting and recording (1) of the initial
configuration of designating and documenting a

ANALYTICAL OVERHAUL baseline. (2) of approved changes thereto, and 13) of
The complete disassembly, inspection, engineering the status of the implementation of approved

evaluation. repair, assembly and test of military changes to that configuration after the formal
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establishment of the baseline together with the ANNUAL CALL FOR ESTIMATES
watching configuration daz:i. (NA VMATINST Instructions issued annually by Ho USAF and 4

5000.6) AFSC to prepare and submit budget ejtimates and
The reporting and recording of the formal financial plans. Financial plans ard budget

baselines, and the status of the implementation of estimates are now prepared and submitted to higher
ared changes to configuration identification auhrt1o oeurn ass A9C 353

and/or to hardware/software- after the formal ANNUAL COST
establishment of baselines. t.-, CR 11-26) The sum of the annualized recurring proj-ct

ANERGOLIC MIXTURE costs. (AFLCR 18-3)
A mixture of fuel and oxidizer which will not ANNUAL CUSTME RER (AFLC FORM 194) (AnCO)

ignite on contact. but which requires outside source An order by quantity and average sales p-.ice
of ignition. Anergolic is the opposite of h-ypergolic. provided by the DPEM customer to the D31S. AFIF
(AFM 127-201) which defines a specific and defini~e request for

I
ANHYDROUS contract depot maintenance. The Quarteriv

Containing no Water. Loosely applied to indicate Acceptance List (AL) ate Monhly cdustomer
water rontent is beiow a certain limit. %AFM ccpaeLit( AL ar fudd uso r

12"01orders based on the AnCc which whtr signed y tlhe
I--)DPEM customer :nd accepted b, the DMZ,. AF

An.NEX become customer obligations. (AFLCR 66-49)
A document appended to an operation order or ANNUAL ENGINEERING PLA (AEP)

other document to make it clearer or to give further The AEP is an annual plan that documents in
details. (JCS Pub.1) detail the forthcoming fiscal year portion of ..h,

ANNUAL APPROPRIATION LOP. (AFLCR W0-3) Expenses incurred by in
4One which is available for incurr.ing obligations organization outside of Maintenance but chargeable

only during a specified fiscal Year. (.AFSCM -'i1 to organic maintenance as support cost. !(AFLCM.
Fuinds which are available for incurring 170-10)

obligations only during a specified fiscal Year. ANA SIMTDAON
(-AFSCM 27-1. AFLCM 57-7, AFSCM 57-2) The projected dollar value of job order related

An appropriation which is available for incurring costs to be incurred by a specific cost center or
obligations only during one fiscal year specified in other organizational entity during the current fistal
the appropriations act. (AFSCM 37-5-3) year. (AFCM 177-2651

ANNUAL ID 30M5 ANNUAL ESTIMATED HOURS -

A single bond (in lieu of separate bid bonds). The projected number of labor hours to be
without limitation as to penal amout, which utilized by a specific cost center or othier
secures all bids (on other than construction organizational entity during the current fiscal ye-ar A~
contracts) requiring bonds submitted by a in job order related work effort. (AFSCM 177-265S)
contractor during a sprcific fiscal year of the ANA ODPA
Government in response to formal advertising. A list of all subsistence items used in a calendat
(DAR 10-101.2, DAC 7(47)1 year, containing the exact name or nomenclature of

ANNUAL BUlY QUANTITY the item. its unit of issue. and the frequency in
The quantity of an item required for a 12-month which it is served, it is used in conjunction with

period. Some for ali) of the quantity is expected to the master menu. 1AR 31*.-2-)

be procured in tht! current fiscal year. (AFR 57-6. ANNUAL OR ONE YEAR APPRORITIO
NAVMATINST P4200.33. AR 715-22. DSAM 4105.21; Available for incurring obligations only during
ANNUAL BUY VALUE one FY' specified in !he ippropriation act. (AF3I

The annua' buy quantity multi plied by the unit 170-71,
price of the item. The unit price is derihed from ANNUAL PERFORMANCE 10M5
previous procurement history 01 recemz-ed or A single bond (in lieu of separate performanceA
estimated at the time of provisioning. WAR U7-6, bonds for each contract) which Weures the

-. NAVMATI.\ST 4200.34A. AR 7 - DSAM 4105.2) performance of contracts (other than construction



contracts) wi h requ re bonds and are tntered into ANTICIPATED NOT OPERATIONAILY READY, VUPPY
byacontractor during a specific fiscal year of the (ANORS) 1

Government. Such bonds may be in different A ctndition status of an item of equipment
forms, including the following three: the first meaning that, based upon latest inspection, it is
providing for penal sums separately applicable 0o anticipated that the status of that item of
each covered contract, regar.'less' of the total eqimn1ildeeirt:ono1prtoal

amuto oee otat;tesiidproviding a eqimn wildtioaet no opainlyamout o covredcontact; th S~u~dready, supply unless additional quantities of items
grcss penal sum cumulatively applicable to the total reiedtprfr annncwokreeeid
amount of all covered contracts but without a atheorsi.(A 02)
separate limit applicablE to each eentraet and the
third providing both. separate contra-ct and ANTICIPATED RMOLRSENENT
cumulative limits. (DAC 76-17. DAR 10-101.3) The amounit of ezrnings which is anticipated to I'e
AIIUI.4c~ collected ha.m a customer progranm. Anticipated

That part of the annual requirement which is reimbursements are reflected in the Report of
funded for input during the ccrrent fiscal year Appropriation Reimbursements, RCS:
(AFLC Form 1110). (AFLCR a5-15) HAF-ACF(M)71102, and the Base Operating Sudget

The portion of the total annual approved Status Report. Res: HAF-ACF(M&Qj7148. On the
Jrequiremert for which HQ AFLC has authorized command OOB reimbursement reports it represents

repair/orerhaul within available fiscal year the approved reimbursement prograi' for the -49
-esources. (AFLCR *-i) current and prior fiscal rears. For tLie Procurement

AWNAL REQ EDENT Apptopriations. the to*Al of filled and unfilled
The otalnumbr ofenges or modulet ~ es fer the current and prior fiscal vears is the

repaired. modified, or procested in a fiscal year basis for anticipated reimbursemeats. 1AFLCMI
regardlesss of a-.aiiable funds, facilities, or 172-i)

4manpower capability. (AFLCR W6-I) Reimburstments expected for addition to the
The total AFLC approved quantity of end items appropriation as a source of available funds.

requi.ing repai:-'. modification, or processing within Covers obligations to be incurred in performing
a given fiscal year. fAFLCR 66-5) work or services, or in peocuring materiel services -

ANN~l.vacrr ~for cu-nmers. this amount must agree ir'h the
The sum of the anticipated/accumulated amount J the reimbursable BA received -less that

replenisbable demand for one year multiplied by the amount of BA received and -earmarked- for
unut price. On new items, anticipated replenishable centrally collected reimbursement). IAFSCR 170-9t)A
dcn2and will be the product of assigned usage rates Q EUUREET
muisipiied b an annuai program. The annual '' nu'o emu~in~eic'' ob
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ANTI-G SUIT voluntarily for enlistment, reenlistment, warrant or
A device worn by aircrew to counteract the commission in the Regular Army. (AR 320-5)

effects on the human body of positive acceleration. APPLICATION
(JC. Pub 1) The system or problem to which a computer is

ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE applied. Reference is often made to an application
A missile which homes on electromagnetic as being either of the computational type, wherein

radiation. (AFM 11-1) arithmetic computations predominate, or of the data

ANTISATELLITE MIS;ILE processing type, wherein data handling operations

A missile designed to destroy an orbiting predominate. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
The orderly process of reviewing and selecting

satellite. (AFM 11-1) from the total realm -f available specifications and
ANTISUBMARINE ROCKET standards those .. t are considered to have

A surface ship-launched, rocket-propelled. applicatior to the particular materiel acquisitionnuclear depth charge or homing torpedo. program and contractua'ly invoking these wholly, or

Designated as RUR-5. Popular name is ASROC. in part, at the most advantageous status point in
(JCS Pub 1) the system development cycle. (DOD 4120.21)

ANTISUBMARINE TORPEDO APPLICATION CODE
A submarine-launched, long range, high speed, A six character code assigned a spare or repairwireguided, deep-diving, wakeless torpedo capable part to indicate application to a specific aircraft

of carrying a nuclear warhead for use in model, engine, equipment or special program.
antisubmarine and antisurface ship operations. (ASOINST P4400.24)
Also known as ASTOR. (JCS Pub 1) A six character code which identifies a higher

assembly, equipment, weapon system. or special
ANTITANK MINE (LAND MINE WARFARE) program. (ASOINST P4400,24)

A mine designed to immobilize or destroy a tank.
(JCS Pub 1) APPLICATION DATA, MATERIAL READINESS LIST

Specifies the requirements for each item of
APL NUMBER aircraft maintenance support equipment against

An Allowance Parts List number is an eight to each level of maintenance and selected ranges of
eleven- digit nurtiber which identifies the par's list each iircraft/,ngine/system for which each item is
of an eQuipment or component. This number is needed. (This data which is "stored" in elect"onic
found i,. the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List data processing machines and electronic accounting
and corr_,ponds to the Component Identification machine cards, is used to develop Individua!
Number of the equipment/componert. (OPNAV Material Readiness Lists.) (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
43P2) APPLICATION STUDY (AUTOMATIC DATA-PROCESSING

APPENDIX SYSTEM)
A subsidiary addition to a main paper. Details The detailed process of analyzing existing

essential to the main paper but too bulky or procedures and mission requirements and designing
numerous to include therein are usually ,mbodied in a system or set of procedures for using electronic
appendices. (JCS Pub 1) digital computers for a definite function or

APPLICABLE MATERIEL ASSEIS operation and establishing specifications for

That portion of the total a -ole materiel equipment suitable to the specific needs. (DOD

assets which meets the m or other 500G.S)• Within the automatic processing system the
characteristics as efined by the responsible Wihnteatmtcprcsigsse• hmilitary service and which is in the rpt condition detailed process of analyzing existing procedures
and location to satisfy a secific military and mission requirements and designing a system orardeq oatinto satisf aB 1, militay set of procedures for using electronic digitalrequirement, (JCS PUB. 1, AR 32computers for a definite function or operation and
APPLICANT estabiishing specifications for equipment suitable to

The manufacturer or a distributor making the specific needs. (AFM 11-1)
application for qualification of a prluct. (AR The process of designing a system or set of
320-5. SD-6) procedures for using an item of equipment to

(Regular Army) An individual who applies perform speeified functions. (AR :20-5)
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APPLIED COSTS military requirement. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1,
The cost of goods and services placed in use or OPNAV 0B1-P2)

consumed. Direct applied costs are the amounts
recognized in the time period associated with the APPLIED, REAPPLIED, AND ALLOCATED ASSETS
consumption of labor, nmaterial, and other direct The quantity of in-use in-place, warehouse,
cosumptinhoft lar terial, therdate dfmirmect funded and on-order assets identified for future
resources without regard to the date of commitment availability to satisfy gross requirements. (AFLCM
or the date of payment. (AFSCM 177-265) 57-2)

"JAPPLIED DIRECT COSTS A P I TN U H RTThe amounts recognized in the time period

associated with the consumption of labor, material, The authority empowered by delegation to appoint

and other direct resources, without regard to the contracting officers, property administrations, and

date of commitment or the date of payment. These representatives of contracting officers. Such
amounts are to be charged to work- in-process in delegations are normally contained in procurement
time p d tregulations of the military departments and DOD
place: period that any one of the following takes aece.(FC 8]agencies. (AFSCM 78-1)
place:

I4 1. When labor, material and other direct APPOINTMENT A

resources are actually consumed, or The -vesting of a DOD employee with the
2. When material resources are withdrawn from authority to act as an authorized representative of

A inventory for use, or the contracting officer in property adminibtration
3. When material resources are received that are matters. (AFSCM 78-1) Z

uniquely identified to the contract and scheduled
for use within 30 days, or APPORTIONED EFFORT

4. When major components or assemblies are Effort that by itself is not readily divisible into

received on a line flow basis that are specifically short-span work packages but which is related in

and uniquely identified to a single serially direct proportion to measured effort. (DOD 7000.2,

numbered end item. (DOD 7000.2, AR 37-200) AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5)

The amounts recognized in the time period APPORTIONMENT
associated with the consumption of labor, material, A determination and limitation by the Bureau of
and other direct resources, without regard to the the Buidget as to the amount of obligations or
date of commitment or the date of payment. Under expenditures which may be incurred (or authorized
this term. certain material costs are considered as to be incurred) during a specified period, under an
applied when the articles are received even though appropriation or other fund, contract authorization,
temporarily stored in inventory areas, as long as other statutory authorization, or a combination
these costs meet the accounting criteria and the thereof. An apportionment may limit either all
cost of Government-furnished material is excluded, obligations to be incurred during the specified
(AFSCP/AFLCP 73-5/DARCOM-P 715-5/NAVMAT period within an appropriation or other fund
P5240/DSAH 831 2) account. or obligations to be incurred for an
APPLIED RESEARCH activity, function, project, object, or combination

Rescarch directed toward using knowledge, thereof. When so specified, the limitations apply to
principles, and techniqui already understood so as accrued expenditures rather than obligations. (DOD
to advance the state of the art, to make something 5000.8)
new, or to create a particular situation, each to the A distribution made by the Bureau of Budget of
end of serving a practical or utilitarian purpose. amounts available for obligation of expenditure in
(NA VMAT P-4215) an appropriation or fund account into amounts

Research conducted for the expansion of available for specified time periods, activities,
knowledge in various scientific areas in support of functions. projects, objects, or combinations thereof.
a possible new development. (OPNAV 0B1-P2) Thp amounts so apportioned amit the obligations to

The application of new knolviedgc (facts, be incurred, or. when so specified, expenditures to
conclusions, theories) directed toward satisfaction be accu',aed. (AFSCM 27-1)
of a requirement. (AR 705-5) A determination by the Director of the Bureau of

Research concerned with the practical application the Budget as to the amount of obligatio!,s which
of knowledge, material and/or techniques directed may he incurred during a specified peried-under 'xn
toward a solution to an existent or anticipated a .propria-ti.n,- eotrr'ct authrization, other
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statutory authorizations, or a combination thereof, APPROPRIATION
pursuant to Section 3679 of the Revised Statutes as An authorization by an Act of Congress to incur
amended (31 U.S.C. 665). An apportionment may obligations for specified purposes and to make I
relate either to all obligations to be incurred during disbursements therefot out of the Treasury. (DOD
the specified period within an appropriation account 5000.8)
or to obligations to be incurred for an activity, Include appropriations, funds and authorizations
function, project, object or combination thereof. to create obligations by contract in advance of
(DOD 7200.1/AFR 177-16) appropriations or expenditures. (DOD 7200.1/AFR

A commander's decision on division of the total

tactical air capability qmong air strike tasks to be 177-16)
performed for a specified period. (JCS Pub 1) Congressional authorization to spend from the

An authorization by the Director of the Bureau of Treasury for specified purposes: An annual"

the Budget to a governmental agency making a appropriation must be spent or obligated fo,

designated portion of an appropriation (or contract expenditure within the fiscal year for which it is
authorization) "lable for obligation. (AR 310-25) made; a "continuing" or "no-year" appropriation

is available until exhausted or until the purpose for
APPORTIONMENT CALLP requET toL th oertwhich it was made is accomplished. (BUWEPSA request to the operating groups by the 50.5
Assistant Chief for Financial Management (M) to
prepare apportionment estimates. (BUWEPS Authorization tr make payments out of the
5200.25) Treasury for a designed purpose pursuant to an act

of Congress. Appropriations are appropriately
APPORTIONMENT ESTIMATE described as annual, continuing, multiple year,

A repricing of individual programs in terms of current, expired, lapsed, definite, indefinite,
the appropriations that the Bureau expects to permanent, civil etc. (AR 320-5)
receive from Congress. (BUWEPS 5200.25) An authorization by an act of Congress to make

APPORTIONMENT REQUEST payments out of the Treasury for specified
The Bureau's request to higher authority, via purposes within a prescribed amount:

the Navy Comptroller, setting forth its a. Annual Appropriation - Available for
apportionment justification for each appropriation incurring obligations only during a specified fiscal
that the Bureau expects to rect.ve from Congress. year.
(BUWEPS 5200.25) b. Multiple-Year Appropriation - Available for

APPORTIONMENT YEAR incurring obligations for a definite period in excess
The fiscal year immediately following the current of 1 fiscal year.

fiscal year. (BUSANDAINST 4440.38) c. Continuing Appropriation - Available for
APPGRTIONMENT YEAR OPERATING REQUIREMENT incurring obligations until exhausted or the purpose

The peacetime dollar requirement needed to for which made is accomplished, without restriction

sustain operations between the asset cutoff date as to fixed time period.
and the beginning of the next fiscal year, plus Appropriation year i n anseate.(F R571)appropriation that fiscal year in which obligations

were authorized to be incurred. A designation to be
APPORTIONMENT YEAR STRENGTH FACTOR maintained in accounting separately available b.
A factor relating the strength of programs law for expenditure as well as for obligation.iaffecting demand during the apportionment year to (FC 76

the strength of the same programs during the

period used to develop adjusted annual demand. APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTIBUSANDAINST 4440.38) An account er;tablished to make amounts available

APPPAISAL for obligation and disbursement from the Treasury.

Impartial analysis of information at each For 'ertain purposes, appropriati' )n accounts include
responsible management level by which progre.ss Jn_ nlot fnly a0cent1 to ' ch "'vil is directiy
executing approv:d -prograirhs, of theffectiveiness appropriated for obligation and disbursement, but

-.. .- and efficiency of operations, can be measured and also revolving funds, working funds, trust funds.
evaluated to provide a basis for deciding whether etc. Ippropriation accounts do not include deposit
changes are necessary (NAVEXOS P-2426B) fund accounts. (DOD 5000.8)
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APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (ANNUAL OR ONE-YEAR) APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT, TRANSFER
Is available for incurring obligations only during An account established on the books of the

one FY specified in the appropriation act. (AFM Treasury, to which is transferred as a
170-7) non-expenditure transaction, an amount from an

APPRPRIAIONACCONT EXPIED)appropriation of another agency, for payment of
obligations incurred against the parentAPPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (EXPIRED)

Is no longer available for obligation but is still
available for disbursement to liquidate existing appropriation by the transferee agency. Each suchovaiablat dionrst o ) account is considered as a sub-division of the

parent appropriation account; hence the transactions
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (LAPSED OR CLOSED) and balance must be reported under the parent

Is no longer available for payment of obligations, appropriation just as though no transfer had been
The unliquidated obligations are transferred to the made upon the books of the Treasury. (DOD
successor "M" account. This closing normally will 5000.8)
be accomplished two years after the appropriation
has expired. It may be closed prior t.o that date. APPROPRIATION EXPIRED iPayments of unliquidated obligations are made An appropriation which is no longer available for
against the successor "M" account. (AFM 170-7) obligation but is still available for disbursement to

AP I Aliquidate existing obligations. (DOD 5000.8)
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (MULTIPLE-YEAR)I

Is available for incurring obligations for a APPROPRIATION HEAD
definite period in excess of one FY. (AFM 170-7) A separate classification of appropriations in an

appropriation act. Each appropriation head
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (NO YEAR) constitutes a separate authorization and limitation

Is available for incurring obligations for an as to the purpose for which the funds may be used.
indefinite period time or until exhausted or when (DOD 5000.8)
the purpose for which it is made is accomplished.
(AFM 170-7) APPROPRIATION LANGUAGE

Detailed description of the purposes for which 4APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (UNEXPIRED) funds may be used under a given appropriation j
Is available for incurring onligations during the title. (AR 320-5)

current FY and is also known as current
appropriations. (AFM 170-7) APPROPRIATION LIMITATION

An amount fixed by the Congress within an
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT (-M-)Is the successor account which contains the appropriation which cannot be exceeded for

s te suc oblig a otwhihonstof lapsed ap aion t obligation or expenditure for certain objects oruniquidated obligations of lapsed appropriationi prpose. (AR 305
accounts. (AFM '70-7) pu 320-5)

APPROPRIATION OFFICE
APPR(CPRIATION ACCOUNT, CLOSED A division or branch within, the Directorate of

An appropriation account, the balance of which Budget (AFABF) having responsibility for an
has been liquidated, or the obligated balance of appropriation or fund and for the collection,
which has been transferred to another appropriation consolidation, analysis, and validation of cest dataaccount for liquidation (especially a successor within that appropriation or fund, including final

appropriation account). (DOD 5000.8) determination of the means of financing increases
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT, OPEN to programmed costs. (HOI 27-1)

An appropriation account, the balance of which is APPPOPRIATION PROGRAM
available for disbursement, such all appropriation
account may be either unexpired or expired (for is eq ual moll construction project

obliatio). (DO 500.8)incluned in an annual military construction programobligation). (DOD 5000.8) for which funding is required in the budget year.
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT, SUCCESSOR The appropriation program consists of projects

An appropriation account to which has been requiring new authorization "r prujects for whch
transferr'ed for linuidation the obligated balances of permanent authorizations exist, (for example.
closed appropriation accounts havig the same planning and design, minor construction) and other
general purpose. (Generally known as an "M" supporting programs including off base access
account). (DOD 5000.8) roads and minor land acquisition. (Al"vCR 74)-
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APPROPRIATION PURCHASES ACCOUNT APPROPRIATION SUBHEAD
An appropriation granted for operation and A sub-classification of an appropriation head

maintenance. Issues of material under this account generally stated in an appropriation act. In such

are non-reimbursable. (ASO!UICPINST 4235.13) case, transferability usually is legally possible

APPROPRIATION RECEIPTS between the subheads under one appropriation, but
Collections which, pursuant to law, are deposited it is generally understood that transfers of material

iii the Treasury as receipts and appropriated for amounts between such subheads will be made only
specific purposes. Such receipts pertain only to after discussion by the Department with the Bureau

special atid trust fuid accounts. (AR 320-5, DOD of the Budget and the Chairman of the
5000.8) Appropriations Committees. (DOD 5000.8)APRPITO Sometimes used to refer to a major budgetAPPROPRIATION REFUND account not stated in an appropriation act. (DOD !

A recovery of advances or amounts disbursed in account nr
error, which i6 credited to an appropriation account. 5
These items, such as recovery of a salary APPROPRIATION SYMBOL
overpayment, shall not be included as The designation of an appropriation account
reimbursements but shall be treated as reductions established on the books of the Treasury, the first

of di-hursements. Refunds also include credits to two digits of which designate the Agency, followed
an appropriation account due to accounting by a designation of the year and the number
adjustments relating to obligations or expenditures, assigned to th. appropriation account by the
where such procedure is permitted by law and General Accounting Office. When the appropriation
regulations. (DOD 5000.8) is of no- year or continuing nature, the letter "x" -0

Collection representing overpayments or is used instead of a number designating the year.
erroneous payments of a previously recorded (AFSCM 27-1)
expenditure which can be identified with a specific A combination of numbers, or of numbers and the
preceding disbursement voucher. (AR 320-5) letter "X", or other symbols established by the

APPROPRIATION REIMBURSEMENT(S) Treasury Department to designate a particular
Collection, other than an expenditure refund, for appropriation for accounting purposes. (DOD

commodities, work, or service furnished, or to be 5000.8)

furnished, to an individual, firm, corporation, or The identifying account symbols assigned on a
Federal agency, or for the benefit of other basis to indicate the appropriation, the period of
appropriations of the Department of the Army, availability (i.e., the fiscal year), and the
which collection lawfully may be recovered into the department or establishment primarily responsible
Treasury of the United States as repayment to an for administration. (AR 320-5)
appropriation. (AR 320-5)

Reimbursements received, or to be received, for
credit to an appropriation account. See A descriptive name assigned for purposes of

reimbursements anticipated, reimbursements identification to an appropriation account or
earned. (Distinguished from Miscellaneous Receipts accounts. The title does not include a designation
of the General Fund as a whole). (DOD 5000.8) as to year; hence, there may be as many as four

Consists of amounts collected or to be collected appropriation accounts with one appropriation title

for commodities, work, or services furnished or to available for expenditure at one timethree, each

be furnished between appropriations or to an covering a different fiscal year, and the fourth, all

individual, firm, or corporation, which by law may prior years (merged appropriation account.) (DOD

be credited to an appropriation account. (AFLCM 50008)
172-1) Language used in the annual Military

Appropriation Act to describe briefly the puipose
APPROPRIATION REPAYMENTfor which the funds are to be used. (AR 320-5)

A collection which, pursuant to law, is credited or f
will be credited directly to an appropriatioa account  APPROPRIATION TO LIQUIDATE CONTRACT
(genera! fund exp~ndiP're account' (This term AUTHORIZATION
includes both appropriation f;:!ds ind " An appropriation to provide authority to pay in
appropriation reimburseinents buL not Ppq.prlai.on connection witn obligating authority granted under

receipts.) (DOD 5000.8) a previous contract authorization. (DOD 5000.8)
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APPROPRIATION YEAR APPROPRIATION, ONE-YEAR
In the case of an annual appropriation, that fiscal An appropriation which is available for incurring

year in which obligations were authorized to be obligations only during one fiscal year specified in
incurred. A designation to be maintained in the appropriation act. Sometimes, loosely termed
accounting for each annual appropriation during the "annual" appropriation. (DOD 5000.8)
period it is separately available by law for
expenditure as well as for obligation. (AFSCM 27-1, APPROPRIATION, PERMANENT
DOD 5000.8) An appropriation which is automatically renewed

each fiscal year over a period of time by virtue of
l APPROPRIATION, DEFICIENCY standing legislation, without annual action by 'IM

The amount by which obligations incurred exceed Congress. Such an appropriation may be either
the amount of an appropriation. Generally definite or indefinite. (DOD 5000.8)
prohibited by law with certain specific exceptions. APPROPRIATION, SUPPLEMENTAL
(DOD 5000.8)

An additional appropriation to meet known orbeAnadtoa prpiaint etkono expended or the purposes to be served, under a
anticipated obligations for which funds have not p en ed urest bepsorvedond a
been provided in a sufficient amount under a p u a r p t (
previously enacted appropriation. To be
distinguished from appropriation deficiency. (DOD APPROPRIATION, TRUST FUND
5000.8) That part of a fund held in trust by the

APPROPRIATION, DEFINITE Government which is made available for expenditure
An appropriation the amount of which is stated in by action of Congress. (DOD 5000.8)

Athe appropriation act as a specified sum of money. APPROPRIATION, UNEXPIRED
(DOD 5000.8) An appropriation which is available for incurring

APPROPRIATION, IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE obligations. (DOD 5000.8)
A new appropriation, which may be one-year, APPROVAL

no-year, or multiple-year, that is available The act or process of formally sanctioning or
immediately upon passage of the Act, or at some ratifying any action, either intenold or in effect;
time prior to the beginning of the next fiscal year. approvals given do not require subsequent review
(DOD 5000.8) or ratification by higher authority. (AFSCM 78-1)

APPROPRIATION, INDEFINITE APPROVAL FOR DEPLOYMENT
An appropriation, the amount of which is not The decision of the Secretary of Defense which

specifically stated in the appropriation act but authorizes procurement of a system or item, and
which is determinable at some future date from makes it a part of the planned force structure in
sources specified in the act. For example, an the FYDP. (AR 37-200, DOD 7000.3)appropriation of all or part of the receipts fAr a APOA O EVC S
certain source. (DOD 5000.8) The action taken by the Chief of Naval
APPROPRIATION, LAPSED Operations or the cognizant Naval Technical

Formerly an appropriation, the undisbursed Assistant toward acquiring a newly developed
balance of which, by law, was no longer available system or equipment for operational use. To
for disbursement by the agency and was required to qualify as "approved for service use," a weapon
be transferred to a consolidated appropriation system, support system, weapon, aircraft, or other
account, "Payrae..t of Certified Claims." (DOD materiel must successfully undergo appropriate
5000.8) operational and/or technical evaluations during
APPROPRIATION, MULTIPLE-YEAR which it must: (1) Demonstrate ;ts ability toAPPRPRITIO, MLTILE-EARperform reliably in accordance with its aeigned

An appropriation which is available for incurring pef iai adn i !oa e igned
obligations for a definite period in excess of one environment. (2) Demonstrate its abiit to be
fiscal year. (DOD 5000.8) effectively operated and maintained by the level ofAPPROPRIATION, NO-YEAR personnel skill anticipated to be available under

An appropriation which is available for incurring service conditions, and (3) Provide sufficient

obligations for an indefinite period of time. (DOD evidence that it can be supported logistically in a
5000.8) deployed status. (OPNAVINST 720.88)



APPROVED ANNUAL PROCUREMENT PROGRAM APPROVED FORCE ACQUISITION OBJECTIVE
Total funding approved in current annual The quantity of an item authorized for peacetime

program for procurement of Single Manager acquisition to:
materiel. (DOD 4100.31) 1. Equip and sustain the U.S. Approved Forces in
AP E Baccordance with the latest Secretary of Defense

An engineered listing of materiel that has been guidance memoranda:

reviewed and approved for technical adequacy. a. In peacetime, through the fiscal year which
tAFM 67-1) starts 18 months after the first of January of the

same calendar year reflected in the asset cut-off
APPROVED CARRIER date, including requisite on-hand and on-order "

A carrier authorized to transport classes A and B supply levels; and
ammunition and explosives for the Department of b. In wartime, from D-Day through the period
Defense and the Military Traffic Management and and at the level of support prescribed.
Terminal Service. (NAVORD OP 2165) 2. Equip and sustain allied force by satisfying:

APPROVED CARRIER PERSONNEL a. Requirements of Office of the Secretary of
defense approved prestockage programs for Military: Employees or agents of the carrier who are .Emlye raet f h are h r Assistance Program (MAP) (grant aid) countries.

United States nationals or immigrant aliens, whom
the carrier has determined to be reliable and b. Requirements of approved supply support

trustworthy, and who wili be required to perform arrangements with Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
services incident to the transportation of a security Program countries.
controlled shipment. Agents as used here do not c. Wartime requirements from D-Day through
include carriers or brokers acting as agents for the the period and at the level of support prescribed,

carrier; these other carriers or brokers shall be for those allies authorized this support in the
current Secretary of Defense guidance memoranda." ! i~pove inther on riht s pescibe in 3. Provide support for other U.S. Government

paragraph 1-601. (AR 380-130, DOD 5220.22-P) 3 rvd upr o te .. Gvrmn
departments and agencies, as author:>ed; e.g., in

APPROVED CHANNELS accordance with the "Agreement Between the 2

The military commands, organizations, agencies. Department of Defer.se and the GSA Governing
or activities of the DOD and its departments and Snpply Management Relationhips Under the
agencies through which military information may be National Supply System," February 19, 1971. (DOD
requested or forwarded for disclosure to authorized 4100.37)
representatives of foreign governments orinentoa oraiain. Teeapoe APPROVED FORCE RETENTION STOCK (AFRS): international organizations. These approved The quantity of an item in addition to the

channels constitute the government-to-government
means for transmitting information. (AFSCR 200-5) Approved Force Acquisition Objective, required to

equip and support the U.S. Approved Forces from
APPROVED CHECKLIST D-Day until production equals the rate at which the

A checklist verified by the appropriate JCWG item is required. (DOD 4100.37)
members and signed by the using organization chief
of maintenance. (AFSCR 136-3)APRVDOCE

Forces specified in the latest Secreta'v of
APPROVED CIRCUIT Defense Five Year Defense Program. (DOD 4005.1.

The communication equipment and wire lines to AFR 84-2)
Which a combination of electromagnetic anc physical The level of forces approved by the Secretary of
'afeguards has been applied to minimize the risk of Defense and translated into the USAF War and
.- mpromising or revealing i..ormation a. sociated Mobilization Pla, (WMP) for IndustrialAtith the electrical transmission of classif.cd plain Preparedness Planning (IPP). (AFR 78-13)
language. and which has been authorized by APPROVED ITEM NAME
responsible aAn approved item name may be a basic name, or

A?PROVED CONFIGURATION a basic name followed by those modifiers necessary
The term representing that structure of har hware to differentiate between item concepts for items

which includes the latest aplpeoved having the same basic name and published in
ianges/modifications !o the baseline configuration. section A. Cataloging Handbook h6-1. (AFLCM

(AFLCR 171-w1) 72-2)
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APPROVED ITEM NAME RECLASSIFICATION PROGRAM changes approved by the head of the DOD
A DOD directed program designed to (1) identify component. (AFSCM 27-1)

item names (by 5-digit code) which represent large APPROVED REQUIREMENTS
quantities of consumable items originally classified
in FSC Classes for the next higher assemblies; (2) Those resources needed to support the latest
taken class if s i f the next approved Five Year Defense Program. (These
higer at ossembl y s C it ems om e next Clas requirements are normally set forth in documentshigher assembly FSC to the "home" IRSC Class; whc idnfy emnt suha eqpet

which identify elements such as equipment
and, (3) apply the IMC procedures to items authorizations; authorized stock levels; mobilization
migrating from Weapons System Oriented to reserve authorizations; military construction i
Commodity Oriented FSC Classes. (DOD authorizations; previous consumption rates; or
4160.21-M-1) manpower authorizations.) (DOD 7720.6)

APPROVED MATERIAL APPROVED SYSTEM/EQUIPMENT
Material of a type or brand, which has been MODERNIZATION/MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

tested and approved for Navy use. (GSF-1OM) A modernization or maintenance program for a
APPROED PRGRAMsystem or equipment that HQ USAF has approved.

Program level shown in the USAF Force and (AFR 27-8)
Financial Program (F&FP), and the AFSC Five Year APRON
Programs. RCS: SC-D6, and changes. (AFSCR A defined area, on an airfield, intended to
27-4) accommodate aircraft for purposes of loading

Resources for individual program elements or unloading passengers or cargo, refueling, parki
data reflected in the Five Year Defense Program, or maintenance. (JCS Pub 1)as modified by subsequent authorized changes. ARBITRARY CHARGES

(DOD 7045.7) Supplemental . arges to ship cargo to a spep~fic
The operational, technical, schedule, and quantity destination under a class tariff. (AFLCR 171-15)

requirements reflected in (a) the latest approved
DCP or Cover Sheet change or (b) any other ARC TUNNEL
non-Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) or A wind tunnel employing high temperature air
Program Decision Memorandum (PDM) document heated by an electric arc. Used to simulate the
reflecting a more current decision of the Secretar" environment of hypersonic flight. (AFM 11-1)
of Defense or other appropriate approval authority, AREA ASSISTANCEe~. h rsdn'sBde n uprig Scheduled and emergency assistance provided bye.g., the President's$ Budget and supporting

documentation such as Congressional Data Sheets. AMAs to activities located within the respecti, " ' .' "

All values should be expressed in terms of goals assigned geographical areas. (AFLCR 400-1)
rather than thresholds. (DOD 7000.2)

Formally established each Jaroary when the AREA COMMAND EAHIPMENT MANAGEMENT OFFICE
President submits his budget to Congress and OSD The subordinate conm and responsible for
publishes the planned oht-year program in the management of the command equipping' progra:a
FYDP. This becomes t . official baseline from within their specific area when authorized by the
which future adjustments will be made. With the parent major command and approved by Hq USAF
passage of time this position will change through (AFM 67-1)
Congressional, OSD, or Air Force actions. The AREA COORDINATION GROUP
approved program as used by AFSC and reflected in A group of representatives from each of the
the officia' position such as adjustments made by Military Services representing installations and
PA!BA actions, submission of the POM in Ma3, and activities within a local area of abolut 100-mileI
the October Budget submission. The approved radius, who meet at specified intervals to exchange
program line as reflected in the AFSC Five Year logistical information corcerning requirements and
Program will be used as the baseline for all capabilities and to arrange for i:er-ser'ic..
program documentation unless otherwise directed. logistics support between the activities theyI
(AFSCR 27-6) represent, when such arrangement will result in

Individual program elements or other components increased overall effectiveness and econom;:. These
of the FYDP approved PCR. DD Form 1415. Area Coordination Subgroups operate unde- the
"Reprogramming Actions," Subject Issue, or other guidance of their parent Area Coordination Groups.
Secretary of Defense decisions. or below threshold IDSAM 4140.4)



AREA DEPOT procurement policy for the military departments.
An AF establishment, lecated within the The DAR provides uniform policies for the

geographical confines of an AMA, which may or Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force
may not include a landin-r f.-ld, base facilities, and relating to the procurement of supplies and services
facilities for the wholesale receipt, storage, and under the authority of Title 10, United States Code,
distribution of AF ;Lpplies and for perfojiiing Chapter 137. (AFR 74-15)
depot maintenance. The area depot also exercises
administratve control over the distribution of AF ARMED SERVICES PRODUCTION PLANNING OFFICER
supplies within the designated area. (AFM 67-1) (ASPPO)

The DOD designee responsible -Or performingAREA SUPPLY SUPPORT ACTIVITY IPP in plants uder his cognizance. ASPPOs are
A supply distribution activity assigned Pen latdder hi coA re

responsibility for the storage and distribution of generally located within field contract

supplies for a given geographical area. (NAVSUP administration offices. (AFR 78-13)

MAN, AR 320-5, AFM 67-1, AR 725-50). ARMING
AREAS OF ORIGIN OR DESTINATION As applied to explosives, the changing from a

Specific oversea area or country/state or origin safe condition to a state of readiness for initiation.

of destination as specified in instructions. (AR (JCS Pub 1)

55-30) As applied to weapons and ammunition, the
changing from a safe condition to a state of

ARMED FORCES readiness for initiation. (JCS Pub 1)
The military forces of a nation or a group of

nations. (JCS Pub 1) ARMING SIGNAL
ASIA signal from the missile guidance system forARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES arming the warhead. (AFM 11-1)

A term used to denote collectively all components
of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and ARMING SYSTEM
Coast Guard. (JCS Pub 1) That portion of a weapon which serves to ready

ARMED MINE (arm), safe, or re-safe (disarm) the firing system
A mine ready fnr actuation. (JCS Pub 1) and fuzing system and which may actuate devices in

the nuclear system. (JCS Pub 1)
ARMED RECONNAISSANCE

An air mission flown with the primary purpose of ARMORED RECONNAISSANCE AIRBORNE ASSAULT
locating and attacking targets of opportunity, i.e., VEHICLE
enemy materiel, personnel, and facilities, in A lightly-armored, mobile, full-tracked vehicle
assigned general areas or along assigned ground serving as the main reconnaissance vehicle in
communications routes, and not for the purpose of infantry and airborne operations and as the
attacking specific briefed targets. (JCS Pub 1) principal assault weapon for airborne troops. (JCS

ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT PLANNING OFFICER Pub 1)
Staff member of an agency or military activity ARMS CONTROLresponsible for planning emergency production Acnetwihcnoe: a n ln

requirements with management of plants under arrangement, or process, resting upon explicit or
cognizance of his activity. (AFR 84-2) impli:t international agreement. governing any

ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION (ASPR) aspect of the following: :he numbers, types, and

The ASPR is the Department of Defense's basic performance characteristics of weapon systems
statement of procurer-ant policy for the military (including their cominviod and control, logistics

(departments. Now known as DAR). support arrangements, and any related
(BUWEPSINST 4330.12) intelligence-gathering mechanisms): and the

Uniform policies for the Departments of the numerical strength. organization, equipment,
Army, Navy and Air Force relating to the deployment or einployment of the armed forces
procuz'cment of supplies and services under the retained by the parties. (It encompasses
authority of Title iO. Unitpd States Code, Chapter "disarmament.") and b. on some occasions, those
137. (AR 320-5) measures taken for the purpose of reducing

The Department of Defense' s basic statement of ,n:t.hility in the military environment. (JCS Pub 1)I66
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ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENT necessary for support of army activites, including

The written or unwritten embodiment of the security, internal lines of communications, utilities,
acceptance of one or more arms control measures plants and systems, and real property for which the
by two or more nations. (JCS Pub 1) Army has operating responsibility. (AR 320-5)

ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENT VERIFICATION ARMY CALIBRATION LABORATORY
A concept that entails the collection, processing, A laboratory utilizing measurement standards

and reporting of data indicating testing or (usually secondary reference) and equipment to
employment of prescribed weapons systems, provide calibration and repair services for transfer

including country of origin and location, weapon (working level) standards and test and measuring
and payload identification, and event type. (JCS Pub equipment. (AR 750-25)

1) ARMY CLASS MANAGER ACTIVITY
ARMS CONTROL MEASURE Activities of the United States Army Materiel

Any specific arms control course of action. (JCS Command and the Surgeon General which are
Pub 1) designated as class managers of Federal supply

ARMS TRANSFERS classification classes assigned to the Defense
Defense articles and defense services such as Administration for integratel materiel management.

arms, ammunition, and implements of war, including (AR 320-5)
components thereof and the training, manufacturing
licenses, technical assistance and technical data An organization established to perform those

related thereto, provided by the government under functions s assige Defen Supply
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended; age ene is a min istratin andptotheArs Epot ontolAc, a aened;oter Agency/General Services Administration and to t
the Arms Export Control Act, as amended; ohr represent the Army with DSA or GSA as the central Vv
statutary authority; or directly by commercial firms point of contact for matters pertainin: o those
to foreign countries; foreign private firms, or to cat
international organizations (Sec 414, MSA 1954, and egories of items assigned to DSA 'l GSA.
Executive Order No. 10973, as amended, (AMCR 37-9)
"Admiiistration of Foreign Assistance and Related ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Articles"). (DOD 5105.38M) A series of time-phased implementing programs
ARMY AIR GROUND SYSTEM designed to facilitate the development and

integration of new or improved doctrine, materielThe Arny system which provides for interface and organization into the Army in 'the field during a Z.
between Army and tactical air support agencies of
other Services in the planning, evaluating, designated implementation period. (AR 11-25)

processing, and coordinating of air supp,.rt ARMY COMMAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
requirements and operations. It is composed of The methodology for directly and continuously
appropriate staff members, inciuding G-2 air and re!ating program, budget, accounting, manpower
G-3 air persontel, and necessary communicaions and supply management systems in administering
equipment. (JCS Pub 1) nontactical operations of the Army. (AR 320-5)

ARMY AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION AND IDENTIFICATION ARMY COMMODITY MANAGER
SYSTEM For the purpose of this regulation, commodity

A communication. navigation and operations manager refers to The Surgeon General; Army
system established to regulate air traffic and Security Agency; Strategic Communication
provide aircraft identification and warning Command; USAMC Inventory Control Points; and

information during tactical operations in the Army Class Manager Activities. (AR 725-65)
airspace over a field army. (AR 320-5)" ARMY CORPS

ARMY AIRCRAFT A tactical unit larger than a division and smaller
Aircraft under the jurisdiction of the Department than a field army. A corps usually consists of two

of the Array. (AR 320-5) or more divisions together with auxiliary arms and
ARMY BASE services. (JCS Pub 1)

A base or group of installations for which a local ARMY DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE
commander is responsible. consisting &f facilitics The Department of the Army activity responsible
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for implementing, reviewing, and monitoring the definition. and activity interrelationships which
application of policies for acquisition and imnproved assigns and defines performance factors and
management of technical data and information identifies activities for which data will be reported.
within the policy and guidance prescribed by It provides the framework for arrangement of
Headquarters, Department of the Army. (AR activities in AMC Five-Year Programs. (AMCR
700-51) 11-4)

ARMY DEPOT ARMY MASTER DATA FILE
Depot located within the area of an army and The files required to record, maintain, and

designated by the army commander, where supplies distribute supply management data between and
from the communications zone or from local sources from Army commands to requiring activities. (AR
are received, classified, stored, and distributed. 320-5)
(AR 320-5)

ARMY PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE
ARMY GROUP Regulations in implementation of the ArmedSe;'eral 'field armies under a designated34i

commander. (JCS Pub 1) Services Procurement Regulation and detailed4
procurement procedures for the Department of the -

ARMY I. THE FIELD LOGISTICS Army. (AR 320-5)
That portion of the Army Logistics System which

pertains to functions internal to theaters of ARMY PROGRAM MEMORANDUM
operations, units and organizations deployed in An Army Systems Acquisition Review Council

oversea theaters, and army in the field units in the decision recording document used by headquarters,
continental United States. (AR 320-5) Department of the Army, in the management of A,

programs deemed by the Army to be major, and for
which program approval authority rests with the

A consolidated working capital fund consisting of M_
unexpended balances of cash on deposit in the Army (i.e., neither a development concept paper nor .
Treasury or its equivalent; accounts receivable; a development program memorandum has been
stores of supplies, materials, and work-in-process; required). (AR 310-25)

finished goods; and all other current and deferred ARMY RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL DISPOSAL FACILITY
assets pertaining to or acquired in the operations of A facility which receives unwanted radioactive
all Army installations or activities financed by the material from accumulating organizations and which
fund. The foregoing current assets are subject to also stores, concentrates, packages, marks, labels.
all current and accrued liabilities incurred in ships, and effects the ultimate disposal of this
connection with or pertaining to such operations. material. (AR 755-15) -

The fund is applied to industrial and commercial
type activities of the Army that produce and ARMY READY MATERIEL PROGRAM
furnish goods or render services to other activities An Army program to improve materiel readiness
on a reimbursable basis. (AR 320-5) in terms of quality, quantity, and serviceability. -

(AR 320-5) 4i
ARMY LOGISTICS SYSTEM

Encompasses the entire logistics activity of the ARMY SERVICE AREA
Army at all levels. (AR 320-5) The territory between the corps rear boundry and

ARMY MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE the combat zone rear boundary. Most of the Army
A uniform classification of the nontactical administrative establishment and service troops are

activities of the Department of the Army for usually located in this area. (JCS Pub , I
programming (except control programs), program ARMY SPONSORED AND/OR RESPONSIBLE CARGO
cerforance data maintenance, budgeting program The cargo moving on a transportation control and A
cost data maintenance, manpower utilization data movement document (TCMID). DD Form 1384. for

maintenance, review:ng accomplishment in relation which a valid Army TAC has been assigned. (AR
to the scheduling and utilization of resources, and 55-16)
!or such other management purposes as may be
,rescribed. (AR 320-5) ARMY SPONSORED CARGO MOVEMENTS

A listing, riublished in AR 37-100-XX, of the Cargo movements which are directed by the Army
activities of the Army with standard terminology, andfor chargeable to Army funds. (AR 50-30)



ARMY STANDARDS LABORATORY Army Wholesale Logistics complex itself, and of
A laboratory housing and maintaining the special Army activities retained under direct control

Army's highest level (primary reference) and of Headquarters, Department of the Army. (AR
standards and providing calibration, certification, 320-5)
and repair services for measurement standards of ARMY WHOLESALE MATERIEL

Army Calibration Laboratories and activities. (AR Army Wholesale Logistics less the services750-25) Am hlsl oitc estesrie

activities (communications, construction.
ARMY STOCK FUND hospitalization and evacuation, and support

A means for consolidated management, financing, services) retained at the Department of the Army
control and accounting for the procurement and level and logistics support of special Army activities
inventories of those items of materiais, supplies. retained under direct control of Headquarters,
and equipment, the costs of which are argeable, Department of the Army. (AR 320-5)
when issued, to a number of consuring activities A
(Section 405, National Security Act Amendments of ARPA A g tI Offices delegated the middle and supervisory1949, (63 Stat. 585: SUSC 172)). (AR 320-5)

management functions having the facilities and
ARMY STORED-AND-ISSUED ITEMS know-how to manage the work on behalf ofArmy stored-and-issued items for the Air Force. Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).

(AFLCM 72-2) (AFSCR 80-30)
ARMY SYSTEMS ACQUISITION REVIEW COUNCIL ARPA FOCAL POINT

An Army panel, composed of the Vice Chief of The individual or office within the AFSC division,
Staff, United States Army (Chairman). Assistant center, or laboratory assigned the responsibility to
Secretary of the Army (R&D), Assistant Secretary initiate ARPA directed work. (AFSCR 80-30)
of the Army (I&L), Deputy Under Secretary of the ARPA ORDER
Army (OR), Commanding General, United States The document that ARPA provides to the agent to
Army Materiel Command, Commanding General,y implement and control the project. The order
United States Army Training and Doctrine
Command, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and contains the specific requirement pertaining to the

Plans, Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, particular task. (AFSCR 80-30)
Development and Acquisition. Additional A funded work order provided by DARPA to the

appropriate Air Force field organization that hasparticipants as appropriate may be prescribed by thexrisfotewrkobepfrmd Fr

the chairman. The Army Systems Acquisition the expertise for the work to be performed. For

Rcview Council reviews major Army programs at
the key milestones during their development and order and any amendments. The ARPA order is

used instead of DD Form 448. Militaryproduction. (AR 310-25) Interdepartmental Purchase Request. It is the

ARMY TERMINAL COMMANDER official authority for DARPA-sponsored research
An officer who is responsible for and has and development. It states the scope of work to be

authority over all activities, at the port and who performed, period of performance, reporting
commands all personnel assigned or att,'-'ed to the requirements, security considerations, and funding
termina; organization. In naval . ,!. :he allocation. DARPA will send the ARPA order to
functions performed by a terminal commander are the AFSC field commander, and provide a copy to
included in those for which a naval base command HQ .'FSC/DLXL. (AFSCR 80-13)
is responsible. (AR 320-5) ARPA ORDER DATA CARD SYSTEM

ARMY TERMINALS A medium for DARPA to receive information on
Establishcd by Department of the Army orders, agent receipt of ARPA orders and subsequent

primarily for the embarkation and debarkation of contractual actions and funding obligations. The
troops and loading and discharging of army DARPA/Agent General Requirements describe the
responsibility cargoes to and from oversea Data Card System. (AFSCR 80-13)
destinations. (AR 320-5) ARPA PROJECTS

ARMY WHOLESALE LOGISTICS Research and exploratory development projects
The Army Logistics System less army in the field requiring centralized administration with DOD.

logistics; includls complete logistic support of the They relate to functions of two or more of the
69
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I military departments or are considered by DDR&E ASSEMBLER

to be particularly suited foir an ARPA project. A computer program operating on symbolic input
(AFSC[i 80-30) data to produce machine codes. (AFLCR 66-27)

ARRANGEMENT DRAWING ASSEMBLER (DAIA AUTOMATION)
A drawing showing any projection or perspective A computer program which operates on symbolic

of items with or without controlling dimensions to input data to produce from such data machine
indicate their relationship. (MIL-SID-7) instructions by carrying out such functions as

translation of symbolic operation codes into
ARTICLE computer operating instructions; assigning locations

(Equipment or End Item)-Consists of in storage for successive instructions; orcomponents, assemblies, subassemblies and parts computation of absolute addresses from symbolic

connected or associated together to perform an addresses. An assembler generally translate: input
operational function. (MIL-M-8910) symbolic codes into machine instructions, item for

item, and produces as output the same number of
instructions or constants which were defined in the

Those items of equipment selected by the SM for intuiosrcntaswhhweedfednte
whi h i is nec ssa y t mantan T TO input symbolic codes. Synonymous with Assembly

which it is necessary to maintain TT
configuration accounting and/or locati Program. (AFM 11-1)
information to provide operating time data and ASSEMBLY
status for logistics management and weapon system Completion of end items to the condition in which
compatibility purposes. (T.O. 00-20-1) they normally are issued, except for the installation

of accessories to accommodate the item for a
ARTIFICIAL DAYLIGHT specific use or location, by joining together.

Illumination of an intensity greater than the light installation or other association of components
of a full moon on a clear night. (The optimum issued. (AR 320-5)
illumination is the equivalent of daylight.? (JCS A unit which is normally removed and replaced as

Pub 1) a single item and consists of accessories and
ARTILLERY components that collectively perform a specific"-'. C o pl et p ~ j e c il e -fi r n g w ap o s , o n si ti n of fu n c tio n a l o p e ra tio n . E x a m p le s o . " a s s e m b lie s a r e :

cannon or missile launchers on suitable -arriages or engines, uia can packages. gear boxes, 3

communications equipment, OA groups, etc.
AS OF DATE {T.O.00-20-1)

The cut-off date for input data to be used in the A number of parts or subassemblies, or any
computation. (AFLCM 57-2) combination thereof, joined together to perform a

specific function. (NAVMATINST 4850.89A,
ASP,.YXIA AR710-25. DOD 500.8. DOD 4151.7, MILSTD-280,

Suffocation or stoppage of breathing due to the AFR 67-25, TM 38-715,DSAR 4130.4, AR 708-4.
lack of oxygen in the atmosphere. (AFM 127-201) NAVSUPINST 120.36, AFR 72-11. MCO 4410:16)

ASPHYXIANT ASSEMBLY ANCHORAGE
A gas which may produce asphyxip by diluting An anchorage intended pt:marily for the assembly

the percentage of oxygen in an atmosphere to a and onward routing of oceangoing shipping. (JCS
point where normal respiration cannot be carried on Pub 1)
by the body. (AFM 127-201) ASSEMBLY AREA
ASSEMBLAGE The gross area used for collectiag and combining

A collection of items designed to accomplish one material components into units, kits, or assemblies.
general function and is identified and issued as a (AFM 67-1, AFM 67-3!AFLC Sup I/DSAI!
single item. It may be made up of items included in 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003. MCO
more than one class of stirplies and may include P4400.101)
items for which logistic responsibilities are assgned 1. An area in which a command is assembled
to more than one agency. e.g., pontoon bridge, preparatory to further action.
baking outfit. fire control equipment. tank, tool set 2. In a supply installation, the gross area used
and tool kit. (AR 320-5) for collection and combining components into
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complete units, kits, or assemblies. (JCS Pub ASSESSMEN'T
ASSEMBLYODPOT The analysis and appraisal of all avtilable

The storage installation responsible for the pertinent data to determine measured (or pri dictei.)
conformance of the characteristics of an i:em to itsphysical functions of assembly. disassembly, or established requirements. (AR 705-50)2

component change action, as necessary for the
creation of asse&iages. disassembly of An objective determination of the degr to which
assemblages. or updating component content of test results satisfy specified test objectives. (AR

existing assemblages as directed by the inventorycontrol point. (AR 320-5) ASSESSMENT (TECHNICAL)

As used in this regulation, the ".nalysis and
appraisal of test data relati to techniralA drawing depicting the assembled relationship of cI'racteristics to determine the tehni~al stability

two or more items of a group of items and of the item. (ARs70-i0yi of the item. (AR 70-10)
assemblies, or - group of assemblies required to
make up an assembly. (MIL--STD-7) ASSET STATUS CARD (ASC)
ASEBYODRA consolidated report of all supply actionsASSEMBLY ORDER "

An order issued by an inventory control point to processed against a specific stock number during an
an assembly depot, or through a stock control established period of time. For activiries on daily -

activitytransaction reporting the ASC will be submitted atactiityto n asemby dpot tht wil cusethe the close of the day shift after record :ipdate. "
expenditure of component items in the creation of o te o
assemblages as items of issue. (AR 320-5) Activities under cyclic reporting will submit ASC s

in accordance with the schedule (s) provided by the
ASSEMBLY ORDER CONTROL NUMBER inventory manager. (NAVSUP Pub. 437)

A five-position number assigned to an inventor" ASSET USE CHARGE
control point, or repeated fror "rior assignment, on
assembly, disassembly, or component change orders A charge for use of government-owned plant or -1

4 to identify document content of the order and equipment by a contractor for a commercial
contract, when rcnt-free use of government plantprovide the assembly depot identification of a

speciiic assemblage to be created, disassembled, orupdated. (AR 320-5) ASSETS

ASSEMBLY POINT Anything owned having monetary value. A
The AF depot or sub-storage area of an AF depot Property. both real and personal. including notes.

in the CONUS designated to receive and store accounts, and accrued earnings or revenues
material on assemble type supply directives. (AFM receivable: and cash or its equivalent (asmaterial on"assembl. undisbursed Treasury balance of an appropriation).67-3iAFLC Sup 1, AFM 67-1)

ASSEMBLY SPACE fDOD 5000.8)

The gross area used for collecting and combining ASSETS EXCESS TO THE AFAO AND THE AMRS
Th- quantity of an item stratified ERS. CSmaterial components into units, kits. or assemblies. Teqat o c an ite s raaeriEL.

(AFR 127-8) Potential DOD Excess and DOD Excess Iateriei.
Thes, sets. when excesz, to the AFAO and AFRS

ASSEMBLY TYPE SUPPLY DIRECTIVE of all DOD Components. equate to the terminology
A supply directive initiated for the purpoe of -excess defense articles- used in the Foreign

gathering specified items of supplies and equipment Assistan e Act of 1961. as amended. and in the
at a specified point within the CONUS prior to Foreign Military Sales Act. as amended. tDOD
shipment to the ultimate consignee or for storage 4100.37)
and subsequent shipment. (AFM G7-1) ASSETS REMOVED - STORAGE AIRCRAFT

ASSEK3LY/DISASSEMBLY Items renovable from aircraft arriving or in
The differerice (including materiel losses). storage at MAS-DC are :ividtd into two group:

between the value of the parts and components at 1. Group I is items to be authorized for removal
.tandard prices and the standard price of the on a routine basis during 'he processing-in a,
end-item or component arising from the fabrication M.ASDC (as well a, at some scheduled frequency for
or separation of the end-item or component. (DOD aircraft already in storage).
5010.8) 2. Group II is itews not meeting Group I criteria
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but. under critical conditions, may b2 considered for following ways: (1) By specific contract number.
removal, requir'ng SM approval on an item basis. (2) On a contractor basis when the volume of
(AFLCR 65-9, AFLCR 66-46) contracts so warrants. (AFSCM 78-1)

-- ASTThe allocation of an aerospace vehicle by HQ[ ~ ~~~ASSETS, ACCRUEDUAFfrmsinacmlsm t.(F6510

The portion of revenue which has been earned USAF for mission accomplishment. (AFR 65-110)

coiamei.buat.ly -, ,- : f * 1h... .. ASSIGNMENT CODES
has not been collected. (DOD 5000.8) Those codes used to indicate the purpose for

ASSETS, CURRENT which an aerospace vehicle is utilized within a

Cash and any other assets on hand or earned major command. (AFM 65-110)

which may reasonably be expected to be realized in ASSIGNMENT (NUCLEAR)
cash or consumed during the normal operating cycle A specified number of complete nuclear rounds

of the business. (DOD 5000.8) authorized for expenditure by a commander. An
assignment may be made for a specific period of

ASSETS, FIXED time, for a phase of an operation, or to accomplish
Any natural resource owned and any tangible or a particular mission. (AR 320-E)

intangible asset used in the conduct of the business a
and not intended for sale as a part of normal ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
operations. Tangible fixed assets include land, That process whereby identified functions, duties,
buildings, machinery, tools, patterns, delivery or responsibilities related to the administration of
equipment, furniture, and fixtures, etc. Intangible contract are assigned either by this Regulation orfixed assets include patents, copyrights, by individual assignment to a contract

trademarks, franchises, etc. (DOD 5000.8) administration office. (DAC 76-17)

ASSETS, QUICK ASSIGNMENT OF SPACE
Current assets, excluding inventories of materiel. The designation of specific space within an

Cash (or equivalent), receivables, and advances to installation for the storage of a particular class of
others which may be used to liquidate current supplies, by a sppcific operating agency. (AR

liabilities. (DOD 5000.8) 320-5)

ASSIGNED RESPONSIBLE AGENCY (ARA) ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G4, LOGISTICS
DOD component receiving assignment to chair a A general staff officer who assists the Chief of

working group of affected DOD components to Staff of an Army field command in the coordination
develop a recommendation to the Assistar. of those logistical functions pertaining to supply,
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) for evacuation and hospitalization, transportatio",
standardization of specific Data Elements and service, and miscellaneous related subjects. tA..
related features. After approval of a recommended 320-5)
specific standard by the Azsistant Secretary of ASSISTANT PROJECT MANAGERS
Defense (Comptroller), the ARA will maintain the When appropriate, Assistant Project Managers in
standard by evaluating, approving and coordinating functional elements may be appointed to assist the
changes in related featLres. (DOD 5000.12) Project Manager. These assistants may serve on s

ASSIGNEE full-time or part- time basis according to the
The Military Departments or defense agency to requirements of the Project and shall be regarded

which responsibilities for standardization have been as Key Subordinates. (NAVMATINST 5000.5A)
assigned by the Assistant Secretary of Defen.., ASSOCIATE CONTRACTOR
(Installations and Logistics) and to which the A prime contractor to the Air Force for the
Secretarv of Defense nas delegated authority to act development or prodution of subsystems,
in his behalf within those assignments. (DSAM equipments, or components meeting specifications
1120.3-M furnished or approved by the Air Force. (AFR

ASSIGNMENT 400-30, AFM 11-1)
The placing with, by specified authority, a A prime contractor to the Air Force for

property administrator, a contract. subcontract. or developing and/or producing subsystem, equipment
ether authorizing document for Ierformance of or compoiients meeting specifications prepared by v'
property administration functions in one of the contractor performing one or more of the functions
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of systems engineering and approved by the Air ASTRONAUTICS
Force. (AFR 70-9) The art and science of flying through space or

A contractor of the missile program, responsible sending wing guided vehicles or missile through
for the production -f - specific major system within space. (AFM 67-1)
the selected missne weapon system; i.e., airframe, ATMOSPHERE
propulsion, guidance, etc. (AFM 67-1) The air surrounding the earth. (JCS Pub 1)

ASSOCIATED AGENCIES ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT
Government agencies which are not part of the The envelope of air surrounding the earth,

Dcpart .et nf Defense but which, for purposes of including its interfaces and interactions with the
priorities and allocations, are considered as earth 's solid or liquid surfaces. (JCS Pub 1)
operating elements of the Department of Defense,
and receive delegations or priorities and allocations ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION (AEC) WEAPONS
authority, claim for materials, and receive As distingiished from DOD weapons, all nuclear
= allocations from the Office of the Assistant weapons for whch the AEC has accountability.aloctin fom thene Offic ofF t67-sisan

Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics). (AFM 67-1)

-4 (AFM 78-4) ATOMIC WEAPON
An assembly (implosion type, gun type, orASSCITE IEMthermo-nuclear type) which, upon completion of the -

An associated item is a separate, specific, and thrmcrie armtype)fwic, upn cmiong oten

peculiar end item of equipment which is compatible prescribed arming, fusing, and firing sequence, is
capable of producing the intended nuclear reaction

with and required to use or operate an equipment and release of energy. (DOD 4145.20)

system, assemblage or set; and for which a similar W
item cannot be substituted. (AR 310-44) ATOMIC WEAPONS STORACE OR MAINTENANCE FACILITY

A site or facility the primary military function of
ASSOCIATED ITEMS which is the storage or maintenance of atomic

Those defense (Navy) material items with which weapons. (DOD 5160.2)
the item under consideration will interface during
operational use, e.g., an aircraft carrier and on, of ATTACHMENT

its associated items, a carrier aircraft. A part, subassembly or assembly designed for
(NAVMIATINST 4130.1) use in conjuction with another assembly or a unit or

set, contributing to the effectiveness thereof by
ASSUMPTION extending or varying the basic function of the
A supposition on the current situation, or a assembly, unit or set. (Examples: Hoisting

presupposition on the future course of events, attachment on a truck, milling attachment for a
either or both assumed to be true in the absence of lathe). (MIL-STD-280)
positive proof, necessary to enable the commander, ATTACK CARGO SHIP

of :c~ion Pu 1) STATEMENT CApabliie aSHIPin the process of planning, to Pomplete his estimate A Naval ship designed or converted to transport
of the situation and pr '.e ;2 decision on his course combat- loaded
of action. (JCS Pub ) Capabilities as to carrying landing cr:-ft, speed of

ASSURANCE (SPONSORSHIP STATEMENT) ship, armament, size of hatches and booms are
A statement by a responsible official of a ioreign greater than those of comparable cargo .hip types.

government or international organizaton that t , Designated as AKA. (JCS Pub 1)
original recipient. of US miitary information L,av" ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
been approved by their government for aces: to A s:ystem within the flight control system which
information of the security classification ii,'.,ved. dir:.cts and maii,tains the desired attitude in an
(AFSCR 200-5) aeruspace ve! icl .(AFM 11-1)
ASTRAY FREIGHT ATTITUDE JETS

Shipments or portions of shipments found in Fixed o mov,.;)ie gas nozzles on a rocket missile

carriers' possession for which documentation or satellite, opetatet continously or intermittently
(waybill) is not available or which is being held for to clange the attitude or position in aerospace.
any reason except transfer. ,1OD 4500.32-R, DSAR Sometimes calk-d steering jets. attitude control jets.
4500.3) er roll. pitch, and yaw jets. (AFM 11-1)
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ATTRIBUTE appraising an accounting system and making
An item in a population that is measured as an recommendations for improvement therein. To

item characteristic which is expressed either as perform such an examination. (DOD 5000.8)
right or wrorg. (AFSCM 78-1) AUDIT AGENCY

ATTRITION A central audit organization established in each
The reduction of the effectiveness of a force miltary department responsible for all internal and

caused by loss of personnel and material. (JCS Pub contract audit functions; i.e., Army Audit Agency;
1) Office of the Assistant Comptroller, Audit, USN;

Loss, destruction, or wear-out or damage of non- and Auditor Ge :eral, USAF. (DOD 5000.8)
expendable articles determined by the MAAG to be AUDIT OF CONFIGURATION
beyond the point of economical repair and A formal examination of. the item and its
rehabilitation. (DOD 5105.38M) configuration element's physical characteristics

ATTRITION DEPOT and review of functional test results to assess
A DOD storage installation where DSA materiel compliance with specified configuration.

is stored and which has not been selected for (NAVMATINST 4130.1)
retention in the permanent Defense Supply Agency AUDITING

distribution system. (DSAM 4140.2/AR The art and application thereof of making an
735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101) audit. (DOD 5000.8)

ATTRITION RATE AUDIT, ASSIST
A factor, normally expressed as a percentage, An audit performed by one audit office at the

reflecting the degree of losses of personnel or request of another audit office. The assist audit is
nonconsumable supplies due to various causes usually an adjunct to or an integral part of an audit
within a specified period of time. (JCS Pub 1, AR being performed by the requesting office. (DOD
320-5) 5000.8)

A "TRITION STOCK AUDIT, BALANCE SHEET
A stock of expendable supplies peculiar to the The examination as of a given date, of the assets,

RDT&E environment or with irregular/intermittent liabilities, and capital of an accounting entity,

consumption patterns which do not warrant including, as incidental thereto, such examination of
t placement on bench stock, but for which valid the operations as may be necessary to give credence

future requirements are anticipated by scientific or to the stated financial condition. It does not
technical p rsonnel. This stock is established at or include the detailed examination of all receipts and
near the point of anticipated use, and will not be disbursements or all details of revenues and
replenished from supply sources outside the RDT&E expenditures. It should be followed by a report
activity. (AFSCR 67-8) stating the nature and extent of the audit which
Ai.'DIT has been made, drawing attention to any items

The systematic examination of records and requirijig explanation or comment, and indicating

documents and the securing of other evidence by the opinion of the auditor as to the accoracy of the
confirmation, physical inspection, or otherwise for balance sheet a,d the presentation of the facts

one or more of the following purposes: (a) therein relative to the assets, liabilities, and capital
of the accounting entity. (DOD 5000.8)determining the propriety or legality of proposed or

c(.lInsfimmated transactions, (b) as,:ertaining whether AUDIT, CASH
,i transactions have been recorded, (c) determining An audit limited to the examination of cash
whnaher triiisactions are (reflected accurately) in transactions for a stated period, for the purpose of

the accounts, (d) determining the existence of determining that all cash received has been brought
recorded assets aid the all- inclusiveness of into account, that all disbursements are properly
recorded liabilities, (e) determining the accuracy of authorized and vouchered. and that the balance of
financial or st-,tistical statements or reports and the cash is either on hand or on deposit. A cash audit
faiiiess of the presentation of the facts therein. (f) can range from a complete inquiry into all cash
determining the degree of compliance with transactions to ore involving only some of them. It
established policies 'and procedures relative to is limited in s.ope in that it is concerned virih the
financial transactions and bu.,iness management, (g) source.,, of receipts and the nature of disbursements
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only to substantiate their accuracy. (DOD 5000.8) AUDIT, DETAILED
AUDIT, COMMERCIAL-TYPE A verification as to mathematical accuracy,

An audit designed to verify or determine the accountability, documentary support and application
financial condition of an entity at a given date, the of generally accepted accounting principles of the
financl ondipertions fonr a given teri , dthe details of certain accounts, vouchers, journal 1
results of operations for a given period, and the e
authority, propriety, or legality of transactions, tries, checks, subsidiary and other records
Usually it does not involve a detailed audit of relating to a series of, or selected, business
transactions, and it is normally performed at the transactions occurring over a specified period of
site of conduct of the entity's operations. (DOD time. (DOD 5010.8)
5010.8) AUDIT; INDEPENDENT

ALDiT, COMPLTE An audit performed by persons not under the
A verification of all financial tra isactions for a administrative jurisdiction of the major entity being

fiscal period. Application confined to small audited. (The General Accounting Office performs

activities. (DOD 5000.8) independent audit:ng in the Federal Government.)
(DOD 5000.8)

An examination of a Government agency or AUDIT, INTERNAL
activity made in accordance with generally accepted The independent appraisal activity within an
auditing qtandards and procedures to determine how organization for the review of the financial,

well the agency or activity is discharging its accounting, and related operations as a basis formanagement responsibilities, including the protective and constructive service to management.

expenditure of funds and the utilization of It is a type of control which functions by measuring
authorized programs or activities in an effective, and evaluating the effectiveness of other types of
efficient, and economical manner. Also used - a control. It deals usualiy with financial matters, but
general term to designate an audit of broad scope it may also deal with related matters of an
with emphasis on the appraisal of policies, internal operating nature excluding tactical operations).
contr Ab and procedures as contrasted to an audit (DOD 5000.8)
which is restricted to the examination and
VErification of individual transactions or accounts. AUDIT, LIMITED
(DOD 5000.8) One in which one or more of the auditiag

procedures and tests considered necessary for the
AUDIT, CONTINUOUS

An audit in which detailed work is performed purpose of furnishing an unqualified opinion wereAn aditin wichdetaledworkis erfomed omitted or restricted in certain specified respects. .
either continuously, or at short, regular intervals oe
throughout the fiscal period. (DOD 5000.8) (DOD 5000.8)

AUDIT, CONTRACT AUDIT, POST-
An examination made after the transactions to beLThe evaluation of the accuracy and propriety of adtdhv ae lc n aebe eoddocontractors' cost representations and claims by the audited have taken place and have been recorded or

review and analysis of contractors' and have been approved for recording by designated
subcontractors' policies, systems, and controls cff;-ials. (DOD 5000.8

through the .2xamination (usually on a selective AUDIT, PRE-
basis) of bocks, accounts, tiasic re -.)rds, and Aii examiration '.r the purpose Jf determining
operations. It includes the responsibility for the accuracy, propriety, and legality of financial
providing advice to procurement person)nei on these transactions not yet completed in order to give
matters. on the financial ability of contractor, to effect to audit findings in settlement of such
perfoim, and on contractual provisions of a ti.,nsactions (DOD 5000.8)
financial nature, as appropriate (DOD 5010.9)

AUGMENTED LAUNCH STATION
AUDIT, DESK aA lauich station with facilities for launching tw3

An examination of lioed scope made at a point o-1)
'emoved from the site of ooeratiohs by reference to
document.s and other information available a! the AUTHENTICATION
audit 1opint. suppl,:mented in sonic in;st;mces. by Evidence by proper signature or seal that a
information rea ily ohta:ined by correspondence or military docurient is genuike and official (JCS Pub
telephone. PI) 5WD O0.8) !)



-- A

A security measure designed to protect a the quantity required by a particular organi,;ation
communication systeml against f,audulent to perform its mission. (DOD 7730.25)

tranmisions (JS Pu 1)AUTHORIZED ACIUISITION OBJECTIVE
AUTHORITY Quantity of an item required to be in the military

The power or right to act or command, or to system on M-Day in order to equip and provide tI.-
demand obedience. (DOD 5000.8) prescribed levels of ciin-c:t 6n .b. Forces. Sum

One who by virture of his position, in nn sf *,-'uay Force Materiel Requirement and the
organization or by hiz t i as an expert in a mobilization support level (Part I PEMA Policy
r, ai . ea is empowered or regarded as competent Guidance). (AR 725-65)
to decide a question. (DOD 5~000.8) The quantity of an item authorized for peacetime

An activity designated by MTMTS or an overseas acquisition to equip the United States Army
theater commander to control and monitor the flow Approved Force and ,pecified allies in peacetime
of cargo into water terminals. (DOD 5160.10, AR and to sustain these forces in wnrtime from D-day
55-16, DOD 4500.32-11) through the period and at the level of support

An alphanumeric field related to temporary JON prescribed by the !atest Office of the Secretary of
Jrecords and intiated from AFLC Form 206 prepared Defense Materiel Support Planning Guidance. The

by the customer. This field has 15 digits; however, authorized acquisition objective is the gross
less may be used. The entry may be a Military requirement minus that production offset. Gross
Interdepartment Purchase Request (MIPR) number, requirements do not include requirements for
AF Form 185, Project Order, etc. In the case of nonadditive operational projects. (AR 310-19)
manufacture requirements for stok fund type
items. this entry will consist of the FB account AIHRZDALWNE

docuentnumbr. AFLC 6662)Equipment or supply items for aa individual or
docuent umbe. (FLOR66-6) unit, the quaniites of whiich are specified in various

AUTHORIZATION publ:cations anJ lists. (DOD ;000.8)1
A validated equipment requiremient estabiished

according te part one, volume IV for a specific itemn AUTHORIZED ALLOWANCES OF EQUIPMENT
Equipment specified by an applicable table ofin a stated quantity for a specific orgarniation for alAacs"tboo

entry in AFEMS recordts. Where authorizations are aloacstbeo oranization ane equipment. or
base upn aloivricedocmentsta~ qum~iies authorized equipment modification lists, etc.. as

the authorize' qu~antity w"I be loss than, or may be moiidl ovenodr(R 1-5
the same as, but cannot exceed the stated A1,1HO0O ALLOWANCES OF SUPPOES
allowance. (AFM 67-1) Quantity of supplies :iutflorized in accordance

AUTHRIZTIONPRORAMwith tables of allowatices. tables of organization
The total of all projects inehided in an annual adeulet rohraporaeaioiy A

"'ilitarv constructioii program (apprtvpriation 3c-5
prograr) which require Congressional authorization AUTHORIZED ALTERATIONS
before requesting funds for tpeir constructicn. The Changes miade to standard garments that are
projects which make up this progrhm are authorized by the respective Military Services.
i.dministrativcly idientified in HQ UTSAF and at an ODAR 423i..;A)ji
ppropriate time are extracted fromi the total UHRECOTGEDM EIAODR

app~ropiriation program and forwarded through ATOIE OTCLDMTRA RE
Cnrsinl Ally delivery order for any controlled materiall (a, 1tstablished channels to obtaiiin gdstrtermssroitonalnim cnoledishtianiot fromC a rdutcntiin oti)e

;iuth ri~ a i o n . i A F 1 C R 7 -3 nia te ria: ) w h ic h is p a c e d p u rs u a n 't to an l a l! tn e n t
AUTH:RIZATION, CONTRACT or pi)Usuaiit to self- authorization. or whi) i I

A statutory author'ization under which contracts sp~ecifically debignated to bt such an order b% any
or other obligations may be entered into prior to anl regulation or order of thle Busilless *mnd Deft-u~v

q rpr~tio fo th pamet o suh oligtios. Servic. s Aeniiiiistration (BDRA. (DMS) ~ )

(D~uOrto o h meito uholgtos Authoriz,?d Controflld Maiterial-, Orders are gtwfl
AUTHORIZED pref. -red treatment. 1ASOINST P- 20).-I. AFM 7S-4)

The current quIllrtity (if it specifie(. :.quipinerd AUTHORIZED DATA U~ST
that a Military IDepartment has applroved 111-n A list of ;tandamrd data item,, which ha, been



authorized as prtzcribed here. for proe' n .,,js 0.bTHORIZED REQUIREMENTS
under the Contractor DPta Management Program. Requirements which are spec:fically authorized by
(AFP -, publications (HQ USAF or AFLC), such as training

a A master list of technical data and information, ammunition allowaaces authorize] by AFR 50-14,
developed and maintained at Departmental or and combat levels prescribed by IIQ AFLC. (AFM
Agency direction, from which data requirements 67-1)
must be selected. (DOD 5010.12)
each item of data authorized for possible use on a A list of all items authorized to be stocked at aSiCDRL, which are contained in volume II of this specific echelon of supply. T1.e following are

maua.(AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1) various types of authorized stockage lists:manual, 1Prescribed load list; direct support unit stockage

AUTHORIZED DELETION ACTION list; installation stockage list; maintenance shop
The action of a MM when specifically authorized stock; field Army depot stockage lists; theater

by this Manual and/or the Federal Catalog System authorized stockage list; national inventory control
Policy Manual, DOD 1130 .2-M, to take catalog point demand stockage list; and list of items for
interest withdrawal (LDU) action with DLSC on operational projects. (AR 310-25)
behalf of activities which previously h ad registered

;. an interest. (DOD 4140.32M) AUTHORIZED STRENGTH
The number of members authorized to be in any 4

A'THORIZED FOOD INSPECTION PERSONNEL of the armed forces in 2 .omponent. a branch, a
Army and Air Force Veterinary Services grade, or in any other category of the armed forces.

personnel. At Navy and Marine Corps activities, in (OPNAV 01B1-P2)
the absence of Army or Air Force veterinary
support, the medical officer or his designated and AUTHORIZED TO BE IN USE
qualified represeitative. (DSAR 4155.26) The quaitity of end items of equipment

authorized in accordance with individual service
AUTHORIZED FOR STOCKAGE allowance documents. (AFLCR 400-21/DARCOMR

Those end items which may be stocked as 700-99/NAVMATINST 4790.23A/MCO P4410.22A)
mobilization reserves in accordance with AR 11-8
and AR 11-11. Although not listed, functional AUTHORIZED WORK
components and repair parts, necessr for That effort which has been definitized and is on
mobilization support of listed end items, are also contract plus that for which definitized contract
authorized for stockage by the commodity costs have not been agreed to but for which written IW

managers. (SF 700-40) authorization has been received. (APSCP'AFLCP
173-5/D)OD 7000.2)

AUTHORIZED PARTS LIST
List of authorized oarts for units in each echelon AUTODIN

of supply and maintenance as prescribed by A standardized world-wide automatic digital
appropriate authority. (AR 320-5) network comprising all general data communications
AUTHORIZED PROCUREMENT DATA LIST facilities servicing the DOD. The network consists

list Po s data iteswhichavebeen of both automatic and manual switching relayA list of standard data items which have been centers and replaces the less sophisticated I
authorized as prescribed for procurement under the COMLOGNET. (AFM 67-1)
Air Force Contractor Data Management Program.
(AFM 11-1) AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING
AUTHORIZED PROGRAM Data processing performed by a system of

UdR ED S ROGRA m aselectronic or electrical machines so interconnected 1
and interacting as to reduce to a minimum the need

other programen fo miwarhaich teuertngy and

allotment authority is specifically approved by for human assistance or intervention. (AFM 11-1)
authorit) The procesiihg (c!assifying. sorting. calculating.OCDM. (AFM 78-4) summarizing, recording. printing) of data through

AUTHORIZED REPAIR UNACCOMPLISHED AT BASE (ARU6) the use of electronic digital computers.
This situation arises when the IS could have been communications channels nd devices used with

repairec b% normal base maintenance, but instead such computers, and associated peripheral
was shipped not reparable this station (NRTS) to equipment. Includes preparation o; source data in
the TRC. 'AFLCM 66-3 i form appropriate for such processing. (DOD 5000.8)
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AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING POINT (ADP) the main computing element to perform arithmetic
This is a central location for several CAOs to and/or logical operations automatically by means of

provide or obtain various data processing. A internally stored or externally controlled
six-position alphanumeric code is established in programmed instructions. (AFM 11-1)
J041 from the DOD Directory of Contract The data processing equipment vhich directly
Administration Services Components, DOD supports or services the central computer ,,peration.
4105.59H. (AFLCR 70-11) (AFM 11-1)
AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM Includes following equipment: a. Electronic

A centralized management system which utilizes Digital Computer-A machine or grour of

rapid two-way communications and a central interconnected machines (iput, storage, computing,

facility containing a computer and other devices to control, and output devices) which uses electronic

enable management personnel to evaluate circuitry in the main computing element to perform

informational inputs received, to determine a course arithmetic and/or logical operations automatically

of action, and to issue instructions based on by means of internally stored or externally

predetermined policies and procedures. (AFM 67-11 controlled progrimmed instructions; and b.
Auxiliary Equipment-Ail other data processing

AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEM equipment (excepting communications equipment)

A data system which operates at one or more which directly supports or services the computer,
organizational levels and utilizes electromechanical including punch card machines. (AR 320-5)
or electronic data processing equipment at any or In addition to the configuration of equipment
all operating levels. (DOD 4500.32-Ridefined under attomatic data processing equipment,

AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEMS (ADS) including the recording, filing, computing, data

A group of procedures, processes. methods, production, and sequential and automatic processes

routines, or techniques (including, but not limited to required for operation of automation data
computer programs) united by some form of processing equipment (AF 320-5) .
regulated interaction to form an organized whole, The term descriptive of an i.-teracting assembly

specifically designed to make use of ADPE. (AFLCR of procedures, processes methods, personnel, and
171-86) automatic data processing equipment to perform a
AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT (ATE) VALIWATION series of data piocessing operations (AFM 11-1)
SYSTEM 1. Digital and Analog Computer components and

Actions taken by the contractor or Government to systems, irrespective of t)pe of use, size, capacity
attest to the accuracy of the Automated Test or !rice (FSf 7440)
Equipment (ATE) and adequacy and completeness of 2. Al peripheral. aoxiliary, and accessorial
the ATE program. (AFR 74-15) equipment used in support of Digital and/or Analog

Compute-s, either cable connected, or "self
AUTOMATIC standing" and whether selected or acquired with

Pertaining to a process or device that, under the computers or separately (FSC 7410 or 7440):
specific conditions, functions without humar 3. Punched Card Machines (PCM) and systems
intervention. JCS Pub 1) used in conjunction with or independently of Digital

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT or Analog Computers (FSC 7410);

Equipment related in function to "automatic-data 4. Digital and Analog Terminal and Conversion

processing-equipment", other than "peripheral equipment that is acquired solely or primarily for

equipment", and whose use is n,.E exclusively and use with a system which employs a Computer or

directly used with an Aitomatic Data Processing Punched Card Machines IFSC 7420 or 7440). tDAC

System; and when it is so used, it supports the 76-17)

system in off-line operations, such as card- AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP) FLOWCHARTING
punching equipment and paper-tape preparing The graphical representation of the definition.
equipment (e.g., a flex-writer). (AFM 11-1) analysis, or solution of prollem.;, in which symbols

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT are used to depict operations. data. and equipment.
A machine, or group of interconnected machines. In addition AI)P flowcharting complements the

consisting of input. storage, computing. cntrol, and narrative or mathematical representatieza. (AFLCR
output devices, which uses electronic circuitry in 171-7)
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AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM (ADPS) AUTOMATIC RESUPPLY LOGISTIC SYSTEM
An interacting assembly of procedures, processes, A functionally integrated ADP system embodying

methods, personne!, communications, and automatic methodologies and procedures which facilitate the
data processing equipment to perform a series of operation of a logistical pressure system as
data processing op,.,rations - a combination of contrasted to the traditional logistical demand
automatic data processing resources and automatic system. This s.stem encompasses such procedural
data systems. (PAC 76-7) concepts as central knowledge and accountability

for all direct mission supplies available to theAUTOMATIC DIGITAL NETWORK weapon system, automatic resupply of material,
The single, digital network tc handle all digital central computation of stockage levels for all

traffic regardless of the functional nature of the logistic points, central computation of net weapon
traffic (AR 320-5) system materiel requirements, etc. (AFM 67-11
AUTOMATIC DIGITAL NETWORK (AUTODIN) AUTOMATIC RESUPPLY

A computer cor 'oiled, electronic, fully secured The automatic distribution of supplies without the
high-speed, common user data communication necessity of equisitions. (AFM 67-1)
system to provide both direct user-to-user and

store and forward message switching service for AUTOMATIC RETURN
the Department of Defense and other goern.ment An item of supply designated by the cognizant
agencies on a world-wide basis. (DOD 4i05.63-M) national inventory control poi,.t for return to the

designated source of supply or commercial
AUTOMATIC FIRING contractor's facility for repair, when condition

The firing of a rocket engine or motor, especially warrants, without recourse to individual line item
during flight, by use of an automatic device. (AFM disposition reporting prior to shipment. (AR 320-5)
l)AUTOMATIC RETURN ITEMS

AUTOMATIC MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION COMPRESSION Selected items of supply designated by the
It is intended that specifications for automatic cognizant National Inventory Control Point (NICP)

maintenance production compression be defined at for return to a designated source of supply or
the time the aircraft!missile maintenance or commercial contractor facility for repair, when
modification is approved for accomplishment. Where condition warrants, without recourse to individual
compression specifications are not so defined, line item disposition instructions prior to shipment.
aircraft-missiles will be returned to the using (AR 710-50)
command or agencies as expeditiously as possible AUTOMATIC SEQUENCESby:The ability of a computer to perform successive

(1) "Buttoning Up, or quickly completing the operations without human intervention. (AFM 11-1)
minimum maintenancelmodification actions required
to restore aircraft/missiles in work to operable AUTOMATIC SUPPLY
condition, and A system by which certain supply requiren'ents

(2) "Backing Out," or ,iscor.:inuing are automatically shipped or issued for a

maitenance/modification tasks startee (or about to predetermined period of time, without requisition by

be started) and restoring the aircraft/missiles to the using unit. It is based upon estimated or

the operating configuration that cAsted when they experience-usage factors. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)

were in-put to the maintenance facility. (AFt 66-3) AUTOMATIC TAKE-UP
AUTOMATIC RELEASE DATE (ARO) The act of recording in stock records the receipt

The date on which screening for Federal of any material, regardless of codition or quantity,

utilization is completed and the property is without prir screening against retention lists

determined not to be needed for any Federa- use. issued by inventory managers. (NAVEXOS P-150)

The date signifies the transition from excess to AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT (ATE)
4 surplus, hut does not include the donation screening Devices designed and capable of automatic,y

period. (DAC 76-17/DAR 24-101) measuring selected parameters of an item
The date established by DPDS or GUA, lo indicate (programmed by use of punched paper, nylon or

the completion of utilization screening perio)d for magnetic rapt. memory drum. patchboard. etc. and
declared excess materiel. (DOP 4140414M) normally consisting of a programmer controller.79;



comparator or computer and stimuli) being tested programs used as an autompted aid in fault
and making a comparison to accept or reject isolating complex digital logic circuits. ATP(
measured values it, accordance with predetermined simulate the circuit as defined by the test
limits. Examples of hardware that are truly programmer/ engineer azd generate fault taOles
representative of ATE are Versatile Automatic Test based ,pon that circuit definition. (AFLCR 66-271)
Equipment and General Purpose Automatic Test AUTOMATIC TESTSYSTEM "

Systems. (AFLCR 66-26)Equipente wich carr2es ouThose equipment, software, ard data itemsEquipment which carries out a predetermined required to operate and maintain ATE and test Z,

program of tesftng for possible malfunction without require d t erean AT E id test
reliance upon human intervention. Also called
automatic-checkout equipment. (MIL-STD-778) equipment, interface test adapters, test softwr I-

A device that checks two or more signals in compilers, programming information, tester data.
but not offline automatic data processing equipmentsequence without the intervention of a technician.
(ADPE) used in support of test software. (AFLCR

The test usually stops when the first 6627)
out-uf-tolerance signal is detected. (AFM 11-1)

ATE is a generic term for equipment (separate or AUTOMATIC TESTING
built in) satisfying a test function (diagnostic or Determination of fault localization, possible
condition indicating) and possessing an automatic failure prediction or ,alfdati,, 1  ef satisfactory
capability. In this sense, ATE can be either a part operation (of equipment) by a device which is

of the mission equipment or a part of SE. (AFLCR programmed to perform a series of self-sequencingr
65-2/MIL-STD-1309/AFR 800-12). test measurements. Once actuated, the device will

Electronic devices capable of automatically or continue its operations without the necessity of
semiautomatically generating and independently human direction. (MIL-STD-778)
furnishing programmed stimuli, measuring selected AUTOMATIC VOICE NETWORK

paraeter of n elctrnicmechnica or The single world-wide network in which al:i

electromechanical item being tested and making a
comparison to accept or reject the measured values analog traffic will be handled regardless of the
according to predc'ermined limits. AlE may also f ao f A
include independently configured automatic or AUTOMATICALLY PROGRAMMED TOOLS
seniautomatic devices which are capable of A psetido standard system for computer-aided N"
detecting. measuring, and evaluating programming. It consists essentially of: ta) the
electrical/electronic electromechanical input !anguage. (h) the AP; processor. (c) an APT
characteristics of systems/equipment. ATE post-processor and, (d) a computer of sufficient size
normally operates by use of previously prepared to run the APT program The APT system rva,
test software recorded on punched tape, card decks. initially developed for md 4 axis milling
magnetic tapes. disc- ,.rack or other storage iredi . machines. but because of further development, is
(AFLCR 66-27) presently capable of a w:de range of applications

including point-to-point and turning work. (AFLCRAUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT PROGRAM7-)

The actions taken to ascertain to what extent
depots may use automatic electronic test equipment AUTOMATION
in promoting the efficient and economical The technique of improving human productivity ir.

maintenance and anal-'.es of weapo,. system the processing of materials, energy. an.-.
equipment. The term aiso encompasses: (1) The information, by utilizing in various degrees I
necessary research and development actiors. (2) eiements of autonmtic contro!, and of automatica0

Control of acquisition and application. (3) Controls executed product programming. (JCS Pub l;
to :nsure that adequate consideration is given to AUTOMATION TYPE TECHNICAL ORDER
future system design of rogrammed weapon Tape; and cards are TO data in digital form: :hey

compatibiiity with programmed or existing depot are used in operating special device equipment
T " ( 662resulting in immediate analysis of perfornance

ATOM(AIC TEST PATTERNEresults of WeaponiSupport systems and equipment
AUTOMATIC TEST PATTERN GENERATORS (ATPG) Exampies are repetitive use checkout tapes and

ATPGs arc a class of offline ATE Support cards. Tapes or other single use media used
Software. ATPGs are specialized computer primarily for furn~shing terrain data or to analyze
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accomplishment of missions are not included in the equipment are vehicles; ordinance, communication,
TO system. (AFR 66-7) and engineer equipment; other than that designated
Aas primary equipment. (NAVSUP MAN, AR 320-5,Fit I AUTO-IGNITION TEMPERATURE

-i The lowest temperature at which a :'uel in contact AFM 67-1, AR 725-50)

with an oxidizer will ignite without assistance from AUXILIARY ITEM
an outside source, such as a spark or flame, and An item without which the basic unit of plantcontinue to burn. (AFM 127-201) equipment cannot operate, such as motors for

AUTOSJNDE RECONCILIATION REPOPT (AF FORM 866) pumps and machine tools. (DAR B-102.14!DAC
A form on which participati.g activities will 76-17) I

semiannually report all assets of items listed AUXILIARY PARKING AREAS
available in depot supply and at detachment level. Areas designated as temporary parking areas for
Forms will be provided by Sacramento ALC in vehicles operating in the immedist,, .-: an
4up!icate and upon completion the original will be ..- ....
returned to Sacrameto away from the min motor poolL !retrne to acrme s- .' C.' nythe parking area. (AR 58-1)
zjIp.rihceo ate. RCS: LOG-MMG(Q)7102 pplies.
(AFM 67-1) AUXILIARY STORE

A retail stock issuing organization located in an
aircraft maintenance area ashore. Established for

orkeet , tined acme to LCwhich the purpose of furnishing material to maintenance
personnel by utilizing simplified requisitioning

m y e i documents and procedures. luxiliary Store material
activities. Automatic shipments may be adjusted, is owned and on the records of the supporting
both up and down, as a result of this worksheet s
computation i, orde to maintain the established snpl asgedt the s ore nts t estoc levl. [FM 6-I)personnel assigned Eo the supply department. The

aircraft maintenance officer can and should

AUTOSONDE SHIPPING RECORD recommend to the supporting supply de--rtmcnt the
A record maintained by Sacramento ALC which locations for the Auxiliary Stores and the range and

indicates quantities shipped to the bases and the depth of Items stocked. (NAVAiRINST 4700.2)
document numbers of these shipm,!nts tAFM 67-1) AVAILABILITY
AUTOVON SUBSCRIBER Availability is a measure of the degree to %%hich

An individual, installation, or a,:tivity having an item is in the operable and commitable state at
occess to the Autovon thriugh a four-wire Autovon the sta:t of the mission when the mission is called
subset and terminal equipment connected directly to for at an unknown (random) time (inherent
an Autovon switching center. A PBXiPABX a'aiiabilitv (MIL-STD-721B!AR 705-50). For
connected directly to an Autovon switching center is OT&E purposes, availability is considered
alsi considered an Autovon suscriber. synonvmous with operatioral readiness. (AFR
(Oi \AViXST 2305.13) 80-14/AFP 300-7)

AUXILIARY BUILDING AVAILABILTY EDIT
Any building accessory to, or maintained and The process of checking stock balances to

operated to serve, an operating building, !:iie. plant. determine if stock requested on the requisition is
or pier area. Explosive material is not produced in available for complete or partial issue. (AR 320-5)
an ausiliarv building. Examples: Power plants and
change houses. paint and solvent lockers, and AVAILABILITY (EQUIPMENT)
similar facilities. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) The fraction of the tota! desired operating time
AUXILARY EQUIPMENT that matorial actually is operable. (NAVAIRINST

4700.2)
Equipment which supplements primary equipment

or takes the place of primary equipmeat should the AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT
primary equipment hecome inoperative. This term Available equipment is any end item of equipment
includes equipment other than primary equipment. which is physically on hand within an organization
Sut of greate." importance than administrative and does no! meet the criteria for teing classified
support equipment. Examplles of auxiliary as nonavailable. (TM 38-750)
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AVAILABLE PAYLOAD services supported by BP2300 funds. It also
The passenger and/or cargo capacity expressed in includes general administrative expense at Army

weight and/or space available to the user. (JCS Industrial Fund 1AIF) activities. (AMCR 750-29) Aq
Pub 1, AR 320-5) AVERAGE UNIT MAN-HOURS

AVERAGE The average direct labor man-hours required to
A typical quantity or value which is overhaul a specific item. Excluded are man-hours

re;'-roentative of a group or series of quantities or applicable to items which exceed the repair
values related to a common subject. Generally expenditure limits. (AMCR 750-29)
refer. tc the arithmetic mean uf the series. May AVERAGE UNIT TOTAL COST

4 also refer to the median. (DOD 5000.8)- :T o :-.'rage unit total cost consisting of funded

AVERAGE LEVEL OF SUPPLY and unfunded cost required to overhaul a specific
The average quantity of materiel required to tbe item. Unfunded costs are identified as military

A.on hand at a distribution point during the normal laber, procurement of equipment and missiles, Army
replenishment period. It consists of the sum of (PEMA)-furnished repair parts, and any other
one-half the operating level of supply plus the total attribuitable cost rot pro~erlv chargeable to
of the safety ievel of supply. (DOD 4140.4) operation and maintenance, Army (OMA) or

.,: perz!neLt AIF. (AMCR 750-2E
AVERAGE OUTGOING QUALITY UMIT (AGQL)

.1 The maximum possible percent defective which AVERAGE, MOVING
will result from employment of a given sampling A continuously revised arithmetic mean of a
plan, provided that rejected lots are screened 100 numerical series of quantities or values for a givan
percent to remove defective items, and that such period of time, each period bing of equal length
screening is 100 percent effective. (DLAM and expiring at a progressively more advanced date.
4155.4/AR 750-261NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO For example, a monthly moving average price

N P4870.45B) (weighted) of an inventory item is determined as
AVERAGE POCUREM L tiE follows: Cost of inventory on hand beginning of

The weighted average. for all items in the month plus cost of purchases for month. divided by
c y tp m aquantity in inventory on hand begining of month-_;.: category reported, or procurement lead time"

-: plus quantity purchased for month. It shonld bc
involved, expressed in months. This figure may be
derived by use of the following fornula: Individual understood that cost of inventory a beginning of

item requirements in dollars times (X) individual month is valued at the preceding month's moving_- :average price. (DOD 5000.8)
item lead time (for high dollar value requirements)
summed and divided by the total dollar requirement AVERAGE, WEIGHITED
for all items omputed. Procurement lead time is An amithmetic mean of a numerical series
the time elapsing between the initiation of adjusted to give appropriate significance to each
procurement action and the receipt into the system item in relation to its importance. Fcr example: a
of materiel po-cnased as a result of such actions. weighted average purchase price per unit of a
Procureme.t lead time is applicable to materiel to nimber of purchases of a given item is determined
be obtained from any source outside the procurng as follows: Sum of cost of all purchases (equals
department or by manufacture within that cost price times quantity of each pui|lhase) divideddepartment and is composed of three distinct by total quantity purchased. An unweighted

elements: The time elapsing between initiation of average, or simple arithmetic mean. would be
-. procurement action and letting of -.ontract or determined as foliowz: Sum of unit-price of each

placing of order. The time elapsing between letting purchase divided by number of p;.rchases. (DOI)
uf contract or placing of order and completion of n000.8) (NAVEXOS P-1500)
manufacture. The time elapsing between AVIATN GONSOLWATED ALLOWAE LIST (AVCAL)

-1 completion of manufacture and receipt of material AVATO WOn date' L tloe t ACi AL)
ino th sytem.{DO 414.9)A consolidated list. tailored to each individual
into the system. 1D1 4140.9) carrier. of aeronautical allowance list material to

AVERAGE UNIT FUNDED COST support aircraft operations undee all conditions.
* The average unit funded cost to overhaul a For certain material such as staildard aeronautical

spe-ific .,em (ref AR :17-55,. This cost consists 0  material and maintenance spares for catapults and
direct labor. indirect maintenance. parts. and other arresting gear. this publication includes a teference
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to the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List which coordinates. The vertical line is known as the axis
contains listings of these specific items. In effect, of ordinates, or Y axis; the horizontal line, the axis
the AVCAL is the aviation segment of the overall of abscissas, or X axis. (DOD 5000.8)
COSAL. (BUWEPSINST 4420.1) 1

AVIATION FUELS
This term is used in chapter 1, part three, to BACHEOR

designate all products included in the aviation fuels An item that has no interchangeable relationship
management category, fuels division, AF stock to another item and which will receive no automati-

substitution from depot supply stocks. (AFLCR
fund. It will include all grades of aviation gasoline, susitto frm5po3upy)tcs. (F
jet fuels and aircraft engine lubricating oils and 66-53)

Those refined petroleum products specifically An item that has no interchangeable relationship

formulated and blended for use in aircraft engines, to another item. (AFM 67-1) 1
both jet (reaction) engines and piston (reciprocating) .
engines. (DOD 4140.5-M) A . tin

A- -..filpd demand for .n it' %# base le'el.
AVIATION FUELS LOQISTICAL AREA SUMMARY (AFLAS) (AFLCP 57-13)

A data services product published by The quantity of a materiel item requisitioned by
SA-ALC/SFML depicting total aviation fuels ordering activities which is not immediately
locator. Arurmns 144-1). orderingsbinventor requirements, levels, and assets by available for issue, but which is recorded as a stock
location. (AFR 144-1) commitment for future issue. includes demands for
AVIONICS stocked items processed for purchase for direct

The application of electronics to aviation and shipment but not yet shipped. (DSAM 4140.2iAR
astronautics. (JCS Pub.!) 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101)

Effort directed toward the increase of knowledge That portion of requested stock which is not
in science, the primary aim of the investigator im'ieediately availabie for issue or delivery to the
being a fuller knowledge or understanding of the requesting activity and recorded as a commitment
subject under study. (AR 320-5) for future issue. The terms "due-out" and -back
AVIONICS ESi s order" are synonymous. iAR 735-35)

All items of Avionics Test Sets utilized for An obligRtion, assumed and recorded by any
maintenance, repair and calibration of Aviation supply er' ;ion. to issue at a subsequent date a A

Electronic (including Armament), Electrical and requisitioned item which was not immediately

Instrument Sets and Systems. (BUWEPSINST availab:,. for supply. (AFM 67-1)

13850.1) T.e back order is that portion of stock
requisi:oned which is not immediately available for

AWAITING MAINTENANCE TIME issue or delivery to the requisitioner and will be
Awaiting Maintenance Time is that time during recorded as commitments for future issue. (AR

which an aircraft is Not Operationalh 7250)
Ready-Maintenance (NORM) and no maintenance A generic term applied to commitments made to
rork is being performed on either the aircraft or customers by inventory managers that material
its re!3ted equipment. Related equipment is a required by !he customer will be available by a
component/part that has been issuedlassigned to a specified date to fill: Regulations which cannot be
particular aircraft. e.g.. an engine, generator. filled from vstem stocks within the Uniform
ARC-27 etc. Awaiting Maintenance Time does not Military Materia[ Issue Priority System's time
apply when the aircraft is NORS. (OPNAVINST frame. Firm or anticipated customer requests for
i42.2B) delivery of material at a future date. (XAVSUP
AWARD Pub. 437)

Notification to bidder of acceptance of a bid. BACK ODER RECYCLE NOTICE
(DOI -oo.s) Items held in back order status due to lack of

AXIS funds for recycle into the daily random process
One of two perpendicular intersecting lines in a when fund. become available for a particular fund

grid chart from which points are established by code. AFM t;7-1)



SACK ORDER RELEASE NAVAIRSYSCORREP s and NAVAIRSYSCOMREP
Stock issued on the basis of back order records. NAVAIRTP.ACOM which Pre requifed to accomplish

(AR 710-25) applicable iechnical directive changes (FASOINST

SACK ORDER-OBLIGATION 4O

An action taken by an inventory manage; tu BACKLOG
record a commitment to a customer that the That known work input which L beyond the
customer* s requisition for material which is not uworkload capability of an organization or segment
available within t~te Uniform Military Materia.I Issue of an organization for %nv given period of time.
Priority System' s time frame of the requisition will (TM 38-7wl)
be filled automatically on or before the date of That portion of workload in-process wil~'4 is
availability specified by the inventory manager behind schedule or beyond the capability of the
through Status Card data. (NAVSUP Pub. 437) processing organization. (AFLCM 25-3)

The standard or actual hours of workload which
BACK ORDER-PLANNED REQ IIREUENT are abov.e the normal workload established aq

An action taken by an inventory manager to optimum. "Negative" backlog exist when the
record a commitment to a customer that material worklotd on hand is less than the normal
required by the customer for an unfunded prescribed. (AFLCM 35-3)
anticipated future need will be available by the An accumulation oi incimnpleted work. (t FR
required date to fill funded requisitions or 69-8)
directives placed against the requirement. BAM-W 9ITEEPTOR CONTROL. SYSEM

(NAVUP Pb. 47) Asystem established ta provide either a
BACK ORDER-RECONCIUIATIOW uq'jEST semi-automatic ar manual back-up to the primary

A request from a supply saurce to a Air Defense Weapons Control Center capability.
4requisitionericontrol office for a comparisv. of .1AFM 11-1) -

outstanding Tiqi-ifn- held on back order by !he W~ DEBTS
supply source with those carried as due-in by the Bad debts, including !osstq (whether actul or
requisitiorer (Request may be initiated by a estimated) ai sing from un lectibie customer'
requisitioner to the supply course.) (NAVSUP Pub accountz and other claims, related c ,ilections costs.
437) 17 and related legal costs. (PAR 15-205.2)
BACK OaDE-RECONCIUIATION RESPORS DAGGACE ACCOIPANIED

Reply by a requisitioner to a Bick Order Luggage nto-ing on the &am~c ship aircraft is !he~
Reconciliation Request advising the supplier to: pac.-caager. (DOP 45OO.3R
Ho!d a back order raitil supplied. Cancel a back *~~

ordr. NAVUP ub.~Haggzge which is stored in the hcold of a ship--
BACK ORDER4ESEVATIO accompanied or unaccompanied. (D0OD 450O.32R)

ina action~ taken ty ar: inventorr manager to BAGG pff.#AG
record a commitment to -i customer ziiat material 'hat portion of the personal b.-ggage allowance

jneeded at a future date by the customer to fil! a hpe suacmaziibgaefrAm

firm funied requirement willV'e available by Ihit 17rrlers preceding to. from, or between ovzerseasI
re'quired date to fill requisition(s) or directives stations by commercial or government aircraft.I placed agaii-A the reseirrxtion. (YXAVSUP Pub. 43-4 (T)OD 4500.3-R)I
BACKIFITTIJIM IAGAE MACCOPAMED

ThPe addition of neA type equipment to the That personal property of an individual that does
confignration of operating~ airtcraft or the nat move concurrently with the ;-avejer. JilOlI l~~nstallztio'i of equipment in prodjctogn aircraft iO.-R
which li d beeni deiivere6 without such equipment. IAILED A!RVPAFTI ASOFl1 J.I)NST 444.-qB1AVA IRIIST 470.21. .Air Force owned arraft which re unier the

MUMFITlN AND MODERNIZATION ITEISS opcrationa' control and in ;,ossessw% -of a clrictoDr
Ikertini it) adl -2V.- -2R- and -SR- cognizance or other cummeac:-al agency w: a r,-t-ll o! written

steai~ock -.znilneretl repairaniz, ar-i rrtair le. se or contract are con::itirt-e-d on hklmhent to Such
-; nonrrelutillle Itt'ms as ik-risl h agvrncz. (AFM 6it1)
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Aircraft not owned by th, AF vhicl' are under BALANCE ULDIUIZATION RFSERVE MATERIEL OBJECTIVE
operational control of the AF and operated by AF The difference in quantity between, the total
crews under the terms of a lease or contract are mobilization reserve materiel objective authorized

consderd onbaimentto he A. (FN 6-1)for an item and the protectable mobilization reserve
consderd o balmet t th AF (AM 6-1)materiel objective. (AFP. 320-5)

BAILIKENT
A delivery of Government property to a AACOFA9OITONUALOTE(RD

contiactor for a specific purpose directly related to ALLOCATION LEVEL ONLY)
Amount allocated remaining after deductiaea prime contractor which is to be returned, or altet.(O 008

accounted for, to. the Government when the special altet.(O W

purpose is accomplished. Bailment does not include: BALANCE OF APPROPRIATION, UNAPPORTIONEO
(1) bale, (2) donation, (3) lease. (4) the furnis!'ng of (APPROPRITION LEVE ONLY)
property to a contractor under facilities contract, or Amount anportioned remaining after deductingr
P~) the furnishing of Government-furnished allocations. (DOD 5090.81

4 property for consumption or in such a mnknner as to BALANCE OF APP!OPRIATION. COU.ITE
lose its identify in to an end product delivered to the Amount remaining after adding anticipated
Government. (DSAM 8135.1) reimbursements and deducting commitment-

BAILENT GREEENToutstanding. as well as obligations incurred. IDOL
5000.8)

d Bailment agreement means a bilateral contractual -

instrument which actcomplishes the actual bailment BALANICE OF AFPIO9ITIOU. UNIDS"
of Gavernment nroperty. and contz'ins all Amount remaining after reimbursements collected
information concern.ing the 1idivdual bai'mrent. and deducting disbursements. tDOD -W0.8)
including- (1) adequate description of the property. BALANCE OF APIPROMRATION. INOUICTED
(21, purpose of the bailment. (3) use to be made of Amount remaining after adding anti:ipated
the property, (4) authorization for modifications reimrbursem ents and deducting obligations incurred.
which mav U-;r- z- the G)~*rt ~ the (DOD 5000.8)I period of the bailment. (6) the place from which the BAANCE SHEET -

property is to be delivered and returned, und %7, A term soruetimes m.sui--ed to indicate a-nv
any special provisions coinsidered necessary by the financial statement in balance account ffori. (DOD,43
Government. jDSAM 8135.1) 508

BAILENTAIRCA~tA statement of the financial osition oar an
Aicatunder the controiling- custody of accounting entity at a specified date. USuallyC

~AAirSYcaT o ~AALSY MF prepared fromi recerds kept by double entry. ILMOil
and in the phy;sical castody of norA~ary
orgaaizations patrsuant to a contract for research 3ALANCE HIET COWARATIVE 4
and development or production testing for the A balance , e contiolinr fifart- -z of two 0.
.Xavv. fOP.\AV!Y.Sf i4.2 more dates. in parallel columns. frequent:i

amplifled by additional columns showing increasesm BALANCE AVAW1 FOR OBLIGATION and decreaseS. 'Dv'i) 500-$-l
Remainder of fund resources. after deducting IAAN $VET, FUND

un'paid obligations. with respect in an approprited A teen ofteianilioion fa.
fundor sbdisiontherof.iDOD5I)0.S)accounting entitq. at a sp~ii~date. in ;mallt!U

Remainder of funds mad~e available by cou1.feuetratiir 7.diioa oun

2portinor a subdivision thereof. including c wn inrase an - -sc -s. WIOD ;(W.~
reimbursemTents earned or anticipaed to ive earne..

~~. UALA"TO COPLETE (FUINS) h h
.*DP. That portion of the CE that ipphie toF

Reltu.dofar alicesto odt, wichreprtclt FYI)P. Thr doillar amotnt esntered need no! 2greW
unliquidat-d obligations, accrued expenditurez. or wittu any specific ullrh f P excep.;tha
.,bWigaltions ir. cerfain report 1--odurts- (AFSCM Dec-ember SA 1 must reflec:- th6 FTI) P ublished fo!
177-26ii thr Prt--idrnit Ru:!t
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2. Balance. That portion of the CE needed to atmosphere. The missile contains guiding devices
complete tl'e program after the FYDP years. (DOD such as preset mechanisms but it is distinguished
7000.3) from a guided missile in that it becomes a j
BALANCED STOCK free-falling body, subject to ballistic reactions as it

condition of supply when avaiiability and descends through the atmosphere. Currently, the

requirements are in equilibrium for specific items. term has a strong connotation of a missile designed

(AR 320-5) to travel outside, or in the outer reaches of the
An accumulation of supplies in quantities atmosphere, before plunging towsrd its target.

determined necessary to meet requirements for a (AFM 37-1)
fixed period. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1) A mibsiln which follows a bailistic trajectory in

That condition of supply when availability is in the final portions of its flight, thus acting as a
balance with requirements fvr specific items for a free-fa!ling body. (AFM 127-20!)
period. (JCS Pub 1) BALLISTIC MISSILE ENGINE
BALANCED SUPPLY An individual booster, sustainer, a vernier engine

Status as of a date when the total supply and the which can be independently removed and overhauled
total demand cumulative through that date are and a like item replaced in the missile, without
equal. (AR 320-5) affecting other engines or missile reliability. (AFM

BALANCE, OBLIGATED 400-1)
Net unpaid obligations of an appropriated fund. BALLISTIC MISSILE PROPULSION SYSTEMS

(DOD 5000.8) The power subsystem of the missile. A complete

BALE cluster of individual power units (booster, sustainer,

Compressible articles or materials assembled in a and vernier power plants) required to provide the
shaped unit and usually bound with cord or metal thrust fo- launching, and to sustain powered flight
ties under teusion. May be wrapped in paper or to a programmed shut-down. The complete system l
textile material or combinations thereof. (AFR is procured only as GFAE for initial installation.
69-8) (AFM 400-1) Li
BALE CUBIC CAPACITY BALLISTIC MISSILES (REPLENISHABLE PROCUREMENTS)

The space available for carge measured in cubic Replenishment procurements of spares and spare
feet to the inside of the cargo battens, on the parts (peculiar only) to support a missile and its
frames, and to the underside of the beams. In a peculiarly designed AGE procured to replenish "
general cargo of mixed commodities, the base cubic stocks and adjust initial provisioning b,.?.d on
applies. The stowage of the mixed cargo comes in experience, consumption data, checkouts performed,
contact with the cargo battens and as a general etc. (AFM 67-1)
rule does not extend to the skin of the ship. (JCS BANKED WORKLOAD
Pub 1) Known workloads which are available for

BALLISTIC BODY scheduling but have not yet been released into
A body that is free to move, behave, and he processing activity. (AFLCM 25-3)

modified in appearance, contour, or texture by
ambient conditions, substances, or forces, as by the BARE BASE
pressure of gases in a gun, by rifling in a barrel, An airfield ha-;ing a runway, taxiway and ramp

by gravity, by temperature. or by air particles, but few or no support facilities. (AFM 11-1)
Bullets, conventional bombs, arrows, grenades, and A base having a runway, taxiway, and parking
the like are considered ballistic bodies; a guided areas which are adequate for the deployed force
missile or a missile with a sel;-contained propulsion and whih possesses an adequate source of water
unit is not considered a ballistic body during the that can be made potable. (AR - 0-25) I
period of its guidance or propulsion. (AFM 11-1) BARGE-LOAD

BALLISTIC MISSILE The qtiantity of fright required for the
Any missile guided especially in the upward part apphication of a bargeload rate. (DSAR 400.3)

of its trajectory but becoming a f'e-ialling body in A barge loaded to its carrying capacity. (DSAR
the latter stages of its flight through the 4500.3)
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BARREL BASE COMMUNICATIONSStandard unit of measurement of petroleum Communications facilities inherent to a base

liquids consisting of 42 U.S. standard gallons at 60 organization which include systems for security
degrees F. (AR 320-5) communications, base wire and telephone, public

Metal or plastic tube in which ammunition is fired address, intercommunications, closed circuit
and which controls hitial direction of the projectile. television and maintehance expediter
(AR 320-5) commu.ications, nontacdical radio systems,

BARRICADE communications and cryptographic centers, message
An intervening barrier (natural or artificial) of distribution systems, and weather facsimile and

such type, size, and construction as to limit, in a teletype. (AFLCR 23-7, AFLCR 23-28)
prescribed manner, the effect of an explosion on BASE COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONiCS PLAN (BCEP)
nearby buildings or exposures. (AFR 127-100, A document prepared and maintained by each
Attachment 1) base Comnmunicat ion s-Electronics (C-E3) office to
BARRICADED list existing Communications-Electronics (C-E)

Shall mean that an effective barricade shall exist facilities, outline plans to change those facilities,
between magazines, operating buildings, stacks or and to aquire new communications- electronics I
other buildings opposed one to another. (DOD capabilities. The BCEP is the primary
4145.23) communications-electronics document for the base

BARRICADED SIDING and, as such, details the required Annual Review

A dead-end railway or highway spur that is Meeting. (AFR 100-18)
barricaded from adjacent sidings or buildings. It is BASE DELIVERY PRIORITY CODE
used for the temporary storage of explosive and A numeric code which indicates the maximum
ammunition-loaded railway cars or trucks. time permitted to elapse until the material is
(NAVORD OP 2165) delivered to the requestor, or action has been
BASE completed to forward the requirement to the next

A localty from which operations are projected or higher echelon of supply. (AFM 67-1)
supported. (JCS Pub 1) BASE DEPOT

An area or locality containing installations which Supply point in a communications zone in a
provide logistics or other support. (JCS Pub 1) theater of operations. (AR 320-5)

BASE ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE OFFICER (BAFO) BASE DEVELOPMENT
The individual in the office of the base The improvement or expansion of the resources

comptroller charged with the technical and facilities of an area or a location to support
responsibility for the financial accounting, military operations. (AR 320-5)
disbursing, and financial reporting for all
appropriations, funds, and financial resources of the BASE ENGINEER EMERGENCY FORCE-CONTINGENCY
Air Force. (AFM 67-1) TEAM (BEEF-C)

BASE CAMP Selected personnel, equipment, and supplies
necessary to establish and/or maintain minimum

The central location which is occupied by essential base engineering operations and
integrating and associate contractors and from maintenance services at emergency employment
which they control or conduct their operations at a bases. The BEEF-C team is deployed for support
site. (APR 400-30) of USAF-wide unforeseen contingencies or special
BASE COMMAND air warfare operations and does not normally

An area containing a military base or a group of accompany TAC on-base flying units (see BEFF-F
such bases organized under one commander. (JCS team). Deployment of BEEF-C teams will be as
Pub 1) directed in pertinent operations plans or orders.

iBASE COMMANDER (TACM 400-1)

As used in this regulation, the commander of the BASE EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT OFFICE (BEMO)
base organization (usually group or wing) Air Force base organization responsible for
responsible for maintaining base facilities and managemnnt of the base equipping program,
providing host support to organizations on the base. including authorization, accounting, and report:ng
(AFR 100-18) of equipment for all organizations. including
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tenants, receiving support from that base. (Refer a specific time during a CI s life cycle. Base lines,
to "Equipment Management Office" for bases plus approval changes from those base lines,
which have converted to the USAF Standard Base constitute the current configuration identification.
Level Automated Supply System). (TACM 400-1) (AFP 800-7, DOD 5010.19)

The AF base organization responsible for
management of the base equipping program, and BASE LINE MANAGEMENT
providing other unit supply support. (AFM 67-1) Developing and administrating the fu,ctional

characteristics and technical descriptions of a NavyBASE FISCAL YEAR materiel item at designated points in its life cyck
That fiscal year arrived at by adding one to the through the use of uniform documentation a,:i

current calendar year. In calendar year 1963, the
base fiscal year is FY 1969. (DOD 7045.7)
BASE FUEL SUPPLY OFFICER BASE LOGISTICAL COMMAND

That individual who is charged with The command, located in the base section of the
accountability and responsibility for the inventory, communications zone of a theater of operations,
receipt, storage, and issue of aviation fuels and oils responsible for providing direct support to one or
and maintaining quantity records for such more advance logistical commands in the
transactions at base level. (AFM 67-1) communications zone of a theater of operations. Italso supports units located in base section and may

BASE FUELS MANAGEMENT OFFICE (BFMO) furnish materiel and service directly to the combat
The office charged with responsibility for the zone as directed by theater army logistical

inventory, receipt, storage, and issue of missile command. (AR 320-5)

fuels and related items and maintaining quantity
records for such transactions at base level to BASE MAINTENANCE REMOVAL INTERVAL
inciude such items used by contractors performing An ARI factor developed for use in forecasting
research, development, and testing at the base. engine removals for base maintenance. (AFLCP
(AFM 67-1) 50-4, AFM 400-1)

BASE FUNDS BASE MAINTENANCE RETURN RATE
Funds made available to Air Force activities to The percent of total usage failures which are

obtain organizational and field maintenance repair retained at the base for repair. (The remainder are
services authorized b:. AFR 67-3. (AFM 66-17) returned to the TRC.) (AFM 400-1)

BASE INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT ITEM BASE MAINTENANCE VEHICLE Al
An item designated by an AFSC base that, due to A veh;.le designed and intended for base renair,

actual or anticipated shortage, will affect mission utility, maintenance a-ad construction operations.
support capability. (AFSCR 65-2) such as cranes, bulldozers, graders, etc. (AFM

BASE ITEM 66-12)
The unit or items, as described by the

accountable property document, less all attachments BASE OF OPERATIONS a
and accessories. Selective fit attachments and An area or facility at which a military force

accessories are considered a part of the base item. begins its offensive operations, to which it falls

DLAM 4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP Pub 5011, MCO back in case of reverses, and ill which supply
P4870.45D) facilities are organized. (JCS Pub 1)
BASE LEVEL SELF-SUFFICIENCY SPARES BASE OF PLANNED USE (WAR READINESS MATERIEL

Spares ,nd repair parts of War Readiness REPORTING)
Materiel intended for use as base support for units A base which has a wartime additive mission as
which plan to operate in pl;:ce. These are reflected in appendix D of the USAF war )lan and
authorized in addition to but will not duplicate also has a WRM prepositioning requirement as
items contained in War Readiness Spares Kit. reflected in the WCDO document. (AFM 67-1)
(AFM 11-1)- BASE PERIOD

BASE LINE That ueriod of time for which factors were
A configuration identificat;on document or a set determined for use in current i)laniing and

of such documentg formally designated and fixed at programming. (DOD 5000.8. AR 320-5)
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BASE REPAIR CYCLE BASE SUPPORT AGREEMENT
This phase extends from the removal of a A host-tenant agreement setting forth in a

reparable engine until it is ready for reinstallation formal document the nature aad extent of support
at the base. The pipeline standard segments in this to b,, furnished by 'he base during and/or
phase of the pipeline cycle are: subsequent to site activation. (AFR 400-1)

1. Removal to Start Work. The removal, receipt, BASE TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
or condition change of a base engine: processing to The person designated as overall manager who
base engine shop for repair. exercises control over all transportation functions

2. In Work. The disassembly of the engine to on a given insta.ilation. (AR 58-1, AFM 77-1)
the degree necessary to accomplish required
maintenance, the reassembly and test, ready for BASE WIRE COMMUNICATIONSSYSTEM(BWCS)
ir.stallation. (AFM 400-1) A BWCS is ani integrated system with common

installation (AnM 40paibe inero1)tin
The span of time, expressed in days, from the procedures and compatible interconnectionsnecessary to satisfy standardtime an unserviceable reparable item is removed communications-electronics wire circuit

from use and the time it is made serviceable and requirements on the base. It consists of the base g
ready for issue. (AFM 57-1) telephone system and circuits for other

BASE RESERVES communications facilities such as teletypewriter,
Supplies stored in depots as a general reserve signal, alarm, facsimile, and data processing

within a theater of operations. (AR 310-25) equipment terminals. A BWCS is considered as
having two main divisions-inside and outside plant.

BASE SAFETY LEVEL (AFR 100-18)
The number of engines authorized to preclude BASE YEAR

stock-out at base level due to above average The fiscal year prior to the Current Year. (DOD
conditions (for example, delays in resupply,
transportation, bu-idup and base maintenance).
(AFM 400-1) BASE YEAR DOLLAR ESTIMATE -

An estimate of total program acquisition costs
BASE SECTION expressed as if all dollars were expended in a

An area within the com.munications zone in an specified base year. (AFR 173-1)
area of operations organized to provide logistic
support to forward areas. (AR 320-5) BASELINE

A set of configuration identification documents
BASE SELF-SUFFICIENCY the complete technical description formally

Accomplishment of maximum maii.:enance at the designated and fixed at a specific point in time

organizational and field level. (AFM 11-1) during the life cycle. Configuration mnanagement is

BASE STORAGE founded upon . .Baseline" concept for identifying

Inventory carried in any type of storage tanks, the item being managed. The designated biseline
drums, tank cars. and any other type of authorized technical description, combined with documentation

storage facility not previously included. 1,AFM implementing all changes approved subsequent to
freezing the baseline, provides the approved

67-1, AFM67-3!AFLCSup ) configuration identification. Depcnding (n the
BASE SUPPLY nature of the hardware, either one or two baselines

The activity responsible for requisitioning, are necessary for the effective configura-tion
recei"ing, stweing and issuing, including maagement. The two ustal baselines are the
maintenance of accountable records of "development of functional characteristics"
supplies!eqnipnaent supporting the assigned mission baseline and the "product" baseline. For items
of the bast- wing. fAF3a 67-m) development program, the "product" baseline will
obe -he first recorded baseline. (NAVMAT 5000.6)

BASE SUPPLY OFFICER A reference point of departure t' which all
An office,' designated to r.aintain a formal stock engineering changes (or waivers) may be

record account of and be resl)onsible for all ;:upplies specifically related. B'iselines used are definition.
for a designated serially numberei stock record developlent and production an' are defined by
account. (AFM 67-1) system descriptions. development descriptiols. and I



production descriptions, respectively. Upon release particular procurement by the execution cf a formal

for initiatio:n of development or production, these contractual document which will provide for the
descriptions shall not be changed without formal scope of the work, price, delivery, and additional
recorded approval. (AMCR 11-26) matters peculiar to the requirepments of the specific

A configuration identification document or a set procurement involved, and shall incorporate by
of such documents formally designated and fixed at reference or append the contract clauses agreed
a specific thre during a Ci 's life cycle. Baselines, upon in the basic agreement as required or
plus approved changes from those baselines, applicable. Basic agreements may be used with
constitute the current configuration identification. fixed-price or cost-reimbursement type contracts.
For configuration management there are three (DAR 410.1)
baselines, as follows: BASIC COST INFORMATION (Ad)

a. Functional Baseline. The initial approved An all-inclusi':e estimate of required resources to
functional configuration identification. include, but not be limited to, cost of each task of

b. Allocated Baseline. The initial approved certification (such as wind tunnel, electromagnetic,
allocated configuration identification. flight tests and analysis, obtaining support

c. Product Baseline. The initial approved or equipment (SE), modifying SE, aircraft hardware or
software and technical data), identification of test

identification. (AFR 65-3) and analysis resources including the direct cost of '

BASELINE CONFIGURATION test support provided by DOD-designated test and
The initial approved configuration programmed evaluation facilities, and an estimated time to

for operational use. (AFR 65-3, AFLCR 171-91) complete the task. Forward BCI by electrical
message when practical. Based on the using

BASELINE (INITIAL) STORE CERTIFICATIfN PROGRAM command priority, include a list of the validated
The original or initial store certification

configurations where store compatibility analysis requirements that cannot be accomplished withinconfguraion whee sore omptibiityanalsis the imposed resources and biudgetary constraints.
and engineering support is normally performed by th ier eourcand prgry o ti nts.
the aircraft contractor and aircraft PO and In general, the aircraft program office (P0) or

ALCMMs or MMA will provide BCI data if the item
flight-testing is normally conducted at the Air AN

Foc lgtTetCne AFT) ehia to be certified is an inventory store. However, theForce Flight Test Center (AFFTC). Technical

provided by ADTC. This program is individual store manager wil' provide an initial BCI
guidance is in the following unique cases:
designed to evaluate system capability and provide
the structural ;ntegrity, flutter, performance, and . During engineering development, before a
flying qualities data base. (AFLCR/AFSCR 80-28) production decision.

2. B.efore implementing a change to an inventory
BASES store which would affect compatibility with aircraft

The term "base" is used for ease of reference, upon which it is presently certified.
but technically the term means "installation," as (AFLCR/AFSCR 80-28)
explaived ;n AFM 1-1 and AFR 87-5. The
installati:ons (or bases) are controlled by HQ USAF A DAILY O anCEorA prescribed quantity of food defined byor m Hor cmmandssfolows:Primay auxiliary, components, and monetary value, which is required

andH U Air- tonro ld Guiar , instalin.DeatenyfeeseFo
programmed, and Air National Guard installations. to provide a nutritionally adequate diet for one manprogra mfor one day. The Department of Defense Food Cast

. aIndex is used to compute the basic daily focd
detached installations, including detached-leased allowance. (AR 310-25)
installations. (AFSCR 27-16)
BASIC AGREEMENT BASIC DESIGNATION

BASIC basRiM ag n. IThe minimum combination of letters and numbers
A basic agreement is not a contract. It is a required to adequately identify a rocket or guided

written instrument of understanding executed . DOD 0 or guide
between 3 Department or procuring activity and a

contractor which sets forth the negotiated contract BASIC END ITEM
clauses which shall be applicable to future An end item assignef' to an issuing service which
procurements entered into *between the parties incorporates an end item assigned to a supporting
during the term of the basic agreement. The use of service: e.g.. an ordnance tank. shop van. etc. (AR
the basic agreement contemplates the coverage of a 310-25)
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BASIC ISSUE ITEMS (lls) BASIC MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE
Crew/operator maintenance accessories, tools, The amount paid to airmen in cash for the 4%

spare assemblies and repair parts that are normally seventh through the thirty-sixth month of
assembled, boxed, stowed, or separately packed by continuous active service inclusive, for the purchase
a manufacturer or depot to be initially issued with and/or repair of personal clothing. (AFM 6-1)
and to accompany a particular end/component item. BASIC MILITARY SCHCOLS
Range and quantity of BIls are designated in the Those activities of the ATC to which airmen are
applicable operator's manuals and comprise items sent for basic training. (AiM 67-1)
that are required for crew/operator maintenance BASIC MISSION SYMBOL
and operation of the complete end/component item. A le Sed tid cA letter used to indicate the basic intended

(AR 700-18) function or capability of the aircraft, such asThose essential ancillary items required to bomber, fighter, patrol, observation, utility, etc.
operate the equipment and to enable it to perform (AIR 66-11)
the mission and function for which it was designed The prime intended function or capability of the A
or intended. Basic issue items will accompany the aircraft, sueh as bomnber, fighter, patrol, etc. (DOD
end item/system when 4505.6)
transferred/issued/retrograded between numbered
accountable officers. Basic issue items are required BASIC ORDERING AGREEMENT (BOA)
to place the major item in an operational mode and A basic ordering agreement ;s not a contract. It
without which the end item cannot be used for its an agreement which is similar to a basic
intended purpose. (AR 310-25) agreement except that it also includes a description,

as specific as practicable. of the supplies to be
BASIC ISSUE LIST ITEMS furnished or services to be performed when ordered

Accessories, attachments, component% and and a description of the method for determination
assemblies, and the quantities thereof, which of the prices, consistent with the contract types
constitute the major end item of eqaipment and the authorized hy this part, to be paid to the contractor
first echelon maintenance accessories, tools. for such supplies or services. Either the specific
supplies, and spare assemblies and repair parts terms and cGndi'ions of deliv.1" or a description of
accompaying the equipment; all of which constitute the method for their determination shall be set q
the complete ajor entmal fr wicsue it uer forth in the basic ordering agreement. The basicthe complete major end item for issue to usersn ordering agreement shall list one or more activities
These include items commonly known as "on which are authorized to issue orders under the
equipment materiel," "running spares" and "on agreement. Any activity so named may issue orders

board spares." (AR 320-5) speeifying Lhe supplies or services required, which
BASIC ITEM orders may be accepted by the controctor by

A term used to distinguish an end item of whatever manner of acceptance is indicated in the
equipment from components, accessories, basic ordering agreement. Each order will
assemblies, subassemblies, and parts; e.g., overhaul incorporate by reference tne provisior.s of the basic

4 of the basic Lem weapon system (UH-1B Helicopter ordering agreement. (DAR 3-410.2)

air frame including components repaired while on An indefinite-quantity contract used by the

the air frame) vs. overhaul of engines, accessories Bureau to procure retrofit kits, technical I
and components, and assemblies; which have been publications for out-of- production systems, .,ndrepair services. (BUWEPS .5200.25)removed from the basic item and overhauled to This is an agreement between the Government
meet established supply requirenients for the and a specific supplie.- which contains all tie terms
U-IB Helicopter. (AR 3-5 and conditions required of a contract in excess of
BASIC LOAD (AMMUNITION) $2500 and normally includes a list of

That quantity of ammunition which is authorized supplies/serv::es to be furnished and .a descriptioa
and required by each nation to be on hand within a of the method for determining prices (ASPM No. 2).
unit or formation at all times. It is expressed in (AFR "4-15)
terms of rounds for ammunition items fired by BASIC RATION
weapons, and in other units of measure for bulk Ration to be used for civilian supply and stated in
allotment and other amminition items. (JCS Pub 1) terms of calories and nutritional distribution that is
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necessary to provide a minimum standard of hehrecorded in the accounts when goods or services

(AR 310-25) Are received or amounts are due. (DOD 5000.8)

BASIC RESEARCH BASIS OF ACCOUNTING, ANTICIPATED-REIMBURSEMENTS
Resec.rch directed toward the increase af The method of accounting for expected

knowledgc, the primary aim being a greater reimbursements prior Zo earning as an additional

knowledge or understanding of the subject under resource of an appropriated fund or 'u'ntract
study. (JCS Pub 1) authorization (or subdiviscns thereofl, and as

Basic research is that type of research which is additional source of available funds for oblig.-tion
directed toward increase of knowledge in science. purposes. May be based upon either unfilled orders
It is research where the primary aim of the in hand, or upon budget estimates of orders to be
investigator is a fuller understanding of the subject received or earnings for the fiscal period as may be
under study. (DOD 3210.1) athorized and appropriate. (DOD 5000.8)

Research carried out by use of those techniques
and disciplines relevant or appropriate to the BASIS OF ACCOUNTIN;: COMMITME'
discovery, testing, and marshalling of evidence as it The mehod of accounting :-- the -,vailable
bears upon fact or hypothesis; research concerned haan( ? of an appropriation, fund, or contract
with adding to man's knowledge, conducted under authorization (or subdivision thereof) whereby
the direction of hypothesis or under the guidance of commitments are recorded in the accounts as
a discipline aiready established. (NAVMAT P-4215) reductions of the available balance prior to

BASIC SUPPLY TABLE incurring the obligations authorized. (DOD 5000.8)

A basic supply table will contain all items that BASIS OF ACCOUIraINS, OBLIGATION
are common to a designated type and model of The method of accounting for appropriations or
subsystem or equipment. (AFM 67-1) contract authorizations whereby obligations arerecorded in the accounts when incurred, andBASIC UNseRtAKi S trobalances of appropriations (or subdivisions thereof)

The essential things, expressed in broad terms, o otatatoiain vial r euethatmus be onein odert,, mplmenttho or contract authorizations available are reduced
that must be done in order tv implement the
commander'sa concept successfully. Basic accordingly, in advance of incurring expenditrres.
undertakings may inciude miiitarl, diplomatic, (DOD 5000.8)
economic, psychologicai, and other measures. (JCS BASIS OF ISSUE
Pub 1) Authority which prescribes the number of items
BASIS OF ACCOUNTING (OR BUDGETING) to be issued to an individual, a unit, a military

The particular principle followed in accounting or organization, or per piece of equipment. (AM
bu,!geting for financial trasactions with reference 67-1, DOD 5000.8)
to a fiscal period. More than one principle may be The prescribed quantity of a specific item to be
followed simultaneously. In the Federal issued to an individual, a unit, a military unit, or a
Covernment each of the following bases is required unit piece of equipment. (AR 11-25)
to be followed to the degree appropriato: (a) cash Authority which prescribet the number of items
basis; (b) accrual oasis; (c obligation basis; (d) issued to an individual, a unit, a milit,-ry activity, or
commitment basis; and (e) anticipated for a unit piece of eqsipment. The basis of issue is
reimbursements basis. (DOD 5000.8) usually contained in a table of allawances. table of J

organization and equipment, or other similarBASIS OF ACCOUNTING, ACCRUALauhrtdo.A. 0-)

The method of accouting whereby: (1) revenues

are accounted for when earned evei: though not yet BASIS OF ISSUE PLAN
collected (i.e., when the services are actually A document prepared in accordance with AR 71-2
rendered or goods are delivered); (2) operating costs (to be puhb~ihed) which describes the issue of new
(or expe 'ses) are accounted foi in the fiscal pei*od equipment to Army elements (including personnei
,luring which the benefits are received (cost of data) prior to thc establishmc:.t of bases of issue in
resources consumed); (3) costs for which the Army authorizatio.j documents. Basis of Issue Plans
bhnefits are applicable to future periods are are designated tentative piior to final
deferred and ccsidered as assets; and (4) liabilities type-classification as Standard A when they become
for unpaid costs (i.e., unpaid accrued expenditures) Complete Basis of Issue Plans. (AR 11-25)
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BASIS OF VALUATION BATTLEFIELD ILLUMINATION
The particular measure for recording and The lighting of the zone of action of ground

reporting of investments in property. These bases combat and combat support troops by artiiicial
include: 1. Historical cost; (a) specific item, (b) means other than invisible rays. (JCS Pub 1)
first-in, first-out, (FIFO), (c) average, and (d) BATTLEfELD RECOVERY
last-in, first-out (LIFO); 2. Standard cost; 3.
Rlact-in, crstt ; . CStany nd s 3 Removal of disabled or abandoned materiel, eitherR--r)acement cost; 4. Cost (any kind) less enm rfinlf&'n h ateil n t

depreciation; and 5. Estimated sales realization enmovemor friendlya recovery collecting fpoint oranditS
(DOD 5000.8) moent oarc o vr y ect ingont t o a

maintenance or supply establishment. (AR 310-25) JiBASIS, APPROVED VOUCHERThe basis of acejupting for expenditures, BAY
An area formed by dividing bulk storage floor

whe-eby expenditures are recognized as occurring
at the time vouchers are approved for payment. space into rectangles for the purpose of

(May be accepted in termination of accrued establishing storage lo ations. (AFM 67-1, AFM

expenditures but not vash expenditures.) (DOD 67-31AFLC Sup 1)
5000.8) BAY MARKER

Marker either on floor, overhead or on posts,
BASIS,~~ CHC-ISE numbered, or lettered to designate a bay inThe basis whereby disbursemcnts are recognized sto re to 69-8)

as occurring at the time checks are issued ()r cash 4rage area. (AFR 69-8)
disbursed) by an accountable officer. (DOD 5000.8) BAY SUBDIVISION

A bay subdivision is an area formed by dividing a
BASIS, C hee y disb'rsements are recognized bay into rectangles. (AFM 67-1, AFM 67-',3AFLC

ThS basis whereby Sep 1)
as occurring at the time checks are paid by the
Treas'irer of the United States. (DOD 5000.8) BEACH CAPACITY im

BASIS, COLLECTION An estimate, expressed in terms of measurement

The basis whereby receipts are recognized at the tons, or weight tons, of cargo that may be unloaded
over a designated strip of shore per day. (JCS Pubtime received by an administrtive or accountable 1

officer. (DOD 5000.8% l)

BASIS, DEPOSIT AEACH DUMP
A basis hereby receipts are recognized at the Initial and temporary supply point established on

tii. the deposit thereof is confirmed by the a )eachhead for receipt and issue of supplies. Area
depositary. (DOD 5000.8; adjacent to a beach utilized by a shore party for thetempoiary storage of supplies. (AR 310-25)

BASIS, PAY-AS-YOU-GO IBasis of financ.:r operations under wh;ich a BAHMRE
Bagsofer nnty etis ndr icldag A sign or device used to identift a beach or

certain activities thereon, for incoming waterbornethose for improvements) f-om current revenues t affic. Markers may be pares, lights, buoys, orrather than by borrowing. As applied to foreign I
deployment or occupation, the basis of financing 3dA
costs in a manaer that compensates directly the BEACH ONGANIZAT0

foreign government and its .itizens for all goods or In an amphibious operation, the planned
services furnished to U.S. forces. (DOD 5000.3) arrangement of personnel and facilities to effect

BATCH StIGLE PROCESSING INDICATOR (ISPI) movement, supply and evacuation across beaches
and in the beach area for support of a landingThis is a single d:git alpha code (B for force. JCS Pub

batch-processed and S for single item processing)
input on the temporary JON labor plan. (AFLCR BEACH SUPPORT AREA
66-61) The area to the rear of a landing force or

A single-digit alpha code input for each labor .lements thereof, !stablished and operated by shore
operation on AFLC Form 237 (B for batch processed party units, which contains the facilities for the
operation, and S for single item operation unloading of troops and materiel and the support of
processing). (AFLCR E6-62) the forces nshore: it includes facilities for the
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evacuation of wounded, prisoners of war, and BENCH ITEM
captured nwateriel. VCS Pub 1) Air Force end articles used in classroom

instructions for disascembly, assembly, adjustment,
BEGINNINGbenh test, or an individual demonstration and

Represents the point in time at which the jr, binst te m. or ani

order is established. (AFSCM 177-25) instructionl item. (AFM 67-1)
BO TBENCH SETS

BelBELOW THRESHOLD CHANGE Bench sets/mockups constitute equipment
Below threshold changes (or DOD component required for use as support equipment for

approval) are changes in the approved program functional testing of production end items or their
which can be made by the authority of the components. Bench sets/mockups will be issued
Secretary of the Air Force. These are changes such through the Installation Equipment Mansgemetit
as manpower changes between elements which do Office (EMO) using Equipment Authorization
not increase approved year end strengths and fund Inventory Data (EAID) procedures. (AFLCR 66-53;
reprogramming changes 'vhich do not meet the
criteria established in DODI 7250.10. (HOI 27-!) BENCH STOCK

Changes below Office of the Secretary of Defense A stock of corsumption type supplies and parts

prescribed thresholds appro'ed by the heads of established at or near points of consumption to
Department of Defense components. These may be insure continuous and uninterrupted operations.
madc only when the approved total obligationl (APM 67-1)

autharity for the Department of Defense component Identified as a stock of material for issue and use
is not exceeded for any year. When the ggregain to accomplish facilitieb services work. Bench stockisnnotdexceededoor anyxypar.iWhn thervggragae,

of these changes in a program element, tngeth,, icludes common, inexpensive, serviceable,
with an additional change proposed, equals or expenrabie items that are used and consumed on a

recurig basis. The bench stock level is limited to
exceeds a threshold in a program, a prograit ( M a 30-day supply, unless a unit pack consisting of achange proposal must be submitted. (AFM 11-1) greater oantity is required for replenishment.

BENCH CHECK (AFLCR 71-4)
The term "bench check" includes any act:n by A group of coitsumption-type supplies ar.d parts

maintenance in determi'ing the condition status of which, by reason of repetitive consumption, warrant
an item or the determinatior of capability or .ack of movement from the supply warehouse to or near
capability to return an item removed for a the point of use in advance of their actual need to
malfunction or an alleged malfunction to a ensure continuous nd uninterrupted operations.
serviceable status. It also includes 'he repair (AFSCR 67-8)
action when accomplished concurrently with bench BENCH STOCK ITEM
chech. (T.O. 00-20-1) Expense itenis having an ERRC of XB-3, which

A workshop check for the condition, have a history of usage or a projected usage.
completeness, o- working order of a piece of (AFLCR 66-34)
equipment. (AFM 67-1) This term is interchangeable with and 4

Visual inspection, physical test, Lnd functional synonymous to indirect material. (AFLCR 6653)
check using shop facilities, equipment, procedures,
and test parameters, as set forth in applicable BENCH TEST
technical publications to determine the exact The subjection of Aircraft. Engine Accessories, -

condition. (AFLCR 65-22) Equipment and Equipage to prescribed conditior
This term includes an, maintenance actioi in and specifications with the use of shop test

determining the condition/status of an item nd/or equipmncat to ,insure proper functioning.
the determination of capability or lack of capability, (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
to return an item to a serviceable stats. It also BENEFICIAL OCCUPANCY DATE (BOD)

includes repair action when the repair is Occupancy for use of real property facilities prior
accomplished concuirently with the bench check. to physical completion or formal acceptance of the
Bench check applies to the actual test or physical facilities from the construction agency or contractor
inspection )f items processed into the shop from by the Air Force. (NOTE: Newly conitracted
any source. It does not apply to work that is facilities used under beieficial occupancy
performed "on-equil-n-ent". (AFL(oR 171-91) agreements usually provide only minimum shelter
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and operational needs which will be progressively concepts, technical concepts, life cycle costs and
completed to the fequirel level of the plans and schedules. (AFR 10-8)
specifications before being formal:v accepted by the BETTERMENT
Air Force.) (AFM !1-1) " on iddition made to, or chaige in, a fixed asset
caThe date that the using or implementi g activity which results in the prolongation of its life or in an
can have access to a building or other real property increase in its efficient) or operating economy, over
to use or install equipment. This can be uptL. or and abo-e that from and theandaboe hatarising frmmaintenance, n h
before the physical completion or A': Force fori,.al cost of which is therefore added to the cost of the
acceptanec of the facility Irom the ctnstruction aqset. The term is sometimes applied to sidewalks,
agency or contractor. (APR 100-18) sewers and highways but these should preferably

BENEFITING ORGANIZATION CODE be designatd as "improvements." The amount of
A code which designates one or more expenditure fo, such betterment. (DOD 5000.8)

organizations other than the customer who will BONG-CE-IMCDT
benefit from the job order (for laboratories only). The stat day of a change of a CEM equipment
(AFSCM 177-265) status from operational to some uther status. (AFM

SENU fS 65-462)
Increases rr gains, net of associated costs, in 810

doliar value of goods and services that result from As used in Depa.rtment of Defense, an offer
conditions with the project, as comp-red with submitted in response to a formally advertised
conditions without project. For example, for a cost invitation for bids, to buy from or furnish supplies
reduction proposal involving the replacement of an or services to the Government under certain
old machine tool with a new one, the cost reduction prescribed cond~dons at a stated or determinabe 'I
benefits would accrue in the form of reduced price. (DOD *5000.8)_
maintenance, reduced down-time, greater volume of The act of submitting a. bid. (DOD 5000.8)
output from the sarme work force, reductions in -3
overtime premium, redjced scrap and defective BID GUARANTEE
work etc. (DOD 7041.3, AFLCR 78-3) A form of secarity accompanying a bid or

proposal as assurance that the bidder (i) will not
BERTH TERM withdraw his bid within the periid specified therein

Pertains to shipments mad2 in commercial ships for acceptance. and (ii) will execute a written
operating in common carrier ser,'e on established Contract and furnish such bonds as may be required

trade routes at transportation rates assessed under within the period specified in the bid (unless a
the provisions of the applicable commercial tariff, longer period is allowedi after receipt of the
Normally, the applicable tariff rate ir:Iudes the specified forms. IDAC 76-17)
responsibility of the carrier to load and discharge
the cargo. Heavy lifts, beyond certain weights, are Cp SET s
specified in most tariffs as subject to a heavy lift Complete sets of appliable specifications,
charge in addition to the prescribed freight rate. drawings, standards, and bulletins needed by

prospective c.ntractors to respond to Air Forceinvitations to bid. (AFSCR 8013, AFLCR 61-43)
BERTH TERM RATE Complete sets of the applicable procurement data

The cost per measurement ton to transport package and other procurement or contractual type
materiel by ship, including the loading and information cited in the solicitation needed by

(AFR 400-20) for bid, request for proposal (RFP), or request for

BEST TECHNICAL APPROACH(E$) (BTA) quotation. (AFLCR/AFSCR 67-12)
A document pre.ared by a Special Task Force BIDDING COSTS

(STF), Special Study Group (SSG) or joirtly by the Bidding costs are th,, costs of pieparing bids cr
combat ard materici developers which identifies the proposals on potential Government and
best general technical approach(es) based on the non-Government contracts or projects. including the
results of the Trade-Off Determination (TOD) and development of engineering data and cost data
Trade-Off Analysis (TOA) and an analysis of nzcessa:* to sulport the contr.ctor's bids or
tradeoffs among integrated logistical support proposals. Bidding costs of the current ac.o,,ntingL-z -



period of both successful and unsuccessful bids and contract and prepared in accordance with
proposals normally will be treated as allowable Specification MIL-B-8659 (ASG). (ASOINST
indirect costs, in which event no bidding costs of P4400.24)
past accounting periods accrue to the Government A descriptive and quantitative listing of
contract However, if the contractor's established materials, supplies, parts, and components required
practice is to treat bidding costs by some other to produce a designated complete end-item,
method, the results obtained may be accepted only assembly, or subassembly, to overhaul or repair a
if found to be reasonable and equitahle. (DAR structure or facility item. May also show estimated
15-205.3) costs. (AFM 67-1)
BID, ALERNAE Material requirements by stock/p.-rt number,

One of two or more b;As on one item, submitted quantity needcd to complete the total end items
un different bases by the same biddt, as provided requested on a temporary job request. Input is
for in the invitation to bid. (DOD 5C00.8) made by AFLC Form 237 and printed out on a

-mech- iized wcrk control document, G004LL3A,
1a, REJECTED allowing costing of material to a specific JON andUnaccepted because: acceptance of one bid updated -iytime up to completion of the last endconstitutes rejection of all others; absence of item. (AFLCR 66-62)

,competitiop invalidates all bids; readvertisement is
,'equivalent to rejection of all bids. (DOD 5000.8) BILL OF MATERIEL

/BIFUEL RULSION 1. A descriptive and quantitative listing of
Propulsion system which obtains its power from materiel, supplies, parts, and components required

Proulsonsysem hih otans ts owr fom to produce a designated complete end-item,two fuels, one fuel being the oxygen carrier while a m ruase toverhau eair
the other supplies the hydrocarbon. (AR 320-5) such an item, or to conortruct or repair a structure

BILL OF LADING or facility item. Mahy also show estimated costs.
The acknowledgement of the receipt of goods for 2. Engineered Bill of Materiel. A listing of

movement by the carrier and the contract for the materiel prepard by an AFCS area/region, based
movement. (AR 320-5) on SFF!Ls or nomenclatured items contained in the

A document by which a transportation line PCSP document, but modified to include only
acknowledges receipt of freight and contracts for specific items and quantities of materiel required
its movement. (ONMINST 5000.8) for a specific C-E scheme. Bill of materiel for

B!L OF LADING, ORDER outside plant wi!l be based on TO 31-1-8.
A negotiable document by which a trarsportation 3. Approved Bill of Materiel. An engiueered

hne acknowledged recipt of freight and contracts listing of materiel that has been reviewed and
for its movement. The surrender of the origindl approved for technical adequacy.
order bill of lading, properly indorsed is required by 4. Published Bill of Materiel. A listing of
transportation lines upon delivery of the freight, in materiel published by the AFCS (supply) agency.
accordance with the terms of bill of lading. (DSAR This bill is based on an approved bill if materiel for
4500.3) a particular scheme and is published after

BILL OF LADING, STRAIGHT verification of the supply information. (AFM 671-1)

A nonnegotiable document by which a BILL TO
transportation line acknowledges receipt of freight For all intrscrvice transactions and intra-Navy
and contracts for its movement. The surrender of cash sales, "Bill To" mears prepare the proper
the original straight bill of lading is not required by billings and "Forward To" the acivity designated.
transportation lines upon delivery of the freight, (NAVSUP Pub. 437) 1
except when necessary for the purpose of BILLING OF LADING , GOVERNMENT
identifying the consignee. (DSAR 4500.3) A limited liability contract decument covering
BILL OF MATERIAL (BOB) tr.,sportation of property from one place toA list of the materials and components required another. It is a receipt, identifies the consignee,

to produce one completed procurement item which serves as proof the shipment was delivered to the
represents the zonfiguration of the latest design of consignee, and seres ai; a basis for zollection and
the type and model specihed in the nwanufactiirers audit of charges. (DOD 4500.32-R, DSAR 4500.3)
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BILLING OFFICE IINARY MUNITIONS
The agency or installation accountiag office Munitions which contain two or more chemicals

having responsibility for preparing bills for services that remain -eparated until use. The munitions are
or goods. These may include reimbursable not lethal or explosive until the chemicals are
transactions performed by other than the billing mixed. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1)office (AFLCM 172-1) BINDER _

IILLING PRICE A *trip of burlap, heavy paperboard, thin lumber
The total dollar amount to be collected as a resuli or similar material placed between layers of

of the sale, or reimbursable issue, of an item of containers to keep the stack together. (AR 320-5)
supply. (AR 702-7) INUING

BILLS OF MATERIAL The fastcing or securing of items to a moveable
Bills of Material are tabulations of all raw and platform cal;(d a pallet. (JCS Pub 1)

semifabricated material, vendor's pa-ts and/or IOLOGCAL AG.W
assemblies, and Government-furnished material A microorganism (or its toxic by-products) whichrequired to produce an item or equipment, causes disease in man, animals, or plants, or causes
(BUWEPS 4200.71 thz deterioration of material. (AFR 127 -100,

I Attachment 1
An individual compartment or subdivision of an BIOLOGICAL AITICIOP AGENT

erected storage aid used to store small iteras. A microorganism that is capable of altering,
(AFM 67-1) injuring, or destroying the growth of vegetation or

BIN AREA farinaceous grain. These also may be listed as plant
A room or area where quantities of material, quarantine materials or as nonhazardous biological

normally less thtn case lots are stored and issued. antcrop agencies. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1i*
(AFR 69-8) 1 OGIA. AJ IIPERSOINEL AGE-T
Bill CONSOLIDATION A m.croorganism which is effective against man

The movement of material from multiple to single and is selected on the basis of its ability to cause
location to conserve space and assure economy in death or disability :hrough diseasc. This organism_4
day by day issue and receipt activity. (AFM may also be listed as an etiologic agent. (AFR
67-3/AFLC Sup 1) 127-100, Atachmet 1)

IN NEPUINS T BIOLOGICAL DEFMSE RESEARCH MATERIAL
The transfer of maerii from bulk to bin iocation 'hose biological agents captured from, or %vhic!

in support of day by day issue ac:ivity. (AFM might be used by. enemy forces. This includes

67-3/AFLC Sup 1) agents used in laboratory and field tests eodetermine the defensive capability of deter'tion
III STORAGE sampling technicues, personnel protective

Storage of items of supplies and equipment its an equipment, and the efficacy of immunitation
individual comartment or .subdivision of a storage procedures.
unit in less than bulk quantities. (JCS Pub 1) 1. Biological Agent.

Storage of unpackaged parts, subassemblies, 2. Biological Antipersonnel Agent.
assemblies or end items in bins so that an item may 3. Biological Anticrop Agcat. (.-FR 127-lu0.be withdrawn without breaking open a package Attachment 1)

containig a number of such items. (AR 320-5) BLICAL RESEARCH AGENT

$IN STORAGE SPACE Any preparation or material (liquid. suspensibn.
That space in which storage bins or stock racks solution, vaste or pulverized solid) that contain

have been erected and includes the working spaces microorganisms or their toiic by-products, which
between bins. (AR 320-5, AFM 67-1) cause disease in nan. animals, and plants. or
BIN UIIISI ON dcterioration of material. (AFLCR 400-17)

A s,-ll compartment or subdivision of a bin SIIOCAGE
formed by use of dividers or partitions w;.hin a bin. A metal framewcrk in the form of a rectangdlar
(AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1, AFM 67-l1 paralle;piped emipermanently attached to the
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active material container. The container may hold component or system of a missile. (AFM 67-1)
the complete nuclear component for one nuclear S
weapon or a part of that component. (AR 320-5) A shipmentA method of shipment of supplies to overseas

qI-PROPELLANTS areas to provide balanced stocks for an arbitrary
Liquid rocket propellant that consists of liquid balanced force for a specific number of days, e.g.,

fuel and a liquid oxidizer each separated from the shipment of 30 days' supply for an average force
other until introduced into the combustion chamber; of 10,000 individuals. (JCS Pub 1)
also either the fuel or oxidizer before being broughttogether. (AFM 1!-1) BLOCK STACKING .

Two separately stored substances which will Storage of similar containers in a block. (AFR
provide a combustible mixture after injection into a 69-8)
combustion chamber. (AFM ]27-201) BLOCK STORING

BITS AND PIECES Stowing of similar contaitiers in a block. (AR
Items that are normally treated as one piece of 310-25)

hardware or are physically constructed of two or BLOCK STOWAGE LOADING
n~ore pieces joined together in a way that prevents A method of loading whereby all cargo for a
disassembly without destruction or impairment of Aef mest ing i we algor a
the designed use. Examples of such items are nuts, sei tiat i d tog t the
bolts, screws, gaskets, seals, bearings, bruses, purpose is to facilitate rapid off-loading at the
ge , fuses, light bulbs, tubes, bnsers, destination, with the last possible disturbance of
gears, fuelgtbls uecondensers,capacitors, resistors, etc. (T.O. 00-20-1) cargo intended for other points. (DOD 4140.32- R,

BC OPub 1, AR 320-5)BLACK BOX

.A term used loosel:' to refcr to any component, BLOCK TIME
usually electronic that can be readily inserted or Arrival or departure time of an airplane on the '

removed from a specific place in a larger system ramp or terminal area. Passenger and aircrew
without knowledge of its de~ailed internal structure. reporting, boarding, and debarkation times are
See also Module. (AFM 11-1) determined in re!ation to block time. From the

Any unit made up of a group of components that practice of placing blocks or chocks in front of and
n1*.v be put into, or removed from, a radar set, a behind the wheels of an airplane wher it comes to
missile, or the like, as a single package. (AFM rest after flight, or removing them when the
67-1) airplace begins to taxi preparatory to flight. (AFM

BLANKET ORDER CASE 11-1)The period from the moment the chocks are.
An open-end requisitioning case covering spare ther od fr te moene oc re

parts for a specific weapons systein. The FMS case
is of specific duration, normally 12 months. (DOD dropped, to the return to rest or take up of
5105.38M) moorings after the flight. (JCS Pub 1)

BLOCK BLOWOFF
Self-supporting regulpr st: ck of supplies, two or Intentional separaion of an instrument section or

more units wide, two or moe -, units deep, and two package from the remainder of a rocket vehicle by
or more high. A block may be either rectangular or application of explosive force. (AFM 11-1)
pyramidal. (APR 69-8) BLUE CHIP 4
BLOCK CHA4GE ACTION A term applied to nonrecoverable items with

Action taken to correct accumulated deficiencies average annual issues of $10,000 and more. (AFM
or te incorporate one cr more data automation 11-1)
requirement. ',DAR) and/or data project directives BLUE L;NE REPORTS
(DPD). (AFLCR 171-30; Electrically transmitted messages originated by

BLOCK IIOUSE/LAUNCH CONTROL TRAILER Armcd Services Production Planning Officer
The structure or trailer which contains the (ASPPO) to advise procuring and planning activities

precision measuren.nts equipment which gives the and AFSC of production shortfalls requiring an
countdown officer the go or no go signals for a in-depth analyois. (AFSCR 84-1)
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BOARD OF AWARDS important determination at this point is the
For contracts below the AR 715-6 threshold, a readiness of the aircraft and its associated

group of qualified personnel representing the equipment &or Fleet introduction, the configuration
various functional areas involved in a procurement, of the model, and the starting date for the
appointed by the commander of each installation or introduction prgram. 'The Chief of Naval
activity having a purchasing function, for the Operations will be advised by letter concerning the ii
purpose of reviewing proposed awards and making significant results of this conference as they relate
recommendations to the award approving authority to the readiness of the aircraft for Fleet
concerning the soundness and propriety of the introduction. (BUWEPINST 13100.4)
proposed award and its compliance with existing BOARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY, PRELIMINARY
regulations and procedural requirements. (AMCPI EVALUATION
30-201) (AMCP 715-3) A brief quantitative evaluation of the stability,

BOARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY control, and service readiness (inchding support
Detailed trials and inspections to determine equipment) for the purpose of establishing that the UP

whether the weapon system meets specification or aircraft and its basic components of pcwer plant,
guarantees and to determine its capability of armament, and electronic equipment are capable of .

fulfill ng its intended basic mission. Boarl is fulfilling the basil fleet mission(s) of the aircraft.
established by Navy Regulations and reports to BiS aircraft carry a "Y" prefix to the model
SecNav. (BUWFPS 5200.25) designatiol,. BIS ireraft may enter a program

status upon conpletion of BIS trials. The "Y"
,ARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY, INiTIAL TRIALS prefix ovii be dropped upon entry into a progiam

PHASE (BIS-ITP) status. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)
A brief quantitative evaluation to determine

whether an aircraft with its basic components (i.e., BOARD OF SURVEY
power plant armament and electronic configuration, Officers appointed to investigate the
and its required support equipment is capable of circumstances of the loss or damage to, or
performing its basic mission(s) and is suitable for destruction of, property and generally to fix the
service use. The readiness of an aircrq.ft for responsibility for the loss, damage, or destruction, I
BIS-ITP will be determined by NAVAIRSYSCOM and to take such other action as may be required by
qnd is based on the results of the last NPE. The law or regulations. (AR 310-25)
initial trials phase is normally carried out at the BOAT SPACE
NAVAIRTESTCEN during a sixty day period The space and weight factor used to determine
following the delivery of one aircraft to each of the the capacity of boats, landing craft and amphibious
test activities participating in Lhe BIS triais. The vehicles. With respect to landing craft and
BIS-ITP will be completed before any aircraft are amphibious vehicles, it is based on the requirements
delivered to the Fleet or Training C ,mmand. of one man with his individual equipment. He is
(BUWEPINST 13100.4) assumed to weigh 224 pounds and to occupy 13.5

BOARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY, INITIAL TRIALS cuoic feet of space. (AR 320-5)

PHASE CONFERENCE BOAT-TAIL LI
A conference on the results of the Board of The aft end of the missile fuselage. Usually

Inspection and Survey Initial Trials Phase held at encloses at least part of the rocket motor and
the Naval Air System Command approximately propulsion system auxiliary equipment. (AFM
70-80 days after the beginning of the B"S-ITP for 127-201)
the purpose of reporting the evaluation of the 0
aircraft and support equipment and the T0r-OiFF v
determination of action to be taken. This The rapid vaporization of any volatile liquid,
conference is attended by representatives of the especially cryogenic liquids such as oxygen and

Chief of Naval Operations, Chief of Naval Air nitrogen. (AFM 127-201)

Training, Fleets, NAVAIRSYSCOM, Naval Air Test BOLTING DOWN
Center. Aviation Supply Office, Naval Aviation The .ecuring of an item to the base of a shipping
Safety Center, and the contractors. The container by m.ans of bolts applied through regular
configuration of the aircraft for initiai Fleet mounting holes in the item. One of several forms

delivery is established at the conference. A most of anchoring. (AFP 711-4)
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BOAB (COMPLETE ROUND) an agency in designated positions. (DOD 5000.8)
Consisting of all component parts required to BONDSURETY

drop and function the bomb once. (JCS Pub 1) A bond which pledges indemnification of the

BOND insured against any losses caused by the individual
A written evidence of an indebtedness, under whose name or position appears in the bond through

seal, containing a promise to pay a specified sum of his failure fhithfully to perform the terms of
money at a fixed time in the future. (DOD 5000.8) contracE or other appointed duties. (DOD 5000.8)

*A promise to indemnify for a loss suffered under LOOK FORM DRAWING
certain conditions. (DOD 5000.8) An assemblage of drawings and related data
BONDING pertaining to an item(s) or individual system under

Providing a path of low electrical resistance a single identitying drawing number and title, and
between two objects. (AFM 127-201) is used for special purpose applications, utilizing

BONDINGcombinations of printed or typewritten data
ARNiNTS thGvrmnaccompanied by pictorial delineation to discloseArise when the Government requires assuiane e qient. ac shtofhedwng s

against financial loss to itself or others by rason requirements. Each sheet of the drawing is

of the act or default of the contractor. They arise identified by a page number and each item depicted
alof isthe a nces ef the contractor Theqirse is individually identified. Book form drawings shallalso in instances where the contractor requires not be used to circumveat the requirements for
similar assurance. Included are such bonds as bid, furnishing individual drawings normally requiredperformance, payment, advance payment,
infringement, and fidelity bonds. (DAR 15-205.4) for items or systems. (MIL-STD-7) ME

BOND, BID BOOKKEEPING
A guarantee furnished by a prospective The art of recording and classifying economic

data for the purpose of "accounting" usually undercontractor that he will enter into a contract on t
which he has bid if it is awarded to him. (DOD the system known as "double-entry bookkeeping"

and urder an accounting system designed by an5000.8) accountant. (DOD 5000.8)
BOND, CONTRACT

A guarantee backed by cash or other security, of BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY
Records of financial transactions in the orderthe faithful performance and fulfillment of all of ththey occur-with or without chassification. (DODA.the undertakings, covenants, terms, conditions, and 5000.8) o

agreements ccntained in a contrat. It may include

a guarantee of the payment of all labor and BOOSTER
material bills incident thereto. These two An auxiliary or initial propulsion system which
guarantees may be written separately" the first as a travels with a missile or aircraft and which may or
"performance bond"; the second as a "payment may not separate from the parent craft when its
bond". (DOD 5000,8) impulseu has been delivered. A booster system may

BOND, FIDELITY contain or consist of one or more units. (JCS Pub 1) -aA high-exploshv? element sefficiently sensitive so :
A contract in which one person guarantees a a togbeat es a p element si so

second person against defalcation by a third person fuze or pi er and powerful enough to cause a
holding a position of trust. More restricted as a fe o pne an poefl engh to cu

"payentbond. (OD 500.) detonation of the main explosive filling. tJCS Pub
"payment bond". (DOD 5000.8) 1

BOND, INDIVIDUAL The propulsion system which prov"Js initial
A "surety bond" covering one employee of an thrust required for launch of a vehcle. (AFM

agency; or one contractor. (DOD 5000.8) 127-201)

BOND, PAYMENT BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF (BECO)
A guarantee of the payment of all persons The point at which the propellant supply of the

supplying labor or material in the prosecution of booster engine is cut off and ;ts thrust ceases.
work provided for in a contract. (DOD 5000.8) (AFM 127-201)I' BOND, POSITION SCHEDULE ROOST-GLIDE VEHICLE

A singf- "surety bond" covering all einployees of A rocket-boosted winged ,chiele capable of
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leaving the atmosphere and re-entering under respect to the procurement, receipt, storage, sale I
aerodynamic control in an unpowered or gliding and other authorized disposition of
condition. (AFM 11-1) stock-fund-financed materiel, and prescribed

periodic financial repor's are rendered to aBOOTSTRAPPINGdeintdsboeohoeoic.(R31-5

The process in which a portion of turbopump designated subhome or home office. (AR .10-25)

output is fed back to a gas generator to provide BRANCHISECTIONIBUYER (BSB) CODEavailable energy for driving the turbopump. (AFM A three-digit code unique to the Central
127-201) Procurement buying function at each ALC. It
BOUNCE BACK identifies the co'tcactual document to the buying

Pteturn to ASO of a supply action document by a branch (first ,igit), tuying section (second digit),and buyer (third digit). (AFLCR 70-11)
reporting stock point because sufficient assets are
not available to complete supply action. (ASOINST BREAK BULK CARGO
4285.13) Any commodity t.at, because of its weight,
BOX dimensions, or noncapatibility (odor) with otherA container constrcted of firm material with cargo, must be shipped by mode other than

A onane onesr ore of mtherfollowingt h imn unit for various ulAte conAsinSma
typically six closed faces-two sides, top, bottom, MILVAN or SEAVAN. (AR 55-9/NAVSUPINST
and two ends-secured to each other and which 4600.79/AFR 75-10/MC0 4610.31)
depends for stiength and stability entirely upon the BREAK BULK POINT
body material and fastenings. It is usually A transshipping activity to which unitizedconstructed of one or more of the following shipment units for various ultimate consignees may

materials or combinations of the same: metal, be consigned for further distribution aq separate
wood, paperboard, fiberboard veneer, plywood, or shipment units. (DOD 4500.32-R)
plastic. (AFR 69-8) A transshipping activity to which multiple

shipment units may be consigned for further
SA pallet with framework back and sides, so distribution within the transportation system. (AR

320-5)
constructed that several may be stacked, one upon
another, without the weight behig borne by the BREAKOUT

suppl;es but only t:; th paPets. (AR 310-25) A program that provides for the systematic
A pallet on which a box has been constructed to analysis of high value equipment or systems to

load supplies of odd shapes ard sizes. Normally, determine whether direct procurement of major
the front or the top of the box pallet is left open. components by the government (or prime
(AFM 67-1) contractor) is feasible. (NAVMAT P-4215).
B SOSCThe process of removing an item from theJil ~ BOX SHOP SPACE .

The gross area used for fabricating, category of being procurable only from one source

niufactu ring, assambly, or repair of containers and making it possible to procure the item from

and storage aides. (AFR 127-8) additional sources. (ASOINST 4200.8)
The improvement in ihe procurement status of an

BOXCAR item resulting from deliberate management action.
A fully inclosed freight car, usually wich sliding Examples are (i) the competitive procurement of an

doors on both sides. Used for general freight item previously purchased noncompetitively and (ii)
service. (AFR 69-8) the direct purchase of an item previously purchased

BRANCH DEPOT from a system prime contractor who is not the

A supply establishment for the receipt, storage, actual mdnufacturer of the item. (AFR 57-6, DSAM
and issue of a single commodity or type of supplies. .2)Asingle nu'neric 0 will be used incountn
(AR 320-5) with each assigned PMC to iaidicate that an alpha
BRANCH OFFICE suffix code has not been assigned; a double numeric

Any operating enity of a division of the Army 00 will be used in DLSC reports to indicate a count
Stock Fund (continental United States depot, of FSNs which are potential candidates for
procurement office, class I or II installation and screening. These indicators will be assigned
similar activities in o.crsea areas), where general automatically by DLSC without input from ICPs.
ledger accounting functions arc performed with (DSAM 4105.2)
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BREAKOUT PROCEDURE LEVEL CODE BUDGET ACTIVITY PROGRAM
An alpha code which indicates the breakout A combination of program elenents designed to

procedura level utilized in the determination of the express the accomplishment of a definite objective
Procurement Status Code (full screen, limited or plan (i.e., the ten programs of the FYDP). (DOI.)
screen, provisioning.) (ASOINST P4409.24) 7000.5)

BREAKOUT TANKAGE BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Storage tanks utilized by pipeline operators for A group of high level personnel at any echelon

intermediate storage in order tc facilitate product responsible for final staff review and
deliveries. (DOD 4140.25-M) recommendation of budget estimates. (DOD 5000.8)

BRIDGE PLATE BUDGET AUTHORITY
Plate, usually of mecal, used to span the space The Director of Budget, based upon the avproved

between a freight car or truck ane the loading appropriations by the Bureau of the Budget will
platform. (AFR 69-8) issue individual project allocations by appropriation

tc commands. (AFSCM 375-3)BRISANCE
The shattering power of an explosive. (AFM BUDGET AUTHORIZATION (BA) (AFLC FORM 145)

127-201) k document representing the approved financial
program upon which the recipient can plan for the

BROKEN STOWAGE present as well as the future. It will be issued at
Lost or unfilled space in and around cargo stowed the highest practicable level within an appropriation

under deck in a ship. (AR 310-25) consistent with the requirements of Air Force
RI'DDY SYSTEM management. (AFLCM 401-1)

The requirement that at least two persons will be Represents the approved financial program upon
which the recipient can plan for the present andpresent in any hazardous situation so that ,ne may future to enable him to accomplish his mission in an

provide assistance to the other if a mishap occurs. orderly manner. (AFSCM 375-3)
(AFM 127-100 Attachment 1, AFM 127-201) An administrative action, normally within the

BUDGET chain of command or management. approving an
An arrangement of missions, functions, activities, operating budget for use in execution of a program

projects, and items showing the planned application or programs, subject to such limitations as may be
of resources to them, with appropriate narrative established in connection therewith. May be
justification designed to obtain the funds necessary separate from although related to "funding."
to conduct operatioais. (AMCR 11-4) Would be the same as funding when all costsA statement of financial resources required to covered by an operating budget are funded. (DOD

support the program. (NAVEXOS P-2426B) 5000.8)
A planned program for a fiscal period in terms of BUDGET AUTHOnUATION ACCOUNT NUMBER (BAAN)

(a) estimated costs, obligations, and expenditures, An account n ,mber assigred by HQ USAF for
(b) sources of funds for financing, including budgetary, accounting, and control purposes, to
raimbursemets anticipated and other resources to identify military construction projects directed for a
be applied, and (c) explanatory and woikload data specified Air Force base, special program, or ANG
or the projected programs and activities (DOD bases. (For other programs, see Budget Program
5000.8) Activity Code.) (AFSCR 27-6, AFSCM 27-1)

BUDGET ACCOUNT CLASSIFICATION BUDGET AUTHORIZATION (BA) FLEXIBILITY
The budget account classification is established The authority granted to make adjustments to

by the Air Force Comptroller, and is the lowest funds to insure maximum ut iszation. S,atements of
level, below the appropriations )umber, on which fund flebility are contained in budget
accounting is maint rined. (ASCR 375-3) authorization documents. (AFLCM 172-1)

BUDGET ACCOUNT CODES, AF BUDGET iUREAU NUMBER
The identifying numerical code assigned to each A number assigned by the Bureau of the Budget

level of classification )f the Air Force budget to a public report evidencing clearance (approval)
accounts is preceded by the letter "P". Example under the Federal Reports Act of 1942. (DOD
P430, P601, P100, etc. (AFSCM 84-3) 5000.8)
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BUDGET CALL BUDGET ITEM
A request to the operating groups by the Article that may be issued, at the discretion of

Assistant Chief for Financial Management in the commanding officer, to organizations or to
response to direction by higher :,.athority, to individuals and charged against budget credits. I
prepare and submit basic budget estimates. (AR 320-5)

(BUWEPS 5200.25) BUDGET JUSTIFICATION
BUDGET CLASSIFICATION The supporting stateme,,ts and data used to provc

A program element or an aggregation of program the requireuient of the amount in a budget
elements used by the Army and Navy in the budget estimate. (DOD 500.8)
process. (DOD 7000.5) BUDGET MARK-UP

BIIDGEI' CREDIT Revision of a budget in detai., at a review level,
Allowance for money or material issued o a based on consideration of poliies, programs,

military unit according to a system of money credits scheduling, cost factors, and other pertinent data,
based on the approximate troop strength of the as a baois for approval or obligation authorization. I
unit. (AR 320-5) (DOD 5000.8)
BUDGET ESTIMATE BUDGET POSITION

An estimAted fund requirement for any element The current operating position plus procurement
inciuded in a budget. Collectively, all estimated lead time plus twelve months adjusted to the
fund requirements for a particular operating agency program position (see Lead Time Table,
or component or consolidation thereof. (AFSCM er 9). (AFLCM 57-2)
27-1, AFSCR 27-6)

AAn amount estimated for any element included in BUDGET PROGRAM
a b udg e it ed for any ed A portion of a departmental budget submitted to

budget. (DOD 5000.8) reflect estimated receipts, obligations, and 4

BUDGET EXECUTION expenditures pertaining to a particular program of
The processes involved at every echelon in an agency or department. As used by the Air

budgetary administration subsequent to passage of Force, refers to a subdivision established under an
an appropriation act. Includes preparation of appropriation to identify a major segment of Air
operating budgets; apportionments; funding actions; Force operations. (AFSCR 27-6)
review and approval of operating budgets; the BUDGET PROGRAM ACTIVITY CODE (BPAC)
incurring of obligations, costs, and expenditures; A subdivision established under ap appropriation
fto record fiscal transactions which identify funded
from approved budgets, and initiation of corrective requirements related to a budget program.
action required as a result of such review. (DOD (AFSCM 27-1)

Fiscal codes, used in the procurement, mil!tary -'

BUnGET FISCAL YEAR construction, and research, development, test, and
The fiscal year (1 Oct through 30 Sep) following evaluation appropriations, that further identify the

the fiscal year being executed (cu!rent fiscal year); systew program. Material Program Codes and Work
the fiscal year of focu, in the budgeting process. Breakiown Structures provide the next lower
(AFR 80-8) bteakdown. (AFSCM 375-3)

The BPAC provides a method for idenifying the
BUDGE1 FORMULATICN first subdivision of accounting classification below

The processes in preparation, review, and the appropriatio, level. (AFM 170-7)
establishment ot the annual budget presentid to the A subdivision established under an appropraticn
Congress as a basis for appropreationss'tands.
Includes planning and programming. (AFSCR 27-6, to identify a significant segment of Air Force

d 5000.8) operations by system, or program category.DOD 53000.8) (AFLCM 401O-1)

BUDGET GUIDE-LINES A code which identifies the budget program in
Both general and specific nstructions furnished the first two positions and the program/projet

by a higher level as a basis for budget formulation weapon. system in the last four positions. (AFSCM
or budget execution. (DOD 5009.8) 177-265)
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BUDGET PROJECT ACCOUNT requests and financial administration to the

The first major subdivision of a Budget Program programming effort.
(e.g., 23Z9. 23X0, 23K0, 23L0). (AR 750-4) The process by which funds required to carry out

IrUDGET YEAR programmed objectives and workloads are
determined and forwarded to higher headquarters

apTioe ntisca year immeAdit 440.38g t for approval as portions of the budget. (AFR 80-8)t apportionment year. (BUSANDAINST 440.38)

The fiscal year for which estimates are submitted BUDGETING AND PROGRAMMING GUIDANCE
to Congress by the President requesting The dollar levels (fiscal guidace) from higher
include data for three years, i.e., current year, preparation of a budget or program. (AFR 80-8)

ensuing year, and budget year. For example,
estiate forbudet yar 967 ereprepred BUDGET, 6USINESS-TYPEestimates for budget year 1967 were prepared A statement, in financial terms, of projected or

initiallyfosumsintHQUW byASdringiy for .bmis. , A c yAr," anticipated operations for a given period of an
during FY 1196 whc.si. den the "current year," accounting entity" financed under a "revolvingwhile FY 1966 was considered the "ensuing year" fund." It usually represents a goal-nota
at that time. (AFSCM 27-1)

aTthat timaye. arried 2 ) adding one to the limitation-and may be revised from time to time
Thaent fiscal yeaarrived at by a on the within a period to reflcct changing conditions which

curent fiscal year. In fiscal year 1969, the Budget may have an effect on future operations. (DOD
Year is fiscal y~ar 1970. (DOD 7045.7)

The fiscal year -mmediately following the current 5000.8)
year. (AR 750-4) BUDGET, CONGRESSIONAL

The "Presidents's Budget" as revised to
BDGEt portionof the CE approved by OSD for correspond to appropriation action by the Congress.

Thatporion f te C appove by SD or ,DOD .5000.8)
inclusion in the last President's Budget (including
subsequent amendments). If the Appropriation Bill BUDGET, COST-B4ASED
is signed prior to the "as of" date of the report, A budget prepared upon the basis of estimated
the actual appropriation will be fcotnoted if expenses and cost of acquisition of property, as
,ifferent. (DOD 7000.3) well as upon the basis of obligations to be incurred.

BUDGET YEAR OPERATING REQUIREMENT (DOD 5000.8"
The peacetime dollar requirement needed to BUDGET. DEPARTMENTAL 'I

sustain operations for the 12 months beyond the A budget prepared on behalf of a single
apportionment year, plus leadtime. (AFLCR 57-11) Department or Agency of the Government. (DOD

BUDGET YEAR QUANTITY 5000.b)
This quantity will be for 12 months beyond the BUDGET, FLEXIBLE (VARIABLE)

buy position. (AFSCR/AFLCR 57-49) A budget representing cost allowances
determincd at the end of a fiscal period, as a

sUDGETED of the budgRts RFOR BcmPe w refined basis of comparison with actual costs.Thes o te prts f open work These cost allowances are based upon actual
packages and completed portions of open work workioad, or volume of work performed, rather thanpackages, plus the appropriate portion of the estimates thereof. They are also based upon :

budgets for level of effort and apportioned effort. pedetesrme f she e s s d uog
(AFSCP/AFLCR 173-5) predetermined factors, such as standard usage .

facto:s for direct material, direct labor at standard

BUDGETED COST FOR WORK SCHEDULED (BCWS) prices, and allowances for related overhead costs
The sum of the budgets for all work packages, scaled to level of production or performance (by

planning pockages, etc., scheduled to be analysis of variable, semivariable, and fixed
accomplished (inclading inprocess work packages), elements of overhead costs), Distinguished from
plus the amount or level of effort and apportioned "forecast budget." (DOD 5000.8)
effort :wheduled to bt accomplished wihin a given BUDGET, FORECAST
time period. (AFSCP.'AFLCP 173-5) Estimates prepared before the beginning of a

BUDGETING fiscal period, based upon a forecast of the workload
The process of relating specific ap~propriation or '-olume of work to be performed. (Appropriation
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budget estimates employ this method.) Forecast BUFFER STOCK
budgets for expe- -s are distinguished from A quantity of a specific item identified as a
"flexible budgets. D 5000.8) phased provisioning item that the coutractor is

4I BUDGET, OPERATION authorized to release for production in advance of

A budget, currently revised, which is tae basis of the nornmal production release date. These
or funding, quantities shall not exceed production requirementsbudget authorization, apportionment ofor undelivered end articler on the contract. (AFR

and financial control of obligations, costs, and 6747)
expenditures, in the execution of a program or A q o a
programs. Distinguished from the "Presidents's A quantity of a specific item identified in thehudget" which is used to ju~stify appropriation phased provisioning schedule that the contractor is

requircd to have available for Air Force use in
requests. In the case of construction programs, advance of normal production requirements.includes "construction directive.s." (DOD 5000.8) (AFLCR 57-27) !

A budget, currently revised, at any level (such as ( 5727
a military department, operating agency, an BUILD-UP
intermediate operating agency, or an operating unit) The process of developing a military force or
which is the basis of budget authorization, funding organization to a prescribed strength or of
and financial control of obligations, costs and accumulating a specified stockage objective of war
expenditures, in the execution of a program or materiel. (AFM 67-1)
programs. Distingished from the "President' s BUILTIN
Budget" which is used to justify appropriation Of nf rOf an accebsory, feature, or capability
requests. In the case of construction programs,
includes construction directives. (DOD 7040.2) incorporated in a piece of equipment or logistic

L system. (AFM 67-1)
BUDGET, PERFORMANCE B
A budget based upon programs, functions, and SULK AC S commercial transportation

projects, which would focus attent:on upon the A JCS aillocation of or anstrationgenra carctr ndreatveimorane f he capability furnished MTMTS for administration
general character and relative importance of the under JCS program and priority guidance. (AR
work to be done, or upon the service to be
rendered, rather than upon the thiogs to be 55-36)
acquired such as personal servies, supplies, BULK CARGO
equipment, etc. (DOD 5000.8) Dry or liquid cargo such as oils, coal, grain, ore,
BUDGET, PRESIDENT'S stlphur, fertilizer. etc., that are shipped

A budget for the Government of the I"nitd unpackaged and usually in large quantities. (DOD j
States submitted annually by the President to the
Congress reflectirg estimated receipts, expenditures BULK FREIGHT
and appropriations proposed, the financiai condition Freight not in packages or containers. (NAVORI)
of the Treasury and comparative amounts for OP 2165)
current and preceding years, with such other detail BULK ITEM
as is required by law. (DOD 5000.8) Commercial standard and hardware items (e.g..

BUDGET, PROGRAM bolts, nuts, and cotter pins), proeuced to
A portion of a departmental budget submitted to Government spe.ifications (e.g., AN i.A.N MS.

reflect estimated reimb;,.,ements, obligations, NAF, and MIL items), and items
costs, and expenditures pertaining to a particular
program of an agency of department. (DOD 5000.8)

BUFFER CABIN
In automatic data processing: (lP A routine or In an aircraft, all the ,ompartments used for the

storage device used to compensate for a difference carriage of passengers or ca:go. (JCS Pub i)
in rate of flow of data, or time of occuirence of CADET
events, when tran.mitting data from one device to A student who Ld., been formally enrollcd in the
another. (2) An isolating circuit used to prevent a AFROTC program and is entaded to all benefits
driven circuit from influercing the driving circuit. authorized by law and regulations pertaining
(AR 310-25) thereto. (AFM 67-1)
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CAGED STORAGE CALIBRATION CYCLE
Storage space within a building specially screened Number of days between scheduled inspect:ons.

or barricaded to prevnt pilferage. (AFM 6?-1) (T.O. 00-20-10-6)
Caged storage is space segregated within a CALIBRATION LABORATORY I

building and specifi.-ally screened or barricadeu to A laboratory under the control of the Military
prevent pilferage, or. to isolate dapgerous Depv.rtments or any agency of the Department of

materials. (AFR 69-8) Defense which provides calibration services ior test
CALENDAR LIFE and measurement equipment used by activities

The accumulated age in calendar days or months engaged in RDT&E, production, quality assurance, I
of a selected item of hardware derived from a maintenance, supply, and operation of weapons
computation based on the appropriate calendar life systems, equipment and other DOD materiel. (DOD

start date and current date. Four separte 4155.18)
conditions of calendar life are computed in D057G. CAUBRATIONIVERIFICATION/CERTIFICATION
They are, by operation code, 777-Shelf Life, 868- These terms, when referenced to medical
Installed Life, 980-Combined Life, and 9P9-Total equipment, moy be utilized interc.iangeably to
Life. Calendar iife may be established, changed, define those actions accomplished by individuals toadjnsted or deleted through SICR or AFLC Form insure that medical equipment meets required-

884 input. (AFLCR 171-91) medical standards and prescribed parameters. (AFRo 67-1)
CALIBRATE

To convert a reading into another value by CALL
apnlying corrections. (AFM 67-1; Request for the delivery of supplies covered by

To rectify instrument readings to compensate for credits or allocations. In this meaning, also called
error. (AFM 67-1) draft. Signal on a bugle, drum, or whistle. That

To mark a scale of given value cn an instrument part of a message containing the call signs of the
or tool; to rectify instrument readings to station calling and the station :alled. Request from
compensate for error; to convert a reading into the port transportation officer for shipments, to
another value by applying corrections. (AFM 67-1) include the time and place at whieh the movement is

desired to reach the port. Request of the port
CALIBRATION commander for movement to the port. It is

Those measurement services, provided by forwarded to the agency responsible for iosuing
designated depot and/or laboratory facility teams, movement orders and includes the date and time the
who by the comparison of two instruments, one of unit and equipment accompanying or shipped by the
which is a certified standard of known accuracy, unit will arrive at the port. Status of Army
dltec, and adjust any discrepancy in the accuracy National Guard while on active duty under call.
of the instrument being compared with the certified (AR 310-25)
standard (AR 750-25) CALL FOR FSTIMATES

Comparison of a standard or measuring Instructions issued to prepare and submit budget
equipment instrument with a standard of higher estimates and estimated fund requirements for the
accuracy to insure that the former is within bu.iget year. (AFSCM 27-1, DOD 5000.8)
specified limits thr.ighout its entire range. (DOD
4155.18, AFLCR 74-13) CALL-TYPE CONTRACT

Intercomparison between two instruments, one of A genera; term used to describe any active
which is a certified standard of known accuracy, to contract requiring only the placement of an order.
detect and to correlate or adjust any variation in Basic Orderhng Agreements (BOAs) with prices

the accuracy of the instrument being tompared in negotiated in advance would be included in this

relation co the certified standard. (DLAM 4155.4, definition; BOAs requiring negotiation of prices for
AR 750-26, NAVSUP PLB 01, MCO P4870.45B) each order are no! included in this definiticn. (DOD

AR 7O-2, IAVSU PL 501, CO P870451) . 4140.39)
A comparison between a standard or measuring

equipment instrument or items of equipment, one of CAMP Iwhich is a stanoardl of higher accuracy, to detect, A group of tents, huts, or other shelter set up
correlate, adjust. and report any variation in the temporarily for troops, and more permanent than a
accuracy of the instrument or e,uipment itcm being bivouac. A military post. temporary or permanent,
compared or tested. (AFR 71-2) may be called a camp. (JCS Pub 1)
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N AN
CANBERRA removal of a specific assembly, subassembly, or

A two-place, twin-engine turbojet, all-weather component part thereof from an equipment end item
tactical bomber canable of delivering nuclear and for installation on a like equipment end item to
nonnuclear weapons. Designated as B-57. RB-57 is satisfy a prority mission requir-ment with an
the reconnaissance version. (JCS Pub 1) obligation of the IM to replace th, part tha4 was

S. .removed. (AFLCR 66-53)
CANCLLAT - .. . . . ,- The authorized removal of specific components I ,

A total or partia, discontinuance of supply action from one item of property for use or for installation
requested of and confirmed by the supplier. (DSAM n
4140.2, AR 735-110, NAVSUP Pub 5003, MCO n another item of property to meet riority
P4400.101, AR 725-0,) requirements. (DSAM 4140.2, AR 735-110,P440.10, AR72550)NAVSUP Pub 5003, MCO P4400.101)
CANCELLED CASE The term used to describe the maintenanie action

An FMS case which was not accepted or funded of disassembling an unserviceable or damaged piece
within prescribed time limitations, or was cancelled of equipment for the purpose of salvaging the
by the requesting country or the U.S. government. components wrhich are still serviceable and
In the latter case, the U.S. government or restocking those components ac spares. It also
purchaser electing to cancel all (or part) of case describes the action of borrowing a component of
prior to delivery of defense articles or performance spare assembly to be used as a spare pending
of services shall bz responsible for all (or resupply action. (AFLCR 171-91)
associated) termination costs. (DOD 5105.38M) CANNiBALiZATION POINT

CANNIBALIZATION A collection and disassembly area where j
The .uthorized removal of specific components disposable items are collected, classified, and held

from one item of AF property for installation on for recovery ui" repair parts for return to the supply
another item of AF property to m~et priority system. (AR 750-50)
requirements with the obligation of replacing the CANNIBALIZE
removed compon.nts. (AFM 67-1) To remove serviceable parts from one item of

The authorized remov'al of a specific assembly, equipment in order to install them on another item
subassembly or component from one equipment of equipment. (JCS Pub.1)
end-item for installation on another equipment The removal of serviceable parts from one item of
end-item to weet priority requirements with an equipment for stock or to instail another item of

_L obligation to replace the removed item(s). equipment to restore the latter to a serviceable
Equipment end-items as referred to above include condition. (DOD 5000.8)
aircraft, missiles, drones, spare aircraft and missile Removal of serviceable parts from one aircraft or
engines, aircraft pods, Class I trainers, CEM equipment for installation on another aircraft or
equipment, AGE units, Class II training equipment equipment. (OPNAVINST 5442.2B)
and vehicular equipment for which the NORS S-52 To remove serviceable parts from one item of
reporting system is applicable. Compoaents that are equipment in order to install them on another item
obtained from spare major assemblies, spare QEC of equipment before tran..fer to an authorized
kits and other like items for use on equipmeat disposal account. (DOD 4164h.21-M) I
enditem will not be clagsed or treated as q
cannibalization actions. All such items are classed CAOIPO ADP PROCESSING POINT
as part of the base resources that should be The activity which provides ADP services to thescreened for availability of the required component. CAO/PO. (In the case of Defense Contract

Effective with implementation of AFTO Form 349, Administration Services (DCAS) this activity is the
action taken codes "T" and U- are limited to use Defense Contract Administration Services Region
in "on-equipment" documentation only. (T.O. DCASR). In th2 case of a plant cognizance CAO.
09-20-10-7) the ADP acti% ity may be collocated with the CAO or

could be located at some other remote site.) (DOD
The authorized removal of parts and assemblies 4105.63-M)

from uneconomically repairable or disposable end 4
items or components thereof :,rd making them CAPABILITY
available frr reuse. (AR 320-5) A measure of the ability of an item to achieve

Applies only to those equipment items listed in mission objectives given the conditions durine, the
TO l- 20-2, Cannibalization is the IM authorized mission. (MIL-STD-7:'IB)
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The ability to execute a specified course of Often referred to as nonrecurring maintenance, is
action. (JCS Pub 1) identifid as that work which is clearly above and

A power or capacity to do a particular thing, beyond normal (recurring) maintenance, such as
arising irom a feature, condition, faculty, abih:y, or major repairs, :eplacement and rehabilitation of
the like. (AFM 67-1) deteriorated property. Rehabilitation of

CAPAbILITY GOALS deteriorated property applies to restoration and
repairs to industrial real property !aeilities, which

System concepts which have the best potential for have depreciated through normal ative use due to
providirg future operational capabilities but which fair wear and tear; have deterorated while not in
require further advances in technology before active use and have expended designed useful life.
decisivon can be made on s.lections for system In the literal sense, CTR applies to restoration and

d,;velopment and procurement. (AFM 11-1) repairs which restore and extend useful life;
CAPABILITY IMPACT restores but does not expand operating capability;

A code used to indicate a degraded CEM reduces recurring and routine preventive
equipment condition (A - Amber) or a maintenance costs; and is beyond normal iecurring
non-operational condition (R - Red). (AFM 65-662) maintenance practices. The costs are not normally
CAPACITY LOAD (NAVY) expended as burden or overhead. ,AFSCR 78-5)

The maximum quality (sic quantity) of all supplies CAPITAL WORKING
(ammurition, petroleuu, oils, and lubricants, Excess of current assets over current liabilities.
rations, general stores, maintenance stores, etc.) (DOD 5000.8)
which each vessei can carry in proportions CAPITALIZATION
prescribed by proper authority. (JCS Pub 1) The monetary value of inventories (materiels,
CAPACITY, UNDERUTILIZED supplies, and equipment), including undeiivered

The excess of normal level of operations over the orders due-in under capitalized contracts and
actual level, in such terms as workload or output, allocations of task, less liabilities and equity
for any industrial-or commercial-type activity or reservations. (AMCR 37-98)
component thereof. The cost of maintaining A reassignment of logistics management
underitilized capacity is not fairly subject to functions from a Military Service/GSA to a DSC
inclusion in the total cost or overhead cost of which, when assets are involved, causes an increase
production. (DOD V-5000.8) to the DSC inventory control record, the DSC
pcapitalization account and the Defense Stock Fund.
CAPITAL (DSAM 4140.2, AR 735-110, NAVSUP Pub 5(03.

The assets of an enterprise, especially capital , CO P4400.101)
property. Divided between "fixed capital" and

working capital". (DOD 5000.8) CAPITAL, BORROWED
The non-expendable or capital funds used to That portion of the total capital of a business

finance an enterprise or activity. (DOD 5000.8) enterprise iepresented by indebtedness for loans,
The excess of assets over liabilities of an eihersort-term or

accounting entity financed by a non-expendable or CAPITAL EQUIT
capital fund. (DOD 5000.8) That portion of the capita! of a business
CAPITAL STOCK enterprise represented by tne interest of the

The proprietary interest of a corporation owners. The excess of total assets over ,.tal
evidenced by .;hares of stock. The expression of liabilities (including borrowed capital). IDOD
this interest in financial ternis. (DOD 5000.8) i000.8)

CAPITAL TYPE REHABILITATION (CTR) CAPITAL, FLIED
The repair of real or personal property which That portion of the capital fund of an accounting

exceeds the normal maintenance agreeient in entity ivested in "fixed assets" and long-terimeffet Ietwen he sin cotratorandthe investments. including especially investnients in

cognizant Air Force procuring activity. (The other business corporations. iDOD 5000.8)
contract administration activity cognizant of the CAPSULE
facilities must certify that the work to be An ejectabhle sealed cabin having autwiatic
performed is. in fact. outside the scope of the devices for safe return -f the oC'cpnInts to the
normal maintenance agreement.I (AFR 7--22) surfa e. i.WS Pub 1)
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A sealed pressurized cabin for extremely Lgh CARDINAL POINT EFFECT
altitude or orbital space flight which provides an The iicreas:- intensity of a line or group of
acceptable environment for man, animal, or returns on the radar scope occurring when the
equipment. (JCS Pub 1) radar beam is pei;endicular to the rectangular
CATV IIGsurface of a line or group of similarly aligned] CATIVE RINGfeatures in the ground pattern. (JCS Pub 11

A simulated firing during which the missile is put
through its paces but is not permitted to lift off. CARE AND HANDLING
(AFM 67-1) Includes pa.zking, storing, handling, and

conserving excess. surplus, foreign excess and
CAPTIVE PARTS exchange sale property, and, in the case of property

Parts manufactured by a single source and which is dangerous to public health or safety,
available only from the mantfacturer or his destroying or rendering innocuous such property.
franchised dealers, preclading purchase of such (DOD 4160.21-M)
parts by independent parts jobber, at usual trade
discounts. Additional!y, there is no substitute item CARE OF SUPPLIES IN STORAGE
manufactured or distributed nationally through A program whereby supplies and equipment in
independent parts dealers. (AFM 67-1) storage are preserved in a serv-ceable condition

through inspection and action taken to correct any
CAPTIVE TEST forms of deterioration and to restore the supplies toA test conducted while the missile is secured to a ready for issue condition. (AR 320-5)

test stand. Primarily intended to verify proper
operation of the propulsion and flight control CAREER APPRAISAL
subsystems under full thrust conditions. May also The proces of inventorying and evaluating the
test the operation of any or all of the remaining attributes aid potential capabilities of each
airborne subsystems. (AFM 11-1) employee. It includes analysis oi career training

needs for orderly progression withiti the career
CARBOY field and the planning for fulfilling these needs.

A large cylindrical container for liquids made of (DD Form 1917, Employee Career Appraisal. or
glass, plastic, or metal ai'd cushioned in a special fo:lrw- on form.) (ASCR 50-5)
container. (AFR 69-8)

CARETAKER STATUS
CARD CODE A nonoperating cordition in which the

A one or two-digit code, appearing on some J041 installations, materiel, and facilities are in a care
input transactions, which defines the format of the and limited preservation status. Only a minimum of
transaction and the file maintenance action desired. personnel is required to safeguard against fire.
(AFLCR 70-11) theft. and damage from the elements. (JCS Pub 1)
CARD P CARGO

An ADPE card used to make changes (except Includes all items of supplies, materials. stores.
total deletions) to approved GA and MASF program baggage, or equipment which are classified .nd
lines. (AFLCR 400-23) transported as freight in contrast to those items
CARD PROGRAMMED which are classified and transported incidental to

The capability of performing a sequence of passenger movements. (DOD 45J0.32-R)
operations according tr. instructions contained in CARGO CHECKING
one or a deck of punched cards. (AR 310-25) The act of identifying the shipment. :ounting. or

CARD R tallying the package, noting improper packing.
An .ADPE card used to delete a GA or MASF improper or insufficient markings at ain it enirueto dlete a00-2 rshipment/trznsshipment or receiving acavity. andprogram in its entirety (AFLCR 400-23n noting shortages, overage, and (oamiges. 'AR

CARD SEQUENCE ,1UMBER 320-5) The act of identifying the shipment. counting
A ]-digit number (beginning witi one for each or tallying the packages. noting damage. improper

address type; to denote the sequence of each line packing or improper insufficient markings at an t ir
within a clear text a'Jdess. (DOD 40,,o.21i or water terminal. (AR 725-50)
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CARGO CLASSIFICATION (COMBAT LOADIN ) CARGOMASTER
The division of military cargo into categories for A four-engine turboprop cargo transport capable

combat loading aboard ships (AR 320.5, JCS Pub of carryi'- outsize freight. Designated as C-133.
1) (JCS Pub 1)

CARGO DELIVERY RECIF1 CARLOAD
Receipt used to check cargo discharged from The quantity of freight required for the

ships and to forward shipments from a terminal to application of a rail carload rate. (DSAR 4500.3.

ultimate consignee (DA Form 1664). (AR 320-5) NAVORD OP 2165)
J A car loaded to the carrying capacity. (DSAR

CARGO OUTTURN MESSAGE 4500.3
A detailed report prepared on DD Form 470 and 4503

470c by a discharging Water Teiminal or other CARLOAD SHIPMENT I
responsible activity to record discrepancies in the Quantity of freight equal to or in excess of the

form of over, short, and damaged cargo as minimum weight specified for a carload in carrier's

manifested and as checked at time and place of tariffs. Quantity of freight less than that specified

discharge from vessel or delivery by ocean carrier, above may Le accorded carload service if thp charge

iDOD 4500.32-R) for the specified carload minimum weight is paid.

A brief message report transmitted within 48 (AR 320-5)

hours of completion of ship discharge to advise both CARRIED ITEMS
the Militry Sealift Command and the terminal of Refers to items that are stocked. (NAtSUP
loading of the condition of the cargo, including any MAN)
discrepancies in the form of overages, shortages, or CARRIER
damages between cargo as manifested -nd cargo as Inldsrioa, lepgcradepes: :!chekedat tme f dschrge.(JC Pp !)Includes railroad, sleeping car and express
c e t f h C bcompanies, private car lines, freight forwarders.

CARGO OUTTURN REPORT motor carriers, barge and steamship companies, air
A detailed report prepared by a discharging carriers and pipeline companies. (AP 320-5, DOD

terminal to record discrepancies in the form of over, 4-0.32-R, DSAk 4500.3)
short, and damaged cargo as manifested, and cargo A railroad car, motor truck, ship, airplane, or
checked at a time and place of discharge from ship. other vehicle used for transporting supplies.
(JCS Pub 1) Sometimes used to denote an entire rail trucking,i CRGOREC~YEDshipping or air transport system. (AFR 69-8)

Cargo will be reported as received when CARRIER COMPANY
discharged from vessel. (AR 50-30) A group of four-man teams formed into a control

CARGO SHIPPED unit for movement overseas. (AR 310-25)

Cargo will be reported shipped when manifested. CARRIER SERVICE
(AR 50-30) The availabdlity and use of equipment and

facilities of commercial carriers for the movement
^ARGO SLING ',or incident to the movement) of personb, property.

A strap, chain, or other material used to hold aid mail to or from designe? point(s). (DODI cargo items securely which are to be hoisted, 4500.17)
lowered, or suspended. (JCS Pub 1) CARRIER'S INADEQUATE EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES

CARGO TIE-DOWN POINT Carrier's equipment is inadequate for movement
A point on military materiel designed fcr of material, or the selection and use of carriers

attachment of various means for secuing the item with inadequate facilities to store, protect. and
for transport. (,CS Pub 1) otherwise handle shipments while in their custody.

CAIGO TRANSPORTER (AR 55-38)
A reusable, metal shipping container designed for CARRIERS, FOR4HIRE .

worldwide surface and air movement of suitable Common and contract carriers who transport -

military supplies and etripment through the cargo passengers aisd propcrty for compensation (DSAR
transporter sert ice. 0-ClS Pub II 4500.3. DOD 4500.32-R)
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CARRIER, CONTRACT CASE NUMBER
A person or company other than a common A specific designator assigned to each FMWZ case,

carrier who, under spacial and individual contracts consisting of the two alpha country code, and three
or agreements, transports passengers or property alphabetic letters, e.g. AT-ABC, AT-Australia,

for compensation. (DSAR 4500.2, DOD 4500.32-R) ABC-Case identifier. (AFSCM 27-1)
CARRIER. PRIVATE CASE SUFFX CODEI

Persons, other than those included in the terms Mcieraal (d.(O 153M"common carrier" or "contract carrier," who Mahnredbece.(D5153M
transport property of which such carrier is the CASH -

owner, lessee, or bailee, when such transportation is Moneys, including coin, currency, maoney orders, -

for the purpose of sale, lease, rent or bailment, or checks or similar forms of ey~hange, held or on
in furtherance of any commercial enterprise. (DSAR deposit subject to withdrawal or, demand. AvailalieI

4500.3)as a medium of exchange.. (DOD 5000.8)ICARRY OVERCAHBO
The number of systems that are in-work: or- the Corapee1al4rcr of ali rnacin ofproject~~ coplt dail reconnid trahensactions (AL

prj1 ta7 hebgnnn f2h is4) (FC each disbu. :ing office, coveritig the reccipt and
171-24)d;sbursement of public funds aind the accountability

CARRYALL TRUCK of the disbursing officer. (DOD 5000.8)
Clo~sed body. -,)mbination cargo and personnel,

carrier with seats which can he removed or adjusted CASH COLLECTION VOUCUER (DO Fem 1131)
to m~ake space for cargo. (AR 320-5) The form used when an individual of his own

CARRING OINTvolition admits pecuna3.y iiabi!it3 for loss, dipnage,
A DLA center stock point which stocks a specific o etuto fpbi rpry AM6-). -

group of items not normally stocked by other CASH IN AD VANfCE
depos. (FM 6-1)U.S. dollar currency, check, or other negotiable

CASE instrument submitted by the customer concurrent , -

IA fHe of data pertinent to a single problem. (TM with acceptance of a sales offer. (DOD 5105.38m) 4
10-750-2)

A contractual sales agr~eement between the U. CS AE
ad an eligible foreign country or internaional Sales zarde to authorized personnel for cash.

organization documented by DD Form 15139. One (AYM1 67-1)
FM S case designator is ass~gned for the purpose of CASH SALES (DOD)
identification, accounting, and data processing for Involves either "cash in advanre-. paym~ent2

eac) aceptd ofer(DD orm 151). POD within a reasonable period not to exceed 120 days
~10o38M)after delivery of the article or the rendering of the

CASE 2SCRIPTION service, or payments as funds are requirz-d to meet
A shor., title specifically prepared for each FIIS progress payments to suppliers under a

case. (DOD 5105.38M) "Dependable Undertakine- (Secs 21 and 22, AECA).
CASE DES#'-4ATOR (DOD .510.38M)

A unique designator assigned by thce ggq por~
implementing agency to ea~ch Foreign Military Sales ThbaaicocahttecrdtfteTesur
case. The designator originates with the offer of a qf the United States and other authurized 0flicials

le, identifies the± case through ali subsequent -i gnis-hc sc dp-i ib2teie
trnwictiors. and is generally a three letter o gnis hc sc eoi ihatoie

dsi-to.(DOD 510S..ISM) depasitaries. (Depositaries do not include the U.S. A-
CASE LOTTreary.) (DOD 5000.8)

itm oeor inore of a parLiculir item) encased CASNWlfl kCCEPTAPCEtundioUSolasun

in an exterior pack (case, crate, carton, box, barrel, A -Sezk or similar negotiable instruirent ,
etc.) and received, stored, and shipped without submitted by the customer with acceptanec of an
opening or ohriedisturbinag teexterior pa~rk. FM aewhich cnb tre noU olr.uo
(APR 67-21) demand by the USAF. (AFR 40-3)



- CASH, DISBURSING OFFICERS' CATALOGING MANAGEMENT DATA NOTIFICATION (CMDN)
Cash held by a disbursing officer for CARD

disbursement in lieu of use of checks drawn on the An EAM card keypunched with appropriate data
Treasury or *or deposit in the Treasury. Derived to provide a standardized means for communication
from cash receipts, including proceeds of Treasury management data between DLA/GSA/DLSC and the
checks issued for cash. (DOD 5000.8) military services. (AFM 67-1)

CASH, PETTY CATALYST
A sum of money, either in t:,e form of currency A material which affects the rate of a chemical

or a special bank account, set aside for the purpose reaction without being consumed itself. (AFM
of making change o7 immediate payments of 127-201)
comparatively small aniounts. (DOT) 5000.8) CATAPULT

CASREPT/SCIP REQUISITION A structure which provides an auxiliary source of
A requisition submitted by a ship, assigned to the thrust to a missile or aircraft; must combine the

active fleet and not undergoing scheduled -verhaul, functions of directiag and accelerating the missile
for material required to correct a Casu 'y to a during its travel on the catapult; serves the same
designated SCIP equipment. (BUSANDAINST function for a missile as does a gun tube for a
4408.1) shell. (JCS Pub 1)

CATALOGED ITEM CATASTROPHIC FAILURE
A national stock numbered item identified A sudden change in the operating characteristic

according to the princinles and procedures of the of an Item resulting in a complete lack of useful
Federal catalog system, and on which data is performance of the item. Reliability - 07/.
published and maintained in the DOD section of the (NAVAIRINST 4700.2, MIL-STD-721)
Federal supply catalogs; the Army Master Data File CATEGORIES (FIELD STORAGE)
(AMDF); automated systems of other militarysAMDi)e utsoate sytems; od othe mility Primary groups into which materiel is segregated
service users of the items; and the Defei~se fostrginheild(A 31-5
automated addressing system (DAAS). (A R
710-26!NAVSUP Pub 452 Revision/AFR 67-96, CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION
MCO P4400.51A/DSAR 4140.47) 1. Official. Information owned by, produced for

CATALOGING or by, subject to the :ontrol of the US Government.
Official, military, and defense information are used

-~~~~ ~Consists of those functions, processes, and inehagbyintsrgutonnd efecd
operations involved in item identification, inte.changeably in this regulation and referenceddirectives.
classification, stock numbering, and documentation. 2. Classified. Military informatioi., designated
Included are the development or application of
pIncles are gudeslodirectivespitemtnames, by security. The information. is limited to threeprinc~ples, rules, guides, directives, item names, classifications: Top Secret, Secret, and

description patterns, item descriptions and numbers, Clsfications Top Secr decrto nd
and item classification; in addition, recording and clossifications and information an additiona
presenting the pertinent data in a form
urderstandable and usable for establishing item markings and notations).
identity, an aid to item interchangeabi!ity and 3 Un d

standardizrtion research; and for the diverse consists of two categories.
requirements of supply operations and management. (a) Distribution Limited. Information bearing a
(AFLCM 72-2) statement pursuant to the requirements of AFR

80-45, which limits distribution to US government
CATALOGING ACTIVITY CODE agencies only.

A two-position code which designatos the specific (b) Distribation Unlimited. Information bearing
activity having assigned responsibility far a statement pursuant to AFR 80-45 permitting
cataloging an item of supply. (AFLCR 67-5) unli:nited distribution. (AFSCR 200-5)
CATALOGING DIVISION CATEGORIES OF MATERIAL

The division of the Defense Logistics Service The Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention ari
Center, Defense Logistics Ag?ncy, responsib,- for C(,.trol Act of 1970 has dil ided controlled
the maintenance, conversion to and utilization of ,mbstances (drugs) into five schedules, Schedule I
the Federal Catalog System. (DOD 4120.3) (not stocked in; DOD system); Schedule II items
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which require exclusion area (vault) storage; and CATEGORY II MILITARY INTERDEPARTMENTAL PURCHASE
Schedule II, IV, and V items which require as a REQUEST
minimum Limited Access Area Security. As this The buying activity awards a contract citing the
regulation covers more than controlled substances, ALC funds. A contract is received by the POD
a breakout by the regulation covers more than coordinated procurement function an! enters J041,

Scntrolled substances, a breakout by the required tying MIPR requirements to the contract.
level of security, from highest to lowest, L as Payments using ALC funds are made directly to thc
follows: 1. Sensitive Items. For the pturpose of contractor by the office administering the contract.
this regulation, the use of the term Sensitive Items, (AFLCR 70-11)
unless otherwise specified, will include Schedule I/ CATEGORY "A" CRYSTALS

N substances (not classified in relation to interests of Those cr" Is used as part of standardnathose defense, use as paiut mophne standae,
national defense, e.g., opium, morphine, codeine, electronic/avionic equipment where the frequency
methadone, and methamphetamine), precious metals, of the crystal normally has been pre-established.
alcohol, and alcoholic beverages. These items They are identified in the equipment manual by
require exclusion area (vault) storage and a high frequency, type, or other identifying information.
degree of protection and control during receipt and Also included in this category are crystals used in
shipment because of statutory and regulation electronic/avionic equipment where the frequency
requirements to prevent loss from theft or of operation is optional; however, experience
pilferage. Sensitive items are designed by the letter ddictates that the frequency of the crystals required
R" in the Notes Column of the Federal Supply does not often change. Category "A" crystals are

Catalog, Identification List, C-6500-1L. In logical spare parts and candidates for NSN action.
accordance with Federal regulations, sensitive items Examples of Category A crystals are:
(Schedule I items in the Comprehensive Drug a. UHF guard frequency.
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970) are b. VHF guard frequency. A
identified by C-I or II. (Many of these drugs were c. Radar approach control frequency.
formerly identified by a capital "C".) The d. Tower common control frequency.
manufacturer places this symbol on the immediate e. Selected Navaids (TACAN/ILS/TVOR).
container and carton as applicable; however, to f. Test equipment (electrical and electronic).
deter pilferage, the symbol does not appear on the g. A5ionics and aerospace grond,
intermediate or shipping containers. Military equipment/systems. (AFM 67-1)
Standard Transportation and Movement Procedures
(MILSTAMP) categorizes items designated as CATEGORY "B" CRYSTALS
Sensitive az.d/or Drug Abuse Control Items in this Those crystals where the frequency cannot be
regulation as Controlled cargo. (DSAR 4145.11) preestablished but, rather, where the

operational/mission dictates a particular frequency
CATEGORY requirement which in turn results in a computed

A major factor or significant effort/action within crystal frequency. The required crystal frequency
the contractor's property control system. (AFSCM will usually be peculiar to a particular
78-1) operation/mission and recurring requirements for

One of the consideratiops used in classifying AF this crystal frequency are not anticipated. It
inventory into management categories. It is should be recognized, however, that the computed
directly related to unit costs or dollar value of frequency for a particulir operation/mission may be
annual issues. (AFM 67-I) the same as an already stock listed c-ystal.
CATEGORY I MILTARY INTERDEPARTMENTAL PURCHASE Category "B" crystals are not norrally considered
REQUEST as candidates for cataloging action unless recurringProcurement of supnlies or services is dem:nds for the same crystal are received. In this

instance the crystal may become a candidate foraccomplished o a contct funded by the buin(AFM 67-1activity, or when appropriate, furnkhed from stock.

The supplies o," services are ,elivered and the CATEGORY, STRATEGIC
requirilg AL(' ilater reimburses the buying activity. A group of research and developr.:ent programs
.0141 retais data records sn'ely 'y t0-.. outgoing mnd projects which are intended to contribute
11 PR wi'nmber since no contract is received at the I)rila,'ily to increasing the effec:ivenless of a single I
A L. A F IXR )- 11) military operation. (DOD 5000.b)
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CATHODE RAY TUBE (CRT) CELLULAR UNIT
__ A phrase commonly used to describe a keyboar'd A unit composed of teams (table of organization

interactive terminal with an added alpha/numeric and equipment cells), each of which includesdisplay station. (AFSCR 70-13) personnel and equipment required for performance

CATHODIC PROTECTION of a specific function. A group of one or more
uteams mqy be selected to form a military unit to

Sand u cancel out the ticurrntgeneratedby a corrosione  meet a special requirement not currently provided

cell, thereby protecting the metal againstor flexible tables of organization and
againsn equipment. Teams also may be used to augment

e r A 2units organized under fixed or flexible tables where
CAUSAL FACTORS increments of less than company size ar,. required.

Actions aed conditions, or the omission thereof, (AR 320-5)

-" which affect the adequacy of a category, functional CEM EQUIPMENT STATUS SUMMARY
area, characteristic, or property control system.(AFSCM78-1)This report is generated monthly. This product
(AFSCM 78-1) presents performance data and rianpgerial

CAVITATION indicators for specified equipment. Also, there is a
Condition in a liquid causing the formation of command Equipment Status Summary, PCN

vapor bubbles. This condition may come about in a SG033E003, that presents performance data and
pump or around a propeller when the vapor managerial itidicators for specified (MAKJOM
pressure of the liquid exceeds the static pressure on supplementj items. (AFM 65-662)
its surface. Cavitation, may cause highly damaging CEM INVENTORY REPORT
vibrations. (AFM 127-201) This product presents the current inventory and a

CB MATERIAL list of changes since last run. (AFM 65-662)
Generic terminology for chemical agents or CEM SERIAL NUMBER

biological defense research material. (AFR 127-100, The serial number of the equipment being
Attachment 1)Attahmen 1)reported. (AFM 65-662)

CE CEM SUMMARY DATEPapers permitting a ship, or aircraft to leave on a Edo ot aefrsmayrpr.(F

voyage or flight. An agreement between the 65-662)
shipper and the designated release authority for an
air or water terminal that permits a particular CENTRAL PROCUREMENT (CP)shipment to be transported to the terminal, and that The procurement of material, supplies, ind

the terminal is ready to receive the shipment during services for the benefit and use of the entire Air
a given period. Authority permittitig individuals, Force. 'AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)
cooperating in the Department of the Army work The procurement of consolidated Air Force
and having a legitimate interest therein, access to requirei.ents of materials, supplies, or services
classified technical information, materiel, or effected by the designated agencies, nmely, AFLC
equipment, or admission to restricted areas or and AFSC. Department of the Army, Department of

installations where such information or materiel is the Navy, and the Defense Supply Agency. (AFM
located. Certification of individual's compliance 66-17)
with standards prescribed in appropriate health The procurement of material, supplies, and
regulations for permission to remain in, depart services for the benefit and use of entire Air Force.
from, or travel to specified environments and (AFLCM 57-7, AFSCM 57-2)
specific specializea duties. (AR 310-25) The procurement of material, supplies. or servicesCEILNG, IL!ARY-EPSONELby an officially designated command or agency with
CEILING, MIL!TARY-PEPSONNEL funds specifically provided for ::.uch procureme.it

The maximum author;zed strength f,r each of the for the L.nefit and use of the entire Air Force. or
military Services as established by law or in the case of single managers, for the military
appropriate administrative authority. (DOD 5000.8) departments as a whole. The delegation of
CELESTIAL GUIDANCE procurement funds to another command to effect

The guidance of a missile or other vehicle by local purchase of items d, signated for central
reference to celestial bodies. (JCS Pub 1) procurenent does not change the central
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procurement identity for such items. (AFSCM 27-i) Those items for which the cognizant inventoryProeurement initiated to meet AF world-wide control point (ICP) of a military department or theprogram requirements. Central procurement does DSA has prescribed central management andnot include local procurement of supplies and procurement; i.e., central requirementsservices authorized by AF'M 67-1, Volume I, Part determination, supply control, distribution, storage,
one, Chapter 8. (AFI.CR/AFSCR 67-12) and procurement direction by the cognizant ICP.
CENTRAL PURCHASE A 700-12)The purchase of supplies or equipment by a Items for which t'.e cognizant Inventory Controlprocuring activity responsible for nationwide 

3itbd 
ct a nagepment a n

PintiCP) ofnra anDgepment adorenht
procurement and distribution direct to the user or p.ibe d c entral equi ement at procurementthrough the depot system. (AR 320-5) (i.e., central requirements determination, supply
CENTRAL PURCHASEITEMS control, distribution, stockage, and procurementCE A Pdirection 

by the cognizant ICP). (AFR 67-27)Itemb procured on a consolidated basis byNational Inventory Control Points or their TRALIZED SCREENING
designees for such procurement. (DOD 4100.81) Screening of excess property information within

the Military Services and eligible foreign countriesCENTRAL RECEIVING POINT by DPDS or by the headquarters or appropriate
An activity at a CONIJS installation responsible regional office of GSA. (DOD 4160.21-.1)

for receiving shipments, processing prescribeddocumentation, and distributing materiel. (AR CENTRALLY CONTROLLED MATERIEL310-25)In-use 
meriel uect to transaon reporting

to a central point designated to exercise itemCENTRAL SECONDARY ITEM STRATIFICATION (CSIS) distribution and management control for a Military
This is a process that provides for accumulation, Service or DOD as a whole. Such central point may

extraction and display of basic supply data in a be an Inventory Control Point (ICP), command,manner that relates assets to re4uirements in a bureau, office or other activity designated tospecific priority/time sequence. It further provides exercise such control for a Military Service or DODthe ALCs and HQ AFLO with a uniform sequence of as a whole. (DSAM 4140.4)requirements and assets stratification for
investment spares and establishes inventory btatus CENTRALLY MANAGED PARTSand budget requirements of the Air Force Parts procured, stored, and issued by other
investment spares inventory. This inventory data government agencies, such as DLA, Army, etc.of investment spares is required for preparation of (AFM 67-1)P-18 exhibits. (AFLCR 57-11) CENTRALLY-MANAGED ITEMAn item of materie! subject to central

An activity within each participating military requirements determination, central supply control,service cr agency assigned responsibility of control central procuremen t con ol, and centralof DODAAF data. AFLC (MCTMC) is the Air Force distribution control under cognizance of itemCSP. (AFR 400-11) managers of the military services. ,AFM 67-1)
CENTRAL UNIT CENTRALLY-PROCURED (CP) ITEMS

An organization designated to coordinate effort Centrally procured items refer to stock listedof all Diplomatic Missions and the ASD(ISA) to items having a centrally-procured procurementprevent or follow-up diversions of property to the source code. (AFM 67-1)denied areas of foreign excess sold in the European CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITarea (Europe, Near East and Africa) or Pacific A certifitate evidencing the deposit of funds in aCommand area, and responsible for issuance of the commercial bank, usually at interest. (DOD 5oO0.8)Cleared Bidders Lists. (DOD 4160.21-M) A certificate evidencing the deposit of funds wit~i aCENTRALIZD ITEMS Federal Reserve Bank or ; designated GovernmentThose items of supply for which appropriate depositary for credit in the account of theauthority has prescribed central management an(I Treasurer of the United States. (DOD 5000.8)
procurement within a Military Department r CERTIF!CATE OF EXPENDITURES
Service. (JS Pub 1, NAVAIRINST .1700.2) Statement which declares that expenuable



property has been used up or has been dropped CHAFF
from accountability. AR 320-5) Radar confusion reflectors, which consist of thin

CERTIFICATE OF INDEBTEDNESS metallic strips of various lengths and frequency

Short-term interest-bearing notes issued an2 sold responses, used to reflect echoes for confusion
purposes. (JCS Pub 1)

by the Government to take care of current
financing requirementz of the Treasury. (DOD CHAIN OF COMMAND
5000.8) The succession of commanding officers from a
CERTIFICATE OF SETTLEMENT superior to a subordinate through which command

A formal statement issued by the General is exercised. Also called command channel. (JCS

Accounting Office evidencing its determination of Pub 1)

an amount due a claimant or designated payee. CHANGE
(DOD 5000.8) Within the context of configuration control, a

CERTIFICATE OF SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNT formally recognized revision to a specified 2nd
A formal statement issued by the General documented Navy material requirement. Includes

Accounting Office evidencing the examinatioi and design changes, engineering changes, field changes,
clearance of an account of an accountable technical change orders, changes in specifications or
disbursing officer for a stated periou. (DOD other related requirements-type documents,
5000.8) alterations, amendments, improvemcnts,

modifications, and other similar types of change
CERTIFICATION actions. (NAVMATINST 4130.1)

The act of designating that standards and A change is the correction or modification ol
precision measurement equipment have been information in an existing TM. (AFR 66-19, AR
calibrated and meet established requirements. 310-70, NAVMATINST 5600.11A, MCO 5215.16,
(AFR 74-2) DSAR 4151.9)

The action taken by a responsible standards or
calibration divity to attest to the accuracy of CHANGE BULLETIN (Supplement)

calibrated items. (AR 320-5, AR 750-25) A temporary addition to, or continuation of, a
The act of designating that precision equipment DOD Section of Federal Supply Catalog pending its

has been inspeLted (visually or physically) and complete -evision. The change bulietins will be
meets established minimum accuracy requirements. cumlative if more than one is publisheC before the
(D!,AMI 4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO basic section is revised. (AFLCM 72-2)

P4870.45B) CHANGE CODE

CERTIFICATION CONTROL NUMBER k code used to facilitate the processing or
A sequential alphanumeric designator issued for revisions to a record or file. The actual codes are:

containers or packages that have been certified as C - for changes to records, D - for deletion of
prescribed by paragraph 3c. This number provides records, E - for e.minLtion - f all ,'ecords and N -

tracking and visibility capability for Air Force fo,, iddition of new records. (AFSCI 177-265)
activities. (AFSC/AFLCR 800-29) CHANGE CODING

CERTIFICATIOiN OF EQUIVALENCY The method of changing data elements previously
Certification by HQ AFSC or HQ AFLC that ft,,nished to the CIMM as a result of IMC.

l)roposed packaging of a hazardous item for Excluded are chaiges from Service management to
shipment equals or exceeds the requirements of 49 Integrated Materiel Man-gement or vice v-ersa.
CFR. (AFSC/AFLCR 800-29) Such latter changes shall be accomplished under

CERTIFICATION OF STORES initial, maintenance, retroactive. or return codieig as

The determination of the extent of . specific appropriate. (DOD 4160.2141-1)

store/ aircraft centpatibility and tl'e formal CHANGE HOUSE
publication of all information neces,,try for A building provided with facilities for employees
appropriate eml)loyment of a tore .i specific to chan;,e into and out of work ciot.hes. Such
aircraft (aircraft seri,.,) in the applicable iechnical baildings may be provided with sanitary tacifities.

-mauals and flight operations manuals (." interim drinking fountains, lockers, and eating facilities.
supplements or revisions). (AFICI/AFSCR 80-28) (AFR 127-100. Attachment 1)
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CHANGE IN SCOPE CHANGED UTILIZATION
Chango to approved program requirements or Preparing an existing facility not involving major

specifications after negotiation cf a basic contract structural revision for use or purposes other than
changes the original force goals specific.:tion the one for which it was previously used. The
beyond the original approved program. It may installation, transfer, or removal of installed real
result in an increase or decrease. (AFSCR 178-5) propert. icidr.nt to a "changed utilization" is

chargeable to appropriations available for operationCHANGE IN SELECTED ASSETS and maintenance of real property subject toThe change in value over a period of time in the provisions : ni limitations of this regulation. Note:amount of matorial inventories ,inanced by the Changed ;tilization of a facility by code and
Operations and Maintenance Appiopriations. (DOD nolerctla::re will be noted on the appropriate real
7000.5) propeity record card und-r "Remarks" when the

CHANGE iNSELECTEDRESOURCES basis for the work is a changed utilization
The sum of the Clange in Undelivered Ordei. asd an:iciI'ated to extend beyond 1 year. (AFR ?20-5)

the Change in Selected Assets. (DOD 7000.5) CHANGE, AIRCRAFT SERVICE
Any modification in design or construction of

CHNG I UDEIVRE ODESaircraft. Includes all additions, omissions, orThe change in value over a period of time in the replacementnofuany partaofithenaircraftoand alamount of orders for goods a,.d ser vices replacement of any parts of the aircraft, and ali i

outstanding for which the liability has not yet b-en chans 5442.2B)
accrued. (DOD 700.5) (OPNAVINST 5442.2B)

The difference between the amount of undelivered CHANNEL AIRLIFT
orders at the beginning of the period and the Common-u.-r airlift servieL provided on a
a'aount existing at the end of the period. Tne scheduled basis between two points. MAC channel
latter is obtained as follows: Begitnning balance + service can be divided into the follcwing two basic
neui orders - receipts = ending balance. (AR types:
316-25, 1. Requirement Channel. A MAC channel which

services tvo or more puints on a schedrle basisCHANGE NOTICE (; ODE depending on the volume of traffic forecasted by
This code is a two character alphabetic or the users.

alpha-numeric code assigned hy the iventory 2. Frequency Channal. A MAC channel overmanager to indica'€ establishmrenit of or change to which airlift service is provided at a Chief of Staff
logistic management data. This coue is composed of Air Force approved frequency on the basis of user
two single-digit codes: the Action Code (entered in stated mission essential needs rather than asColumn 3 of the Change Notice Card, NAVSANDA detormined by cargo/passeuger refqiirements
form 796); and the Phase Code (entered in Column forecasts and/or generation. (AFR 7(i-38/Alt
32). The Change Notice Code will appear albo in 59-8/OPNA\INST 4630 18D/MCO 4630.6C/DSAR
various authorized publications (e.g., Navy 4540.9)
Management Data List). (NAVSUP Pub 437) CHANNEL SEQUENCE LISTING

CHANGE ORDER A listing of USAF-approol active MAC channels
A written order, signed by the contracting prepared annually by HQ MAC and distributed to

officer, authorizing or directing the contractor to all user,; of MAC airlift. (AFR 76-3/AR
make changes in tht bcope of t6. contract, or in 59-8/OPNAVINST 4630 18D1,'MCO 4630.6C. DSAR
specifications, etc. Require. acceptance (,f 4540.9)
contractor except wr,en the contrapt coiita.:is a CHANINEL TRAFFIC
change clause which authorizes the contracting Traffic moved between established aeriial ports ofofficer to order without the consent of the mb;aikation and debarkation of MATS schedledcontractor. (DOD 5000.8) flights. (DOD 4100.31)

A writt-.n order ,igned by the eonu'acing office:. The movernent of personnel an(. cargo over
directing the contractor to make changes which the estalished worldh\ide routes, serviced by either
Changes clause of the contract autbori;.es thp scheduled milita ry aircraft or commercial aircraf-
contracting oficer to order without the cn.,ent (o nii'li contract to aiid scheduled by tile MATS.
the contractor. iI)A(' 76-17) (AFR 76-15)
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CHANNEL UPGRADING periods of less than 90 days. IDSAR 1500.3)
This is any effort to achieve a standard CHARTER CARRIERS

transmission specification in radio, microwave, IAr carriers
tropospheric scatter, or carrier-on-cable Air Force carriers under agreement to any
transmission systems, exclusive of actions directly department of the US Government. This agreement

upon the primary radio or multiplex equipment may be an oral or wrhiten contract and the rates

(AFR 100-18) will equal those on file with the Civil Aeronautics
Board. Charter carriers may or may not be under

CHARACTERISTIC operational control of the department executing the
A segment of a functioi.al area subject to agreement. (AFM 67-1)

analysis or review. Characteristics may be
reviewed by statistical sampling or by ,ther means. CHART, BAR
(AFSCM 78-1) A graphical presentation, generally of comparable

A fundamental and essential attribute of a unit of or related numerical data in which amounts are
product or process which is distinct, descrioable, represented proportionately by the lhngtb of
and measurable. (DLAM 4155.4/AR rectangles, either horizon.al or vertical. (DOD
750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO P4870.45B) 5000.8)

Any dimensional, visual, functional, mechanical,
electrical, chemical, physical or material feature or CHART, FLOW
property; and any control element which describes A graphic presentation using symbols to show the

and establishes the design, fabrication nnd stepby-step sequence of operations or procedures.
operating requirements of an article or material. (DOD 5000.8)
(AFR 74-151 CHART, LINE (OR CWIVE)
CHARGE SALES TO ENLISTED INDIVIDUALS A graphic presentation that shows the relation -

Sales made to individuals wherein the value of between two set,, of numbers by means of a line or
articles sold is charged against the indixidual's curve connecting points which are located by a
military pay record (Category 21 - Initial allowance; system of two-dime,.sion "coordinates" for the two
Category 22 - Health and appearance). (AFM 67-1) respective sets of numbers. Ordinarily the axes of j
CHARGEABLE ACTIVITY reference for the "coordinates" are perneidicular -

The chargeable ativity is the activity for which to each other and scaled arithmetically. However, a

the expenditure represents a cost of operation spherical projection is possible (as a map with

regardless of the funds used, the activity latitude and longitude); also one axis or ioth axes i
administering the funds, the activity performing the may be scaled logarithmically. (DOD 5000.8)
accounting or the activity preparing the requisition, CHART, PIE
e:,cept that expenditures to the 44000 series of A graphic presentation in circular form wheiein I
expenditure accounts will show the activity that the relationships between the components tf the
owns the property, when the owning activity is a whole are shown by proportionate sectors of the

Navy or Marine Corps activity, oil which the repair,
upkeep, or maintenance is being performed as the circle. {DOD 5000.8)
chargeable activity. (NA VSUP Pub 437) CHART, SEMI-LOGARIThMIC

CHARGE, DEFERRED A "line (or curve) chart" in which the ordinates

Expenditure under a non-expendable or revoiving (see coordinates) are measured in a logarithmic
fund, not chargeable to operations in the fiscal scale--the abscissas on an arithmetic scale. Whet,

petiod hi which made but which is amortized over ordiniates are measured on a logrithmic scale.
the subsequent years to which applicable or is equal distances indicate eqtlal proportional changes.
otherwise disposed of. Deferred charges usually rather than equal absolute rhanges, as in an
extend o,'er a longer period of time than prepaid arithmetic scale. 'DOD 5000.8)
expenses. (DOD 5000.8) CHART, STATISTICAL

CHARTER AIR SERVICE A graphic presentation of statistics. Includes
Air transportation procured under arrangements semilogarithmic charts, bar chaits, line or curve

with carriers for the exclusive use of one or more charts, pie charts, pictograplr. statistical maps.
aircraft between points in the Unitrd, States for (DOD 5000.8)
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CHECK amount of which is subsequently detrmii,.,d t
A standard procedure to determine if the current not due the payee and the ced marked

operational status of an cq,.ipment is within "cancelled." (DOT) 5000.8)
tolerances/limitaions of the desired performance A check which has been charged to the account ef
standards. When carried out at prescribed the drawer. (DOD .5000.8)

frequency, a check is par, of prev, .itive CHKITNL
maintenance. (OP}AV 43P2) An element of internal control arising from the
A bill of exchange or written order drawn on a division of employees' duties in such a manner that

bank or the Treasurer of the United States to pay automatic checks and balances are maintained in the
on demand a specified sum of money to a named handling and recording of transactions and in the
person, to his order, or to bearer out of money on care and protection olf assets. A principal feature is
deposit to the credt of the maker. A check differs the assignment of organizational responsibility ii

from a warrant in that the latter is not necessarily such 9 manner that no single individual or group
payable on demand and may or may not be has exclusive control over any one transaction or
negotiable: and it differs from a voucher in that the group of transactions; each transaction being
latter may show the propriety of a payment or may cross-checked or crosscontrolled through the
show that a payment has been made, but is not an normal functioning of another individual or group.
order to pay. A voucher check combines the A properly developed scheme of internal c1Peck is a
distinguishing marks of a voucher and a check; it deterrent to fraud in that irregularities cannot be
shows the propriety of a payment and is an order concealed except through collusion. (DOD 5000.8)
for the payment thereof. (DOD 5000.8,

CHECK, OUTSTANDING
CHECK LISTS In the Government a check issued which has not

Designed as a guide to show how the various been pard by a Federal Reserve Bank an charged
categories of labor and the costs of labor, fuel, to the account of the Treasurer of the United
lulhricants, parts, accessories and equipment snould States. (DOD 5000.8)
be compiled and costed. (DOD 4500.7) A check issued which has not been paid by the

CHECK TEST drawer' s depositary. (DOD 5000.8) -0
A retest performed on an ETIST sample of CHECK, SPOILED

selected items to determine whether major A check marked "spoiled" by a disbursing officer
deficiences found during ET/ST have been when it has been mutilated or deface in its
corrected, these deficiencies being of such nature preparation to such an extent as to impa~r its
that the item was found unsuitable for type negotiability. (DOD 5000.8)
classification. (AR 70.10) CHECK, VOIDED
CHECKOUT A check is marked "voided" by a disbursing I

Tests of observati'ns of an item to determine its officer when it is determined before release to
condition or status. (MIL-STD-721B) payee to have been erroneous, or incorrectly drawn.

The process of tcsting or checking a missile or and for which no credit has been claied in the
drone during first-line life for: 1. Preparation for disbursing officer's account. (DOD 5000.8)
launching. 2. Maintenance in ready to launch
cond~tion. 3. Periodic testing or checking of guided upLAneDEle

missiles or drones in storage. 4. Practice or Is tie unplanned release into the environment of
training exercise for personnel proficiency. (AFM a chemical agent from its contaiier or fr)m its
rin-i) munitions while in DOD custody or i a

tUanslportation mode on behalf of the DOD. (DOD
CHECKS, "NON-EXPENDITURE" 4120.13)

Checks written for purposes of making CHEMICAL AGENT
"transfers between appropriate accounts" andti MCA GN

tranfi~s bewee appoprate cconts"and A chemical agent in a solid, liquid, or gas which.providing cash to be used by a disbursing office iln Aceia gn naslhlqio"gswih
making cash paymto se ( ib n 5ffice through its chemical properties. produces lethal or

mal:ing cash payrents. (DOD 5000.8) damaging effects on man. aninals, plants or
CHECK. CANCELLED materials, or produces a screening or signaling

A check for which credit as a disbursement was smoke. (AR 55-56)
originali; claimed by an accountable officer, the A chemical substance which is intended for use in
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military operations to kill, seriously injure, or CHILL SPACE
incapacitate men through its chemical properties. Refrigerated warehouse area in which the
This does not include riot control agents. chemical temperature can be controlled between 32 degrees
herbicides, smoke, and flame. (AFR 127-100, F. and 50 degrees F. (AR 780-62)
Attachment 1) CHUTE
CHEMICAL AMMUNITION Usually an included trough, sometimes as a tube,

Chemical ammunition is a type of ammunition, the used to convey supplies frgmn an upper to a ;ower
filler of which is primarily a chermical agent (toxic level. (AFR 69-8)
chemical agen,), training and riot control agent, a CIRCUIT CONDITIONING
smoke, or an hicendiary. (AR 55-5G)

All projectiles, bombs, grenades, and' candles This is the application of active or passive devicescontaining gas, smoke-making, and incend',ary thtpoesa iga o rfom emnl

materials (other than pyrotechnic mixtures), and all equipment. These devices are amplifiers, ringers.

gas, smoke, and incendiary materials used alone equalizers, repeaters, and other such equipment.

from aircraft or ship supply tanks, projectors, or (AFM 67-1)

sprayers. (NAVORD OP 2165) CIRCUITOUS ROUTE
A type of ammunition in which the filler is An indirect route. (DSAR 4500.3)

primarily a chemical agent. (AFR 127-100.
Attachment 1) CITATION OF FUNDS

In t.e DOD, an authorizption by one activity to
CHEMICAL-BIOLOGICAL (CB) MATERIAL ;nother, as pat of an order for material or services

Generic terminology for chemical agents or to incur obligations for material or services for
biological defense research material. (AFR 127-100, dire.:t charge to the funds of the erdering activiti
Attachment 1) cited in the order. Similar in effect to a

CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENT suballotment, but distinguished therefrom by
A solid, liquid, or gas which through its chemical absence of requirement for allotment report,.

properties produces lethal or damaging effects on (AFSCM 27-1)
man, animals, plants, or material. (AFLCR 40fl-17) CIVIC ACTION

CHEMICAL WARFARE MUNITIONS The use of preponrati, in~ligenous military

Hardware. such as bombs, dispensers, or forces on projects us t,', to the i.:d population at

bomblets used to release chemical warfare agents, all levels in such "leids a education, training.

inlo the atmosphere or onto specific target grids. public works. agriculture. transportation.
(AFLCR 400-17) communications. health. sanintatiitn and others

contributing to ecouon,e and social development
CHESS which also serve to improve the standing of the

Transverse floor planks of some fixed and most military forces uih the pupuiatin. (DOD
floating bridges. (AR 320-5) 5105.38M)

CHIEF OF SUPPLY CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD (CAB)
An officer of the logistic support base responsible A board within the framework of the [Jpartnient

for the processing of supply and equipment of Commerce *hat issues certificates to civil
rcqusts for and the delivery ,,f authorized school airlines, fixes rates. promulgates air saf.,,y
supplies/equipment items to the overseas staindards and requirements for 'he airworthiness of
deoendents school. (Encl 1 DSAP, 4140.61/AR aircraft and investigates aircraft accidents. (A FM

:352-4. NAVSUPINST 4400.8f/APR 67-22) 67-1)
CHILL

Temperature control i,etwen 35 degrees to 46 CIVILAIRCRAFT
degrees Fahreiiheit (F). !DSAR 41j5.21) Aircraft (domestic and foreign) operated bydegres Fhrehei (F) !DAR 4-.'521)private individuals or corporations of anyv national

CHILL ITEMS registry. and foreign governinent-owne'l co'nmnereial
Sheis coded "*G" in the Federal Supply Catalog aircraft in other 1h.f military or o0vernmientC-6505-IL. C-6-510-IL, C-652.i-IL,, C-6600-IL, and operations. (AF.11 67-11

C-6700/ 9.500-11. hWentification laists and aire listed All non-Government a i re.'aft (domestic and

in DSAM 4155.5'Tl Appendix .. Enclosure foreign) other 0 an contract and ch'rier c.m'ie"
3. (DSAR 41-1.5.21) aircraft (AFR 144-). (AFR 144-11) 112
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CIVIL DEFENSE privately owned goods, facilities and services, they
Costs are those incurred in planning for, and the cannot be ordered to public use except on competent

p-otection of life and property ag'ainst, the possible Government and civil authority under emergency
effects of enemy attack. (DAR 15-205.5) provision of law. Such resources, when committed

AI! those activities and measures designed or to use for national security or other national
underta,e-n to: a minimize the effects upon the purpose, are termed controlled civilian resources.
civilian population caused or which would be caused 1. Primary Resources. Materials and services
by an enemy attack upon the United States; b. deal including interstate wholesale stocks and

with the immediate emergency conditions which manufacturers' inventories which, by their nature.
would be created by any such attack; and c. have a national or major interstate use.
effectuate emergency repairs to. ot the emergency 2. Secondary Resources. Retail stocks and
restoration of, vital utilities and facilitieb destroyed intrastate wholesale stocks to meet essential needs
or damaged by any such a' tack. (JCS Pub 1) within a single state. (DODI 5030.45)
CIVIL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS CIVIL TRANSPORTATION

The nonmilitary actions taken by agencies of the The movement of persons, property, or mail by

government, by the privatc sector of the economy, civil facilities, and the resources (including torage,
and by the individual citizen to meet essential except that for agriculture and petroleum products) I
human needs, to support the inPitary effort, to necessary to accomplish the movement. (Excludes
insure continuit) of Federal authority at national transportation operated or controlled by the
and regional levels, and to survive as a free and military, and petroleum and gas pipelines.) (JCS Pub
independent nation under all conditions of national 1)
emergency, inclading attack on the United States.(DOD 451.7)CIVIL WORKS !

Means land and interest in land (other than I
CIVIL REQUIREMENTS leaseholds), buildings, structures, and other

The computed production and distribution of all improvements to land, or fixtur-es and collateral
ypes of eervices, supplies, an i equipment during equipment which, after erection or installation,

peri,.ds of armed conflict or occupation to insure cannot be removed without substantial loss of
the productive efficiency of the civilian ecoromy value, or damage thereto, or to the site of erection
and to proevide civilians the treatment and of installation. "Civil works" does not include
protection to which they are entitled under foundations for machine tools and othe production
customary and conventional international law. (AR equipment in the case where the industrial facilities
320-5, ,CS Pub 1j project is only for the acquisition and installation of

machine tools ahd other productior equipment.CIVIL RESERVE AIR FLEET (CRAF) :

Aircraft owned ,tnd operated by 1'rivate industry (BUSKIPSINST 1860.21)

which are convertible :o government use on a CIVIL WORKS PROPERTY
contract basis in time of emergency to insure Property under control of the Civil Works
i:nmediatc and rontinuous logistical support in Program of the Chief of Engineers, Department of
.vartime. Certain SM equipment and supplies are the Army. (DOD 4160.21-M)
plestocked and lprepositioned by civil air carriers. CIVILIAN AID CARGO
The, WCDO doctiment also contains hese objectives. Cargo siD u e i p a
(AFM 67-i) Cargo shipped under the civilia, " program- forwhich the Departmeot of the"Arm., has move."ent

group of commercial aircraft with crews which whobich t De(AR oh
.s allocated in time of emergency for exclusive responsibility. (AR 50-30)
military n:se in beth international and domestic CIVILIAN SUPPLIES
service. W.CS Pub 1) Commodities. goods or services made available to -i

CIVIL RESOURCES the civilian population, government or economy in

Civil resources are those babic resources of the areas administered b:: armed forces. (AR 320-51
nation not normally controlled by gove~nment. CIVILIAN SUPPLY
These include manpower. food and water, health The procedure for and act of furvishint
resources. industrial production, housing and commodities, goods, or se;'vices to the civilin
construction, telecommunication.,. etc. Since these population. government, or economy in areas
resources noroally cmprise private individuals and administered by armed forces. (A. S20-5)
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CIVILIAN TYPE ITEMS CLAIMANT STOCK
Those items, including demilitarized items, which Materiel stored by cne service for another owning

have a commercial equivalent or civilian market. service. (AR 320-5)
(AR 320-5) CLAIMS OFFICER

C&T BAILMENT SYSTEM A commissioned officer or qualified civilian
The method of issuing Government Furnished legally trained or experienced in the conduct of

Materiel (GFM) to contractors whereby the investigations and the processing of claims
contractors pay transportation costs and dictate the designated as the officer in immediate charge of
mode of shipment. (DSAM 4140.2, AR 735-110, claims activities within a command. (AR 310-25)
NAVSUP Pub 5003, MCO P4400.101) CLAIM, TERMINATION

C&T NONBAILMENT SYSTEM Any claim or demand by a prime contractor or
The method of issuing GFM to contractors subcontrac or for compensation because of the

whereby the Government pays transportation costs termination before completion of any contract or

and determines the mode of shipment. (DSAM subcontr.qct for the convenience of the Goernment.

4140.2, AR 735-110, NAVSUP Pub 5003, MCO (DOD 5000.8)

-I P4400.101) CLANDESTINE VULNERABILITY

CLAIM The secirity considerations during the
Request by ellisted individuals for Conceptual, Definition, and Acquisition phases

designed to reduce to a minimum the inherentreimbursement for clothing lost, damaged, or dsge ordc oamnmmteihrn

reiburemet or lotinglot, amaedor vulnerability of a system to clandestine attackdestroyed, incident to service, rather than fair wear u .neroail cndene teerteand tar. AFM 7-1)under operational conditions. Influence is exerted
iu design, engineering, and effective

CLAIMANT counterneasures. (AFR 375-1)
Any bureau, agency, or activity requiring CLASS

materiel, services, or both under a contract. (TM Broad classification as to the general Mission
An-71 hhpurpose of a Navy aircraft design, e.g.. fighter,
An activity which has requested an ASPPO to attack, patrol, transport, etc. SUB-CLASS refers to

allocate plant capacity for emergency production the next lower level of classification into a more
require'nents. (AFR S4-2) specific Missio:, purpose of design, e.g.,
CLAIMANT AGENCY all-weather, photographic. etc. (OPNAVINST

Means Department of Defense or Atomic Energy P5442.2A)

Commission, and Alloting Agency means CLASS I INSTALLATION

Departnment of Defnse, AEC, BDSA, or any An installation which is under the command of
government agency or subdivision thereof the Commanding General, U.S. Continental Army
designated as such by the OCDM. (DMS Reg. !.) Command. (AR 210-20)
Claimant agencies submit requirements to OCDMfor the program for which they are assigned CLASS I SUPPLY INSTALLATIONS

responsibility. The Department of Defense is one An installation which is under the command of
claimant agency. The Assistant Secretary of the Commanding General of a CONUS Army. (AR
Defense (Installations and Logistics) acts for the 780-5)
Department of Defense in claiming for 'he CLASS I TRAINERS
requirements oi the military department; and Those distinctive end items of training equipment
associated agencies. (AFM 78-4) which are developed, designed, engineered.

An agency of the Federal Government responsible fabricated, or assembled by either a contractor or
for the computation of consolidation and planning agencies of the Air Force , meet specific training
for the production of materiel requirements objectives and which require AFLC or AFSC logistic
(including the presentation of claims against support. These items will be procured and
national resources of that portion of the economy it logistically stipported in accordance with established
represents) to support tL.e ,.azioiial economy and the weapon system management policies and
Armed Forces in time of war. (AR 320-5) proctures. (T.A. 00-20-1)
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CLASS if INSTALLATION CLASS MANAGER
An installation which is under the command of a The inventory control point designate., to perform

Headquarters, Department of the Army Staff assign Ad materiel managei-ent functions for an
agency or one assigned by Headquarters, item of supply. (AR 701-5)
Department of the Army to a major command. (AR CLSOFTTEQIMN

21020)Term used to denote the degree of automp.ion
CLASS 11 SUPPLY INSTALLATIONS incorporated in test equipment. (NAVSHIPS J4324)

The term Class Il Supply Installations includes
depots, storage activities-Armay terminals, holding CLASS V MODIFICATION
and reconsignment points, ammunition handling Modification of a system or equipment that will
facilities, railroad grou-id storage yards, regulating provide: (1) A change in operational requirements or
stations, regional transportation 'offices, national performance whc rvdsan added capability not

ivpo control points, and similar activities inherent in the baseline configuration. (2) The
___ elaing o sppl fun~on. (A 78-5)capability to accomplish an assigned mission that

the basic system or equipment was not iriginJii
CLASS 11 TRMtNING EQUIPMENT (COMPONENTSIEND designed to, accompiish. (31 A significant and -

ITEMS) measurable tra'ninlg or logistic impfovement
Those parts, components, subsystems or end cetfdesnalbthco ad rhegty

items of weapon system or Air Force standard prmilcoend.(LC 6-2
hardware 'both airborne and ground supfport) moicaon rqre to mpvestm
intended for use in their original configuration. oeainlcpblt cag nmsin.(FC
Requirements will be e.3tablished through the oprtinl7aai1t chnein2sso))(FC
Personnel Subsystem developmen:. procedures mind 17-)
included in approprI;±te Federal Stock Class (FSC,' CLASSES OF SUPPLY2
regardless of wvhether or not they are utilized as Divides supplies and equipment into ten (10)
entities, combined for training purposes, placed on a meaningful major categories of materiel, within4
stard to facilitate traiii~g or used for maintenance which items are easily identified t-, each particular
suppo:rt of training. They may or may not require ciass: establishes a common supply terminology-,
modification ') retain compatibility with oc-ational pirovides an improved managemeit tool for logistics
equipment, but way reqire logistic support as end planning and operations; and eni'ances :
items. (T.O. 00-20-1) communicatios between ihe Military/ Department

CLAS II TAING QUIMEN (TAINNGof Defense s i ices awi unilvterally vwithirn the
AIDS/ACCESSORIES) Army. Classes of supply are depicted by Poman

Training aids, e.g., exploa~d disptays, cutaways, Numerals. (AR 310-25) (AR '10-25)

site iiqnlays, individual student project aids, etc.; CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS I)
ISgrapdci As which include weapon system trzin~nvg Subsistence. (AFM1 67-1)
W4 fiims, transparenci-s and accessories such as

items, etc. (T1.O. 00-20-1) Clothil,~ individual equipment. tentage.
CLAS IMPOVEMNT PAN rganizational tnol sets, and tool kits, hand tools.
CLAS IPI~VEMNT LANadrniti.,lativa. and hnus~keeping supplies and

A summary to provide for the hoiliogeneous ~ p~ AF 71
21 improvement of any single suiip class 4f those e
== ii;completed projects and new improvement items CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CL.ASS 111)

.ffecting military characteristics. It requires VO)L. l'etrohn fucis, lnbric~a:'±. hydravlic and[ pproval by the Clhief oif Naval Operations af!' r insulatiig oil, peservatives. liquid aind compressed
recommendation 1-y ...t Ship Characteristics Board. tvasses. buir. chemi'a; produmcts, covlants. de-icing
Each class of1 shi,)s has its fmvn Class ImIproveimel aiid ;ntifreei- compound.,. togethier wvith
Plan. IOPNAITIXST 472(1.2A) conmponents and :wdditives of such 1pro;1txts. and

CLASS IV MODIFICATION coal. (AF31 67-1)
A modification necessarm to ce.-'rcct equipment CLASSES OF SUPPLf (CLASS 11V)

deficiesicy r,r instafflation (h(fiiencr that affeets Construction. Construction materiel :o includle
maitaiahiitvor elability (flight safety or installed equipmneiw. and allfoiictnba r

riliability). (A F[.CR 171-2.4) mnateriel. (AFMI~ 67-1)
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CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS V) classes to which they are assigned for the purpose
Ammunition. Ammunition of all types (including of applying rates. (DSAR 4500.3, DOD 4500.32-RI Ai

chemical, biological, radiological, and special A system of grouping together commodities of
weapons), boms, explosives, mines, fuses, lihe or similar trarsportation characteristics for the
detonators, pyrotechnics, missiles, rockets, purpose of assign ng ratings to be used in applying
propellants, and other associated items. (AFM rates. (DOD 4500.32-R, DSAR 4500.3)
[ 67-1) CLASSIFIED CARGO

CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS VI) That cargo which has a security classification ot
Personal demand items (non-military sales items). confidential or higher or that cargo for which cover

(AFM 67-1) or concealment is nndatory. 'DOD 4100.36)
Cargo having a security classification of

CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS VII) Confidential or higher, or requiring cover 2
Major end items. A finai combination of end concealment. (AFR 71-12)

products which is ready for its intended use; i.e.,
launchers, tanks, mobile machine shop, vehicles. CLASSIFIED CONTRACT
tAFM 67-1) Any contract that requires or will require accessto classified information by the contractor er his
CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS VIII) employees in tie performance of the contract. (A

Medical materiel including medical peculiar repair contract may be classifitd even though the contract
parts. (AFM 67-i) document itself is not classified.) (JCS Pub 1, AR

CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS IX) 380-130. DOD 5220.22-R'
Aepair parts (less medical peculiar repair parts). CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

All repair parts and components to include kits, Official information which has been determined to
assemblies. und subassemblies, reparable and require, in the interests of national security,
nonreparable, required for maintenance support of orotection against unauthorized di.,closure and
all equipment. (AFM 67-1) which has been so designated. (JCS Pub 1)

CLASSES OF SUPPLY (CLASS Xj CLASSIFIED ITEM
Materiel to support nonmilitary programs; i.e., An item of supply which requires protection

-,agriculture and economic development (not included because of its security designation. (AR 780-45)
in Class I- IX). (AFM 67-1) An item in the Federal Supply System which! _ requires protection from unauthorized disclosure in
CLASSIFICA1YION OF DEFECTS the interest of ,,aional dev~e. Items of thisThe enumeration of possible defects of the unit of nature are assiganed an appropriae security

product, classified according to their seriousness. classification. Applicable standards of handling,Defects will normally be grouped into the classes of storage and disseminatior will be applied. (DOD

critical, major, or minor; howevtir, they may be 4140.34M)
grouped into other classes, or subclasses within

1 these classes. (MIL-STD-105 AFLCR 17!-12) CLASSIFIED MATTER fias~~Ore;ripl infnrrP,.t;on or matter. in any form or of "

CLASSIFICATION RATNG any nature which requires protection I Lil t,.
The class to which an article is assigned for interests of national defense. (JCS Pub 1. DOD

transportation ijurposes, ust,ally expressed by 4.500.32-R)
number or letter. (DSAR 4500.3) CLAUSE, ESCATION
CLASSIFICATION YARD A contract elause in a fixed-price coptractA group of railroad tracks used for receiving, poviding for adjustment of1 prices by prescried

• shipping and s.,,itching rail cars containing formula to compensate for ai,.es in labor or
explosives. (AFM 11-1 material costs. tDOD 5000.,)

A nework of ra!!road iracks where cars of
incomin|. train - ar,- separated and reformed into CENARR*Fincom ins r eliratet dspandh ersere An aircraft that does not have external stores.
new trains ep:rator to dispatch ver separate1. AR 320-5)
outgoing line . (API 320-5) ~C u .At305

An aircraft in flight configurati.n versus landing
CLASSIFICATION, FREIGHT configuration. i.e.. landing gear and :,aps retracted.

A p'Iblication containin, a list of articles and the etc. (AR 320-1. JCS Pub 1i
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CLA WAO the design of the box. A!l cleats are fastened to
Ce inwAPON measures have been tak-an to reduce the facebuard prior t. assemL~ing the box.

the amount of residual radioacti-itv relative to a Containerboard fcer overseL, boxes is subjected -o
"normal- w~eapon of the samle energy yield. (AR burst tests after immersion in i.ater. (AFR 60-8)

~20-5)CLEATED-PLYWOOD
CLEANING A box constructed by joining, with nails.

Cenn saprocess accomplished by a variet:7 prefabricated panels of plywood and which panels.1
ofmethods and techniques to remove-all sludge. are generally reinforced with edge cleats and

chips, abrasives, dirt. r!est and other hizrinful in.erniediate cleats in accordance with the design of
foreign matter. (NA 'VSIP Pjib 523/AFR 71-18/3MCO tne box. All cleats are fasten~ed to the faceboard
4870.62/DSAN 4145.9) prior to assembling the box. P!..wood for overseas

boxes is subiecteJ to tests t3 prevent delamination
CLEARANCE CAPACITY of the vencer when exposed to the weather. (AFR

An estiuate expressed in tersns of measurement 6-8 I
or weight tons per day of the cargo that may bu
transported inland from a beach or port over the CLINICAL ANALYSIS
available means of inland corrni;nicaton, including Th-_ review of items based on engineering design
roads, railroads, and inland waterw .ys. The and app:ication criteria ffor the purpose of arriving

esfiim'te is based on an evaiuation of the physical at a reduction in the variety of items to be retainedI
charactrristics of the transportation facility in the anthu upysse.('DINMO
area. PJCS Pub 1. AR 320-5) CLOSE AIR SUPPORT
CLEARANCE LIMITS Air attacks against hostile targets which aire in

The dimensions beyonid -vilch the s;-e of. or close proximiity to frie-div force.s and which require

yro)jections fin, a shipment may not extend in order ~ale itegr:%tion of each air mission wit;, the fire
-to clear -)bstructions which restrict the handling cu, and moeetof th'1Oce.OPu 1). _

tr,-nsportatio)n of such shipment. s uth limits ry CLOSLO BASE
be actual or prescribed by law or regulat: n. A United States Air Feice it.strlation tha - has at
(DSAR 4,400.3) leas! fils of t%,. -:-racterastic. in~ fal through (e,

below: (al Rce:a-nely po:,sesses or S11p)ortt oni-base
CI.EAED IIO!RS IST avicpa~c '-aivnal rescurces of secjrity priority

Con-,olidated list of bidders cleared by 0:1plomati.- Ae'B b scnt~e b i~l infcnII ;~ion t uu ~regn ~css re'r~.. ~anA unique 1---' s.-carity thre;at P-1 li. -messive
pliferage problems. (J; Has leaitui-vi ;r ::A~;vie.A consoiidat-d listing of indisi~al -a and frarm that aie ig i~ficant plblic safoty hazars. wflerauthorized to perelms- secu-itv trade control adequate protectirn carm~wt be affterdee by

category 11T matw!Jal in over-= . Aes nd toi be -ourufied areas. (el Is designated a closed base bv
.iwzrded saies voniracrs %.itri a :-ii centract :,ricc the -ommander. (AFM! li-I
of 33100.000 or more fo~r niateriel ii locations whee
security tradie controls L~re applicable Suchl lists CLOSED CASE
are comprised of :ndividuals and firm,: which have A: FMS c.Lze on which all materiel has beci I
been approved -.s the rv~ult of 11 i. check action. delivered andior all services have been performed.
(DOD -tlG021-Mi all financial tran~actions. inciudipz all collections.

have bee.: '".uIte.and the castorr has received
CLEAR-TEXT ADDRESS a fin;,: stat emnn accou-! )0 3.ZV

The name itil mail, freight, and billing address of CLEDOTAT
an activity, unit, or orguinization. or a contractor. otato hc l otata ,
idnife 40011 anfvt . rescd. 1 government obligations and -lninista-6ive actions

have heen completed. (ARCR'~ 70-11)U
CLEATED-F3WROARD 't contract with ail actons completed. This

A bov -onstructed by jining, with nails. includes completion of required perfeo-nasce -of
prefabricated panels of cither solid fiberboard, solid ,ervices. deliies. fina! payment. Lne. all
pulpboard or double faced corrugo.ted hoard and administrative requirtaicn.s of the pu:cehnsi!!.! and -

which pan-!., ::re gtnerally reinforced with edge coz-tract administration offires CAOsi. tAFLCII
-!-ate anti intermediate cleats in accordance with 70-111
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CLOSED LOOP activity by functional commodity or weapons system
A family of automatic control units linked area as the principal point of contact in CLS

together with a process to form an endless chain. operations, (AR 700-69)
The effects of controlled action are constantly
measured so that if the controlled quantity departs COASTAL CONVOY

from the norm, the control units act to bring it A convoy whoge voyage lies in general in coastal

back. (AFM 11-1) waters and whose ports 'water terminals of
departure and arrival lie in the same country. (JCSCLOSED LOOP SUPPORT Pub 1)

A totally integrated and controlled program in
which DA- designated end items or components and COASTWISE TRAFFIC
assemblies are intenively managed through supply, Sea traffic between continental United Stat.es
r-trograde, and overhaul to and from respective ports on the Atlantic coast, Gulf coast, and Great
e,,mmands to maintain prescribed levels of Lakes, or between continental United States port-
readiness, and provide positive control. 1AR 700-69) on the Pacific coast. (JCS Pub 1)
CLOSED STOCK Traffic between CONUS ports on the Atlantic

Relatively inactive or slow moving items which Coast, Gulf Coast, and Great Lakes or between

have been counted, verified and placarded prior to CONUS ports on the Pacific Coast. (AR 55-23,
OPNAVINST 4600.17C, AFR 75-37, MCO 462i.2B,inventorying. (AR 710-25)DLAR 400.6

CLOTHING IT :MC CO N N1. Ciass A Items. Clothing possessing new and

unused appearance and serviceability. 2. Class B The spraying or coating if an aircraft or

Items. Clothing other than class A possessing the equipment with a substance, e g., a plastic, to form
appearance and serviceability acceptable for wear a cocoon-like seal against the effects of the

(form~erly combit serviceable). (AFM 67-1) atmosphere. (JCS Pub 1)

CLOTHING MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE CODE
Cash payments made to airmen, in addition to A system of numiering, or otherwise designating,

other pay and allowances, for the purpose ot buying accounts, vouchers, reports, and other documents,
replacement clothing to maintain the prescribed or item data therein, in such a manner that the
quantity of mandatory clotning items, and for symbols used will facilitate transmission,
repair of clothing, including footwear. (AFM 67-1) classification, tabulatiori, o- analysis in a

CLO7HING MONETARY ALLOWANCE SYSTEM predetermined arrangement. (DOD 5000.8, AF

A system of providing personal clothing to airmen 67-1)

where airmen are credited with various types of 1. Any sy of communication i' which
monetary allowances with which to initially arbitrary groups :): -,mbols represent units of plain
purchase, repair, and replace clothing. (AFM 67-1) text of varying length. Codes may be used for

brevity or for security.
CLS CONTROL POINTS 2. A cryptosystem in which the cryptographic

De.ignated activities in the CLS network which equivalents (usually called "code groups") typically
exercise control of the flow of CLS asset., initiate consisting of letters or digits (or both) in otherwise
corrective action, and submit required reports to meaningless combinations are substituted for piain
DA, USAMC, and the Appropriate oversea text elements which are primarily words, phrases,
commands. (AR 700-69) or sentences. (JC.S Pub 1)

CLSArmTW iao CODE J MOVEMENT i
.in Army-wide functional grouping of controlled Morement of unaccompanied baggage whereby a

activities, and supply, maintenance, and household goods commercil cariei provies ckup

translportation element in CONUS and/or oversea at origin and surface transp ortation to the

-onmand through which the CLS system is operateo deigna d ac rn pro t
andconroled.(AR70069)designated MAC terminal. MAC provides terminal

ad 0services at origin (and destination) and air

CLS PROJECT OFFICERS transportation to designated oversea MAC
lndi iduals designated at HQ, DA and in each terminals. The commercial carrier provides surface

major and maior subordinate command, agency, or 'ransportation to destination. (AFR 3-15)
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CO!E T MOVEMENT COGNIZANT TRANSPORTATION OFFICER (CTO)
Movement of household goods whereby a The transportation officer of the transportation

hourehold ,oods coamercial carrier provides activity of the contract admiinistration field element
containerization at origin and surface transportation named in Air Force contracts. He controls the
to the designated MAC terminal. MAC provides issuance of >f.vernment bill of lading (GB/L). He
terminal services at origin (and destinatiop) and air also provides transportation support and auvice in
transportation to designated MAC terminals. The the performamc-, of contract administration.
commercial carrier provides surface transportation (AFSCM 75-1)
to destination. (AFR 76-15) COLO REFUELING

CODE WORD Conventional refdeling of aircraft which do not
A word which conveys a meaning other than its have an engine operating. The term may be used to

conventional one, prearranged by the differentiate from hot refueling. (AFR 144-1)

correspondents. Its aim is to increase security. COLD STORAGE
(JOS Pub 1) Storage space in which a controlled temperature

1. A word which has been assigned a below 50 deg.'ees may be maintained. (AFM
classification meaning to safeguard intentions and 67-3/AFLC Sup 1, A".", 67-1)
information regarding a classified plan or operation.

2. A ciyptonym used to identify sensitive COLD WAR
intelligence data. (JCS Pub 1) A state of international tension, whereir, political,

economii, technological, socikiogical, psychological,
CODED DESCRIPTION PATTERN paramilitary, and military measures short of overt

A description pattern whikh has been revisd to armed conflict involving regular military forces are
an expanded and coded format to facilitate employed to achieve national objectives. (JCS Pub
rapid-wire transmission of the rezultant item 1)
identification. (AFLCM 72-2) Ci COLEQUAP

CODE, BUDGET (FISCAL) A program conducted by the Air Force
A tabulation of "budget accounts" including Commissary, Food Service, and Veterinary Servi.e

account numbers. (DOD 5000.8) at base or cons: r level to measure, in accordance
with specification and food service requirements,

CODE, REIMBURSEMENT the quality characteristics of subsisteilce items
A system of account symbols used in received from the Defense Supply Agency, Defense I

classification and summarization of reimbursement Personnel Support Center (DSA/DPSC). (AFR
data. (DOD 5000.8) 74-10)

CODING, SOURCE COLLABORATIVE PURCHASE
The -ssignwent of codes to materiel at the time A method of purchase whereby, in buying siinilar

of provisioning, to indicate to a consumer the commodities, b'uyers for two or more departments
source for obtaining supply maintenance qr repair exchangp information concerning planned purchases
of the item, as supply system, manufacture, and in order to minimize competition between them for
next higher assembly. The code may also indicate eommodities in the same market. (JCS Pub 1)
the maintenance echelon capable of manufacturing
or testing the item prior to ipntallation, the COLLAT

maintenanpe echelon capable of installing the item To compare critically two or more items or

in an equipmpnt, and the recovrability status of documents concerning the same general subject;

the item. ( OD &3000.8) normally accomplished ii the processing lmase in
the intelligence cycle. (JCS Pub 1)

COGNIZANCE SYMBOLS 1. The grouping together of related items to
Alphabetical or alphabetical-numerical codes provide a record of evcnt and facilitate further

prefixed to Navy stock numbers to identify and process ig.
designate the Bureau, Office, or Supply Demand 2. To (-iapare critically two or mno"e items or
Control Point which exercises supply manage,;ient documents concerning the same general subject; JA
over specified categories of material, normally apcomplished in the processing phase in
(BUWEPSINST 4700.21 the intelligence cycle. (JCS Pub 1)
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COLLATERAL ACTION OFFICE Command and to requisitioncrs upon the continental
Any office or organization within DOD (but United States depot system (except medical). (AR

usually at OSD staff level) having an interest in 320-5)
some aspect of a force issue Ihut not primarilyrespnsile c:'itssoluion (HI 2-1)COLLECTIONS
responsible cr its solution. (HOI 27-1) Same as "receipts" i. the sense of "cash

COLLATERAL DAMAGE receipts" or equivalent credits to appropriation or
The damage to surrounding resources, either other fund accounts. However, in accounting for

military or non-military, as the re- 'L of actions or appropriated funds, collections of "refunds" arestrikes directed specifically against nemy forces or applied in reduction of disbursements leaving

military facilities. (AFM 11-1) collections of "reimbursements" to be accounted

COLLATERAL EQUIPMENT for -s appropriation credits. When collections of
Items of equipment (other than real installed reimbursements are offset against disbursements in

property as defined by AFM 93-1) which are special reports, the data are termed " net
contractor affixed (AF/COCO/CO) to a utility disburse ments." (DOD 5000.8)
connection which contribute tn the functinnal COLLECTIONS, UNDEPOSITED
operation of a facility; such as, dining hall, bakery, Cash receipts held for future deposit or withheld

A service club, etc. Normally, collateral equipment for use under account.bilitv of a disbursing officer.
will be identified in a definitive drawing and/or Excludes deposits not confirmed. (DOD 5000.8)
appropriate equipment allowance document and
reflected in the EMO accountable record. (AFM COLOR VISION
67-1) Ability to distinguish red, green. blue and yellow

colors as prescribc in Dvcrine Charts. Ishigara
OEED cltn pPlates, or AOD-HRR tests. A practical test usingRepresen s collections applicable to a progran color coded wires and/or color coded parts, as

year which are recorded in the appropriation
accounting records on a cumulative basis from the applicable, will be acceptable for color vision
beginning of the program year. (AFLCM 172-1) testing. (AFR 74-15)

COLLECTED REIMBURSEMENTS COLUMN
Appropriation reimbursements collected locally. A vertical, self-supporting, regular pile; one unitAFSCR 170-9) wide, one deep, and two or more high. (AFM 67-1)

COLLECTING POINT COLUMN OF SUPPLIES
A point designated for the assembly of personnel A vertical. self-supportihg regular stack of

casualties, prisoners of war, stragglers, disabled supplies; one unit wide, one deep, two or more high.
materiel, salvage, etc., for further movement to (APR 69-8)
collecting stations or rear installations. (JCS Pub COMBAT AIRCRAFT
1) Aircraft designed with the capability to inflict
COLLECTING STATION damage on the enemy. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)

Any place in the forward at. for collecting and COMBAT AIRLIFT SUPPORT UNIT
sorting salvage materials. Anv place dsignated for A functional troop carrier organization
the grouping of refuge-s, expellees, and evacuees established to provide support to ap airborne or air
prior to their return u~ their alurnal place of movement operation. It may include an operationshabitatior or designated jisposition. tAR 310-25) function such as movement control and

COLLECTION communications; a support function which relates
Receipt in U.S. dollar currencies, checks, or other operation of the air facility itself, and a liaison

negotiable instruments from a customer country to function with appropriate airlifted or other air
pa for defense articles or se.'vices, based on units. It is analogous to the Marine servicc support
accepted FMS cases. {DOD 5105.38M) unit. (AR 320-5)

C.OLLECTION AND ANALYSIS POINTS COMBAT AMMUNITION
A point or points designated by the United States All armunition and explosive materiel used or

Army Materiel (ommand to act as a service and designated for suplport of combat operations. (AFM
analysis agency for United States Army Materiel 67-1)
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COMBAT AREA COMBAT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
A restricted area (air, land, or sea) which is A series o! time-phased implementing programs

established to prevert or minimize mutual designed to facilitate the development and
interference betw, ,n friendly forces engaged in integration of new or improved doctrine, materiel
combat operations. (1CS Pub 1) and organization into the Army in the field during a

designed implqmentation period. (AFR 80-8)! COMBAT AVAILABLE AIRCRAFT .

An ait craft capable of fulfilling its normally COMCAT DEVELOPMENT TROOP TEST

assigned mission:. It will have its primary weapon A test conductea in the field, using Tables of
system serviceable but may require to be fuelled, Organization and Equipment units, for the purposesystmd srvieae obut ready reire o beaible ( of evaluating operational or organizational

or have combat ready crews available. (JCS concepts, doctrine techniques, procedures, or to
Pub 1) gain further information on materiel. (AR 11-25)
COMBAT CARGO OFFICER COMBAT ESSENTIAL END ITEMArt embarkation officer assigned to major An equipment item which is required by tactical
amphibious ships or naval staffs, functioning units to accomplish he mission of cloyg withprimarily as an advisor to and representative of the and/or destroying the enemy force. (AR 700-12)

naval commander in matters pertaining to

embarkation and debarkation of trcops and their COMBAT ESSENTIAL REPAIR PART

supplies and equipmen.. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1) A functional repair part which is essential for the
maintenance of a combat essential end item or

COMBAT DAY OF SUPPLY systprn in a state of combat readiness. (AR 700-12)
The total amount of supplies required to support COMBAT ESSENTIAL SUPPORT ITEM

one day of combat, calculated by applying the A functional support item which is essential for
intensity factor to a standard day of supply. (JCS the maintenance in a state of combat readiness of
Pub 1) an equipment item or system which is required by
COMBAT DELIVERY VEHICLE tactical units to accomplish the mission of closing

A nuclear capable vehicle used for the combat with and/or uestroying tne enemy force. (AR

delivery of nuclear weapons and whose peacetime 700-12)

operations are covered by nuclear safety rt'es COMBAT ESSENTIALITY CODE
developed and approved IAW AFR 122-2. (AiR A one digit alphabetic code which indicates
122-1) wk:pt)ar an item is combat essential. (AR 700-1)

COMBAT DEVELOPMEIT AGENCY COMPAT EVALUATION
A Department of th-_ Army agency authorized to r, evluation conducted during actual comoat

engage in combat deve;.-.nents aetivities. (AR ,p, .iions, using Table of Organization and

11-25) i .1ent (TOE) units or specially trained units,
'signateO to evaluate operational or organization

COMBAT DEVELOPMENT FIELD EXPE-$I.4T ,oncepts, doctrine, organizations, or materiel to
A series of field trials employing bpecially trained include maintenance supporL. Combat evaluations

units, usually under controlled conditions. i" is may include examination of the TOE units, separate
oriente_ to specific problem areas and is desigi.ed and speciai units of US Forces and allies and their
to collect objective data for scientific evaluation of comparative effectiveness, and effectiveness of
operations, organizations, and materiel for use in materiel under combat conditions. (AFR 80-S. AR
developing or evaluating new or improved 11-25)
operational and organizational objectives, concepts, COMBAT FUNCTIONS
tactics, techniques and procedures. (AR 11-25) Operational activities involved directly in the use

COMBAT DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES GUIDE of Air Force combat forces. (AFR 26-12)
A Department of the Army compilation and COMBAT LEAVE

catalog of approved objectives and major Leave granted in conjunction with, returning
requirements which provides guidance for combat from, or going to. an area in which there was. or
development activities and the research and will be, imminent danger of being exposed to hostile
development program. (AID 705-5, AR 11-25) fire or explosion of hostile mines. (AFR 75-30)
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COMBAT LOADING COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT ELEMENTS
The arrangement of personnel and the stowage of Those elements whose primary missions are to N

equipment and supplies in a manner designed to provide serviee support to combat forces and which
conform to the anticipated tactical operation of the are a part, or prepared to become a part, of a
organization embarked. Each individual item of theater, command or task force formed for combat
cargo is stowed so that it can be unloaded at the operations. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)- 'Irequircd time. (JCS Pub 'I) IOIdA SUPR , ,.f

COMBAT LOSS Operational assistance furnished combat elements

rebiy time. desgCSe Pubts (A) COMBAT) SUPOR
Combat loss is that loss of equipment in the by other 3esignated units. (AR 310-25) -

hands of troops in an active theater that is caused COMBAT SUPPORT TROOPS
by enemy action. (AR 710-60) Those units or organizations wl-se primary

mission is te furnish operational assistance for the
COMBAT MATERIAL combat elements. (JCS Pub 1)

Consists of items of property designated as arms,
ammunition, and implements of war listed in the COMBAT TIRE
U.S. Munitions List. (DOD 4160.21-M) Pneumatic tire of heavy construction which is

designed to operate without air pressure for a
COMBAT MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT limited distance in an emec-ency. (AR 320-5)

The minimum equipment shown in TOE required

misson. orexmpleagenrato quie COMBAT TRAIN
to enable a unt to accomllish its operational Unit train rcuuired for immediate support of the
reqired. bcombat elements. Combat trains may include
coqued b boeryc p seds ammunition, maintenance, fuel and lubricants and
could be replaced by lanterns or battery powered medical vehicles. (AR 320-5)
lights; therefore, the former could not be U

considered essential. All armament would be COMBAT VEHICLE (FIGHTING)
essential. (AR 310-44) A vehicle, with or without armor, designed for a

specific fighting function. Armor protection or
COMBAT READINESS armament mounted as supplemental equipment on

The capability of a unit/ship to perform its noncombat vehicles will not change the
assigned missions as derived from Joint Chiefs of ehassification of such vehicles to combat vehicles.
Staff approved plans. The status of personnel, (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
equipment, supplies, maintenance, facilities, and COMBAT ZONE
training is cons:dered ir determining this capability. That area required by combat forces for the
(JCS Pub 1) conduct of operations. (JCS Pub 1)

COMBAT READY The territory forward of the Army reserve area

Synonymous with operationally ready, with boundary. (JCS Pub 1)
respect to missions or functions performed in COMBINATION MISSION/LEVEL OF EFFORT-ORIENTED
combat. (AR 320-5. AFM 11-1) ITEMS

Items for which reqzirements computations are
CO ARERAppi Do nIoNE s ebased upon the criteria used for both level and t:
1. Applied to organizations or equipment, means effort-oriented and mission-oriented items. (JCS

availability for combat operations. Pub 1, AR 320-5)
2. Applied to personnel, means qualified to carryout -ombat operations in the unit to which they are COMBINATION VEHICLE-(

assigned. (JCS Pub 1) Towing vehicle (prime mover) and a towed load
(trailer).' (AR 310-25)

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT
'lh( assistance provided operating forces COMBINED COMMON USERITEMS

priinarily in the fields of administrative services. Items of an interchangeable nature which are in
chaplain service. dvil affairs, finance, legal service, common use b two or more nations. (JCS Pub 1)
maintenance, medical service, military police. COMBINED (PRODUCTS, ACTUARIAL)
supply. transportation. and other logistical services. Combination of Overhaul and Field Maintenance
(JCS Pub I. AR 320-5) failures. (AFLCM 66-17)
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COMSINED LIFE (OPERATiON CODE 980) COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
The cumulative calendar time computed for an A substance which will burn. (AFM 127-201):1 item u! hardware starting with the date that the

serviceability status first becomes "M" (installed) COMBUTION

and continuing thereafter until the serviceability An oxidation reaction in which heat or light

status becomes "Q" (launched/terminated) or "X" energy is liberated. (AFM 127-201)
(condemned). (AFLCR 171-91) COMBUSTOR

MAINTENANCE REMOVAL INTERVAL A name generally assigned to the combination of
~ CMBIED(CUl) flame holder or stabilizt. igniter, combustionAn ARI factor developed for use in forecasting

total engine removals, i.e., removals for m chamber, and injection system of a ramjet or gas

overhaul and removals for base maintenance, turbine. (JCS Pub 1)
(AFLCP 50-4) COMMAND $

The ratio of the forecast flying hours per total 1. The authority vested in an individual of the
usage and maximum time removals and is published armed forces for the direction, coordination, Pnd
quarterly in the Actuarial Removal Interval Table. control of military forces.
(AFM 400-1) 2. An order given by a commander; that is, the

COMBINED MILITARY INFORMATION will of t:he oimmander expressed for the purpose of
Military information that, by agreement is shared bringing about a particular action.

by the United States and another government or 3. A unit or units, an organization, or an area

i:ternational government organization, regardless under the command of one individual.

of which party to the agreement produces the 4. To dominate by a field of weapon fire or by

information. Ccimbint military information may observatisn from a superior position. (See also 4
result or originate from specific projects which the Area Command: Base Command; Full Command;
United States and apether government agree to National Command; Operational Command.) (JCS
condiict so that (i) the different pheses of the Pub 1)

project are undertaken separately; (2) one COMMAND ACTIVITY
government will assume sole project responsibility AMC major subordinate command; project
on behalf of both; "r (3) the best results of managers, separate installations and activities
independent endeavors will be adopted). tAFSCR reporting directly to Headquarters, Army Materiel

2t10-5) C,onmand. (AMCR 11-26)
COMBINED SHOP COMMAND AND CONTROL

Integration of all maintenance facilities at an An arrangement of F,2rsonnel, facilities, and the
installation under a centralized control regardless means for information acquisition, processing, and
ol echelon of maintenance. (AR 31.0-25) dissemination employed by a commander in

COMBUSTIBILITY planning, directing, and controlling operation-.
The relative combustibility of materiel is defined (OPNAVINST 2305.13. JCS Pub 1)

as follows:
I. Hazardous. COMMAND CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.Materiel which, either by REQUIREMENTS BOARD (C3PB)

themselves or in combination with their packaging, An activity established at MAJCOMs, bases, an*
are highly susceptible to ignition and will contr;bute i!It.rmediate ,evels if purpose
to the intensity and rapid spread of fire. e f., .1.va idating commufications-eletronics requirenewnts-

2 ~~~2. Moderate Combustibility. Materiel arid tho.ir ancom icaon-etoisreuemrs-2. Mderte ombstmnty Maeril ad toir and establishing andi maintaining coordination
packaging, both of which will contribute fuel to
fire. among command supporting activities to satisfy the

3. Low Combustibility. Materiel which, in requirements. (AFR 100-18)
themselves. wil! not normally ignite, but which, in COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM
combination with their packaging, will contribute The facilities. equipment, commuiinications.
fuel to fi . procedures, and personnel essential to a commander4. 1sncombus:ibility. Materiel and their :r plannirig. directing. and controlling operations

packaging which will neither ignite nrr support of assigned forces pursuant to the inissions
combustion. (AFM 67-1) assigned. (JCS Pub 1)
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COMMAND ASSESSMENT RFVIEW (CAR) COMMAND EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT OFFICe (CEMO)
A program management revi w conducted at HQ The major command or separate operating agency

APSC that features presentaton on the status and organization responsible for managemcnt of the
progress of programs selected by the Commander, command equipping program. (AFM 67-1)
AFSC, and of lesser priority and importance than COMNAND EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT TEAM (CEMT) N
the PAR prograi.s. Each program manager is, I' gro-,,p :)f eq.:ipping specialists opicrating asiallotted 30 minutes (20-minute briefing and "*Idot traieling teams to oerfirm on-the-spot surveys of
10-minute discussion). (,\FSCR 800-1) EMO operations along with the accomplishment of

The CAR system was established in 1970 to equipment authorization and uiliation reviews.
review programs which collecively use a significant Teams operate under the jurisdiction of the CEMO.
portion of AFSC's resources, but are not reviewed (AFM 67-1)
by the PAR/SPR system. These reviews are
presented to the Commander, AFSC, an.1 his staff. COMMAND UIDANCE
The Commander, AFSC, may recommend that a A guidance system wherein intelligence
program in the CAR system be added to the SPR transmitted to the missile from an outside source
agenda for a one-time review Nhen conditions causes the missile to traverse a directed flight path.

warrant a review by the Secretary of the Air Force. (JCS Pub 1)
(AFSCR 800-23) COMMAND MATERIAL MANAGER

COMMAND BUDGET ESTIMATE A command or office of the Navy Department is
A statement evaluating the effect of the Program assigned responsibility for a basic Navy program.

and Budget Guidance upon t.e operations of the Accnrdipgly, a command/office is sometimes
command, and sunmarizing plans for use of the refered to as a program manager. (NAVEXOS
resources proposed for allocation to the command. P-150f)
(AR 310-251 COMMAND NET
COMMAND CENTER A communications network which connects an

A facility from which a commander and his echelon of command with some or all of its
representatives direct operations ar d control forces. subordinate echelons for the purpose of command
It is organized to gather, process, analyze, display control. (JCS Pub 1)
and disseminate planning and operational data and COMMAND OF POSSESSION CODES
perform other related tasks. (JCS Pub 1) The one-digit code is contained in AFM 300-4 and

COMMAND CODE is use! to identify the major c'mmand that
Service or agency with logistical responsibility, physically possesses the aerospace -ehicle or end

This code will identify each Federal stock number item of equipment. (AF.M 67-1
to the command with logistical responsibility. (AMC COMMAND POST
750-29) A unit's or subunit's headquarters where the
A code to indicate the Military Service or Agency commander and the staff perform their a-tivities.

which has the management control of the depot In combat, a unit's or subunit's headquarters is
maintenance activity submitting the EAM card. T-,. often divided into echelons; the echelon in which (he
command code will be: Army-l, Navy-2, Marie unit o," subunit commander is located or from which
Corps-3, Air Force-4. (NAVMATINST 4850.89A) he operates is called a command nost. (JCS Pub 1)

COMMAND DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE (CDMO) (DATA COMMANDANT AIR FORCE ROTC
MANAGEMENT OFFICES) The ccmmandarn is the senior USAF officer
An organization established at major command assigned to Hq AFROTC prugramn at educational

(MAJCOM) level to supervise and control the Air institutions in behalf of the Conimander. Air
Force and command data management program University. (AFM 67-1)
concerning contractor-prepared data. Within HQ COMMANDER

AFLC, it is in DCS/Logistics Operations (LOLC). For the purpose of action (Chapter 17). theAFLCR 310-) commander will be one of the following:

COMMAND DESTRUCT SIGNAL 1. For AFRES units and individuals assigned or
A signal uscJ to operate intentiona!ly the attached to a reserve center. the commander of the

destruction system in a missile. (JCS Pub l center.
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2. For AFRES units which have been civilianized COMMERCIAL COMMODITY ITEMS
under the Air Reserve Technician Program, the A commodity item that is manufactured primarily
commander of the Air Reserve Base. for the commercial market but has both commercial

3. For mobilization assignees, the commander of and military application. (AMCR 11-26)
the AF unit to which assignerd orCMERCIAL CONSUMABLEtraining. , RItem expnUBedcosmdiuewhhn

4. For Aerifl Port Squadrons, Air Terminal Item expended or consumed in use which, in
Squadrons, MAC or AFCS Squadrons and addition to military use, is used and traded in
Detachments, and Air Force Reserve Recovery normal civilian enterprise and which is or can be

Groups, the ommanter of the designated unit. imported or exported through normal international
(AFM 67-1) trade channels. (AFR 400-20)

COMMANDER OF FLYING OPERATIONS COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT
T:ie Director of Maintenance at ALC bases and A product of commercial design available on the

the Unit Detachment Commander for AFLC flying civilian market having within its integral design
operations conducted at other than ALC basic characteristic: acceptable for use by the
installations. (AFLCR 60-2) military. (AFLCR 73-3, DARCOMR 715-6,

COMMENCEMENT Of OPERATION NAVMATINST 11260.1A, MCO 4200.25A, DLAR
4145.34)

The date of delivery of the first end article to a
Navy operational site for which the Navy assumes %^OMMERCIAL FACILITIES
support, or the date on which an end article is Facilities or services conducted or provided by
incerporated in another end article already in the private or commercial firms. (AR-58-1)
Navy inventory. This term does not apply to FIRM COMMERCIPL ITEM
Plan aircraft. (ASGINST 4200.15) An item which is manufactured primarily for the
COMMENT, ESSENTIAL commercial rather than the military market and

A comment covering requirenents or provisions having both commercial and military applications.
which must be adopted or reconciled if the Commercial items also ipclude parts which are
documeat is :o be usable by the commenting manufactured in accordance with normal commercial
activity. (DOD 4120.3) qua.ity controlled production runs which meet or
COMMENT, SUGGESTED exceed the requirements of Government

A comment covering changes considered desirable specifications or standards. (TM 38-715)

but not essential. Comments on grammar and An item either that is intended for use in the
punctuation. if any, are suggested comments. commerc:al market but has defense application or

Comments regarding format will be considered that is developed at private expense and offered to
suggested comments unless justification is provided the Government -- a production article with

which demonstrates that administrative difficulty Government control limited to the item's form, fit
would arise because of: and function. jNAVMATINST 4:30.1)

1. Change in identification numbers, or COMMERCIAL ITEMS
2. Change from one basic format described in items which are, or have been, sold or offered by

this manual to another. (DOD 4120.3-M) any supplier to the civilian market or to industry

COMRCIAL AIR MOVEMENT for civil use (except US Government surplus
The movement of an organized group of 25 or materiel for sak or offered by any supplier). (AFR

more persons in regular commercial air service, or 67-27)
any personnel movement. regardlefs of size, when Irticles of supply readily available from
chartered commercial air service is required. established commercial distribution ources. which
(DSAR 4500.3) the Department of Defense or inventory managers

in the military Services have desigiated to beCOMMERCIAL AIR MOVEMENT NUMBER obtained directly or indirectly from such sources.

Symbol assigned to routing requests for purposes obtaiPub 1, A r 400-3, Al o :320-5)

of idenification, record, secrecy, and administrative
handling of movements of groups of 15 cr more COMMERCIAL ITEMS OR MATERIAL
men. who travel within the continental limits of the Those items required by the military services
United Stat.s by commercial aircraft as authorired which are generally used throughout the (ivilian
by regulations. (AR 320-;) economy and which are avaiable through normal
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commercial distribution channels (frequently COMMERCIAL SALE
referred to as "off-the-shelf" items.) (NAVEXOS Sale made by US industry directly to a foreign
P-1500, DOD 5154.141 buyer under the provisions of the Foreign Military
COMMERCIAL LOADING Sales Act. (AFR 400-3)
CM A LSale made by U.S. industry dircctly to a foreign

The loading of personnel and/or equipment and buyer not administered by the DOD and not
supplies for maximum use of space. Sometimes involving credit inder the provisions of the Arms
calle: "administrative loading". (JCS Pub 1) Export Control Act. (DOD 5105.38M)

COMMERCIAL OFF-THE-SHELF EQUIPMENT COMMERCIAL STANDARD ITEM
A "commercial" item is an item (either supplies An item approved for general commercial nsage,

or services) of a class or kind which is (1) regularly and for which dimensional and quality requirements
used for other than Government purposes and (2) are contained in an industrial standard (Document)
sold or traded in the course of conducting normal developed and issued by any o various recognized
business operations. To qualify under this industrial trade associations, or technical societies:
definition, the equipment must have been developed e.g., SAF. NAS, etc. Excluded are those :tcms
by industry, and an article of the exact, which are "standard" to a single manufacturcr or
configuration being contemplated for use by t~he Air affiliated group of manufacturers. (AFLCM 72-2,
Force must be in existence prior to the issuance of AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)
any Government contract. This article must be in COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION
such condition ihat the manufacturer can, upon Transportation commercially owned and operated,
request, and prior to issuance of a Government such as buses, streetcars, trains, subways, taxicabs,
contract, demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Air boats, or other mode with fares or tokens furnished
Force procuring activity that the equipment or paid by the Government. (AR 55-34)
satisfies or exceeds the manufacturer's design, COMMERCIALTYPEEDITEM
specification, or sta.tement and that sufficient An end item manufactured to a commercial
logistics infornaition is available to ensure support specificaticn or a military performance type
through s'andard Air Force procedures. specification which permits procurement of
(AFSC/AFLCR 800-5) commercial type items and for which supporting

COMMERCIAL PACKAGING items are normally available within acceptable time
The methods and materials employed by the limits through commercial channels. (NAVEXOS

supplier to satisfy the requirements of the P-1500, SEC NAVINST 4423.2A)

commercial distribution system. (AR 310-25. DLAR COMM.RCIAL TYPE ITEMS
4145.7) Articles which, in addition to having a military

COMMERCIAL PIERS use are used and traded in norma! civilian

Other than military owned or leased p.ers. (AR enterprise and which are or can be
50-30)exported/ imported through commercia, z ources.

(AFR 400-20)

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT Any items, including those expended or consumed
Equipment or supplies which normally are, or in u~e which, in addition to military use, are used

have been sold or offered to the public and traded in norma; civilian interprise ann which
commercially by any supplier. (Source: Department are, or can be imported/exported though normal
of Defense Directive 4120.3.) (DOD 4120.3-M, DOD international trade channels. (DOD 5105.38M)
412P.3) COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE FIELD OFFICE

COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS An office establ:l.ed by the Commercial

Publications containipig technical information on Warehouse Service Office to perform operating

assembly, installation, operation, servicng, functions in assigned areas. (DSAR 4115.26)
disassembly. overhaul, reassembly, and parts COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE FIELD OFFICER

identification They are published in manual, The Head (J:ilian or military) of the Comniccia
booklet, or pamphlet form and normally are Warehoube Field Office designated by the
furnished by manufacturers to purchasers of their Commercial Warehous: Service Officer to
product. (AFSCM 310-2) administer and implement this plan. (DSAR 4155.26)
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COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE SERVICE COMMISSION
That service available from commercial sources 1. To put in er make ready for service or use, as

for storing and handling of Governr, ent-owned to commission an aircraft or a ship.
supplies in general merchandise warehouses, open 2 A written orde- giving a person rank and
storage space and refrigerated space. (DSAR authiority as an offiecr in the armed forces.
4145.26) 3. The rank and the authoriiy given by such an .

order. (See also activate; constitute.) (JCS Pub 1)
COMMERCIAL WAREHOIISE SERVICE OFFICEA central rganizational element of DSA/DPSC COMMISSIONING CERTIFICATE (AF FORlM 121) I_es t raledibythe na Cm man oDPSC oadminis The document prepared by AFCS in collaborationestablished by the Commander, DPSC, to administer with the operating agency and the base commander

the house facilities f,. the storage of general wy
merchandise and perishabie commodities. (DSAR prior to formal acceptance of a facility. Contairs as

an attachment, a complete listing of all equipment
4145.26) installed by facility code, SFEL package
COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE SFRVICE OFFICER designators, stock numbers, and quantity. (AFM

The Head (civilian or military) giver the 67-1)
responsibility to supervise the Commercial COMMITMENT

Warehouse Service Office in its administration and As used in the Air Force, is t0e anount
implementation of this plan. (DSAR 4155.26) adminiatratively reserved for future obligations
COMMERCIAL WATER MOVEMENT NUMBER gains t  available funds based upon firm

requisitions, PRs, MIPRs, Administrative
Symbol assigned for purposes of identification, Commitment Docunents (ACDS), directives

record, secrecy, and adm inistrative handling of req uiri n t o cum ent f ac tual p r cur e s

movements of groups of 15 or more men who travel actiow;, or oter written evidEnces on acceptable
withn the continental limits of the United States by forms of intention to incur obligationb. (AFLCM
commercial inland waterway or coastwise ships as -57-7. FSCM 57-2)
authorized by regulations. (AR 320-5) A comitment is a specific amount of currentl:.

COA.MERCIALLY AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT arailable funds reserved for funding specified
Denotes any make or model of data processing obic.atins, based on firm requisitions, purchase

equipment that is or will be regularly availabl requtst,. directives requiring commencement of.ctaal procurement actions, or other authorizedfrom commercial sources. This term is intended to written evidence on acceptable forms, which
written etiden eqimet inetal singl, unisichtar

excude those equipments in single units that are indicate intention to incur obligations. A= ~~~constructei . on site and those built ia response to co it e t c ur wh n he A o ni g a d

special Air Force specifications. (AFM 11-1) Finan:e Ofiicer or other aithorized person certifies
COMMERCIAL-AND-INDUSTRIAL TYPE FACILITIES to the availability of funds and releases the

Industrial property tot!:er than material. specia! commitment document to the Procurement Officer
mlepfor the purose of obligating the GovernmentStooling, military property, and speciai test wihu •lr"e eoretoteofca epnil

equipment) for production, maintenance, research, without fIrher recourse to the official responsible
deuipment or test, including rea property and for certifying availability of funds. (AFSCM 27-11
rights therein, buildings, strctures, improvements, An action to obtain goods or services that can be
and plant equipment. (DAC 76-17) " connected to an obligation without furt'ier recourse

to the official responsible for certifying the

COMMERCIAL-TYPE PROPERTY availabil;ty of funds.
Property generally considered not to lbe unique An amount administratively reserved for future

a:il peculiar to DOD and possessing commercial obligation against available fun.s. based upon firm
marketability. (DOD 4160.21-.) requisitions. purchase requests. directives requiring

comrmitn.ent actions. or other written evidence. on
COMMERCiAL-TYPE VEHICLE acceptable forms. of intention to incur obligations.

A ve:ticle designed to meet civilian requirements (AFLC.M 401-1)
and usd. without major modifications. for routine A specific amount of currently available funds
purpo:'es in connection with the transportation of reserved for funding ;pecified obiiggations. based on
supplies. personnel, or equ ipment (.1 CS Pub I1. AR firm requisition. purchase :.quest. directives
320-5) requirin g coin iencenw,:, of ,ct :al procurement
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actions, or other authorized written evidernce onl COMMODITY CATEGORY
acceptable fori.as, which indicated intention to incur Identifying eommodi.ies fG-r cargc. purpose- as
obligations and authorize the creation of an required for -.anifeFrdng, billing, cast acco;inting,
obligation without further recourse to the official contractor payment, and cargo exception. (DOD

responsible for certifying availabilitv of funds. 4 -- 0.32-R1)
(AFCR276)COMMODITY COORDINATION GROUPAAny communication between a responsible U.S. A group chartered by Defense, Logistic Support -

(incidin- officials of any international orga-ization tefu iiaysrie epnii o hth furmltr evcsI.pnii o h
or supra-niatonal authority) which reasonably could Fg' deral supply commodity grcuping involved.
be interpreted as being a promise that the U.S will These groups are responsible c the development

41provide a foreign go~ernmaent (isncluding of supply procedures which best assure maxitnum
international organizations or supra-national use of th type matzrial concerned and interchange
authorities) with ftnds (including long terml c.redit o sesa hlsl ee.(SiS 40.4
assignmentsi, goods, servieeF, or information. COMDTDPT
(DOD 5105.3811)

Any depot. other than the monitoring depot.
COMMITMENTS OUTSTANDING assigried supply responsibility of zn iterm or

*The total amount nf *commitments" against a component required for modification technica! order
specific appropriation or fund or any subdivision conpliance. (AFM 67-1)
thereof at any given time (i.e., commitments not yet
obligated -.r cancelled). Includes continigent COMDT RP

liaoiitie reatd t oustac~ig ontact-e~., A grouping or range of items which possess
price revisions and qi:antity variances-also related miachrceitshves!aarapctonr
authorizations to incur obligations upon engineering are susceptible to similar supply management
changes and " provisioning" concurrent spare parts. mehd.(O 153M

(DOD 5000.8) COMMODITY GROUPSii CMMITEDANDUNCMMITEDA group of homogenn-ous items c: materiel as
A dollar value or quantity administratively dcatedogin sytem. Dart0ent4, Defns supp5y

reserved against available approved GA and IIASF ctlgn ytm DD40.4 R3-5
program lines based upon firm requisitions. COMMODITY INEGRATED MATERIEL MANAGER jCIMM)
purchase requests. directives initiating actual An activity/agency designated by the Secretary
supply actions, procurement, or other written of Defense or the Adminiistrator, GSA to exercise
evidenc on acceptable forms for the value of items integrated materiel man-gement for a Commnodity

-Iwente bvedcuetsae rcesd gintbeing processed in Fupport of 31AP within the (iriented FSC Group/C!as;, coilinodity or item onl aA

-iAFLC system. A commitment occurs at that point DOD oi- Federal Governrne; '-wide basis. WDAR
whe te bov dcuens ae roesed gans a 4130.4, AR 718-4. N'VUrINT 4120.36. AFR

M 0. record control number (111N) for a specific 72-11, MCO 4410.16;
country. The uncommitted program is that amount The activity/agenc3 designed to exercise
repreffnting the difference between the amount of Ilntegra-ed 11aterie; WMagement for a Commodity

~~rgr~m qantty nd alu) cmmitedandth~ Oriented FSC Group/ Cla.ss. commodity or item on a
mon (dprogra (quantity and vaiu)comtedad ) h DOD or Federal Governitr'nt-wide blasis. (DOD

undelive:-d. iAFLCR 400-23) 46.111
COMMODITYCOMMODITY LOADIN~G

A g'.a; o rage f iemswiich ossss imiar A method of lo; ding in which various types of
chaactrisics hae smilr apliatinsor re cargo are loaded together. such as ammnunition.chdactrisics hae smilr apliatips.or re rations, or toox,,d vehicles, in order tha!t ea-hSsetie to similar snipply management methods. conimoditv can be tiicharged withotit disturbing- the

di) M0PILS. ANM 67-1)
A repofrint category which includes all M1MA ote.(A 0-.JSub)

codIed commodity programs, other thaii 'hose COMMODITY MANAGER
reflecied undler systems assigned by AFICR 234:0 A :esignated :ndividoal assigned resporqibility
aind iiS- ex-Aaied i- Vol 1. AFLCII 460-2. (AFLCM for !he centralized management of an assigned
40-2. Vol IXI 011nimod1ity. ,.\AVMAT P-42151
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An individual, at various organizaional echelons commercial specification, and are suitable for use in
o' an inventory control point, who nas been more than one model of electronir equipment or
assigned the integrated materiel management of a other equipment using eieetrrnic pa, ts. By t~teir

given number of items, categories of items. Federal physical and design, characteristics, they are
Supply Classification groups or classes within a susceptible to a variety of application ar.d a high
category or any designated combination thereof. degree of interchangeability. They are common in
(AR 320-5) that they are not specificaily built for a particular

COMMODITY ORIENTED CLASSES model of equipment, pe, uliar to one office or
command. They are generally available from

These are the FSC Classes approved by Deputy manufacturer.
Se'retary of Defense for assignment to CIMM for sources other than the equi me anare

They have a sho,' procurement lead time and are
management, under the concept that "T~e susceptible to production run manufactu:e.management characteristics which distinguish the Ex'.mpies of common ei-.ctronic items are most
commodity oriented items are such that the prevalent in the following areas: capacitors,
relationship of like items to each other rather than resistors, electron tubes, tube sockets, dry cel
the relationship of parts to higher assei.b'ies is
generally predominant." The initial cor.solidated

listing of ibese classes was promulgated ,y Deputy COMMON HARDWARE
Secretary of Defense memo fif 16 .tune 1971, Expendable hardware items having multiple
"Defense Integrated Management of Consumable applications (nuts, bolts, screws, washers, pins.
Iterns". The current listing of these casses will be keys, grommets). (AR 320-5)
item management coded unless exempt. Cf. COMMON 1
Definition of Weapon System Oriented Classes. omm es oos. l u d am

(DD46.1M1 Sometimes oosely used to denote any consumable
(DOD 4160.21-1-1) item except repair parts or other technical items.

COMMODITY SUPPORT AIRCRAFT (JCS Pub 1)
Additional aircraft assignd to a command to Any item. of materiel which is required for use by

enable it to maintain the basic aircraft inventory of more than one activity. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
its organizations at authorized strength. (AFM Items used by two or more military services of
67-1) similar manufacture or fabrication which may vary

COMMON BUSINESS ORIENTED LANGUAGE (COBOL) between services as to color or shape (as vehicles or

A s,.eific language by which business data clothing). (AR j20-5, JCS Pub 1)

processing procedures nay be precisely described in Readily available commercial items. (AR 320-5.
JCS Oub 11a standard form. The language is intended not only Any item of materiel which i. prt.tred for.

as a means for directly presenting any business owned by (se-ice stock), or usee by any military
rogram to any suitable computer, for which a department of the Departme t of Defense and
c(m'liler exists, but also as a means ofce m nd s, which is Liso required to be .urnished to a recipient
comn;*inicating suich procedures among individuals. ountry nder the grant-aid Military Assistance
(JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) Program. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub I,

COMMON CARRIER Those AF items of supply having application to
Aircra.f' operating commercially as carriers, two or more weapon systems or nonweapon

(AFM 67-i) systems. subsystems. support equipment. including
A commercial transportation medium for delivery components and spzres related thereto. (AFLCR

o: supplies from cine destination to another. (AFR 57-27. AFM 67-1)
69-8) An item of standard design. .ip .!4iaion. and

COMMON COMMERCIAL ITEM specification normally procurabic from several
An item of supply or equipment that is manufacturers or imppiiers. or available from only
anufactured or produced fr industrial or mihitar one manufacturer but with wide usage. or of sucimaufctre or"ouelfridsra rmltr design thai the multiple alpplicablahv is alilareut.4

use and is readily available from commercial iNAVAIRINS 47i0.11
sources. (AFSCR 6f-8) AAllS4'02CoMMON EAFC~NIARTS Materiai whi-h is comon in; nature to the
COMMON ELECTONIC PARTS applicab!e Government contract and the

Items who-se physical and design characterk:i contractor's other wirk. 1DAP 4-101.2)
conform to a federa!, military or apprIvedl Items of supp~y having application to mul11tiple
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systems, Sub-zv~te-fls support equip-meilt, of multiple temn or equipment applicetior. (AiFR
~ompoiertt, and spares rcated thereto. (AFLCR '74 -2)

It ~~~571-27) CMO iVC
Any part or component which is rcquired in the COMNERCE o supismaeian

assembly -f ',o er more comp'lete end itenis. (JCs S eriepomd
Pub 11equipment furnished by one departm ent for wne cr

Means wmazc-tiai which is common in Pature to mreeprintfowhcnoiag smdet
both the termiuated contiact and 'he contractor's teohrdpr.'ot.(F 71
other work. (DAR 8-101.2) COMMON SERVICE ACTIVITIES

Mazerial which is common in nature to both the Readily identifiable categories of support-type A
terminated contract and the contractor's othor services of a semiconniercia! niature, utilized by "1. 117
wark. (DAC 76-9) or rnor^ militpey departm' nts for substantiall3 the Z1

Those items of supply having application to both saint purposes designed by the Secretary of
*cryptologic and noncryptologic eq-:prnent atid Defense ;or L. sinile management arsignment. (DOD

-iotained from supply sourees other than AF 5160.12)
cryptologic depot. (AFIN 67-1i CONNON SER'iCING
COMMON ITEM CLASS That functirn performed -,y one military Servi,^e

An AF commnodity class *-ontaining itein' zf in s' pport of another military Service for which
supply which are commonly used an'l have general reimbursement is not required from the assembly of
applicatioins such as hardwa:e, paints, dopes, two) (r more complete end items. (JCS Pub 1)
metals. gases. petroleum products, chemicals, office CMO UPE

suplie, ec.(AF 67))Those supplies common to two or more Services.

COMMON (ITEM) TABLE OF ALLOWANCES (CTA) (AR .320-5, JCS Pub 1)
A table which provides recommended allowances
ofcommon items of equipment wl,-eh are required Applies to administratie or urrert-tvpe service, COMN1UPOT2

worlwid. (A 3144)that are pro-Aded alike to two or more Air Force

COMMON MACHINE LANGUAGE activities (or R&D projects) (,n a nonre'rnhurs'rinen! tlv
A machine sensibie informnation representation basis. Fands fo; common support are included in _

wl'izh is common to a related group of data the institutional funding provided by HQ AFSC to
processing mahns A ditnuihw tile R&D field actiities. Examples of suc COSE.

characteristic is that. genera!y.v one line of coding are t; ase inur.for utilities. aintenance et

pecifiE: one instruction to the computer. (AFM roads and grottpdi. and operation of persennei
11-1) offices or acc(-uptine and iinance -,fiices. This is

COMMON PARTSthe kind of .upport nor-naii * p~rovided b, a hoo
Manufactured parts which may Ise used coinnonly atvt oatn.tatuyo oriw.

on two or more major items (AR 320-5) basis (AFSCR 170-9). Also, these costs are
anaiogous to the indirect and oier~iead cc-sts

Normally, maintenance spares and r'epair parts id'iidbyteJbOerotAconngSse
sp~ecified or app~licable to an entire aircraft type, ideJOCA$) y heJo OAFder 17- C os ccutig.y

clas or ub-lass aicraf eqipmet e airra~ The laiboratories. howexer. may be reimbursed for
upoteqziipment. Use of the word -common" w~f~~~),r ioyod t o-i ic

may also refer to -peculiar- spares and rep~air customaers. IAFSCR 172-2)
partS When properly qualified. (NAVARJXST

Patrls uroduced liv more than one manufacturer. One which prtvscribi :iutliorr-.atioiis of eqailn-nel-t
11'ilale ro- moe tan ne oure o suplyin or everal units of the sarv, type locaited in)I

;hecopettie cnierralrepacmen prts 4;ferntareas or coin-nds tui. n-r-laacum-ent
hnvngapliatononmor tanon taiixctt er 1-4 .'

tyeormaeo ehiMle TAB'E 67-1 ALOWNC 37tI? I)Zs
COMMN PECIION EASREMNT EUIPENT(PUE COMONTABLE OF ALLOWANCES ITEI!
Coinerial nd i~tay ,aii-ardprresio Ali:;vni f !1;terii %which can jI: auttirim-d iy * a

measremet euipmnt ist-1 i tes'niasi~emet Comonor seiic usagt er> 'rit and h-ile



no, require du:.mentation in the Aimy t1.4nponents and/or subassemblies) areI
kuthorization Documents . ystpin /variable. the interchangeable; ind - nsi=blt itemns are
Armny Authorization Ducuments Systemn anti a interciiangeahie between them. (AFM 11-1)

tertralized conutation of ;equirernents by the COMMON-SERICING

CC-1M1AC TOOLS in s'ipport of another Military Service for -which
Items of tools an,' tool equipment which arc' -i'ILursement is Pot required frzm the serviceI

found in, -fmmon usage, or which art: applicable to !-'-C-iVing 3UPpor*; (AR 320-5, ICS Pub 1, DOD
variet., of operations or to a single operation on a 400".19, ? 37-27, DOD 4i00.32*--R)I

variety of material. (AR 26-5) That fun-ion (provision of bulk pe~iroieu"-.
COMMON USE opridd a distrib:.tion and storage fa-iities and s .ics)

Serv'c.s. materias orfatlitits prvddby a performed I Service for which reinbirie~nent is
Dep~artment of Defense agency or a military not req;uired -i rm the Service rc.'eiving the support.

4department or a coinmen ha~s;.- fo-x' two or more (DOD 4140,25-41)
Department o-f fPefen!.e agencies. (AR 320-5, JCS COM16CN USF STANDARD STOCK ITEMe
PA 1~)

Items thlat are skpilar in cha!racter and ased bi
COMMON USE STANDARD STOCK HEMS two or more mili!ary depar..nents for the qamni or

As used in sections 451 through 73C flhe 10, ciosc:y rl-at~d purposcs. (AR 17-2.'/
U.S. Code, include items similar in character used COPON-USER COUMJNICATIONS
by two or mare departments ot subdivisi(,..s for the Tenra e,-a. n diitaiefclte
same or c!osely related purposes. Examples; Tenra o.m:dadamn~raiefclt~
subsistcntc-., medical and dental suipplies. lumber required for day-to-day business and used by all
hardware. fuels ano~ iubritants. household and authorized activities, such as voice and record
office-,yp:. furniture and material, general ':oinnhnications %fliities . rovd~d by AFSC or

houseceCping material, individual clothin and commcial commor, carrier2 (i.e.. *AlitIAMMET,
equipm'ent, and vehicular spare part.,. (AFLCMt AIROPNET, AUTn!))1 , AUTOVON, MARS, and

t2-2) USAF Ac-onautical Stations, the last two being
COMMOIN USEIC AIRLIFT SERVICE IIonDefense Ciman nications Systemn facilities).I

The airlift service Provided on a roirs on basis .FC 37

4for all Department of Defense forn onen~s and, a-, CO~N '3!SFA OCLNj TERMINALS
authorized, for other agencies of the United States A military% instailatioi., !)art tef a -iijitarv
LGovernment. (DOI' 5160.2) in~stallation or a cot -r.-rciai facility operated under

in military fraLsport service us..ge the airlift contract ot arrangemL At by the Milit.-i Trafic
service provided en a co-mmon basis for all M-magement and Terminal Se.-'c -which regularly
Department of Defense agencies and, as ruthorized, provides for two or more zervices, terminal
for other agencies of the United States fiov-rnnment fardius 01 reca-%pt, transit stoyaze or
(JCS Pub 1. Ail 3_20-5, AFLCM 171-119i pr siglaIng and unloaig of passenger s cr

COMMON USvFA NETWORK cargo aboard shoDs. 140S Pub 1;
A system of circ-fits or channels allocated to O.OMMUNICATHIO LANGUAGE (DATA AUTOMATiON)

furnish communication pati'- betiver. switching A langug.e structure cnmplete witl: conventions.
centers to provide communication stvice: oc. a ntx adchrte st.udpimil foI
common basis to. -.1 connected ttions O onvy nweg fpr se e~. w
subscribers. it is sometimes described as a General
Plur~~en etvr.( u participants. iAF~i UI

TCOMMUNICATlOW-ElUCTROftIC EQUIPUENT
COMMONALITY Thmat subdi-i!ioii - electronic ma-zerilI required

A term ,Piied to equipment or system., which fo - ps ?o o-iiin os tieut .do
ljocss 1ke and interch-ageabie characteristics. teeir e furposimi l anf sim:u iarpstions t inhmerm~inn

a. ~Equipment and systenic are common when: they tltu.f sriea. iia ye ttria
- eqn it: deiacs etrazi ;,nytns so-posses comnpatibiliy; each can Ite oPerated and imn:ltat;msinsstm.ascae

n~dirza!Iw'd by personnel trained on . ie r(invrs seuirdei.ec. fuPNAVINST Ifti-i0.1)

without adilitioa; ,imeclulized training; repair patrts COMMUNICArTIII-ELrTRONIC-UOOLOCCAL (CER) I
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= ]EQUIPMENT considered of possible. intelligence valtie. (AFSCPRadio, wire, and other equipment used "or the 55.4)

transmission of intelligence, aircraft controls and
navigation, guided missiles, fire control, electronic COMMUNICATIONS SECURiTY (COMSEC) EQUIPMENT
countermeavures, computers, and meteorological Equipment designed to prowae security or
equipment installed at a ground site. (AFLCR :t.henticity to tele(.omnnications by coriertiiy
66-67) iformation to a form unintelligible to an

unauthorizp inteceptor; and by reconverting to its
COMMUNICATIONS original form for authorized recipients; or by

A method or means of conveyi g information of verif iiir information in a way no, possible to an
any kind from one person or place to another. unauthorized interceptor. COMSEC equipment2 except by direct unassisted coiversation or includes that specifically designed to aid in this
correspondence through nonmilitary postal agencies. conversion process, including crypto,
(JCS Pub 1) crypto--ancilliary, crypto production, andi COIUNCAIONS CENTER authentication equipments ar,1 cryptodevices. (AFR

An agency charged with the responsibility for 66-21)
receipt, transmission, and delivery of messages. CU• COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY MONITORING
(JCS Pub 1) The act c. listening to, copying, or recording

1COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE transmissions of one's own cicuits (or when
An orbiting vehicle, which relays signals between specially agreed, e.g., in AlliEd exercises, those of

communications stations. They are of two types: a. friendly forces) to provide material for
active communications satellite - A satellite which Communications Security anai-sis in order to
receives, regenerates. and retransmits signals determine the degree of -ecurity being provided to
between stations; and b. passive communications those transmissions. In particular, the purposes
satellite - A satellite which reflects communications include prov;iding a basis for: a. advising
signals between stations. (JCS Pub 1) commanders on the security risks resulting from

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY (COMSEC) their transmissions, b. improving the security of
Action. taken to apply the maximum practical communications, and c. planning and conducting

degree of protection to USAF telecommunications. manipulative communications deception operations.
with the result that unauthorized persons are (JCS Pub 1)
denied the opportunity to derive sensitive COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE AUTHORIZATION
information from these communications. All Call or subsidiary eontract upon the general
information can be divided into three categories:

classified, unclassified, and unclassified but of contracts with the communications comparies topovtat id te sp cificufa iiti nsvcoesi toeJ possible intelligence value. "Sensitive inform-tion" prv i ed iic heCilii andn Service

includes classified information and unclassified prescribed limits of the Communications Service
information of possible intelligence value. Because Authorization. (AFM 11-)
of AFSC mission requirements, telecommuniications COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS FACILITY
systems are extensively ,ised and are thus the A functional assembly of equipment at a given
prime targets for intelligence exploitation. The site or location, complete with -ipporting
m i:,irtradlve "black" telephone is the weakest structures. personnel, and services that together
link in the telecommunications system as far as satisfy a ,e,uirement or function as the local
security is concerned. Through this system, portion of a larger commuications-electronics
sensitive information can be disclosed very easily in system. (AFR 100-18)
any of the following ways: (a) discussion of
classified information in the belief that no one can COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS FACILITY INOPERATIVE
inercel)t the conversation; (b) discussion of FOR PARTS (CEhP)

-classified information in an area without A priority request for parts required to return an
considering that i.. hones ;i the area may be in inoperative AFCS or Air Weatl,er Station facilit. to
use; (cI) di.scussion in %%hidl a deliberate attempt is - operrational status The request reflects a condition
made to "%alk ar,)und" thi' classified information; of ground C-E equipment which precludes missiol.
and (d) discumssion of unclassified information whih. wrforniance (ie to lack of a )art (nSt an entr. on
through lack of eniightenment, has not been an off-base requisition). (AFM 67-6
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COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS IMPLEMENTATION necessary to install a CERI facility. (AFM 67-1)
PLAN CEIP)COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS-METEOROLOGICAL

A comprehensive impnmentation plan showing SHM
the stations, faciliti-s, and equipments required for SHM
a system or facility. (AFM 67-1) A document prepared by giound electronies

~ I engineering installation agency (CEEJA) which
COMMUNIlCATlONS-ELECTRONlCS PROGRAM cortains the detailed engineering installation aind

a. A listing with descriptive detail of supply data necessary to install a CEM facility.
communicationse'ectoioics requirements, facilities, (AFM11 67-1)
and systems. such as thw C3P, PC, and PCSP.

1b. A specific i-equirenient as stated in an SOR, COMMUNICATORS
PNIJ), or other document, and -s;ated implementing m4i~du? dpc~b o h rcitactions (A program by this definition may, when transmnissiun ad Idelery of messages fromi one
app~roved or implemented. change an entry in such person or lace to another. (D)SAR 4155.26)
programs as defined in a. above). (AMR 100-18) 71M~S-f0TCLD ONRE
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS REQUIREMENT Bulgai-,,, Cambodia Chinese People- Republic

Ani eypressed need for certain (Communist China) ~iii:dimz Tibet), Cuba,
communlications-electronics capabilities or ser-ices Czeclhoslovil-w, Cornmun6: N North Kore j,
to accomplish a mission. Requirements are Germnai De Rc: vieptibiw (GIkjitt GermanY,
categorized as standard or nonstandard, as follows: iTwuding -lie S . Sector of 1Ain .10ao.

a. Standard C'-mmunications-Electronics 10ongoliaun Pepp- f1e',ublie (Ouif- Mongolia),
Rqieet.These -.re mouireinents that c~n be olaa4, Rn~nm..:a ni'jn of so-'et Socialist

satisfied with equipine-A in a military or other Reu"I. R:,;ciudin g Estonia. Latvia.
Government agency inventory or with Ail Litii an~d dbe other coiistituent republics).
Force-qualified commem-i Viet A M. ; .." ,i "Island and South
communications-electronics equipment. ~k'.~' ~rPt) ASR205

b. N onstandard Communications-Electronics
Requirements. A requirement is nonstandard wvhen ' OiMUNITY P.SLATIONS PROGRAM
research and development is required to produce ?bat ,Pn.mand functicn which evaluates public
new equipment (AFR 57-1) or when it is necessary :tri~v-ls, identifies the mission of a military
to modify existing equipment (AFR 57-4). (A FI: organization with tne public interest, and executes
100- ~'dprogram of action to earn pubiic understanding

aad acceptance. Community relations programs areCOMNCTOSEETOISSCHEMES ACCOUNTING codcdatallvlofcm n.bthitecondctedat ll lvelONS ommnd. othinNteCS
CONTROL AFCS (DMS) AGENCY United States and overseas, by military

The designated activity within AFEC (AFCS) orvanizations having a community relations area of
whosc responsibility is to provide materiel included rei-niiiv omn.yrltosporm
in the published bill of materiel for C-E schemes. eosblt. omuty rainspgas

(AM67-1) include, but are not limited tW such a.-tivilies as -

liaison and cooperatio)n with associations a.ld
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS SYSTEM organizations and their local affiliaies at all levels:

Two or more physically separated but armed forces participation in international. iiational.

clearly defined function. A system includes, all open Imoses and tours. embarkations in naval ships.
rclated facil'ties, eq~uipmnent, materiel, services, and orlint-tion tours f~r distinguishec' civilians:-
personnel required for operating and maintaining peolple-to-people an, ia.tra cs o opeailI hesy~tem.(AF 10018)with government officials and community leaders:
COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS-MWETEOROLOGICAL and encouragement of armed forces lpersoinnel and
(CEM) their dependents to participate in activities of local

The term used to indicate ground communications school, churches, fraternal. sovial and civic
electronic aid imeteo rol ogicalI equipment. (AFM organ iza tion.,, sports and receation program~s. and
6;7-1) other aspects of eommunity' life to the extert

A (docuiment p'repared h.\ A FCS which contains, the feasible a 11( appropriate. regardless of v'here they
detailed eiigineeri ng inst allat ion anid dopy(ata are located. (.JCS Pub 1)



COMPANY (PROFIT CENTER) magnitude of the effects 5f such a mishap. (AFR
The smallest organizationally independent 127-100)

segment of a corporation that corporation Capability of two or more items or components of
management has charged with profit and loss equipment or material to exist or function in the
responsibilities. (AFSC Supplement 1, AFR 80-53) same system or environment without mutual

interference. In connection with ammunition, the
COMPRATOR eability of a given material to exist unchanged underAn electronic processing instrument that ceticodinsftmprueadmitr,

certain conditions of temperature and moisture,Acompares one set of data with another. (AFM 11-1) when in the presence of some other material. If

COMPARISON INSPECTION this condition exists, the two materials are said to
The examination and testin~g performed at be compatible. (AR 310-25)

intervals, on samples representative of production COMPATIBLE
runs, after the supplies or services have passed the Having no undesirable reaction with or upon

another material. (AFM 127-201)
COMPARISON PHASE COMPETENT AUTHORITYThe count card comparison phase accepts frozen COPTNAUORYAn official of the militar, establishment, either
balance files, accountable transactions, stock list military or civilian, authorized by the Office of the
changes, debits, and shipments on ta-e. The count Secretary of Defense or the military service
record and unfreeze notices are received in card concerned to issue travel orders or to otherwise
form. After this data is processed through the authorize transportation. (AFR 75-15)
computer runs described in Chapter 3, the
adjustments necesssary to reconcile the recorded COMPETENT MEDICAL AUTHORITY
balances with the item counts are made. When a A medical officer of the Department of Defens.
major variance is found, an inventory statistics and who has responsibility to provide or to arrange for
research register is produced for manual research. the necessary medical care of a patient. (AFR
Count records which are in error are placed in an 16-15)
exception file for subsequent correct;on. All COM'PETITIONHi-Value, cost category 11 and III inventories Spare parts obtained byv means of solicitation of

output positive inventory adjustment vouchers on two or more qualified sources presumed to be
major variance for manual review prior to posting acting independently to secure the order, by
to the accountable balance record. Nonaccountabie offering or negotiating the most favorable price,
inventory errors are passed as uncontrolled quality, and delivery terms; or by means of
exceptions for subsequent listing. A zero count formally advertising the requirement to all known
card is prepared for items which remain in qualified sources. Solicitation of th, present time
inventory status for more than twenty days and is contractor and vendor only shall not be considered
processed during the next comparison phase. competition unless it is established that both
Certain specific stock list changes are processed sources are technically and otherwise qualified to
during the freeze p-riod. (AFLCR 171-94) furnish the requirement and arre believed to be
COMP.iSS ROSE acting independently to secure the order. (AR

A graduated circle, usually m,.rk('d in degrees, 715-22)
indicating directions and printed or inscribed on an ASpare parts prchased by means of solicitation
appropriate medium. (JCS Pub 1) and receipt of ohers from two or more responsible

sources presumed to be acting independently to
COMPATIBILITY secure the order, by offering or negotiating the

The capability of two or more operational most favorable pric, quax , and delivery 0t1",: or
items/svtems to exist or function as elements of a by means of formally advertising the requirement
larger operational system or operational to all known qua!ified sources. Solicitation of the
environment without mutual interference. (AFR present prime contractor and vendor only shall not
80-14) be considered competition unless it is established

Ammunition or explosives are considered that both sources (i) are technically and otherwise
compatible if they may be stored or transported qualified to furnish the requirement and (ii) are
together without significantly increasing either the expected normally to contend for coitrats for the
probability of a mishap or. for a given quantity, the item. Procurements shall not be considered as
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T, 11

competitive whee solicitation was restricted to a into it, a compiler will do more than this. The
prime contractor and his vendor for the item and program which results from compiling is a
only one responsive offer was received. However, translated and expanded version of the original.
except when the solicitation is cestricted to the See also Assembler (Data Automation). (AFM 11-1)
prime con..-ctor and his vendor, competition may A program that compiles. (AR 310-25)
be considere to exist even though only one offer is COMPLEMENT
received when offers are solicited from at least two The quantity and quality of aircraft prescribed by
respniisible offerors who normally contend for CNO as the opt'imuln inventory of an organizational
contracts for the same or similar items. In a1 unit whose Mission requires the flight of aircraft.
circumstances, repeated procurements of ap item (RUWEPSINST 4700.2) I
assigned PMC 1 when only one responsive offer is
received will require rescreening the item. (AFR COMPLETE INVENTORY
57-6, DSAM 4105.2) The counting of ail items within one specific lot,

category, or commodity, as of a particular date.COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT ITEMS (AR 320-5)

Replenishment spare pdrts obtaii:ed by means of (
solicitation of two or more qualified sources COMPLETE PRODUCT REQUEST
presumed to be acting independently to secure an A request for a particular report or combination
oruer by offering or negotiating the maost favorable of reports submitted to the system via the system
price, quality, and delivery terms; or items obtained control card which will produce the report(s) in its

by formal advertisement of requirements to all entirety regardless of report volume or actions 4

known qualified sources. (ASOINST P4200.27) against the report line items. (AFLCR 171-91)

COMPILE COMPLETE ROUND
To produce a r.achiiie language ioutine from a A term applied to an assemblage of explosive and

routine written in source language by selecting nonexplosive components designed to peform a

appropriate subroutines from a subroutine library, specific fuiictiop at the time and under the 1

as directed by the instructions or other symbols jf conditions desired. Examples of complete rounds of
the original routine, supplying the linkage which ammu..ition are:
combines the subroutines into a workable routine 1. Separate Loading

and translating the subroutines and linkage into 2. Fixed or semifixed
machine language. The compiled routine is then 3. Bomb

ready to be loaded into storage and run; i.e., the 4. Missile

compiler does not usually rup the routine it 5. Rocket (JCS Pub 1)

produces. (AFM 11-1) A term applied to an assemblage of explosive and

To prepare a machine language program from a nonexplosive components designed to perform a

computer written in another programming language specific function at the time and under the

by making use of the overall logic structure of the conditions desired. A complete round for a missile

program, or generating more than one machine consists of a complete warhead section and a

instruction for each symbolic statement, or both, as missile body with its associated components and

well as performing the function of an assembler. propellants. (AFR 400-3)

(AR 310-25) COMPLETED CASE

COMPILER A delivered FMS case for which all collections
A computer program which is used to translate have been completed, but for which accounting

Englishlike statements (source statements) intn statement has not been furnished the purchaser.

machine codes. (AFLCR 66-27) (DOD .05.3811)

A computer prngraii, more powerful than an COMPLETED ITEMS

which is generally the same process as that used in components, assemblies) which have been
an assembler it is able to replace certain itemns of overhauled, modified, renovated, and completed ii,
input with series of instructions, usually called accordance with terms of contracts. project orders,
subroi'tines. Thus, where an absembler transa.s or other work directives and authorizations, andi are
ite.n for item and produces as output the same ready for intended use after receiving final
number of instructions oi constants which were put mechanical acceptance inspection; also a completed
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item is that equipment which has been released by such an artile is listed in the blueprint, drawing,
the depot maintenance activity or contractor to the technical ord r, or specification of the respective
ordering agency or customer, and costs of which assembly, subassimbly, end item, or product. It is
have been included in the report regardless of the construed to exclude parts of end items or
time inv.ices or billings are issued or received. (AR assembdies havi.ig a 100 percent replacement factor
37-55, AR 750-41 dtring overhaul or repair; i.e., nuts, bolts, gaskets.

COMPLETION IAFM 67-1, AFM 11-1)
Applied direct costs, plus indirect costs aliocable A sclf cnntaini , unit which is synonymous to an

to the contract, plus the estimate of costs for work accessory but uhich generally has physical
remaining. (AR 37-200, DOD 7000.21 characteristics of relatively simple hardware itelms

COMPLEX ITEM and which i.z desigued to transmit power rather

An item having quality characteristics, not wholly than, performi,.g . functional operation. Examples

visible in the end item, for which contractural of components are ti klng, valves, junction boxes.

conformance must progressively be establihed switches, etc. {T.O. 00-20-1)

through precise measurements, test and controls An assembly or aiy combination of part,

accomplished during purchasing, manufacturing, suhassemblies. and assemblies mounted together in

assembly, and functional operations either as an manufacture, assembly, maintenance, or rebuild.

iidividual item or in conjunction with other items. (AFR 66-14)
(AFR 74-15) A component assembly; for exawple. complete

COAPLEXITY CRITERION starter, generator, fuel pump, etc., as distinguished

Criterion which will be applied in determining the from repair parts for mainteiance and overhaul of a

levels of maintenance and modification. This complete assembly. (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)
criterion is: (1) The type and level of personnel An integral constituent of a complete (end) item.

skills required. (2) The tools, equipment, and A component may consist of a part. assembly or
fac-lities required. (T.O. 00-25-4) subassembly. (DOD 4160.21-M)

COMPLIANCE COMPONENT CHANGE ORDER
A measure of the degree to which operators are An order issued b% an inventory control point to

performing the prescribed prccedures as published an assembly depot, that will cause the expenditure.

in the Command-approved operator-level charts. or recovery, of component items to or from e.%istlng
(AFLCR .100-5) assemblages for the purpose of updating the

COMPLIANCE VERIFICATION assemblages due to engineering changes or other

The verificat;on of an organic organization's factors, and for the applicalion of basic issue list

adherence to applicable implementing procedures items to a major end item to complete the major end

(AFLCR 74-5) item prior to issue. (AR 320-5)

COMPONENT COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
The lowest subassembly, abo.7e the part level, Hardware development of subassemblies or rarts

located within an equipment. (OPNAV 43P2) with the objective of achieving a better

An atssembly or any combination of narts, understanding of their interacting characteristics.
sub-asremblies aid assemblies mounted togeth,.r. (AR 7)5-5)
normaly capable of independent oreration in a COMPONENT END ITEM
variety of situations. (AR 71 25, DOD 4151.7, TM An end ITEM
:38-171.5. AFLCM 65-3. AFSCM 65-2. AFR 67-25,
AFLCR 78-2. DSAR 4139.4/AR whieh is incorporated in an end item assigned to ;i

708-4/XAVSt PINST 4120.36/AFR 72-11/MCO issuing serVice. (AR 320-5)I
4410.16) Number is atsigned by the ICPs to each installed

A part of an Assembly or End Item, necebsary to equipnent/coniponent al; is the prime reference

its operation Often used synoninously with the for identification.APLs are filed by this number.

preferred term Unit. (DOD 4225.1. *AVAIRINST Por the purlose of this Instruction, also applies to

4700.2) the Nonenclature Sequence Code (NSCI used by
An artich .imanuifactured f,)r use in asseml)lies. ESO and ihe NAVORI) List number used by OSO.

subassemblies. end items oi" esli products when (BUSHIPSINST !141.8'11)
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COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (CID) COMPONENT PARTS/SPARES
An eight to eleven-digit number which identifies An article manufactured for use in assemblies,

an equipment or component. CID numbers are subassemblies, end items, or systems repair and
found in the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List maintenance program. (AFSCR 67-8)
(COSAL). ,OPNAV 43P2)

COMPONENT PILOT REWORK/OVERHAUL
COMPONENT ITEM Pilot rework/overhaul of selected items in order

Material or an equipment segment, usually stock to establish component rework ca~pability concurrent

numbered, which is an identifiable entity contained with the assumption of support responsibility of the
in an end item. A component item may, in itself, be end article by the Navy. If considered necessary,
an end item when handled as such in the workload, items for Component Pilot Rework will be sclected
(AFLCR 66-53) by the Navy at a conference convened by the Naval

COMPONENT ITEM MANAGER (CIM) Air Systems Command. (WR-2)

The person or activity having Air Force or DOD COMPONENT RECLAMATION
management responsibility for items or lasses of Reclamation of repairable assemblies to recoveritems recoverable from end items or assemb!ies. spare/rpair parts requirements. (ASOINST

(AFLCR 65-31) 4010.5)

COMPONENT (MATERIEL) COMPONENT SCREENING POINT
An assembly or any combination oef parts, An activity, within the component originating the

sub-assemblies and assemblies mounted together in report, which is requhi,'l to determine the action
manufacture, assembly, maintenance or rebuild. point; transmit Quality T)eficiency Reports for
(DOD 5000.8) action; monitor outstanding reports; and receive

COMPONENT LIFE responses. (Encl 1 D AR 4155.24, AR
The period of acceptable usage after which the 702-7/NAVMA?.INST 415,-.oB/AFR 74-6/MCO

likelihood of failure sharply increases and before 4155.5B)
which the components are removed in the interests
of reliability of operation. (JCS Pub 1) COMPONENTS

Those artcles, materials, and supplies that are
COMPONENT LIFE-INDEFINITE directly incorporated in end products. (NAVMAT

A component which is expected to remain P-4215)
serviceable during the life of an aircraft is said to Cumponents mean those articles, materials, and
have dn indefinite life. (AR 310-25) supplies, which are directly incorporated in

COMPONENT LIFE - OUT OF PHASE construction materials. (DAR 18-506.3)
The life of a component that cannot be placed COMPONENT, ORGANIZATION

into the servicing cycle. (AR 310-25) Any suborganizationa unit within an agency.

COMPONENT OPERATIONAL DATA NOTICE (CODN) (DOD 5000.8)
Record used to establish approved CEI numoer, COMPOSITE TOOL KIT (CTK)

part number, next higher assembly, and EPOE The CTK is an assembly of tools assi'- to a
relationship of items selected for serialized workccnter based on the purpose and freq,, ,iy of
configuration accounting. Additionally, this reco,'d use of individual tools. Each tool in the CTK has
contains item operational characteristics for time an assigned position either on a shadowed layout or
significant and actuarially significant items. an inlay. Instant inventory is possible since blank(AFLC.N 66-2) ""--

spaces show missing tools. Special tools or tools
The eff'icial transmittal (AFLC Form 881) which infrequently may be stored in centralized toolroomswill establish and maintain a master record

or cribs in the organizations or workcenters. A I
centaining and dent.fying by part number (and by CTK can either be a shadow board or a roI!,roundnext higher assembly and indenture applicati-n) all tool cabinet. (AFSCR 60-9)

items subject to serialized accounting within a
structured configuration by location file. Three COMPOUND POISSON DISTRIBUTION
main classes of information are supplied on the The distribution function used in MOD-METRIC
CODN transmittal: item identity: item structural to describe the demands on supply. The distribution _
relationship; and item time/cycle usage is Poisson where the mean of the Poisson
characterist:cs. (AFLCR 171-91) distribution is uncertain. The probability
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distribution of this mean is assumed by MAINTENANCE)
MOD-METRIC to be gamma. This permits the These are the minimum maintenance/modification
specification of a variance-to-mean ratio (VMR) requirements ntessary to render an

S greater than 1 for the demand distribution. (AFLCP aircraft/ missie effective in its assig.,ed war

57-13) mission. (AFF 66-3)

COMPRESSED GAS (HAZARDOUS COMMODITY) COMPROMISE

Any material or mixture having in the container The known or suspected expLsure of clandestine

either an absolute pressure exceeding 40 pounds per personnel, installations or other assets, or of
square inch (psi) at 70 degrees F, or regardless of classified information or material, to an

I the pressure at 70 degrees F, having an absolute unauthorized person. (JCS Pub 1)

pressure exceeding 104 psi at a vapor pressure COMPROMISED
exceeding 40 psi absolute at 100 degrees F. A term applied to classified matter, knowledge of

a. Flammable Compressed Gas. Any compressed which has, in whole or in part, passed to an

gas as definod in paragraph 2 will be classed as a unauthorized person or persons, or wh:ch has been

flammable compressed gas if either a mixture of 13 subject to risk of such passing. (JCS Pub 1)

percent or less (oy volume) with air forms a COMPTROLLER
flammable mixture, or the flammable range with air One who, subject to direction and contiol by
is wider than 12 percent. regardless of the lower higher authority, is responsible for budgeting,
limit. These limits shall be determined at accounting, progress and statistical reporting
atmospheric temperature and pissure. (including analysis and interpretation), internal

b. Nonliquefled Compressed Gas. A gas, other auditing, and administrative organization structure
than gas in solution, which under charged pressure and manage:iai procedures relating thereto. (DOD

is entirely gaseous at a temperature of 70 degrees 5000.8)
F. A financial manager or other official designated

c. Liquefied Compressed Gas. A gas which to certify the availability of funds. (DOD

under charged pressure is partially liquid at a 4000.19-M)

temperature of 70 degrees F. (AFM 67-1) COMPUTER

COMPRESSION A data processing device capable of accepting
When the maximum production is required for data, performing prescribed operations on the data,

and supplying the resulks of these operations; for
certain mission-essential aircraft/missiles which are example, a device that operates on discrete data by
Sundergoing depot level maintenance/modification, performing arithmetic and logic processes on the
production is compressed through: data, or a device that operates on analog data by

1. Suspending routine peacetime work performing physical rrocesses on the "ta. (DPC"I
requirements and discontinuing air vehicle inputs to 76-8)
depot maintenaice facilities.

2. Reassembling the aircraft/missiles, after COMPUTERDATAA apl e
accomplishing only the absolute minimum A collection of data in a form capable of beikg

maintenance essential to the safety of flight and processed and operated on by a computer. (DPC
only those modifications essential to the safety of 76-8)
flight and only those modifications essential to the COMPUTER OUTPUT MICROFILM
weapon's war mission configuration. Microfilm containing data produced by a recorder

3. Extending the workday and the workweek tw a from computer-generated electrical signals. (DUD
24-hour- a-day, 7-day-a-week operation; reaigrnirg 4140.22)

the work stations; a:id redistributing the labur COMPUTER OUTPUT MICROFILMEI.
force. as required to achieve maximum production. A recorder which converts data from a computer4. Resorting to whatever canniibalization is into humnan intelligible form and re-cords it on

necessary to complete the essential microfilm. (DOD 4120.22)
maintenance/modification requirements on the COMPUTER OUTPUT MICROFILMING
ma um number of a3AFLCR A method of converting iata from a computer
65-46) into human intelligible form onto microfilm. (DOD

COMPRESSION SPECIFICATIONS (DEPOT LEVEL 4140.22)
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COMPUTER PROGRAM COMPUTER TABLES
The totality of computer programs used to apply Computer records reflecting pertinent information

the capability of computers to perform specific indicative of the subject which is used in editing
mission or tasks. The programs can be grouped into and processing transactions. For example:
three categories: operational, utility, and support. Purchasiag activity code table, DSA routing
The operational computer program is the link identifier, fund code, requisition exception code,
between the computer equipment and the military update table, etc. (AFM 67-1)
operators. It is the computer program which
provides automated information-processing support COMPUTER, ELECTRONIC DIGITAL
to the using commar J, in performing its operatioisal A machine which uses electronic circuitry in the
mission. The utility computer programs are main computing element to perform arithmetic and
programming "tools" such as compilers, logical operations on digital data (i.e., data
assemblers, etc., necessary in the production, represented by numbers or alphabetic symbols)
development, modification, and use of the automatically, by means of an internally stored
uperational programs. The support computer program of machine instructions. Such devices are
programs are those which are used for a variety of distinguished from calculators on which the
monitoring functions but which are not required for sequence of instructions is externally stored and is
system operations. (AFSCM 375-5) impressed manually (desk calculators) or from tape

A punched deck of cards, magnetic or paper or cards (card programmed calkulators). (DOD

*1 sequence of instructions and data in form suitable
for insertion into a computer. (AFR 65-3)

A series of instructions or statements in form Damage to the contents of a package which is in
acceptable to a computer, designed to cause the good condition externally. (AFM 67-1. AFM
computer to execute an operation or operations. 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)
Computer programs include operating systems, CONCEALED SHORTAGE
assemblers, compilers, inte'preters, data Shortage in the contents of a package which I
management systems, utility programs, sort merge bears no indication of having beer opened. (APM i
programs, ard ADPE maintenance/diagnostic i7--3/AFLC Sup 1, AFM 67-1. DSAM 4140.2/AR
programs: as well as applications programs such as 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/31CO P4400.101)payroll. inventory control, and engineering analysis
programs. Computer programs may be either CONCEPT CHART
machine-dependent or machine-independent, and A block diagram of a logistics system or part of a
may be generai- purpose in nature or designed to logistics system which illustrates major fanctions
satisfy the requirements of a particular use. (DAC and the relationships between or among them.
76-7) Concept charts are gross in nature when compared

COMPUTER SOFTWARE with management-level charts or operator-level

Computer programs and computer data bases. charts. A concept chart schematically deicts tile

(DPC 76-8i major functions, products. cr purposes of a logistics
A body of instructiois, nmands and data system to the minimum extent needed to convey the

needed to cause a computer to execute desired reason or requirement for that which is proposed to

functions. Software Ir.:.4 he either deliverable or the satisfaction of the reviewing authorities. An
,able and may be used to control and greater elaboration of detail is redundant in a

o,;erate sudh '"ms as missile systems, spacecraft, concept chart. (AFLCR 400-5)
sate!!ites, autonmated test equipment, and numerally CONCEPT FORMULATION
control'd equipment. (AFR 74-15) Describes the activities preceding a decision to

COMPUTER SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION carry out Engineering Development. These
Technical data. including computer listings and activities include accomplishment of compreiensive

primouts, in human-re:idable form which (i) system studies an'd experinental hardware efforts
docu nents the design or details of computer under Exploratory and Advanced Development. and
software, (ii) explains the capabilities of the are prerequisite to a decision to carry oil!
.olware. or iii) provide., .,-:erating instructions for Engineering Development. (DOD "1200.9. \AVMAT
usn the software to obtai-, desired resuits from a P-42151
computer. (DPC 76-8) The phase pre'oding a decision to carry out
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Engineering Development or Operational Systems objective until publication of the document
Development. These activities include signifying an intent to accomplish a task by using
accomplishment of comprehensive system studies systems management. (AFR 66-7)
and experimental hardware efforts under CONCEPTUAL STAGE
Exploratory and Advanced Development and are Is that period in time when ideas are formulated
prerequisite to a decision to carry out Engineering concerning chemica weapons and these ideas are

or Operational Systems Development. (AT. 37-200, disclosed to a DOI3 Component and result in the
DOD 7000.7) initiatioti of a program oi study or development on

CONCEPT FORMULATION PACKAGE (CFP) behalf of the Department of Defense. (DOD
The documentary evidence that the concept 4120.13)

formulation effort has satisfied the concept CONCURRENCY
formulation objectives. The package consis of a SSimutaneusl adrsigof rblso
Trade-Off Determination (rTDO), Trade-Off Analysis training for, logisticaliy supporting, and eventual
(TOA), Best Technical App oach (BTA) and Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA). (AFR operationally employing a system by the

Operaioa coordinated effort of assigned personnel throughout
127-8) the definition and the acquisition phases of the
CONCEPT FORMULATION PHASE system program. (AFSCM 375-2)

The period extending from determination of a CONCURREN T DELIVERY
broad objective until t system program is Partial delivery of Supply Items so that at any
established in the program element structure of the time the ratio between the quantity of each Supply
Five Year Defense Program. If the contract Item delivered and the total quantity ordercd under
defnition phase does not apply, the concept a contract is the same as the ratiW between the
formulation phase extends to the initiation of the quantity of end articles ordered. In case concurrent
acquisition phase. (AFM 11-1) delivery requires delivery of more than one- half of

CONCEPT STUDY a Supply Item, the entire quantity shall be
A combat development study directed toward delivered. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

guiding the development of a unifying concept for Means partial delivery of spare parts so that at
the Army during a designated time or period as it any time the ratio between the quantity of each
re!ates to major Army missions in the item of spare parts deliveied and the total quant~ty
strategic/tactical environment forecast for the of each item of spare parts ordered under this
period. (AFR 80-8) contract is the same as the ratio between the
CONCEPTUAL EFFORT quantity of articles accepted and the totai quantity

of articles ordered under this contract. In any case31
The Conceptual Effort is the initial activity in the of aric oderetuder otra n y e

weapon system life cycle. During this effort, inthe ocrrn eieywol eur hthe delivery of more than one-half of a part, a complete
broad technical, logistic, military, and economic
bases for an acquisition program are established part shah be delivered. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2)through comprehensive system studies and Partial delivery of repair parts made is

experimental hardware development and ealuation. association with delivery of :he complete end iten'.
so that at periodic intervals the ratio between the i
quantity of each item of repair parts ordered and

CONCEPTUAL PHASE the quantity of each repair part delivered is the
That period prior to beginning engineering same as dhe ratio of the quantity of end items

development during which camprehensive system ordered and the quantity delivered. (TM 38-75)
studies and experimental hardware efforts are

ac.:-omlplishedl. (AFAM 11-I) CONCURRENT INSPECTION
The period extending from the determination of a pr~aladGvrmn Q esne r

broad (ibjective until the OSD approval of the PCP persinnel and Givernment PQA personnel are
covering the Definition Phase. !'. the Defin;tio concuriently judging acceptability of product or
Phase does not apply. the Conceptual Phase extends )rocedurel characteristics. (AFR 74-15)
until the issuance of the Systei Program Directive. CONCURRENT REPAIR PARTS
(AFSCM 27-1. AFR 375-1) Repair parts procured concurrently with end

The lierind extending from determination of broad items new to the Army SIpply System for the
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purpose of providing the system with those parts in CONDENSATION TRAIL
items and quantities necessary for initial A visib!e cloud streak. usually brilliantly white in
dist.ibution and maintenance during the period color, which trails behind a missile or other vehicle
between initial end item delivery to the user and in flight under certain conditions, also called vapor
the time that supply records are sufficiently trail. (JCS Pub 1)
established to permit subsequent procurement by

e CONDITIOP
normal replenishmernt methods. (AR 320-5) The state of physical being which determines t"-

ThCONCURRENT SPARE PARTS (CSP) suipirbiloty of an article to adequately carry out tE.

C Those spares which are shinped prior to, or purpose for which it was designed and autho~ized.
concurrently with the related end item. (AFR (AFM 67-1, AFM 67-3, AFR 69-8)
400-11) CONDITION CODE

Spare parts programmed as an initial stockage N N
related to a major item and rormally delivered A one-position, alphabetic character used to
concurrently with the delivery of the major item. classify materiel to identify the degree of
(DOD 5105.38M) serviceability condition, and completeness in terms

of readiness tor issue and use or to identify actions
CONCURRENT TESIING underway to change the status of materiel. (AR

The conduc* of engineering and service tests of 320-5)
an item or system separately at one or more A Code depicting the current se:'viceability status
locations anu pr~grammed during the same tihae of ammunition. (AFR 67-79)
frame. Normal procedure for concurrent testing is A one position alpha c, de used to c!assifv the
to schedule the start. of the Ser-ice Test a short physical state of materiel in terms of fitness or
time after the start of the Enigineering Test to readiness for issue and use. or to identify actions
permit the determintion of gross adeqiacy and underway tc change t6e status of nateriel (See
safety characteristics of the item or system fr A!,pendi., .1-16.) (DSA, 4140.2/AR 735-110.
Service Test. (AR 70-101 NAVSUP Pub 5003/1MCO P4400.101)

CONDEMNATION RATE The designation indicating the condition of

The percentage of failed units which wili DiPEC-controlled WPE assets. Classifica:ion shall

condemned. (AFLCP 57-13) be in accordance w':h the ciiteria set forth; in
DLAM 4215.1 for industrial IPE or DLAM1 4140.2.

CONEMNED Vol. 1. appendix A-16 for military IPE. tDLAMI
The status assigned to any item or an assembly 41 5.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/.fCCof items that had been determined to be of no P4870.45B)

further value to the mission and/or the functions The alphabetical or alphabetic-numerical
for which it was originally intended and is therefore designaion indicating twe condition of property
tc be removed from the configuration inventory. (DOD 4160.21-MI)
However, a condemned assembly of i'ems cou'd be
cannibalized providing component items that .r, CONDITION CODE GREEN
still serviceable as spares which would remain in lit,;cates a satisfactory condition for a specific
the configura-.'on inventory. are available. (AFI.CR MSI. (.FI.CR 7451
171-911 CONDITION CODE RED

CONDEMNED OR REJECTED CONDITION Indicates that a con-lition requiring corrective
That condition of an article wh:ch makes it action has becnl disclose(. ad the coad'ti,)o i:.as

unsuitable for restoration to a service;;ble condition resulted in a breakdo in (f the qvstem. created
or of further val'e to the AF in the function for hazard or potential h;,zard it, Air Fore.. versonnel
which it was iaanufactured or authorized. The or equipnen ias J.:'.,d tihe deiierv of
article may be placed in iuch condition by not nonconforming Iprodncts oi sel'cts. ,Or is a
meeting specifica'ious. dalnage. or by direction of recurring" defect. (AFI,(R 74-5
lhigher authority. (AFI '7-11 CONDITION CODE YELLOW

CONDENSATION Inldica ,es thai a comidit iol requi-iu.,u correciive
Tae act of reducation. Iby depression of action has been disclosed and. it corrective :ction is

temperat,,re or increase of lresure. etc.. to niot iitiated. may ri'Cltl in a breakdown of the
another anil denser form. ams steam into water. i.\Fl svsem and ,i" the delive ry of deftletive iths 1;r
69~i-8i services. I.FIo('t 1-')/
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CONDITION CONDEMNED CONDITION QUESTIONS
Is that state in which an article either cannot be Probes used by the evaluator to identify specific

repaired. or the estimated cost of repair, including elements of an MSI which should be evaluated to
materie! and labor, exceed .he maximum repair determine procedural existence, adequacy, and
allowance established for the affected article. compliance. (AFLCR 74-5)

(AFM 67-1) CONDITION STATUS
CONDITION I ITEMS ' A descriptive term indicating aii acrospace

Items procured in .ccordance with AFR 50-19 vehicle's ability to perform its assigned missionis).

which are meetingf all operational standards for (AFR 65-110)
original commodity clhss seiviceable stock. (AFM CONDITIONAL CREDIT ITEM -

67-1J Items are considered to be cocditionally credited

CONDITION II ITEMS if a crediting relationship exists but the items do

Items procured in accordance with AFR 50-19 not meet the criteria for the establishment of an

which ?re not serviceable but can be economically absolute credit. (ASOINST P4400.24)

restured to ope-ational serviceable condition. tAFM CONDITIONS
67-I) Those factors of the environment which singly or
CONDITION II (FACTORYREJIECT) ITEMS in combination have a significant effect upon

CIntuTIONa p1rp(ses.TORRECTTEA oMS 5e n CNUTV LOItems which do -ot meet all contract specification military operations, and must therfore, be

inspection requirements for original class considered in the design and testing of Army

serviceable stock but which are suitable for ground materiel. (AR 705-15)
instructional purposes. NOTE: AF Forms 50e, on CONDUCTWE FLOOR i .

this materiel will be overstamped. "Condemned as Floor made ef P nonsparking material such as
sooi. ns delivered by the contractor". Contracts will lead, or rubber or compositior containing grapnite
specify that factory reject materiel procured for or other conductive material which wil! not permit
"S" use must be marked by tie manufacturer to accumulation of electric charges. (AFM 127-201)
prevent its being used for its originally intended CONDUCTIVE SHOES

purposes. This marking is required on each unit or Shoes designed to dissipate static charges from
subassembly. Procurement of rejected parts and
prescribing required markings is the responsibility t
of the appropriate iten. manager. (AFM 67-1) CONEX

A reusable corrugated steel shipping container
CONDITIG~l INSPECTION designed for world-wide surface movement and

The visual inspection and/or functional test of security of suitable military supplies and
parts or components to determine if the item is equipment. It is identified in the Federal Supply
serviceable, reparable or beyond economical repair. Catalog as FSN 8115-564-2908 for Type 1 (135
Ai'LCR V._--31) cubic feed bale capacity), and FSN 8115-271-7000

CONDITION MEASUREMENTS for Type 1I(295 cubic feet bale capacity). (DOD
NORM is a curniiion status of materiel indicating 4100.36,. AFR 71-12)

that it is not ready to perform any of its missions Code name which identifies the operation of cargo
because of organizational or intermediate level transporters ax : worldwide zervice -.;.ider the

maintenance requirements. Recording of NORM control of the Joint CONEX Control Agency. (AR

time shall start when it is first known that the 310-25) -

contlitioi exists excet when caused by an in-flight CONFERENCE (DIS/PE)
malfunction. Thei. the time will start at engine Convenes at NAVAIR approximately G0 days
..hutdou n. Time sha'.: stop when maintenance has subsequent to the start of the Board of Inspecdon
been conmpleted or i, u, terrrupted by work stoppage and Sui' ev Preliminary Evaluation. Attended by

due to .:I)ll sn.r,age. iThe period of work representatives of CNO. CNATRA. Fleets.
.toppage due to supply shall br Oiea:t,,'ed as NAVAIRSYSCOM. ASO and contractors.

OR.: NORM lime ,hall resume when reqluired Evaluation of the aircraat ind its support
suIppp: iten, a .dt'ilered to the materiel being equipment is reported :-id action to be taken is
repaired. tDOD 7730.2.3) determined. Proposed configur:tion of the aircr:'ft
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for fleet delivery is established. Readi!-ess 01 the CONFIGURATION ACCOUNTING
air,-raft and its associated Equipment to cor..mence Act of .eporting and recording charges made t, a -

the Fleet Introduction Program (FIN) is a most base line configuration in order to establish a
important decision, configuration status. (T.O. 00-20-1, APR 65-3)

The reports and documentation which record ]
Assuanc: th prbabiity of a corect changes niade to a baseline configuration requiredAssuanc: th prbabiity of acorect to --stablish a configuration status. IAFSCR -57-2,L~~~~ 0..Co'usion that the content of the sample lies within ALR3-4

th ouainfrom which it wvas drawn. (AFSCM configuration in order to establish a configurationI
78- fe1 ec) ~ g ag f h recnen f Teatofrprig cane aet78-1) status. (AFLCR 17~1-91)

CONFIDENCE LEVEL
Th~e probability that a fixed but unknown value CONFIGURATION AND EQUIPMENT LIST

lis itin C tm aneA listing of all Governmentfunse ad

called a confident:, interval (the rang,- if values cotatrfrihdsbytmcmoetIn
which is beiievee to include, with a pipassigned eqimnofasnfcntaurwhh

a fixd, bt unnown installed in the Weapon System. (VIZ: instruments,
degree of conifdence, a iebtukon pilot's equipment, etc.) This ulso includes

popuatin pramters(AF ~0.~)requirements for static te:st, flight lest and
Degeeofasvacetht ter wllno b a demonstrations. carrier suitability tests and

stock ut due to the lack of e ngines tA 80 percent 'ancaecearance tests, design diate and tests,
confidence factor is used for combat and combat evlain smes od tteqpetfr
support aircraft and 70 perc.-nt -*,r all othlers.) CotaorFnihdAcafEqpm t(CA)
1AFM 400-1)CotatrFrihdArrfEqimn FE)

(NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
un~uhorzed dislosre o whch oul be A technical audit comparing the documentation

prejudicial to the defense interests of the Nation. wihcn.oe ahC!dsrpinwt rttp42 hardware to assure its accuracy and adequacy for
(AR3~0130 DO 520.2-R)manufacture apd its conformance to the CE!

CONFIGURATION development description. Approval of the CEi
The physical and functiona! characteristic- J. description following CAR establishes the i A

defense material system~s. end items, equipnent and production baseline. (AIMCR 11-26)-N
applicable items tinc~uding related facilities and A zechnical audit comparing prototype hardware

mltr cosrcin as acnlieved in with the technical documentation (specificatiot-s
;lard wa re/so ftware and as described in recurded and/or drawings). (NAV.1ATINST 4130.1)
technical data and infornmation. !NAYNMATINSi OFGRTINADT

The physical andifor functional characteristics of ofgrto uis eiv cnomne t
A ~~~an item as achieved 'In hardware and/or as ~pcfctosadohrcnr~ eurmns

idenifiction illjdits are not reviews NOTE: Audits differ from -

docuente in confguraionreviews in that reviews are conducted on a periodic
.NAVMA"lNST 4130.1) astoass th dere fcmptin f

The complete technical dJescription required -. (I st sestedgreo opeino
fabricate, test, accept, operate. miaintain, and hfia efrt ratd oileiidie.uis

iogiticllysuport ystnisandequimen. IFR before proceedling with further techircai effort
6j5-:3. T.O. 00-24 .1) IF 33

The functional and/or physical characteristics of CONFIGURATION CONTROL
hardikareico~~mputer protzranis as set forth in The svqtematic evaliatioii, coordimaio-. and
technical documentation and achiieved in a product. approval or disampprovali of all changes su b0:-'que'll

(A FR 6-5-3) to establsliing thme baseline t'oiif'guiatioii. (A FSCMUThe sumn total of all part:: which g"to make u~p :17-54;
anitchte end artiele. a,;seinlii. oir -weapon system. The svstcoa.:~ic evaluation coordi .. itio. ai,Ibroval
Ideniti fied by slpeei fi( part numb ;in( amd (ocu mented or disapprovalI anid implementation of 1" illaOIi!
oil engrineering drawing., or oiliier apiproved callfigumrat ion. (2) of :III cnn nlges to hat

dlocumnits. (AFI.CR 171-911 configuration aitcm' tl-e formal establishimenit of
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baselines anid (3) of all changes to that formally accepted by the procuring agency of DD
confitruration during the operational period. Form 250. "Materiel Inspection and Rieceiviag
particularly alteration of maintenance changes. Report." in accordance with requirement% in a
(NA V3AT'NST 5000 6) contract and end ite~n detail specification. It is the

The svstematic evaluation, coordination. approv:e prime level of assemibly for management control
or disap'pro-al. and implementation of ali approved and accountability, for pro-.isioning .pares. and for
changes in the configuration of a CI after formal preparing technical manu'tls. This is identified :)v a
establishment of its configurationi identificaiion. permanient number ast.igned by a contractor.
tDOD 5010.1.1. AFR 65-3. AFP 800-7) (AFSCII 27-1b

Systematic evaluation, coordination, and approval An item of equipment or major compor~ent into
or disapprova; of proposed chk~nges to the baseline which a system may be divided for configuration
configuration. (AFSCR 57-2, IM2CR 11-26, AFR management and contracting. For large wveapon

6.5-3. AFLCR 57-24, T.O. 00-20-1) systems there may be .everal levels of end items: in.LICONFIGURtATION CONTROL BOARD (CCI) other cases. a single readily identifiable product
The functional body within a Systems Command wolbeteiIyndtm. orly heaedefined by a development description. iA.NCRdesignated project manager. or Navy Office 1-6

resonsble for reviewing and
ap~proving/ disapproving change proposals. CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION-
Sub-Boards or Advisory Works Bc.aids perform The complete technical descriptioin required to
configuration control board functions. when design. fabricate, test, accept. operate. inaintain.
authorized fo.' the purpose of zontrolfing (!I and !ogistically support -isterns an~d eqi.ipnient.
changes of lesser monetary values. (2 lower types, i.FSCR 72
of equipment aid comiponent cha'iges, or 113) types The Eec;-ii-cal documentation defining the
of change actioi-s of a lesser order of authority approi ed configuration of systems. equipinent under

req-uirements. (NAVMAVTI\ST 41:30.0) devel'pmen!. test, and prodt~ction. (AHSC]4 :375-31,
A board comp'ied of representatives from The current approved or '-onditionally approved

programr-r~et rnctional areas such as technical documentation for a zonfiguration item as
engineering. cenflauraion managemplit. set forth in specificationsc. drawings. and associztee
procurement, poduction, ttst and logistic support. lists, and dlocumnent, referencei therein. (DOLD
traininiz activitic~. and using/ support ing 53010.19. AFR 6-3)
organizatiens. This toard apprcves or disapproves The documented configuration of stein,;r
:iropoed ?ngin err changes with each member equipment -- the complete technica.description

program ,roject mavpger is normally the hoard accept;ance. operatioi.. intenance ani! iogist~c
chairman and rnakes the final decision onr all spvitof -ystems or equipuie-it or any portion9 -
changes unle.,s atherwvise directed by cemmand --hem. (1)OD 4120.'"i
inolicy. The briarn -.zsues a directive/Irequest te

-~ ipleentitsdeciion (AR 6-3)CONFIGURATION ITEM IDENTIFICATION (CII)implemn itesliohed byF 6.5-3)i A uinique. never changing nnber assigied as a
agencies ia::r hardwar' identification in atidiion to the

overall rnaiia!emesit of subsystemns/eq-tdp"'ont mauatrrs part nun-ir it u s( in ~5t
responsible f.or the review andi app~roval of hproposeo; takadietf t a eadeso haizsi

enngs.(ASC/I1CRSO-i)part numbers resulting from hardware

CONFIGURATION ELEMENT modifitatioi.s. This number is assigned t-. all D.15

A discrete assembly. subassembly. moduie or part serially controlled items and is not ,ie:-:-rilyIs[Hiect to configuration management by the r"Iated to the AFSC coiitract end itewm number -

Govirinent. Large system, may hav' many iiition. 1.AFiCR 171-91n
coilifiguration elements: in some other cases the COFGATNIEM()
iteml itself am single. readily identifialble ,roduct is COFGRTNIEM()

the ol' cnfigratin eleent. (XA 'MATNST n aggregation of iairdaure computer 'ii'Is
th41 i ofguainelm01 NV1AI.; or any of' its, disciete portions. which sat:sties ;in

, end-use funct ion and is designated 1y t.t
CONFIGURATION END ITEM Governmnt fo. eanifi-11ra1t~,i oc

A dfieraiveq~uimn or faci lity that ifln-y ;tr id-. I cn .,-itv~. size and type., from.



an aircraft, electronic o,- ship system to a test CONFIGURATION POSITION
meter )r round of ammunition. During development ThE first 50 digits of each configuration master
and manufacti-re of the initial (prototype) record and each transactit'ni processed againrt it.

-production configuration, Cis are those specification This field determines sequence and provides sort
witems whose functions and performance parameters controls. It -onsists of syste.a desigrator (0

must be defined (specified) and controlled to achieve position), end article CII (7 nositi. ns), end article

the overall end-use function and performai.ce. Any serial number (10 positions), an( position controlsI
item required for logi-.ic support and designated (32 positions). (ATFXCR 171-91)
for separate procurement is a configuration item. CONFIGURATION STATUS
(AFR 65-3) The official USAF documented indization of

An aggregation of hardware/softwart:, or a.i% of cuacofuronoaseilyumeedytmLIits discrete portions, which satisfies an end use or equipment at a giver. time in r-dation to anfutirtion and i3 dtsignated by the Gove-nnment for approved ronfigruratii. jTkC. 00-20-1. AFR 65-3;
configuration management CI *s may vary widely I re 4o'Untimited account z~! the actual
in complexity. size and type. ':om an aircraft, configaration of a sErially numbered system or
electronic or ship system toa test meter ar round equipmeint, at a giveni time in relatio'n to an
of ammunition. During development anid initial :-- * cuiiurtui ;'FC MOD ~'~
production. CI s are only those specification items 5;-24)
that are ref.~renced directly in a contract (or ant The documented knowledge of what constitutes
equivalent in-house agreement). During the an actual configurationt at a given point in time. III
operation and maintenance period, any reparable relation to an approved cilnfigurztier. (AFLCR
item designated for serarate procurement is a 171-91)
configuration item. (DOD 5000.19. AFR 6-3i CONFIGURATION STATUS ACCOU"iNN
CONFIGURATION LISTING The recording and reporting of the inforln3tion

A listing detaili!!g witini a de-signated work that is needed to manage configuration effectivelc.
breakdown structure for a 1\avy itaterial item all of including a listi;ng of the approved configur-ation I
the applicable systemi segments. ubsystems. identification. the s!.,tus of pro!.osed chanpes to
equipments. Compuonents, asseirblies. subassemblies, configur4,!:V., 4181U L:SW implementation status of
and selected designated Tnarts and materials. appro~ed change lDei~1.9AF 53
Includes Configuration L':-.ngs. Equirment or The deline~tion and recrding of ini'.iai base lines.
Component Indices, and sindiiar types of topsdown proposed changes from such base lines. and their
breakdown listings. i.N,1VMAT!NST 4130.1) effcctitity acn ad --ogress on 3ccouaLpiishirig

ipproved changes. It 1.ciudet the recording of A
C0~UAIO ~t~EMTsignificant identification eiuments. such as

A diipline applyng technical and administrative identification 'numbering, change efferivitv

dire-ction and zurreillanc:e to (1) idenitify and iie'tification of aircraft, ships or weapons involved
docament the fiinctional and physical char.cteristics in changes. or of equipm~ents in a group affected by
of a configuration item. (2, c.ontrol thangezs to those a change). revision. identification, and rcording of -

pecsin n ipee~air sau;(AiR 65-3. roicain/etftktsndpreattoenisure 1

CONFIGURATiON MANAGEMENT OFFICEIFUNqT.. COF;R2 logistic suIr.(AMAJ 101
A spaa-eoficeorfui:tion w'thin an office An item of hiardwvare selected for control
av~igrd he espnsbiltv orstaff cupervision of throu hout the AF inventory by ',trt number and

conigu-atonidetifcaton co~r-i. ndstatus iserial number. Reports will be produced against
reporting. (A3ICR 11-26) these ;iems to indicate time change requirements.

LONFIGURATION OF AhI:CRAFT nodi-.ication requirement:s. and !he status ofa
The current status of anl aircraft. relative t o ifcio Mco~ihvt. AiC1~-2

rhne.bulletin anid the installation of al1ternate CONFIGURED ITEM
olperatiom-.I ciluilment. or material. Also. in :t An item of hardware that will be controliej;
broader ,ense. a!! aircraft eqluipiment items which throughout the .AF inventory iii -1 man~ner sin."ir t-~

71are a part oif the airecaf: (.AV %1RINST 4700.21, the rcn:;.fiiured articl!c. The pnunarv difference is



that modification status is not accounted for The person or activity to whom materiel is being
against thin item by serial number. Time change shipped. (AFM 67-1)
items where modification status is not required by The activity to which property is being shipped.
serial number must always be designated as a (DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub
configured item in order to make appropriate 5003/MCO P4400.101)
changes to the identifying part number and to CONSIGNOR
account for the operational time. (AFLCM 66-2, The person or activity from whom materiel is
AFLUR 171-91) being shipped, as indicated in the ship from block

CONFIRMATORY TEST on the release/receipt or sh;- :ng document. (AFM
Intensive user test conducted under field service 67-1)

conditions by TOIE units equipped with early The agency from which shipment is made.
production samples of adopted high density or Consignors may be depots, installations, bases,
major cost items, to preclude unexpectcd equipment supply points, holding areas, units, contractors or
failures in combat. The tes*s are designed to attain other Igencies. (AR 320-5)
early ieedback of equipment suitability, reliability The activity from whom property is being
data, and parts mortality data, to identify as early shipped. (DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub
as possible in the service life of the item any 5003/MCO P4400.101)
weakness or failure potentials which may develop in CONSOLE
combat use, to identify deficiencies in training A grouping of controls, indicators, and similar
procedures, logistic procedures, and tactical electronic or mechanical equipment, us.d to monitor
suitability, and to verify the maintainability of readiness of and/or control specific functions of a
items in order to preclude retrofit programs. (AR system, such as missile checkotit, countdown, or
70-10) !auncb operations. (JCS Pub 1)

CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION DOCUMENT CONSOLIDATED CAR
The document presented annually to Congress, Car bearing a combination of less than carload

describing the proposed Military Assistance and shipments, totaliig carload weight, consigned to one
Foreign Military Sales programs for Congressional destinati.n, (AR 320-5)
authorization end appropriation. (DOD 5105.38M) CONSOLIDATED MATERIEL DISTRIBlUTION OBJECTIVES

CONGRESSIONAL k'OROGRAMMING CMDO is a classified document authorized by
Congressionally imposed flexibility levels AFR 66-44 for publication and distribution by Hq

applicable to the authorization and appropriation AFLC to reflect the distribution objectives for
authority granted to the Air Force by Congress, prestocking aril prepositioning equipment and
expressed in both dollars and items. (AFM 1,-) supplies at bases and depots worldwide as projected
CONSENT OF SURETY in USAF Program Documents. (AFM 67-1)

An acknowledgement by a surety that its bond CONSOLIDATED ORGANIZATIONAL REPAIR PARTS
given in connection with a contract continues to A publication containing a composite N: 'Ji repair
apply to the contract as modified. (DAR 10-101.5, parts allocated in quantities it: iitoal stockage for
DAC 76-17) simikar equipm~n; " -'/ie "6rganizatinal level. (AR

CONSIGNED INVENTORY 700--
Material which, in accord with existing am.thr'- CONSOLIDATED SUPPORT AGREEMENT

of prior approvai, i. furnished b- .- msion of the A support agreement negotiated at the lowest!.' Armyn Stock Fund fw-v . i nterim loan basis to practical level of command (i.e., battalion,

another ~;o~ of the same stock fund, and community, group, squadron, other parent
tateriel %%hich is similarly loaned by the Defense organizational level, or by the primary host
Sup,,ly Agency (Defense Stock Fund) to a division installation, etc.) Lor support of separate
of the Army Stock Fund. (AR 320-5, AMCR 37-9) detachments, operating location., (OLs). or other
Csimilar entities. (DOD 4000.19-M)I CONSIGNEE

The receiving agency, unit, depot or person to CONSOLIDATED VEHICLE TABLE
whom the cargo is addressed or consigned, as A suminary of all vehicles loaded on a shilp. listed
indicated by the appnopriate shipping document. by types, and showi.ig the units to which they
(A R 320-5) belong. (JCS Pub i)
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3 1-CONSOLIDATING POINT OR AREA CONSTRUCTION
A puint at which less than carload or less than The erection, installation, or assembly of a new

truckload shipments are brought together to be facility; the addition, expansion, extension,
reforwarded as a carload or truckload. (AFR 69-8) alteration, conversion, or rcolacement of an existing

CONSOLIDATING STATION facility; or the relocation of a facility from one
Place to which less than carload lots of freight installation to another. Includes equipment installed

are relayed so that they can he grouped with other and made a part of such facilities, and related site

freight to make full carloads for the same delivery, preparation, excavation, filling and landscaping, oi• :.{point. (AR 310-25) other land improvements. (DOD 5000.8, AFR M5-6,

DOD 7040.2)
CONSOLIDATION Construction means construction. alteration or

The combination of like accounting transactions repair (including dredging, excavating, and
of all acoounting entities under a single command of buildings, structures or other real
or management (or within an entire department) for propert). (DAR 18-101.1)
tile purpose of presenting a complete picture of all or uction (DaR os-101nr)
the accounting transactions of the group or any ConstructiOn means construction, alteration, or
phornti n g threof. tDo s 00) trepair of any public building or public work n theportion thereof. (DOD 5000.8) United States. (DAR 18-506 1)

The phyictal combination of enterprises or Work required to erect, install, or as3emble a new
establishments, including the combining or o ia e n; t o
commingling of their assets. DOD 5000.8) facility

alteration, expansion, relocation, conversion. i'--
CONSOLIDATION AND CONTAINERIZATION POINT replacement of existing f.,cilities an'4 -. alled

An activity 6?signatcd -o rec.,iv, accumuiate, equipment It inclutaes rearranr,-,,,ac or providing
assemble and containerize or palletize cargo for of interior built-up :,tlon, installation or
onward movement to an oversea debtination. (AR rearrangement .,1 air conditioning and utilitY
310-25) systems ouipnient installed in and made a part

CONSOLIDATION TAINER - ot. and reiated utilities (AFLCR 66-34)

A container designed to be handled with --n...i tonsruction, alteration or repair (including
materials handling equipment pnu' 'used to dredging, excavating, and painting) of btildings.
consolidate more than -, :€ package for structures or other real property. For purposes of
"ransportation purp-. (AFR 71-12) this definition. the terms "buildings, structures or

A contar . esigned to be handl.-d with normal other real property" include but are not limited to
co.s.la s handlng equipment and used to bui!dingrs, sruetures, and imurovements of all
conso idpate more than one line item ito a singlc types, such as bridges, dams, plants. highways

7,ipping container to one destination. (DOD parkways, streets. subways, tunnels, sewers, mains.
4100.39) power lines, pumping stations, railways, airport

A container other than CONEX (container facilities, terminals, docks, piers. wharves, ways.
express) designed to be hand'' with iormai lighthouses, buoys. jertts, breakwaters, levees.
materials handling equipment and used to canals, and channels. Construction does not include
consolidate more than one line item intn a single the manufacture, production furnishing,
shipping container to one d"stmation. (AR 320-5) construction, alter:ition, repair, processing or

CONSTANT DOLLARS assembliing of vessels. .ircraft or other kinds of

The purchasing power of a dollar in terms ,f a personal property. (DAC 76-17)
specified base year; can be stated in terms of a The erection. installation, or assembly ef

past, present. or a future calendar or fiscal year. buildings or itructures. tile ddition. expansion.
(AFR 173-1) extension, alteration. conversion or replacement of
CN N Oexisting buildi..gs or structures. It :nicudes
COAlScTRAINT OF SUPPLY equipmeat and utilities installed and made a pi.rt of

An action or circumstances of a temp~orar'y or ~he real property and related site preparation.

artifieia nature whicn restricts or inhibits the flow - and -ther ativities. (AFLCR 7 -3)
of normal supply demands or which !ii-t the

preparation an( submission ,J, reiusitions or CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
su;!plv request to a source ,of supply for class I Construction activitV Inean.; an activity. at anv
and IV materiel when a requirement tor suc viganiizational leet'i of the Military Departments.
materiel exists (AR 320-5. AR 7::5-;35) %%hch has responsibility for the architectural.
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VI

'31
engineering, and other related technical aspects of CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY
the planning, design, and construction of facilities, A prescribed classification of military
and which receives its technical guidance from the construction work in terms of the functiotial
Army Office of the Chief of Engineers, Naval character of the facilities being constructed. (AFM
Facilities Engineering Command, or Air Fnrce 85-26)
Directorate of Civil Engineering. (DAR 18-101.2, CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY(MILITARY)

76-17) A prescribed defense-wide classification of
CONSTRUCTION AGENCY mi!itary construction work in terms of the

Usually a U.S. Government organization functional character of the facilities being
designated in appropriate Air Force directives to constructed. (DOD 5000.8)
perform the services prescribed in AFR 88-3 (AR
415-11, Budocks Inst 11G13.14) as agent for the Air CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY, PRIMARY JMILiTaRY)
Force, but may be any agency which ,, - . TI. - .. . Lrucuon category (Q.V.)service%. Fedpr ,nye g under which a specific "construction project" as aseri c es. inclde 1) safly reen whole is identified. notwithstanding the fact that

Depasnments ine : Army. Alorsctsf Eninea ese related facilities may be included which otherwiseDepartment of the Army. Also acts as real estate would be classifiel under other construction
agent for the Air Force in acquiring and disposing
of real property facilities as provided by APR 87-15 adtgonreus e e, utiiys. fD er line. an

additional requisite roadways. (DOD 5000.8)!(AR 405-5). (2) Bureau of Yard. and Dock%,

i Department of the Navy. (3) Any Air Force major CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORcommand or other echelon designated in appropriate A firm regularly engaged in the construction,

- construction directives. (AFR 88-9) alteration, or repair of building structures or other

CONSTRUCTION AGENT public works. (AFR 400-30)

The Army Corps of Engineers, the Navy Bureau CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCIES
of Yards and Docks, or any Government agency Defects in equipment material, or workmanship
which provides specific services or carries out resulting from the contrator' s failure to complete
specific construction projects for the Air Force. the construction according to contract plans,
(AFLCR 375-2, AFR 400-30) specifications, and approved shop drawings. (AFR

The Government agency which provides specit:c 88-9)

projects for the Air Force. (AFSCR/AFLCR 800-11)

A work order or other document which is issued
CONSTRUCTION ANNEX to a subordinate unit of the construction agency,1T9 A machine listing of the approved construction authorizing construction, describing and defining
program portion of the Five Year Defense Program the facility to be constructed, and establishing cost

4 (FYDP) broken down by major command, by base, limits and targets for the work authorized. (DOD
by construction line item within category code and 5000.8, DOD 7040.2)
with the poram element identified. (HOI 27-1) CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

showing individual militar- Construction equipment means automotive
construction items that million, vehicles, earth movers cranes, batching plants,
(NAVMAT P-4215 crushers, pavers, mixers, generators. coiniressors,

CONSTRUCTION AUTHORIZATION (LEGISLATIVE) pumps, drills, welders, forms and other items of
Statutory autthority for constrtuction or equipment (other than hand tools) used or capable

acquisition of real property and for appropriation of of being used in construction work. (DAR 18-601)
funds therefor. General statutory authority is CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESSprovided for the "minor construction program," the Uc peedontutnprets cumated

l)lanning program. and certain related programs, '

but the "major construction program" is subject to cost thereof. (DOD 5"00.8)

annual laws which est'.hlish specific authority and a CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
total cost limitation 'or acquisition and Construction materials means articles, materials.
"construction projects" at each installatior; or for and supplies, which are brought to the construction
stated categories of construction on a site for incorporation in the building or work.
departmeat-wide basis. (DOD 5000.8) (DAR 18-506.2)
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Ai:

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM, MAJOR of materiel was, in fact, made to a military or
SAil! construction projects having a cost in excess commercial carrier, or that transfer of

of $25,000 each, except for urgent projects having a accountability not involving shipment was made to
funded cost not in excess of $200,000 for the active the receiving activity 's account. Delivery under
forces, accomplished under Minor Construction, and this concept takes place at the time the materiel is
all construction projects in excess of $10,000 each accepted by the carrier or the date he property
for the Reserve Forces and Naticnal Guard, except accountability is transferred. (AR 37 -271
for urgent projects costing not in excess of $50,000
accomplished under Minor Construction. (DOD CONSTRUCTIVE DELIVERY (FMS)
5006.8) Delivery of materiel to a carrier for

transportation to the consignee, or delivery to a
CONSTRUCTIONt Pmu6iihAi, t .. jjSt zfticfor shipment to the consignee.

Any urgently required construction projects Delivery is evidenced by completed shipping
having a funded cost of $200,000 or less but in documents or listing of delivery at the U.S. post
excess of $25,000 for the active forces and having a office. The delivery of materiel to the customer or
cost of $50,000 or less but in excess of $10,000 for the customer's designated freight forwarder at
the Reserve Forces and National Guard. (DOD point of production, testing or storage at dockside,
5000.8) at staging areas, or at airports constitutes actual

All urgently required construction projects not delivery. (DOD 5105.38M)

otherwise authorized by law, having a funded cost
of $200,000 or less. (AFLCR 78-3 CONbTRUCTIVE DELIVEiY (MAP)

Delivery of materiel to a carrier-land, ocean or
CONSTRUCTION PROj.CT air-for transportation to a consignee. or when

A project to construct a 1;uilding or other real delivered "free on hoard" (FOB) or "free alongside
pioperty improvement or an addition to such a ship" (FAS) at a port of embarkation for
facility as already exists. Relates to a separate transshipment to a consignee. In the case of
physical entity, or a group of several identical float-away vessels, fly-away aircraft, and certain
entities which, upon completion. will be utilized to offshore procured materiel, constructive delivery
serve a single functional purpose, such as a set of occurs when the item is accepted on behalf of the
two barracks. Generally includes auxiliary :ecipient country. (DOD 5105.38M)
facilities, such as utility feeder-lines and additional
tequi-ite roadways. (AFSCM 27-1) CONSTRUCTIVE PLACEMENT

A single acquisition of land or real property or a When due to some disability on the part of a
construction undertaking fw purposes of consignor or consignee, a car cannot be placed for
programming, budgeting and accounting. A project loading or unloading at a point previously
will include any separate physical structure or designated by the consignor or consignee, and if it
facility at a single installati, , which upon is placed elsewhere, it is considered as being under
completion will be utilized to serve a single constructive placement and subject to demurrage
functional purpose, or a group of similar structures rules and charges, the same as if it were act:ially
or facilities as, for instance, a group of barracks placed at the designated point. (AR 310-25)
buildings or a group of warehouse structures. A CONSTRUCTIVE RECEIPT BILLING METHOD
construction project will generally include such The invoicing and collection for reimbi.;rsable
auxiliary facilities (e.g., utility feeder lines and issues of materials. supplies, and equipment on the
roadways) as are required to result in a useful basis of evidence of deliver of the goods to a
increment of construction. (DOD 7040,2) carrier for transportation to the consignee. (AR

CONSTRUCTION/MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT 320-5, DOD 5000.8, AMCR 37-9)
Major end items identified to the National Supply CONSULTANTS

Classes listed in attachment 1. (AFLCR Government or non-Government peismel called
73-3/DARCOMR 715-6) upon by the SSAC. SSEB, or SSA to furnish exp;,rt

CONSTRUCTIVE DELIVERY advice on highly specialized matters and on the
A concept tinder which a requiring activity solution of particular prohiems. (AFR 70-15)

accepts financial liability or formal accountability Those persons who are exceptionally qualified. by
for materiel ordered based on a written statement education or by experience, in a particular field to
by the procuring or sup)lying activity that delivery perform some specialized service. (DAR 22-202)
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CONSULTATION Person or agency that uses information or
That action which tie ALC takes to obtain intelligence produced by either its own staff or

contents and recommendations regarding new other agencies (JCS Pub 1)
repair processes and sew sources for engine criticaloparts repair. (AFLCR 66-31) CONSUMER LEVEL OF INVENTORY

Ani inventory, regardless of funding source,

CONSUMABLE ITEM usually of limited range and depth, held only by the
Al item that is normally expended or used up final eleme,'t in an established supply distribution

beyond recovery in the use for which IL was system for tne sole purpose of internal
designed or intended (AFLCR 400-21/DARCOMR consumption. (AFLCR 409-21/DARCOMR
700-99/NAVMATINST 4790.23A/MCO P4410.22A) 700-99/NAVMATINST 4790.23A/MCO P4410.22A)

CONSUMABLE ITEMS OF SUPPLY CONSUMER LOGISTICS
All National Stock Numbered items e:.cel-t Those basic elements of logistics, normally of

explosive ordnance, major end items of equipment concern to operational chain of command, involving
(Item Management Coding (IMC Criterion 1) and (1) requirements determination and (2; a-set
reparables (IMC Criterion 2) as outl:,!ed in diatribution after delivery to control of a t--
enclosure 2. (DOD 4140.26) commander below departmental level. (AR 320-5,

C9NSUMABLE MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL MATERIAL JCS Pub U.

LIST CONSUMER PHASE SUPPLY
A numerical list of consumable bulk material That ph--se of military supply which extends from

ieculred for maintenance or overhaul support receipt of finished supplies by the military services
prepaed in accordance with Part VI!, Exhibit I of through issue for ase or consumption. (AR 320-5)
NAVAIRSYSCOM WR-I. Such !;st includes, but is
not limited to, special lubricants, sealing CONSUMER STOCK POINT
compounds, anti-seizes, adhesives, cleanin, An activity which is not authorized to hold Navy
material, welding rods, prese vations, desiccants. Stock Account material in a two-digit stores
emeigeny fuel, caulking compounds, protective account. Consumers include shore activities which
coatings an4 finishes, cartoon removal and gasketing ae supported by a three-digit store and ail ships.
compounds, and any other special consumable itemn (NAVSUPINST 444019)
peculiar to the end articles. (WR-1) CONSUMER'S RELIABILITY RISK

CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES The probability that a "lot of goods" will be
A special classification for use in program accepted b. a sampling plan as a result of a reliable

expense accounting actv~ties which encoiapass sample, being dra, n from an unreliable lot.
nonexpendable supplies valued at less than $200 per (MII,-STD-721)
item and all exp)ndable supplies. This classification CONSUMPTION
will not e copstrued to alter existing requirement The actual or estimated quantity of an item
for maintenance of station property book ''7,ords of consumed or expended during a given time interval

nonexpendable supplies (AR 820-5) expressed in quantities by the most appropriate unit I
CONSUMABLES of measure per applicable stated basis. (DOD

Refers to admin;strative and housekeeping items. 5105.38M)
general purpose hardware, common tools, or any C

or CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
other items not specifically defil d as controlled Verification performed n a sufficiently

comprehensive and detailed basis to determine
CONSUMER reasonableness of expenditure of governmel

A term used in DMS to mean a manufacmurer who prperty or contractor material for which
consumes controlled materials in !rodiction. (AFM reimbursement is or will be claimed. (AFSCM 7S-I;
78-) CONSUMPTION ISSUE

Ai activity not authorized to st,)cK material in the CNPI ON ISSU anieAhc sel~ne rcn~r

Nav' his n"shre Issue of an item which is expended or cons-intdNavy Stock Account. including ships and shore i s.sc sepnal up~s A 2-! =U! ativtie w~h ae sppomtedon n axilaryni' in ;mse. such aN expendable supp~ies. (AR 32P-5)activities wh:ch are, .uppotterl on al ;,uxiliaryv or

ready supply store basis. A consumer (oes not do CONSUMPTION ITEM
Ils own accounting. (NAVSUPINST i140.9.l) Itens which are either consumed ;a us(, or which
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lose their original identity during periods of use by CONTACT POINT
incorporation into or attachments upon another The function within or designated by the action
assembly. Consumption items are issued on an as point which receives and controls all reports of
required basis and consist of such supplies as deficiencies, Material Improvement Projects (MIP).
maintenance parts, raw materiel, office or and related correspondence. (AFSCR/AFLCR

housekeeping supplies consumed in use, and other 66-71)

similar items. (AFM 67-1) An organization or individral dsijgnated to act as
liaison on quality assuranec programs and to serve

CONSUMPTION RATE as a communications cxchange for multifunctiona! ,The actual or estimated quantity of an item quality assurance problems or actions. (AFSCR

consumed or expended during a given time interval, 74-1)
expressed in quantities by the most appropriate unitof measurement per applicable stated basis. (AFM CONTACT POINTS

Individuals designatedi by the Air Staff and major
67-1, DOD5000.81 commands to coordinate and expedite system

The average quantity of an item consumed or matters referred to them for acton. When the
?xpended during a given time interval, expressed in importance of urgenc!y of the system program
quantities per applicable basis. Typical basis of requires it, the command contact points will be
consumption rates are rounds per weapons per day, physicaily located in and become an integral part of
pounds per nan per day. and quantities per 1.000 the System Program Office. (AFR 375-1)
men per month. (AR 320-5) AN

The average quantity of an item consumed or CONTAINER ." A general term which encompasses: bulk powder
expended during a given time interval, expressed in
quat;hies by the most appropriate unit of box; cartridge or powler tank containing one round
mea.,:emct per applicable stated basis. (JCS Pub or charge; projectile. bomb: rocket head;Sper a iammunition box or tank containing one or more

rounds of ammunition; carton, drum, barrel,
CONSUMPTION RATES cylinder, can. rr other tank of explosive.

Certain terms used in connection with these p) rotechnic, chemical, or other ammunition item.
subjects are--actuarial method of computing a (NAVORD OP 2165)
replacement factor; age grouping; consumable item: A receptacle such as a bag, barrel, drum, box.
expectant life of an item; long life item; service life, crate or package used in storage or shipment of a
short life item; straight line method of computing commodity to provide protection from physical
replacement factors; stub survivor curve; survivor damage or contamination of the commodity. (A"R

curves; usage. (AR 320-5) 69-8)
An article of transport equipment designed to Le

CONSUMPTION REQUIREMENTS transported by various modes of transportation:
Items required to replace those expended r iiaving an interior volume of 400 cubic feet or more;

expected to be expended or consumed in use. (DOD designed to facilitate and optimize the carriage of
5105.38M) goods by one or more modes of transportation

without intermediate handling of the contents and
CONSMPTON TPE TEMequipiped with features p~ernmittinig itsrad

Items which are either consumed in use or which handling and transfer from one mode to another.
lose their originel ide:tity during periods of use by Containers may be f-lly enclosed with one or nore I

incorporation into or attachments upon another doors. open top. tank refrigerated. open rack.
assembly. Consumption type items are issued on an gondola and other design. Included in this
as required basis and consist of such suppiies as definition are .nodules or clusters that are so
maintenance parts, raw materiel, office or configured they can be coupled to form an integral
housekeeping supplies Consumed in use. and other unit with an internal capacity of 400 or more cubic I
similhi items 1AF.l 67-1 feet regardless of intention to move singly or in

CONSUMPTION TYPe. ITEMS multipiex configu:ion. (AFR 80-s)
All expendal)le items iexpendability. CONTAINER DELIVERY SYSTEM j

recoverability, repar:iini v 'ateezary tERRC; co'kes A system for aerially delivering cargo by
"'L", "T. "P"' and "N i. (AFSCR/AFlICR 57-49) transport aircraft. The system provides for
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delivery of from one to sixteen 2,000-lb bundles in CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES INSrALLATION LOGISTICS
small drop zones as the aircraft pulls up 'rom 300 That portion of the Army Logistics System wnich I
ft. to 400 ft. above the ground. Very accurate but provides logistic support to all organizations or
not as accurate as parachute low altitude delivery activities assigned to, tenant on, or satellited upon
system. (AFM 1!-i) a continental United States installation. (AR

CONTAINER EXPRESS 310-25)
A reusable container for shipment of troop CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES (CONUS)

support cargo, quasi-mi!itary cargo, household The forty-eight contiguous States and the
goods, personal baggage, etc. (DSAR 4500.3) District of Columbia (DOD 4500.17)

A reusable se,ially controlled metal container for United States territory including the adjacent

.hipment of troop sudport cargo, quasi-military territorial water located within the North American

cargo. household goods, personal ilaggage, etc. continent between Canada and Mexico. (DOD
(DOD 4500.32-R) 4500.32-R, DSAR 4500.3, AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8,(DOD 500.2-R)JCS Pub 1)

CONTAINER MARKING United States territory consisting of the 48
Numbers, nonenclature, or symbols stamped or contiguous States located in the North American

painted on, or otherwise affixed to, items or continent between Canada and Mexico and of thecontainers for identification. (AFR 69-8) District of Columbia and including U.S. territorial

CONTAINERIZABLE CARGO waters. (AR 55-23/OPNAVINST 4600.17C/AFR

Any commodity that can be shipped in a MILVAN 75-37/MCO 4'i21.2B/DLAR 45u0.26)
or SEAWAN, either alone or homogeneously with CONTINGENCY PLAN
other items. (AR 55-9/NAVSUPINST 4600.79/AFR A plan for major contingencies which can
75-i0/MCO 4610.21) rea-onably be anticipated in the principh!
CONTAINERIZATION geograplic subareas of the command. (JCS Pub 1)

The placement of cargo in an article of transport CONTINGENCY REQUISITIONS
equipment designed to facilitate and optimize the a. Overseas command prepositioned -

carriage of goods by one or more modes of Requisitions submitted to continental United States
transportation without intermediate handling of inventory control points by oversea commands.
contents from point of shipment to final destination, based on approved plans. but for which shipment
(AR 310-25) will not be made until execution of the plan is

The use of an article of transport eqLipment approved by the Department of the Army and the
designed to facilitate and optimize the carriage of call-torward is received from the oversea command.
goods by one or more modes of transportation b. Continental United States inventory control
without intermediate handling of the contents. point prepositioned - Supply directives prepared by
(DLAR 4'5.7) continental United States inventory control points.

based on phased automatic supply requirements of
CONTAMINATED PRODUCT approved plans, for which stocks may or may not
An off-specification product resulting from have been ,'ligated. Stocks obligated in support of

mixing with another product or products of contingency plans will be earmarked
different type aid grade or by introduction of administratively. Activation of these directives is
foreign matter such as rust, dirt. or water. (AFR accomplished only upon receipt of advice from the
144-1, DOD 4140.25-M1) Department of the Army to execute the pln. (AR

CONTAMINATION 310-25)
Any matter foreign to the finishe' element, CONTINGENCY RESERVE

compound or part, which has an adverse effect in That portion of the quantity of a military type
the commodity. (AFR 69-8) item in long supply for which there exists no

CONTIGUOUS ZONE foresee requirement, but which it has been
dletermined should be retain ed for possible military

'L.e entire zone, contiguous to the territorial sea, odeensed otigene Af pob mt

e.:tahlished by the United States under Article 24 of or defense contingencies. (AFM 67-1)

the Convention of the Territorial Sea and the CONTINGENCY RESERVE AIRCRAFT
Contiguous Zone. (1)OD 5030.41) Aircraft retired from the program aircraft
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inveaitory upon completion of Standard Service Life accomplished, withoct restriction as to fixed time
and retained in the aircraft inventory to alleviate period. (AFSCR 27-6, AFSCM 27-1)
mobilization deficiencies. ecre part support is CONTINUING RESOLUTION AUTHORITY (CRA)
available for at least one more Standard Rework Authority provided by Congress tc preclude

tour/period. disruption of essential activities of a continuing
5442.2) nature between 30 June and the passage of the
CONTINGENCY RETENTION STOCK autho-'ization and appropriation bill. (AFSCM 27-1,

Tha portion of the quantity of an item excess to AFSCR 27-6)
the Approved Force Retertion Stock for which there Military Assistance Program funds authorized by
is no predictable demand oi quantifiable a "Continuing Resolution" of Congress and used t'
requirement, and which normally would be allocated preclude disruption of essential activities of a
as potential DOD excess stock, except for a coninuing nature between 30 June and the date
determination that the quantity will be retained for MAP appropriations are available. Includes funds
possible contingencies. (Category C ships, aircraft required for continuation of essential construction
and other items being retained as contingency and maintenance projects commenced in the
reserve will be included in this stratum.) (DOD preceding year, limitEd quantities of spare parts,
4100.37) petroleum, oil, and lubricants, and other essential

That potion of the quantity of an item in long expendables, and that part of training and technical
supply for which no programmed rcquirement exists assistance activities which would otherwise have to
and which normally would be considered as excess be delayed or cancelled. (AFR 100-11, AFR 400-20)
stock, but which it has been determined will be Authority to obligate funds against the MAP or
retained for possible military or defense IMETP appropriation for the new fiscai year under

contingencies; however, no portion of any item to be Continuing Resolution Authority granted by

retained as contingency retention stock may be Congress in a Joint Resolution making temporary

retained as economic retention stock. (AR 320-5, appropriation prior to pastage of the rigu~ar

JCS Pub 1, DOD 4140.3) appropriation act. (DOD 5105.38M)
That portion of the quantity in long supply of an CONTINUiNG/FOLLOW-ON REQUIREMENt

obsolete, or nonstandard item, for which no A continuing need for any TM listed in
programmed requirement exists, and which attachments. (AFR 66-19/Aj
normally would be considered as excess stock, but 310-70!NAVMATINST 5600.11A/MCO 5215.16.
which it has beep determined should be retained for DSAR 4151.9)
possible military or defense contingencies. (DOD
4100.31) CONTINUOUS ACTIVE SERVICEg All periods of continuous active duty in a pay
CONTINGENCY SUPPORT STOCKS status including periods of inactive duty not to

That portion of general war reserves maintained exceed three months, between discharge and
in the continental United States for initial resupply reenlistment or between release from active duty
of continental United States forces .,.)ooed for and recall to active duty; includes use of terms
contingency operations. (AR 320-5) "continuous active duty. continuously on active

CONUINGENT FUND duty," and "activity duty in pay status". (AFM

Moneys set aside to provide tor unforeseen 67-1)

expenditures, or for anticipated expendutures of CONTRACT
uncertain amount. (DOD 5000.8) Ai. agreement, enforcieable by law, between two

CONdTINUED PORTION OF THE CONTRACT or more component parties, to do or not to do

That portion of a partially termi-1t'd contract something not prohibited by law. for a legal

which reiaies to work or end items not already consideration. DOD .5000.8)
completed and accepted prior to the effective date All types of ireements and orders for the
copltedan anceped whih the ontractore mt procureniuit of supplies or services. It includes
or teroinati)n and which the contractor must al-ards an4.'notices of award: contracts of a
continue to perform. (DAR 8-101.3. DAC 76-9) 'XC .-price. cost. cos,-phis-a-f ixed fee. ar;ceiv -

CONTINUING APPROPRIATION type: contracts providing for the issuance of job
An appropriation available for incurring orders. task orders, or task letters thereunder:

obligations until -xhaust(d or the purpose is letter contracts, and purchase orders. It also
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includes supplemental agreements with respect to s,,pplies from such contracts), expediting, arranging
any of the foregoing. (DAR 1-201.12, DOD 5000.8, for transportation, requesting inspection, N
DAR 1-201.4, AFR 74-15) determining whether nonconforming supplies should V

Legal agreenients between DOD and industry, or be iccepted, obtaining inspection, and receiving
sinilar internal agreements wholly within the reports, furnishing procurement and production
govern :ient, for the development, production, or data to requiring services, receiving vendor
modification of systems or equipment. (AMCR invoit-es, and assuring the processing of vouchers
11-26) for payment, requesting necessary audit.

Th2 purchasing instrument in which this termination action, contract modification, financial M
provisioiing procedure is incorporated by reference assistance to contractors and processing of claims.
or arnendage, including amendments, modifications, (AR 710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452 Revision/AFR
and supplemental agreements. (TM 38-715) 67-96!MCO P4400.51A, DSAR 4140.47)

Any type of a government agreement or order for CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION OFFICE (CAO)
the procurement of supplies or of awards; contracts An office of the Defense Supply Agency or an
of a fixedprice, cost, cost-pius a fixed fee, or op
incentive type; contracts providing for the issuance office of a Military Department engaged in the

* : of iob orders, or task letters thereunder: letter performance of contract administration services on
c sdd contracts with private industry. Included in :his .-4A ~~Contracts anu pn,'chase orders. It also includes "z--r .ndefinition are all geographic and plant type DOD
supplementai agreements with respect to any of the Component organizations engaged in performance

;.1_ _ .. foregoimg. (A FLCR 74-13) :frgcf field contract administration services. -DOD -

4 CONTRACT ABSTRACT 7700.i2)
A representation, in mdchine processable form, of A DOD Contract Administration Services tCASI

kty elements of vntraetua] data. tDD 4105-3-M)" -Component which performs assigned functions, or a

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATON Purchasing Office which retains functions, related
."to the administration of contracts. (Included in this

7he performance of a contracting officer, or his
authorized representative, of acts authorized by definition are all geographic and plant-type

terms of a contract or in accordance with provisions me: ' in performance of field contract administration :
of public laws, executive orders, or applicable services.) (DOD 4 f05.63-i)
regulations and instructions of the department s
assigned administrative responsibility or a A militar department/agency office which
contract. (AFM 67-i) performs assigned functions reiated to t:.

T e e l p b s iadministration of contracts and assigned pr-c-award
This term means all iesponsibilies .'equired to functions. Included in this definition are all

administer a contract as prescribed in this g a
Instruction and other applicable directives. In • t oa i f
broad terms, this includes responsibilities pertaining military departmen aged in the performance of

"field contract administration services. ,AFLCR
to legal; fiscal and cost accounting methods: control fs
of Government property: quality control; production 7011
c r po fThat office having administrative responbibilitvz4 ~ ~~~control;.approval of '.nvoices for payment; pricing frthcora.(A CR5 - o.  "

paymnt: or the contract. (AFLCR 65-22)
and p-ice redetermmations where authorized: The Government ofice that performs the contract
facilitie: bailments: lease agreements: compliance administration which insures that a contractor lives
with labor law clauses in contracts. such a,;

1-1) to his obligation under the l;overnnent contract.
,avBs-acon Act. Walsh-Heaiev Public Contracts A-e

Act. Convict Labor. etc.. insofar as the Navy is Air rorce Contract Maintenance Cente, tAFCMC)
wil admiister CFT contracts. (.\FI,CR 6q-33)

, ear r hed with .;uch responsile for f'eti level
terminations where authorized; subcontracting adninislratio of contracts "after lS*,idC. ' \FCR I
con.cot, and any other administrative 70-11) o

responsibilities a.signed under the contract. The office which performs assga-d functionslOS0 %.,I I:ST 5000.3,
relat,,d to the administration of co.tracts. and

lIncludes the *followiag: insurance of (delivery lra~arifnios()C(i-)
and/or shipping orders under contracts (except for is'Signei preaward funezions DAC 76-17)

i'eIuirements- type conitrats under v.hich delivery CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES COMPONENT
and/or .dhipping ord,.rs will bw executed by the ." field activity of DCAS or a Militar;
station. activitie*..,-r units authorized to orer lte'artment. performing contract adininistraion
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services on contracts with priate industry in a 9. Industrial Labor Relatio~s.
designated geographic area o. at a specific 10. Transportation.
contractor's plant. (DOD 4105.59) 11. Equal Employment Opportunity Contracts

An office of: (a) the Defense Supply Agency, Compliance Review.
Defense Contract Administration Services; (b) a 12. Contractor Payment. (DOD 4105.59) ii
Military Departmpnt or the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration engaged in the CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES MONITOR
performance of contract administration services on An official in one of the military servic, or the

contracts with private industry. Included in this Defense Depaitment who has been assigned

definition are all geographic and plant-type responsibility for monitoring the Cost Reduction
organizations of the Military Departments engaged Program of a given defense contractor. These CAS
in performance of field contract admii.istr-ition monitors and their assignments are listed in the
services. 'DOD 4105.59) Directory of DOD Monitors for Contractor Cost

Any DOD contract administration services office Reduction. (AFM 400-12) A

listed in the DOD Directory and Contract CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
Administration Components, DOD 4105.50-H. (This CNRC DIITAO
Ainusthrto Fomporcets fOal points0 .a s A The individual duly authorized by the appropriate

monitors.) (AFM 400-12) authority in the military department to administormontos. contact 400-12ly thi iste•th)

Any DOD base procurement office listed in DOD the contract. (Usually this is the authorized
p e Srepresentative of the contracting officer aaving

administrative cognizance over the contract.) (DOD
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES FUNCTIONS 5000.8)

All those acions accomplished in or nEar a A contracting officer, or his autnorized
contractor's plant for the benefit of the rapresentative. who performs acts authorized by the
Government, which are necessary to the terms of a contract in accordance with provsions of
performance of a contract or in support of the public laws, executive orders, or applicable
uu --ng organizaon. -. Among the more significant regulations and instructions of the department
functions performed by fief iontract adariniztrtt ti . ned administrative r, sponsibility for a
services components are the following: contract. (DSAM 414I.2/AR " -. AV... .-

a. Quality assurance. 5003/MCO P,400.101)
b. Contract administration (including coitract

terminations, plant clearance, disposal and property CONTRACT AMENDMENT
administration). A contract modification which is accomplished by

c. Production and industrial resources. the mutual action of the parties. (DOD 5000.8 4
• d. Transportation.

e. Industrial security. (AFR 400-3) CONTRACT AUDITOR
The Defense Contract Audit Agency auditor

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SERVICES (CAS) assigned the responsibility for performing financial
All those actions accomplished in or near a reviews and analises requiring access to the

contractor's plant for the benefit of the contractor's records supporting cost data. (DAR
Government. which are necessary to the "4-10:.3)
performance of a contract or in support of the
buying offices. systemiproject managers. and other CONTRACT CARRIERS
organizations. Contract administration services may Air carriers under contract to any dear::n.n! of

include: the US Government. They" are under operational
1. Quality Assurance (Inspection. Acceptance, control of the department concerned at r3tes lower

etc.) than published :ates on file with the CAB. (AFM
2. Engineering Support. 67-1)
3. Predjc:ion surveillance. Preaward Surveys. CONTRACT BUDGET BASE

Mobilization Planning. The negotiated contract cost pBSs the estimated

4 Contract Admiistration (Price/Cost Anaivsis. cost of authoried untriced work. pis) eme0.2)

Terminati'm. etc.)

5. Property Administration. Plant Clearance CONTRACT BUDGET BASELINE
G. indusrial Security. This wiil equal the negotiated contract cost plus
7. Safety. the estimated cost for Government authorized
8. Small Busines. changes. For authorized wit unprked work. interim
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budgets will be used in the contract budget baseline adjustments attributable to cost incentive
until firm Ibudgets can be prepared. (AFSCR 27-6) provisions, if any, are considered in determining the

CONTRACT CHANGE NOTIFiCATiON net contract cost overrun/underrun. (AFSCR 27-6)

A unilateral written order signed by the CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS LIST
Procuring Contracting Officer directing the making A listing (on DD Form 1423) of all technical data
of changes in a control of a kind authorized by the and information required by the contract to be
change clause of the particular contract. (AFSCM delivered by the contractor. (AR 700-51)
27-1, AFSCM 375-3) A listing of data requirements authorized and

CO(TRACT CLOSEOUT EXTENSION (CCE) marie a part of the contract on DD Form 1423,- C~ffRCT LOSOUTEXTNSIN (CE)"Contract Data Requirements List," or mechanized
The term used to identify an action taken by the

Purchasing Office (PO) to extend the closeout date equivalent. (AFSCMiAFLCM 310-1)
in the J041 s'stem after system requirements have A list of data requirements that are authorized
been met to closeout the contract and a Contract for procurement under the contract for a specific

Completion Statement has been generated. the 3041 program. This list is prepared on the DD Form" 1423. (APR 310-1)

system will retain the contract record for 25 days
or 1 reporting period, whichever is longer. The CONTRACT DEFINITION
CCE causes the contract to be retained in the The phase duri;g which preliminary design and
system until a date determined by the PO is engineering are verified or accomplished, and firm
reached. When the CCE date is reached, a new contract and management planning are performed.
contract completion statement is generated and the (DOD 3200.9, NAVMAT P-4215, AR 37-200, DOD
contract will again enter the retention period 7000.7, AFSCM 27-1)
previously stipulated. Successive CCE dates may be
used by the P0 to hold a contract in the system CONTRACT DELIVERY DATE REVISION AGENTusdfinite PO to holdacontrThat contracting part, either government (G) or

contractor (K), having primary control over the

CONTRACT COMPLETION STATEMENT condition(s) causing delay/anticipated delay in
The means Ly which the J041 system advises the meeting the contract delivery schedule. It is used

PO that contract closeout has been completed. This in the first positon of the "Delay Reason Code".
qtatement is the basis for the PO to close-out its (AFLCR 70-11)
files. (A LUR 70--11) CONTRACT DEPOT MAINTENANCE

CONTRACT COST The cost of maintenance performed under
The aggregate dollar amount paid to the contract with private industry including GOCO

contractor. (AFR 26-12) maintetianee facilities, or bv one military
A cost-reimbursement tlpe contract under which department or agency; Z..g.. maintenance perormed

the contractor r-ceiv.s no fee. (DOD 5000.8) on Army equipment in Air Force iat.;o .t.c under
A contract which provides for payment to the crossservice agreement with the Air Fo. Ce, will be

contractor of allowable -.sts, to the extent reported as contract depot maintenance. Includes
prescribed in the contract, incurred in performance work performed under contracts negotiated by
of the contract. (DOD 5000.8) individual depot installations, if any. as well as
CONTRACT COST OVERRUN contracts awarded by major commands or major

in h contract cost subordinate commands. Also includes contract(actual/projected) required to complete the maintenance support services, such as maintenance
acperojenced reau ired o complee t5 engineering or contract field services. (AR 37-55)

Those depot level materiel maintenance and
CONTRACT COST OVERRUNIUNDERRUN support activities performed for the benefit of and

A net change in contractual amount over, under financed by the Department of the Army. in
that contemplated by a contract tar,'-t irice, accordance with terms of contracts with commercial
estimated cost plus fee (any type cost sources (i.e.. private iidustry; to include both GOCO
reimbursement contract), or redeterminable price. and COCO). It is intended that this definition
due to the contractor' s actual contract costs being include contract depot maintenance performed inder
overiunder target or anticipated contract costs but commercial contracts funded by Department of tht
not attributable to any other cause of cost growth Army. even thougl another DOD componcnt. or
previously defined. Offsetting profit or fee element theroof. has the responsibility for
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Anegotiating and administering such contracts. (AR organizational and intermediate level tasks. The

750-4) contractor provides supervision, people, and hand
CONTRACT DIRECTION (JOB ORDER CATEGORIES) tools. (AFLOR 65-221

t This category is assigned to direct job orders for CONTRACT FIELD TECHNICIAN

RDT&E wo.k performed under a contract, grant, or An employee of a manufacturing, engineering, or
an outgoing fund transfer to another Government consulting commercial or industrial organization
agency for which the specific laborat. ry has obtained by the Government on a nonpersonal
technical direction responsibility. Contract direction service contract basis to provide maintenance
includes a!l resources expended in the monitoring services as an advisor on the installation, operation,
and administration of the actual contract, grant or and maintenance of eaipment, not necessarily the
outgoing fund transfer; procurement planning; product of any one manufacturer, used or supported
preparation of Statements of Work, specifications, by the Department of the Army. (AR 320-5)
Determinations and Findings (D&Fs), purchase
requests, Military Interdepartmental Purchase CONTRACT FUNDING

The total amount of funds that have been made
Requests (MIPRs), project orders and other available to the contractor against the contract.
procureirent data; proposal evaluation and source (AFSCL 172-2)
selection; procurement coordination; preparation of A
work effort data aad progress reports; evaluation CONTRACT FUNDS STATUS REPORT (CFSR)
of contractor prepared/ delivered r,.ports, data, or A contractual report which provides funding data
hardware (technical appraibal and not test and to assist in updating and forecasting contract fun,
evaluation); and other activities through final close requirements: planning and decision making on
out of the effort. Any job order idertified as funding charges; developing budget estimates; and
Category I must also be identified as Ln determining funds in excess of contract needs (AFR
Extramural Work Unit within MASIS. (APLCR 800-6). (AFSCR 27-6)
70-11) CONTRACT LINE ITEM NUMBER (CLIN)

CONTRACT END ITEM Contract line items within a contract will consist
A deliverable equipment or facility that is of four numer'c digits 0001 through 9999 and will

formally accepted by the procuring agency on a DD be numbered sequentially but r'ot necessarily
Form 250 in accordance with requirements in a consecutively. The subline item wili be numbered :
contract end item detail specification. It is the by adding to the basic line item number two alpha
prime level of assembly for management control characters. Procedures are set forth in 20-303 and
and accountability, for provisioning spares, and for 20-304 of the DAR. kAFLCR 70-il)
preparing technical manuals. (AFSCM 375-I) Used for identifying an item of supply or service

A lecel of management for technical and on a contractual document. (DOD 4105.63-M)
contractual control by the procuring agency. It isthelevl f cnfgurtin cntol f quimets nd COETRACT MAINI'ENANCE
the level of configuration control of equipments aad The maintenance of materiel performed under
facilities by the Configuration Control Boa:d. contract by commercial organizations (including
(AFSCM 375-1)

A finished item complete within itself and ready prime contractors) on a one-time basis or

for its inte..-ded use as per the contract. (AFR col ,11. bds. (AFR 66-14)
80-141 .- Any depot level maintenance performed under

. contract by commercial organizations, including
CONTRACT F!ELD SERVICES (CFS) original manufactu,,rs (AFJ.CR 400-21/DARCOMR I

Those engineering and technical services provided 7.0-99/NAVMATINST 4790.23A/.C 44 0
on site at defense locations by thc trained and Any maintenance performed under contract by
qualified en:ineers and technicians of commercial ¢::nmercia. organizations (including originalor industrial companies. (DAC 76-17) manufacturers). (DOD 4151.1) 4151.1)

C 3NTRACT FIELD TEAM (CFT) CONTRACT MODIFICATION
A group of c intractor maintenance personnel who Any written alteration in the specification.

are provided with Government furnished special delivery point, rate of delivery, contract period.
tools. equipment, and supplies to accomplish price, quantity, or other contract provisions of an
maintenance/modification on-site at operational existng contract, whether accomplished by
.bases. The work involves ,hvpot level and unilateral action in ac.ordanco with a contract
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provision, or by mutual action of the parties to the CONTRACT SUPPORT
c-ntra"t. it includes (i) bilateral actions such as The performing agency support provided by
supplemental agreements. and (Ii) unilateral actions placing a requesting agency which supplies the
such as change orders, orders for provisi(,ned items, required funds. It may be a unique contract effort,
administrative changes, notices of termination. and or it may supplement an AFSC zontract. (AFSCR
notices (.f the exercise of a contract option. (DAC 27-5)76-17)

CONTRACT TERMINATIONCONTRACT MODIFICATION PROPOSAL The different termination conditions are discussed
A contractor proposal to accomplish a as follows:

modification. (AFSCR 80-'3) 1. Partial Termination. When this occurs (type
CONTRACT OVER TARGET COST instrument Q on the contract modification), the

The amount by which the contract coot (actua! or applicable items which are being partially

[ projecteds is greater than the contract target cost terminated will he adjusted in PPMD via(initial or adj;usted) for work authorized in the appropriate transactions. NNCOTE: If there are items

negotiated contract. (AFSCR 27-6) completely terminated on a partial termination I
CONTRACT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION GROUP modification, a T will be recorded in the Terminated 3

An activity which has been established at Indicator field for the 'tem's. A partial
Departmental level by SAFO 29.5 at HQ IFSC and termination discontinues only a portion of the
which has full responsibility and authority for uncompleted work under a contract (or work
insuring attainment of all command CPE program completed but not delivered or accepted). The part
objectives. (AFSCR 70-2) of the work that the contractor must continue to

perform is called the continued vortion. The part of
CONTRACT PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE the contiact that has been completed and accepted

A net change in contractual amount due to the before the effective date of the termination is called Icontractor's actual performance being different the completed portion. The terminated portion ofthan was predicted by performance (including the contract is any part that does ne.i relate to
delivery) incentive targets: as differentiated from either the completed or the cntinued work
cost incentive fee contract. This category also . Complete Contract Termination. When this
includes any changes in amount paid or to be paid (y i tc n

te occurs, (type instrument T) ail applicable line itemsby contractor due to award fee contract or t wil be identified with a T in the terminated
sharing provisions of a value engineering incentive indicator field. A comple'e termination requires the
clause included in any type of contract. (AFSCR ct27-6 contractor to stop all work under the contract upon

receipt of the notice to term:,nate or on the date

CONTRACT PLANT SERVICES (CPS) specified in the notice.
Those engineerir - and technical services provided :3. Line items reflecting a T in the terminated I

by the trained and qualified engineers and indicator field will not he reported as delinquent or
technicians of a manufacturer of military equipment due-in. The line item record will remain on the A
or components, in the manufacturer's own plants master until the contract is closed. (AFLCR 70-11)and facilities. (DAC 76-17) As used in Defense procurement. refers to the I

CONTRACT QUALITY REQUIREMENTS cess.tion or cancellation in whole or in part. or
The detailed requisites for quality incumbent on work under a prime contract. or a subcontract

the contractor. consisting of i) all quality thereunder. for the convenience of. or a, the optitn
requ;rements contained in a contra(,: and (ii) the of. the government, or due to failure of the -
de:ailed contractua! requi:..tcs incumbent on ,he contractor t:- ptrform in accordance with tht terms
contractor to substantiate conformance of product of the contract (default). (JCS Pub 1)
or service to quality requirements of the contract. CONTRACT UNDER TARGET COST
.DP" 76-17) The amount by which the contract cost tactual or

The detaiied -cntractual requisites incumbent onThe etaledtenfacualreqisies ncuben on projected) is less thaa the contract target cost
the contractor to subtanii.tc documented Jinitial or adjusted? for work authorized in theconformance of product or ;ervice to oualitv . initil ora t for w7-in

requiren'ents of the coatract. (I)SAR 415.:ct/A --
30-Iz'NAV'UPINST 4455.2B/AFR 74 -5IMCO CONTRACT WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (CWBS) i
10110.21C The complete WbS fcr. uc:tract. developed ni
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used byv a contractor within tp'e guidelines ef ownership title to which ih vested i': thle
MiL-S'lD-881A, and according to the contract work governmer-. (AFM 67-i
stateAcot. (DOD 7000.2) CONTRACTOR CODE 4

CONTRACTING (FORMERLY PROCUREMENT) A five-digit alphanumeric codE as specified in
Purchasing. renting, leasing (including leasing of Cataloging Handbooks H4-1 4nd H8-1 which;9

real property under 40 U.S.C. 472). r otherwise identifies 2 specific contractor/tontractor faci~ity.
obtaining supplics or services. Contracting includes (AFLCR 70-11)A

desrieion~ht not determination! of supplies and CONTRACTOR COST DATA REPORT '%CCDR)
serice reuird. eletio an soiciatin ~ A contractual report which provides a -opsistent.

sources, preparation and : ward of cmitracts. and all" ATc.ie itrc at aefr s ncs
phases of contract administration (DAC 76-18) etraii~otaayi tde AR806

CONTRACTING OFFICE (; ORMERLY PROCUREMENT (AFSCR 2,-G) 1
OFFICE) CONTRACTOR DATA19

T~~ ~he of'- wihawrso executes a contract Cotractor records of inspections an; 7tis5
perorm pot-aard developed as a resuit oi contractural req-tiarements.

conrac adinitraion These data a!so ;nciude records maintained t(-
of fice. (DAC 76-18) coptroi various processes. records of repair anJ

CONTRACTING toFCE erterinto i-cords attesting to the quality of supplies

admniser.orterminate contracts and mah' -.elated reports of ;nvestigations and corrective actio.
fiings. The term includes any !AFR 14-15!

a::t1orized representatives o the contracting officer CONTRACTOR ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SERYICES
acting within the limits of their authority. A Consist of the furnishing of advice. ins:riction.
ci)ntracting officer whose primary responsibility ;S and training to Department of Defense personnel.
to enter into contracts is called a Pi incipal by commercial or industrial companies. in. the
Contracting Officer (PCO). A cortracting officer i~al1o. operation. and nmainteotance of
whose primary: ri-sponsibility is tvo aiminister Department of Defense weapons. equipmeni. and
contracts is called an Adm~nistrative Contractinig syst. Tiinldsrnsnitn nweg
Officer (ACO) A contracting officer whose primary necessary to develop among thost lDepartment of
responsibility is to terminate contra;cts apd!or sett~e Defetie personnel thle technical skill required for
terminated contiacts is callea a Termination iwn.alling. maintaining. and opierating such
Contract~ng Offlur (TCO). A singlie ctr alln eqal ;-oent in a high state ofi military readiness.
officer may be responsible for dutips in any or alAl (1; l7 A
of these ar-eas. Reference in this regulation to F~'girneeriiig anid icch.mval serrices pierformed bly
PCO. WCO or TCO does not require that a duty be d.-,,ns-e contractors Contractor en.,ineerin) anld
performed at a !)articuiar office or activity, or technical services consist of:

restrict in any %ay a contracting officer -n the 1. Contract Plant Service.;
pierformance of any duty lprnperly-, assigned. (DAC 2. C.-ntract Field services.

76-I~~i :3. Field Service _e~re:-viitatile. WlOD 1 130f.21
CONTRACTOR C04TRACTOR FIELD TEAM (%CFT)1

An entityv in priv-_:e industry which enters into A group, of contractor iun.11nteihalic( p'ersonnel who
contracts with the Government. Tn7 wood may also are provided x% itl Governinent-furnished special
ap~ply to Government-owned. Gov-!rnmeiit-oilerated tools. tequipmon!14- 1 am Il6.toaemh,
activities which perform work onl major defense n Initenanlce: nwilification 'im-,iir at operational 1I ~ ~programs. (DOD 7000.2. AFS( !*IAF!.CP 7:-ii ~ ss The work iivolvevs dtpot-level and

Any indl;vid .al. corporation. partnersnip or organriaionai aind imnit-ndiate lceiei taISk Thr
ass',ciatioi, institit-on or other entity which is a contractor 1irovitlet saiperi !m-inI. ptropi , nd hnd
pairty it) the contract. IDAR !i-iK.2!. (AFR 74-15) tools iAFI.(CR 66-:33P

CONTRACTOR ACQUIRED PROPERTY CONTRACTOR FURNISHED EQUIPMENT (CFE,
Properly lpr'IcIredl or oieru'ist- tireividlel ly tht, Deiii of hardu' ;rv. ce.ctrical *'quipmitnt. or other A

contractor i.; ire.scrilpcd 1-% terms, (f contract. _.taindarl iroduliio o commnercial iteni furnished
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by an associate contractor as designated by the CONTRACTOR OVERHAUL FACILITY
contract. (AFM 67-1) A contractor operated facility for the rebuilding,
CON7RATORFURNISHED PROPERTY (CFP) extensive repairing, and/or reconditioning missile *CO7 ATRFRIHDPOET CP equipment, major system, or components and parts

Property furnished by the contractor according to e
terms of contract, title to which is vested in the related thereto. (AFM 6'i-!)
contracter. (AFM 67-1) CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION (CPE) GROUP

, FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
CONTRACTOR INSPECTION The person within the AFSC division or center

Inspection (examinations and/or tests) performed
beicwho is formally vested with the responsibility forb contractrin acc anii of sp e ins-ring AFSC division or center compliance withcontract to determ ine accepta b~ility of supplies or al C E p o r m oj ci e .( F C 0 2
services. (DSAR 4155.3/AR 30-12/NAVSUPINST all CPE program objectives. (AFSCR 70-2)
4355.2B/AFR 74-5/MCO 10110.21C) CONTRACTOR PLANT SERVICES (CPS)

C A I NThose engineering and technical services provided,CONTRACTOR INVENTORYtoArFrepronlb amnucuer fi"

1. Any property which the Governmont is to Air Force personnel by a manufacturer of
obligated to or has an option to take over, tinder military equipment or components.

any type of contract, as a result either of an are provided in the plants and farilities of the

ehanges in the specifications or plans thereun1der or manufacturer by trained and qualified engineers
9f the termination of such contract (or subcontract and technicians employed by the manufacturer. The

thereunder), prior to completion of the work, for specialized skills, 'knowledge, and experience and

the convenience or at the option of the Government. technical data of the manufacturer are contracted
2. Any property acquired by and in the for by the Air Force for the purposes of acquiring

possession of a contractor or subcontractor system and component knowledge, training and

(including Government-furnished property) under a training aid programs, and other essential
contract pursuant to the terms of which title is engineering and techrical services relating directly
vested in the Government, and in excess of the to the development among Air Force personnel of

amounts needed to complete full performance under the technical skills capability required for
the entire contract. (DAR 8-101.5, AFM 11-1, AFM engineering, instal!ing, maintaining and operating
67-1, DOD 4!60.21-M, DAC 76-9) such equipment. Contractor training services (type

I) defined in AFR 50-9 will be included as CPSCONTRACTOR MAINTAINED MATERIEL regardless of location of training. (AFM 66-18)

Materiel which is, or has been, maintained, ra
overhauled, rebuilt, repaired, reworked. modified, CONiRACTOR PROVISIONING REPRESENTATIVES
renewed or subjected to periodic operational Adequate engineering, service technicians, and

1 maintenance by an industria! contractor inder a administrative rep-- entatiies to advise ahd assist
DOD contract. (DOD 7700.12) the provisioning team regarding assembly

RDATORD OPERATED ON-BASEVEH PARTStechnique, parts relationship, field test or
VEHICLE PARTS experimental data, and make any recommendations

STORE STORE deemed necessay relative to the end article Veing
A motor vehicle and equipment repair parts store deemed n s R thiprovisioned. (WR-1)

located in or near the base vehicle maintenance
shop. It is operatcd under contract by a commercial CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM
firm, usually as an extension of thn firm 's main The complete system of assuring that supplies
automotive parts operation, from which sales are and service. are produced in accordance with
made exclusively to authorized representatives of contract requirements. Such a system has as its
the Air Force (AFM 67-1) purpose the prodm'ction of material with a minimum

CONTRACTOR OPERATED/AFLC LOGISTIC DEPOT percent being unacceptable. The contractor' s

A fai(;litv located in or near the missile quality control system is a preventive tool as
A fai rocatin o rcontrasted with a contractor's inspection systemmaIufacturer's production facility or at an AFLC which may be an after- the-fact corrective tool.

AMA and utilized for furnislng logistic support whF b a0-5)

(supply and maiitenance), such as overhaul, (AF 320-5)

distribution, storage, property accudnting, and CONTRACTOR QUALITY DECISION
shipment direct to guided raissile bases. (AFM )ocumented evidence of a contractor's
67-1) determination that a characteristic meets the
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reauirements of the applicable contract, CONTRACTOR VALUE ENGINEERING
specfication, drawing or procedure as related to a Any proposal which is submitted by the contract
product, process or procedures. (APR 74-15) in accordance with contract VE incentive provisions

and which can require a change to existing contract~~~CONTRACTOR RECOMMENDED CODE ("' -

Numbers used to denote the method of requirements resulting in lower total cost to th?Numer Govrnent toSC deot0-IetodO

procurement recommended by industry. (AFR 57-6, Government. (AFSCR 320-1)
DSAM 4105.2) The performance of specific tasks in accordance

2with contractual requirements prescribed by a
CONTRACTOR STANDARD ITEM Value Engineering Program requirement clause and

An item developed by a single manufacturer for Sparification MIL-V-3852. (AFSCR 320-1)
which dimensional and quality requirements are
contained in a Contractor Standard (document) CONTRACTOR-ACQUIRED PROPERTY 11
developed and promulgated by a manufacturer or Property procured or otherwise provided by the
group of manufacturers. (AFLCM 65-3: AFSCM contractor for the performance of a contract,
62-2) whether or not the Government has title by the

terms of the contract, or excrcises its contractual
CONTRACTOR STORAGE SITE right to take title. (DAC 76-17)

A contractor operated facility utilized for
furnishing logistic support (distribution, storage, CONTRACTOR-ACQUIRED PROPERTY (GOVERNMENT
and shipment) of peculiar weapon system support PROPERTY)
items direct to missile squadrons or as otherwise Property procured or ctherwise provided by the
directed by the system manager (SM). (AFM 67-1, contractor for the performance of a contract, title
AFR 69-8) to which i. vested in the Government. (DAC 76-17)

CONTRACTOR SUPPORT CONTRACTOR-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
An interinm arrangement during initial Standard items of hardware, electrical equ;pment,

development or production of an eqiipment whereby and other standard production or commercial items
a contractor is obligated to furnish to the furnished by a prime contractc: as part (-.1 a larger
government, either :rorn production or from stocks assembly. (AFR 400-3)
maintained by him, items for support of equipment,

on a asreqiredbass, endng asumtio of CONTRACTOR-OPERATED CIVIL ENGINEER SUPPLY STORE- on an as required basis, pending assumption of

support responsibility by the governmert. (COCESS)
(NAVEXOS P-1500, SECNAVINST 4423.2A) A civilian firm contracted ca stock and/or procure
C RPCivil Engineer related items. The COCESS is the
CONTRACTOR SUPPORT PROGRAM single source of supply for any item designated to

A period of time for which the end article be provided by the COCESS. (AFLCR 66-34)
contractor is required to provide material support,
normally, the test and evaluation phases o a CONTRACTOR-OWNED, CONTRACTOR-OPERATEDweapon system prograan. (WR -2) Term appl:ed to a manufacturing facility owned

and operated by a private contractor performing a
CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL SFRVICES service, under contract, for the Government. (AR

Contractor Technical Services are those pe:srnnel 310-25)
ser;ices which are obtained from industrial and
commercial organizations by a Military Serv.ce CONTRACTOR*S INSPECTION
under a specific contractual agreement, for a Any inspectioi of supplieg or services by the
designed period of time, and for the performance of contractor befnre submission to the gc" ornment fr I
selected technical duties. (WR-2) acceptance. Coatractor' in- .tion m-.:" be either

in the process of nianufat .nd designed to
CONTRACTOR-TO-NAVY SUPPORT TRANSITION facilitate production to .+ ::ation reonirementsI CONFERENCE

CONFEENCEor after" production in or,her t- assure that the
A conference convenel by the cognizant ASO orofe isroducin mateia that the

Weapons System Manager to provide for the orderly process is producing material that meets the

transition of a weapon .iystem from Contractor spec'ficatioh. (MIL-STD-I09)
Support to N;";y Support and to ensure complete CONTRACTORS PLANT
support of a weapons system on and subsequent to A single bnihi!"' g: ' o :ildis th-a. arc
the Navy Support Date. (ASOINST P13000.2) adj,.cent to each other, (AF 320-51
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CONTRACTOR'S QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM ,'ONTRACTUAL SERVICES
The contractor's overall quality program or Services required by the depot maiptenance

inspection syste-n, including inspections and tests activity incident to the performance of organic
necesary to substantiate product conformance to maintenance, e.g., if, during the overhaul of a tank,
drawii.gs, specifications and contract requirements, it is necessary to have a component repaired locally
and to all inspect' ns and tests required by the and returned for installation on the tank, the costs
contracts. These requirements are to include .ncurred will be charged to the job order as

contractor personnel making decisions as to contractual services/other and not as contract depit

acceptability of product and control of procedures maintenae Cost, of maintenance performed by

and processes. Not included are contractor another Army activity (financed either undei AIF or

established dimensions, tolerances, test limits and appropriated funds) also will be accounted for as

process controls contract. (AFR 74-15) contractual services and not as contract depot
maintenance. For reporting purposes contractual

CONTRACTOR, MILITARY services are considered an element of direct organic
The term includes uoth prime and subcontractors, maintenance costs. (AR 37-55)

FM CONTRACT, COMBINED
CONTRACTS A contract which includes requirements for two

All types of agreements and orders for obtaining or more ordering agencies with a separated dehvery
,npplies or services It includes awards and notices schedule by items for each ordecing agency anid
of award; contracts of a fixed-price. cos:. separate citation of their respective funds relating
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee, or -ncentive type; contracts to each schedule. (DOD 5000.8)
providing for the issuance of job orders, task CONTRACT, CONSOLIDATED
orders, or task letters thereunder; letter contracts. A contract which includes requirements for two
and purchase orders. It also includes supplemental or more ordering agencies without separate
agreements with respect to any of the foregoiig. identifization therein of the items being procured
tDAC 76-18) for, or citation of funds of, each ordering
CONTRACTS AND OM)DERS OUTSTANDING agency--the only citation of funds is that of the

Goods and services ordered but not received. procoring agency. (DOD 5000,8)
Synonymous with uniiqiidated obligations, CONTRACT, COST SHARING
undefivoied orders. (AR 390--5) A cost reimbursement type coi.;ract, under which-

Total balances not yet due under contracts and the contractor receives no fe- out is reimbursed
ore'ers executed, after ded zcting an'ounts billed or only for an agreed portion of his aiiowable costs.
billable for progress payments or earnings of (DOD 5000.S)
contractors, as well as after deducting amounts d':e CONTRACT, COST UNDERRUN
upon actual deliveries of goods or services. !DOD Amount of decrease in contract 'ost
5000.8) (actualiprojected) required to complete the

CONTRACTS AND ORDERS OUTSTANDING (INCREASE, authorized work below the negotiated contract
DECREASE OR CHANGE) value. (AFSCR 17S-3)

An account repre,,enting the net change for a CONTRACT, COST-PLUS-A-FIXED FEE
fiscal period in the total amount of contracts and A cost reimbursement type contract which
orders outstanding, 'or use ,n budgeting and provides for the i.ayment of a fixed fee to the
.ccounting for apropriated futids and subdivisions contractor. The fixed fee once negoiated. does not
thereof. (DOD)5008 vary with actual cost, but may be adjustd as a
CONTRACTS, COST REIMBURSEMENT ,esult of any subsequent changes in the scope of

ii eneral. a categrv of contracts whose use is %%ork or ervices to be performed under th.-

hia.'d 011 payment 1) the government to a contract. iAP 320-5. DOD 5000.8)

contractor of allowahle cos:s as irescribed !y the CONTRACT, COST-PLUS-A-PERCENTAGE-OF-COST
cont;act. normally. only "het efforts" of the A form of contract formerly used but now illegal
contractr are invotd, lici-,les ii cost (i) cost for u.,e by the m!itary departments. wIich provided

h arng., (ho: cost plus fi'ceo fet. ;%id i0 cost plms for a fee or profit at a specified percentage of the
in ,nive fee contrXact . iN.AVMAT P-4215) contractor' , actual cost of accoiplishilig the work
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to be performed. Sometimes referred to as a downward, retroactive or prosoective, and may be
"cost-plus" or "percentage-of-cost" contract, made at a stated time, at stated irtervals, on
(DOD 5000.8) request ot either party. or upon completion of the
CONTRACT, COST-PLUS-INCENTIVE-FEE contract. This type of contract is used to assure to

A cost-reimbursement type contract with the Government the benefit of reduced costs of

provision for a fee which is adjusted by formula in performance and, in some instances, to the
accordance with the relationship which total contractor the recovery in whole or in part of

increaed costs, and to obtain reasonable prices
allowable costs bear to target costs. The provision whenever contingency charges otherwise would be
for increase or decrease in the fe, depending upon included in a contract price due to such factors as
allowable costs of contract performance, is designed nclu dei ct scedues actors as

as n iceti.e o te cntactr o icreseb !~e prolongs delivcry schedules, unstable market
as an incenticy e to the contractor to increase 50.e conditions for miaterial or labor, lapk of definiteefficiencyofperformance. DOspecifications, or uacertainty aE to cost of

CONTRACT, COST-REIMBURSEMENT TYPE performance. (DOD 5000.8)
.41 A type of contract which provides for payment to

the contractor o! allowable costs incurr6 in the CONTRACT, FIXED-PRICE TYPE

performance of the contract, to the extent A type of contract which generally provides for a
pesribre i the contract this type ontt firm price, or under appropriate circumstances maypresribd inthecontact Thstyp of ontact provide for an adjustable price, for the supplies or

establishes an estimate of total cost for the purpose s
of obligation of funds ai~d establishing a ceiling services which are being procured. Fixed-price

contracts are of several types so designed as to
which tl.e contractor may not exceed except at his facilitate proper pricing under varying
own risk) without prior approval or subsequent
ratificationi of the contracting officers. For various circumstances. For various types see contract,

tvps, see cotrct, cot; conrat, f irm-f ixe '?rice; contract, fixed-price with

types, see contract, cost; contract, escalation; contract, fixed-price-providing for tb
cost-plus-f ixed-ee; contract, redetermination of price; contract,
cost-plus-incentivefee; contract. cost-sharing.
(DOP 5000.3) fixed-price-incentive. (DOD 5000.8)
CONTRACT, FIRM-FIXED-PRICE CONTRACT, FIXED-PRICE WITH ESCALATION

A fixed-price type of tcntract which provides for
A contract which provides for a price which is not t type on do n act hich ovie for

subject to any adjustment by reason of the cost ist
experience of the contractor in the performance of contract price upon the occurrence of certain
the contract. It is used for contracts awarded after contingencies (such as fluctuations in the material
frsnprices and labor rates) which are specifically~ ~~~~formal advertising, also used ir negotiated dfndi h ota .(O 008

contiacts when reasonably definite specifications d(
are availpble and costs can be estimated with CONTRACT, FORMAL
reasonable acciracv to enable the negotiation of a One which is reduced to writing and signed by
fair pr'ce. Sometimes referred to as "lump-sum" the contracting parties (DOD 5010.8)
contract in the area of construction of facilities.! ~(DOD 5000.81)OT.O

0.e act of evaluating. through the use of reports

CONTRACT, FIXED-PRICE INCENTIVI or records or by ins :ction of oper,'tions, curreit
A fixed-price type of contract with provision for performance of assigned responsibilities as

the adjustment of profit and price by a formula compared with planned objectives car established
based on the relationship which final negotiatod standards The term inciudcs, when such evaluation
total cost bears to negotiated target cost. (DOD shows unsatisfacto-v performance, th. action taken
5000.8) for purposes of correction. (DOD 5000..

LONTRACT, FIXED-PRICE PROVIDING FOR THE Superintendence or guidnce. (DOD 50(,0.8)
REDETERMINATION OF PRICE The act or power of asserting ,uthority especially

A fixed-price type of contiact which -ontains ii pursuance of a spceiiic pl-n of aetion. (DOD

provisions for the subsequent i.-gotiated 5000.8)

adjus-ment. in whole o;" in part. of the initially CONTROL DATA
negotiated (base) price. Depending on thl contr:;ct Where an item is altered, seleeted (.r the
provisions, adju:.tmwnts i,,," it' ulmard cr source(s) controlle(. iuch as defined by



MIL-STD-100, the technical data may express only CONTROl SYSTEM (MISSILE)
those requirements necessary to ensure a A system that serves to mainitain attitude
satisfactory product, including' applicable overall stability and to correct deflections, (JCS Pub 1)
and detail dimensions and tolerances. In such CONTROLLED CANNIBALIZATION
u~ses, product contro: is exercised by specifying the The authorized removal of serviceable p~arts from
actual manufacturer part numbcr(s) of the approved one item of equiipment in order to install them on
design(s), supplemented by quality assurance another item of equipment. (AR 750-50)
provisions, applicable dimensional information, and,
when engineering drawings are available, the CNRLE DFR 5 Mtra
information thereon. Where control data are to be Toecpe fD om 20

graphs 4.2.3. or 4.2.4. and 4.5. may be followed. Inspection and Receiving Report," transmitted on a
(PLA 418.1/AR 670/AR daily basis to DIA management by DCASR and

700-31/N 14VMATINST 4000.25AIMCO 4000.46) AFPRO DD Forms 250 control offices by an AF
Form 963, "DD Form 250 Record and Transmittal 4

CONTROL FIELD OR CONTROL DATA Sheet." (AFM 67-1) A
That fieid or fields (and the data it or they COTOLE1XP.TO

contin)whic ar use wihin he yste to A transaction containing a document number; i.e.,I
sequence or order transactions, records, and AFLC Form 244, AFLC Form 245, "Off Base
products. (AFLCR 70-11) Receipt (Base Support Debit)," DO Form 1348m.

CONTROL INSTALLATION Ctm ReusiinDEsp
A code which identifies the specific base ivc Do-=',rzeat (Mechanical), " etz., that fails to pass2 moe tan oe Bse ivilEngnee actvit is certain computer edits. A serial number is assigned

utiizig te amecomute. AFSM 17-25) by the compiiter to this type of exception to perinitA
comnputer control until correction is received. 'The -.B

CONTROL NUMBER exzeptior is certain local requests which are t
A five-position alphanuimeric number assigned to returned to the originator due to ivlid document

a specific itein of wc-kload within the DIM numbers, quantity, documtent identifier, etc. iAFA:
production process. (AFLCR 66-60) 67-il)-

CONTROL PFRIOD CONTPOLLED EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES -AFROTC
A period of tinte, inormally expressed :n days. Those supplies -- tte AF which are desigtiat~d as

that is L-sed in supply operations as a basc perioid ,;,!(go~ry III and for which the, mair-eieauce c-f
for the accumulation of demand 1.itor required for informal records has been prescribed by JHq
determininmg stockage and Computing tI.L ART.(F 71

requisit;oniin. objective. (ARt 31i0-251, CONTROLLED HUiMIDITYA
CONTOL P:NTSpace -which nas been es, ecially prepared for and

A major physical segment or locatioe of a enp'dfrcnrlo ~mdt.(F 9S
contractor 's property control system wheiein CONTROLLED HUMIDITY ifON WAREHOUSE SPACE
i;fformaQ 1,. can be gathered and subsequently Nonwarehouse s-y -.- equipped with humidityI
utilizf --aluation o! a particuiar category, control equipment, including cont.-olled huuuiidity Offy
Wi~cti area, or characteristic. Control points asweer reot uc eqpmn isi

may i--iode (I; a station or department where operation- (AR 780-62)
fyovfrnment propfrty is pro-visioned, procured, CONTROLLED HUMIDITY WAREHOUSE SFACE
received, id~ntifi.'d, issued, used, consumed, Area warehouse space equipped with hu'nii &tvImaintained, or shipped; and (2) areas where records e9ntio, euvipment. (AR 780-'62)
or transactions invclving prcparty are estalblished, CNRLE NOM~O

mainaind, o Pr(-e~ed.(AFSM 7-liA generic term whic-h includes P11l inform~ation

CONTROL SYMPOL NUMBER (CSN) which is su~jevt to sonmme official restriction oi its
A 6-digit field that p~rov~ides the capabil:'Y for a unlimited diss~,nlnation. This includes infurniatioii

further breakdzwn of the mats-riel program code .:ubject to ivotectior. bh:.-~ctrity regulations. DOD -

(MPC) for additional management data required. 5:0 1-1?: i'vr proprietary, ethical. pm ileged. or
(AFLCM 401-1) cert;n idiw;,istrative rea.sons. DODD 520J.20:
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against unuthorized disclosuac of certain oificial column of the Federal Siupply Catalog,
information, DODD 5490O.7 and DODW 5025.9- and Ideptification List, (,-6800-iL1.) (AFR 67-16)
for reasons requiring special access controls as may
be provided by other DOD directives, instructions, C0NtOLE ITEMno upytedsrbto fwihi
and/r the Privacy Act. (D LA R 4185. 10/AR A~ tmo upytedsrbto fwihi
70-21/NAVMATINST 3900.15/AFR 80-39/MCO speciaily monitored by a central authority.
5512.9) Controlled items arc normally items whiich are

CONTROLLED INTERVAL EXTENSION (CIE) scarce, exceptionally cost'iy. highly technical, or

Systematic extension of aircraft depot level peuirtcran isormsos.AF 671I
maintenance inspection requirements beyond their CONTROLLED ITEM CODE (CIC)
current planned o r app~roved interval under An~n-.Lnition control code to identify those items
controlled conditions. The purpose is to compare to be reported to Special Assistance for Strategic
the level of system degradation and the amnunt of Mobility (SASM) -eporl to Joint (Thief 3f Staff
maintenance manhours expended on a groap Of (JCS). One positioi! alpha code (J or blank).A
"extended" aircraft to that of the balance of those (AFLCR 171-26)

remaining "on-schedule". This data will then be
used to empirically provide validation of proposedt CONTROLLED MATERIAL
PDM methods. (AFIN 66-28) Domestic and Imported steel, topper. aluri'mum,

A controlled extensicn of the programmed depot and nickJ alloys, in the forms and shapes indicated
maintenance interval based on condition analysis of in Schedule i of DIMS Reg. 1, wheth'er new.
a statistical quantity of aircraft contained in the remelted, rerolled or rcIrawn. (NA VAIRTYST
total force of aircraft identified by a like mission 4700.2)
and design. (AFLC1R 6q3-39) CON~TROLLED MISSION EQUIPMENT (CME)
CONTROLLED INVENTORY ITEMS Those minimum direct support line items of AGE

Those itenis which require that they be identified, which are essential for accomplishment of the
- ~~accounted for, secured, segregated or handled in a porme iso ycmaadcma upr

special manner to ensure their safeguard or typio Unit- employing f* st line weapon/suppor,
integrity. Controlled inventory items in descendingsmes M ieiem ilb dniidi
order of degree of controi normia!!v exercised are: appliabl 0Eap ne ytemtbs ofillowaidncefand in

1. Classfied Items. Materiel v hich requires teatoiainacntn~rprigrcrso
protection in the interest of national security.th ubrzio/aotliigeo-ii ecds f

2. Sensitive 'ter s. Materiel which requires a Svstems 151i01)67-1
h;gh degree of protection and control due to~ sem.AM 7I
statutory requirements or regulations. such as CONTROLLED MULTIPLE ADDRESS LETTER -

niarcotics. and drug abuqe items; precious metals: A p~ublication tnintained and &isributed by
items which are of high value, highly technical or OOAMA to identliv items redistributed on th't
of a hazardous nature; and ,mall arms. ammunition, 1-HAF-Sis report *under this regulation. The-
expl osives, and demolition materiel. (The items CMAL may he used. for reporting lpufoses. a,
listed as sensitive matcriel in AR uhrt ocanesekum rsosok
,55-:355/NAVSII!'NST 4600 70/AFMN 7,5-2/MCO auhrttocngsoknmbsonsckecd

P460.I4IDSA 459.:3 Miltary Trafic cards pending receipt of stock-list addeirdun. IAFR
Management Regulation (MTMR), less materiel 6-9
%taiwialpie to thert arnd having a ready; sale CONTROLLED REPORT

potential in illicit markets would fall in thiis A report. the requiremient f')r which Is subject to
(ate'4o' 1. Aso, included are dlrug abuse item- review and assignment of :: i-poris colitr'i S111bo!
'lc'ignZedl by% the letter 'K" iin the List oraexmtoilus.(M1-1

3 Pilfer~ble lienis . Mc;teriel h:'ving a ready CONTROLLED SHIPPING
resle'o l e. civil 1a n ut it i tv or application a,; to Organic sh ips design iled by te Sc.'e air o

pen,')iii pos.,ession and vwuich i.. therefore. Defense for assignment to the Agency aiid ships
e.-pecial ly su bject to t heft . (In cluded in this acqut!i redl by the A gene; by%.hare boat. iinme or
C0tegor)' v ait- alcohol and ;alcolvflce beverages vo -Vig' charter or hr alloation from ot her
desigi.ate'l by tihe letter '"U"' in the ''No01 Gioem'~miaeimt agencies. (I 0) ") io(01)
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CONTROLL'D SUBSTANCES CONTROL, BUDGETARY
,.a. Any" narcotic. depressant, stimulant, or The financial "control" or management of a tinit "

hallucinogenic drug or any other drug or othe," or function in accordance with an approved budget
substance or immediate precurser included in with a view 9f keeping expenditures or costs within
Schedules I, 11, liI, IV or V of Section 202 of the the limitations thereof. Includes control of
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812) except comm;tments and obligations preceding costs.
exempt chemical preparations and mixtures and (DOD 5000.8)
excivded substances listed in Part 308. Title 21, CONTROL, COMMAND
rode of Federal Regulations; "Control" exercised by an authority,

b. Any other drug or substance which the commensurate with rank or position of such
Attorney General determines to bc .*ubject to authority, over subordinates, or subordinate
ccintrol pursuant to Title 1I of the Comprehensive organizations, in all matters pertaining to, and
Drug Abuse Prpvention and Contrcl Act of 1970; or which are the responsibility of that authority.

c. Any other drig or sub.3ance which by (DOD 5000.8)ii international treaty, convention, or protocol is to be T
"- --: ~~~controlled by 'lie lUnlted states. (IDOP 4Hfo.21-i) -OT~,CO~N~Oc b t s"Control" exercised by an authority over

CONTROLLED TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT separate units, organizations, operations, etc., to

Transport aircraft designated by the Secretary of insure integrated and harmonious relationsnips
Defense for transfer or assignment to the Agency. between such separate elements !n accomprshment
(DOD 5160.2) of a common objective. (DOD 5000.8)

CONTROLLED WORKLOAD CONTROL COST
Any work that can be held in controlled An systera of keeping costs within bounds of

aggregates and scheduled as the vulame of upon w actualy
ncncontrollable and semicontrollable workloads pertormed; applicable Pt anN level of managenent.

permit. (AFLCM 25-3) (DOD 5000.8)

CONTROLLING CUSTODIAN CONTROL, FUNCTIONAL
Term applied to Air Commands and Naval Air The power and duty to prescribe policies an-)

Systems Command Fleet Readiness (FR) exercising procedures. to require compliance therewith and to

administrative control of rssignment, by the Chief review . audit operations ithin the area of'- responsibility. iDOD 5000.8)
.4 Naval Operations. Controlling custodians. other r
than Navai Air Systems Command FR, are also CONTROL, INTERNAL
referre,! to as "operating commands." The plan of organization and a!l of the coordinate
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) methods and measures %dopted within an entity to

CONTROLLING CUSTODY safeguard its assets, check the accuracy and
reliability of its accounting data. promoteAdministrative controi of the assignment, logistic operationai efficiency and encourage adherence to

Supr.epomnand teresponsibility t opo'toa fiiny n norg de'et.upport. mpoynent, andthe rt prescribed managerial policies. See "internal
account for aritd oiier.v.;e provide information check" and "internal audit," two elements of
abont, the aircraft. Does not recessarily include intornal coitroL. (POD 5000.8)
physical custzdy 'ir operationai command control.
(NAVAIRINST 470o.2. OPNAVI'ST P,4422A) CONTROL, INVENTORY

That functional phase of supply operations whichICONTROL.ING DOD OFFICE is concerned with applying managerial super isioi
The DOD activitY. or its higher in-line authoritY. to integrate the actions of re q IreqieInts

uner whose immediate program a document IS computation. production. proiement. di.•t|',bution.

generated, whether the work was done in-house or nmaintenancc. an( dlposai of materiel within a
I)%- contract. (DOD 5200.20) supp systei. lOlD 5000.'

CONTROL, ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL. MANAGEMENT
si a.', .I narro\ sen,;& administrative control may "Cont|rl" c\ercised by ar authority, in other

.i e," to the control exercised :I administrative than wilitar. matters. in the adimis,"ation and

,atters of units or organizations. (1)O1) 5000.8) s:ulervision of organiz;!.tional unis C: opertlions
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under the responsibility of said authority. (DOD Intercoastal is that cargo moved via water between
5000.8) the Eastern and Western Areas of MTMTS. (AR

, 55-30) A
CONTROL, MILITARY

"Control" exercised by an authority over an CONUS SUPPORT MANAGER
assigned responsibility limited in scope to military That item manager responsible for the engine or
matters oniy. When circumstances dictate, military end item (Chapter 2, Part two). (AFM f'-1)
control may externd to all other matters. (DOD CLi~ i  000.) "CONVENTIONAL FORCES-

0.Those furces capable of conducting operations
CONTROL, OPERATIONAL using nonnuclear weapons. (JCS Pub 1)

Those functions of command involving the
composition of suborditmte forces, the assignment Nonnuclear weapons. Excludes all biological
of tasks, the designation of objectives and the weapons . excludes al bio a
authoritative direction necessary to accomplish the weapons, and generally excludes chemical weapons
mission. Operational contra should be exercised by exco pt for existing smoke and incendiary agents,

the use of the assigned nor- "I organizational units and agents of the riot-control type. (JCS Pub 1)
through their responsible commanders or through CONYERSIONthe commanders of subordinate forces established The alteration of the basie characteristics of an

by the commander exercising operational control. end item, assembly or subassembly to such an
It does not include such matters as administration, extent as to change the mission, perform:nce or
discipline, internal organization and unit training. capabil'ty. (NAVMATINST 4850.89A)
except where a subordinate commander requests A major structural revision of a facility which
assistance, (DOD 5000.8) changes the purpose for which it was originally
CONTROL, TECHNICAL designed or subsequently converted. The

Guidance by an authority over an assigned installation, transfer, or removal of installed real
responsibility limited in scope to the specialized or property incident to a conversion is chargeable
professional aspects inherent therein. (.uFM 67-1. theret.. (AFR 85-6)

facility changing the purpose for which originally it

CONUS was designed or utilized. (AFLCR 78-3)
The 48 contiguous sLates and the District of

Cium.bia, excluding Alaska and Hawaii. (AFR CONVERSIPI, (DATA AUTOMATION)
76-15) The process of changing information from one

United States territory. induuing the adjacent for.! of representation to another; such as, from
territoriai waters, located within the North the language of one type uf ma'!h;ne to another, or

American continent between Canada and Mexico. from magnetic tape to printed page. Svnfnvmous
(Comprising 8 .Ftates and the District of Columbia). with Conversion Data. (AFM 11-1,

:' (DOD 4160.21-N11 The p,'ocess of changing from one data processing '

method to another; e.g.. conversion from punch cardCONUS BULK PEIROLEUM PRODUCTS SLATE (COSequipment. (AFM -)
SLATE); •

ThQ planned 4 month delivery requirements for CONVERSION LEAD TINE
CONMUTS tanker :ischarge ports or ocea, terminals The length of time required to convert/assenble
It is prepared by DFSC fuel regions and is normally marufacturing material into a finisned item.
developed from data submitted by MilItar3 Serviec (Ai"LCR 57-20)
activities within the area of esponsibility of the CONVOY
individual fuel regions. (DOD 4140.25-M) 1. A numh,,r of merchant ships or naval

CONUS COASTAL/NTERCOASTAL SHIPMENTS u:ixiiiaries. or both. usually escorted by ajrships
Movements via water of cargo b tween CONNUS ai;d/or aircraft. or a single mcrehant ship or ijaval

Military Oc-an Trminals. incluling outports. auxiliary under surface escort. assembled and V
Coa..:al is that cargo whic, i, n oved by Military orgaized for the purp.ose of passage together.
Sea Transportation Service o- commercial means 2. A group of vehicles organized for the purpose
with either the Eastern 9." We.;tern Area of the of control and orderly moiinient with or without
Military Traffic Managemient and Termipal Service. escort protection. J(S Puh 1)
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LCu VOY ASSEMBLY COORDINATED PROCUREMENT-- The organization o iindividual merchant ships ino (1) The procurement b) procurement activities,
Conoys (JCS Pub 1) within the United States and the District of

COVO ASEBL PRTColumbia, of certain supplies to satisfy the

A rt frmwihcoaivos, whether oceangoing fequirements in compliance with assignment
from which ~resposblie se4 frt in DARl, Sedion V, partI

or oasalsal. JOSPub1)12; (2) single department procurement assignmentsCONVOY COMMODORE made by the resp~ective Unified Commanders inA naval officer, or master of ore of the ships in a Alaska. *Hawaii, and outside the Unted States,
convoy lesignated to command the convoy, subject regar!!ksq of funds used; and (3) Some procurement%
to the orders of the Officer in Tactical Command. agreements maee in accordance witi DAR .5-1118.

If no surface esecrt is present. he takes entire It does not include procurements made in Alaska.
command. (JCS Pub 1) Hawaii. or outside the United Statei which do notI
COOPERATIVE LOGISTICS fall within (1) -.r (2) above. (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)

Thi,; term is used t) idlentify a system of COORDINATED TEST PROGRAMA (CTP)
providing logistic suppor- to one or more friendly Apann ouetwihfnaie h l

foregn orcs 'i nens f contr-fuded inclusive testing activities relating to a development

programs in the form of a series of FMS orders poet ti vltoayi aue etoaie
TheMosti s. port~ prvied a orig by major tests, and developed and maintained by

The ogitic supprt rovded foeig th materiel developer on ai. item of s~ stemn basis'government/ agency throu;gh its participation in the It is coordinated with appropriate agendes prior toUnited States Department of Defense logistic apoa.(F 08systemn with reimbursement to the United States for apoa.(F 0S
support provided. (JCS Pub 1) COORDINATES

COOPRATIE LGISTCS SLESThe two elements of reference of eny j.oint on a
Sales p~ursuant to arrangements wherein grid chart. Onf- elemnent. the abscissa (or X) is

goenmn thogZt!priijaininteU perpendicular ax;- the other ifenent. the erdinate

Depatmet ofDefnse ogiticssysem, ith (or Y). is masn-ed by vertical distance from a
Depatmet o Deens loistcs ystm. ith horizontal has.:, Il~ i. Abscis .s to the right of thet

reimbursement o the U.S. for support lperfornid. vertical axis are positive: to the left. negaitive.
(DOD 5105.811)Ordinates abhve I'e horizontal base i:nc aireCOOPERATIVE LOGISTICS SUPPLY SUPPORT AGREEMENT inositive; be low, n, gativp. The point of interseciioi

Ani 'greement based upon an arrangenwdc of the axes. called the point of origin, ha., the value
betwtcn DOD and the .11nistry of Iiefenst- of a zero for both .abseissa and ordinate. Irall:2
friendly foreizn country urder iuhich a L.S. cuve rlatinez to teonomic statistics are conffine'f
M!Ilitary Department purchases, ster-s. ma4ag- to one quadrant with both abscissas ant' ordinate.,
and issues materiel in resronse to the customer iosii:%e. (DOI) W0.SR)country .s requirement for support of equip)ment of Linear or angrular quantities which desigi, , theS.in. Dheparitient logistic,,; istmsd and frmtrheei loue sa eea emt

pxsiglgsissseso h ositionl that a point occuplies in a given rt vc

supp)lIy supplort is yrovitiCel to the custorre. --'mltrv d -signiste t'he partie-.iar kind if refi-rence frname or
in the~ same manner as provided to U.S. Forcis. swi:ha lnerc.gurcodimtsr
This support is provided Oil a f~imbur-:ahle basis ;i
ac'cordlance with the terms o' the specific spie~a. coduat.~' ~I
arrangement between the U.S. anid -he 'ountrv COORDINATION
concerned. (DOI) 1160.21-M11 Reft rs to the p~rocess, of sendi'ig- a pr-.posett
COOPERATIVE LOGISTICS SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT A1ET t h sp:e pr r mt* n

Tlv arrangement. somietimies cafled a silply* 'aua'uel h~ omn eoe i
stiw" llJ, q rrangennemit. tinder which lojistic support (A FlCR.
is pro id-i' tw a foreig g ovenie though its O-0

1articiatioii ini the U.". lepar:mevnt of I44cuse COORDINATION ACTIVITY CODE
loivistic sy'tern 'uith reimbur.ewmt to -,he~s far A1 onle (igii code wl'ich identifies ai spt cfic A L(
..upport lierf(Irnivd. (DO1)0 5 1 -15.3~ 8. om pon'mi, requtiired to coordinate oil a P1R 'Ml PU or
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amendment during D/MM processing of the (This team includes subsidiary corporations wholly
document. (APLCR 70-11) or partially owned by another Government

CO3RDINATION WITH corporation.) (DOD 5000.8)
In consultation with. This expression means that CORRECTIVE ACTION

agencies coordinated with will participate actively; A serit.s of actions available to the QAR for use
their concurrence will be sought; and if concurrence with a contractor according to the seriousness of
is not obtained, the disputed matter will be referred the nonconformance found. These actions require
to the next higher authority common to all the contractjr to correct conditions and assignable
participants. (AFR 80-8) causes of nonconform.ance or defectiveness. (AFR
COPI CARD 74-,5)

An aperture card with a single frame of 35 mm. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
diazo sensitized microfilm mounted in it, (for use iti The sum of those actions required to restore
duplicating a microfilm aperture card. (AFR 67-28) equipment to an operational conditiot, within

CORE SET LISTING predetermined tolerances or limitations.
Thu "Core Set" for a designated weapon system (NAVMATINST 4000.20, OPNAV 43P2)

should be a list of all support equipment That maintenance performed to restore an item to
(SE)/spares whose lead times exceed the delivery a satisfactory condition by providing correction of a
lead of the aircraft and that are required for the malfunction which has caused degradation of the
first 6 months of system operation. Such listings, item below the specified perforriance.

iwhen developed for systems commonly offered for (NAVAIRINST 4700.2, MIL-STD-778)
foreign miitary sales, may be included in Letters of CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE TIME
Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513) to facilitate The time that begins with the observance of a
support equipment/spares definitization/ordering malfunction of an item and ends when the item is
against a specific FMS case. (AFR 400-3) restored to a satisfactory operating ondition. It

CORNER MARKER may be bubdivided into active maintenance time and
Marker used at aisle intersections to prevent non-active maintenance time. Does not necessarily

workers and equipment from bumping into the contribute to equipment or syster,, downtime in
stacks. (AFR 69-8) cases of alternate medes of operation or

CORPORATe. redundancy. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
Corporate refers to the aggregate AFLC CORRELATION

A Organization and missio,: which is in turn composed A mathematical explanation of the variations in -A
of n:;.iercus subordinate organizations, missions, some quantitative series by comparison to
and fu,.ctions. (AFLCR 400-4) variations of another series, in which the
CORPORATE PLAN/PROGRAM explanation produces a coefficient of correlation

A siocument prepared to formalize an AFLC (the square root of the proportion of variance
conmand (corporate) objcctive; that is one that explained). (AFLCM 25-3)
affects the missions of multiple HQ DCSs and/or CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
field activities. Corporate objectives are directed by A mathematical measure of the degree of
the AFLC Commander. Corporate plans/programs association between two variables in a series of
are prepared by the DCS/Plans and Programs (XR) observations (on the assumption that the d
with assistance from involved -IQ DCSs and field relationship between the two v aria:i.. .aght
acivities as required. (AFLC. 400-9) , u ..... e ni.. .. .... 1'r ,.,ut de I~etween +i ain( -1. either

CORPORATION, rn t extreme denoting complete depepdence of ove
A corporation wholly owned by the United States, variable on the ,ther, and 0 denoting no asociation.

or partially owned by the United States in which A plus sign shows that an upward mo ewe::t of one
th, United States participates in the management is accompanied by ; upward movenMin, of the
through officers, directors, o." trustees specifically other (or dowrward movement of one with a
desigi.atpd by law or required by law or charter of down ,.;rd novemeit of the other): a minus sign
the corporation to be appointed or approved by an that an upward n.vemen of one is accompani2d by
officer of t'e executive branch of the Government. a downward movement of the other. (DOD 5000 8)
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CORROSION paint touch-ups as part ,f each corrosion
Deterioration of metals owning to inspection.

electro-chemical or chemical attack resulting fron 3. Stressing the proper control requirements in
exposure to natural or induced environmental the design selection of materials, finishes, and
conditions, or from the destructive attack of.f-ungi processes that will deter or resist corrosion.
or bacteria. (AFR 400-44, AFM 11-1) 4. Avoiding conditions that induce corrosion (for

Oxidation of metals. chemical or electrochemical example, water retention, corrosive environments,
deterioration by rep-tion. in ferrous metals, and contact between dissimilar metals.).

rtst". (AFR 69-6) 5. When corrosion is discovered. correcting it at
The deterioration of a material by chemical once, and doing whatever is necessary to prevent

action, usually =_ a result of galvanic, acid, or further corrosion.
alkai, action, oxidation of metals, etc. (AFI" 71-9) 6 Providing protective packing, packaging, and

The process of destroying a substance (usually a preservation for equipment and components to
metal) or of changing its properties through a reduce the risk of corrosion during shipment or -]

reaction with its environment. Here, especially the storage. (AFR 400-44)
deterioration of metal through an electroc'iemical
attack, when the metal is exposed to natural or CORROSION PREVENTIVE
induced environmental conditions, or attacked by Any agent such as oil, plastic, paint, wr p or
fungi or bacteria. (APR 400-44) other surface treatment of metals whose p mary

CORROSION CONTROL function is to prevent corrosion Ma. ? elude
MIinimizing development of and damage from atmosphere by means of a continuous film, or may

corrosion by properly conducting identification. direct corrosion to another eiement (cathodic

isolation, eradication, and protection actions on a protection). (AR 320-5)

timely basis. (AFR 400-44) A compound applied to metal surfaces to prevent V

The effort to minimize the development of, ar.J rust or corrosion. The term is usually applied to
damage from, corrosion by proper identification, compound which can be removed by water or I
isolation, and corrective action on a timely basis. solvent cleaners in order to distinguish them from

(AFR 400-44) pai.t films. (AFR 69-8)

CORROSION CONTROL FACILITY CORROSION PROGRAM
A facility used specifically for the prevention and A planned and organized effort to prevent and

control of corrosion, for example, by cleaning, control corrosion on any system. equipment, or

treating, and maintenance painting of a .ystem or support equipment "usceptible to corrosion damago "
equipment. (See AFMs 86-2 and 88-2 foi Air Force (AFR 400-44)
programming and design criteria on aircraft CORROSION SEVEP"Y ZONEfacilities for corrosion control.) (AFR 400-44) Ir"

... , environmental conditions at each base arc
CORROSiON PREVENTION - classified as either mild, moderate, or severe.

The prot.ction given metl!li. items by covering These zones are determined and published by
surfaces to corrosion to prevent contact Warner Robins ALC/MME. They are used by AFLC
-. i n water. moisture vapor, acids, and tther and using commapds in setting intervals for
contaminating substances or storage in a washing systems and equipment, making corrosion
dehumidified air. It includes careful cleaning of all inspections, and scheduling repair actions. (AFR
or part of the items, the application of a barrier of 400-44)
oil, grease or moisture vapor proof paper to exclude
air and moisture, and the covering of the barrier to CORROSION SUSCEPTIBILITY
provide for its protection. (AR 320-5) The tendency for a givcn material. aftei it has

The effort to prevent corrosion 5b: been exposed over time to an o^perating

1. Applying protective coating systems during or environrient. to corrode and adcersely affect a
after fabrication, construction, or corrective system or equipment: it can generally be reduced by
maintenace to reduce corrosion susceptibility. proper design to preven' contact between dissimilar
Also, by maintaining paint systems. to preser-:e metals, by r,,di.cing operating siresses. and by
their protective (ualiti,.s. protecting surfaces (painting. chemical treatment).

2. Cleaning systems an(I eluipment. and doing (AFR 41i0-44)
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CORROSIVE LIQU!DS (HAZARDOUS COMMODITIES) expended, or other property transferred, services
Those which, in addition to difficulties imposed in performed, or a liability incur:ed, i:n consideration

firefighting action by their corrosive effects, have of goods or services received or to be received.
strong oxidizing actions. Examples: Acids such as (AFSCR 177-4)
hydrochloric, n,..'*>, sulphuric. (AFR 69-8) The amount of dollars expended or "paid" as

reflected in the records of the host comptroller.
Only costs which are chargeable to laboratory ftnds

A liquid or solid that causes visible destruction or
(for example, either laboratory project, support, orirreversible alterations in human skin tissue at the remusbefn)aeroteyidtfednth

* . reimbursable fiinds) are routinely identified in thesite of contact, or in the case of leakage from its
packaging, a liquid that has severe corrosion rate JOCAS. Costs epcurred on efforts which are funded
on other m:.terials such as steel or aluminum, iha customer provided fund citation are included

a. A material is considered to be destructive or inditues oe timeat th abuni stge.
cause irreversible alterations in human skin tissue Expenditures equipment with a unit cost greater

than $1000 and minor construction contracts areif when tested on the intact skin of the albino nor ro t oA cas the
rabbit, the tissue at the site of contact is destroyed normally excluded from the JOCAS because they

or changed irreversibly after an exposure period of abl istetute osly th eecitsab4 or ris.equitably distributed only through depreciation.
sor iThese investment costs may be included in U)OCA3

b. A liquid is considered to have a severe
corrosion rate if its corrosion rate exceeds 0.25 inch if they are being paid by a laboratory cus-ov-er.

per year on steel (SAE 1020) or aluniium (Nonclad (AFSCP 177-3)
7075-T6) at a test temperature of 130 degrees F. COST ACCOUNT
(AFM 67-1) A subclassification of a program element.

COST functional category, or element of expense for o e

The dollar amount of cash expended, property purpose expei.-breakdown of material and services used ortransferred, scrvices performed, or liability consumed. (DOD 7000.5)
incurred, in consideratiqp of goods or services A manage.ent control point at whih cost.
received or to be receiv:d. (AFSC.0 177-265) ean a en d co pr ed t whn ued a osAll x ,,n~z (inludng tose or ackaing can be accumulated and compared to budgeted' foc-ts "

Saging for work performed. A cost account is a naviral
.... engineering and materials) involved in the design ntrol point

and application of preservation-packing, and co for cost/schedule planning andmarking requirements for shipment, handling, and control, since it represents the work assigned to onestorage. (DOD 4100.14) responsible organizationa, eleient on one Contract
Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS) element. (DOD

All cost elements or expenses (including those for 7009.2. AFSCP!AFLCP 17:3-5)
packaging engineering and materia's) involved in
the design, testing and application of COST ACCOUNTS
preservation-packaging, packing, and marking Accunts ubed to classify and accumulate
requirements for shipments, handling and storage. expenses in accordance with a prescribed chait of
(AR 700-15) account-, fsr the purpose of controlling operations

The amount paid or payable applicaole to materiel and analyzing operating results. (AR 310-25)
consumed and -ervices received---generally termed COST ALLOCATiON
expense. In the case of property, cost may be AmhOAi N" " .1 method of assi,..nin,g direct or indirect cos'
curr(ned bypthe estimatedmoUnt which might equitably to :ne or each of several of the objectives

curnl e pa.1, rather than actual amount paid. frhihtect jitl atied (FStfor which ti-e cost was joint)-. ;,,:curred. (AFSCRt

(The.e 'wo t*.pes of cost measurement differ in
tiinii:g in that the first includes acquisition of 177-4)
p..ol)eity in ad,'ance of use or consumption: the COST ANALYSIS
second includes cost of materiel consumed A svstematic procedure for estimating. tIt
regardless of when acquired. and sometimes aggregat, cost of a system/qui!ment. and for
amo'tization of the cast of capital-tYlpe property comparhmg the co-its of ahternatihe systems iM order
hel." (depreciation.) ()OD 500.8) to detinmini, the relative- veollov and effectiv..-e.,zs

The a mou:t paid or Iayahle for the aCqiuisition of of lhe al' rna' e. (A F" S(It-7 i
property or services. (D1),) 5)o.s) . a nnal:tia Iprocess for deeh piig nor asst,.,s:n-

The am:'ou n t. IneaiSiired in mon y. of ish I ., l' 'Ut'ie i',q,;irenie .- i tirns o. co-t. Th,
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process includes a statement or report of the COST CATEGORIES (INVESTMENT)
a-sessment an4 related coniclusions. (AFR 173-1) Costs rey'iired beyond the development phase to
CIintroduce a ;,ew capability into operational use. All

S DEO MI sys Rm Say te Military Construction appropriation costs, except

A DOD system initiated by Directive 7041.1 to those associated with development and certai-
provide information useful for cost estimating and Procurement costs, will be included. Research,
analysis, for program management, and for Development, Test and Evaluat:,r, Militaryprojecting the impact of military prograns on the Personnel, and Operation and Maintenance
U.S. economy. (AFSCL 173-2) appropriation :osts are excluded. (AFM 11 A)

COST AND OPERATIONAL EFFEClVENESS ANALYSIS COST CATEGORIES (OPERATING COSTS)
(COEA) This category includes those coscs resulting from

A documented investigation of the operation, maintena:ee, and consumption of
1. Comparative effectiveness of alternative materiais and supplies for a weapopisupport system

4 means of meeting a requirement for eliminating or after acceptance into the Army in-ventory. (AR
reducing a force or mission deficiency. 37-i8l

2. The validity of the requirement in an approved COST CATEORMES (OPERATION)

sce cstrio. p Recurring costs required to operate and maintain
3. The cost of dcveloping, producing, distrihb:ing the capability throughout its projected life in

Pnd susta:'fing each alternative in a military operarionat use. Military Personnel, Operation and
environment for a time preceding the combat Maintenance and recurring Procurement
application. (AFR 80-8) appropriation costs will be included i. thiE category.

COST ATTRIBUTION RDT&E and Military Construction appropriation
A method of associating organization financial costs are e::cluded. (AFM 11-1)

hitory. (obligation.s and issues with component COST CATEGORIES (RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTf)program elements). (AFM 11-1) Cost primarily associated with research and

COST AVOIDANCE SAVINGS development efforts, including dev.:lopnient of a
These are .ost reductions which ate reasonabli new capability to the point where it is ready i .mesrae hrough the:ost reductions wh rora, production for operational use. These costs mustmeasurable through the cost reductiopinclude equipment (proto-type, tst vhicles etc.)

They are those reductions which prevent an

increase in costs or requirements for funds, or have required i' a development program, to tho extentthat such equipment is funded under th. Researc , .
produced an increase in readiness at no added ,ost. t e uipmen t ind un apprsra'.

(AFM 1-1)Development, Test and Evaluation appropriation.
Related Military Construction appropriation costs

COST CAT.GORIES will also be included. Costs which appear in the
The major divisions of weapoo/support systems" Military Personnel, Operation and Maintenance aid

costs rrom inception to retirement of the system. Procuremet appropriations are excluded from thts
(AR 37-18) category. (AFM il-)

This category includes those costs resulting from
CSTis categor conains hoeS ost4RER w applied research, engineering iesign. analysis.
This category contains those cost elements which development, and testing which can be related to a

generally occur only once in thr production cycle of specific weapun,'suppkrt system WBS component.
a weapon/support system and are generally not The effort from which these cos's dcrive usually I
dependent on the size of the buy. (AR 37-18) occurs within Advanced Development. Engineering
COST CATEGORIES (INVESTMENT-RECURRING) Development, and Operational Sy.tenis Development V

This category contains those cost elements which of the R&D ccle. (AF 37-1i)
occur as a result of the size of the production buy COST CATEGORY
or occur repeatedly in the production of a One of three types of costs into rliich the total
weaponi-upport system or its components. The cost f a program element is divided: (1) re.tearch
quantity of buy wili include end items igenerally and develhpment. (2) investment.and 131 aperN.ons.
Level Two ecjuipm,,t) projected for replacement In accounting and procuremenit usage, cost
due to wearout during the total life cycle of the categories are the classes of naterial or service
weapon support system. (AR 3T7-!8) purchased,. i.e.. labor. material. travel. etc.. or those
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costs that make up the price of the item or services center. A sub-cost center, except for certain
purcl' :d. (AR 310-25) Navy-wide subcost centers, is also an

COST CENTER organizational entity for which identification of
costs is desired and which is amenable to cos:The lowest directorate of supply and services cnrltruh oersosbe spriocontrol through one responsible supeivisor

organizational elements for wh:ch costs are (NAVSOP-3006)
accumulated and analyzed. Cost Lenters are P

identified with a five-digit code. Standards tf COST CHA aNGE ANALYS'$
performance arc established, costs are accumulated, Narrative analysis of reasons for cost zang-
and control is exercised accord;ngly. The three from currently approved program. (AFSCR 27-4)
types of cost centers are administrative, support,and rodutive (AFCM 2-3)COST CONFIGURATION INDEX
and productive. AFLCM 25-3) A document produced as part (if tite AFSC Cost

The lowest organizational unit for which costs are o
accumulated. In AFSC, cost centers are established mation System that identifies and organizes
on the basis of the organizational components that the program structure and requirements for CIS
are responsible for work performed and to which reporting. (AFSCL .73-2)
operating plans and budgets are assigned. Cost COST CONSTRUCTION
centers may be established for laboratory divisions, The cost of acquisition of a construction project
branches, facilities, and so forth, if these inc!uding, in addition to purchase or contract costs
organizations meet the criteria just mentioned. costs of supervision and inspection, transportation
There are two types of cost centers, direct and or materiel, Government-Excludes planning costs.
indirect. Diiect cost centers are those whose ()OD 400.8)
principal mission is the actu-l performance of
RDTE and where a significant part of the labor COST CONTRACT
and other resources are expended in direct support A cost reimbursement type contract under which
of RDT&E job orders (for example. these cost the contractor receives ro fee. (AR 220-5)
centers are thc traditional line er opera'ing units of A contrirt that provides for payment to the
a laboratory). indirect cost centers are those whose contractor of allowable coscs, to the zxtent
principal mission is to assist the commander and prescribed in the contract, incurred in performance
direct cost 2nters i., accomplishing the RDT&E job of the contract. (AR 320-5, NAVMAT P-4215)
and where all or most of the resources expended COST CONTROL SYSTEMS CRITEIfIA
are only indirectly related to these jobs (for A set of criteria to evaluate the acceptability of a
examr.le, these cost c:.ntets are the traditional staff contractor's cost ank' f hedule control systems.
or support units). (AFSCP 177-3) The criteria require the contractor to plan. budget.

COST CENTER DESCRIPTION schedule, and accumulate costs on a
The words or phrases which describc the nature product-oriented (work breakdown structure as

of inherent characteristics of a particular cost well as functional (organizational) basis, to measure
center. (AF.,CM 177-265) cost and schedule progre-s objectively with
COST CENITERI (CC) C"OE reference to ameunt of work accomplished against a

properly controlled budget baseline; and to takeThe lowest or,-anizational unit or activity for appropriate management action with respect to cost
which costs are accumulated. A CC equates to an and schedule variances. (AR 310-2.5)

organization performing a mission where the
supervisor has a degree of control over resource COST DATA BANK SYSTEM
consumption. Cost c.-nters normaily are An independent computer capability fo, feeding.
subdivis -ns of resporsibility centers. (AFSCM st.,ring, searching, computing, retrieving ano
177-265) annlyzing cost 'nd related data collected through
COST CENTaS the Cost Information System. (AFSCL 173-2)

Cost rer.ters are the first subdivision of a COST DESCRIPTOR CODE
,esponsi')ility center. Each cost center iS an A locally determined code used in recording
organizatiLa! e~itity for wvhi,.h identification of transactions for fund type -C- or -D-. The code
costs is desired aad which is amenable to cost will activate conversion to JO EEICs through use of
control through one responsible supervisor. The the Conversion Table -N record. oot requireO if
first subdivision of a cost center is a sub-cost AFIEEIC is present. (AFSCM 177-2617-')
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COST DOCUMENT LIBRARY SYSTEM (CDLS) predictive purposes, the quantity or cost of an item
A method of filing and identifying the basic or activity (either in physical units or dollars) as z I

content, key cross-correlation., and location of cost function of one or more explanatory variables.
documents being used by Systems Command (AFR 173-4)
components. The CDLS uses a title permutation Any numerical relationship which is useful in
index--a version of IBM-KWIC (Key-word-in- computing estimated costs of materials or activities.
context). For each document indexed, a set of one These relationships range from simple averages and
or two punched cards is prepared containing certain percentages to complex equations derivei by
req'iired information, a File Jndex Code, and the regression analysis or other sophisticated statistical
document titile (or other descriptive words). These techniques which relate cost (dependent variable) to
cards are then fead into the computer and physical and performance characteristic.,
processed. The outpt is generated as an (independent variable). Estimated costs of an
alphabetically ordered index nf all key words, froin aircraft airframe, for example, may be determinedwhich one can determine sources of desired by regression analysis to be a function of airframe

information and, by reference to the File Index weight, delivery rates, ano speed. Cost estimating
Code, know where to find the document. (AFSCL relationship shows how value of these independent
17Z-2) variables are converted into costs. (AR 310-25)
COST EFFFCTIVENESS COST INDICATOR CODE

A comparative evaluation derived from analyses A code prescribed in AFM 177-370 that identifies
of alternatives (actions, methods, approaches, the subsidiary data system which collects cost
equipment, weapon systems, support systems, force information. (AFSCM 177--265)
combinations, etc.) in terms of tae interrelated
influences of cost and effectiveness in COST INFORMATION SYSTEM
accomplishing a specific mission. (AFM 11-1) A system for collecting, maintaining, and

COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS providing cost and associated relevant data (for
A meth3d, for examining alternative means of example, schedules, allowances, authorizations,

accomplishing dcsired military missions for the performance and physical characteristics, and
purpose of selecting weapons and forces which will m.terial, facilities, and programs involving forces
provide the greatest military effectiveness for the or weapon systems). (AFR 173-1)

cost. (AFP 800-7) COST OBJECTIVE
COST ELEMENT A function, service, product, program, project or

As used in the USAF F&FP and in the context of other work unit fur which cost data are desired and
this HOI, a cost element is a subdivision of cost provision is made to accumulate and measure the
categories and budget appropriation codes. Cost cost of the processes, products, jobs, etc. (AFSCR
elements for the Operating and Maintenance (O&M) 177-4)
appropriation only are the Expense Elements COST PERFORMANCE REPORT (CPR)
prescribed in DODI 7220.20. For all other A contractual report which facilitates timely
appropriations, cost elements generally relate to the identification of problems by reporting significant
budget structure although such costs can be progress to date, deviations froin schedules, and
converted where applicable t(, the Expense llanned costs. It also provides a report of
Elements. Lists of individual cost elements and contractor management actions that are being taken
definitions are in the summary volume (first to resolve existing -oblems haFR 800 6). aFSCR

volume) of the F&FP. (HOI 27-1) 27-6) "x "ig p  (" 800 '6). ( F-

t " COST ESTIMATE . :COST ESTIMATE. COST PLUS A FIXED-FEE CONRACT
. in~~~Te !product of an. estimating lrocedu,'e which . ,. ... . :

Th .uc of an .estd w h A cost reimbursement type contract which
specifies the expected dollar cost to perform a .. . .. . o afdfet h
stipulated task or to acqure an- item. It may be provides ; o a , , to the

st~juhled r t ~cu~r anite. tma~ contractor. The fixed fee, once negotiaed. does notstaied as a single valuL or a range of values. (AFR varr with actual cost, but ma be adjusted as a
173-li' resuit of any subsequent changes in the scope of

COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP (CER) work or services to be performed under the
An analytical expres.ion which describes, for 'ontract. (JCS Pub 1)
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COST PLUS INCENTIVE FEE COSTS, MILITARY PERSONNEL

A cost reimbursement type contract with All elements of military pay and allowances and
provision for a fee that is adjusted by formula in related costs (such as subsistence-in-kind and I
acc ordance with the relationship total allowable permanent-change-of- station travel) covered under
costs bear to target costs. The provision for the appropriations for military personnel. (DOD
increase or decrease in the fee, depending upon 5000.8)
allowable costs of contract performance, is designed COST, ACQUISITION
as an incentive to the contractor to increase the The outlay in cash or its equivalent for theefficiency of performance. (NAVMAT P-4215) purchase, construction, or production, of an item of

COST SHARING CONTRACT physical or intangible property, or the total cost of

A cost reimbursement type contract under which a group of such items. (DOD 5000.8)
the contractor receives no fee but is reimbursed COST, ACTUAL
only for an agreed portion of its allowable costs. A cost sustained in fact, as opposed to a
(JCS Pub 1) " standard, " .predetermined, " or " estimated" cost.

COST TRANSFER 5000.8)

A cost transfer is the statistical transfer of the COST, AIRCRAFT FLYAWAY
cost of resources from one responsibility center to Total unit cost 0 a given type of aircraft,
another of military personnel services cost related complete, including electronics, airborne weapons,
to reimbursable work. (NAVSO P-3006) armament, and other government-furnished

COST VALIDATION equipment. Excludes initial spare parts and

The examination of all elements of a cost components. (DOD 5000.8)

estimate to determine its accuracy or COST, APPLIED
reasonableness, e.g., the sourdfiess of Tihe cost o goods and services placed in use or
computational methods, reasonablentss of command; in the case of production programs, the

assumptions, completeness, etc. (AFSCL 173-2) cost of goods produced; in the case of procurement I

The validation procedure involves thee basic programs, the cost of materiel received. (DOD

steps: First, the System Program Office must verify 5000.8) I
that the data were submitted in accordance with the COST, COMMON
specified reporting requirement. Second, the data An element or type of cost which is

must be audited for accuracy and consistency. representative of an "Overhead function"
Third, the System Program Office must evaluate applicable to many different kinds of activities.
the data to insurc that they represent actual and (DOD .5000.8)
estimated program performance. (AFSCL 173-2) COST, CONTROLLADLE

COSTING OFFICE An element of cost, the nature and extent of
The Cost Division, Directorate of Budget which is subject, at least in part, to the authority

(AFABFC), responsible for final consolidation and judgment of the head of the organization unit Al
review and analysis of cost data on PURs and or activity incurring the cost. (DOD .5000.8)
program exercises, and release of the data to the COST, DIFFERENTIAL
Program Element Monitor (PEM). This office also A method of establishing the cost of any produet
determines when there is a need to show cost or service, or increment thereof. by assigning only
methods, prescribes the format, and assigns "out-of-pocket" or "direct cost. including
responsibility for the preparation of data to the differential "overhead cost". The amount of cost so
appropriate Air Staff office. (HOI 27-1) determined for specific products or services. or

COST/SCHEDULE CONTROL SYSTEMS CRITERIA (C/SCSC) increments thereof fDOD 3000.8)

The requirements a contractor's management COST, DIRECT
control systems are expected to meet with respect Any item of cost (or the aggregate thereof) which
to planned versus actual aceomplishments, the may be identified specifically with any objective.
detailed cost, schedule, and related technical such as a prodict, service, program function, or
2erformance infornation for appropriate project: usut4ally, but not necessarily, limited to item I
management levels (AFR 800-6). (AFSCR 27-6) of material and labor. The distinction. hetwee.
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direct and indirect costs is often arbitrary or is COST, REPLACEMENT
based unon convenience and cost accounting The !urrent cost (often estimated) of replacing
simplicity without sacrifice of reasonable accuracy new, and existing item or group of items of

i in overall costs of specific objectives. (DOD 5000.8) tangible property having similar physicalII CTspecifications. (DOD 5000.8)
~COST, NONOPERATING ,:

The total outlay in cash or its equivalent applied COST, STANDARD
in carrying out programs, *)r functions, usually A basis for pricing and costing products,
nonrevenue producing, outside the primary measurirg performance efficiency, and preparing
operating missions of the accounting entity. In a budgets. (DOD 5000.8)
business, term includes financial expenses. (DOD Cost estimated or planned in advance which would
5000.8) be incurred in making a product, or rendering a

service, under specified conditions, generally based
upon carefully planned engineering specifications

The total outlay in cash or its equivalent applied and methods or cost experience as to material,
in carrying out a specific program or function. labor, and facilities and services requirements. May
(DOD 5000.8) be expressed with respect to a complete item, a

The total cost of goods sold plus all selling, component, an item of raw material, a task or a
administrative and general expenses applicable process, in terms of total cost, or separately for
thereto. (DOD 5000.8) materials, labor, and overhead costs. (DOD 5000.8)

The total costs assignable against operating ms
revenue, in determination of net operating income COST, STATISTICAL
or profit. (DOD 5000.8) Cost data systematically collected and classified .q
CoSt OPO5UNITY )but not derived from expenditure data under the
COST, OPPORTUNITY fiscal accounting system. (DOD 5000.8)

The cost incurred for a given purpose which is
foregone for the benefit of an alternative purpose; COST, SUNK
hence, required to be considered in a management A historical cost which is irrecoverable or has no
decision regarding alternatives. (DOD 5000.8) foreseeable future benefit: such costs have no

bearing on current management decisions. (DOD
COST, OUT-OF-PROFIT 5000.8)

Expenditures which result directly from a C7
management decision. (DOD 5000.8) COST, UNFUNDED

Any cost, other than a "fixed cost" or "sunk Any element of costs of a program which is not
cost" chargeable directly to a product, program, or charged to that appropriated fund which primarily

function; a "variable cost." (DOD 5000.8) finances that program. (DOD 5000.8)

COST, PRIME COTTON OR WOOLEN GOODS
Cost of direct material and direct labor. (DOD Any textile, article, or product resulting from the

5000.8) processing or manufacturing, in whole or in major
part, of cotton or wool. (AFM 67-1)

COST, PROCESSCOUNTERPART CURRENCIES
Cost arrived at by a method of cost accounting

which collec's charges for a period of time for each Counterpart currencies are local currencies
operation through which like units oi work are deposited by an aid-receiving country in a specialoperation inoig whc ieuits own name, are alhug valbl-o
identically processed in a continuous manner. The account in its own name, and although available forthe benefit of the recipient country, can ba ,isedU
aggregate costs of each process or operation are the fo the rpent cr y, c by t Ued
allocated to units of production therein on the basis only for the purposes agreed to by the United
of arithmetical averages. (DOD 5000.8) States. These funds arc generated whenever

commodities are granted by AID under
COST. PRODUCT arrangements which result in the accrual of

The total cost associated with production of a proceeds to the recipient country, and the deposits
specific quantity of an item. (DOD 5000.8) are in amounts equal' to such proceeds. (See.

COST, REMOVAL 609,FAA) iDOD 5105.38M)

The cost of dismantling a unit of property due to COUNTRY AND CASE DESIGNATOR
retirement from service. (DOD 5000.8) A specific designator assigned to each FMS case.
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consisting of a two-alpha country code and a three COVERED SPACE _21
alpha case designator; for example, GY-ABC; Area within any roofed structure. In the event I
GY-Germany Bonn; ABC-case designator. The that covered storage space is used for employee
designator assigned to a direct procurement case parking, such space will be included 3s storage
will zonsist of .two alpha country or organization space and reported as vacant. (AR 780-62)
code, a four-rumeric case designator, and COVERED STORAGE
two-numeric for the year request was received. Warehouses, sheds, tanks, igloos, magazines, and
(AFSCR 177-i) vaults. (AFR 67-39)

COUNTRY REPRESENTATIVE/FREIGHT FORWARDER CODE CRADLE-TO-GRAVE COSTS
A code employed to identify the designated Total costs of given system, from conceptual

country representative and/or the freight forwarder through development, acquisition,, and operation 4

authorized to receive documentation, status reports, phases, and final disposition from the inventory.
and/or shipments for FMS transactions. (AFR (AFSCL 173-2)
400-3) CRATE
COUNTRY-TO-COUNTRY AGREEMENT A rigid shipping container of framed construction

Agreement between the U.S. Department of joined with nails, bolts or any equivalent method of i
Defense and a foreign government Ministry of fastening. The framework may or may not be

Defense concerning the form and extent of logistic enclosed with sheathing. (APR 69-8)
support to be provided by the U.S. and the related CREATE
terms and conditions. A country-to-country Computational Resource for Engineering,
agreement may be r'eferred to as a CLSA Simulation, Training, and Education. The
(Cooperative Logistic Support Arrangement), an computing system !ocated at HQ AFLC with
Umbrella Agreement, or a Procedural Arrangement. teletype terminals at the Air Logistics Centers, and
(NAVMATINST 4900.9) other locations. (AFLCP 57-13)

COUPLING CREDIT
The process of actively communicating directly or Any bookkeeping entry, in recording a

indirectly th results of research and development transaction, the effect of which is to decrease anefforts to appropriate users to maximize the asset or cost account, or to increase a liability, fundefors o ppopiae ses o axmie h balance, capita), or revenue account, (DOD 5A00.8)
likelihood of effective use of these results by the balance acc (DOD a0.

Unitd Sttes ir Frce.Having an account balance which represents a
.(AFR 0-40) liability, fund balance, capital, or revenue. (DOD

COURIER 5000.8)
The authorized person having contiol of materiel Transactions approved on a case by case basis by

while intransit; such as, special courier, weapon the Department of State, Treasury, and Defense,
control officer, or aircraft commander. (AFM 67-1) which allow repayment of military export sales for

A delayed repeater communication satellite which periodb beyond 120 dais after delivery of materiel

had the capability of storing and relaying or performance of service. (AFR 400-3)
communications using microwave frequencies. This CREDIT ARRANGEMENT I
satellite gave a limited demonstration of An agreement with a foreign government that the
instantaneous microwave communications. (JCS US will advance a stipulated amount of credit for
Pub ]) financing of a Foreign Military Sale to that 3

government. (AFR 400-3)
COURTESY STOPAGE-I

Storage of materials that have.been issued to an CREDIT BALANCE
activity which does not have sufficient roun to A minus balance reflected on the stock records.

maintain the items (i.e.. punch-cards, copy paper, (AR 780-45)
etc.). Additionally, courtesy storage may be CREDIT CARD
provided for riorale. welfare, and recreation items A card of credit entitling authorized holders or
as directed by the commander. This type of storage users to receive certain specified products or
can only be used when the items do not qualify in services from commercial vendors without the
any of the other predefined storage categories, exchange of funds at the time of purchase but
(AFSCR 67-8) billed later. (AR 58-!)
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CREDIT CODE within a facility, activity, or area. it is undertaken

A one character alpha or numeric code which for the purpose of detecting crime and idenltifying
denotes creditability of an item of stock. (NAVSUP and isolating conditions or system;, weaknesses
Pub 437) which may be favorable to the commission of

criminal acts and/or illegal diversions of

Credit DIFM is also considered as a DOTM (due Government property or funds. (DLAR 5705.2)

out to maintenance). The quantity of an item CRIMINAL CONDUCTIACTIVITY
turned in on a replacement basis for which the Conduct or activity that is or may he in violation
requiring organization has not processed an issue of Federal or State criminal law, the Uniform Code
request using the turn - In transaction document of Military Justice, or 'he criminal law of forzign
number. (AFLCR 66-53) countries. (DLAR 5705.2)

CREDIT GUARANTY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS
A guaranty to any individual, corporation, Ai official inquiry conducted by an accredited

partnership, or other judicial entity doing business Special Agent of the military service investigative
in the United States (excluding US Government agencies, DIS, or other duly authorized agency for
agencies) against political and credit risks of the purpose of developing facts and evidence
nonpayment arising out of their financing of credit concerning an ,,ctual or alleged criminal act. The
sales of defense articles and defense services to purpose of a criminal investigation is to identify
eligible countrios and international organizations. ofienders, provide facts and evidence upon which to
(AFR 400-3) base a legal prosecution, and effect recovery of

CREDIT SYSTEM OF SUPPLY property which has been wrongfully appropria-.d.

System whereby units, organizations and (DLAR 5705.2)

installations are allocated definite quantities of CRITICAL
supplies for a prescribed period of time; supplies From time to time. the IMs find it necessary to
are furnished on call and charged against the label some exchangeable items as "critical" which

credit. (AR 320-5) means that these items so labeled will receive high

CREDITING priority handling throughout the cycle required to

Crediting is an inventory management term make these items serviceable and available for use.
indicating the degree to which assets listed under The MISTR system is so designed that it can

several differet Federal Stock Numbers (FSNs) can accommodate these high priority requirements

be consolidated for requirements determination through the production cycle without supplementary
either under all conditions or under certain specific procedures. It is necessary, however, that the RCC
conditions. (A.'3OINST P4400 24) scheduler be notified which items require special

handling upon completion of production. For those
CREDIT, DEFERRED items not processed in accordance with MISTR

Cash received for goods or services not yet procedures, it is necessary for the IMs to identify,
delivered for which credit to income is delayed until on the A'LC Form 206, those items deemed critical.
delivery. May include profit element as well as (AFLCR 78-2)
element of return of cost for goods or services. CRITICAL AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL/CRITICAL ALTITUDE

3yn: "deferred income." (DOD5000.8) The altitude beyond which an aircraft or
CREWMEMBER air-breathing guided missile ceases to perform

A person whose purpose aboard the aicraft is satisfactorily. (JCS Pub 1)
essential to basic aircraft operation/i: sion CRITICAL ANTI-FRICTION BEARING LIST
accomplishment and is occupying an autheqz .d A listing of Anti-Friction Bearings falling within
aircrew po:.ition as defined it, TAF 3.5-13, or

i..... one or more of the following categories: (A) Anidentified n AFM 17:3-10: for exan" ..... .ilot, Anti-Friction Bearing differing from a standard
navigator, flight engineer, flight surgeon. ,iwrnm bearing of equal materials, physical dimensions. and
operator. (AFR 60-1/AFSC Sup i) tolerance limits through the "corporation of one or

CRIME PREVENTION SURVEYS more special characteristics. (B) An Anti-Friction
A crinme prevention survey is ain official inquiry Bearing having specific detailed requirements which

Or analysis of procedure'.. P .rsonnel. or conditio's rainot be met by any bearing designated as being
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equivalent under a MIL-STD-102 code CRITICAL ITEM

identification. (C) An Anti-Friction Bearing for An essential iem which is in short supp!y or
which designs analysis and testing has indicated expected to be in short supply for an extended
only one bearing or a limited number of alternate period. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, DOD 5000.8)
bearings which will give satisfactory service in a An item which meets both of the folowing
particular application. (WR-1) 'onditions.

CRITICAL APPLICATION a. The nonavailability of the item will seiiously
An application of an item -n which the failure of impair the operational readiness of ship, aircraft, orIithe item could injure personnel or jeopardize a shore establishment operations, an.-/or ship ormilitary mission. Critical items may be either aircraft conversion, alterations, construction, repair,

peculiar, having only on2 application, or common, and overhaul programs, and

having multiple application. (AFR 74-15) b. The existing level of the item in system stocks
CRITICAL AREAS AND SUBAREAS has fallen to the point that there is every indicationA Specific portions of a flight -heck which have that stocks will become exhausted prior to
been designated critical. Unsatisfa(tory delivcries due under outstanding contracts.
performance in any one of these will result in an (N4VEXOS P-:500)
unqualified flight check status. (AFSCR 60-1) Any part or item the failure of which would

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC prevent satisfactory oreration of the system (of

A physical, chemical, visual, functional, or any which it is a part) or create unwarranted safety
other measurable property of a unit of product. hazards. (AR 705-50)
(AFLCM 74-2) Any part or item which is of sufficient complexity

to warrant ,pecia! production techniques or
CRITICAL DEFECT controls. (AR 70:-50)

A defect that judgment and experience indicate is Any part or item which requires special treatment

likely to result in hazardous or unsafe conditions or ig hi c ran sp tra e nt

for individuals using, maintaining, or depending
upon the product. (AFLCM 74-2)

A defect that judgment and experience indicate Any part or item which impose. a heavy
could result in hazardous or unsafe conditions for maintenance and supply support burden. (ASR
individuals using cr maintaining the product; or for 705-50)
major end item units of product such as ships, Any part or item which has a long production
aircraft or tanks, a defect that could prevent lead time. (Ar. 705-50) 1
performance of their tactical functions. CRITICAL ITEM OF ESSENTIAL AEROSPACE GROUND
(MIL-STD-105C) EQUIPMENT
CRITICAL DEFiCIENCY A deficient item that must be available for the

Malfunction of a part, component, installation, weapon or support system to pei form its primary
computer program, or system which results %or mission, as determined by the SM. (AFM 67-1) A
clearly could result) in an unacceptable hazardous
situation that requires expeditious corrective .ction. CRITICAL ITEMWMATERIEL
(TO 00-35D-54) Those supplies and equipment vital to tht support

CRITICAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURE of operations, which owing to various causes, are:
CRITICA Er ENC Y procedure. Not available in sufficient quantity to meet
A critical emergency procedure (BOLDFACE F~ igrqieet.2 o niiae obPRINT) which must be acted upon immediately existing requirements. 2. Not anticipated to be

without reference to ihe checklist. The steps within available in suffiient quantity to meet luture or

a critical emergency procedure must be sequentially planned requirements. (DOD 5000.8. AFM 67-1.

correct. (AFSCR 60-1) AFM 67-3/AFLC, Sup 1)

CRITICAL FIELD LEN/GTH CRITICAL LEVEL
Length of runway required by an aircraft to The quantity below which there will he

complete a take-off or abort with safety on the insufficient stocks on hand to meet issue demands.
remaining riniay should an engine failure or The critical level will normally be computed on the
malfunctior occur during the take-off run. (AFM quantity of materiel issued daring the number of
11-1) days in the pipeline time. (AFM 67-1)
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RITICAL MASS will be provided )or a given contract by the CAO
The minimum amount of fissionable material based on justification suppiie-, by the D/MM. rhe

capable of supporting a chain reaction under CD is determined during contract preparation by
precisely specified conditions. (JCS P6i 1) the PCO ac.ordipg to criteria set forth in the DAR,
CRITICAL MATERIALS Section SSV. (AFLCR 70-11)

Those materials vital to the national defense, the CROSS AISLE
main source oi which is within the continental limits A passageway at right angler to main aisles, used -4
of the United States, which may not be produced in for movement of supplies, equipment, and
quality and quantity sufficient to meet personnel. (AFR i9-8)
requirements. (AR 320-5) CROSS DISBURSING

CRITICAl iP;EURE Disbursements and collections of funds of one
The .-ressure required to liquefy a gas at its department or agency performed by the finance and

,rtica; iemnerature. (AFM 127-201) accounting or disbursing officer of another
;RITICPL RPIE SUBSYSTEM department or agency, pursuant to agreements.

A :unctional subsystem of RPIE, designated as (AR 37-27)
critical edy in thc definition phase for purpose of The act of making disbursements in oneanitiallysi f tpei desigitn eae for purposeo department in liquidation of obligations chargeable!analysis of special design treatment. Criteria fo-, -

designation as critical shall be based on the to an appropratiou of another department or
functional relationship to direct mission operations organization within the Department of Defense.
or support, technical complexity, or bafety of (DOD 5000.8)
personnel or equipment. Critic'il RPIE subsystems CROSS STACKING
will normally be designated only in conjunction with The placing of one layer of containers at right
TSRP. kAFSCM 375-5) angles to those just below to increase the stability

CRITICAL SAFETY FACTORS of the stack. (APR 69-8)

Deficiencies that if not corrccted can result in CROSS TIE
injury or death to the patient or operator. AFR Cross layers of supplies as in cross stacking,
167-1) except that only an occasional layer is cressed, and
CRITICAL SHORTAGE not every other one. (AFR 69-8)

Shortage of equipment (including AGE and CROSSHAULING
general-purpose plant equipment). components, The shipment of identical or similar materiel by
payts, or items of material which the reporting one Military Service in reverse directions between
company is unable to obtain by its own efforts and two points or areas, or the shipment of materielinitiative in time to prevent delpy in delive,'y of the from a point or areas to which At will be returned.

prime end item in the contract involved. (AFLCR (DOD 4140.34M)
7A-2) The concurrent shipment of an item of issuable

CRITICAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS material in reverse direction between two areas. or
the shipment of an item out of an area to which it

which, owing to various causes, are in short supply
(,r are expected to be in short supply. (JCS Pub 1, CROSS-LOADING (PERSONNEL)
A1 320-5) A sistem of loading troops so that titey may be

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE disembarked or dropped at two or more landing or
The maximum tmperature at which a gas can be drop zones, thereb) achieving unit integrity upon

liquefied regardless of the pressure applied. (AFM delivery. (JCS Pub 1)
127-201) CROSS-SRVICING

CRITICALITY That function perforrned by one Military Service

The degree of importance to the Governwent of iII support of another Military Service for which

supplies or services under contract. (DAC 76-17) reimbursement is required from the Service
retciving support. (DOD 4500.3"-R. AR 320-5. JCS

CRITICAUTY DESIGNATOR (CD) Pub 1, APR 400-27. DO') 4000.19)
Identifies the level of production surveillance that That function performed by one 'OD componen.
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in support of another DOD component for which comnunications intercept equipments and supplies
reimbursement is required from the component employed in the AF communications system.
receiving support. (In Retail inteservice Logistics Special communications intercept equipment and

Support Program this term is referred to as supplies are used by USAFSS only.
reimbursable support.) (DOD 4000.19) 1. Common Item. Those items of supply having

Services performed, or supplies, materiel, and application to Ith cryptologic and noncryptologic
equipment furnished by one department for and at equipment and obtained from supply sources other
the request of one or more other departments for than the AF cryptologic depot.• iwhich such departments are charged. This does not 2. Peculiar Item. See definitio-i for peculiar

include cross-procurement pursuant to single item. idepartment purchase assignments. (AFM 67-1. 3. National Security Agency (NSA). The central JAiAFR 67-21) V
Fh 67-2sh) oagency responsible for designing and procuring
The furnishing of supplies or the performance of certain equipment, components, assemblies,

a service by one military department to one or more subassemblies and repair parts having cryptol3!gic
of t e Ater military departments or nonmilitary application. I
departments or agencie-. (AR 780-5) 4. USAF Security Service (USAFSS). The .major

Materiel furnished or service performed by one command having over-all responsibility fordepartment for and at the request of one or morej other departments for which such other cryptologic materiel management within the USAF.

departments are charged. This includes the 5. Air Force Cryptologic Depot (AFCD). The
transfer of materiel from the stocks of one USAFSS depot assigned item managementdepartment to another. (AR 37-27) responsibility for cryptologic materiel and peculiar

That function (provision of bulk petroleum items related to cryptologic equipment. (AFM 67- 1)

distribution and storage facilities and services) CUBEperformed by one Military Service in support of Cube ex~resss volume and is the product of
another Military Service for which reimbursement is length X it idth X depth. (AFR 69-8)
required from the Service receiving the support. The volume of spate occupied by the piece(s)
(DOD 4140.2uM) under consideration expressed in feet and computed
CRUISE MISSILE by multiplying the overall length by width by the

Guided missile, the major portion of whose flight height. (DOD 4560.32-R)
, ~~~path to its target is conducted at approximately CMLTV NT

constant velocity; depends on the dynamic reaction CUMULATVE UNIS

of air for lift and upon propulsion forces to balance Ag uie mod el pr eds n the begni ng ofz
drg JSPb1,given model produced since the beginning of- drag. (JCS_. Pub 1}

production, regardless of the number of contracts
CRYOGENIC LIQUID under which that model has been procured. (AFSCL

Liquefied gas at very low temperature, such a.s 173-2)
liquid oxygen. niti.ogen, argon. (JCS Pub 1) CURB WE'CHT
CRYOGENICS .Weight of a ground vehicle including fuel.

The science concerned with gases which must be lubricants, coo!ant and on vehicle material,
cooled to temperatures of -238 degrees F (-150 excluding cargo and operating personnel. (JCS Pub
degrees C), or lower before they can be liquefied by I
the application of pressure. (AFM 127-201)

The science of refrigeration, with reference to CURRENT AND PRIOR YEARS (FUNDING)
methods for producing very low temperatures. That portion of the CE that has been
!AFR 144-1) appropriated by th Congress for the current fiscal
CRYPTOLOGIC EQUIPMIENT year and ior all years prior to the current fiscal

year, rlus or minus approved reprogramming
Cryptologic. associated c.ypto-;aphic, and special actions (including reprogramming requests that

communications intercept eo.uipment employed in have been for-warded to the Congress but have not
the aF communications sstems. (AFM 67-1) i been acted upn). Adjustments should be made for

CRYPTOtOGIC MATERIEL those years that have lapsed to the obligationis
Cryptologic. associated crypt,:graphic, and special level. 1DOD 7000.3)

1
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_ CURRENT APPROVED PROGRAMIFUNDS SOR, ADO, 1'TDP, PSPP, SPP. SDD, SP Directive,
Funds identified as currently approved for that and PCP. (AFSCR 178-4)

program element (PE) and rY on AFSC Forms CURRZNT YEAR
115-5. PA/BA/Allot'nent, and amendments. 'I he fiscal year in which current operations are
(AFSCR 27-9) taking place. This is aiso called the execution year.
CURRENT ESTIMATE 'AR 750-4)

An up-to-date (revised at least quarterly) The fiscal year in progress but not completed.
estimate based cn an assessment by the reporting (DOD 7720.6)
Military Department. (AR 37-200. DOD 7000.3) CURVE

A DOD Component's later , forecast of Any line or a grid-chart connecting a series of
operational/technical characteristics, schedule and coordinate., regardless of whether or not it has
Program Acquisition Cost to acquire those mathematica regularity. (DOD 5000.8)maheatca reglarty CUDTDIA 5000.8
quantities, including usage or losses, necessary to
reach the Inventory Objective. (DOD 7000.3) CUSTODIAL RECORDS

!j Th2 DOD component's current estimate of Written memoranda or identifying checks of any
4 operational/ technical characteristics, schedule, and description or type used to control items issued

program acquisition cost to acquire those from tool cribs, tool rooms, stockrooms, etc., such
quantities, including use or losses necessary to as :?quisitions, issue hard receipts, tool checks,
reach the inventory objective. (AFSCR 27-6) stock record books, etc. (DAR B-102.17)

Custodial iecords are management tools used to
CURRENT FISCAL YEAR control items of property such as guard force items,The fiscal year being executed on any selected" pro(,retive clothing, hand tools, etc., that are

date. (AFR 80-8) available for or have been issued to plant employeesThe fiscal year in progress but not yet completed; for use in performance of their duties. They may

e.g., between and including 1 October past 30 be written memoranda, tool chits, or other evidence
September. (DOD 5105.38!) of issue from stock rooms or tool cribs. (DSAM
CURRENT MARKET APPRAISAL 8135.1)

The price, as fredetermned, that the Government
should reasonably expect to receive for an item of CUSTODIAN (EQUIPMENT) r s t.An indivdual assigned custodial responsibility for , +

personal property offered for sale. This normally Anuiniualied o ia
will not be less than the estimated scrap or waste eqimn utledo rqiedfrascfcvallu e, cet when the estaes a ofunction or functions. Detail policy and procedures

r requires relating to custodians is 1n ?art one, Volume IV and
mutiktion, demilitariiation or services to be Part two, VolumelI. (AFM67-1)
performed by the purchaser. (DOD 4160.21-M)

CURRENT OPERATING ALLOWANCE CUSTODIAN OF DATA
The activity responsible for maintainingThe quantity of an item authorized to be on hand. Tce ativity renwite mai tem, or

This definition is amplified as it pertains to United onu ration to wi h t apl ies. (.tR or
States Army Reserve units to be that quantity of an n rato o which i
item authorized to be on hand at hcme station.

responsible for maintaining documentation ctirrent
Reserve center equipment pool, and training site with the materiel, system or configuratioi to whichequipment pool. The current operating allowanc, h o u e t to ppi s D D 5 1 .2
will represert that quantity of equipment within the documentation applies. (DOD 5010.12)
equipment objectives of the unit for which there CUSTODY
exists a capability to store, maintain, and utilize. The guardianship and safekeeping of nuclear
(AR 310-25) weapons and their components and of source of

fissionable materiel. Under the provisions of the
CURRENT OPERATING POSITION Atomic Energy Act cf 1954, AEC is charg~ d withThe fourth quarter of the procurement fiscal year control of all source materiel, all fissionablebeing computed. (AFLCM 57-2)• cotoofalsuemtrilalfsinbee materiel, and all by-product maerial. This custody

CURRENT PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION may or way not include accountability as de'ined in
Requirements and objective documents. AFR 67-i0. (AFM 67-1)

plan/program documents. directive documnits and The responsibility for the control of transfer and
Force( and Financial Plasi (F&FP) documents. e.g., movement of, and access to. weapons and
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components. Custody also includes the maintenance normally be documented by Program Objective Data
of accountability for weapons and components. Sneets (PODS) and/or AF Form 1734. Some
(JCS Pub 1) laboratory in-houz, job orders done strictly with 06

CUSTODY RECEIPT moniez as a part of the DL directed program may

A document used by a responsible property not he docamented. Documented or not, any specific

officer to record the loan i3sue of property to an entities of work that are directed, planned,

ndividual of the unit. (AFM 67-1) programmed, and budgeted as a part of the DL
program at the outset of the FY will show the DL

CUSTOMER as the customer. The only exceptions to this rule
The organization for which an RDT&E job order are: (a) if project responsibility (with associated

is being performed, iegardless of the source of planning, programming, and budgeting
funding for the effort. HQ AISC and/or DL is responsibilities) changes during an operating period,usualy onsderd a th cusome fo jo orers the customer for the job order(s) will be changed towhich are part of a project assigned to the the new agency responsible for tl~e project. The

laboratory. (AFSCP 177-3) RCS: SYS-ACB(Q)7501 will be changed at HQAny agency, organization, or activity of the AFSC to show the shift in project responsibility; b)
Federal. State, or Foreign government, other stock if an agency other than DL is also providiig project
funds and divisions thereof, and individuals which, monies on a specific entity of work planned,
by specific provisions of law, executive order or programmed, and budgeted as a pa:t of the DL
other regulations are authorized to purchase items program. In budete as t of theof mterel fnaned idertheASF, (ACR 79) program. in this case the customer for whom the
of materiel financed u er the ASF., (AMCR f7-9) major part of the work is being done will be shownThe agency f,r whom work is performed a h rm ut m r
regardless of t source of funds. However, in asthe prime customer.
Section la, Status of Funds Report, Parts 1, 2, and 2. Wheia any job order is being done by a

3, customer has the special connotation of being the laboratory only with 06 monies, the agency

source of funds received by the laboratory. requesting th-: work will be considered the

(AFSCR 80-26) customer. Should there be multiple requesters, the

This term refers to: (a) another appropriation or agency for whom the major part of the work is
fund with the same agency, (b) other government being done will be considered the prime customer.
departments and agencies, (c) nonfederal activities 3. When a job order is being done by a
including foreign governments, and (d) individuals, laboratory for multiple paying customers (other
or corporations which by !aw or regulation may be than DL), the agency for whom the major part of
furnished material or services in advance of the work is being done will be considered the prime
reimbursement to Air Force appropriations. (AFLC customer Normally, the prime customer will be the
M 172-1) customer paying the iarger share of the bill.
CUSTOMER CDE oHowever. some other customer could conceivably be

getting the major share of the work and be
A code used to identify the person or designated the prime custoner. The prime customerorganization to whom materiel or services are or o ~ ietjtodr samnaoyie o h

will be provided. (AFLCM 400-2) a ormandaory item for theor laboratories
Ssubdivision thereof an o performed 4. Standard customer codes for laboratories are

regaidless of financing. Some laboratory work done in Chapter 7. (AFSCM 177-265)
in the In-House R&T Support Job Order category is CUSTOMER COSTS
for nonpaying customers. This is not to say that All direct, indirect and oierhead costs which :re
the term "customer is unrelated to the source of identifiable with and assignable to a customers job
funds. Obviously. if an agency asks a laboratory to order. (AFSCM 177-265)I do work and provides project monies, that agency is
a paying customer. Some specific guidelines for CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION CODE (CIC)
laboratories are: A combinat:3n of code number. and letters used

1. LL 'ailI be the customer fjr those projects for identification and billing purposes --for
(and telated job orders) that are planned, passengers transported via MAC aircraft. (AF,
programmed, and budgeted by the laboratory staff 76-38/AR 59-8/OPNAVINST 4630.18D/MC.
as part of the D. l)rogram. Some projects will 4630.6C'DSAR 4540.9)
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CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION CODE NUMBER protective measures have natured or deteriorated
Customer Identification Code which MATS relates to a point where .enewal of protection is necessary.

to a specific billing address. (AFR 76-16) (FASOINST 4030.1)

CUSTOMER PROGRAMS CYCUCAL INSPECTION
As used herein, customer programs are firm, A system whereby supplies and equipment in

authorized agreements and/or orders received and storage are subjected to, but not limited to,
accepted by AFLC to furnish equipment, supplies, periodic, scheduled, and spec;Ial inspection and
and services on a reimbursable basis. Included are continuous action to assure that material is
orders received that are recordable as obligations in mamntained in a ready-for-issue condition. (AFLCR
the accounts of the ordering customer. Customer 74-13)
programs may originate at higher headquarters, for 1
examiple, Security Assistance Programs, or at D
another agency, for example, Army, Navy, and 0 TOP
NASA. Cistomer programs may also originate at Thpeidotmefo -)YD)otepin
installation level through tenancy agreements or in time (P) when tie rate of production equals the

NASA.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; Csoeprgmsayasorgnta t iTe P)eri o ie rfpro d uction(D) uao the it]

through receipt of a customer order direct from arate of consumption. (A'R 84-2)
customer agency. (AFLCM 171-1)
CUSTOMER REJECT TRANSACTION 0 TO P ASSETS REQUIRED ON D-DAY

A local request processed through the distribution As applied to the D to P concept, this asset f
system computer that is rejected and returned to requirement represents those stocks Ahat must be
the customer with appropriate reject code. (AFM physically available on D-day to meet initial

allowance requirements, to fill the wartime pipeline
between the producers and users (even if P- day r

CUSTOMER, AUTHORIZED and D-day occur simultaneously), and to provide MW
An activity authorized to submit requisitions to a any required D to P co.asumption/production

designated source of supply. (AFM 67-1, DOD differential stockage. The D to P assets required on A2
5000.8) D-day is also represented as the difference between 72

CUT AWAY ENGINE the D to P Materiel Readiness Gross Requirement 94
Cut away engines tsed for display and/or and the cumulative sum of all production deliveries

instructions. (AF.Y" 400-1 ) durirg the D to P period. (JCS Pub 1)

CUTAWAY (C) TRAiNER D TO P CONCEPT
A unit of operational equipm nt sectionalized to A logisttcs planning concept by which the gross 5

display the internal mechanism in such a manner war requirement in support of approved forces, at
*hat students can visualize its operation. (AFM planned wartime rztes for conflicts of indefinite
57-1) jdaration, are satisfied by a balanced mix of assets
CUT-OFF DATE on hand on D-day and assets to be gained from

The last day for pro-.essing item transactions production through P-day. (APR 78-13)
tnder the old identification. (A;F 67-1) A logistic planning concept by which the gross

materiel readine-ss requiriement in support of .
CYANOSi$ approved forces at planned wartime rates for

Blueness of the skin due to lack of oxygen in the conflicts of indefinite duration will be satisfied by a
blood sufficient to satisfy the rcspiratory needs of balanced mix of assets on hand on D- Day anai
tl,e body. (AFM 127-201) assets to be gained from production through P-Day

CYCLE when the planred rate of production delivcries to
One of the intervals or spaces in time duriag the users equals the planned wartime rate of

which one course or round of events of a certain expenditure (consumption). (AFM 11-1)
regularly and continually recurring succession of D TO P DET
events or phenomena is completed. (DOD 5000.8) Shtrtages of inventory (after assets gained from

CYCLE PRESERVATION D to P production have been considered) which
The repeservation, repackaging or repacking of would be necessary to support the approved forces

material in stores on which pretviously applied intil P-day. (AF 78-13)
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D TO P MATERIEL READINESS CRO REQUIREMENT appaarance or in its period of usefulness, but may
As applied to the D to P concept, the gross be still serviceable. Damage may also indicate

requirement for all supplies/materiel needed to unserviceability in a degree. The term usually
meet all initial pipeline and aticipated expenditure indicates the foregoing condition as the result of
(consumption) requirements between D-day and some act or omission. (AFM 67-1)
P-day. Includes initial al!owances, CONUS and DMEDSIPMENT
oFreight received obviously damaged. (AR 310-25) 
levels of supply, and the -umulative sum of all e
items expended (consumed) during the D to P DAMAGE, AIRCRAFT
concept. (JCS Pub 1) Impairment of aircraft by a physical force

D TO P REQUIREMEIT activated accidentally, or by unusually severe
SI Iweather, enemy action, or sabotage. (OPNAVINSTThe dollar reqnirement needed in addition to the

WRSK/BLSS requirement which will support the

projected wartime or contingency operation DANGEROUS ARTICLES
utilization rate until the contractro: production Includes but is not limited to flammable liquid?,
equals or exceeds wartime demands. (AFLCR 57-11) flammable solids, oxidizing materials, corrosive

) liquids, compressed gases, and poisonous
2] D TOPS O substances. (NAVORD OP 2165) 

The quantities of items which would be consumed Ances. miur e OP 2165)

during the period from D-day to P-day by the A compound , mixture, element. assemblage )'

forces so supported, minus the production of those material, or cargo which is hazardous or presents.
ts which c be delivered to these users potential danger of injury or damage, or threat t,

tehe canet oflfo.rpry nbnl twnthe D-P interval. This latter amount varies by item rbased on the level of production activity in D-day. and/or transporting, due to its explosive,
bAs on025) tcombustible, flammable, corrosive, poisonous, or

radioactive nature. (DOD 4500.32-R)
DA MILESTONES

Those events or acts designated as key points for D aG ngeous MATERIALprgesrprigt a Dprmn fteAm. Aniy dangerous rmaterial specified k% the

progress reporting to t'e Department of the Army. Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal AviationMost DA milestones, designated as AMC Agency, United States Coast Guard, Federal or
responsibilities, are also listed as AMC major Mitaydcmns uercritosncenMilitary documents which, under conditions incident

Smilestones. (AMCR l11-2) to transportation, is liable to cause fires, create
DAILY MOVEM SUMMARY serious dam.ge by chemical act'on, or creat- a

A tabulation of departures and arrivals of all serious transportation hazard. These incluoe.
4 merchant shipping (including neutrals) arriving or materials classified as explosive, flammable,

departing ports during a 24-hour period. These corrosive, combustible, oxidizing mateiial. roissns.
summaries a:e prepared by area commanders (or compressed gases, toxic, radioacirre. o; unduly
operational control authorities if designated by are: magnetic. (Unduly magnetic is conb'r";'d -3 mean
commanders) and are classified confidential. (JCS that suffic;ent magnetic field strength is present to
Pub 1) cause significant navigational deviations to the

compass sensing de.ices of an aircraft.) (ARDAMAGE7058
Breakage, denting, marrage, distortion. 700-58)

displacement, or abrasion of the item or the DANGEROJSINAZARDOW MATIEIAL
impairment of operation or accuracy of an item Any ang .cous/hazardout- material specified by
having mechanically functioning parts or requiring the Department of Transportation (DOT). Federal or
calibration. (AFR 71-9) military documerts which. under conditions incident

Injury to (partial or total) or the marring of the to transportatioa and/or storage, is liable to caue
appearance or soundness of the structure of fires, create seriucs damage by chemical action or
property or materiel which usually occurs during create a serious hazard. These in'9ude materials
the handling, packaging, movement, or protection classified as explosive, flammable. corrosive.
process. (APR 67-7) combustible, oxidizing material. poiscns. compressed

A condition which impairs either the value or use gases. toxic, etiologica!. radioacti;e or unduly
of an article. Property may be damaged in magnetic. (Unduly magnetic is comstruLd to mean
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that sufficient magnetic field strength is present to reports, and documentation whi~h are contractually
cause significant navigational deviations to the required for delivery (or deferred delivery) from a
compass sensing devices of an aircraft.) (DSAR contractor. It includes contractor data which are
4145.8) procured in connection with research, development,

production, training, modification, overhaul, andDARPA AGENT operation and maintenance programs. (AFR 310-1)
The DOD activity assigned management Includes writings, sound recordings, pictorial

responsibility for the work under an ARPA order. reproductions, drawings, or other graphic

(AFSCR 80-13) representations and works of a similar nature.
DARPA FOCAL POINT whether copyrighted or not. Does not include

The person or office in the AFSC field command financial reports, cost analyses, and other
or laborator: assigned the responsibility to initiate information incidental to contract administration.
and monitor the progress of all DARPA-directed (AFR 67-28)
work within that organization. (AFSCR 80-13) DATA AUTOMATION

DARPA/AGENT GENERAL REQUIREMENTS The use of electronic, electromechanical, or U
A DARPA instruction outlining the general mechanical equipment and associated techniques to

requirements for DARPA/Agent interactions automatically record, communicate, and process
relating to all ARPA orders. All addressees of data and to present the resultant information..
ARPA orders will receive a copy of DARPA/ Ageat (AFM 11-1)
General Requirements through DARPA channels. DATA AUTOMATION PROPOSAL
It becomes part of each ARPA order by reference A fo,... ! statement of a data automation
unless excepted by an individual ARPA order. requ-.. or recommendation directed to(AFSCR 80-13) attainment of a new automated data system or

DASA ITEM modification of an existing system. (AFM 11-1)
Any cei.trally managed nuclear ordnance item for DATA BANK

which the DASA is the primary source of supply for Records of all data -eported under the Army
the DOD, as Federal Catalog System records. Equipment Record Procedures and other sources.
(DOD 4140.32-M) (TM 38-750-2)

DASH SIX ITEM DATA BASE
An item oi equipment having a designated A collection of detailed information on the actual

maximum allowable operating time for inspection procedures used in planning and executing an I
cycle. (AFI.CR 171-380) activity. A data base is comprehensive, but may, in

DASO (FOR STRATEGIC BALLISTIC MISSILE TESTING general, be grouped into any of a number of
ONLY) rategor:es. (AFSCP 55-4)

Tests conducted by operational commands, DATA CALL
assisted by the service technical agency, in ai; The formal procedure used by the DMO to
operational environment using .)perationa! acqdire data requirements from appropriate
procedures. (AFR 400-26) participating Government activities.

DATA (AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1)
All management, scientific engmeerh.g, an., DATA CHA:N

logistics information, reports, and documnt; -n The exact usage of, or reference to, aii
which are required. (AFLCR 65-22) comnbination of two or more data elements, data

A representation of facts, cuc-pts, or items, data use identifiers, or fields of data in a
instructions in a formalized manner suitable f. r prescribed format. For example. a data chain of
communication, interpr...tion or processing by "Stock Number" is a 15-digit field and has the
humans or by automatic means. An,. data elements of "Federal Stock Number."
representations such as characters or aniog "NATO," "Manufacturers Part Number,"
quantities to which rm,:ing is or might be "Materiel Management," "Produciion Equipment,"
assigned. (JCS Pub 't and "DOD Ammunition Number" used in eight

The term "Jta" .uhs all management, different combinations, each of which is designed i,s
scientific, ent'".,r.:, and logistic iniormation. "'ck number." (AFM 11-1, AFR 300-4)
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DATA CODE inclusion in output documents, indicating its
A number, letter, character, or any combination relationship to other data and for file maintenance

thereof used to represent a data element or data purposes. (ASOINST P 4440.60)
item. For example, the data codes "E8," "03," Information that is recorded in coded form on a
and "06" might be used to represent the data items maintenance data collection form. (OPNAV 43P2)
of sergeant, captain, and colonel under the data A grouping of informational units which has a
element "military personnei grade." (DOD 5000.12, unique meaning and subcategories (Data Items) of t

AFR 300-4, DOD 5000-11, AFM 11-1) distinct units or values. Examples of Data I
Elements are military personnel grade, sex, race,&-TA CONTROL NUMBER (DCN)gegahc octoadmiar un.(DD'

An internally created six digit field which is geographic location, and military unit. (DOD
utilized as a sorting constant. It is established 5000.12)
whenever a given transaction is split into two or meaning and which has sub-categories (data items)more records and is used to realign the split of distinct units or values. Examples of dataiprocessing ielements are military personnel grade, sex, race,sequences. (AFLCR 171-91) geographic location, and military unit. (AFM 11-1,

DATA CONVERSION EQUIPMENT AFR 300-4, DOD 5000.11)
The equipment that is capable of transposing or DATA ELEMENT NUMBER (DEN)

transcribing the information from one type of data 'heLfour oR fiEcl
processing medium to render it acceptable as input designation assie haataln umri

to another type of processing medium. (AFM 11-1) P4440.i0)
DATA DESCRIPTION DATA EVALUATION

The significant word or words which help to A systeATI ON

clarify the cortent of a data base (AFM 11-1) A systematic, continuous or periodic review andThe xac usa e o , o ref ren e to a ata analysis of quality data by the QAR. (AFR 74-15)
The exact usage of, or reference to, adt

element in a data base or data system. For DATA EXCHANGE PACKAGE
example, the data element "Grade-Military That package of information specifically
Personnel" is used or referred to by data requested by the JCG, with mutually agreed upon
descriptors such as "current grade," "permanent formats. (NAVMATINST 4710.1/AFLCR
grade," "temporary grade," "spot grade," etc. 66-36/AFSCR 66-36/DARCOMR 700-10)
Includes "accumulative" or "computed result"
value, f,,r the data element where applicable. DATA FIELD, FIELD
(AFM 11-1) A defined area in a data record containing

intelligible data; for example, the assignment code
DATA DISPLAY field on a predefined input card farmat. (AFSCM

The visual presentation of processed data by 55-425)
specially designed electronic or electromechanical DATAITEM
devices through intercanncc.ion (either on or A~ sub-unit of descriptive information or value
off-line) with digital computers or component classified under a data element. For example, the
equipments. Although line printers and punch data element "military personnel grade." contains
cards may display data, they are not usually data items such as sergeant, captain, and colonel.
categorized as displays but as output equipments (CS Pub 1, AFM 11-1, APR 300-4, DOD 5000.11.
(AFM "1-1) DOD 5000.12)
DATA DOCUMENTATION COSTS Reports, documents, drawings, etc., defined as a

Cost of converting source data to the documents data requirement by a specific description in a
(e.g., specifications, engineering drawings and standard format. (AFR 310-1)
associated lists, technical manuals) prescribed in the
ccntract for delivery to the Government. (DOD AAitem at IEa5010.11)A data item that is used solely in a scientific,

feasibility or experimental investigation
DATA ELEMENT (specifically, iu a Research, Exploratory

A single unit of data related to an item record. Development or Advanced Development project)
Each data element is idcntified by a specific Data when the contract end item will not be reprocured
Ebment Number to p~ermit its selection for or adapted for operational use. (APR 310-1)
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DATA ITEM CATEGORY (STANDARD ITEM) DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICES
A data item that has been approved by the 1. Command Data Management Office (CDMO)

Review Board, and included in the Authorized Data 2. Subordinate Command Data Management
List. (AFR 310-1) Office (SDMO). (AFLCR 310-1)

DATA ITEM CATEGORY ("U" ITEM) DATA MANAGEMENT POUCY OFFICE
A data item that is developed when a data An organizational element responsible for

requirement cannot be met by use of, or by implementing, reviewing and monitoring the
modification of a standard item. A "U" item is a application of policies for acquisition of technical
new data item intended for limited use only. It data and information; for developing an Authorized
must be approved by the command Data Data List; for reviewing and recommending to
Management Office. (APR 3i0-1) higher autnority all proposed additions, deletions, or

changes to that data list. (DOD 5010.12)
DATA LINK DATA SNANACiMENT PROGRAM

A communications link suitable for transmission The Air Force program for managing data
of data. (JCS Pub 1) acquired from industry under the terms of Air
DATA LINK EQUIPMENT Force contracts. It applies to the acquisition of

Electronic equipment that coordinates data data for Air Force programs. For example,

collection, data reduction, and data analysis. (AFM research, development, production, training,

11-1) modification, overhaul, and operation and
maintenance programs (AFR 310-1). Technical

DATA LIST reports resulting from any contract for research or
A tabulation of all engineering drawings and exploratory development, where the contract end

referenced documents applicable to the item for item is a -eport, including any progress reports that
which the list was prepared. (MIL-STD-30) contribute toward the end item report, are not

included in the Data Management Program. The
DATA MANAGEMENT responsibility for handling such reports rests within
The fuhetion of determining and validating data the S&T Information Program. The handling of

requirements, planning for the timely and technical reports emanating from the Data
economical acquisition of data, and insuring the Management Program (except for the exclusion
adequacy of acquired data for its intended use. above) is a joint responsibility of the Data
(DOT) 5010.12, AR 700-51) Management Program and the S&T Information

The process of determining and validating each Progranw. (APR 80-40)

data requirement and of planning for the timely and DATA MANAGER
economical acquisition of data. (AFSCM/AFLCM The individual(s) assigned to accomplish the
310-1, AFR 310-1) functions of the Data M;,1agement Office(s). (AFR
DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE (DMO) 310-1)

The organization, or a functional equivalent, DATA MANAGER OR DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE
established at HQ USAF, major commands, and An individual or office designated by a
appropriate suboidinate commend levels, to responsible program or project manager, or other
implement appropriate policies and procedures and authority, to assist and advise in the data
to insure the proper application of the Contractor management function. (AR 700-51, DOD 5010.12)
Data Management Program. (AFR 310-1) DATA NAME
DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICER (DMO) The Common Business Oriented Language (24
The person(s) aL the program or project, digits or less) abbreviation esed for a data element

functional or operating division leve, responsible for or data use identifier. (AFR 300-4, AFM 11-1)
carrying out the data management %.rogram. A DATA PREP CODE
DMO is appointed in organizations where data A two-position alpha/numeric code which

requirements may be initiated. (AFLCR 310-1) identifies the data preparation activity res,,;..ible
j The person designated to manage the acquisition for the JOCAS data in the MASIS. The codes o.ed

of all data for a specific program or procurement. are the same ones used ;n MASIS (for laboratories
(AFR 319-1, AFLC/AFSC 172-7) only). (AFSCM 177-265)
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DATA PROCESSING DATA REQUIRING ACTIVITY
The preparation of source. media which contain Any organization, unit, or activity having a

data or basic elements of information, the handling requirement for contractor prepared data. (AFLCR
of such data according to precise rules of procedure 310-1)
to accomplish stich operations as classifying, DATA REVIEWsorting, calculating, summarizing, and recording. An Air Force or a joint Air Force!contractor

(AFM 11-1) review and validation of the minimum essential
The productionf records or reports. (AFM 11-1) data to be acquired from the contractor.
The preparation of .9ource documents which (AFLCM/ArSCM 310-1)

contain basic elements of information and the
handling of this information to produce action DATA STANDARDIZATION PROJECTdocuments, records and reports. tAR 320-5) An approved project to take necessiry action todou s rdevelop and recommend DOD standard data
DATA PROCESSING CENTER elements and related features. (DOD 5000.14)A computer installation providing data proces.ing DATA SYSTEM

service for others, sometimes called customers, on a Combinations of personnel efforts, forms,

DATA PROCESSING INSTALLATION related data codes, communications facilities, and

The organizational facility where Electronic Data automatic data processing equipment, which provide
Processing Equipment, Punch Card Accounting an organized and interconnected means, either
Machines and/or other data processing equipment is automated, manual, or a mixture of these for
located and operated. (AFM 11-1) recording, collecting, processing and communicating

data. (DOD 5000.1)
DATA PROJECT DIRECTIVE The means, either manual or automatic, of

Written HQ USAF authorization directing the converting data into action and/or decision
establishment of a system development project and information, including the forms, procedures, and
containing specific guidance for the development of processes which together provide an organized and
an automated data system (or modification thereof). interrelated means of recording, communicating,
(AFM 11-1) processing, and presenting information relative to a

definable function or activity. (AFM 11-1/DOD
DATA REDUCTION 5000.1)

The action or process of reducing data to usable
form, usually by means of electronic computers and DATA SYSTEW AUTOMATION PROGRAM
other electronic equipment. (AM 11-1) A periodically issued HQ USAF document

containing a schedule of Systems Devw'-opment
DATA REQUIREMENTS NOTICE (DRN) Projects, descriptions of automated data systems in

A message, normally prepared a.d dispatched being, and a schedule for phasing data systems out
each workday by HQ AFLC, to expedite notice to of the inventory It provides program control over
AFLC activities of changes and matters concerning installation and discontinuance of electronic digital
reporting requirements. The DRN ih primarily an computers and electromechanical devices assceiated
advisory notice. (AFLC 300-22) with automated data systems. (AFM 11-1)

DATA REQUIREMENTS REVIEW BOARD DATA SYSTEM DESIGNATOR
A board appointed by a responsible manager The short title code (alpha or numeric, or a

(P.ogram or Project Manager or other authority) to combination thereof) used to identify approved
assist and advise in the determination of data standard or unique data systems and related
requirements. (AR 700-51, DOD 5010.12) processes and documentation. (AFM 11-1)

A Board which may be established at DATA SYSTEM INTERFACE
command/snbcommand, program/project level, A common boundary between automatic data
responsible to review and recommend for processing systems of parts of a single system.
approval/disapproval data requirements for a (AFM 11-1)
bpecific program. The Board is normally comprised A common aspect of two or more data systems
of representatives from the functional areas having involving the capability of intersystem
significant data requirements. (AFR 310-1) communication. (AFM 11-1)
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DATA SYSTEM SPECIFICATION the data system. For example, the Data Element

The complete description of a specific automated "State" when used in a system may bc assigned a
system, including related standard data elements Data Use Identifier "State of Birth" or "State of

4 and codes, inptit and output definitions, file and Residence." (AFM 11-1, AFR 300-4, DOD 5000.12)
record content, and schematic log;cal flow diagrams
of all data functions performed. Specifications also DATE ASSEMBLED
cootain responsiveness criteria for major actions, The date that items or parts are assembled into
the scope of performance to be accomplished, and kits; components are assembled into sets; or the
the automation criteria which must be met to date various comporents or sets are assembled into
achieve acceptability as an authorized automatic a unit. (AR 310-25)
data processing system. (AFM 11-1) DATE CURED
DATA SYSTEMS INTEGRATION The date that the item or materiel was altered

Achievement through systems design of an industrially; i.e., as to vulcanize (rubber) or to treat
improved or broader capability by functionally (synthetic elastic) with heat or chemicals to make
and/or technically relating two or more data infusible. (AR 310-25)
systems, or by incorporating a portion of thefunctional or technical elements of one data system DATE MANUFACTURED

into another. The functional aspect of data systems The date the item, materiel, or commodity was
integration emphasizes combining or relating the fabricated, processed, produced, or formed for use.
purposes of two or more data systems; the technical (AR 310-25)
aspect of data systems integration emphasizes the DATE OF CHANGE OF ACCOUNTABILITY
means of combining or relating the facilities, The date on which intransit accourtabilitv will be
equipment, and/or data elemer.ts of two or more triae ytecninradasmdb hsystems. (AFM 11-1) terminated by the consignor and assumed by the -

consignee. (AR 320-5)

DATA TRANSCEIVER
A digital communication device capable of DATE OF LAST INVENTORY PHASE (DLI)

transmitting and receiving information, with an The date of last inventory phase edits each

acceptable degree of accuracy, in a form sditable request for inventory against the date of last
for direct input to a data processing system. (For inventory and rejects it if an inventory has been
example: Punched cards, punched paper tape, performed within the last 180 days. The date of
magnetic tape or computer to computer comparison is considered as the date of last U
transmission.) (NAVSUP Pub 437) inventory. Exceptions to the rejection criteria are

requests which contain type of inventory code "B"DATA TRANSCRIPTION EQUIPMENT
Those devices or equipment designed to convey or "E", or if the item is in a buy/repair position.

data from its original state to a data processing (AFLCR 171-94)

media. The operation of this equipment is usually DATE PACKED
characterized by one of the following methods: (a) For all items required to ie date marked, the date
from m, anual key strokes to data processing media: packed will be that date on which the product was
(b) from manual key strokes to data processing packed in the unit pack, regardless of date of
media with simultaneous productioi, of documentb;
W(c character reading from documents and Exterior packing, shipping, or additional processing.

translation to data processing media through optical (AR 310-25)
or mhignetic scanning techriques. (AFM 11-1) DATE RANGE

DATA TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT The outer limits of a time period for which
Thi., term includes all digital com,'unications history transactions are to be selected and reported.

equipment used on the terminal ends of (AFI.CR 171-12)
commm'ication lines for the sending an( .eceipt of DATE TO BE CLOSED
digital information ised in direct support of data A date which is computer-generated to indicate -

processing equipment. (A\FA 11-I) the time for closing physically completed contracts

IDATA USE IDENTIFIER hased on the coltr act closing time group and
The name given to the use of a )ata Element1 i physic:,I coimletion date. AFICR 70-Ill
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DATED FORECAST AUTHORIZATION EQUIPMENT DATA received by the PR/MIPR control office, reviewed,
(DFAED) and if determined to be for in-house technical

A forecast of equipment required for future effort, stamped "Project Order" and forwarded to
support of an organization by fiscal year quarter, the office designed to accept and process the order.
when equipment support changes are anticipated Minor portions that require commercial effort may
from conditions not reflected in official USAF be extracted to a purchase request, or other
program documents. (AFM 67-1) comparable document. Identify original documents

DATE-TIME GROUP on all actions with the requiring office. (AFSCR

The date and time, expressed in digits and zone 177-2)

suffix, at which the message was prepared for DEAD STORAGE
transmission. (Expressed as six digits followed by Storage of vehicles, equipment, etc., for an
the zone suffix; first pair of digits denoting the indefinite time. (AR 310-25)
date, second pair the hours, third pair the minutes.) DEADUNE
(JCS Pub 1) To remove a vehicle or piece of equipment from

DAYS operation or use for one of the following reasons:
Calendar days unless otherwise specified. a. is inoperative due to damage, malfunctioning. or

(AFLCM 65-3) necessary repairs. The term does not include items

DAYS DEUNQUENT temporarily removed from use by reason of routine
maintenance, and repairs which do not affect the

Pertains to line items wherein the contractor combat capability of the item; b. is unsafe: and c.
shipment did not meet the contract delivery would be damaged by further use. (JCS Pub 1)
schedule. Current delinquencies on status products
are computed from the oldest unsatisfied schedule DEADLINE DATE
date to the date output product is generated. The date by which authorized supplies and
Failure by the ALC to either receive notice of equipment should arrive at the organization's home
shipment (normally DD Form 250, Material base. This will normally be established as the 35th
Inspection and Receiving Report), from the calendar day prior to the readiness date. The
Contractor or effect timely posting of the shipment deadline date or new deadline date necessitatoed by
notice will contribute to an erroneous delinquent projection will be established by the unit supply
report. In the case of production history officer. IAFM 67-1)
(J041.7P1B and J041.7P2A), days delinquent is
computed by comparing the schedule date to the AnI endliemddate shipment was made, or in the event the Aymjredie fatoie qimn

charged to a using unit or agency which has been
materiel is delivered to the prime account before removed from operation or immediate operational
input of the PJJ, the date received minus 15 days is readiness because of actual or potential mechanical

used as shipment date. (AFLCR - electrical or safety device failure. It does not

DO FORM 441, MILITARY INTERDEPARTENAL include equipment scheduled for routine preventive
PURCHASE REQUEST (IP1I) maintenance or inspection. (AR 320-5)

MIPRs for procurement by another DOD DEADWEGHrHT TONNAGE
component are made pursuant to the Armed Actual carring c:lferitv of a ,hip. indi g
Services Procurement Act (10 USC 2308 and 2309)
Section 10. and must comply with the requirements stores. fuel. water and vargo. 1AR 320-5i

for interdepartmental and coordinatei procurement DEAKATIO
;I defined in the act. and further implemented The unloading of trips. equipment. or supplies
unhIer ASPR. Section V. Part 11. Incoming forms friow a ship or aircra t. ias'. Pn, Ii
m bey I sed hv activities outside the Air Force if MAKATION NET
within DOl. If the majority of the requirement A siet'illoreiareTd type of cargo net e'mployed
lust hIe olotained Iv a commercial contract, the
formi i6 accepted and controlled as a M IPR. ,,h e d J r P i or

However. if this anmount (if eitnnivr.ial effort is shil, 1JVS Pill I1

minir :nud intent tif the JeqeleSI is tt Iorvilt' DEIARKATION SCHEDULE
in-house technical Irfe.r the torn, i.. t. lit accepted .A teli dle wielh lrovidels , r.r the tinly and
and contrliled a s a. ird'r. The. , fornis will Iw orderly deloarkiatii of trol.is and equijiment and



emergency supplies for the waterborne management and procurement by posts, camps, and
ship-to-shore movement. (JCS Pub 1) stations and other DOD activities or fabrication by

organizational and intermediate maintenanceI DEARRE BIDERS ISTactivities. This includes items which the DOD has
Consolidated list of firms and individuals to whom are ooti rm teGnrlSrie

contracts will not be awarded and from whorl bids Amnsrto GA, i codne wt
or proposals will not be solicited. (AFM 11-1) paragrah 17ad1,adA 1-30 on a directI ~ ~~~~~A joint rublication containing a consolidated list ue upirbss A 0-2
of names of individuals or firms to whom contracts
will not be awarded and from whom bids or DECISION COORDINATING PAPER (DCP)
proposals will not be solicited. (DOD 4160.21-M) The principal document to record essential system
DEBUG (DATA AUTOMATION) program information for use in support of the

To lcat an corec anverrr i a ompter Secretary of Defense decision-making process at
To lcat an corec anyerrr i a ompter Milestones, 1, 11 and III. (Reference DOD Directive

To tcst-run and check out a *Urow in. of machine 500) D50.1
instructions for a digital co5eqmter for the purposes DECISION SAVING

of eliminating mistakes. (A F. 11 -1) The annual rate of savings expected to ultimatelyI
TO detect and correct malfunctions in the be realized as a result of a Current Year dlecision to

computer itself. (.,FM 11-1) reduce completely or partially a military installation
within the Department of Defense (applicable only

DEBUGGING in Terminating Unnecessary Operations area).
A process to detect and remedy inadequacies. (DOD 7720.6)

preferably prior to operational use. DELRTOOFPPRYDIOSIOA(MIL-STD-721B)DELRTOOFPOETDIOSIN
Aprocess of "shakedown operation"* of each Reporting of surplus property to a disposal45

finishe material which is performed prior to agency. (AR 310-25)
placing it in use in order to exclude the early DECLARED SERVICEIAGENCY EXCESS
failure period. During debugging, " weak" All DOD property determined by competent
elements' are expected to fail and be replaced by authority to be no longer required by the
elements of normal quality which are not subject to controlling service or agency. This property may be
early failure. (NA VAIRINST 4700-2, ICP or non-ICP controlledl and generated from
31IL-STD-721) either wholesale or retail level. (DOD 4160.21-31-1)

DECAPITALIZATION DCtaMiirySrceGA DECLARiD VALUEIIA reassignment of logistics management The value of goods. as stated by owner (shpper).
functions frmaDCt iiaySrieGA nhndelivered to carrier. jDSAR 45300.3)
which, when assets are involved, causes a decrease
to the DSC inventory control records, the DSC DECLASSIFICATION !A_

cal~talzaton acout ad th Deens Stok Fnd. The determination that classified informiation no
IDSA.1 4140.2/AR 73-5-110/NAVSUP Pub logrrqie, nteitrst fntoa

50:/C P40IUsecurity, any degree of p.rotertion against
DECENRALIED IEMSunauthorized disclosure. coupl-d with a removal or

DETRAE D ITEMS ~lpvfrwihali~it cancellation (if the classification designation. JCS

authoI, rity has prescribed local .-ia nageraent and
I~r~tii('fwnt (.CS ub . DAR 14(.25 AR DECLASSIFY

P11-lIn. OCS Pul . SA 44025 A To cancel the securi iv classi4fication of a in itt'in of
iiems frl whiich th'e~ vivnii~t iit IC(P has5 prescribedl clasified matter orl ma ermia. WJS Publ 1)

Imn'a Im 11:1,-nil an n oil vii reent bly lha:,vs. posts. DECOMPLIANCE I
i'a ini'l. latlionls a ndl 11t i.e DOD act ivities: they Tine deliberate or inadlvertet' removal ofii'id ateswI tI n )1 a :re lt;in Ieiu.d~ iew cicnii w opi r i t-

inro thn' (;-eira I tervirt*. Aflim mist rati i'm ( .1 ). :an ordter. i.t... replacemlent of a moldifivd iteml in an -
(A~ FRI 67-27, 1aircra ft withI anll 1m11odifitl iteml when a time

Thom-5. item:, fil-hr h I ivIn rl''lnizant 1(1' of a 1comp11liancve terbhnical order. estallishes a
iilitary i ejiai'li mlt- f". In:1 I A h~l., presirril't'I Iira I req ii ireninn for thIn moli fied item. I .A HMI-1)
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DECONTAMINATION manufacturing procedures, processes material, or

absorb, destroy, neutralize, 3. move chemical requirements in the part specification, or by Usafceia 'ltn rp~clpoesst ein et ad iseto )oeue, o
warfare, biological research, or etiologic agents misapplication of the part in the system/equipment
from persons, objects, or areas. (AFLCR 400-17) where failure occurred. (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20)

The process of making any object safe for use or DFCIEPRSADCMOET OTO
handling by unprotected personnel and harmless to DFCIEPRSADCMOET OTO
all properties and surroundings by absorbing, PRRA (PC)
destroying, neutralizing, or removing any chemical, A central mechanism for the identification.
biological, or radiological agent within the object or control and elimination of defective parts, in A'-.*
clung to or around it. (DOD 4i60.21-MI, Force inventories (AFR 800-20 and AFLCR'AFSCR

DECONTROLLED ITEM 800-20). The Government/ Industry Data Exchaiige
Program (GIDEP) -ia the ALERT is one method

An item which is assigned to an appropriate which is used to notify DOD orgaiiizations and
Defense Supply Center (DSC) according to the DOD contractors of defective parts. (AFSCR 74-1I
item management coding criteria and which the DSC
designates is authorized for decentralized DEFECTIVE UNIT wihcnan n rmr
management through base level or activity A unit or product wihcnan n rmr
acquisition such as local purchase, GSA. and local defects. (MIL-STD-109, AFLCM 74-2)

manufacture by a service activit3. (AFLOM 72-2) Any sample unit which contains one or more

Ii ~~~DEDICATZD COMMUNICATIONSdect.AFC 78)
Those communications facilities used exclusively DEFENSE ACCESS-ROADI

for a specific type of communications traffic (i.e., A road that is authorized to be improved in whole
intelligence, weather. command and control, or in part with Federal funds under Title 23. United
logistics support systems, etc.). (AFLCR 23-7. States Code, Section 210.
AFLOR 23-28) 1. Access-Road.

DEFECT 2. Installation Road, 1
Any -haracteristic within a sample unit which has 3. Maneuver-Area Road.

failed to meet the required standard or fails to 4. Repiacement Road. (AR .55-80/OP.NAVINST

conform to specifications. (AFSCM1 78-1) 11210.lA/AFR 753-88/MCO 11210 28/D1LAR' 4500.19)
Any deviation of a unit of product from !:-,ecified DEFENSE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE

requirements. A unit of Product many coatain more The principal adlvisor and staff aissistant to the

than one defect. (MIL-STD-109) Secretary of Defense and te focal point in) OSD fhr
Ani imperfection, fault or error in a unit of system acquisitions. (Reference DOD DirectiveI

operation. (AFR 69-8) 0.;O(D50.1
Any notconfortnance of the unit of p~roduct or

service with specified requirem.ents. (DLAM EENEARIL
4 1 5 .4 /AR 75-0-26/\A VSUP PUB .5011/MICO Includes anly weapon. weapoiis, system. miunlitionl.

P4870.4511) aircraft. -essel. boat. or other implement of war:
Anv nonconformance of a charactetistic with a"V property. instailation. coninoditv. nlateri-.:

-; ~speciir eqieet.(LR7-2 equtip~ment sultlly. or goods used for tile purp '~'s

-~ D FEC IVEof furnlishing, illi lita ry assis!tavt.: a1nyv machinlery.
A unt o prduc whch cntan.,oneor ore facility, tool, mnaterialI. su pply. or othewr item)
A n itorItrdut wic cota ll 01 O. mre necessary for t he man it laciii II r .:li'.t ion.

dlefects. (DI.A M 4155.4/AR 7-50-26INAV'SUP PUBlrp .~tr e os~tn

Sn 1 'M() 4 ~7J~l5H ~tratnsportat ion. op~erat it. or list- of anly comlponlent
DEFECTIVE PART or. o'an of aliv airticle listed above. buit 'altisi 1111

A plat. coli ponent. mia terial, or triwess aiccepitedl i icih d ne liet11 u.'sels, or as dt-fi.edu by tlbe
ais mieeting tile prctr let technical data package: A tot1nir lE:ierg Act of 1954-l. as :t iendeiidi. 5itttrL'

t hat is. federal iilita rv. or vendior qperificat ion. itt tna.teritIl. liv-jtroduct miaterialI. qJecial I lit-:dal.
soufferedl repleated fatil tires. 41i. it., fai litre Iltas had 1 1 1a nfm.ia I. producttion facil it iv.. it i ii;' t ion f-Icdliivcs. 1
critical inmpart o the lirnli. Anialysis (0uidd.I ;'ieiinic or,.~ dsiiv invo ir Iie.tricie'l
lhbe fa ilurt. was cause'd I.Y defiriencies int D ata. (H W11~jti-2111
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DEFENSE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AUTOMATIC DIGITAL weapon system requirements which cannot be met
NETWORK through the facilities of the defense]A standardized world-wide automatic digital communications system; and land, ship, or airborne
network comprisiing all general data communications terminal facilities of broadcast ship-to-shore.
facilities sfervicing the DOD. The network consists ship-to-ship, and ground-to-air-to-g-round systems.
of both automatic and manual switching relay (AFM 11-1)
centers and replaces the less sophisticated DENSCNTRTINUPLCNER
COMLOGINET. (AFM 67-1)DEESCOSRTINUPLCNES

A fully automatic, high speed, store and forward, DCSC is responsible for providing the most
co)mputer controlled rnetwork providing the effective and economical support of designated
Department of Defense and other United States common supplies (construction) and services to the
Government agencies with a degree of reliable military departments and other DOD components.
digital communications previously unattainable. (AFM 67-1)
Within the Continental United States, a digital DFNECNRC DIITAINSRIE
switched circuit network is also avai!able. The AnogiztoaettyfDScmrsdfa41 Defense Communications Agency is the manager of

Autoin nd he iliarydeprtmntsopeateand headquarters staff and a field organization of
maintain it overseas. Within the Continental United gorpi n ln opnnsetbihdt
States. the military departments operate Autodin provide uniform fil cotat dinsrin
while it is maintained jointly by Western Union andt evcsfrcnrcswihpiaeidsr.il
the military d:partments. (A FMi 11-1) 4105.59)

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY DEFENSE CONTRACTOR-PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The Defense Communications Agency was A program for evaluating DOD contractors

estalised o 12May1960by OD Drecive en -aged in engineering de% elopment and op~erational
25105.19. as amended. The Defense Communications systems dovelopment to determine and record their

Agency, which reports to the Secrctury of Defense effectiveness; in meeting contractual commitmentsI
through the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is responsible for with regard to perfwnian~e. schedule and cost.
operational control and supervision of the Defense (DOD 5126-38)
Communications St stem. (AFM 11-1) DFNEDCMNAINCNE

DEFENSE COMMUNICATiONS SYSTEM The central repository of scientific and technical
The Defense Communications System was reports for the Department of Defense: a

establishei on 12 May 1960 by DOD Directive Department of Defense service directed toward the
4600.2. The Defense Coin.nunications System acquisition. storage. announcement. retrieval, andi
includes all worldwide, long-haul, secondary dlistribution of technical documents. (AR Z
governmeqt-owned and leased, point-to-point 70-31)1
1r,,iits, terminals, control facilities and tributaries The Defense Documentation Center for Scientific

refouired to plrovide comin unication.s from thle and Technical Information (DDC) provide., thle
President to and between th2, Secretary of Defense. DOD-wde service for tlh'- acquisition. storage
the .Joint Chiefs of Staff. amd other government announemnent. retrieval. and *-condary distribution
agencies: fronm the Secretary of Defense and the of technIical documlenlt: an iformnation ser~ ice

.Joint Chiefs, of Staff to and between the military regarding current R1) T& E programn leinentS.
dei~a rt ments and] tile uiified and specified projects, a ntl tasks: a nil a centralized re ferralI

__4-n1pa 1-t m en ts *an dl th e uinified and specified serice a II Id to )0 -s n s r d u rs f
vinniands: from thlt miliary departments to andl techniva I informnat ion. The Defense Su pph A genci -M

1fi\,ci hevmdi 1un ilrr : and from thle unified and (A FR 80-I44). (A FR S11-40)-i ~ ~ peIivil volm nd II'I ianil I et weenl their cfonlPillnft
4 ~ ~ ~ n (im.11ii*idim1ii'ro niniis. Tilt D)efense DEFENSE ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CENTER

01',ill ii lt ioll5 S\ -Itrill c*\Cl ndes tact ical I) EC ik iesjiinsilble fir proe'iiling hilt most
MiIllilmiratmilll %%hich areT M.cf-rcI~mntl n~ithhn effecticv e ,i11i ecolliiiial sillilinot f desigimateil

uu iejvl ''rgmliiimi.-. -]f Ini 1 in -Illrmimt'll c(iinImnon II li (ekvetrical- electronic) and
g~ihtrii'.. tranai i.~ ~aI e. ll~resilg arilitit.: m 11 ires, to I he iliail~l elat 1- n it., and other ])Of)

a i rl: am. - I..r;1% il. 1.1.-rat ion a nid I;-(-: r.:ulini ii-m . I \1 I 6M 7-1 I
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DEFENSE EMERGENCY DEFENSE INACTIVE ITEM PROGRAM (DIIP)
Al emergency condition which exists when: a. a Provides uniform DOD-wide procedures whereby

major attack is made upon United States forces inactive items are detected and eliminated as items
overseas, or on allied forces in any theater as is of supply from the supply system and from active
confirmed either by the commander of a command cataloging records on a progressive and systematic
established by the Secretary of Defense, or higher basis. (AFM 67-1)

21; authoriti; or b. an overt attark of any type is! " DEFENSE INDUSTRiAL PLANT EQUIPMENT CENTER
made upon the United States and is confirmed

I either by the commander of a command established (DIPEC)
or hhA centralized organization designed to maintainby the Secretary of Defense, or higher authority, visibility records for all DOD-owned industrial

iJCS Pub 1) plant equipment (IPE) in militaiy installations
DEFENSE EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC REDISTRIBUTION (except units tactically deploved) and in
ACTIVITY contrctors' plants. DIPEC is responsible for

A mechanized materiel redistribution system to screening all IPE requirements to assure optimum
provide a central system for scroening and interservice reutilization. (AFM 67-1)
redistribution of DOD assets among European and DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTERPacific activities. (DOD 4130.21-M) DISC is responsib.e for providing the most

DEFENSE FREIGHT RAILWAY INTERCHANGE FLEET effective and economical support of designated
EQUIPMENT common supplies (industrial) and services to the

Military Traffic Management and Terminal militar7 departments and other DOD components.
Service owned interchange equipment. (AR 55-650) (AFM 67-1)
DEFENSE FUEL SUPPLY CENTER DEFENSE INDUSTRY i

DFSC is responsible for providing the most A Defense industry i. one which is important to
effective and economical support of designated the national defense for the production of material
common supplies (general) and services to the or equipment, and which normally is largely or U
military departments and other DOD components. wholly owned or leased by the US Government: or
(AFM 67-1) which has considerable Government-owned
DEFENSE FUEL SUPPORT POINT build;ngs or equipment on the site: oc which, in

Any military or commercial bulk fuel terminal some circumstances aai particuh;rly under fulls " mobilization. has total production cap.city under $storing DLA-owned product. (DOD 4140.25-M) contract over an extended period far Defense

DEFENSE FUELS SUPPLY CENTE(W IQ production or for items essential to the national
The DSA entity which buys peY1leum products defense. (AR 55-80/OPSAVINST 1!210.IA/AFR X

] and coal and manages bulk fuels and lubricants up 75-8S/MC9 1210.2B DLAR 4500.19)
to base boundary. (AFLCR 74-3) CEFENSE INFORMATION

DEFENSE GENERAL SUPPLY CENTER (OGSC) Any docun;ent. writing, sketch. photograph. plan.
The DSA entity which manages i. wide variety of model. spec .ication. design prototype. oi other

general use products including packaged netroleunm recorded oi oral information relating to any defense
products. (AFL(R 74-3) article, defense service. or iaajor combitant vessel

DEFENSE HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM (e.g.. DE. SS and above), but sliU not include

A pro~gram iinitiated by Congress -in(l approved l Restricted Data as defined bv the Aton.ic Ener,,y
li. See'eies if ' o n d s Act of 1954. as amended. and data removed from
died ecretaries tf T rtifca tii nd tefense. the Restricted Data category under section 1421d)de4signled to reduc~., trafffic accidents; and de;mths. . htAt se i4eF\\!l Dl.15:S1

if that Act. (see. IP4(e) FAA 01 (DO1) .511i.3'sM)
in inries. and pIrop erty damage resulting there from.
The ir,,grail is applicable to all DEFENSE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

,i'|lly -;|hn in|ilt.'d aras (hat iave roaui "open SYSTEMS (DIMES)
it, pIhlir trav.I". inliviin- military instailatio The development amd mnitoring o prgra s and
,',,;,d.. IS Tite 2:. I'nited St il, ('.de. Sectlin i1ri4 h'edI rs e ll isi ng- lia i llrma:1cc It'; Illrl't'l l

Its2 and Tit b "2:. C'ih. tf Federal ieguihations Part leased uoln ilh h a'xilnmiin ectinltmic ;:ailahiliy uif
12: .l, 1A -.'. ( WNIN.\VINST 12111.1 FR. .iFr: l'iPiiet.nta l'er,,rti:a e Saml hrd.-. jrii',ictimi i,
7;5-'" !(' .11 i 2 21 .\1 :1Ini.ll 1I9 n:niailiu er nligain . nmai riail control. stailard co'-..
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accounting, and training support designed to use of a rating may not be required by the
increase productivity and to reduce costs. contractor to obtain the material. The continued 140

(SECNAVINST 5010.15) assignment of defense order ratings to contracts is
D] ,E lENSE LOGIIC AECY (A) required for the purpose of obtainiig statistical

An agency creted in November 1961 under the information on the commodities and industries

direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of concerned and to mainiain a system of priorities

Defense. Briefly, DLA is responsible for providin, an alocations that can be prcen c .Dfeu
through DLA centers, the most effective -nd operation in the event of an emergency. Defense
economical support of common supplies and services order ratings consist of the prefix "DO" or "DX"to the military departments and other DOD plus a program code symbol such as "Al"

components. This includes control and management (airerafti, "A3" (ships), C9" (miscellaneous).
of the supply and service functions heretofore Complete identification of all program codes is

assigned to the Armed Forces Supply Support contained in PAM. The "DO" rating is a general
Center and to the various military single manager preferential rating applicable to virtually allCenter anie aM mi-tr military procurement. The "DX" rating will be

suppy agncis. (FM 6-1)assigned only to programs of the highest national

DEFENSE LOGISTICS SE.RVICE CENTER priority. (ASOINST P4820.4)The DOD agency designated control pooint for

processing data received from all services/agencies DEFENSE PERSONNEL SUPPORT CENTER
into DODAAD/DODAAF. (AFR 400-11) DPSC is responsible for providing the most

Central control and monitoring point for the effective ard economical support of designated

federal catalog system, and is responsible for common supplies (clothing and textile, medical, and
preparing cataloging tools (handbooks, manuals, subsistence) and services to the military

federal item identification guides, master departments and other DOD components. (AFM
cross-reference lists, etc.) and processing the 67-1)
assignment of national stock numbers (NSNs) and The DLA supply center responsible for

maintenance of complete master data files for all procurement, storage, and distribution of clothing,
NSNs. (AFM 67-1) textile, fcotwear and associated items required by

the military services, assigned to the FSGs/FSCs
DEFENSE MATERIALS SYSTEM outlined in paragraph la above. (AFLCR 67-1)

The plan established by Business and Defense
Services Administration to give priorities DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL DETACHMENTS (OPDOS)
assistance, within quantitative limits expressed in DLA fielid activities operating under DPDR
terms of controlled materials, to the Department of Pacific which manage and direct property d;sposal
Defense (DOD), Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), operations within designated countries. (DOD
and their contractors. (ASOINST P4820.4, AFM 4160.21-M)
78-4) DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL OFFICE (DPDO)
DEFENSE MATERIEL ITEM The DLA organizational entity having

A term used within the Department of Defense to responsibility for and control over disposable
identify an aggregation of hardware/software property. (DOD 4160.21-M)
which satisfies a specific end use function. (DOD DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL OFFICE SATELLITE
5010.20, NAVMATINST 4130.1, AR 37-200) A DPDO operating lo(ation, detachme'st, or "
DEFENSE MISSION organizational extension located at an activity.

The mission of the DOD as specified by tl.e installaticn or facility other than that of the DPDO.
legislative authority. (DOD 5000.1) Sateilites are established only when justifiable in

DEFENSE ORDER RATINGS terms of cost effectiveness. !DOD 4160.21-M)

Defense Order Ratings are symbols applied to a DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL PRECIOUS METALS
pL.'chase action in order to establish the degree of RECOVERY OFFICE (DPDM-R)
precedence which must be given by the supplier in DLA secondary level field activity that is
its execution and delivery. These ratings will be responsible for the execution of the DOD PMRP
assigned to all procurement documents for those including the receipt and collectiont of precious
categories of material specified in the DOD nutal-bearing items, scrap and waste for
Priorities and Allocation.i Manual even though the processing. consolidation and shipment in
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preparation for metals recovery and refinement, components. This includes control and management
(DOD 4160.21-M) of the supply and service functions heretofore

"1 assigned to the Armed Forces Supply Support
DEFESE ROPETY ISPOAL EGIO (DDR)Center and the varioui; military single manager

An office having command over and exercising supply agencies. (AFM 67-1)! ~ ~~~~management and control of assigned DPDOs. (DOD sppygni.(AM71
mnfPAn organization managed by the Director, subject
4160.21-1) to the authority, direction, and control of the

DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL SERVICE (DPDS) Secretary ef Defense, which directs and controls all
Orgnizatioi vested with operational commnd assigned functions of management for specif,.i

DEFENSE READINESS CONDITION(S) An agency established to manage iterns

A number or code word indicating the readiness susceptible to integrated management for all the

posture a unit is required to assume for actual gmilitary services. IDA effectothipsmangement -
operations or practice exercises. (JCS Pub 1) through National Inventory Control Points known

A uniform system of progressive alert postures as Defense Supply Centers. (NAVSUPINST

for use between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 4440.99)

commanders of unified and specifiel commands, and DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
for use by the Services. Defense Readiness A group oi supply activities that manage, control,
Conditions are graduated to match situations of receive, issue and store DSA materiel. (DSAM
varying military severity (status of alert). Defense 4140.2, AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO
.Readiness Conditions are identified by the short P4400.101)
title DEFCON (5), (4), (3), (2), and (1), as A v holesale distribution system designed toappropr~ate. (JCS Pub 1) distribute and issue Defense Supply Center stocks :
DEFENSE SERVICE to authorized requisitioning installations and

activities of all services. This system employs the

includes any service, test, inspection, repair, facilities best suited to the requircments of the area
craining, publication, or technical or other served, regarhless of military service ownership.
assistance, or defense information used for the tAFLCM 72-' )
purpose of furnishing military assistance but does
not include military education and training DEFENSE SUP..Y AGENCY STOCKS
activities. (See. 644(f), FAA) (DOD 5105.38M) Stocks acquired by and maintained in the supply

DEFENSE STOCK FUND (DSF) distribution system under the control of the

A working capital fund established under the Defense Supply Agency, excluding service owned

administration and management of the Director,
DSA, to finance authori.ed inventories of materiel. DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER
The applicable appropriation symbol is 97X4961. An organization managed by the Executive
(DSAM 4140.2, AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub Director, subject to the authority, direction, and
5003/MCO P4400.101) control of the Defense Supply Agency, which

DFFENSE SUBSISTENCE SUPPLY CENR directs and controls all assigned functions of
A SglTe manager ag Te whichperforms management for specified commodities or commonA single manager agency which performs service activities fcr all military services. (AFLCM

procurement, distribution, supply, inspection and 72-2)
other functions concerned with the supply of The National Inventory Coptrol Point assigned
subsistence to all elements of the Department ofDfne(A325)management responsibiliy for specific classes of
Defense. (AR 320-5) DSA material. Defense Supply Centers are:

DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY Defense Construction Supply Center. Columbus.
An agency created in November 1961 under the Ohio (DCSC); Defense Electronics Supply Center.

direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of Dayton,, Ohio (DESC; Defense Genera' Supply
Defense. Briefly. DSA is responsible for providing, Center, Richmond, Virginia (DGSC): Defense
through DSA centers, the most effective and Industrial Plant Eq!uipmient Center. Mensphis. Tenn.
economical support of common supplips and services (DIPEC); Defense Industrial Supply Center.
to t!Ie military departments and other DOD Philadelphia, Pa. (DISC); Defense Logistics
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Services Center, Battle Creek, !izh. (DLSC); when required, by foreign flag remains under
Defense Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia, Pa. DOD/USAF auspices and custody control. (AFI ,
(DPSC). (DSAM 4140.1) 400 3)

DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER STOCKS DEFERRED CODE
Supplies or equipment acquired by and managed A one-letter code (includes Action Taken Codes

urder the (wholesale) o1wnership of the Defense H, J, & K) indicating that a maintenance action has
Supply Center including peace-time operating been delayed due to ship operations, lack of parts.
stocks, general mobilization reserve stocks, and or a need for outside assistance. (OPNAV 43P2) i
prepositioned war reserve s~cks. This excludes DEFERRED ORDERING

Iretail stocks owned by the military services and
Si b leA situation in which the Government may defer

sevitemstobcen. m e 7 ) tselection and delivery of all or any portion of theservices. (AFLCM~2-2) data specified in the contract until actual

--.I DEFENSE SURPLUS SALES OFFICE requirements can be economically determined.
An organization. designated by the Department of (AFR 310-c) b

Defense, to sell surplus personal property for N
specified Army, Navy, Air Force. and Marine Corps DEFERRED PROCUREMENT -

A decision th~at, after careful !onsideration of the
activities. (AFM 11-1) circumstances involved, the initial procurement

DEFENSE SYSTEMS ACQUISITION REVIEW COUNCIL quantity of selected high cost items is to be less
(OSARC) than the quantit3 originally estimated to he

An advisory councl established by and required during a specified support period.
functioning for the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) Procurements deferred because of restricted funds,
to apprise the SECDEF of the program status and program chang.s, or techni,.al restrictions aire not
readiness of a major defense system prior to considered deferred procurements for purnoses of
proceeding to the next phase in the acquisition this Instruction. (SECNAVINST 4423.8)
process. (AFR 80-14) DEFERRED REQUISITIONING
DEFENSE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SERVICE REGION A procedure under which the contract specifies

Specified area within the continental United the range and kinds of engineering data the
States established to facilitate certain traffic contractor is obligated to deliver when ordered by
management functions. (AR 320-5) the Government, and prescribes the ordering
DEFENSE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SERVICE REGIONAL conditions and the pricing terms. This procedure

OFFICE permits the contractor to rettin the masters
temporarily, in the prescribed format, and to deliver
the copies direct to the user at the time they areservices which performs traffic management specifically requisitioned by the Government. (AFR Ifuncticns. (AR 320-5) 310-1)

DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (DTS) DEFERRED REQUISITIONING OF ENGINEERING DATA
The Defense Transportation System consists of A stituation in which the contract specifies the

Milita.ry controlled terminal facilities. MAC rs
controlled airlift, MSfS controlled or arranged range and kinds of drawing copies or masterd the
sealift and Government owned or controlled air or contractor is obligated to deliver when ordered by
land transportation. (DOD 4500.32-R) the Government and prescribes ordering conditions

la noi or arranged terminal faCiliti, and pricing term,. It provides for interim retention
Military-controlled ailit. of masters by the contractor, in prescribed format.

Military Sealift Command (MSC) -controlled r and delivery of copies direct to the Air Force user
arranged Sealift. omand Governtowed. or when specifically requisitioned by the Government.arranged sealift, and Government-owned. "ASR/ C 31•2
-controlled. or -arranged air or land transportation. (AFSCR/AFLCR 310-2)~(AFR 67-7) DEFICIENCIESi

The transportation resources of DOD Deficiencies consist of two types: () conditions !
U (DOD-owned. operated. controlled, or arranged air or characteristics in any hardware/software which

or surface transportation). This includes air er are not in compliance with specified configuration.
surface movement through the US Postal Service. or (2) inadtluate (or erroneous) configuration
or by GB/L on US flag commercial carriers, or identification which has resulted, or may result. in
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configuration items that do not fulfill approved Package by an ALC; the results of failure or
operational requirements. (1-01) 5010.19) vulnerability analysis; or by accident or incidet or
D EYincident reports citing materiel failures. It includes

4 AgDEFiCIENCY all types of reports generated through the TOA geneal term indicating the amount by which 00-35D-54, USAF Materiel Deficiency Reporting
anything falls short of some requirement or and Investigating System. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-71) 1expectation. Should niot be used withou!
qualification. (DOD 5000.8) DEFICIENCY REVIEW BOARD (DRI)

A defect or malfunction discovered during the life A board chaired by the program manager or his
cycle of an equipment that constitutes a safety d.-signated represeniative. It consists of
hazard to personnel; wil! result in serious damage representatives from the test organizations, and the
to the equipment ff optcration is continued; indicates operating and support commands, to provide
improper design or other cause of an item or part. management, control, and evaluation of deficiencies
which seriously impairs the equipment's and proposed corrective actions. AFTEC will also
operational capability. A deficiency normally be a member if the system is undergoing test and
disables or immobilizes the equipment; and if evaluation. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-71)
occurring during test phases, will serve as a bar to DEFINITE QUANTITY CONTRACTStype classification action. (AR 320-5) Provides for a definite quantity of specified

A deficiency i: defined as an unsatisfactory supplies or for the performance of specified
condition where any obvious or concealed defect services for a fixed period, .with deliveries or
exists, including damage, which is attributable to performance at designated locations upon order.
preservation packaging, packing, marking. or Depending on the situation, the contract may
handling. (AR 700-58) provide for (i) firm fixed prices, (ii) price escalation,

A materiel defect or malfunction which renders or (iiil price redetermination. (DAR 3-409.1, DOD V
an item inoperable, results in an unsafe conditio,. or 5000.8)
safety hazard to personnel, or serious damage to DEFIIIONI l IR
the item, causes unacceptable inaccuracy, or a The baseline establisned prior to the initiatia of
security violation in cryptographic equipment. the definition phase of development to which
Materiel on which a deficiency exists is inoperable. systems and equipment are controlled. (AMCR

M 38-750)1-26)
An accumulation of defects or other adverse 1

conditions that exceed the established limit. DEFINITION OR ANALYSIS PRASE OF EVELO N
(AFSC!M 78-1) A step preceding full scale devc!opnent, during

A malfunction or defect in equipment which which preliminary engineering and contract
causes it to be inoperative, inaccurate, or unsafe to management planning are accompiish.d in an
operate in its current condition. (AFR 167-1) environment that encourages reaflsm and

An unsatisfactory condition attributab!e to objectivity. (AMCR 11-26) .
improper packaging. This includes any omission or DEFINITION PASE
misapplication applied to methods, materials or The period between the conceptual and acq.-71ition
procedures which cause or render the item, phases starting with the issuance of the SND
3hipmeni. or package vulnerable to any loss, delay approving the PTDP and ending with the issuancz
or damage. jo',e para 2-2 for sp-cific guidelines.) of the SMD app:oving the PSF. (.F'C 2-1)
(DSAR 4145.8) That phase of a SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE falling At

DEFICIENCY H Eo (DR) between the Conceptual and Acquisition Phases.
AFLC F'rm 831. Dati Sysrtems Deficiency Report, !tarting with the issuance of the System Definitiona itP:: -tive and ending with the ;s..m.-ice of !.hc

is use-l to infori. the develpment activity of an S'.tem Program Directive. (AFR 37-. AFR
apparent (eficien.' in ttl, processing of an r
operating Jata 'i)stm. (AFI."Q 171-30) 5

A record of a knowr or suspe:ied design, quality. DEFI11ITIOS CENTRAL COORDINATOR
logistics supportabilry. maintainabili.y, miitary T'.- Deftse Logistics .%gency DLA-Ti will ;erve
utility, operatanal effectivcnee-s operational as the Central Cov:tir ,or for proving criminal
suitpbility, or reliability deficiency. '.he deficiency investigative upport and coordinating crime
11ay be identified through analysis of AFM 66-267 prevention surveys for DLA Irilities and activities.

A datu and documonteJ in a Ma.! rei Performance (DLAR 5705.21
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DEFLAGRATION DELAYED CLOSING REASON
A rapid chemical reaction in which the output of The fqctorks) contributing to the delay in closing

heat is enough to enable the reaction to proceed and contract files within established time standards.
accelerate without input of heat from another Codes ref.crted refer to the data element code,
source. The effect of a true deflagration under Reason for Delayed Closing of Contract File.
confinement is an explosion. Confinement of the (AFLCR 70-11)
reaction increases pressure, rate of reaction, and
temperature and may cause transition into a DELAYED OPENING CHAFF

detonation. (AFR 127-100, Attachment i" a Chaff which blooms at a specific elapsed time

An explosion in which rapid combustion takes after it is dispensed. (AFM 11-1)

place, but the rate of propagation through the DELAYED PROCUREMEWT ITEMS
explosive is less than the speed of sound. (AFM High-cost "insurance-type" items jointly
127-201) selected by the contractor and the Government for

DEFOLIANT OPERATIONS which complete fabrication and/or assembly may be
ThL employment of defoliating agents on delayed, pending demand for the item by the

vegetated areas in support of military operations. Government. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2)

(JCS Pub 1) DELEGATE

DEFOLIATING AGENT In accordance with responsibilities set forth in

A chemical which causes trees, shrubs, and other the Department of Air Force directives, the

plants to shed their leaves prematurely. (JCS Pub Commander, AFLC is the authorized delegate of the
1) Chief of Staff, USAF. (AFM 67-1)

DEGREASING DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
Solvent cleaning by dipping, using hot vapor. This term is used to describe the document , hich

(AFR 69-8) authorizes a person to take action under the
priorities and allocations powers under Title I of

DE.HUMIDIFY the Defense Production Act. The document lists the
To dry out or absorb moisture by means of conditions of its exercise, the redelegation

machinery, baking, ventilation, or by the use of a permitted, and may state the governing procedural
desiccant. (AFR 69-8) and reporting requirements. (AFM 78-4)

DELAY IN AVAILABILITY OF MATERIEL DELEGATION OF DISCLOSURE AUTHORITY LETTERS (DDL)
The number of days that elapse between the Letters issued by HQ USAF/CVAII to establish

receipt of the requisition by the ultimate supply guidelines and provide authority to major commands
source and the transmission of the materiel to release classified US military information to
release/issue instruction (either document or foreign governments or international organizations
punched card). to the depot/storage site. (It is on a continuing basis. When authorized by HQ
recognized that the time period will include some USAF, HQ AFSC/DLXL redelegates autlority in
administrative actions not related to availability.) DDLs to AFSC field organizations. (AFSCR 200-5)
The Military Supply Transportation Evaluation

Procedure (MILSTEP) time segment ICP DELETE CODE
Availability Determination is compatible with this A code, appearing in an input transaction, which
definition and is used ao a measure of directs the system to remove a previously
effectiveness. (DOD 4140.39) established record or a suspensed transaction.
DELAY REASON CODE (DL/CD)

A two-digit alpha entry on products which will DELETION DATE
show a combination of the Contract Delivery Date The assigned date when a code or an address is
Revision Agent (first position) and Reason for no longer active. (AFR 400-11)
Contract Delivery Date Revision (second position). DELINQUENCY
(AfelCR 70-11) Includes (i) actual failure by the contractor - that 2
DELAYED CLOSING is, his failure, regardless of reason, to meet the

The term applied to contract status when the contract delivery or performance schedule; and (ii)
contract has not been closed within the established potential failure by the contractor - that is, his
time standard. (AFLCR 70-11) failure, regardless of reason, to maintain such
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progress in contract performance as is required to as a guide to corrective actions to resolve
meet his contract delivery or performance schedule. procurement or production bottlenecks.
(DAC 76-17) 2. Estimates of deliveries under obligation
DELINQUENT EXCESS against procureaent frohn appropriated o: other

DELINQUENT IXESVehicles that have been reported as excess for a funds. (JCS Pub 1)
period of 120 days or more. (AFLCR 171-110) DELIVERY LEADTIME

DELINQUENT IN REPAIR The time interval between completion of
Vehicles that have been in repair in excess of 180 manufacture or repair of an item and the receipt of

days. (AFLCPR 171-110) the first scheduled shipment into the supply system.
(AR 320-5)

DELINQUENT INTRANSIT
Vehicles that have been reported by a shipper as DELIVERY OF DATA Ibeing moved from one Air Force activity to another The transfer of documentation from thein excess of 90 days. The receiving activity has not contractor to the activity designated in the contract

reported receipt. (AFLCR 171-110) as the recipient. (DOD 5010.12, AR 700.51)

DELIVERED CASE (COMPLETED CASE) DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS

An FMS case on which all materiel ha, been The stipulation which requires that an item of

delivered and all services have been performed. material must be delivered in the total quartity

The case is not closed until final billing action required by the date required, and when

funds are received. (DOD 5105.38M) appropriate, overpacked as required. (AR 320-5,

DELIVERY AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1)

Transfer of posaession of supplies to the DELIVERY TERM CODE
Government in accordance with the terms of the A code prescribed in the FMS case directive and

contract. This usually is accomplished at the time reflected in the requisition that indicates the point

and place designated in the contract as the point of within the air or surface transportation cycle where
delivery. Contractor's responsibility for and the responsibility for movement passes from the
control over supplies ordinarily ceases with US/DOD to the purchasing country Free on Board
delivery. (FOB) point of delivery, for example, FOB origin

(a) Constructive or actual delivery (as defired and FOB port of exit. Associated therewith are the
above); (b) The performance of services for the financial transportation terms and the general
customer or requisitioner; (c) accessorial services, method of movement by whi~h materiel will be

when they are normally recorded in the billing and deliered. (AFR 400-3)
collection cycle immediately following performance. DELUGE COLLECION POND
(DOD 5105.38M) A facility at a launch site into which water used

DELIVERY COMMITMENT DATE especially to cool the flame deflector is flushed as
The date iiegotiated in the DD Form 1513 for the rocket begins its ascent. Also called a

complete delivery of the total quantity of the line "Skimmer Basin." (AFM li-)
item. (DOD 5105.38M) DEMAND ACCOA MODATION

DELIVERY DATE The percent of total valid demands received which
The date on which the supplier surrenders an match the items on the authorized stockage list.

item to the first common carrier or the prchaser. (AR 310-25)
The required delivery date specified on a rat DEMAND CODE
order from a customer becomes part of the priority; A mandatory entry made by the initiator of a
in case of production conflict between two rated requi.ition or a supply directive of a single

orders received at the same time, the required alphabetic charact.r to indicate to the management
delivery dates govern the producer's scheduling. element of a distribution system whether the
(AFM 78-4) demand i6 recurring or nonrecurring or whether the

DELIVFRY FORECASTS entry will reflect no demand, or resale demand. (AR
i. Periodic estimates of contract production 320-5, AR 725-50)

deliveries, used a:- a measure of the effectiveness A mandatory entry of a single alphabetic
,,f production ak! supply avaiability scheduling and character by the initiator of a requisition or a
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supply Jirective to indicate, to the management originally intended military or lethal purpose. For
A element of a distribution system, whether the the purpose of this regalation, it will be confined to

demand is rectirr'ng or nonrecurring. (NAVSUJP man-hours spent by MASDC for systems
Pub 437) demilitarization before the turn-in of the property

DEMAND CONSISTENCY to the local defense property disposal office.

The extent to which demand is consistent or (AFLCR 66-46)

erratic. (NAVEXOS P-1500) The act of destroying the military offensive or
defensive characteristics inherent in certain types

DEMAND FREQUENCY of equipment or material so as to prevent their.The number of times that requests ae received further military or lethal use. (DAC 76-17)

for an item from customers by supply echelons

during the control period. (AR 320-5) DEMILITARIZATION CODE
dEMnD ItheRVA arr (A single character alpha code assigned to an item
DEMAND INTERVAL as a means of collecting, storing, and disseminating

The total usage divided by the quantity of demilitarization information. (DOD 4160.21-M-1)
demands made on base supply. A demand normally
will be for a reparable turn-in. The reparable DEMILITARIZATION OF MATERIEL
turn-in may not necessarily result from an item The act of destroying the offensive or defensive
failure. (AFLCM 66-2) advantages inherent in certain types of equipment
D N E (SPand materiel. The term comprehends mutilation,

EAND ter EL used to identifyafdumping at sea, scrapping, burning, or alteration
A term used to identify a requirement for stocks designed so as to prevent the further use'of such

based upon deimands. (AFM 67-1) equipment and materiel for its originally intended

DEMAND RATE military or lethal purpose. (AFM 67-1) A
The average number of units requested in a DEMILITARIZATION, KEY-POINT

specific period. (NAVEXOS P-1500) The part, component, alignment, joint attachment,

DEMAND SATISFACTION fitting, or area which, when demilitarized, cannot
The percentage of authorized stockage list items feasibly be repaired, restored, replaced, improvised,

supplied on demann. (AR 320-5) or commercially procured, and which is a necessary

DEMAND USAGE TIME factor in restoring the next higher assembly to

The total mnmber of calendar days per month, design capability. (DOD 5000.8)
A hours per day, etc. that an equipment is required to DEMILITARIZE

be operat:onal. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) To mutilate, disarm, or take any other action that 4g.

DEMAND(S) will render explosives unusable for military use.
A valid requirement for materiel placed on the (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1)

supply system by an authorized customer. Demand DEMODIFICATION
is categorized as recurring or nonrecurring and is Removal of all Group A and B components.
measured in terms of frequency and quantity. (AR (AFSCR 80-33)
310-25)31LT-2) DEMOLITION

DEMILITARIZATION The de.tructior oi structures, facilities, or
The act of destroying the military offensive or material by use of fire, water, explosives. I

defensive advantages inherent in certain types of mechanical, or other means. (JCS Pub 1)
Lquipment or material. The ierm comprehends

mutilation, dumping at sea, scrapping, burnirg, or DEMON
alteration designed so as to prevent the further use A single-engine, single-pilot, supersonic.
of such equipment apd material for its originally all-weather jet fighter designed foi operating fromI
intended military and/or letha. purpose. (DSAM aircraft carriers foe interception ,,nd dest ruction of
4160.1, DAR 24-1!.6) enemy aircraft. and troop support. This aircraft

The act of destroying the military offensihe or pc sesses a nuclear delivery capability, and
defensive advantages inherent in certain types of armament includes Sparrow missiles. It has air-to
aircraft, equipment and material to prevent th air refueling capability. Designated :i F-3. (JCS
further use of this equipment and mat.rial for its Pub I)
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DEMONSTRATED Soviet Socialist Republics and Vietnam. (DOD
That which has been proven by the use of 4160.21-M)

concrete evidence gathered under specified DENSITY o
conditions. (MIL-STD-721B) The ratio of mass to volume of a substance.

DEMONSTRATION AMMUNITION (AFM 127-201)
Ammunition and explosive materiel used

specifically for demonstration purposes and not DENSITY CODE
otherwise provided for in allowances. (AFM 67-1) Represents a factor determined by the relation of

weight to cube of the material. (NAVSUP Pub 437)
DEMONSTRATION AND SHAKEDOWN OPERATIONS

Tests conducted by operational commands, DEOBLIGATIONS o
assisted by the service technical agency, in an Downward adjustment of previously recorded
operational environment using operational obligations. Attributable to contract cancellations or
procedures. During these tests, operational and terminations, price revisions, change orders, andlogistical procedures are rtfined; basic system corrections of amounts originally recorded as

capability and limitations are demonstrated and the obligations. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1)
determination is made that the system is DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ACTIVITY ADDRESS CODE
sufficiently stabilized to perform its intended A distinctive six-postion alpha-numeric code A
mission. (AFM 11-1) assigned to identify specific units, activities, or 1

DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY (DEA) TRAINER organizations. This code is used for the first six
A part of an aircraft, guided missile, or other positions of a MILSTRJP document number. The

unit of operational equipment in which an codes are published in DOD Directory 4000.25-D.
accessory(s) is installed and displayed exactly as it (DOD 4140.25-M)
is in the basic unit, to train students in the DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AMMUNITION CODE
principles of installation, removal, repair, An eight character code developed to indicate
inspection, and maintenance of such equipment. interchangeability of ammunition and explosive
(AFM 67-1) items in FSC Group 13. This eight character code is

DEMONSTRATOR SYNTHETIC TRAINER separated by a hyphen into two parts (e.g.,
Simulated equipment (usually enlarged) or a 1315-C650). The first four digits represent the

display of equipment or combination of devices FSC: the letter and last three numerals represent t

_Ieither presentid semigraphically or arranged and the Department of Defense Identification Code that
connected in such a manner that students can see is assigned to items that are interchangeable in
and understand the principle of theory of the function and use. The eight character Department
function of the device or assembly. (AFM 67-1) of Defense identificat;on code is used for such
DMREammunition operations as worldwide stock status
DEMURRAGE reporting and requisitioning when specific items areA penalty charge made on cars, vehicles or noreued(A31-5

vessels held by or for consignor or consignee for
Dalting or unloading, for shipping directions or for DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE EXCESS MATERIEL
any purpose. (Ordinarily, adequate time for Materiel which is determined to be unnecessary
loading, unloading, etc., is allowed prior to the time for the discharge of the responsibilities of the DCD
demurrage takes effect.) (DSAR 4500.3) after completion of utilization screening among

An assessment against the shipper or consignee DOD activities in accordance with policies amid
as a penalty for the detention of a common carrier procedures prescribed by applicable directives.
equipment beyond the period of free time allowed (AMCR 37-9)
for loading or unloading. (AFR 69-8) DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FIVE YEAR DEFENSE

DENIED AREAS PROGRAM
A term related to security trade controls and A Top Secret summation prepared by Office of

encompassing Albania, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Cuba, the Secretar" of Defense of the individual approved
Czechoslovakia. Estonia, German Democratic programs of the military departments and other
Republic, -ungary, Laos, Latvia, Lithuania, North DOD components. The departments and DOD
Korea, Outer Mongolia, Peoples Republic of China. components publish their programs in detailed
Poland, Romania, Southern Rhodesia, Union of program element terms, to include a program
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Element Summary Data (DOD Format C) and DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SYSTEMS STAFF OFFICER
Descriptive Data Sheet (DOD Format D) for each The individual designated to function as the
element, supported by the Materiel and Department of the Army contact point apd monitor
Construction Annexes., (AFM 11-1) the development and life cycle of a system or item

selected by the Chief of Staff foi specialDEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROGRAMMING SYSTEM surveillance. (AR 70-17)

The methods and procedures for establishing,

maintaining, and revising the Department of DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Defense Five-Year Force Structure and Financial The executive part of the Department of the

Program. (AFM 11-1) Navy at the seat of government; the headquarters,
United States Marine Corps; the entire operating

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SECTION (FEDE.RAL SUPPLY forces of the 'United States Navy, including naval
CATALOG) aviation, and of the United States Marine Corps,

The book type military supply publication including the reserve components of such forces; all
containing identification, supply management, an field activities, headquarters, forces,. bases.
related data for items of supply other than those installations, activities, and functions under the
used solely by the civil agencies of the Government. control or supervision of the Secretary of the Navy;
(AFLCM 72-2) and the dnited States Coast Guard when operating
D E Oas a part of the Navy pursuant to law. (JCS Pub 1)DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE STANDARD ITEM

A material, part, component, subassembly, or DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY ENGINEERING AND
equipment identified or described in military or TECHNICAL SERVICES SPECIALIST

adopted Federal and industry standards. (AFLCM Navy and Marine Corps civilian and mnihtary
72-2) personnel technicalty qualified to provide advice,

instruction and training to support the installation,
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE WEAPONS operation and maintenance of Department of the

As distinguished from AEC weapoiis, all nuclear Navy weapons, equipment and systems
weapons for which the DOD has accountability. (NAVMATINST 4350.10)

(AFM 67-1) DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

DEPARTMENT OF STATE INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN The Federal body responsible for enforcing acts
ARMS REGULATIONS (ITAR) of Congress affecting common carriers engaged in

Rules and reguiations under which the interstate commerce. (NAVORD OP 2165)
Department of State controls the export of arms, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT CLASS)
ammunition, implements of war, and related A classification used to define the hazards of
technology, to implement Section 414, Mutual items during the .ransportation mode. These
Security Act of 1954, as amended (obtainable from classif'cations are listed for individual items in
the Government Printing Office (GPO). (AFSCR Section 172.5, and defined in Section 173, Title 49
200-5) CFR. (AFLC/AFSCR 127-101)

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE DEPARTMENT VARIABLE
The executive part of the Department of the Air A variable whose value is determined by other

Force at the seat of government, and all field variables (or constants) in the structure of an
headquarters, forces, reserve components, equation or other mathematical expression. (AFM
installations, activities, and functions under the 11-1)
control or supervision of the Secretary of the Air DEPARTMENTAL EXCESS PROPERTY
Force. (JCS Pub 1) Contractor inventory which has been determined

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY to be excess to the procuring Department (and
The executive part of the Department of the requiring Department, if the Department is no( the

Army at the seat of government, and all field procuring Department). (DAC 7,-17)

headquarters, forces, reserve components, DEPARTMENTAL INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT RESERVE
installations, activities, and functions under the The industrial machinery and equipment held in
control or supervision of the Secretary of the Army. storage by the military departments for
(JCS Pub 1) augmentation of their industrial production capacity
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in time of national entergeney. Excludes industrial DEPENDENT ACTIVITYmachinery adti equipment retained as integral parts With respect to certain items, it is one activitI
of departmental cstablishmerits, departmental having another supph :.'tivity as its normal source
industrial reserve plants, contractors' plants, pilot of supply for such it. ,.. The source of supply may
lines, other act,;e installations, on loan or lease, or be either a directl. supplied activity or another
in plants covered by the National Security Clause. dependent activity. Dependent activities may
(DOD 5000.8) render stock status reports to an inventory contro;

point for certain a-Aithrized items, in which case.DEPARTMENTAL INDUSTRIAL PLANT RESERVE (DIPR) for these items; they are ir, effect a reporting
The DIPR consists of two categories: 1. Active

Departmental Industrial Facilities-Those activity. (NAVEXOS P--1500)
depar' nental controlled industrial facilities which DEPENDENTS
are in active use for their intetided purpose. 2. The persons identif:ed in section 102g.63 Stat.Departmental Reserve Plants-- Those departmental 802, as amended, and in section 1(d). Executivecontroiled industrial facilities consisting of Army, Order 9805, 25 November 1946, which is contained
Navy, and Air Fcrce reserve plants which are in use in AFM 40-10/NCAI 4650 Series/CPR T3. (AFR
for purposes other than the intended purpose (with 76-15)
recapture rights) or held idle, partially idle, or DEPLETION
standby. (DOD 5000.8) The loss in value resulting from, or the portion of
DEPARTMENTS the cost allocated for, the extraction of the

Executive departments of the US Government, resource. (DOD 5000.8)
including the Army, Navy, and Air Force. (AFSCR The reduction or exhaustion of the source of200-5) supply of a natural resource (DOD 5000.8)
DEPARTMENT, PROCURING DEPLOYED ENGINE

Refers to the military department or agency An engine or module that is part of the Swhich procures supplies requested or ordered by authorized level of a specific base; however, it is at A
another requiring department, usually pursuant to another base or detachment to support the mission
an assignment of responsibility for single of that command. (AFM 400-1)
procurement. (AFM 67-1) DEPLOYMENT
DEPARTMENT, REQUIRING The movement of strategic or tactical aircraft and i

Refers to the military department originating a units to an overseas location. This includes
requisitioi or purchase request for supplies. (DOD emergency movements, scheduled rotations of
5000.8) aircraft from CONUS bases to overseas bases, and
DEPENDA8IL|TY related exercises. (AFM 67-1)

A measure of the item operating condition at one DEPLOYMENT PACKAGES
or more points during the mission, including the Deployment packages as used in this manual are

-4effects of Reliability, Main tainabil ity, and defined as selected assemblies of equ'pment
Survivability, given the item condition(s) at the required to support accelerated tactical or strategic
start of the mission. It may be stated as the airlift operatios conducted along normal peacetime
probability that an item will (a) enter or occupy any lines of communication or into remote areas. The
one of its required operational modes during a almost infinite variety of these contingency types of

specified mission, (b) perform the functions uperations include movement of United Nations
associated with those operational modes. Security Force, "Show of Force" activities, support
(MIL-STD-721B) of humanitarian undertakipgs, and any otherDEPENDABILITY INDEX tactical or strategic airlift which serves the na-tional
Is a single factor for increasing or decreasing the interests of the US. (AFto 67-1)

magnitudle fao forlinc probabilities i officia l DEPLOYMENT/OPERATIONAL PHAE
failure rates. A different index may be Ntablishe The Deployment/Operational (use) Phase in the
for different forecast periods but all can be applied life ycl is the period during which the operating
only to the official rates derived from the base forces use the weapon system /equipment. This
period. Base period rates and dependbility index phase begins with initial deliveries to the operating
cannot be separated-they are directly related to one forces and extends until the item is retired from the

another. (AFM 400-1) operating inventory. (AFP 800-7) i
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DEPOSIT DEPOSIT, UNAPPLIED
Money or other assets placed with or by another A balance or a deposit which has not been

as an evidence ot good faith. (DOD 5000.8) removed from a "deposit fund account" by refund,
Money placed with an authorized depository to disbursement, deposit into the Treasury, or transfer

the credit of the Treasurer of the United States or to another accountable officer. (DOD 5000.8)
other authorized officer of the United States or an
agency thereof. (DOD 5000.8) DEPOT

A facility for the receipt, classification, storage,
CEPOSIT IN TRANSIT accounting, issue, maintenance, procurement,

An amount of cash transmittea to a depositary manufacture, assembly, research or salvage of
for which final credit has not been given by such supplies, or for the reception, processing, training,
depositary. (DOD 5000.8) assignment, and forwarding of personnel
DEPOSITARY replacements. It may be an installation or activity

A financial institution with which funds are for the zone of the interior or area of operations.
deposited to the credit of the depositor or other (JCS Pub 1)
designated person or agency. (DOD 5000.8) 1. Suppiy - An activity for t! e receipt,DEPOSITARY OF PUBLIC MONEY cdssification, storage, accounting, issue,DEPIAy oFt Pdig e M Ey tmaintenance, procurement, manufacture, assembly,

Any depositary designated by the Secretary of reerh, salvage or disposal of materiel.
the Treasury to handle deposits and payments of researc,

the United States. (DOD 5000.8) 2. Personnel - An activity for the reception,te dSta F ORI 50.processing, training, assignment, and forwarding ofDEPOSITARY, FOREIGN personnei replacements. (JCS Pub 1)
A financial institution outside the continental p

limits of the United States des;gnated by the DEPOT (D) KITS
Secretary of the Treasury for tihe transad.ion of the These parts kits are a select range of parts and
business of ihe United States. (DOD 5000.8) materials to be i,.sued to activities authorized to

-1 perform depot level repair or overhaul of an endDEPOSITARY, FOREIGN, LIMITED item. (AFLOR 65-42)A financifl institution in which deposits and

withdrawals are made in terms of foreign currency DEPOT (SUPPLY)
in a personal account of the accountable officer-the A facility for the receipt, classification, storage,
balance being accounted for in the same manner as issue, maintenance, manufacture, assembly,
cash on hand. (DOD 5000.8) classification or salvage, or materiel. (DOD 5000.8)

DEPOSITARY, GENERAL DEPOT LEVEL CORROSION PREVENTION AND CONTROL
A depositar," designated by the Secretary of the Work that is beyond the resources or capabilities

Treasury to receive deposits for the account of the of field level facilit:es (for example, structural
Treasurer of the United States and to cash checks repair, major repainting, and so on). Also, work
drawn on the Treasurer of the United States. that the system manager (SM) has designated for
(General depositaries are authorized to maintain lepot maintenance. (AFR 400-44)
balances to the credit of the Treasurer of the
United States which are fixed in direct proportion DEPOT LEVEL FACILITY
to the amount and character of the essential An Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC)
business of the United States transacted by such industrial type facility estabiished to perform
depositaries). (DOD 5000.8) accessory overhaul functions or modifications and

maintenance in support of field and using
DEPOSIT, CONFIRMED organizations. This includes AFLC assigned

An acknowledged receipt for deposit of collectio:ls installations and commercial contractors who arewith a Federal Reserve Bank anJ/or a general in performing depot level work on weapon
depository of the Government. for the account of eagesystems or equipment under a contract is.sed an:d
the U.S. Treasurer, made by a disbursing officer. ,nanaged by AFLC. This term also includes AFLC(DOD 5000.8,,aae yALC hstr ls nldsALor contractor field teams (mobile depot as.iistance

DEPOSIT, SPECIAL teams) that are dispatched to Air Force operating
An amount received tc be held to guaranty good bases or stations for accomplishing depot level work

faith in a business transaction, to be returned or or providing assistance to field and organizational
q applied as may be agreed. (DOD 5000.8) maintenance activities. (T.O. 00.-20-1)
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DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE (2! Depot level maintenance or modification work

Maintenance performed on materiel requiring which, due to the complexity of the job, requires
major overhe.ll or a complete rebuild of parts, special skills, tools, equipment or facilities available
assemblies, subassemblies, and end itemis, including only at a depot level facility (AR 66-1)
the manufacture of parts, modification, testing, and The complex maintenance and modification work
reciamation as required. Depot maintenance which requires special skills, tools, equipment, andsupports lower levels of maintenance by: (1) facilities available only at AFLC depots or

Providing technical assistance and performing that cemmercial contractor's facilities. This support
maintenance beyond their responsibility or may also include organizational and field level
capability, (2) Providing stocks of serviceable maintenance, or modification work that is mission
equipment and; using more extensive facilities for essential, but cannot be accomplished within a- repair than are a,,ailable in organizational or field countr'y'-s resources. (AFR 400-3)

level maintenance activities. (AFR 67-1) DEPOT MAINTENANCE
The maintenance, repair, or modification of an

end item or equipment requiring major overhaul or
complete rebuildi:,g of certain parts, and usually requiring major overhaul or a complete rebuild of

provided for only at an AF depot or coi-.trtor parts, assemblies, subassemblies and end items,

overhaul facility. The more extensive 3;iop including the manufacture of parts; modifications,
equipment that enters into depot level mainter.:)..e testing and reclamation as required. Depot
distinguishes it from organizatir~nal ic maintenance serves to support lower categories ofmitencishe. At 67-1 maintenance by providing technical assistance and
maintenance. (AFM 67-1) performing that maintenance beyond theirMaintenance that is the responsibility of, and responsibility. Depot maintenance provides stocks
performed by, technology repair centers (TRC), to of serviceable equipment by using more extensiveaugment stocks of serviceable material. facilities for repair than are available in lower level
Maintenance that supports organizational and maintenance activities. (AFM 67-1, JCS Pub 1, AR
intermediate maintenance activities by more 320-5. AFM 11-1)
extensive shop facilities and equipment and Maintenance performed on weapons require
personnei of higher technical skill thar are maneraul (or olete reb i o rnormally available at the lower levels of major overhaul (or complete rebuilding) of parts,
nomally avaina le a t2 lassemblies, and end items; this may include the

manufacture of parts modifications, testing, and

DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE FACILITY reclamation as required. (XFR 65-7)
An industrial type facility established to perform Maintenance that is the resposisibility of and

eccessory overhaul functions or modifications and performed by designated maintenance activities, to
maintenance in support of field and using augment stocks af serv-ceable materiel, and to
organizations. This includes AFLC assigned support organizational and intermediate
installations and commercial contractors who are maintenance activities by more extensive shop
engaged in performing depot level work on weapon facilities and equipment and personnel of higher
systems or equipment under a contract issued and technical skill than are normally available at the

managed by AFLC. (AFLCR 65-22) lower levels of maintenance. Its phases normally

DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS consist of repairing, modifying, overhauling.

Annual quantities of weapons or equipment end reclaiming, or rebuilding parts, assemblies.

itenrs and their associated systems, subsystems and subassemblies, components. and end items; the

components that require processing by depot level emergency manufacturing of unavaiiable parts. and

maintenance. (AFLCR 66-29) providing technical assistance to using activities
and intermediate maintenance organizations. Depot

DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT maintenance is normally accomplished in fixed
Maintenance and modification support shops or by on site teams. (APR 66-1, AR 37-55)

accomplished or provided by Air Force Logistics Depot maintenance activities through overhaul of
Command (AFLC). It includes: (1) Organizational economically repairable material, augment the
and intermediate level maintenance or modification procu:'ement program in satisfying overall Army
work which cannot be economically accomplished requirements and whei, reiuired provide for repair
within the using command' s total resources and is of material beyond the capability of general suppor*
so certified by the using command headquarters. maintenance organizations ;TM 38-715)
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DEPOT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY DEPOT MAINTENANCE SERVICE, AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL
That portion of a Government-owned and FUNDS (DMS, AFIF) CUSTOMER

operated military installation performing depot An activity authorized to prepare an order
maintenance support on designated materiel. (DOD requiring work to be done by the DMS, AFIF. The
4151.2) term "customer" is used throughout this regulation

to reflect a "buyer-seller" relationship. As in
DEPOT MAINTENANCE COST FACTORS industry, all intermediate owners of commodities

These factors reflect the dep.)t maintenance cost between the producer and consumer have a buyer-
per aircraft per year, per flying hour, and per seller customer relationship to the part upstreim
missile per year. They include all the elements of from the ultimate user. Therefore, the e;,tire
expense included in the charges of the Depot context of the relationship being considered must be
Maintenance Industrial Fund (DMIF), such as, borne in mind whenever the term "customer" is
civilian labor, direct and indirect, overhaul, expense encountered. (AFLCR 66-9)
material, and other Directorate of Maintenance DEPOT MAINTENANCE SERVICE, AiR FORCE INDUSTRIAL

overhead and contract cost. (AFR 173-4) FUNDS (DMS, AFIF) MANAGER (SELLER)
DEPOT MAINTENANCE FACILITY An activity or individual responsible for the

Includes all industrial shops assigned depot execution and management o DMS, AFIF customer

maintenance workloads under the management of order. (AFLCR 66-9)

che addressees, and includes facilities owned or DEPOT MAINTENANCE SERVICE, AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL
operated by contractors who accomplish depot FUND (DMS, AFIF)
maintenance under contracts during the reporting A method of financing depot leve! maintenance
period. (NAVMATINST 4850.89A) operations by providing initial working capital and

A government or contractor facility that performs allowing recovery of operating costs through the
depot level maintenance/modificatLn of sale of products or services. It provides for
aircraft/missiles. (AFLCR 65-46) effective and economical use of resources and

This is a military or contractor facility that products. Through this technique, costs are held in

performs depot level maintenance/modification of suspense until the ordering activity (customer)
aircraft/missiles. (AFR 66-3) receives the serviceable prod:,ct , ;ervice. (AFM

An industrial complex embracing those technal 67-1)

capabilities (shop categories) required to accomplish DEPOT MAINTENANCE SHOP
the overhaul, repair, modification and/or restoration Communications zonc- or zone of :,iterior
of designated types of military hardware. (AFR installation where materiel is repaired which
66-50) requires a rebuild of si.bsemblies, assemblies

A military or commercial facility that performs and/or end items. (AR 32'3.-)
depot level maintenance or modification on DEPOT MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
aircraft/missiles. (AFLCR 171-91) Maintenance and modification support

DEPOT MAINTENANCE INTERSERVICE SUPPORT accomplished or provided by AFLC. (AFR 66-14)
AGREEMENTS (DMISA) DEPOT MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ASSIGNMENT

An agr-ement whereby one service (tha agent) The DOD Component designated by the Secretary
accomplis!,es depot level maintenance work for of Defense to provide depot maintenance support to
another service (the principal). (AFLCR 400-21) all users -f specified multi-service equipment.

DEFOT MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION (DOD 4151.1)
Applies to those items or systems completed DEPOT OVERHA'L CYCLE

andior services performed by a depot maintenance This phase involves the removal of a reparable
facility over a given time period for all customers. engine which is beyond the economic repair
(AFR 66-50) capability of the reslrnnsible activity and its return

to the technology repair center (TRC). as well as its
DEPOT MAINTENANCE RESOURCES overhaul there, so that it is ready for reissue to the

Consists of skilled personnel, materials, tools, field. The pipeline standard segments in this phase
equipment, faciities, technic:d data, and funds. of the pipeline cycle :ar-:
(AFR 66-50) 1. Remove. Inspect, Process and Ship. The
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removal of an engine from tie aircraft, removal of avai!dble for reissue in a serviceable condition.
the QEC, preparation of the engine for shipment, (AFM 57-1)
accomplishing shipment.

2. Transportation. The shipment of a reparable DEPOT REPARABLE COMPONENT wh
engine by the consignor transportation officer. An item of durable nature which, when

3. Depot Receiving. The movement and unserviceable, normally can be economically
:i processi ot eng ine from transportation restored to a serviceable condition through regular

facilities to the maintenance area or reparable repair procedures. An item which, when beyond the
storage. repair capability of lower level4. Workload Processing. Processing engine to (organization/intermediate) maintenance, is returned

maintenance holding area; inspecting engine; to the depot who possesses more extensive repairT.O. compliance facilities; condemnation and disposal normally notreviewing engine rtcords; preparing authorized below depot level. RequirementIi sheets, etc.
5. In Work. Engine disapsembly; repair, test, determination by the ICP considers projected

process for turn-in to supply. (AFM 400-1) unserviceable returns from using activities. When
attached to or Mnst.ed in another item, it loses its

DEPOT PLANT EQUIPMENT PROGRAM (DPEP) identity and becomes an integral part of the item in
The follow-on plant equipment in cstment which it is attached or installed; for example,

program which continues the progress accomplished valves, fuel controls, truck transmissions,
by the DPMP. DPEP first began in FY 77 Lnd is amplifiers, turbine wheels, actuators, etc. End Item
included in the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP) - An NSN item which is a final combination of end
as a unique line item. (AFLCR 78-4) products, component parts, and material which is

DEPOT PLANT MODFRNIZATION PROGRAM (DPMP) ready for its intended use and retains its identity
A seven year (FY 72-78) intensive capital during use. Requirements are normally based on

investment program that is providing A.LC with an authorization documents, such as tables of basi,
updated and modernized physical plant. (AFLCR allowances or tables of organization and equipment.
78-4) Assets visibility is maintained when the item is in

the hands of the user; for example, vehicles, ground
DEPOT PROVISIONING COMMITTEE starting units, generator sets, electronic test

A committee consisting of representatives of equipm'nt, oscilloscopes, etc. (AFLCR400-21)
pertinent inventory managers, cataloging
specialists, standardization specialists, maintenance DEPOT SAFETY LEVEL
tecbnical specialists, packaging specialists and The number of raw serviceable engines required
representatives of recipient comamands when major to preclude delay on resupply in the evipt actual
end artic!es are involved, and established for the overhaul generations exceed the projected
purpose of determining, through joint action, the quantities. (AFM 400-1)
item and quantitative requirements for initial DEPOT$UPPLY
support of an end article. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM Depot supply parallels maintenance and is that
65-2) service authorized aad prescribed to be performed

DEPOT PURCHASED EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE (DPEN) by specially trained and dzsignated semimobile and
This program involves those management aspects fixed organizations and/or specially trainel

by which a customer of the DMS, AFIF determines personne! of fixed installations in the determii." "n
requirements, obtains financial obligatinn authority, of requirements for acquisition, accounting for. and
an,] provides programming authority for ordering wholesale distribution of supplies and equipmenz to
maintenance work. (AFM 67-1) supported ietail echelons of supply :.:d to collateral

DEPOT REPAIR depot maintenance activities (AR 320-5)
At AF depots, the responsibility f'or accounting

Repair work normally performed at a and the recording and maintenance of preseribed
communications zone or zone of interior installation records will be delegated to the Director of Supply
by maintenance personnel especially trained and and Services. The Director of Supply and Services
equipped to make fifth echelon repairs. (AR 320-5) may further deleg~ate this authority to another
DEPOT REPAIR CYCLE officer provided that delegation is restricted to a

InterdI. in calendar days. between the timne an field grade officer. (AFM 67-1)
item is 'emoved from use and the time it is The activity responsible for directing the
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management of accountable records (FB and FE Is a system of accounting which distributes the
stock record accounts) of depot supply materiel cost or other basic value of tangible capital assets,!
required for support of the ALC worldwide mission less salvage (if any), over the estimated useful lie
including all nepot reparable and TOC assets and all of such assets in a systematic and rational manner.
production items form the specialized repair It is a process of allocation, not of valuation.
activity. Provides management of applicable FSGs (DODI 7000.12)
within the general support categories of the AF
stock fund. Acts as the directorate focal point for DEPUTY PROGRAM MANAGER FOR LOGISTICS (CPM)
all systems and geneial su~pt division stock fund An experienced logistician assigned by AFLC to a
matters. Establishes and correlates supply Program Office (PO) or Project Office to serve as

programs to meet requirements of the over-all one of the deputies on the Program Manager's
assigned mission. Receives, stores, dispenses. and (PM) or Project Officer's Staff. (AFR 800-8)
accounts for aviation, automotive and heating fuels, DERATING
and lubricants; performs engine management Using an item in such a way that applied stresses
functions (AFM 400-11); operates service stores. Usn nie-n u awyta apidsrse
(AFM 67-1) are below rated values. (MIL-STD-721B) VThe lowering of the rating of an item in one

DEPOT SUPPORT stress field to allow an increase in rating in another
That support mission, maintenance and supply stress field. (MIL-STD-721B)

which provides the reserve and potential which are
required to insure an uninterrupted flow of supplies DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT (PERFORMANCE
into the combat zone or area of conflict. This ME.UREMENT)
support mission is provided by depot-type units Written identification of the products, functions,

operating in the communications zone or zone of tasks, services, o- capabilities an organization
interior. (AR 320-5) exists to produc,, accomplish, attain or maintain.

The objectives justifying the existence of the
DEPOT SUPPORT CLASSES organization and its consumption of resources

Identifies that pcrtion of the AMA industrial (benefit, performance, merit, effectiveness, value,
facility responsible for requisitioning and worth, operational capability rate if return, merit,
accounting for assets (other than item manager) utility, are all related terms). (DOD 7000.5)
classes required for utilization within the facility
and for support of tenants. (AFM 67-1) DESCRIPTION PATTERN (DP)

DEPRECIATION A series of requirements which predetermine the

The decrease IN value of tangible property sequence and nature of adequate data required to
Thout losrse o lu agi property)duetocauss sidentify, with consistent uniformity, a given item or(without loss of prop)erty) due to causes such as -

wear, tear, ige, and obsolescence. (AFM 67-1; group of items. (AFM 67-1)

(1) Accounting. The portion of cost of tangible DESCRIPTION, FREIGHT
fixed assets calculated to have expired for any Stanuardized descriptions under which individual
accounting period that constitutes an operating articles are grouped for the purposc of ;.ssessing
cost. (AFLCR 177-4) class and commodity rates. fi.SAR 4500.3, DOD

(2) Engineering. The decline in value of tangible 4500.32-R)
fixed assets due to causes such as wear and tear,
action of the elements, inadequacy, and DESICCANT
obsolescence, but without loss of substance. A substance which by virtue of its physical
(AFSCR 177-4) structure, absorbs water from the atmosphere.
DEPRECIATION ACCOUNTING (AFR 69-8)

A system of accounting that ai.rn io distriblte to DESIGN ACTIY!TY
operations the cost or other value of tangible fixed An activity haeing responsibility -Jr the design4assets, less salvage (if any), over the estimated and preparation and maintenance of engineering
useful life of the unit ('which may be a group of documents for a given item of military property.
assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is The activity may be a Government activity.
system of allocation, not of valuation. It is not contractor. vendor, or others. iMIL-STD-130B. AFR
employed by ai: ASC activity. IAFSCR 177-4. Fi;-4. AR 700-96/NAVMATINST 4000.35/MCO
DOD SP00.8) 4235.22)
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AN

DESIGN ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION design approach to a design requirement. Designa The design activity s name, registered criteria may be expressed as:
trademark, or :'tpply code as listed iii Cataloging 1. Quantitative design e 4teria defining in
Handbooks i.-1 and H4-2. (MIL-STD-130B) measurable terms the applicabic design principles
DESIGN ACTIVITY STANDARD and desired characteristics or functions that an

A standard developed by a design activity, item, technique, or process must or should possess,
(MIL-STD-70327) reflecting the current sthte of the art.

2. Qualitative design requirements or philosophy
DESIGN AUTHORITY which are characterized by lack of quantitative
a A contractor, subcontractor, or Government definition, measurement, or verification but are
activity having custody of the master (original) nevertheless basic considerations for achieving anidrawings delineating the detail design. (AFR aceabedsg. Rqimntpranng o
74-a5) a ccepable design. Requirements pertaining to

a'eas such as maintainability. safety,
DESIGN CHANGE transportability, reliability, survivability, and otherAny charge in design, pla:, er drawing that disciplines, where considerati,,ns affecting design
affects the configuration and/or mechanics of a approach can be defined, frequently fall in this
part, assembly, component, or end item. (TM category. (AFSCR 8-4)

; 38-715) DESIGN DATA

DESIGN CHANGE DOCUMENTS Factual information that can be used as a basis
Provisioning documents reflecting design changes for desin decisions, including criteria and

which modify, add to, delete, or supercede parts in guidance. (AFSCR 78-4)
the end article under contract. Design change

documents are occasionally known as Preliminary DESIGN DEFiCIENCIES
List of Design Changes, etc. (AFM 67-1) Features of a plan or spccification for a facility
DESIGN CHANGE NOTICE which, either by inclusion cr omission: (1) violatecurrent USAF des;gn c;iteria; (2) are incompatible

A group of one or more change worksheets or e S g
lists making approved changes to previously with the programmed functional or operational use
submnitted documentation. (TM 38-715) of the facility; or (3) result in the use of materials,

A form utilized by the contractor to revise or equipment, systems, or methods which will have in
recommend items for procurement by the AF for excessive initial cost or require excessive operations
introduction into the physical stock numbered and maintenance costs, or which will cause
inventory system for eventual utilization in progressive damage to other building materials.
suppor,-ng the end article. (WR-1, AFLC31 65-3) (Note: Subsequent to acceptance, features of a

facility are sometimes found to be incompatible with
DESIGt CHANGE NOTICE, ENGINEERING WI DER, ITEM its programmn.d use. due to changes in the technicalCHANCE REQUEST equipment to be accommodated. These incompatible

Terms used in describing auxiliary documents of features are not design deficiencies if the
engineeimg drawings, which are used for -pecific construction is in accordance i'ith the c entral"
procedures re!ating to administrative, engn.eering, plans and specifcations.) .aFR 8 t-9) telra
production, supply management, and other support
functions. (NAVMATINST 4130.1) DESIGN DEFICIENCY
DESIGN CONTROL ACTIVITY/AGENT Any mateiel condition which is in conformance

The activity having responsibility for the design, with contractual requirements. yet limits or
prenaration, and maintenance of engiro!e:ing precludes use of materiel in the intended manner
drawings ai:d other technical data fur a given spare and/or for the intended purpose. Thest deficiencies
part. The design control activiLy may be a prime cannot be corrected except through a d4e;gn
contractor, a Government activity, a vendor, or change. (DOD 7700.12)
others. (AFR 57-6. AR 715-22, NAVMATINST DESIGN GUIDANCE
P4200.33) Useful experience data which cannot be reduced

DESIGN CRITERIA to design criteria. but which may assist the
Design ..onstraiits or preferred or accepted designer in developing satisfactory solution to

techniques to be Lsed in achieving an acceptab'W design problems. IAFSCR 8-4)
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DESIGN (PROCUREMENT DATA PACKAGES) Army can afford to pay for the item. (AR 310-25)
This controls the item by sufficiently defining its

detail design to enable manufacture of a product DESIGNA TerD AIRCRAFT
conforming to the established design. This includes The term designated aircraft as applied in fuel
technical data which define the detail design, and service contracts includes US Government
material composition, treatment, finish, chemical, aircraft and also aircraft of such other governments

physical and electrical properties, fabrication and or organizations as the contracting officer, in

production instructions, and other requirements accordance with existing law, shall from time to
necessary to ensure proper performance and time designate tW the contractor, in writing, aq
manufacture. (DLAR 4185.1/AFR 67-80/AR being authorized to receive fuel under the terms of
700-31/NAVMATINST 4000.25A/MCO 4000.46) the contract. (AFM 67-1)

DESIGN NUMBER DESIGNATED COUNTRY REPRESENTATIVE
The sequence number of each new design of the A person or persons dely authorized by a foreign

same basic mission or type aircraft. (DOD 4505.6, government to act on behalf of that government to
AFR 6G-l) negotiate, commit, sign contractual agreements,

t DESIGN REQUIREMETfS BASE.INE and/or accept delivery of materiel. (APR 400-3)

1. A baseline for a contract end item (CEI) which DESIGNATED PROJECT
is technically defined by an approved Part I of the A work effort within the NMSE which meets the
CEI specification. 2. (For a system segment,) a criteria established in Paragraphs 9a or 9b of this
Design Requirements Baseline is technically defined Instruction or has been selected at the direction of
by approval of Part I of all CEI specifications in the Secretary of the Navy or by the Chief of Naval
the system segment. 3. (For a system, a Design) Material for intensified Project Management, and
Requirements Basel~iie is technically defined by for which the appointment of a Project Manager by
approval of Part I of all CEI specifications in th; name is required and a Project Charter has been
system. (AFSCM 375-1) directed. (NAVMATINST 5000.5A)

Establishied during Definition Phase, it is the
basis upon which the PSPP is built. (AFSCM 375-3) DESIGNATED SYSTEM

A system which is identified by HQ USAF forDESIGN SPECIFICATIONS special management attention. (AFLCR 400-1)

Documents that control the design, construction, A system designated by the Secretary of the Air
and demonstrations of naval airciaft, weapon Force to be acquired with maximum urgency an0
systems, and their components. (BIWEPS 5200.25) attention. (AFSCM 375-3, AFM 11-1)

: DESIGN STUDIES
DESIG STUDES . DESIGNATED SYSTEM PROGRAM

Studies conducted to determine the characteristics
of a system needed to satisfy a particular One which the Secretary of the Air Force hasrequirement. (AFM ati s designated to be prosecuted wth maximam urgency

and attention. (AFR 375-1, AFM 11-1, AFSCM 27-1)D ES IG N T O C O STD E I N T D S S E S M N G E T G R U
-7A concept which directs action during the design DESIGNATED SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT GROUPp: Secretary of the Air Force is t:hairman.

Rf phase of a weapon system to establish cost as a key Saa s
parameter together with schedule and system Commander AFSC is member. Makes
performance criteria. System design and recommendations to tihc Secretary of the Air Forc,
development are continuously evaluated against concerning designated systems programs. The
cost requirements with the same rigor as applied to system OPR furnishes background data on agenda
te(hnical requirements. (AFR 173-1) items of the AFSC Commander. (AFSCN 27-1)

DESIGN TO UNIT PRODUCTION COST DESIGNATION
That cost established prio: to the developmeat of The identification of a real property facility as

an it-m t) pli,-- design and to control program carried on the US Air Force Real Property Records
costs. It , :, cost to the Government to acquire a on the basis of its original dsign, permanently
production ;em based on a stated level of converted design. changed utilization or. in the case
production. It is established early in development of a facility not constructed by or for the Air
to insure from the start that engineers design and Force, the ori.rinally specified Air F,)rce identity of
develop an item that will not cost more than the that facility. kAFM 11-1)
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DESIGNATION, RIDS DESTINATION STATION

assigned to identify a specific end article or group in the schedule. (AFP. 76-381AR 59-8/OPNAVINST

of end arti-les for item application and program 4630.18D/NCO 4630.6C/,DSAR 4540.2)
publicatiou purposes. Fornerly termed INS sc USlE
designation. (AFLOR 571 Inteptional destruction of a mrissile or similar
PESIGN-TO-COST COAL vehicle for safety or other reasons. (JCS rub 1)

A specific cost number in constant dollars, based
upor a specified production qdantity and rate, OEMhUCT 5?? V (fI.
estabalished early during system development as a A system which, when operated by external

man7gem'it bjetir anddesgn aramterfor comrmand or preset iniernal means, destroys the
subsequent p~hases of the acquisition cycle (DOD miss'eo inlrvhcP JSPb1
Directive 5000.28, reference 0j)). IDOF) 7000.3) DESTUCTION

DESINIPRFOUANE DVIAIONAn action or omission which makes the projiwrty
A specific written authorization, granted prior to completely useless. Damage to the I oint of loss of

the anuactre o ani~.m, o deaitfrcn a identity or beyond restoration is considered to oe
J paticlar erfrmane o deigr.reqiremnt f a destruction. Animals which Are killed fcr various

4specification, dnawitig, or other document for a raosaesi ob etoe.Te~nn
specific number of units or a specific period of dictionary definition of the Zerm is asually
time. (AR 7!0-26/NA VSUP Pub 452 Revision/AFR appropriate in these instructions. (AFM 67-1)
67-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR 4140./7) DESTRUTION TYPE ITEM>

DESIRED DELIVERY DATE Airframe items such 2s wing tips. ailerons, f lap S.

1 A specific date by which delivery of F shipment leadinig etige slats, etc., whose usage is not
will be complished by the carrier at the attributable to a wear factor, anid as such, not
continental United States destination or continental norrina:!y required for rout-ne- maintenansce. Need
United *,)ates air/water terminal. (AR 326-5) for these itema! is prinaril- -h:e result of plane

DES~NATIN CARIERhandling arcidents, aa.J none.ai'ability will reducethe combat p',!entia; ctrrzr-eased aircrait.Co,'mere'a carrier which hauls a shipment into (AS :INST 440l1
thre point of destination and delivers it tal the
con-ignee either direct or through a switching DESTRIUCTIVE IN4SPECTION
carrier. (AR 310-25) An inspection iL d renders the item heing

DESINAIONINSECTONinspected useless for its normal or inten.'ed
The inspection performed at the receiving point of proe AR6-8

t).e conzignee ol' material o~ :1scert4ii whethrr the DETACHIEN I
shipment is in ron-forinaoice with parelhase The AF personnel assigned to HQ AFktOTC. with
specifications. (AR 320-1;) d%,tv station at a civilian institution. -Detaehnment-

The inspectio~n of supphits or -,ervic-es after as used herein will have reference to the AF
reep tpoinz of 'toStination. "N~IST =000.3) .k~inistraive section of the A7-ROTC unit. (AFM

DESMIATION OR POITf OF DESTINATIOt4
The± plare to which the material is "o be originally DETACHUERTf SUPPLY OFFIER (AFROTC)

COL. igned and shiptled as provided in the contract T!he designated representative of the Professor of
or order er in instructions issaed bi appropriatc Aerospace Studies responsible for the supply
authority. It may be a tr-ns-shipping point. It activities of the detachment and furnishing

mar ot may not be the same as t0e point of tecnnical assistance to the military property
elerdpending upon the delivery privisions of custodiar in administration of teorganizat-on

the contract or order. tONMISST 5ik)0.3) supply. tAFMl 67-1)

DESTINATION PORT DETAIL ASEMLY DAWING
A destination is the delivery port of discharge of An assembly d-r'ing wherein ,ome 'tenis are

an individual ship. as~ determine.' by the sbip's depicte i in detail (in the drawing in lieu of
destinat;on aL'thotitv. (JCS Pub I) prelj-trii't' separate detail drawings. (3 l.-STD-71



DETAIL DRAWING higher authority for (i) entering into contracts by

A draing delineating information to decribe a-n te.gotiation, (ii) making advance payments in
item, and shall include form, dimensions. material, negotiated procurements, (iii) entering into cost
finish, tolerances, and other requirements as reimbursement or incentive type contracts, and (iv)
applicable. A detail drawing is also used to waiving the requir-nent for s,.1inission and
delineate parts of buildings or structures, and to certification of cost or pricing data. (NAVMAT
depict the relationship of the various parts, their P-4215)
sizes, contour and materials of construction. DETERMINATION OF REPAIR PARTS ALLOWANCES
(MIL-.STD-7) The selection of the range and quantity of

DETAIL PART individual repair parts and assemblies required to
Any part that is not normally broken down during support maintelance or repair of an item at a

service or storage. (,R 310-25) designated level of maintenance. (DOD 5100.28)

DETECTION DETONATION
The process of determining the presence of and A violent chemical reaction within a chemical

identifying specific chemical warfare, biological compound or mechanical mixture evolving heat and
researci or etiologic agents and areas of pressure. A detonation is a reaction or shock wave

contamination by use of mechanical, electronic, or which proceeds through the reacted material toward
manual samplers. (AFLCR 400-17) the unreacted material at a supersonic velocity.
DETENTION CHARGE (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1)

PTENaTyO CHARGE mAn explosive reaction in which the rate of energyPenaty carg mad on:ars veicle, o vesels release is such that the shock wave in the explosive --'

held by or for shipping or receiving activities for reiu t at soc wv n teloie
loading or unloading, for shipping directions, or for medium travels at sonic or supersonic velocities. A

high-order detonation, or "true detonation",
any purpose. Ordinarily, adequate time is allowed proceeds with very high speed, generally several
for loading, unloading, etc. before detention charges thousand feet per second. A low- order detonation
take effect. (NAVORD OP 2165) is a partial explosion. The term detonation is not to

DETERIORATING SUPPLIES be confused with deflagration, which may consume
Those items that may reasonably be expected to the same explosive materials, but at a rate usually

become inusable within one or two years, whether )f the order of inches per second. (AFM 127-201)
used or not. (AR 320-5) DEVELOPED COUNTRY

DETERIORATION A country so designated by the U.S. Treasury -:

Any impairment of quality, value or usefulness. Department in applying the Interest Equalization
Includes damage caused by erosion, corrosion, Tax, and listed in Secti, I of Executive Order
combustion and contamination. (AFR 69-8) 11285, dated June 10, 1966 All countries not listed

The impairment of quality, value, or usefulness of are less developed. (DOD 51. 38M)

an item. (AFR 7 1-9) DEVELOPER/FIRST PRODUCER POLICY
DETERMINABLE LOSSES A policy of placing the initial production contract

The actual loss of inventory, the cause of which for technical and specialized supnles with the
is determinable; i.e., contamination, fire, development contractor. (NAVMAT P-42i5)
do,.ngrading of product, etc. (AFM 67-1) DEVELOPING AGEidCY

DETERMINATION Any Department of the Army agency authorized
The act or process of fixing conclusively and to engage in research and development. (AR 705-5)

authoritatively a course of action, an evaluation, or Any service agency authorized to engage in
rendering of a decision. Determinations are of a research and development (see materiel developer).
personal nature requiring conside'ation of (AFR 80-8)
alternatives or choices. (AFSCM 78-1) DEVELOPING SERVICE

DETERMINATION AND FINDINGS The Military Service assigned research,
The authority to enter into a contract by development, and engineering responsibilities. (AR

negotiation, in lieu of the formal advertising 705-11)
method. (AFSCM 27-1) The Military Service assigned research,

Written ju.tification by a contracting officer or development, and engineering responsibilities for
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the specification item. As used in this regulation, (paragraph '. It is recognized that these terms
the DMMB acts as th Developing Service for connote broad categories; however, they are used
medical materiel items. (DSAR 4125.1) here to relate AGE management to the basic
DEVELOPING/PROCURING AGENCY missions of the two commands in preference to the

The agency responsible for the overall generally accepted terminology cf "peculiar" and

development or procurement of an item. (AFSCR "common," which relate only to the application and

136-3) not basic command missions. (AFSC/AFLCM 800-5)

DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT BASELINE

Includes all efforts directed toward those The baseline established prior to the beginning of
fullscale development, to which design and~ development programs being engineered for Service

use but which have not yet been approved for
procurement or operation. This area is DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PAPER (DCP)
characterized by major line item projects and Memoranda from the Secretary of Defense
program control will be exercised by review of expressing his decisions on the initation of, or
individual projects. (%'perations Systems changes to, major R&D programs. (DOD 7045.7)

Development); this phase includes all efforts A development description is prepared for each
directed toward development engineering and test equipment, item, etc., which is a component of a
of systems, support programs. vehicles and weapons system or is a separate entity requiring
that have been approved for production and service management of its configuration. The development
deployment. (AR 37-200) description will prescribe specific perfornance

The process of working out and extending the requirements and available design requirements
.oretical, practical, and useful applications of a covering safety, human engineering, interface,

uasic design, idea, or scientific discovery. The reliability, maintainability, and design and
design, building, modification, or improvement of construction parameters of the individual
the prototype of a vehicle, engine, instrument or component. It will not, however, preclude state-
the like as determined by the basic idea or concept. of-the-art breakthroughs. (AMCR 11-26)
(AFM 11-1) A document prepartd by the Director of Defense 4

Systematic use of scientific knowledge directed Research and Enrineering (DDR&E) and
toward - coordinated with key DOD officials providing a

1. Significant improvement in or creation of summary management document for the Secretary
useful products to meet specific performance of Defense. DCPs reflect the Secretary of
requirements. Defense's decisions on important development and

2. Development of components for incorporation engineering modification programs. The document
in end items to meet specific performance serves as a source of primary information and
requirements. rationale and fo- updating thq FYDP. (AFSCR 27-6)

3. Constructon of h:trdware for test purposes to
determine feasibility of technical approaches. (AFR DEVELOPMENT DIRECTIVEdetermie fA formal United States Air Force document which

approves the development orogram defined therein.
DEVELOPMENT ACCEPTANCE TESTS Contractual authorization is expressed in a related

A generic term which encompasses the major program or procurement authorization; normally
materiel tests conducted during the de.elopment indicating approval of a propose( technical
phase. (AR 70-10) devolopment plan and authorizing publication of a
DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING PLAN development plan consistent with the developmentD E Adirective which itself must b( consistent with the

A special narrative plan furnished to ARPA Force and Financial Plan. (HP 21-1, AFM 11-1)
covering the d(velopment milestones and fundingrequred o ac-.mlis an RPA rde. (ASCR A formal Air Force document which approves the:¢/
required to accniplish an ARPA order. (AFSCR advanced development program as defined therein. A

OP-30) Contractdal authorization is expressed by a related
DEVELOPMENTf AND STANDARD Program Authorization. The DD normally indicates

As used in the regulation, these terms pertain to approval of a Proposed Development Plaa consistent
the basic division oi AGE management with the DD. The DD must be consistent with the
responsibilities between AFSC and AFLC USAF Force and Financial Program (F&FP) and
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should be supported by appropriate documents DEVELOPMENT PLAN (DP)
releasing required resources. (AFR 27-9) A plan prepared prior to entry into the

E P S Eengineering development phase of the materiel.]DEVLOPEN ESIMAE (E)acquisition process for devdopmental programs or
.IThe estimates of operational/ technical

prior to the production and deployment phase for
characteristics, schedule and Program' Acquisition nondevelopment programs. It is prepared by the
cost (by appropriation) developed at the time materiel developer/mission assignee in coordinationfull-scale en gineering development is initiated wt h obt dvlpr oitca,.K (Milestone II). An approved DCP will bo .sed as a developmental and )perational testers, and trainer.

source for the characteristics, schedui, and cost The DP constitutes a definitive plan for
estimates; in the absence of a DCP, other management of the program to accomplish the
documents may be used and should be identified in object've addressed ii. the approved materiel
the report. All values should be expressed In terms requirement document. (AFR 80-8j
of goals rather than thresholds. The DE will A documentation of projects in the Advanced,
supersede the PE as the program baseline the first Engineering, dnd Operational Systems Development
time the DE is reported. However, the first report RDT&r categories not designated for AFR 375
containing the DE will incl:de both the PE and the series Systems Management. Included are the
DE and provide a one-time variance analysis of the purposes and goals, the analysis and technical
differences between the PE and the DE. Once a DE approach, the development effort, evaluation
baseline is established it will not be changed unless criteria, functional tests, management concept,
specific prior approval is granted by the ASD(C). research summaries, and milestones. (AFM 11-1)
(DOD 7000.3) Used in this regulation to refer to a general class

The estimate of operational/technical of plans prepared for command headquarters, HQ,
characteristics, schedule and program acquisition DA and DDRE, each oi which provides information
cost for both development and procurement when on the nature, scope, magnitude and future
approval iF given by the Secretary of Defense for direction of a specific project. (,KR 705-50)
the program to move into full scale development. The norma. documentation used for Advanced
Normally an approved development concept paper Development programs. It is basically an
will be used as a source for the characteristics, abbreviated System Package Program (SPP)
schedule and cost estimates; development estimate covering essential Dlanning. It normally omits
baseline "igures for procurement may be revised operational use or extended quantity production
when the initial production contract is signed ard data. These documents are normally prepared at
includes all antiipated options, follow-on effort, program element level and may initially be
and so forth. Once a development estimate baseline submitted as a Proposed Development Plan Akith
is established it cannot he changed unless specific publication in final form withheld pending approval.

permissio,. -s granted by the Assistant Secretary of (AFR 27-9)

Defense. (A FSCR 27-6) Documentation for advanced developmentprograms. (AFSCIA 27-1)
DEVELOPMENT GOALS This individual plan, as outlined in this

Statement of operational capabil;' and/or needs regulation, which defines the development over a
by mission area as derived within t:w mission and 3-year period (and follow-on 2-year period, if
fdenctionat area overview actir-ty. Specific selected) and establishes the employee s career
development goals include statement of development goals and the development to attain these goals.
go.l, criteria for measuring .rograms. indication of The codes indicating the recommended method of
importance, and source ,19cumentation that training for each unit of training are:
amplifies and substantiates the goal. (AFSCR Briefing B
80-36) Conferences C

DEVELOPMENT ORDER Fornmal Course D
Ordpr for supplies to acquaint producer with item Film or Video F

~pp dq IField Trip FT
and nietho(' of manufacture. (AR 310-25) Gied Tri n FTGuided Instruction I
DEVELOPMENT PERIOD Lecture L

For configuration management, the development Loca! Training Course 1,TC
period consists of two phases, definition and full Observation 0
bcale development. (AMCR 11-26) Pra cticai Application PA
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Seminar S A specific written authorization, granted prior to
Visit V (AF.9CR 50-5) the manufacture of the item involved, to depart

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING $$UDIE$ from a particular performance or design

St-idies designed to provide data essential to requirement of a contract, specification, engineering
research and development planning. This area drawing or other document for a specific number of
includes, but is not necessarily limited to, feasibility units or a specific period of time. A deviation
studies, the exploration of future system concepts, differs from an engineering change in that an
studies dealing with curret and anticipated approved engineering change requires
developmehts in science and tpchnology, with the corresponding revision of the Instruction defining
projected application of these developments to the affected item, whereas an authorized deviation
military use, and studies of current or potential does not contemplate revision ef the applicable
scientific and technological deficiencies which may requirement document (e.g., speciication or

DEELPMN PORMMNAS(P)Amesr ofteeenofspersfcaion orprevent the attainment of mil.tary goals. (Ai'.I drawing). (NAVMATINST 4130.1)I 1 i-1)

DEVIATION, STANDARDDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM MANUALS (DPM) A measure of the extent of dispersion of a

DPMs are homogeneous groupings of procedural collection of data. Usually denoted by 0, the
support data, by system, subsystem, or end item to standard deviation of a random variable (and of its

f:.cilitate the contractor support effort and meet distribution) is the square root of its variahce.
early ATC training requirements. Normally, the ( 1
data will be used as originally developed with only
a mini-nam of secondary development effort. DEWAR
However, in certain programs, this data may be A double-wal!ed insulated vessel used to hold
supplemented by information and details required cryogenic liquids or gases. (AFM 127-201)
for operation and maintenance by Air Force
personnel during test phases, and format. (DPMs DFSC CONTRACT BULLETIN
include the manuals formerly defined as RDT&E A publication distributed by DFSC to disseminate
manuals.) (AFSCM 310-2) information concerning all contracts awarded for

direct support of installations. A separate contract
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT builetin is pub~ished for each of sevt;al selectedIs a distinct unit of research and developmnt purchase prograir., e.g., East/West Coast Marine,
effort which is of sufficient magnitude to warrant
review at all Department of Defense levels. (AFM Regions I throuhn 8, Aiaska, and so on. (POD
II-1) 4140.25-M)

An undertaking to explore a field of knowledge in DIAGRAM DRAitfI ;ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL)
search of scientific information. (AFM 11-i) Diagram ..'.wings delineate by symbols the

An undertaking to develop a related family of feerires and, relationship of items and systems.
components. (AFM 1-1) (MIL-STD.-iY

An undertaking to develop a subsystam,
assembly, accessory, attachment, end item (or DOCTIO"ARY
principal co.nponent thereof) or materiel. (AFM A document included as a paA't of the AFSC Cost
11-1) Inforiiation System Procedures (CIS?) that lists the

DEVELOPMENT TYFSS physical or performance characteristics for each
RVEquirETTYP ofeimn th are.bein. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) item for whichRpurdtpso qipetta r en each value must be reported to the CIS. (ArSC,

developed to meet approved military characteristics. t C ( CI They include experimental types and limited 173-2)

procurement types. (AR 310-25) DIFFERENCE (DIFF)
DEVIATION An amount which reflects the difference between

A specific written authorization, granted prior to resource requirements and resources authorized or
the manufacture of anl item, to de art from a available. If authorized or available is in excess of
particular performance or design requirement of a requiremen:s the difference is an overage. If tint
contract, specification, or referenced document, for authorized or avilable is less than requirements
a specific number of units or specific period of the differe, - -? is a shortage. (AFLCM 400-2. Vol4 time. (DOD 5010.19, AFR 65-3) IX)
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DIFM - DUE IN citing the funds of the requiring activity, which
The quantity of an exchange item which has been may oe accomplished by combining the req'lirements

issued on a replacement basi and the organization of two or more departments under one contract
requesting the material has not turned in a like with separate schedules showing the quantities,
item asing the issue transaction document number. prices, dollar amounts, and citation of funds of each
(AFLCR 66-53) requiring activity, or by placing separate contracts

for each. (AR 37-27)
DIFM -DUE OUT

The quantity of an exchange item requested on a DIRECT COMBAT SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
replacement basis which has been backordered and Work essential to the direct support of combat
the requesting organization has not turned-in a like operations, that is, work which if not performed
item using the issue transaction document number. would result in an immediate impairment of combat
(AFLOR 66-53) capability. (AFR 26-12)

I DIGITAL COMPUTER DIRECT COST
A device which processes information represented Expenditures directly related to and incurred in

by combinations of discrete or discoitnuous data as support of an RDT&E job order. These costs are
compared with an analogue computer for continuoub identified in the JOCAS by eiement of
data. More specifically, it performs sequences of expense/investment codes (EEIC) other than the J88
arithmetic and logical operations, not only oii data and J99 overhead codes. (AFSCP 177-3)
but its own progran. Still more specifically, it is a Any item of cost (or the aggregate) which may be

stored program digital computer capable of Identified specifically with any objective, such as a
performing sequences of internally stored product, service, program, function, or project;
instructions, as opposed to calculators, on which the usually, but not necessarily limited to items of

sequence is impressed manually. (AFM 11-1) material and labor. The distinction between direct
and indirect costs is often arbitrary or is based

DIGITAL DISPLAY upon convenience and cost accounting simplicity
A display that indicates a measured quantity of without sacrifice of reasonaLte accuracy in overall

data by a sequence of numbers through either cost of specific objectives. (AFSCR 27-6)
mechanical or electrical means. (NAVSHIPS 94324) Any item of cost (or aggregate thereof) which can

DIRECT AIRCRAFT be identified specifically with any objective, such as

An aircraft which provides an airborne command a product, service, program, function or project.
statiop from which missiles may be remotely Items of direct cost include but are not limited to
controlled during takeoff and flight. (AFM 67-1) labor and related fringe benefits, material, travel

and per diem, transportation, dedicated equipment,
DIRECT ARMY PPOGRAM contractual services, etc. Direct costs are

Depot maintenance and support service programs distinguished from indirect and overhead costs in
which require direct obligational authority to that direct costs are identified with one final
accomplish. (AR 750-4) objective. This general definition is compatible with

DIRECT CITATION FUNDS the AFSC T&E Funding Policy. For specificAnnual fuids made available under instances where costs are classified only as directAnnul fndsmad avalabe uderappropriation

57-li-1080.XXI for direct citation on commitment, under T&E, see AFSCR 172-8, Test and Evaation
obligation and expenditure documents The funds Support. (AFSCM 177-265)
m l e d r u A oThese costs which can be easily, obviously, andSmay also be used tn reimburse Air F'orce cneinl eae oseii nt fvrdc

appropriaic.ns when procurement has been initially conveniently related to specific units of product
financed with AF appropriations. If direct citation processes, jobs, departments, etc., in such a way

funds are not obligated by the end of the fiscal that a change in output can be said to cause ayear, they expire and cannot be used in the ensuing corresponding change in such cost. (AFSCL 173-2)enbngs Those expenses which can be immediately and
fiscal year unless reappropriated by Congress. ietyietfe ihspoto pcfcatvt
(Note: ' Digit inserted for applicable ;iscal year.) directly identified with support of a specific actiity

("-(pot limited exclusively to reimbursable expenses).
These costs include labor, direct material, minor

DIRECT CITATION PROCUREMENT construction, special purpose equipment and other
(Category II Method of Funding). Procurement like costs. They include all such expenses that can,

having separate identification of the items and with reasonable effort, be identified consistently
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and uniformly to s;upport specific activities. The to RDT&E entities of work. For the laboratories
direct costs for labor include a load factor covering the first four digits will represent a technical
items such as leave and contributions to the project number 3f the work beiixg performed as
retirement program (see DOD 7220.9-H). (DOD contained in the Index of Active USAF Directed
4000.19-M) Efforts (RCS: SYS-ACB(Q)7501 formerly the RI3).

Any costs which can be identified specifically Digits five and six will represent the task within
with a particular final cost objective. Thi, term is the project. The last two digits (work unit within
explained in DAR 15-202, (DOD 7000.2) the task) may be alpha or numeric. The first six

DIRECT COST CENTER digits must correspond to the actual number for the

An organizational entity whose principal function project and task. RDT&E job orders not related to

is the actua! performance of mission or production specific RDT&E projects and tasks shown in the
of end products. A significant portion of the labor RCS: SYS--ACB(Q)751 and other Air Force
and other resources expended are a direct and documents nearly as possible, to the kind of work
integral part of specific mission jobs. (AFSC.1 being performed with respect to the Index of Active
177-265) USAF Directed Efforts. The job order number for

jo.) orders not related to the RCS:
DIRECT ELEMENT SYS-ACB(Q)7501 should be compatible with the

Program elementis) which contain the resources requirements of AFSCR 27-5. (AFSCM 177-265)
that caused the Program Change Request. (DOD
7045.7) DIRECT LABOR

The work performed by civilian and military
DIRECT EXCHANGE personnel that can be associated with a particular

A supply method of issuing serviceable materiel vehicle or group of vehicles. For purposes of thesei!1 exchange for unserAct-Ile materiel on an all

imiediate item for item basis. This is accomplished reports, direct labor hours will be reported sproductive time. (DOD 4500.7)
wit lout thc. normal property accountability rdcietm.(OV507wtout anwith mnim uo p aper wcorkta y (1) Increases the value or utility of a product bydotuments and with a minimum of paper work. (AR .

altering the composition, condition, conformation, or
320-5) construction of the product or which provides a
DIRECT EXCHANGE ITEMS service directly to the customer rather than in

Selected items which are supplied to units, support of other direct labor of the Directorate of
organizations and maintenance activities or as Maintenance (D/M).
direct exchange. (AR 320-5) (2) Can be accurately, consistently, and
DIRECT EXPENSES econowically identified to a product, group of

Those resources consumed in the execution of the products, er customer. b
direct program. (DOD 7000.5) ( ) Is surported by official work requests and

authorized by prescribed work authorization
DIRECT (NEW) OBLIGATION AUTHORITY (NOA) documents ('.WV.ADs) indicating the specific nature of

Describes funds provided for incurring the work to be done.
obligations in performance of the recipient's (4) Is applied to the product or group of products
mission. As it relates to the RDT&E funds, NOA of a customer outside of the D/M. (AFLCR 66-9) 3
frequently bears the charge on a temporary basis Hours performed by nonsupervisory workers in a
for materiel or services intended for the benefit of Resource Control Center (RCC) of a Production
a customer. At some point in the "Fiscal Cycle", Branch or Laboratory. These expended hours will
the commitment/obligation/expenditure will be increase the value of the product by altering the

tranfered fom he NA alotmnt edge tothe composition, condition, conformation or constructionreimbursable allotment ledger. (AFSCR 170-9) of the product. Hours .re supported by a work

DIRECT JOB ORDER NUMBER request and authorized by prescribed work
A code assigned by a laboratory, di,ision, center authorizatiot, documents indicating specific work to

or range to identify a specific entity of work effort be done. (AF'LCR 78-3)
within the organization. All eight positions must be Labor (as opposed to the costs) that is directly
used by laboratories (is synonomous with a work expenaed in performing work or a job accomplished.
unit as defined in AFSCR 80-14). Normally. job Excludes all nonproductive labor such as inspection.order numbers are assigned in the laboratories only production control, supervision, etc. (AFSCR 177-4)
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DIRECT MAINTENANCE RESOURCES The process of bypassing the SBSS for the
The time in mar-hours and material in dollars purchase of an item citing R&D funds. (AFSCR

expended directly on the time being maintained 67-8)
during the period of active maintenance. DIRECT PROCUREMiaT (DIRECT SLE)

~MILSTD-78)A procurement of defense supplies in the US by a
DIRECT MAINTENANICE SUPPORT foreign purchaser in which the supplies are

Refers to that maintenance performed to materiel purchased through commerciai channe!s for use by 1:
while it remains under th custody of the using the foreign purchaser. (AFSCR 177-1)
military command. Upon restoration to serviceable DIRECT PRODUCT STANDARD HOURS (DPSH)
condition, the materiel normally is returned directly TsThe standard labor hours required to process an -
to service. (DOD 4151.1) operation or an end item. (AFLCR 65-17)

Maintenance performed while materiel remains
under custody of the using organization. When DIRECT PROGRAM
materiel is restored to serviceable condition, it is Equals Total Obligational Authority (TOA). (DOD
returned to service. (AFR 66-17) 700C.5)

DIRECT MATERIAL DIRECT PURCHASE
The material (including scrap) that enters into The noncompetitive procurement of an item from

and becomes part of the finished product which can the actual manufacturer or vendor. This includes a
be identified with and assessed against a particular noncompetitive procurement from a prime
part, product, service, or group of parts, products, contractor who is the actual manufacturer of the
or services accurately and without undue effort and item. (AFR 57-6/DSAM 4105.2)
expense. (AFLOM 25-3) DIRECT PURCHASE BREAKOUT

Direct materiel is that materiel which enters The noncompetitive purchase of an item direct
directly into or becomes a part of the functional from the item manufacturer or vendor following
characteristics of the product and can be related to previous purchase(s) of the same item from the
specific end items. It is materiel which can be prime contractor for the equipment or system
readily meas-'red aid charged to sp2cific jobs or requiring the item, either as a spare or ,n integral
end prcducts. Items common to a number of end component. (AR 715-22, NAVMATINST
items are considered as direct materiel providing 4200.34A/AFR 57-6/DSAM 4105.2).
that the above criteria can be established. tAFM67-1) DIRECT PURCHASE MANUFACTURER
67-I) Spare parts obtained by direct purchare from the

DIRECT MATERIAL COST actual manufacturer or vendor rather than the
The cost of all materials and parts (both funded prime contractor for the end items vhich these

and unfunded) used in depot maintenance which can parts support. (AR 715-22)
be readily identified with specific units of
production, processes, jobs. (AR 37-55) DIRECT SALESale by a United States contractor of equipment,
DIRECT OBLIGATIONS materiel, and/or services developed with DOD

Amounts of orders placed, contracts awarded, appropriations/ funds directly to a foreign
services received, and similar transactions. during a government for military uses. (AFR 400-3)
given period, requiring future payment of money
from direct citation of funds and incurred for the DIRECT SUPPORT

Component's own benefit (the sum of the direct A mission requiring a force to support another
ennrspecific force and authorizing it to answer directlyexpen~ses and change in selected resources -!

excluding the reimbursable progr,:). (DOD 70 the supported force's request for assistance. (JCSe x l d n h e m u s b e r g n : . ( O 0 0 6 P u b 1 )

DIRECT PROCUREMENT Technical assistaiice in which a laboratory
The procurement f defense supplies in the provides a customer with a specific, well-defined

United States by a foreign government, contractor, product. The product may be a piece of hardwareor international organization in which the supplies or software, research. an analysis, an evaluation,

are purchased through commercial channels for use consultotion. or technical direction.
by the foreign government or internatiinai (1) informal Support. Assistance provided by
organization. (AR 715-23) laboratorirs on a quick teaction basis to a customer.
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This assistance is nor:ally short term and will not equipment site or by bringing the equipment to the
usually require more than 3-J man-days of maintenance unit's mobile shops. The mission of
laboratory effort and is normally not reimbursable. direct support including repair parts, and technical
(See AFSCR 172-2 for detailed reimburs.inient assistance to using organizations. Using
gui'iance.) organizations themselves also may perform limiced 2

(2) Formal Support. Assistance provided by third echelon maintenance when specifically
laboratories in response to documented requests. A authorized by a TOE, the Maintenance Allocation
formal work request normally relates to customer Cha:t. or by p).:.fied agreement between the
requirements where substantial amounts of commanders of the direct support unit and the
laboratory resources would be .,xpended. Formal using unit. (ASO 3216A)
support is gener.lly reimbursable by the customer. That category of materiel maintenance normally
AFSC Reg 172-2 gives specific guidance on authorized for and performed by designated TOE or
reimbursement of laboratories and documentation TDA maintenane activities in direct support of
required. (AFSCR 80-23) using organizations. This category of maintenance

Applies to support (including civilian pay) feasibly is iimited to repair of end items, components, and
identifiable to an activity or job order when tie assemblies on a return-to-user basis. (AR 750-1)
receiving activity must pay for the goods or Direct support maintenance is that maintenance
services received. It iucludes all locafly funded normally authorized and performed by designated
services, supplies and materiel idertifiable to naintenance activities in direct support of using
customer funded orders for in-house technica3 organizatons. (TM 38-715, AR 37-16)
effort (AFSCR 177-2). AFSCR 172-8 gives a list of 9
typical direct-support (direct cost) items. (AFSCR DIRECT SUPPORT POlliTA reporting activity, designated by the Defense
172-2) Supply Center (DSC) to carry stocks of DSC

DIRECT SUPPORT AMMUNITION SERVICE controlled items for its own consaumption and for
A procedure wherein ammunition is issued support of assigned operating units and activitiesdirectly to the using organization. (AR 310-25) within the service of the direct supply point.

DIRECT SUPPORT ITEMS (AFLCM 72-2)
Items affecting a missile weapon system or DIRECT SUPPORT SYSTEM

rendering the missile weapon system inoperative The standard Army supply distribution system for
and the absence of which would preclude the supporting CONUS/overseas supply support
weapon system performing its assigned mission will activities diiectly from the CONUS depets with
be considered as direct (weapon system) support Class II (clothing, equipment, tools), III (packaged

J items and will be listed in the WSSL. These items petroleum products), IV (construction and barrier
fall into two categories: 1. ICBM Peculiar Items. material), V (missile components), VII (major items),
Those items peculiar to one or more missies in and IX (repair parts). (AR 310-25)
terms of application or support. 2. Air Force Stock
Items. Those items for which commanders of other DIRECT SUPPORT UNIT o r t
AMAs are assigned commodity class Unit which has the mission of supporting another

unit of the command. It receives and executes
missions directly on call from. and gives priorit.i of

DIRECT SUPPORT MAINTENANCE effort to, the supported unit. It is not attached to
Consists of inspection, repair, and/or replacement a supported unit but remaiins undei the command of

of assemblies and end items in a its normal high commander. (AR 310-25)
repair-and-return-to-user basis. It is performed by DIRECT TURNOVER MATERIAL
technical service units, which are organic, assigned, Is the term used to desRgnEe any material 
or attached to major commands and act in direct •ie ter u s od * te any materiaofuig raiatos Te a oeae (equipage, repair parts, or coisumable items) ,
support of using organizations. They may operate ordered for direct turnover to the sing depart.nent
under command of armies, divisions, or logistics or activity. Such mat-rial is not stacked in upplysupport commands and ordinarily are organized oratiy.uhmaralsnosokeinupysuppert a comandse d o rinail ared oui.en department storerooms and is nornialiv required for

udraTable of Organization and Equip-ient imdaeue N SPMN
ITOE). Direct support units are 100 percent mobile, immediate use. (NAVWP MANI
and perform maintenance service either by DIRECTED CONDEMNED
dispatchi"g mobile repair teams to the disabled Is that state in which a TCTO issued by the
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Commander, AFLC, through authority vested in the to AFSC programs. projects, studies, and
IM/SSM, directs condennation action. (AFM 67-1) development planning activities. (AFSC 200-3)

DIRECTED EFFORT DIRECTORS OF INTELLIGENCE (DI) PRODUCTS
Effort speo'fically diected to be accomplished by S&T intelligence products prepared in response to

PMD and/or AFSC Form 56, AFSC Program HQ AFSC or higher tasking, FTD requests, or
Direction. These 62XXXF (Exploratory internal requirements. Included are technical
Development), are issued for only specific projects briefs; briefings; reports; studies; threat
of 65806F and 65807F. For this regulation, documentation, as.essments, and lummaries; and
however, the term, directed effort, is considered to inputs to the inte!ligence secti'uis of program
also apply to these PEs. (AFSCR 27-9) management plans (PMP). (AFSCR 200-3)

DIRECTED PROGRAM DISASSEMBLY
That portion of the approved program released on Disassembly is the removal of major components

procurement authorization. (AFSCM 27-1) and assemblies, and other operations further
DRCEdividing plant equipment to facilitate inspection,
DIRECTED PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION AND QUANTITY cleaning, preservation and/or shipment. (TM

Information fields reflecting the directed program 38-260INAVSUP Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MICO
authorization (PA) dollars and directed quantities as 4S70.62;DSAM 4145.9)
shown on AFLC Forms 1110 (contract) and 111OA
(organic). (AFLCR 171-24) DISASSEMBLY SEQUENCE

DIRECTING A sequencing/processing method used in the
DIRETNG aconfiguration files of the ACMS in which the item
The act of demanding, through oral or writen records are maintained and processed in a

communication. the fulfillment by the contractors of successively lower level of indenture sequence.
legal obligations. Such obligations, although Eachend a rle om nenture s ein
identifiable in the contract, are of such broad and Each end article or component record is followed in
nonspecific nature that considerable judgment must sequi.ce by its component records. End article CII

nonspcificnumber is the major sorting field. (AFLCR 171-91)be utilized in making decisions concerning the scope

and frequency of demands. (AFSCM 78-1) DISBURSEMENT
DIRECTIVE In the collective appropriation sense, the amount

D lyTIVE paof expenditure checks issued and cash paymentsBroadly speaking, any communication which Z
initiates or governs action, conduct, or procedure. made, net of refunds received. Includes all

i advances. Excludes amounts on nonexpenditure
(JCS Pub 1)A Plansued wdocuments issued to accomplish a transfer. (AFSDMA pian issued with a view to placir,7 4 in effect 1725
wh,-r. so directed, or in the event -:-at a stated l p nc ,kh
contingency arises. (JCS Pub 1) All payments by cash, check, or voucher

A miitay cmmuicaionin hic is deductions. In the collective appropriation sense,A military communication in which policy is the amount of expenditure checks issued and cash
es.ablished or a specific action is ordered. (JCSPub !)paymnents made, net refunds received. (AFSCR 27-6)

DIRECTIVE NUMBER DISBURSEMENTS, CASH
ADe Use to ndceWith respect to fund reporting. the amount ofA code used to indicate thr (tustomer project "expenditure" cheeks issued and cash payments

order, MIPR, or other type of authorization made, net of refunds received. Excludes
document related to a specific job order. This code mdnet oftref rec eived. Excludes
is not applicable to laboratories. (AFSCM 177-265) nonexpenditure checks, but includes all advances.

(DOD 5000.8)
DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE FUELS All payments. (DOD 5000.8)

This is the supply organization of AFLC DISBURSEMENTS, CROSS-SERVICE
responsible for the management of petroleum,
missile fucls, oils and chemicals logistic support and Disbursements inate b% one military department

oertlf ad o te ~ diis.~nAF for the account of another de,,,ai tient. Such
pton nd anagemet ues disbursements are charged direct to the funds of

stock fund. (AFM 67-i) the benefiting department and are not the subject

DIRECTORS OF INTELLIGENCE (DI) of charges and reimbursements to the
An AFSC activity that acquires, analyzes, appropriations and funds of the disbursing

evaluates, and applies foreign intelligence relevant department. (DOD 5000.8)
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DISBURSEMENIS, NET vendors to those engaged in certain businesses and
A,'ith respect to fund reporting, gross allowable irrespective of the time when the account

disbursements less reimbursements and other is paid. (DOD 5000.8)
repayments collected. (DOD 5000.81 DISCREPANCIES INCIDENT TO SHIPMENT

DISBURSING OFFICER, All deficiencies -ncidnt to the shipment of
The offher or agent of the office designated as Government propert- to ,r from a contractu," s

the paying office under the ontract. (DAR facility whereby differences exist between the
24-101.8) property actually received. Such deficiencies
DISBURSING-OFFICE SYMBOL include, but are not imited to loss. damage,

destruction, improper status and conditiont coding,A numerical symbol assigned by the Treasury error in identity or classificati(n, and improper
Department to a disbursing office for identification consignment. (DAR 13-102.2, DAC 76-17)
of disbursements and other cash transactions.
(DOD 5000.8) DISCREPANCY

DISI.HARdE Disagre-rment between the amount or condition, of I
nclude, b iproperty on haiid and the amount or condition of

but is not limited to, any spilling, such prop- rty on records. This may either be: 1.
let, ing, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or A disagreement beiween quantities actuall
dumping. Dischiarges, as used in this Directive. do received in a shpment and those recorded on the
not include those which are within the limits and rg
criteria of appropriate Federal or State permits. releasereceipt document. generall ref-errd to as a

4discrepant3  incident o sOiDmeht. 2. A
disagreement between a stock record or other

DISCOUNT FACTOR property accounting record balance ai.d the result
The appropriate Project Year Factor for tlee of a physical count or inventory %AFM 67-)

purpose of discounting project costs. (AFLCR 78-3) DISCREPANCY IN SHIPMENT
DISCOUNT RATE Whenever a carrier (common or (ontra't) fails to

The interest rate used to discount (or apply the deliver to a conb.gnee. in the condition originally
time value) money to future costs and benefits so billed. JIl of the packages and!or loose nieces of
as to arrive at their present values. (AFLCR 78-3) property listed on DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single
DISCOUNTS ON REPARABLE MATERIEL, PRICE Line Item Release/Receipt Document, or other 'A

The variance between the inventory standard shipping document, the shortage or damage is

price for the same items new, and the allowance in termed a discrepancy in shipment. The term is also
applied to overages and other conditions of a traffic

return (whether or not the alloviance. in fact, is an/rupl ntreafcighe sbltyoand/or supply nature affecting the usability or
granted). (DOD 5000.8) prompt identification of property. (AR 710-26.

DISCOUNTS ON SALES, PRICE NAVSUP Pub 452 Revision/AFR 67-96/1MCO
In Defense, the reduction in amour.t of sales a. P4400.51A/DSAR 4140.47)

compared with inventory standard prices. on Discrepancies for which the carrier is clearly
acccuat of less-than-new condition, p.irtiai liable and those for which carrier liability cannot be
obsolescence, or in order to encourage utilization of clearly ruled out by the consignee. Transportation
materiel in o,)ng supply. (DOD 5000.8) d:screpancies are most frequently disclosed in the

DISCOUNT, CASH checking-in operation by the TO. but concealed

A reduction in the amount due on an account damage is often disclosed by the receiving property

payable if paid withir a stated pieriod. Jote: The officer in the storage operation and reported to the
terabe is pat to b a conued w raod e TO for action. (AR 710-26/NA''SUP Pub 452
teria is not to bp confused with trade discount). Revision/AFR r-7-96!MCO P4400.51A/DSAR

DICONT PRCAS DISCREPANCY WITH MANDATORY RESEARCHIn Defense, czash discounts allowed on materiel ROIEET:

purchased. (DOD 000.8)Potential physical inventory adjustment ujlich
DISCOUNT, TRADE exceeds established dollar value limits :-r the
A reduction in price. usually varying in variance is applicable toa controlled inventory item.

percentage with volume of transactions. made by IDOD 4141n 35)
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DISESTABLISH DISPOSABLE ITEM
To discontinue a mission, function, or activity at Any component or end item authorized for

an installation. (AR 780-5, AFR 67-4) disposal by current supply and maintenance
pub!ieations. This will include both serviceable

DISPATCH INTERVAL excess and aneconomically reparable end items and
Time interval between successive aircraft componelats. (AR 750-50) -

departures. (AFM 11-1) DISPOSALLE MAP PROPERTY

DISPATCH RATE That part of redistributab!e MAP property which:
The number of aircraft p'r day dispatched to 1. Is not required to meet programmed and

fulfill the requirements of an airlift operation. unprogrammed military deficiencies in MAP. 2. Is
(AFM 11-1) not required by any of the military departments for:
D Aa. Service program requirements. b. Meeting A
DISPERSAL KIT requests from a foreign country for sale under the

An assembly of aircraft spare parts, built up military assistance saies program. (AFM 67-1)
aircraft engine power packs, and spares for MAP property determined to be no longer needed
essential ground handling, test, and support for the purpose initially furnished and for which no
eqn.ipme:t readily transportable by air or surface further MAP requirement exists (see
means, designed to support the aircraft of one Redistributable Property); and, MAP property which
squadron or elements thereof for a 30 day period, does not meet the criteria for utilization screening
(AFM 67-1) and is classified :s disposable property by the

MAAG when initially reported by the countny.
DISPERSED OPERATING BASE (DOI) 4160.21-M)

A United States Military air base that is
equipped, manned, and maintained in a reduced DISPOSABLE PROPERTYoquppemaionnst , wan aaildiy o rex d Personal property classified as scrap, rip-out
operationsao shtus, ntie f caacili tod and o material, excess, surplus, exchange/sale and foreignoperations on short notice for accommodation of ecs.(O 102-)

dispersed theater forces and/or Continenta: United
States augmentative forces during periodic DISPOSAL
exercises, contingency, or general war operations. The act of getting rid of excess, surplus, scrap,
(AFM 11-1) or salvage property under proper authority.

Disposal may be acomplished by, but not limited
.4 DISPERSED STORAGE AREA to, transfer, donation, sale, declaration,

That portion of a depot or subinstallation that is abandonment, or destruction. (DOD 5(100.?)
geographically located away from the main Any sale, donation, abandonment, or destruction
establishment, but not at another reporting of property, or any transfer of property within the
installation. (AR 320-5) Department of Defense or to other Federal civilian

agencies. (DSAM 81130.1)
DISPERSION (DATA) The act of getting rid of excess or surplus

The extent to which numerical data spread out, property under p-oper authority. Disposal may be
vary, or deviate from a given or average value. A accomplished by, but not limited to, transfer.
common measure of dispersion is the standard donation. sale, declaration, abandonment, or
deviation. (DOD 5000.8) destruceion. (ONMINST 5000.3)

The process of elimination from the servie'"
DISPOSABILITY BY ACCEPTABLE MEANS inventories through redistribution, transferring.

Any method of ammunition disposal which meets donating, selling, ahardoning, or destroying
and accomr'odates the most restrictive ammunition. (AFI.C/AFSCR 136-5)
environmental constraints applicabhc to the The process of redistributing, trai'sferring.
jurisdiction in which !be ammunitien disposal takes donating. selling. abandoning. or destroying
place. (AFI,C/AFSC 136-5) disposable personal prope, ty. (DOD 4160.21-M)

DISPOSABLE END ITEM DISPOSAL CREDITS
An end item authorized for disposal in accordance The proceeds of sale of any materiel sold to third

%%;!h current directives. This will include ooth parties by a contractor in conv.ectio: with contract
uneconomically reparable and surplus serviceable termination, to the extent not otherwise paid or
en( items. (AR 320-5) credited to the Government. (DOD 5000.8)
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The agreed-upon price for any part of the DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIFS
termination inventory sold to a contractor in the As used in this manual, includes uiincipal
negotiatiors regarding a contract-termination claim. Distribution Depot, Attrition Depots, Specialized
(DOD 5000.8) Support Depots (SSDs) and Direct Supply Support

DISPOSAL ITEM (COMPLETE) Poir.is (DSSPs). (DSAM 4140.2, AROISPSAL TEM COMPETE)735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MC0 P4400.101)
An item selected o, the basis of semi-annual or

interim retention/disposal reviews for removal of DI3TIBUTION PREA
total quantities from central inventory management Geographical uit within which a supply depot
by disposal action. (ASOINST P4400.24) makes routine deliveries. (AR 320-5)

DISPOSAL PERIOD DISTRIBUTION CATEGORY a
The period beginnin, with the date of the opening Affects technical order modification kits

of a plant clearance case and ending 150 days applicable to aircraft, missiles, air training devices,
thereafter. (DSAM 8130.1) ground CEM. equipment, or vehicles by specific
DISASSEMBLY serial control number and/or Air Force registration

Teardown of the item or parts sufficient to number. The home base assignment and current
permit the type and amtunt of inspection and work location which are available within the established
required. (AFLCR 65-22) records maintained at the headquarters of a major

command. Kits distributed tinder this tategory will
DISASSEMBLY ORDER always be automatically shipped by the IM/SSM to

An order issued by an inventory control poiit to the modification sites. (AFM 67-1)
an assembly depot, or through a stock control
activity to an assembly depot, that will cause the DISTRIBUTION CATECORY B
expenditure of an a. semblage to disas scmbly for Affects modification kits applicable to tholse

recovery of components as individual items of issue. aircraft or other items of equipment where a
(%AR 310-25) physical inspectioi is necessary tu determine a
DISTANTEARLYWARNING LINE requirement, individual items are not specifically

dinuhblcuae fromlike rtecors ar cnotal.~leraA defensive line of radar stations at about the distinguishable from like items by controlled serial70th parallel eq the North American continent, number, accurate location records are not avail.,ble
0parllel N by the North Amica contin , within the established records maintained at the

headquarters of a major command, or wherein the

DISTRIBUT ION technical orler indicates accomplishment may be
Servicing an activity by furnishing an initial set deferred until depot overha,il or performance of

of engineering data (for a given weapon inspection/repair as necessary. This distribution
system/subsystem/ component), and keeping the set category requires normal requisition action oy the
current by means of a:.tornatic distribution. (APR using activity. (AFM 67-1)
67-28)

That functional pha.ie of military logistics which DISTRIBUTION CODE ADDRESS
embraces the act of dispensing materiel, facilities An address code assigned to each Engineering
and services. (AR 320-5, AFM 67-1, JCS Pub 1) Data Service Center by the USAF Engineering Dia

An official delivery of anything, such as orders or Support Center, to cimplif. the distribution of
supplies. (JCS Pub 1) engineering data. (AFR 67-28)
A planned spread of fire to cover a desired DISTRIBUTION CODE NUMBER

frontage or depth. (JCS Pub 1) A code number assigned a specific foreign
A planned pattern of projectiles about a point. government used for the identification of

(JCS Pub 1) publications sold under a specifir FMS case. (AFR
The arrangement of troops for aiy ;,urpose, such 40C3 '

as a battle, march. or maneuver. (JCS Pub 1)

The arrangemen' of elements within the area of DISTRIBUTION DEPOT
consideration; the relative arrangement of a set of As used '% this manual. includes principal
numbers. (AFLCR 171-12) Distribution Depots and Attrition Denots. (DSAM

The process of assigning military personnel to 4140.2/AR 73i5-]IINAVSUP Pub 5003/1|CO
activities, units or billets. (JCS Pub 1) P4400.101)
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DISTRIBUTION DROP POINT DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT

An activity designated by the in-country A statement used in marking a technical
distribution plan to receive and distribute cargo to a document to denote the conditions of its availability
cluster of supply support activities. (AR 810-25) for distribution, release, or disclosure. (DOD
DISTRIBUTION FIELD AND CODES 5200.20, AR 70-31)

The Distribution Field of a requisition is a dual A statement used in marking a technical
purpose field with two different uses for the Navy document to denote the conditions of its availability
Supply System. The first field, one character, is for distribution, release or disclosure at the
common for all military services. An alpha initiation of a component of the Department of
character in this field, for interservice transactions, Defense. If used to impose a degree of control on
represents the service point to receive status on the distribution, the reasons must be other than for
requisitions. A numeric character in this field, for protection of classified information. (DODI 5200.20)
intra-Navy transactions also represents an activity DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
to receive status on requisitions. The second field,
two digits, Columns 55-56, will contain the Navy That complex of facilities, instlclations, methods,
Cognizance Symbol for the item requisitioned. On and procedures, designed to receive, store,
service requisitions other than Navy, the field has maintain, distribute, and control the flow of
significance only to the originator. Information military materiel between the point of receipt into
cited in these fields is to be perpetuated on all the military system and the point of issue to using
subsequent documentation. (NAVSUPPub 437) activities and units. (AR 320-5, AFM 67-1, DOD

DISTRIBUION MISSION ACTIITS4140.4, AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1)
AtiiUtie responibl A for shipping sThat complex of facilities, installations, methods,Activities responsible for shipping supplies to and procedures designed to re,'eive, store, maintain,consumers within a geographical area. A distribute, and control the flow of materiel between

Distribution Mission Activity may also have a

storage mission in which case 'it will still b the point of receipt into the supply system and the
referred to as a Distribution Mission Activity. (DOD point of issue to using activities and units. This4100.1) includes facilities, installations, and servesprovided to the Air Force by contractors or by other

DISTRISUTON PLAN military services but does not apply to materiel
A summarization of contract award data prepared procured for direct deltvery by a manufacturer.

and published by DFSC to advise CONUS and The point of receipt ani issue is the point at which
overseas fuel regions and other petroleum accountability is assumed or dropped by facilities or
management activities of how all requirements of a installations of the distribution system. (AFM 67-1)
specified procurement program and delivery period That complex of facilities, installations, methods,
will be supported. (DOD 4140.25-M) patterns and procedures designed to receive, store,
DISTRISUTIOU PLAN AOTIjOngI'A maintain, distribute and control the flow of materiel

Establishes the maximum quantity of a product between the point of receipt into a military supply
which may be ordered against all contracts system and the point of issue to a post, camp,
managed by a particular fuel region or JPO. (DOD station, base or equivalent. (DOD 4140.17-M)
4140.25-M) omu m SYSTII LEiM OF wPPY
0IsT1I,1T1OU POINT The average over-all quantity of materiel

An activity established in a Defense Supply required to be in a given distribution system. It is
Center distribution system where material is the sum of the average levels of supply to all
stocked for supply to requisitioning activities of the storage and distribution points and the in transit
military services within a designated geographic levels of supply within a distribution system w,'ithin
area. (AFLCM 72-21 the geographic limits of any portion thereof. (DOD

A point at which supplies and/or ammunition. 4140.4)
obtained frons supporting supply points by a
division or other unit. are broken down for DISTISUTOM SYSTEMS QuIY CONTROL
distribution to subordinate units. Distribution points A management system that applies quality control
usually carry no stocks. Items drawn are issued techniques and statistical methods to measure and
completely as soon as possible. (AR 320-5. JCS Pub control the quality of Distribution operations.
1) 1AFLCR 74-13)
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DISTRIBUTOR Defenbe to assure a timely procurement. This
Anyone authorized by the manufacturer to rating will override unrated or commercial orders

rebrand and distribute the manufacturer's product but not a DX rating for like items from the same
under the distributor's own brand designation, ineustry. (AFM 11-1)
(AR 320-5) DOCK RECEIPT
DISTURBED AREA Receipt used at a terminal to receive, stow, and

An area subjected to any disassembly and manifes, outbound cargo. (AR 320-5)
reassembly during the repair process. (AFLCR
743) DOCK STOCK SUPPORT

DISTURBED SYSTEM The number of serviceable engines required to be
DISTURyE system in transit or physically located at the Aircraft PDMAny system of which the whole or a component and crash damage rework facilities. (AFM 400-1)

part has been removed, disassembled, repaired,

adjusted, modified, disconnected, or altered. DOCK TIME
(AFLCR 65-22) The scheduled date that GFM must be on hand at

DIVERSION the contractor's facility to prevent uninterrupted

The rerouting of cargo to a new transshipment production of thp end article and costs connected
point or via a different mode of transportation prior therewith. (AFLCR 57-10)
to arrival at the original transshipment point or DOCUMENT
destination. (AR 725-50, DSAM 4140.2, AR 735-110, Specifications, drawings, sketches, lists,
NAVSUP Pub 5003, MCO P4400.101) standards, pamphlets, reports, and printed,

Any deliberate action that causes materiel to typewritten, or other information, relating to the
meet a foreign commitment to be delivered to other design, procurement, manufacture, test or
than the original intended recipient. (AFR 400-3) inspection of items or services under a contract.

A security trade control-related term referring to (nA A S iesor sa

any unauthorized conveyance (resale, exportation, (NAVAIRINST 4700.21

shipment etc.) of material to a denied area or other Any recorded information or data regardless of

prohibited locale designated by ASD(ISA). (DOD its physical form or characteristics, including,
4160.21-M) without limitation, the following:

1. Written or printed material (whether
DIVISION REPRESENTATIVE handwritten, printed or typed).

The USAF officer placed in charge of a site by 2. Data processing cards or tapes.
AFSC and assigned the responsibility for successful 3. Maps, charts, photographs, negatives, moving
activation of the site. (AFR 400-30) or still film strips.

DIVISION SUPPORT COMMAND 1. Paintings, drawings, engravings, or sketches.
An organic divisional unit responsible for 5. Sound, voice, or electronic recordings.

providing division level supply, transportation. 6. Reproduction of the foregoing by any means
maintenance, medical and miscellaneous services for or process. (DODI 5200.20)
all assigned and attached elements of the division.
(A R 320-5) With regard to PR/MIPRs being processed by

DLA PROPERTY AND FACILITIES D/PP, the elapsed time from date the document was
Defense Logistics Agency property includes received in D/PP (per system input) to the date of

facilities, furniture, equipment, commodities, and the generation of the product reflecting the age.
other material for which DLA is financially (AFLCR 70-11)
accountable. (DIAR 5705.2)

DOCUMENT COTR CARD
DLAIDIPEC STANDARD, STANDARD (MASUIEMT) A PCAM card, AF Form 224, "Property

In lmssession of or a standard established by Accounting Transaction Card." used to record cost
DLA/DIPEC. (PLA., 4155.4, AR 750-26, NAVSUP category I and 1I items document input and to
Pub 5011, MCO P4870.45B) balance and account for all related transaction

DO INDUSTRIAL RATING cards. A document control card shall not be
The highr'st Department of Defense priority prepared for cost category III items document

imposed upon an industry by tht Secretary of input. (AFM 67-1)
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DOCUMENT FILE DOCUMENT REGISTER

A file of documents supporting transactions A form used to record supply transactions and
posted to the property book(s). Docui:ients provide document control during the processing of
pertaining to repair parts and expendahle supply documents and as a ready reference of past
non-reportable items are not retained in this file. transactions. (AR 320-5)

(AR 735-35) IOCUMENT SUSPENSE CARD
DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER A PCAM card, AF Form 1500, "ADP General

A three-digit code which identifies the basic type Pur.'ose Card," or other authorized PCAM card,
of administrative action, the specifie subtype of useu tj recor-i item input and to serve as an interim
supply transaction, and related modifyiag documentary record pending completion of
instructions for each type of supply aocument an] proces:.ing action to be afforded the original
movement document used throughout the document. (AFM 67-1)
requisitioning, processing, and issuing functions or
other types of supply transactions within and AN E o

An element of data on the CODN that identifies A
betwc-en supply and distribution systems. (AR both the time significance of the equipment
725-50, AR 320-5)m

72 ode0 ha 2fs-ac)referenced by the CODN and the precessing action -?

a odesthatientif the bic type of required in the ACMS regarding file establishment
administrative action, the specific subtype of supiply o hne ALI 7-1
transaction, and related modifying instructions for of change. (AFL(P 171-91)
each type of mechanical supi:y document used DOCUMKNTATION
throughout the requisitioning, processing, and The provision of accounting documents in support
issuing functions or other types of supply of financial and property transactions. (DOD
transactions within and between supply and 5000.8)
distribution systems. (NAVSUP Pub. 437, AFM Recorded technical data and information. (DOD
67-1) 5010.12)

DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER CODE (DIC) Recorded technical data or a concept in any form
DOUThe coDET asg E (d idenifyfrom which information can be derived, e.g., aThe code assigned to identify the kind of A

reqaisition submitted, type of information required, technical report. a page containing data, a graphic A
and status of the requisition. (APR 67-4/AR or pictorial representation, a tape recording, a book,

700-96/NAVMATINST 4000.35/MCO P4400.101) or a film record. (AR 700-51)
A code (three digits) that identifies the basic type Docun-tation consists of packing iists,

inspection and test reports, operating and
of administrative action, the specific subtype of installation instructions, historical records, and
supply document and movement document used diagrams of electrical and hydraulic systems and
throughout the requisitioning, processing, and
thrughoutheeuio s ion , typressingsupand utility connections. When specified, the
issuing functions or other types of supply documentation shall include photographs,
transactions within and between supply an udistribution systems. (DSAM 4140.2/1AR manufacturing procedJures, and ocher required
distribution systems. (AM P 4 140 .2AR technical data. (TM 38-260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR

735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MC0 P4400.101) 71-18/MCO 4870.62/DSAM ,I145.9)
DOCUMENT NUMBER DOCUMENTATION CENTER

A 14-digit reference number that will be assigned The Defense Dwumentation Center (DDC) which

to a requisition or a release/receipt document in provides the DOD-wide service for the ,equisition,
order to identify the transaction throughout the provides th eO e serie for t econ
logistics system until retirement of the document is sto;'.,e, announcement, retrieval, and secondary I
authorize in official reports of audit. (AFM 67-1) dIstLoution of technical documents. (AFR 80-29)

A 14-digit nc-,duplicative number constructed so DOCUMENTATION (DATA AUTOMATION)
as to identify the military service, requisitioner, The techniques necessary for the orderly
requisition date, and serial number. (AR 725-50, presentation, organization and communication of
AR : 320-5) specialized knowledge. Documentation is necessary

The number assigned to a debit or credit not so much to give maximum utility as to give an
document. The voucher concrol number assigned to unquestionable historical reference iuecord. (AFM
any official document used in connection with the 11-!)
movement of an engire. (AFM 400-1) A written explanation (in combination with
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adequate illustration when necessary) of the Secretary of Defense approved mobilization
purpose, requirements, logic and output capabilities requireiients. This includes equipment retained as
of an application, computer program or data integral units in plants of the Department
system. (AFM 11-1) Industrial Plant Reserve. (TM 38260/NAVSUP PubDOCUMENTATION (GENERAL) 523/AFR 71-18/MCO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) A

Any tangible media created or acquired to record DOD COMPONENTS'anH com'runiate temporarily or permanently. For the purpose of this Directive, DOD

knowledge, acts, interests, or events. (AFM 11-') components include the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the Organization %l the Joint Chiefs of

DOCUMENT, ACCOUNTING Staff, the Unified and Specified Commnds, the
Any form or original record which evidences a military departments, the Military Services, and the

financial or property transaction. F.- example, Defense Agencies. (DOD 5160.10, DOD 5160.2)
voucher, invoice, bill, contract, receipt, order, Military services aad agencies of the Department

requisition, procurement directive, etc. (DOD of Defense. (AR 780-5)iI5000.8) DOD CONTRACT ADMINISTRIJ'TION SERVICES (CAS)
DOD ACCOUNT COMPONENTS

The prescribed cost account structure for use by Office of the Defernse Supply Agency, Defense
supply management, industrial preparedness, and Contract Administratior Services, and the Military
terminal operations activities in the Department of Departments engaged in the performance of
Defense (DOD) p.ograms in recording operating contract administration services (including
expenses and performance. (AFLCR 117-105) procurement quality assurance) on contracts for

DOD ACTIVITY ADDRESS CODE (DODAAC) supplies and services, including contract

The code number assigned to approved activities maintenance, with private industry. (DOD 7720.6)

to facilitate requisitioning and interchange of DOD DEPOT MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION REPORT
engineering data. These codes are listed in DOD An annual consolidated summary of all active
4000.25-D, DOD Activity Address Directory depot maintenance facilities by name and location
(DODAAD). (AFR 67-4, AR 700-96, NAVMATINST and the maintenance production of end items by
4000.35, MCO 4235.22) type, model or class. It will be published by the
DDIICPITAssistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and

DODAILIFTh PABIIT Y Logistics) on the basis of the individual Depot
The airlift which the Agency is capable of Maintenance Production Reports submitted by each

pro;iding f. the movement of passengers and of the military services. It will consist of an
cargo througn the use of controlled transport alphabetical list (for each military service) of the

aircraft and emrcia) aircraft (DOD 5160.2) depot m~aintenance facilities (military and VDOD COMPONENT commercial) for which data are included in the

A Military Department or Defense Agency and its summary report and a 3econd section consisting of
subordinate activities. For the purpose of this a searate line entry of the data submitted on each
manua! it includes the cognizant contract of the EAM cards. (NAVMATiNST 4850.89A)

administration component and assign d contractors DOD DIRECT CREDIT
who take required action pursuant to ;ndividual Long term credit which is directly financed from
contract terms and approved procedures as the appropriatio or account available for that
appropriate. (TM 38-260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR purpose. Authority is Section 23 of the Foreign
71-18/MCO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) Military Sales Act, as amended, or pertinent earlier

Military Service or Agency including Army, Air legislation. (AFR 400-3)
Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and Defense Supply DOD DIRECTORY OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
Agency. (AFR 66-19/ AR 310-70;;NAVMATINST SERVICES COMPONENTS.360.11/MCO.525.16DSA 415.9)A guide for procurement activities and contract

DOD COMPONENT MOBILIZATION RESERVE administration services components for determining
Industrial plant equipment held in reserve in where prime and subcontracts shall be referred for

Assistant Chief of Staff (Instaliatiops and field administration, listing addresses, telephone
Logistics) (ASD(I&L)) approved Plant Equipment numbers, and other useful information. (DOD
Packages by DOD components in support of 105.59)
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DOD ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 38-260, NAVSUP Pub 523iAFR 71-18/MCO
SPECIALISTS 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9)

DOD Military and civilian personnel technically DOD INFORMATION DISSEMINATION ACTIVITY
qualiried to provide advice, instruction and training A DOD activity or DOD-sponsored activity, such
in the installation, operation and maintenance of

DOD eapnsequpmet, ad sstes. DOD as DDC, an Information Analysis Center (IAO), aDOD weapons, equipment, and systems. (DOD major technical library, or any secondary
1130.2) distribution or release activity which provides
DOD EXCESS MATERIEL technical information to eligible users beyond the

Materiel that is determined to be unnecessary for local unit. (DLAR 4135.10/AR
the discharge of the responsibilities of the DOD 70-21'NAVMATINST ')900.15/AFR 80-39/MCO
after completion of utilization screening vmong 55)2.9)
DOD activities in accordance with policies and DOD INTEGRATED MANAGER
procedures prescribed by applicable directives. A Military Department or Defense Agency

(DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub designated by the Secretary of Defense to be
5003/MCO P4400.101) responsible foe management or specified

Materiel which is determinei to he unnecessary commodiis or items on a DOD-wide basis. (DOD
for the discharge of responsiilitieb of the DOD. 4140.2-ri) o
(DOD 4140.34M) DOD INTEGRATED MANAGERS

DOD EXCESS STOCKS (POTENTIAL) Defense Supply Agency and Military Service
The qiantity of an item which is indicated on !he Inv2ntory Control Points assigned integrated

records of an ICP to be above the retention liiait of management responsibilities. (DOD 4100.37)
the ICP. This will be supply systems stock which is
being screened within the DOD for utilization blt DOD ITEM CODE (DODIC)
which has not been determined to be DOD excess. The DODIC is a uniform, centrally assigned (4

(DSAM 4140.1) alphanumeric positions) item code composed of a
'etter and three digits which denote

DOD HAZARD CLASS interchangeability between like items for
A numerical designator assigned to items to ammunition or explosive supply within FSG 13.

denote the ,atcr;al as being either explosive or (DOD 4160.21-11)
poisonous (toxic). Class 1 identifies explosive
material. Class 6 identifies poisonous (toxic) DOD P FORM

material. (AFLC/AFSCR 127-101) Frequently referred to as DOD "P" Exhibits
and contains informat: n (justification) for the

DOD HAZARD DIVISION annual Air Force submission to DOD. The form is
A numerical designator aqsigned to items based required by the annual DOD letter which prescribes

on the character and predominance of the associate- the backup data required for the annual budget
hazards and the potential for causing personnel submission. (AFSCR 27-6?
casualties or property damage. Within DOD Hazard DOD: PARTS FOR NEW DESIGN SELECTION
Class 1 (Explosives), there are four Divisions.
Division 1 denotes primarily a blast hazard: Division The parts suggested for new design contained in
2 primarily a fragmentation hazard: Division 3 military specifications and standards that are
primarily a mass fire hazard: and Division 4 referenced by general design specifications (such
primarily a minor fire hazard. Within DOD Hazard as, MIL-E-5400. MIL-E-8189. MIL-T-21200).

Class E, there is presently only one Division being (AFLCR 800-13)

utilized: Division 1, which denotes poisonous (toxic) DOD PERSONNEL
chemical agents. (AFLC/AFSCR !2%1-101) In this regulation DOD personnel includes both

DOD INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT RESERVE (DODIER) the military and civilian members )f DOD. (AFR

Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE) which is being 400-20)

heli to support projected DOD operational and DOD POTENTIAL CONTRACTOR
mobilization requirements. This reserve is An individual or organization outside DOD
composed of two major segments: declared eligible for documentation services by a

a. DOD General Rpserve. sponsoring Department of the Army activity that
b. DOD Compnent Mobilization Reserve. (TM participates in any program to maintain an
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industr-al research and development capability to identifies the areas where additional funds are
keep industry informed of Department of the Army required. This document provides the guidance for
research and development requirements (e.g., the Department of the Army in execution of the
US Army Qualitative Development Requirement ,%rogram. (AFR 80-8)
Informatiun). (AR 70-11) DOD/DA PROGRAM STRUCTURE

An individual or organization outside DOD A mission-oriented arrangement of program
declared eligible for documentation services by a elements consisting of an integrated activity or anpo1

sponsoring DOD activity on the basis of

participation in a Potential Defense Contractor identifiable military capabilitq. Program elements
are arranged in ,major programs in the Five-Year

Program. These programs are the Air Force Defense Program. (AMCR 11-4)
Potential Contractor Program, the Department of D
Navy/Industry Cooperative R&D Program, the DOLLAR SALES

Army Qualitative Requirements Information The dollar value of units issued for a spe(. '
Program, and the Defense Advanced Research period. (NAVEXOS P-1500)
Projects Agency Potential Contractor Program
(DLAR 4185.10/AR 'iO-21/NAVMATINST DOLLAR VALUE LINEA program line representing a requirement for
3900.15/AFR 80-39/MCO 5512.9) certain services, commodities, or a grouping 4*
DOD PROGRAMMING SYSTEM items of material (normally of high density and low

The methods and procedures for establishing, unit cos.) for which the requirement is measured "

maintaining, and revising the DOD FYDP. (AFSCM only in dollars. These lines are identified in the
27-I) MASL by unit of issues XX (dollars). (DOD

5105.38M)
DOD RESOURCES

Military and civilian personnel including Selected DOLLAR VALUE LINE ITEM
and Ready Reservists of the Military Services, A grouping of items whici., as directed by the
facilities, equipment, supplies, and services owned MASL, appear in plans and programs as a dollar
by, controlled by, or under the jurisdiction of a value rather than a quantity. (AFR 400-2)
DOD omponeii. (DODI 4151.7) DOMESTIC CIVIL TRANSPORTATION
DOD SINGLE LINE ITEM RELEASE/RECEIPT DOCUMENT Movement of passengers and cargo by commercial

(DD FORM 1348-1) carriers to, from, and between the 48 contiguous
The DOD single line item release/receipt states. (DSAR 3005-4)

document is prepared by the activity releasing the DOMESTIC CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
materiel. This document is used for selecting, Domestic Construction Material means an
packirg, materiel receiving, and as a source unmanufactured construction material which has

document for the preparation of other been mined or produced in the United States, or a
documentation. The DD Form 1348-1, is not manufactured construction material which has been
generally intended for use as an invoice, shipment, manufactured in the United States if the cost of its
or materiel movement document. It may be
.nanually or machine (EAM or computer) produced components which are nined, produced, orma u ly o m c i e( AM o o p te) p o u e manufactured in the United States exceeds 50 :
and is designed to facilitate preparation directly manftu the Uitsedts ec st
from the materiel release order document. (AFMthe cost of al its omonents. The cost
67-) t!. of components shall include transportation costs to

the place of incorporation into the construction
DOD TACTICAL SHELTER PROGRAM material and, in the case of components of foreign
The shelter research, development, testing origin, duty (whether or not a duty free entry

evaluation and engineering requirements of the certificate may be issued). A compoiient shall be
nmitarv services and appropriate DOD components considered to have been mined, produced. or
that were formulated by JOCOTAS and approved by manufactured in the United States (regardless of itz
DDRE. Primarily, the program consists of RDTE source in fact), if the construction material in which

management documents (e.g. DD Forms 1643 and it is incorporated is manufactured in the United
1498) and descriptions of operations aid States and the component is of a class or kind
maintenance and procurement funded requirements. determined by the Department concerned to be not
This progran provides OSD a description of the mined, produced, or m.nufactured ii. the United
work to be performed within the fiscal guidance and States in sufficient and reasonably available
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commercial quantities and of a satisfactory quality, television stations licensed by the Federal
(DAR 18-506.4) Communications Commission as an educational radio

or educational television station which are exempt
Nme ued to Odetif nd releasef from taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the InternalNumber used to identify and release for Revenue Code of 1954, and any public library which

movement domestic carload, or equivalent, with serves free all residents of a community, district,
exceptions, freight traffic by Department of state, or region and receives its financial support in
Defense shipping agencies. It includes the route or whole or in part from public funds. (DOD
method by which shipment will be made. (AR 32C -5) 4160.21-M)

DOMESTIC SHIPMENT DONATION AGREEMENT
Any shipment whoiy within the continental limits kn agreement between DOD and the designated

of the United States or not involving overseas service educational activity covering the types of
transportation. (AP R 69-8) surplus property and the conditions under which it
DOMINANT USER CONCEPT may be donated. (DOD 4160.21-M)

The concept that the service which is the DONATIONS OF SURPLUS MATERIEL
principal consumer is responsible for performing a Transfers of equipment, materials, and other
support workload for all using services. Thib does supplies determined to be surplus property, without
not imply that the dominant user will provide reimbursement (except for costs of care and
complete resources. (AFSCR 170-9) handling) for educational purposes, including

research, pursuant to the Federal Property and
DONABLE PROPERTY Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended.Surplus equipment, materiel. books, or other (DOD 5000.8)

surplus (including surplus property in work capital
funds, stock fund items, or in singular DONEE
management-type funds) except: 1. Such property The actual recipient of donatea surplus personal
as may be specified from time to time by GSA. 2. property. (DSAM 4160.1)
Surplus agricultura! commodities, food, and cotton A Service Educational Activity; a State, political
or woolen goods from time to time by the Secretary subdivision, municipality, -r tax-supported
of Agriculture to he commodities requiring special institution acting on behalf of a public airport; ahandling in order to assist in carrying out public agency using surplus personal proterty in
responsibilities in respect to price support or carrying out or promoting for the residents of a
stabilization. 3. Property in trust fund. (AFM given political area one or more public purposes
67-1) such as conservation, economic development,

education, parks and recreation, public hea'th, and
Surplus personal property under the control of a ucat, arks and t ou heathtandMilitary Deptment or DSA activity (including blic safety, acting by and through a Statesurus prpey n orkingacaitalu g Agency; an eligible nonprofit educational or publicsurpus roplty in orkig cpitl fnds health institution or organization, acting bv and

established pursuant to Section 405 of the National th inStto n r organization
SecuityAct f 147,as aendd, r insimlar through a State Agency; and other organizationsSecurity Act of 1947, as oiended, or in similar spec ally authorized by law to receive donable

management-l'ype funds), authorized for donation property. (DOD 4160.21-M)
by Statute. ;'ore-gn excess personal property is

donable pursuant to Section 402 of the Federal DORMANT FUNDS
Property and Administrative Service Act of 1949, as A condition existing when no payment has been
amended. (DSAM 4160.1) made within 90 days after a scheduled delivery was

Property under the control of a Military due or after a delivery was made. (AFLCP. 70-11)
Service/Defense Agency (including surplus personal DOT LABEL
property in working capital fund. established under Label(s) that must be affixed to packages of
!0 USC 2008 or in similar management-type funds) explcsives as prescribed in Section 173, Title 49.
authorized for donation by statute. (DOD CFR. (AFLC/AFSC Reg 127-101)
4160.21-M) DOT MARKING

DONATION The proper required markings which must be: Any tax-supported school system, school, collhge, used on the outside of shipping coihtainers in
university, school for the mentally retarded, school accordance with Section 173. Title 49. CFR.

for the physically handicapped, and radio or (AFLC/AFSCR 127-101)
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DOUBLE ENTRY DOWNTIME RATIO
A method of bookkeeping in which every A figure used to show the percentage of time

transaction is entered in two parts: debit and that a reportable CEM equipment is not operational. -2
credit-the debit or debits always equalling the (AFR 65-662)
credit or credits. This method is based upon the: t DPCCP MONITORuse of the following mathematical equation in
ue aAn individual assigned by an AF organization to
maintaining a balance at all times in recording rcieaddseiaeAET rm GDP
financial transactions: assets = liabilities + ue heand nito ALl f te
proprietorship, or fund resources unpaidall aspects of the

V obligations + balance of funds available. (DOD program to assure effectiveness, serve as central
5000.8) control point and prepare or approve ALERTs.

(AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20)
DOWN PAYMENT

Money transferred to the credit of the Treasurer DRAFT CHECKLIST

of the United States or other authorized officer 2t A checklist assembled by the Joint Checklist
the time of acceptance of DD Form 1513 as partial Working Group (JCWG) from inputs provided by the
payment for defense articles or services contracted project office, contractor, munitions activity, safety,

for by an eligible foreign countr;. (DOD 5105.381 ) quality control, and test agency approved by the
JCWG and used to verify the loading operation or

DOWN TIME (SYSTEM) assenbly of munitions. (AFSCR 136-3)The total time during which the System is not in
condition to perform its intended function. DRAFT PLAI TOE
Downtime can in turn be subdivided in the following The initial stage of a new 'h.hle of Organizatio,

categories: repair time, logistic time and and Equipment (TOE) or of a revision of an exi-ting

administrative time. (MIL-STD-721, NAVAIRINST TOE prepared by TOE proponcuts ,ith the

4700.2) assistance of their subordinate field commands and

A TM contains instructions designed to meet the agencies, if appropriate, and submitted to U.S.
needs of personnel engaged or being trained in the Army Materiel Command and U.S. Continental Army

operation, maintenance, service, overhaul, Command for area of interest review, prior to
installation, and inspection of specific items of preparation ot Plan TOE. (AR 310-44)
equipment and materiel. (AFR 66-7) DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM

DOWNGRADE Are the Final Draft Memoranda and reflect the
To determine that classified information requires, Secretary of Defense's final decisions on force

in the interests of national security, a lower degree levels and MFOIs reflected in his IDPMs as
of protection against unauthorized disclosure than influenced by Service and JCS comme.nts.
currently provided, coupled with a changing of the (OPNAVINST 5000.19E)
classification designation to reflect such lower DRAFT PRESIDENTIALMEMORANDUM/DEFENSE
degree. (JCS Pub 1) GUIDANCE MEMORANDUM

DOWNGRADING Memoranda from the Secretary of Defense

The procedure by which aP off-specification or describing recommendations on major issues
contaminated product is approved for use at a lower relating to forces, together with his rationale for
grade of the same or similar product. (DOD these recommendations. Initial (or comment)
4140.25-M) memoranda are issued early ia the calendar cycle

and express Secretary oi Defense tentativeDOWNTIMEdecisions. Tentative record of decis-on memoranda
That portion of calendar time during which the deiss. T ent r er o isid mmorndaitemis ot n cndiionto e~frm ts nteded are issued subsequently after coi.sideration of

item is not in condition to peiform its intended comments on the initial memoranda. Defense
function. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) Guidaice Memoranda cover problems other than

DOWNTIME CODE major policy issues of interest to individual Military
An alpha code used "o indicate the reason a CEM Services which require a comprehensive analysis

equipment is not in a fully operational status. and plan. Guidance memoranda need not be force
(AFM 65-662) oriented. (DOD 7045.7)
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DRAG DRONE
The aerodynamic force in a direction opposite to A vehicle, land, sea, or air, which is remotely or

that of flight and due to the resistance to automatically controlled. (JCS Pub 1)
m )vement brought to bear on an aerospace vehicle
by the atmosphere through which it passes. (AFM DRPFOINETRThat point in time when the official accountable
11-1) property records have been adjusted to reflect an
DRAWBACK issue or transfer of material. (AR 37-17)

Under specific provision of law, the paying back DROP ZONE
or remission of customs duties or internal revenue A specified area upon which airborne troops,
taxes which have been paid on materials used in the equipment, and supplies are dropped by parachute,
manufacture or production of an article which is or on which supplies and equipment may be
taxed at the time of exportation. (DOD 5000.8) delivered by free fall. (JCS Pub 1)
DRAWINA OF A STANDARD DROPHASTER

A drawing of a standard depicts multiusage An aircrew member who, during parachute
items. design criteria, or processes which disclose operations, will relay any required information
or reference engineerinc- requirements. between pilot and jumpmaster. (JCS Pub 1)(MIL-STD-7) An individual qualified to prepare, perform

DRAWING TITLE acceptance inspection, load lash, and eject material A
The name by which the part or item shall be for a;rdrop. (JCS Pub 1)

known aad will consist of a basic name, government DRUG ABUSE CONTRO! ITEMS
type designator, if applicable, and sufficient For the purpose of this regulation, the use of the
modifiers to differentiate like items ir the same term Drug Abuse Control Items, unless otherwise
major assembly. (MIL-STD-28) specified, will include items listed in the

DRAWINGS Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control

Geographic data in the form of line drawings, Act of 1970 as controlled substances, Schedules III,
sketches, blueprints, diagrams, or pictures which IV, and V (appropriate stimulant and depressant
furnish sufficient descriptive data to show what it drugs or other substances, e.g., narcotics 44
is, detailed dimensions of the item, what it looks paraphernalia (defined below, and tobacco
like, and the materiel of which it is made. (TM (cigarettes) that require as a ninimum limited A
38-715) access storage or, where possible, "ault storage.

A complete set of legible assembly aid detail The term does not include dist,fled spirits, wine

man.-facturing drawings (except government and/or malt beverages. Controlled substances3
standards). including vendor drawings and (Schednles III, IV, and V) are designated by the
engineering orders not reflected by such drawings. letter "Q" (formerly "i") in the Notes Column of
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) the Federal Supply Catalog, Identification List,

C-6500-IL. In accordance with Federal reguiations,
DRILL AMMUNITION controlled substances (Schedules III, IV, and V) are

Inert type of dummy ammunition or ammunition identified by C-IIl or III, C-IV or IV, and C-V or
components containing no explosive whatever; used V, respectively. (Many of .these drugs were I
for training or instruction. (NAVORD OP 2165) formerly identified by a distinctive drug abcseNonexpendable inert types of ammunition control symbol that consisted of an "Rx" within a
provided for instructional purposes. (AFM 67-1) capital "C".) The manufacturer places this synbol

DRIVEAWAY SERVICE on the immediate coi'tainer and cartoi. as
The transporting applicable; however, to deter pilferage, the symbol

own power by a driver furnished by an authorized does not appear on intermediate , shipping
commercial motor carrier. This method also containers. (MILSTAMP categorizes items
includes the movement of one or wore vehicles designated as Sensitive and/or Drug Abuse Control

including other than self- upporte~i vehicles when Items in this regulation an Controlled cargo.)icuigohrta efspot vhce -hn (DSAR 4145.!1) o
towed or mounted 'cither full or saadle mount) upon ( R-
a vehicle moving ii d;iveaway service. (DSAR DRUM
4500.3) 1. Round metal or fiberboard container for
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liquids or for solids. In this meaning, usually A general term conventionally accepted for
preceded by the quantity, as 5-gallon drum, planning ases to designate the first day of war. 1 .
55-gallon drum. (AFM 67-1)

2. A straight sided and flat ended cylindrical DUU I
storage or shipping container of metal, plywood or D-DAY CONSUMPTION/PRODUCTION DIFFERENTIAL
fiberboard (or combination thereof). Metal drums ASSETS
are usually 24 gauge or heavier and are rated in As applied to the D to P concept, these assets are
gallons, pounds or both. Nonmetal drums are rated required to compensate for the inability of the
for the maximum weight of contents. (AFR 69-8) production base to meet expenditure (consumption)
DRY BULK CARRIERS requirements during the D to P period. (JCS Pub 1)

Ships for the carriage of shipload lots of D-DAY MATERIEL READINESS GROSS CAPABILITY
homogeneous unmarked cargoes such as grain, coal, As applied to the D to P concept, this capability
cement and lumber. (DAR 1-1402) represents the sum of all assets on hand on D-day

and the gros. production capability (unfunded andDRY CARGO LINERS
funded) between D-day and P-day. When this

Ships used for the carriage of hetrogeneous capability equals the D to P Materiel Readiness
marked cargoes in parcel lots. However, any cargo Gross Requirement, requirements and capabilities
can be carried in such ships, including part cargoes an S
of bulk items such as those mentioned above, or,
when carried in deep tanks, bulk liquids such as D-DAY PIPELINE ASSETS
petroleum and vegetable oils. (DAR 1-1402) As applied to the D to P concept, these assets

DRY EMPLACEMENT represent the sum of CONUS and overseas
A launch emplacement that has no provision for operating and safety levels and intransit levels of Al

water cooling during launch. (AFM 11-1) supply. (JCS Pub 1)

DRY FUEL ROCKET D-F EQUIPMENT
A rocket that uses a mixture of fast-burning Railcars of motor vehicles equipped with special

powder. Used especially as a booster rocket. (AFM devices that make dunnaging unnecessary.
11-1) (NAVORD OP 2165)

DRY START DUAL THRUST
The starting up of a liquid rocket engine without A rocket thrust derived from two propellant :A

having previously filled the regeneratively cooled grains using the same propulsion section 0f a
tubes. (AFM 11-1) missile. The dual-thrust teennique is considered to

DRY TANK SPACE provide what is in effect a two- stage propulsion
system without tedsdatgso etspn hThe area in tanks designated for storage of the disadvantages of e the

supplies other than bulk liquids or gases. (AR ooster unit or of sequential igntion of the320-5, AFM 67-i) sustainer grain, and with the advantages of lower
weight, shorter length. and lower cost. (AFM 11-1) II

DRY WEIGHT
The weight of a rocket vehicle without its fuel. DUAL THRUST MOTOR

(This term, appropriate especially for liquid rockets. A solid rocket motor built to obtain dual thrust..
is sometimes considered to inclu,!e the payload.) In a single chamber unit the booster propellant
!\FM 11-1) grain may be bonded to the sustainer grain, with

the thrust level regulated by mechanically changing
D-DAY the nozzle throat area or o) using different grain

The day on which an operation commences or is compositions or configurations. lit a dual chamberto commence. This may be the commencemen" of unit. the separate chambers may be arranged in
hostilities or any other operation. (D-day an n tandem or concentrically. (AFM le-t c

M-day may occur simultaneously or M-d;y may
precede D-day). (AFR 78-13) DUE IN

The unnamed day on which a particular operatien The quantities of material e\pected to be receiied
commences or is tv comtence. This may lge the under outstanding )rocuring and requisitioning
conmmencement of hostIities or any other olier,tion. intruiueuit. and quautitic. from other .-ources such ,
(D-Dav and .M-l)a. may occur simultaneously or as transfer. reclamation. and recovery. (Alt 320-5)
M-Dav may precede l)-Day.) (DOl) 4005.1) The quantity of unu.ilplied items oil requests A
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submitted by unit supply officer to higher suppiy DUE OUT
echelon, or items unsupplied by contractor. (AFM That portion of stock requisitioned v;'hich is not
67-1) immediately availablc for z-ipply and which will not

Quantities of supplies scheduled to be reccived be referred to a secondary source of suppiy for
from vendors, repair facilities, assembly operatiun, supply action but will be recorded as a commitment
interdepot transfers, and other sources. (DSAM for future issue. (AR 320-5)
4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Fob 5003/MCO Items requisitioned but unfilled, and which are
P4400.101) recorded as requirements for future use.

DUE IN ASSETS DOCUMENT CONTROL (NAVEXOS P-1500, DOD 4100.31)
The recording, controlling, and processing of all DUE OUT DATE

documents pertaining to tne management and The date a report is to be dispatched by thecontrol of due-in assets. Types of documents to be preparing activity. (AFLCR 300-22)
contro!Ied include, but are not limited to, PRs, AF
MIPRs, basic and mandatory contractual documents, DUE OUT TO MAINTENANCE (DOTM)
materiel release/receipt (shipping and receiving) A memorandum balance on supply records that
documents, initial and amended shipping shows the quantity of each recoverable item owed
instructions, etc. (AFM 67-1) or obligated to maintenance because maintenarce

has previously turned in an item removed from ;nDUE INDATE end article without receiving a serviceabe eae.
The date report i to arrive at its prescribed NOTE: This balance is not the same as e normal

destination. (AFLCR 300-22) due out, where supply owes maintenance an item,

DUE IN FROM MAINTENANCE BALANCE but maintenance still retains the item that is to be
An accountable balance on supply records that replaced. (AFM 67-1)

shows the quantity of each DIFM item that The quantity of an item requested on a
maintenance has in its possession. (AFM 67-1) replacement basis which has been back ordered and
SDUE IN FROM MAINTENANCE FILE RECORD the requesting activity has accomplished turn-in

A file maintained by either supply and/or using the request transaction document number.
• " (AFLCR 66-53)

maintenance to manage and control DIFM items.
(AFM 67-1) DUE OUTS
DUE IN FROM MAINTENANCEITEM An obligation assumed and recorded by any

A recoverable item flowing through maintenance supply echelon to issue at a stkbsequent date a
from the time of removal to actual turn in. (AFM requested item which was not immediately avilable
67-1) for supply but one for which source of supply has

been established. 1AFM 67-1)
DUE IN FROM MAINTENANCE (DIFM)

I. DIFM Balance An accountable balance on DUMMY (WEAPON SYSTEM COMPONENT)
supply records that shows the quantity of each An inert model conforming to the outside
DIFM item that maintenance has in its possession. configuration and having the same weight and

2. DIFM Item. A recoverable item flowing principal moments ,,f inertia as the actual item.
through maintenance from the time of removal to (WR-1)
actua) turn in. DUMP

3. DIFM File Record. A file maintained by A temporary storage area. usually in the open,
either supply and/or maintenance to manage and for bombs, ammunition, equipment. or supplies.
control DIFM items. (AFM 67-1) (JCS Pub 1)

DUE IN FROM OVERHAUL (DIOH) DUNNAGE
End items due in from wrk from depot level Any material (such as boards. planks. blocks. etc.)

maintenance. (AFM ;;7-1)Proutionen d iem due infroused in traisportatioi and storage to suppo' and
Production end items due in from depot level secure suppliec, to protect them from damage. ormai~tenance. (AFLCR 66-53) for" cavenience in handling. (DOD 4500.32-R)
A term applied to production assets issued to

maintenance requiring a turn-in to base supply !o DUNNAGE (IN CARLOADING)
cancel the DO3 system due-in quantity. (AFLCR Temporary blocking, flooring, lining, racks,
66-62) standards, strips, stakes or similar bracing or
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supports. Does not include excelsior, hay, sawdust, EARLY TAKEOFF

shavings, shredded paper, straw, packing cushions Any launch more than 30 minutes before the
or pads, or similar packing materials. (APR 69-8) scheduled takeoff time. Drones/RPVs will us' the

scheduled range time as sc3ring criteria. (AF CR'DUPLEX 60-2)

Two-in-one, as two conductors with a common
over-all insulation or two telegraph transmission EARLY WARNING
channels over one wire. (AFM 11-1) Early notification of the launch, or approach- of -

Method of operaion of a communication circuit unknown weapons or weapon carriers. (JCS Pub 1)

where each end can simultaneously transmit and EARMARKED
receive. (NOTE: Ordinary telephones are duplex. Motor vechiles in storage status which have been
When used on a radio circuit, duplex operauon set aside (that is, according to military usage,
requires two frequencies.) (AF, 11-1) "cbligated stocks") for: Special Projec..

Mobilization Reserve, other Military Departments
DUPLICATE SHIPMENT and Goverr.ment agencies, MAP, etc. (DOD 4500.7)

A shipment which corresponds exactly to a
previous shipment. (AFR 67-16iAFR 67-7) EARNED REIMBURSEMENTS
SUST TIGHT Represents goods delivered and servicesDUTTIH furnished. (AFLCM 172-1)

Constructed so that dust will not enter the fuRNIS
enclosing case. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) EARNINGS

Income produced from services rendered as
DUSTPROOF distinguished from sales of goods. Income

*1Constructed or protected so that dust will not produced from any economic activit y. (Incom~e ma%
interfere with successful operation. (AFR 127-100, be gross or net -- less cost - in which case, it should
Attachment 1) be referred to as "net earnings.") (DOD 5000.8)

Ir " "-ea of contract administration, refers to a
DX INDUSTRIAL RATING cont,. s performance in terms of accrued A

The highest national priority imposed upon an expenditures, and proportionate related fees, under
induistry by Presidential approval to assure priority eost-reimbursement type contracts, whether or not
attention to production and delivery of contracted billed or immediately billable to the Government.
requirements. (AFM 11-1) (DOD 5000.8)

DYNAMIC PRESSURE EARNINGS, RETAINED
Pressure resulting from some medium in motion, Accumu;ated, undistributed net income in a

such as the air following the shock front of a blast "capital furd". (DOD 5000.8)
wqve, or from motion through the medium. (AFM le "working-capital funds," the accumulation of
127-201) gains, less losses from operations. (DOD 5000.8)

In contract administration, refers to amount held
-E- back by the Government (DOD 5000.8)

EAM (ELECTRIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE) ECHELON
One or a series of electrically operated A term used in this pamphlet to distinguish

semi-automatic office machines used to maintain between the organizational levels of repair.

records. (AFR 69-8) (AFLCP 57-13!
EARLY FAILURE PERIOD ECONOMIC ACTION I

That period of material life starting just after The planned use of economic measures designed
final assembly where failures occur initially at a to influence the policies or actions of another state,
higher than normal rate due to the presence of e.g. to impair the war-making potential of a hostile
defective parts or abnormal operating procedures. power, or to generate economic stability within a
(MIL-STD-721) friendly power. (JCS Pub 1)

EARLY RESUPPLY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The shipping of supplies during the period A systematic cos! estimating approach to a given

between D-day and the beginning of planned problem designed to assist the manager in so'ving a
resupply. (JCS Pub 1) problem of choice. Objectives and alternatives are
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researched and compared to identify that ECONOMIC INVENTORY POLICY

alternative which yields the required level of The principle of supplying an item by ordering in
benefits at the lowest cost or which yields the such quantities that the combined, cost to order and
greatert benefits for a given cost. (AFR 173-1) cost to stock is i minimum, thus reducing overall

A systematic approach to the problem of choosing supply costs and fre uency of requisitioning. (AIR
how to employ scarce resources and an 310-25)
investigation of the fu!l implications of achieving a ECONOMIC LIFE -

given objective in the most efficient and effective The period of time over which the benefits to be
manner. The determination of efficiency and gained from a project may reasonably be expected
effectiveness is imj.icit in the assessment of the to accrue to the Department of Defense although
cost effectiveness of alternativ? approaches and is economic life is not necessarily the same . physical
accomplished by: life or technological life, it is significantly affected

1. Systematically identifying the bepetits md by both the obsolescence if the investment itself
other outputs and costs associat~d with alternative and the purpose it is designed to achieve). The
programs, missions, and functions and/or of ecoromic life of an investment project begins in the
alternative ways for accomplishing a given program year in which the investment starts producing
(usually referred to as projects and activities.) benefits. Thus, it is possible that the investment

2. Highlighting :he sensitivity of a decision to may occur several years prior to the time the
the values of the key vafiables and assumptions on project starts producing benefits. tAFLCR
which decisions are based including technical, 18-3/DOD 7041.3)

. operational. schedule and other performance, : ECONOMIC LIFE OF TYPE
considerations. This term is applicable to ',hose peculiar parts and

3. Evaluating alternative methods of financing s tems apicae e pecurepartsand
investments, such as lease r buy; and secondary items which have been procured, usually

4 g i c t aas part of a provisioning process based on
4. Using benefits avid costs to compare the engineering (maintenance factors) and for which

relative merits of alternatives as an aid in: demand experience to this point or time does not
a. Making trade-offs between alternatives. deo

support the maintenance factor ratio. Items in this
and Recommending the ccst-effective alternative, category are normally required and retained in an- andeconomic life of type strata (as part of economic
C. Establishing or changing priorities. Note: For life of t satem ic

c.retention) luring telfof thesstm (AR
purposes of this Instruction, analytic studies which teleo he
deal with cost and effectiveness considerations of 3-2
weapon and support systems and military force ECONOMIC MOBILIZATION
levels are considered to be economic analyses even The process of preparing for and carrying out

though not specifically titled as such. (DODI such changes in the organization and functioning of

7041.3) the national economy as are necessary to provide
for the most effective use of resources in a national

ECONOMIC CHANGE emergency. (JCS Pub 1)
A change due to the operation of one or more "

factors of the economy. This includes specific ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY (EOQ)

contract charges not accounted for by the original An annual buy quantity for stockage list items

cost-quantity rdationships used to calculate which considers the cost to order as reiated to the

cost-quantity change variance. The category also cost of the item. (AR 320-5)
Sinchde. changing constanc or current dollar A quantity of material established for each item

amounts in program estimates to reflect altered based on mathematical formulas or tables, which

price levels or definitized contract amounts. relates the variable cost to hold material versus
iAFSCR 27-6) variable cost to buy for 'he determination of a

balanced optimum order quantity representing

ECONOMIC ESCALATION minimum total variable cost. (AR 320-5)
A reflection of chanzes in the price level The quantity to be ordered, computed on the

(inflationi for goods and services purchased over basis of minimizing total variable costs of
time. A measure o1 the difference between a operations. (DOD 4140.20)
constant-dollar totwl and a then-year dollar total oi A variable requirement for an economic order and
tU.- cos!. of goods and services. (AFR 173-1 -tockage program (EO&SP) item oiputed as a
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function of the cost to order, the cost to hold, the ECONOMIC RETENTION SEGMENT
unit price, and the annual requirements rate. (AFM The quantity of engines authorized for retention
67-1) in addition to the operational requirement total.

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL (AFM 400-1)
The total capacity oi a nation to produce goods ECONOMIC RETENTION STOCK

and services, (AR 320-5, AFM 11-1. JCS Pub 1) That portion of the quantity in long supply which
it has been determined will be retained for future

ECONC?4IC POTENTIAL FOR WAR peacetime issue or consumption as being more
That share of the total economic capacity of a economical than future replenishment by

nation w'hich can be used for the purposes of war. procurement; however, no portion of any item to be
(AFM 11-1/JCS Pub 1) retained as Economic Retention Stock may be

ECONOMIC REPAIR retained as Contingency Retention Stock. (AR

A repair. the cost f which is less than the value 320-5, DOD 4140.3, JCS Pub 1)

of the estimated remaining useful life of the That portion of the quantity of an item excess to
materiel at a point in time based on :ife expectancy, the Approved Force Retention Stock which it has "N
acquisition or replacement cost and other relevant been determined will be more economical to retain

factors. (DODI 7220.21) for future peacetime issues in lieu of replacement -
of future issues by procurement. To war-ant

ECONOMIC RESERVE conomic retention, items must have a reasonablyI
That portion of the quantitq of an item ii long predictable demand rate. (DOD 4100.37, AFM

suppiy which has been determined will be retained 1I-1,AFR 67-97)
for future issue or consumption. (AFM 67-.1  Quantities of material in long supply authorized

ECONOMIC RESUPPLY QUANTITY (BULK FUELS ONLY) for retention. (AFM 67-1)
That quantity, based upon mode of ECONOMIC SUPPORTING ASSISTANCE

transportation, which comprises the optimum See Security Supporting Assistance. (DOD
resupply quantity. Factors usually included are: 5105.38M)

1. Usable capacity of the installation ECONOMIC WARFARE
2. Desired delivery frequency Aggressive use of economic mears to achieve
3. Depth of waterway national objectives. (JCS Pub 1)
4. Volume rates
5. Maximum capacity of vessel EDEMA, PULMONARY
6. Minimum tender acceptable The presence of fluid in the alveoli of the lungs
7. Availability of tr2nsport facilities. (DOD in quantities which interfere with the normal

peceim.25wrtme respiration. Pulmonary edema may be produced by a

number of causes, a principal one being the
ECONOMIC RETENTION inhalation of an irritant gas. (AFM 127-201)Assets above the cairrent peacetime or wartime

requirements, which are held to meet foreseeablc EDUCATIONAl INSTITUTION
lcng-range program requirements. (AFM 57-1) Any tax-supported school system. school. ollege.

and university which is held exempt from taxation
ECONOMIC RETENTION (AIRCRAFT) under section 101(6) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Those aircraft in excess of mobilization and any state department of education or other
requirements aircraft which vil: be rctained for "tate agency designated by law to receive proper'v
future peacetime issue or consumption. ior, and distribute it to. such tax-suppor':.i anm"
(XAVAIRINST 4700.2) nonprofit school system, seho,,is, collh es. and
ECONOMIC RETENTION REQUIREMENT universities within the state. (AF.M 67-11

The requirement fur material to be held to meet EDUCATIONAL OR OTHER NONPROFIT ORGAIZAT'ON
expected peacetime demands on the basis of supply Any corporation, foundation. trist. or institut:"n
characteristics of the item and financial operated for purposes of higher edu'ration or whose
considerations. (An economic retention requirement primary purpose is the condn,' of scientific
does not necessarily generate a need for use of the research, not organized for profit anui no part of

current year funds. Economic reserve stocks, to whose net earning.- insure to the I-r'fit .I' any
the extent available. are preferably used to meet private shareholder or individual. M.AC 7;-!),DAR
this requirement.) (BUSANDAINST 4440.38) C-I05) l
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EEIC EFFECTIVE EXHAUST VELOCITY
An alphan,:meric, accounting code 'hat identifies The average actual axial speed of gases leaving

the type of service or item which incurred a cost. tne exhaust nozzle. (AFM 127-201)
There are two sets of Element of Expense and EFFECTIVENESS
Investment Code (EEICs) used in the Job Order A measure of the extent to which an icen.
Cost Accounting System (JOCAS): (1) the standard satisfies a set of specific, pre-estabiished
Air Force EEICs. as identified in AFM 300-4. Vol irequMrrments. (AR 705-50)
X, are used throughout the Air Force to identify The probability that the material will o'erate
types of costs incurred in a cost center. The successfully when required. (MIL-STD-72i, A.P
fOCAS uses the standard EEICs in the reports for 800-7,
cost center r.anagers; (2) JOCAS EEICs, as A measure of the supply system's ability to
identified in AFSC M 177-265, chapter 3. not only provide logistical support, usuahy expressed as the
identify the type nf expense inc;rred, but also roid ogitica suppl exesed s the
distinguish between direct and indirect costs aad requested. (AFLCM 2 r5-3)
they may further be utilized to indicate the external
organization performing the effrrt which is EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS
incurring that cost, if applicable. Ahhough EEICs Availabil;ty, dependability, and cap2bility and the
are intended primarily to identify the typeb of costs attendant subdivisions or subroatines including
incurred in operating an organization (for example, reliability, maintainability, safety, survivability, and '
they are geared to the support program of a vulnerability. (AFSCM 375-5)
laboratory), JOCAS includes EEIC J32 to identify EAST WEAPONS
the costs of contracted mission-funded efforts and Weapons transferred to the DOD according to
EEIC J30 for T&E support. (AFSCP 177-3) special arrangements for service evaluation with a

EFFECTIVE BARRICADE given syster, of delivery to a se'ected target. Such
A mound, a single revetted barricade, or, as weapons may be either prototype or production

determined by the DOD Component concerned, models. (AFM C?-I)
another type of artificial or Patural obstruction ELAPSED TIME INDICATOR
which provides proection at least equivalent to that A tim'e recordin, device which displays elapsed or
of a mound. (DOD 4145.23) cumulative time since the start of an event, usually

EFFECTIVE DATE in hours, by either a digital or dialtype -readou; L
The assigned date nen an address becomes meter. Sometimes it is referred to as a time

effective in selected Military Standard Logistics totalizing meter. (AFR 66-6)
Systems. (AFR 400-11) ELASTOMERIC MATERIALS

The first day for processing item transactions A general term for elastic ribber like materials,
under the new identification. (AFM 67-1) i.e., rubber and synthetic rubber. (AFR 69-8)

The effective date is the date oa which support ELECTRIC ACCOUNTING MACHINES
begins and is norm..lly reflected as the ordinal date
in the agreement number. If the date support will Conventional punched card equipment. i.e..
commence is different from the ordinal date, the Sorters, Collators Keypunch, Accounting Machines.
actua! date will be indicated in the Remarks blo4 C'iculating Machies, Transceivers. etc.
c.f the DD Form 1144. For the purposes ot this (FASOINST P5600.2L I
manoal, the effective date (ordinal date) and the ELECTRIC POWER GENERATINA SOURCESanni''ersary date are considered one and the same. Those genorator sets that require special

(DOD 4000.19-M) fiundations. protection from the elements. and/or
EFFECTIVE DATE OFTERMINATION remote assemblages (other than fuel supply) to

The date upon which the notice of termination become operational and, when removed from theabove described installed environment, are rot
first requires the contractor to stop performance, in
whole or in part, under the contract. if, however, capable of independently producing electric power

the termination notice is received subsequent :o the (see exemptio in Ill. B.). (DOD 4120.11)

date fixed for termination, then the effective date ELECTRICAL EQUIPiENT
of termination means the date on which the notice Apparatus, appliances. devices. wi:ing. fixtures.
is received. (DAR 8-101.7) fittings. and material used as a part of or in
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conjunction with an electrical installation. (AFM ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING CENTER
11-1) A center that maintains automatically operated
E C Uequipment, including computers, d-signed toELCRCLGONIGsimplify the use and interpretation of the mass of "

Providing a path of low electrical resistance from data gathered by modern instrumentation
an object or electrical system to zero electrical iniwallations or information colhetior agencies.
potential. (AFM 127-201) (AFM 11.-1)
-LECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICE (EED) ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

sApy explosives device such as a blasting cap,
;- e eThe general term used to define a system for

quib, svwitch, valvc, igniter, and so forth which is d-ta processing by means of macLines utilizi -
designed to be initiated by an electric current. electronic circuitry at electronic speed, as oppoed

t27-100, Attachment )o electromechanical equipm-nt. (AFM 11-1)

1EICTROLYTIC RECOVERY UNIT iLECrRONIC DEFENSE EVALUATION
4 An item of equipment designed to recover silver, A matual evaluption of radar(s) and aircraft. with

in the form of high purity, silver-bearing flack,
from spent hypos,,lution by means of electrolysis. coverage in an elect. )nic countermeasure
(DOD 4160.21-M) environment. (AFM Il-A)

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION ELECTRONIC DETECTION AND TRACKING EQUIPMENT
Radiation made up of oscillating electric and That subdivision -f electronic material, not aq

magnetic fields and propagated with the speed of integral part of a weapon control system, used f r.
light. Includes gamma radiation, x-rays, finding the position or movement of another object.
ultraviolet, visible and infrared radiation, and radar It includes the followring classes of material"and radii waves. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) Search radar (includng special purpose search

4ELECTROMAGNETIC TEST ENVIRONMENT devices such as target indication, traffic control
A range complex .J radars at Eglin Air Force radars, etc.), direction finder, aerological electronic

Base, Florida. operating in different frequency equipmet, sonar, radiac, etc. (OP.NAVINST
bands and modes to provide a very flexible test 10380.1)
facility for evaluating aircraft antenna patterns. ELECTRONIC EIUIPMENT

reflectivity measurements, infrared. reconnaissance, Electronic devices employed in the field of
airborne interceptors, and electromagnetic warfare detection, tracking (underwater. sea. land and air).
devices and techniques. (AFM 11-1) recogrition and identfic:.,tioi., communications. aids
SELECTRONIC ASSET CONTROL CENTER jACC, to navigation. weapo"s control. ele, -ohic

An inte-rai part of major command designated c.uptermeasures and electronic mechanical co.trols.

base supply acti'ities, responsible for providing including associated test equipment and
s u og nnonelectronic components require.J to complete° : supply support for designated ground CEM

;F activities under their commat.d or to which they individual equipment operttional effcienc..; 'it tc
rZNfurnish support under APR 11-4 hosl tenant exclude associated non-electronc equipmet in

suopc-t agreements. (AFM 67-!) certain over-all systems. More detailed definitioi,s
may be used in the internal implementing

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES EQUIPIENT instructions of each Military Department. iDOD
That subdivision of elecuonic material, Dr:mar. 3232.2)

dcsigned for the purpose of obtaining information Include tho-e devices which utilize electron tubes
on enemy use of the ele.tromagnetic spcetrum, or and semiconductrs. integrated circuits. and
preventing the successful use by the enemy of encompass equipment employed in the field of
electronic etfuipment in the fie!is listed above. It detection and tracking (underwater. sea, land and
includes all specially desigr.2d equipment for the air). recognition and identification. communication.
suecific purposes bat does not include ail material aids to navigation. weapons control.

required under the general category of electronic countermeasures, and associated test equipments.
countermeasures operations. It excludes devices or IBUSANDAINST 4421.18)
attachment.- to othr classes of electronic material That test and electronic equipment whir)i a
used for the purpose of pr-venting successful manufacturer's regularly produced m.odel fc:v s:1e
enemy EC1 operati-ns. (OPNAVINST 10380.!) to the trade and used as an associated piece of
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equipment in laboratory or production for the material." (MIL-STD-196, NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
manufacture of electronic items or end equipment ELECTRONICS GROUP
incorporating electronic techniques. In case of A collection of items, two or more being major
doubt as to classification of general purpose test
and electronic equipment, the publication units, which is not capable of performing a
"Preferred List of General Purpose Electronic complete operational function by itself. A group
Equipment" issued by the Joint Communications may be a subdivision of a complete electronic set,
Electronic Commttee Standardization Panel, Joint or may be designed to be added to, or used in
Tot Equipment ubpanel shall be used as a guide. conjunction with, an electronic set to extend its(BUSHIPSINST 4860.21) function(s) or add additional facilities to the

electronic set. A group does not include one or
ELECTRONIC RECOGNITION AND IDENTIFICATION more electronic sets. (MIL-STD-196)
ELECTRONICS ACCESSORY

An assemblage of a group of parts, or a unit, ELECTRONICS INTERCHANGEABILITY
which is not always required for the operation of One-waf hiterchangeability of units, as used in
the set or unit as originally designed (i.e., a headset the Joint Electronics Type Designation System,
for a set or unit which is supplied rith a denotes the capability of a new article to replace an
loudspeaker; a vibrator power supply for ure with a existing article. The new article must be equal or
unit having a built-in power supply; transit case; superior to 'he existing article, and have the same
special cable assemblies; etc.) (MIL-STD-196) dimensions, weight, performance, and dynamic

ELECTRONIC SCHEMATIC characteristics, within allowable tolerances. The

A drawing delineating circuits with the items new interchangeable article shall be capable of

indicated by symbols so placed that the circuit may being installed and operated in lieu of the existing
article without additional tools, modifications to the

be traced from item to item in sequence of their existing associated art-cle or mounting facilities, or
respective functions with no attempt to indicate theactual physical size and location of. items special instructions. The term interchangeable is to

include all of the following: Electrical(MlL-STD-7) interchangeability means the new article 's

ELECTRONIC WARFARE capability of operation equal to the old article
That division of the military use of electronics without requiring any modifications to the existing

involving actions taken to prevent or reduce an power facilities, change to, or rewiring of.
enemy' s effective use of radiated electromagnetic connectors, etc. Mechanical interchangeability
energy and actions taken to insure our own means the new article* s capability of being
effective use o radiated electromagnetic energy. physically installed and operated in the position
(JCS Pub 1) previously occupied by the old article without

ELECTRONIC WEAPON CONTROL EQUlMETff requiring any modifications as to mounting holes,

That subdivision of electronic material used cabling, isolators, etc. Switches. meters, indicators.
primarily for solving the fire control problem as connectors. etc.. shall be located as on the previous
distinct from finding enemy position, in order to model, within allowable tolerances. The center of
properly use the weapons installed. It includes fire gravity of the new article shall be the same as in

control systems, missile control systems, the old article, within allowable tolerances.
underwater battery control systems, etc., but Functional interchangeability means the new
excludes target indication equipment and ship article s capability of performing, without
information distribution systems as such. additional assistance, all the operational
(OPNAVENST 10380.1) requirements covered by the previous article.

ELECTRONICS 
(MIL-STD-196)

The sc;ence and technology which is concerned tECTRONICS MAINTENANCE FACILITY
with devices involving the 6iiisioi, behavior: and That part of an aircraft maintenance facility
effect of electrons in vacuums. gases, and which includes the physical facilities necessary for"
semiconductors. Technically. electronics is a broad performing electronics maintenance, such as shop
term extending into divergent fields of endeavor. space. electric power, workbenches, shop test bench
To delineate, therefore, it is necessary to define the systems. test sets and accessories, tools and supply
scope covered by electronics in terms of "electronic system retail issue outlets. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
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ElECTRONICS MATERIAL Transmitter, Sonar Transducer, Modulator.) Note.
, iose electronics devices employed in the fie!d of This term shall only be used to refer to major units

uetection and tracking (underwater, sea. land, aiid and shall not be used with reference to minor parts
air), recognition and identification. communications, or subassemblies. (MIL-STD-196)
aids to navigation, weapon control, and electronic LEMENT CODE
countermeasures. in every case, eiect'onics devices eLEMEN code
are understood to include associated test equipment 2-ir oe For sv: -m 1 v
and the nonelectronic components required to
complete their individual operational efficiency, ELEMENT OF EXPENSE
such as power supplies, hoist mechanisms, Th(. type of resource tie., labor cost, materiei and
antennras, etc., but to exclude associated service received), consumed or utilized in carrying
nonelectronic equipment in certain overall systems. on the missions and programs of the Air Furce
(MIL-STD-196) (AFM 11-1)
EECTRONICS NOMENCLATURE A classification designed to specify the type of

resource being employed or consumed, such as,Nomenclature in the Joint Electronics Type mltr"pronl iiinpronl rvlo

Desinaton Sste is adeup o arauthrizd mlitary personnel, civilian personnel, travel ofDesignation Systemt is made up ofr ar authorized n
item name followed by a symbol consisting of personnel, utilities and rents, communications,

letters mid numerals designed to provide positive equipment, etc. (DOD 7000.5)lettrs nd umealsA classification of the different types of
ideitification of an item or class of items.
(M -STD-196) resources consumed in or applied to an activity in

the cxecution of a program. The individual codes
ELECTRONICS PART and related defii:itions are set forth in pertinent

Any item not normally subject to further regulations. (AR 319-25)
disassembly. (Examples: resistor, gear, knob, ELEMENTOF EXPENSE/INVESTMENTCODE(EEIC)
indulator, Electron tube.) (MIL-STD-196) Identifies the types of resources consmed in

ELECTRONICS SET OR EQUIPMENT carrying ort a program. (AFLCR 177-105)
A unit with accessories, or a group of units, that

is capable of operation by itself to perform its ELEPHANT STEEL SHELTER
intendaled fnc rtion y dief powerfrom t Shelter for personnel or materiel made from steelintended function, and may derive power from one

or more external sources. (Examples: Radar Set arch sections of large size. This shelter is the
AN/TPS-13, Radio Receiving Set AN/URR-13 Sonar largest type of steel arch shelter and it serves as a
Set ANISQS-10). (MIL-STD-196) splinterproof co~er. (AR 320-5)

ELECTRONICS SUBASSEMBLY ELEPHANT TOOLS
A suhassembly is a commonly mounted grouping Items of industrial plant equipment with anof twoaormbre differe part wl aued gpil acquisition cost of $100,000 or more, exclusive ofof two or inore different parts which are physically nmrclcnrlatcmns hvaeln

or electrically combined to perform a specific
procurement and installation lead tim(. tools (e.g.,function within a unit, but which will not perform 18 months), requiring building alterations to install.

that function until connected to relate-'
subassemblies, or parts, which comprise the are difficult to remove, and usua!ly requiring

compiete unit, (MIL-STD-196) dismantling and building rehabilitation. (TM
38-260/NAVSt-P Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO

ELECTRONICS SUPPLY SUPPORT BASE 4870 62/DSAM 4145.9)
A base supplying electronics equipment to radar ELEVATION DRAWING

sites. This includes all ground radar and associated A
communications equipment used in aircraft control Au daing orsrct in bartial otbof
ain warning facilities and tactical air control fbuildings or structures, inboird and outboard

nrofiles of aircraft, -automotive and marinesystems, and such nav~gationa! aids as grounl equipment. or lortion? of the same. It showsconro aproach facilities instrument lading qimn.o ~rin o hsm. I hwcontrol ag shapes and sizes of features, walls. bulkhead
sv:;tems, radio and radar beacons, etc. tAFM 67-1) cpenings, projectins, or recesse., compartments.

ELECTRONICS UNIT (COMPONENT) assignment of spaces., 'ocation and arrangement of
A group of part, or suba.s.embl;e.s, electrically or inathiner, fixed equipment, etc., as applicable. All

mechanically connected to perform a pecific eieation drawing may indicate materials of
f-etion. (Examples: Radio Receivc'. Radio construction. (MIL-STD-17)b251



ELIGIBILITY PERIOD matters pertaining to embarkation planning,
The timespan during which the crewmember must loading, and embarkation of the commard aboard

accomplish, the annual requirements of AFR 60-1. ships. (JCS Pub 1)
(AFSCR 60-1) ORDER

EMBARKATIONORE
ELIGIBILITf RECIPIENT (MAP) An order specifying dates, times. routes, andAny foreign country or international organization methods of moveraent to shipside and/or aircraft

determined by the President to be eligible to receive for both personnel and impedimenta. (JCS Pub 1)
military dssistance, unless otherwise ineligible due
to statutory restrictions. (Sec. 503, FAA) (DOD EMBARKATION ORGANIZATION
5105.38M) A temporary admi:istrative formation of

E E Npersonnel with supplies and equipment embarkingELIGIBLE RECIPIENT (FMS)A
or to be embarked (combat loaded) aboard

Any friendly foreign country or international
organization determined by the President to be amphibious shipping. (JCS Pub 1)
eligible to purchase defense articles and defep-  EMBARKATICN TEAM

A services, unless otherwise ineligible dug. A temporary administrative formnation of all
statutory restrictions. (Sec. 3, AECA) (DOD personnel with supplies and equipment embarking
5105.38M) or to be embarked (combat loaded) aboard one ship.

Any friendly foreign country or international (JCS Pub 1)
organization determined by the President to be
eligible to make purchases under Foreign MilLary EMERGENCY CAPITAL-YPE REHABILITATION (CTR)
Sales Act. (AFR 400-3) Urgently required repair of Government-owned
EMBAG real or personal property damaged by an excepted~ ~~~EMBARGO prl(ie xlsotrao atqae

To restrict or prohibit an acceptance and/or peril (fire, explosion, tornado, earthquake,
hurricane, lighting, flood and so fc.rth). Also

mapplies to repair of personal or real property when
EMBARKATION verified life, health, or safety deficiencies exist.

The loading of troops with their supplies and (AFR 78-22)
equipment into ships and/or aircraft. (JCS Pub 1) EMERGENCY DISTRIBUTION PLAN (EDP)

EMBARKATION AND TONNAGE TABLE A p!a; issued by the DFSC field office for use by
A consolidated table showing personnel and a storing activity for distribution of fuel to bases in

cargo, by troop or naval units. loaded aboard a times of national emergency. (AFR 144-1)
combat-loaded ship. (JCS Pub 1E

EMBARATIONAREAEMERGENCY ESTABLUSHMENT
A table setting out the authorized redistribution

An area ashore, including a group of embarkation of manpower for a unit, formation or headquarters
points, in which final preparations for embarkation ander emergency conditions. Also known as
are completed and through which assigned
personnel and loads for craft and ships are called emergency complement. (JCS Pub 1)

forward to embark. (JCS Pub 1) EMERGENCY IN WAR
EMBARKATION ELEMENT(UNIT)(GROUP) An operational contingency in a limited arep

A temporary administrative formation of caused by a critical aggravation of combat

personnel with supplies and equipment embarking operations and requiring special and immediate
or to be embarked (combat loaded) aboard the ships action by National and Allied commanders. The
of one transport element (unit) (group). It is existence of ouch an emergency shall be determined
dissolved upon completion of the embarkation. An by the Allied commander responsible for the limited
embarkation element normally consists of twe or area involved, in consultatio:, with the National
more embarkation teams; a unit, of two or more commander concerned. (JCS Pub 1)
elements; and a group, of two or more units. (JCS EMERGENCY (ACTION PRIORITY)
Pub i) To preclude serious compromise to national
EMBARKATION OFFICER security, serious injury to personnel. or costly

An officer on the staff of units of the landing damage to equipment. (AFR 67-4/AR
force who advises the commander thereof on 700-96/NAVMATINST 1030.351MC0 4235.22)
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EMERGENCY (NATIONAL) EMERGENCY SUBSTITUTE
A condition declared by the President or Congress A product which may be used, in an emergency

by virtue of powers previously vested in them which only, in place of another product, but only on the
authorizes certain emergency actions to be advice of technically qualified personnel of the
undertaken in the national interest. Actions to be nation using the product, who will specify the
taken may include partial or total mobilization of limitations. (JCS Pub 1)
national resources. (DAC 76-6) EMERGENCY WAR ORDER ALERT

EMERGENCY LEVEL The readiness condition wherein trained
A level of supply established for certain operational crews maintain a combat-ready missile.

mobilization reserve items. This level is authorized with warhead mated, mounted on an in-commission
in lieu of general mobilization reserve materiel operational launches on 24 hours per day readinessto combat-launch withiin designed reaction time in
requirement and the peacetime safety level for com unc wit n dsined action te i
those items where the economic order principles
are applied and results in an operating level of strategic forces. (AFM 11-1)

supply of two years or more (AR 320-5) EMERGENCY-EXPOSURE LEVEL (EEL)
The maximum concentration of toxic gas which a

EMERGENCY PRIORITY normal person ca:, endure for any specific period
A category of immediate mission request which without serious effect. (AFM 127-201)

t~kes precedence over all other priorities, e.g. an
enemy breakthrough. (JCS Pub 1) EMPLOYMENT

The tactical usage of aircraft in a desired area of
EMERGENCY READY (AIRCRAFT) operation. (AFM 11-1)

A flyable aircraft not meeting the "Ready"
criteria but in material condition such that it has an EMPLOYMENT AND SUITABILITY TEST (E&ST)

emergency operational capability. (OPNAVINIST Test programs conducted by the armed services in
P5442,2A) evaluating the compatibility of specific nuclear

weapon. with given systems of delivery to selected
EMERGENCY RELOCATION SITE targets. These tests do not include engineering

A site located where practicable outside a prime development and engineering tests, but consist for
target area to which all or portions of a ciiiian or the most part of checks of prototype or production
military headquarters may be moved. As a models ox a weapon through stockpile to target

1minimum, it is manned to provide for the sequence. (AFM 67-1)
maintenance ol the facility, communications, and EMPLOYMENT TESTS W

" data base. It should be capable of rapid activation, Those tests needed by the commands to (1) obtain
o supporting the initial requirements of the data that can be used to enhance the operational
relocated headquarters for a predetermined period, capability and utilization of existing forces and
and of expansion to meet wartime requirc..ients of equipment; (2) develop the most effective tactics,
the relocated headquarters. (JCS Pub 1) techniques, and procedures for the use of existing

forces and equipment; (3) define or investigate
operational problems associated with the use ofThe time required to effect resupply with existing forces and equipment; (4) support

emergency handling by all concerned. (AR 320-5) statements of new requirements or the modification

EMERGENCY REQLREMENT of existing equipment; and (5) support Air Force
A requirement to fill needs in the Uniform positions and programs. Employment tests are

Military Issue Priority System (UMMIPS), priorities follow-or, and complementary to Category III
01-03. (DOD 4140.34M) testing. They normally occur during the life cycle

after the equipment has beep received into the
EMERGENCY REQUISITION operational inventory. The use of existing

A requisition eubmitted by a missile squadron to operational systems/equipment, testing for
the SSM for a direct (weapon system) supuort item solutions to actual operational problems, will
when an emergency exists sich as work stoppage, characterize this category of operational testing.

which would prevent the missile weapon system Employment tests are the responsibility of the
from performing its mission. (AFM 67-1) operating commands and will normally be performed
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by responsible using/operating organizations. END ARTICLEITEM
.Maihy 0 f these tests will require the support of The eni item or itenrs to be delivered under the
another command(s), and may, on occasion, be contract. that is, aircraft, missiles, propellers,
performed by an Air Force agency other than the support equipment. (AFLCR 57-27)
specific operating command. (AFM 11-1) END GRAIN

EMULATOR Either of the two surfaces exposed when a piece

The combination of programming techniques and .)f luirber is cut cross-wise (across the grain).

special machine features that permits a given IAFP 71-4)

computing system to execute programs written for END ITEM
other systems. (AFLCR 66-27) Assembled whole system or equipment, ready for

its intended use, (1) for which only ammunition, fuelENCUMBRANCE
°uD:nLor other energy sources are requ~red to place them

4 An amount administratively earmarked for future AAin an operating State, and (2) consisting of
obligation against available funds based upon components and parts with or without accessories
requisitions, purchase requests, or other written or attachments, e.g., rifles, tanks, airc'aft, ships,
evidences on acceptable forms of intention to incur etc. (DOD 5105.38M)
obligation. It ceases to be ar encumbrance when A final combination of end products, component
actual obligation is incurred Term n t used in parts, and/or materials V'hich is ready for its

4. Department of Defenze. (In municipal accounting intended use, e.g. d rcrat, ship, tanks, mobile
generally used in a more limited sense ,quivalent to machine shop. (AFR 400- 3)
"obligations" (c.f.), or to "obligations" pls An entity of hardware wlich is not to be installed

payroll estimated for remainder of fiscal period for in another piece of equipment. The end item for
which funds are availabl.) (DOD 5000.8) airborne units is the aercspace vehicle itsel'. For

AGE, it is that configiration of hardware not' END ARTICLE Zl
E ATLinstalled in, or physically at.ached to another piece

A system, subsysLun or major end item of of equipment to the exten- tnat it loses its end item
equipment (AFLCR 57-10) identity. Eng:nes will als. be coiisidered as an end

The end item or items to be dclivered under the iteni when they are in ; removd status. (AFM -

contract, i.e., aircraft, missiles, engines, propellers, 67-1)
electronic and aerospace ground equipment, etc. A component or components and necessary
(AFLCM 65-3, AFSM 65-2) assemblies, sub-assemblies and parts con;iected or

The ACMS processing and reporting terminology assocrifi together to perform an operational
which is a composite term for, and is synonymous funci;n. (DSAR 4130.4/AR 70 -4, NAVSUPINST
with, EPOE or Top Spare. (AFLCM 66-2) 4120.36/AFR 72-11/MCO 4410.16)

A component 'or components) and necessary Equipment or material of distinct identity .

assemblies and parts, connected together, or handled as identifiable repair workload and
associated with each other, to perform an assigned a control number at an ALC for purpose

operatioral functior:. (BUWEPS 5200.25) of control witlin the management system. (AFLCR66-53)

END ARTICLE ID (EAID) E
A trigger placed into item CII and serial number END ITEM CONTRACT

changes to identify the actions against end articles ei nt fote und ite metrwhich will cause rsutrigof the cniuaon equipment system under which the military
restructuring configuration hardware and provisioning documentation are being

position. (AFLCR 171-91) supplied. (AR 710-25)

END ARTICLE ITEM MANAGER END ITEM CONTROL NUMBER
The individual, organization, or activity h-.ving Permancnt Control Number. A permanent end

item management responsibility for an end article item control number is a file-digit number
(item) being provisioned. An end article is defined perian ,tly assigned to each end item for whic;.
in AFR 65-25 as a component or components and the depot has assigned repair responsibilit For
necessary assemblies, su;,assemhl;es, and parts example: 34131. 2. Temporary Control N'.,,ber
conn-'ted or associ-ated together to perform an A temporary tnd item control number is a
operational function. (A FICR 400-1) fiveposition alpha numeric number assigned to el2I5



items foe which the depot does not have assigned END OF SCREENING DATE (ESD)
repair re-ponsibility but are being iepaired on a The date when utilization and donation screening
limited or over-time basis. For example: T1745. time expires. (DOD 4140.34M)
(AFM 67-1) END PIECE OF EQUIPMENT OR END ITEM

END ITEM DENSITY An entity of hardware which is not to be installed
The quantity of end items requiring maintenance into another piece of equipment. The EPOE for

and supply support in a command or geographical airborne items is the aerospace vehicle itself. For
area. (AR 310-25) aerospace ground equipment, it is that

configuration of hardware not installed in, nor
END ITEM IDENTITY (Ell) physically attached to, another piece of equipment

This is the assigned national stock number (NSN), to the extent that it loses its end item identity.
mission, design, series (MDS) or type, model, seriC3 (AFLCM 66-2)
(TMS) or locally assigned number for separate
identification of each work requirement within the END PRODUCT

stock lists or maintenance complex undergoing Any piece of equipment produced by the assembly

repair. (AFLCR 66-61) of component parts. (AR 310-25)

END ITEM MANAGER (ElM) END USE CERTIFICATE
The person or activity having AF or IDOD As applied to sales of disposable property in

management responsiblity for an item or assembly overseas locales where security trade controln are

(other than an aircraft or aircraft engine) from in effect, the term refe's to the Statement
which parts can be recovered. (AFLOR 65-31) Regarding Dispcsition and Use of Property, a

docu:aent submitted by bidders which indicates the
END ITEM PROCESSING CATEGORY CODE intended destination and diposition of purchased :

A nutnerica! code from 1 to 4 which indicates to material. Such certificates a-e a part of the :-ales
supply and maintnance directorates the availability contract. (DOD 4160.21-M)
status (critical, etc.). of the end item and the END-USECHECK

priority that will be afforded related support A check made to verify the final destination and .1
documentaion and repair of the end item. (AFM ultimate use of foreign excess personal property as
67-1) originally authorized. (DSAM 4160.1) A check made

END ITEMS to verify the final destination and ultimate use of
A final comoination (if end products, component excess property as original authorized. (AFM 1

parts. and/or materials which is ready for its 67-1)
intended use; -!.g., ship, tank, mobile machine shop, END-USER
aircraft. AR6-)EDUR4(AFR 65-2) The individual or organizational element

END OF ACQUISITION authorized to use items of sul)ply. This is normally

The point in time when the last operating unit in the terminal point in the logistics system at which

a certain series is accepted by the user or when the action is initiated to obtain materiel required 6or
Specific Operational Requirements (SOR) have been the accompiishmeat of an assigned mission or task.

demonstrated through Category II testing, and all (DOD 4140.36)Ip-dating changes resulting from the testing have ENDURANCE
been identificd. approved, and placed on The time an aircraft can continue flying or :'

procurement, wh~chever occurs later. (AFSCR vehicle or ship can continue operating under giiiin
375-4, AFLCR 375-3) condicions without refueling. (JCS Pub 1)

END OF PRODUCTION ENDURANCE LOADING
The point in time signifying completion of The stocking aboard ship for a period of time

production. either as contaired in appropriate normally covering the number of months between
programming documents or as established by overhauls of items with all of the following
administrative decision made jointly by the 13lM. the characteristics: a. low price: 1. low weight and
Space "ind Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), c:be; c. a predictable usage rate: d.
and the contractor. (A\FM 40-1) nondeteriorative. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
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ENGINE ENGINE LIFE EXPECTANCY
That major component of an aircraft which The forecasted world-wide average number of

furnishes the power to propel the aircraft in flight, operating hours that reciprocating engines can be
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) expected to attain before removal for major

When used without restrictive adjectives, this overhaul for usage reasons or maximum time.
term includes all of the following propulsion units: (AFM 400-1)
(1) Aerodynamic Missile Engines (FSC 2840). (2)
Aircraft Jet Engines (FSC 2840). (3) Aircraft ENGINE MANAGER (EM)

Auxiliary The ii.dividual at the ALC resprnsible for ov.rallReciprocating Engines (FSC 2810). (4) logistics management of assigned engines. (AFLCR
Power Units (FSC 2835). (5) Ballistic Missile
-Engines (FSC 2845). (6) Drone Engines (FC 2840). 65-31)

G T er oThe individual in the supply organization who is- i t7 Gas Turbine Engines for Aerospace Ground

Equipment (FSC 2835). When referring to a responsible for providing cards to the MCS Manager

specific propulsion unit, the individual type will be containing data pertaining to engine repair work.
identified asex dabove. (AFM 400-1) Input to MCS from the engine manager is viewed as
ieeanother interface input, just as SBSS, MDCS, etc.,
ENGINE ACCESSORIES are interface inputs. There is no computer system

Those items of Equipment which are requir2d for associated with engine fnanager input, but this
engine operations, such as: starter, magneto, input is referred to in MCS by the system code
carburetor, induction system, exhaust system, "EN" for idertification. (AFM 171-380)
propeller, and propeller controls, all carburetor and
engine controls and other Items not an integral part ENGINE MINCR OVERHAUL
of the engine, regardless of whether attached to As applies to engines, or engine accessories,
Airframe or Engine. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) means to r2store low time operated engines or

All external items contained in the fuel, ignition, engine accessories, when extensive damage is not
and control systems that are normally removed for indicated, to serviceable status without
rework or replaced without disassemb.y of the acoomplishing complete disassembly. (AFLCR
engine. (AFI,CR -55-22) 65-22)

ENGINE ACCESSORY PARTS ENGINE NOT MISSION CAPABLE - SUPPLY (ENG-NMCS)
At. assemblies, subassemblies or components, and An engine is in this status (AF Form 1534, block

detail parts pertinent to engine accessories. 10, code E) when it is not installed and requires
(AFLCR 65-22) depot supply before work can stari or resume to

repair it or build it up. A modular engine is in this __

ENGINE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM status when modile is not available from base
Tne ECMS is a mechanized compliance accountiig resources and work module is removed from the

system for TCTOs issued n.gainst selected aircraft engine and requires depot supply support befor,-:
and missile engines znd auxiliary power units. work can start or resume. When work resumes on
(T.O. 00-20-1) an engine or module because a part has been

ENGINE CRITICAL PART received or for any other reason, it is reported in
An engine component, assemolv, or subassembly, other than ain EFG-NMCS status, regardless of

that has a procurement method code suffix which how maay mission ca, 1ble (MICAP) requisitions are
restricts the procurement sources of such items for outstanding. (AFM 400-1)
tpchiuical or manufacturing reasons (AFR ENGINE NOT OPERATIONALLY READY, SUPPLY
576/MIL-STD-789/AFLCR 66-31). A condition status of an engine when the engine

ENGINE INVENTORY MANAGER (EIM) is in an uninstalled status and requires depot
The ALC, or individual at the ALC, responsible supply support prior to accomplishing repair or

for overall logistics management of assigned build-up. When parts for engines whether removed
engines. The term engine inventory manager or installed are required for a NORS aircraft,
conotes the functiona; skills of: (a) Inventory missile, or drone, an AF Form 360, "NORS Detail
Management Specialist (Requirements and Data Card," will be prepared against the weapon
Distribution) b) Industrial Specialist (Production and not *,ie engine. Reportable aircraft and missile
Ma.nagement) (c) Equipment Specialist (Technical engines are contained in attachment C-5, chapter 2.
Services). (AFI 400-1) (AFM 67-1)
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ENGINE OUT OF COMMISSION FOR PARTS ENGINE QUICK-CHANGE POWER PACK-UP
This term signifies that parts, subassemblies, or Engine quick-change power pack-ups are

assemblies are not available from base or local comprised of the engine quick-change parts
resources, and are required immedi^.'ely to repair, pack-ups (class 01) assembled on mounting stands

modify, or build-up an aircraft or missile engine (class 49) with engine (class 02) and whatever other
not installed or allocated to a specific items are deemed necessary and practicable to
aircraft/missile. This includes any item required to facilitate aircraft engine changes in the shortest
perform maintenance on the basic engine, or possible time and thus increase tactical operational

components thereof required or assembly or efficiency. Items, such as propellers and cowlings.

build-up configuration ready for installation. (Not are not normally assembled on the power pack-up
an entry on an off-base requisition). (AFM 67-1) unless tise can be left on the pack-up during its

installation on the aircraft. (T.O. 00-20-1)
ENGINE PARTS ENGINEER DESIGN TESTS

All items of the basic engine, excluding engine A series of tests conducted by cr innder the
accessories and parts thereof. (AFLCR 65-22) control of the Category II agency where the

ENGINE PROGRAM MANASER objective of the tests is to determine inherent
The activity and ,r individual at HQ AFLC structural, electrical or other physical and chemical

responsible for over-all logistics management of the properties of construction materials, a component
engine program. (AFM 400-1) subassembly, or prototype assenibly, item, or

system, includi:ig the effect of environmental
ENGINE QUICK-CHANGE ADAPTING KIT stresses on these properties. They are

Engine quick-change adapting kits (sometimes characterized by controlled conditions ar.d
referred to as outfits) are stocked as a single item elimination of errors in humah judgment, insofar as
in the appropriate Federal Supply Class (FSC). The possible, through the utilization of laboratorV
kits consist of specific miscellaneous peculiar parts equipment, moder:. statistical methodology, and the
required to tailor engine-change parts pack-ups, or use of personnel trained in engineering or scientific
power pack-ups for use on any of the several fields. The pirpose of such tests is 1., folect
positions of a multi-engine air(raft or on various design data, confirm preliminary conce'.s and
production models in aircraft of a given type. The calculations, and to determine the comp-wbility of
kits increase the scope of interchangeability and components. (Ali 70-10)
thus reduce the number of different basic engine ENGINEER FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS SYSTEM
quick-change parts pack-ups which must be A planning tool which provides b bal. eed
procured and stocked. (T.O. 00-20-1) groupiligs of materiel and/or manptv-er a summary

ENGINE QUICK-CHANGE PARTS PACK-UP of logistic data by means of which construuoM,

Engine quick-change parts pack-ups (often requirements for projected military operations cn
referred to as engine sections, demountable power be easily and rapidly determined using ; coditigreft, oerre cogesq k engine setondeonable power systerr to permit exploitation of automatic data

and other similar terms) are those groups of parts, processing machines. The system consists of
as compierely assembled as possible, consisting of designs, bills of materials, and logistic data on

facilities, installations, and equipages forelectrical items construction in t theater of operations. (AR 415-16)
to the firewall but not normally including the
engine, cowling, propeller and certain other parts ENGINEER MILITARY CONSTRIUCTION CARGO
most of which are of a CPP nature. The term (REIMBURSABLE)
engine quick-change parts pack-up is also used to That cargo and freight shipped by th(.
describe those loose replaceaLie component parts Department of the Army for the Office. Chief cf
(accessories, hardware and lec:nrica items) stocked Engineers for which the Department of the Arm.,

under a single part .r stock number in the transportation funds are reimbursed. (AR 50-30)
appropriate Federal Supply Class (FSC) and issued ENGINEERED BILL OF MATERIEL
for use in cornection with changes of jet engines A listing of materiel prepared by an AFCS

for which there may not be available a conventional area/region, based on SFELs or nmenclaturcd
assembled unit or pack-up, such as is provided for items contained in the PCSP documeiht, but modified
recipiocating type engines. (T.O. 00-20-1) to include only specific items and quantit!e, of
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materiei required for a specific C-E scheme. Bill of materiel required for a specific C-E scheme. Bill of
materiel for outside plant will tic based on TO ma:eriel for outside piant will be based on T.O.
31-1-8. (AFl 67-1) 21-1-8. (AFM 67-1)

ENGINEERED PERFOisMANCE STANDARDS ENGINEERING CHANGE
Times values (nian/hours) expressed as standard An alteration in the ph~sical or functional

time per unit oft york it should take an adequately characteristics of a system or item delivered, to be
trained indivic ,,.l or group to perform a defined delivered, or under development, after
task as deterr.ned by a trained technician using establishment of such characteristics. (AFSCR
time study, rated random sampling, or 27-6/AFR 74-15)vi edetermined stardard time data systeins EGNEIGCAG C SI

appropriately. (.FLCM 25-3) An engineering change will be classified Class I: ENGINEERED TIME STANDARD when one or more of the factors listed below is
A labor standard established by scientific means affected:

of motion and time study, rating and personal rest (1.) The functional or allocated configuration
and delay allowances. Represents a true time that identificati n.
should bc required to perform a task or job. (2.) The product configuration identification as
(AFLCM 25-3) contractually specified (or as applied to Government

activities), exciuditig referenced drawings. in
ENGINEERING (3.) Technical re uirements below contained i.

The prineipal adviser and staff assistant to the
Secretary ot Defense in the functional fields of referenced drawings, as contractually specified (orscientific and technical matters; basic and applied asferenied d rnmentractvities). (orresearch; research, development, test, and as applied to Government activities).

a. Performance outside stated tolerance.
evaluation at weapons. weapons systems, and b. Reliability. maintainability, or survivability
defense material: and design and engineering for s tlacoutside stated tolerance.
suitability, producibility, reliability, maintainability,
and mater-ials conservation. (NAVMAT P-4215) c. Weight, balance, moment of inertia.

d. Interface characteristics.

ENGINEERING ACTIVITY (4.) Non-technical contractual provisions.
The AFLC or AFSC engineering activity which a. Fee.

bt,.; the engineering responsibility for a fore'ast b. Incentives.
item which requires engineering approval pr.or to c. Cost.

procurement. (AFLCRiAFSCR 67-12) d. Schedules.
e. Guarantees or deliveries.ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SERVICES (. Othratord.

Those services which provide advice, instructionf a. Government furnished equipment (GFF).
and training in the engineering, installations, b, Safety.
operation and maintcnance of weaponq, equipment
and systems used by Air Force activities. These c. Electromagnetic characteristic.,.
services are provided by qualified Air Force d. Operational. test or maintenance computer

military and civilian personel, and by employees of programs. w s equipment. trainerscommercial or industrial companies when skills e. Compatibility with sup erwithin the Air F~orce are inadequate. (AF.M 66-18) or training devices/equipment.
Advhite instruction and inadequate. the 6f. Configuration to the extent that retrofit actionAdvice, instruction, and training in the would be taken.installation, operation, and mainenance of weapon g. Delivered operation and maintenance manuals

s Ivstems, equipment, and compo,,ents used by DOD f. eing otrat.
(Components. These services are provided by f exist conura ets
qualified DOD military and civilian personnel, or by h Pre-set adjustments or schedules affecting

employevs of defense contractors. (DOD 1130.2) operating limits or r-erformance to such extent as to
require assignment of a new identification number.

ENGINEERING BILL OF MATERIEL i. Interchangeability. suhstitu:abilit. or
listing of materiel prelared by a ,EEIA replaceabiity, as applied to Configuration Item

region based on SEELs or nomenclatured items (Cls) and to all subassemblies and parts of
contained in the PCS )P document, but modified to reparable Cis. excluding the pieces and parts of
include only specific items anid quantities of non-reparable subassemblies.
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j. Sources of Cis or reparable items at any level ENGINEERING CLEARANCE
defined by source control drawings. NOTE: In 'he Engineering approval provided to the item
above definition of a Class I engineering chinge. manager of SSM certifying that the equipment is
the words "excluding referenced drawings" in adequate for its intended use; this includes citation
subparagraph 26c2 Aill not be intepreted to or verification of pertinent specifications, drawings,
exclude drawings prescribed directly in a contract standards, and related data necessary for
by drawing number to define contract line items. procurement or reprocurement. (AFLOR 80-6)
Other drawings, whether referenced in documents The approval shown on the AFLC/AFSC Form I
or listed on associated lists are excluded from 26c3 by the responsible engineei ng acivitv.
but included in 26c2. (AFR 74-15) (AFLCR/AFSCR 67-12)

ENGINEERING CHANGE (CLASS II) ENGINEERING DATA
An engineering change shall e classified Class II Engineering drawings, supporting indexes,

when it does not fall within the definition of a Class specifications and related engineering docuineits
I engineering change in 26c2. Examples of a Class used in the manufacture of an item. (AFLCR 400-1,
II engineering change are: (a) a change in AFLCM 72-2)
documentation only (e.g., correction of errors, Engineering documents such as specifications,
addition of clarifying notes or views) or (b) a drawings, standards, lists, or other information
change in hardware (e.g. effect any factor listed in prepared by a design activity relating to the design,
26c. NOTE: When two or more contractnrs are performance, manufacture, test, or :nspectio:i of
prcdcing items to the same mandatory detail items and services. (AFLCR 80-5)

- drau;ngs, an engineering change which is Class II A generic term that refers to any of the above
to the originator may be Class I in impact on the data which contain authuritative engineering
other contractor(s)). (AFR 74-15) definition/guidance on material, items. equipment

systems. practices, methods and processes. (AFRErSINEERINfi CHANGE ORDER (ECO) 6- ) -
-V'5All preduction, engineering, and on-line

production costs for changes that are accomplished associated limts, accompanying documents,
on equipment beforo delivery to the Air Force on anscated sidts, ouets,

nwmanufacturer specific-tions, and standards, or otherDD Form 250, and all production costs for new ifrainpeae yadsg ciiyadt
items of equipment that ar,. adued to the system information preparec by a design activity and

before delivery of the first flight of a series to the relating to the design, manufacture, procurement,
using commands. (AFSCR 27-6) test, or inspection of items or services. Hereafter

referred to as " data." (AFR 67-4/AR
ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (ECP) 760-96/NAVMATINST 4000.35/MCO 4235.22)

The document which proposes system/equipment Drawings and associated lists, standards.
changes in accordance with applicable bulletins, specificainspection, and identification of an
regulations, and other directives. (AFLCR 171-91) equipment item. (AFR 74-15)

A term which includes both a proposed ENGINEERING DATA BANK(EDB)
engincering change and the documentation by which EiRIpiG DT Bn tEDBi
the change is described and suggested. (AFR A ccrition of engineering, test, qualification
7-15)e cand fai. ire analysis reports. and other data relating|' 74-15) to parts. EDB is filed by generic code and

The document for proposing any design change to tatsised by generc C oe an I
maintained by the GIDEP OP CTR. Use of thean item, facility, part. and so forth. delivered or to generic cod2 allow- any participant to extrac:

be delivered which will teqaire revision to the
contract specifications or tgineering drawings, or ALERT with the same generic code.

the documents referenced which are approved or At-

authorized for applicable items under Government (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20)

contracts. (AFSCR 27-6/AFR 400-3) ENGINEERING DATA FILE (GROUP C)

ENGINEERING CHAN,3E PROPOSAL NUMBER (ECPN) Contains consumable, low anit cost items of

A part of the complete Class I change minimum annual demand. (ASONIST P4400.24)

identification number required by MIL-STD-480, 30 ENGINEERING DATA MANAGEMENT
Oct 1968. A maximum of three ECP numbers per The policies and procedures established to
TCTO number are allowed in D057G. (AFLCR identify seiect, acquire. control, store. issue and

dispose of engineering data. (AFLCR 400-1)
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ENGINEERING DATA PACKAGE (EDP) for procurement or operation. This area is
An EDP for a store is the primary resource used characterized by major line item projects and

in the determination of aircraft/store compatibility, program control will be exercised by a review of
The EDP consists of, but is not necessarily limited individual projects. (DOD 7000.7)
to, the information outlined in Section E. A Program 6 category which includes those
(AFLCR/AFSCR 80-28) development programs being engineered for Service

ENGINEERING DATA REPOSITORY use but which have not yet been approved for

A place where engineering data are received, procurement or operation. (OPNAVINST 3900.8B)
requisitioned, stored, issued, and Those development programs being engineered
reproucedfor service as.- but which have not been approved

disposed of. to support a base/installation, other
designated Government activity requirements, and for procurement or operation. In the system
to supply data in support of the Freedom of management process, this term is used to describe
Information Act. (AFR 67-4, AR 700-96, the development (fu!! scale development) portion of
NAVMATINST 4000.35, MCO 4235.22) the Acquisition Phase. (AFR 375-1)

Engineering developments include those
ENGINEERING DATA SERVICE CENTER development programs being engineered for ServiceThe office at an Air Force base/installation that use but which have not yet been approved for
consolidates engineering data requirements and procurement or operations. (AFM 11-1)
requisitions, receives and stores engineering data
for the installation, microfilms Class I drawings. ENGINEERING ORAWINGS

and distributes engineering data to using activities Dimensionally verifiable engineering delineations
on the base. (This office may be the PDO at some setting forth pictorial or descriptive language
installations.) (AFR 67-28) representations, or combinations thereof.

ENGINEERING DATA SUPPORT CENTER (MIL-STD-7)

The Air Force Activity (located at Kelly AFB, ENGINEERAiG FOR TRANSPORTABILITY
Texas) which maintains the current master record The performance of those functions required in
copies of engineering data peculiar to identifying and measuring the limiting criteria and
AEC/NOc-controlled items and makes Air Force characteristics of Transportation Systems; and tho
distribution to sui.port Air Force missions. (AFR integration of this data into the design of materiel
67-28) to effectively utilize operational and planned
ENGINEERING DEFINITION transportation capability. (AR 705-8)

A description expressed in engineering terms in ENGINEERING INFORMATION
sufficient detail to meet the requirements of design, Consists of engineering data as defined by DLAR
development, engineering, production, procurement 4185.14, and other original source documentation
or logistics support. (DOD 4120.3) prepared by a design activity for the disclosure and

decription of configuration, form, fit. pzrformance,
ENGINEERING DEFINITIoNIGUIDANCE o operation. reliability, maintainability, quality

The graphic representations (i.e., of dimensions, control, or other engineering features of ,ems,
tolerances, finishes, processes, parts, etc.) in/on materials, methods, practices. processes. and
data, that an activi., needs to redesign, services. These data are used for design,
manufacture, test, evaluate, procure, inspect, development, test, manufacture, acceptance,
overhaul, install, ship, store, cataleg, determine training, operation, maintenance, and overhaul. The
interchangeability, and maintain an item of supply principal types of engineering information are
or service. (AFR 67-28) engineering drawings .nd associated lists (part,,

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT(S) list, data list and index list as described by
The category within the RDT&E program MIL-STD-100), manufacturer specifications and

structure that includes those development programs -t:ndards. data sh':ts. test reports, bills of
being engineered for Seri;%e use but not yet ".a.erial, handbooks, technica! orders or manuals.
approves tor procurement or operation. (AFSCR engineering changes. and various other documents
70-2) that provide data on reliability, maintaiinability, end

This phase includes all efforts directed toward item application, and quality control. (PLAR
those development programs being engineered for 4185.11AFZ 67-80/AR 7i0-31/NAVMATINS1
Servic. use, but which have not yet been approved 4000.:5A!MCO 4000.46)
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A ENGINEki1ING ItNG) contract, research, development, engineering, or .I

Includes the production engineering, test support. (APSCR 27-5) I
standardization and specifications programs. (AFR ENGINEERING SERVICES PROJECT (ESP)
80-8) Any individually defined and documented
ENGINEERING 11BJECTIVE PLAN (EOP) requirement within the Engineering Services

The EOP is a five-year ALC plan that projects Program that utilizes AFSC ,esnuices. Agreements
the engineering financial requirements for documented as reqi'ired by AFR 11-4, AFR 172-3,
sustaining and improving the design and AFM 67-1, and AFM 67-5 procedurc.- are excepted.
performance integrity of systems, subsystems, A specific support effort performed by an AFSC
equipm~ent and programs ;n relation to such agency t3 satisfy the requirements -f a non-AFSC 41
processes as procurement, maintenance overhaul Government agency. (AFSCR 27-5)
and repair, quality assurance, modification, material
improvements and service life extensions. The FOP T SUPPort
documents the financial program for validation by Tfo r
AFLC and submission to HQ USAF for use in the agency ;i response to test or support requirements.

'I Planning, Programming aad Budgeting System (AFSCR 27-5
(?PBS. as an input to the Program Objective Engineeritig, scientifc, or technical servicesrequired for AFCMD mission accomplishment in the
Memorandum (POM. (AFLCR 80-3) administration of assigned contracts and the -7

ENGINEERING RELEASE support of the SPOs/purchasing offices. (AFSCR
The act of approval which establishes a document 80-12)

as the approved Government standard, specification, The performing agency in-house effort necessary
or drawing for definition, development, production, to satisfy the requirements of a requesting agency, -e

or acceptance if an item or system of equipment. within the scope of this regulation. (AFSCR 27-5)
(AMCR 11-26) ENGINEERING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

ENGINERING RELEASE RECORD Includes all effort directed toward those
The design engineering data file that records and development programs being engineered for service

interrelates engineering data and changes thereto use but which have not yet been approved for
that technically describe and are to be or have been procurement or operations. This area is
used to design, fabricate, assemble, operate, characteriied by major line item projects and
maintain, and support the produced items. program control will be exercised by review of 0
(NAVMATINST 4130.1) individual projects. (AFSCR 27-5)

ENGINEERING RrQUIREMENTS PLAN ENGINEERING TEST
A MAP CEM technical document prepared by the A test conducted by or under the supervision of a

MAAG/ Country Air Force. AFCS assists when Category HI(T) agency, using a.. engineering
requested. The Engineering Requirement Plan approach, where the objective of the test is to
(ERP) translates Preliminary Technical Survey determine the technical performance and safety
Reports and other supplemental information into characteristics of an item or system and its
engineering construction, installation and supply, associated tools and test equipment a. described in
and training data to serve as a basis for planning, the QMR -- SDR and the Technical Characteristics.
programming and implementation of a complete and This dete. tior. includes the measurement of the
operational CEM facilty or system. (AFR 400-3) inherent structural, electrical, or other physical or
N Gchemical properties and may ,.tilize data previously NiENGMNEERING SERVICESI

n e g t f b e F generated in engineer design tests. The test is
ystge g echaracterized by controlled conditions and the

stsComman which do not fall within the eliminatio of human errors in judgment, insofar as
scope of the research and developent program.

ofi. n t e s iudeisve en gr , possible, through the utilization of environihtentalEngineerng services iniclude inservice engineering, chambers; physical measurement techniques.eng:cerng sunport, and the DOD standardization controlled laboratory, shop, and field trials;program. (AFM 11-1) ZZti:tica! mthed.logy; and the use of personnel

ENGINEERING SERVICES PROGRAM trained in the engineering/scientific testing fieidb.
The total program within AFSC designed to The engineering test provides data for use in

provide a non-AFSC Government agency with further development where required, and for
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determination as to the safetly aad technical and ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
maintenance suitability of the item or system for A phase of engineering devoted to the study of
service test. (AR 70-10) cause and effects of enviroiments in which
ENROUTE BASE equipments must live. This term sometimes has

been use,' to describe the function under the
A station between the point of origin and heading of industrial hygiene engineering and

destine ion of a mission which has the capability o biomedical engineering. (AM 11-1)

sdppor,.ag aircraft operating over the rotte. (AFM
11-1) ENVIRONMENI AL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Those factors cf environment which singly, or inA
E TE POcombination have a significant eff-ct upcn military

Bases along a deployment route at which operations, and must. therefcre, be considered ia
scheduled stops ai- made for refueling, crew rest, the design and testing of systems and equipments.
and aircraft maintenance. (TACM 400-1) (AFP 800-7)

ENROUTE SUPPORT TEAM
A functional package of personnel and material ENVIRONMENTAL TEST(S)' A test of equipment, supplies, aqd techniquesconsisting of selected personnel, skills, equipment r t pes of eioment, l odtis

and supplies necessary to seriice an- perform I" each was intended to Ile I sed. Such tests will be an
limited specialized maintenance on tactical aircraft integral part of other tests, i.e., engineer design,
at en route bases so that the aircraft can proceed to" : = engineering, and service tests. (AR '695-15)
their destination base with a minimum of delay. eninena service tests. (ARt of-the
(AFM 11-1) Environmental tests -re an integral pat of theI

Selected personnel, equipment, and supplies :esting procedure whether it be at the stage if

necessary to service and maintain deploying aircraft Engineer Design Test, Engireering Test, or Service
Test. One of the major rtquiren.ents in fhe testingat an enrorte stop and/or destination base. The of an item is to determine whether the item will Iteam is composed of trained personnel, equipment, perfor effectivei) in the environments of its

and supplies from the wing/group which deploys an intended use. Environmental testing includesaugmented tactical aircraft squa..'ron. {TAC1
400- ) geographical and climatic testing (AR 705-1., and.

where applicable, should include ektetronic

ENTITY, ACCOUNTING interference tests, radiation tests, and other natural
In Government, an organization unit at any level or man-made physical factors. (DAR 70-10)

for which there is a duty to render financial EOD INCIDENT
accounting. (DOD 5000.8) The suspected or actual presence of explosive
ENVELOPE DRAWING ordnance which constitutes a hazard to operatiors,

A drawing showing outline. ov,.rall and mounting installations. personnel, or materiel. (Not incduded
dimensions and other dimensio -s and data necessary in this definition L.re the accidental arming or other
to disclose mechanical, electrical, functional and conditions that occur during the de'eopment.
physic.! interchangeability of items regardless of testing or manufacture of high explorive or nuclear
the detail desigi.. (MIL-STD-7) materiel; maintenance or assembly operations; or

ENVIRONMENT the la:ying of mines an nonn..,.Lar demolition
Environment will be cojisiderea to be the charge.. Such situations will be neutralized byinet totlifll b stre whih i ne the qualified personnel of the organization performingintegrated total f all stresses which influene the the development, test. manufa-turig, maintenance.

performance capability of man and equipment tsdelopment n faming antnnce.
iiistoage(orcofinmen) o uner assembly or plarenient of mines and nonnucleard u rin g tra n s it .i ii s to ra g e (o r co n fi n e m e n t) o r u n u e r d m l t ' l c z g ,.S 6 o g n i t o sdrntrnidemolition chnrge.s. Such organt.-ations. .

field operating conditions. (AR 705-15) laboratories. bra"ch hoard. or intaliatLns iay
The agvtregate of all the conditions and influences •r es ace al o.3-15)

including physical location and operating request gOD assistance.) (AR 7.3-15)

characteristics of surrounding equipmcn: and EOD PROCEDURES
occupants, including temperature. humidity, and Any particular courst or niode of i.on taken by
contaminants of surrounding air; operational qualified EOD personnel to iwier safe.
procedures. acceleration, shock, vibration, and disassemble. aieutraliz.e r dispose of explosive
radi.tinn (AFM 1!-I ordnance -:ems or aay hazardous material

Includes combat. operational, and statit associated with a. expiosive orinialce dispa
environment. (AFR 80-8/EPSINST 4040.1) incident. (AR 75-15)
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EOQITEMS Machinery, equipment, furniture, vehicles.
Items computed based on past demand history mac, ine tools used or capable of ise in the

and/or projected quantitative requirements. These manufaeture of supplies or in the performance of
items are conimed in use and are not subject to services or for any administrative or general plant -

repair at the depot level. EOQ items are identified purpose. (DOD 7041.3)
as follows: All articles needed to outfit an individual or

(1) Nonreparable. Items which are rer ).'ably organization. The term refers .o clothing, tools.
tredictable based on past consur.,ption or reliable utensils, vehicles, weapons, and other similar items.
quantitative requirements. As to type of Luthorization. equipment may be Z

(2) Provisioning. Items relatively new "o the divided into special (or project) equipment,
system with demand or consumption experience not
sufficient to manage as nonreparable. These items equipment prescribed by table of oaneto and
ar" special coded N until 2 rears of de.and equipment prescribed by tables of organization and

.. experience are obtained. (AFLCR 171-51) equipment. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)
e c bF -A unit. composed of parts and asse'nblies, which
EQUIPAGE independently or in itself. accomplishes or fulfills a

A grouping of items and/or sets, consisting complete function. (AFLCM 72-2)
primarily of nonexpendable construction equipment, All items of a durable nature which are capable h
designed to provide or augment TOE equipment for of continuing or repetitive utilitarian use by an [
eonstructon of a specific task in a specific wor!d individual or organization. (DOD 5000.8. AFM 67-I)
area. (AP. 415-16) 1. All items of a durable nature which are [

Is material which is not consumed or appreciably capable of continuing or repetitive utilitarian use by
A altered in use and which is usually of greater value an inividuai or organization.

and functional im.portance than :onsumable items. 2. All articles other than supplies needed to iI (.NAVSUP MAN)INAVSUP MAN)outfit an individual or organization. |
eKormally the non-installed Articles which make u an inu al or or aii.

up the Confi-u:atio|m on aircraf;. Not normally 3. Such equipment ntay be classified as:associated with a specific Model of aircraft. a. Individual equipment. Items required for the

Examples are life rafts, parachutes, safety belts, personal use of individuals.
survival equipment, port-le fire extinguishers. b. Organizational equipment. Items required for

flight ciothing and similar items. A; aircraft. as the use of an organization or unit
such, could b-, ope-ated without Equipage. Special or project equipment. Iterrs not

(XAV.\IRINST 4700.2) authorized in standard equipment allowance
publications but determ:ned as essential in

EQUIPMENT connection with a particular contemplated operation. |-'
The term "equip- re!ates to authorized ir;tial function. or mission. (AFM 67-1)

equipment only bvsed on tables of organization and Commercial equi.-neent which has been developed.
equipment. tubles of allowances, unit ,,qui,.ment. by industry an i- priced and offered for public
moaster equipment lists, initial outfitting :'.hies or

othr mansof ietrmiingthi eimen of sale. This inc~uds equipment. supplies. andother means of determining th~is eement of s ervices of a class or kind which:
requirements and the mission te be performed. aerMces be a slas for ind w hich:
When used in connection with peacetime a. May be used for other than Government
reouirements. the amount cf equipment will be that purposes.
authorized by the "idividual ser-ice based on b. Is sold or traded in the course of conductig
peacetime mission: when i.sed in connecomn wi~h normal business operations with the general public
mobilizati ., requirei.,ents. the amouri-, v'Li Ie based or other Government agencies - for example.
,m wartime missions. (NAVEXOS P-509) specialized radars: nav-aids: meteorological and

AI! articles of a capita! nature needed to outfit an ctnmmunications equipment: and equipnvin for
individua! or organizat;on (NAVEXOS P-!i001 ;.rcraft. m;ssile or satellite contro. .tiid ;:rigation.

(1) Comn.on Support. The equipment whic., is The articles mn-Ust l.e in such a condition that th.
preently in or projected for ii.lusion in iii, DOi) manufactur-r can. upon tetjtiest and prior to
inventory for support of two or 'more di.f, rent issuance of a Government contract. demonstrate to

Ps.ieponIs upport systems. (2) Peculiar Stpport. the satisfaction of the Air iorce procuiriitg agency
'he eluipment which is &'eloped ana produced for that the equipment .aifies or exceeds the

the unique purpose of su;!,poring a specific manufacturer's design jt;ecification or '.-r,,,"
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EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE DOCUMENTS (EADS) EQUIPMENT CATEGORY (CATEGORY II)
Ar Equipment allowance documents are USAF Peculiar precision measurement equipment used

publications which prescribe items and quantities to check out, maintain, and calibrate Category I
0&1 (bases of issue) of equipment normally required Dy equipment. ("iculiar" applies to precision

AF organizations and individuals in the measurement equipment designed for a; . used with
accomplishment of assigned missions, functions, and only one system, subsystem, or equipment, as
duties. Allowance documents are published as contrasted with "common" items which have
tables of aliowances (TAs). (AFM 67-1) general purpose, cross-system application.) (AFR

EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE LISTS (GENERIC TFRM) 74-2)
Publications, or sections thereof, in the military EQUIPMENT CATEGORY (CATEGORY III)
-; v's which prescribe the equipment and Common commercial and military standard

,oos authorized for military organizations, air
'.11's aboard ships, individual military personnel, precision measurement equipment used for
.a administrative equipment at posts or bases. maintenance, trouble shooting, testing, verification,

Dmiitrtv equipmen and calibration of Catagory I and H1 equipment.
(DD 00.)(AFR 74-2)
EQUIPMENT APPROVAL AUTHORITY (EAA)

The authority vested in the chief of supply to EQUIPMEKI CATEGORY (CATEGORY IV)
approve or disapprove allowance/a,,thorization Standards and accessories used to calibrate

j requests. (AFM 67-1) Category 1I and III equipmeia. This equipment
normally is located in and used by the baseEQUIPMENT AUGMENTATION (DATA AUTOMATION) precision measurement equipment laboratory. (AFR

The obtaining of additional automatic data 74-2)
processing equipment capability to extend an
established data system to additional sites or EQUIPMENT CLASSIFICATION CODE
locations. (AFM . 1-1) The last two characters of a combination of three

EQUIPMENT AUTHORIZATION INVENTORY DATA (EAID) alphabetic an6 numeric characters, which identify
A record of equipment requiri-ag formal supply the weapon/support syste.a. (AFLCR 171-91)

property accourability by the Base Equipment EQUIPMENT COVERAGE INDEX
Management Office BEMO/EMO. This record This is obtained by divid:lg an organization's
reflects equipment authorized and inuse/in-place, possessed quantity of an equipment by its
including substitute items. (TACM 400-i) authorized quantity for the same equipment. ItA PCAM record (AF Form 158 and AF Form 366, reveals the degree to which an organization's"REMS Inventory") of all equipment requiring authorized equipments were possessed. (DOD

formal supply property accountability. This record 7730.25)
reflects equipment authorized and in use/in place,
including substitute items (replaces unit EQUIPMENT DEADLINED FOR PARTS
authorization list, materiel readiness authorization A requisition for parts required to return
list). (AFM 67-1) deadlined equipment to an acceptable operable

Those equipment items records on which the Base condition. Equipment deadlined for parts
Equipment Mqnageaien Office (BEMO) maintains supersedes the terms aircraft deadlined for parts -

accountability provided in Part one, Volume !V, and vehicles deadhned for parts. (AR 320-5)
AFM 67-1 for equipment when the BEMO is
assigned management responsibility. (AFM 66-17) EQUIPMENT DEPLOYABILITY PROFILE

A comlputerized in-use/REM detail record of aUl An eight-digit number representing the
equipment requiring formal supply property percentage of a unit's reportable equipment with
accountability. This includes equipment authorized an equipment serviceability criteria score of green,
and in-useiii-place, including substitute items. amber, (due to equipment shortages) and red (due to
(AFM 67-1) equipment serviceability criteria scores). (AR

EQUIPMENT CATEGORY (CATEGORY i) 310-2,)

Operational equipment installed in svstems, EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION PLAN
subsystems, or eqiui)ment whose perrormance An equipment distribution planning study which
parameters are measured. %erified, or tested. (AFR has been approved by competent authority. (AR
71-2) 310-25)
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EQUIPMENT END ITEM EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
A final combination of end products, component The process of developing workload requirements,

parts and/or materials which is ready for its forecasts and planning. organizing, programming,
intended use, e.g., ship, tank, mobile mach;- shop, directing, and controlliilg engineering and industrial
aircraft. (AFR 66-14) resources (including personnel, facilities and
EAAaerospace ground equipment) necessary to
EQUIPMENT EVALUATIONOFFICE (DATA AUTOMATION) effectively and economically support Air Force

The agency within the Electronic Systems equipment operational objectives. (AFR 66-1)
Division, Air Force Systems Command, specifically The process of developing the workload
charged with the conduct of competitive Automatic requirements forecast and planning, organizing,
Data Processing Equipment evaluation processes staffing, directing and controlling Lhe engineering.
and summarized presentation of the results thereof. industrial and other resources necessary to
(AFM 11-1) effectively and economically support the equipment

EQIPMENT IDENTIFICATION CODE operational objectives of the Military Departments
A seven-digit letter/number combination which and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. (DOD

identifies the smallest desired breakdown of an 4151.12)
equipment or unit. (OPNAV 43P2) EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT BALANCE REGISTER

EQUIPMENT IN PLAZE A print-out of a mechanical validity check which

Personal property, consisting of capital property is capable of zero balancing IEMO authorized
and other equipment of a movable nature which has in-use/in-place custody receipts and due-in records.
been fixed in place or attached to real property but (AFM 67-1)

41 which may be severed or removed from buildings EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT CODE (EMC)
without destroying the usefulness of the structures. A single-digit code in AF cataloging systenis to

I It does not include installed building equipment. indicate type of management required fori(AR 320-5) equipmentit. (AFM 67-I)

:- 'EQUIPMENT LIST EQUIPMENT MANAGEM ENT OFFICE (EMO)

Is a monthly publication of those "2R", and The base level supply activity that is responsible
i"811" cognizance items in system-wide short supply fijr the Air Force equipment management system,

which require premium handling and shipment to ilivolving the handling, accounting for, and
the Designated Overhaul Point for repair under the reporting of all equipmenc authorizations and assets
Navy Integrated Comprehensive Item Scheduling for all organizationc, inchiding tenents supported
Program, when local intermediate repair cannot be by the base. (AFM 77-1)
accomplished, for any reason, within a specified A blanch of thp !JSAF Standard Base Level
period of time. (ASOINST 4710.1') Supply System wiich is responsible for management

Those documents initiated by the contractor of the base equipping program. Replaces the
setting %rh all items and quantities of grodnd "BEMO" at bases which have converted to the
support equipment appirved for procureme.t. USAF Standard Base Level Automated Supply
(AFM 67-1) System in accordance with Volume II, Part Two,

AFM 67-1. (TACM 400-1)
EQUIPMENT LOG BOOK The AF base organization responsible for

A control devie. for mandatory recording of the management of the base equipping prog.'am. and
events which occur during the life cycle of providirg other organizational supply support (Part
equipment. (AR 320-5) one, Volume IV and Part two, Volume I). (AFM

EQUIPMENT MAliRTENANCE 67-1)
The functioi. of sustaining materiel in an The office within tho Chief of Supply organization

operational status, returning it to a serviceable wherein an individual will be responsihle for the

condition or updating and upgrading its functional acountability of school equipment temns wich a unit

utiiity through modification. (AFR 66-1, DOD price of $40 or more. (Endi I. DSAR 4140.61/AR

41.51.'12) 352-4/NAVUIPINST 4400.80/AFR 67-22)

Keeping .nateriel inl a mission capable status. EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION LIST
returning it to a serviceable condition. or updating A table which amends a table of organization ana
and upgrading it. 'AFR 66-14) equipment by i)rescribint" additions or reductions in
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equipment for one or more specifically designated documentation between inventory control points,
units to meet actual operation conditions not commands and offices, and contractors. It also
provided for ir other organizational and equipment includes provision for notification regarding
tables. (AR 320-5) participation in repair parts provisioning for new

equipments, including significant changes in design
MEQUIPMENT OPERATIONALLY READY drn rdcin n ~ nain o

A condition status of a major item of equipment during production, and dineation of

weapon system which indicates that it is capabl; of responsibilities between the command and inventory

safe use and that all subsystems necessary for the ronir parts porin trats. NatioS
performance of its primary mission are ready. Pa t ir s V
(AFM 11-1) P-1500)

The condition status of an item of equiprr.int in EQUIPMENT RESERVE
the possession of an operating unit which indicates Sumnlies which must be procured and stored in
it is capable of fulfilling its intended mission and i,, advance to meet anticipated issue demand or to A
a system configuration that offers a high meez other unforeseen operational needs (AR
asssurance of an effective, reliable and safe 12q-5)

performance. (JCS Pub 1) EQUIPMENT REVIEW AND AUTHORIZATION ACTIVITY
EQUIPMENT OR END ITEM (ARTICLE) (ERAA)

A component or components and necessary The function established within each BEMO and
assemblies, subassemblies, and parts connected or CEMO assigned responsibility for the management
associated to perform an operational function. of equipment allowances and authorizatinns through
(DOD 4151.7, AFR 67-25, AFLCR 78-2) evaluation and vaiIdation of requirement-, approval

or disapproval of requirements, approval or
maUiPNTit PER AN rlAlTdisapproval of allowancetauithorization request, not

Consists of historical information relating to appu aiidisapproval actions,maintaiabilit af-fhd- reliailit vcharacteristicsval .... ons,
systmsbsitys a d liailit cetcs wao conducting utilization surveys, etc. (Part one,systems, subsystems and components fweapons Volume IV;). (AFM 67-1)

end item equipmentQ d..rimg their operational oA
application. (AFIR 66-50) EQUIPMENT SET A

EQUIPMENT PLANNING Complete set of aircraft maintenance support
equipmeit developed by maintenance level

Includes information on new equipment (coprocremet pogrms ncessry o deelopand (compoaient repair through line maintenance) for a
specific number and specific model of ircraft.

justify budget estimates for repai, parts, (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
information relatiig to inter-bureau financing of

inventory where necessary, renorts on installed EQUIPMENT SPARES PACKAGE
equipments which indicate obsolescence or planned Spares for Ground Communication and Electronic
retirement and activation data on reserve ships ind Eq.ipment selected to bL shinpcd coneurrentli with
aircraft. (NAVEXOS P-1500) each end item of eouipment. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM

EQU;PMENT POOL 65-2)

An area where equipment is centrally controlled EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
and dispatched to particular area or jobs when The person resl)onsible for deve!oping the
needed. (AFR 69-8) furnis.dg condition inspection criteria, location
EQUIPMENT POPULATION data in end artile. and identification of component

l, cude l)l~ultio "'items (wvhen not in DO0). Se;'%es also as theIncludes population anf deployn ent informatin on
contact poit on item inspection criteria technical

new an( in-use eqipments. and status reports on i a
instalied equipments which wi!l indicate changes ii of rec'Dmation. (AFLUR 65-31

population or (leployment. (NAVEXOS P-1500) EQUIPMENT STATUS REPORT ,5EQUENCE NUMBER
EQUPMET POVIIONNGAnl alpha character used to track the number of

Include,, a statement o' responsibilities and sah hn o m~eo~g.(F 1)6:)
authority foi repair part, iproisionin; . a statement""
of afloat and( ashore inaintenance ca:pabilities and EQUIPMENT SUPPORT -

schedules for intercl;tnge of prov'is ioni-mg laciides periodic information on' the type of
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support required; e.g., statement as to controlled by the authorization of a WRSK in AFRresponsibilities for allowance and load list 400-24; that is, if an aircraft WRSK is authorized a Apreparation, whether full support, limited period, or particular unit, then an equipment WRSK isimited area support is desired, mobilization or authorized. The preparation and maintenance of
contingency reserve requirements and the basis for equipment WRSK will be the responsibility of cheestablishing them and Military Assistance Program appropriate major command. This responsibilityrequirements. Also includes the requirement for will include development of spares listirg
the establishment of a uniform accumulation and surveillance of spares an1codilication/identification method to be used by responsibility of maintaining records. (AFM 67-1)
commands!offices to the maximum practicable EQUIPMENT, AERONAUT:CAL
extent to indicate the ICP assigned program
support for the equipment o systems, and the level Those items of equipment utilized in actual light,
of support desired or required. (NAVEXOS P-I 500) including subunits of aircraft and of missiles (such

as elLtronic subunits), aircraft, and missile. SomeEQUIPMENT SYSTEM airborne equipment not specially denotei as a
A combination of two or more equipments, subunit may fall in this category. (AFLCR 11-12)gneraly physically sep:. ated when in operatior.. EQUIPMENT. AUTOMATIC DATA-PROCESSING

jad suh ter cmoet, asmle, Electronic digital computers, communicationssubassemblies and parts necessary to perform an e
operational function or functions. (DSAR equipment, and devices used with sinch compters,4130.4/AR 708-4/NAVSUPINS'I 4120.36/AFR and associated peripheral equipment. This also
72-11/MO 4410.16) includes transcription and transmission devices that Z-1

are designed especially for producing media for I
N EQUIPMENT UNIT mass data processing such as punch cards, paper
-J An "equipment unit" or the single term or magnetic tap-c' This term does not include the'quipmnent" is used !requently in this group of class of office equipment used primarily fortechnical orders for ease of writing and reading Lie document creation, document posting or individualprescribed instructions. In most instances, this computations such -.s typewriters, bookkeeping

term viil be constried to man complete end items machines, adding machines or calculators (desk
but on occasion it will also refer to assemblies, size). (DOD 5000.8)
subassemblies and components that are being E
processed within the maintenance shops. In EQUIPMENT, AUTOMATIC-DATA-PROCESSINGAUXILIARY;I Equipment related in function to~zeneral, the stateme-nt in which the term is used uoai-aarcsig-qi~et'ohrta
will imply what the intended meaning is for that "ptriphea equ i n uent," oe t-: . " "~~~~~~~~~periphera! equipment," and whose use is not 
p ri ua p q ai n TO 0 2 - .ria ic . O O2exclusixely and directly used with an ADP System;

EQUIPMENT VULNERABILITY and when it is so used, it supports the system inIn Tempest usage, those features of off-line operations, such as card-punching
equipment/systems which contribute to the equipment and paper-tape preparing equipment
poss;bility of unautho.;zed exploitations of (e.g., a flexiwriter). (DOD 50 .8)electromagnetic radiationq or conducted signals E
containing classified information. Vulnerability is QUIPMENT, COLLATERAL
the sum of all facto's contributing to the Equipm ,t placed in use in buildings orcompromise These *actors are: a. Susceptibility: , tructr, but not permanc:tly aitached thereto:
Emar.ations characterioics of t.e equipment itself. iemoa. without damage to the real pr5p000y.
1). Az'css..bilitv: Abilit% of an enemy to gain
access to tne emanations. c Feaibility: EQUIPMENT, DATA-TRANSMISSION
Technical, ecocornic. logistic, and time factors which This term includes al. digita! coi:iuniationsdetermine he ability of an una'i.horized source t, equipn:ent used oa the te,'minal ends efintercept and ex:)loit the emanations. (AR 310-25) comimnication lines for the sending and receipt of
EQUIPMENT WAR READINESS SPARES KIT (WRSK) digital inforniation us , in direct support of data

A recommended list of spae parts and sulpp li. I) r',cessing equipment. JDO,() 500.8)
re(ired to )rovidV 30 days support for those itens EQUIPMENT, DEADLIIED
of molbility equipment th t accomlpany units uplion An end ittin or pit-ce of equipment renic ,d frumdepiloymeni. Authorization for this kit i ill le operation or use for one of the follow ug reasons:
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1. Is inoperative due to damage, malfunctioning, 1. Demonstrating the ability of the weapon
or awaiting necessary repairs. system to function thr-ugh exposure to a co.plete

2. Is unsafe. stockple-to-target sequence.
3. Would be damaged by further use. Excludes 2. Identifying significant weapon system

equipment removed from operations for routine deficiencies resulting from operationai usage.
maintenance. (AFM 67-1) 3. Confirming that continuing compatibility

EQUIPMENT, INITIAL SPARES, AND REPAIR PARTS cSitu, bctween USAF and ERDA hardware.
Items of initial spares and repair o"rts and (AFLCR 65-6)

equipment, not authorized for general Air Force use
kor grouping of such ite'.:) which are used in direct E drawing
support of the A:. Force research, development, A drawing showing procedure and operation

test, and :valuation mission, but which do not sequence for erection or assembly of indiviaual

become part of the article being developed or items or assemblies of items. (MIL-STD-7)

"1 tsted. (AFR 67-19) ERECTOR-LAUNCHER

EQUIPMENT, PERIPHERAL DATA-PROCESSING A mobile piece of equipment that erects a missile

"Automatic-data-processing equipment" onto launching position, then serves as a launcher.

associated with, but separate from, the maii, frame (AFM 11-1)
and interconnected equipment. For example, a ESCALATION
punched-card-Eo-magnetic-tape converter. !DOD An increase in scope or violence of a cnnflict,
5000.8) deliberate or unpremeditated. (JCS Pub 1)

EQUIPMENT, POWERED GROUND (PGE) E L.
An assembly of mechanical c¢mponents including ESCAPE VELOCITY m-

an internal combustion engine or motor, gas The speed a body :nust attan to overcomn a
turiine, or steam turbine engine mounted as a gravitational field, such as that of Earth, 3nd thus

single unit on an integral base or chassis. theoretically travel on tv infinity. The velocity of
Equipment may pump gases, liquids, or solids; or escape at the Earth's surface is 36,700 fce per
proeuce co",pressed, cooled, refrigerated or heater second. A nractical manned spacecraft would tra:e!
zir; or generate electricity and oxygen. Examples the atmosphere at a ;ower .elocitv arid accelerate to-
of this equipment: portable cteaners, filters escape volocity beyond in '.u" to avoid
hydraulic tebt stand, pumps and weliers, air unacceptably rapid initial accehratio and high skin
compressors, air conditicners, etc. (AFLCR 171-12) tempfrature frrm aerodynamic heating. (APM

EQUITY 11-1)
An interest or share i, property or -apitai ESR-NUMBER

investnment. (DOD 5000.8) A number consisting of a seven alphanumeric

EQUITY (OWNERSHIP) ACCOUNTS characteristics used to track the status of a CEM
Stocks of materiel owned by one military service equmpment. (AFY 65-662)

and stored, issued, ann, accounted for oy another ESSENTIAL INDUSTRY
iilitary service. (AR ~.- "Any industry necessary to the needy ,of a civifian

EQUITY, PROPRIETORSI," or war economy. The tern) inc!udes the .)asic
The owners' or stockholders' r:.w investment in industries as wel as the necessary portions of

a business, after deducting liabili'ies from assets, those other industries which transform the crude
(DOD 5000.8) basic raw materials into useful initociediate ,r end

EQU'IVALENT PARTS AND MATERIAL prodtucts, e.g.. the iron and steel industry, the food

Those parts and material which, because of industry, and the chemical industry. (AR 320- 5.

-imilar physical and chenmicsl prope ties, are JCS Pub 1)
mutually inte"chang.able, but nut necessarily E$SEi4L ITEMS LIST
identical in every respect. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) A lisi of v'.ica and intensively managed ims

ERDA-AF JOINT FLIGHT TEST which is prepared bv the itional inventory control

A testing program which complements USAF and point to advise the ied of 1|utonatic returns ui.dee
ERD! reliability efforts by: the excess program. 1AR S20-5)
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ESSENTIAL MATRIEL ESTIMATED SAVING
Items for which Mobilizatiou Reserve Stock The monetary saving which is anticipated t- be

Objectives (War Readiness Materiel) have been realized in the two fiscal years following the yearestablished. (AFR 84-2, AFM 11-1) that the new, improved r intensified management

Items selected under the criteria of DOD action is reported. (DOD 7720.6 m
Directive 3009.5 for which mobilization reserves
hate been or will be established. (DOD 4005.1) ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP (ER)

An expression, often mathematical, which
ESSENTIAL REPAIR CONCEPT describes for predictive purposes the quantity or

Only those repairs necessary to insure the end
item fulfilling its mission efficiently and safely will cost of antor a rias Etimatngbemore explanatory variables. Estimatingb t z A 6relationships are basically of two types. (1) Those

ESSENTIALITY used to estimate physical quantities, e.g., numbers
The military importance of the item to the of aircraft or missiles, numbers of personnel and

program or mission of the user. (NAVEXOS P1100) -ctivity rates. Examples are: (a) a relationship

ESTABLISHED GOAL expressing the number of support personnel as a
-Q AFLC/QA establishes this goal which is function of the number of direct operating

based on the past history and management personnel; (o) a relationship for manned aircraft
exnectations of a specific type and model (TM) of expressing the attrition rate as a function of time
er .ine (such as 157, T56, TFJ3, etc). (AFLCR 74-3) and performance characteristics. (2) Those used to
ESTABLISHMENT estimate dollar cost. These relationships are

1. An installation, together with it personnel frequently referred to as cost estimating
and equipment, organized as an operating entity. relationships. Examples ee: (a) expressing cost
of men and major equipments in a unit/formation; gross weight and speed; (b) expressing high-power

sometimes called "table of organization" or "table prime radar equipment cost as a function of p.2ak
of organization and equipment". (JCS Pub 1) power output and antenna area. (AFM 11-1)

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE EVACUATION POLICY
The estimated year, month, and day that a job 1. Command decision, indicating the length in

order will be completed. A job order is considered days of the maximum period of noneffectiveness
completed when it has progressed to its planaed and that patients may be held within the command ;or
logi'al onclusion, the objectives have becn met, treatment. Patients who, in the opinion of
and!or products delivered. Work Phase Code "Y" responsible medical officers, cannot be returned to
should coincide with this estimated date. (AFSCM duty status withir the period prescribed are
177 265) evacuated by the first available means, provided the

ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION travel involved will not aggravate their disabilities.
Actual direct costs, plus indirect costs allocable 2. A command decision concerning the movem :ent

to the contract, pius the estimate of costs (direct of civilians from the proximity of military
and indirect) for authorized work remaining. (DOD operations for secur:,y and safety reasons. and 0
700.2) involving the need to arrange for movement.

ESTIMATED MANHOURS reception, care, and control of such individuals.
The estimated time reiuired to perform th ~ 3. Command policy concerning the evacuation of

scheduled work. (T.O. 00-20-10-6) unserviceable or abandoned materiel, and inclodinig

designation of channls and destinations
ESTIMATED RELIABILITY evacuated materiel, the estdblishment of c.ii:roi,

A reliability factor which is postulated for a and procadures, aid the lis,;emination of co-,di-f.l
system, subsystem, or equipment under specified standards and disposition ,nstructions. (JCS. uh.,
conditions of test or use. Estimates of hardware or
opeational reliability are based on engineering EVACUEE
design, analysis, testing experience not statistically A civilian removed from his place of residence by
validated, experience trei.ds, engineerin" military direction for reasons of his own security or
judgments, and assumed operational and the requirements of the military situation. ,iC
maintenance concepts. (AFR 80-5) Pub 1)
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EVALUATION EVERT COUNTER
That testing and evaluation used to measure A device which counts the number of times an

progress verify accomplishment and development event occurs. For example, the number of times
objectives, anO to determine: if theories, speed brakes or engine starters are used. (AFR
techniques, and material are practicable; and if 66-6)
systems or items under development are technically EVIPENCE OF SHIPMENT
sound, reliable, safe, and satisfy specifications.
(AFMDocuments which show that the U.S. has shipped

The act or process of reviewing and anaiyzing or released the materiel in question to the
contractor accomplishment in fulfilling contractual country s designated representative. Such
" documents will show total quantity shipped, and for
obligations Evaluation requires the relating ofcontrolacademic knowledge and experience to contractual erequirements. public law, and acceptable business number/notice of availability number/bill of ladingrequremets.publc lw, ad aceptblebusiess number, address.ee, ship or flight numuer (to extent
pactices when judg.g the contrctors effectivity fadonumber, addressee, sip or flight number
of performance. The end product of an evaluation ef adi u be, adrss e of b r
is to accept or reject contractor' s level of to extent available), and/or name of shipper aid
performance. (AFSCM 78-1) carrier. (AiR 67-7)

T-e review and analysis of qualitative and/or EXAMINATION
quantitative data obtained from design review. An element of Inspection consisting of
Lardware inspectIon, testing. and/or operational investigation. without the use of special laboratory
usage of equipment. (AFR 80-14) appliances or procedures, of Supplies and services
EVALUATION CRITEIlA to determine conformance to those specified

requirements which can be determined by such
The anfaccuratedeterminthreshld limits, the aircrafat examination. It is generally nondestructive and

permit includes (but is not limited to) visual, auditory,
equipment wear condition. (AR 700-61, AFR 66-39) olfactory, tactile, gustatory ard other examination;

EVALUATION (OF MATERIEL) simple physical manipulation; gaging and
A subjective dexermination, of the utility, that is r.easurement. NOTE: For pu'poses of the Aircraft

the military value or worthi, of a mrteriel Maintenance Program, Examination is interpreted
item/system--real r- conceptual--to the user. (AR as the determination of condition and/or the work
705-50, AR 70-10) to be performed. (MIL-STD-109)
E.VALUJATION (OF TEST RESULTS) A central, routine check of a Statement of

A subjective judgment, based on the results of Accountabijity of a disbursing officer, including

testing, of the ,resent or aicipated suitability of supporting schedules and documents before

the tested item/sstem for aiseiby tAbiit of submission to the General Accounting Ofce. (DOD70-10) 5000.8)

A review of any kind, fo:- the purpose. with
EVALUATION OFFICE ,espect to transactions, documents, or records.

The activity whose prime mission adid fundions (DOD 5000.8)
best cover 'he areas to bt eva!uated in the An element of inspection consisting of
proposal. (.XFSCR 80-8) investigation of supplies and services to determine

EVALUATION REPORT (onformance to contract requirements using. but

A comprehensive report prepared by the SSEB not limited to. visual, auditory, olfactory. tactile.
which contaip. evaluation criteria, detailed gustatory. physical manipulation. gaging. and

measurement techniques. Does not employ 6ie usenarrative assessments, of each proposal against o pca aoaoyapine rpo:drs
Lhese sores, , of sp~ecial laboratory appliance,; or prioc'tdtres.these criteria, numeical scores, and summary

appraisals of significant strengths, weaknesses and (DS./R 4155.3/AR 30-1/NA SUPINST" 4355.2B/AFR 74-5/MCO 10110.210)
risks of each area of each proposal. (AFR 70-151 An element of inspection cnsistig of

EVALUATION 'EAM investigation without the use of ;p .cial laboratory
A team composed of e HQ AFSC appliances or l)rocedures, of supp'ies and services

Standardization/ Evaluation peroinel who conduct to (termine conformance to those specifid
aircrew and flight ,nanm:ger.?n program requirements which can lie d.:termined by s:,ci
evaluations. (AFSCR i)-1) investigations. Exa miiat .on is generally
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nondestructive and includes, but is not limited to EXCEPTION
the five senses (visual, a,:ditory, olfactory, tactile, An item managed by an inventory control point
and gustatory) and other investigation: simple other than the class manager. (AR 701-5)
physical manipulation; gaging and neasurement. EXCEPTION CONTROL NUMBER
(AFLCR 74-1 3) A numt:r automatically assigned within the

(1) Visual (seeing)-visible, perceptible to the eye, computer to exceptions for !ontrol purposes. The

involving: number consists of a six-digit file addre.:s. (AFM
(a) Comparison: An examination of two or more 67-1)

objects with reference to their likeness or
unlikeness. EXCEPTION MATERIEL (TRANSPORTATION)

(b) Engagement: An examination by the insertion Materiel which, due to its peculiar nature and
of one part upon or into another (for example, the increased transportation risks, requires special
mating or meeting together of two parts for fit). handling in the transportation cycle and deviation

(c) Manual: An examination by exerti,., pressure from normal shiping procedures. This includes

ot stress through use of the hands (for example, classified materiel, firearms, explosives, and other
the manual pull or bending of rubber hose for dangerous and hazareot.s materiel that requires

checking and splitting, or the manipulation to rigid movement control. (AFR 400-3)
determine the close or loose fitting of tw' or more EXCEPTICiR SUPPLY STATUS
components fastened together). Any nonpositive supply availability decision ahne

(2) Auditory (h2aring): An examination for or in combination, i.e., any supply action other than
defects by the use f sound (for example, a knock, issue of material in the quantity requested results
ping, grinding or unusual sound in electric motors, in exception status. Exception Supply Status will
engines, pumps, improperly meshing gears, etc.). le furnished on Priorities 20 unless the Media and(3) Gustatory (tasting or savor): An examination Status Code "0" is inserted by the requisitianer in
for defects by the sense of tasting in conjunction which case no status wi:I be furnished. (AFLCR
with the sense of smell, to ascertain the flavor by 67-5)
taking a litti into the mouth (for example, EXCEPTIONAL STANDARDPRICEVARIANCE I
determine the sourness, bitterness, rancidity of A variae, from the present standard price of
foods, et.)

,etc.). such sig.',cance as to warrant mandatory review
(1) Tactile (touching): An examination by t:se of by the responsibie IM (attachment 3). (AFLCR

th., sense of touch (for example, determination by
feel of burrs, sharp, rough, or uneven objects or 6
surfaces). EXCEPTION/ERROR MESSAGE

(5) Olfactory (smelling): ika examination for A message cited on various report.,/listings to
defects by the sense of smAl, (for example, provide :evie'ing personnel with informational data
deteetior of odor from fea-ng chemi(.ils or gases, and/or processing instruLti-ns. (AFLCR 67-5)
.'-ncid or spoiled !ooC and drogs). EXCEPTION, NOTICE OF

(6) Gaging: Use of special instruments for An advs~e issued by the General Act-i-ting
determining whether or not a part of item conforms Office to :he agency, disbursing officer, or
to a specified requirement, (involves the use of go authorized certifying officer, as the case may be. I
and no go gages, plugs, rings, thread gages, etc.). involving the liability of such accountable offices

(7) Dimenbional: Use of Standard (T, special) for an item illegally paid, that credit will be
measuring devices such as scales, caipers, withheld in the next settlement of t'P', account
micrometer, feeler gage, wire gage, etc. (AFLCR unless there is recovery or a satisfactory
74-13) explanation. (DOD 5n0O 8)

EXAMINATION AND INVENTOF1 (E&l) EXCESS
A thorough inspection of the aircraft based on The quantity of assets that exceed Air Force

work specification requirements. ( FLCR 65-17) operating requiremen.ts and retention quantities.

EXCEPTED AIRCRAFT (AFM 400-1)

Those aircraft not requirin- fleet-wie scheduling EXCESS DEFENSE ARlCLES
for depc level modi'ication or maintenance. 'T.O. Defense articles owncd bv the United States
00-25-4) Government and ,not procured in anticipation of
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military assistance or sales requirements, or activity. Excess personal property may originate at
pursuant to a military assistance or sales order, any organizational level (base, command, bureau,
which are in excess of the Approved Force service, plant, facility, department, etc.) in
Acquisition Objective and Approved Foice Retention accordance with criteria established by the
Stock of all Department of Defense Components at cognizant Military Department. Excess persorai
the time such articles are dropped from inventory property as described may attain the status of DOI
by the supplying agency for delivery to countries or excess personal property only after it has been
;nternational organizations. (Sec. 644(g). FAA). determined to be unnecessary t. the needs and

(DOD 5105.38M) discharge of the responsibilities of DOD. (DSAM

EXCESS FOREIGN CURRENCYi 4140.2!AR 735--I0/NAVSUP Pub .5003/MCO
Currency that has been determined by the P4400.101)

Department of the Treasury to be in exces; of The following terms and definitions are provided
foreseeable requirements of the United States for clarity and use throughout this manual:
Government. (DAR 6-1103) Excess is defited based on point in time as: ' follows:

! tEXCESS FUNDS folo-EXES UD a. Military Service/Defense Agency Excess. That
Unliquidated amounts remaining on contracts a Military Service/Defense A

fquantity of an item of Military ServiceDefense b t4i!]aftr fnalpayentha ben cmpltedbv he Agency owned property that is tiot required for its 3d

CAO. These funds are indicated on a Contract AtCompletion Statement received from the CAt via needs and the dis-harge of its responsibilities asCtddetermined by the head thereof. (This property will
AUTODIN (PK9). (AFLCR 70-11) require further screer*ng by a DOD activity for

EXCESS INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT (IPE) DOD utilization).Items of IPE which are not required by the b. DOD Excess. That quantity of an item that

owning DOD component, and which are not required has completed screening within DOD and is not
by DIPEC to support current and future required for the needs and the discharge of the
requirements of the DOD in accordance with the responsibilities of any DOD activityV. (This
policies and procedures contained in DOD screening may have been "ccomplished by DPDS.
Instruction 4218.18, Management of Defense-Owned SDPDAs, DIPEC, DARO and other designated DOD
Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE) (I&L) and DSAM agencies. This property is subject to Federal civil f
4215.1/AR 70d-43/NAVSUP Pub 5009/AFM 78-9, agency screening by the GSA).
Defense Industrial Plant Center Operations. (TM c. Excess is defined based on location as follows:
- 8-260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO (1) Domestic Excess. Both the terms Military
48'0.621DSAM 4145.9) Service/Defense Agency Excess and DOD Excess

EXCESS LISTING relate to domestic excess; that is, property located
Consolidated listing of excess personal property in the ZI American Samoa, Guam and TTPI When

as prepared by Defense Logistics Services Center or all utilization screening is completed on domaestic
General Services Administration regional office, excess property, it becomes surplus and eligible for
(AFM 11-1) donation and sale.

Consolidated listing of d-clared Military (2) Foreign Excess Personal Property. An%
Service/agency excess of potentia! excess prepared c'cess personal property located outside the ZI.
by the Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC), American Samoa, Guam, and TTPI. (This property
the General Services Administration (GSA), or an is subject to screening and sale as indicated in
Overseas Theater Screening Center. (DSAM 4140.4) Chapters XV and XVI of DOD 4160.21-M). (DOD

Consolidated listing of excess personal property 4160.21-M)
prepared by DPDS, GSA, or Overseas Theater Personal property which has been determind to
Screening Centers (DOD 4160.21-M) be unnecessary for the discharge of DOD

EXCESS r:RSONAL PROPERTY responsibilities after compltion of utilization

Personal property (as distinguished from real screening among DOD activities in accordance with
prc.perty) including contractor inventory which is policies prescribed by DOD Directive 4160.21.
under the control of a DOD activity and is -DOD Personal Property Disposal Program", and
determined to be unnecessary to the needs and Defense Disposal Maiual (DOD 4160.21M). (DOD

J discharge of the responsibilities of such DOD 5105.38M)
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EXCESS PROPERTY EXCHANGE OF SERVICEABLE/UNSERVICEABLE PARTS OR
(Transferable-nonreimbursable stocks). The COMPONENTS

quantity of stock articles owned by the United The authorized exchange of serviceable parts or
States Government which is in excess of the components between like unserviceable,
termination level at the time such articles are organizationally reparable equipment. Such
dropped from inventory by the supplying agency for exchange requires prompt supply actio'i by the
delivery to nations or international organizations as organizational unit to replace all unserviceable
grant assistance. (AFR 400-2) parts or components. (AR 7.10-50)

The quantity of property in possession of any
component of the Department of Defense which EXCHANGE PARTS
exceeds the quantity required or authorized for Unserviceable part-, having a credit value which

retention by that component. (JCS Pub 1, AFM can be applied against new or rebuilt like parts, and
11-1. AFR 400-3) which are acceptable fcr exchange as normal

EXCESS QUANTITY cenmercial practice. (AFM 67-1)

Material shop stock which exceeds thrt total EXCHANGEABLE PARTS 'ND MATERIAL
quantity of material which in the judgment of the Those parts and material which have a potential

responsible supervisor (DSFF), must be kept on use of more than once and are usually economically

hand to support workload as documented by signed reparable. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

outstanding work orders and based on material EXCHANGEABLES
usa-e history as contained i., the Material Use Log. Recoverable components such as pumps, electric
Items carried on approved spare parts lists and motors, carburetors, and fuel controls. (AFLCR
spare parts laid in the MMHS mainten.,nct will be -1: . 65-17)
exempted from this provision so lonL, as the
systems they were procured for remain !- service. EXCHANGE/SALE PROPERTY
(AFLCR 71-4) Property that has an exchange (trade-in) or sle

E S E T Mvalue that can be applied to the purchase cost ihen
EXCESS REPORT NUMBER

A document number in MILSTRIP format procurement or siilar property is made. (AFM
toaprpertydersonaDptpetyponotexcesstpeneesthatt67-1, AFM 1e-1), ~ ~ ssg~ by Perona ptpety reprtbl propess totedsatte

identifies the hlding DPDO DODAAC, the Julian Pown-

date the materiel processed into the disposal system k agenc3 but eligible for replacement, which
and the serial number. (DOD 4140.34M) is exci.anged or sold in order to apply the exchange __

allowance or proceeds of sale in wh'.'e or part
EXCESS STOCK payment for the replacement of a similar (like) item

Consists of all material that is in excess of local (Section 20 l(c) Federal Property and
iheeds. (NAVSUP MAN) Administrative Serv:zes Act of 1949, as amrended (63

That portion of the total quantity of an item on Stat. 37, 740 U.S.C. -171). (DOD 4160.21-M)
hand which exceeds the Retention Limit for that
item, and which has seen determined to be excess EXCLUSION STATEMENT
to the owning agency, but has not been determined A written statement made by the appropriate data

to be beyond the needs of a!! Federal Agencies. It evaluation activity which excludes certain
includes all excesses, whether reported on Standard requirements for data from the assignment of a

Form 120 or not. (DOD 4100.31) Reports Control Symbol. (AFLCR 300-22)

EXCHANGE ITEM EXCLUSIVE (NON-EXCLUSIVE) LICENSE
A serviceable item issued in exchange for a A license covering a patentis). technical or

relprable item (Part two, Volume 11). Excluded proprietary data, techni(al assistance know-how, or
are init;ai installation items. (AFM 67-1) any combination of these, gran ed by a US firm to a

A serviceable investment item with an ERRC code foreign defense .irti.le or service within a given
of C, T or X iss::ed in ex -hange for an sales territori without competition from any other
unserviceable itcm. (AFLCR 66-34) licenses or from the ficensor. A nonexclusive

A serviceable investment itew with an ARRC code license is a license as described above. oxcept thst
of C, T, or L issued in exchange for an competition may be permitted with other licensees
unserviceable item. (AFCR 66-53) and/or the licensor. (AFR 400-3. DOD 5105.38M)
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EXECUTION OFFICE EXERCISING OR CYCLING
The individuals or responsibility centers selected Operation of machine at no load to distribute

by the director/technical director of the performing lubricants. (TM 38-260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR
organization to directly manage the accomplishment 71-i8/MCO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9)
of the work requested by the ordering activity.0ASR172 EXHAUST DEFLECTING RING

A type of jetavator consisting of a ring so
EXECUTIVE ANALYSIS mounted at the end of a nozzle as to permit it to be

Selective application of Management/Status rotated into the exhauot streara for vehicle cotrol
Analysis techniques to the senior staff level
possessing the power of final decision, organized to p1
facilitate the decision making process. (AFM il-1) EXHIBIT

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR AIRLIFT SERVICE Any document that is included in the sytemn
The individual designated by the Single Manager survey case file to suppor+ findings, conclusions, or

actions taken, excluding the summarizing narrativeto manage the Single Manager Operating Agency report. (AFSCM 78-1)for Airlift Service. (AFR 76-33) rpr.(FC 81
A financial statement or statistical tablie formally

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SINGLE MANAGER OPERATING presented. tDOD 5000.8)
AGENCY A document attached to a procurement

The individual designated by the secretary of a !,strument, referenced by its capital letter
military department to manage the operating identifier in a line or subline item in the
agency for a single manager assignment. (DOD procurement instziuent Schedule. which establishs
5000.8) deliverable requirementz in the attached docunent

EXECUTIVE SERVICE as an alterrative to ,.t..tblishing an extensivf list of
The service having primary system or project line or sub'ine itern.i in the procurement instrument

management (i.e., procurement) responsibility. Schedule. (DAC 16-17)
(AFSCR/AFLCR 310-21 The item reported as being deficient, or a sample
EXEMPT EQUIPMENT item which represents the reported deficient

Not-in-use equipment that normally requires condition, which can be analyzed to determine the

preventive maintenance (PM) but is temporarily possible cause of the defect. (End 1 DLAR
excluded frcm scheduled maint~nance requirements. 4155.24/AI 702-7/NASVMATINST 4155.8B/AFR
(AFSCR 66-7) 74-6/MCO 4155.5P)

EXEMPT REPORT EXHIBIT LINE ITEM NUMBER (ELIN)
A report, the :2quirement for which is Used to identify an item of supply or service

specifically exempted from the report management listed on an exhibit or schedule 'orming a part of a
system or which is subiect to review apd contractual document. (See DAR Section XX).
;,ssignment ei an exemption clause upon (DOD 4105.63-M)
determination by the report management activity. ELINs can be read;lv identified from CLINs by
(AFM Il-I) the existence of alphi characters in the first

EXEMPTION position of the four-position field. The subline itemn
A rcativ:ly long-term exception to a mandatory shall De numbered by adding to thc basic line item

requirement jf the quantity-distance standards of number two alpha chara-ters. Procedures are set
this regulation. An exemption may be granied by foth in 20-305 and 20-306 o the DAl. NOTE:
law. by Congressional resolution, or by P finding Sdine may be alph.ntmeric on Line Items forand ,ltriain by th ertr r contracts written prior to fiscal year 1967. (AFLCR

Undersecretary of a .Military Department. (AFR -1
12_:-100. Attachment 1) EXIMBANK FINANCED SALE

EXE..CISER Sale of defense lit, lls Or %ViTccv., financed by

machine that .nma tes the strains and cr dit supplied h. the ;xport-hupo't Bank. The
v-+ 'ibr.,tiois to which a missile is sidbj,-Tted, awd n.d sale may be made y )OD or v 1* .S. industr%
to test the missile for structural k::tegrity. (.fM ,lirectly to the rareig: l1uyer. I'.S. indtstry sales
Il-l) are sulbjct to DO) appro1vil. Ol) 51115.38M)
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EXISTING ASSETS from t1i. maintenance repair level codes authorized
All available assets including operational and for use hy stmrce codes in TO-00-25-195 and AFM

long supply assets. (AFT CR 57-10) 67-1. (AFLCR p7-27)

FXOTIC FUEL EXPENDABILITY, RECOVERABA! ITY REPARABILITY
Unusual fuel combinations for aircraft and rocket CATEGORY CODE

use with the purpos. of attaining far grea'er Either a single digit or three digit supply
thrust. (AFAI 11-1) oriented code used to classify AF items of supply

EXPANSION into variou, categories for management p:_rposes.
The addition of personal or real facilities which (AFM 67-1. AFLCR 57-27)

either creates a new industrial plant or augments EXPENDABLE CONSTRJCTION
the capability or capacity of an existing one. (AFR Proposed method of construction for prcpellant
78-22) tanks of high-performance rocket vehicles. The
EXPANSION RATIO tanks will be bectioned ar:d each section jettisoned

M' The ratio of the exhaust nozzle exit section area as soon as it is emptied. This will improve the
to its throat area. (AFM 127-201) over-all mass ratio and give a greater burnout

,:, velocity, (AF31 11-1)
A EXPANSION SPACE (VAPOR SPACE) (TANKAGE) " )

Space at top of tank which is reserved for EXPENDABLE ITEM
expansion of contents resulting from increases in Items which are consumed in use or wh:.h lose
temperature. (DOD 4140.25-11) their original identity during periods of use by

incorporation into, or attachment upon. anotherEXPECTANT LIFE OF AN ITEMaseb'{A I6-1z

Average of the ages when the units probably ull w" 6
he retired from service. (AR 320-5) EXPENDABLE PROPERTY

EXPECTED BACKORDERS Property that may be cunsumed in use or !oses its

The expected number of unfilled demands identity in use a-d may be dropped fro z, stck
existing at the lowest echelon (bases) at any point recor account. when it is issued or use:!, (AR
in time. The expected number of "holes" in the " A.M . -
aircraft, missile, communication equipment, or other EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES AND MATERIAL
defense system. (AFLCP 5"-13) Supplies which are consumed ii: use. suca as
EXPEDITED HANDLING SHIPMENTS ammunition, paint. fuel. cleaning and l -reserv;,,

Items required to remove primary weapons and :naterials. surgical dressings. 'Irugs. medicines. etc..

equipment from deadline. Expedited !andling or which lose their identity. such as spare par;:.
Shipments are identified within U3!MIPS Issue etc. Sometimes referren to as "consiinabe
Priority Group/Transportation Priority I by code supplies and inaterial." (AFR :320-5. JCS Pub i.
"999' in the RRD field of requisitions or TC3IDs. AFAI 11-:)

Such shipments .re to be afforded the highest Expendable items. as applied to repairs and

precedence in shipment processing and movement, utilities operations. applies to items which. when
IDGD 4500.32-RI issied. are consumed in maintenance operations. or

construction activities, and are. therefore. dropped
EXPEDITING from accountabilitv. (AR 3*0-5)

The assistan.e. other than routine progress
action. rendered contractors and subcontractors to EXPENDITURE
accomplish production of. and delivery of. The amount of expenditure chcks issued.
components and items to meet contract and reimbursement 10,0 billings. a:d cash pym,:nts
subconilract deliverv dates. (OYMINST 5000..31 smade. net of refunds received. (.\F.CM 401-1 -

EXPENDABILITY, RECOVERABILITY, REPAIRABILITY EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT, GENERAL-FUND
CATEGORY(ERRC, CODE A fund accimnu on the hooks of tile Tr:asuv iii

Either ", .iagh le thi,, or three digit slipply which arc recorden, (oln c:1 msh la si:l t ;x:,i.'Ins
oriented c,,d,, ui.'cfi to .h:.;si .\7 items (of .upl i'.; lted tO :iprol ii: ollns mlln;i 1. I l ' t"e ClI-In ; It,
int. various caiv nrits for mana:. emit purpio.'ts. c;ir:*'v o : liet,, rvnt. ;i .0,1i0i' .1 i ol'im' :. t 0f flit,-

-itiall : I RRC codes a * dtrived ,|irectlv o~ e.i; h/en . (I)O1) .' n. iU'ta Ks.i ~ I.d(c,,~ ,,
Lo I



EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT. SPECIAL-FUND EXPENDITURE, CAPITAL
A fund account on the books of the Treasury in An expcrliiture made from the acquisit~o! of, or

which are recorded receipits of tihe Government additions and betterments to, fixed ass~ets. iDOD
appropriated from a source designated by law and 5000.8) A
expwiditures therefrom for the purposes designated EXNITRiE

by~ lw DD5008 r, appropriation accounting refers to

EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT, TRUST-FUND expenditures less appropriation reimburseiwerts.
A fund account on the books of the Treasury in, (DOD .5000.8)

which are recorded receipts of a trust fund EXPENDITURE, REIMBURSABLE
appropriated for use, in a=.ordance with the terms An expenditure made for or on behalf of tnother
of a trust agreement or statute and expenditures agte, fund. or appropriation, or for a pr-vate
therefrom. (DOD 5000.8) iiidivi .ua!, firm or corporation. which subsequently

EXPENDITURE ADJUSTMENT will be recovered in --ash or its equivalert. (DOD

tGaohr rfo one appropriation subdivision to EXPENDITURE, UNDISTRIBUTED
another, im order to fairly present the costs An expenditure temporarily recorded in a
charrreable to each, where for purposes of suspense account pending final determinatior of
account:r.g convenience or advantage, expenditures account chargeable. (DOD d-000.8)
are initially charged to a fund account other than
the appropriate one .nd thern are allocated-for EXESEso prto n aneac fatvte
exemple, the gathering of indirect costs under or-e Csso prto aneac fatvte
activity 's fundz, and thp allncations thereof to the oni the accrual basis for a fiscal period, as
funds of two or more benefiting activities. Such a dsigihdfo ot faqiiino rpry
reimbursement is accounted for by the recipiert as DD50.8-i ~ ~~~a reduction of its obligations, costs, and Sgiiscs fa evcsrcie n
expenditures, similar to an appropriation refund. cosXbemtre sdo ihrw o s o
(DOD 5000.8) a given fiscal period. Does not ne'eessarily include -

A corecionof xpeditre d'a o eimiateall depreciation of facilities and equipment. Sez cost.

errtr. (DOD 5000.8) (O 008
EXPENSE COST

EXPENDTURESExvernse cost includes labor cost. materiel
In the Federal Government aneans **cash cosmdiuead csrciv.ecetwn

means the same %c!crued expenditures". construction of it.vestme-n: items. Expcense iteips
(AF"SC3 27-1, DOD 50 0.S) re

Cash disbursements. (DOD 50f5.3811) (1) la bor costs which in.'lude sei vices rendered

EXPENDITURES1I3SUES 1,y civil-ian and miiiitpry ptrsonnel.
Material removed from the accountable records. (2) Materiel consumed in use includes the cost of

tAFR 67-w79) materiel that is consam.t, upon issue to the final
user cr wvill be constived shortly thereafter.

EXPENDtTURES. ACCRUED Cons uniabie-t y pe imateriel includes: -4
Aro'-mts due and lparzbic during the fiscal period (a) Lnd items of equipment liaving a unit cost of

(without reference to the fiscal p~eriod in which they les., than $1.000 and over which -an inventory
e-ere pid:f ar will be pa:.I) for goods and services control point doe! lot nawutain centralized
.111d oinee ssets receiceti. for progress payments indivilual iteni managenient throughout tht, supply
die under contraetuai obbigations. and for other systeni down to 'he user !evel.
liabilities ;nrur -ed not invoi-.ing the furnishing of (b Nonreparable spar"s aia repa~ir parts
goods and servikes (exclu:)ing aniounts received oil including aircraft and iiii zile sprs
loans). Advances of funds to contractors. We Assemblies. srar-, a.xi reta.ir i..t wvhich.
jrmidofyee. and other Government act ivities prior to althougn reparable. irv iiut centrally mianaged
e.%pend~ituire by them are not accrued exi.endittires. recoverable* itenis wtu, .1rc. n"bt del;:.ated as
,DO0I) 7ii4l).2. D)OD 500)U") repairabile fOr tthe rea:.mI, that repair o
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unserviceable quantities of the itepi is not EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT
con-idered by the IM in requirements Aircraft acquired by the Navy solely for use in
determinations. research and development. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A)

(d) Food. clothing and POL items.
(el Other expendabie stupplies and m~a.eriels. EXPERIMENTAL AND DEVELOPMENT ITEMSIW~ Other 6-1) ndThe ter:, "experimental and development items"

is defined as hardware, systems, subsystems, or
EXPENSE ITEM major components. It also includes associate spare

Expendable. nunrecoverable snares and repair parts arid test equipment items that evolve during
parts with ERRC designator of XR and .cxpendable the program cycle including research, exploratiry
assembls. spares, and repair parts which lithdugh 'ievelopment, advanced development, and
reparable, are normally not centratiy recoverable engineering development of an Advanced
with ERRC designa.ar XF3. iAFLCR 57-27! Development Program (ADP) as prescribed by AFR

EXPENSE MATERIAL 80-3 and AFSCM 90-5. (AFSCR 67-8)
Material financed and managed under the Air EXPERIMENTAL EQ !IENT

Force Stock Fu;,d which is recorded ag an expense Items that have bee.
to the Depot Maintenance Industrial Fund upon

issu frm dpotsuply figre -1) (ALCR experimentation or test and have been altered orissue from depot supply (figure 1-1). (AFLCR modified for use ii conjunctioih with a te-t to such a66-53) degiee that thpy ca:not be economically returned to
EY.PENSE OPERATING BUDGET their origin.' c!,nfiguration. (AFSCR 67-7)

An expense operating budget is the annuai
budget of a responsibility center qtated in terms of EXPERTS
cost centers nnd sub-cost centers. The budget will TIose persons who are exceptionally qualiied, hy
cor.tain estimates of the total value of all resources education or by experience. in a particular field to

requited for performance of the miss-or. cf the perform some uccialized service. (DAR 22-202I
responsibility ceer. including work or services for EXPERTS AND ¢ON$ULTANTS
others on a reimbursenent basis;. It will also Shall include those persons who are exceptionally
include a quantitative expression of workload in qualified, by education or by experience, in a
terms of total number of work units by su,-.ost particular field to perform son,e specialized service.
centers. (NAVY P-3006) ices are mnluded in theVt ~~~ ~ ~ ~ tn-.rpi reprking caiasite ecminofapormoAn approved operating plan which is the basis of term "expert or consulmtnl servic -s" for purpose.
authorization and financial contuo! of expen.es and ot procurement by contrazt. IDAC 76-17)working capital ,.I the e::ec'ation of a program or
prog-anis. (AFL 25-10, 1OD 7000.1) EXPIRATION DATE

A OTc date beyond uhich nonexpendable items 'type
' I shouh be discarded as no longer suitabe forA code which identifies catcgori-s of expense

transact'.onq that arc not locally funded. (A.FSC issue or use. (DOD 4140.27-M)

177-2E5) A date. as determined by technical test data.
beyond which shelf life items should !-e suspended

EXPENSES, ADMINISTRATIVE from continued issue a :d use. mAR :310-25 .
An expenditure by an agency incident to the

.;ts-rvision of its functions and duties. Usually. EXPIRATION DATING PEW.-) (POTENCY PERIOD)
S"ho term includes salaries for :he general For drugs. cher. ,al. and hiologicals. the

supervising employees and their assistants. officE expiration dating periodI (potency period) represents
rent. travel of administratie lersonne. 6.t al d the period beyrnd which ,he product cannot tie
light. print;ng. laiu books, periodicals, office expected. beyond reasonable doubt, to vield its
furniture, and equipment asid expenditures (if a like specific restaltq or retain its requiretl potency.
nature. tDOD 5000.S) (1)OD 4140 27-3I

EXPENSE, PREPAID (DEFERRED) EXPIRED PPPROPRATION
An expense xhich has tkten r.t-e red in the No Iong-r available for oblig.tion but is still

accounts for henefit not yet received. tl-O)D available for .Nhnursen;ent to liquidate existing
")000.8) obigatiuns- .t ig-71-
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EXPLODED ("X") TRAINER EXPLOSIVE
A display of component parts of a unit of Any substance which produces an explosion when

operational equipment arranged in their reiative subjected to shock, hea', friction or other means of
order to aid students in learning the sequence of ignition. (AFM 127-201)
steps in the assembly and disassembly of the unit. EXPLOSIVE LIMITS(AFM 67-1) EPOIELMT

The lowest and highest percentages by volume of
EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT a combustible gas forming mixtures with air which

Effort directed toward solution of military wili explode when ignited by an outside source.
problems, short of major development projects. (AFM 127-201)
May vary from fairly fundamental applied research EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
to sophisticated bread board hardware, study, Bombs and warheads; guided and ballistic
programming and planning effc.rts. (AFSCM 27-1) missiles; artillery, mortar, rocket and small arms

Includes those efforts directed toward the ammunition; all mines; torpedoes; depth charges;
solution of specific military problems, short of demolition charges; pyrotechnics; grenades; clusters
major development projects. This type of effort and dispensers; cartridge and prcpel!ant actuated
may vary from fairly fundamental applied research ;,

may aryfro farlyfunamenal ppled eserch devices; electro-explosive devices; clandestine and
to quite sophisticated bread-board hardware, study, devied e xplosive evices; and esi,an or
programming, and planning efforts. It includes improvised explosive devices; and all smar or
studies, investigations, and minor development related items or components, explosive in nature,

which may cause injury or death to personnel or
effort. The dominant characteristic of this category damage to materiel. This definition includes all
of effort is that it be pointed toward specific explosive items combined with fissionable or
military problem areas to develop and evaluate the radioactive materials; fusion fuel and chemical
feasibility and practicability of proposed solutions, a oe
gpd to determine the parameters of those solutions. agents or bological agents. (AR 75-15)
In addition, exploratory development incl'ides EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL _

efforts to determine the feasibility of new technical The detection, identification, field evaluation,
concepts which will allow the development of (1) rendering sife recovery, evacuation and disposal of
applications to new systems and (2) technical explosive ordnance which has been fired, dropped,
breakthroughs. Normally, financial control of launched, projected, or placed, in such a manner as
exploratory development efforts will be exercised to constitute a hazard to operations, installations,
by general funding level of effort. (AFSCR 80-21) personnel, or material. It also includes the Zm-

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT rendering safe and/or disposal of items which have
become hazardous or unserviceable by damnage or

A document stating the need for investigation deterioration when tle of items
and studies to demional a tea or the feasibility of a system, beyond the capabilities of personnel normally
savafubstem, l orcmen o the eeasibil o f fste, assigned the resp'nsibility for routine disposition.subsystem, or component. Comprises the effort (R7-5

directed toward improvement and expansion of (AR 75-15)
naval capabilities through advances in technology. EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL UNIT
(NA VMAT 3900.8B) Personpel with special training and equipment

EXPLOSION who render explosive ordnance safe (such as bombs,

The sudden release of energy, usually in the form mines, projectiles, and booby trapsi, make
of large volumes of gas which exert pressure on the intelligence reports on such ordnance, and supervise
surrounding medium. Explosions may be the safe removal thereof. (JCS Pub 1)

deflagrations or dttonations. (AFM 127-201) EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE RECONNAISSAACE
Initial reconnaissance involving the detection,

EXPLOSION PROOF .investigation, location, verification, evacuation of
Used in referring t(. electrical equipment; peson, m ain, eification eportin of

specifically, to equipment enciosed in a case that personnel, marking, identification and reporting of
can withstaid an internai burning or suspected explosive ordnance in order to determine

explosion of further action by EOD personnel. (AR 75-15)
elements inside the case, and can prevent ignition
by spark, fiash, or explosion of any outside gas or EXPLOSIVES
vapor surrou nding the enclosure. (AFR 127-100, Any chemical compound or mechanical mixture
Attachment 1) which, when subjected to heat. impact, friction,
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detonation, or other suitable initiation, undergoes a loaded with tra;,sportation-configured explosives
very rapid change with the evolution of large curgo, or those loaded, unloaded, or awaiting
volumes of highly heated gases which exert ioading.
damaging pressures in the surrounding medium, b. Combat Aircraft Parking Area. Any area
(DOD 4500.32-R) specifically designated for parking aircraft loaded

Al! ammunition, biological and chemical fillers, with combatconfigured explosives, or those being
demolition material, solid rocktt motors, liquid loaded, unloaded, or awaiting loading. This includes
propellants, cartridges, pyrotechnics, mines, bombs, alert hangars and alert shelter's.
grenades, warheads of al! types, explosive elements c. Explosives Storage Area. A designated area
of ejection and aircrew ,gress systems, explosive set aside for the exclas;ve storage of
components of missile systems and space systems, explosives-containing facilities for "warehousing"
and assembled kits and devices containing the bulk of the explosives stocks of a base.
explosives material. The terms explosives, Facilities include magazines, operating buildings,
explosives weight, net weight, and other like terms, modules, revetments, and outdoor storage sites.
refer to the fillers of an explosives item. Fillers d. Ready Explosives Facility. A designatvd area,
may be propellants, TNT, Composition B, usually near the flightline, where munitions and
pyrotechnics, chemical agents, bioiogical agents, componei.ts are temporarily positioned awaiting
etc. (AFM 11-1) transfer to aircraft. (ten -eferred to as a

All ammunition, munition fillers, demolition flightline munitions "holding area," "holding
material, solid rocket motors, liquid propellants, point," or "transfer point.")
cartridges, pyrotechnics, mines, bombs, grenades, e. Explosives Facility. Any structure or location
warheads of all t)pes, explosive elements of containing expLsives, except aircraft parking areas,
ejection and aircrew egress sy-tems, air-launched and facilities specifically defined in a, c and d
missiles and those expiesive components of missile abo';e. (AFrZ 127-100. .ttachment 1)
systems and space systems, and assembled kits and
devices containing explosives material. Explosives, EXPLOSIVES HAZARD

explosives weight, net weight, and other like terms Any condition which may result in the occurrence,

also refer to the fillers of an expiosive item. or contribute to the severity, of an explosivesFpmishap should one occur. '(AFR 127-100,Fillers may be explosive mixtures, propellants, Attachment 1)

pyrotechnics, chemical agents, and other toxic
substances. NOTE: This term does not include EXPLOSIVES LOADING DOCKS
liquid fuels and oxidizers that are not used with Facilities at ground level or elevated structures
missile!., rockets, and other such wdapons or designed and installed for transferring material
explosive items. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) between motor vehicles, railcars, or cargo-type

The term exphsives includes any chemical aircraft. (AFR 127-100, Attachmefit 1)
compound or mixture which, when subjected to EXPLOSIVES MAINTENANCE SHOP
heat, friction, detoation or other suitable init:at:on. A special building for servicing, repair and care
undergoes a very rapid chemical change with the
evolution of large volumes of highly heated gases
which exert pressures in the surrounding medium. EXPLOSIVES OPERATIONS OFFICE
(APR 74-15) Any office adjacent to or within an explosives

EXPLOalVES AREA OR LOCATION area in which operational administrative functions
An3 area or location specifically designated and pertaining to explosives are performed. 1,AFR

set aside from other a,'eas and tsei for 127-100, Attachment 1)
manufacturing, testing, maintenance, storage, EXPLOSIVES SAFETY
demilitarization, shipping and receiving, and other Is the aggregate area of activity concerned with
similar type explosivts operations. Such areas may preventing the premature or unintentional initiation
also be referred to as explosives parking or loading of explosives, and devices containing explosives
areas when armed or explosives-loaded aircraft are including nutlear weapons, and with minimizing the
involved. The foflowing terms have special effects, in terms of personnel and material
sigpficance under this general definition: casualties, in the- event that explosives safety also

a. Aircraft Explosives Cargo Parking Area. Any applies to considerations of reducing the effects of
area specifically designated for parking aircraft chemical, biological, and radiological contamination
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in the event of unintentional initiation, includes the route or meihod by which shipment will
(NAVMATINST 8020.1A) be made. (AR 320-5)

The aggregate area of activity concerned with
preventing the premature, unintentional, or EXPOSED EXPLOSIVES I
unauthorized initiation of explosives and devices Explosives that:
containing explosives and with minimizing the a. Are actual!y visible (such as unppckaged bulk
effects of explosions, combustion toxicity, aid any explosives, or disassembled or open components)
other harmful effects. (AFR 127-100, Attachment and that are susceptible to initiation directly by
1) static or mechanical spark, er J

b. Create (or accidentally create) explosive dust
EXPLOSIVES SAFFTY DISTANCE (QUA-,iTITY .DISTANCE)AEXP ressi SAFT ISANEquantilTY.DvsTANCE) dor give off vapors, fumes, or gases in explosiveA t, expression of the quantity vs distance co en r t ns A R 1 7 0 ,At h )
principle involved, or tle toxic hazard distance used concentrations. (AFR 127-100, Atch 1)
in determining acceptable separations between EXPOSURE
given explosives sources and given exposures to the An exposure is the chance that a given item may
given explosives sources and given exposures to the sustain loss or damiage within the limits of a
hazard. For the purpose , of this regulation, the specified age interval. If inteivals are expressed as
term "Quantity-Distance" or "Q-D" will be used. time, the operation of a given item for the
(See quantity-distance) (AFR 127-100, Attachment particular tinie intcrval or its failure at any point

1) within the interval generates one exposure. Tme
EXPLOSIVES-LOADED AIRCRAFT may be expressed as flying hours, landings, starts,

An aircraft is "explosive-loade'd" when it carrie; cycles, or hours, days, months, etc., depending on
munitions or explosives, internally or externaliy. which is appropriate. (AFLCM 66-17)
The term does not include explosives components of
aircrew escape systems or pyrotechnics installed in EXPOSURE DATA TRANSACTION
survival and rescue kits or kept in protected Transactions containing time data and failure _
storage. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) data for each part number as a result of the

operation of the part number in the current cycle.EXPORT CONTROL ACT OF 1949, AS AMENDED (FM -7 FC 7-2

In the interest of national security, welfare of the
domestic economy. and fulfillment of the foreign EXPRESS TRANSPORTATION ORDER
poficy of the United Stat#, Congress provided A symbol and number assigned to authorize the
authority to regulate exports of materiel that has use of higher cost Railway Express Service. (DSAR
significant military or economic potential The act is 4500.3)
promulgated by the Department of Commerce
Comprehensive Export Schedule. (AFSCR6 200-5) EXTENDED OFFER

A new FMS offer for which a reply from the
buyer has not been received within the time limit

An order issued by a routing authority specifying the lette,' of offer which is still in
the mode of transportation and the means within effect pending clarification of its status. (DOD
the mode by which an export shipment wili move. 5105.38M

(DOD 4500.32-R)

EXPORT SHIPMENT EXTERIOR PACK
Any shipment moving outbound from a land mass. A container, bundle, or assembly which ;5

(DOD 4500.22-R) sufficient by reason of material, design. and

Goods consigned to a destination outside of the construction, to protect materiel during shipment
continental limits of the United States or hat which and storage. This can be the unit pack or a
requires overseas transportation. (AFR 69-8) container %ith any combination of ,w:it or

intermediate packs. (AR 310-25. DLAR 4157.7)EXPORT TRAFFIC RELEASE NUMBER A
Number used to identify and release shipments by EXTERNAL (AFLC/AFSC FORMS 36)

Department of Defense shipping agencies of one or Initiated by one Air Force major command (for
more carloads of freight o'r equivalent, for example, AFLC) and forwarded to a procurement

movement from point of origin to a water or air offke in an AFSC fleld command or HQ AFSC.
tprminal for subsequent shipment overseas. It (AFSCM 70-1)
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-F- Government contract or subcontract or to modernize
FABRICATION COST or replace facilities for the same purpose. (DAR

Recurring procurement expenditure to produce 13-40.12)
the primary and secondary mission equipment. It FACILITIES, CARRIER
includes all direct and indirect production costs plus Carriers, operating equipment, terminals,
general and admicistrative expense and profit. As warehouses, and other instruments used in the
with hardware cost, fabrication cost applies to a performance of their duties. (DSAR 4500.3)
complete item including Government furnished FACILITY

equipment. (AR 310-25) A plant, laboratory, office, coilege, university, or
FACILITIES commercial structure with associated warehouses,

Those facilities -which normally perform services storage areas, utilities and components, which,
or produce goods similar to private industry, except when related by function and location, form an
commissaries, post exchanges and other operating entity. (A business or educational
non-appropriated fund activities. (DOD 5000.8) organization may consist of one or more facilities

Real property, including all buildings and land as defined above.) For purposes of industrial
and permanent improvements thereto, including security, the term does not include User Agency
access roads and railroad spurs, security fencing, installations. (AR 380-130, DOD 5220.22-R)
utility lines, dedicated spaces, piers required for A grouping of items and/or sets consisting
operation and support of a system or equipment. primarily of construction materials in the necessary
(AFP 800-7) quantities to provide a specified service, such as a

F I Bbuilding or a mile of road. The faciiity is the basic
FACILITIES BOARD (FO) building block of the EFCS and consists of a bill of

A board established in accordarce with AFR 86-7 materials necessary for constructio., the
to provide corporate review and judgment for approximate cost of these materials, and an
effective use of Civil Engineering resources to estimate of manpower required for construction.
acquire, operate, maintain and repair real property. (AR 415-16)
(AFLCR 66-34) A separate, individual boildi., structure, or

FACILITIES CONTRACT other item of real property, including land, which is
A contract under which Government facilities, and subjcct to separate reporting under the DOD real

occasionally special tooling and special test property inventory.
equipment, are provided to a contactor by the Any fixed installation which is an intimate part of
Government for use in connection with the a system. This includes real property installed
performance of a separate contract or contracts for equipment (RPIE). (AFR 65-3)
supplies or services. (DAR 13-101.11, DAC 76-17,1 Identifies where a workload is being or planned

.o be accomplished. Specific abbreviations are as
FACILITIES ENGINEERING follows:

Those activities relating to the repair, 1. OC - Okiahoma Air Logistics Center
rehabilitation and maintenance of buildings, 2. 00 - Ogden Air Logistics Cepter
structures, grounds, utility systems and other real 3. SA - San Antonio Air Logistics Center
property; fire protective measures therefor; the . SM - Sacramento Air Logistics CVEter
construction of alterations, additions and extensions 5. WR - Warner Robins Air Logistics Center
to such existing facilities; operation of utilities, and 6. AG - Aeroopnce Guidazce and Metrology
performance of insect, rodent and pest control Center
measures. 1AR 310-25) 7. PA - Contracts in the Pacific area

FACILITIES PROCURING CONTRACTING OFFICER (FPCO) 8. AL - Contracts in the Atlantic :rea9. DN - All other co)ntu act areas
An individual who has been issed a contracting

officer warrant by proper authoriy,, and is assitned 10. DA - Department of the Army
re t fr a11. DN - Department cf the Navy

resp~onsibility for managPent 1nd e::ecution of 12. Additional facility codes can be found in
industrial f'cilities contracts. 1AFR 78-22) AFLCM 400-i. (Approval must be requested from

FACILITIES PROJECT AFLC/MMRE.) (AFLCR 66-29) -
An undertaking by the Government to provide As used in this regulation, is a plant. building,

facilities to a contractor for the performance of a Arocture. ground structure, utility system, or ajiv
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other real property item (other than personal from early system concepts to turnover of a
property). (AFSCR 78-5) complete operatiozial system. The facility system

1 . A physical plant, such as real estate and engineer (FSE) is the contractor, AFSC division civil
improvements thereto, including buildings and engineering activity, or combinations thereof that
equipment, which provides the means for assisting perform the FSE function. (AFSCM 3/5-5)
or making easier the performance of a funciion. Fe~g . bas ars nalfact ry .FACILITY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
e.g., base arsenal, factory. The primary AFSC program for developing new P

2. Any part or adjunct of a physical plant, or any faciit y As a m condct ing ewf
item of equipment which is an operating entity and facility concepts and conducting research for
which contributes or can contribute to the execution RDT&E facility design criteria; conucted under
of a function by providing some specific type of program element 6.24.10.03.4. (AFSCP 80-1)
physical assistance. (JCS Pub 1) FACILITY, INDUSTRIAL

FACILITY CODE Property, other than material and speeial tooling,

A code used to identify the organization that will for use for the performance of a contract or

accomplish the work. (AFLCR 171-24) subcontract or order, including real property andrights therein, buildings, structures improvements,

FACLITY MAINTENANCE and plant equipment. (DOD 5000.8)
Routine recurring work required to keel) a

facility, plant, building, structure, groustd facility,outility system, or any real property in such a A separatc individual building, structure, or other

condition that it may be continuously utilized, at its real property improv,, nent. (Each item which is
original or designed capacity and efficiency, for its subject to separate reporting under the Department _

intended purpose. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2) of Defense real property inventory.) (AFLCR 78-3,
DOD 5000.8. AFR 8 5-6) -A -

FACILITY NAME OR CODE

The name of t'e installation for the depot FACTOR A
maintenance facility operated by the U. S. Factor A for each DOD account within a cost

Government or the facility code number prescribed center is machine computed by dividing the total

by the DOD Procurement Coding Manual, Volume direct labor earned hours for each cost center into
11, for the depot maintenance facility operated by a each of the DOD account earned hour -itals within
commercial contactor, either owned by the each cost center. Fcter A is ubed for mechanized
govenmient or by the contractor. (NAVAIATINST :roration of direct and standby actual manhours
4850.89A) and cost to DOD accounts. (AFLCR 177-105)

FACILITY REQUIREMENT FACTOR B
The facilities required by an activity to perform Facror B is machine computed by dividing the

its mission, tasks, a:t functions and to support actual hours for iabor SACs .11 through .15 and .21
ass:gned forces. Facility requirements are through .2, into actual hours worked within eachexpressed normally as quantities of land, DOD account within the cost Center. Labor SACS M

waterfront, space, easements, types of buildings, are explained in paragraph 2-2. Factor B is N

and structures, capacity of utilities, et cetera, in computed for civiEan and military labor separately
tern'_ of un-ts of me.sure. A facility requirement and is used for prorating NAL hours to the various
is an abstract specification and is not identifiable DOD accounts. Factor B - for civilian and military
with a :articular building or structure. combined is also used for prorating material cost to
(OPI.NAVINST ll010.1E) the various DOD accounts. (AFLCR 177-!05)
FACILITY SYSTEM ENGINEERING FACTOR C -o

The ',:s,.n engineering effort related to the total Mission personnel will est-!blish a Factor C for.:
development of the compite tethnica i support each reporting cost center. This fa~ctor is uwed to %

facility element of a system. including its earliest distribute actual snpevi.tory (SAC .21) cleric;,! anddefinition. site plannlntg' criteria developainat, administrative (SAC .22) hours to DOD accounts.
design. ard logitics and personnel suhsystein This factor imly be derived by dividling the tota,; of
sup!o ! Ths f n to o r i t.--the traditional non-SAC 21/*22* per.., wel into the ,aun!,~er of

_ _ erone!idntfitlto:,chDOD 4Ak ac,-iie.; and requirement.s of the .',ICP will) no:l-SAC 212 pesn e detfe99 ,tl O

the yshtin eiigineeriiig effort or a continuing bksi acconnt. (AFI.(R 177-105)
2,82
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FACTOR D FAILURE
Mission directorate personnel must establish a The inability of an item to perform within

";ctor D (training factor) for each reporting cost previously specified limits. (MIL-STD-721B)
center. This factoi will be used to distribute actual An item failure is defined as an item condition
training hours (SAC .27) to DOD accounts. (AFLCR requiring the removal of the item for one of the
177-105) following reasons:

FACTOR E (1) Inadequate performance of the item and
Mission directorate personnel will establish a requirement for field maintenance repairs.

factor E for each reporting cost center that is () Inadequate peiformance of the item and j
authorized to record labor hours to SAC .24 requirement for depot level maintenance repairs.
(Maintenance of Own Work Center Equipment). The (AFLCR 171-12)
factor F will be used to distribute SAC .24 actual F Ahours to DOD accounts. (AFLCR 177-105) FAILURE ANALYSIS

The logical, systematic examination of an item or

FACTOR F its diagram(s) to identify and analyze the f
Mission directorate personnel will establish a proLabilitv, causes, and consequences of potential

factor F for each reporting cost center. Factor F is and real failure. (MIL-STD-721B)
used to distribute miscellaneous actual hours (SACs
.23, .26, .28, .38, and .39) to DOD accounts. FAILURE DIAGNOSTIC CODE
(kFLCR 177-105) Identifies the cause of failure at test, removal, or
FACTOR, PLANNING repair. There ai,, two sets of FDCs, depot and

A properly selected multiplier, used in planning fl F 6 9
to estimate the amount and type of effort involved FAILURE EXPECTED A
in a contemplated operation. Planning factors are Based on failure rates and exposures. It is
often expressed as rates, ratios, or lengths of time. obtained by multiplying official failure rate for age
(DOD 5000.8) intervals by exnosures in the corresponAing

FACTOR, PROGRAM intervals and then adding the results. Expected
A rate which is used in planning in relatior to a failures are also computed by dividing AI.E into

program measure (by multiplication) to derive flying hours. (AFLCM 66-17)
another program measure or cost. Generally the
factor is a ratio derived from past experience data. FAILURE EXPERIENCE DATA BANK (FEDB)

For example, a rate of 'onsumption of fuel An up-to-the minute compilation of ALERTs
multiplied by flying hours programmed equal- fue! maintained at the OP CTR for Air Fnrce use. The
consumption programmed. The rate is derived from printnut of the data Lank is referred to as an
past data; fuel consumed divided by flying hours ALERT Index and may be searched in several
which means quantity of fuel consumed per hour. combinations of criteria. (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20)
(DOD 5000.8) FAILURE MODES

FACTOR, REPLACEMENT The ways in wnich an item ean fail. including
The estimated percentage of materiel in use that both the type of failure (e.g., short, open, fatigue)

will require replacement during a given period due and degree of failure (e.g.. partial. total). (AR II
to wearing out beyond repair, enemy action, 705-50)
abandonment, loss and other causes except losses FAILURE RATE ADJUSTED

attributable to major disaster, as fire, loss at sea, F
acts of nature and separation of personnel. (DOD Obtained by multiplying the Official Faihirt, Rate 2
5000.8) for each age interval by the ra:tio of the total usage

failure' to the total expected failures. (AFLCM
FAIL TYPE (FT) 66-17. AFLICR 171-12)

Indicates whether the failure can be identified as
primary (P) or secondary (S). FAILURE RATE CRUDE

1. Primary Failure. Fundamental cause of IS A set of decimal vahies which represent (by age
failure, interval) the computed plrobability of failure of an

2. Secondary Failure. All others except prinmry item while operating through each respective age
failures. (AFLCM 66-309) interval. (AF.CM Ni-17. AFICR 171-12)
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FAILURE RATi u7F!CAL (OFR) FAILURE, DEPENDENT
An in;tiai estiriate of the expected failure pattern One which is caused by the failure of an

of an item, which may lat~r be adjusted as actual associated item(s). Not independent.
experience is gained. ,AFLCM 66-17, AFLCR (MIL-STD-721B)

FAILURE, EXPECTED
FAILURE RATE SMOOTH Based on failure rates and exposures. It is

Rates which are acquired from crude rates when obtained by multiplying official fail-re rate for age
sufficient failures and exposures per age intervals intervals by exposures in the corresponding I
are avaiiable, and which eliminate peaks and valleys intervals and then adding the results. Expectedfrom the .%t?. (AFLCV 66-17, AFLCR 71-12) failures are also computed by dividing Actuarial

FAILURE, AVERAGE AGE AT Life Expectancy (ALE) into flying hours. (AFLCM
This is 4h arithmetic mean of the total of the 66-17, AFLCR 171-12)

ag.e,. of t. specificd items taken from official FAILURE, FIELD MAINTENANCE
records shc:"ing the age of each at time of faiiure. A field maintenance failure occurs when an item
(AFLCM 66 17) i

Average failures per interval within the is removed for usage reasons with the deficiency
smoothing range. Total ucage failures divided by expected to be corrected by fie'i level maintenance
number of intervls (2nd interval through interval action, Item age is Pot reset to zero after field

containing at lea.. one usage failure having 20 or maintenance is performed. (AFLCR 171-12)
more exposures listed and not having two FAILURE, HOURS FLOWN PER
successive zeros ip the usage failure column of the Total flying hours for a particular period divided
preceiling three intervals). Number of points to be by total number of failures for that same period.
utilized in smoothing proLess will be determined by Also called Usage per Failure and mean time
following procedures: between failures. (AFLCM 66-17, AFLCR 171-12)

Equal to or greater than 1.5 but less than 4.0 -
17 points FAILURE, INDEPENDENT

Equal to or greater than 4.0 but less than 8.0 - One which occurs without being related to the
13 points failure of associated items. Not dependent.

Equal to or greater than 8.0- 9 points No O(IIL-STD-721B)
smoothing should be accomplished if failure density FA!LURE, MAOR OVERHAUL

4 is less than 1.5. Official failure rates are then A major overhaul failure occurs when an item is
adjusted or else the crude :ates are graphed and removed due to usage repsons and undergoes major
graphic smoothing is accomplished. (AFLCR 171-12) ove Te t ingsage of sons an tem isoverhaul. The operating age of sich an item is

FAILURE, DENSITY reset to ze:o operating time upon completion of the
Average failures per interval within the major overhaul. (AFLCR 171-12)

smoothing range. Total usage failures divided by
number of intervals (2d interval through interval FAILURE, RANDOM
containing at least one usage failure having 20 or Any failure whose occurrence is unpredictable in
more exposures listed and not having two an absolute sense but which is predictable only in a
successive zeros in the usage failure colu:nn of the probabilistic or statistical .ense. (MIL-STD-721B)
prec,,ding three intervals). Number of points to be FAIR MARKET VALUE
utilized in smoothing process will be determined by The price a non-Federal Government recipient
the following procedures: would pay for the same er simi!ar goods and/or

Equal to or greater than 1.5 but less than 4.0 - services if purchased directly from a non-Federal
17 points. Government supplier within the l nited States.

Equal to or greater than 4.0 but less than 8.0 - (AFSCR 177-4)
13 points.

Equal to or greater than 8 - 9 points. No FAIR VALUE FORMULA AND CONDITION CODE
smoothing should be accomplished if failure density APPLICABLE TO EXCESS FAILUR. RATE
is less than 1.5. Official failure rates are then Number of failres (items which do not meet
adjusted or else the crude rate- are graphed, and specifi~ations for a fixed period of time) divided by
graphic smoothing is accomplished. (AFLCM 66-17. total exposures fr,- an age interval. (AFLtM 6-1'.
AFLCR 171-12) AFLCR 171-12)
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FALCON FATIGUE FAILURE
An air-to-air guided missile. The Falcon family Failure of a metal part due to cyclic reversal of

(AIM-4 series, AIM-26A, and AIM-47A) can be loads at a stress ccncentration. Progressive failure
carried either internally or externally on interceptor occurs in minute amounts until the entire part gives
aircraft. The Falcon can be used on the F-89, away. (AFM 127-201)
F-IlB, F-104, and F-106. Some of the Falcon
family are equipped vith nuclear warheads. (JCS FAULT CORRECTION TIME

That element of active repair time required under
a specified maintenance philosophy to correct the

FALLAWAY SECTION malfunction. It may consist of correcting the
Any section of a rocket vehicle that is cast off malfunction with the faulty item in place, removing

and falls away from the vehicle during flight, and replacing the item with a like serviceable item. -SS

especially a section that falls back to Earth. (AFM or removing the item for corrective maintenance
11-1) and reinstalling the same item. (MIL-STD-778)

FALLBACK AREA FAULT LOCATION TIME
At certain missile sites, an area to which That element of active repair time required for An

technicians and others fall back once the missile is testing and analyzing an tem to isolate a AM
readied for firing. (AFM 11-1) malfunction. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2A)

FAMILIARIZATION JOB TRAINING FEASIBILITY STUDY
Normal or.-the-job training, as known within the A technical study considering all aspects of a

USAF, Code. This term is used because foreign air proposed Class V modification. (AFR 57-4, AFLCM Al
forces rarely utiliz., the USAF personnel 66-2)
classification 3ystem and therefore cannot measure A study of the applicability or desirability )f any
career progression by the numerical tareer field management or procedural system from the
ladder system. Familiarization job training with the standpoint of advantages versus disadvantage s in
operation and/or maintenance of a specific systent any given case. (DOD 5000.8)
or item of equipment, withot meeting USAF A study to determine the time at which it wou!J
standards for award of an Air Force Specialty Code. be pra-ticable or desirable to install such a system
(AFR 400-3) when determined to be advantageous. (DOD 5000.8)

FAMILY NAME CODE A study to determine whether a plan is capab!e of
A four character alpha-numeric code assigned to being accomplished succes.;fully. (DOD 5000.8)

each repairable item (Material Coitrol Codes "G", FEASIBILITY TEST
"Q", "", "X", and "D"). Interchangeable A test to determiie whether or not a plan is
and/or substitutable items in a family are assigned within the capacity of the resources which can be
the same family codc. This provides a common made available. (JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1)
language within and among industrial activies and
ASO for identification and induction of carcasses to FEDERAL AGENCIES
meet repair requirements for a family. (FASOINST As used herein includes all agencies in the
4700.27) Federal Government oter than DOD installations

and .ctivities: e.g., Generai Service Administration.
FAST PACK (AR 55-39)

A family of standard size, cushioned containers (
whose design permits shipment of a large vaiiety of FEDERAL AGENCY
items within certain limit.s of size, weight, Any executive agenty or any establishment in the
configuration, fragility, and environmental reaction legislatie or judicial branch of the government
characteristics. (AFR 71-9) (except the Senate and House of Representatives

The impairment of quality, value, or usefulness of and the Architect of the Capital and any activsties
an item caused by erosion, oxidation, co:rosion, or under his direction). (DSAM 4160.1. AFM 67-1)
combistion. ,AFP 71-15) FEDERAL CATALOG SYSTEM

FATHER AND SON CODE The Federal Catalog System is designed to
A code - ich is used to identify the relationship establish a single name, identification. and Federal

of one repaiiable assembly to another, if a Stock Number for each item of supply used.
relationship exists. (ASOINST P4400.24) purchasod. storcd. and issued by Government
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agencies. By use of this common language, FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION (FIt)
procurement, distribution, storage issue, disposal, An approved item identification, consisting of the
and other related supply operations can be minimum data adequate to establish, directly or
performed with greater effectiveness and efficiency. indirectly, the essential characteristics of the itemEach activity can refer to the same item of supply which give the item its unique character making it I
in exactly the same terms in dealing with industry what it is, and differentiating it from every otherand %ith other Government activities. (FED STD item of supply used by the Federal Government, toNO. 5a) which is assigned a Federal Stock Number. (FED

A Department of Defense program established STD NO. 5a)pursuant to law to provide common identification A federn! item ientification is an approved itemi~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ofrn idniiain feerf. ltmietiiainisakppoeete-:
language, eliminate different identifications of like identification for an item of supply to which an
items, reveal interenang-ability among items, aid in FSN is assigned. (AR 708-12)standardization, facilitate inter- and A specific item nomenclature identified by a;ntra-departmental logistical support, assist Federal stock number and consisting of the Federalinddstrial mobilization and strengthen item name and the minimum data adequate to
Government-industry relationships to improve establish the essential characteristics of the item
supply management and military effectiveness and which give it its unique character, make it what itpromote efficiency and economy in logistics is, and differentiate it from every other item in the
operations. (DOD 5000.8) supply system. (SB 700-20)
FEDERAL CATALOGING PROGRAM An identifying description of an item, containing

The utilization of the same stock number and the minimum data to establish its essentialTeutiization ofath sy a dearment nu r ad characteristics and to differentiate it from other
identification data by all departments in all iesue yteFdrlGvrmnpu hsu-pply" fniosfo inta reuemts items used by the Federal Government, plus the "tul functions from initial require72nts Federal Stock Number assigned to that iten.
through final disposal. (AFLCM 72-2) identification. (AFR 72-9)
FEDERAL CIVIL AGENCY I

Any non-defense executive agency or any FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (FIIN)Any on-efene eecutve genc orany A seven-digit nubrsequentially assigned ioestablishment in the legislative or judicial branch of Au
the Government (except the Senate. the House of each approved F11 as part of the identifying data
Representatives, and the Architect of the Capitol for each item of supply. (AFR 72-9)
and any activities under his direction). (DOD A 7-digit nonsignificant number assigned serially
4160.21-M) without regard to name, description, or Federal

Supply Classification group or class, to each item of
FEDERAL CLASS MANAGEMENT (FCM) supply assigned and approved Federal item IThose functions of materiel managenhnt that can identification. The second part of the two-part
best be accomplished by FSC, such as cataloging, Federal stock number. (AR 310-25)
characteristic screening, standardization, FC
interchangeability and substitution gruping, FEDERAL SPECIFICATIONS
multi-item specification management, and Federal specification. (the preparation and
engineering support of the foregoing. The FCM issuance which is supervised by the General3 are assigne Services Administration) cover materials, products.functions set forth in AFLCR 23-43 te a or services used by at least two Federal agencies or -

anid :accomplished by FSC, even though item deprmns foeo oeo hs gnisomanagement responsibilities for items within the departments, if one or more of these agencies or
FSC can be assigned elsewhere. (AFLCR 400-1) delartments is nonmiuitary. (BUWEPS1NST

4330.12)
FEDERAL CLASS MANAGER

The individual. organization or activity which FEDERAL STOCK sUMBER (FSN)Terforns federal orgss m ornaement. (which A number assigned to provide a .tandard• o f0-1) identification of every item cataloged in the federal
cataloging sys., m. (AFLCM 400-2)FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDES (FIIGS) In the federal cataloging sys.em. the number

Establish guidance for use in estwblishing a consists of the federal supply group, federal supply 1single logistics record in a machine-sensible format clasc. and thv federal item identification number.0 for each item of supply capable of expeditious (AFLCM! 406-2)
retrieval. (AFM 67-1) Consists of an applicable four-digit class code
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number (FSN) plus the seven-digit federal i-er supply managem..cjt and related data for items of

identification number. (AFY 67-1) supply identified and stock numbered under the
A number consisting of the applicable four-digit Federal Cat;Oog System. (AFR 72-9)

]class code number from the Federal Supply -
classcode nuber.from the Fe...a .Suppy FEDERAL SUPPLY CATALOg ITEM IDENTIFICATION CARD
Classification (FSCF plus the seven-digit Federal (DD FORM 146)
Item ldentiliL:.tion Number (FUN) plus a two-digit A 5" x 8" card containing a full description of a
management code when applicable. (DSAM 4160.1) given item of supply when thaL item is identified

A two part number assigned to each item of under tme descriptive method of item identification.

supply repetively used, purchased, stocked or In addt n to the full description, this card contains

fdistributed within the Federal Government. The the 4-digit Federal supply classification (FSC) code,
first part of the number consists of the applicable the Federal item identification number (FIIN), and
4--digit class code number of the Federal Supply the Federal description pattern number (e.g., 345A,
Classification. The second part of the number 459B, 575C, etc.) (AFLC 72-21
consists of a s.ries of seven numerals and is known
as the Federal item identification number. !t is a FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS
nonsignificant number and is serially number A commodity class;fication used in the federal
assigned. (AR 320-5) cataloging system to group items which are

An 11-digit number assigned to each -tein of homogeneous. (AFLCM 400-2)
supply in the Federal Catalog System. Thy. first In the federal cataloging system, the category
four digits are the FSC CLASS. The remaining immediately below the federal supply group. __

seven digits are the Federal item identification IAFLCM 400-2)
number (FIIN). The FIIN is unique to an item of FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION CLASS
supply and will identify the item independently of The four-digit numeric code used to group
the FSC class or any other number or code. (AR homogeneous items in the Federal Catalog system.
708-11) (AR 708-I1)

A composite number consisting of 11 digits
assigned to each item of supply. The first four FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION (FSC)
digits represent the FSC Code Number for the item, The Federal Supply Classification (FSC) has been
and the last se'en digits represent the FUIN. (AFR designed to facilitate the functions of supply
72-9) management and to permit the classification of all

1he Federal Stock Number (FSN) for an item of items of supply used by any agency of the Federal

supply consists of the applicable 4-digit clas. code Government. It provides, by specific definition.number from the Federal Supply Classification plus uniorm commodit y groups andi classes for all items.
a sequentially assigned 7digit Federal Itvm The Federal Supply Classification utilizes a

Identification Number (F&IN). It is always to four-digit coding structure. The first two digits of
appear in construction as follows: 4210-196:5439. the code number identiiy the group. and the last
(FED STD NO. 5a) two digits of tb? code number identify the class

A Federa! Stock Number (FSN) is an eleven-digit within the group. Chapter 3, "Supply
nrmber which identifies an item of supply. Classification." of the Federal Manual for Supply
Examp, le: .935-793-9166. (OPNAV 43P2) Cataloging (Cataloging Manual M 1-3) contaiins the

principles, rules, and procedu-es for the Federal
FEDERAL SUPPLY CATALOG qupply Classification. (FED STD No. 5a)

A complete file of all Federal identification and A uniform sup!ly classification system designed
related management data developed under the to serve the commodity classificatiin needs of
Federal Catalog System. This data is published in supply operaiions within !he Federal Government.
card form and/or electronic d:ta processinig .nc-dia It diVides the uni'erse of items of supply into broad
for distributien to central cataluging activities only. commodity groups, ea-h Federal supply
(AFR 72-9) classification group being further sub-divided into

A listing, in card or book form. containi.ig item classes. The Federal supply classification utilizes a
identific:.tion, supply management. and related data 4digit coding structure. The first two digits of the
for items af suppliy used by the Federa! code number identify the group: the second two
Government. (AFLCM 72-2) digits of the 'ode number identify the classes

Denotes book-type pulicatinns. prepared by the within cach group. (AR 329-.1
designated activities, containing identification. A commodity classification designed to serve the ___



functions of supply and sufficiently comprehensive FEDERAL-AID SECONDARY SYSTEM
in scope to permit tne classificaticn of all items of A system of roads without statutory mileage
personal propcrty. The classification establishes limitations, approxirritely 635,000 miles in extent,
groups and classes for the universe of commodities selected by State highway departments and local
with emphasis on the items known to be in the road officials, in cooperaticn with each other,
supply systems of the Federal Government. The subject to certain limitations prescribed by Federal
FSC uses a four-digit coding structure. The first law, and subject to the approval of the Secretary of
two digits identify the group; the last two digits Transportation. (These routes may include
identify the class within the group (AFR 72-9) farm-to-market roads, country roads, township

A commodity classification designed to serve the roads, and extensions into urban areas). (AR
functions of supply. The FSC utilizes a four-digit 55-80/OPNAVINST 11210.1A/AFR 75-88/ MCOcoding structure and at the present time consists of 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19)

-pproximately 76 groups subdivideJ in FEDERAL-AID URBAN SYSTEM
approximately 560 classes. (AFLCM 72-2) A system of arterial ro,.es and collector .outes

A systematic grouping ot relating parts into exclusive of urban extensions of the Fedeia!-aid
groups and classes in order to facilitate the primary system. (AR 55-80/OPNAVINST
accomplishment of sul.pyy maui~igement objectives 11210.1A/AFR 75-88/MCO 11210.21B/DLAR 4500.19)
for ail items in the inventory. (AFM 67-1) FEEDBACK

FEDERAL SUPPLY CODE FOR MANUFACTURERS (FSCM) The utilization of all/part of the outpu. of one
A single code number has been established for phase of a m.chine run as ;nput to another phase in

each manufacturer who has or is currently order to progressively proceed toward comaletion of
supplying material to the government. The codes the overall job.
have been assigned only :s required by procuring A process involving the flow of informa:ion from
agencies as procurement sources are established those who have experience to those who nE :d it. As
and utilized. (FED STD NO. 5a) used herein, the feedback processes are those

A listing, of manufacturers doing business with associated with acquiring (including research,
the Federal Government with the five-digit code development, test and evaluation, contraciing and
assign-d for each manufacturer shown opposite manufacturing. logistics, and related activites).

each name. This code will be used whenever a operating, and supporting Air Force systems. Both
techiea] anti management information are included.

manuactarer's identificition code is required as
part of the identification data. (AFLCM 72-2) Technical information includes technology, design

The code assigned to estalishments identified in information, and ana'3tical techniques a. :ell as
Cataloging HandbGok H4 series. (APR 67-4. AR performonce data on model, prototype, andoperational weapon systcmi. Managemen.
'400-96, NAVMATINST 4000.35, MCO 4235.22) oeainl wao ytm. Mngmn

information includes the information associated with
FEDERL SUPPLY GROUP planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and

A commodity classification used in the federal controlling th. acquisition, operation, and support
cataloging system to group federal supply ciasses functions. (AFLCR 800-10)
which are homogeneous. (AFLCM 400-2) FEEDER PLANTS

In tne federal cataloging system, the category Plants in t0e vicinity, but geographically
immediately above the federal supply class separated from the p-imary plant (e.g.. the one
(AFLCM 400-2) assigned or requested), operating as an integral

FEDERAL-AID PRIMARY SYSTEM part of the primary plant producing a major
A connected system of highways, interstate in weapons system. In a feeder plant. the

character. approximately 20,000 miles :a extent predominant portion of the plant facilities must be

selected or designated by each State through its engaged in efU. -t directly related to the major

State highway d&paitment. subject to certain weapon system in the primary plant. (DOD 4105.59)

mileage limitations irescribed by Federal law. and FERRET
subject to the approval of the Secre'ary of An aircrairt. ship. or vehicle especially equipped
Transportation. (AR 55-801OPNAVINST for the detection, location, recording, and analyzing

l10.IA,AFR75-88/MCO I1210.2B/I)LARI4500.19) of electromagn-tic radiation. (JCS Pub 1)
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FERROUS SCRAP FIELD ASSESSMENT REVIEW (FAR)

ic predor.Inate!v iron (Fe) and which was originally It is usually briefed by the field commander to the

manufactured in a s-ee! will or iron foundry. (DOD Commander, AFSC, and staff at HQ AFSC. The
4160.21-M, DSAY 4i9.1) briefing reviews areas decided upon by the field

FERRY OPERATION com-ander, such as mission, program test sunport,The movement of wa readiness nuclear wcapons, progress, mnpower, buds'et, problem areas, and

major assemblies, and/or nuclear components by special topics. The FAR is normally presented oncetactical or support organikations as dircted by a yar by each designated field command with a

operations orders. (AFM 67-1) - time allotment not over 60 minutes (40-minute
FIBERBOARD briefing and 20-minute discussion). (AFSCR 800-1)

A box, manufactured by scoring and folding one FIELD BUYING OFFICES
or more pieces of corrugated or solid fiberboard in Offices established or located by the ExecutiveI
such a manner that closure may be eff-,cted by Director for Subsistence in various geograpLicaltaping, stitching, or gluing in accordace with a locations as con:sidered1 essential to facilitate
specific design. Size limit, gross weight iimit and purchasing of subsi~tence. (AR 320-5)
bursting strength of the fiberboard are normally
printed on an outside face of the box. Fiberboard ID xten sionfo oerea bxe i sbecedtobusttet ftr A fleld extension of Hq USAF is an -

ers boxes is subjected to burst test after organizational element cf an air staff offi.- thatwater. (AFR 69-8) performs operating functions that must be retained

FIDELITY BOND under the direct control of the parent staff office.
A bond which secures an employer up to an Gen?rally, it is geographically separated !romi HQ

amount stated in the bond for losses caused by USAF. (AFM 11-1)
dishonesty on the part of an employee. A bl;'ket
fidelity bond covers all employees, except those FIELD (F) KITS
%.xresslv excluded by written endorsement en the These parts kits ar. a selected range of parts and
bond. (DAC 76-17) materials to be isiued to acti-ties authorized to

perform base level rr.',air of ar end item. (AFLCR
FIELD ACTIVITY 65-42)

A subordinate AFSC organization. (AFSCR 74-1)
FIELD MAINTENAPCEFIK AMYThat maintenance authorized a:,d performed by 7-7

Administrative and tactical organization composed designated Army Air Force. aid Marine Corps 
of a headquarterr certain organic Army troops, d Aa
service support troops. a variable number of corps, maintenance activities in direct support cf using
and a variable number of disions. (CS Pub ) organization4, it is normally limited to replacement

of unservireabk p.r:-. .u1.as-mblies. or

FIELD ARMY DEPOT assenihlws. ' .AF3 1: -1. 1C, P I AR 320-5)
A supply unit under field army control v'uichnormally re!ceives supplies from theater deos in FIELD MAINTENAWC N ft. UC7.S, ACTUARIAL)

the communications zore. Army depots have ti:e Failures which rtquire fieli maintenance. Item
mission of receiving, storing, and issuing supplies time is not reset to zero iAFLC.I 66-17)
for the field army. (AR 320-5) FIELD OPERATING AGENCY

FIELD ARMY SUPPORT COMMAND An agency under the supervision of headquarters.

A major subordinate unit of the field army which i'epartment of the Army but not a major Army
is established to command assigned or attached conmand or part of a maior Army command, which
field army combat service support units and other has the primary mission of executing pOicy. (AR
types of units and c-ntrol their operations. (AR 310-25)
310-25) FIELD PATION

FIELD ARMY WIDE SERVICE Food issued only in actual articles. not ill nloney.
A field army combat service organization which is and authorized for troops in the field. The field

assigned the full responsibility within the field ration includes type A ration. type fl ration, and the
army 'ea for performance of a designated frnction packaged operational rations. See also ration. (aR

or service. (AR 310-25) 310-25)
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FIELD SERVICE FJNCTIONS supply units and activities and to collateral fourth 14
Includes the following general categories of echelon maintenance units and activities for the

services or support normally performed by AFCMD accomplishment of their mission. (AR 320-5)
for NASA contracts: contract administration,
quality assurance, security, property administiation, FIELD SUPPLY (THIRD ECHELON)
qadyasuanscr production (AFThat phase of supply performed by specially

trained personnel of mobile units and/or fixed
F',ELD SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES installatims in the determination ol requirements,

An employee of a manufacturer of Air Force acquisition, accounting for and distribution of l
equipment or components who provides a liaison or authorized supplies and equipment to using
advisory service between his company and the Air organizations for initial use, replacement and
Force users of this company's equipment or replenishment and to collateral third echeloii
components. This service is an important element maintenance units and activities for the
in providing a technical communication channel accomplishment of their mission. (AR 320-5)

between the producer and the A:r Force fied user.~~~~(AFM 66-18) FEDTA

Those employees of a manufacturer of military A team of maintenance iersoirrel equipped with

equipment or components who provide a liaison or necessary special tools, equipment, etc. provided by

advisory service between their company and the AFLC to accompli3h depot level modification and
militairy users of their company's equipment or maintenance, or emergency organizational/field 

mcomponents. (DAC 76-17) nodification/maintenance at the operational bases.
SF SThese teams m-:" be composed of either Air Force

FIELD SERVICE VISITS depot or contractor personnel. (AFR 400-8. T.O.
Visits scheduled to activities within the Naval 00-25-4)

Aviation Supply Distribution System conducted by
Aviation Supply Office Field Service (ASO FS) FIELD .

representatives and other ASO personpel Technical training condticted at the operational
accompanying FS Representatives as a team. location on assigned aircraft, space and missile

(ASOINST 5041.2) systems, and their associated direct support
equipment, for maintenance and aircrew/operator

FIELD STOCKAGE I- rsonnel. (AFM 11-1)
A confinement facility in the field, so designated,

which is unde; the jurisdiction of a division, corps, FIELD TRAINING DETACHMENT (FTD)
field army, or com,,:'inication zone commander. (AR A detachment of a field training sqLadron or
310-25) technical school controlled by ATC and permanently

assigned to at AF base or activity. The unitFIELD STORAGE UNIT cnit f a dtcmn omne n

A group of am-aunition stacks located a sufficient consists of a detachment commander and

distance from adjacent field storage units to copalee of tehi call qualified instructors,

poiereasonable protection against the spread of capable of providing on-site specialized technical
provide rinstruction required to support systems located at
fire, detonation, or contamination. (AR 310-25) the station of assignment. The FTD may or may

FIELD SUPPLY not have specific training equipment assigned to
That service authorized and prescribed to be support its training mission. (AFM 11-1, AFvI 67-1)

performed by designated mobile, 3emimobile and FIELD VISITS
fixed organizations and/or installations in providing Visits to activities by personnel of the Aviation
initial replacement and replenishment supply Suip!y: Office when not accompanied by Field
support to using units and to collateral field ( r,'cc representatives. (ASOINST 5041.2)
maintenance activities. (AR 320-5)

IELD SUPPLY (FOURTH ECHELON) FILE CARD CODE
ThaELD hase oL F Eup LO p ordhy i(Used synonyinoubly with record code) This isThat phase of supply p( -formed by specially :.nu ersdiicadclnoeof.F om

0,.( number used iii card coltimn one of AF Form
designated and tra;ned maobil, dnG, semimobile units 15:33 or IBM punch card to identify that file or
and/or by specially trained personnel of fixed record to Lc upda:d. (AFSCM 78-325)
installations in determination of requirements for.

acquisition, accounting for, and distribution of FILE CODE
supplies and equipment to support third echelon The two-characier part of the ID structure which
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uniquely iCentifics a particular file froir al! other FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS
files pr(,dtced in any given computer run or Amount representing delivery of goods or
machine operation. The system develcpment performance of services, whether or not bills have
personnel responsibie for the data system will been rendered or collections made. This term is
assign the fiie code. While definite restrictions are synonymous with (a) earned reimbursements and (b)
not placed on using this code, the function of the accounts receivable and collections, (AFSCR 170-9)

file code must be logical and consistent within any FILLER DEPOT
given 'ata system. (AFLCR 171 Depot associated with a base or master depot,

FILE IDEN'hWICATION and may be operated as a subsection thereof. It
The entire ID structure which identifies a normally stocks supplies of the same type and class

particular magnetic tape, paper tape, listing, card as the associated depot, in bulk quantities and

deck, or source documents from all others. The file original packages; supplies from filler depots are

ID of all files will have the run code of the normally ordered forward to maintain stocks in
issue depots or may be ordered shipped direct tocomputer run, or machine operation, which produced supply points or local issue sections of depots. (AR

the file. The file ID of listings, card decks, or 320-5)

reproduced magnetic tapes will be identical to the
file ID of the tape input when produced by a FINAL ASSET SCREENING (FAS)
support computer run using utility programs; for A notification to the recorded manager(s) of a
example, Tape to Print 3000. (AFLCR 171-58) surplus asset located in a DPDO that is in the

process of being offered for sale to the public.
FILE MAINTENANCE (FM) CODE (DOD 4160.21-M)

A one-position alpha code assigned by responsible
IMs to indicate corrective actions required on
listings of computergenerated prices. (AFLOR A cost objective to which direct costs can be

65 identified and to which indirect and overhead costs67-5) can be allocated. (AFSCR 177-4, AFSCM 177-265)

FILE SECTOR FINAL DD FORM 250 MATERIAL INSPECTION AND
A given segment of drum storage identified with RECE:VING

an address. A sector will accommodate specific data RECIVItN me ufxZi hw nbok2t
elements associated with an item record, normally indicate that all shipments are completed and this is

related to a primary .ey. (ASOINSi P4440.60) the f'nal report. (AFLCR 70-11)

FILE TRAILER EXTENSION FINAL DESTINATION (MERCFANT SHIPPING)
An additional segment of drum storage identified The final destination of a convoy or of an

with an address for additional occurrences of a File indi;idnal ship (whether in convoy or independent)
Trailer of an item record. (ASOINST P4440.60) irrespective of whether or not routing instructions

FILL OR BACKORDER have been issued. (JCS Pub 1)
Wher the request is input and a kill results, the FINAL ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL

request will be reinput with TEX code "M." TEX Prepared to record compl'te or corrected
code "M" will not be used on the original inp.t. information, or both, on changes previously
This reinput is autematic and the request doea not authorized, or to set forth all information necessary
have to be rdverified by the LMCA. If a 295 reject for the procuring activity to reach a final decision

occurs, the item record will be loaded before the regarding accomplishment of proposed production
reinput to establish the backorder. (AFSCR 67-8) and retroactive changes to aircr,.ft. (Air
FILL RATE Force-Navy Aeronautical (ANA) Bulletin 390a) A

The percentage of demands that the supply FINAL INSPECTION
artivitv at the ,owest echelon is able to fill without Ai, inspection perfoied after all work steps are

cdmpleted 'to insure that the item or productdelay~ from on-hand stock. (AFLOP 57-3) satisfied all established workbook and test

FILLED requirement. (AFLCM 74-2)
Represents earnlings billed or unbilled. (AFICM The inspection performed to determine

172-1) acceptability of the major item for delivery.
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Includes the review and evaluation of all required held as stock on records of propeity accountanility
documentaticn and records constituting objective in the Army supply system. (AR 320-5)

evidence. (AFR 74-15) FINANCIAL INVENTORY ACCOUNTING CODE
FINAL PAYMENT The Financial Inventory Accounting Code

J041 considers a contract as paid complete when expresses a method for establishing and I
ALC funds contain zero unliquidated or a contract maintaining monetary accounting for materiel,
has been established for 60 days and an supplies; and equipment held as stock on records of
obligation/payment (PV2) has not been received property actountability in the Army Supply Syster.
from H057. (AFLCR 70-11) (AR 700-1.)

FINAL PROCESSING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
This is the final run of the HAF-ACF(M)7101 and Is that aspect of total management which

HAF-ACB(M)7106 monthly or quarterly processing. provides diretion, guidance and control of financial
The final reports are produced from this process. operations for achieving program objectives through
(AFLCR 171-120) the application of planning, budgeting, accounting.

FINAL QUALIFICATION TEST reportng, management of resources, auditing, and
analisis and evaluation. (DODI 7000.12) iA test given to air-breathing engincs which anl ian vlato.(OI70.2

The exercise of judicious control of allocated
qualifies them for production for a weapon system. funds in the accomplishment of a specific objective;
It is normally 150 hotrs in duration. (AFM 11-1) in systems acquisition, the control of those funds

FINAL TEST TIME required to design, develop, produce, and test
That element of active repvir 'ime required after weapon/support systems. (AFSCR 27-6, AFSCM

completion of maintenance, adjustments, and 27-1)
calibration to verify by measurement of FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTPLAN
performance that the item is in a condition to A plan for achieving more effective and efficient
perform its function satisfactorily. (MIL-STD-778) overall financial management of the Army.

FINAL TABLE OF EQUIPMENT (TOE) Includes improvement of operational performance
A new TOE or a major or routinc revision of an through assignment of responsibility for the

existing TOE which has been approved by evaluation and control of costs. (AR 310-25)
Headquarters, Department of the Army to be
submitted by TOE proponents to The Adjutant FINANCIAL PLAN
General, Headquarters, Department of the Army for A Department of Defense summary, by agency
publication. (AR310-44) tand appropriation accounts, of estimates, by

sources, of available funds, obligations to be
FINANCE OFFICER incurred, and balances estimated to be carried

The accountable disbursing officer for a tactical forward at the end of the fiscal year. (DOD 5000.8)
organization or other organization not operating FINANCIAL PROPERTY ACCOUNTING
under the integrated accounting system. (AR The establishment and maintenance of property
310-25) accounts in monetary terms; the rendition of

FINANCED DEMAND property reports in monetary terms. (AR 320-5,
A request for funded supplies or equipment JCS Pub 1)

placed by a consumer with an accountable offi.,er FINANCING, TYPE OF
which can be financed from within the cost ceilings

The method o which the U.S. Government is
available to the consumer. (AR 310-25)avaiabl tothe onsmer (AR31025)authorized to sell defense articles and services

FINANCIAL CONTROL under the Arms Export Control Act (e.g., cash in
The budgetary control or management of a unit advance, dependable undertaking, credit). (DOD

or functioi, in accordance with an approved budget 51 15.38M)
with the view of keeping expenses within the FINISHED ITEM

limitation thereof. (DOD 7000.1, AFLC 25-10) A spare or repair part in its final configuration

FINANCIAL INVENTORY ACCOUNTING purchased by the Air F1orce, cataloged, stocked, and
The act of establishing and maintaining monetary furnished normally for replacing a part worn or

accounting for materiel, supplies and equipment damaged in service. (AI:LCR 57-20)
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FIRE AISLE FIRM MODIFICATION
A passageway established to aid in fighting or A Class V modification that HQ USAF has

preventing the spread of fire, or for access to approved, directed to be accomplished, and funded.
firefighting equipment. (AFR 69-8) (APR 57-4)

FIRE POINT (IGNITION TEMPERATURE) FIRM ORDER
The lowest temperature at which combustion can Authorization and financial obligation given by an

be supported continuously over a liquid surface on eligible foreign government or international
exposure to an open flame. (AFM 127-201) organization to the US Government for materiel

and/or services. A funded letter offer for
FIRE RESISTIVE (STRUCTURAL) definitized requirements signed 1-y an authorized

The type of construction in which the structural representative of a foreign go; ernment is
member.;, including walls, partitions, columns, floor, considered a firm order. A requisition iF considered

Sand roof construction are of "noncombustible" a firm order. (AFM 67-1)materials that do not burn, or have specific fire

resistance ratings in terms of hours. (APR FIRST ARTICLE
127-100. Attachment 1) First article includes preproduction models, initial

production samples, test samples, first lots, pilot
FIRE RETARDANT models, and pilot lots; and approval involves testing

Combustible materials or structures which have and evaluating the first article for conformance
been treated or had surface coverings designed to with specified contract requirements before or in 44
retard ignition or fire spread. (AFR 127-100, the initial stage of production under a contract.

Attachment 1) (DAC 76-6)

FIRE WALL FIRST ARTICLE APPROVAL
A wall of fire-resistive construction designed to Involves testing and evaluating the first article

prevent the spread of fire from one side to the for conformance with specific contract requirements
other. (Also referred to as a fire division wall.) before or in the initial state of production under a
(AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) contract (DAR 1-1901) and the formal notification
FIREARM to the contractor by the PCO that the first article

meets the requirements of the contract (full
The term "firearm" weans (a) any weapon approval or conditional approval). (AFR 74-15)

(including a starter gun) which will or is designated
to or may readily be converted to expel a Projectile FIRST ARTICLE CONIGURATION INSPECTION (FACI)
by the action of an explosive; (b) the frame or A formaal audit of the "as built" configuration of
receiver of any such weapon; (c) any firearm a contract end item against its technical

muffler or firearm silencer; or (d) any destructive documentation to establish the product
device. Such term does not include an antique configuration baseline for the contract end item.
firearm. (DOD 4160 21--M) One action as a FACI is a formal approval of Part

II of the end-item detail specification. (AFSCMFIREPOWER 375-1, AFSCM 27-1)

Ability to deliver fire. (JCS Pub 1)
The amount of fire which may be delivered by a FIRST AP.TICLE CONFIGURATION REVIEW

position, unit, or weapon system. (JCS Pub 1) A technical audit of a preproduction model or the
firstproduction article against the technical data

FIRM FIXED PR.ICE package, to assure the conformance of the
A type of contract that provides for a price which hardware to the released engineering

is not subject to :ny adjustment by reason of the documentation. (AMCR 11-26)
cost experience of the contractor in the FIRST DESTINATION TRANSPORTATION (FDT)
performance of the contract. (NAVMAT P-4215) Transportation required to effect the delivery of
FIRM FIXED PRICE WITH ESCALATION material from a procurement source outside the

A fixed price contract containing a clause DOD supply system to the first point of use or
providing for upward and downward price revision storage in the Air Force. It includes charges for
to reflect changes in ccst of labor and material, freight, cartage and demurrage. (AFSCM 27-1,
(NAVMAT P-4215) AFSCR 27-6)
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FIRST FLASH PROCESSING and the support equipment will be five yeacs.
This run consolidates all input data received in (AFM 67-1)

First and Second Station Processing and produces
reports to bi, used in making adjustments. (AFLCR Al guianceAnnual guidance issued by the Secretary of
171-120) Defense which provides the fiscai constraints that
FIRST LINE LIFE must be observed by the JCS, military departments,

Time lapse from the delivery of: (a) the guided and defense agencies, in the formulation of force
missile or drone until it has been launched, structures and Five Year Defense Programs, and by
expended, or becomes obsolete; and (b) the support the Secretary of Defense staff in reviewing
equipnient until it is obsolete. For planning proposed programs. (AFSCR 27-6)
purposes, the first line of life of the missile and FISCAL MANAGEMENT

following fiscal concepts:
FIRST MAJOR PRODUCTION DECISION (1) Stock Fund. Items under the System Support

The decision to begin production of Division (SSD) of the Air Force Stock Fund. Stock
procurement-iuni' d end items intended for Service fund items can be identified by 1 blank in the first
deployment. (AFR 80-14) two positions of the budget code.
FIRST MOTION (2) Nonstock Fund. Items uider central

In guided missile range terminology, the first procurement appropriations. Nonstock fund items I
indication of motion of he missile o, test vehicle can be identified by 15, 17, 25, 29, 81, 82, 8M, or 85
from its launcher. It is syonymous with in the first two positions of the budget code.

from its aunher. It s syonyous ith (AFLOR 171-51)
take-off" for vertically launched ballistic missiles.

(AFM 11-1) FISCAL MANAGEMENT ITEMS
EOQ items managed either as stock fund

FIRST PRIOR YEAR' S VALUE nonreparable, stock fund provisioning. ronsteck
The dollar amount of costs recorded against a fund nonreparable, or nonstock fund provisioning.

specific job order in the previous fiscal year. (AFLCR 171-51)
(AFSCM 177-265)

FIRST PROGRAM YEAR FISCAL MANAGEMENT SUMMARIES
During the first six months of the current fiscal For the fisca! management items stated above,

requirements and asset data are expressed in
year, the first program year is th,, hudget year. dollars and summarized variously to division, class,
During the last six months of the current fiscal
year, the first program year is the budget year plus system management code, supply management

oe.r (DOD first progam year i s the budgegrouping code, essentiality code, ALC, and AFLC
one. (DOD 7045.1, AFM 11-1, AFSCM 27-1) levels. (AFLCR 171-51)
FIRST STATION PROCESSINGFIALRPOIBLT

This is the first day s run of the monthly FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

processing of the HAF-ACF(M)71('1 and Respcnsibility for all monetary aspects of

HAF-ACB(M)7106 reports. All input data that have program management, including encumbrance,
e r commitment, and obligation of appropriated funds,b,.ea received at that time are listed by station adpiigadbdeigo uuecss

(AFLCR 171-120) and pricing and budgeting of future costs.

FIRST TEST DATE FISCAL 50.)
A late which indicates the year, month and day The period from 1 July through 30 June of

that testing or any other significant milestone has
taken place or is scheduled to occur or begin. consecutiv calendar years. (AR 750-4)

(AFSCM 77-265)Twelve-month period selected for accounting I-(Ar"SClM 177-265) purposes. (The fiscal year for most agencies of the
FIRST-LINE LIFE United States Government begins on the first day

The time lapse from the delivery of: of July and ends on the thirtieth day of June of the
1. The guided missile until it is launched, following calendar year.) The fiscal yea; is

expended, or becomes obsolete. designated by the calendar year in which it ends;
2. The support equipment until it is obsolete. For i.e., the fiscal year 19X1 is the year beginning 1

planning )urposes, the first-line life of the missiles July 19X0 and ending 30 June .9Xl.) iDOD 5000.8)
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Twelve r:onth period beginning on 1 October and FIVE YEAR POLICY
ending on 30 September of the following calendar This term describes the AFLC policy ii,
year. (AFSCM 177-265) negotiated procurements of iiitialiy competitively

F selecting a cintractor for the performance of

FISCAL YEAR, rDGET (OR BUDGET YEAR) annual operations and maintenance programs and
The fiscal ear which is the sbject of new thereafter negotiating with 'hat contractor on a

)udget estimate. (DOD 6000.8) select source iasis for -ontinued performance, not

FISCAL YEAR, CURRENT to exceed four additiot.1l program years
The fiscal %ear in progress but not completed. requirements. (NOTE: This policy is authorized to

(DOD 5000.8) programs of lesser duration, 2, 3, or 4 year. aid
may be so adapted provided solicitations and

FISCAL YEAR, LAST subsequent contracts awarded hereurder deviate
In cmpaativ anual udgts, he ast ompete from this procedure only to the extent necessary to

fiscal year-this is the fiscal year immediately accommodate the number of program years for
preceeding the current fiscal year. (DOD 5000.8) which suoh contractural coverage is desired.) The

FISSIONABLE MATERIEL requirement must again be completed after 5 years
Plutonium, uranium enriched in the isotope 235, performance or earlier, as the contracting officer

any other materiel which the AEC determines to be may dtermine. Continuing with the incumbent
capable of releasing substantial quantities of contractor for each succeeding year's requirements

energy through nuclear chain reaction of the after the first year %vernment prerogative
materiel, or any materiel artificially enriched by and not a contractu. aon. (AFLOR 70-4)

any of the foregoing. Fissionable materiel does not FIVE YEAR PROCUREMENT PLAN-MOBIL ELECTRIC POWER
inc'ud source materiel. (AFM 67-1) Publication of AMCPM-MEP Form 26 designating

FIVE YEAR DEFENSE PROGRAM (FYDP) Procuring Activity/Office and procurement method
A top s,,cret summation prepared by OSD of the of planned requirements to be procured for 5 fiscal

miiay years. (DSAR 4120.7indivdual approved programs of the military yer.-SA 107

departments and other DOD components. The .IXED CAPITAL PROPERTY
departments and DOD components publish their 1. Assets of a permanent character having
program in detailed program element terms, to continuing value.
include a Progran Element Simmary Data form 2. As used in military establishments, includes
and Descriptive Data Sheet for each element, real estate and equipment installed or in use, eit;ier
supported by the Material and Construction in oroductive plants or in field operations
Annexes. It does not represent authority to Synonymous with fixed assets. (JCS Pub 1)
implement programs. (AFSCM 27-1)
Thp summation of the apprcved programs of the FIXED COSTS

DOD components. (NAVMAT P-4215) Those costs r;hich tnd to remain ieiatively I
The official program which summarizes the constant, despite changes .n output. (AFSCL 73-2)

Secretary of Defense approved plans and programs FIXED LEVEL OF SUPPLY
for the DOD. The FYDP is published at least once That quantity of stock specified to be on hand or
annually. (DOD 7000.5) due in regardless of demands. (AFM 67-1) Ai

The official program for the Department of FDFIXED OR SEMIFIXED (COMPLETE ROUND)
Defense and procurement presented 111 Crg
mi,-sion-orkted array and projected over a 5-year Ctig c ase.
)eriod beyond the budget year. It is structured in cartridge case. a projectile and a fze except %%':en

terms of major force. programs, program elements, solid projectiles are used. (JCS Pub 1)
functional categories, and elements of expense. FIXED PRICE CCNTRACT WITH PROVISION FOR F!XED
(A FSCR 27-i) PRICE INCENT!VE CONTRACT
The DOD (and USA) planning/programnning A fixed price type contract with provision for

nucleus for national defense management and adjustment of profit and estalishment of the final
control. Enables high-level decision making in tht, con:ract price Iy a formula based 'n the
areas of manpower, other resources. and financial relationship final negotiated total cost bears to
policy within the context (if the FYDP program total target costs. (NA\'MAT P-4215)
elements. (AFI.CR 177-10-5) A fixed price type of contract with provision for
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the adjustment of profit and price by a formula FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS (HAZARDOUS COMMODITY) I
based on the relationship which final negotiated Any liquid having a flash point below 100 degrees
total cost bears to negotiated target cost as F. (37.8 degrees C) and does not meet one of the

Jadjusted by approved changes. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub compressed gas definitions. For example: acetone,
i, AFM 11-1) benzol, ether, gasoline, naphtha. (AFM 67-1)
FIXED PRICE TYPE CONTRACT FLAMMABLE SOLID(S) (HAZARDOUS COMMODITY)

A type of comtract which generally provides for a A flammable solid is any solid material which
firm price, or under appropriate circumstances may under conditions incident-to transportation is liableprovide for an adjustabie price, for the supplies or to cause fires through friction, absorption of
services which are being procured. Fixed price moisture, spontaneous chemical changes, retained
contracts are of several types so designed as to heat from manufacturing or processing, or which F
facilitate proper pricing under varying can be ignited readily and when ignited, burns so
circumstances. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1) vigor:,i-sly and persistently as to create a serious I
FIXED PRICE WITH REDETERMINATION Lransportation hazard. (AFM 67-1)

A fixed price contact that provides a means of Those which are liable to produce fire
shifting certain indefinite risks from the contractor spoptaneously by exposure to air, moisture, friction
to the government, to exclude contingency or moderate warmth. Examples: Iodine, pyroxylin
allowances from the initially negotiaten price, plastics, and calcium carbide. (AFR 69-8)
(NAVMAT P-4215) FLAMMABLE SPACE

FIXED PROPERTY (CAPITAL) Warehouse area which has been designed for the
Assets of a- permanent character having storage of highly flammable material. (AR 780-62)

continuing value. (AR 320-5)As used in military establishmei,q "ncludes real FLASH POINT

estate and rquipment installed or in use either in The tempe:-ature at which a flamniable material
productive p!ants or in field operations. (AR 320-5) will flash in air. (NAVORD OP 2165)

The lowest temperature at wnich a liquid will j
FLV G DAYS (RED OR GREEN) giv2 off flammable vapors at or near its surface.

Red flag days are those during which movement This vapor forms an intimate mixture with air and
requirements cannot be met; green flag days are will ignite. A "low" fash point falls within the
those during which the requisite amount or lower temperature range e.g. 120 degrees F. orsurplus of trpnsportatior capability exists. (JCS lower. An item possessing a :ow flash point can be I
Pub 1) considered a hazardous commodity. A "high" flash
FLAME DEFLECTOR point fall. in the higher temperature ranges e.g.

A curved or inclined structure beneath the missill, 350 degrees F. or higher. Items possessing a high
engine used to deflect exaust gases away from the flash point are not as dangerous as commodities
launch or test platforms. (AFM 127-201, possessing a low flash point. (AFR 69-8)
FLAME RETARDANT OR RESISTANT (FLAMEPROOF) FLAT CAR

Material designed or specially treated or coated Freight car without top or sides, sometimes called
to resist combuction. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) platform car. (AFR 69-8)

FLAMMABLE FLAT PALLET
&S:sceptible to easy ignitian; combustib!: capable A wooden platform, double or qingle faced. on I

of being easily set on fire. (AFM 67-1) which supplies are loaded for storage purposes.
Any easily ignitible material. (AFM 127-201) (AFM 67-1)

FLAMMABLE GASES (HAZARDOUS COMMODITIES) FLATTED CARGO+ Liquefied petroleum and ot..er c:)mpressed Cargo placed in th,, bottom of the holds, euvereJ
Examples, Acetylene, butane, with planks and dunnage, and he;' for future use.

propne hyrgen and oth er cnmpRes Cag6lce9nt-8otmo)tehls.~oeeethylene. (APR 69.8) Flatted cargo usualiy has room left above it for the

FLAMMABLE LIMITS loadinjg of vehicles which may be moved without
The upper and lower vapor concentrations of fuel interfeiing with the flatted cargo. Frequently.

to air which will Iurn after ignition. (AFM flatted cargo serves in ieu of ballast. Sometimes
127-201) called understowed cargo. (AR 320-5, JCS Fub 1)
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FLEET ALLOWANCE LIST insure maximum fleet readiness. (BUSANDAINST
Allowance Lists developed by the A- -r Supply 4440.29)

Office and NAVAIRSYSCOM for flee, utfitting F~subsequent to FIP. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) FLEET ISSUE LOAD/ALLOWANCE LIST ITEM CODE

A one character alpha code which identifies an
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE (FBM) RFQUISITION item as to its applicability to a Fleet Issue

A Naval requisition for the'FBM Program placed Load/Allowance List. (NAVSUPINST 4441.17)
on the Army supply system. (AR 725-50)

FLEET ISSUE REQUIREMENTS LIST
FLEET CONTROLLED MATERIAL Projected material requiremen's in range and

Material under the requisitioning, rationing, and 'epth, for resupply support of the total deployed
.- issue control of the air type commanders. etfrrspl upr ftettldpoe

Comne .. NvlAi ocAlni n and augmented forces of the Atlantic and Pacific
Commnde U.S Naal Ar Frce Atlnticand Fleets for . 90-day endurance period. It is basedPacific Fleets. (COMNAVAIRPAC, 'LANT), or

- their designated controlling agencies. Fleet on actual past demand of toeitemsmot-
controlled items are listed in the Fleet Material commonly requested by the fleet units, plus acontrolled its areblised in the Ft Material limited number of additional items included inControlled Lists pbihdby teAviation Material minimum depth (e.g., support for CNO approved
Offices (AMO's) Norfolk and San Diego.A (FASOINST 4000.7) weapons systems and equipments). (NAVSUPINST

4441.17)
FLEET INTRODUCTION PROGRAM

An accelerated flight program which lasts FLEET SUPPORT FACTOR
approximately 100 flight hours per aircraft. A factor, one each for the Atlantic and Pacific
Normally conducted at NATC Patuxent River for Fleets, developed to adjust 90-day peacetime fleet
the purpose of introducing a new model to fleet issue demand quantity forecasts to reflect the
personnel for indoctrination in the operation and impact of projected ship force expansions and
maintenance of the aircraft. A secondary purpose increased consumption in the event of general or
is to provi:!e a furtner check on the readiness of the limited war. (NAVSUPINST 4441.17)
aircraft for fleet delivery, (NAVAIRINST 4?00.2) FLEXIBILITY

FLEET INTRODUCTION PROGRAM CONFERENCE The authority granted to major commands by Air
A conference held either at NATC Patuxent River Force to increase or Jiecrease: tl) the quantity of

or NAVAIRSYSCOM at the conclusioi, of FIP. Ar-" items to be procured and (2) programmed dollar
changes which are found necessary in the proposto amounts. (AFSCM 27-1)
configuration of the aircraft for fleet delivery are
determined and the status of spare parts, ground FLIGHT
handling, special tools, and test equipment are A flight begins when the aircraft first moves
examined. The conference is attended by forward on the take-off run or takes off vertically
representatives of CN0, CNATRA, Fleets, from rest at atiy point of support, as applicable and
NAVAIRSYSCOM, ASO and contractors. ends after airborne flight when the aircraft is on
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) the source and either; (a) :he engines are stopped.

or (b) the aircraft has been on the surface for fiveFLEET !NTRODUCTION REPLACEMENT MODEL minutes; whic'.wee occurs first between a or 1h or
Those aircraft designated by NAVAIRSYSCOM to

be produced as Fleet. Introduction Replaceni t (c) a change !s made in th~e crew. (A series of

Model Aircraft. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) landings is considered part of one flight and the
provisions of (b) above do not apply.) (OPNAVIN-ST

FLEET ISSUE DEMAND DATA 5442.2B)
Demand generated by designated fleet units and 1. In Navy and Marine Corps usage. a .pecfied

placed on the second echelon of supply for the group of aircraft usually engaged in a cmmoi
resul)ply of on-board stocks or for immediate use.
(NAVSUPINST 4441.17) 2. The basic tactical unit in ht.h Air 'r.ce.
FLEET ISSUE LOAD LISTS consisting of four or more aircraft "n two or n,.,r I .

Consolidated listings of items of material to bc elements.
carried on board Stores Issue Ships and which are 3. A singh aircraft airborne oil a nonoperationa:
required to sunpot operating afloa" forces to mission. (JCS Pub 1)



FLIGHT CHECK WORKSHEET execution and termination of manned aircraft flight
The AFSC forms used by flight examiners to as related to navigational aids and facilities. (AFM

record ai,'crew flight check performance. (AFSCR 11-1)
60|1 FLIGHT MOVEMENT ELEMENT
FLIGHT CLEARANCE That portion of a deploying unit which is required '

An authorization for flight after any necessary to support enroute and to fly unit tactical aircraft
testing and appropriate analysis has been made that to destination, and to initially support the unit at
an aircraft/store combination would not pose an its destination. Included in this portion are
unacceptable risk for a specific, limited purpose personnel, equipment, and supplies of the
such as development, test. and evaluation (DT&E), "preflight team," "initial support teams" and the
initial operational test and evaluation (IOT&E), or "enroute support teams." The flight movement
follow on test and evaluation (FOT&E) of a element is always air transpoila'Je. The flight
munition. The flight clearance will identify, as movement element is also known and referred to in
appropriate, the aircraft mission design serif%, this manual as the "flight element." (TACM 400-1)
loading configuration carriage, jettison and FLIGHT PLAN FUEL LOAD
employment limitations, information needpd to make The total fuel required to fly to destination
drag and stability computations, cartridge/orifice thence to an alernate airfield, phls spcified

combinations or settings. reference to !oading amounts of fuel for holding and enroute rcserves.
procedures and delivery information, stcre mass and (AFM 1-1)
physical properties, and any additional information
that affects personnel or flight safety or mission FLIGHT PROFILE
acconiplishment. (AFLCR/AFSCR 80-28) A graphic portrayal of a missile' .-, aircraft' s. or

An authorization for flight after appropriate space probe s line of flight as seei. from the side,
engineering analysis has been made that an indicating the various altitudes along the route.
aircraft/ store combination would not pose an (AFI 11-1)
unacceptable risk for a zpecific. limited purpose FLIGHT SAFETY DEFICIENCY
such as DT&E or IOT&E c.f a munition. The flight A condition caused by either a material or design
clearance will speciy flight limits icr the loading defect which impairs the safe operation of an
co.,figuratiol, desired and tolerances on store aerospace system. (AFSCR 80-13/AFLCI! 67-43)

4 physical properties to include weight. center oTgravity, and moments of inertia. (AFSCR 80-33) FLIGHT TEST
Test of an aircraft, rocket. missile. or other

FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT vehicle by actual flight or launching. Flight tests
The system itself or the equipment itself that is. are planned to achieve specific test objectives and

or is to be, flightborne. (AFM 11-1) gain operational information. JCS Pub i)
The environment surrounding and affecti,.g a Flight Test relates primarily to test/test support

fieghtborne system or piece of equipment. (AF11 and work-?oded aircraft operations. (AFLC'R I;,-2)

i 1-i) FLIGHT-CONTROL SYSTEM
FLIGHT FACILITIES On ballistic missiles and unmanned spacecraft.

All ground electronie and visual air navigational the automatic system that keeps the rocket
,:nd landing aid facilities (such as radio beacons. propelled vehicle on a prescribed course during
radar beacon, direction finders. TACAN and VHF lift-off an( propelled flight up to a position where
omni-range equipment, instrument landing systems. the guidince system (if any) becomes operational.radar air traffic control facilities. and radar (AF.I 11-1)

detection and control devices); this term also
includes air traffic control and navigational aids. FLIGHTWORTHY

Ai aiocraft. missilea or spacecraft is flif(Atworth
if it is ready and sufficiently sound in all re.pects

FLIGHT FLOWN to meet and endlire the stresses and strains ofThe actual flig,.ht (if :,v aerospac'e vdiicle f'Oni) .;ight. (AF.1 11-1)

initial launch until landin . (AFSCR 60-2) iLOATING BASE SUPPORT

FLIGHT INFORMATION PUBLICATIONS A form o logistic S l~iport it, which ,uppllie:.
Publications giving iifirna~iI.; for the Ilanning. repairs. uaintenalice and other facilities an(:.
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services are provided for operating forces from FLYABLE AIRCRAFT
ships and craft within a harbor or anchorage. (JCS An aircraft in such material condition as to be
Pub 1) safe and oapable or normal flight operations
FLOATING STOCK LEVEL without regard to capability to perform - specific

mission, or to weather, personnel availability, base
This is the stock level required by DIM to condition, or to whether fueled, armed or scheduled

support those requirements as outlined in AFM f gA4
67-1, Volume lil, Part two. (AFLCR 57-27) for flight. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)

FLYABLE (MATERIAL)
FLOOR CHECK Of or pertaining to the supplies apd equipment of
A physical verification of attendice in a unit which are specially designed or packaged toconnection w~ith verification of payroll or labor cost betasoedithuntswn irafsa

charges. (DOD 5000.8) flyaway bin, flyaway engine, etc. (BUWEPSINST
FLOOR LOAD RATING 4700.2)

Weight that can safely be supported by a floor, FLYAWAY COSTS
expressed in pound per square foot of floor .pace. Aircraft and missile flyaway costs include all
(AFR 69-8) procurement on the aircraft/missile and delivery to

FLOOR PLAN the first point of use or storage. (AFSCIM 27-1,
A scale drawig of the floor area, showing AFSCR 27-6)

columns, stair wells, elevator shafts, offices, FLYING PERSONNEL
washrooms, doors, and other structural features. Aircrew members and noncrewmembers on flying
(AFR 69-8) status. (AFLCR 60-2) J
FLOW CYCLE FLYING TIME

The complete sequence of phase movements of The time recorded on the engine since the last
traffic through a traffic point. (AR 320-5) major overhaul, or since it was new, if it has never

FLOW PHASE been overhauled. This time is the accumulation of

Nonconflicting movement of traffic through a flight time from wheels up to chocks. It does not

traffic point. (AR 320-5) include test cell or group runup time. It is obtained I
from AF Form 2412. Flight Status Register. or

FLOW REGULATION Maintenance Management Information Control
Allocation of time and space of streams of traffic System (MMICS) products. (AFM 400-1)

fron different directions. (AR 320-5) FS CASE

FLOW TIME Any transaction for which an FMS case identifier
The number of Jays required for the system or has been assigned. (ategories of cases include:

equipment to complete maintenance for this a. Accepted F.,S Case. An offer which has beenprogram unit. (AFLCR 171-24) accepted by the purchaser in accoidace with all the
FLUID POWER Terms and Conditions contaii,,.d in the offer.

Power in the form of flow and pressure developed b. Blanket Order FMS Case. A case established
in a working fluid (either liquid or gaseous) for the for a category of items or services with no

actuating device. Fluid definitive listing of specific items or quantities.
prpoe stems f rig a i, missiles, aircraft and The case specifies a dollar ceiling against which t*e 44
power systems are used i isls icatadV
ground operateid vehicles to provide such functions p§urchaser may plce orders throughout the validity
as control surface operation, steering, brakes. period efined in the case. A
raig and lowering heavy loadslled Case. A FMS cancelled b the

r urchaser or te l;SAF in accordance with the
FLYABLE conditions on the reverse of the DD Formn 1513.
.1n aircraft ii! such material condition as to be d. Closed Case. One for which deliveries have

safe an'! capable of normal flight operatiow.; been completed or all services provided. and for
without regard to capability to perform a specific which all financial transactions have been
mission, or to weather. personnel availability., base completed.
condition, or to whet h.r fueled. armed or scheduled e. Completed Case. One fi'or which deliveries
for flight. (OINAVINST 5442.2B9, have been completed or all services provided. and
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jA
for which financial actions have not been compkdedmonitoring policy compliance for an Air

f. Firm Order Case. A case established to Force-wide, Major Command (MAJCOM) or AFSC
purchase specific quantities of defined items or field activity quality assurance program. (AFSCR
services (as opposed to a olanket order case). 74-1)

g. Open FMS Case. An FMS case is designated The activity with a DOD Component of C3A
open as long as any portion of the transaction is which is designated to receive and is responsible for
incomplete, i.e., delivery or materiel, performance monitoring the processing of the Inactiv- Item
of services, financial transactions, or render-,g of Review Cards (lIkCs) for the appropriate MM.
the final statement of accounts. (DOD 4140.32M)

h. Terminated Case. An offer which was not
accepted within the specified time limits or any FOCAL POINT LABORATORY
extension thereto. The AFSC laboratory designated by HQ AFSC

i. Unaccepted FMS Case. An offer which has (DL) to review and make management
been issued but not accepted by the purchaser or recommendations to HQ AFSC (DL) regarding a A
terminated. (AFR 400-3) designated area. (AFSCR 80-9)

A two part government-to-government contract FOCAL POINT(S)
consisting of an offer and acceptance for the sale T ci wtof military materiel, services and/or training.Component which
of " are authorized or designated to receive the Inactive(AFSCM 27-1) Item Review. (DOD 4140.32-M)
FMS CASE IDENTIFIER I

A specific designation assigned to each FMS case, TOGGING
consisting of a two alpha country code and a three in The method of application of chemical compound
alpha case designator (for example, AT-ABC, the form o vapor, to interior surfaces or
AT-Australia, ABC-Case designator). (AFR 400-3) relatively inaccessible surfaces. 'APR 69-8)

FMS OEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOLLOW-ON CONTRACT
An FMS acquisition program which requires For the purpose of determining the type of

development systems engineering, and systems provisioning document required, is defined to mean

integration of new majo.- weapons beginning with additional procurement of the same type and model
the conceptual phase of the systems acquisition of an end article procured from the same
cycle. Approved programs are directed to AFSC contractor. in the case of a licensee agreement the
series regulations. (AFR 400-3) group assembly parts list of the design

FOAMING manufacturer may be utilized. (AFLCM 65-3.
AFSCM! 65-2)

The process of combining two or more chemical
components to produce a foam which increases from FOLLOW-ON DEVELOPMENTAL TESTS
its original.volume by a factor of 30 to 100 times. Tests during the acquisition phase of the system
(APR 7i-9) life cycle which occur after completion of the

FOAM-IN-PLACE formal Category II tests. Test responsibility is
Foaming which encapsulates an article to protect normally retained by Air Force research and

on all sides and conforn. to all shapes and contourz deve!opment agencies. Test consists of -*

whie in the semi-liquid condition before beooming developmental testing and updating changes. or
solidified. (AFR 71-9) additions to systems, subsystems. and components

F or normally re.;ulting in a series chang2 and which
FOCAL POINT were not available in usable form during the normal

An Air Staff agency or individual designated as a test cycle. It is conducted on a somewhat reduced
central source of information or guidance on a scale. concentrating on the specific changes or
specific program or projert requiring coordinated
action hy two or more Air Staff agencies. The s to the development progrm

designation of a focal point does not relieve any FOLLOW-ON OPERATIONAL TESTS
functional area of its basic responsibility. (AFM Test conducted on a continuing basis to insure
11-1) that the established reliability and accut'acy factors

An identified central management organimatioi. or are preserved during the life of th,' wealon sxstem.
individual having the r(.sponsihility for direc!;ng 'AF1! l1-1)
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FOLLOW-ON OT&E DSCs, and supply points; also those individuals withThat test and evaluat-on which is conducted after similar obligations at commissary stores, exchanges,IOT&" to continue and refine the estimates made clubs, and other appropriated or nonappropriated

during the IOT&E, to evaluate changes. and to funded facilities. (DSAR 4155.26)
reevaluate the system to insure that it continues to FOOD RSCALLSmeet operational needs and retain its effectiveress
in a new en% ironment or against a new threat. (AFR Announcements or alerts of emergency or prioritysituations involving the removal from the80-14) marketplce hazardous foods or suspect hazardous

FOLLOW-ON STORE CERTIFICATiON PROGRAM fords, the consumption of which could pioducc
The remainder of the store certification program consequences that would be immediate. (1)SAR

which continues throughout the operational life of 4155.26)
the aircraft and which is not performed during the FORBIDDEN EXPLOSIVES
Baseline Program. This program is designed to Explosives that are too dangerous for
analysis;fy perationg is normallynd uctore compatibili ADTC transportation, on which DOT shipping classificationanayss;tetig i nrmll cndute a ATC has not been obtained, or tihe product of a new
and managed by the aircraft program office (PO) or hant bient o th rduc o aneALC MMS or MMA. (AFLCR/AFSCR 80-28) plant. Shipment of such is forbidden by both state

and Federal laws. (NAVORD OP 2165)
FOLLOW-UP FORCE

Inquiry originated by an authorized source as to
"I. the status of a previously submitted document. . An aggregation of military personnel. weapon

systems vehicles and necessary support, or(DODcombination thereof.
An inquiry as to the action taken on a requisition

previously submitted. (NAVSUPPUB 437, AR 2. A major subdivision of a fleet. (JCS Pub 1)

725-50) FORCE ACCOUNT
An inquiry as to the action taiken or being taken A term used to describe the method whereby an

on a Requisition/Materiel Release Order/Disposal agency makes capital improvements by using its
Release Order. (DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP own employees and other facilities instead of
Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101) through the services of private contractors or other .1
OO-AWoutside agencies or activities. (DOD 5000.8)FOLLOW.-UPANSWER

-A reply to a requisitioner*s followup or to a FORCE ACTIVITY DESIGNATOR
request for cancel'ation. (AR 725-50) A Roman numera! designated by the Ililitar%
A reply to a status addressee/customer followup. Service or the Joint Chiefs of Staff which relates to

5003/MCO P4400.101) 1. A unit, organization. or installation

FOLLOW-UP ECHELON (AIR TRANSPORT) performing a function or mission.

Elemcnts moved into the obiective area after the 2. A body of troops, ships or aircraft. or a

assault echelon. (JCS Pub 1) combination thereof.
3. A function, mission, project or program.

FOLLOW-UP REPLY including Military Assistance Programs (MIAP).
A reply to a requisitioner's follow-up or to a (DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-1101NAVSUP Pub

request for cancellation. (NAVSUP Pub 437) 5003/MCO P4400.101)

FOLLOW-UP SUPPLY FORCL AND FINANCIAL PROGRAM (F&FP)
That initial resupply which is delivered directly to The USAF program approved by the Secret-try of

forces in the airhead by air. It is prepackaged on a Defense, consisting of a series of classified volumes
unit basis for automatic or on call deiivery. (AR showing, by program element, a proiect'on of the
320-5) weapons, manpower and dollar re.qou:c ipuroved.
FOOD ACCOUNTABLEIRESPONSIBLE PERSONNEL (AF,%, 11-1, HP 21-1i)

Trhe Air Force poriion of the DOD FivE Yearln!viduals having accountability and/or Program. (AFR 400-20)

responsibility for food and its proper custody. care,
and safekeepiag while in the accounts of troop FORCE CHANGE
feeding f-icilities; while located at Defense Depots. Any proposed or approved program change which j "
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relates to the forces listed in the latest Draft their relationship to each other. The Air Force
Presidential Memoranda or Guidance Memoranda. Structure is specified in the Air Force Program
(AFM 11-1' Guidance (PG) document. IAFSCM 27-1, AFSCR

Any change to the force tables in the OSD 27.-6)
published FYDP. (AFSCM 27-1) FORCE STRUCTURE COST ANALYSIS

FORCE DEVELOPMENT TEST AND EVALUATION (FDTE) Within a defined scenario, an anali iis uf the total
Tests. ranging from the small, highly or incremental cost of the force(s) necessary to

instrumented, high resolution field experiment, to carry out assigned mission respensibilities to
the large, less instrumented, controlled scenarios, include one-time and recurring costs of the force(s)
low resolution field test, the data from which are or selected increments thereof. (AFR 173-1)
evaluated largely by using subjective rather than FORCE STRUCTRE COSTING
analytical techniques. condacted to evaluate new The determination of the resource implications
concepts of tactics, doctrine, organization and new (manpower, material, support, training) of a given
items of materiel. (AFR 80-8) force structure in dollar terms. (AFP 800-7)
FORCE DEVELOPMENT TESTING AND EXPERIMENTATION FORCED LANDING

Tests, ranging from the small in scope, highly Landing necessitated by conditions preventing the

instrumented, high resolution field experiment to continuav.e of flight. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2)
the broader in scope, less instrumented, low
resolution and highly subjective field test that are FORCE/AC,VITY
performed to support the force development process A force/activity is a unit, organization, or
by examining the impact, potential, and ipstallation performing a function or mission; a
effectiveness of selected concepts, tactics, doctrine, body of troops. ships, or aircraft, or a combination
organization, and materiel. Force developmert thereof; a function. mission, project, or program.
testing and expcrimentation assesses the (AFR 27-1)

interdependence among doctrine, tactics, FORCEIACTiVITY DESIGNATOR (FIAD)
organization and materiel, and may supoort the (A Roman numera.). A designator established by
materiel acquisition process by providing data to each military service or the Joint Chiefs of Staff
assist in the establishment of a requirc I operational (JCS) wlhch relates to the military mission of the
capability, to develop fundamental data necessary forct, or activity. (AR 735-35, NAVSUP Pub 437)
for a full understanding of the performance of a Ponian nutneral designated by the military
materiel system. or to assist in validating doctrine service or the Joint Chiefs of Staff which relates to
and/or tactics to counter a possible threat raspo,;se the mission of an activity. (AR 725-50)
to a system once deployed. (AR 310-25) Force!activity designators signify the relative

FORCE PROGRAM REVIEW (SPR) importance of user activities and represents one of
The PAk system was Established in July 1 69. two basic factors that requisitioners must consider

.i:en determining the issue priority entry inThe SPR system , which involves the same I S R P rq i ton .( F 67 1
programs, was established in September 1969. A MILSTRIP requisitions. (AFM 67-1)
PAR briefing is presented at HQ AFSC; it becomes A term accompanied by a Roman numeral (I

an SPR when it is given to the Air Force Council through V) which denotes the operational
and the Air Staff Board, and again to the Secretary importance of the mission of a unit, activity or
and the Chief of Staff of the Air Force. The osly project. F/AD I represents top national priority

difference between the briefings is that material of and must be authenticated by the JCS. Service
co'mand interest only may be included in the PAR. chiefs and unified commanders are authorized toc i m m n i n e r s o n y m y b" n l u e n t e P R a s s ig n F / A D s 1 1 t h ro u g h V . t o in c lu d e Ml ilita r y

Assistant Program (MAP) requirements. (APR
FORCE PUNCH CODE 76-38/AR 59-8/OPNAVINST 4630.18D/MCO

Force punch code is a coatrol punch - ed to 4630.6C/DSAR 4540.9)
select cards for subsequent forcing action in FORECAST
obfigat'on account transaction. (AFM 67-1t Predicted financial aspects of a plan premised ,ni

FORCE STRUCTURE projected futtre conditions. (DOD .000.8)
The composition of the Air Force ir terms of The monthly rate at which the ALC TRC and the

numbers of major combat and supp~ort uni:s awl of activity administering contracts project future
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production output against estaolished schedules FOREIGN .IURRENCY-P.L 480 FUNDS
based upon current evaluation of technical A credit established by a foreign government in
capability, parts support, and available manpower terms of its own currency for utilization by the
resources. (AFLCR 66-5) United States, genc.ally for expenditures within

FORECAST ITEM that country-such credit being established for sales I ]
Programmed or nonprogrammed item selected for of surplus U.S. agricultural commodities pursuant

central procurement during the subsequent fiscal to the Agricultural Trade Development and A
year and submitted on subsequet FAssistance Act of i954. (P.L. 480). IDOD 5000.8) -

yea an sbmitedonAFLC/AFSC Form I for _advance procurement data support. (AFLCR/AFSCR FOREIG.I DISCLOSURE POUCY OFFICE (FOPO)
67-12) The office within an AFSC organization (field i

commands ane laboratories) and Air Force PlantFORECAST ITEMS Representative Offices (AFPRO) that is assigned
Items which the requiring command has p e ei t i is and

programmedoverall responsibility to implement Air Force and
AFS(; foreign-disclosure policies and procedures,

submitted to the command with engineering and arrange for the authnrzed release of military A

psL 67-43) information to foreign governments and foreign e
FOREIGN BOND OR POUCY nationals (also known as "Designated Disclosure

(Depositors Form) means a bond or policy which Authority"). (AFSCR 200-5)
secures the person or persons named therein up to fORIN EQUITY mow m]the amount stated for losses caused by the forging Property represtnting that portion el ICP
or altering of a check, draft, or similar instrument controlled assetz owned by an allied foreign country

issued by or purporting to have been issues by any under the ters of a Cooperatice Logistics Supplyof the insureds. and for iosses resulting from a S ply
chec ordrat hvin ben otaied romthe Support Agreement. Scmetimes referred to ascheck or draft having been obtained from the Allied Foreign Country Equity Prperty. NOTE:

insureds through impersonation. (DAR K~-101.8) Alid orgn outyEitPrpt.NT:fThis property is processed in the same manner as
FOREIGN CURRENCY-CONTREUITE FUNDS declared ser:ice/agency excess, surplus or foreign

A deposit by a foreign government of its own excess, as appropriate, unless otherwise specified. 1
currency with a Uited States Disbursing Officer. (DOD 4160.21-M)
for utilization by the United States for expenses in FOIGN EXCESS
that country, based upon an intergovernm..ental FOEG ECS

t Department of Defense excess property located
agreement. Such currencies must be purchased outside the United States, Puerto Rico. and the
from the United States Disbursing Officer using ii thland a ts P o .a t

-' appropriated funds beore they can be utilized Vs
pursuant to the agreement. United States dollars FOREIGN EXCESS IERSONAL PROPERTY
collected by the U.S. Disbursing Officer from the Material located outside the United States, Puerto
sale of these currencies are deposited into the Rico, and the Virgin Islands, which has been
Treasury as -miscellaneous rectipts." (DOD 5000.8) determined to be DOD excess. Unless otherrise m
FORE!GN CURRIENCY-COUNTERPART FUNDS specified, this term includes foreign -quity

A credit established by a foreign government in property. (DOD 4160.21-M-1)

terms of its own currency for utilization by the FOREiG EUT.ARY SALES CASE
United States by the host country for expenditures A two-part Government-to-Government contract
originating within that country -su.h credit being consisting of an offer and acceptance for the sall
established as a result of an economic-aid grant by of milih-ry material. services, or training. (AFSCR
the United States, pursuant to an intergovernmental 27-6)
agreement. (DOD 50WO.) FOi* WiWtARY SALES (FIRS)

FOREGN CURRENCY-DOLLAR-IENOUINATED ACCOUNT The selling of United States produced military
A credit establishcd by a foreign government, in equipment! and services to friendly foreign

terms of dollars, for withdrawal in terms of that governments under the authority of the Foreign
government's currency at a stated exchange rate. Assiztance Act of 1961. as amended. IAFM 11-1)
lursuant to an intergovernmental agreement. Such Deliveries on a reimbursable or sales bzsL of
agreement may include a guaranty loss to the U.S. military materiel or training assistance & eligiblp I

-i from devaluation of the dollar value of that foreign countries, under provisimns of the Foreign
government's currency. IDOD 5000.8) Assistance Act of 1961. (AFM 67-Ii
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That portiun o: United States military assistance co rporation, or person. Disclosing US military
authorized by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, information to a foreign representative must be
as amended. This ass:qtance is fur both defense considered as disclosing it to the foreign nation the
articles and services (including training). This person represents, and such disclosures require
assistance differs fram Military Assistance Program specific authorization under the provisions of this
Grant Aid in that it is purchased by the recipient regulation.
country. (JCS Pub 1) 3. Authorized Representative. A person or

The selling of military equipment and services to agency designated by a foreign government orfriendly foreign governments and int, national international government organization to act as its

organizations under the authority of the Foreign agent to request and receive mihitary formation
Militart Sales AAt of 1968, as amended. (AFR through approved channels. Authorized
460-3) representatives include:

The selling of US-produced inil tary equipment, (a) Accredited Representative. Ary foreign
training, and services to friendly foreign representative who has received diplomatic
governments under the authority cited in AFM accreditation to the Department of the Air Force.
406-3. (AFSCR 177-1) (b) Extended Visit Authorization (EVA)

Include cash sales from stocks of the DOD; Representative. A foreign representadive who, upon
procurement for cash sales by the DOD; DOD credit request of the government represented, issales, and DOD guaranties covering the privvte authorized by HQ USAF to conduct frequent or-i

financing of credit sales of defense articles and extended visits to Air Force activities for liaison on
defense services. (Sec. 21, 22, 23. and 24, cooperative programs. EVAs are establishedrespectively, AECA). (DOD 5105.38M) instead of individual-visit authorizations to

FOREIGN MILITAY SALES ORDER NO. 1 (FMSO No. ) facit,iate administration of continuing cooperative

Provides for pipeline capitalization of a programs.
cooperative logistics support arrangement, which 4. Foreign Exchange Officer. A military officer
consists of stocks "on hand" and replenishment of of a foreign nation assigned by HQ USAF order to
stocks "on order' in which the participating duties in an AFSC military position. An exchange
country buys equity in the U.S. supply system for officer differs from an authorized representative in
support of a specific weaponc system. Even though that the exchange officer is assigned to an Air
stocks are not moved to a foreign country, delivery Forc. position and performs Aic Force duties to
(equity) does in effect take place when the country acquire professional knowledge )f and experience in
pays for the case. (DOD 5105,38M) Air Force operations. In cwitrast, an authorized

representative does not occupy a USAF position,FOREIGN MILITARY SALES ORDER NO. 2 (FMSO NO. 2) but is assigned to assist the foreign government.
Provides for replenishment of withdrawals of (AFSCR 200-5)

consumption type items (repair parts, primarily)
from the DOD Supply System to include charges for FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE (FOD)
a-cessorial costs and a systems service charge. Damage to, or malfunction of, art aircraft,

(DOD 5105.38M) missile, or drone caused by an object that is alien to

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES TRAINEES an area or system, being ingested by, or lodged in a
FOREIGN nIonalsY rALEci TRAINig omechanism. (AFR 66-33)Foreign nationals receiving training conducted by

the Department of Defense on a reimbursable basis, FOREIGN PURCHASER
at the country's request. (JCS Pub 1) A foreign government, a foreign contractor, or an

international organization autLorized to purchaseFOREIGN tNATIONALS-CATEGORIESAND STATUJS military equipment and supplies from US1. Foreign Nationals. Anyone except citizens of contiactors. (AFSCR 177-1)
the United States and immigrant aliens. Includes
citizens of the United Kingdom and Canada, even FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
when they are given reciprocal-access The AFSC portion of the total DOD Scientific and
authorizations as employees of Air Force Technical Intelligence Program dealing with
cont'actors. complete and detailed inowledge of the state-of-the

2. Foreign Representative. Anyne (regardless art, experience, product6, facilities, resource
of natmonality) acting as an agent, representati-,e, (Ammitm-.ats. and broad scientific ad technical
official, or employee of a foreign governmen., firm, base of both friendik and hostile cauntries.
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' Scientific and technical areas of interest include commissary account. All property is subject to
research, development, engineering and test formal accountability uilcss specifically exempted
activities, facilities procedures, technical aspects of by regulations or specific instructions,
experimental and operational weapons and support Headquarters, Department of the Army. (AR
systems, associated mc.nufacturing and production 320-5)
facilities, techniques and procedures. (AFSCM27-1) iORMAL ACTION CODE (FA)

Is a one-digit alpha code which identifies formal

FOREIGN-FLAG VESSEL goverriment reaction to a delinquency. Codes and
Any vessel of foreign registry and includes their explanatkns are shown in attachment 1.

vessels owned by United States citizens but (AFLCR 70-11)
registered in a nation other than the United States.
(DAR 1-1401, DAC 76-15) FORMA. ADVERTISING

The preferred method for government

eFOREKNOWLEDGE procurement of supplies and services. After public
Being aware of an oigoing activity after it iS op.ning of sealed competitive bids, award is made

started but befoie it has been completed. (AFSCP to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder,
55-4) price and other factors considered, in accordance
FORFEITURE with DAR Section II. (NAVMAT P-4215)

The relinquishing of rights to cash or other FORMAL DEMONSTRATION PHASE
property as a punishment for not complying with A perio d of time during whith demonstrationlegal provisions and as compensation for the Apei.oftm dungwkhd osraon--

tests are performed, data acquired and ana!yzed.
resulting damages or losses. NOTE: The term 7

should not be confused with "confiscation." The (MI1STD41)

'ter term designates the actual taking over of the FORMAL FORMAT
iorfeitd property by the Government. Even after This is quality copy produced by type-setting o-
property has been forfeited, it canaot be said to be automatic copy justification typing machines and
confiscated until the unit claims it. (DOD 5000.8) efficient printing by photo-offset or letterpress

FORGERY BOND OR POLICY (DEPOSITOR S FORM) method. (AFR 66-7)
A bond or policy which secures tie person or FORMALLY ADVERTISED CONTRACT

persons named therei up to the amout stated for A purchase or sales agreement made by a
losses caused by the forging o, altering of a check, Government agency by employing the procedures
draft, or similar instrument issued by or purporting with respect to competitive bids and awards,
to have bcen issued by any of the insureds, and for described in applicable agency regulations, such Ls
losses resulting from a check or draft having been Section II of the Armed Ser 'ices Procure ent
obtained from the insureds through impersonation Regulation in the case of the Aiany, Navy, and A~r
(DAC 76-17) Force. (AR 320-5)

FORM FORMAT, REPORTING
A document predesigned and printed or otherwise A manner of presenting minimum data presribed

reproduced, with spaces provided for the insertion by a reporting requirement where use of a "form"
of information to facilitate work by azhieving is not required or desirable. (DOD 5000.8)
uniformity and simplicity in recording, transmitting,
shmniarizing, and reporting data. (DOD 5000.8) FORM, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DD) (DD FORM)

A form used by two or wore agencies or military
FORM CONTROL SYSTEM departments of the Department of

A system asalse foor precrbe byros ofA established for the purpose of Defense--specifically. 1. a form prescribed by a
pr \iding, through review and approval of all Department of lefense age-,y md.r appropriat:
proposed and all revisions of authorized. forms: I autflority to be used by two or more military
assumance of essentiality of need for the forms; 2. departments or agenci-s of the Department of
un:^ormity and simplicity; 3. idequacy: and 4.

Defense; 2. a form adopted for use by two or More
elimination of unecsary form.;. (DOD 5000. military departments or by one or more military

FORMAL ACCOUNTABILITY departments and one or more agencies of the
The obligation to maintain stock record o" Department of Defense. (DOD 5000.8)
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FORM, FiT AND FUNCTION (2) The application of additional prior year funds
That configuration comprising the physical and to a contract to accomplish newly directed or

functional characteristics of the item as an entity increased effort constitutes forward financing.
but not including any characteristics of the (3) The forward financing period is determined by
elements making up the item. (NAVMATINST computing the months involved in the specific effort
4130.1, DOD 5010.19, AFR 65-3) for which financing is required, less that portion of
FORM, PRINTEbJ the effort that will be completed durihg the fiscalIn the Federal catalog system--a printed or typed year for which the funds were appropriated. Thatsheet form with blank space or spaces for the is, the months of effort in a succeeding fiscal yearfinance for wit blank fiscal or spaces detrmne thehe
insertion of specific information. Excludes electric financed by a prior fiscal year funds determines the

accounting machine card; tabulating machine paper, (4) C ont co forwrfnawein. y

continuous flat-fold; graph paper; dictating machine (4) Contare providedst inrrunsettlement ref or alreadyr

indicating slip; envelope; label; chart; and tag. accomplished within the scope previously

(DOD 5000.8) contracted, are not included under the forward

FORM, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (SD) (SD FORM) financing definition. (AFSCR 172-9)
A form used by one or more offiLes or activities FORWARD OPERAT!NG BASEof the Office of the Secretary of Defense. (DOD An airfield used to support tactical operations5000.8) without establisbing full support facilities. The

FORM, STANDARD (SF) (SF FORM) base may be used for an extended time period.
A form prescribed by one executive agency for Support by a Main Operating Base will be required

the mandatory use of two or more other agencies, to provide backup support for a Forward Operating
under approval of the Bureau of the Budget; or a Base. (AFM 11-1, AFR 400-3)
form prescribed by the General Accounting Office FORWARD SUPPLY ACTIVITY
for such use. (DOD 5000.8) A unit or organization responsible for the

FORM, STANDARDIZED management of materiel located at a forward
Any form which has been assigned in accordance supply point in one geographical area. (AFMI 11-1)

with design standards of a form control system. FORWARD SUPPLY POINT
(DOD 5000.8) An en route or turnaround station at which

FORWARD BASE selected aircraft spares, peculiar to the mission,
An overseas base (not the home station of the design and series of aircraft are prepositioned for

tactical unit concerned) which either has on it a the support of the assigned mission(s). (AFM 11-1)
tactica. unit (or portion thereof) being supported in
accordince with Chapter 15 or is locatee near such
a base and furnishes materiel directly to such a A system designed te provide spares support to

unit. A bqse which is not the home base of the specific aircraft operating at or through forward
combat for-es but will be used for war operation,. supply points. (AFM 11-1)
Each base may be required for several usc, FORWARD SUPPORT SPARE J,
simultaneously, such as staging turn -arounds, An item of supply that is determined to be
operating, and transit use. (AFM 67-1) essential to the mission readiness of the MAC prime

FORWARO FINANCING miss;on equipment in forward areas to which it

Placing RDT&E funds on an in-house or con,.,act appiies and that is furnished through the forwardPlacng DT& funs o anin-ouseor onact supply support system.
effort in excess of anounts necessary to ensure supply support ste

Forward support spares for transport aircraft are
performance through the end of the fiscal year for those items prepositioned by MAC primary supply
which the funds were appropriated. The amourt points at MAC forward supply points and are
considered necessary to ensure contract obtained for the transport aircraft fr,,n the MAC
performance through the end of any fiscal year is,
bv definition, the total of contractor's accrued primarysuplY v'nint. (AFM 67-1)
exl)enditures and unliqu.dated commitments through FORWARD SUPPORT SPARES FOR TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
the end of that fiscal year. Are those items prepositioned by MAtC primary

(1) Schedule slippages resulting in planned fiscal SUpply points at MAC forward supply points and
year are inclu,itid under the forward financhigl are obtained for th transport aircraft from the
definition. MAC primary supply point. (A FM 67-0
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74 FOUR BY FOUR b. Hazardous Fragment. A fragment having an
In regard to motor vehicles, fourwheels of which impact energy of 58 ft/lb or greater.

four are driving wheels, dual wheels being c. Hazardous Fragment Density. A density of
considered as one wheel. It is usually written 4 x hazardous framents exceeding one per 600 sq ft.
4. (AR 320-5) (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1)

FOUR BY TWO FRAMED PALLET
In regard to motor vehicles, four wheels of which A pallet on which a framework has been

two are driving wheels, dual wheels being constructed to load supplies of odd shapes and sizes
considered as one wheel. It is usually written 4 x and which cannot support the weight of other
2. (AR 320-5) palletized supplies. (AFM 67-1)

FRACTIONATION FREE DROP
The process of segregating material into The dropping of equipment or supplies from an

manageable groups of items having similar aircraft without the use of parachutes. (JCS Pub 1) I
coaracteristics such as item demand, supply support FREE GYRO
program, degree of standardization, unit price, Sometimes referred to as space reference gyro in

movement value or other homogeneous element for that the free gyro will maintain its orientation with
selective management. (NAVEXOS P-1500) respect to the stars rather than with respect to the

FRACTIONATION, INVENTORY Earth. Its ipability to maintain this space reference
is a measure of its inherent inaccuracy. (A F11

In supply management, the process whereby a 11-1)
materiel item is classified as to relative rate of
issue and monetary cost. or other significant FREE-FLIGHT ROCKET
factors, in order to acnieve the optimum A rocket without electro-ic controi or guidance.
requirements review, distribution and procurement (AFM 11-1)
efficiency. (DOD 5000.8) FREE-FLIGHT TRAJECTORY I
FRAGILE That part of a ballistic missile' s trajectoei that

Delicate, weak and easily damaged. (APR 69-8) begins with thrust cutoff and enr;s at re-entry.: - (AFM 11-0

j~t FRAGILE ITEM FREF-IN AND FREE-OUT RATE
An item of systems/equii,.'ent/muiitions (S-E-M) FRE AND FeE aTre ton tO transport

which is susceptible tM damage and/or loss of Tht cost per measurement

serviceability during transport and handling, and materiei by ship with no cost included for loading
"and unloading at port of embarkation and

which requires special shipping procedures or d i barkation ndIidebarkation by the carrier. (APR 400-20)equipment, environmental control or special
packagirg for protection during transport. (AR FREEZE
70-44/OPNAVINST 4600.22B/AFR 80-18/MCO Temperature control below 32 degrees F. (DSAR
4610.14C/DLAR 4500.25) 4145.21)

FRAGILITY FREEZE SPACE
The inherent physica! properties of an item that Refrigerated warehouse area in which the

limit its ability to withstand shock or vibration temperature c..n be con'trolled below a level of 32
without damage. (AFi 71-4) degrees F.. whether or not the refrigeration

equipment is in operation. (AR 780-62. AFR 69-9)

The breaking up of the ballistic case of a FREEZER ITEMS
cemical compound or mechanical mixture when Li Items co pd "W" in the Federal Supply Catalog

, ' " -" ' r ,"s " . (_-6,50,,-IL , entification List an(! are listd?( iII_
explosion takes place. Fragments, may be complete an...r. .li.ted in
items. subassemblies, or piec. thereof, sDSA1 41. B 7-10..pex . nc e 2.
pieces fr-mi the building, aircraft. revetment. (DSAR 114-5.2
equipment. or other segmeihts of the environment. FREIGHT

a. Fragment Distance. The iiiniting range of a In th. United States a class name for all
con siderable ni her of fragnents expected from merciandi.e. produts. or coni idit is _ ,iliI.l by

the type and q mntitv of explosions iniohved. U:'ed rail. water. !iighw'a . o'. ail. othe. thin baggage.
i esta)lislhing certain quant:t\-distance tahie., express and mail. (AFR )-8)
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Cargo transported, including mail and FREIGHT RATE DESIGNATOR
unaccompanied baggage. (JCS Pub 1) A one-position alphabetic code which is entered in

FREICHT CONSOLIDATING ACTIVITY block M, DD Form 1348-1, "DOD Single Line Item ]
A transportation activity which receives le-s than Release/Receipt Document," to facilitateA carload/truckload shipments of Department of segregation in packing in order to obtain the most

Defense sponsored materiel for the purpose of economical freight rates and to permit billing of
assemhiing them into carload/truckload lots for each item at its proper ,ate. (AFM 67-1)
onward movement to ultimate consignee or to a FREQUENCY ALLOCATION
freight distributing activity or other break bulk The allocation of frequency spectrum to
point. (AR 320-5) accommodate new or proposed electromagnetic

FREIGHT CONTAINER radiating equipment. For U.S. military systems, the
An Prticle of transport equipment specially U.S. Joint Frequency Panel, Military

designed to facilitate the carriage of material by Communications Electronics Board (JFP MCEB),
one or more means of transport without approves the development and proposed operation of
intermediate loading; of a permanent char':cter electromagnetic radiating equipment. Their
strong enough to be suitable for repeated use, and deliberations are based on joint U.S. military
inherently suitable for storage of material; fitted frequency planning and consideration of
with devices permitting ready handling particularly internati nal and national agreements. (AFSCM
its transfer from one mode of transport to another; 375-5)11 so designed to be easy to fill and empty; having an FREQUENCY TABLE
internal volume of one cubic meter (35.3 cubic feet) An arrangement of statistical daa 'Thereby the
or more. (JCS Pub 1) items are classified into groups, according to size or
FREIGHT DISTRIBUTING ACTIVITY magnitude, and the number of items falling into

A transportation activity which receives and each group is stated. (DOD 5000.8)
unloads consolidated carloads/truckloads of less
than carload/truckload shipments of Department of FRIENDLY FOREIGN GOVERNMENT
Defense sponsored materiel and forwards the Fe purposes of security trade controls,
individual shipments to the ultimate consignee. (AR governments of countries other than those
320-5) designated as denied areas. (DOD 4160.2i-M)

A transportation activity which receives and FRONT END SCREENING (FES)
unloads consolidated carloads/truckloads of less A notification to a recorded manager(s) of an
than carload/truckload shipments of materiel and NSN. of an excess item located in a DPDO at the
forwards the individual shipments to the ultimate time it is r~corded in IDMS. (DOD 4140.34M. DOD
consignee. (J/S Pub 1) 4160.21-M)
FREIGHT FORWARDER FRUSTRATED CARGO

An individual, firm, partnership, corporation, Any shipment of supplies and/or equipment whichcompany or association other than a railroad, motor while en route to destination is stopped pricr to
or water carrier, which represents itself as a receipt and for which further disposition M
common carrier; and a. undertakes to assemble and instuctions :1 ust be obtained. (AR 320-5. JCS Pub
consolidate shipments or provide assembling and 1)

consolidating and performing or providing for the Any shipmert of supplies and equipment which
pertormance of break-bulk and distributing; b. while en route cannot be continued onward for any t
assumes responsibility for the transportatin of eireason, and for which further dispo)sition. ,
such property from point of receipt to point of ::,structions must be furnished by the supplier. (AR
destination; and c. utilizes the services of carriers 725-50, DSAM 4140.2/A 735-110/NAVSUP Pub-
subject to the Interstate Commerce Act, as 5003) MCO P4400.101)
amended, and the Shipping Act of 1916, as
amended. (AR 320-5. DSAR 4500.3) FUEL

Any represeitative dctsignated by the purchaser A material which may be oxidized to liberate I
to accomplish/contro shipments of FMS materiel large amounts of energy. (AFM 121-201)
from the CONUS to the purchaser destinatinm. This That component of the uropellant system that
is usually a licensed internatiini freight forwarder reacts with the oxidizer to produce the hot exhaust
or customs broker. (AFR 44O-3,) products. The fuel can react with either air in the
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case of aircraft engines or with oxidizer components FULL MOUNT
in the case of rocket egies. AFM 11-1) The movement of a vehicle loaded completely on

and secured to a vehicle moving in drivewayFUELS CONTROL CENTER (FCC) service. (DSAR 450i,.3)"

A centralized control -joint responsible for the s
operation of bulk storage. distribution, cryogenics FULL NATIONAL MOBILIZATION
production, and propellants functions. (AFR 144-1) Condition resulting if the President of the United

FUELS DIVISION STOCK FUND MANAGER Statrs declares a national emergency and authorizes
total mobilization of national resources. (AFR

The term "Fuels Division Stock Fund Manager' 78-13)
hereinafter referred to in Chapter 1, Part three, is
synonymous with the "Director of Aerospace FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE
Fuels," San Antonio ALC. (AFM 67.-1) The Full Scale Development Phase is the phase

during which the weapon system, including al' of
FUELS OIVISlON/AF STOCK FUND the items necessary for its logistic and operational

The title applies to that portion of the AF Stock support (training equipment, support equipment,
Fund which is utilized to finance aviation fuels, handbooks for operation and maintenance, etc.) is
missile fuels, herbicides, lubricating oils, and designed, fabricated and tested. The intended
related services. (AFM 67-1) output is a hardware model, a defined logistic

FUELS MANAGEMENT OFFICER (FMO) support system, and the dor-umentation needed to

The individual charged with the accountability of protice for inventory use. (AFP 800-7)

the base fuel stock record account and responsible FULL VISIBLE CAPACITY
for insuring that the functions of the BFMO are This term refers to the extent to which a vehicle
properly discharged. (AFM 67-1) The individual is loaded with freight. A vehicle loaded to "full
responsible for computing requirements, ensuring visible capacity" is one so filled by a shipment that
adequate levels, inventory, receipt, storage, issue, no more like freight, in the shipping form tendered,
quality assurance and security of aviation fuels and can be loaded in of or the vehicle. (DSAR 4500.3)
oils, and maintaining quantitative records for such FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE
transactions. (AFR 144-1) The period beginning with approval to initiate

FULL FUNDING fullscale engineering or operational systems
The policy of funding the total cost of an end development of new (or major modifications of

item of materiel to b( procured, or a constriction existing) systems or equipment, and ending when
project, at the time it is authorized to be initiated, the development (and testing) activity is no longer
Also, the policy of Congress in appropriating funds sign:ficant. (AMCR 11-26)
on such a basis. (AFSCM 27-1) FUME SCRUBBER

FULL GOVERNMENT COST Equipment in which toxic or corrosive propellant
All significant and identifiable direct, indirect, fumes are neutralized so that the atmosphere will

and overhead costs incurred or allocated for the not be ,.mntaminated. (AFM 127-201)
provision of goods or services to a non-Federal FUNCTION
Covenment recipient. (AFSCR 177-4) For purposes of budget and expense account

FULL MISSION CAPABLE (FMC) classifications in Department of Defense, a clearly
A status code meaning that the system or defined type of opeiation assigned to an "operating

equipment has all systems working which are unit". Includes "primary functions" and
needed to perform all of its primary missions. "component functions". (DOD 5000.8)

(AFR 66-14) An act, action, peration, or process taken or
(F 6accomplished at the "naanagement level" of, or
FULL MOBILIZAT!ON within, a logistics system as represented by the

Expansion of the active Armed Forces resulting rectangular figure w :t logistics system MLC.
from action by Congress and the President to (AFLCR 400-5)
mobilize all Reserve Component units in the A discrete action required to achtieve a given
existing approved force structure, all individual objective, to be accompiished by hardware.
reservists, and the material resources needed for computer program. personnel. facilities, procedural
their support. (See also Mobiliation) tJCS P ,b 1) data, or a combination thereof. It is an operation
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the system must perform in order to fulfill its FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
intended mission. (AFSCM 375-5) Quantitative performance, operating and logistic

A major AFIC area of responsibility for a parameters and their rebpective tolerances.
specific logistics support requirement. Examples Functional characteristics include all performance
are Acquisition Logistics, Maintenaiice, Distribution, parameters, such as range, speed, lethality,
Quality Assurance, and Procurement aad reliability, maintainability, safety. (DOD 50i0.19)
Production. (AFLCR 400-9) FUNCTIONAL CHECK
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS The term functional check, wher. applied to in

An approach to the solution of a problem, in shop work means "operational!y checking" an item
which the problem is broken down into its that is presumed serviceable. The
component functions, such as intelligence, operational/functional check is normally performed

firepower. or mobility. Each relevant function is to insure that items received from supply have not
then further analyzed and broken down into smaller been damaged since leaving the overhaul facilty.
functional components until a level of molecularity (SACM 66-12)
suitable for solution of the problem is attained. A functional test accomplished prior to use on
(AFP 800-7) serviceable items withdrawn from supply stocks and

checks performed in the maintenance shops on
rUNCTIONAL AREA non-failure items that are removed for a periodic

A characteristic or grouping of characteristics bench test and/or calibiation. (T.O. 100020-1)
common to an act, operation, or element to the F
contractor' s property control system. (AFSCM FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT (ADVANCED BASE)A grouping of personnel and/or material designed78-1) to perform one of the specific tasks of an advanced

FUNCTIONAL AREA OVERVIEW base. A functional component contains the
A continuing examination of a seleoted fanctional technical personnel and the technical equipment

area to determine future functionai capabilities, necessary for the performance of their tasks,
Appropriate trade-off studies and functional including, as pertinent, workshop housing, vehicles,
analyses are the key techniques used. Cost and boats, shop and office equipment and a 30-90 day
functional effectiveness options are time phased 10 initial ,upply of consumables. The functional
to 15 years in the future using present and components are given titles to indicate their
programmed functional capability as a baseline, functions and unclassified codes each consisting of
Promising technical options which emerge during an alphabetic/numeric combination. (BUWEPSINST
the examination are the desired products of the 4040.1)
overview. (AFSCR 80-36, FUNCTIONAL CONDITION CODE
FUNCTIONAL BASE LINE (CONHGURATION MANAGEMENT) Specific codes assigned firm tests, inspections,

The initial approved functional configuration and reported field maintenance results. (AR
identification. (DOD 5010.19) 310-25)

FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT
A classification of expense, subordinate to The formal examination of functional

orogram element, denoting the type of activity or characteristic's test data for a configuration item,
organization incurring the expense. 'The DOD prior to acceptance, to verify that the item has
Punctional Categories are: Mission Operations, achieved t0e performance specified in its functional
Supply Opeiations, Maintenance of Materiel, or allocated configuration identificatioa. (DOD
Property Disposal, Medical Operations, Overseas 5010.19, AFR 65-3)
D.lendent Education, Pers'mnel Supl;ort, Base FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION (FCI)
Serrics, Operation of Utilities, Maintenancp of The current approved or conditionally approved
Real Property, Minor Constitution, Other technical documentation for a configuration item a-
Engineering Support and Administration. (AFM set forth in specifications, drawings and associated
i-1, AFSCM 177-265) lists, an(d docutments referenced therein, iuhich
A elassificatioa des.gied to collect expense prescribes (1) all necessary functional

information it, ter is of specifiea groups oi related characteristics. (2) the tests required to
functions. (I)OD 7000.5) demonstrate achievement of specified functional AM
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characteristics, (3) th. necessary interface The appropriate deputate or field activity is
characteristics with assoeiated CIs, (4) Cl's key responsible for preparation of functional
functional characteristics and its key lower level plans/programs. (AFLCR 400-9)
Cis, if any, and (5) design constraints, such as FUNCTIONAL STAFF SPECIALISTS
envelope dimensions, component standardizatioa, Those specialist members of the regular AFSC
use of inventory items, and integrated logistic staff organization who assist and exercise
support policies. (AFR 65-3) surveillance over lower levels of management. (for

FUNCTIONAL DIRECTION example, System Planners, Programmers, Budget
The establishment of basic policy and procedures Analysts, Price Analysts, Contract Negotiators,

to be used in performing a particular functional Cost Estimators, CIS Advisors, etc.) (AFSCL 173-2)
assignment. (AFLCR 375-2) FUNCTIONAL TEST
FUi4CTIONAL ITEMS The term applies to the testing of installed

Items which require the use of test equipment to Aircraft and Engine Accessories and Equipage to
determine their condition. Normally performed at determine proper functioning, particularly with
ALC technology repair center (TRC). (AFLCR respect to the applicable System.
65-31) A test performed to demonstrate that the item
FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT operates as specified (required). (AR 310-25)

The process of planning, organizing, coordinating, FUNCTIONS
controlling, and directing Air Force efforts within a Engineering functions established by DOD as
structure which groups responsibilities according to normal support for contract administration
the type of work to be performed. (AFR 375-1, activities. (AFSCR 80-12)
AFM 11-1) FUNCTION, COMPONENT
FUNCTIONAL MANAGER A clearly defined type of operation assigned to an

The operating official on the commander's staff operating unit" in order to carry out a "primary
exercising managerial control of an activity or function." For example, materiel receiving and
operation. In the context of the Air Force issue functions of depot supply operations. (DOD
organizational structure, the functional manager is 5000.8)
considered to be the staff officer or operating F
official at the three-letter level of the organization. FUNCTION, OVERHEAD

Any questions regarding the applications of this or purposes of expense account Jassificatiyer in
definition may, if necessary, be submitted to of
defini frtion . (AFy, ifnecessar e sumet operations assigned to an operating unit for the
1/AFR 127-12) purpose of providing administration as a whole orproviding a service which supports other functions.
FUNCTIONAL PARITY A "component function". (DOD 5000.8)

A basis for determining the rank/grade structure, FUNCTION, PRIMARY
size, and quality of personnel required for a A clearly defi
System/Project Management Office so that the ned type of opera.ion assigned to an
System/Project Manager and his full time staff will operating unt from the standpoint ef its principal

possess sufficient technical and business managerial assigned objectives . distinguished from, its
competence and stature to deal effectively with "competone o ." For example. depri supply .
staff, field, and functional personnel who must operations: depot maintenance of materiei. (DOD
support the system/project; and enable the Manager 5000.8)
independently to make substantive decisions FUND
regarding the direction and control of A sum of money and. in most instances, other
systeni/project efforts by in-house and contractor resources segregated for the purpose of carrying on
organizations. (DOD 5010.14) specific activities or attaining certain objectives.
FUNCTIONAL PLAN/PROGRAM and constituting a separate financial and accounting

A document prepared to formalize a functional entity. (DOD 5
objective; that is, one that primarily affects a single FUND AVAILABILITY
HQ DCS or field activity. Functional objectives are The unobligatedl balance of an expendable fund or
directed by a HQ DCS or field activity commander fund- stibdivision. ;;t, or without allowance for
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commitments outstanding or other reservations for requisitions, the fund code identifies thi ArmyI amounts not currently available (DOD 5000.8) billing activity and appropriation/fund whih is to
The total amount of obligating authority under an be reimbursed from International Logistics

expendable fund or fund subdivision, before customer funds. When International LogisticsI deducting obligations incurred (including requisitions are pabsed between commands and
reimbursements anticipated to be earned). (DOD requite interim financing, normal fund code usage
5000.8) applies. (AR 310-25)

-, The amount of obligating authority provided by FUND REQUIREMENTS
appropriations, contract authorizations, actulof funding needed by a departent,
and/or ontemplated transfers to or from other t a n in n a tit,
appropriations and anticipated reimbursements. operating agency, installation, or activity, to

S(AFSCM 27-1 finance performance of its program for a fiscal
period. (DOD 5000.8)

FUND CLASSIFICATION REFERENCE NUMBER (FCRN)
A four-digit numeric code established by ACFCM FUND SU3DIVISION (ADMINISTRATIVE)

a rd maintained in G004L for each fund A segment of an appropriated or other fund,I created by funding action as an administrative

classification. All work authorization documents ceate by coning ations an axpmnitre
'WADS) are edited for a valid FCRN which must be within an agency (.e.g, allocation, suballocation,
established :n the Validation Table (G004LE1A). a
(AFLCR 66-62) allotment, suballotment). (DOD 5000.8)

FUND CODE FUND TYPE

A two digit code which may be used to cite A code vu hich indicates the appropriation and
accounting data on Navy acquisitions. (NAVSUP purpose for wiich specific funds have been issued.

Pub 437) (AFSCM 177.265)

A 2-digit code used to indicate that funds are FUNDED AREA
available and, for Army customers, to identify the A division of AMA activities that initiate
appropriation or fund, fiscal year, or materiel MILSTRIP Requisitions, and for which a
category; office to be billed when signal code C )i reservatior: of funds has been made. The ..rnded
L is used for requisitions from United States Army, areas are prescribed :n paragraph 8.22.1a. (AFLCM
Pacific, and United States Army, Europe; and, for 177-1)
the Military Assistance Program, the billing activity FUNDED COSTSand e used ritodin.~ R aprpiain rcevda0terslto nobia5n),
and the appropriation. (AR 320-5) .Funded costs are the value of goods r.r service

A code used to designat e the appropriation
symbol which represents the source of financing. received as the result of an obligatn c'f thE
(AFSCM 177-265) installation 's funds identified with the gror )f(ASCM177-65)accounts to which such resources it "re appr' d as

A 2-digit coue provided for the specifii use of the
requisition!er or Military Standa:'d Requisitioning costs. (AR37-55,Ak750-4)
adrThose depot maintenance expenses paid for b." the

Sand Issue Procedurs (MILSTRIP) reimbursable(57-4922). (AFCR 177-3)
requisitio's to indicate to the distribution system
that funds are available to pay the related charges FUNDED DELIVERY PERIOD
and to identify the applicable funds. When used in That period of time beginning with the first
conjunction with certain other code , the first month of delivery from a fiscal year's Army funds
position of the fund code also will designate the tbrough the month preceding delivery from the iext
office to be billed. For certain centrally funded fiscal year's Army funds. (A R 310-25)
transacti(ns, the distribution system may utilize the FUNDED REQUIREMENT
fund code internally tc designate the billing activiy An approved requirement which is authorized for
and the appropriation/fund which is to be

reimbursed. Within Army the fund code is accomplishment within the financial esources
available to the reporting DOD component. (DOI)structured to identify the appropriation/fund an.'

related fiscal/program year; or if stock funded, the -

applicable stock f, nd division or materiel categ.ary. FJNDIG
It also may be used to designate the office to he Ai administrative action. nornalily within the
billed when used in conjunction with signal code C chain of conaim or management, of granting and
or L. For Internationai Logi tics program li-riting authority to incur obligations and make
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expenditures, within appropriations made by that basis will not cover all the obligations to be
Congress and apportionment limitations established incurred to complete production or work for the
by the Bureau of the Pudget (e.g., allocation, end-items programmed. (DOD 5000.8)
allotment). Such action should be based upon The practice of funding for only part of the costs
review and approval of an operating budget of the of performing related operating functions under a
agency or activity being funded by the agency or given appropriation or appropriation I
activity which grants the authoity. (DOD 7040.2, subdivision-the remainder being funded under one
DOD 5000.8) or more other appropriations or appropriation

An administrative action, normally within the subdivisions. (DOP 5000.9)
chain of command, or management, of granting and
limiting authority, to incur obligations and making FUNDS RESPONSIBILITa
funds. (AFM 11-1) That function which includes the prevaration and

defense of budget estimates and control of
FUNDING DOCUMENT AMOUNT authorized funds. (AR 320-5)

The dollar amount of the funding docnment C
applicable to the job order number bieing FUNDS, CITATIO-F-
referenced. If a funding docurnent covers mort In the Department of Defense, an authorization

than one job order number the ,;niont should be by one activity to another, as a part of an order for
allocated according to the esti'.ated cost per job. furnishing property or services, to incur obligations
(AFSCM 177-265) directly against the funds of the ordering activity

cited in the order. Under certain circumstances, the
FUNDING DOCUMENT NUMBER order may include the provision that the furnishing

The control number assigned the document that service (if another military department) will make
transferred the money (being reported) to the payments and charge the expenditures to the
reporting activity. (AFSCM 177-265) ordering service. In such cases, a citation of funds

FUNDING DOCUMENTS is similar to a "suballotment." NOTE: The use of
The budget authorizations and cash al;otments, citations of funds has been greatly restricted by

prepared by AFLC/ACB to be used for direction of Department of Defense directives. (DOD 5000.8)
funds to the 2750 AB Wg (ACB/ACFSI) and AFLC FUND, APPROPRIATED
activities, as appropriate. (AFLCR 400-23) An expendable fund created by Act of Congress

FUNDING, FULL as a means of control and accounting for financial
The policy generally applied in the Denartment of transactions under an "appropriation". Includes

Defense, of funding the total cost of an end-item of undisbursed balance on books of the Treasury and
materiel to be procured, or a construction project, other related liquid assets (fund resou,'ces), subject
at the time it is authorized to le 2iitiate.. (DOD to unpaid obligations. (DOD 5000.8)
5000.8) FUND, CAPITAL

.'1e policy goal of the Department .f Dcfense of A fund established for the purpose of carrying on
funding tht total costs of related operating a business-type activicy, or for investment in
functions rcluding support and services) under the securities or other income-producing property. ,
same appropriation or appropriation subdivioion. based upon the primary objective of maintaining the
(DOD 5000.8) capital of the fund from income. (Outside

FUND!NG, LEVEL-OF-EFFOKT government, there ;s usually the objective of
The policy of budgcting and funding for a producing a profit for addition to cz:;ital and/or

program year- by-year based on maintaining a distribution to holders of zhe fund equiiv.) Usually
given staff-level or level of expenditures. inc~udes fixed assets as well as working calp;ii.
Distinguished from budgeting and funding for cost Distinguished fromn an -c-ipendab'e fund'. In

to ,ompletion. This type of budgetinig and funding government, a "revolving fund" is an example of a
is used in research-and-development programs in capital fu:d. (DOD 5000.8)
the Dellartm-nt of Defense. (DOD 5000.S) FUND, CONSOLIDATED WORKING -A

FUNDING, PARTIAL A "working fund accout" established on the
The practice of funmiig for procurement or books of the Treasury to receive (atid subsequently

construction only upon the basis of oblig.tions disburse) advance payments from oth,,r agencies or
estimated to be incurred %%ithin a fiszal year whe., mureaus under two conditions: (i) Advance
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payments are only for materiel and services to be FUND, IMPREST
furnished by the performing agency within the A cash fund maintained at a fixed amount usually
same fiscal year. Otherwise a "transfer to cover minor expenditures, the payments from
appropriation account" is required to be used. (2) which are reimbursed from time to time. (DOD
Advance payments are received from two or more 5000.8)
activities to finance a joint activity. NOTE: In the FUND, INDUSTRIAL
Department of Defense, "management funds" are A revolving fund established in the Departmentused for the second purpose, and for the first of Defense for the purpose of providing r'orking

purpose, the use of consolidated working funds is capital for the operation of industrial-type or
generally prohibited. (DOD 5000.8) commercial-type activities. (DOD 5000.8)

FUND, DEPOSIT FUND, MANAGEMENT
An account established to receive (a) moneys In Department of Defense, a specific fund in each

which are held in suspanse perding determination of military department, specifically authorized by
disposition, including unearned moneys and smiflar Section 406 of the National Security Act, as
items representing deposits with the Government amended, for such a purpose. (DOD 5000.8)
which are either to be returned to the depositor or A fund authcrized by law to facilitate accounting
applied to -.ome other account when final action is for and administration of intragovernmental
talken. and !b) moneys held by "'e Government as activities which are financed by two or more
fiscal agent or banker. (DOD 5000.8) appropriations. Includes a consolidated working

FUND, EXPENDABLE fund but not a revolving fund. (DOD 5000.8)

A separate fund established as a means of control FUND, NAVAL WORKING
and accounting for obligations and expenditures for A permanent account etablished by law on the
a specified purpose. In the Federal Government, books of the Treasury for the use of the Navy
excludes all property, both fixed property nnd Department in a manner similar to a "consolidated
inventories of materiel. Distinguished from a working fund". (DOD -6006.8)
revolving fund, capital fune. or investment fund.
Some trust funds are expendable funds. In the FUND, NON-APPROPRIATED

Federai Government, each appropriated fund is an A fund set up by an agency for administrative
expendable fund. In a state or municipal use, separate and apar: from the funds which are

government or non-profit institution may include recorded on the books of the Treasury and the
inv'entories of ,naterial and supplies of minor General Accounting Office. usually for the purpose

nount. (DOD 5000.8) of contribution, t,. the welfare, comfort. or pleasure
of military or civilian employees. (DOD 5000.8)

FUND,GENERAL0
The Treasury fund into which are deposited all FUND, RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY

receipts of the U.S. Governme nt from which The fund into which retirentent and disability

appropriatior.s are made by Congress to carry o contributions are deposited arA from which amounts

the general and crdlinary operations of the are withdrawn for the payment of retirement
Government. Includes "general appropriated annuities. (DOD 5000. )
funds," "special funds," and "revolving funds". FUND, REVOLVING
Excludes "trust and deposit funds". (DOD 5000.8) A fund estab'14hed to finance a cycle oiSFUND, HORIZONTAL STOCK operations to whici reimb'.rsenents :ld collections

A separate stock fund division of a dep;rtmentzc are returned for reuse in a an .u ch as w il
stock fund for the separ'.te owner..hip of stocks maintaa the prinicipi of !.!e fund: e.f.. 'working

inder the management of (I) technical services. caiuI funds." "hdustiial funds." ai:d "loan

bureaus , or logistics command, with direct control funds." (DODI 5000.81

ove," s ocks in their own "wholesale" depots, and FUND, SINKING
(2) military op -'ahir.g coim;uaid. with direci contiol A funi estalished iy periodic coiribution.. for
over stot,- in 'heir own installations and dlpots sonic specific purpose: e.g.. retirementi of bonds.
overseas Ic:, "r'tal" ,docks. l)istinguished paiment of miorigage. or i'placnitent of an asset.
from " , iral Itock-fund di.'Lion . (i)O1) 1tii0I.8) (1I)01) .110.s)
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FUN, SPE CIAL FUTURE ISSUE RE U EM N Sj
An expendable fand. within the "general fund", Expected issues during the remainder of the

ito which are deposited receipts of the United current year (FIR-O), the apportionment yar

States Government from specific sources, (FIR-i) and the budget year (IIR-2V
designated by law, which is restricted as to use or (BUSANDAINST 4440.38)
expenditure to the purpose designated by law. (DOD FYDF OPERATIONS SUBSYSTEM

5000.8) A basic m~anagement system for use throughout

FUND, STOCK the DOD to report consumption of operations

A type of "working-capital fund" established to resources on an expense basis, and including change

finance inventories of consumable materiel. (DOD in selected resources. (DOD 7000.5)

5000.8) -G-

FUND. TRUST GAGING (GAUGING)
A fund established to account for receipts which Gaging is the act of measuring the height of

are held in trust for use in carrying out specific product in a tank, the depth of water, if any, and

purposes and programs in accordance with an the fuel temperature. Product sampling is

agreement or statute. May be either an occasionally performed in connection with gaging

"expendable fund" or a nonexpendable ("capital") operations. (DOD 4140.25-Mj

'1fund (that is, similar 1.) a revolving fund). (DOD GAiN '
5000.8) An engine added to the inventory. (AFM 400-1)41

FUND. VERTICAL STOCK The assumption of ownership ani responsibility

A stock fund or stock-fund division which for an aerospace vehicle, by a unit. 1AFR 65-110)

includes ownership of all stocks at installation level GAIN or LOSS
and in overseas depots, (as well as U.S. depot Gain or loss oi" the responsibility for a
stocks) under the central inventory management of Department of the Army item frem one Army
a technical s2rvice, bureau, or logistics command, technical service to another. (AFLC.i 72-2)

whereby the inventories are held on a consigned GAINING CLASSbai h nsalto omad ne h The commodlity class in which iterr:s) is/are being
military operating commands. Distinguished from transfered. (AFM 67-1)
horizontal stoc-!fund divisions. (DOD 5000.8)

GAINING INVENTORY MANAGER IGIM)
FUND, WORKIRG The Inventory Manager responsible for i:ssuming
An account estat-iihed to receive (and wholesale makriel management functions. ,DODI

subsequently disburse) advaLce payments from 4160.21-M-1)
O.her agencies or bureaus and.r Sec. 601 of the G
Economy Act 13l U.S.C. 6861 or similar legislation. GAINING STORAGE UNIT ts" The storage unit to which item~s) is/are being
The term does not i;,chude revolving funds. (DOD n-Sr-nsferred. (AF31 67-3/AFIC Sup 1, AFM 67-11
500.)

GALAXIE
FUND, WORKING-CAPITAL A large cargo transport aircraft powered hy four

A revolving fund, established to finance turbofan engines. capable of very large payload and
invent3ries of supplies and other stores. or to cargo volume, intercontinental rane. forward area

provide working capital for intstrial-type airfield operations and air dropping of troops and
activities. (DOD 5000.8) equipment. Designated as C-5A. (JCS Pub I)
FUNGUS GALVANIC CORROSICN
A malignant germlike parasite which flourishes Corrosion due to an electric current a-ting on :wc.

on organic material in a humid atmosphere at dissimilar meals in the presence of aii electrolyte.
moderate and high temperatures. (AFR 6-8) (AF.I1 127-2P1)

FU7URE BUDGET YEAR GALVANIZED
The fiscal year following the Budget Year. (DOD I'suaiIy steel with a zinc coating. applied by

7720.6) lh at ng or hod~ili ing. (AFR 69-8)
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GANTRY nonspecialized storage areas, e.g., boxes, barrels.
Crane-type structure, with platforms on different bales, crates, packages, bundles, and pallets. (JCS

levels, used to erect, assemble, and service large Pub 1, AR 320-5)
missiles; may be placed directly over the launching GENERAL COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING SUPERVISOR
site and roiled away just before firing. Short for 'GECOS)
..gantry crane" or "gantry scaffold." (ASFM (E'S" yg y d The automatic system in CREATE which controls

all timesharing and batch jobs. The userI GANTT CHART communicates with this system in the batch mode
A method used for production control in a through GECOS control cards which are identified

manufacturing plant, this is a graph chart by a dollar sign in column 1. (AFLCP 57-13) I
consisting of bars which represent a series of GENERAL DEPOT

simple operations with respect to time. (AFSCM A supply establishment for the receipt, storage.
84-2) ad issue of two or more commodities or types of

GARBLE supplies. (AR 320-5)
To mix up or alter the transmission, reception, GENERAL INFORMATION Tis (Does Not Include Training)

encryption, or decryption of a message, or part of A manual covering the tiieory, operation,

it, so as to render the message or part of it maintenance and repair of common items of
unintelligible. (A Al 67-1) materiel; such as circuits, structures, test

An error in transmission, reception, encryption, or equipments, antifriction bearings and general
decryption which changes the text of a message or information on techniquer. such as aircraft fueling
any portion thereof in such a manner that it is and defueling, etc., vice covering a specific
incorrec: or undecryptable. (JCS Pub 1) equipment's) by nodel numbcr(s). (AFR 66-19, AR 1

GAS GENERATOR 310-70, NAVMATINST 5f30.11A, MCO 5215.16,
In a liquid rocket engine, the unit in which hot, DSAR 4151.9)

high pressure gases are produced to drive the GENERAL IELLIGENCE
turbine of a turbopump assembly. (AFM 127-201) Basic military intelligence in the fields of area

GEARBOX and terrain inteiligence, medical, meteorological,
The part of the power pack associated with turbo ind geological intelligence; transportation in all

prop engines. Reductior. gearboxes may also be modes; materiel production and support industries;
referred to as modules. (AFM 400-1) telecommunications; military economics; military
r d m s0facilities and targeting; phvsica. vulnerability;
GEL Government control; escape and evasion; and

A jelly like substance formed by the coagulation military capabilities, including orders ef bati.e.
of a liquid containing colloids. Cols may be rigid, organization and training, tactics, and all other
elastic, or thixotropic. A rigid gel, once formed, factors bearing on military strength and
will not become a liquid again under the action of effectiveness. (AFSCR 80-'1;
temperature or pressure. An elastic (xerogel) gel
will liquefy when heated. A thixotropic gel will GENERAL MISSION
liquefy under pressurp or agitation, but not The labor hours spent by military and civilian
p.imarily because of temperature. (AFM 127-.201) personnel on activities not d;-?ctly related to any

specific mission job. Included are the following
GENERAL AGENCY AGREEMENT classifications of labor hours (for laboratories only). I

Pertains t9 ',overnment owned ships operated (AFSCM 177-265)
under cost- lus-,xed-fee contracts by commercial As used in the labor distribution report, part
ocean shipping companies acting as general agents 2a(lj, is the time expended by military and civi;"-
,.)r the Maritime Administration, U.S. Department S&E, technicians. and other personnel oil activities
of Commerce, with whom the Military Sea not directly related to specific job orders. It is an
Transportation Service has entered into agreements accrual of all indirect ,a.or charged to overhead
for the exclusive use of such ships. (DOD accounts regardless of cost center. (AFSCR 80-26)
4500.32-11) GENERAL MISSION COST
GENERAL CARGO Expenditures incurred in an indi'ect cost cenier

Cargo which is susceptible for loading in general. (for example. staff) %-'hich are not directly related
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to one RDT&E job order. These costs are GENERAL PURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT
distributed to the RDT&E job orders in the Mechanical, hydraulic, eleetrizal, ele.tronics, or
laboratory through the application of a other test equipment which, w;thout modification or
predete.minated overhe.:d rate which is atplid to alteration, has more than one use and is not limited
all of the direct labor hours worked in the to a special or peculiar research, development,
laboratory. General Mission costs are identified by production maintenance, or test application.
element of ,xpense code J9q in the cost reports. General purpose test equipment may be used as a
(AFSCP 177-3) component of special test equipment. General

GENERAL OPERATING AGENCY purpose test equipment is noimally comamercially

An organizational finit "onsisting of major available apd listed in a manufacturer's catalog.
commands, headquarters, or agencies funded by (AFLCR 78-3) _I
allocation from the Comptroller of the Army or by GENERAL PURPOSE WAREIOUSE SPACE
suballocation from a special operating agency with Warehcuse area other than a controlled humidity,
authority to distribute funds by means of allotment flammable, or refrigerated warehouse area. Such
as distinguished from suballocation. (AR 310-25) warehouse area may be further classified either as
GENERAL PROCUREMENT BOARD heated or unheated warehouse space. (AR 320-5)

Agency set up to supervise, coordinate and GENERAL RANDOM AUDIT SAMPLE sECTION (GRASS)
control a!i procurement by United States forces in a TECHNIQU! I
theater of operations. (AR 320-5) The GRASS technique utilizes a utility program
GENERAL PROGRAM COSTS to randomly select tror the Locator and Survey I

Those Military Assistanco Program costs which Tape Files records which will bf used for Sample
are not specifieally ;derntified to recipient country or Inventcry. (Locator and Survey Files will be the "
regional programs such as administrative expenses same ones used in the Location Audit Jeconciliatin. '
and supply operations; formeriy termed process.) This technique is a!so utili:ed to select
"Non-Regional Costs." (DOD 5105.3SM) items for a Sample Inventory from a D013 tape file

records for a specific Maintenance In':entory Center
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Contract clauses appuicable throughout the C
Department of Defense or the. Government to a GENERAL SERVICES ADMINSTRPATIOh (GSA)
specified type of contract. (DOD 5000.8) A federal agency established by -c: of Congress -

Legislative requirements in an appropriation act in i949 to consoliuate the func-tions t,' several other
applicable to all appropriations of an agency. (DOD agencies and to provide economical. efficient, and
5000.8) serviceable administratiou in the procurement,A

GENERAL PURCHASING AGENTS supply. utilization, disposal. and re:ords
management of certain real and personal proterty

Ager'ts who have been app( inted in the principa and services. (AF. 67-1)
oversea areas of operations to supervise. coi.ircl,
coordinate, negotiate ane develop tho loca! GENERAL SUPPIJES
pro:urement of supplies. se-Vices and facilities by Intraservice classification applied to ordnance.
United States Armed Forces, in order that the mo.-: quartermaster and transpoitation supplies.
effective utilization may be made -f local resources Ordnance general supplies include all ordnance
and producton. (AR 320-5. JCS Pub ia sunplies, with the exception of ammunition.

reqdired for the mainterance of an orgznization.
ENEAL PURPOSE ADP SOFTWARE Quartermaster general supplies inc'udcComputer programs used in computers not quartermaster mterials and quipment required for Iintegral to Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) and qu s t

which are used for applications beyond ATE housing, fceing and maintaining a command butexcluding .ix a .:ctatons in buiidings.
software support. For example, .- FORTRAN excluding fixeint a, i

supot.'A subsisten-e. fiuel. cl,3th-ng anti indirid'ual equipment.
compiler, a general purpose computer' s executive spaicntene al supplian inde sel emprogram, or a sort/merge program.. (As-I.CR 66-27) Transportation generai supplies; include shelf items 2

not ordinaril. subject to special controls. tAR
GENERAL PURPOSE SPACE 320-5)

Warehouse area other than controlled humidity. All items I:xct Pt ammunition. explosives and
flammable, and refrimerated warehouse a.-a. (A. pcrional property; necessar" for the equipment.
780-62) maintenance and oi,-ratioi of a m,;itary command.
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including food, clothing, equipmont, arms, fuel, GENERALITED LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER (GLM)
materials, and machinery of at! kinds. (DSAR A technique of optimizing an objectie function
4145.8) subject to some constraints. (AFLCLP 57-13)

GENERAL SUPPORT GENERAL-PURPOSE PLANT EQUIPMENT
That support which is given the supported force Machine tools and related projection eqdipment

as a whole and not to any particular subdivisioi, (including components and parts therefor) which are
thereof. (JCS Pub 1) capable of general application i:: the manufacture of

GENERAL SUPPORT AMMUNITION SERVICE a wide variet3 of procucts, commercial as well as

A procedure wherein ammunition is issued to miiftaiy. (AFLOR 784,

direct support ammunition service units for further GENERATION
issue to the using organizatio:J. (AR 310-25) In a tchnical or technological development, such

as a missile, jet engine, or the like, a stage or
GENERAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT period that is mked by features of perfororancausr

Support equipment of a special nature having considered to be printitive, sophisticated, maturing,application to more than a single -nodel end item or o aue, n"h is eeaino okt
(JS Pub 1) used liquid propellants " (AFM 11-1)

GENERAL SUPPORT MAINTENANCE GENERIC CODE (GC)
Consists ot inspection, major repair, and/or A 3-digit code assigned in the Military Assistance

replacement of end items and assemblios on a repair Articles o'nd Services List (MAASL) used to classify
and return to maintenance float or depot stock military assistance articles and services according
basis, or in some cases, on a return to user basis. to te 'budget activity project account c!assification
(AGO 3216A) and to consolidate articles and servic~s into generic

General support maintenance is that maintenance groupings for management and reporting purposes.
authorized and performed by designated TOE and (AFLCR 400-23)
'ro . rganizations in support of the Army supply A three-digit code assigned in the MASL and
sysi.ef (TM 38-715, AR 37-16) used to consolidate military assistance articles and

That category of materie! maintenance authorized services into homogeneous resource categories for
for and performed by designated TOE or TDk anagement and reporting purposes. The first

maintenance activities in support of Army area digit identifies primary resources such as aircraft
supply requirements. This category of maintenance and missiles. The second digit breaks primary
performs repair or overhaul necessary to restore resources down into secondary fesource groups.
materiel to a ready-for-issue condition based upon such as combat aircraft, -.uiier aircraft,
Army maintenance standards in technical helicopters, etc. The first two d-gi , ." the generic
publications pertaining to the materiel. (AR 750-1) code represent the budget activi., and project

'ihat maintenance authorized and performed by accounts. The third digit identifies items or groups
designat.-d table of organization and equipment and of items within a second resource category. (AFR
table of distribution organizations in support of the 400-20)
Arm~y supply system. Normally table of A three-digit alpha/numeric code which
organizption and equipment and table of represents the type of materiel or services
distribution general 3upport maintenance acco:rding to budget activity/project account
orginizations will repair or overhaul materiel to classification. (AFR 400-3)
requ.ird maintenance standards in a ready to issue A numerical code systemi developed for the JLCs
condition based upol: applicable supported Army and maintained b., the OP CTR. The code uses
arit supply requirements. (This function was groups of numbers to describe part tXe and

formerly known as 4.h echelon maintenance.) (AR detailed discripti:,ns (attachment 2).
320-5) (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-.'/O)

GENERAL WAR GENIE
Armed conflict between major nowers in which An air to air, unguided rocket equipped with

the total resources of the belligerents are employed, nuclear warhead. Des.igned to be carried by the
and the national survival of a major belligerent is F-10i and F-106. Designated as AIR-2. (JCS Pub
in jeopardy. (JCS Pub 1) 1)
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GEOGRAPHIC COMPONENT formally designated and supported by the

A component of the DOD, performing contract participating organ;zation, with assigned
administration service- on the basis oi an assigned responsibilities to function as a participant's point

tgeographic area. (DOD 4105.59) for commlwiations with he OP CTR.

:: I GEOPOLITICAL ACTIVITY CODE (AFLCR/AFSCA 800-20)
A 2-digit Joha or alpha-numeric code used to GIMBAL

identify the country or adivity. (FLCR 400-23) Mechanical frame containing two mutually

perpendicblar intersecting axes of rotation
GEOREF (bearings and/or shafts). (AFM 11-1)

A worldwide position referenice system twat may
be applied to any map or chart graduated in GIMBALLED MOTOR
latitude and longitude regardless of projection. It A rocket motor mounted en a gimbal, i.e., on a
is a method of expressing latitude and longitude in contriw.nce having two mutually perpendicular axes
a form suitale for rapid reporting and plotting. of rotation, so as to obtain pitching and yawing
(This term is derived from the words "The World correction moments. (AFM 11-1)
Geographic Reference System".) (JCS Pub 1) GLOBEMASTER

GFAE A heavy cargo, four engine transpnrt which has
Tb".t portion of Government-furnished pr')perty clamshell nose doors, a built-in cargo iamp, and can

(GFP) which, under the terms of an aerospace carry bulky, outsize cargo as well as personiiel. n
system contract is procured or otherwise furnished Designated as C-124. (JCS Pub 1)
directly to the aerospace vehicle contractor or GONDOLA CAR
another Government Furnished Aerospace An open freight car with sides and ends. Cars
Eouipment (GFAE) contractor for inclusion in the having sides higher than 36" are called
aerospace ., hie or other item of GFAE. (AFSCR/ "high-sides", otherwise "lower-sides". May have
AFLCR 5'i- drop-sides, ends, or bottoms. (APR 69-8)

GFAE ACQUISITION OFFICE GOODS, FINISHED
The office responsible for managir, g and/or The materials or products, on which, from the

buying items of GFAE. (AFSCR/AFLCR 57-8) standpoint of the entity involved, manufacturing or

GFAE BOOK processing operations have been complete, which

An ASD publication which identifies all items of are being held for ,-se, consumption, cr sale. (DOD

GFAE for which an AERNO number is assigned. It 5000.8)

contains i,ertinent data for each item; such as GO-NO-GO (OF A MISSILE LAUNCH)
nomenclature, specification, NSN, unit price, and A control at the end of the countdown as to
configuration by MDS. (AFSCR/AFLCR 57-8) permit an instantaneous change in decision on

GFAE INITIAL SPARES whether to launch ot to not launch. (AFM 11-1)

The portion of GFAE procured to support (FAE GO-NO-GO TEST EQUIPMENT
end items installed in aircraft. (AFM 67-1) Provides only one of two alternative answers to

GFAE REPLENISHMENT SPARES any question. It tells only whether a given signal

Identical to GFAE initial spares but proc;ured for is in or out of tolerance. (AFM 11-1)

the purpose of suppoit after first-year GOVERNMENT
procurement. (AFSCR/A!'LC Reg 67-9) The Uited States as represented by the

GFAE SPARES PROCUREMENT ORDER (AFLC/AFSC Form procuring or requiring agency of the Departmr~ent of

12A) Defense. (TM 38-715)

A document prepared by Aeronautical Systems GOVERNMENT AGENCY
Division to be utiized in lieu of a colitractual An agency of the federal, state, or local (county.
document in maintaining control of GFAE spare end city, or nunicip..lity) Government. (AFSCR 27-5)
items due in relative to the management and control GOVERNMENT BILL OF LADING
of the due-in assets system. (AFM 67-1) A limited liability contract document covering
GIDEP REPRESENTATIVEICOORDINATOR transp~ortation of property from one place to

Both terms are used interchangeably. The person another. It is a receipt to identify the consignee, a
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preof of shipment to the consignee, and a basis for GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MATERIAL (GFM)
coflection and audit of transportation charges. (AR Any item of Governm .nt Furnished Property
320-5) provided to a government contractor for

Used for procuring tran,.portation and related incorporation in the end articles to be produced
services from commerual carriers when the charges under the terms of the contract under which

for such sirvi.s are properly payable by the furnished, or otherwise consumed, in the

government dectly t the carriers concerned. performance of such a contract. (These are items

(AFM 75-1) which will not bc returned to the Government in the
same state as when provided the contractor.)

GOVERNMENT DATA (FASOINST 13110.1)
Those records generated by the QAR :howing tl All government material delivered or otherwise

results rf the application of the PQA Programs. made available to a contractor which may be
Included in these data are records of inspections incorporated into, attached to, consumed or
and tests performed by the Government, record of expended during production of end items or in the

results of procedures review/procedures evaluatiun, performance of contracted maintenance. This
records of corrective action and reports c1- material includes, but is not li-mited to, raw and
investigations. (AFR 74-15) processed material, pars, components, assemblies,

small tools, and supplies. (AFM 67-1)
GOVERNMENT DESIGN ACTIVITY DRAWINGS Material that the Government povides to

Drawings furnished or prepared in accordance contractors for use on Government contracts. (DOD
with this specification as Government agency 4160.21-M)
drawings by a Government design activity or a GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY 1,GFP)
contractor and for which the Government agency
retains or assigns responsibility for the preparation Government furnished property is property in the
or maintenance. These drawings are assigned possession of or acquired directly by the

government and subsequently delivered or
Government Identificatiora Codes and Govrnment oerwie ad sabteq ontractor AFotherwise made availabl, to the contractor. (AFM
Drawing Numbers from a block of numbers issued 67-1)
by a Government activity. (MIL-D-70327)

GOVERNMENT INSPECTION
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT Inspection performed, witnessed or participated
(GFAE) in, by the government inspector. (MII.-STD-109)

Materiel acquired by the Government and Inspection performed by the Government to
furnished to aerospace vehicle manufacturers for determii~e conformity of an item to specifications
inclusion in items to be produced under the terms of and/or contract requirements. (DSAR 4155.3/AR
a contract. (AFLCR 400-1) 30-12/NAVSUPINST 4355.2B/AFR 74-5iMCO

That portion of government-furnished property 10110.21C)
which is procured and furnished by the Air Force tothe systems contractors and associated GOVERNMENT MATERIAL

the ystms ontrctos ad asocited Government property whichl may be incorporated
subcontractor. for inclusion in production of AF
Lys s or selected products (this covers into or attachd to an end item to be delivered
systems o seeunder z contract or which may be consumed in theelectronics, mibsiles, and aerospace s .'ms). performance of a contract. It includes, but is not
NOTE: Identical items procured for opere.nal limited to, raw and procissed materials, parts,

support of the AF systems or selected articles are components, assemblies and small tools and
no" GFAE. (AFM 67-1) supplies. (DAR C-120.4, DAC 76-17)

GOVERNMENT FURNISHED AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT QUALITY ASSURANCE
That materiel, under the terms of an AF airframe (PQA)

coniract, procured and furnished direct to airframe The Government function by which the
manufacturers for inclusion in new production Government determines whether a contractor has
airframes. (AFM 67-1) fulfilled his contract obligations pertaining to

That materiel under the terms of an Air Force quality and quantity. This function is related to
aircraft contract procured and furnished direct to and generally precedes the act of acceptance as
the aircraft manufacturer for inclusion in new defined in 14-001.6. (AFR 74-15, DAR 14-001.1,
production aircraft. (AFSCM 27-1) DAC 76-17)
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uOVERNMENT PRODUCTION .ND RESEARCH PROPERTY GOVERNMENT VEHICLE (HEAVY)
Means: (i) Government-owned facilities; (ii) A wheeled or tracked vehicle (aiboxed) of a gross

Government-owned special test equipme'nt: and (iii) weight exceeding 10,000 pounds per Unit, s,,,' i..
specia, tooling to w,ch the Government ,.as title or road construction equipment, artillery, w, i, .
the right to acquire title. (DAR 13-101.9) (AR 55-9/NAVSUPINST 4600.79/AFR 75-10/MCO

GOVERNMENT PROFERTY 4610.31)
All property (material, s-ecial tooling, and GOVERNMENT VEHICLE(LIGHT)

industrial facilities) owned by or leased to the A wheeled or tracked vehicle (unboxed) of gross 3
Government or acquired by the Government under weight not exceeding 19,000 pounds per unit, suchthe terms of a contract, except property to whichthe t r s o a co t a t x t p o e t t o ,ic as artillery, boats, autom obiles, station w agons,
the Government has acquired a Pen or title solely
as a result of partial, advance, or progress trucks, buse3, ambulances, van chassis, trailers, or

payments. includes both Government-furnished carts. (AR 55-91NAVSUPINST 46tJo.79/AFR
property (GFP) and contractor-acquired property. 75-10/MCO 4610.31)

(DAR 13-101.5) GOVERNMENT VEHICLES FURNISHED TO PRIVATE
All property owned by or leased to the CONTRACTORS

Government or acquired by the Government under Motor vehicles owned by the reporting agency
the terms of a contract. Govenment property which are furnished, i.e. ioaned or leased, o private

includes both Government-furnished property and
contractor-acquired property. (DAC 76-17) contractors. (DOD 4500.7)
GOVERNMENT REI;RESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT VESSEL

The person responsible for contract A vessel owned by the United States Government
administration or the representative charged with and operated directly by the Government or for the

administration of the lease/loan agreement. Government by an agent or contiactor including
(AFSCR/AFLCR 66-4) privately owned United States-flag vessels under

The official-in-charge of the Procurement bareboat charter to the Government (DAR 1-141,
Agency's activity having cognizance of a DAC 76-15)

contractor's plant. (BUWEPSINST 4355.12) GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT
GOVERNMENT STANDARD Those equ;p:nents which have been selected and

A standard developed by or for a Government :-re t be furnished by the iSG to a contractor or a
activity. (MIL-D-70327) USG activity for instalhi ,n in, or use with, or in

GOVERNMFNT TRANSPORTATIGN support of the aeronauticai system during
Gnv.mrnm-.t transportation is that transportation productio 1 , con-ersion cr .,-dification. (AFR 400-3)

owned, leased, or chartered by an U.S. Goveri,:,ent GDVERNMENT-FURN!SHE EQUPMENT
agency. (AR 55-34) Items in the . ,f )r acquired directlb by

GOVERNMENT TYPE DESIGNATOR (e Goveranent and ,;eliver,:d to or otherwise made
The identifying number assigned by a available to the contra.-tor. (AFR 70-9. AFSCM -

department, agency, or office of the Federal 27-1)
Government to an item developed by or for the Separable e,,uipment and components of a total
individual component. A "type" designation" system procur~d by the Navy and supplied to the
consists of a combination of letter. and numbers system prime contractor for integration into the
combined in a specific sequence to provide a short system. (NAVMAT P-4215)
significant method of identifying the equipment to
which it has been assigned by type. Such a number GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED PROPERTY
normally does not requir2 listing of an additional Property in possession of, or acouired directly by
source document to identify an item. For example, the Government, and subsequently delivered or
an ERU-5/A INDICATOR, although suppoted by a otherwise made available to the contractol (DAR
specification, is identified by the designation 8-101.8, FASOINST 13110.1, AFM 67-1, DAC 76-171
ERU-5/A. The same reasoning applies to type Property in the poosession of or acquired directly
designations assigned by other governmental by the Government and delivered or othetwise made

activities under one of the several type designation available to a contractor for use in accomplishing a
systems. (AFLCM 72-2) contract. '.FLCM 57-7)



GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM GRANT
(GIDEP) Contribution, gift, or sabsidy made by the

A program established to provide a means of Government for specified purposes. (Grant is
technical data interchange among DOD agencies. frequently made conditional upon specified action
National Aeronautics and Space Administration by the grantee, such as the maintenance of certain
(NASA), and industry. Data exchanged includes: standards or a proportional contribution of funds.)
defective parts data, test reports, manufacturing (DOD 5000.8)

processes, non-standard specifications, electro,,ic GRANT AID
equipment characteristics, metrology and calibration Military assistance provided without charge to a
(Met/Cal) procedures, and industrial equipment recipient country under the Foreign Assistance Act
processes, techn'iue , methods a:.d related of 1961, as distinguished from other programs
materials. (NAVMATINST 4710.1/AFLCR authorized by the act. (AFM 67-1)
66-36/AFSCR 66-36/DARCOMR 700 .10) The term specifically excludes Military Assistance

A data exchang? program supported by the Joint Sales. (AFR 400-2)
Logistics Commanders (JLCs) to promote the free Military Assistance rendered under the authority
intirchange of parts between Governmcnt and of the FAA for which the United States receives no
industry part users. DPCCP utilizes the GIDEP for dollar reimbursement. (DOD 5105.38M)
exchange of these data with other DOD servi-eE, GRANTEE
other Government agencies, and industry. One AD organization outside DOD that has been
objective of GIDEP is to help reduce costs by awarded a grant of funds (in lieu f contract
providing the findings of olie participant to all funding) by a sponsoring DOD activity. (AFR

other, so that duplication, such as in testing 80-29)
hardware, is avoided. An Operations Center (OP An organization outside the (TS. Government to
Managership of Naval Material Comaiand f(,r the which grant funds have been awarded by a
receipt, reproduction, and ditribution of the sponsor:ng U.S. Government activ'ity. (AR 70-11)
participapt's data.) (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20) An organization outside the Department of

GOVERNMENT-OWNED PRODUCT Defense to which grant funds have been awarded,
A product whicn is owned by or leased to the in lieu of a contract, by a sponsoring Department of

Government or acquired by the GovernmenE under the Army activity. (AR 70-31)
the t2rms of a contract. (Enc; 1 DLAR 4155.24/AR GRAPH
702-7/NAVMATINST 4155 SB/AFR 74-6/MCO A drawing that shows the relationship between
4155.B) certain (usually not more than two) sets of

numbers. The relationship is usually showp by aGOVERNMENT-OWNED, CONTRACTOR-OPERATED line or a series of bars. The points on the line or
Term applicd to a maiufacturing plant that is the bars measure graphically the pairs of values

owned by the Government and operat.ed by a th basmaue rpialytepis fvle
comprising the statistical series. Unless otherwise

contractual civilian organization. (AR 310-25) indicated, the coordinates are rectangular, that is,

GOVERNMENT-OWNED, GOVERNMENT-OPERATED they are mutually perpendicular. Coordinates may
Term applied to a manuacturing plant that is also be non-rectangular such as in a circular graph

both owned and operaed by the Government. (AR (pie chart), or as longitude and latitude on a

310-25) spherical graph. (DOD 5000.8)

ORADE GRAVITY EXTRACTION
A code repreenting the salary level for The extraction of cargoes from the aircraft by

employees of the government. (AFSCM 177-265) influence of their own weight (AR 320-5, JCS Pub

GRADUATION (SMOOTHING)
This is the process of determining the underlying GREEN SHESTS

trend of a removal rate curve. (AFLCR 171-12) Schedules prescribed by the Bureau of theBudget Circular A-11 used in preparation and
GRAIN submission of budget estimates to the Bureau of

A solid propellant charge, shapeu to fit into a the Budget, with respect to analysis of obligations,
rocket motor. (AFM 127-201) by budget program and object classification, and
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relation of obligations to amounts available or 2. Open - Outside dimensions of the open area
estimated requirements for obligation. (DOD making no deduction for railroad tracks. nr ,oad
5000.8) ways running through the area. (AFR 69-8)

GROSS ADDITIONAL COSTS GROSS SPACE AVAILABLE FOR STORAGE
The costs arising from the provision of support to Gross space less nonstorage space. Includes

the receiver which are in excess to the cost of the transit shed space when used or available for
mission of the supplier. (DOD 4000.19-M) storage. (AR 320-5, AR 310-25)

When costs arising from the tenant's occupancy GF• GROSS SPACE FOR STORAGE
are in excess of the costs of accomplishing the That amount of gross space for storage
mission of the host. (AFSCR 170-9) operations less those areas used for preservation
GROSS ASSETS and packaging, assembly, packing and crating, b.x

The total of all in-house inventory and due-ins. shop, receiving, shipping, inspection and
(AFSCR/AFLCR 57-49) identification, offices, and other gross space used in
GROSS FUNCTION support of storage fcnctions. (AFR 69-8)

An operations, maintenance, test, or activation GROSS SPACE USED FOR STORAGE OPERATIONS
function. or combination thereof, that represents The "gross storage space" less space outleased,
the first possible functional breakdown of a system. licensed, or permted. and storage placed in

Examples of such functions for a missile system standby status. (AR 320-5)
could be "flight mission," "Launch missil'," The sum of total areas involved in "gross space
"missile pre-launch checkout," "organizational used in support of storage functions," the space
maintenance," "produce system," "test system," taken by "structural !oss." and the remaining area
etc. (AFSCM 275-5) available for ",iet storage space". (AR 320-5)

Area regardless of its location or the purpose for
GROSS INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS which the space being used was designated or is

The dollar value of increases and decreases to designated, which is used for any operation
accountable stock record balances caused by gain or required for support of the storage activities. (AR
loss of material on physical inventory count. (DOD r2q-re ftit
7720.6) 320-5)

GROSS SPACE USED IN SUPPORT OF STORAGE FUNCTIONSGROSS uatityo REQUIRn a Warehouse space or nonwarehouse space used for
The quantity of approved authorizations and preservation and packaging, assembly, packing and

other justified Air Force needs for a given caig otie auatrn, rciig
equipment item. (AFLCM 57-2) icrating, container manufacturing, receiving,

The sum of the initial issue quantity, maintenance shipping, inspection and identification,
float, operation projects, pipeline and post D-day adain istramive storage offices, employee s rest

consumption requirements. Gross requirements do a d o r tim l ar suppo r c in (

not include requirements for nonadditive operation 320-5)
projects. (AR 310-25)

The total requirements of a given item, incluling GROSS SQUARE FEET
PCSP and BWCP. (AFSCR/AFLCR 57-49) Term used in thousands of square feet to report

GROSS SPACE -.arious types of space. Explained as total flooi

The entire inside area oi covered storage space area of a building based upon outside dimensions.
and the over-all area of open storage space with no (AFLCM 400-2, Vol IX)

deduction being made for struc:ural losses. (AFM GROSS STORAGE SPACE
67-1) Gross area, regardless of its location or the

Inside area between exterior walls without purpose for which the space was designed or is
deductions for fire walls and other structural designated, which is assigned or used for storage or
losses. Overall measurements of open storage for any operation concerning storage or thp support
areas with no deductions for trackage and of storage functions. (AR 320-6)
permanent roads within the area. (AR 320-5) Also called "total space", the overall space at an

1. Covered - Inside dimensions of a structure installation or activity designated as the storage
with no deduction for fire walls, passage ways, asset. This does not include areas that have been
ramps, stair w-ls. toilets, etc. convected to nonstorage purposes. e.g., maintenance
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shops, administrative offices, but does indude EQUIPMENT
oivlc.sed, licensed, or permitted storpgo space. Ground C-E-M includes all radio, radar,
(AR 320-5) na'gtoa is aecommunications,wie

The inside area between exterior walls without telephone, teletype, cryptographic, meteorological
deducation for firewalls and other structural losses, and fixed or mobile ground electronic devices as
The overall measurements of open storage areas outlined in AFR 66-31. (T.O. 00-20-1)
without deduction for trackage and permanent GROUND DEFENSE AMMUNITION
roads within the area. (AR 320-5) Ammunition and explosive materiel used in

Gross storage space is the inside area between connection with ground defense operations. (AFM
the exterior walls, without deductions for structural 67-1)
losses. (DOD 4145.13) GROUND EQUIPAENT

GROSS TANK CAPACIY (TANKAGE) The environment that surroands and affects a
Tank capacity to maximum fill level: includes system or a piece of equipment that operates on the

nonrecoverable tank bottoms. Is synonymous with ground. (AFM 11-1)
"storage capacity". (AFR 144-1 That system or part )f a system, as of a guidance

system, that functions on the ground, the aggregate
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT of equipment, conditions, facilities, and personnel

Weight of a vehicle including fuel, lubricants, that go to roake up a system, or part of a system,
coolant, on-vehicle materiel, payload and operatirig functioning on the ground. (AF-M 11-1)
personnel. (AR 320-5) GROUND FUELS LOGISTICAL AREA SUMMARY (GOFLAS)
GROSS WEIGHT A data services product published by

The combined weight of a container and contents SA-ALC/SFML depicting total ground fuels
including packaging material. (DOD 4500.32-R) inventory requirements, levels, and assets by

The weight of a container plus its contents. location. (AFR 144-1)
(AFR 69-8) GROUND GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT

4 Weight of a ground vehicle including fuel, Equipment required to guide the flight of
lubricants, cooiant, vehicle tools and spares, cargo missiles. This equipment falls in the category of
and operating personnel. (JCS Pub 1) fixed facility. (AFM 67-1)

GROUND ABORT GROUND PETR9LEUM PRODUCTS
Any aircraft confirmed by maintenance as Bulk and packaged automotive gasoline, diesel

.iperational and ready for flight that fils to launch fiel, kerosene, lubrizating oils, and all OLli'
for any system malfunction/failure/reject. (AFSCR ronaviation type petroleum fuels and lubricants.
66-6) (AFM 11-1)

The failure of an aerospace vehicle to take off or G D U
launch due to equipment failure or condition once TOse Refined tsreported as ready for :light. (AFSCR 60-2) Those refined petro!eum products normally .
r a f t Cintended for use in administrative, combat and

GROUND ACCIDENT tactical vehicles, materiel handling equipment,
A mishap involving aircraft Not it, Op.ration or special purpose vehicles, and stationary power and A

Operating not incidf:nt to flight which results in heating equipment. Products include motor '
damage to an aircraft. Includes damage to aircraft gasolines, diesel fuels (excluding DFM), fuel oils, -

Not in Operation caused by windstorm, floods, kerosene and ground equipment lubricating oils.
hangar fires, etc. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A) (AFR 144-1, DOD 4!40.25-M) 9
GROUND CEM REPORTABLE EQUIPMENT GROUND START

An item of CEM equipment listed in ADE A propulsion starting sequence through ignition

GR-595-XI, AF .00-4, that is aesignated by a lo main stage, which is initiated and cycled through

MAJCOM as reportable under this svstim. Also a t. completion oii the ground. This is in contrast to

TMS. (AFM 65-662) an in-flight or "air" start, in which the starting
sequence a- iu power buildap occur in flight some

GROUND time after launch. In large rocket vehicles, the
COMMUNICATIONS-ELEC'RONICMETEOROLOGICAL ground start is commonly effected by pressurized
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propellant tanks external to the missile, permitting GROUP "B" KIT
the vehicle to :ake off wv:th its internal propellant The operating components of the equipment
load intact. (AFM 11-1) which, when installed with Group "A" kits or
GROU~qD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT parts, provide a complete operational installation.
i, the broadest definition may include any Normally, the Group "B" components are readily

Equipment required for thp handling, servicing, removable. (AFR 57-4)
protection, inspection, testing, maintenance, GROUFED PART NUMBERS
fabrication, assembly, disassembly, alivniment, Pat numbers of similar items which are grouped
adjustment, check, repair, and overhau, of a together under one part number in order that
Weapon System, Subsystem, Assembly, Component, actuarial computations may be performed for the
Part or any ombination thereof. The term includes g r ons may 66-17)

Facility-type Equipment. such as fire and crash
trucks. refueler,, tow tractors, forklift truaks, Z.-F(ICE
runwny sweepers, pallet trucks, etc., as well as Fore, exerttd upon ar object by gravity-or by
tools, jigs, fixtu'es, hoisting slings, test reac'io., to ac:.eleration or deceleration, as in
equipments, jacks, work stands, pneumatic, change of direction; one G is the measure of the

hydraulic and cryogenic servicing equipment and gravitationai pull roquired to accelerate a body at
other kinds aid types of Equipment needed and the rate of abbeut 32.!4 feet per second, per second.
utilized in connection with Aircraft Operation, Also called G. (± FM 11-1)
Service and Maintenance. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

GSA ITEMGROUND TRAINING ENGINE (GTE) Any centrally managed (GSA Stores or National
An engine, installed or uninstalled, nsed for Buying Program) item for which the Federal Supply

ground training. (AFM 400-1) Service (FSS) is the primary source of supply for
GROUNDED DOD, as reflected by Inventory Management

Aircraft ordered grounded (non-flyable status) Responsibilitl Code 6 and 7 in the Federal
pending investigation or correction of structural or C.1taloging System records. (DOD 4140.02)
mechanical deficiencies in all aircraft, or a given GUARANTEED OBLIGATION
group of aircraft, of a particular model. Bond, note. debenture, or similar instrument,
(OPNAVIN3T 5442.2B) issued by an agency, of which either the principal

GROUP or interest or both are guaranteed by the United
A collection of Units, Assemblies, or States. (DOD 5000.8)

Subassemblies which is a subdivision of a Set or
System. but which is not capable of performing a A MEETING

complete operational function. Examples: Antennagroup. indicator gronp. (MIL-STD-280) Hq AFLC, applicable AFSC divisions, AMAs or

1. A flexible adininistrative and tactical unit using command(s), the contractor, and his major
composed of either two ot more battalions or two or verdors, assembled at the eari~est practicable date
more squadrons. The term also applies Eo combat after award of contract (letter, definitive, etc.) to
support and service support units. establish or confirm provisioning policy and
2. A number of ships and/or aircraft, normally a technical guidance to be followed in the initial

subdivision of a force, assigned for a specific selection of items and Quantities required to
purpose. (JCS Pub 1) support the end article(s) under the contract.

(AFLCM 6;5-3, AFSCM 65-2)
GROUP TRAVEL

Three or more military persons traveling as a GUIDANCE SYSTEM (MISSILE)
group from the same point of origin to the same An unmanned vehicle moving above the surface
desti, .,ion under one order which is specifically of the earth. whose trajectory or flight path is
designated "group travel order." (DSAR 4500.3) capable of being altered by an evfternal or internal
GROUP "A" KIT r echanism. (JCS Pub 1)

The items, parts, or provisions permanently or GUIDE
semipermanently instalied in a system to support. A compilation if requirements (questions) plus
secure, interconnect, or accommodate an item of some decision making rules and guidance, neccsscry
equipment. (AFR 57-4) to define a specific item of supply and provide
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necessary suppplementary data required for design and engineering data. (DOD 4120.3, DSAM
logistics management. (DSAR 4136.4/ AR 4120.3-M)i 708.-4/NAVSUPINST 4120.36/AFR 72-1 i/'MCO 

-441 "-1*1%C HANDBOOK OF CARGO LOADING INSTRUCTIONS4410.16) A Manual for cargo type aircraft containing
GUIDED MISSILE complete instructions for the proper loading and

An unmanned, self-propelled vehicle designed to tiediwn of cargo in the aircraft. (BUWEPSINST
move in a trajectory or flight path all or partially 4 7.J0.2) A
above the earth's surface and whose trajectory or HIR
course, while in motion, is capable of being
controlled remotely. or by homing systems, or by A Manual containing complete requirements for

iner.ia! and/or programmed guiance from within, periodic maintenance inspection of a specific modelT.s term does not include naval torpedoes, but aircraft, its systenq and their components. It

dos.s include target and reconnaisance drones. establishes what systems and components are to be
(DOD 4000.20, AFR b6-20) inspected, when they are to be inspected, and what

conditions are to be sought. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)An unmanned vehicle mnoving above the earth's

surface with a trajectory or flight path capable of HANDBOOK OF MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
being altered by a mechanism within the vehicle. A manual containing instructions for servicing
(AFM 67-1) and .ai-tenaace of a specific model of aircraft.

-H- The manual is designed for use of all maintenance
personnel, including Depot level activities.0 ITEM (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

Spcial equipment used for handling nuclear
weapons amd components. (AFM 67-!) HANDBOOK OF SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS

A manual containing instructions required for
HALOGEN intermediate and organizational level servicing and

A member of the family of chemical elements maintenance for aircraft components and
which cons-sts of fluorine, chlorine, iodine an equipmen, or support equipment. (NAVAIRINST
bromine. (AFM 127-201) 4700.2)
HAND RECEIPT HANDBOOK OF STRUCTURAL REPAIR N

A document used to record acceptance of, and A manual containing instrutions and information
responsibility for, communications security material for structural repair of a specific model aircraft.
from a communicat:ons ecurity custodian. (AR Information is provided which will enable
110-251 inexperienced personnel to determine the extent of

A signed dot ament acknowledging acceptan. of damage to aircraft structure and accomplish
responsibility for property listed thereon on a loan authorized repairs. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
basis. (AR 320.5)
HAND REC?- ANNHANDBOOK OF WEiGHT AND BALANCE DATA

A ANNeX o ecrad A manua. providing actual weigat and balanceIA docutment used 'o record overages and data for the aircraft and instructions for
shortages of basic issue items issued as a part of a ata a se i gt and a nceruuing f ormajo en it m, ad d ta dati e t co pone t~ of maintaining a safe weight and balance uring fight
major end item, and data :elative to components of operations. (BUWEPSINST 470a.2)s e t s , c h e s t s , k i t s , a n d o u t f i t s . ( A R 7 3 5 -3 5 ) H A t O O K P R O J E C T F I C EHAND RECEIPT FILE NUMBER HANDBOOK PROJECT OFFICE -

The organization responsible for the operationA number assignEd to each user accepting and field management of the handbook program
resposibiiity for equipment accounted for by the (Para 8). This responsibility is assigned to
prcperty book officer uder the provisions of this ASDIENYEH. (AFSCR 8-4)
regulation. (AR 735-35)
HANDBOOK HANDBOOK, FLIGHT

reference document which brings together A manual containing complete operating
procedural and technical or desilto information instructions for a Specific 'io,lel Aircraft for use by
related to commodities. processes, practices and the flight cretv. (BU;WEPSiNST 4700.2)
services. A handbook may serve as a supplement to HANDOVER
specifications or standards to provide general The pas,:rg of control authority of an aircraft AA
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from one control agency to another control agency. HARDNESS CRITERIA
Handover action may b2 accomplilied between The nwolear. nonnuclear, or laser criteria which
eontroi agencies of separate Services when provide the level of desired survival capabilities
conducting joint operations or between control established for USAF systems aiai equipment in the
agencies within a single command and cgntrol appropriate ROC and PMI). tAFf: 80-3F)
system. Hardover action ;z complete vhen the HARDNESS REQUIREMENTS
rece-iving controller acknowledges assumption of Specific design requirements and system
control authority. (JCS Pub 1)Spcfc dsg reuemns ad ytm

characteristics included in the systerr specification

HANGAR TEST *o satisfy the hardness criteria. (AFR 80-38)
At a launching base hangar, an inspection and HARDSTAND

test of a missile or other vehicle that consists of Open ground area having a prepared srface and
inspect; g for possible damage to the vehicle used for storage of materiei. (JCS Pub 1, AR
incurred( during transport to the base, of hooking 320-5)
up all mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic
connections followed by a tubt of their operation, HARDWARE
and of a test of all subsystems with applicable The generic term dealing with physical items of

checkout equipment. AFM 11-1) equipment, tools, implements, instruments, de'ices,
sets, fittings, trimmings, assemblies, subassenblies,

HANGFIRE components, parts, raw materielb, ei'.., as opgosed
A firing with undue ignition delay. (kBI to fends, personnel, and services. e:. . (AFLCR

127-201) 400-1)

HARD BASE The physical object, as distinguished fro-i its
A launching base that is protected against pability

pumps, guidance system, or other components oftht- missile. Often used in regard to the stage of

HARD BEACH development, as in the passage of a device or
A portion of a beach especially prepared with a component from the design or planning stage into :

hard surface extending into '.he water, eraployed for the hardware stage as the tinished object. (AF3M
the purpose of loading or unloading directly into or 11-1)
from landing ships or landing craft. (JCS Pub 1) H W I. HARDWARE ITEMS
HARD COPY Follow-on replacenent or replenishment spare

The submission of program data changes through parts far operational support. (AFLCR 70-11
the medium of listings, messages, etc. Elements of HARDWA . RELIABILITY
data remain the same as required for the card code The probability of a part. component,
identifiod in card column 1. (AFLCR 400-23) subassemby, as:.emblv. subsystem. or system

HARD SAVINGS performing requ;r,d functions under specified
Cost -eductions which are reasonable, conditions. ('his iust be specified as an esLim,.ted

measurable, and which reduce the established or or as an achieved reliability). It : a measure of

projected level of approved expenditures for a inherent reliability attained in a given entirninent.
defined workload or force level. (AFM 11-1) This term may be expressed in corolary terms such

as mean time between failures, operating time. or
HARDENED operating cycles between failure. (AFR 80-5)

Made hard, as with concrete cr earth, to Hardware reliability is the probability that a part.
withstand overpressure of nuclear attack or other compeuent. subassembly. assembly. subsystem. or

biast. e.g.. Hard Base. (AFM 11-1) sv tin will perform for a specified interval under
A paved )r stabilized area where vehicles are stated conditions with no malfunction or

p)arked. (JCS Pull I. AR 320-5) degradation that requiies corrective maintenance

HARDENEr S!TE actions (AFR 8t0-5). (AFR 80-14)

A site constructed to with.tmnd the blast and HARDWARE SYSTEM
associated effects of a nuclear attack and likely to A collection or assembly of items that. operating
be protected against a chemical. biological. or to,.ether. perfrm a specific operational function.
radiological attack. (.ICS Pub 1) For instance. fhit, propulsion system of a ajissile. ihe



, hydraulic system ,of an aircraft, the emergency HAZARDOUS

power system (OGE), ctc. The system referred to Material which requires unusual storage and
here is ident~fieo by the first two digits of the handling procedures to protect life and property.
Work Unit Code. (AFLCR 171-91) This material is categorized as:

HARDWARE!SOFTWARE 1. Flammable Hquids with a flash point below 80

Hardware or software, or a combination of both, degrees F.

in which the software includes only that asso iated 2. Flammable gases, liquefied petroleum, and
with hardware for operatioal use, e.g., computer other compressed gases. .

programs for command and control, handbooks for 3. Flammable solids liable to produce fire

operations, maintenance, etc., and excludes spontaneously by exposure to air, moisture, friction,
fabrication specifications, drawings, etc. (DOD or moderate warmth.

5010.19) 4. Oxidizing material.
5. Corrosive liquids. (AFLCR 66-53)

SIHARMFUL QUANTITIES
That quant'y of oil which is harmfui to public HAZARDOUS COMMODITIES BY CATEGORIES

health or welfare; or violates applicanle water 1. Flammable Liquids. (AFM 67-1/AFR 69-8)
quality standards; o: causes a film, sheen, or 2. Compressed Gas. (AFM 67-1)
discoloration of the water surface or adjacent 3. Flammable Solid(s). (AFM 67-1/AFR 69-8)
shorelines; or causes a sludge or emulsion to be 4. Oxidizing Material(s). (AFM 67-1!AFR 69-8)
deposited beneath the water surface or upon 5. Corrosive Material. (AFM 67-1)
adjacent shorelines. A direct discharge of oil from 6. Pu:fs. (AFM 67-1)
a properly functioning vessel engine is not deemed 7. Rauioactivw Materials (RAM). (AFM
to be harmful; but such oil accumulated in a 67-I/AFR 69-8)
vessel's bilge and subsequently discharged shall 8. Not Otherwise Regulated. (AFM 67-:)
not be so exemot. (DOD 5030.41) 9. Flammable Gases. (AFR 69-8)

10. Corrosive Liquids. (AFR 69-8)
11. Miscellaneous. (AFR 69-8)

An tpening in the deck of a ship tfrough which M
the ship's cargo is loaded and discharged. (DOD HAZARDOUS FOODS
4500.32-R) Foods not free or suspected of not being free
HATCH LIST from disease or noxiouc elements which wouldrender them a health hazard or unfit for human

A list showing, for each hold section of a cargo
ship, a description of the item'is stowed. their consumption. (DSAR 4155.26)
volume and weight, the consignee uf each, and the HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS FOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
total volume and weight of materiel in the hold. Locations where flammable gases or vapors are,
(AR 320-5, DOD 4500.32-R, JCS Pub 1) )r may be, presen. in the air in an explosive or A
HAZARD ignitible mixture, or where combustible dust or

A situation which may rpsult in injury to easily ignitible particles or fibers nay be present.

personnel or in damage to )roperty. (AFM 127-201) (AFR 12' -100, AtlachmenL 1)

HAZARD CLASSIFICATION HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
Identifies the hazardous characteristics of Explosives, flammable substances, toxic

explosive items by their assignment to established chemicals, sources of ionizing ,-adiat:on or radiant
hazard categories governing storage and energy, oxidizing material, corrosive material, and
transportation. These categories are: hazard compressed gases. (AFM 11-1)
class/division; storage compatibility group; Any compound, mixture, e~ement or material
Department of Transportation (DOT) class; and DOT which, because of its nature is dangerous to store

marking. (AP'R 127-100, Attachment 1) or handle. (AFM 67-3, AFLC Sup 1)

HAZARD SIGNS (ROAD TRANSPORT) HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Sigis used to indicate traffic hazards. Militarv Substance or material determined capable of

hazard signs should be used in a communications posing an unreasonable risk to healt. safety, or
zone on!y in accord with existing agreement with property when stored, handled. or transpoited.
national authorities. (JCS P6.. 1) (AFSC/AFLCR 800-29)
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DATA PACKAGe HEALTH AND APPEARANCE SALES
Information prepared to demonstrate that Charge sales to airmen, when authorized by the

prop-ised packaging of a hazardous article equals or unit commander to provide clothing for health or
exceedc the Department of Transportation (DOT) comfort, when airmen do Pot have cash or sufficient

regulatory requirements. (AISC/AFLCR 800-29) accrued pay (against which to draw partial pay) to

HAZARDOUS MATERIEL effect such purchases. (AFM 67-1)

A substance or materiel which has been NEAT EXCHANGE.R
determined and designated by the Secretary of A dev;ce for transferring heat from one
Transportation and/or the services to be capable of substance to another, as by regenerative cooling.
posing an unre,,sonable risk to health, safety, and (AFM 11-1)
property when transported. Included are ,iI
explosives, .rticles such as flairmable liquids and HEAT SHIELD

solids, and other dangeroas c, 4i2zing raterieis, Any device that protects something from heat.

corrosive materiels, compressed gascs, poisons and (AFM I-I)

irritating materiels, etiologic agents and radioactive HEAT TRANSFER
materiels. (AR 70-44, OFNAVINST 4600.22B/AFR As in the transfer of heat across the combustion
80-18/MCO 4610.14C/DLAR 4500.25) chamber wails of a rocket engine; an acute design
HAZARDOUS MATERIEL, OPEN STORAGE SPACE problem. (AFM 11-1)

Any open storage area designated for the storage HEATED SPACE
of materiel of a toxic or nonexplosive hazardous The warehouse area in which the temperature can

nature. (AFM 67-1) be controlled within specif;ed limits by the

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES application of heat. (AFM 67-1) I
A material, other than oil, which, when

discharged in any quantity into or upon waters of IIEAVY DROP
the United States, adjoining shorelines, or waters of System of delivery of heavy supplies and I
the contiguous zone, presents an imminent and equipment by parachute. Either a conveyor system
substantial danger to the public health or welfare, alone, or a combination of an extraction parachute
Mncluding, but not limited to, fish, shellfish, wildlife, and conveyor system, can be used to discharge the

shorelines, and Leaches. This definition will apply load from an aircraft in flight. (AF :20-5' _

to the DOD Program until such time as a definitive HEAVY-LIFT CARGO
list of hazardous substances is issued pursuant to 1. Any single cargo lift weighing over 5 long
Section 311(b)(2) of the Federal Water Pollution tons and to be handled aboard ship.
Control Act, as amended. (DOD 5030.41) 2. In Marine Corps :,sage. individual units of
HEADQUARTERS USAF CONTROLLED UNIT (CONSTITUTED) cargo which exceed 800 l)ounds in weight or 100 I

A unit organized by direction of the Department cubic feet in volume. (JCS Pub 1)
of the Air Force. Letters from the Directorate of HEAVY-LIFT SHIP 14
Manpower and Organization. DCS/O direct A ship specially designed and capable of loading
organization actions which apply to Headquarters and unloading heavy and bulky itens It has booms
USAF Controlled Units. (AFM 67-1) of sufficievt ca)acity to accommodate a silngle lift

HEADQUARTERS USAF FIELD of 100 tons. (AR 320- 5. JCS Pu' 1)
Par, of HQ USAF Staff operating in the field. HELICOPTER DROP POINT

AF -i) A designated point within a landing zone where,

HEADQUARTERS USAF SPECIAL ACTIVITY helicopters are unable to land because of the
Organizations which provide adninistration and terrain. but in which they can discharge cargo or

sulpervision of special activities as assigned by HQ troops while hovering. (JCS Pub )
USA F. (AFM 67-1) HELICOPTER DYNAMIC COMPONENT

HEADS OF DEVELOPING OR PROCURING AGENCIES That part or series of laris that transmit power

The Chief of Engineers: The Surgeon General; from aircraft power plant tJ the rotary wing and
Commanding General. U.S. Army Materiel rotary rudder (main. intermediate and tail gea.-
Command; ani Comma,.diag General. U.S. Army boxes; main and tail rotors, clutch and related drive
Security Agency. (AR 70-171 shafting.i (FASOINST 4000.)
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HELIPORT HIGH MORTALITY REPAIR PART
A fateilty designated f-r opirating, basing. A repair part of which !he anticipated or actui

servicii.g, and maintaining helicopters. (JCS Pub 1) number of failures is 30 or more per 100 en, itemis

HERCULES per year. AR 700-18)
A medium-range troop and cargo transport HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT

'!esigned ior airdrop or air-land delivery into a Tetr sapial oarrf aii pca
ombat zone m, well as conventional airlift. This Tetr isapcbltoicrfhvigeca

aircraft is equipped with four turbo-prop engines, exrsosriesfrrstardskad
and an integral ran.D aad cargo door. The D model ohr cmlx srcue, ad wih hv
is ski-equipped. Thic E model has additionai fuel pefranenaro-bo1sni)ped. (F
capaeity for extended range. Designred as C-130. 67i
The inflight tanker configuration is designated HIGH VALUE ASSET CONTROL ITEMS
KC-130. (JUS Pub 1) Those items of suppliy identified for intensive -

HIGH ALTITUDE managemnt control :inder approved nrventory
IConventionally, anl altitude above 10,00 meters management techniques dezigned to maintain an

,30,0V~ feet). (JCS Pub 1) optimum inventory level of high 'nvestmeok items.
HIGH COST CAR.GO (NAVSUP 51AN)

That cargo placed within a CO\NEX container that HIGH VALUE ASSET CONTROL SYSTEM
has an average value of $1.00 or mof e per net A program of intevibive management attention 'o
pound oft wtight. (DOD 4100.35) the small percentage of items (having a unit price
HIGH DOLLAR VALUE ITEM of $1000. or more) which represent the major

An end item or rep'tir part ior which the value of segment of the annual procurer..ent dollar
total demand on cotinantal United States eteputs expenditure of the Department of the Navy.
for the next year is forpeast at $25,000 or mcre. (SECNAVINST P4440.29)
(AR 320-5) HIGH VALUE ITEMS
HII~H EXPLOSIVE CARGO Those items of supply identified for i: ,E-nsiv-e

Cargo such as artillery ammunition, bom~bs, depth niaiiagemnent ciontrol itider apprnved inventory
charges. demolition material. lockets and missiles. management techniq-:es designed to maintain anl

(AR32- , JS ub1)optimum irnventory ;eveli on high investment items. J
HIGH EXPLOSIVE EQUIVALENT OR EXPLOSIVE (AR 320..:-)
EQUIVALENT HG EO1YDO

4 ~~~~The amounit of a standard explosive which, when HG ~OIYDO
detonated, will produce a blast effect comparable to Ado rcdr nwihtedo eoiyi

the ffet wichre~ats t te sme dstacc rom greater thani 30 feet per second (low v','oeity drop)
4 ~~~~the detonation or explosion of a given amount of adlwrta redo eoiy JSPb1

the m;.terial for wvhich performance is being The act or process of deliverirg suppl;.s or
e~aluated. It is usuaily expressed as a percentage equipment fromt aircraft in flight wherein the rate
iof the total net weighit of all reactive materials, of desent is grea~er -,han that obtainid utilizing
contaisied in the itemn or system. (For the pirpnse conventionatl cargo parachtute methods (low velocity
of this regulation. TNT is used for omparison.1 drop). but less thani terminal velocity (free drop,.
(APR 127-100. Attachment 1) The hi,,h velocity drolp system consists of retarding

HIGH FREQUENCY PREDICTABLE OPERATIONS mieansi to ;::-it the rate of descent, stabilizing
The wxork operations with greater than 20 percent ~ (I~il' onhe ihtertrigmas

but less th~an 100 o)crcent occtirrence onl the to orient the low'. to strth.,on a)1 d redet-riined
;;rrzt i~ie redie en rcse. surface, and sa ff-cient cushionii.; material to

These )Ijvtr::t6. %vill lie ineh'led in the preplrintedl absorb the shock upon imipact and preseri v the load
workeards ( figure 1. JA FLCR 6.5-17) fromii damage. (KCS publ 1)

HIGH LIMIT HIGHER HEADQUARTERS
R, fer!; te !te' intxiimnnii qiiantito of mnaterial to he Anyv level of alithority above the reporting unit

mlaintainled oni hand and -oin order to s.. taiil n rre'lt :;uvli as thle groalp. iving. or center comnm itler.
opetrations. (NA~VS11 I' AN) iAFSCR 60-2)
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HIGHSPEED MOTORWAY 55-80/OPNAVINST 11210.1A/AFR 75-88/ MCO
A highway designed for high speed vehicle 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19)

traffic, often although not necessarily a dual lane HIGHWAY TRANSPORT LIFT
highway. (JCS Pub 1) The payload tonnage or personnel that can be

HIGHWAY CAPABILITY transported by a vehicle or by a truck unit in one
The number of vehicles (highway vehicle trip. (AR 320-5)

capability) or the number of short tons payload
(highway tonnage capability) which can be moved HIGHWAYSYSTEM NEEDS
over a highway with proper consideration of type of Highway-system needs are those needs for
roadway, maintenance, hills, curves, weather, other development of public highway systems which
traffic, type of vehicle employed, etc. (AR 320-5) should be recommended by the Department of

Defense for special consideration by the Federal
HIGHWAY CAPACITY Highway Administration, Department of

Maximum traffic flow obtainable on a given Transportation, because of the strategic nature of
roadway using all available lanes. (AR .120-5) particular highways or their major transportation

HIGHWAY CLOVERLEAF importance to the national defense. (AR
An intersection of two or more highways, the 55-80/OPNAVINST 11210.1A/AFR 75-88/ MCO

plan pattern of which resembles the shape of a 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19)
clover leaf. (JCS Pub 1) HIRE OF MOTOR VEHICLES

HIGHWAY INFORMATION POST The term "hire" includes charter or rental
Post establishd by the military police for the arrangements with commercial operators or with

purpose of furnishing information to facilitate other Government agencies such as the General
efficient traffic movement. May be used to Services Administration interagency motor pools.
supplement highway regulation point. and highway Hired motor vehicles are classified and as rental
traffic control posts. (AR 310-25) when military and civilian personnel of the

HIGHWAY REGULATION Department of Defense are used. fDOD 4500.7)

Planning, routing, and scheduling the actual use HI-DOLLAR VALUE INITIALLY PROVISIONED SPARE PARTS
of highways by vehicles, personnel afoot (including Any initially provisioned spare part included in
troops, refugees. and civilians), and animals to those items ranked in descending order of initial
utilize highway transportation failities and provisioning procurement value which represent at
equipment most effectively in order to meet least eighty percent (80') of all dollars expected to
operational requirements. (AR 310-25) be spent for initial provisioning procurement when

HIGHWAY REGULATION POINT measured in descending order from the highest
Point on the highway at which the highway initial provisioning procurement value item. (DSAM

transport service records and reports the arrival 4105.2)
and departure of, and reg4ltes elements of HI-DOLLAR VALUE REPLE ISNIIEMT SPARE PARTS
highway movmcn, by "issuing instructions for Any spare part included in those items ranked in
continuance of the march, detours, diversions, descending order of annual buy value (computed by
schedules. etc. (AR 320-5) multiplying the unit price times annual buy

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC CONTROL quantity) which represent at least eighty percent
The enforcement of the rules of the road, traffic (805) of all dollars expected to be spent for initial

regulations and road discipline, including spot provisioning procurement when mieasured in
direction. It is a function of the provost marshal descending order from the highest initial
and military police. (AR 320-5) provisioning procurement value item. (AFR 57-')

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC REGULATION HI-VALUE ITEM
Planning. routing, and scheduling the actual use An item whose monetary worth is such that it is

of highways to, facilitate the orderly flow of traffic procured in ultra con.erluti%'e quaIitities and then
unnder a nationl emergency situatio.n including, but is subject to %pecial handlinl. andii management
not limited tf. rvacuation. regulation of movement controls. These items are normally select.vd not
throuwh dangerous areas. and clearance of priority only on the basis of their unit rost but also on their
traffic Over routes of limited capacity. (AR total value. (AFI.CM 61-:. AFSM 63-2)
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HISTORICAL RECORD HOLDIiiG AREA
A record or group of records on each item of IPE That part of an airfield upon which aircraft await

which accompanies the equipnent on transfer. (TM their take-off turn. (JCS Pub 1)
38-260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO hOLDING (DISPOSAL) ACTIVITY
4870.62/DSAM 4145,9) A DOD installation or activity having physical

HOLD custody, accountir g responsibility, control and
1. A cargo stowage compartment aboard ship. disposal responsibility for excess, surplus, foreign
2. To maintain or retain possession of by force, excess and exchange/sale matariel. (DSAM 4140.4)

as a position or an area. HOLDING YARD
3. In an attack, to exert sufficient pressure to A specified area designed or used to accommodate

prevent movement or redistribution of enemy explosives-laden carri-rs before movement to a
forces. storage area or to their next destination. (Ca!led U

4. As applied to air traffic, to keel) an aircraft "wharf yard at seaports.) (AFR 127-100,
within a specified space or location which is Attachment 1)
identified by visual or other means in accordance
with air traffic control instructions. (JCS Pub 1) HOME BASE SUPPLY

Base supply at the home station of the tactical
HOLDDOWN unit being supported in accordance with Chapter 15.The securing of an item to the base of a shipping (AFM 67-1)

container by applying lumber or meta! over all or
part of the item, and then tensioning, or othe.vise HOMOGENEOUS
locking down the lumber or metal in a manner that Homogeneity implies that a series or group of
prevents movement of the tem within the container, units of product should be alike or similar in
One of the means of anchoring often used nature. Units of product subjected to P specific

synonyraously with tiedown. (AFP 71-4) inspection should be of a single type, grade, class,
size and composition, manufactured under

HOLDING ACTIVITY (DPDO) essentially the same conditions and at essentially
The organizational entity having responsibility the same time. The units of product are not

for and control over disposal property. (DOD expected to be identical under microscopic

4160.21-M-1) examination, which may find the units a series or
The activity having responsibility for the property group of units produced; From the same batch of

involved. (AFM 67-1) raw material, compone,'ts or subassemblies; By theI]
HOLDING AGENCY same production or assembly line with the same

The executive agency which has control of the molds, dies. patterns, personnel, etc.; or During a
property involved. (AFM 67-1) unit of time such as an hour, a day, a week, a shift,r ietc., (MIL-HDBK-53). (AFR 74-15)
HOLDING ANCHORAGE H G-D

An alternative nchorage where ships may lie if: HO'OGENEmui DATA
a. the assembly or working anchorage or port/water The term used in describing items of data which
terminal to which they have been consigned is are similar or essentially alike and therefore
occupied; or b. when delayed by enemy threats or comparable, except in tl-; differences (errors or

tbt,)r factors from immediately proceeding on their other values) that are being moasured or

next voyage, or c. when dispersed from a major investigated. (DOD 5000.8)

port/major water terminal to avoid the effects of a HOMOGENEOUS ITEMS
ouclear attack. (JCS Pub 1) Items of supply which have the same relative

tOLDING AND RECONSIGNMENIT POINT probability of error incidence. (AR 780-45)

A rail or motor center with considerab!2 capacity, HONEYCOMBING
to which cars or' trucks may be set., and at which Sto.-age space wasted ais a result of poor planning .

the nmax ie held until their destination becomcs or the emp!ovment of iiolproper stora,.e n' thods.
known or- until the roer time arrives for them to (AFM 67-1)
ec move(] farther toward their destination. Also. a The practice of storing and x'ihdrawal of

place --here raiload cars or trucks may be supplies in such a mamier that the empty space
unloaded an, the cargo hel for fitit re resulting froi,, withdrawals is not usable for
transhipnment.{JCS Pub 1) sto|age of additional items. (AFR (9-8)
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HORIZONTAL LOADING HOST INSTALLATION/ACTIVITY
The sto;age of cargo in more than one hold of a Ar installation or activity that has management

ship or rnore t.an one ship of a convoy. (AR 320-5) control of facilities and/or administrative and
A type of loading whereby items of like character logistical support (includi:,g base operations

are loaded in hori.ontal layers throughout the holds support) to anothe: activity or unit dependent upon
of a ship. (AR 320-5) the host for all or a portion of its administrative

HOSPITAL and loi3tical sul-nort requirements. (AR 310-25)

A medical treatment facility capable of providing HOST MAJOR COMMAND
inpatient care. it is appropriately st',ffed and The major command which has jurisdiction over

equipped to provide diagnostic and therapeutic the installation and other real property used by or
services, as well as the necess.ry supporting supporting a tenant. (AFR 11-4)services required to perform its assigned mission

and functions. A hospital may, in addition, HOST ORGANIZATION
discharge the P.nctions of a cliric. (JCS Pub 1) The organization having cognizan-e over the

HOSPITAL TRANSPORT location at which the originator r-quires the

A transport provided with additional medical technical facility. (AFSCP 80-1)
personnel and increased facilities for evacuation of HOST-TENANT AGREEMENT
casualties. (JCS Pub 1) A type of logistic slipport agreement whiclh

HOST involves two activities which share the same

AFSC organization that has management control facilities, one as host and the other as tenant.

of facilities and provides support to a unit of (DSAM 4140.4)

another AFSC activity, major command, other DOD HOT CONFIGURATION
department/ agency, Government agency, or Said of a test missile, when it is equipped and
non-Government entity. (AFSCR 170-9) ready for firing, either static or live. (AFM 11-1)
HOST BASE

An AF base designated to furnish specific HOT REFUELING

supplies to tenant and other organizations through Single point prossure refueling of aircraft with
an appropriate organization supply officer. (AFM one engine idling. (AFR 144-1)

67-1) HOUND DOG

The designated Air F., - or other GQvcrninent A turbojet/propelled, air-to-surface missile
installation, in ciose geographical proximity to a designed to be carried externally on the B-52. It :ssite, responsible for furnishing specified eupdwihancar arhead and can be

aaministrative and logistic services to support site launched for either high or low altitude attacks

activatin. (AFR 400-30) against enemy targets, supplementing the
HOST BASE ORGANIZATION interiially-carried firepower of the B-52.

The base or organization which has been Designatcl as AGM-28. (JCS Pub 1)
designated by the host major command, or by Fq HOURS OF UTILIZATION
USAF, to furnish sipport to a tenant. (AFR 11-4) He Ou UrIN w he press is committed

HOST COMPUTER directly and indirectly for the production of specific
A central computer providing large scale press products. This includes setup time, run time,

computer support to the ALC via the RJET. teardown time, time to change containers, and time
(AFLOR 6627) required for other preparatory pi oduction

HOST COUNTRIES operations. (AFSCR 78-4)
, Those countries in which centralized overhau; HOUSEHOLD GOODS (CRATED)
j facilities are located. (AFM 67-1) Furniture and furnishing or equipment. clothing.

HOST COUNTRY baggage, personal effects, professi,,.al books.

A nation in which representatives or papers, and equipment: and all other personal
organizations of another state are present because property associated with the home and person. (AR
of government invitation and/or internationai 55-9/NAVSUPINST 4600.79/AFR 75-10 MCO
agreement. (JCS Pub 1) 4610.31)
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HOUSEKEEPING EQUIPMENT The application ot knowledge of man's
Items listed in tables of allowances which are capabilities and limitations to the planning, design,

required for the shelter, health, welfare, and development, and testing of aerospace systems,
administration of personnel. (AFM 67-1) equ;pment, and facilities to achieve optimum

HOUSEKEEPING SET personnel safety, comfort, and effectiveness

Selected items of housekeeping, administrative compatible with systems requiremcnts. (AFM ]1-1)
equipment and supplies (WRM) exclusive of HUMAN FACTORS
subsistence, prepositioned at designated locations A body of scientific facts about human
for support of planned wartime or contingency characteristics. The term covers all biomedical and

m operations. It either supplements materi-l assets psycho-social considerations. It includes, but is not
located at existing operating bases or provides a limited to, principles and applications in the areas
source of assets at stand-by bases; such as, of human engineering, personnel selection, training,
disbursed operating base (AFR 400-24). The items life support, job performance aids, and humn
comprising a housekeeping set are listed in TA 929. performance evaluat:en. (NAVMATINST 4000.20,
(AFM 11-1. AFM 67-1) MIL-STD-.721B)
HOUSEKEEPING SUPPLIES A PERFORMANCE

Items listed in tpbles of allowances and tables ,,f
distribution and allowances which are required for A measure of man-functions and actions in a
the shelter. health, welfare and administration of specified environment. (NAVMATINSr 4000.20,
personnel. (AR 320-5) MI,-STD-721B)
HOW MALFUNCTIONED CODE HUMAN PERFORMANCE RELIABILITYH reeOW digit MA ONE E tThe probability that operating personne! willA three-digit number used to provide a

description of the trouble on or in the equipment or perform their assigned tasks under specified
comtp-nent listed in the EIC bVock. 1,OPNAV 43P2) cnditions without an error that causes mission

failure. This is a measure of the success of the

HOWITZER human engineering and training programs. (AR
1. A cannon which combines certain 705-5)

characteristics of guns and mortars. The howitzer
delivers projectiles with medium velocities, either HUMIDITY
by low o high trajectories. The moisture condition of air. Absolute humidity

2. A cannon with tube length of 20 to 30 indicates the amount of vapor moisture actually in
calibers. (JCS Pub 1) the air at any given time. Relative humidity is the I
HQ AFSC EVALUATION percent of moisture relative to the maximum which

An Evaluation of field commands by the HQ air at any given temperature can retain without

AFSC Standardization/Evaluation Division. (AFSCR precipitation. (AFA l9-8)
60-1) HUMIDITY CONTROLLED SPACE

AFSC SYSTEM, DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND/OR The warehouse area equipped with humidity
HQ FICER control equipment. (AFM 67-1)
PROGRAM OFFICER

An individdial appointed by DCS/Systems, HUMPING
DCS/Deve.3pmcnt Plans, or other major staff office A method of making up trains in railroad .ards
who is HQ AFSC fetal point -for staff actions by allowing individual cars to roll freel. down an
associated with managing programs. Duties incline on to one of several tracks where the
identified for th( system officer in this regulation roving car is stopped. usually by cu2lision with
apply to development planning officers and program other cars already on the track. (AFP 71-4)

officers. (AFSCR 800-1) The switching of railroad car(s) in classification
HUMAN ENGINEERING yards where the car(s) are pushed over a mound

That area of human factors which applies (hump) and the :sopt, of the hii ) used to supply
scientific knowledge to the design of items to the motivation power for su\itching the car's) onto
achieve effe.tive man- machine integratioi. and the de-sired track(s). The hunip" track may or
utilization. (N.A VM. TINST 4000.20. may not ie equipped with car retarders. (A FRNI II-STD-7 21 B) i-8 -]
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HUSTLER tissues to absorb oxygen under conditions of low

A strategic all weather medium bomber with barometric pressure. In the latter case, water
nuclear delivery capability. It is powered by four vapors from the body fluids increase in the lungs,
turbjet engines and has a supersonic dash crowding out the oxygen. (AFM i27-201)

- capability. The Hustler has an intercontinental I
range through in-flight refueling. Designate as

B-58. (JCS Pub 1) ICP CONTROLLED MATERIEL
HiUTMENT Quantities of an item under the centralized

-_ A structure which has been specifically erected control of an Item Control Point (ICP) for net

for the storage of equipment under dehumidified requirements determination, redistribution, and

conditions. (TM 38260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR declaration of excess including as appropriate,
71-18/MCO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) stocks in depots and bases, and stocks in use which

are subject to item transaction reporting to an ICP
HYDRANT for item control. (DOD 4140.34M, DOD 416G.2!-M)

That portion of a pump station system which can Stocks or in-use materiel over which a central
provide 600 GPM (minus line and friction loss) point exercises procurement, distribution, and
through an outlet into an aircraft. (AFR 144-1) management control. A central point may be an

HYDRATE Inventory Control Point (ICP), command, bureau,

A material which has chemically combined with a office, or element designated to exercise such
specific amount of water to form a loosely bound control for a Military Service or the DOD as a
compound. Their formulas are written to show that whole. (DOD 4000.19-M)
the water may be readily removed by heating. ICP CONTROLIED PROPERTY I
(AFM 127-201) Quantities of personal property under the

HYDROCIRBON 2entralized control of an ICP including, as
Chemical compounds composed only of carbon and appropriate, stocks in depots and bases, and stocks I

hydrogen. (AFM 127-201) in use which are subject to item transaction
HYGROSCOPIC reporting to an ICP for item control. (DOD

The property of being anle to absorb moisture 4160.21-M)
from air. (AFM 127-201) ICP SYSTEM FILES
HYPERGOLIC MIXTURE All data applicable to all items recorded at the

The property by which a fuel and an oxidizer will ICP will be stored in an integrated file complex.ignite on contact with each other without the need Data required for immediate use will be stored on
of an outside source of ignition. A nonhypergolic Random Access Drums, referred to as Fastrand. I
mixture is called an anergol or anergolic mixture. Data not required for Immediate Retrieval will be

(AFM 127-201) stored on magnetic Tape files. (ASOINST P4440.60)

HYPERSONIC IDEAL EXHAUST VELOCITY
- Speed faster than Mach 5 or five times the speed An exhaust velocity of an ideal rocket. (AFM

of sound. (AFM 127-2CQ) 11-1)

HYPO IDENTICAL WORK SPECIFICATION
Acid fixing solution that has been used in the Refers to the requirement that the same basic

photographic developing process to stabilize the work specification be used by both contractor and
exposed iirage and wash away unex posed silver organic depot sources when the same workload is
particles, and which through such use becomes a negotiated for accomplishment at both locations.
relatively rich source of silver. (DOD 4160-21.M) (AFLCR 66-67)

HYPOXIA IDENTIFIABLE ADDITIONAL COSTS
Oxygen deficiency in the blood, cells, or tissues Costs incurred to support the receiver which are

of the body in such degree as to cause above the supplier's own costs that would haveisychologic"l and physiological disturbances. been incurred for specific categories of support
Hypoxia may result from scarcity of oxygen in the prior to the arrival of the receiver. (DOD
air being breathed, or from inability of the body 4000.19-M)
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IDENTIFICATION the criteria for IPE, is idl,!/excess to military

The current approved tecnnicai documentation for contractual or mission requirements and is available
a configuration item which prescribes (I) all for redistribution, General Reserve or disposal by
necessary functional characteristics, (2) the tests Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center
required to demonstrate achievement of specified (DIPEC). (TM 38-260, NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR
functional characteristics, (3) the necessary 71-18/M(,O 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9)
interface characteristics with associated IGLOO SPACE
Configuration hems (Cl 's), (4) the CI'c key IrLO SPaefunctionalArea in an earth-covered structre of concrete
functinan c act(dersiand csintsy lower levl and/or steel designed for the storage of ammunition
CI 's, if any, and (5) design constraints, such as
envelope dimensions, component standardization, and explosives. (JCS Pub 1)
use of inventory items, itegrated logistics support IGNITER
requirements. (DOD 5010.19) A device used to initiate burning of combustibie

That means by which, with the use of the USAF mixtures, such as propellants. Igniters may be
Technical Sevice or Federal Supply Catalogs, electrical or chemical. (AFM 127-201)
Army-Navy (AN), Joint Army-Navy (JAN), Air IGNITION TEMPERATURE(FIREPOINT)
Force (AF), or manufacturer's drawings AN, JAN, The lowest temperature at which combustion can
AF, or Department of Army specifications, or other e s temprature a i ui on
applicable drawings, specifications, or parts of be supported continuously over a liquid surface on

catalogs, an item may be recognizea and associated exposure to an open flame. (AFM 127-201)
with its next major assembly and the USAF ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN (IPB)
technical service or federal supply classification of A manual containing illustrations and part
property in which it is procured, storea, issued, and numbers for al. parts of the aircraft or equipment
shipped by the USAF. (AFM 67-1) on which it is issued. The IPB contains information

1. In air defense and antisubmarine warfare, the required for erdering parts, including stock
process of determining the friendly or hostile numbers, and for identification of parts and
character of a detected contact. arrangements of parts in assemblies.

2. In arms control, the process of determining (NAVARINST 4700.2)
which nation is responsible for the detected A technical manual containing illustrations and
violations ot an arms control measure. (JCS Pub 1) breakdown of all systems, assemblies and

IDENTIFYING NUMBER subassemblies whic& can be dkassembled.

The number used to identify an item of reassemblied or replaced and are contained in the

production. It Is the numb.r assigned by the design end article. It is prepared in accorda;,ce withSpecification MIL-M-8910 (AFLCM 653-3, AFSCM
activity whose engineering drawings, specifications, S a- (-

desin o conrolthe 65-2)standards and inspectioit reqirements control the
design of the item. This number may be a drawing, ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN (LESS ILLUSTRATIONS)
part, model, type, cataiog, etc., number depending The document required for source coding and
on the numbering system of the design aetivity, provisioning purposes and is that document required

Whenever a part number is Pssigned to an ;tem of under the provisions of specification MIL-M-8910,
production, the part number assigned shall be, or except that the availability of illustrations is not
include, the design activity drawing number and mandatory for use at the source coding meeting.
shall be used as the identifying number. (AFLM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2, AFLCR 57-27)
(MIL-STD-130B) IMMEDIATE ACCESS
IDENTITY CODE The cl.pability of retrieving and/or processing

A locally assigned code which aggregates special dat? stored on magnetic drum through the use of
groups of job orde- numbers. For example, the r:. inquiry device or central processor within a span
code would identify the individual in of time measured in microseconds. (ASOINST
DCS/Operations responsible for monitoring certain P4440.60)
Job orders. (AFSCM 177-265) IMMEDIATE OPERATIONAL READINESS
IDLEIPE Those operations directly re:ated to the

DOD-owned equipment (in contractors' plants, or assumption of an alert or quick-reaction postvre
ii, a military installation or activity) which meets all Typical operations include strip alert. airborn
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alert/indoctrination, no-notice launch of an alert IMPLIED SHORTAGE COST
force, and the maintenance of missiles in an 3lert The assumed cost of a shortage based upon other
configuration. (JCS PIub 1) management decisions relative to the number of

days to be forecast for delay in the availability of
IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENT materiel or the funds available for inventory levels.

A priority requisition submitted for any item (DOD 4140.39)
reouir':d to restore a weapon to operational status.
A maximum processing time of 24 houis is IMPORT CERTIFICATE-DELIVERY VERIFICATION (IC/DV)
established (see Chapter 18). (AFM 67-1) SYSTEM

The export control system established by
IMMINENT DANGER cooperating friendly governments to preclude

J A condition where there is reasonable certainty diversion of shipments of foreign excess propery,
that an existing hazard can be expected to cause by purchasers, to other than approved destinations.
death or serious physical harm to an employee This system applies only to Fereign Excess
immediately or before the hazard can be eliminated Personal Property (FEPP) in Category II. (AFM
through the regular course of corrective 67-1, DOD 4160.21-M)
procedures. (AFSC Supplement 1/AFR 127-12) a. An import certificate, or similar document,

issued by the government of destination,
IMPACT AREAS authorizing the import of the commodities listed

Predetermined selection of management data within the specific limitations of the document.
4 representing the most significant dollars impacting b. A delivery verification is an official A

varitus phases of requirements and assets as confirmation that the commodities lis'ed in the
developed in the CSIS computation. These impact import certificate were imported into the country
areas, requiring critical analysis and validation, named in the certificate. (DOD 4160.21-M)
represent requirement data such as lead time,
safety level, stock due out, and buy requirements; IMPORTANCE CATEGORY

safey lvel stok de ot, ad by ' A list of projects citing one of f'our numericaland asset information such as inapplicable on order, ratis sf peciigmnt of thereserchiratings ass~gned specific segments of the research +
potential DOD excess, and total stocks. A more

compehesiv lit o theimpct rea ma be and development program structure by individual+i ~~comprehensive list of the impact areas may be p o r m , o rj cs n h c o si ue a
programs, or projects, and which constitute anfound ii' AFLOR 57-6. (AFLCR 171-51) official declaration of their relative importance to

IMPERVIOUS the Air Force. (AFM 11-1)
A material which will not permit another IMPORTANCE FACTOR (EQUIPMENT)

substance to pass through. (AFM 127-201) The relative importance of the particular
- IMPLEMENTATION DATE Equipment to the total Mission effectivene's. 1. is32

The date when supply action on an FMS case is defined as the ratio of the number of Mission
initiated or directed by the implementing agency. failures due to the Equipment failing to the total

F - 1number of failures of the Equipment.J- (AFR 400-3, DOD 5105.38M)( IL TD 71
(MIL-STD-721)

IMPLEMENTING AGENCY IMPREST FUND
The Military Department responsible for the A cash fund of a fixed amount, established

executior of Grant Aid and FMS Programs. See through an advance of funds to an authorized

-AppendixA, Part I. (DOD 5105.38M) cashier, to effect immediate cash payment of s.a
IMPLEMENTING COMMAND amounts for purchases of -ipplies and .onpcisonal

The command responsible for the acquisition services. (AFM 11-1)
and/or modification of the system, subsystem, or A cash fund of a fi:ed amount establshediteom odcto of eup n t he system subssteo through an advance of funds, without app~rop~riation

The command (normally AFSC) charged wit, change. to an authorized imprest fund cashier tohresponsibility for acquiring systems and equipment effect inmediate cash payments of relatively small
• amoun~ts for authorized purchases of supplies and

for the Air Force inventory. (AFR 800-4) no- a i , b
The command ha:,ing overall responsibility f,, no.-lersonal services. tICS Pub 1)

engineering and installing a facility or system to IMPROVED MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
fulfill an approved requirement. (AFR 100-18) .A system designed to assemble maintenance data
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into a series of reports for analyzing and validating aircraft involved in airline maintenance.
recurring inspection requirements and evaluating (OPNAVIN.T 5442.2)
the replacement interval of time change items. IN STORAGE
(AFM 11-1) Motor vehicles not in use %%hich are being held at

IMPROVEMENT, REAL-PROPERTY depots, posts, camps, stations, and bases: (a) to fill
A buiiding, other structure, or other attachment requisitions made through regular supply channels

or annexation to land which is intended to remain and procedures; or (b) for reserve. (DOD 4500.7)
so attached or annexed, such as sidewalks, trees, IN STORAGE INSPECTION
drives, tunnels, drains, and sewers. Note: A system whereby supplies and eqaipment in
,Sidew.ks, curbing, sewers, and highways are storage are subjected to, but not limited to, cyclic,
sometimes referred to as "betterments" but the scheduled, and special inspection and continuous

term "improvements" is to be preferred. (DOD action to assure that materiel is maintaned in a
5000.8) ready-for-issue or nondeteriorating condition.

iMPULSE, TOTAL (DLAM 4155.4!AR 750-26/NAVSUP Pub 5011/MCO
ThrusL produceu by the motor multiplied by the P4870.45B)

burning time in seconds. (AFM 127-201) IN STORE STATUS

IMPUTED CHARGE Items in the custody of the Supply Officer as
A cost imposed on the customer that does not shelf stock at the activity. (BUSANDAINST

involve an actual expenditure of funds, and hence 4440.105)

does not appear in the financial records. (AFSCR IN TRANSIT LEVEL OF SUPPLY
177-4) The average quantity of nateriel required to be

IN PLACE STATUS in the process of movemei.t within the distribution

Items in the hands of users at n activity (i.e., system, or to a particular point, in order to
held by ships, test bench locations, rotating pools. maintain the required average levels of supply

packings, etc). (BUSANDAINST 4440.105) intact at all distribution poihts, or at any particular
point. (DOD 4140.4)MA

IN PROCESS INSPECTION _:A
An inspection conducted within a maintenance INACTIVATE

shop during the actual performance of maintenance To discontinue completely the use of an

to assure that work is being performed properly installation or storage and iarehousing facil~ty(ies)

and to identify areas in which operations can be therein. (AR 780-5)

improved. (AR 320-5) To discontinue completely the use o: an

Inspection which is performed dur;ng the installation or a facility thereii, by a DOD

manufacturing or repair cye.! to identify defectives component. (AFR 6,-4)

and inspect the characteristics and attributes which INACTIVATED ITEM OF SUPPLY
are not easily accessible at final inspection as well A National Stock Numbered item of sup\ ly fgr

as to cieck the process itself. (AFLCM 74-2) which a withdrawal Gf interest action has been

IN PROCESS REVIEW processed and there are no longer any M1s or

A review of a materiel development project registered users recorded against this item in the

conducted at critical points of the development cycle DLSC Total Item Record (TIR). (DOD 4140.32M)

for the purpose of evaluating the status of the INACTIVATION
project, accomplishing effective coordination, and The servicing and preservation of an end item
facilitating proper and timely decisions hearing on prir" to c..ering storage or :in inactive pool.
the future course of the project. (AR 320-5. AR (NAVArATINST 4850.89.X)

INACTIVE AIRCRAFT A

IN SERVICE PERIOD POOL Til.. total of tile reserve and nonprgram aircraft.
Includ's ready re la'elient aircraft for losses (.J(S Pub l. AR :20-5)

dIlle to ,trike. ot erha:i. dalage. and completion of Those aircraft plactk. in N1111age. bailment, on
tours. periods, or sv'r%'e life aircraft enronhe to. hon ii olltsidt' the Dlft' usI' t stallishnitn. or
a '.aiting. and undergoing Special Rew,rk in the other%%ise not a'ainhlle to the, i Ilitar StelriiCe..
controlling custody of an ope;,ti;'t g c11iu1;i1(1: am (.ICS lPull II



INACTIVE ITEM OF SUPPLY the contract. (JCS Pub 1, AFMI 11-1, AR '320-5)
AA national stuek numbered (Or F'SN) item of ICDN
A Supply for which no current or future requirements

are recognized by any registered user or the An injury or damage to property, involving INavy
mateielmanger.'AF 671 DO 410.3-M) aircraft under certain conditions that do not meetmateielmanger (AM 671, OD 14032-11) the requirements for submission of other aircraft

INACTIVE ITEM REVIEW CARD (IIRC) accident type reports. yet being of serious enough
A general purpose EAM card used for consequence to merit study toward future

accomplishing the referral and/or review of prevention. (BUWEPSYNST 4700.2)
potentially inactive items of supply. (AFM 67-1)

INACTIVE ITEM REVIEW FOCAL POINT An aircraft will be considered1 to be operating
GST heta ais i des hign a tOD rcive and is mingm to fighItfo the time the first engine is Z
TS h ic ity weihn ae oD rcimpon s tate for the purpose of commencing flight and
resonsblefor monitoring the processing of the will continue until the airc.aft comes to rest with

4j IRCs from the appropriate materiel managers. all engines stopped, ex.-ept for airships. Airship
;AF,1 7-)fih omne h instant the aircraft is freed

INBOUN CARGOfrom the mast and endls at completion of masting or
Crounloaded from shipis or aircraft at a 4702 wihalegnstoed (B EPIS

terminal fnr subsequent forwarding tc consignee.
(A 205 INCIDENTAL SUPPLY SERVICES
INBOUND TRAFFIC Services p~erformed for the p~urpose of positioning

destined to or moving in the general direction of disributiog materiel from a supply system torfi rgntn na vresae hc s adcnrli. aeilwti a supAsse.o
CO.NUS. (AR 55-23, OPNAVINST 4600.17CIAFR cosmr4AA205 F 71
75-37/11C0 -621.2B/DLAR 4500.26, JCS Pub 1) INCOME

INCAPACITATING AGENT The accretion. usually measured in terms of
An agent that produces temporary physiological money, in resources. arising froir the application of

or entl ffetsorbot, hic wil eiier capital. hibor, or a combination of the two. Usually
individuals incapable of concerted effort. (AFR must. be. 1ua 1fD by0.S suhwrsa6"rs.
127-100. Attachment 1)ne. c.DO i0S

INCOME, GROSS -INCENTIVE
Mlotivating the contractor in ca!eulable monetary Th toaamu. sulyepsedimny

ters () t tun ot aproucttha mets derived from capita!. fromn labor. or from both
signficaalyadvacedperfrmace gals (ii to comibined,. without reference to the expeiidittire in
signficntl adance l~rfomane gols.(ii to connection therewith. (DYOD 5000.8)

ii1prove on the contract schedule u. to and
including final delivery. (iii) to substantially reduce INCOME, NET (OR NET PROFIT,

-. costs of the work, or (iv) to comp~lete the project In a commercial acti,:itv. tile amount by which
under a weighted combination of some or all of gross income exceeds all costs. (DOD 5000)
these objectives. (NAV.IAT P-4215) INCOME, NET OPERATIN4G

A contract which may be of either a fixed price from "operaiting- revenue" bat before deducting

or cost reimbursement nature, with a special nonloperating costs ". (DOI) .-O98
pr,)'ion~ for adhmstinent of the fixed wrice or fee. INCOMING (DD FORM 448)

1amiul ev-t pricor fee adjustntw:1 afteri tileAir Fort-e afo De pet rm AgeNcy ) n
compmletion oftecnrcfro l,i. of reCei' %ei by an A FS plrocuremtiiii office. (A FSCM
establish ing a final price oi- fee l';u:ed -n m t he -

contractor N actuad cos plis a Aiding -,tale of
prtofit or fee which '.arics in' ersel ,v wvith the cost INCONSEQUENTIAL DISCREPANCIES
but %%hich il no, vv.1 AImal peinit I he find' prict. or* Los., and damlage Claim of $I 5 or. Ies are
fee to v\ ceed Ill.- -aiiunm) prick, or fee tatell it) ceisid ''red inlconlm-41'eiitiail discrepanlcies. 'M nlot33



file for formal claims against carriers in amounts of required for work to be accomplished in a given
$15 or less. (AR 710-26, NAVSUP Pub 452 fiscal year will be included in the budget r~quest
Revision/AFR 67-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR for that fiscal year. For-ward financing c:la occur
4140.47) on RDT&E funded programs only. All other

programs are either ftilly funded (as procurement)INCONSEQUENTIAL DISCREPANCY OR LOSS
When incident to shipment, a shortage not or funded annually as operation and maintenance

exceeding $10 in monetary value or damage which (O&M). Therefore. forward financing, which
exeein $0iotr vlu n rcois dated INREENA OR DECREMENTA COn nrmetlfns tou foti
does not impair the usefulness of a:' articie or involves using incremental funds to buy effort in a
render it unsuitable for u.e. except when incorrect fiscal year. is an exception to thr incremental
receiving practice or pilterage at receiving station funding policy. (AFSCR 172-9)
is indicated. or where narcotics, undenatured INCREMENTAL OR DECREMENTAL COST

alcohol, or alcoholic liquor are missing. The $10 The increased or decreased cost resulting from
valuation is applicable to a discrepancy in a changes in the rate of production or the level ofA shipment covered by a single bill of lading. It may force or installation activitq. (The cost can reflect

not be applied to loss or damage to the individual changes in equipment, number of personnel, or
transportation units shipped on the same bill of consumpioa rates.) Although incremental cost is

2 lading. Determination as to whether or not a often interpreted as marginal cost, the la'ter has a
discrepancy is inconsequential will be made by the more limited meaning which reflects the cost of
Officer who prepares the report of survey. (AFM changing output by one unit. (AFR 173-1)
67-1) INDEFINITE DELIVERY CONTRACT

INCONSISTENT ITEM A fixed price type contract used for procurement
An item which is mvnaged by the military in which the exact time of dellhery i6 not known at

services in some combination of end items, depot time of contracting. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1.
reparable ':omponents, consumables and/or special NAVMAT P-42"5)
management itemq. (AFLCR 400-21/DARCOMR INDEFINITEQUANTITY CONTRACT
700-99/NAVMATINST 4790.23A/MCO P4410.22A) This type of contract provides for the furnishing

INCORRECT ITEM of aii indefinite quanti'v within stated limits, of
An item received in lieu of the item requisitioned. specific bupplies or services, during a specified

(AFR 67-16/AFR 67-7) contract period, with deliveries to bc sched tled by
the timely placement of orders upon the centractor

INCREASED COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS (ICE) by activities designated either specifically or byIncreased Combat Effectiveness (Project ICE) is "" "
class. D,,pendin- on the situation. the colitract mayan economy drive initiated by the Air Force Chief of coo
provide for (i) firm fixed prices. (ii) price escalationStaff to complement the Air Force Cost Reduction o ii rc eeemnto.(O 008 A

Progrm ~. API! 1-i)or (iii) pirice redetermination. (DOD 3000.8. DAR-Program (CRP). (AFM 11-i) 3493

INCREMENT OF MATERIEL
INDENTURE

A.n assemblage of materiel not to exceed 4000
common CRPght, o as itmo ee 4The terms used to indicate :he !evels of bi:;rdware

item of materiel and the relationshps of sets. major assemblies.
of 4An "inrement subassemblies. components, and pnarts as depicted in

used in mobility planning as a least drawings, provisioning dcuments and the dash 4
common denominator in planning and assembling
loads for cargo aircraft which transport the tactical technical orders. The instructions for expressing

indenture levels by position onl appropriate

suort 400-)documents and by either numerical or alphabetical
INCREMENTAL FUNDING designators are contained in specification

Citation o; funds on a contract in an amount MIL-M-8910. "Preparation of Technical Ma:uals -
necessary to continue the effort for one fi.cal year. Illustrated Parts Breakdowns." (AFLCR 400-1)
iAFSCM 27-I. (AFSCR 27-6) A n~ethod of showing relationships to indicate

The financiihg ,f , enrl items in the fiscal year dependence and an order of dependence. lndentures
that the. are delivered. regardkSS of when they are may be shown by actual indention. numerically or
orde,'ed (AFSCIl 375-31 alphabetically. Jndenturing breaks down an item

The incremental programming!funding policy. in into assemblies. suhassemblies. components. id
general. provides that only those RDT&IE funds parts. The term also apples to the successive I
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breakdown of items such as functional diagrams INDEX LIST
and schematic diagrams. (AFSCM 375-5) A tabulation of all Data Lists and Lists of

A term used to indicate an order of dependence Material applicable to the item for which the list
when items are broken down into assemblies, was prepared. (MIL-STD-30) A
subassemblies, compouents, and parts. A lower I N
indenture item is a part of the next higher INDEXNUMBERassmbl. (FLC 5713)A ratio of a imumerical quantity or value of a

Control number of subassembly, used to relate rubject item, or items, to the numerical quantity or

different levels of subassemblies to end item. value of a similar item or items taken as a standard

(AFLCR 171-343) for purposes of comparisr.. May be expressed as

A term used to depict tile location of an item in percent. For example: a ,)rice index of an item is

(and its relationship to) the overali configuration of the ratio of it price at a g:ven time to its price at
an end article. The EA is indenture one; the some other time, usually previously (and referred to
highest level of component installed on the EA is as a base price or base-period price). (POD 5000.8)
two. etc. The term is used interchangeably with INDEX TYPE TECHNICAL ORDER
Setback. (AFLCR 171-91) This shows the status of all TOs, provides
INDENTURE CODE personnel with a means of selecting needed

Used to indicate number of indentures for a given publications, and in certain instances groups the
E/I. (AFLCR 171-343) publications pertaining to specific items of -.

INDEPENIENT COST ANALYSIS (ICA) equipment. Examples are: "Numerical Indexes,"
A cost analysis prepared outside normal advocacy "Publications Requirements Tables," "Lists of

channels to test the reasonableness of an official Applicable Publications (LOAPs)," and "List of

program estimate. An ICA generally involves Applicable Technical Orders (LATOs)." (AFt 66-7)

maximum use of parametric terhniques but may INDIRECT COST
involve other cost estimofing methods. (AFR 173-1) Costs. v ",ecause of their incurrence for

INDEPENDENT COST ESTIMATE (ICE) common or j, . objecti:er are not readily subject

. estimate of prograir cost developed outside to treatment as direct costs. This term is further
norical advocacy charnels by a team which defined in DAR 1-701.3 and DAR 15-203. (DOD
generally includes representation from Cost 7000.2/AFSCP/AFLCP 173-51
Analysis, Procurement, Prodiction Management, Any item of cost (oi the aggregate thereof) which
Engineering, and Program Mau.-gement. (AFR is incurred for joint objectives, and. therefore.
173-1) cannot be identified specifically with a single final

objective, such as a product, servic,., program.INDEPENDENT FAILURE pout eu.pormfunction project or job. Indirect costs are allocatedA malfunction of an item which is not related to to several final cost objectives. (A cost way be

prior failures (in particular, the pi-mary failure). direct with respect to some specific service or
(AFLCR 66-308) function, which is of itself indirect with respect to

INDEPENDENT MODIFICATION REVIEW (IMR) the end products. services, objectives or mission of
A detailed technical review of 'he modification the facility. The indirect cost elements may include

engineering, impacted air vehicle characteristics, the same type of costs as listed for direct costs.
drawings, analyses, test plans, data. and changes o Indirect costs are distinguished from direct and

related flight manuals and operating and overhead costs in that ;rdirect costs relate to two
maintenance instructions as required to ensure safe or more final objecti% es but not he total operation
operation. This review will be accomplished by of the facility. NOTE: This definition differs from
p)eronnel having no prior involvement in the indirect costs under the \FSC T&E Finding Policy
modification. (AFSCR 80-33) in that. tnder T&E. all costs not subject to

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE reimbursement under the T&E direct .ost funding
An explanatory known variahle used to predict )r policy are considered indirect: wl,treas. under

estimate tle: %alie .f the dependent variable in a JOCAS. no such disinction is made. Se AFSCR
functional relation.,hip such ;s an estimating 172-8. Test and Ev'duation Support. (AFSCM
relationship. (AFM 11-1) 177-265)
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INDIRECT COST POOLS supervision, clerical, repair of the equipment,
Groupings of ihcurred costs identified with two or training, cleaning and policing, log or standby time,

more cost objectives but not identified with any annual leave, sick leave, and holiday or
specific cost objective and accumulated for administrative leave. (AFLCR 78-3)
developing allocation factors. 1AFSCR 177-4) INDIRECT MAINTENANCE RESOURCES

Grouping of incurred costs identified with two or
more cost objectives for the purpose of developing which, while not directly expended in activeallocation factors. (AFSCM 177-265) wih hl o ietyepne natv

maintenance tasks, contributes to the overall

INDIRECT ELEMENT maintenance mission, through the support of
Program element(s) which will be affected by the overhead uperations, administration, accumulation

change to a "Direct Element." e.g. base operations, of facility records and statistics, super'ision, and
training, command, housing and Programs 7, 8 ait.. facilities upkeep. (MIL-STD-778)
9 when the "Direct Element" is a fo:ce element. IRECT MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
(DOD 7045.7) Refers to that maintenance performed to materiel

INDIRECT EXPENSE after its withdrawal from the custody of the using

Costs necessary in production which canaot be military command. Upon restoration tu serviceable
readily identified with or charged to a particular condition, the materiel is returned to stock for
part, product, or group of parts or products. reissue, or returned directly to the user under
(AFLC. 25-3) conditiolns authorized by the military department
INDIRECT LABOR concerned. (DOD 4151.1)

NDRECT wAOR eMaintenance performed to material (usually) after
The work ioerformed by civilan and military its withdrawal from the custody of the using

personnel that is not identified with a particuiar organization or command. Upon restoration to
vehicle or group of vehicles. It includts the orizato comand Upon retrto to
functions normally designated as supervisory, serviceable condition. the material is returned to

admnisraiie podutin cntol, clricl, stock for reissue or, where authorized, returned to -administrative, production control, clerical.

dispatchers, custodial and other ove-L.ad functions. the user. (AFR 66-14)
(DOD 4500.7) INDIRECT MATERIAL

That labor which cannot be reasonably and The material consumed in the process of
consisten',ly related to productive output and does production that does not becomE a part - the
not represent an integral part of operations finished product and/or cannot be readily identified
recorded in the production-count system. This type with or charged to a particular part. product,
of labor does not vary directly in relation to service, or groups of parts, products, or services.
production fluctuations and tends to remain (AFLCM 25-3)

relatively stable at different levels of productive Indirect materiel is that materiel which cannot be
output. Moderate fluctuations do occur for indirect easily identified and measured to a specified
labor but these generally are identified to or product or process. Indirect materiel is considered
associated with long-term expansion or mission to be materiel such as bolts, nuts, paints. etc..
changes. (AFLCM 25-3) which due to the established unit of issue cannot

All other labor at the Resource Control Center readily be identified to an end item. Common
(RCC) level which does not meet the criteria for materiel which cail be identified to an item should
direct labor, the cost of which is apportioned over not be included in the indire~t materiel. (AFM 67-1)
all products in the RCC rather than cbarged to one
or more specific products. indirect labor includes INDIRECT SUPPORT ITEM

clerical aItems which are furnished to missile squadrons

training. standby. maintenance of RCC owned by the host/support base and are not included in
ud the mission weapon system stock list. The absenceequipment. ajd miscellaneous: for example. drug o hs tm ol .trne h isl

~4m~e. .. of these items would nat render the missile
and alcohcl abuse training, security meetings, tire
drills. EEO .meetings, housekeeping, tours, medical.
etc. (AFLCR 66-9) INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT

Work hours performed in a Resource Control tms required for the prrsonai use of
Center (RCC) of a Produetion Branch or laboratory individuals. (DO ) 5000.'. AFM 67-1)
in which direct hours are earned. but includes Referring to method of use. signifies personal
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clothing and equipment, for the personal use of the Request/Turn-In/Custody Receipt, and AFLC Form
individuals. (JCS Pub 1) 971, Maintenance Production Traasactions. (AFLCR

INDIVIDUAL ITEM RECORD 6662)
A separate card form, or document utilized to INDUSTRIAL BASE

account for one item of property. (DAR That part of the total privately-owned and

C-105/DAC 76-17). Government- owned industrial production and
INDIVIDUAL MMINTENANCE maintenance capacity of the United States, its

Maintenance which the using individual performs territories and possessions, as well as capacityoaine whics 6located in Canada, .xpected to be ava:lable during
on assigned weapons. (AFR 65-7) emergencies to manufacture and repair items

INDIVIDUAL MATERIAL READINESS LIST required by the military s,.rvices. (DAC 76-6/DOD
Specifies items and quantities of aircraft 4005.1)

maintenance support equipment required fr INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ESTIMATE
material readiness of the aircraft maintenance A ENIEEdN deTIMA ng
activity to which the list applies. (NAVAIRINST A y costsgenerated from m yftri! "assembly, and test costs generated from systenm

4700.2p descriptions and design, simulation of producton
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT (P) TRAINER operations, or standards designed from time and

A disnlay of operational equipment or motion studies or vendor quotes. Also known as
combination of component parts arranged for "industrial buildup" or "grass roots" estimate.

A interconnection, assembly, or adjustment by the (AFR 173-1)
individual student in accordance with training I A BS.project outline data. (AFM 67-1) IDSRA SALSMN

-pd Naval aeronautical productive establishments

INDIVIDUAL TABLE OF ALLOWANCE which are organized along industrial rather than
One which prescribes authorizations of equipment military liaes. These establishments are equipped

for operational and administrative use by an Lo perform aircraft overhaul and repair work on a
activity organized under table of distribution. It large scale and of extremely wide scope. They are
may include authorizations of equipment for related also capable of performing limited manufacturing
units organized under tables of organizatios. and work. Oidv Naval and Marine Corps activities 41
equipment. (AR 320-5) designated as Naval Air Rework Facilities are

INDUCED ENVIRONMENT included in this definition. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

Any man-made or equipment-made environment INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES
which directly or indirectly affects the performance Test. plant. and production facilities. including
of man or materiel. (JCS Pub 1) industrial con.struction. plan! modification or

expansion. special tooling, and equipmirnt, acquiredINDUCED ENVIRONMENT (SYSTEM) wt h uh rzto n u d n o i o c

The shocks, vibrations, temperatures. with the authorization and fundingr fo Air Force
a oushR&D. which are required by a syseni contractor for" accelerations, pressures. and so forth, which are•

resear-h. development, production, and operation of: ; imposed upon the System due to the operation or
:: "a svstem element. (AFSC31 375.-5)

handling of the SYstem. (NIIL-STD-721) ytmeeet.(FC 1.5
Property (other than material, special t(.,ling and

INDUCED FAILURE military property) for maintenance, research.
Failure due to human error, shipping, etc. development or test. including buildings,. structures.

(AFLCR 66-308) inprovements. plant equipment. mechanized
INDUCTED IDATE material handling systems and automated testThe indUcted (late is the actual date the item is equirment. (AFI.CR 791-3)hei dted dats the aintal e thitemt Is Property. other than materiel and special tooling.
received in the maintenance Statement of rruei h efrac facnrc i
Requirements (SOR) unit for screening and for use in the performance of a contract or

definition of work required. (AFLCR 65-15) ubcontract. including real prop-'rty and rights
theretn. Iuildinis. structures. improvements. and

INDUCTION plant equipment. (AFSC0 27-1/AFSCR 27-6)
The term is applied to item.. issued from supl)ly Any facility (new or altered) obtained throul -0-e

or received from other sources. Inductions are Military Construction Progran 11('P) for utiliz:,tk,
reported to G0041. hy %F!.C Form 241 Material by a depot maintenance function. ;, depot
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distribution function or a service engireering production or repair capacity for planprd items.
laboratory faci!ity which supports maitenance Such actions include modernization ap'd preservation
operations or Operational Flight Progrm (OFP uf production facilities, use of Armed Services
software. (AFLCR 78-4) Procurement Regu!ation (now DAR) 3-216 for

INDUSTRIAL FUNDS current procurement, and planning with iplustry
Funds used to manage certain industrial-type for items and services essential to support

activities that manufacture goods or provide designated forces in wartime. (AFR 78-13)
.- rvices for the benefit of other activities. These INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS PLANNING
include printing and duplicating service, laundry Planis designed .o maintain an adequate industrial
and drycleaning service, airlift services industril base to support DOD requirements for selectedA
fund and depot maintenance industrial fund. ts
(AFLC/AFSCR 57-7) pssenlial military items in a national emergency. It

also includes the maintenance of selected industrial
INDU,_TRIAL HYGIENE segments necessary to the long term nationJ A

The science and art devoted to the recognition, defense. (AFR 78-13)
evaluation, and control of stresses arising in or
from the occupational environment which may cause INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS FROGRAM
sickness, impaired health and well-being. significant Plans, actions or measures for the transformation
discomfort or inefficincy among workers or of the industrial base. both government-owned and
members of a community. (AFM 11-1) civilian owned. from its peacetime activity to the
INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION emergency program necessary to support the Z_The transformation of industry from its national military objectives. It includes industrial

peacetime activity to the fulfillment of the military preparedness measures such as modernization.

program necessary to support the national military expansion, and preservation of the production

objectives. It includes the mobilization of facilities and contributory items and services for AN
materials, labor. capital, prowictive facilities, and the planning with industry. (JCS Pub 1)
contributory items and services essential to the INDUSTRIALPRODUCTIONBASE
military programs. (AR 320-5. DOD 5000.8. JCS The total p ivately-owned and government-owned
Pub 1) Th oa ivtl wedad-vrmn-we
Pub 1) industrial production calpacity of the United States,

INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT (IPE) its territories and possessions. as well as capacity
That par' of plant equipment with an acquisition located in Canada. which is. or may be made

cost of $1.00a or more; used for the purpose of available in wartime to manufacture items required
cutting, abrading, grinding, shaping, forming. by the U.S. Armed Forces. Prior approval of the
joiring. testing, measuring, heating, ueating. or Canadian government is required. on a plant b.
otherwise altering the physical. electrical, or plant basis. for facilities located ;n Canada. (DOD
chemical properties of materials, components. or 400.i.1)
end items entailed in manufacturing, maintenance. The total nationa! industri;,' production capacity
supply processing, 9-;scmb'iy, or research anddeveopmn pr ion sb oP r isidentifie d b (privately-owned and Gover.n,ent-owned) available
developmet operations. IPE is identified by or the manufacture of to meet materiel
descriptive name i, joint DLAH 4215 series as requirements. (AFR 84-2. AF o me-) m-il

listed in DI,AM 4215.1, appendix lB. (DLAM rs.
41153.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP Pu14 5011/31CO INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
P4870.4EtB As distinguished from military property. means

INCUSTRiAL PREPAREDNESS any contractor-':,quired or Governmei.t-furnished
The state of preparedness in industry to )roduce property. includingr m:.erials. -pecial tooling and

essential misteriel to support the national militar% indistrial facilit;es furnished or acquired in the
ollieciives. (.JCS Pub 1) )erformance of a contract or sibcontrac'. JCS Pub

1. AR 320-5)
INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS MEASURE (IPM)

A measure or action taken with industry or INDUSTRIAL READINESS
within the Services. such as a Government-owned. The state of lreparedness o industry to produce
Government-operated facility. t shorten post essenti.-l m!eriel to ,'upport the natio;,al military
M-dey production 'eadtimes or to increase objectives. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)
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INDUSTRIAL READINESS ACTIONS OR MEASURES trad.I ass(.ciation or federation there'of, e.g., SAE,
Aut~iorized actions or measures required to INAS. ASA, etc. (AFLCM q5-3, AFSCM 61"-2)

corret t capacity deficiencies or eliminate production TNE1
bottl)iiecks wh~ich exist or may develop during an INER uNd.ee otisnoe~~~ieat

emerenc. (AR 8-2)chemi'als, or pyratecl-nics, but T. necessarily

INDUSTRIAL REAL PROPERTY noncombustible. (AFR 127-100. Attachment 1)
Land and rights therein, buildings, structures, A substance incapable of ch~mical reaction.

tank farms. utility plants, and systems, (AFM 127-201)
inm.provements and appurtenances thereto. Includes IhERT WXLOSIVE ORDNANCE
equipment attached to and made part of the As applied in COD, inert exploli~e ordnance is
buildings an6 structures ',au-h as heating, thtwi ctanalco oetsncsayo
ventilating, air eonditioning, boilers, etc.) but not f-inction the itent exept an inert Material has beer
movable equipment (such as plant equipment). It substituted fo the active materials (such -is
exclude,, foundations and other work necessary for t~poi.efiss:onable inaterials, pyrotechnics.

the nstllaionof pecal tolig, pecal est chemical or biolo ica! fiflersi. and the item has been
equipment, and plant equipmeot. i-AFSCR 785 drilled and/or stamped in accordance "ith AR

INDUSTRIAL SCRAP 385-65. (AR 7.5-15)
Scrap material generated by an industrially INERT MATERIAL

fundd ati.ityandfinnce byindstral und Ordnance material that contains no explosives.
monies. Includes short ends. machinings, spoiled active chemicals. or pyiotechnics Inert material is

1materials and similJar residue. (DOD 4160.21-M) u~sually. a filler which is used to bring training
INDUSTRIAL SECURITY ammunition up to service weight. (NAVORD OP

That porti.in of internal security which is 2165)
concerne-d with the protection o. class;fied INERTIAL GUIDANCEI
information in the hands of U.S. industry. (AR A guidance sytr 'igndt rjc isl
3S01-130) over a j'redetermined path. wherein the pails of the

INDUSTRIAL STANDARD missile is af~tisted after lalmi:hirig by devices
A stndar deelopd an prmnigted y a wholly ivithir the missile and indcpenaei'L of outzside

At nard soci oety d and oiaic. r ederyato information. The ; vstern measures and converts
techica soietv trde ssocatin, r feeraion accelcratioi.s expericnicei ito distance tra-veltd in a

thereof. 01I1-6-70327! certaia dir.rti-,n. iJCS Pub 1)
INDUSTRIAL-TYPE ACTIVITIES . IFAMDEClC

DOD activities providing products or sc:fvice3 in INLMMBE AG
categories such as depot levv' maintenance Cartzo such as drummed gaso~ine and oi!-,. (AR
facilities, warehousing aiid , pply itctvilit 2-s IC ub
freqi'ircd to report semi-annually by lorovisions efA INFORMAL PROVISIONING

DOD instruction 4145.5). arse!:als and ordnpnce Provisioning action tha: is coanutted at the
plants. shipyards. incluoing support services and"o r Cognizant Inventory Control Point. i.A'.'AIRINSI;'T
mass clerical op-_r-atiorss relate:d to the above. 4700.2)
ISECY AVI.NST ifll 0.5) INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER
INDUSTRY DOCUMENT A -pecially approved o'rgtanization assign-Jd Ito

Any standardlizaition documcit issued by ;in collect. review, digest. anzlyze. appjraise.
industry gr~iup with the intent to establish comi-son summarize, and provide advisory and other user
technical rsequijrI;-.,r.,s such as a technical process. seri aces zonceringm available. clearly-defined. and
engineering p~ractice. or requiremtents for a physical specialized suhiect elatter that ma:" be orieiiwi1 to--
Item. i1)01) 'Ti.Iscientific or engineerii.g discipline ov to at specific

INUTYSTANDARD ITEM Inlssil of thle agency siijijmrtil:Iig i A Ff SO-4 I).

AI ii iein approi'vedi for ,renlerai conunercial usaife AFW40

Wan for which diniensifiri. awl qualhity r'equiremnents~ INFORMATION DESIGN CHANGE (10C)
are contained, in anI i-thist.'ial stanmiardi (document) Technical iniformation sul'mittvd bI ther contractor
dlevelopedI ;and Iir(nitiIl;::edi by :t ifrchnical societi . periaining to .'l.:iiiges in the engineeringt-tails, of
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a nonprocured Item. The IDC provides information INHABITED BUILDING OR BUILDINGS
which enables the consumer to incorporate the A building or structure other than an operating
design changes in the Item. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2) building occupied in whole or part as a habitation

INFORMATION HANDLING for human beings, or a building or structure where
The storing and processirg of information and its people are accustomed to assemble, such as a

transmission from the source to the user. church, schoolhouse, railroad station and similar
Information handling excludes the creation and use tranbportation facilities, store, theater or factory
of information. (AFR 80-40) both within and outside military establishments.

(DOD 4145.23)
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

The methods and procedures for recovering INHERENT
specific information from stored information. Achievable under ideal conditions, generally
Retrieval includes all the procedures used to derived by analysis, and potentially present in the
identify, search, find, and obtain stored information, design. (MIL-STD-721B)
(AFR 80-40) INHERENT RELIABILITY

INFORMATION SOURCE The actual reliability achieved during the design
An overt action or pattern of actions that may phase. (MIL-STD-721)

possess some casukI relationship with future Reliability potential present in a design. (AFR
courses of action, which when detected, observed, 80-5)
or noted by a trained enemy expert can be used to INHIBITOR
infer activities, operations, intentions, or plans. A substance bonded, taped, or dip-dried onto a
(AFSCP 55-4) solid propellant to restrict the burning surface and
INFRA-RED GUIDANCE to give direction to the burning process. Or. a

A system for recuaaaissance of targets and substance which will slow dowi, or stop the action
navigation using infra-red heat sources. (AFM of a chemical. (AFM 127-201)
11-1) INITIAL BULK STOCK
INFRASTRUCTURE Depot or station stocks supplied during the period

A term generally applicable for all fixed and necessary to accumulate issue experience and
permanent installations, fabrications, or facilities determine proper stock levels on the basis of
for the support and control of military forces. (JCS specific usage. (AR 320-5)
Pub 1) INITIAL CODING

INFRASTRUCTURE-FACIUTIES Application of the establisheu IMC criteria by the
A generic term used to cover all fixed and ICPs to all National Stock Numbered items existing

permanent installations and facilities for the in FSC Classes newly designated as Commodity
support and control of military forces. Excludes Oriented. (DOT 4W),.21-M-1)
personnel, stores, and supplies to operate the
installations and facilities. A term used generally INITIAL CONTRACTUAL EFFORT
in connectiot with NATO jointly sponsored support The first obligation of funds on a contract during
facilities. tDOD 5000.8) the first year of an incrementally funded contract.

The tirst obligation of funds on a contract during
INGESTION i the second or succeeding year of an incrementally

Takin~r internally into the body. such as by eating funded contract is not "initial contractual effort."
or drinking. (AFM 127-201) (AFSCR 172-9)

INHABITED BUILDING INIAL CYCLE
All buildings, locations, or structures, other than The first of a two cycle coputatin. it provides

explosives locations, used in whole or in part as a necessary item. su mnary, and index reports
habitation or i)lace of assembly for personnel. both eential to reliminarv analsis. validatioi. and piot
within and p mutside military establishments. For • "wtimaintenance actioan. o.dFICR 171-51
exmmile: schools. churches, residences (quart-rs).
aircraft passenger terminals. shops. factories. INITIAL DEMAND
hospitals. theaters,. dining halls. or hangars. AFR A request made fr the initial iss,,e of suppilies
127-1110. Attachment I) *ot previously furnished. (At I 320-5)
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INITIAL DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDA (IDPM) INITIAL MATERIEL REQUIREMENTS PROGRAM
Reflect the Secretary of Defense's tentative The first HQ AFLC submission to HQ USAF (on

decisions on force levels and all Major AF Form 630B) of a complete materiel requirements
Force-Oriented issues. The Services and the Joint program based on a detailed item computation.
Chiefs of Staff review, develop and submit This submission is the basis of the approved
comrnirfts on the IDPM. (OPNAVINST 500.19E) materiel procurement program. (AFLCM 401-1)
INITIAL GFAE SUPPORT REQUEST (AFLC FORM 687) INITIAL MONETARY CLOTHING ALLOWANCE

A document prepared according to The dollar value of the initial mandatory clothing
AFSCR/AFLCR 57-8 which establishes the items prescribed for airmen (AFR 67-51). Amount
requirement for the procurement of initial spare established in airmen's AF Form 470, "Military
end items. (AFM 67-1) Pay Record," upon entry on duty with the AF.

INITIAL INSTALLATION (PART TWO, VOLUME III) (AFM 67-1)
1. Issue of recoverable components missing from The monetary value of the initial item uniform

items received in an incomplete status and/or clothing allowances prescribed for enlisted airmen
replacement for turn in of dissimilar item. in AFR 67-57. (AFM 67-1)

2. Issue of items to service engineer component, INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
D/MM, for quality test, etc. The date when the first combat missile unit is

3. Issues of serviceable replacements for equipped, trained and logistic support established to
recoverable components missing from repair cycle permit performance of combat missions in the field.

iehlsin aicat pertiat perormnc of cobteisinwnlhyfeditem, holes naircraft, initial issue of newly An initial operational capability date is associated
activated organization, initial issue of new with each new missile system as a target date for
requirement, or increased requirement. delivery of combat equipment, repair parts,
4. Turn in of recoverable items which are deiryo cmbt qup nrpar ats
4.moved Tndi replc orbleqitems whicmaintenance equipment and publications plus supplyremoved and replacement not required. of trained personnel. (AR 320-5)

5. Turn in of excess recoverable components

received on unserviceable end items and/or The first attainment of the capability to
serviceable items excess to requirement effectively employ a weapon, item of equipment or

6. Turn in of dissimilar or obsolete recoverable system to approved specific characteristics which is

items that were replaced with dissimilar items. manned or operated by an adequately trained,

7. Turn in of materiel resultant of organization equipped and supported military unit or force.
deactivation. (AFM 67-1) (AFLCR 57-27, JCS Pub 1)

INITIAL ISSUE INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY (IOC) DATE
The provision of equipment approved for issue The date when the first operational unit is

and not previously supplied to troops such initial trained and equipped with a few missiles and
issues include issues to new inductees, newly lauichc:S (DOD 3100.1)
activated units, issues of newly standardized i1tm, INITIAL OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION (IOT&E)
etc. (AR 320-5) That rortion of operational test and evaluation

Issue based on an increase in the equipment conducted prior to the first major production
authorizations or increases iii stock levels caused by decision. (AFR 80-14)
reasons other than normal consumption. Includes
issue to newly activated bases, sub-bases, or INITIAL OUTFITTING
activities. (AFM 67-1) The process of issuing, assembling, and delivering

First combaL supply; placed at the disposal of allowances of aeronautical material and equipment
units of all arms of all Services in peacetime. In to vessels in any one of the following categories:
principle it enables these units to fulfill their first (a) New construction. (b) Conversion, (c) Activating
missions without further supply. It can be from reserve fleets. (BUWEPSINST 1423.3)
transported by the organic transport of the unit.
The data is expressed in number of rounds (or in TIAL OuiTTInG equiPeN a o f iThat equipment required as a part of a facility inlots in the case of explosives). (JCS Pub 1) order to fulfill its intended purpose and compl.

INITIAL MANDATORY CLOTHING ITEMS with Environmental Quality Control requiremente.
The quantity and kin:! of clothing which airmen IOE will have little or no value when the facility is

are initially provided and which must be in their 4ismanfled or has no further use. (AFLCR 78-3)
possession at all times. (AFM 67-1) .1 term nsed to generally exp!aia the required
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equipment needed for operations in a new facility. INIIAL PROVISIONING
For AFLC industrial failities, the term IOE The process of determining the range and
includes all items of equipment, installed as plant, quantity of items (i.e., spares and repair parts,
test, MMHS, and whatever else is required az special tools, test equipment and support
identified on DD Form 1391c. The items of equipment) required to support and ma;ntain an 4equipment are often provided from multiple fund item for an initial period of service. Its phases

sources. (AFLCR 78-4) include the identification of items of supply, the

INITIAL OUTFITTING REQUIREMENTS establishment of data for catalog, technical manual
The range and quantity of supporting items and allowance list preparation, and the preparation

necessary to meet initial requirements for vessel, of instructions to assure delivery 0: necessary
squadron, and organizational unit allowance and support items with related end articles. (AR 320-5,
load lists. (NAVEXOS P-1500) AFLCR 57-27, JCS Pub 1, AFR 400-3)

The range and quantity of supporting items "TIAL PROVISIONING PROCUREMENT
determined during the provisioning process to be T
necessary to meet initial requirements for vessel The procurement of spare parts new to the
tender, repair ship, fleet issue, squadron and inventory and any other items procurs during the
organizational unit allowance and load lists, provisioning process because of necessity to meet
(SECNAVINST 4423.2A) equipment support dates. It includes procurement

of ,Lch parts requirements established by follow-on
INITIAL OUTFITTINL:LAY-IN provisioning and reprovisioning. (AR 715-22, AFR

The positioning of support items at user levels 57-6, DSAM 4105.2)
and at intermediate supply and maintenance levels
as initial issues in anticipated support of newly INITIAL PROVISIONING PROCUREMENT VALUE
deployed end items; excludes wholesale supply The dollar value of spare parts sele-ted for initial
system stock. (AFR 65-2) provsioning procurement. (AR 715.22,

INITIAL PROCUREMENT NAVMATINST 42100.34A, DSAM 4105.2, AFR 57-6)

The first procurement of an item to obtain a INITIAL REQUIREI.tNTS
specified number for general use. (DOD 5000.8) All supplies needed to equip soldiers or

INITIAL PROCUREMENTS o,ganizations :;'eenth y are put on active duty.

1. Ballistic Mi.~siles. (AR 320- 5)
2. Guided Missiles INITIAL SERVICE SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS A
3. Aircraft Spare Parts, Assemblies, and Requirements for initial outfitting of operational

Components. (AEM 67-1) and maintenance allowances and additional

INITIAL PRODUCT INSPECTION (IPI) quantities for initial provisioning of retail and
The Product Verification Inspection (PV:l pipeline stocks. (AR 320-5)

performed during early stages or production on Initial service support requirements (retail
selected characteristics of an item to obtain quantity) incluae requirements for initial outfitting
confidence that the contractor can produce the item of operational and maintenance allowances and
:o contract requirements. (AFR 74-15) additional quantities for initial positioning of

INITIAL. PRODUCTION TEST Military Service retail and pipeline stocks. (AR

A test conducted by or under the supervision of a 110-25)

Category II(T) agency, of an item or systen INITIAL SOURCE OF SUPPLY
,"oduced in the initial production run. This test is The point to which requisitions are sent by
conducted for the puepose of verifying the adequacy requisitioners for supply or approval and necessary
and the quality of the materiel when mnnufactued action. This poiit may be an Army depot. inventkry
according to the production data Pnd the mass control point, supply/stock point. head of pro-uring
production process. The initial production test is
also used to verify the correction of deficiencies agency, or procurement office. depending uu the

found during the engineering and service tests and circu-istnces. (Ah 320-5. AR '125-50)

corrected by engineering changes made during INITIAL SPARE
initial production. This prodution test is the An item procured for logistics suplort of a
counterpart of the development engineering test. system during its initial period of operation. (AFR
(AR 70-10) 800-26)
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INITIAL SPARES AND/OR REPAIR PARTS INITIATED AMOUNT
The spare and/or repair parts, assemblies, and 'ihe dollar value of funds on a PR or other

components required to support and maintain an document being reported when it is released by the
item/article delivered under a contract during ;ts preparing activity. The initiated amount is recorded
initial phase of service. (AFR 400-3. AFLCR 57-27) as a notification that procurement action against

authorized programs has begun. (AFSCM 177-265)
INITIAL SPARES SUPPORT LIST (ISSL)

A list of sparp parts, supplits and components INITIATING OR REQUIRING ACTIVITYI required for organizational and field maintenance of The activity which requires or directs a report or

a specific quantity of end articles. The items and product and prescribes the instructions for use of

quantities in an ISSL will be based on the field the information and for preparation of submission,
replacement quantity/factor regardless of whether that activity is the recipient

established in Provisioning List Block 18, Figure A. of the report or product. (AFLCR 300-22)

MCP 71-673, dated January 1959 during the INITIATION
Provisioning Source Coding Conference. Quantities The submis. ion of a procurement request for
established for ISSLs will be equal to initial bdse procurement of material and/or services based on
stockage objective. (AFM 67-1) approved program authorization and recorded as

A list of spares and repair parts and quantities such in the accounting records immediately after
required for organizational and field maintenance coordination of the procurement request. (AFLCM
initial support of an end item for a given period of 57-7, AFSCM 57-2)

time. Quantities established for ISSLs will be equal The submission of a purchase request for

to initial base stockage objective. (AFR 400-3) procurement of mateiial and/oi s?rvices based on
approved program authorization and recorded as

INITIAL SUPPLY ITEM ORDER such in the accounting records during the
An initial supply item order constitutes the coordination of the purchase request.

authority for the contractor to manufacture and/or (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)
procure all of the maintenance, outfitting, and The submission to the accounting activity of a
Progressive Aircraft Rework (PAR)/overhaul supply purchase request for the procurement of materiel or
items listed thermn which will be required by the services, where it is recorded in the accounting
Navy during the initial support period. This order records, as a part of the coordination cycle of the
does not contain specific consignment instructions. purchase request. (AFLCM 401-1)
It is :eleased to the contractor within 45 days INITIATION OF PROCUREMENTACTION

following the completion of the provisioning That point in time when the approved document
conference, or within 60 days following the receipt requesting procurement and citing funds is
of technical data if no provisioning confe'ence is forwarAed to the procuring activity. (JS Pub 1)

held. (ASOINST 4200.7)
Spares and/',r repair parts required for the INITIATIONS

~..pport of a new end item being introduced into the The preparation nf purchase requisitions by the

system for the support of the aeronautical program, operation activity furnishing the detail of the item

Including additional increments of an end item when to be procured, to which the accounting officer wil!

its configuration is changed or anticipated to be certify that the item is within the finarcial plan. In
changed or for which spare and/or repair parts addition, he will identify the fund which will pay

support has not been previous procured. (ASOINST the cost of the item. Initiation documents are then

4200.15) forwarded to procurement to initiate the
procuremeint. (AFSCR 27-6, AFSCM 27-1)INITIAL SUPPORT TEAM (IST)

S, lected pprsonnel, equipment, and supplies INITIATOR

necessary te provide initial support for tactical An initiator is an electro-explosive or chemical

aircraft ani crews immediately upon arrival at the device used to start an action in a missile zvstem.

employni, nt base. The IST will, if circumstances Initiators may be initers, gas generating devices.or shock producing devices. (AFIN 127. 201)
permit. precede the tactical aircraft to the od
en)lo-,ment base ard prepare to receive, service, INJECTOR
and combat- load the airciaft for immediate A device designed to introduce propellants into
lauiching on combat ni.ssions prior to arrival of the the combustion chamber of a rocket or aircraft
tactical support element. (TACM 400-1) engine. (AFM Il-I)
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INNAGE (TANKAGE) A technique whereby the interrogation of the
The measured height of liquid in a tank or contents of a computer' s storage may be initiated S

container as measured from the bottom of the tank at a keyboard. (AFM lt-l1 A0
A to the top surface of the I'quid. (AFR 144-1, DOD IN-BEING PROGRAMS

4140.25M) Depot level maintenance/modification programs

INNER TRANSPORT AREA approved for implementation within a current fiscal ,

i The area wh.ere most Gf the unload;ng is year. (AFR 66-3)
accomplished, located as near the beach as IN-COMMISSION MISSILE
conditions permit. Normally, the t-ansport group An operational missile which has been checked

moves into the inner transport area afte r the out and considered good enough to put on launcher.
probability of enemy interference is reduced. (JCS (DOD 3100.1)

" : Pub 1)
PB IN-COMMISSION MISSILE LAUNCHER

INOPERABLE EQUIPMENT An operational missile laun.-her which has been
An item of equipment which has an outstanding checked out and considered good enough to wount a

urgent modification work order or upon which a missile. (DOD 3100.1)
deficiency exists. It does not include equipment
undergoing routine or sch'duled preventive INFLIGHT RELIABILITY
maintenance services or routine inspection at The percentage of missiles launched the warhead
organizational maintenance level. (AR ,20-5, T, of which actually detonate as planned in the target

38-750) area (i.e.. within thrze CEPs of the aiming ioint).
(DOD 3100.1)

INPROCESS INSPECTION
Inspection which is -erformed during the IN-HOUSE SUPPCRT

manufacturing or repair cycle in an effort zo Supply of engineering data to Air Force users

prevent defects from occurring and to inspect the from the Air Force (or other service) data

characteristics and attributes which are not capable depositories. (AFSC/AFLCR 310-2) .

of being insuected at final inspection. (DLAM IN-HOUSE SUPPORT CAPABILITY
4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP Pub 5011/MCO The ability of the AFI.C to accomplish repair and
P4870.45B) storage of missile zomponents and parts with

INPUT AND/OR OUTPUT DEVICES available facilities, equipment, and manpower.
A general term for eqtIpment used to (AFM 67-1)

commun;cate with a computer. (AFLCR 300-23) IN-HOUSE VALUE ENGINE.RING

INPUT DATE The methcdic! a:plication of %alue ungineering

The input date is the actual date the engine or principles and techniques by Government personnel
module is started into the overhaul or repair for the specific purpose of reducing Government

process following the screening and work definition costs associated with a particular system.

pr,)cess. The input date is also the start point for subsystem, equipment, facility, or procedure.

accumulating flow days in the SOR. (AFLCR 65-15) (AFSCR 320-1)

INPUT EQUIPMENT IN-PLACE ASSETST EQUIPMENT On-hand assets being held at designated locations. Th~e equipme.nt used for trans-ferring data and
.!instructions into an automatic data processing to ofe ar Rsrv aeil 1RI

system. (AFM 11-1) requirements. (AFLCM 57-2)

The equipment by which a'n operator transcribes IN-PLACE EQUIPMENT
orig:nal data and irstructions to a medium ihat may Equipment % hich is physically placed at s-pecific
he used in an aut,mat'. data pro'essing system. location., in support of wartime additive miissions.
(A F.MI li-I) In-place equi)ment is recorded on :tF Form 15S.

INQUIRY coded "D.- and on AF Form 3(6i. coded "

The withdrawal of stored information from an (AF1 67-1)

electronic data processing system bIy ;nterrogat:,n IN-PROCESS REVIEW (IPR)
of the contents of a computer's szoage. (A F.M A review of a materiel devt!opmut project
11-1! conducted at critical points in !! developmen cycle
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for the purpose of evaluating the status of the receipt from procurement or production and
project, accomplishing effective coordination and between points of storage, distribution and final
facilitating proper and timely decisions bearing on i::sue. (NAVEXOS P1500. DOD 4140.4)
the future course of the pr(ject. (AFR 80-81 IN-TRANSIT STOCKS BETWEEN STORAGE LOCATIONS

IN-PRODUCTION That material within the Supply System shipped
A weapon. equipment, or system that is being from one installation but not yet* taken up on the

produced by a manufacturer under contract to stock records of the receiving locations. (DOD
BUWEPS. (BUWEPS 4350.2A) 4100.31)

IN-PRODUCTION ENGINES IN-TRANSIT STOCKS FROM PROCUREMENT
Engirs which are still being manufactured. That material shipped by a contractor, accepted

(AFM 400-1) at the origin for the Government, but not yet
NP R CNreceived info the Supply System. (DOD 4100.31)! IN-PROGRAMI CHANGE

Contract change, negotiated to achieve the IN-USE ASSETS
approved program requirements and specifications, On-hand assets being used to satisfy AF
after negotiation of the basic contract. This requirements at the reporting date. (AFLCM 57-2)
includes adjustments to the basic contract for IN-USE EQUIPMENTdesign refinements, performance changes, and /deinrfnmns eromneeags n Equipment in the possession of the unit or the
adjustments to schedules which do not change the Eraiptin the possnssion of the uit or thiwoksop-fth rgrm !g.df"i~e organization and accounted for on the EAID or unit'" work scope of the program; e.g.. defini.'.zed

Contract Change Notification (CCN). (AFSCR pd
178-5) :NSEPARABLE ASSEMBLY DRAWING
ISV CP LIA drawing depicting items permanently joinedL'.IN-SERVICE CAPABILITIES together to form an integral unit. (MIL-STD-7t)

Activities performed with the personnel resources

available in the AF inventory. This term is INSERVICE ASSETS
interchangeable with "ou'-of-productio: engines." The sum of ii-use and in-place assets. (AFLCM
1AFM 400-1) 57-2)

IN-SERVICE ENGINES INSIDE PLANT
Engines currently in the Air Force inventory aad a. All fixed ground communications-electronics

in operational use which are not currently being equipment which is permanently located inside
procured by the USAF. (AFM 400-1) buildings (radio, radar, teletypewriter, navaids,

IN-SERVICE PERSONNEL CCTV, and so forth).
Military and direct-hire civilian personnel (United b. Telephone inside plant is that equipment that

S ta and o- Uedt te an on-Unite extends inward into the central office switchingL States and Don-United States) and non-United
States citizen personnel employed under contractual facility from the protectors on the telephone central

arrangements with foreign governments. (AFR office main distribution frame. (AER 100-18)
26-12) INSPECTION
IN-SERVICE REPAIR The eximination (inluding testing) of supplies

epa bv BUWEPS F tReadinss and services (including when applicable, raw
W Fleet R(FR) materials, documents, data. components. andactivities of aircraft damaged beyond the repair intermediate assemblies) to determine whether the

capacity of Controlling Custodian min.intenance ir a assemblies to
actviie. onrom cstdy °;, ... .,,,,a supplies and services conform to technical

beten or ingh custody rai u .nc requirements. (DOD 5155.11. NAVMATINSTbetween or during the changes in hysical custody. 48 5
Inservice rpairs are Special Rework and the Examination and testing of spplies and seivices
aircraft will undergo the entire Rework process of (inciuding. when appropriate, raw materials.
the BUWEPS FR activity concerned unnle.,s secific ansi2xcL, tions are requested by the Controlling comoet an itredte asble t "
Custodian. (OPNAVeNST 5442.Bn) determine whether the supplies and services

conform to contract requirements. (AR V20-5. DAR

IN-TRANSIT STOCK 14-001.3, DAC 76-17)
That material in the miiitarv distribution system The process of imeasnring. testing. gauging. or"

which is in the process of movement fr(n point of other\uise comparing the unit of product by quality
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control to establish engineering standards and INSPECTION BY ATTRIBUTES
specifications. (AFLCM 74-2) Inspection wherein the unit of product is

An examination by visual and/or other means, classified simply as defective or nondefective with
including disassembly, measurement (gauging), reap(ct to a given standard or set of standards.
performance testing, and/or laboratory testing to (AFLCM 74-2)
determine item condition. (AF, 69-8)

The examinatior and testing of supplies and INSPECTION BY VARIABLES
services to determine whether the supplies and Inspection wher-in certain quality characteristicsservices conform to applicable requipements, of a unit or product are evalijated with respect to a

1. Examination is an element of inspection continuous, numerical bcale and expressed as
consisting of investigations without the uje of precise points along this scale. (AFLCM 74-2)
special laboratoiy appliances, tools, gauges, and/or INSPECTION CERTIFICATE (AFTO FORM 88)

procedures - of supplies nr services te determine The document prepared by GEEiA in
conformance to those specified requirements which collaboration with the operating agency and th
can be verified by such examinations.2.a esterin y sun eemntfinspection whic base commander prior to formal acceptanct of a~~~~~~~2. Testing ;s an element of inspection which fclt.Cnalsa natcmnacmlt

determines by technical means the piysical and litn otai aq ntment , a coe
_ chemical properties of elements, materials, supplies, listing of all equipment installe by facility code,

and services of components thereof. (DLAM SFEL package designators, stock numbers, and. quantity. (AFM 67-1)

4155 4/Aft 750-26/NAVUP P;,5 501 1 /MCO q
P4870.45B) INSPECTION DATE

INSPECTION AND REPAIR AS NECESSARY A date by which all shelf-life item should be

A method of maintenance for aircraft. (AFM subjected to storage surveillance inspection during
11-I) the period of storage and prior to issue and us-.

Depot level modification,,|ainte;.,ance of aircraft (AR 310-25)

normally scheduled or, a :-a!rndq, time cyclic basis. INSPECTION LEVEL
IT.O. 00.25-4) A term used to indicate twe relative i,umber of
INSPECTION AND TEST sample units for a gien amount of product. All

Th,. examination and testi.g required to other things being equal, a higher inspection lovel
determine the condition or proper functioning as entails a lower risk ,of acceptance b% the

related to the applicable specifications. Government of a lot of inferior quality, and vice
(NA VMATINST 4850.89A) versa. (M!L-STI.-109)

INSPECTION ASSIGNMENT INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
An admiri-trativc determination wherein the In.,truction issued by the PO or thei, technical

purchasing office determines which DOD or Federal activities regarding the t.'pe ind extent of
agency can proide the most economical and Government inspection pertaining to contracts for
effective inspection suppo-.. Inspection specific supplies or services that are complex or for
assignments for subsistence materials are noi'nally which unusual require:nents have been est:nbdished
made to tle miji ary veterinary personnel, the U.S. (DAR 14-201(c)). (AFR 74-15)
Department of Agriculture (USDA). or DCASIs.
Inspection assignmeitts t-, the military veterinary INSPECTION STATION
personnel are oased on th curent letter, "Location A designated location at which trucks and railcais
of Military Veterinary Personnel available f(,r containing ammunition or explosives are inspected.
Inspection and b rvices". Office of the Surgeon (AFR 1"7-100. Attachmcnt 1)
Gei.eral, Department of the Army. Inspection INSPECTION/TEST DATE
asignments to DCASRs are based on DOI) The (late by %,:ich extendible items (type II)
-1105.59-H. DOD Directory of Contract should be subjeted to ispection, test. or

Ad~initraion Sevices Components; USDA_t~~t .\d:ninistration Se-ie Co~~nns SA rstoration. (DOD 4140.27-M)
iospection/grading support is arranged directly with
regional USDA offices. (DSAR 4155.3/AR INSPECTOR-CHlECK
'0-12/NAV.SI:PINST 4:155.2B/Al"F R 74-5/MCO An examination of an item to determine identity.
1(,I10.2]C) condition. -nd proper installation. (AFLCR 65-22)
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INSTALL REQUIREMENITS (GFE) INSTALLATION CONTROL DRAWING
Equipment planned for installation by the A drawing setting forth dimensional information

svstems contractor in a system during the for an item in terms of area and space, sway and
acquisition phase. (AFLCR 80-2) access clearances, pipe aud cable at.achments

required for the installation and cofunctioning of
INSTLLAIONthe items to be installed, with related items.

A fixed or relatively fixed location together with
its real estate, buildings, structures, utilities and (MIL-STD-7)

improvement thereon. It is usually identified with INSTALLATION COSTS
an existing or potential organization and missions The e.xpenses of locating units of plant equipment
or functions. (DOD 5000.8) in place ready for operations and connecting the

A facility in a fixed location composed of one or necessary services, as electricity, water, and others.
more activities. (DOD 4000.21) (DOD 5000.8)

A military facility in a fixed or relatively fixed
location, together with its buildings, building INSTALLATION DRAWING ,equipment, and subsidiary facilities such as piers. A drwn shiggera cofuatn,

spurs, access roads, and beacons. (DSAM 4160.1, attaching hardware and information to locate,

JCS Pub 1, AR 210-10) position, and mount an item relative to fixed points

The aggregate of the fvcilities (real property) and to other items. (MIL-STD-7)

assigned to a naval shore (field) activity. INSTALLATION EXCESS PROPERTY
(SECNAVINST 5450.4B) Quanti:ies of material on hand at an Army

, A balanced grouping of facilitie, designed to be installation which are in excess of authorized
located in the same vicinity, such as a 100-bed retention levels. (AR 755-1)
hospital. (AR 415-16)

A grouping of facilities, located in the same INSTALLATION (AIR FORCE)

vicinity, which support particular functions. A separately located and defined irea of real

Installations may be elenv!.ts of a base. (JCS Pub property in which the Air Fo'ce exe;.ises a real

Alac1) property interest, or where the Air Force has
jurisdiction over real property by agreement with

INSTALLATION ALLOWANCES foreign gcvernments oi by rights of occupation.
Allowances of expendable and nonexpendable The term also includes the portions of installations

items contained in published authorizations, such as which are not owned by the Air Force but which
tables of organization and equipment, tables of have been a.cquired for the Air Force use through
distribution aid allowances, ,upply or technical lease, permk, or other writen agreemet. (AFRIi manuals, circulars. supply bulletins, approved 85-6)
projects, and letters of special authority applkable
to installations and units thereat. (AR 310-25) INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT PLANNING

That planning which encompasses the
INVTALLATION AND CHECKOUT (I&C deter,,n ,tion of mission, tasks, functions and workI' ' Commonly referred to as either Assembly and load to he accon:pished by a nasal shore (fiei)
Checkout (A&CO) or Installation and Ceckont activity and povides f-r the coordination of

(l&C). Processes involving the on-site assembling, -. " p-edsfr h ori atinoIt&). rocsse inolvng he n-ste sseblig, information from all echelons of command, area

installing, testing, irtegrating checkout. and coordination and technical support. (OPNAVIST
verifying the weapon, support or electronic control coo.1E)

system equipment installed in or utiiized at the site

(the ,aui:ch complex, the missile assembly and INSTALLATION PROPERTY
maintenance shop, the guidance facility, the Equipment and supplies. except organization

re-entry vehicle fici',ty, thc control facility, etc.) to property. authorized ii, published arthoriz,,tiin
demonstrate the facilities" capability of performing media for use by units. organizations and personnel

the programmed function. (AFM 1l-1, AFR 400-30, while stationed at an instaiiation. (AR 32a-5. AR
AFLCR V 5-2) 735-.35)

INSTALLATION CLOSURE INSTALLATION PROPERTY BOOK
The major functional reduction. inactivation. or A record maintained to account for nonexpendable

disestablishment of a irtarv site. I.,OD 4140.341i) and reportable property on hand. (AR 320-5) i-
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INSTALLATION RCAD (DEFENSE ACCESS ROAD) INSTALLATION. REQUIRING
A road or street within the boundaries of a A military installation, organization or activity

military reservation, )r ji: which the Department of authorized to requisition and receive material from
Defense has a real .stpe interest, not dedicated to designated distribution and storage points. (DOD _Z

public use, and not !lIgible fo- improvement with 5000.8)
Defense access-rna funds. (The provisitrs of ARs INSTALLED BUILDINGEQUIPMENT
420-10 and "20-72. SAV DOCKS TP-PW-30 (Part Those items of equipment and furnishings.
Li. and Ah 85-S wili apply to the maintenance and including materials for installation thereof, which
repair f these facilities). (AR 55-80/OPNAVINST art required to make the facility usable and are
11210.1A/AFR 75-88/MCO 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19) affixed as a permanent part of the structure; these
INSTALLATION SPILL CONTINGENCY PLAN (ISCP) items wi!l -tnclud- plumbing fixtures and equipment; A

A plan which establishes, for a specific DOD fixed heating. ventilating, cooling, ait conditioning,

installation, ,rocedures for (1) reporting, electrical and fixed fire protection systems;

containing, and removing oil or hazardous substance elevators and escalators; oveihead crane runways;
discharges caused by the specific installation; and laboratory counterb; cabinets and similar fixed

(2) responding to requests by the Regional equipment production
Response Team for support or assistance within tie research eq,iument, and their f-undations. (AR

federal region. (DOD 5030.41) 320-5)

INSTALLATION SPILL CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE INSTALLED ENGINE

(SPCCM) -An engine installed in an aircraft. m:ssile. or
Adrone, or in support equipment. An engine removed

engineering practice, which establishes, for a for any reason is reported in other than an installed
specific DOD installa:ion, procedures to prevent oil status. (-XFM 400-1)1
discharges or to minimize the potential for oil INSTALLED EQUIPMENT

discharges, ai,d which has the full approval of Selected individual RPIE items of equipment.
managemeit at the level to commit the necessary systems, or subsystemb designated as essential to
resources to support the plan. (DOD 5030.41) the operational function of a weapon support

systeill and whose absence would preelude theINST LLATON S PPLYDIVIIONw apn systems performing its assigned mission.
A supply activity having formal accountability for Exapoplesy eower generation and distribution

property at CONU6S installations. (AR 310-*25) 7xSpe oergnrto nddsrbto
systems. heating-ventilating and air conditioning

INSTALLATION TYPE systems, propellant loading and dis:ributi-n
The designation of a CONUS installation to systems, pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Liquid

provide management serve-os to support major units Oxygen (LOX) valves. (AFLCM 72-2)
assigned - classified into four types: (1) Type A - Nonexpendable or expendable recoverable I
An installation it which any Army corps equipment permanently attached or integrated to

headquarters is located as its permanent CONUS real property in such a manner Ciat it cannot be

station. (2) Type B - An installation At which an removed without causing substantiai physical

Army division is located as its permanent CONUS damage or change to the real property. (AFM 67-1) I
station and the division commander is the senior INSTALLED LIFE (OPERATIOA CODE 888)officer permanently assigned. (3) Type C - An The cumulative calentiar time ,oniputed for an
installation at which a training center, service item of hardware only wnen that item s

school, or siniiar size activity is located and serviceabilty status is M" (installed). See
assigned to the sa: , major command as the Calendar Life. (AFLCR 171-91)
installation. 4) Type D - Ani installation at w hic~h 'i I ST L E M D LCONUS lm. ,r higher headquarters is lc.att(. an'] INSTALLED MODULE

whic!. He.,dqiuarters. Department of the Army has A module installed in an engine. A module
specifically excluded from the requirement for removed from an engine for any eason is reported

i ficallhtion etcluded role assignment or in other than an installed status. (AFM 400-1)

ii.stalhation on which a variety of activities and INSTALLED PERSONAL PROPERIY
uinits are located. none of which will cl:sqify tle Those items of accessory equipment and
iistallation ; Type A. B. or C. (AR :t!9-23) funiiishims, including materials for installation

3.r4
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thereof, which are required for operation and INSURANCE ITEM
affixed as a part of the building or facijity such as: An item which is generally not subject to periodic
fixed overhead crane runways, elevator., replacement or wearout but is subject to i,,frequent
laboratories and piumbing, i.eating, ventilating, replacement as the result of accidents and other
cooling, electrical and sprinkler systems. Excludes unexpected occurrences. (The item is identified in
machine tools and production equipment. (DOD USAF stock lists by the regulatory code "IN" in
5000.8; the issue and fund control column). It is normally a

INSTALLED STATUS cost category II item. (AFM 67-1-
Items in operational use at an activity. An item for which there is occasional intermittent I

(NAVSUPINST 1440.105) demand not sufficiently repetitive to warrant

INSTANTANEOUS READOUT classification as regular stock item but for whichReadout by a radio transmitter instantaneous prudence requires that a normal quantity be stoc'edwith the computation oi data to be transmitted. because the essentiality of the item and the tead

(AFM 11-1) time required to obtain such an item by purdhase
-1 would create an unacceptable sitwation if stock is

INSTREAM FACTOR not readily available. (T.1 38-715)
The ratio of prime aircraft to total number of

aircraft in a force. (AF.1 11-1) INSURANCE ITEMS

INSTUCTIOPAL GROUP Material which may be required occasionally or
11 I U O Rintermittently, and prudence requires that aThe maximm number of students whose training nominal quantity be stocked due to the essentiality

can be accomplished effectively and simultaneously
by the use of one unit of course related or the lead time of the items. (DOD 5000.8)
bf equipment. These are items which are not subject to periodic
INSTRME 67-replacement or wearout. Replacements, resulting
INSTRUMENT from accidents or other unpredictable occurrences.

Any device, the prime purpose of which is to are required so infrequently that procurement is
measure and/or indicate loca.tion, attitude, speed, made in limited quantities and held at a central
direction, acceleration, time, quantity, cons'tmption, point or obtained from contractor sources. (AFLCR
humidity, temperature, pressure, and the condition 57-27)
of various components and systems. If a
mechani,,m consists of two or more separate units. INSURANCE STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE
such as a transmitter and an indicator, both units A fixed quantity of materiel, not computed on a
will be considered as instruments. Also included in recurring demand basis, which may be required only
this definition are all automatic devices and their occasionally or intermittently, and is stocked
components which are used to control the vehicle, because of the essentiality or the procurement lead
Instrument devices may also be referred to as end time of the item. An item having an insurance
items. (AF11 6.-3iAFLC Sup 1) stockage objective will not ha,'e any other type if
INSTRUMENTATION stockage objective (including the protectable

The assemblage of such instruments in a missile, mobilization reserve materie! objective.). (AR
spacecraft, or the like, each instrument designed 321-5)
and located so as to occupy minimum space. achieve INSURANCE TYPE ITEMS

minimum weight. yet function effectively. (AFM! Those items which have no computed demand are

The installation and use of electronic, gyroscopic, stocked en the basis of predetermined specific
and other instruments for the purpose of detecting, quanti:ies and tend to become dead asset-. These

measuring, recording. telemetering, processing. or are iteins for which no failure is predicted through

analyzing different values of quantities as normal usage, but if a failure is experienced, or
encountered in the flight of a nii.,sile or spacecraft. loss occurs through accident, lack of replacement

Instrumentation applies to both flightborne and item wquld seriously hamper the operational
ground-based equipment. (AF.I !,-I) capability of a wtapon or weapons system.

A .;pecial field of engineering concerned with the Allo,%ances are generally lo'." and replacements ar ,

design. composition. and arrangement -if such effected on the hIasis .'f usage which is nominal.
i.,truments. (AFM I I-i) iAR .320-5)
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INSURANCE TYPE PARTS agency or authority to which the subscribing
Very low mortality, infrequently used parts, nations have agreed. (JCS Pub 1)

usually .,Pavy and bulky and normally utilized only INTEGRATED LOGISTICS DATA FILE
at depot maintenance level. (A. 320-5) A depository of complete end item and related

INSURANCE/NUMERIC STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE ITEM support data. ft contains the identification data,
Material which may be required occasionally or personnel subsystem data, support data and

intermittently and prudence requires that a nominal reliability/maintainability data required to manage
quantity be stocked due to the essentiality or the the end item. (AFM 11-1)
lead time of the item. Insuranpe/Numeric stockage INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT OFFICE (ILSO)
Objective items are assigned a Supply Status A director. je. division, or staff element located in
Code-A in accordance with the Federal Manual for a program office or at a development/test activity.
Supply Cataloging. (DOD 4140.32-M) The organizational status and structure of the

INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY development agency dictates the proper

Property which includes but is not limited to such orgaizational title of the ILSO. (AFSC/AFLC

classes of personal property as patents, vatent Suppement 1/AF, 800-8)
rights, processes, techniques, inventions, and INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT PLAN (ILSP)
copyrights, except as, in a given case --r class of A document which provides a comprehensive and
cases, may be excluded by GSA. tAF& 67-1) detailed plan for implementing the concepts,

techniques, and p'licies necessary to achieve the
INTEGRAL TANK ILS objectives of assuring the effective economical

A fuel or oxidizer tank built within the normal support of a system or equipment for its life cycle.
contours of an aircraft or missile and -.sing the skin (AFR 800-4)
of the vehicle as part of the walls of the tank.
(AFM 11-1) INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT CLASSIFICATION (IMC)

The function of determining, in accordance with
INTEGRATED DISPOSAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (IDMS) policies, procedures, and criteria approved by the

The standardized and centralized property control Office of the Secretary of Defense, and on the basis
and accounting system utilized by designated of item management coding (IMC), the management
DPDOs. (DOD 4160.21-M. technique which will be applied to each item of

A subsystem of the Defense Integrated Data supply. (AFLCM 72-2)
System (DIDS). (DOD 4140.34M) INTEGRATED MANAGER

INTEGRATEDITEM An agency with national responsibility for
An item of supply assigned to a DOD integrated management of a specific range of material in

manager for the performance of materiel support of all military services requirements. For
management. (DOD 4140.32-M) Defense Supily Agency (DSA) and Army

INTEGRATED ITEMS Tank-Automotive Center (ATAC) items this
management is accomplished by National ICP's

Army technical service itesn for which the Air known as Defense Supply Centers (DSC'b) with

Force has assumed stt, rage- . .issue responsibiity assignments for specific classes of material. For
and for which future requisitioning will be made by General Services Administratioi, (GSA) items there
the use of Federal Stock Number through AF are ten Regional Offices, each of which may
supply channek. (AFLC 4 72-2) manage the full range of GSA items.

INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT (NAV AIRINST 4440.99)
A composite of the elements necessary to assure INTEGRATED MANUALS AND CHECKLISTS

the effective and economical support of a system or Publications providing for the simultaneous
equipment at all levels of maintenance for its loading or, the same aircraft of nonnuclear and
programmcd life cycle. It is characterized by the nuclear munitions as wel! as the simultaneous
harmony and coherence obtained between each of loading of different types of nonnuclear munitions.
its elements and levels of maintenance, such as bombs and rockets. Integrated manuals
(SECNAVINST 5439.72. NAVMATINST 4000.20. and checklists which contain nuclear weapon
DOD 4100.35) information and procedures are numbered as

The pooling of specified re sources by nations for aircraft - (nuclear loading) TOs and are prepared as
use by the same nations as decided by coordinating specified in AFSCR/AFLCR 8-1. Source Data:
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1. Description of item The Defense Supply Center (DSC) designated by
-. Illustiations the Defense Supply Agency (DS) to perform DOD
3. Preload and postload checks during loading integrated materiel management for items"

phases transferred by the military services within FSC -

4. Safety precautions classes assigned to DSA. (AR 701-.;)
5. Preload preparation, if applicable INTEGRATED MATERIEL MANAGEMENT ITEMS6. Fuzing instructions
7. Ground handling instructions Items assigned to one Department of the General

8. Arming wire installation, if applicable Services Administration for entire Departmnwr of

* 9. Text for emergency procedures Defense management. Such management 1oi. . iy I
10. Peculiar support equipment (SE). includes responsib;lity for computation of

•AFSCR/AFLCR 8-1) requirements, funding, budgeting, storing, issuing,

EG E TA N Mcataloging, standardizing and procuring functions.SINIEGRATED MATERIAL MANAOSEMENT DC769

The exercise of total Department of Defense (DAC 76-9)
management responsibility for a Federal Supply INTEGRATED MATERIEL MANAGER (IMM)
Group/Class, commodity or item by a single agencv. The activity agency designated to exercise
It normally includes computation of requirements, integrated materiel management for an FSC
funding, budgeting, storing, issuing, cataloging, group/class, commodity or itemn on a DOD or
standardizing, and procuring functions. (JCS Pub 1, Federal Government-wide basis. (AR
AFM 11-1) 710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452 Revision/AFR

The exercise of total DOD or Federal 67-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR 4140.47)
Government-wide management responsibility for an A Materiel Manager (Inventory Control Point
FSC group/class, commodity or item by a single (ICP)) when designated by the Secretary of Defense
agency. It normally includes computation of or the Administrator, General Services
requirements funding, budgeting, storing, :-suing, Administration, to be responsible for the

cataloging, standardization, procurement, and performance of materiel management functions on a
disposal instruction functions. (AR DOD or Federal Government-wide basis. (DOD
710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452 Revision/AFR 4140.27)
67-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR 4i40.47)

MINTEGRATED SUPPORT PLAN (ISP)
INTEGRATED MATERIEL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT A document describing the contractor' s detailedThe ma, agement, by a designated commodity approach to integrate logistics considerations and
manager, of the following related logistical logistics
missions: a. !nitiation of actions requiring the
timely identification of items and preparation of process of systems. equipments, and modification
prescrihed Department of the Army manuals, programs. (AFR 800-8)

leading to the cataloging of items Short INTEGRATED TESTING
title-cataloging direction. b. Computation of Integrated testing is the conduct of the
quantitative requirements, subject to review and engineering test and ser'ice test integrated to an
aporoval by higher authority when prescribed, optimum degree, normafly at one location.
Short title-requiremerts computation. c. Integrated testing ,v bc characterized by
Development of budget estimates and complete integration throughout the test, or by a
apportionment requests, subject to review and test in which some phases are integrated. In some
approval. Short title-budgeting direction. d. cases, integrated testing may be expanded to
Authority, u:itin limitatior of approved programs include EDT. (AR 70-10)
or as otherwise directed by higher authority, to
require procurement to be accomplished. Short INTEGRATED WEAPON SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
title-procurement direction. e. Control of stocks The overall logistic support management by one
in, due into, or planned for the distribution system military service, of a weapon system that is
on a quantitative and monetary basis. Short operated by two or more services. (AFM 11-1)
title-distribution management. f. Authority to A system of management, employed when two or
require overhaul to be accomplished. Short more services use the same weapon. wherein one of
title-overhaul direction. g. Authority to require the involved services is assigned to act a., single
disposal to be accomplished. Short title-disposal manager in certain logisiics tasks for all using
direction. (AR 320-5) services. (AFM 67-l
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4INTEGRATING CONTRACTOR organization as a prospective purchaser of security
The ccontractor assigned responsibility for overall trade control CategOr 1 property. (DOD

scheduling and system check-out of associate 4160.21-11)
contractor activities and equipment, and for the
furnishing of spj!cified ,upport services which are INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION REQUIREMENT (IPR)
common to several of the contractors. (AFSCL Ofial rqreet or ST ntlgnc

17-2 FR40-0,AF 1-)submitted on DD Form 1497. IntelligenceProdctio Reuiemnt 4003CR 200-1-1))
-4NTEGRATING OR l&C CONTRACTORPrdcinRqre nt AS 203

The contractor assigned responsibility for overall INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS
activities and equipment and for furnishing specific Intelligence information needed inl pianning,
support services which are com~mon to several research, vxploratory development, advanced
contractors (AFR 400-30). (AFSCI/AFLC 800-11) development, engineering development. system~s

development, evaluation, test, and acquisition of
INTEGRATION OFFICE ieso rdcsfrteArFre A~P

An Air Staff office responisible for collecting,. tm rpout o teArFre ASP
consolidating, and validating financial data from 8-1
two or more Air Staff offices or from other INTELLIGENC2 VALUE I
agencies. (HOI 27-1) Intelligence value is that knowledge which canl be

INTERATON, SSEBLYANDCNECOUTevaluated and interpreted into terms oi c.-oabilities.
The process of accomplishing over-ah, scheduling. limitations. vulnerabilities, and jptobable intentions.3

assmbl, nd ysem hecou ofasocite Intelligence is thi result of collecting bits ofT1

contract .or and/or' subcontractor activities and information, studying those bits of information. a'id
drwngcncuiosfrmth tuv AFSCP 55-4)equipment, a0 furnishing specified sup r iigcnlsosfrmtesuy .

Services which are com~mon to several of the INTENSITY m
contractors, under Air Force direction; such Thferetlhc O eaie ~out~
direction, ini some cases. being channeled through 2.-sociat-d characteristics. (AFR 74-15) A
the contractor performing the function of systems
engineering. In some cases, the contractor INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT
responsible for performing the functions of The application of specified i1-nagenient actions

integration, assembly, and checkout also may to critical items in order to improve their supply
produce p~ortions of a systenz. AFR 70-9) status by either inezeasing the quantity of the

'1INTEGRATION, FINANCIAL iesi h upysse rb euig.pl

Uniting and unifying related policies and pieietie.(R *-0

procedures in more tha.-n one field of eiffort INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT ITEMS
involving financial management. Refers especially Items of supply selected by CONUS NICP' s and 21
to: (It programs and budget '2) budgeting trajor field comnmands following the criteria A
(including funding) aio( accounting (ineluding prescribed herein which require initenisive
reporting); (3) accounting and disbursing: and (4) managemeint at all levels. (AR 710-50)
fund accounting and property ir, monetary terms.

(DOD 500.8)INTENSIVELY MANAGED ITEM
WOD Wfl.)Ali rein of supply. generally of high unit cost.

INTEGRITY AND RELIAbILITY (I&R) CHECK lesignmted by the cognizant int-ional inventory
A check made to establish or confirm the control point which requaires premium ; i -1.

intgriy a~l iablit of indvidals or comiprehtensive supply mianagenlent attention inl bothl
organiizations as prospective purc hasers;. of foreign the supply systi and1 in) all comnimamnd echelon.

e.\c~s lers~~al roprty.(DSA 416.1kCriteriam to governm the selection of itenms to. beI
A he maebteaiilrat1.S.(ilatC in teinsively mnanaged are a., follows: --

i ision to establish or con firm the integrity and cotaid rhihainuId'nmd
reliablility of ;tit individual or organ izat ion' ; -1 a. High uit Cset indo hgaliiade nd

p~rospective litirch;Lstr of FEPP. (1)01) 4160.21-M w~pol I o v intiearmisin
INTEGRITY AND RELIABILITY (I&R) CLEARANCE C. OVerall solcSttums m1ust: lhe reviewed

Favorable inform, ion iexivvd from a U.S. frequenly becen of lih cw o mprane (f
dijlaniatic n-N:iom ct *wer.ning an iniiim'i orl 3~211-5)
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INTERCOMMAND REPORT possesses such functional aii( physical
A report required of one or miore major characteristics as to be equivalert in performance.

commands by another major command. (AFLCR reliabilitv, and manantainabilit-c to another item of
300-22) similar or identical purpose: and (2) is c:apable of

being exchanged for the other item. without
INTERCEPTOR MISSILE (IM) selection for fit or performance. and without

AmiisfIle designed to eounter enemy offensive altc ,'on of the items themselves or of adjoining -

forces. (AF31 11-1) en ectfoadumnt
A surface-to-air guided missile emploveI in the itm.ecpfoadumn.

AF defense mission. Itreormissiles are Substitute Itemi - An item uhich possesses such

deigaedwthte rfi Intercepo lwdb functional and physical characteristic., as to he
desgnaedwit th pefi "M.~folowd b a capable of being exchanged for another onyune

specified conditions or for particulae applications,
and without alteration of the items themselves or of

AINTERCHANGE adjoining items;. This ternm is synonymous with the
riTransfer of a shipment. when moving on a phiase -one way interchangeability, - such as item

through bill of lading. from one carrier to another B can be interchanged in all aplikatiuns for i;em A.
whose liles constitute all or part of a joint route. but item A cannot be used ;r, all applications
(AR 4'10-25) requiring tem B. (A"FLCR 400-21. DARCO.1

J4TECHAGE LEE EQIPMNT 00-99. NAV31ATINST 4790.23IA. AMCO P4410.22A)
M"ilitary owned railroad roliing stock registered INTERCHANGEABILITY AND SUBSTITUTION 1,I9S) GROUP

for interchange service other than that lpermpneuitly A grouping of items whichl Iossesses such
assigned to intrabase or intraplant operations. (AR physical and functional characteristics as to provide

.5-5650)comp~arable functional performnance against a -given

INTRCANG RQL'REENT DTAreqjuiremient. Such items, are identified a,~
Data submitted by an end item commodity ntchmeb rsusItue n r ragdidescending order to tlhe item preferred most for

manager to another manager when items other than
those within logistical responsibility of ain eil1 item rtnini h netr.iF 71
commnodit.- managr rAur upy support. (AR INTERCHANGEABILITY CODE
320-5) Acode used to identify tne relationship of itemis

!NTERCHAGE YARDwmi h provide common feunct ion. I performuanuce "Or a
Ani area set asidle for the exchange of railroad rel utuiremet: such ais. bachelor. master. etc.

(AFII 67-licars or vehicles between the common ca.icr and
DOD activities. (AFR 127-100. Attachment 1) INTERCHANGEABILITY LISTS
INTERCHANGEABILITY

A condeitm'n which exist;, wi~en two or mnore item..; trhice.'cbtsccivros~~~so eea
possess such frnctional and ph.ysical characteristics lriseadcmatelic.mA:10uj
;is to hie culuirvant in performance andl durability. INTERCHANGEABILITY RESEARCH
alnd azre capable of being exchanged one for the The operat iti -if pcvrlfe'r;iogM an :t mulytica I
.ither without altera-iou of t he. item t liemasel ces or comp'a rison to 11101a .o a ndua phv:.Ira I
,if al'Ijiiu ingf Items. except for adjost nival. anmd rhazractteristic. oif mo o r moart* n. ill ilettrnu mit-
wit bolut vlect ion for fit :inmud perforinance. i.JCS j ';* -Ilreu mgailitii - ili u iii inrlti~i i'ii i -d~ pre

t'nli Ii ,';lirit. conaiiuinu. a~e Ili- o niatterut! requmirted
-o'iiii~ 'f 1we I!- inore- n!tie oir cto cill -lt if fl-r mlainlt iamire eef *'j'erati'i. .f lna->-fll ii r

~euilaPut replare i-ach other iii a ih,ii.r;l sir Fire rimiti-qli t ill :act-triitce %ill iu ' R

fii rt i'mma en' irminemaa uit i neghiliile moidifiralmo. ;.'-::2 !.FSClR 1;.-5. ( II .UI'tl-.2-21

Ar Ie--- . ili i 'I I-ffiriu-nrr m i t :t21 -5um o t fi INTERCHANGEABLE ITEM
eli V Ipill hidit l i . o r fi ll t O ir l - li v I l ir e f f t lt lil w n o l d f i a .. m : . i e ; i : 1, a' 1613 111l

'' l e ' ~ ' m u i e :, a s l o ~ t h n u- s r i i r e i i m u i r h i i . : u l i t i r n u a - -* r i t e . , X F l .C R g m i : I

INTERCHANGEABILITY AND SUBSTITUTABILITY I'luuerc t:'. hail -a,,slua'uaI i A: e ,~'
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and physical characteristics as to be equivalent in INTERDEPARTMENTAL/INTERAGENCY SUPPORT
performance and durability and are cApable of being Provisions of support or services (administrative/
exchanged one far the other without alteration of logistic) or material by one or more military service
the items themselves or uf adjoining items, except to one or more department or agency of the U.S.
foir adjustment, and without selection for fit and Government (other than military) with or without
performance. It includes capability of two or more reimbursement. (AFSCr, 170-9)
items or components of equipment to replace each
other in a physical or functional envirenment with INTEREST ON INVESTMENT (101)
negligible modification or loss of efficiency. (AFR This is the imputed interest charge on the
67-16) Government's investment in Air Force-owned

capital assets; that is, land, building, and
INTERCOASTAL TRAFFIC equipment. This concept is based on the fact that

Traffic between Atlantic, Gulf, and Great Lakes the Government 's disbursements are made from a
CONUS ports and Pacific CONUS ports. (AR single pool of funds in the Federal Treasury that
55-23/OPNAVINST 4600.17CIAFR 75-37/MC( are not earmarked as to source or use. If the funds
.1621.2B/DLAR 4500.26) had not been disbursed for any given purpose, they

INTERCONDITIONINTERBALANCE TRANSFER could be used to repay or reduce borrowings, with a
A transaction that is computer or externally consequent savings in interest cost. Interest on the

prepared to adjust the condition classification of an itivestment equals the net book value of facilities
item balance; i.e.. serviceable to serviceable excess. and equipment times the interest rate. (AFSCR
(AFM 67-1) 177-4)

INTERCONNECTION INTERFACE
A form of connection or wiring diagram which A common boundary between two or more items.

shows only external connections between unit May be mechanical (e.g.. physical mating). electrical
assemblies or equipments. The internal connections (e.g.. matched impedances). functional (e.g.. provide
of the asemblies or equipments are usually roll control). or contractual (e.g.. apportioning a
omitted. (MIL-STD7 system performance requirement. such as

INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROCUREMENT reliability, to two or more contractors). (AFSCI
Procurement of materiel and services from or 375--1)

through U.S. Government departments, including A boundary of point common to two or more
the military departments and agencies within the similar or dissimilar command and control systems.
Department of Defense. (AR 37-27) sub-systems, or other entities against which or at

which necessary information flow takes place. (JCSINTERDEPARTMENTALIAGENCY SUPPORTb1
Provision of logistic, medical and/or Pub I)

administrative support in services or materiel by INTERFACE AGENCY
one or more DOD component(s) to one or more Any activity, not a part of die designa.ed
Departments or agencies of the U.S. Government developing or procuring agency project management
(other than military) with or without office, with whom the project manager may he
reimbursement. (DOD 4000.19) required to coordinate specific aspects of tile

Provision of logistics and/or administrative project. Interface agencies normally do not activldy
support in services or materiel by one or more participate in progran, planning or execution. (AR
military Services to one or more departments or 70-17)
agencies of the L.S Government (other than
milit:arv) with or without reimnbursement. (AR INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
:,20-5, .J('S 'uh 1) Corrosion whlihi is more Ironounced oifile

material between tile grains or tcr'stais of a metalINTERDEPARTMENTAL/AGENCY SUPPORT AGREEMENT thatn on the gr; ins themselves. iAF"'M 12_7-2011}

A dcn ment wherein participants. to preclude any

misunderstanding. state clearly ;nt writing. the INTERIM BULLETIN
agreelll f for pr.visioni of .\ letter-tyipe technical directive containing
int] Ierdpartlmet 1ala1ngellcy supllort that has been lechnical infiorlatioll f(or pilrposes of directing
arrived ait bet ween IV',I activities involved. mandatory changes in maintenance procellires.
vslpecially till,. Iligali,lts assiveil h.v each :1114l the servicing, or operation: making inspections.
rights granited ii, e:li. I A It 310 -251 'alihlratiens. tests and adjustment requirements: and
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operations. limitations, and procedures which do not INTERIM RELEASE
fall within the interim change definition. It carries The authorization given to a contractor to release
an action classification of Immdiate or Urgent and to production or procurement certain equipment
is prepared in message or speedletter format. Such support items prior to submission of a parts order
Interim Bulletin directives shall specify a definite by the Military Service. (DOD 32'02.4,',NAVEXOS
time compliance requirement. (NA VAIRINST P-1500)
4700.2) Authorization given a contractor, during the

INTEIM CANCEprovisioning process, to release certain long lead
INcontainiANg time spare parts support items to production or

A letter-type technical directive cotiig procurement, and simultaneously with his
instructions and directions to accompl iish a production requirements for like items. prior to
mandatory material change, modification, submission of a parts order by the procuring
repositioning, or alteration in the physical agency. (AFLUM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2, AFR 67-25)
appearance or installation of different parts in
subassemblies, assemblies, components in a weapon, 'mI rENS CHANCE
or system. It carries an action classification of A change to an existing logistics system or a
Immediate or Urgent and is prepa"e in message or deviation from a prescribed logistics system which
speedletter format. Such interim change shall is coordinated with the HQ AFLC staff and
specify a definite time compliance requirement. approved by *CO when circumstances do not permit

(NA AIRJST AM91or warrant *documentation of the proposal by
(NAVIRINT 470.2)RADSOC or RAISOC. (AFLCR 400-5)

INTERM DATA SYSTEM ITKDIAOYSADR
A temporary Air Force automated data system A potbe standard e otasiripr

not fomlyietfe n salse sa calibration data from a precisior measurementStandard Data System or Unique Data System. equipment laboratory to the next lower echelon
(4FM 11-1) laboratory. (APR 74-2)

INTERIM DESMG CHANGE INUATION INITUMASAZNE DISTANCE
Manual updating. of provisioning data. covering The minimum distance allowed between explosives

those items for which a design change has been Ivcations. as prescribed for various types and
effected from cutoff date of Parts Breakdownu and quantities of explosives. This distance i; expected
convening date of provisioning conference. (WR-1) to prevent propagation by blast 14hock ware) and to

INTERE INANCIN provide a reasonable degree of protection against
Advance payments, partial paymerts. loans, propagation due to fragments. (APR 12-7-100.

discounts, advances, and commitments in connection Attachment 1)
therewith; and guarantees of loans, discounti. ITERIgTE LEME MAINTENANCE
advances, and commitments in connection therewith; Maintenance that is iiornially the respensibility
and any other type of financing necessary for both of. and performed by. designated maintenance
performance and termination of contracts. (JCS Pub activities for direct support of using orgalnizationls.
1) Its phase-. normally consist of calihirnting.

INTERIM FLEET MAINTENANCE SUPPOIT W repairing, or replacing dama~ged or unserviceable
A k-it which contains a minimum range and parts. component-.. or assemblies: itiodificutioti of

quantity of maintenance repair parts s.ufficient to maeil mrenymnfcuig fna iad
p~rov~ide support for the end items froni the Nary parts: .and piroviding technical assistance to using
S upport Dt NDunithdaewe rpir organ izat ions. Intermediate miaintenance' is normially
parts are available 'as a result of the normal accomplishedl by the using commands in fixed or
prvsinig actions. (NAVAIRI.VST 4700.2) mobile shops. (AFR 6;6-l. AFNM 67-1. AFI.CR 65:-2)

The maintenance which is the ,responvil'ility .or
INTERIM OVERHAUL *11n4l perfoirnie l 1i' designiatedI muaiilteiimincv Icivities

An availability for the accomplishment of for direct suppo)rt or u sing orgauui'/ations. Its
necessary relnuir,4 anil urgent alterations at a naval phases normally consist 'ifi calil'ratiomi. repauir. or
shipyard or oather sliire-hased repair activity. replacemienit o( iIfiiiaged or luserv icea le parts.
normally schedluledl li.l fa'; thurough the establishued comnilents. or :uss'emltlies: the. emviergency
regular overhaul cycle. 1Al 314-. JVS'u 111 1 manufacture elf nonavailable parts: and provitling



technical assistance to using organizations. (AR assembly which includes foreign nationals in the
320-5. AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1, DOD 3232.1) membership, and has neither responsibility for any

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL OF INVENTORY aspect of mutual defense nor authority or need for
access to military information in conducting routineAnb inventory, regardless of funding source, that

is required between the consumer and wholesale business. (AFSCR 200-5)
levels of inventory for support of a defined INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION
geographic area or for tailored support of specific A duly constituted international body, civilian or
consumer organizations or activities. (AFLCR military or both, having a responsibility for any
400-21, DARCOMR 700-99, NAVMATINST aspect of mutual defense that may require access to
4790.23A, MCO P4410.22A) US military information in carrying out its assigned
INTERMEDIATE PACK responsibilities; for example, the International StaffINEMEDA TE rAp, b oof NATO; staffs of IADB; Canada-United StatesA wrap, box, or bundle which contains two or
more unit packs of identical items. (DLAR 4145.7) Regional Planning Group; and military staffs of

SHAPE and SACLANT. (AFSCR 200-5)
INTERMEDIATE PACKAGE

An interior container, bundle, or wrap which INTERNATIONAL LOGISTIC SUPPORT
contains two or more unit packages of identical The provision of military logistic support by one
items. participating nation to one or more participating

nations either with or without reimbursement. (AR
INTERNAL (AFLC/AFSC FORMS 36) 320-5, JCS Pub 1. AFM 11-1)

Initiated and procured by an office within an
AFSC field command, located at the same INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS
installation. (AFSCM 70-1) The negotiating, planning. and implementation of

supporting logistics arrangements between nations.
INTERNAL REPLANNING their forces and agencies. It includes furnishing

Replanning actions performed by the contractor logistic support (major end items, materiel, and/or
for remaining effort within the recognized total services) to. or receiving logist~cs support from. one
allocated budget. (AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5. DOD or more friendly foreign governments, international
7000.2) organizations, or military forces, with or without
INTERNAL SECURITY reimbursement. It also includes planning and

The prevention of action against U.S. resources, actions related to the intermeshing of a significant
industries, and institutions: and the protection of element. activity, or component of the military
life and property in the event of a domestic logistics systems or procedures of the US with
emergency by the employment of all measures, in those of one or more foreign governrents.
peace or war, other than military defense. (AR itternational organizations,. or military forces oil a

380-130. DOD 5220.22-R) temporary or permanent basis. It includes planning
The state of law and order prevailing within a and actiuns related to the utilization of US logistics.

nation. (JCS Pub 1) policies. systems. and/or procedures to meet
INTERNAL STORAGE requirements of one or more foreign governments.

internationa; organizations. or forces. (AFR 411)-3.
The storage of data on a device which is an AR 320-5. .ws Dub 1. AFM 11-1)

integral part of a computer. (AFM 11-1)

The storage facilities forming an integral physical INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS CONTROL OFFICE (ILCO)
part of the computer and directly controlled by the The organization h: the U.S. Military Departm vnts

o41npouter.. In such facilities- all . data are which administers the FMS programs. On the case
a'to.atically accessible to the computer (e.g.. of the U.S. Air Force. materiel control is performed
1m11,,v1t1ic corc. magnetic talp on-line). (AFM II-1 - by the Ai, Force l.ogistics roniii:mui. nil a ciai

INTERNATIONAL AIR FREIGHT FORWARDEPS accounting is pirformtd by the Air Force

('ar'go cariers (oither than cnmmon carriers) Accounting and Finance Command (A F. F(').
vial' foi air shimenits frm torigin to -l st ination. )envtr. Coleorado. Therefore. lrocessing activities
(.\}R 3.5-1(;) ulay r'e1t'111Y iv ik cr,'paiIcy reliorts from iore thiin

One soir.et' ini lit' Air Force an;I sloil I,.slioml to
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION tile sou 't'e fro., which thet'ic ei;tation isAlly forally c Hnslittell 'e lifir gr -i 'r rcei vel. unless otherwise indicated.) AFR 67-4)
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INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS PROGRAM (ILP) INTERROGATION
Identifies the area of peogramming formerly The act of obtaining specific information on

known as the Military Assistance Program (MAP). selected items or documents contained within the
Established to provide support to approved computer system. (AFM 67-1)
countries through Grant Aid (GA), Foreign Military Obtaining specific information contained within
Sales (FMS), or cooperative Logistics (Coop Log). the computer system. (AFLCR 66-53)
Coop Log arrangements are covered under FMS A communication between two or more ICPs,
procedures wherein participating foreign other DOD activities and Government agencies to

governments provide advance financing to the US determine the current availability of an item, or

Government to establish and maintain stock levels suitable substitute for a required item prior to

in their behalf. (AFLCM 401-1) military procurement, depot maintenance or

The furnishing of material or services to a crosshauling. (DOD 4140.34M)
foreign country under the provisions of one or more INTER-SERVICE TRAINING
of the following programs; (1) FMS (Foreign Military training which is provided by one Service
Military Sales), (2) GA (Grant Aid), (3) CLSA to members of another Service. (JCS Pub 1)
(Cooperative Logistics Support Arrangement). (AFM IUTERSEVICE LOGICS SUPPORT

11-1)Action by one DOD component or element thereof
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION$S to provide logistic, medical and/or administrative

For security trade control purposes. this term support to another DOD component or element
includes the following: Central Treaty Organization thereof on (1) a recurring or nonrecurring basis. (2)

(CENTO); Columbo, Plan Council for Technical an installation, area or worldwide basis. or (3) a

Cooperation in South and Southeast Asia; European reimbursable or nonreimbursable, basis. (DOD
Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) Indus 4000.19)
Basin Development; International Atomic Energy ITE'EVICE MAN1ENCE SUPPORT
Agency (IAEA); International Red Cross; North Maintenance performed by one military service or
Atlantic Treaty Organiuition (NATO); Organizationi element in support of another military service or
of American States (OAS); Pan American Health element. (AFR 66-14)
Organization; Soujtheast Asia Treaty Organization Maintenance either recurring or non-recurring.
ISEATO); United Nations (U.N): United Nations performed by the organic capability of one military
Children s Fund (UNICEF) United Nations service or element thereof in stupport of another
Development Program (UNDPl: United Nations military service or element thereof. (DOD 4151.1)
Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO); United Nations High- Cominissioner for NESRCEMLTA

Refuees(UNCR) rogan'; UntedNatons The Interservice MlS'_TRAP convert., MIISTRAP
Refuees UNHC) Pogrars nite Nains location data received in card form from other

Relief and WVorks Agency for Palestine Refugees in services to interface with AFI.C Location Audit
the \ear East IUNRiVAPRN\E)-; World Health poiyThsrceinasstAICinefrig
Organization (WVHO); and other International pocatio Adit ofsAFn assests Acrreinl petordiny

orgdtni7.ations approved by a U.S. diplomatic a ot ser i fAFLC 1-ase.9 uretystrdb

miss'ion. (DOD 4160.21-M) ohrsrie.1FC 7-4

INTERPERAILIT fNTERER VICE SUPPLY SUPPORT COORDINATOR (ISSC)
INTEROPEABILITYThe iliterservire supply sullport couriliniator is the

Capiability of two or more items or components of dsgae e~tsittv fteAAo eo
equ ipment .tot perform essentially the same function commigande prsetaie cifntraied AMAor deot l

ill. tot complememnt each tither in a system regardless implementation and coordination of oplerat ion.
of differences in technical charnirteristics and with policies and14 p~roceduires governing the conmidt
tie-iigihile :niiiit iona I training (if p'ersonnel. 1AR cooriinat ion gr-mni in i hi the comnma nder has a
3120-1 reg ist ered interest. The c ,ortlin at or will be at st af

Thve ability tif sytes units tor forces tot piroid~e kveJ ;11111 report dhirectly ito the D1)1MM. (A~FM -I
servie, it). and accepit services from: tither A represiiitivt* designated by. anid responsible
sv stem is. ti1111s. tir fi irces. an ni ouse t he services sot to an itl Comand ner to linn imot . glin lle :11nil

e\Ch1:1igeld tit e'n10 Ite them to inperntie effet'ttively~ ciiruh-inait IC' in ter-serv ice sui pllY andl support

fingetlier. (AFlZ S1I-1 1) opjeratimeis. (DOD1110 l.31IM)



INTERSER VICE SUPPLY SU'PPORT (WS) ;ernis of interserie/rs sric support
Action by one military service or agency to agreements with aniother DOD comp~onent or

provide material, and services incidental to the element thereof; and within the context of
supply of material, to another military service or interservice support as defined ana prescri!'3d by
agencyete narcrigo orcrigbss DOD Ditrective 4000.19. In1 addition to the above
(SECNAVINST 4400.11. NAVEXOS P-1500) definition, Pnd ',Or purposes of repnrting under this

Action by' one NMilitary Service or Agency (Agent) regulation. maintenance support services provided
a~lto provide materiel and directly related supply by departments or agencies of the U.S. Goverr'meit

services to another Military Service or Agency (thrtin mliay wl ecoseed s
(principal), either on a recurring or nonrecurrin~g inrsrcc upo, eg. th pitng f

bass. DO 410.3M)Depai .men, of the Army Ma~rtei-.ance publications
INTERSERVICE SUPPORT by U.S. Government Prititing Office. (AR 7,50-4)

Action by one M1ilitarv Service or element thereof,. NESRIIG(TG-DI
to p~rovide logistic and/or administrative support to ITEERCNG(CG-D)
another Military Sorvice or element thereof. Such A policy cocrdiavirg group chartered by the
action can be recurring or nonrecurring in .Joint Lgistic.. commanders to establish specific
character, on an installation, area, or worldwide maintenance interservice policy and p~rovidle for :

basis. (AR 320-5, DOD 4500.32-r, .JCS Pub 1, AER definitive act:on progtain onl a continuing basis.
400-27. DOD 4000.19) (AFLCR 400-21/DAFCOMR 700-99/NAVMATINSTI

Action by one DOD activity or element to provid.e 4'190.23A/MCO P4410.22.A)
logistical /adm inis trative support to another DO) IERT CMbCAOS
activity or element not of the saine Mfilitary Service

orDO aenyoneihe arourin ~ The communilcatiops, systems and facilities
nonrecurring basis. Such support m.1v be on either emlydb iprdmsil unttopoi
a reml ursabie or non-reimbursable bass. oDSAM .11iain htte h u~~otlaeadt~

4140- missile lalincii complexms aiid betweor the
Support provided by 01nc fejeral dlispersed launch complexes. (AFMN 11-1)

departrwent/agency, or subdivision thereof, to NESSE/NRAYTMITRAE
the -eof. .vhere at least otie of the particip.-iniig AcmonVnav btwe nor oe
actvjtits is a DOI) con-.1onent. NOTE: As used ~t"se!i m'5.A~anl fht~sse
througfhout this in-Anual. this definition includes iiaterf~i ih aI c',tr~ateg wand o..: s.' Avti.

interagency and interdepartme-ntal support. Dor)~ i~n ih 1aei eao ~se. A
J.J.9M exapi- of ai in t rasvstenw in terf-ace i., the a utopiltt

hn svstem element) fitei'facinir with the pnteumaztic
IIVTERSERVICE SUPPORT COORDINAT: .. (ISCI cou1:-onents of the dfr-ctaal coiitro! equijpment (of

Q, individual assigncd as; the noajor command. th 'aerospace vehiicle. (AFSCM 3'75-5)
m nified comm111and. saibo-dinate :jmnmand.
Insll; a1.! tion /activity single point of eontact withi INTERTHEATER TRAFFIC
ot her DOD (onipone~iis and other Department or. Ti-affiv between o% ersea c-oniw~nd .e~
kXgency acti\ ities of the Fede -I G(;i erniment. (DOD e-NciUm', t' of that hcttt eeu the V i6'd Stazte-; 4od
i:1oni l1-A) o' rsc rn ii,, no111 arecas. (ARI 50-3)

INTERSERVICEABLE ITEM'Iafi tt e (inter t' ci V h
An aite' m of imat erielI which ha bee ii wtified for b*et.we'ui tile contiihnltai !l ae. a ~~~r

oie hi :\%o or more nuii!ary eex~ie.. (AR 3i20-5. OCS PubI l. AR 55-23-. Of'N AV I NST WitOO 1 7C 'A Fh'

'01 it em (f mnat -riai I\ hich has het. p ac( opt ed by a INTERVAL. AGE
'i1.ijO~ cii(Ii~t 10 2II~)-) \i( ::r molt1 nli It it ' a re dIIfi uetd ; I ' t a q ' e n :Ii- I

'tt' iuiry wtr% ice I0PN'N.S' r 1.10.4-1 1tile In thlt Ii'' of ;IIit Ill. T't 't''nmeis :lr

NTERSERVIC E/C ROSS SERVICE DEPOT MAINTSNANCE voulaI iniei" :!:. ranging front ug'v zio to tfle

aIctil it it'' 1lti'~i Ied fol.r I ltiait ofi. nald ('iii;: n'e 1soaili Il i on t i 1 11.1 t.i' iteml i. no ttu.'is
hy. Ih-partiiio't .11 "kill \i'ml in;t erat' wilim (AVIA11'~ 66-1- .FIClk -1- I21
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INTO-PLANE INTRA-SERVICE SUPPORT
The requirement/procurement of fuel avid Action by one military service or element thereif.

lubricatig oils for contractor delivery into to provide logistics and administrative support to
Governinernt-owned aircraft normally at nonmilitary another military ccinand, group, or element
air facilities. (DOD 4140.25-.1) 'hereof within the same military service. (AFSCR

INTRAFUND REIMBURSEMENT 109Action on the Ipart of one Department of the
Reir.nbursements for material, work, or serv'ice Army activity to p~rovide 'ci~~.medical an,'/or

provided by one op~erating agency or operating administrative support to another Department of
activity to another, when both parties to the the Army activity on a (1) recurring or nonrecurring
transaction are financed by the same appropriation, basis; (25) an installation, CONUSA area. CONUS
aind will be treated in the same maner as wide or world wide basis; and (3) either a
reimbursements between appropriations, except that reimbursable or nonreimbursable basis. (AR
intrafund reimburstiments will be the subject of 310-25)
separate budgeting, accour..ing, and reporting in NR-EVCSUPTAGEM Torder that they may be clearly iden~tified and n ot be A document wherein the participants to a:

beyod te peiodthe pprpriaion intraservice support transaction, to preclude any
account is otherwise avnikble. (AFSCR 170-9 misunderstanding, staee clearly in writing.th

INTRALINE DISTANCE arrangements that have been arrived at between
The distar e to be maint:,ined between any two the two ac'ivities i:;volved, especially theI

operating buildings and sites within an operating obligations assumed by each and the right., granted
Iline, at least one of which contains or is designed to to each. (AR 310-25)

contain exposives. (AFR 127-100, Attachmen~t 1) INTRA-SUPPLY SERVICE
INTRALINE OPERATIONS Exchange of material. Inventory control

Those operations done within one operating line, documentation and other management dlata within
(AFR127-00.Attahmen 1)or between the distribution svstems of a single

military servicelDSA. (NAVSU'P P0i 4 7)
INTRANSIT

For the purpose of the management and control ITASSE TNADZTO
of due in assets, intransit quantities are those Apatc fsa~adzto norgn h
shipmen~ts of cost category I (Hi-Value) items braetapitoofaiemwhna qip i!
shipped to bases. specialized repair activities o ytms htamnninvreyo iia

development, production or logstics support for the
sitles, contractor storage sites, and itemi managers. stm
(AFM 67-1) 1. Intersystem Standardization. Stpndardzation
INTRANSIT AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION FACILITY as above, amiong equipments or- sysvtems,.

A med. al facility, on or in the vicinity of an air 2. Intraservice Standardizatiot.. Standardization
base, 'hat lprov'ids limitei medical' care for as above, within1 one Service.
in -transit patient., awaiting ani transportation. This 3. Interservice Standardization. Standardi,atioul
t1lpe of medical facility is prov'ided to obtain as5 above, among Services. (DOD 4l20. D
effectile utilization of transport airlift within INTRA-THEATER TRAFFIC
operatinig schedules. It includes "-emain Traffic within a theater. (.CS Pub 1)
overnight" facilities, in-transit facilities ait aerial
port., of emblarkation and debarkation. and easualty INVENTORIES AVAILABLE

r facilities in a in overseas conillat area. (.1CS Forir- 'm tre i cn t u e ivalos
thle quantity of an Itenm of 111:itel on-havid.
oim-oiIer. avid estiliatd lo lie receive'l Iron' oth.'I'

IPNTRA-GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTS sour ices. as trans fers. i'etuins from in ers. t
A ccount.N t ith other Federal governmental units, maintenance aind rebuild, which c::nv be aIA'Ied

. vich 'IN ;Iccoum'i s, i'eceiab k'. anmt icipa ted against gross requviremient.'s. 011)() ) 5o(().8)
i'ei In hmi'tnin' aIcunts pa l,;lllle. and contracts For' ,ull distIribution Compta~tion., ofst;
aln.; 011de1* W~it.uiIi11r (D)ODI)5000 S) Ici ek Inl quanitity 01n-hamd an deIn ih. a
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ic isonable prescribed time less quantity due-out. The aci of regulating, and directing the
tDOD 5000.8) acquisition, diste'ibdtion, and disposition of mateiald

INVETORESINAPLICBLEby or under the direction of an inventory manager.
Miateriel onl hand and onl order which cannot be (NAVEXOS P-1500)

applied to the gross requirements anti thc That p hase of military logistics which includes
procurement or supply level for non-buy items. managing, cataioging requirements deterin nation,
(DOD 5000.8) procurement, distribution, overhaul, and disposal of

INETOYmateriel. Synonymous with materiel control
materiel managemrent, inventory management. and

Aphysical count of items located with~n an ulllaaemn.(C u
installation. (APR 69 -S. DOD 5000.9)Th c fiseto odtrietepyia NETR OTO ON IP
existence of property (DOD 5000.8) The organizationa. element within a distribution

A physical coumi of 1)ropertv on hand (by weight system which is assigned responsibility for
or other measurement). (DOD~ .501;0.8) systemn-wide directio- and - control of materielI

The amount of propcrty cn hind at any given including such manigement theuncition asfh
time. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1) gompunctions eu mvsth iiiaio the

2 ~~~~~The physical count of stock itemns located within o ipslcintedvlpetoI p~~~~~~~rocurement o ipslicintedvlpeto
an installation or activity for verification of the od-'ieqataiv md onar ive.tr

recoded toc bainces (A 78045)data, and the positioning and repositioning of

AINVENTORY ACCOUNT, CHANGE IN materiel. (DOD 4105.63-M)I
A cost account representing a major element of Ani organizational uii oi activity within a

accrued expenditures in budgeting and accounting Department of Defense supply system 1liich, is
for appropriated funds and subdivisions thereof, for assigned the primaiv resi. onsibility f~r the materiel

ise only to the extent inventories of consumable niaiiai. einent of a group of items either foraeiladcmoet fmjriesae latcia ovc rfrteDfneDprmn a
financed under such funds. Not applicable wheni a whole. Materiel inventory management include.--
such material is financed under revolving funds. caaoin iection. requirements compaitation.

tDOD 500.8) procurement direction. distribution managemient.
INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT d'sposal eirection and generally, rebuild direction.

Reconciliation of recorded inventory balance with (AFII 11-1. AR 320-5. .JCS Ptub 1)
actual physical inventory. (AR 320-5) Ani organizational tinit within the supply systemi

INVETOR ADJSTMNTSof a military' servicedDSA which is assigned the
Bookkeeping corrections of stock record,, required primary respon.-.ibility for- the management of at

to bring book inventories into agreement with grpofiesethrwhnalarilr iitv
physical inventories. (DOD 5000-8) servicL or for th~e DOD as, am whole. Responsibilities

Adjustments to stock record balance resulting inicluide computation of quantitatiiie requirenentiS.
from Inventory Adjustment V'oucher or Stock the author'ity to requiire procurenient. repair
Change Voucher. (AFR 67-79) materiel or initiate disposal. dev;?lolmeiit (if

Changes made in in ventory quantities and] value world-wide quantitative in(l m')neiarv in' etory
resuIt ing from i nventory recounits an i dl(ata. a nd the positioniing atin' repv siion ig oif

eValuations. (DOD -1160.21-M) matc--iel. (AFMI 67-1)

INVENTORY BEGIN DATE INVENTORY CONTROL POIN/MANAGER
U nder thle open or closed warehouse method of Ao organ izat ioiiaI ut or act ihit i hiiin a Di ()

inventory. tlie i nventory begin dlate is the date thle s spl syte In ch is assigned t'e primariy
phy it'! i nt% ri to ln'gi n. (.1FMI 67-11 rspon'i il itv for li- innt erial I innnagemnt of 'aIINVENTORY CONTROL group of it ems eit her for a part icula r Serv it or

That pihase of mnil it ariy logist ics 1%Iiich inciiud' fol. t he D) ) .1' nsa x.lioh'. M a n in ye utorv
inaniagig. catloing rquienent ~ anageit't ilu': cataloging diectioii.

and disposa;l of unaatuial. (f, 3 :20-5. JCS' Pli I. dEsi'ibmution 1niug'ent. (lisjlo'al dhiret'ioni: and
.\FA 1l-1) Itt'leraliv. rebuild dire'ction. (1)0!) 4i1to21-11-1
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INVENTORY CONTROL RECORD INVENTORY (STATISTICAL SAMPLING)
The composite of data entries showing. by item, The counting of a sample of ;tems selected at

the ownership, purpose, condition, location, balance random from an inventory lot ;hereby a decision to
on hand. due in or on backorder, and such other accept or reject thE entire lot from which the
management information as may be prescribed by sample was taken is based on the results. (AR
competent authority. It is the primary source of 780-45)
recorded data influencing inventory control. zupply INVENTORY (TANKAGE)
distribution, and financial managemept decisionsand ctios. (AVSU Pub437)Bulk tankage contents measured to current

product level; includes ta'k bottoms and associated

INVENTORY CUT-OFF DOCUMENT pipeline fill. (AFR 144-1)
The last document number assigned to an INVENTORY(VERB)
acoutng document prior to the inventory deadlineaccount' dThe comparison of items and quantities in storage

date. (AYI 67-1) and/or in use with that reflected on the accountable

!NVENTORY DEADLINE DATE records. (AFM 67-1)
Under the open or closed warehouse method of INVENTORY LOG ITEMS

inventory, the invcntory deadline date is the date Items which are required to be delivered with the
immediately prior to the inventory begin date. aircraft upon a change of custodians.
(AFM 67-I, AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1) A .INAVARIN T4100.2)

INVENTORY DISCREPANCY INVENTORY LOT
The difference between the physical count of I Lotstock iu, storage and the reccrded stock reccrd A segment of the total items stored within a

balance. (AR 320. 5) storage installation or activity which have been
b e (grouped for purpose of inventory. (AR 780-45. AR
INVENTORY DISCREPANCY (MAJOR) 320-5)

Value of item coverage or shortage exceeds 100
or item quantity variation excee ; 10 percent of the I s o t he t em og
recorded *alance (AR 320-5) A subgrouping of the total items in storage for

the purpose of physical inventory counting or
INVENTORY DISCREPANCY (MINOR) lo(ation atdit. The lot/segner! is generally by

Value of an item coverage or shortage does not Federal Suppl:" Class, warehousi,. packing station
exceed $100 a--d item quantity iaration does not or so.ne form of ?ommodity grouping. (DOD
exceed 10 percent of the recorded balance. (AR 4140.35)
320-5) INVENTORY MAPAGEENT

INVENTORY IN TRANSIT BETWEEN STORAGE LOCATIONS Inventory managenent is that phase of military
Materiel within the supply system shipped from Ibgistics which controls the inpit. availability and

one location but not yet take:, up on the stock disposal of material in die Naval Establishment.
records of the receiving location (DOD 5000.8) (NAVEXOS P-1500)

INVENTORY IN TRANSIT FROM PROCUREMENT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT CODES
Materiel shipped by a contractor. accepted at Designated alphahetic ,or numeric digits or a

point of origin for the Government. but nct vet combination tlere.f used in the classification of
received into stores. (DOD 5000.8) materiel under the cognizance of an inventory

control point for supply management pu,'lpoSvS. For
The oniingof ll iemswitin ne seciic ot. examp~le n iidication of the highest level of repair

The cocniting of all items within one spe'cific lot. antd recoverabilit. inventory fract ionat ion, and
cacegory. or commodity. a! of a particular date, inventory strafifcatio " 0 I

tAR 78145)inventory stratification. (DOD -'000.$I)

INTR (NO U) IIVENTORY MANAGEMENT OR INVENTORY MANAGERINVENTORY (NOUN) ( Reolaces the term Commodity Class
The amount (,f propertv" on hand at any given 5.,izlage eit" XC1). The functions. processes.

time; an itemized list of suc, property. (AFM (i7-1 i
d iscipiiine,. anid typical ,issiginents; directly dlevot ed

INVENTORY (SPECIAL) to selecting. acquiring. maintaining material.
The couning of ..,ec, ed item;,teis for a controlling inventory. and providini, central materiel

particular i urpose. (AR 7$0- 45 logistic suplport for the AF iniss,on worldwide.

6 K§E
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Includes materiel requirements (quantitative), INVENTORY TURNOVER
budgeting, master repair scheduling, distribution An avecage ratio for purposes of inventory
and redistribution, initiating procurements, analysis: annual sales or issues at cost divided byv
invelaory planning, irtilization, and disposition, average inventory investment during the
paicharing and transportation. and production year--generally used for pc-acetin~e operating stocks
materiel improvements. (AFLCM 72-2) only. May be computed on an equivalent banik with

use of data for a period less than a year (DOD
INVEN4TORY MANAGER50.8

Th~ eadof suplyechlonh~wng ys~rn-ide The number of times on the average an entire
direction and control of supply responsibilities for inetr isolorsudiioeyer (O
an assigned commodity, category or group of 50.)
commodities or categories. (DOD 5000.8. DOD
41 40.32-M) INVENTORY VALUF

INVETOR MAAGES (AVYich doiiar vauc at whieh material is carried in
INETOe orANAtiona elN tsAicVreY)e inientory records for monetary Pecountifig

Thos oraniztioal eemets wichare hare,] purposes. It is established on the basis of standard
with the responsibility .or inventory management. prices, or actual or estimated acquisition cost of

The policies and standards enineiated in NAVEX'JS items when standard prices are rot used. This is

whih ncude Co mmands. the Mar' Cr~ except for unidentiiablk scrap and privately, owred
Lndthoe ofics wichcarry n~ut decentra~ized abandoned personal property. (DOD 41,.u-m'

ir.%ntoy maageentfunctions as directe'i by the IVNOYI RNI
Naval Supply 03sesCommnai~d including: the INETORY maeiNl ntRANSIT i dsrbuinsse
Inventory Control Points Off' s), the Navy Single Ta aeili h iltr itiuinsse
Managler ).erztiiig agencies, and the Navy Retail t~uoeso oeetfo on

Offies.Th~Marie Crpsandthe avySin'Ie receilpt from p~rocurement and production (eitherOanae. ope rinaees or i an te Nauided gl contractor' s plaiit or first destination. dlepending
Maraer peraingageciesvil beguiedoy those

policies and standards to the extent that they upn oit fdeiry an btenpits f
reflect directly on the operations of these trgaddsibio.(O 5008
organizations. (NA VEXOS -i'-1500) INVENTORY, ACTIVE

INVNTRYOBJCTVEThat group of -tems assigned an operationa -

The totLl number of units a DOD Component statuts. (M IL .STD-7 13)

intends to ony through the life of the program as INVENTORY, BOOK
appro-.ed! by the O-ecretarv of Defense. This The quantity of valne of property oil hand at an~y
objecti:e may extend beyond the FYDP years but given tim~e as determined from reords maintained
shall be consistent with the program found in the in connection with dav-to-dpac transactions, (DOI)
FYDP, unless otherwise directed. (DOD 7000.3) 5000.8)

INVEh-ORY RECONCILIATION INVENTORY, CONTRACTOR
A match between depot counts/,ustodial records Ali% property acqluired by and inpossessio of a

and the accountable records to identify and adjust contractor or subcontractor Iiuchud'I1
accountable rezordsI whe-n in disagreement I*ith Governnrant-provided prol:ert Iy) under a coat'ac
I,hiclcutocmnsctdilrcrs A pursuant to the terms of whica title is Vested III tile

:11(J-2 cut5oumns/1stdalrcod. A Government and in, excess of thle ainount.- tivedd -to
comp~lete full perforinance, under thle enltire

INVENTORY TEMPORARILY IN USE contract. ,DlOD .00.8~)
N ioeedable items of stoek-fo nd-finaniced A nv materials awl supplies a'q iiired I-y and

111materiel uinclu'ling materiel obtained from the owned( by a contractor. (DOI) -WOO.St~
Defense .Stock Fann or aI division of the Army Stock Any propertY wvhich; the Government is cliliiated
Fu nd r onsigiie( inveator ) which is authorized to )I. Las an opt ion to ta ke-m'er. under a .ype of
for issaik on a h~il )asis for short periuds of time cont ract as a result eit her of any li, hanes in thle

after w hich dihe ijuateriel i~ I he ret iirned to ti* s~pecificat ions or planus t hereunder or of the
sup ply source friom w hich origi naIlly acqired. 1AR terinlat jun of stwi :'h rout rat (or sul'*coat rict

321 AM('R :17-91 ire dt, prior to (omplet ion of the' work for thle



convenience, or at the option of the Government INVERSION -
(and for which the Government has elei'te'i tc take Ali increase in ambient temperature with increase
title). (DOD 5000.8) in altitude. (AFM 127-201)

AINVENTORY, INACTIVE INVESTIGATIVE ELEMENTS
That group of items being held h: reserve for Includes AFOSI, USACJDC, NIS, and DiS.

possible future commitment to the operational (DLAR 5705.2)
in~etorv (M L-SD-72 B)INVESTIGATIVE PROJECT

INVEftTORY, PERPETUAL An investigative assignmPent designed to affirm a
A record maintained zo r4fret ontinucusV: the defective condition and ensure the adequac-, of

quantity or value of prtopei tz an. DO contracter's action in correcting the caurf,
5000.-C) reported deficieneies or to acquire specific

INVENTORY PHYSCALinformation for a given pz- *ose. (APR 7-5
The quniyor amount of property ol. han(' INvEIGATIVE RE ORT petzo uvy D

or othr meas. (101) A official record tf thp results of an
U ~~~5000.8) ivsiaino rm rv ir uvy DA

The list showing for each item of property 5705.2)
determined by actual count or other means, the
quantity and sometimes the cost or other IVSMN
appropriate value. (DOD 5000.8) The sum of money or capital employed for a

given purpose or in a giver. area. (DOD 5000.8)
INVENTORY, SAMPLE A security or other property right purchased or

A sample of items selected fror- an inventor% lot otherwise acquired or the cost of acquisit ion
in such a mnannei that each item in the iot has an thereof. (DOD 5000.81
equal opportunity of being included ir. th- sample.
(DOD 4i40.35) INVESTMENT COST

Investment costs are basically the costs of real
INVENTORY,~~I SEETD-E rperty and the acquisition of equipment.

An rpschedule physical inventory re'-uired to be Itv-estmcent costs art:
accomnplishedl for a given Federal Stock Number (a) Major end item.; of equipmeat. These are
(FSX) or otherwise identified item (such as items of such importance to the operating readiness
validation of a backordered item). (DOD 4140.351 fc)aig uista hyaesbett

INVE11TORY, SPECIAL contintiing. centramlized, individual item mann:gemient
A scheduled phi sial in-.entorv of a sp~ecific and asset control throughout all commnand i

item(s) as a result ufa ,pecial requirement support echelens and throughout their iciih hie. A
generated by location au~it, preprocurenient. or any from acquisition throughi use -ntil wearout d

LNtother reason dleemed alplrolpr.ate by the item dispos.I.
manager or stock control p~oint. (DOD 4140.353) (b) Other end items of equipment. These art all

other end items of military or connercial-tvit.
ANllNTORY, SPOclduenmg items a uthlorized for local I ro rell'." l

Anu heduled physical inven'tory required' 1o be but excluding items of equipmnent liniig a nnit Co.!
-icc mplisheo as a result of a total or p~artial value of less thanl i1.000.01.I

ma tr~eldenil. (OD 4 40.~5)(r) Repamra be assemblies. spares a ind repai p arits5
INVENTORY, TERMINATION which aire centrally mianaged recoverable items; and

An n 1''gible items of property pu rchiasedl. which are designa tedl 1 reparablet.
'u ppi ieu. amar fact :ire 1. or otherwise acqired 'or (dl) Eq uipmlei'lll, W piIII- locafllv!f it otht-ru se
in-:11:ane f' ;icasen-mitd cotratt, v.nich item!; mehets the definiion ofw linesthycot f vimi

Iiifoieimy :sid uimt ractor-f urni: led prop~erty. if) 111 unit iomis tI the~ir rosm iats areI

ii cltl mai t .nach i nery. -' i'lini I. special Inim ~mm iteu t -ss 't mh 6V!m e~ccpt lol t iatI
tooling. ;!nd nui,tri';,Is w11ich ;rv 'Subject to a amnniun111iti'n 111 advulnu'lhionl explousivvs im-t'' for
';epa-atk- Conturact Ilr a 'ipecial C1,11mur 4eumul prou iioii tirainling arv Coll.,idt'red t'\pe'iise. (A F.1 61-1)
goerii:. anid 41 1 Jio5it ionm. 011)OI 1 iO.S) (list of equm;ipmet' . supplies an md st'rv ie ill.-t

-. 369



improve the capability of a force, including initial results of operations and withdrawals of capital for
unit equipment. war reserves of equipment and return to the Treasury. (DOD 5000.8)
ammunition, conicurrent spare parts, and initial With respect to applropriated funds, the cost or
parts stockage levels. Also includes replac.ement value of property acquired by expenditure of such
costs for obsolescent and attrited equtipment, costs funds or receited without charge and remaining onl
for -onstruction facilities equipment, projects hand. Does not include balance of e'peadable
programmed as dollar value lines to facilitate funds. (DOD 5000.8)
administration, and training zosis associated with

teintroduction of new equipiment or an improved INOC
cplthe A.F 403 documernt showing piarticulars of p~roperty

capailit. (AR 40-3)transferred or services rendered, setting forth the
INVESTMENT COSTS date. q,,antity, description, price, and total amount,

Those p:ogr-am costs required beyond the together with the terms of the transaction.
development phase to introduce into operational use including discount, if any, and reference to the
a newv capability, to procure initial, additional, or applicable contract or other procuring instrument.
replacement equipment for operational forces or to (DOD 5000.3)I4 provide for major modifications of an existing
capability. They include Procurement Appropriation INVOICES, UNVOUCHERED
costs except those associated with the operating The amount of invoices which are payable but for

category defined below, and all Military which vouchers )ave not yet been p~repared. (DOD
Construction Appropriation costs ex~cept those 5000.8)
associated with research and development. They ION ENGINE

4 ~~~~~~exclude RDTE, Military Personnel. and Operation Atyeoenienwhctetrsto roete
and Maintenance Appropriation costs. (AMCR 11-4. miseors:ccatiobindfma re fI

The program element cost.; required beyond the electric fields and exhausted from a nozzle. (AF.1develupmnt phase to intr'oduce a new capability
* into operational use, including military constructionl

projects not related to 'ievelopment. and ION ROCKET
nonrecurring procurement costs. (BUWEPS Space craft lpowerpllant. still to be develo1,ed. that
35200.23) produces thrust by the reaction obtoiined from

INVESTMENT MATERIAL ejecting a high velocity streamn of ioiis. (AF31 11-1 I
Recoverable assemblies, installed eqluipmiient IPE ACCESSORY

items. and 'nodificatioi. kits p~rocuredl with A dlevice identified to the ba.sic unit of lIidustr'al *
investment ('centra! p~rocurem~ent) approp~riations. Plant Equipment (IPE) w'li-hI faeilitates, or' eniice:

4 AFLCR 66-34) thle operat ion but whIiichi is not esseti tia I for- its

INVESTMENT PROJECT operation. such as remote control tle-ices. 'T.1

Acontlplete economaic entity which way inclotde a 3*$-260iNA\*SI P Pub --2:VAFR 71-1S WCOI

single item or multiple facilities. items of equipmiieilt Is'7f.624DSAII 414.'.91
ai'.d oieratinig site" if. taken togeth ~r. they. serve IPE AUXILIARY
the cnnmi investnmt objective of economy of A deic identified to thtw l':isiv tti of 11PE
opiol'zi. (DOI) 701*wit luiut W hichi lie bas ic uniiit rail ot ol't'', '1101

INVESTMENT TYPE EXCHANGEABLE ITEMS a- mnotors filr pumips and inatbiet tools. TMIi
lit-nl issma-d from inlventories, in; the A ir Force to 3,S-2601 'NA VS 1P1 Pu I, 5~ 23 F R 71-IS "W -LIN(

repldace ii:~iiict;u lit rcvrlbt r'~ ahh T.2 S 4111.9)I ;n~.'-tn'emm t l itens et.-hlamigeu or retur"I'd to IPE MATERIAL RELEASE ORDE.RISHIPPING INSIRUCT1ONS
-tt '. Thie", itt em * , f I fi tiedi iii .\I Shppn by Di;'- 1.4i
Il'.1in.. ill. Pa:r: oille. Chapter 5 (AFI.('l% 171 -121 I 1 r ;1m~rte i~i . 'idl!1'lPE t iirc

.:Ibijelte:l1 of idl f Fill 0e iv . S
INVESTMENT, GOVERNMENT .loeunimitaifin (lDO Formin !21--:.-.: D Ill or'nI:l-I

I ilr a rt- ~i amali funld. the total anosutn r l . l I t'I1t1 1'.. fo.rmal).
;1p~l r; ria I t I for calpitaI:11t n al::. ofi i'rt :.-26ui N A 1*SI 1' Iluu 523t .AFR -1-i 31U(

derrea".11 1. : 7 1114 1 l .. )



IR&D TECHNICAL EVALUATION GRCUP ISSUE PRIORITY DESIGNATOR
IThe tni-service group is established to determine A numeric entry on the DD Form 1348-1 based on

p)rocedures and p~ractices that implement DOD the mission of the requiring activit~ and the
Independent Research & Development (1110) urgency of the need for tkl, material. (DSAR
policy. It is composed of at DOD Ch- 'man and each 45U0J.3, DOD 4500'2-R)
Departmental (Artriv Xavy.. and Air F~orce) IR&D The numeric entry irnade by the initiator of a

Technical Manager. 48FC Supplement I APR requisition which relates to the mission of the
80-531 requi-ing activity (force/act ivity designator) and the

urgency of the need (uigency-of-nleed designator).
Each company's an-ual IR&D technical p~roject A two-digit numeric code indicating the assi-ned

diiscriptions. (AFSC Supplement I/AFR 80-53) priority for mnovemetnt of materiel through the
ISSI PODPAKsupply systen. (AR 710-50)

oniL thRODPitmsAd fo A two-digit nu.-ieric (Arabic) designator used toI
ontan~ Ien in reuiresignify the priority entry in .MILSiRlP requisitions.

maintenance of a specific series of subsystem or (F 71
equipment within a designated ty~ie of .model. (B 71

When a new series of subsystem' or equipment ISSUE PRIORITY GROUP
within a tvp-. or model is p~roduced wherein the total A relative ..to;.entiail grouping ff prioritya
range of spare parts is not applicable to all series deintr o k sInm tofpirLd'r

subse-,tem prcssinig tdines. (ARl205
o~f the sbytmor equipment, the Initiat, Spares dtsadl~ ~05
Support L~ist (ISS~I, will be eeduced andl :I l'rodpak ISSUES
wll b prepared for tL~e spares 1)eu :r t1ec . The relase of lpro(Itl-t into a~r-rat. .rn e

IS3UE .owver urni:s. and shipmnents t" orL tr than AF

%Materiel r,-leased from stock for use or con hies.tr:de o nld h uktase
consumption. (Sometimes include;: transfers from 2- produc tern: F o comm ign ee desuk.rnse
the supply ytmt obtfrcspirt co,

** ystm t cobatfores rio toact~.l 3. This tern; is interchangeable ttit!;- the iern.
use or conSurlition. without further financial S.1aks- and iS further defimed bv tile tv p' of issueI

accotanting mnr inventor% .) (DOT) 5000O.8)asflos
To furni.,h mnateriel to co'nsiers or user,; fromn a. I-s. )f cash1.

stock. (DOI) 50(io.'s) if. ('lar.-V issues. Issues to~ V.ii 0111 tlnte
A transaction w", eelly a supply accon it ,.IO w. S dtdiarAi at;n!Gn

movemn't of material to a reqiestinig orptazatimn. Services. ann( Air Reserve).
iAFLCR 66f-34) C. Reinlbul's.; ble issues Issuets if) ("tlen thIa':

ISSE DTEUSASF a ircra ft an niul k shipment., to 'her I a Ii

The inilial i6suo control date of" thle excess listing. SF osge.

_-ignea ). DI.SC frvom ahith the automatic release 4 hstiz:i ulitn>msi uicul

dale. if t he property is comlpli-ted lilihi OI l o iO. m'tfo teh 1- iIa) ~~ n
(A FM 67-Il o r'efueling :: Oi: i t i i itiis. Sucth J41u'sdi

ISSUE DOCUMENT lnot Const ite cither Sales ar WSlt> hen; ism-'d in
.1 form tu .el Il;liv inivIl I or orsranli~at ioll to t!' : 1111111ncr. t lie terml iss lle-C e~e~~l!

r1e-It 'miplifls frinm " liase >u11ipiv i4ficer and thle of.:um:li Il ni c fromi'ae 0.4 IWi'f >iiiralgt tIo

dw-u'una nt ill 1%1; hi Ii t~am .ase 111:41~ officer stuillies .Iiiother i il i t t' anit' :mt'toiimalJitl. A1 FM 67-1i
tI. 1hu roilli"'in, li ivillviI!al fir 0rgai.:liaio. 1) 1). ISSUES. FREE
F-iti H- 10. - R'qmme. flor lsumt ,ic Turn ! I. - isIatcritl pill- ua h'l.I for Iile' 1r-i" eim~p u:1 11:l.uAiv foreit lvrm v. i s a,' , iui se (.i:, r-Ie ill I -It fzuld fir fi:nii ,.u!Alix J'.1 t;'i

ISU RUPDD.11111
I m1minmI'*rii, *, 'tI'en. n 1 ! 'i' ':, v;. leiihe'r i- ISSUES. INITIAL

Thr i' ,;'cf- 11)1 limm~2li:~ ~'' -no.! :1ii t :m l- f~il l- im:-1 i dm

:11.:. aw

41.. wlpi W D -'~l::2 'j:,li 1-1 ;f n



organization. Such initial issues include those to ITEM CODING COST
neu inductees, newly activated organizaiuns, and The cost of obtaiiun a contractor
issues of newiv standardized items. (DOD 50OJ0.8) recommendation regarding the cont-Inued

ISSUS, NN-REMBURABLEapplicability; of the methlod of procuremenit code
Material issued against withdrawal credits or asindtagvesocnubr(ALR 0-)

otherwise provided "free" of charge to authorized - ITFN CRITICALITY CODE VIC)
agencies to the extent a~.thorized. (!-OD 5000 8) Actde tihat is used to trigger nmechanical

ISSUE, PAS YEARadvance crituc~lity stuffer. Tile code is used to flag
The actual issues, net of returns- for the and follow-up on an itkm buy requirement that is

preceding twelve months. (DOD 5000.8) either critical or becomning critical' to Air Force

ISSUES, REIMBURSABLE maission 4;upport. tAFLCR 70-1 )

Materiel provided for use or consumption (or for ITEM DESCRIPTION
stock) on the basis of charge to the consignee's The exact iivime and description of the it. ill a:, it
funds and reimbursem~ent to the applicable furad appears in. tile conzract. purchase order, or
which finances procurement of lte materiel. (DOD retluisitioli. Note: Item description shpll consist of

* 3000.8) - e item name ap,-rovied and liubli;;hed by the Office
ISSIE, ONRCURINGof Cataloging. OASD, and sjeh additional mtodifiers

AnSIE issRUeRmdeIN aoetm ai ~t or portions of the approved item descripition as may
forest able subsequent demand from the be required by the cognizant activity. Abbreviated
requisitioner. (AFM 67-1. DOD 5000.8) description~s as authorized by the cognizant ac?.iVity

will he permitted. (MI L-STD5-1211C)
ISSUE, REPAIR ANDIORt REQUISITION RESTRICTION CODE Consists of the aiinimum amount of identification

j.A two character, akt 'a and alpha, or alpha and uata neecssarv to difierctntiate aii iten. from M!i
numeric type oif code -.vhich indicates restrictions onl simrillm item. in :n accordaiice with the need., of ainy
issuing or instructions for requisitioning, item ertug;ctivit%. plus reference (lat, essential fo'r
repair/overhaul, credit, turn-in. exeliante or the proper idlentication and classification of the
disposz.:. (NAVSUP Pub 437) itemt and iis use ifl s.uppl% and maintenance
ITEMi opt.ra'sons. (DOD i000.8)

Ageneric term used to identify t,.e specific entity A stai.P'aent of diescrip~tive and technical dataI
under consideridon. As such it may be ;a part. neces .ary to: :I. Fix its identity. it. Dife;'entiate
subassembly. gro:1p. eouiliment. etc. the lwa~ Front .:I similar item!; as prci'.stocked.

01LST-71 e%.stind ised ru an b iy GovernmentI
A unit of eqiinent az anv levcel of assemnbly. activKtv. c. Refertiice d;hta essenitial for the iprtq-r
v~~.weap~on system. s ubsystenm. component. -AR t'nderstanding of the Item useful in su1,ply

7-0,operations. or requ~tired in deternilning- *he
A generic term nwaning m.nr or all of thle species classification of the item. (AFI.0M 72-2)

of miaterial. It is zometiies used u ith aI tncdifie tio ITMDEIICIO
mean aI partictiltir Fub-classif;vt:oii. iN AVEXO ITMDEIFCIN

P-150(l)An ar~av of sufficien! data to es!;.hhish lte
T!'e tern -item- includes nniterzais. parts, essential chrcei'c.of .11n iteml Which gives thle

rtiI1.etz subra sen-.hilies. £'lluipmeints. Item its uniqite character and mnakes it cliat it is.
:-cre:.:-ries. and iuttalt hmerits. (AMCIZ 1 -261 :.iuie to differentiate it fiomn v. er other item of

.1 generic tern) ilieain', aan. article Of nmateriel -;Ull).% used 'iv the F*'deral (ivernnt~. A]'3FM

wh~ich is jir'.urti. sl~wked. stored. issued. Vor :r.d ~
1A.lI jg11 ''nzisl:. of tlet Uniini a mnt.11 of ileiit ificat io!n

All in'' ~reha ugtalitii te m tised to designaite. lla c; i cesa ry to tl ii erent flt .,. it ent from all
I'~ v It~i-. "~'Iim I lli~. rcomp~llinent. A Ff1 7(1-5)) Ziindlarii' s i ;,I acordl nt' %it b lil it- il t do ally

A - :, 'i 111:11"lia . prv s In'tm -oi llasseiAtly. lvera t ! ~:1 cC iv it. plus1 rt ft r,'.ucw dat: . i. t v in I fmr
-11>n~l . ii na. set. -;Istil. a1cces.sory. at tadumcn . lilt, proper* 11111t (s-mndn f l it. :i avd ust-foI ill

dr. iMI I.-h,-7ii:~7, sup~ply Ilit-rl lillIS Ir t!* a~ 1. It lilt'Eiuinir;-

.1 n- ;,irrm tei itei t-o ;ily aivproihit. classi fica ion -if the' it en. iTMI :,- 7 1. A R
;Incluoliil- mait'n. all ria I.pIi ul'is 1:. In en i t) i a'i ~nl lm)I ipei':it ions. tiil ifii'aiionl

sets. ~ O :ic's'rm'. ii' t1: e;.:~ Of all tmmai~I~''~i ivel tiil uct, a11SI ;1:111 thait it

:.'



cannot fie confused u dh .i otihir -te-1 of like or which are normally subject to disassembly without
similar nature: therefore, its description must III! destruction or imp!airment of designed use. (TM
unique and include a statement of all essential :38-7151 :
physical or functionadl characteristics. The ITEM MANAGEMENT

,1 ~~~sub-elements composing art item identification *are Th sectn. auing ad mating
the basic namne and item name, itemi description, mTheiel ctring inqentorg. and pridiing

113.41nz5 nd nubrs (FC materil otoln netradpoii.i

The Federal Catalog System, in ord!er to lprovide re upr o h i oc iso
r Worldwide. (AFM 11-1)

fulllirtecionforallites o suplyandthe The functions, disciplines and typical assignment.-required degree o f identification, em ploys JI ve types i e t v d o ed o s l cin ,a q r ng m i t i i gof item identification. Only oine of tho- methods, dietydoedoslcinaqrnmitiig~material: controlling inventory and providing centralthe descriptive method. and its three types of item
idetifcaton reappicale o hisstadar.(FED materiel iogistic support for the Air Force mission

iDticto are 5 a ppial)oti nad worldwide. Evaluates material requirements
SID N. Sa)(quantitative). budgeting. master repair scheduling.

ITEM IDENTIFIATION CODE distribution, initiating procurement.-. inv'entory
A four character alptia-iumveric code assigned by planning. utilizatiov and disposition. liackaglng.

ASO to each repaii-ible item (inlueilig "D- transportation andl prrduction material
material control coded items) 'Lo facilitate lire itemn improvements. 'AP~M 66-12)
accounting by industrial activities. (FASOINST ITEM MANAGEMENT CLASSIFICATION

470027)The process of ralidation, acceptance or rejection
ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER off. and the response to. IMC zulzmisioiis. (DOD)

The Fed-ral Stock Number assigned or when the 4160.21-M-1)I
FSN has not been assigned. use the official Type. ITM MANAGEMENT CCDE
Model and Series Numb2rs. use the Class Shiip Thi Isaoedgtnmri oet eint
designation: DOD Ammunition Co de from -biS iis wh o 'e digi e enum eaide tov eritce
Cataloging Handbook H-3; or, the P.-oduction to Itiswch1)aebenrtii.llvseiemanagement: 02 are managcd b% a siingle agency
Equipment Code lNuriber for production equipment. XO O-ieb~ss r(1 r

(NA MATIST 850.9A)controlled bi- GSA. (NVAVSUP Pub 43i7i
ITEM IDENTIFICATION TRANSACTION IE AAEETCDN IC

The collection, maintenance, and dissemination of h oln o tm fslpvi ralnewt
item related charact-istics and othter identifying The coln i tm fSill n;vo-ac il
dlata adequate to establisA direalv or indirectly. ;tuproed 1)01 criteria estaltilehtd in )efense

the niqu ch.racer o anitemof ad ~ Logistic Services Centeru)L.SC) Operational Nuitices
diferntiteitfro eeryoter(e. z' . OPSNOT. G-1. G-2. G-3~. and suibstiiuenis to

diferetiae i fom ver oteritemi of supply deturm;Ine mnieet mtos Go
included in tjiC various logistics systems: includesmnae nt mhd. ru

DD Frr. ;35.Logstic Ite Da~i Crd. at~ A-Indi-.idual Military Service Materiel Mawii:zent:
related to the item identification submittal. fDS AR p -ntrte MitayMtilMuitmn:
4130.41.1R 7091-4NA VS U PINST 4120.3f1 AFR tilG~tp( u~Dt~mi~ti ydsg:ti

72-11!MCO 4410.16) classificatiiin agt'ucyi (AFI.CM 71-41

INTERHANGASLEThe irocesN of dt'.r-i-ining whether iteniN. of

One. which .1 osse-sc utinla(] management. fir re-mined for inaiia-gt.ntnt h an
pihy~ical charactristcs -s to bie .'i-nivaleiit in individual :niii seri i,-e oir other 11011e~pin!t
lie rforia ne rdiahilitv. aiid maintafinahi!;tv. to (A~FM 31 1
a-- ii her i: er, (if i milari or Idet'itical purpose: and (l2) ITEM MANAGEMENT OR ITEM MANAGEP
i., c;.pahl. (if Iti..g exchaniged for the other ittni (;II Tlail-111.poems iifn-..11

i;~~ ~~ hut"eetio .ir fit o.- 1,e.forn ine. ;.nid (11) t i ctun uir'e'.iti.ia. :,d ;i:
.0thoiit a Itera:tim ion f lie itunms t hemseli es fi of S mi naning' ir-t it il I: cI to elct invnir. a n i
ailji-iin itemis. t.\cept for adjusmtit:inngnnciia.in idI ~ iiet~v n

.Mll.-S~p-72lI~, ;i~ %idiing rintr:' malteriel 1-q~i.;tit sprtfr lie,
A r ili' Uiiiiewidi'. Tvpmcval I ; iclies it erivi

ITEM (PART) He ilei~i s al't Itt.. . I'1gting. mlaster

(it- Ipitvct --ii I, o.r miit- piic,.par ji si tgetli.r rep:.w ars*el;lmv i 10 o inil re-dis riltut io.
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initiating procurements, inventory planning, which are maintained for stock, storage and
utilization, and disposition, packaging and issuance in support of military requirements.
transportation, and production materiel (DSAM 4120.3-M, DOD 4140.32-M)
improvements. (AFM 67-1, AFLCR 400-1) Is an item which is "recurrently used, bought,

ITEM MANAGER (IM) stocked, or distributed" so that only one distinctive
TE oAAGanMcombination of letters or numerals, or both,

Ani individual within the organization o lAindvdcorl pin others organizato n identifies the same item throughout the Departmentinventory control point or other such organization of Defense. (BUSANDA MANUAL)assigned management responsibility for one or more Consiss of any number of pieces or objects,
specific items of material. (JCS Pub 1) which are within the limits or tolerances dictated by

The inventory control point authorized by the the logistics responsibilities of any one supply,
class manager to perform assigned materiel industrial, or other management system for.items
management functions for an item of supply. (AR of personal property, treated in the operation of
701-5) that system as being identical. (Fed. Man. for

The AFLC AMA that has management Supply Cat. MI-2) .

responsibility for commodity-type items by Federal An item of supply consists of any nunLer of
Supply Class (TO 00-25-1 15). (AFR 57-4).1Anie ofsplcnitsfan uL

indivdualssTO0-25-5 A R ac t t pieces or objects, or groups of pieces or objects.
The individual, organization, or activity that which are within the limits of tolerances dictated by

performs item management. (AFM 11-1) the logistics or supply support responsibilities of
The AFLC, AMA, D/MM Item Manager Division any one supply system, and treated in the supply

that has been assigned maintenance engineering operations of that system as being identical.
and logistics management responsibility for (AFLCM1 72-2)
non-airborne equipment and commoditieb installed An end item,, component, or part, records for
in end items that are common to more than one wich are maintained for stock, storage and
weapon/or support system. This maintenance issuance in support of military requirements. (DOD
engineering and logistics management responsibility 4120.3)
is established to provide centralized support . the Any materiel, part, component, subassembly,
various weapon system managers. (T.O. 00-20-1) assembly. equipment, equipment accessory o1

The term "IM" identifies or refers to the AMA attachment, or end item for the equipping.
to which articles, subsystems consisting of a group maintenance, operation. or support of military
of components, and aggregations of items in an activities and organizations. (AFM 67-1)
FSG/FSC are assigned for item managementpurposes. (T.0 00-25-4) ITEM RECORD

An accumulation of all data elements related to a

ITEM NUMBER single item of supply and identified in the file
A lumber assigned on an assembly drawing to a system by the conversion identity key of a FIIN or

part, subassembly, etc., for purposes of Activity Control Number. Data elements
identification. (MIL-D-70327) constituting an Item Record may be directly related

Controlled Material group by number (e.g., carbon to a primary key or indirectly to a primary :ey
steel, 10, alloy steel, 20, etc.). (AFSCM 78-325) through a secondlary-to-primary key relationship.
ITEM OF PRODUCTION (A SOIN.9T P4440.60)

Consists of those pieces or objects grouped within ITEM REPLACEABLE
a manufacturer's identifying number and One which is interchangeable with another item.
Conforming to the same engineering drawings. but which differs phy.--icallv from fle original item
specifications. and inspection. (Federal Manual for in that the installation of the replaceable item
Supply Cataloging. .11-2) requires operations such as drilling. reaming.
ITEM OF SUPPLY cutting. filing, shlimniing. etc.. in addition to the

• • , • ilorn.a1 aPlihc'tion and( mnethods of attaelulent.
AnI item of zuplv Intlodes any material part, nm a , i aotc•l .(Ni a e I ' I.l-STD-721 Bcomnponlent, slpasamnih', asselbi*v. equipnment.

a tachl mebnt.)miit
eqnipilent acecssory or attachment, or end-item for ITEM REPLACEMENT PRICE
the equipping. main tenance. opera;ion or snpport of A set of numeric digits which indicates the
military acti itic. an l iganizatioiis. ()) 5000.8. current price of tile item that has been adjusted to
A F.1 67-I.1O IIO .:36 tile latest pic,,renment as opposed to the piulished

An end item. comloni'nt. or part. records for init price. (ASOINST P4400.24)

- 1



ITEM STRATIFICATION ITEM, AUXILLARY
The process of selecting items for procurement An item without which the base anit of plant

analysis as well as the establishment of priorities equipment cannot operate, such as a motor for a
for screening review. (NAVMATINST P4200.33, AR machine tool. Generally accounted for as part of the
715-22, DSAM 4105.2) unit of equipment to which attached. (DOD 5000.8)

ITEM SUPPORT PERIOD-(PROGRAM FORECAST PERIOD) ITEM, COMMON
The item support period represents the number of Any part or component which is required in the 1

months to be used in the development of initial assembly of two or more complete end items. (DOD
budget, apportionment and item requirements for 5000.8)
spare and repair parts. (AFLCR 57-27) Any item of materiel which is required for use by

more than one activity. (DOD 5000.8)
ITEM TYPE CODE Sometimes loosely used to denote any consumable "

A code to indicate whether the Item Identification item except repair parts or other technical items. I
Number used is a: Federal Stock Number (Code 1); (DOD 5000.8)
Type, Model, Series Designation (Code 2); Class Any item of materiel which is procured for,
Ship Designation (Code 3); Production Equipment owned by (service stock), or used by any military
(Code 4); Other (Code 5). (ASOINST P1300.2) department of the Department of Defense and

which is also required to be furnished to a recipient
ITEM-PROCUREMENT TIME country under the grant-aid Military Assistance

That element of active repair time required to Program. (DOD 5000.8)
obtain the needed item or items from base supply Readily available commercial items. (DOD 5000.8) .5
stock rooms, etc. (MIL-STD-721B) Items used by two or more military services of A

similar manufacture or fabrication wh:ech may vary
betwen te sevice asto color or shapeWsReplenishment spare parts obtained fron, a sole 4ees th ices DO tcor s e s

source other than direct purchase manufacturer.
(ASOINST P4200.27) ITEM, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE STANDARD

Material that is raw, in process, a manufactured A material, part, component, subassembly. or
commodity, equipment, component, accessory, part, equipment ideutified or described in military or
assembly. or product of any kind including prime adopted Federal and Industry Standards. (DOD
subcontractor items. (APR 78-13) 5000.8)

'ITEMS USED BY OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS' SCHOOLS ITEM, END 
'

A listing of authorized school unique items A final combination of end products. component
prepared or revised, published, and distributed on parts and/or materials, which is read" for its

an annual basis under the direction of the Director, intended use e.g., ship. tank. aircr50t, mobile
Directorate for Education Prigrams. OASD machine shop. (DOD 5000.8)
(Education). (AFM 67-1) ITEM, LIMITED STANDARD

An item of supply determined by standardiz'ntion
action as authorized for l)rocu'enlent only to

Articles of supply readily available from support in-service military materiel
established commercial distribution sources, which (DOD 5000.8) .

the Department of Defense or inventory managers
in the military services have designated to be ITEM, LINE
obtained directly or.indirectly from such sources. An entry on a dnnument reflectnig all data
()OD 5000.8) lecessaIry to id ,tify po.-itively a specifiv article of

property and the quantity thereof. (DOD . I0(.$I
ITEMS, READINESS A row of nuniricaIl fact., in a statistical table.

Items which qualify for acquisition or retention ([)Of 5(1(1(.$)
for readiness under current Department of Defense A Construction project. (DO) .5((00.81
polic is and criteria. (D O D 53000.8)I E ,N N - E D N S

~ coin. u nied in u E MNON-READINESS It~i~
ITEMS, RECOVERABLE Itells which (1o not qualify for actilisition or

Items which norma~lly are not c ollstile.d ill use retention for, readilless (11 Contingency jltrvkoses

and are subject to return for repair or disposal. iuh.r current Dellart ilent of Defense poli.ies and
(DI) 5-(lOoI.?o Criteriat. (DOD) 500lo.
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ITEM, NON-STANDARD logistical support of operational activities in those
Ali item of supply determined by standardization theaters not involved in emergency or wartime

action as not authorized for procurement. (DOD situations. (AFR 76-38/AR 59-8/OPNAVINST
5000.8) 4630.18D/MCO 4630.6C/DSAR 4540.9)

ITEM, PECULIAR JCS-COORDINATED EXERCISE
An item required by only one military service, A minor exercise, the scheduling of which

except for a supply item which varies only as to requires coordination by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
color or shape (such as vehiles or clothing) and are because it involves the units or forces of more than
considered to W a common item. (DOD 5000.8) one commander in chief or agency. (JCS Pub 1)

Any part or component which may be used in the
assembly of only one complete end-item. (DOD JET AIRCRAFT
5000.8) A vehicle which breathes air and is propelled by
10. the thrust of exhaust gases. (AFM 11-1)
ITEM, PREFERRED JET ENGINE

An item selected under a Department of Defense A reaction engine that takes in air from outside

program by which it is designated as authorized for A an x i e t taes n a fro ot
procremntstoc an isue, ut s nt a as an oxidizer to burn fuel and ejects a jet of hot

Department of Defense standard item. (DOD gases backward to create thrust, the gases being
generated by the combustin within the engine.
The jet engine differs from the rocket engine in its

ITEM, PRINCIPAL dependence upon air taken in from outside. The
End-items of major importance which require rocket engine caeries its own oxidizer and is

detailed analysis and examination, at the level therefore capable of operation in outer space.
established for central control, or at the military (AFM 11-1)
service level, of all factors affecting their supply JET PROPULSION
and demand. An end-item is generally selected as a Reaction propulsion in which the propulsion unit
principal item on the basis of military combat or obtains oxygen from the air as ditinguished from
training essentiality, considcring also the difficulty
of procuremept or production and criticality of basic rocket propulsion in wbich the unit carries, its own

materials or components. (DOD 5006.8) oxygen-producing material. In connection withIa oaircraft propulsion. the term refers to a gasoline or
ITEM, REGULATED other fuel turbine jet unit which discharges hot gas

Any item of ,naterial over which property through a tail pipe and a nozzle. affording a thrust
authority :exercises close supervision of distribution. 'vhich propels the aircraft. (JCS Pul 1)
issue, and use because it is scarce, costly, or of JETTISONh i h y t c n c l h za rd o u s n a u e D I 50 0 .8
highly technical or hnature. (DOD5000.8 The selective release of stores from an aircraft
ITEM, SUBSTITUTE other than normal attack. (JCS Pub 1)

An item authorized for issue in lieu of a standard JOB ORDER REGISTER
item of like nature and quality. (DOD 5000.8) A data file which contains tbi, joh order numbers

One which possesses such functional and physical for each account identity and 'lescriptive data
characteristics as to be capable of being exchanged t e
for another only under specified conditions or for elements related to each job order. (AFS01

I)arti:ular applications and without alterations of 177265)
the items themselves or of adjoining items. JOB DESIGNATOR
(1II.-STD-721B) A single-digit alpha code assigntd to a specific

iten of workload to signify thbe type and extenl of
depot maintenance authorized to he done. (AFI.CR

JAMAC 66- 60)
tCode. name for Joint Aeronautical Materials 

Actiity (AS('M7$-25)JOB ORDERActivity. (A F.( 78 -325) A formal inlstructin to Iperform certain work
JCS-ASSURED AIRLIFT (DOD) :ccording to specificat ions. stilniates. etc.

The amount of <trategic airlift capability (ONMINST 5000i.:3)
de.ignated by tihe .1oit ('iiefs of Staff to sustain An approved alithorization to perform inission
a:i air line .f c;nunnicatlion for mninuiln essenti,l work or lovide teal;il support services. . dirtct
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job order is associated with an approved effort. 3. Category 3: In-House Research 'and
There are no restrictions as to the type of labor Technology (R&T) Support. All resources expended A
(S&E, T or 0 for Labs) which may be logged on job orders performed inhouse which are
agaiihst these job orders so long as their time characterized as engineering assistance or
contributed directly to the effort. (AFSCM 177-265) consultation services. Included are job orders for

An authorization to perform specific entities of formal and informal consultation or evaluation
RDT&E work. (AFSCR 80-26) services to other organizations; planning studies

An entity of work generating an end product of and assistance, proposal evaluations, source
the laboratory. Job orders are established for each sekction and other procurement assistance; mission
RDT&E contract and in-house work unit and for analysis for operational commands and higher
each engineering support effort. In addition, headquarters; critical design reviews; evaluation for

equme; rtrouldesoin oerionseal euipmnt;oindirect or overhead "Job Order" numbers may be other organizations of contractor delivered Aestablished to facilitate the accumulation andestalised o failiatetheaccuulaionand equipment; trouble-shooting operational equipment;
analysis of nondirect costs. (AFSCP 177-3) DOD standardization program, patent reviews,

JOB ORDER CATEGORIES IR&D reviews, and any other technical assistance or
Job order categories are established to separate consultation to solve scientific or engineering

direct job order (work units) into three mutually problems for a specific laboratory custome'.
exclusive categories. These categories describe how (AFSCR 80-26)
work is performed; contract vs. in-house, and for
in-house, the nature (bench work vs. support) of JOB ORDER ELEMENT OF EXPENSE DESCRIPTION
each work effort. The three categories are • The narrative words or phrases which describe

Contract Direction, In-House Research and the uniquely designed job order EEIC. (AFSCM
Technology and In-House Research and Technology 177-365)
Support tfor laboratories only). (AFSCM 177-265) JOB ORDER ELEMENT OF EXPENSE INVESTMENT CODE :4

1. Category 1: Contract Direction. All resources (EEIC) -4
expended on job orders performed as contractual These are EEICs that have been designed to
efforts for which the laboratory has technical accommodate the unique requirements of AFSC cost
direction responsibility. Contract direction activities accounting tAFSCM 177-265)
include the actual contracts, grants, and outgoing
fund transfers to other Government agencies; JOB ORDER NUMBER (JON)
procurement planning; preparation of specifications, This is a nine-digit number used to control
D&Fs. and other procurement daia; proposal workload relative tn the project order period on
evaluation and source selection; procurement which funding is provided. The number consists of
coordination; preparation of work effort data and nine digits (a five-digit control nutber. a one-digit
progress reports; contract monitoring and job designator and a three-digit suffix). The suffix
administration; evaluation of the laboratory is a three-digit aircraft identification code for end
contractor delvered reports, hardware or data; and itens worked through the G037E sys:em: the fiscal
other activities through final closeout of the year indicator, month or quarter code. and the
contractual effort. ownership purpose code when the JON is for

7. Categoy 2: In-House Research & nonserialized items. For :onaircraft serialized
Tedino!ogy. All resources expended on job orders items, a three-position alpha code is used. (AFI.CR
iierforned 'in-hou-e which are characterized as 66-hO)
"bench-work" experimentation or original study A nine-position alphan.uneric code that is used
designed to accomplish a discrete scientific or for the collection of depot mainteilaice costs.
ltchnical adv'ancement without significant progress hillings. and sales. It incldes tile
ennt'actor techinical snuport. Along with the five-position control Inner. olle-lo.sition job
"b...ch-work" and original stidy. these Job orders designat or. and a three-position suffix. (AFl.CR
shohId i im.le experiments with unique eqloi,,,1'.1t 66-60)
to derive, new tecdiiiqies or atiapt 'tate-o f-the-art
technique, t,, hardware. In-house RTI' will include JOB ORDER QUANTITY (JOQ)
; 11 planning. supply suppol', tt s slIrt. \ fiv'-digit field denoting the total quantity of
dlncunlentalion. fabricat ion, and (.i aluatim' efforts end iteho, fell. a templorary .IO . It is input on tile
th; can h directl veIated eJ these in-hoose jol AFI.(' Fuim' 2116 for" temporary wrkloads. (AFI.CR.
omders. lili-6i2)
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JOB ORDER TITLE written by thee activities will be approved by their
Narrative words or phrases which describe an parent unit. (AFSCR 136-3)1i entity of work effort that has been assigned a job• JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

order iumber. (AFSCM 177-265) The principal military advisers to the President,I JOB-TRAINING STANDARDS the National Security Council, and the Secretary of
Traininag guides in outline form which identify the Defense. (JCS Pub 1)

elements of an Air Force specialty in which the
trainee must be trained. They also specify the JOINT COMMON USER ITEMS
specific leve;s of achievement the trainee must Items of an interchangeable nature which are in
attain in each element. (AFM 11-1) common use by two or more Services of a nation.

(JCS Pub 1)
JOINT

Connotes activities, operations, organizations, JOINT COORDINATING GROUP (JCG)
etc.. in which elements of more than one Service of An organization composed of a representative
thc same nation participate. (JCS Pub 1) from each CPC designated by the OPRs of the

DARCOM. NMC, AFLC, and AFSC serving to
JOINT ACTIVITIES ensure complete interservice awareness of specific

Activities in which two or more DOD components data exchange areas. AFSC will participate on an
participate, whether or not financed jointly. (DOD "as required" basis only. (NAVMATINST I
4000.19. DSAM 4140.4) 4710.1/AFLCR 66-36/AFSCR 66-36DARCOMRI
JOINT AIRBORNE TRAINING 700-10)

Training operations or exercises involving JOINT FORCE MEMC.ANDUM (JFM)
airborne and appropriate troop carrier units. This A document prepared annualy by the JCS and
training includes: a. air delivery of personnel and submitted on the Joint Force Program utithin the
equipment; b. assault operations by airborne troops Fiscal Guidance issued by the Secretary of Defense.
and/or air transportable units; c. loading exercises (AFSCR 27-6)
and local orientation flights of short duration; and
d. maneuvers/exercises as agreed upon by the JOINT FORCES MEMORANDUM (JFM)
Services concerned and/or as authorized by the An annual document prepared by the JCS and
Joint Chiefs of Staff. (JCS Pub 1) submitted to the Secretary of Defense

recommending a Joint Force Program which takes
JOINT ARMY-NAVYAIR FORCE PUBliCATIONS into account U.S. forces and security assistance to

A series of publications produced by supporting other nations. (DOD 5105.38M)
agencies of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and intended
for distribution through the approved offices of JOINT INFORMATION
distribution within the Army, Navy, and Air Force. Military information over which two or more US
(JCS Pui 1) Government departments or agencies have con::rol

JOINT CHECKLIST WORKING GROUP (JCWG) or jurisdiction. (AFSCR 200-5)
The group assigned to verify and recommend JOINT INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE FOR PLANNING (JIEP)

approval of checklists for munitions operations. It The pnrpose of the .IEP is to provide a principle
will consist of a representative from quality control intelligence basis for the development of the
hranch, munitions activity, test agency. safety Ji.RSS. .JSOP. and JSCI'. It is prepared by the
office. ind developing/ proc'iring agency as Director. Defen.e Intelligence Agency and
required. The munitions activity representative will submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for approval.
Ile from the section normally performing tle :OP.NAVINST -is.I(!I1F: 2
fncionl mhal will be affectedby the aiecklist. JOINT INTEREST LIST OF TMs (JIL)
.FSC" field lmmander.f wil enure a .'CV is,a lydif r q ie . .T : " i ;:)4 T S S A com puter listing of T 3s used Jointly Itv 1w ,, ( r t

IIh~re D01) Coon entIL|Is. 1) cill t. r |n;aIIllllI

-15 K5 T ESTS. an|d 61511 T ESTS are auth e|'ized t ? . cXCh~t n-e o r T m3 inf rm ati on|. I.\F H 66f- 1. A l?
t'Stalbli!h a .I t- fr" sqia rons! groul|s. The :I)7 ) \ 'I\ I S flO l .. 3 (O 5 1 .,.

|nctvliners of the J('W(; f*'.n| tlese or'ganizations will 11 51 91 i
h. pu'.IIIInel with Ih sI 1||dt'!: !g|'onp who pc'fe' i
funtlion, .v 11111.1rae III IIo ( the.11,ilv cnti'el Ieraw.ch. JOINT INTERSERVICE RESOURCE STUDY GROUP (JIRSG)
munitions activitv. a el ,flv',t.. ('lk iists A )OD work oriented functional studv g.rro-ip K
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established in a specific geographic area for the JOINT SERVICING -2
purpose of conducting indepth studies of the That function performed by a jointly staffed ald
Categories of Support Services. (DOD 4000.19-M) financed activity ii, support of two or more military

Services. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, APR 400-27,
DSAM 4140.4, DOD 4500.32-R, DOD 400'.19)

Consists of the Commanding General, U.S. Army A function or action performed by a jointlyMateriel Development and Readiness Command Afucin ratonpfrmdb ajitl
staffed and financed activity in support of two or

(DARCOM); the Chief of Naval Material, Naval m
Material Command (NMC); and the Commanders of
the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC); and the JOINT STAFF
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC). The Joint 1. The staff of a commander of a unified or
DARCOM/NMCi AFLC/AFSC Commanders are specified command, or of a joint task force, which
referred to as the JLC. (AFSCR 11-1) includes members from the several Services

comprising the force. These members should be
JOINT PURCHASE -

AOT methd opucaassigned in such a manner a- to insure that the
A method of purchase whereby purchases of a commander understands the tactics. techniqL-s,

particular commodity for two or more departments
are made by an activity established, staffed, and capabilities, needs, and limitations of Lhe ccmponent
financed by them jointly for that purpose. (AR parts of the force. Positions on the staff should be

divided so that Service representation and influence320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1) generally reflect the Service composition of the

JOINT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES force.
DOCUMENT (JRDOD) 2. The staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as Mt

A document prepared annually which provides the provided for under the National Security Act of
advice of the JCS to the Secretary of Defense 1947, as amended. (JCS Pub 1) Z

concerning R&D objectives necessary to carry out JOIN
the strategy and force recommendations in the A strag cBIeS plan

~ (AFSR 27-A short-range current capabilities plan which
Th D spprtteL SndJSOP.FS 2translates United States national objectives and
The JRDOD supports the JLRSS and JSOP by- policies for the next fiscal year into terms of(1) Translating broad strategic guidance concerning ary objecti

operational requirements into the research and define- military tasks for cold limited and general
dc :elopment objectives considered essential to dfiemltayassorcdiieangnrl

war which are in consonance with actual Unitedsupport the strategic concepts. (2) Providing advice
to the Secretary of Defense regarding the relative S
military importance of the research and JOINT STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PLAN (JSOP)
development effort considered essential to support An annual document prepared by the JCS which
the strategic concept, the military objectives, and provides advice to the President and the Secreta'y
the needs of the commanders of unified and of Defense -,n the military strategy and forc'.
specified commands. (OPNAVINST 5000.19E) objectives deemed necessary to attain U.S. nationalsecurity objectives. (DOD 510-5.3811)-+

JOINT SERVICE ACTIONS TASK GROUP (JSATG) A ec id-r ge objectives pa whi(Oh translates

Special task Uroup chartered by the JLC to Anid-ae objetives and polices for
reviw programs of interest to two or more

the time framie .5 to 8 years% in the future into terms
sei vices, identify opportunities for greater joint of tar an ta te cnt andefforts, and recommend Commanders. The JSATG is f military objectives and strategic concept and

composed of one officer from each JLC command defines basic undertakings for cold. limited. andgeneral w.+ar which may be accomplishe'd with tile
who is physically located in and is a member of the geeral farch mJy b ip wt the

officeobjective force level.,. (JCS Putb 1. AR 320-5)office of each Secretariat. (AFSCR 11-1) The :,:mual mid-range plan that provides

JOINT SERVICE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT (JSOR) strategic a:., iogistic guidance for the mid-ran:ge
A statement of need for the same end item of period. It covers the mid-range period commenciing

materiel for operational employment by two or more on 11-day of the plan. I .July. five years subsequent
i'S military services. Proposed JSOR 's nsunliy :-re to the fiscal yeal- in whch the pilan is scheduled for
directed by higher authority ,•(d ar,, prelared :,id approval. and extel,,ls for five years. It serves as I
,rocesseld following ROC procedures to the one of the bases for the formulation and
nmaxiluin extent praticbil.. (AFI: , O-F , justification of the annual departmeautal budget
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estimates for the fiscal year bcginning three years te.nporary JONs when the competions are equal to

prior to the effective date of the plan. (NAVMAT the JOQ. (AFLCR 36-62)SP-4215) JNVSE IE

A document prepared annually which provides the Te MASTER FILEs
advice of the Joint Chie's of Staff to the President These files conta the master records for all job
and the Secretarv of Defense on the military orders, temporary or permanent, serialized or
strategy and force of the United States. In addition nonseriaiiz.d. Production data (indications and
to recommendations on major forces, it includps the completions), JON-suffixed records, alld all
rationale sapporting the forces and assessment of identification/control data. The files are:
associated risks, costs and manpower estimates, and 1. Permanert JON Master (PJM)
other supporting dta. The JSOP is published in 2. Temporary ,ION Master (TJM)
three volumes: I-Strategy, 11-Analysis and Force 3. Request Number Master (RNM)
Tabulations, and IH-Free World Forces. (AFSCR 4. Labor Standard Master (LSM)
27-6) 5. Bill of Materials (BOM)

6. Monthly Production Count (MPC)JOINT TABLE OF ALLOWANCES (JTA)

A document which authorizes end items of 7. Production Transaction History (HST)
OF ALLOWANCES MaseJTASPM) DesLcrito 66- it

materiel fo units operated jointly by two or more 8. Saes Price Master (SPM). (ALCR 66-62)
military services, such as Military Assistance and JON STAUS CODEAdvisory Groups and Missions. (JCS Pub 1) Codes assigned by G004L indicating to G004B and

JOINT US MILITARY ADVISORY GROUP (JUSMAG) G072A the type of processing action required.
Philippines and Greece. (AFM 67-1) These codes provide information to scheduiing onactions taken or to be taken. Description with

JOIN USEsystem operation is reflected in Chapter 2 and

Equipment which can be utilized to meet both an C 2achment 3. (AFLCR 6622)
existing organization's mission and a wartime
additive mission requirement. Joint use equipment JOURNAL
is recorded on AF Form 156, coded "'2," and on AF A book of original entry for, recording
Formi 366, coded -L." (AFM 67-1) miscellaneous and general tiansactions iot provided
JOINT 'JSE (JU) EQUIPMENT for in other specific journals such as cas!,books and

Equipment authorized to support the peacetime sales registers. (DOD 5000.8)
mission which can also be considered as being Any book of original entry. (DOD 5000.8)
available to support the additive wartime JOURNAL VOUCHER
requirement. Such equipment, coded for JU A "voucher" provided for the recording of
according to AFM 67-1, Volune IV, Part one, will certain transactions or information in place of oi
not be classified as WRM. (IFLCR 400-22) supplementary to the journals or registers. The

JOINT ZONE (AIR, LAND, OR SEA) journal voocher usually contains an entry o.r
An area established for the purpose of permitting entries, explanations. references to documentary

friendly surface, air, and subsurface forces to ,.vidence supporting the entry or entries, and the
operate simoltaneously. (.,'CS P"ub 1) signature or initials of one or in-re officia!-., iDOD

6000.81JOINT!SECRETARIAT
C'omposed os an 0-6 and a civilian alternate JUDGING

representing each of the Joint Logistics The act or rocess of forming an opinion ar
Commanders. The Secretariat represents the evaluation by relating past persenal experiences
Commander. AFSC. on all JLC matters. The and personally acquired academic knowledge to a
Secretariat plans atd orgaiiizes JLC meetings, current situation requiring actien to he taken or a
directs resources to accomplish studies, carries out decision to he rendered. The process of jadging is
JLC decisions. an-d manages day--to-day JIC

actvites ersona: action amid is lnot miubjetct to prioracti'ities. AFSCR 11-1) instrutions. directed changes. or raificaion by

JON COMPLETIOP others. When judging. the individual :ecognizes ihat
The status of a pirmIanent JOX Master Record he alone is reslpnsible f.ii hi.,, pinion or evaluation.

when all indu.ted items have lien comple'ed and on (AFSC3 78-li
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JUDY KEY ITEM
In air intercept, a code meaning I have contact Item determined not appropriate for storage at

and am taking over the intercept. (?CS Pub 1) multiple points. (AR 320-5)

JUSTIFICATION KEY POINT
Refers t5 the process of providing supporting The part, assembly, component, alignment p.inLt

idocunmi:atation and reasons for using a part with attacl.nent fitting or area, configuration, circuit, or g

data contained in a military item which whenA w00-20) destroyed cannot feasibly be repaired, improvised,2or commercially procured for replacement. Key

JUSTIFICATION FOR NEGOTIATION points are selected on the bas.3 of uniqieness,
The facts and evidence that clearly establish that application, function, or security classification and

negotiation is clearly justified under one of the 17 are a necessary factor ii, restoring a military item
exceptions. (NAVMAT P-4215) to de'lgn capability. (AFM 67-1)

-K- KEY POINTS (FOR DEMILITARIZATION)
The parts, components, alignment points, 4

KD SERVICE UNIT attachment fittings or areas which when
A unit qualified and equipped to perform fleet demilitarized cannot feasibly be repaired, restored,

evaluation of Target P/A and provide support for replaced, improvised, or commercially procured and
KD Units. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2) which are necessary factors in restoring the next
KOUKIT higher assembly to design capability. (DOD

A unit qualified and equipped for independent and 4160.21-M)
deployed Target P/A operations. (BUWEPSINST KEY SYMBOL
4700.2) In psychological operations, a simple, suggestive. A

repetitive element (rhythm. sign. color. etc.) which
AY configuration element whosepehas an immediate impact on a target 's audience

configuration element whose performance and which creates a favorable environment for the
critical to achievement of the item's key functional acceptance of a psychobogical theme. (JCS Pub 1)
characteristics. Interface configuration
identification documentation and interface KILOTON WEAPON
configuration control is normally required for key A nuclear weapon, the yield of which is measured
configuration elements. (NAVMATINST 4130.1) in terms of thousands of tons of trinitrotoluene

explosive equi':alents, producing yeilds from I to
KEY FACILITIES LIST 999 kilotons. (JCS Pub 1)

A register of selected command installations and KIND OF CONTRACT (KC)
industrial facilities which are of primary importance A on lha wCr
to the support of military operations or military A one-digit athanumeric code which groups

r ue contracts into several general -ategories. primarilyproduction programs. It is prepred under the for purposes of stratification of recods for outpu~t
policy direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. oCS

on selected products and for data sunimarization.
Pub 1) ;(AFLCR 70-11)
KEY FACILITY LIST KINDLING TEMPERATURE

A list composed of selected critical industrial The lowest temperature -it which flames Mav
facilities. utilities, and Government-owned flash across a solid combustible surface wheni
installations, located within the contipental United exposed to ;in open flame. (AFM 127-201)
States aq designated by the Assistant Secretary of KIT LETTER DESIGNATORDefense (Installations and Logistics) and J-4. Joint The single charaetv- which identifies AdStaff singne Chhraets whif Steafffe JCPud1
Staff. Joint Chiefs of Staff. (JCS Pub l) distinguishes TCTO modification kit application by
KEY FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS affected item serial number or serial number range.

Those functional characteristics that critically Th. kit letter is the 13th dig-. of the 15 digit Kit
affect the configuration item's satisfactory Identification 1Kit Stock Numbvr. D057G will

fulfillment of the operational requirements: for accept and protess a maximnun of 3, kit letter
example. t tratisport aircraft's payload/range designators for any given modification (TCTO data
characteristics. (I)O 5((lq.19) code - CII nnmber). (AF!.CR 171-911

381
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KITS labor surplus areas if thie iggregate costs that will

Applied to one time modifications technical order be incurred by the cincern, or its first tier
kits. The :erm inciudes group "A- parts subcontractors, on account of mapnifactur:ng or
(attaching). and group "B" parts (major item) only production performed in abor surplus ares amount
if packed as kits and identified by the technical to more than 50/ of the contract price. :.1AC
order number. (AFM 67-1) 76-15)

KNOCKED DOWN LABORATORIES
A term used to denote 1hat an article has been Defined as AFATL, AFGI,, AFHRL, AFRPL,

taken apart so as to reduce materially the space AF.VL, AFWAL, RADC and AFMD/RD.
occupied. (DSAR 4500.3) Additionally, field organizations that originate and
KNOWN DEMANDS manage technology-based advanced development

(fr examp!e, AFEan AS)(FSR8-9Peacetime demands for an item over a specific (fo FCEC and SAMSO). (AFSCR 80-19)
period of time for which the probability of LABORATORY
occurrence is very high, and which are in addition A distinct organizational unit respoiisible for
to the expected demand based on past demand and research and/or development leading to increased
future strength factors. Examples of known kn,,wledge of natural phenomena, oew products.
demands are total outstanding obligations; stock techniques and/or processes It is an investigative
needed for production, backfitting, modification, and creative unit headed by a director and
and conversion; and stock held as allowance composed of a group of individuals with allied skills
material for equipments now in store. and knowledge working o.n a related group of R&D
tBUSANDAINST 4440.39) problems. (AR 705-55)

-L- LABORATORY DESIGNATED AREA (WDA)
LABELED CARGO A technical topic identified by HQ AFS' as

requiring special management consideration that
Cargo of a dangerous nature such as explosives.

flammable or corrosive liquids, and the like, which cnnot readily be accomplished through established
is designated by different colorcd labels to indicate program element management procedures since the" scope of the topi- involves efforts in multiple
the requirement for special handling anti stowage.
Examples of such colored labels are- Green--A organizations and program elements/ projects.
label iequired on shipments of nonflanmable gases. AFSCR 80-9)
Red-A label required on shipments of articles of LABORATORY SUPPORT STOCKS
flammable character. White--A label required on Those stocks of supplies necessary to support

shipments of acids or corrosive liquids. Yellow--A RDT&E, which are required to be lc.cated within the
label required on shipments of flarnmabie solids and laboratory environment to permit immediate access
oxidizing materials. (AR 320-5) for continuous and uninterrupted operalions. Such
LABOR POOL stocks consist of Attrition Stock. Project Stock.

Component PartsiSpares, and Working Stocks.
A centrally controlled group of workers who are C 67ngS

assigned to particular jobs or areas when needed. A 6
(AFR 69-8) LABORATORY TEST

LABOR SURPLUS AREA In special reference to missiles, a quantitative

LABO SUR LUS REAtest of a subsyste in or of checkout e qluip mntA geographic area which at the time of award is red o a aborstor o eckut cquim
.lassified as such by the Department of Labor and
listed as such by that Del.'.rtn,ent in its publication functional and operational design. IAF| 1i-1)
"listing of Eligible I.abor Surplus Areas Under LAND COMBAT SYSTEM STUDY
).IP No. IA and Exenitive Order 10582". (DAC A comba! developmient study directed toward

76-15 provision of a unifying concept for the Arny at a
LABORSUROUSARA COC~ii d.'ignated time )r period as it relates !o. major -

A c ncern that agrees to perfoirm or cause to ie .

performed a substantial proportion of a contract in forecast fr tle period. JAR 11-21)

labor surph; areas. A c,.:r, shall lie decnemI ito LANDED TRANSPORTATION COST
perforin a substantial propurtin of a contract in The aggregate costs for inland CON! ;S
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transportation and CONUS terminal handling (AR LNDING SHIP DOCK
55-355), plus the charges for ocean transportation A ship designed to transport and lauinch loaded
(DA Pam 55-5). (AR 55-16) amphibious craft and/ir amphibious vehicles with

their crews and .mbarked perzonnel and/or
LANDING equipment and to render limited docking and repair

The return of an aircraft in flight to the surface services to small ships and crLft. (AR 320-5, ICS
(or mast). Includes "Touch and Go" (carrier or Pub 1)
field, providing the landing gear touches the
surface), "Bolter," and forced or crashed ladings. LANGUAGE
(OPNAVINST P5442.2A) A system for representing and communicating

information or data between people, or between
LANDING AREA people and machines. Such a system consists of a

1. That part of the objective area within which carefully defined set of characters and rules for
are conducted the landing operations of an combining them into larger units, such as words or
amphibious force. It includes the beach, the expressions, and rules for word arrargeraent or
approaches to the beach, the transpoti areas, the usage to achieve specific meanings. (AFM 11-1)
fire support areas, the air occupied by close LAPSE RATE
supporting aircraft, and the land inzihded in tCiesupporinge ircrandt the and ie ced iThe change of ambient temperature with altituae.
advance inland to the initial objective. Normally, the temperature will decrease with

2. Airborne- The general area used for landing altitude. (AFM 127-201)
troops and materiel either by airdrop or air landing.
This area includes one or more drop zones or LAPSED OR CLOSED APPROPRIATION
landing strips. No longer available for payment of obligationis.

3. Any specially prepared or selected surface of The unliquidated obligations aie transferred to he
land, water, or deck designated or uzed for take off successor "M- account. This closing normally; will
and landing of aircraft. (JCS Pub 1) be accomplisiied two years after the appropriation

has expired. It may be closed prior to that date.
LANDING CRAr"T Payments of unliquidatcd obligations are made

A craft employed in amphibious operations. against the successor 31 account. (AFM 170-7)
specifically designed for carrying troops and
equipment, and for beachin., unloading, and LARGE LOTSTORAGEA large lot is a quantity of materiel which willretracting. (JCSPubhl require 4 or more pallet columns stored to

LANDING MAT maximump height. Usually accepted as stock stored
A prefabricatod portable mat so designed that in carload or greater quantities. (AFR 69-8. AR

any numler of planks (sections) may be rapidly 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
fastened together to form surfacing for emergency LARGEST SINGLE WEE
r, nways, landing beaches, etc. tAR 320-5) A term used by aircraft load planners in

LANDING POINT connection with programming cargo aircraft loads.
A point within a landing site where one helicopter The largest single iten. for any deployment is that

can land. (JCS Pub 1) selected from the list of outsized cargo which.
because of its weight. cube. or dimensions will be

LANDING ROCKET the most difficult to load aboard a transport
A p anned space %ehicle operated to transfer aircraft. or will require a specific tYipe of transport

passengers and cargo from a satellite or larger aircraft for it. transportation. The weight. cuhe.
orbiting si.-cecraft to the surface of a planet. A and dimensions of the largest single item affects
landing rocket must be provided with means of such things as: (1) allocatim of translpot aircraft
reducing its velocity for a safe ertry into the with large enough cargo loading doors. 12)
planet's atnmospihere and the touchdown. (AFM requirements for mechanikal loading and
1 1-l) off-loading equipme'-t. (TAC. 400-1
LANDING SHIP LASER SURVIVABILITY

An assault ship which is desigred" for long sea The capability of the systen, required to
voy;,ges and for rapid unloading over and onto a accomplish the dh'sig-imated mission in the presence
beach. 1.JCS Pub I) ot direct radiation. thermal or shock stress. thermal
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perturbing. optcwil blinding or perturbing, Controllers, with potential takeoff delays beyond
long-time effects, deception or spoofing, and target direct Air Force rontrol, are authorized to use block
dcsignaticn for guidance systems. (AFR 80-38, times instead of takeoff times. (AFSCR 60-2)

LASHING LAUNCHER
rope. wire, chal.i, steel swapping or special A device or installation from which a self

devices used to secure cargo. (DOD 4500.32-R) propelled missile, such as a ballistic missile is
The fastening or securing of a load to its carrier launched. Usually it incorporates a rail, pad, or the Ito prevent shifting during transit. (JCS Pub 1) like for launching the missile. (AFM 67-i)

LAST-IN-FIRST-OUT LAUNCHING
A method of pricing inventories and issues of That portion of missile flight between initial

materiel (LIFO). (DOD 5000.8) firing and the time when the missile reaches
LATE TAKEOFF velocity at which it responds to normal control.

A launch which occurs SO mintes after the (AFM 11-1)
scheduled takeoff time. Drones/RPVs will use the LAUNCH!NG C1,PLEX
scheduled range time .' scoring criteria. (AFSCR A feneral term intended to include all support
60-2) facilities within a confined area which are vital to

LATENT DEFECT vehicle preflight check-out and launching. (AFM 7

A flaw or otler imperfection in an article 11-1)
discovered after delivery to the Government. Such LAUNCHING SITE
defects are inherent weaknesses which are normally That area near or adjacent to a parent base. or
not detected by examination or routine test but other location as determined by the mission of the
which are present at time of manufacture. (DSA1 missile weapon system from which a strategic
4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/1MCO

(ground to ground) missile is launched for its
P400.101,mission. (AFM 67-1)

LATERAL (AFLCIAFSC FORMS 36) LAYOUT

Initiated and procured by an office within an
AFSC field command, located at -a different The detailed. plannei arrangement of space for

installation. (AFSCM 70-1) storage. aisles or other necessary use. (AFR 69-8)

LAUNCH AND SERVICE FACILITY LEACHING

A facility built into or on the earth that consists Removal of one solid product from another by
which it enters irte solution in a liquid medium.of the missile shelter, launcher, and neccssa-v.

equipment to maintain readiness, checkout, and (AFM 127-201)
launch the missile. (AFM 11-1) LEAD COMMAND

LAUNCH PADS The command selected to take sole initiative in
The load-bearing base, apron, or platform upon directing and performing a lead assignment.

which a rocket, missile, or space vehicle and its (NA VMATINST 4710.1. AFLCR 66-36/AFSCR
launcher rest during launching. (AFR 127-100, 66-36).
Attachment 1) LEAD COMPONENT

LAUNCH VEHICLE The DOD Component designated by the Secretary
A launch vehicle developed and produced for a of Defense to be responsible for management of a

s 'echal imited use or a Standard Launch Vehicle system acquisition involving two or rmore DOD
nmudified to meet specific mission requirements and Components in a joint program. (DOD 5000.1)
acc,,mp1lished through a modification line separate LEAD ORGANIZATION
from that which produces the Standard Launch The AFSC field eomm;,n t ,.'signaled responsible

'ohicle. [AFMI Il-I) for coordinating and sumiiarizing the technical

LAUNCHED AS SCHEDULED evaluation of project descriptions contained in
Any launch achieved as scheduled, plus or minus company IR&I) technical plans and arranging and

30 mint';ies. Those units having airport facilitie.s conducting on-site technical reviews. (AFSC
w ith civilian communuities and FAA Air Traffic Supplement I/AFR S0-53)
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LEAD TIME lEAD-THE-FORCE (LTF) PLAN
IThe time span from completion of provisioning A plan prepared in sufficient detail to insure that

until delivery of the spares/spare parts item to the all LTF obijectives are achieved with optimal
using government activity, to arrive sixty days expenditurt- of resources. (AR 66-28)
prior to Nvy Support Date (NSD) of the first end LED~ AMNTRIV
article. This includs ASO and contractor
administrative lead time as well as contractor ± h ieitra ewe ntaino

prodctin lad tme.~AST~ST442.1)procurement action and letting of a contract or
The allowance made for' the amount (of time placing of an order. IDOD 5000.8)Jirequiret' to accomplish a specific objecsI*%,. If, for 2.The estimatted period of time, it) months. from

the daie of release of a PR!MIPR to d:te of
example, a new base is to be operational in 1979

4arnd the preparation and construction will take 3 cotatwrd(ALR5-)
years. the lead time allowance of ?' vears LEAD-TIME. PROCURENENT
necessitates the beginning of construction in 1976. 1. The tin'e interval betweep the initiation of
(AFSCR 27-6) procurement action and dGe receip~t into the supply

LEAP TIME (MAP) svrst--m of mat-'iel purchased as a result of such
The estimated time which will elapse between the action. It is a,,.plicable to mnateriel to be obtaired

first of the fiscal year in which a requirement is from any source ouitside the procuring department
programmed and the date on which the item will be or by manufacture within the department. It isIreceived by the requiring activity (usually a MAP composed of two principal elements. administradvre
recipient country); or in the case of services, the 1!-ad~tine and pr.,ductiji lead-time. (DOD 5600.8i
date on which liifitarv assistance funds will be 2. This is the itum of the administrative anti
expended for the services rendered. MAP lead time protiuction lead time. (AFLCR .37-27i)
for materiel end items includes the followitig ., The time interval bet-tten the placement of a
increments: contract ani receipt into the supply system oif

(a) A six-month estimated lag time betwreen I materiel acquired. (DOD .5000.8)
July and the date the current year MAP is funded. LEADIM RODUCTION

(bo) The time requ;red to 'procur-, or to repair The estimated period of time. in nioaths. from tne
and/or rehabilitate tl'e item, including the time date of the award of the purchase order tothe
required to prepare and process procurement delivery of the first toroduction quantity. (.AFLt7'R
instructitns, contracts, work orders, requisitions -

and similar docume.-ts.
(c) The time required to prepare and package for LEAKER

shipment. A container which through miechartical
(d) An estimated time of two months required to maladjustment or otherwise is Pom hermetically

ship and receive. (DOD 5105.38M) sealtd, permitting ar to enter ar! proniuct to

LEADER COMPANY PROCUREMENT ei.(F 98
An extraordinary procurement technique under LE

which the developer or sole producer of art item or An ag:eement for temporary transfer of the right
syitem (the leader company) furnishes of posse..sion and use of a non-excess defense
manufactu-ing assistance and know-how or article or articles to a foreign gcvernnient or
otherwise ena~ei a follower company to become a internat; an;l organization. with. the transferee
source of supply fo-, the item or system. (.NAVMAT agreeing to tiay rant to the U.S. Government andloer
P-421.i) maintain, project. repair. or restore the article(s).

LEATREFQRE (if)subje'ct to and uinder authority of Title 10 UiC.
A sp~ecifid numb'er of aircraft scheduled to Scin217 DD~0.~I

- =accrue flight hours on an accelerated basis. The LEAVE AND EXCUSED ABSENCE$
filijec.iLe of accruing flying hours on these sliccified Time spent oil annual. sick. holiday, andf
aircraft ahieaoi of the Plain biody of the force is to administrative leavt. Administrative leave icidudes

-'find edefects in structures. systems. subsvszems, all excused abisences from n.'rial duty for couti
engines, anti comilioinins soi that piroblen.s or duties. lil donations%. eady; base dlosing. Ce.
failures maiv I j- idetified ;and :orrected in advance O,11:: leave oir e.%cusel abssences p~arable 1iv'ln
of the bulk of the force. IAFI.C11 fir-:9) military and civilian par systems. is to Ise includeud.
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Paid or contributed overtime is excluded. (AFSCM LESS DEVELOPED COUN fRY (LDC)
177-265) Excluded from the list of developed countries
LEAVE, ACCRUED ANNUAL designed by Executive Order 11285 of June 10,

lEAVE. ACCuee AniNu l1966, for purposes of the Interest Equalization Tax,
1. Annual leave to the credit of an individual o hc r osdrdLJ yteEibn oavalalle or isuseor ayale n lup sm uon or which are considered LOC by the Eximbank for

availalle for his use or payable in a lump sum upon purposes of the Exim Act of 1945, as amendd.
termination of his services. (DOD 5000.8) 1 .

2. In accounting for industrial fund activities, the
accrued liability for annual leave of all civilian LESS THAN BARGELOAD
personnel based upon legal entitlement, diminished The quantity of freight less than that required
by factor for estimated leave which will be lost. for the applicat'on of a bargeloqd rate. (DSAR
(DOD 5000.8) 4500.3)

LEAVE, TERMINJAL LESS THAN CARLOAD
The accrued annual leave to be paid an individual The quantity of freight iess than that required

upon separation. (DOD 5000.8) for the application of a carload rate. (AR 320-5,

LEDGER, COST DSAR 4500.3)

A subsidiary ledger" containing detailed LESS THAN RELEASE UNIT
ac'ounts for "ac-rued expenditures," including A shipment unit that can be placed in the A
expenses and production or construction costs. May transportation system without prior positive
also include "unfunded costs." (DOD 5000.8) clcarance by a movement control authority. (DOD

4500.32-R, AR 320-5)
LEP'UER, FUND

A section of a general ledger containing "fun', 'ESS THAN TRUCKLOAD
accounts" with respect to a specific appropr'. The qulantity )f freight less than that required
or subdivision thereof. (DOD 5000.8) for the application of a track.ad rate. (DSAR

4500.3, AR 320-i)L--.DGER, GENERAL 4

In double-entry bookkeeping, the single record LESSON LEARNED
which includes the accounts which classify and A proven experience of va'ue ii the conduct of
summarize all financial transactions at a basis for future programs. It is normally a conclusion drawn
financial reports. (DOD 5000.8) from evaluation of feedback iryor.iation or from

analysis of the performance resulting from
LCDGER, PROPERTY technical and management func'ioaa activities. A

1. A section of a general ledger containing lesson learned is usually recorded alnd eventually
"financial property accounts" together with the incorporated where applicable r: regulations.
accounts recording the over-all "Governwaent' s technical manuals, specifications, standards. or
investment" and changes therein. (DOD 5000.8) handbooks. (AFLCR 800-10)

2. A "subsidiary ledger" containing detailedaccounts of property items or dolar-summary LETHAL MATERIAL
accounts of property ites. DO 5000.8-su Material which because of its design. intended

use, or composition, is capable of causing injury.
LEDGER, SUBSIDIARY death, or destruction. Lethal material consists of.

In double-entry bookkeeping, a record containing but is not limited to: arms. ammunition. bombs.
accounts with detailed classifications of financial grenades, explosive rockets, squibs. solid fuels
transactions, which (,ecord) accounts ia, total are (JATO). poisonous and caustic acids. (whether
represented in only one summary (or controlling) gaseous, liquid or solid), toxic biological agents.
account in the general ledger. For example, a cost spring!oaded devices such as recoil mechanisnms and
ledger vr an accounts receivable ledger. A equilibialors. etc. (DOD 4160.21 M. AFM 67-1)
subsidia'v ledger may be maintained ii the form of LETTER CONTRACT
a 't' i:s' ,. file rec,,rd. (DO)00.8, A writte!; preliminary contractual instrument that

LENGTH OF COLUMN a,:thorizes immediate commencement of
The length of roadway o cupied by a column i' aanufactu'e of supplies or performance of se''ices.

-ovenent includi,'g the gaps inside the column including. but not limited to. preproduction pl;anniig
from the front of the leadilig vehicle to the reari of and the procurement of necessary 'materials.
the last vehicle. (Al 31(,-2:)j (NAVMAT P-4215. DAR :1-408. I)AC 67-6) K
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LETTER OF ADVICE LEVEL OF AUTHORITY (LOA) RULE 22
The findings and determinations of an The degree of support received by a Secondary

administrative contracting officer with respect to a Inventory Control Activity (SICA) from the Lead
contractor's liability for loss, damage, destruction, Service Primary Inventory Control Activity (PICA)
or unreasonable use or consumption of government is identified by the Nonconsumabie Item Materiel
property. This letter constitutes a valid credit to Support Code (NIMSC) reflected in the SICA CMD.
the appropriate property account when properly (AFLCR 400-21)
supported and appropriately cross-referenced. LEVEL OF AUTHORITY (LOA) RULE 8D(AFM 67-1)

A military service activity designated as the SICA
LETTER OF AGREEMENT (LOA) (ARMY) for a nonconsumable item (that is, major end item,

A jointly prepared and authenticated document in depot reparable comporent, nonstock funded
which the combat developer and materiel developer consumable/special management items; individual

outline the basic agreements for further items, which are managed by the military services
investigation of a potential materiel system. (AR in some combination of the above with a stock
70-59) funded consumable, are also considered as a

LETTER OF INTENT (LOI) nonconsumable item) where lead service
An obligation instrument which can be used to responsibility (single submitter cataloger,

protect price and availability of long lead items and procurement authority, disposal authority and
for other purposes as specifically stated. LOIs are maintenance responsibility) has been assigned to
superseded by LOAs. (AfR 400-3) another service. The SICA may or may not be the

principal of an Interservice Supply Support
LETTER OF OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE Agreement with the Lead Service. The degree of

This term is commonly used in reference to the support received from the lead service (PICA) is 4
US DOD Offe- and Acceptance (DD Form 1513), identified by the NIMSC reflected in the SICA
which contains an offer of the sale of items or CMD. (AFLOR 400-2i)
services, with estimated costs and conditions. (AFR
400-3) LEVEL OF EFFORT (LOE)

Effort of a general or supportive nature which
LETTER OF REQUEST does not produce definite end products or results.

A letter, message or diplomatic note requesting (AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5)
matcfiel or services through FMS. (AFR 400-3) LEVEL OF EFORT-ORIENTED ITEMS
LETTER OF REQUIREMENT (LR) (ARMY) Items for which requirements computations are

An abbreviated procedure for acquisition of low based on such factors as euipment and personnel
value items. It is jointly prepared and density and time and rate of use. (AR 320-5, AFR
authenticated by the combat developer and the 84-2, J0S Pub 1, DOD 4005.2)
materiel developer. (AR 70-59)

LEVEL LEVEL nF PROTECTION
The extent of preservation pakag;,i9w. and _4

A quantity of material based on the requirement packing requires to protect an itei of supply
to cover issues to support demand over the lead against specific hazards of storage, shipmenit, and
time period. (ASOINST P4440.53) handling. The levels of protection are Le'el A.
LEVEL OF ACCOMPLISHMENT Military Protection; Level B. Limited Military

The code that denotes the organization level that Protection; and Level C. Minimum Military
is responsible for the accomplishment of a Time Protection. (AR 320-5) I
Compliance Technical Order (TCTO). (APLCR Preservation-packaging and packing designatedTO171-91) level B shall be designated to l)aioct items from

physical and environmental damage duringLEVE OFAUTO~fY shipment. handling and storage for conditions other
A code that identifies the levels of authorization thipm ent igad forale f or dton Cte

of a Primary Inventory Control Activity (PICA) than those ideitified for level A or level C
orotection. (APP 71-15)and/or a Secondary Inventory Control Activity

(SICA). The code indicates (1) Logistics Materiel LEVEL OF PROTECTION (LEVEL A)
Management. (2) Level of Responsibility. andl (3) The degree required for protection against most
Basis of Categorization. (1)O1) 4160.21-M-1) severe conditions known or anticipated during
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shipment, handling and storage. Preservation (4) Planned Support. Support efforts planned for
packaging and packing designated Level A shall be the next budget year, but known efforts are
designed for direct exposure to all extremes of underway.
climatic, teiiain, operational, and transportation (5) No Support. No efforts planned or underway.
environments without protection other than (AFSCR 80-23, AFM 11-1).provided by the package and pack. (AFM LEVELED WORKLOAD
67-3/AFLO Sup 1) The adjustment of workload input quantities to

LEVEL OF PROTECTION (LEVEL B) achieve a balanced flow of workloads through a
The degree required for protection under processing system. (AFLCM 25-3)

conditions known to be less severe than those
requiring Level A, but more severe than those for LEVELS OF PRESERVATION, PACKAGING AND PACKING
which Level C is adequate. (AFM 67-3/AFL. Sup Military levels of pieservati3n, packaging and
1) packing are defined in terms of the amount of

processing needed to protect supplies under
LEVEL OF PROTECTION (LEVEL C) stipuiated conditions. There is no direct

The degree required for protection under known relationship between level and method of
favorable conditions during shipment, handling and preservation, packaging or packing. Levels are
limited tenure of storage. (AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1) determined by the conditions which the packaged
LEVEL OF REPAIR ANALYSIS item may be expected to encounter enroute to the
(1) whether an item should be repaired; (2) at what characteristics of the specific item to be protected.:A term assigned to a technique which establishes user. Methods are determined by the physical

maintenance level, i.e., orgiieizational, intermediate, The conditions mentioned in these definitions should
or depot; or (3) if the item should be discarded. not be considered as either describing or limiting
(AFP 800-7) the application of a particular leve!. (ONMINST
LEVEL OF SUPPLY 4030.1)

The quantity of materiel authorized or directed to A term used to refer to the degree/level ol
be on hand at a distribution point in order to meet protection required during shipment, handling and
the replenishable issue demands of the units and storage of supplies. (AFR 69-8)
activities based thereon for supply. (DOD 41.,0 4) LEVELS OF PROTECTION

The q-antity of sunplies or materials authorized The degree of preservation, packaging and
or directed to be held in anticipation of future packing required to prevent deterioration or damage
demands. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1) to supplies and equipment, due to the hazards to

The average overall quantity of materiel required which they may be subjected during shipment and
to be in a given distribution system. It is the sum storage. (MIL-STD-129C)
of the a':erage of supply of all storage and
distribution and the intransit levels of supply within LEVELS OF SUPPLY
the distribution system or within the geographic 1. Requisitioning Objective.
area or any portion thereof. (DOD 5000.8) 2. Demand Level.

3. Safety Level.4. Special Level.
The support a TN is receiving is the total of all 5. Reorder Level (point).

known efforts by Government and nongovernment 6. Routine Reorder Point.
agencies. Description of support levels:
(1) Full Support. Present support efforts that 7. Pioity Reer Point.

will meet the objectives stated in the TN within the 8. Warniig Poist Level.
time period requested by the originator.

(2) Significant Support. Present support efforts
that will meet a majority of the objectives stated in LEVELS OF TESTING
the TN within the time period requested by the (I) Development Testing. Debugging of
originator. individual computer program.,. using constructed

(3} Minor Support. Present support efforts that test data to activate all program routines, exercise
will meet some of the objectives stated in the TN all logic paths, and test all error condlitions.
but not necessarily within the time period requested (2) System Testing. A higher level test set up to
by the originator, validate the interfaces and interaction of individual
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programs which have been linked to form a LIABILITY, FIXED (LONG-TERM)
computer system. It is also intended to v2rify A liability which is not to be liquidated for a 4
external system interfaces and ensure all system relatively long period of time. Sometimes a policy
functions are done correctly and within specified is adopted eliminating from this category any
accuracy, timing, and resource constraints, liability be-iming due and payable within one year.

(3) Production Testing. Using the system with (DOD 5000.8) i
live data under operational conditions. This level of
testing is intended to give final verification (before LIABILITY, PECUNIARY

The statutory obligation of an individual to- :iimplementation) that the software product is reimburse the government for oss or improper
complete; the system can be operated independently rpei r th gvn for rproperAon its own documentation; and it fully satisfies application of funds or property arising from hisompter opndocertation ; and t fu s auire s failure to exercise assigned responsibilities. (DODcomputer operations and the user's requirements 50.,AF 7)

when placed in a production environment. -7
Production testing must be completed before the LIBRARIES
system can be officially implemented. (AFLCR The portion of a compiler which describes the
171-86) characteristics of a specific automated tester and
LIABILITIES its programming language and defines the codes toAmouTS be generated for each programming statement. Allservices received and other assets acquired; compilers do not contain a separately identifiable

includes accruals of amounts earned but not yet due library. (AFLCR 66-27)
and progress payments due on contracts. Excludes LIBRARY MATERIAL
"contracts and orders outstanding". [DOD 5000.8) Reference books, newspapers. periodicals, and
LIABILITIES, ACCRUED pamphlets as well as file reference cards utilized in

overseas dependents school libraries for student and
Obligations, not due, arising from a more or less teacher needs. (End 1 DSAR 4140.61/AR

continuous flow of services or benefits being 352-4/NAVSUPINST 4400.80/AFR 67-22)
received on account. Obligations usually increase
commensurately with the lapse of time, but no part LICENSE
is due and payable until after a given future date Authority to do a specified act or acts upon the
(e.g., wages, interest, rcnt, and taxes). (DOD land of the licensor witho,it possessing or acquiring
5000.8) any estate therein. (AR 780-5)

LIABILITIES, CONTINGENT Formal permission to store explosives or
munitions outside the sited established explosivesA possible but not certain iiability. depending storage area. (AFR 27-100, Attachmeut 1)

upon some uncertain future event, based upon a

contract or other financial undertaking. In LICENSE OR PERMIT
Department of Defense, represented largely by A privilege, revocable at will, to use the property
contract-repricing and quantity-variance clauses. In of the licensor for a specified purpose and period of
business, includes liability under a guaranty, time. Generally, a permit is the proper instrument
eiidorsement of a negotiable instrument, etc. (DOD when the use of real property of another Federal
5000.8) agency is involved; in other cases a license is used.

LIABILITIES, CURRENT (AFR 67-4)
Term used principally to identify and designate LICENSED OR PERMITTED STORAGE SPACE

liabilities, the liquidation or payment of which Space used by a Government agency. other than
reasonably may be expected to require the use of the Military Services or an agency of the
existing resodrces properly classifiable as "current Department of Defense, under a right of exclusive
assets" or the creation of other liabilities; use granted by the licensor. A license or permit is
sometimes applied to those debts due and payable in a privilege, revocable at will. to use the property of
less than one year. (DOD 5000.8) a licensor for a specified period of time. See also

LIABILITY gross storage space, gross space used for storage

A debt or other legal obligation and cost which operations. (AR 310-25)
must be liquidated by payment. renewed or LICENSEE
refunded at some future (late. (AR 310-25) Ore or more individuals. partnerships. companies.
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corporations or associations authorized by a licensor LIFE OF PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
to use his proprietary design rights, manufacturing Th't quantity of an item of supply required to
methods, or patents in the manufacture of articles sustain opcrations throughout a weaponts) support
offered for sale. (MIL-STD-130B) period. (FASONIST P5600.2E)
LICENSOR LIFE OF TYPE

An individual, company, partnership, corporation, Spare parts support for the period of time the
or association holding proprietary design rights, equipment is expected/scheduled to remain
manufacturing methods, or patents which enters operational. (AFR 400-3)
into a written agreement whereby these rights,
methods, or patents may be used by other LIFE OF TYPE BUY
individuals, companies, partnerships, corporations, A one-time procurement, when all other 7
associations, or the Government. (MIL-STD-130B) oternatives have been exhausted for , quantity of

LIFE CHARACTERISTICS an item no longer to be produced. Procurement
Failure rates plotted as a function of the measure quantity wi!l be based upon demand and/or

of life (cycles, time, miles, events. etc. as engineering estimates of mortality, sufficient to
(MIL-STD-721B support the applicable equipment until phased out

of the system. (AFR 78-13)
LIFE CYCLE

The life cycle embraces all phases through which LIFE SUPPORT
an item passes from conception through disposition. That area of human factors which applies
(AR 11-25) scientific knowledge to items requiring special

The total life span of an end item commencing attention or provisions for health promotion,
with the concept formulation phase and extending biomedical aspects of safety, protection, sustenance,
through the operational phase up to its removal escape, stress, survival, and recovery of personnel.
from the DOD inventory and ultimate disposal, to (MIL-STD-721B/NAVMATINST 4000.20)
include inventories of other nations participating in Protection and sustenance for living organisms in
the Security Assistance Program. (AFR 78-13) extreme environments. (AFM 11-1)

The term used in this Instruction, incorporates
conceptual, initial, preoperational, operational, and LIFE SUPPORTEQUIPMENT(LSE)
disposal phases, and other stages, as necessary on Individual items worn by, attached to. used by, or
special occasions, but does not include tactical provided for aircrew and passengers to maintain
employment of the agent or weapon system. (DOD life, health, function, and safety during flight and
4120.13) to provide for escape, survival, and recovery.
LIFE CYCLE COST (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-23)

The total cost of an item or system over its full LIFE SUPPORT RESEARCH
life. It includes the cost of development, production, Life support r, .;irch is applied research in 'the

ownership (operation, maintenance, support, etc.) life sciences to p,'otect and sustain functional
and, where applicable, disposal (see AFR 800-11). personnel in flight and ground operations. Portions
(AFR 80-14) of life support concern logistical criteria and

LIFE CYCLE SURVIVABILITY hazards suih as atmospheric composition. pressure.
A comprehensive program which ensures that temperature, noxious environments, provision of

USAF systems and equipment will meet or exceed food and %ater, rest, disposal of waste. and closed
the specified hardness requirements through both ec.Jogical systems. Another portion concerns I X

the production and operational phases. A Life biomechanical criteria and hazards such as
Cycle Survivability Program has two subcategories: acceleration, subgravity and zerogravity. acousti-
hardness assurance in the production phase, energy and escape and survival. It also incl,des
including assembly and checkout, and hardness visual assurance, crew selection cr .eria. healthh
maintenance, including hardness surveillance, to promotion principles., bioinstrunentation. and test
ensure that changes in employment concepts, animals. It involves bionedic ;! engineering. human -

tieterioration of system components, or other engineering. occupational medicine. idustrial
operational considerations do not degrade system hygiene, toxicology. and aerospace ,edicine. (AFM 1
survivability. (AFR 80-3~81 11-1)
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LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (LSS) LIGHT AND BULKY

The aggregate of life support subsystems and Articles which have a low weight per cubic foot
equipment that support aircrew members and their of space occupied. Such articles are usually made
passengers. Attachment 1 identifies the three subject to the provisions of Rule 34 of the rail
major subsystems and equipment comprising the classifications. (DSAR 4500.3) -

LSS. (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20) LIGHTERLIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM PROGRAM Thp portage means by which personnel and cargo

A management entity established to provide discharged from ships off-shore is carried to and inmanagement o f the life support system, some c-,ses beyond the air. (AR 310-25) fi
subsystems, equipment, techniques, and processes LIGHTERAGE 4503

through all phases of manned aeronautical systems A charge for hauling freight on flat-bottomed
acquisition life cycle. (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20) boats usually across harlbors or to ocean-going

LIFE-OF-TYPE-BUYS vessels. (DSAR 4500.3)

Support items procured by the Government at the LIMITATION, ADMINISTiATIVE
most favorable time, cost-wise, to cover the A limitation iriposed within an administrative
remaining life expectancy of the end item. Such agency upon the use of an appropriation or other
procurements are made at a time when the fund (or "fun-I subdivision") having the same
economics of production wi, provide optimum effect as a "fund subdivision" in the control of
savings to the Government. Life-of-type blv.q are obligations and expenditures. (DOD 5d00.8)
indicated when the projected life expectancy of the A
end item will probably exceed the period during L, ina::". a APPORTIONMENT i

which support item production facilities and tools A an a ount esal ish ed otion

are in existence. (AR 710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452 with anl apportionment of anl appropriated or other
Revision/AFR 67-96/Mco P4400.51A/DsAR fund. for obligations which may be incurred daring4e14son4AF 6SR a f'scai period. or by quarteis of a fiscal year. for a
4140.47) specified purpose. (DOD 5000.8)

LIFE, ACTUARIAL EXPECTANCY (ALE) LIMITATION, APPROPRIATION
Average length of time (usually operating time) A statutory limitation within an appropriation

that a new r newly overhauled item can be which cannot be exceeded for obligation or
expected to remain in serviceable codition prior to expenditure for the object or purpose specif:ed.
failure due to usage or remnva! for maximum time, (DOD 5000.8)
according to actuarial computations. A theoretical,
computed average life span of an item. It is LIMITATION, OBLIGATION N_
3btained, basically. by operating and failing on A maximum aiount established for obligations
paper a group of 100 new items using previously which may be incurred during a fiscal period for a
computed failure rates. This process is carried out specified pu.'pose, pursuant to a statutory 4

until none of the 100 are left. The average life requirement. apportionmeit action. or an
attained per item is then computed. This is defined adminisl'ative determination. A fund subdivision is
as the Actuarial Item Life (AIL). The actuarial item al obligation limitation, but any fund .tibdivision , %
life is not used in :ailure pre'diction, but is useful presently might have a number of subordinate
for comparing rates, for detecting changes from obligation limitations. loreov'er. if required by law. '

one period to another, and similar uses. (AFLCR one obligation limitation might ver l comnmn -

:71-t2) elements of cost nn udei' !Wo oi more approrl'iations
or fund s ubdivisions. WIOD 740I.'2 DO Dl 50.SIZ)i I

LIFE, INDICATED ACTUARIAL EXPECTED f sAns) T
An approximation of the actuarial life e.:peet.ncy LIMITATION, QUARTERLY OBLIGATION

which woul he COmlited from failure rates An apportionment or funding limitation fil tlihe

provided the rats are developed from data for this ,llt of oldiga ions hih h'.m he inured
period alone. (.\FI.('R 171-12) through ail (I on ter of fh' fis.c:l yea'. ulthil i an

alpportiilileint or fllning limitlati,.n for lilt' fiscal
LIFTOFF Year as a whleh.. (;,.erily applicable unmler
.The initial motion of a space veliire or inissile as lie-year. lil Ii not -yen I'. alpriitioi~s. n1)OD

it rises from tile iauchcr. (.1('S Pllh 1) .4101.8
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LIMITATION, SPECIAL for the Government, where the itemn or process
A statutory limitation which cannot be exceeded concerned is not otheiwise reasonably available to

for obligation or expenditure for a specified object enable timely performance of the work, provided
or purpose, but for which the charges arc required that the release or disclosure thereof outside the
to be made to two or more appropriations. (DOD Covernment shall be made subject to a prohibition
5000.8) against further use, release or dis-closure; or

LIMTAIO, TAUTRY2. release to a foreign government, as the
A sttutry esticton wichestblihesthe interest of the United States may require, only for

maximum amount which may be ased undet an inform~ation or evaluation within such government
appropriation (or more than one apinropriation) for a or for emergency repair or overhaul work by or for
specified purpose. (DOD 5000.8) suich government under the onditior~s of (1) above.

LIMITED MILITARY PACK(fA 76)
The degree of packing which will afford adequate LIMITED STANDARD ARTICLE

protection against damage during multiple An item which is not as satisfactory as a
suipments. These packs aro esesigned to be shipped standard type, but is a usable substitute therefore.
and handled under cover and stored in warehoubes and is either in use or available for issue to meet
or other structures having equivaent piotection supply demands. (AR 320-5)Al ~ ~~~from weather. (DOD 41100.14)LITDSTDADTE

LIMITED PRODUCTION Ani item of supply determined by standardization
The initial, low rate production of a systeir ir. action as authorized for procurement only to

limited quantity to be ised in operational test and suppoet in-Service military materiel rcluirements.
evaluation for verificatioi of production engineering (JCS Pub . AFA 11-1. Ali 320-5)

Aand design maturity and to establish a production An item of supply winch is determined to be
base prior to 2 decision to proceed with production. obsolescent to the 'current p~ractice of medicine.
,DOD 5000.11 replaced by anl item of change.! design or
LIMITED PRODUCTION TiPE specification. or otherwise determined to be

An item under development. commercially unsuitable !or central procurement. Limited
available or avai~able from other Government standard items will be issued by depots and -iases
agencies fo r which pn urgent operational until all stocks are exhausted. (AFM 67-i)

requirement exirts and for which no other existing An itcm of supply authorized for procurementiiitem is adequate; whiich appears to fulfill anl only to Support inlservice materiel applications
approved qualitative reateriel requirement or other which require other than designated standar' items.
Department of the Army approved requirements, (AF31 67-1)
and to be pramising e-looigh operationally tw LMTDSTNADTP
warrant initiating lprccuremlt and/or production Ie~ hc r o
for troop isu pro to com~pletion of development acpal o itdSae
andi/or test or adoption ri a standard item. (AR rm opatnlreuoetsalwll o.

:10-)therefore. be counted as ;iassets against operatonal
requirements,. Item,. in this category will bit lilmited

LIMITED R:GHTS to: a. Tho.-e which art- not acceptable to meetA
Rights to uri% duplicate. or disclose technical (lata operational requirements,. bult wluieh are useful in

inl whole or. in part. by or for the Government. with trauininug. Ii. Those whichi are not atcepitablei't'
tht exp~ress limitation that such .tech a ivai dlatai shall meet operational reqiirements of tlt- United States

notl, withbout t he written permission of the party A * iivliaebinreiedt eteuir
[furni~shinug such itechnical data. lie (a)I relveased or ieuieetso e hntoei .aoe A

Guverin n'mt. b)1 used in whole or in part by thel(
Gi3vvirn men 'Im- mau rature. or in t 1e case 1of LIMITED STORAGE

coi1. ter o t arte lincumnenta~'. fillfo repreduct ion Storiagt' tlas i fica t ion for suiipplites intended for
of the t'omlpuite tis1ftwart. ,1 or tl used Ilv a pa rty withld rawalI with in 901 daiys. alIlowing for t lit
tther t ha 11 tilt- ;~ Got*'ii men 1. vevilt for: possibility ofi lilt, least protetted storage Conduit ion

1 . ('inergency repair o.i -rlia ul *viish ony hv.%b orl ant I'.,izqed forl tilt- spterific material. (AR 3 :20)-5)
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LIMITED WAR An entry onl a document reflecting all data]Armed conflict short -f general war, exclusive of necessary 'to identify positively a specific article
incidents, involving C. vert engagement of the and the quantity thereof. (ONMINST 5000.3)

fmilitary forces of two or it~ore nations; involving no LINE ITEM DUE DELIVERYnuclear attack of CONLIS; requiring the full combat Total of all line items, regardless of being
use of the Approved Forces (except those forces marked complete, which contain a delivery scheduledesignated for nuclear retaliation and continental date prior or equal to the pirocessing date. Thisair defense in a general war); and continuing also includes items schtduled for deliverywithout abatement for an indefinite period of time. subsequent to the processing date when an early
(AFR 84-2) simn a enpoesd ALR7-1Armed conflict short of Nuclear War, exclusive of simn a enpoesd ALR7-lI !cidents, involving the overt engagement of U..s. LINE ITEM NUMBER

t~ezera PuposeFores ersu th miitar foces A number assigned to a generic nomenclature. bycfone or more other nations. (DOD 4005.1, DOD U.S. Army technical committee action, for the
4005.2)purpose of identifying the line on which the official

generic nomenclature is listed. The line itemLIMITING QUALITY number is used as a tool for sorting items into
Limiting quality (LQ) is the maximum defective in sequence. It is also used in supply management for

product quality, or the worst product quality that consolidlping assets, requirements, and other data
the consum-er is willing to accept at a specified for all Federally stocknumbered items to which it is
probability of occurrence. (Source: Handbook H53) related. (AR 320-i)(AFLCR 74-13) A six-digit alphanumeric identification of a

generic nomenclature and of the line oil which the -LINE AUTHORITY generic nomenclature is li,,ted in SB 700-20 and inDOD officials in the direct chain of authoritv Army equipment authorization documents. T hisfrom the Secretary of Defense to the program LINE is used to treat collectively all Feder~id stockmanager and excluding staffs. (DOD 5000.1) numbered items p~ossessing the functional calpabilit%
LINE CONITIONINGexp~ressedl Iy the generic nomenclature. (SB

This is the application of p~assive techniques such 700-40)
as line loading and unloading, multiple and bridged LINE ITEM VALUE (FOR REPORT!NG PURPOSES)
tap removals, isolation of noise sources, i ire gauge Quantity (if a line multiplied :)y the standard
selection, and drying and splice impirovements. price. (DOD 4160.21-11) -5These are normally accomplished with AFCSE-I or LIERPACAL7NI LUcommand O&M funds. tAFR 100-18) -In item that is normally removed andl repilaced as 4I LINE ISSUE a single unit to coi rect a detficienicy Or malfunctioiin

Transfer of material from depot suply direct :o oil a weapon Or stpor~t srsteml and- item Of
the production shops. (AFLCR 66-34) equipment. Such items have a (listilietive stock

LINEITE inumiber for which spares ;ire Ioc;-Ilv -itiorized toLIN ITM-pport t he remnova l ail( replacenment act ion. Thiese'Asingle line entry on a rep~ortinig form or sales iteml ar repair cycle assets subject to D0F1
document which indicate., a quantity of proper:y otos(..0-0:)dn a i lsseili
located at any one activity having the sa me iltljo Se)I"t domlipoililt, l di ' Shop 11 jircesiidescription. condition code. and unit cost. (DOD Thet comniients (Shop)1  Repilaiceale Units (SlR Us)4 1610 21 -1) may also bie repair cycle asset., sulojrct to Dl FM11. A comulete descriptive ent.- onl any dicumnt. C~onitroil, if tey arie processNed l l rat ely ii iii Spaiiresincluid ing qu a ntity. i nit of issue, stock or part are Inca I I anlt horixed ;iliit! -. i mt i il to it) 'liirt
numbiler and3( all datai necessary~ to lpsit i-ey interme'd iate level repai ii 0. tc I III'. (A FM 4(110-11
ideniitfy a s' 'ci fq' art icl nasaisia ~ie. Anv mss-m lilt '.%hi ch call vt r nioved asa Iiiii Ai_

2. ov of numilerical facts f ttsicl111e rom tilht. stvne ait t, ioliivr~itinit locatiaii. This
(A F1 ii7- 1) mla' intrli1do. avionics. hvdrlai: lics. lincn lilatics. andlA q~iualit ity fir propertyv !iavi og thet saino ot it,, reo'i'm ailt pa mis. The models presented luheredescription,. Condition Cuode .1nd1 nii Cost. Which view ill asgm~ all, 1.1111 andii somle f thesho~ildl( l w as, I s inlye huin t il.1 t liiir all 11 011t.;im I at Ilise the Itermsl 1.11V and eng'ine
inventory stchednilt'. SM Si31.I intercllu'.mililt. A 1FI.LP -17-131;)
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LINE UPGRADING which pertains to check lists, ialance records, and
This is any outside plant effort (bridged tap clearances for weight and balance. (JCS Pub 1)

removal, bonding, line balance, loading and so forth, All the routes, land, water, and air, which connect 4
as well as correcting shorts, grounds, and open an operating military force with one or more bases
circuits) toward improving telephone trunk and drop of operations, and al,,ng which supplies and

cables to achieve a standard transmission reinforcements move. (JCS Pub 1)
specification. (AFR 100-18) LINK ON
LINEAR CONTROL A term describing an internal ACMMS transaction

A control that is operated with a linear motion whose function is to relate an item within the
(i.e., in or out, up or down, or right or left). configuration master file thereby causing this item
(NAVSHIPS 94324) aid any of its components to become a part of its

NHA. The link on is one of the major fileLINER PRGRAMINGrestructuring tools available in DO57G, and is
A technique for solving certain kinds of problems r cin g tol Ala in 884 , ad is

involving many variables where a best value or set oAted b A Fmp cd
of values is to be found. This technique is not to
be confused with computer programming, although LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
problems using the technique may be programmed A rocket employing liquid propellant fed under
on a computer. It is a mathematical method used to pressure from tanks into the combustion chamber of
determine the best use of limited resources to the rocket engine. (AFM 11-1)
achieve a desired result when the limitations on the
resources are expressed by simultaneous linear LIQUID ihCPELLANTS

Includes liquid and gaseous substances used forrelations (x=a+by). Linear programming is propulsion or operation of missile, rockets, an!
involving resource other related devices. (AFR 127-100. Attachment 1,allocations and scheduling. (AFP 800-7)

LINE-HAUL LIQUIDATION
The transfer of all the assets of an entity. (DOD

Transportation of freight over the tracks of a .5000.8)
railroad or over the routes of a trucking company, The settlement of a liability or obligation. :n iairline, or steamship company from point of origin whole or in part. by paynt or adjustment. (DOD
to the destination exdluding local pickup, delivery, w r00o d n

and switching. (DOD 4500.32-R)
In highway transportation, a type of haul LIST OF MATERIAL

involving long trips over the road wherein the A tabulation of all parts. assemblies and bulk
proportion of running time is high in relation to materials applicable to the item fnr which the list
time consumed in loading and unloading. Line was ii - (MIIL--STD-30)
hauls usually are evaluated on the basis of ton LO
miles forward per day. In rail transportation. this list o' aTO taA list of all tentative and firm C'lass V
term applies to the movement or carriage of niodification vet to be acconplished, except
material over tracks of a carrier from one point to Military Assistance Program (.aP) modificaios
another, but excluding switching service. (AR that will be accomplished during rehabiiitation.

Each niodifica!ion is iisted by mission. design., and

LINE-ITEM ENGINEERING CLEARANCE series of the system or equipment involved with the
An -,zineering cWarince given to a specific item status column coded to identify tht latest

in :, specifi'ation, or on an engineering drawing classification. i.e.. I" for tentati'e and "F" for
coverin, different type itenis (for example. wheels firm. HQ USAF publishes tile 1..1 quarterly.
c." a 1brke assemnIi Iy of a ianding gear assembly). (AFR 57-4)
l.ine-ittni enlgineering clerancs arc given for L
spici:al nginti'ring irea.ins such as s;.fetv factors. LISTING t

• A comuter printout used prinmarily by tile Cost
(AFI.('1l 'AFSt('1l I7-1:) A ccounthin Office for editing. auditing or otherw ise

LINES OF COMMUNICATION (LOGISTICS) verifying tilt- resnlts of tile accounting perd' s job
All the rantd. h, ji. Itate,'n a ir. which show order regist 'r and cost history files. Upn :i:' '; and

tht prop.r location fr I;.I. t-i. lo trai-pirtelI and illtrmediate pr'essing. (AFSC1 177-265)
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LIVE TESTING equipment for one or more units or other special
The testing of a rocket engine or aerospace grouoing of personnel cr materiel moving by

vehicle by actually launching it. (AFM 11-1) highway, water, rail, or air transportat ion. 06C
LOAD CATEGORY Pb1

Categorization of payload as passenger, general LOADING PLATFORM

cargo, or outsized cargo. (AFM l1-1) A flat surface to facilitate loading, usually
LORD ESIGATORerected alongside a warehouse at the approximateI

The symbol assigned to a specified load of Air lelofacrrtrkforsmiesfth
Force cargo or passengers. The load designator potberalrye.(R69)Iremains with a .3pecified load regardless of any LOADING POINT

Asubstitution of aircraft. (AFM 11-1) A point where one aircraft car, be loaded. (JCS

LOAD MANIFEST (Air) Pb1
A document specifying in detail the payload LOAN

expressed in terms of passengers and/or 'freight An agreement for temporary transfer of the right
carried in one aircraft for a ..pecific destination, of possession and use of a defense article or
(AR 320-5) articles not acquired with Military Assistance funds
A ODD OCPAIYto a foreign government or international

AThis terms refers to the, extent to which a vehicle organization, at iio rental charge to the transferee,
is loaded with freight. 1. A vehicle loaded to itR ihtetaseo31. iiayDprmn en
weight carrying capacity. 2. A vehicle loaded with reimbtnr-ed from MAP funds subject to and under
that quantity which so fils the vehicle that no more authority )f the Foreign Assistance Act. Section
like freight in the shipping form tendered can be .303. (DOD 5105.38M)
loaded in or on the vehicle. MDAR 4500.3) A saim of money lent or borrowed for a period of

LOADSPREDERtime, repayable with or without interest, asLOAD SREADERevidenced by a promissory note or other agreement.
) Material used to distribute the weight of a load (DOID 5000.8)

over a given floor area to avoid exceeding designed
stress. (JCS Pub 0) LOAN AIRCRAFT

L~ADIN~Aircraft loaned to noii-N.tvy organizations for
nosn-Navy purposes. A lease may or mayi not be

The rocss f putin trops equp~nnt.and required to cover the loan. NOTE Aircraft which
supplies into shiips, aircraft, trains, road tranzsport, ar i nth avy inventory but not in the physical

csoyof the R~vy are either oil -bailinent o o
LOAGING CHAWZ (AlkCP.&FT) ba " Bailmnent" indicaites usage by the bailee

Any one 4f a -;eiies of charts carried in anl for the Navy. whilt, "loan" indicates usage by the
raft which shows the proper location for 1oads lesefrteese.(PAIT54.)
to ie ranporedand which pertains tocheck lists.trans~ortel toLOAN GUARANTEED

ba'lancE records, and clearancts for weight and In Defense, a loan by a financing instiutie~n to a
balnce (ICSPub~)contractor, for which repayment is guarantee,] in a

LOADING DOCKS stated 1-.Crceiitlge. by ailitar i' (eluiltneit or
Facilitier' at ground level or elevated structures other authorized Federal Governnmnent agency.

designed and installed for transferring explosives pursuant to the Defense Froduction Act. made foi
I 6twe*n nioto- vehicle.., rail cars anid Jo:' cargo-type thle pu rpose of facilitating- performnce oif a

airter:: f. iA FM Il-1) g'rn1lent contract(.41. (DOI) -)0(I0O%)I LOADING LIM~IT LOAN PROPERTY
T~a.igh If mlateriel th ln may safely fie :tored That prolperty that local I Wi-an izat ions req nest till

I''". j a ''foot oif floor 9ic. AFlM 01- a loin asis t iro-aghI the med 'i in of ain A Fl.C Formn

LOADING PLAN 24 aei iqns Tr- ~Iisnyli~~jt
.ll (if the( individually prepare'd dotruinents which. ( IR6-:

talienl titget her. In'esteii inl detail all in**i' nt ions for LOAN RECEIVABLE
(iaaia gmn f iwrlsoinv.l 14 1a1t li(la iof All aililint relirese-lit ilig aii advance or-aly.c
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made on the basis of a loan agreement which has intermediate maintenance level. Fabrication (LM) of
not been repaid, but which may not necessarily be depot oi intermediate maintenance coded items may
due. (DOD 5000.8) be conducted at either level, regardless of the -4
LOCAL coding. For example: An F-4C high pressureADMINISTERED CONTRACTS hydraulic hose coded for LM by depot maintenance

Contracts retained for administration by the can be manufactured at the intermediate level if
purchasing office according to DAR 20-703. necessary equipment, tools and/or technical

(AFLCR u0-1) capability exists. Likewise, an item can be !ocally

LOCAL APPROVAL AUTHORITY manufactured at the depot maintenance level, if
The authority exercised by delegated AFSC ?ield coded for intermediate !evel maintepance, if the

activity peronnel to approve forward financing base maintenance activity does not possess the
requests. The local AFSC commander/laborptory necessary capabilities/facilities. (AFM 67-1)
director is delegated this authority. Commanders LOCAL PURCHASE
may redelegate the Puthority to only their deputy, The purchase of supplies and equipment in the
the comptroller, or depi:ty comptroller; laboratory continental United States (CONUS) by an
directors to their deputy or the director of installation such as a post, camp, station, or depot
laboratory plans and operations. (OFSCR 172-9) for use of that installation or its satellites, or the

LOCAL AREA SCREENING purchase of supp.ies or eqaipment in an area
Screening accomplished through circularization of outside of the CONUS and Hawaii by and for the

t information by the oU.S. military conmand located in that area. (AR
excess personal property inomto yteowning
military department within a radius of 100 miles of 700-12)

The authorized procurement with appropriated~~~~~~the hlding activity. (AFM 67-1)fudodeintdmtrasplsore'ie -
Screening accomplishe through circularization of funds, of designated material. supplies Or services

by an installation for its own use or the use oflistings of non-reportabie property to local military ci from• ogistically supported activity. directly fromA
and/or Federal civilian agencies located within the iometial suppoed Acit 66 ire
DCASR geographical limits. (DSAM 8130.1, DOD cme ~lslpir.( M6-7The acquisition of a decentralized item from
4160•21.M) sources oatside the DOD. (These sources may also

LOCAL CONTRACTING he outside the immediate geographica! area of the
The piocess of obtaining persoanel. services, purchasing installation.) AFR 67-27. AR 20-5. AF.1

supplies, and equipment from loal or indigenous 1-1. .JCS Pu 1)
sources. (JCS Pub 1. AFM 11-1) Policies and procedures governing local purclhase
LOCAL CURRENCY of normally central )rocured items under

emergency conditions -re coitained in AF31 67-1.
The officia! currency of the foreign country. Voltume I. Par! one. Chapter 8 and DAR 3-607.

(DOD 5105.38M) (AFLCR 66-53)
3LAP-owned currencies indigenous to countries The authorized purchase of materials. supplies

other than the U.S. and availablc pursuant to and services by ;an installation for its own use or
.Section 104(c) of Public Law 480 (Agricultural the use of an installation r activity logistiailyTrade Developm,:nt and Assisance Act of 1954. as suppJrted by it. Local purchase is not limited t,

amended} and Section 402 of the Mutual Security the im.lndiate geographicad area ill which the
At of N54. as amended. to finale MA10 common purchasing inlstallation i., located. WIAC"7- 7

defense reouirements without charge to MAP
:ppiropriated funds or to M1AP program ceilings. LOCAL PURCHASE ITEMS

i IAF 4I-Items a ithorit.ed to lie purch.ised inldividI ally by
an actiititv for its owl) nse or for tile list. of otler

LOCAL FAIR MARKET PRICES activities not provided for uin'Ier remla ll rchase.
Th. price per uit charged by the nearest hest. ,rc:,;,sts ne,i not nece.s;iri!y lie ni:tde il

c,,inimterrai idelt.ler ffor a ell viivalent lroullci legs the area or region in which lil. pciI:i h ix'Ag a livit :
taxes. d litir'. and fle-,. it, lie osed fill- rertain tYlie.s is hle;aih,. (ilOli I .ll ll

'if satles prvid t1ht ilti i'e is higher than thme LOCAL STANDARD (STANDARD MEASUREMENT)

tmi-ii, A i.ii:l;ild locally develipil for lise. i D.A .1
LOCAL MANUFACTURE (LM) 11.35.1. AN .51-26 X.' llt .5il •' l C

The fahr:rat in 4,f ithnis at cilher the .l..i or P, lI$7.i511--
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LOCAL STORAGE - no locator D103 interrogation request card and
Storage of unwanted radioactive material, on control list, a no master record (no assets) D103

temporary basis only, at places other than ti'e Army iterrogati m request card and control list. a
radioactive material disposal facility. (AR 755-15) miscellaneous error list, and related EAR statistics.

LOCALITY OR LOCAL AREA (AFLCR 171-94)
A geographical area within which a supported LOCATION RECORD AUDIT

installation can be provided facilities or services in A match between valid location records, excluding
any functional area easier and more economically quantity. to identify and correct situations where
than by estab!ishing or maintaining a like capability items are in physical storage but not recorded on
of its own. (DSAM 4140.4) accountable records, or on record but not, ini

LOCATION storage, or when storage item data (National Stock
1. Audit- A verification of all the data reflected Number. unit of issue, condition code, ownership

on the location record. code, security/pilferage code, or shelf-life code)
2. Survey- A survey conducted at predetermined does not match. The Pudit includes research of

intervals to insure that the !oration of the supplies mismatches and scheduling special inventories if
is in agreement with the loepticn shown on the required. (AR 310-25)
locator record. (AFR 69-8) LOCATION RECORD AUDIT ACCURACY

LOCATION AUDIT PROGRAM The measure of the results of the location record
The location audit program consists of actions audit. Record accuracy is stated as a percentage

excluding quantity checks required to assure obtained by computing the ratio of the number of
compatibiiity between assets in storage and locator locator records with errors to the total number of
records and between location records and accountable stock records (National Stock Numbers)
accountable records. This p:ogram is accomplished compared. Only one error will be charged per stock
in two phases: number audited. (AR 310-25)

1. Location Survey. A physical verification.
other than actual count, between acti al assets and

recorded as to location. identity. condition, and unit The term used to denote changes to location
of issue, records when elements of data on the location

2. Location Audit Reconciliation. A match record have been determined, by the location audit.

between valid location records and the accountable to be in error. (AR 310-2'5)
records, in order to identfy and correct situations LOCATION RECORD ESTABLISH
where items are in physical storage but not on The term used to deic te the meording of
record, on record but not in storage, or where locations when assets are physically found in
common elements of data jother than quantity) do storage and no locator record exists. Also. when
not match. Research of mismatches, including recorded locator iata disagrees with naterif! in
special inventories when required, result in either location or Federal Stock .number elements.
corrective action. (DOD 4140.35, AF1 67-1) (AR 310-25. DOD 4140.35)
LOCATION AUDIT RECONCILIATION (LAR) LOCATION SURVEY

The actions taken to insure comlatibility between A survey conhucted at predeternlincd interva. to
the corrected locator record and the item record. insure that tte at Ione, of tle snptli terls tn

.-FI 67-11 ragreement witIi the hoation shown on the locarto

LOCATION AUDIT RECONCILIATION (LAR) PHASE card. (AR -320-51
The location audit re,-oncilation phase accepts The ;it'tius taken to insure cm:';ttibilit% IteUvivetnt

I.A.t r ecords I'n talle and processes them through the locator record and the iphysical assets. (.\FMI
Cm1lllttter runs described in Chapter 3 for matching 67-1)

.list tile related warehouse heati.e" records. The A iphyzic.-I verification. .lce thain mtuIal r.nmt.
%race it;lus.h e hIc;It'l" rccoods ;ire a!cipted ar,! between acl a I assets and rtcorl'de4d location ilata io
proct.','(.d through colputer runs tdescribed in insure all assets are proptrly recorded as to
(hapter :1 I'o" matlching against the l.AiU rec, dos. Inaoation. stork it n u1ber. Condlition rode. till of issue.
This matlingt prt'ves produces ; no niastvr rec.rid securily/pIifcrag,. code. and shelf-lift, cime.. (.\It
DI114 iuvtergati on request rard and control list. a 3111-25)
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LOCATION SURVEY ACCEPTABLE ACCURACY LEVEL LOCATOR RECORD KILLED/DELETED
A specified percentage of accuracy established as The term used to denote the removal or change of

an acceptable standard for evaluation of the a locator record when the recorded iocation
location survey. (AR 310-25) disagrees with materiel in FSN or location data
LOCATION SURVEY ACCURACY elements, or when there is a recorded location butLCATeN mSURE ofCURAY tno physical assets unless the location is being heldThe measure of the results of the location survey.

Only oie error will be charged per location open for new receipts. These actions are as a

surveyed. Location data corrections, deletions, and result of the location survey. (DOD 4140.35)

additions are the types of discrepancy data to be LOCATOR SYSTEM
used in computing accuracy. The total errors -re The type of system used for establishing and
measured as a ratio of the locations surveyed maintaining locator records on material in storage,
expressed as a percentage factor. (AR 310-25) La., mechanical, manual, real time. sequential,

LOCATION SURVEY RECORD CORRECTION centr,-lized, decentralized, etc. (AFR 69-8)
The term used to denote changes to the locator LOG BOOK

record when physical assets differ on other than A detailed service record maintained for eac'
Nationai Stock Number and location elements, i.e., individual aircraft. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A,-
unit of issue or condition. These actions are a NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
iesult of the location survey program. (AR 310-25)

LOCATOR CAkD LOGAIR
LAO f orm owisoLong term contract airlift service withinA form on which storage locations are recorded, continental United States for the movement of

which shows the exact location of supplies stored cargo in support of the logistics systems of the
with~in a storage activity. (DSAM 4140.2/AR military Services (primarily the Army and Air
735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101, AFM

- Force) and Departinein of Defense agenlcies. (JCS67-1) Pub 1, AFM i1-1, AR 320-5)
LOCATOR RECORD The AFLC controlled scheduled airlift programi

A form or format on which storage locations are operating between AFLC activites, MAC aerial ports
recorded and which by means of the location and other designated points. (AF31 67-1)
designator provides the exact storage location by An Air Force Logistics Command network for the
item of materiai in storage. The locator record may exclusive use of transmitting baliistic missiles
be on ADPE memory. magnetic tape, PCA.A ca-ds. logistical data via electrical media. (AF:,I 11-1)
listings, or printouts. (AFR 69-8) LOGISTIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

LOCATOR RECORD ACCURACY Thos- aspects of opprations which deal with: (1)
This is a measure of the results of the location research. development, test and evaluation: 121

survey conducted as a part of the location audit acquisition. storage. movement, distribution.
program. Discrepancies are classified as iocator maintenance, evacuation and disposition of materiel:
record kills, locator record establishes, and changes (3) movement and evacuation of personnel: (4)
to elements of recorded data: condition code, unit of medical services, including neromedical evacuation:
issue. Only one error is charged when locator kili. (5) communications service.:; (6) acquisition or
or locator establish, or locator record correction is construction. maintenance, operation, and
required for the same location. In such cases, disposition of facilitie.z: and !7) othet logistic ;.nd
wher tho FSN of recorded data and actual assets administrative services. It compri.es planning.
differ. it will be classified as a locator establish ma'agesent: and execution of re.lunsibilities.
actio onllv. The total of these discrepancies are AFR 400-27. AFM 11-1. DOD 4000.19)
measured as a ratio of locations surveyed. IDO)O
41411.35) LOGISTIC ASSISTANCE

LC generic terim used to flenote tylles of as:i!s'.-nrtLOCATOR RECORD CORRECTION between and within military-c rniivads huth ill

Tht, term used to ilenote changes to the locator peace and wiar. I t('q Pub 1)u i
record when physical ,st ilentification
clhracitristics differ (in other than F.SN and LOGISTIC CONCEPT
locat ion element: i.x.. unit of issuit* II'!!i. collndliial. A plan ir idea of how to build up or support I -
etc. Thcse action;. arc is a result fti l uco.. military foirce. i.e.. to provide supplies. equipment.
aludi iraii- , tO l po1iI.:l.DOi ralslairtation. maintenance. etc. .AF3I t;7-])
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LOGISTIC CONTROL LOGiSTIC PROCESS
The responsibility or autIfority for applying and A task or group of interrelated logistics tasks

transporting material, equipment, or personvel. designed t' produce a desired result independent of
](NA VAIR1NST 4700.2) the organizational arrangement employed. (AFM

LOGISTIC DOCTRINE 402
The creed derived from the body of principles LOGISTIC PROGRAN CODE

applicable to the determination of requirements for, A ten character alphanumarc code which
and the acquisition. listribution, maintenance, and uniformly identifies logistic systems, commodities,
disposal of logistic resources and services integral special or support type programs within AFLC.
to a military capability. (AR 310-25) (AFLCM 400-2 Vol IX)

LOGISTIC ELEMENT MANAGER LOGISTIC REASSIGNi:ENTS (LR;
Bureau, Systems Commands and other desigi.ated Transfer of management responsibility from one

organizations responsible for the management of a InetrMagrtonthrnetoy aag.
.1 ~~~specific logistic support element such as test and (DD44.2)

support equipment, spare and iepair parts, Th trnfr o aeil m ag et
personnel, or facilities. (NXAVMATINST 4000.20) repsiltesfo on mtri iaeroanother materiel manager. (DOD 41I%.2,-X.-1,
LOGISTIC ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION LOGISTIC RESOUCES

An aprasal resutin frm an ordrly The support personnel and material required by
examination of the logistic factors influencing an item to ensure its mission performance. It
contemplated courses of adtion to provide includes such things as tools, test equipment, repair
conclusions concerning the de!'ree and manner of prt, fclie, ehnal m uls ad
that influence. 1AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1) administrative supply procedures necessary to

LOGISTIC IMPLICATIONS TEST assure the availability of these resource-, when
An inalyso. of the major logistic aspects of a needed. (APP 8W07)

4joint strategic war plan and thp- consideration of the LOGISTIC SERVICES 06 LOGISTICAL SERVICES
logistic impiications resultant therefrom as they Activities of a logistical support nature. not
may limit the acceptability of thne plan. The logistic necessarily inv.olving supply of materiel. a. The
analysis and consideration are conducted term includes services involving- (1) Acquisition.
concurrentlyI- with the development of the strategic storage, movement. distribution, maintenance.
plan. The objective is to establish whether the evacuation o.- disposition of materiel. (2) Use.
logistic requirements generated by the plan are in construction (other than Militar. Construction
balance with availabilities, and to set f-. tb those Program), maintenance, or operation of facilities.
logistic implicatians which should be weighed by the ipcluding utilities, custodial services, fire and police
Joint Chiefs of Staff in their consideration of the protectioa (3) Other logist'% support similar or
plan. (AR 320-5. AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1) related to these, such 2s laundi y. messing. and local

bus and taxi service. b. Toe term specifically
~ ~ ~excludes services involving: (1) Administration.

CONFERENCE hospitalization, or mediral treatment of personnel.
A conference to determine responsibility for (2) Hosuital or medical facilities. (3) Research.

initial time phasing of complete support for the det'elooiment. test and evaluation of materiel.
aircraft including the airframe. engine. GFF.. (115AM .4140.4) 2
comnijents. tools. greind handling tand tostIequipment and vendor equipments. (NAV 1iR;.NST LOGISTIC SUPPORT

474,1.21Those aspects- of military riwrations which deal
with 11) des-igni andi development, acquisition.

LOGISTIC PLANNING storage. morenwnt. distribution, maintenance.
lmOgistic planning i,; the determining of the evacuation and dispiosition of materiel: :2j

lo~gistic piosture to lhe estalished for suippoirt(if au movemient of lwtr ,onne: 0t) mteiieal service.-
We;IpnIupir, Svsten'; firogran lia~ed upia including aernoedical evacuation: (III
Isrescrilivil nuissi'in obijective., to he achi-vil. !AFM comumunications -s.rrvkres: 1) rt'~w'rch.
11-1. AFI' sioIH-7i evelopmnent. test and evaluation: 0) P'si'
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construction (other than Military Construction LOGISTIC SUPPORT (MEDICAL)

Program), maintenance or operation of facilities, Medical care, treatment, hospitalization,
including utilities, custodian services, fire and evacuation, furnishing of medical services, supplies,
police protection; and (7) acquisition or furnishing materiel, and adjuncts thereto. (JCS Pub 1)
of other logistlc and administration services. (As LOGISTIC SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
used in connection with the Retail Icerservice ME
Logistic Support Program, this term specifically com prehne proces b wic h s
excludes: (1) AdministraVon or hospitalization of command provides system/item/services support to
personnel, (2) Hospital or other medical facilities, authorized customer activities throughout the
(3) Research, development, test or evaluation of world. It encompasses all items and services

managed by the system, all items and servicesmateriel). (DOD 4000.1)
matrie). DOD400.1)managed by materiel management aggregotion, all

Program aircraft, !n no.:-operating status, which 4materiel and services managed by FSC,
are actively engaged in normal progress through te
Standard Service Life. This includes periods of management and operation of physical facilities,

and management of special capabilities, such as"idleness" considered to be normal -equirements GEEIA, 2802d Inertial Guidance and Calibration

(e.g., operational pool aircraft for r( 'acement of Group, and Ieritiay iacerand Cratondaicrftlose, vehal aclo t esue tedy Group, and the Military Aircraft Storage andaircraft losses, Overhaul backlog to ensure stead y Disposition Cetiter. It also includes the

input, etc.) Also includes whatever Special Rework
becomes necessary or desirable during the service management planning which precedes and is
life of aircraft. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A) essential to the orderly transition and integration of J

the systems management aggrgations, items, I
Provision of adequate materiel and services to a te se s an aggrcaton te s,

military force to assure successful accomplishment fAcLe s ,sc t q
of assigned missions. (AR 310-25)

LOGISTIC SUPPORT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS (LSA) Information used for the analysis and reporting

A process by which the logistic support necessary of actions taken or reuired to be taken in
for a new system/equipment is identified. It
includes the determination and establishment of developing or executing logistic support plans.

logistic support design constraints, consideiation of (AFP 800-7)
those constraints in the design of the "hardware" LOGISTIC SUPPORT PLAN
portion of the system, and analysis of deign to A plan for the maintenance, logistics support
validate the logistic support feasibility of the personnel, technical logistic data and information.
design, and to identify and document the logistic support equipment, spares and repair partb.
support resources which must be provided, as a part facilities, and contract matintenant, throughout the
of the system/equipment, to the operating forces. life cycle of a system or equipment. (NAIVMAT
Analytical techniques used to determine limited P-4215)
aspects of logistic support requirements are a part
of the overall LSA process. (An example would be The oney required for the idetification
Operational Sequential Diagramming used to h mqui ed forheienttifctio.
determine operator tasks, task times, and skills.) acquisition, and management of logistic resources.
(AFP 800-7) (AFP 800-7)

LOGISTIC SUPPORT BASE LOGISTIC SUPPORT SERVICES

The base responsible for providing logistical Stport activities not only involhi:g supply of

suppot and services to an authorized overseas material but including:
dependent school established under the DOD a. Acqunisition. tor'aie, movement. dlistribution.

61m3intenance, evacuation, or disposition of iwteriel.
Dependents Schools System, (AFM 67-1)b. Use, constiction uther than tie MP)
LOGISTIC SUPPORT ELEMENTS maintenance, or operation of facilities. including

(onstituent parts of a supl)ort system. The utilities. cu:od;al services, and fire and police

principal elements are the maia)tenanc, )lan, I' ,tection.
support and test eq(uipment. facilities, training, c. Other logistic support including an o dry.
technical data,. ersonnel, suhpply ullport. messing, local bus. and t;;.i ;t rvice.
translortation and han dling equipment. and logistic d. Ali Force maint,.n a ce of othr PO D
1suPlort resource fu'tnds. (. FP 801-7) cogl illa nce items and related peblications.
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e. Printing and 11uplicating services at Air Force The phase of military operations involving
field printing plants. (AFSCR 170-9) procurement, delivery, storage, shipment, and
LOGISTIC TRANSFER scheduling of military supplies, including personnel.

A reassignment of logistic management functions (AFLCM 72-2)

between DSCs which, when assets are involved,

results in a decrease to the inventory control record requirements and the procurement, storage,
of o e D C a d a orr spo din inc eas to the transportation, distribution, maintenaace, quality

ofinveto nd record of another DSC with no control, and disposal of materiel and related

overall change to the Defense Stock Fund. (DSAM services for the military forces. 2AFLOR 400-15)
4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO LOGISTICS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
P4460.101) Those aspect3 of operations which deai with: (1)

LOGISTICAL COMMAND research, development, test and evaluation; (2)

An Army organiiation consisting of a cquisition, storage, movement, distribution,An Ary oraniztion consstin of maintenance, evacuation and disposition of materiel;

headquarters and headquarters company designed maint enance, evacuation n mer el;
to exercise command functions in the execution of (3) movement and evacuation of peronnel; (4)

medical services, including aeromedical evacuation;the mission of a section, a territorial subdivision of (5) communications (6) acqusitior or
a section, or with suitable augmentation, a smallcomuniatonszoe. AR3205)construction, maintenance, operation, and :

disposition of facilities; and (',/ other logistic and

LOGISTICAL REASSIGNMENT (LR) administrative services. It comprises planning,
The transfer of materiel management management, and execution of responsibilities.

responsibilities from one materiel manager to (DOD 5000.8)
another materiel manager. (DOD 4140.27-M) LOGISTICS ANNEX

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT A brief description of the logistics considerations
Provision of adequate materiel and services to a essential to program planning and decisions at

military force to assure successfui accomplishment Milestones 1, II and I1. (DOD 5000.1, DOD
of ossigned missions. (AR 320-5) 4160.21-M)

LOGISTICS LOGISTICS ASSESSMENT
The science of planning and carrying out the An evaluation of: a. The logistic support required

movement and ma-ntenance of forces. In its most to support particular military operations in a
comprehensive sense, those aspects of military theater of operations. country or area. b. The
operations which deal with: a. design and actual and/or potential logistics support available
development, acquisition, storage, movement, for the conduct of military operations either within
distribution, maintenance, evacuation, and the theater, country or area, or located elsewhere.
disposition of materiel; b. movement, evacuation, (.JCS Pub 1)
and hospitalization of personnel; c. acquisition or

LOGISTICS DETACHMENT

composedon qualified~e oprton nconstrucion, maintenance, operation, and An AFIC organization consisting essentially of adisposition of facilities: and d. acquisition o " Materiel Iprovement Team and a Residen,

furnishing of services. (JCS Puh 1, AR 320-5, AFP Provisionii Team located at or in the vicinity of oi800-7) Pr 1soigTa1 oae a ri h iiiyo
contractor's facility. It is composed of qualified

(Materiel and Serices.) The functional fields of c f I
military operations concerned %%ith: (1) Materiel Ineiiej inilagenient )rerionil necessary t0

ninimnze the rime span between discoveri andrequirements; (2) production plan;ning and
correctio, of deficiencies in selected

scheduling; (3) acquisition, inventory managenent. _M
storage, maintenance. distribution and disposal of t

phase and to perform initiali provisioning'source 4~~~~~materiel. stiplpiies, tools. and equip~ment, 14) cdn ucin nacrac ih :FS;,

ote oitclcoding function.- in iccordance with AFS C.Atransportaition. ae-ecommunicatiosp to n 5-2/AFICM 65-3 driiig the a isi-ion alnas.other logistical serv'[CeN.: (5) supp~ly cataloging. (--/F,% 53drn h ckiiinpae

standardizatioi,. and nuality control:(AFSCR 2-:7)
and industrial activities :ind facilities ii:cludiIg LOGISTICS OVER THE SHORE OPERATIONS
indtI.strial e(ltment;: 17) vuneralility of resour.es The loading and unloading of :;hips without the
to atack daaage. (DOD 5(001.8) heutfit of fi od port facilities. in friendly or
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nondefended territory, and, in time of war, during experiences, procedures, or techniques in real or

phases of theater development in which there is no simulated logistics environments.
opposition by the enemy. (JCS Pub 1) 5. Efforts diiected toward developing logistics
LOGISTICS PROGRAM drctrine, concepts, and policy, or to improving

A mission assigned to an AFLC activity in segments of the logistics function.
accordance with AFLCR 23-30, which requires the 6. Logistics inputs to product improvements.

activity to perform a defined range of functions f (AFLOR 400-20) I
a system, commodity, or support activity. Normally LOGISTICS SUPPORT
extended and accepted in terms of system The supply and maintenance of materiel essential.
management (SM) or item management (IM), to proper operatioii of a system in the force. (DOD
Federal Class Management (FCM), specialized repair 5000.1)
activity (SRA), or special project. (AFLCR 400-15) LOGISTICS SUPPORT COSTS

LOGISTICS PROGRAM DOCUMENT Costs associated with supporting an item, to
A formal communication which reflects the include (when obtainable) costs of base labor, base

approved, time-phased, quantitative expression of materiel, costs to replace condennations, 7Z
the scope and activity of significant actions transportation and shipping costs for nonbase
required to discharge each system, commodity, or reparable items, technology repair center costs, and
support responsibility. (AFLCR 400-15) others when the cost is quantifiable and meaningful A

LOGISTICS REASSIGNMENT for effectiveness analysis. (AFLCR 400-16)

Transfer of management responsibility from one LOGISTICS SUPPORTABILITY
inventory manager to another. Logistics How well the composite of support considerations
Reassignment may be made by FSC or by item. necessary to achieve the effective and economical
(NAVSUPINST 4440.99) support of a system or equipment for ics life cycle
LOGISTICS RESEARCH meets stated quantitative and qualitative

As used in this regulation, logistics research is requirements. This includes integrated logistics

defined as applied research and encompasses efforts sprt ( ALS a o i tds
directed toward the practical application of
knowledge of natural phenomena and environment LOGISTICS SUPPORTABILITY EVALUATION TEAM (LSET)
in all fields of science to an existing or anticipated An AFTEC or MAJCOM OT&E test team activity
logistics requirement. (AFLCR 400-20) assigned overall responsibility for preparing a

LOGISTICS STUDY unified assessment of logistics supportability. The

A formal and objective effort to identify and ,SET is normally chaired by the .FLC Special• Assislalt for Integrated Logistics and includes
evaluate logistics problems and develop feasible f nd
alternative so]idons, along with an assessment of prestitation from the MAJCOMs and other
the expected consequences from adopting each activities having logistics interest. (AFR 80-14)
alternative. A study is character;zed by a clear LOGISTICS SYSTEM
definition and scope of a problem, the systematic A group of related and sequential actions (or
identification of requiremrents for data, facts, and processes) and conmunications (or' documents)
information related co the problem, the application requ-red and/or used to accomplish one or ilore

= of analytical processes to develop alternative elements of the AFLC mission (AFR 2.;-2) or to
solutions, and the iml)ementation and evaluation of jrovide support in the accomplishment of the
the solutioi selected. Some studies will result ii, mission. This includes both operational and I
Vew or changed management policies: others will management functions. The term "logistics
iesu't in changes in management techniques and syst l." enco,.-passes such terms as data %Vstem.
ipocedures. Studie., int !ude: automated da ta systeilm. ia nage mIeIt t ystvlen.

1. Survevs or consultalut services undertaken iln bii i ss l s vtern. and similar terius. In gelneral, aiiy
repollise to identified manag,-ilel problems or .-ro,;p of actions (or proces,,ses) perfo'mned
issII e., relitively. ;IF diflereliiated fron ionrecurring

2. C'.,t anlyst.;. ,pe'cial piloject.s, is coi.id re '.I to Ile a ogistics
3. , ug mm, *ulnelt l ' tin (lr suIsystn ). (A Fi.',)l 400-4)
- . investigation of iew iil" old nthlod.. \ tollple\ of rehilted protednl'es. procets.. and
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methods required and used to perform an element LONG-RI.NGE OBJECTIVES, STATEMENT OF
of the AFLC mission (AFR 23-2). This includes the Basic guidance leading to the achievement of
procedures, processes, and methods of operation balanced long-range (ten to fifteen years hence)
and managemenc of the logistics mission functions ship, aircraft, and weapons goals attainable under
and those required in their support (e.g., mainpower, specific (self-imposed) fiscal assumptions. Based on
funding, data proep ,,sing). The term "logistics the LRR, it is used solely for internal Navy
system" encompasses such terms as "data guidance. (BUWEPS 5200.25)
system, " "automated data system," ".management LONG-RANGE REQUIREMENTS (LRR) FOR THE U.S. NAVY

system," "business system," and similar terms. A statement of the naval force levels required in
(AFLCR 400-5) the long-range period to fulfill the Navy's

LONG LEAD ITEM responsibilities. No limitations, except that the rule
An item for which the contractor (because of the of reasonableness is set on funds. (BUWEPS

period of time required to obtain it and to meet the 5200.25) I
contractual end item delivery schedule) corsiders it
essential to have a firm order from the Government LONG-SUPPLY ASSETS

pEquipment and materiel in the Government

prior to schedled provisioning, to permit inventory which is not required to meet operational

concurrent delivery of this item with the end item. needs through the budget year. This term
embraces assets authorized for retention to meet

LONG LEAD TIME ITEMS future needs as well as those excess to foreseeable
Those items which, because of their complexity of Air Force needs. (AFLCR 80-2)

design, complicated manufacturing processes, or LOOSE ISSUE STOCKlimited production capacity, may cause p~roduction Supisrmvd rmoiia cnanr o
or procurement cycles which would preclude timely sue emove fr og l n e f
and adequate delivery, if not ordered prior to th320-5)

source coding meeting. (AFLCM 65-3, TM 38-715, LORAN
ASOINST 4423.1) A long-range radio-navigetiuii position fixing

LONG LIFE ITEM system using the time difference of reception of
pulse type transmissions from two or more fixedAn item with an average service life of over 20 stations. (JCS Pub 1)

years, generally. (AR 320-5)
LOSING CLASS

LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT FORECAST LSN LSLONGRANG DEELOPENTFOREASTThe toimodity class from which item(s) are being

Guidance for long range developments in relation the dt ass from w
to military policies, objectives, plans and programs.
(AR 320-5) LOSING INVENTORY MANAGER (LIM)

The Inventory Manager responsible for
LONG RANGE SUPPORT relinquishing wholesa'e materie) management

That which usually extends beyond the current
fiscal year due to project size, speciai budgeting

requirements, contractual accomplishment, etc, LOSING STCRAGE UNIT
(AFLCR 66-34) The storage unit from which iteni(s) are being

LONG SUPPLY transferred. (AFM 67-1)

That portion of the total quantity of an Aeit, LOSS
which exceeds the peacetime force material Te ab..eice of property shown as present by the
requirement and the mobilization reserve material property records or covering documeiit:. 1.oss does
requirement is long supply. (AFLCR 80-2) not necessarily indicate the phyvsical removal of

LONG TERM CONTRACT FOR AIRLIFT SERVICE property• (AFM 67-!)
The release from ,'vaership and responsibility forA contract between anl air carrier and any

departmient of the DOD for air transportation anaerospace vehicle, by a unit. (AFR 63-110)

betwven loints in the United States covering a LOSS, CONTRACT TERMINATION
p~eriod of at least 910 days. It also includes The ainount of exp~enditures under I terminated
amendments to such c'ontracts. M[SAPR 45t'0.31 p~roduct cor.,ract (including progress Iayment n

(NAVEXOS P-1500) iayleiats il seltlent) in excess of the costs
~.103
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reasonably assignable to property received. (DOD LOT DEFECTIVE RANGE
5000.8) The lowest and highest lot percent defective rates

within which the true lot defective rate will fall.
I LOSS, OPERATING This raige is computed from the lot size, sample
The excess of " operating costs" over
Teees s (o 5000.8) n cosize, sample defective rate, and percentage of
revenues." (DOD 5000.8) confidence (assurance/probability) desired; however,The amount of costs identified with operating ithsnfxeraotoheamldfcivrt.

it has no fixed ratio to the sample defective rate.
programs, functions, or activities which, assubsequently determined, have no value in The lot defective range can be determined from

subsquetly detrmied, ave no alu in numerous statistical sampling tables available and
operations, or having a measurable value less than t u des a n toblesa hecost, the excess costs represent losses. (DOD ti rcue n edfroet nesadtecomplex matnematical formulas involved in order to

use statistical sampling procedures. (AFSCM 78-1)

LOSS, PROPERTY (OBSOLESCENT INVENTORY) LOT DEFECTIVE RATE
In Defense property accounting, the amount of The ratio of the number of defectives in the lot to

items writtei: off due to deterioration, shrinkage, the total number of items in the lot expressed as a
fire, theft, unrecovered damages, and shortages in
transit, and similar losses. Should also include percentage. (AFSCM 78-1)
items written off due to obsolescence, dispo-als, LOT INTEGRITY
and donations, but such losses are sometimes The perpetual segregation of ammunition by lot
separately stated. (DOD 5000.8) number, whether in a storage environment or at the
LOSS, UNREALIZED firing site, throughout the !ife cycle. (AR 310-25)

T:e estimated loss which may be sustained in the LOT NUMBER
disposal of real estate, securities, or other assets Identification number assigned tc a particular
which are held for saic. (DOD 5000.8) quantity or lot of materiel, such as ammunition,

LOST SHIPMENT from a single manufacturer. (AR 320-5)

Reported short shipment never subsequently LOT SIZE
found. (AR 310-25) The number of units of product in a lot (Source

LOT MILSTD-105). (AFLCR 74-13)

A specific quantity of material manufactured LOTTING
under identical conditions, and assigned an The physical arrangement of property for sale
identifying lot number for use, technic.], taking into consideration the type, condition, and
manufacturing, production, and supply purposes. value of the property and the commercial market
(DOD 5000.8) practices commonly followed for that property.

Specifically, a quantity of material all of which (DOD 4160.21-M)
was manufactured under identical conditions, and LOW DOLLAR VALUE ITEM
assigned an identifying lot number. (AR 320-5, JCS An end item or repair part for which the value of

oub 1, A fM suple total demand on continental United States depots
Quantity of supplies of the same general for the next year is forecast at $2,500 or less. (AR

classification, such as subsistence, clothing or 310-25)
equipment received and stored at any one time. 3
(AR 320-5) LOW FREQUENCY PREDICTABLE OPERATIONS

An aggregation of documents, records, articles, Work operations may be uneconomical to preplan.
or actions from which a sample will be selected for When these operations are not planned, they are not
reviei. due to common characteristics. All included in the preprnted workcards but will be
character:stics for which a lot is tested must be handscribed on the AFLC Form 173. The items to
common to all units within the lot for evaluation of be considered in this area must be explcit to the
the lot. (AFSCM 78-1) degree that conflict will not develop when

A collection of units of a produt bearing determination between low frequency and "over
identification and treated as a unique entity froun and above" is made; they must be clearly stated in
which a sample is to be drawn and inspected to the work specification and be transmitted to
determine conformance with acceptability criteria. inspection requirements in the work package. Items
(AFLCR 74-13) to be negotiated should not come as a complete
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surprise unless through error or misinterpretation rockets required for the return launch unless data
(figure 1). (AFLCR 65-17) was to be obtained from such return launch. (AFM

LOW LIMIT 11-1)
Refers to the reorder level when stock position LUNAR PROBE

signals the need to initiate replenishment action. A probe for exploring and reporting on conditions
(NAVSUP MAN) on or about the Moon. (AFM 11-1)

LOW MORTALITY REPAIR PART -M
A repair part for which the anticipated or actual M APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT

number of failures is less than 30 per 100 end items The successor account which contains the
per re dur e inR which8 the dropsso velocity doesh MACain NUMBE

year. (AR 700-18) unliquidated obligations of lapsed appropriation
LOW VELOCITY DROP accounts. (AFM 170-7)

A drop procedure in which the drop velocity does MA-AUME

not exceed 30 feet per second. (JCS Pub 1) The ratio of a velocity of a body to that of sound
The delivery of personnel, supplies, or equipment in the same medium. (AFM 127-201)

from aircraft in flight, utilizing sufficient parachute
retardation to prevent injury or damage upon MACHINE ORIENTED LANGUAGE
ground impact. (JCS Pub 1) A system for expressing information which is

intelligible to a specific machine; e.g., a computer
LOWEST OVERALL COST or class of computers. Such a language may

The aggregate of all costs which are known or include instructions which define and direct machine
can reasonably be estimated in connection with a operations, and information to be recorded by or
shipment, transportation rate(s); accessorial, acted upon by these machine operations. (AFll
drayage, storage in transit, packing and crating, 11-1%
unpacking, and port handling costs. (DOD A language designed for interpretation and use
4500.32-R) by a machine without translation. (AFM 11-1)

LOW-ORDER DETONATION The set of instructions expressed in the number
A partial or slow explosion, usually accidental. system basic to a computer, together with symbolic

(AFM 11-1) operation codes with absolute addresses, relative
addresses, or symbolic addresses. (AFM 11-1)

LUBRICATION ORDER
Primary approved medium for the pubiication of MACHINE TOOLSmandatory lubrication instructions on all equipment Those items of production equipment (costing

which reqired lubrication by organizational over $500 each) which are power-driven,maintenance. (AR 320-5) nonportable niachines used for cutting, abrading,LmneRa (grinding, shaping, or forming metal. (DOD 5000.8)
LUMBER

Includes rough or graded wood products derived MACHINE-HOURfrom logs which shall have been sawed or planed at Operation equal to that of one machine for one

least to the extent of showing saw marks on the hour. (DOD 5000.8
four longitudinal surfaces of each piece, but which MAGAZINE
have not been further manufactured. (AR Maga.ines are of two general types-igloo
55-9/NAVSUPINST 4600.79/AFR 75-10/MCO (earth-covered) and above ground
4610.31) (nonearth-covered).
LUNAR BASE a. Igloo Magazine. Earlh -covered, concrete,

A projected installation on the surface of the archtype igloo magazines or steel arch.
Moon for use as a base in scientific or military earth-mounded igloo (multiple steel arch spaces in a
operations. common e.rtQ mounding) magazines meeting

.AFM -) requirements v( approved definitive drawings (or
LUNAR PAYLOAD similar acceptable contractors' facilities).

The payload of a lunar probe, consisting chiefly b. Nonstandard Igioo Magazine. Igloo-type
of instruments for detecting and reporting magazine constructed with steel or wooi (instead of
conditions encountered. The payload of a vehicle concrete) arche.s and steel. wood. or concrete end
that landed on the Moon would not include the walls. (AFR 127-100. Attachnent 1)
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MAGAZINE AREA A sustaine, engii.e, considered as a stage after
Area specifically designed and set aside for the booster engines have fallen away. (AFM 11-1)storage of explosives or ammunition. (AR 320-5) MAIN SUPPLY ROUTE

MAGAZINE SPACE The route or routes designated within an area of
The area in a coiered structure, a'love or below operations upo:. which the bulk of traffic flows in

ground, censtructed for the storage cf ammunition support of military operations. Main supply routes
and explosives. This space is classified for reporting are normally given a high priority on maintenance
purposes as "nonwarehouse space." It comprises and traffic controls. (AR 320-5)
the following types: a. Igloo-Area in an U
earth-covered structure of concrete and/or steel ANTaaii
designed for the storage of ammunition andcharacteristic of design ad itallationexpressed as the piobability that an ite.-, will be

explosives. b. Above ground magazine space-area restored to a specified condition withi, a given
in a warehouse-type structure designed for the period of time when the maintenance is performed
storage of ammunition and explosives or loaded or using prescribed procedures and resources. System
inert ammunition components. (AR 320-5, AR uigpecie rcdrsadrsue!. se
iner a no omaintainability may also be expressed in .;uch terms
780-62)

as Mean-Time-to-Repair, Maintenance ManhoursAny building or structure, except an operating p g Mea n-Time(see a rper Flying Hour, or Mean Dow'n-Time (see APR
building, used for the storage of explosives, 80-5). (APR 80-14)
ammunition, or loaded ammunition components.
(DOD 4145.23) MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING

The application of scientific knowledge and
MAGNETIC CARD TYPEWRITER (MCT) engineering skills to thle developinent of items of

A device that links a typewriter keyboard with a Army equipment so as to provide an inherent ability

magnetic media recorder (cassette tape or magnetic t
card) that automatically types (playback) final hard m haintenance characteristics). Maintainability
copy. A Communicating Magnetic C~rd Typewriter ianeac hrceitcj ananbltfr M uneticag Tewitr a engineering must be integrated with the other
(CMCT) provides features for communicating with a elements of "systems engineering" so as to providecomputer or another magnetic media typewriter via ".computeroranothe r magnetic media typewFRie v3 the necessary effectiveness considering all costs
the magneti media or keyboard. (AFSCR 0-13)the ove .te .nlre life cycle of the item. (AR 705-i0)

MAGNETIC TAPE A management discipline which requires research,
A tape or ribbon of any material impregnated or education, and information exchange and emphasis

coated with magnetic or other material on which in all phases of system life. starting with the
information may be placed in the form of eonceptLal phase. (AFSCR 80-9)
magnetically polarized spots. (JCS Pub1 MAINTAINABILITY EVALUATIONLAIN AISLE A continuous evaluation conducted by the Air

A passageway wide enough to permit the easy Force on new, updated. or modified
flow of eqt:pment, ,jpplies, and j)crsnnIel; systems/subsystems, equipment to ev'duate the
generally runs the length of the building. (AFR adequacy of maintainability as specified in the
69-8) design, an. to tontinually recommend the correctiveIMAIN OPERATING SQUADRO changes necessary to attain essertial

A missile squadroi. selected from within a group maintainability reqnirements. (AFR (id-29)
of missile sqnadrons. at which insurance type items MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENT
will I,, stored. This squadron will usually be A comprehensive statement of requi'ed
selected because of its location in relati~,u to other characteristics or design con.ttraint.,, expre..-ed in
s(uadrons in a giv.n area. (AFM 6i7-1) quantitative terns to be incorporated in system.
MAIN STAGE subsystem, and equipme:t &sign. (AFR 66-29)

In a single stage racket vehicle powered by oi.e MAINTAINABILITY SPECIFICATION
or more engines, the period when fullthrust (at or A general specification which: 0) States the
above 90'; is attained. (AFM 11-1) required over-all maintainablit"' program
In a im1ti ii-.,lage rocket. the stage t.a.t devel')ps requirements for all system., and equipien t: and t2)

the gereaest aimount of thrust, with or without Con:aius a gen'era" description of the
;l,oos' rs. (AF 1l-1) maimit;,ibility r'equire:,lets. including procedures
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for determining whether these requirements have condition. This action will consuime manhours or

been met. (AFR 66-29) material or both. (OPNAV 43P2)

MAINTAINABLE DEMONSTRATION MAINTENANCE ACTIONS
A test which demonstrates the degree of Those physical tasks that make up maintenance

achievement of s;pecified qu-ititative production. (AFR 66-14)
maintaiability (M) requirements. (MIL-STD-421) MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY

MAINTENANCE Any organization (activity or unit) of the Naval
Tne upkeep of property, necessitated by wear and Establishment assigned the mission, task, or

tear, which neither adds to the permanent value of functional responsibility of performing aircraft
the property nor appreciably prolongs its intended upkeep or rework. Use of the term refers to
life but keeps it in efficient operating condition. organizations and personnel occupying aircraft
Xormally includes "repair" but in Defense, in the maintenance facilities and using aircraft
case of real property, is distinguished from repair mainteaance material, but does not include
through being limited to the recurrent, day-to-day, reference to the facilities or materials themselves.
periodic, or scheduled work required to preserve or Aircraft maintenance activities are classified as t0
restore a real-property facility to such condition levels of maintenance performed. The highest level
that it may be effectively utilized for its designated which a particular activity is responsible for
purpose. (DOD 5000.8) performing is established as that activity's A

Those functions associated with the repair facility classification. This classification does not
:nar determines, prevents or corrects physical necessarily mean that the activity involved is
damage or malfunctioning ar may be required to responsible for all lower lPels of Maintenance. I
restore motor vehicles to a safe and serviceable (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

endition. (DOD 4500.7)
i The fu,,ction of retaini,,g materiel in, or restoring MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART

it to, a serviceable condition. Its phases include A chart format, prepared and placed in
servicing, repair, modification, modernization, appropriate equipment tech:ical manuals, indicating
overhaul, rebuild, test, reclamation, inspection and maintenance operations applicable to an cud item.
condition determination, and the initial provisioning component, assembly, or module, and which
of support items. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A, DOD prescribes the maintenance echelons authorized to
3232.1) accomplish specific maintenance operations. (AR

All actions necessary for retaining material in or 310-25)
restoring it to a serviceable condition. Maintenance MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE
includes servicing, repair, modification, The definitive lists of personnel, material or
modernization, overhaul, inspection, condition facilities required to perform si,ecified !e els of
determination, corrosion contol, and initial aircraft maintenance. There will be three , broad
provisioning of support items. (AFR 66-29) categories: personnel, material and facility

The recurrent, day-to-day, periodic, :,r scheduled allowances. These allowances may be an integral
work required to preserve or restore a rcal property part of over-all allowances of certain ativitie.:. withfacility to such condition that it may be used mis tasks and functional 'esponsibibtie.-other
effectively f-r its designated purpose. Includes than aircraft nntea~ie, but they wifl be
work un(ertaken to prevent aimage to a facility

ae'v ideaftifie(' therein 'as maintenance a Ilowa n,es.which otlerwise would be more costlv to restore. (NAVAIRISST 4709.2)
(AFR 85-6)

All actions necessary for rdaining an item in or MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES EQUIPMENT

restoring it to a specified condition. (AR 705-50) An item of mobile equipment with an end-item
Keeping equipment in operational status, acquisition cost of $500 or more which i- ,ised to

restoring it to a serviceable condition, or updating accomplish post engineering we,'k. (AR .l211-,3)
and upgrading its functional use by modification. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY FACILITY MANAGEMENT

MAINTNANC AN UPL Fi-IYMAAEMNThe process by which desiinated iuntionai
MAITEIIANCE ACTION elements (if AFII operate industrial tlvfr facilities

Any corrective or prcventive action taken to to receive. store. distribute. maivt' in. repair. and
maintain equipmnt cr materialI in a satisfact,'r: dispose (f naterih.l. iAFI.CR 400-1)E40-1
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MAINTENANCE AREA MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES
A general locality in which are grouped a number Consists of those resources, namely: facilities,

of maintenance activities for the purpose of tools, test equipment, drawings, technical
retaining or restoring materiel to a serviceable publications, trained maintenance personnel,
condition. (AR 320-5, AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1) engineering support, and an assured availability of

repair parts, required to modify and retain Material
MTEsNprorAmN provides 1 A meNSTRUT whEreby in or restore Material to serviceable condition.
This program provides a means whereby technical (MIL-STD-721)expertise can be furnished individual rnit

commanders to help them identify and solve MAINTENANCE CAPABILITY
equipment maintenance problems which are d Those resources-facilities, tools, test equipment,icontributingt the inability of their units to meet drawings, technical publications, trainedmnterielureintohe nards.ty (AR 310 ) umaintenance personnel, engineering support, and anmateriel readiness standards. (AR 310-25) assured availability of spare parts-required to
MAINTENANCE AVAILABILITY modify, retain materiel in, or restore materiel to

Applied to aircraft, aircraft equipment and serviceable condition. (AFR 66-17, DOD 4151.1)
aircraft support equipment in an operating status Availability of those maintenance resources

and not reserved for operation or flight. This does (facilities, tools, test equipment, drawings, technical
not necessarily indicate aircraft or equipments are publications, trained maintenance personnel,
not available for operation or flight, but does engineering support and spare parts) needed to
indicate a period that may be used to perform carry out maintenance. (AFR 66-14)
upkeep or rework. When utilized for this poirpose, Consists of those resources which support
the aircraft or equipment are "down" for organizational maintenancc such as: inspection,
maintenance. "Down" refers to aircraft or test, repair, modification. alteration, modernization,

equipment not available for operation or flight until conversion, overhaul, reclamation, or rebuild of

additional upkeep, or rework is completed. W1.hen parts, assemblies, subassemblies, components and

applied to progressive maintenance. maintenance end items. *(AFLCR 78-3)

availability indipates a pcriud of time that any MAINTENANCE CAPAC:TY
portion of rework or upkeep may be scheduled Is the quartifativE expressir of maintenance
which can be completed during that period, capability. (DOD i1. AFR 66-17)
(NAVAIRiNST 4700.2) A measure uf maintenance -iability, usually

expressed as the amount of direct labor man-hours
MAINTENANCE BRANCH that can be applied within an industrial shop, or

That part of an activity which is responsible for other entity during a 40-hour week (one shift and 5
thb activity's Aircraft Maintenance Functions, or days). (AFR 66-14)
:.hat part of an Aircraft Maintenance Division which A quantitative measure of maintcnance capability
is responsible for a specific part of the division's usually expressed as the a.tunt of direct laoor
functlons. The Shore Establishment Stations which man-hours that can be applied within a specific
are responsible only for Hangar and Line industrial shop, or other cntity, during a forty-hour
Maintenance will have Maintenance Branches of week (one shift - five days). (DOD 4151.1)
Flight Divisions of Operations or Air Departments. MAINTENANCE CATEGORIES
(BUWEPSINST 4700.2) A designation within a system of maintenance of

MAINTENANCE CALIBRATION material which is based on the extent of
That measurement operation performed by direct capabilities, facilities and skills required for the

or general support maintenance organizations using operation. Categories of maintenance are
calibrated test and measuring equipment to detect organizatioifal maintenance, direct support
and correct errors in the accuracy of diagnostic maintenance, general support maintenance ane
equipment being checked to standards prescribed by depot maintenance. (AR 320-5)
i:pplicable DA technical pubhcations. (AR 750-25) MAINTENANCE CHECK

That operation performed using calibrated test To ensure a component or system functions
and measuring equipment to detet and/or adjust correctly or is correctly assembled or locked.
any variation in other test and measuring (Whe-e ai)propriate. snake a comparison of
e(luipment. (AR 320-5) mesuirement of time. pressure, temperature.
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dimensions or other quantity, with a known figure maintenance and support of an item in thefor that measurement.) (US equivalent servicing operational environment. (MIL-STD-471)
check). (AR 310-25) An expression of the categories and techniques of

MAINTENANCE CLASSIFICATION maintenance to support a weapons system or end
s hw u hitem. It is included as part of the Qualitative; The basic method which will be used in the Naval
the oclassify Aircraft Maintenance Materiel Requiremen' (QMR) or Small Development

AMaterial, Facilities, Functions, Requirement (SDR). The maintenance concept is
Responsibilities, etc.; in order to g've a specific r in maintenance specifications and in theResonibiites to thgte nvle.Ae701meaning to each and provide the means to relate design of the item involved. (AR 750-1)
each directly to the other. Aircraft Maintenance Establishment of what, when and how to inspect.
Activities. Personnei, Materiel, Facilities, repair and replace at organizational, field, and
Responsibilities, Functions, etc., will be classified to depot levels. Based on these determinations, the
recognize the requirei.,ents of Aircraft Maintenance equipment specialists have the responsibility for
Levels. The Maintenance e~emrents may be further establishing the support requirements of skills,
classified as necessary, i.e., to the Airraft or spares, and repair parts, tools, tes: equipment, J
Equipment Type, Class, Subclass or Model to which ground handling equipment, base and depot
they apply. (BTiUWEPSINST 4700.2) facilities. maintenance and overhaul handbooks, and

maintenance and overhaul procedures. (AFLCM
MAINTENANCE CODE 3 66-2)

A code assigned to sp,.-es and repair parts. A description of maintenance considerations and
within the appropriate stock control and distribution constraints submitted as a part of the system
system, which, for lack of proper tools, test acquisition precess. (AFR 66-14)
equipment, etc., are used only by major overhaul A cotcept which describes the manner in which
activities. (AFLCR 57-27) an end item will be maintained and supported. It
MAINTENANCE CODES indicates maintenance capabilities required of the

Codes assigned to support items during the using unit and supporting unics and provides
provisioning process to indicate to maintenance and information concerning tactical employment, usually
supply personnel the maintenance levels authorized maintenance environment, mobility consideration,
to remove and replace, repair, overhaul, assemble, allowable downtime, and other operational
inspect and test, and to condemn items. considerations. Additionally, the technical

Codes assigned to support items to indicaie the information required to develop military and civilian
maintenance levels authorized to perform the occupational series codes to recogrize new or
required maintenance functions. (AR change skill requirements is included. ,AR 310-25)
700-82/Ot'NAVINST 4410.2/AFR 66-45/MCO MAINTENANCE CONTROL
4400.120/DSAR 4100.6) Is that function of organization and field
MAINTENANCE CODING maintenance, Civil Engineers, Automotive Shops.

Application of the approved IMC criteria by the etc., responsible for planiing scl.eduling,
ICPs to all National Stock Num.bered Items which coordinating, and confrolling the aecomplishment of
enter FSC Classes subject to IMC after initial IMC maintenance tasks generated on base. (AFM 66-17)
has bcen accomplished. (DOD 4160.21-M-1) MAINTENANCE CONTROL BOARD
MAINTENANCE COMMAND The display of the Plann, Maintenance

The organization responsible for the maintenance Sehcdules; i.e., the Cycle Schedule, current Quarter
of a facility or equipment. (AFR 100-18) Schedule, and the subsequent Quarter Schedule.
MAINTENANCE COMPLEX (OPNAV 43P2)A comnosice of a chief of maintenance and allied MAINTENANCE COST RATIOstaff functions and maintenance organixation and The ratio of the cost of manitenance for a given -

its facilities used to control. manage, and perform unit of time to the initial item cost. (MIL-STD-778) g
the maintenance misson on a base or in an activity. MAINTENANCE COST S
(AFM 11-1)A

The individual in Accounting and Finance
MAINTENANCE CONCEPT responsible for the Maintenance Cost System.

A description of the planned general scheme for (AFM 171-380)
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MAINTENANCE DATA MAINTENANCE DIVISION
That information received froin reporting units on That part of an activity which is responsible for

certain specified records, pertaining to maintenance the activity's aircraft maintenarce functions: or
actions. (TM 38-750-2) that part of an aircraft mainte,una department
M N C Nwhich is responsible for a specif*" part of that, MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

A Maintenance and Material Manageme::t Control department 's functions, e.g., power plant division,

and Information System, which includes airframe division, etc., or VF Division, VA Division.
etc. In the Shore Establishment, stations which are J

Maintenance Data Reporting among other things. responsible only for shop, hagar and line
(COMXNAVAIRPACINST 4700.6)

(COMAVARPAINST470.6)maintenance -will have maintenance divisions of
Is a basic element of the 3-M program, designed oainsa ir depaten. ( n o RINSoperations or air departments. (NAVAIRINSTi

to provide a means of recording maintenance
~e o susataldti, otatamiteane 4700.2)Sactions il substantial detai!, so that a great variety 1

of information may be retrieved concerning MJAINTENANCE DOWNTIME I :
maintenance actions and the performance of Two categories of downtime, of which (1) one
equipment involved. (NAVSUP MAN) occurs during the production period while the press aIi manned and scheduled to operate and (2) the

other is accomplished when the press is not
An Aviation Supply Office (ASO) Automatic Data sroscheduled or manned for production.

Piocessing Machine (ADPM) computed rate by "Maintenance" includes planned maintenance,
federal stock number (FSN) based upon the ratio of

reprte dean, lss he &R emergency repairs, and replacement of broken or Vtotal system reporteddaaged parts aintenance downtime will be
eman, to the applicable past field maintenance repored inrths e ain te goie s o httall

program (flying hours and operating plane months). maintenaic mayse aounedor, s well asmaintenance may be accounted for, vs well as
iASOINST P4400.24) percentage of press utilization, on the basis of net

MAINTENANCE DEMAND RATE (PREDETERMINED) time available. (AFSCR 78-4)
An ASO estimated rate for a new or reinstated MAINTENANCE ECHELONS

item, assigned by application, based on anticipated The deployment in depth or the phased movement
replacement within a specific period, e.g., 240 flying of aircraft maintenance activities. This term has
hours for maintenance of a reciprocating engine,
aircraft/helicopter or an assembly related to an
aircraft, helicopter engine, at field activities, other Maintenance Actities. There are three (3)

maiatenance echelons used by the Marine Corps. the
First through the Third Echelon, which generally

MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT parallel the three (3) Department of Defense
That part of an activity which is responsible for Maintenance Levels. Normally maintenance

the -ctivity's aircraft maintenance functions; also functions performed and personnel, material, and
considered a maintenance activity. In the Shore facilities required by an activity within any
Establishment, stations which are responsible for particular maintenance echelon will aot he of
component repair, shop. hangar, and line greater scope than the next high-r Naval
maintenance will h~ve Maintenance Departments. Establishment Maintenance Level. (NA! AIRINST
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) 4700.21

MAINTENANCE DEPTH MAINTENANCE ECHELONS, (FIRST)
The term refers to the iomplexity or Normally includes the maintenance pei.,onnel.

extensiveness of aircraft maintenance functions, material, and facilities necessary to perform
e.g.. the extent of disassembly, the complexity of a without outside support. line -lnd hangar
test. etc. Gener.lly, the higher the level of maintenance necessary for tit to ten (10) day. of
maintenance. the greater the depth of maintenance aircraft operations. C'mponent Repair Maintenance
which is -ncompassed. INAVAIRINST 4700.2) is not normally included. ivAVAIRINST 4700.2)

MAINTENANCE DETACHMiNT MAINTENANCE ECHELONS, (SECOND'
That part of an aircraft maintenance activity Normally includos the additional maintenance

which is geographically separated from but personnel. material. and facilities necessary to
adnmi istered by. the pareit acthi;ty. perform. without outside support. line. hangar.
(N A VA II IN-S. 4 71111.2) shop. and component repair maintenance :,nd that
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portion of special maintenance necessary for from MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE LIMIT
eleven (11) to thirty (30) days of aircraft operations. The maximum expenditure permitted for one-time
Overhaul Mainitenance is not included, repair of an item at organizational, direct, general, I

(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) or depot categories of raintenance. It includes the
SE Ncost of repair parts am' labor service.
MAINTENANCE ECHELONS, (ThIRD) Unserviceable items with repair cest exceeding theI Includes the additional maintenance personnel, maintenance expanditure limits are classified as

- jmaterial and facilities necessary to perform, uneconomicallv repairable. (AR 310-25)
without outside support, line, hangar, shop,
component repair, and special maintenance for from MAINTENANCE FACILITY

Any building, property, or space, designed for,
thirty-one (31) to ninety (90) days of aircraft aalbeto ~db icatmitnne-
operationb. Overhaul Maintenance is not included, available to, or used by aircraft maintenance

activities. Use of the term refers to shops,
hangars, parking areas, etc., both afloat and

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ashore, used primarily for aircraft upkeep or
That activity of equipment maintenance which rework purposes. Use of the term does not refer to

develops concepts criteria and technical the organizations, personnel, responsibilities, or
requirements during the conceptual and acquisition material (except installed aircraft support
phases to be applied and maintained in a current equipment). Aircraft maintenance facilities are
status during the operational phase to assure classified by the levels of maintenance they are
timely, adequate and economic maintenance support designed for, or used to support. The highest level
of weapons and equipments. (DOD 4140.2) is established as that facility' s classification. This

The function of providing policy guidnce to classification does not necessarily indicate that the
maintenance acti ies for the purpose of exercising facility involved includes facilities for all the lower

maitennceactviiesforthepuros ofexecisng levels of maintenance. Note: The term A~rcrafttechnical and management review for effective leet Faityince s ntaled Aircraft
maintenanceMaintenance Facility includes installed Aircraft

Thapiation ofm DO s engine0r8ng skills Support Equipment when applied to Navy Facilities;
when applied to Marine Corps Facilities, it does not.and effort, organized to insure that the design and (N? VAIRINST 4700.2)

development of weapon systems and equipment
provide adequately for their effective and MAINTENANCE FACILITY MODULE M
economical maintenance. (JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1, Standard design increments of aircraft
AFR 66-14) maintenance facilitie which permit the construction f

The application of scientific and technical of a facility without additiona, design other than
knowledge to equipment design for maintainability- that of site adaptation and orientation. There will
development of technical doctrine and techniques be two (2) standard modules, for use within the
and provision of policy guidance for maintenance Naval Establishment: Intermediate and
and development activities. (AR 750-1, AP,320-5) Organizatiota) as required by the fnctiona!

The developing of maintenance concept, criteria, responsibility of the aircraft maintenance activity or
and development ~~activitis A 5-,A 2-) Ogntionachl as reieats by the fncinaand technical requirements--dt;ring the conceptual which will be the tenant(s) of the facility

and definition phases-- to be applied and maintained involved. (NAVAIRINST 47u0.2)
in the operational phase, to insure timely, adequate, MAINTENANCE FACTOR
and economic maintenance support of systems and A factor used to indicate the number of -.xpected
equipment. (AF 66-1) failures of a repair part. expressed in number of

failures per 100 end items per year. (AR 700-18)
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT The failure rate of an item is norniaili expressed

The process of llanning. organizing, direciung, as the number of failur.s per 100 end itenis for a A
and controlling the maintenance resources period of I year. (T.1 38-715)
(including personneli engaged in engineering and
technical support of equipment maintenance. (AFR MAINTENANCE FLOAT
(i;-1) End items of equipment authorized for stockage

at installation, or actiiities for replaceinent of
MAINTENANCE ENVIRONMENT unserviceable items of equipment when timely

The climatic anid operationaI conditions under repair of the ins,.rviceable equipment cannot Ile
which an item uii lie maintained. (MII.-STI)-471) accomildished ly tN, suppor! II nten.nce activity.
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.Maintenance float includes both operrtional MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION

readiness float and repair cycle float. (AR 310-25) The recurrent, day-to-day, periodic or scheduled
MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS work required to preserve or restore a real property

Detailed statements of the aircraft maintenance facility to such condition that it may be effectively
utilized for its designated purpose. Includes work

work of the various aircraft maintenance levels. undertaken to prevent damage to a faciitv which] Maintenance functions stem Irom maintenance otherwise might be more costly to restore. (DOD
tasks, are assigned by NAVAIRSYSCOM, and are 0008)
classified as te the aircraft maintenance levels to
which they appy. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

Actions on a system r system element that are A manual containing instructions for Intermediate
necessary in order ta return a failed system and Organizational level serv-cing and maintenance
element to readiness (corrective maintenance of a specific nodel aircraft. Identifies each

functions) or to insure continuing normal system maintenance task to the responsible maintenance
readiness (preventive maiintenanze functions), level. Issued for newer aircraft models instead of
Corrective maintenance functions would include Handbook of Maintenance Instructions.
functions such as malfunction detection, isolation, (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
repair/repiacement, post-repair checkout, and MAINTENANCE INTERSERVICE SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
repaired post transport and st-rage for any system
element at any point in the system cycle. (AFSCM OFFICE (iuSE)I 3755Individual offices established at DARCOM. XMC,375-5) AFLC, and IJS3IC headquarters as service
MAINTENANCE GROUND EQUIPMENT representatives and focal points to provide and

That equipment required to restore a system or ensure continuity and standardization of policies
end item to oper.ting condition. (AFM 11-1) and procedures within and among the services for

That AGE required to restore a system or end depot maintenance interservicing. (AFLCR
item to operating condition. For maintenance and 400-21/DARCOMR 700-99!NAVMATINST
management purposes, aerospace ground equipment 4790.23A/MCO P4410.22A)
may be grouped as powered AGE, non-powered MAINTENANCE INVENTORYCENTER(MIC)
AGE or test equipment, regardless of whether it is MAINEN I ENT

OGE or MGE. Powered equipment includes AGE TheNaSIfM e p
which is either engine driven or motor driven. (T.O. subsequent line issue. (AFLCR 66-53)
00-20-1)

That equipment necessary to restore aerospace MAINTENANCE (CREW SCHEOULING)
equipment to operating condition. (AFLCM 72-2) Scheduling within crews. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

MAINTENANCE GROUP SUPERVISOR MAINTENANCE (DETAILED SCHEDULING)
The Petty Officer in charge of a maintenance Planning. to crew or shop level, ihe proctdure

group. (OPNAV 43) ,hich carries ojut a program schedule by a specific

MAINTENANCE IN STORAGE crew, shop, or particular group of crews or shops.

The maintenance of aircraft and engines in (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

storage needed for their continued proper MAINTENANCE (MASTER SCHEDULING)
preservation (TO 1-1-686) (TO 2-1-32 for engines). The development of a department, division, or
(AFLCR 66-46) section workload plan for the output needed. by

The work required to maintain an item in the programs, (aircraft, aircraft equipment. or aircraft
same condition as when it was placed in storage. support equipment), to meet requirements.
(DLAM 4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
1-4870.45B) MAINTENANCE (MATERIEL)

MAINTENANCE INSPECTION The routine recurring work required to keel) a
The Maintenance part of the "Maintenance and facility (plant. building, structure. ground facility.

Engineering Inspection" which is accomplishoJ on utility system, or other ieal prop'erty) in such
early production aircraft in ord-,r to exarine the condition that it may be continuously utilized, at its
maintenance suitability of the aircraft an) it- ,riginal or designed capacity and efficiency for its
support ,,quipment. (NAVAIAIN'ST 470G.2) intended lurpose. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)
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All supply and repair action taken to keep a force provide tae highest common denominators which ca!,
in condition to carry out its mission. (JCS Pub 1, be applied to the many arnd varied aircraft
AR 320-5) maintenance activities of the Naval Establishm~ia.

All action taken to retain materiel in a INAVAIR1NST 4700.2)Z
serviceable condition or to restore it. to KAINTENN MAAGEMN]serviceability. It includes inspection, testing, The function of providing policy guidance for
servicingf, classification as to serviceability, repair, mannnectve, n ofxriigtchca

rebildngandrecamaion (A 32-5,JCSPub1) and maanagement review of maintenance programs.
MAITENANCE (PROGRAM1 SCHEDUIN) (Synonymous with Maintenance Engineering.)

Planning the procedure for carrying out a (NA VAIRINST 4700.2)
program of the master schedule; fixing the time VAII0 lAMC 1MAGEMENT NVRNT ANDwhen overations or jobs are to be begun or

A 4002)This is the base level automated recordkeepinc
1 and reportilig system used in Depulty Commander

MAINTENAN1CE (SIERVICE) OSE for Maintenance activities. The MMICS provides
That which is directly related to fulfilling an for on-line computer edit of maititenance techn;-'a

aircraft maintenance function (Depot, Intermediate data input. Records maintained in XMICi are
and/or Organizational Level maintenance). "his available for immediate retrieval at the unilt Lnd i
equipment normally does not fulfill any other automatically reformatted for off-k2se tpf,
purpose bit to service or mairntain aitcraft systems through the automatic digital net1#..rk (AVI'.111.
or 2'rcraft equipment. Usually furnished to (AFM 400-1)4 squadrons (if meeting the qualifications for

'~~1a squadron organizational property) or to the Aircraft IMNACMAA
Maintenance Department/Division ashore, aiation That individual commander, staff officer, or
ships afloat or to Fleet Marine Force HULfS or supervisor assigned the responsibility fcr managing
MARS in the czse of Marine support activities, identifiable programs of maintenance performance

(NA VAIRINST 4700.2)I 1n accordance with the basic principles of Army
MAINENANE (MOP SHEDU;N~management as defined in AR 1-24. (TX 38-750-1)

Scheduling within a shop. (NA VAIRINST 4100.2) MAINThlOM~ MATERIAL -

Any material used by or intended for use by
MANTNANC (TOCH-P) PINTIG arcraft maintenance tctivities. (Use of the term

That painting, interior or exterior, required to refkrs to aircrtft n-iaterance support equimzrnt.
maIntain an effective and protective coating system spares and repair parts, etc. Use of the term dr-e-

IO42A-1-1). (AFR 400-44)1 rot refer to facilities.) (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
MAIMTNANCE KIT (FLYA WAY) MAITENNC MOCIFICATICN PAWGRA

Ar assembly of specified airplane !rpair p3iV'. The mpanteniace, modification, and installation of
technical supplies, and to-ls, to be equitablyinarrf/sil epnsstsad
distributed and cirried! by two or more airplanei, to spoteupetloe nteeX- n
enable an air unit, esped ally a squadron, to spoteupetlctdi h OU n

~saitzi it ow aiplaes hencA ff rom overseas by CFIS, as authorzed by AFLCR 66-143ma~nainits wn irpaneswhe ca ff rom and AF." 66-M1 T'his ontractual maintenance is
outsice supply and maintenance or a specified promda opeepc~g ae nwr
period. (The .specified period is usually ten (10; efre sacmltepc-g ae nwr

daysmor or essfor Squaron thity 30) specifications describing a specific n'aitenance
day moc o les fr avy qaro;tiry(0 requirement andlbr irnstallatior of time tompiznce

days more or less for Air Force squadrorns.; One tcnclodrClXst.~FC 6:3
complete Kit for a patrol squadrorn, for example, is
carrie. in different lhomb-bay inis, each airplane MAINTENANCE PEFORMANCE DATAIicarrvin-, parts nr'd supplies. which if lost will not Relates to the use and duplication of the

entil he ossof llites o an on tpe. worliforce. industrial equipment. an?, dollar.; to

(NA VAIRINST 47%12) sustain weapo-ns and end item equipments in an
MAINTEANCE EVELSoperational status. (DOD) 4151.12)

The trtal Naval Establidimenit Maintenance Tasks MAINTENANCE PERFORPANCE STANDARDS
divided into the nu;mber of levels required to A quantitative expression of the labor. material.
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and overhead that should be required to acc( plish weapon accomplishiing only absolutely essential
a given mairtenance task(s) or operation o'er a safety of flight maintenance or war configuration
specified time period. (APR 66-50) modification; (4) Extending the workday and 32
MAINTENANCE PLAN workweek, realigning work sations, and

Teredistributing the labor force; and (5) Resortng to
The physical performance of maintenance actions whatever cannibalization is necessary to most

and tasks of the equipment maintenance function. quickly complete the maximum number of aircraft.(APR 66-14) (AR663

A description of the requirements and tasks to be (APR 66-3)
accomplished for achieving, restoring, or MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
maintainiig the operational capability of a system, The process of planning, organizing, staffing,
equipment or facility. The maintenance plan is directing, and controlling organic industrial
normally one of the parts of the Integrated Logistic resources engaged in the physical performance of
Support Plan. (AFP 800-7) equipment maintenance. (DOD 4151 12)

E PThe process of managing personijel, materials,
MAINTENANCE PLANNING tools and equipment, facilities, technical data, and

The design, method, or scheme for accomplishing funds to carry out maintenance production. (AFR
an aircraft mission or reaching an aircraft 66-1)
maintenance obiectiv, or objectives. (NAVAIRINST
4700.2) MAINTENANCE PROGRAMIJ A program pliepared by AFLC to schedu!c
MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION contractor or depot- level maintenance and

The physical performance of maintenance actions modification for aircraft/missiles/ground equipment .4
and tasks of the equipment iaintenance function. not in the modernization program. All modificatio"
(APR 66-14) labor, maintenance labor, and locally ptirchased

That activity of equipment maintenance which materials are funded from the 6&M budget
involves the physical performance of those actions program. They include: (1) All kits, engineering,
and task. attendant to the equipment maintenance technical data, special tools, related aerospace
function for servicing, repairing, testi~ig, overhaul, ground equipment (AGE), and peculiar test
modification, calibration, modernization, conversion, equipment required for Class IV and V
inspection, etc. The accomplishment of these tasks modifications. (2) All maintenance performed while
is normally carried out at three levels comprised of the systen/equipment is in the contractor or depot
organizational, intermediate and depot maintenance, mintenance facility. (3) AII labor, and all
(DOD 4151.12) contractor- furn!shed and locally purchased type

The physica, performance of equipment materials at ,.:;ictor and depot facilities. (4)
maintenance and related functions of servicing, Processing c,,.i: , systems/equipment entering a
repairing, testing, overhaul modification, facility under the program. (5) Contractor and
calibration, modernization, conversion, inspection, depot teams. (6) Any modification of spare
etc. These tasks are carried out at three levels; components ard direct suppcrt AGE in the
organizational, intermediate and depot. (APR 66-1) inventory that is necessitated by the approved

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION ACCELERATION modifications (AFR 27-8)
Essentially the same as maintenance production MAINTENANCE PRO7OTYPING

compression except that: (1) Peacetime work A test id analysis of maintenance actions and
specifications will not normally be altered, and (2) procedures that is conducted on new production
In-put to maititenance facilities will normally systems/subsystems/ equipments, to ascertain that
c:)ntinue. (AFR 66-3) feasibility, completeness, and practicability for

MAINTENANCE DRODUCTION COMPRESSION accomplishment by personnel of prescribed skills

When a designated war mission aircraft/missile is tndei the intended eivirunmeit. (APR 66-29,

undergoing depot-le el maintenance/modification, MAINTENANCE RANGE
the maintenance production schedule can be TIhe term refers to the ,-,mnber of different kinds
compresstd to arrive at maximum production b% of aircraft, aircraft equiphi a'.t and aircraft support
such actions as: (1) I)iscontinuing in-puts to the equipment to be mintminei. IGenerally, tn( higher
maintenance facilit is: (2) Snspending routine the maintt-n;tnce level the greater lie n'raintenaice
peacetime work requirenents: (3) Reassembling the range (N.A. VAIRINST 4700.2)
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MAINTENANCE RECORDS MAINTENANCE REVIEW TEAM (MRT)
Those records established pursuant to tle An MRT will be set up to review unpredictable

provisions of the Army Equiument Record work cards as they oecur - to determine the
Procedures. (TM 38-750-2) necessity of doing the work; decide whether the

M T N R A Ework described i[ a part of the negotiated work- , MAINTENANCE REPLACEMENT

The replacement of an unserviceable item by a package, Prd if not whether it is an unpredic.able

serviceable item. Unserv;cepble items, in this or over-and-above requirement. The team will, as

context, include items wnich are replaced due to (1) a minimum, have planning and qlality

malfunctioning, and (2) having reached the end of representation with support from the PAO. as

an administratively determi!ed removal i:er~al for necessary. Additional skills, such as schedulers and
purposes of preventive maintenance or safety shops 'personnel, may b, includea in the te.m

considerations. (DOD 4140.20) membership. Operating instructions will be
developed locally, designating team composition and

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS REVIEW BOARD (MRRB) the method of oueration. (AFLCR 65-17)
B' ards established at ALUs ind HQ AFLC under

AFLCR 66 10. (A'LCR 65-17) MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
A boad set up at ALCs and HQ AFLC to review Planning the procedire for carrying out specific

and approve AFLC aircraft PDM programs. jobs or projects in a maintenance activity's
(AFLCR 66-67) maintenance program: fixing thE time when

operations are to be begun or comleted.
MAINTENANCE RESOURCES (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

Consist of personnel, materials, tools -'id
equipment, facilities, technical data, and dollars MAINTENANCE SECTION
provided to carry out the equipment maintenance The component part of a Marine Corps ,.ctivity
niission. (AFNI 4151.12) which is responsible for that activity 's aircraft

Personnel, materials, tools and equipment, test maintenance functions. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
equipment, AGE, facilities, technica; data, and
funds to carry out equipment maintenance. (AFR
66-1) Low-dollar-value expendable items and reprir

Faciiiues, grouiid supp:rt equipment, manpower, parts which have a high consumption rate .t
spares, repair parts, consumabAes, and funds ge~neral and direct support maintenance activities in

available to maintain and support an item in its support of the assigned maintenance missions.

operational environment. (MIL-STD-778) stocks are in addition to shop supp~ies, (AR
The lersonnel, materiels, tools, equipment, 320-5)

facilities, technical data, and dollars to carry out MAINTENANCE SIGNIFICANCE
the equipmeiht maintenancc ii.ission. (AFR 66-14) The consideration of dollar value. equilment

MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITY complexity, complexity of maintenance procedures.
The ob ,e'ion to carry forward an assigned mortaiity of components, and criticality of safety

aircraft maintenace task to a successful items. (AR 750-2)

conclusio., With responsibility goes authority to MAINTENANCE SIGNIFICANT ITEM
direct and take necessary action to insure success. An item which by its application or inherent
Also the obligation fox the proper custody, care, characteristics can be expected to fail or cequire
and safe keepi~ig of the aircraft maintenance 'eplacement (uring normal operation or
material involved. Tasks are assigned by the Chief maintenance of the end item. (NAVSuPINST
of Naval Operations aid the Commnandar' of the 4423.14)
Marine Corps, Stemning from these tasks, the

WACommander, Naval Air Systems Command assigns MAINTENANCE SPECIFICATION
functions. The responsibility of a specific aircraft An enumeration of particulars which express in
maintenance activity is indicated by the Functional exact terms the maintenance concept e.iisential for ,a
Responsibilities a.-,igned that activity by new item of equipment which niust ie instituted
NAVAIRSYSCOM; the facilities and material during the dtvelopment and Productiom of the
required to carry out that responsibility is indicated equipment. it is normally in.,luded as a part of the
thereby. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) QMR or SDR. (AR 750-1. AR 320'-5)
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MAINTENANCE SQUADRON MAINTENANCE SUPPORT PLAN
That activity or unit within a Marine Air Group A continually updated plan initiated at the

(MAG) which is assighed the mission of providing beginning of the development phase for an item of
intermediate levels of maintenance, shop repair military design and at the beginning of the
and/or shop, to the squadrons of the entire Group. procurement phase for a commercial item. For the

(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) purpose of this definition, commercial items
modified in any manner to meet military

MAINTENANCE STATUS requirements will be considered to be items of
That condition of material w,;.h is in fact, or military design. The plan provides narrative data

administratively classified ., unserviceable, concerning the planned use of the item and
pending completion of required servicing or repairs. establishes a time-phased schedule of the major
(AFM Il-I, NAVAIRINST 4700.2, JCS Pub 1, AR actions required to determine and insure timely
320-5) availability of all elements required for maintenance

A nonoperating condition, deliberately imposed, support of the item in the field. (AR 320-5)
with adequate personnel to maintain and preserve

instllaion, mtereland aciitis i suh a MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SERVICE/COSTinstallations, materiel, and facilities in such a Cost of services and plant facilities which tend tooperablecondition in a minimum time by the facilitate, support, and perpetuate the maintenance

assignment of additional personnel and without process but do not contribute directly to production
extensive repair or overhaul. (AR 320-5, operations; normally such services have an effect on
eAxAtens T 4700.2 AFMoverhaulJOSRPub01) , the maintenance effort, either nationally or
NAVAIRINST 4700.2, AFM 11-i, JCS Pub 1) world-wide in scope and are performed above depot
MAINTENANCE SUITABILITY level, except as indicated below. Includes

Compatibility of an aircraft, its equipment or its programming and planning support, maintenance
support equipment with detail and appropriate technical and engineering support, technical and
military specifications as related to safety, engineering data, and formal technical and
installation of equipment, replacement of administrative training. (AR 37-55)
comporents, maintenance and accessibility, and MAINTENANCE SUPPORT STOCKROOMS
adequacy of support equipment. (NAYAIRINST A maintenance support stockroom is a supply
4700.2) storage and issuing point within the maintenance

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT area, providing on line supply support of projected
On-site support provided by AFLC to country and obligated direct parts and materiel required to

bases consists of: accomplish ,he depot master, engine and aircraft

a. Technical assistance to advise on technical repair schedules. (AFM 67-1)
aspects of maintenance, and furnish guidance on MAINTENANCE TASK
Air Force maintenance policies and procedures. Any action or actions required to preclude the

b. Organizational and field-level maintenance occurrence of a malfunction or restore an
assistance to perform mis',, essential maintenance equipment to satisfactory operating condition.
not considered depot-level, x t which is beyond the (MIL-STD-778)
country's resources to accomplish. If a Military MAINTENANCE TEST PACKAGE
Assistance Advisory Group or Mission is present in An assemblage of support elements provided
the country, it cerufieq the requirement. (AFR prior to and utilized during engineering and service
400-3) tests to validate the organizational. direct and

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT INDEX general support maintenance capability. The
The number of Maintenance man-hours required maintenance test package includes all required

to support each hour of Operation. (MIL-STD-721) draft equipment publications (operator through
general support maintenance equipment manuals.

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ITEM AR 310-3); repair parts; accessories; special and
An item, the use of which is related to a common tools: test. support and ground handling

maintenance work order, and includes maintenance equipment; multipurpose test equipment; calibration
bench stocks since end expenditure is based on and maintenance calibration sh-p facilities; and
work order. (AFM 67-1 personnel skill requirements. (AR 70-10)
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MAINTENANCE TYPE REPAIR ITEM CODE MAINTENANCE, CORRECTIVE
A one-position alphabetic code used in an AFLC The actions performed, as a result of faiure. to

ALC dop'A, supply system: to identify item repair restore an item to a specified condition. 'A
responsibility and type repair to be afforded the (MIL-STD-721B)
it,, (base maintenance, depot overhaul -specializedrepair activity/nonspecialized repair activity MAINTENANCE, DEFERRED

materiel repair system- items, contractual repair or Estimated costs of materials and service which, at
not maintenance). (AFM 67-1) any given time, are Peeded to bring the property to

a state of proper condition but which for some
MAINTENANCE TYPES reason have not yet been made. (DOD 5000.8)

There art, two basic types of aircraft maintenance -

performed within the Naval Estalibihment without MAINTENANCE, DEPOT
j distinction as to levels of maintenance: "Rework" That maintenance which is the responsibility of

and "Upkeep". Rework is performed only in the and performed by designated maintenance activities,

Shore Establishment. It may be performed on any to augment storks of serviceable materiel, and to
program aircraft, aircraft eouipment or aircraft support organizational maintenance and
support equipment. "Operating" or intermediate maintenance activities by the use of
"Nonoperating". It is performed only by industria, more extensive shop facilities, equipment, and
type activities which are assigned the mission, task personnel of higher technical skill than are
or functional responsibilit of providing available at these lower levelq of maintenance. It
maintenance program support. Rework is normally consists of one or more of the following:
performed with both military and civilian personnel inspection, test. repair, modification, alteratic-n.
and is managed by the Naval Air Systems modernization, conversion, overhaul, reclamation, or
Command. Contract maintenance shal! be rebuild of parts, assemblies, sub-assemblies,
considered rework. Upkeep is performed both in components, and end items; the emergency
the Shore Establishment and the Operating Forces. manufacture of nonavailable parts, and, provision of
It is performed only on "operating" aircraft, technical assistance to using activities andCI aircraft equipment, or aircraft support equipment. intermediate maintenance organizations. Depot
It is performed by military type activities which are maintenance is usually accomplished in fixed shops.
assigned aircraft or equipment or assigned the ship.ards, a;:d shore based facilities. The
mibsion, task or functional responsibility c0 shi-arde, of Deene te de aitenace
providing direct support to such activities Upkeep ercono feses the Military Department maintenance
i r y o w m enl terms th relMahilitation, depot, fifth echelon, O&Ris normally performed with mlitar-" personnel and

is managed by major operatig commands. NOTE: (overhaul and epair), regular overhaul, restricted
The word "Standard" as used h-iow does not imply iva l and cepai eguar ovral, t cted
standardization of the work pr,)cesses in,.olved. It 50 t CB
only identifies those particui4r processes which are
basic to the standard service fe of Navy aircraft MIIN,1tFANCE. EXTRAORDINARY
as distinct from those processes which are o-. Maintenance costs" of unusually large amounts
That is, overhaul is "standard" r,', ock because the for a fiscal period, attrilratable usually to making
standard service life of Navy aircraft involves good deferred maintenance. (DOD 5000.8)
alternating service tours aid overhauls; it does nat "Maintenance costs" made necessary by the
mean that all overhauls follow the same fixer occurrence of an unusual happening such as a fire,
specifications of work to be done. Actually, each flood, or explosion. (DOD 5000.8)
aircraft undergoing standard rework will be
reworked (under non-standard work specifications) MAINTENANCE, ORGANIZATIO'IAL
only to the extent necessary to meet certain Maintenance which is the responsibilit. of and
standard end-product specifications. performed by a using organization on its assigned
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) eq-ipment. Its phases normally consist of

inspecting, servicing, lubricating, adjusting, and
MAINTENANCE UNIT replacement of parts, ,ainor a-sc:-blies, and

That component part of a Marine Corps activity subassemblies. (DOD 5000.8)
that is responsible for a specific portion of that
activity's Aircraft Maintenance Functions, e.g.. MAINTENANCE, PREVENTIVE
Power Plant Unit, Airframe Unit, etc. The systematic care and inspection of materiel

(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) and real property by the user for the purpose of
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retaining it in serviceable condit~n and detecting service. The end-product specifications of the work
and correcting minor incipient failures before they will permit the aircraft to serve a full standard
develop into major defects or m!,alfunctions. (DOD period of operational service befure undergoing the
5000.8) Rework again. Standard Rework is divided into the

The actions performed in an attempt to retain an following processes: Airline Maintenance,
item in a specified condition by providing systematic Analytical Rework, Overhaul, Overha.l-Conversion,
inr'pection, detection and prevention of incipient Progressive Aircraft Rework, Progressive Aircraft
failure. (MIL.-STD-721B) Rework-Conversion, Progressive Aircraft

Rework-Modernization, Progressivw Aircraft -_MAINTENANCE, SIG-NIFICANT PART Rework- Modification, Progressive Maintenance, and
Any item capable of removal from and Progressive Maintenance-Conversion.

reinstallation upon the applicable end item, or any (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

components and assemblies thereof, at a prescribed
maintenance level, provided that such item is also MAINTENANCE, TYPES OF (STANDARD UPKEEP)
of logical, sensible, and economic replacement The periodic or scheduled work performed on
nature. (TM 38-715) aircraft, aircraft equipment, and aircraft support

equipment after (and as a result of) completion of a
MAINTENANCE, SUPPLY prescribed number of flying hours, operating hours

The function of sustaining materiel in a or calendar days, ir accorlance with prescribed
serviceable conditio, or restoring it to inspection or replacement requirements and such
serviceability. It includes inspection, testing, that the end-product requirement of the work 3
servicing, classification as to serviceability, repair, includes the capability of the aircraft or quipment
rebuild, and reciamation. (DOD 5000.8) to serve a full prescribed period of flying hours,

All supply and repair action taken to keep a force operating hours or calendar days before undergoing a
in condition to carry out its mission. (DOD 5000.?) upkeep again. The distincticn between "Standard
MAINTENANCE, TYPES OF (REWORK) Upkeep" and "Special Upkeep" is: Standard

Thi: restorative or additive work performed on an Upkeep is an integral part of the prescribed
aircraft, aircraft equipment, and aircraft support operating period or service tour, such as the upkeep
equipment by Aircraft Industrial Establishments always done during operating periods after a
(Naval Air Rework Facilities) or contractors' prescribed number of flying hours, operating hours
plants. A rework process extends from the time or calendar days (scheduled). Special Upkeep is the
some of the work is started until all of the work 'esult of a ne d or desirability which may arise any I
has been completed ii:cluding temporary time and without regard to flying hours, operating
interruptions in direct labor. Rework evaluation hours, calendar days or operating periods
and test, and correctiun of discrepancies is (unscheduled). Standard Upkeep includes, but is not
determined thereby. Rework is di~ided into two limited to, daily, intermediate, and specified major
categoiies: Special and Standard. (NAVAIRINST inspection and scheduled replacement, functional or

4700.2) bench test. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

MAINTENANCE, TYPES OF (SPECIAL UPKEEP) MAINTENANCE, TYPES OF (UPKEEP)
The work done to aircraft equipment. aircraft. The preventive, restorative or additive work

and aircraft support equipment to improve, change performed on aircraft, aircraft equipment, and

or restore their capability to perform specific aircraft support equipment by operating units and
missions or functions, by reph, cement, removal, by aircraft support activities. Ti'e cerm upkeep

missonsor fnctons by ephcemet, emo a I aplies to any method of processing aircraftaddition, alteration or repair of parts of equipment
or aircraft: and without particular regard to flying required, t, ensure the completion of a standard
['ours, operating hours, ealendai days or operating operation period of service tour. including. but not

periods Special upkee p incl'Ides, but is not limited limited to. sErvicing. periodic inspections, functional

to, modification. repair. and unscheduled inspection, and bench test. replacement, preservation.
r• , mitmodification and repair. An upkeep process extendsreplacement or test. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) from t'he time some of the work is started until all

MAINTENANCE, TYPES OF (STANDARD REWORK) of the work is completed. including temporary
Work perfo,'med on an aircraft at O&R facilities interruptions in direct labor and including upkeep

or ccntractor's plants after (and as a result of' evaluation test and correction 3f discrepancies
completion of a Ire.,crihed period of operational determined thereby. Upkeep is dlivided into two
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categories: Standard and Special. (NAVAIRINST MAJOR BENEFITING ORGANIZATION GROUP CODE
4700.2) A code which designates the major benefiting
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT organization groupings. Codes "1" through "7",

Support equipment directly related to fulfilling an respectively, will apply to the fAlowing groupings
aircraft mainteuance function (Organization, (for laboratories on!y):
Intermediate and/or Depot level maintenance) and 1. DL Laboratories.nconnection with o , 2. Interlaboratory.
needed or utilized in operation,Programs.
service, maintenance, repair and/or overhaul of an Other AFSC Programs.
aircraft weapon system, subsystem, assembly, .. Other AFSCPrograms.
component, part or any combination thereof. (AFM Other AF Programs.
11-1) 6. Other DOD Programs.

7. Non-DOD Programs. (AFSCM 177-265)
MAJOR ACTIVITY

A principal functioal subdivision of the Army MAJOR COMBINATION
Management Structure. Each major activity A composite "nit of materiel inherently complete

for hidependent use and consisting of two or more
conforms with a separate Army appropriation or
with one of the major subdivisions (budget major items. (AR 310-25)
programs or budget projects) of the Operations and MAJOR COMMAND
Maintenance Appropriation. (AR 310-25) A specifically designated Army field command,
MAJOR AIR FORCE ACTIVITY directly subordinate to Headquarters, Department

Major commani. or other activities responsible of the Army, established by the authority of
for programming, budgeting, funding and/or Department of the Army. (AR 725-65)
administering, etc. (AFIM 66-18) A term referring to any one of the USAF major

commands. (AFM 67-1)
MAJOR AIR FORCE SERVICE CONTRACTOR

A contractor providing major support service in MAJOR COMMAND CONTROLLED UNIT
operaing an AFSC field activity. Examples are An AF unit organized and activated by major
Pan American World Airways, Inc. (PANAM) at the command general order directive in accordance with
eastern Test Range, and the Aero Corporation at the unit manning document within limitation of the

" the Arnold Engineering Development Center. command personnel allotment voucher to
(AFSCM 177-265) supplement the controlled force structure. (AFM

Ii MAJOR AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS 67-1)
Modifications, except MWOs, which have an MAJOR COMMAND (MAJOR CLAIMANT FOR NAVY)

effect on aircraft performance or structure; change An organization directly subordinate to,
the physical characteristics of the aircraft; exceed established by authority of, and specifically
design limitations or aerodynamic characteristics, designated by the Headquarters of a DOD
including drag, control responses, and stability; or component. (DOD 4000.19-M)
increase noise levels ip the cockpit. (AR 705-24) MAJOR COMPONENT

MAJOR ASSEMBLY Organizational activity of the United States Air
A self-contained unit of individual identity. A Force of the same relative organizational stature as

completed assembly of component parts ready for a major command. (AFR 76-33)
operation, but utilized as a portion of, and intended A subassembly or component of a nuclear
for, further installation in an end item or major weapon. Major components are identified by X
item. (AR 320-5) assigned numnbers, such as MC-I. MC-2. etc. (AFMl

A union of major components, as specified, to 67-1)
perform a specific major function in a nuclear MAJOR CUSTOMER GROUPING CODE
weapon. Major assemblies are the only itens A code '1" through "7" which indicates the
designated by the "MARK-MOD-ALT" system. iajor customer groupings in suiaragrape a.
Some examples are weapons, fuses. radar, and mao utmrgopnsi uprgaha
Sower suplies, AFM 67-1) Automatically assigned by program (for laboratories

l~o~er spplis. IFM 6-1)only). (AFSCM 177-.265)
An item made up of component items, some of .

which may themselves he end items. (AFLCR MAJOR DEFECT
66-53) A defect, other ihan critical, that could result in
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failure, or materially reduce the usability of the MAJORITEM
unit of product for its intended purpose, or A line item in the MASL identified by quantity
ser:ously affect the appearance where appearance is and a unit of issue other than dollars. (AFR 400-2)
a major characteristic of the item. (MIL-STD-105C) A nonexpendable item which is assigned an ERRC

code of U or S requires follow-on parts support to
MAJOR DEFENSE EQUIPMENT assure maintainability aid is replaced on a

Any item of significant combat equip.ient on the one-for-one basis. (AFR 100-18)
United States Munitions List having a
aon-recurring research and development cost of OR ITEM (LINE)A program line for which the requirement is
more than $50 million or a total production cost of expressed quantitatively as weli as in dollars.
more than $200 million. Part III, Appendix A of These lines are identified in the MASL by a unit of
this Manual lists items which constitute Major issue other than dollars (XX). (DOD 5105.38M)
Defense Equipment. (DOD 5105.38M) MAJOR ITEM OF EQUIPMENT
MAJOR END ITEM A complete assembly which is designed to

A final combination of end products, component perform a specific function within itself which has

parts and/or materials which is ready for its significant impact on mission accomplishment (for
intended use, e.g. ship, tank, mobile, shop, aircraft. example, aircraft, heavy radar equipment, vehicles.
(SECNAVINST 4423.8, AR 701-51 and SE) as distinguished from an individual part or

A finished item complete within itself, whether a component. (AFR 400-3)
simple piece or made up of many pieces, and ready MAJOR ITEMS
for its intended use. Often used as a cataloging Thos, items defined in MAP documents by
term in supply. (AFM 67-1) quantity. (AFI 67-1)

A major piece of equipment, including support MAJOR MATERIEL CATEGORY
equipment, used to aid, assist or complement a The broadest materiel classif;atiou which
weapon system. (DOD4151.1) consolidates, for management and accounting
MAJOR EQUIPMENT purposes, all items of supply in various groups

An end item which accomplishes a specific and/or classes of the Federal Supply Classification,
complete function, hereinafter referred to as on the basis of their application, cognizant
equipment. Equipment depots have support inventory control points, or other significant

responsibility for major equipments, such as SMAA relationships in supply management. (AR 320-5.
for ground generators; SAAMA for batteries. AMCR 37-9)
(AFM 67-1) MAJOR MILESTONE

A significant, measurable, definitive act or event
in time during the lifespan of an item orThe first breakout of the Five Year Defense weapon/equipment system. A major milestone

Program consisting of ten major force programs reprcsents the start or completion of activit:es or
organized so that a basic distinction can be made work efforts whose accomplishment is a major step
between (a) activities directly related L.) defense toward achievement of the acquisition and fielding
posture, on which irdependent decisions can be objectives. (AMCR 11-27)
made, for example, strategic force, and (b) activities
whose size and resources are essentially dependent MAJOR ORGANIZATION

A TOE organization which consists of two ormore subordinate TOE organizations and/or units,
activities, for example, administration. (AFSCM and separate companies. These organizations are
177-265) identified as division., regiments, battalions, and

MAJOR INVENTORY VARIANCE separate companies. (AR 310-44)
When the totl dollar value for the stock number MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL ENTITY (MOE) RULE

of the item overage or shortage exceeds $200. (AR Codes reflecting the relationships of an activity

310-25) to an item of supply. The codes are defined in
When the total dollar value for the stock number DSAH 4140.4 DIDS Materiel Management Decision

of the item overage or shortages exceeds $500. Rules Table (DAPAM 700-40, GSA FSS 4140.4, a:nd
(DOD 4140.35) NAVSUP Pub 5556). (DOD 4160.21-M)
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A composition of various alpha/numeric codes programs for Army Systems Acquisition Review
which, in addition to identifying the MOE, identifies Council review only. The designation of major
the subcomponent of the MOE responsible for Army programs considers: (1) Office of the
designated materiel management functions and Secretary of Defense designation of Decisior
reflects the relationship between the subcomponents Coordinating Paper/Defense Systems Acquisition
of the MOE as it pertains to logistics support Review Council systems; (2) Significance of the
obtained and/or provided. (AFLCR 400-21) added operational capability; (31) The level of

The principal subdivision of Government interest already expressed or anticipated
organization under which component organizational (Congressional, Office of the Secretary of Defense,
entities are identified (e.g., Army, Navy, Air Force, Secretary of the Army, or Chief of Staff,. Army); (4)
Marine Corps, DSA, GSA. etc.). (DOD 41E0.21-M-1) Overall resource impact; (5) Relationships to-other
MAJOR OVERHAUL programs aud materiel developers; (6) Requirements

The overhaul of an engine performed at the for cooperation with other Department of Defense
expiration of the engine maximum service life components and allied governments; (7)
period or at a point when base level repair is Development risks and system complexity. (AR
considered uneconomical. Operating hours are 310-25)
returned to zero after overhaul is completed. (AFM MAJOR REPAIR
400-1) Repair work on items of materiel or equipment

Complete rehabilitation of Air Force equipment. that needs complete overhaul or substantial -V
Normally requires the use of skills, tools, and test replacement of parts or that require special tools. 2
equipment beyond the authorized capability for (AR 320-5)
organizational or intermediate maintenant. A repair, the cost of which exceeds ten percent of
functions. (AFLCR 66-67) the standard inventory price of the item of materiel.

MAJOR PAINTING OR REPAINTING (DODI 7220.21)
The complete or virtually complete, surface MAJOR REPAIR GROUP CATEGORIES

finishing of either the interior, exterior, or both. Aircraft, missi.s, engines, other major end items
(AFR 400-44) (OMEIs), and exchangeables. (AFLCR 65-17)
MAJOR PORT MAJOR SUBORDINATE COMMAND FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM

Any port with two or more berths and facilities The approved official program of a major
and equipment capable of discharging 100,000 tons subordinate command, civering the total activities
of cargo per month from oceangoing ships. Such of the command over the five-year program period.
ports will be designated as probable nuclear (AMCR 11-4)targets. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)

MAJOR PROGRAMS MAJOR SUBORDINATE COMMANDERS
ZI Army and MDW commanders and such o'.her

All prgrms of emilitary services are commanders as are designated by a major
classified in the FYDP into 10 major DCD commander. (AR725-50)
programs. Each of the 10 major programs The designation assigned to NATO commanders
represents a grouP or aggregation of many operationally responsible to S.CEUR and
different types of services, systems, and activities, SACLANT for -n allocated geographical area or
each having a common mission or purpose. Major function. (JCS Pub 1)
programs are displayed so that the force-oriented
(independent) programs are listed ahead of the MAJOR SUB-SYSTEM
support (dependent) programs. tAFSCR 27-6) A major first tier component of a major system.

Those project:/tasks so designated by It has similar characteris:ics t(, a major system but _2

Headquarters, Department of the Army. All of lesser degree. (DOD 4105.,9)
programs selected for Defense Systems Acquisition A major functional part of an aircraft which is
Review Council and/or Army Systems Acquisition ossential to the operational Lompleteness of the
Review Council review are designated as major aircraft. The major subsystcms are airframe,
Army programs. The Secretary of Defense engine, electronic, armament. ',nd photographic.
desig..ates Army programs for Defense Systems hereinafter referred to as "subsystem.- The
Acquisition Review Council review. Hiadquarters. subsystem depots ire the depots that !lave supp.ft
Department of the Army may designate additional -esponsibility for the major subsystem: i.e.. OCAMA
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for B-52 airframes; WRAMA for MG-1OFCS. (AFM by DOD as being vital to the natioral interest.
67-1) (DOD 4105.59)

MAJOR SYSTEM MAJOR-FORCE-ORIENTED ISSUES
One of a limited number Gf end-ite'ns composed Issues concerning proposals which, if approved,

of subsystems and/or other components which, for would have a major effect quantitatively or
reasons of military urgency. criticality, or resource qualitatively, on military for-ps. (OPNAVINST
requirements, is determined by DOD as being vital 5000.19E)
to 'he natioaal interest. A major system is MAKE ITEMS
generally characterized by technical innovation, Items that are to be made from raw or bulk stock
high unit cost, large size. long lead time and great or by modifying other stcicked items and not
complexity. (DOD 4105.59) purchased for stocking and issuance in finished

MAJOR SYSTEM ACQUISITION form. (NAVSUP MAY, NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
A system acquisition progrzn designated by the MAKE-OR-BUY PROGRAM

Secretary of Defense to be of such importance and That part of a contractor's written plan which
priority as to require special management attention, identifies the major subsyste'us, asse..biies,
(DOD 5000.1) suba.semblies, and components to be manufactured,

MAJOR SYSTEMS developed, or assembled in his oun facilities, and
those which will be obtained elsewhere by

Council (DSARC) review and others which are
important, complicated, e subcontract. A "make" item is any item produced,

or for any reaso should involve top or work performed, by t!;e contractor or hisco gmntrsA R 70-affiliptes, subsidiaries, or divisions. (DAC 76-7)
management. (AR 70-59)

MAJOR SYSTEMS ACQUISITION MAN MOVABLE
Items which can be towed, rolled. or skidded for

short distances by an individual without mechanical
Secretary of Defense/Deputy Secretary of Defense assistance but which are of such size. weight, orunder the procedures set forth in Department of configuration as to prclude being carried. Upper
Defense Directive Number 5000.1, and sucih other weight limit: approximately 425 pounds per
systems as designated by the Secretaries of the individual. (JCS Pub 1)
Military Departments. (DAC 76-7)

MAiOR WATER TERMINAL MAN PORTABLE
Items which are designed to be carried as a

A wate" terminal with facilities for berthing component part ef individual, trew served or team

nuIerous siips simultaneously at wharves and/or equipment of the dismounted soldier in conjunction
working anchorages. Major water terminals are with his assigned duties. Upper weight limit:
located within sheltered coastal waters adjacent to approximately 30 pounds. (JCS Pub 1)A rail. highway, air and/or inland water
transportation nets, and cover a relatively large MAN SPACE
area. The scope of operation is such that it is The space and weight factor used to determine
Jesignated as a probable nuclear target. (Ah the combat capacity of vehicles, craft, and transport
320-5) aircraft, based on the requirements of one man with

his individual equipment. He is assumed to weigh
MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS ACQUISITION INVENTORY between 222-250 pounds and to occupy 13.o cubic

A program cost, quantity. and funding status feet of space. (JCS Pub 1)
summary of all major systems being acquired bythe Department of Defense (DOD). The inventory MANAGEMENT

covers all major systems reported in the SARs and .A process of establishing and attaining objectives
Mini-SARs for the same date or for which there to carry-ut responsibilities. Management consistsof those continuing actions of planning. organizing.
were line items ii, the budget for that fisca, year. dthe cotining conolang. gn izing

unles oherwse ii~ced.(DOD700.4)directing. coordlinating. controlling, and evaluatingunless otherwise dii. cted. (DOD 70004d
the use of men. money. materials, and facilities to

MAJOR WEAPONS SYSTEM OR SUBSYSTEM accomllish missions and tasks. Management is
One of a limited number of systems or inherent in ,ommand, but it does not include as

subsystems which. for rtasons of military urgency, extensive authority and responsibility as command.
criticality, or resource requirements. is determined (AR 320-5. JCS Pub 1)
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MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS REPORT (MAR) FACTOR MANAGEMENT CODING
Mission directorate personnel will establish a A system of eoded data utilizeri in the supply

MAP Factor for reporting cost centers that have nio distribution system t~o furnish direction or reply
-'earned hours. The Management Analysis R~eport required to make supply decisions. (AR 725-50, AR

(MAR) Factor is used to distribute cost center 320-5)
actual hours to DOD ac-(cunts and !nogistie Program The assignmient of codes consisting of 'lttersI
'li-.agement System (LPMS) codes. (AFL1CR arid/or numerals to support items to record

management decisions, such as, sources fcr
MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT resuplyI, oresc-ib-d '-ovels of maintenance, item

Includes researchb and development effort directed managers. and other mnaaager.ent data. (APR 6.5-2)
toward support of installations or operations MANAGEMENT CONTROL NUMBER A1l

required for general research and development use Anubr ilatoaIeeaSocNme.
Included would be test ranges, military asqigned hy the Natio, a] Inventory Control Poinits

consrutin, i maintenance upot oes laboeratoresd under certain specific conditionis for identification
shpans. sF manenne1-t1)arr;f n and accounting purposes. Consist., of ;wpiicable

shps FM111 foti.-digit class code number fron 6~e FederaiIn~cludes research and developmtnt eff~rt directed .u'l lsiiainpusla:t eint hIitoward supportihig installations or operations ssig in plyc Cas ficton low eby ta six sig t e th-ler
required for g~ncral research and development se. (Asgnn 3 g20 olwe-5a i-igt;)nb
Included are test ranges, military conitriction (R305
maintenance support of laboratories, and operations An1-hrce44me sind oal oa
and maintenance of test aircraft and ship.,. Cost of ie o nenlvirl A 0-1
laboratory personnel. either in-house o- MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS
contract-operated, will be asrigacd to appropiriate An orderly" way, generalltv including a docuin.ented
-projects or as a line item its the research, procedure, 'of assiIting managers inl defiring 0or

e..ploratorv development or advanced developments staiing ptwlicy. objectives and requ;irements:
aes iiayconstruction costs directly related hein ff adaras iltayassigning responsibility: aeheL n effcientad

to a major development program will be included in effective utilization *of resources: periodically
the appropriae element. (AR 70-59) meaburing perfor~navev: comp;aring tha't

MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT PROGRAM p~erformance a4 ai-nzt ~atl objectives and.
The O&M of AFSC field qic1I;iiies. The RDT&_E requirements: and takinig app;-.Jpriate action. A

f;.nds for this pwogram are used to finance the mnanagemen: contrcil system may eitcompass one.
operating costs of AFSC R&D field acti-ities- (AFM several, or all 1Df the above areas. AR 37-200)
1'72-1, Vol 1, Chap 14/AFSC Sup 2, Para 14-3b). MANAGEMENT DATA

(ASC 12-) onsists o the stitically~ varlid integration of
MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT PROGRAM FUNDS all basic manpower. funds. materiel. inaintenailce.

RDT&E appropriatiorn funds useL-, for the supply and operational data in balanced
operation ;nd maintenance of the R&D field combinations 'necessarv for arriving at sound

activities. These funds are use6 as the carrier planning. progratmig and decisions TMI
lprograi,.s to initially flinance th , operating costs of 8o- I
the R&D fieh activities (AFM 172-1, Vol 1. Para Ztatistical. finuantiaml. engineering, anld othlr types
1.4-3ib. (AFSCR 172-2) of data amid/or (documentation required 11%

MANAGEMENT CODE competent authority to be obltainedl fronm tile M
This codle is a one-position allpha/iiumeric .oiitractor 's prop'r y control ~ :tnples are

character which p~rovidies csipplemental detail about dOC11 len': tiolm o01 reiii ;'nd~ aiL(Il misit ion Gi
areceipt. issue or adju..mnt transaction aiid the iiidustriul plan ii nt(DRB-307 10). reports

efcoftetasco onthe miliply/finauciail ofvlho overnmenwit fai'isadmaterials
records. (NAVsI:P Pull. 413-0 ;DAR B-311?I. inv.-ntory of real pi'ol-eity. andi exc":S

A two-digit tcode assigned to imn item which report.*. Xiurmmi i lie requairement (.)r muamirtaliing
warn.;review in accordance with specific i ecords. ams mnay lerqid.mdprepingrpot

procedures or restrictions applicable to :-pecific shall hie phmct'd upon t fle contractor hy comtnmet
types oitm-.AF1Ol provision'. 1Al'S0M 7-i!
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MANAGEMENT DATA LIST MANAGEMENT LEVEL CODE (MC)
A Federal Supply Catalog publication which A code assigned to an item to identify the

provides requisitioners with those elements of management technique being applied by the using
management information cimmon across the service. Code D indicates the item is managed by14
Federal System, e.g., Federal Stock Numbers (FSN), the service as an end item of equipment; code E as
Source of Supp!y, Acquisition Advice Code, Quantity a depot reparable component; code R as a
Unit Pack, Unit of Itsue, Unit Price, Shelf-life, etc. consumable; -nd code U special technique is applied.
and the military service-peculiar management (AFLCR 400-21/DARCOMR 700-99/NAVMATINST
control elements necessary for the preparation and 4790.23A!MCO P4410.22A)
processing of requisitions (DOD 4140.36) MANAGEMENT OF ITEMS SUBJECT TO REPAIR (MISTR)
MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING The exchangeable item repair program. (AFLCR

Combines the exactness of science with the art of 66-5)
judgment to develop managerial tools, techniques, The system used for controlling the depot repair
proced,:res, and methods which, when applied by a programs for exchangeable items of equipment.
manager, will help achieve more effective (AFLCR 66-67)
operations. (AFM 11-1) MANAGEMENT OF ITEMS SUBjECT TO REPAIR (MISTR)SYSTEM -
MANAGEMENT GROUPINGS ST

Special groupings, established for inventory The system used by AFLC to provide depot level

management purposes, such as: aircraft inventory repair of recoverable accessories and spares. The
managers. missile inventory managers, guided MISTR system does not include major items such as

aircraft rocket inventory managers, air launched complete aircraft, nissiles, airborne engines, rajor
Sballistic missile inventory managers, engine systems and equipment, vehicles, ground equipment,

ordnance inventor and radar. (AFR 400-3)9 inventory managers, nclear ornac Znetr

managers. (AFLCM 72-2) MANAGEMENT OFFICE
MANAGEMENT HEADQUARTERS The major command or separate operating agency -"

organization responsible for management of the
A headquarters primarily concerned with o

long-range planning, programming, and budgeting c e
of resources; the development of policy and MANAGEMENT OFFICES
procedures; coordination of effort, and evaluation, A: organization set up at the AF Acquisition
as opposed to the planning for, and direct control of Logistics Division (AFALD), Aerospace Guidance
operations. (AR 310-25) and Metrology Center (AGMC), aid each air
M E R Slogistics center (ALC), to prescrioe local procedures
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM and ensure compliance with the Air Force and

An orderly and disciplined accounting and ommand contractor data management program.
reporting methodology, usually mechanized, which (AFLCR 310-3)
provides for the accurate recordation of data, and c am
the timely extrapolation and transmission of MANAGEMENT RESERVE
management information used in the The algebraic difference between the contract
decision-making processes. (AMCR 11-4) price and the sum of ail the budgeted costs. (DOD

7000.2, AR 37-200)
MANAGSMENT INSPECTION (Synonymous with Management Reserve Budget.)

, An inspection to determine the proficiency and An amount of the total allocated budget withheld
effectiveness of maintenance functions performed for management control purposes rather than
by units and act;vities; consists of an evaluation of designated for the accomplishment of a specific
maintenance practices and procedure:. and an task or bet of tasks. It is not a part of the
inspection of a percentage of all materie! in the Performance Measurement Baseline. (DOD 7000.)
hands of iaspected units and activities. (AR 320-5) MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

MANAGEMENT LEVEL Responsibility assigned to the command.
A term used it; make a distinction between designated to initiatt. direct, supervise, and record

management and operations in the flow charting of iesults of actions required on any part or pha-e of
logistics systems. (A FICR 400-5) weapon or sapport systems. (AFR 57-4)
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW BOARD MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES BASELINE LIST
A board of major command representatives A listing of management techniques which are

(hereafter the "Review Board") that is responsible considered of particular significance and
for: applicability to systcms management and from

(1) Determining and issuing uniform direction which will be selected only the techniques or
and guidance on data management matters of portions thereof essential for the efficient
mutual concern. accomplishment of a particular program or project.

(2) Reviewing and approving changes, deletions, (AFSCR 375-2)
I additions, or revisions to the Authorized Data List. MANAGEMENT-LEVEL CHART

(AFR 310-1) A chart which !,ortravs a logistics system by
A board composed of major command sequential illustration of the functions performed.

representation to review and approve/disappioe a!l the documents and/or communications uscd ant:
proposed revisions, additions, or deletions to tn their low, the decisions made, the inputs from and
ADL. (AFSCM/AFLCM 3:0-1) outputs to other logistic systems, the fact that
M E R Aautomated data processing is required. -ind the
MANAGEMENT SUPPORTING DATA SYSTEM matefiel that is moved by the logistics system.
Data or subs ystems which maintain That sequential illustration also identifies the

records and produee i~dormation, computational organizational components that colleclively
ioiutions, or data in support of management or constitute the management level of the ogistics
administrative functions. Source data automation, system portrayed by the chart. (AFLCR 400-5)
information retrieval, data display Lnd similar
subsystems are included when directly relatable or MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
integral to management supporting data systems. Time spent on the management of technical and

Data systems or subsystems established 'or support activities which cortrihute to the overall
mission but cannot be directly related to a speeific

training or educational purposes including advanced inRDT&E job. Management control and planningmathematical or simiiar studies are considered to be f afunctions are emphasizedi here, with the principalmanagement-supporting. (AFM 11-1) components being: general personnel supervision:
MANAgEMENT SYSTEM planning for new work; long-range program

An integrated group of procedures, methods. planning; management analysis; program budget
policies, practices, and personnel used by a data pr(paration; program review; unsolicited
commander or other supervisor in planning. proposal evaluation: conferences and briefings.
organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling Most man-hours expended by the Commander.
an organization. (AR 310-25) Chief Scientist, Division and Branch Chiefs, and

certain staff office personnel (plans, ,nperations.
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INDICATOR (MSI) technical operat.ans and execuive) will fall into this

A discrete segment of the Maintenance and category. (AFSCM 177-265)
Distribution Management System stated as a MANAGEMENIRANSACTON CODESquestion. The 1181s will be used as the prinmary AAEETTAN~TO OE
ques t to T thesw e uQSE or e atir Alphabetical codes to facilitate mvachine
management tool in the AFLC QSEP fo r eva!une ti g operations in clarifying into re(eipts. issues. back
the existence, adequacy, anti compliance with the orders, etc. (NAVSUP Pub. .37)
AFLC Quality Program. (AFLCR 74-5)
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL

That area of management concerned with
Any OSD, HQ USAF, or HQ AFSC procedure planning, administration, and control of usi of

prescribed by an official document (standard or resources (property. as w-ll as funds) in monetary
specializei publication or other directive, e.g., trtal terms. (DOD 5000.8)
package procurement) requiring managementap~plication (AFSCR 375-2) MANAGEMENT, SUPPLY

The exercise of direction and control of all phases

MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES APPLICATION PLAN of supply operations, including the functions of
A portrayal of the management concepts and cataloging. identification, standardization.

techniques to be applied to a specific program or requirements determination. pro, remuent.
project. (AFSCR 375-2) inspection, quality control. storage, distribution I >
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disposal, arrangement for transportation, militar reservations and do not require abnormal
ma;ntenance, mobilization planning, industrial use of public roads). (AR 55-80, OPNAVINST
readiness, planning and item management 11210.1A, AFR 75-88/MCO 11210.2BiDLAR
classification. (DOD 5000.8; 4500.19)

MANAGER DESIGNATOR CODE (MDC) MANIFEST (CARGO)
A two digit alpha code (any combination of the A detailed listing by type of all cargo loaded in

letters A-M) used primarily to route computer any one conveyance for a discharge point. (DCD
products to the specific base support item manager 4500.32-R)
within.the directorate of supply and transportation. MANIFESTED

(AFM 67-1)threeM67-p n cThat cargo which has been loaded aboard a vesselthree-position code used primarily to routeb
o the resp eIM. and listed on a manifest, irrespective of whether

computer output products the vessel has completed loading or has departed.

An alphanumeric three-position code idei.tifying (AR 50-30)
the Item Manager tIM) or System Manager (SM) MAN-FUNCTION I
having management responsibility for a The function allocated to the human component of

stock-numbered item. (AFLCR 70-11) a system. (MIL-STD-721B)
A unique code identifying the item manager or MAN-HOUR

system manager within the D/MM responsible for a The effort equal to that of one person duringgiven stock number. (AFLCIR 70-11) one-hour. (DOD 5000.8)

MANDATORY CLOTHING ITEM MAN-MONTH "MAN-YEAR)
Includes both the initial and mandatory clothing The effort equal to that of one person for one

items and supplemental mandatory clothing items as month (or %ear). (DOD 5000.8)
prescribed in AFR 67-57. (AFM 67-1)

MANDATORY RECOVERABLE ITEM MAN-sC VABLE

A recoverable item, recovery of which is Those items of supply or equipment which cal be
towed, rolled or skidded for short distances by the

mandatory. (Al 320-5) individual sodier without mechanical assistance but
An item designated by official Department of I1

plao as e are of such size, weight ,r design configuration as
Arm publications recoverable. The item to preclude their being -arriei by individual. Upper
selection is based upon dollar value, requirements. weight limit: approximately 425 pounds per
and essentiality. (AR 750-50) individual Example: 55-gallon drum of gasoline.
MANDATORY STOCKAGE LIST (AR 320-51

A list of repair parts which must be stocked in MAN-TRANSPORTABLE
the minimum quantities indicated to support a Items which are usually transported on wheelea.
critical equipment or system. (AR 700-18) tracked, or air vehicles, but have integral provisins:

MANEUVER to allow periodic handling by one or more 4N
The process of removing a weapon from its individuals for limited distances (100-500 metws).

normal storage location, preparing for use. delive~ry Upper weight limit: approximately 65 pounds per
to a tactical organization. loadiig, and flyaway, not individual. (JCS Pub 1)
to involve expenditure or transfer of accountability. Those items of supplies or eq;uipment that are
(AFM 67-1) usually transported on and operated oii or off

wheeled. tracked or air vehicles, but has integral
MANEUVER-AREA ROAD (DEFENSE ACCESS ROAD) provisipis to allow periodic handling by one or more

A public road which is within or which connects individuals for limited ditances I00-500 met.rs). i
areas. usually outside military reservation inivrulsft limited ditn ce 10500 on'etr

Upper weight limit: app)roximately 65 pow, i.' per t =
boundaries. deiinuite; ,v official departmental eii. E D r '. P
orders for field maneuvers or exercise of military individual. Example: Davy frockett. ENTAC:: " Microwave Relay System. (AR 320-5)
forces usually equal in strength to a ground r " y
division. and witich lr reason of such exercise, is MAN-YEAR
susceptiblt to damage beyond that occasionled bv A unit fiu measuring work. It is the total effort
normal civilian %nd military ,age. (Small exercises a F;erson is expected to expend in a 12-month perod
can us-lal:y lie ;Accoillished within tie confines of and is quantifietd arithmetically ly mhultiplvirg the
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appropriate monthly manhour aoai!ability factor by and shop azcessories used by a manufaeturei in the
12. For example, based on a monthly availability of producton of an end product. (BUWEPS 4200.7)
144 hours, after aliowances for leave, medical, MAUFACTURNG METiODS
education, training, etc., military or civilian The manufacturing processes, techniques, and
man-years should be computed us:ng a factor of equipments that must be developed and made
1728 hours per year. (NOTE: In overseas areas, equipments th tmey eeloa nd mae
compute the monthly manhour availability based aaibefo th tmly rlalecnia,
uonput the proratey our k othmilitry. bsd quantity/quality production of material (AFR 78-4).upon the appropriate workweek of the military. U.S. " "

civilian or local national employees involved.) (DOD
4000.19-M) MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

AAii" action undertaken by the mi!itary
e Man-Year. A unit of work representing departments w'hich has as its objective the timelyDirect establishment and improvement of the

the productive effort of one peison in one year. A manufacturing processes, techniques, or equipment
dire isa cnsis te wi Air2 For hidirect man-year equates A 1,72 hours. This required to support current and projected programs.neanpower with objectives of assuring the ability to produce,tandards. (AFSCM 17-265) reducing leadtime, insuring economic availability of

MANUFACTURE end items, reducing costs. increasing efficiency, and
The production of an end item, assembly or improvipg reliability. (DOD 4200.15)

-d subassembly from the application of industrial MANUFACTURINGTECHNOLOGYPROJECT
processes or technical skills to raw miateriais. The evlution of manufacturing processes.
(NAVMATINST 4850.89A) techniques, and equipment by the Government or

MANUFACTURER private industry to provide for timely, reliable,
An individual, firm, company, or corporation economical, quantity-quality production of DOD

,engaged in the fabrication of finished or materiel. (DOD 4200.15)
semi-finished products. (MILSTD-130B) MAP

The actual producer of a product. oAR 320-5) MAMilitary Assistance Program financed under the
MANUFACTURER'S CODE Foreign Assistance Act appropriation. (AFR
The five-digit Federal supply code for 400-20)

manufacturers assigned to manufacturers supplying MAP ASSETS
items to the Government in accordance with SB Materiel for which title has been transferred to
708-41. (AR 708-11) MAP ownership, but not to a recipient iountry or

The manufacturer's supply code identification

established in Cataloging Handbooks H4-1 and organization. (DOD 5105.38M)

H4-2, "Federal Supply Code for Mnafacturcrs." MAP ELEMENT
(MIL-STD-130B) An identifiable military force. unit. or activity of

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION specific function, comprising men. equipmort.

The actual manufacturer's name. registered facilities and other resources. (AFR 405-201
An integrated activity, a combination of men.trademark or Federal .upply Code a, listed i•

C'taloging Handbooks 114-1 and H4-2. equipment. supplies, facilities, and other ;e,.urces.
C tging boos 4- an 2 which together constitute an identifiable militar.

force, "nit. activity o- specific functi-mn within a
MANUFACTURER'S PART NUMBER Count.. Military Assistance Program. (DOD

The item applied to all reference numbers that 5105.-8M)
identify an item of .upply: they may be actual MAPORDERS
manufacturer's part numbers. Government par, The doct:nent issued by DSAA which approves(draiwing. model, and type) numbers. commerciai nd funds the delivery of defense articles or the
specification and standard (Government approved) furnishing of defense services to authorized MAP
numbers, or Government specification and standard recipients. MAP orders are issued under Section
ii.umbers. (AR 70S-11 10. Pub. L. 84-208. (r Section W6. Foreign

MANUFACTURING DATA Assistance Act of 1967. which authorized the
Manufacturing, data are r'cords of the processes militzrry departments to incur. h,, applicable
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appropriations, obligations in anticipation of MARKET CENTER
reimbursements from the military assistance Agency established for the procurement of
apprcpriati(n for procurement of materiel, for perishable subsistence. (AR 310-25)
supply of nm ateriel from service stocks, or for the MARKET RESEARCH
performance of zervice. included in the MAP. The rhe systematic ann!ysis of the methods, market
expression order or a:nendme.t thereto initially areas, price .rends, merchandising techiques,
financed with Limitatio" .002 funds, v,,hich can be
"r.wvd 1th 1iayas tnetase aiternate usage data and buyer nterpsts for the"r.-s8,rved" in the n~itPary ass ,tance transfer

purpose of improving saies operations and resultant
appropriation accounts for reimbursing military decrease in costs and increase in proceeds. (DOD
department appropriations or werking capita! ,funds 4160.21-M)
on the basis of materiel deliveries and work or
services performed for MAP. Unfinanced or MARKETING
unfunded MAP orders may also be issued to the The function of directing the flow of surplus,
military departments under Section 506, which foreign excess and exchange/sale personal property

authorizes the military departments to incur to the buyer, encompassing all related aspects of
obligations in anticipation of reimbursements from merchandising, market research, sales promotion,
military assistance appropriated funds to be made advertising, pr'!icity and selling. (DOD 4160.21-M)

available in subsequent fiscal years. (AFR 400-20) MARKING

MAP PROPERTY Numbers, nomenclature, or symbols stamped or
All defense articles approved and funded in the painted on or otherwise affixed to items or

Grant Aid Program and held in a MAP ownership containers for identificatioii. (AFR 71-2, AFM 67-1,

account. (AFR 400-2) DOD 5000.8)
Numbers, nomenclature or sym~bols affixed to

MAP SALES AND DISrOSITION items or containers for identification and handling.
A MAPSAD account is established to account for (DOD 4100.14)

MAPOM materiel which has b3en sold under MAS Application by stamping, printir.g. or paintir.g of
or authorized for disposition (AFR 400-2) numbers, item name, Federal Stock Number,

MAP SPEDEPROJ PROCEDURES symbols, or colors on containers, tags, labe!s, or

An OASD/DSAA procedure where MAAGs or items for identification during shipment, handling,

MILGPs and AFLO are authorized dcviations of an and storage. (This term does not include symbols

uncommitted balance from one funded dollar line used for material identification, such as color

(XX) to another within the ,,me country, generic codings or repetitive symbols on me'.fls.) (AR

code, and programs year. Annual increases to a 700-15, DOD 4100.14)

single ,LAP program line is limited to $25,000 et 10 Numbers, nomenclature, special labels or symbols

percent of the program value, whichever is greater. affixed to items or containers for identification,
pAFr 400-20) handling, shipment, and storage. tAR 700-58)

Application of numbers, letters, labels, tags.
MAP-OWNED MATERIEL symbols, or colors for handling or identifi,:ation

Materiel contained in the appoved MAP which is during shipment and storage. (AR 310-25)
physically available for delivery, but which cannot

deivre t te riinll dsinaedNumber, nomenclature or symbol stamped,
and deivaered byteoiialydsgae recipient MARKING MATERIALS

and is authorized by OSD for segregated storage
until directed to a new recipient. (AFR 400-2) painted, or otherwise affixed to items or containers.(AFR 69-8)
MARGINALLY USEFUL ITEMS

Are normally obsolscent or nonstandard items MARK-MODIFICAIlflN-ALTERATION
being held for support of peacetime ad The basic system of the Atomic Energy
nbition equremetst whipchte i y Commissioi, for nomenclature of major assemblies
mobilization requirements, but which the inventory of nuclear weapons, which indicates the overall
manager has reservation as to their continued
military effectiveness. (BUWEPSINST 4440.14)of a major assembly and chages thereto. 1.

MK (Mak). The design.ition denoting the basic
MARINE EXPRESS over-d] design of a nuclear weapon or a major

Cargo stow:ed and shipped for fastest water assembly thereof. The word Mark. or the
movement in lieu of air shiment. (AR 310-25) abbreviation MK, when followed by an Arabic -
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number, designates a specific type of weapon or the entire quantity can explode instantaneously
coimponent. 2. MOD (Modification). The when a small portion is subjected to fire, to severe
designation indicating either improved functional ccncussion or impact, to the impulse of an initiating
use or a new design to nuclear weapons or major agent, or to the effect of a considerable discharge
component. 3. ALT (Alteration). The designation of energy from without. Such an explosion wili
indicating a change to nuclear weapons or major generally canse severe structural damage to
assemblies, other than a mark (MK) or modification adjacent objects. The exp!osion may propagate 4

(.OD) -hange, and of sufficient impurtance to immediately to other items of ammunition and
require controlled application and ide,,tification in explosives stored near enough to, (and not
the stockpile. (AFM 67-1) adequately protected from) the initially exploding

MARKUPS pile so quickly that two or more quantities must be
Budget estimates approve?, by the OSD after a considered as one for Q-D purposes. (AFR 127-100.

joint review of Air Force, OSD, and OMB personnel Attachment 1)
The House and Senate Appropriations Committees MASS RATIO
also have "markups" of cheir bills. (AFSCR 27-6) Initial mass ef a vehicle at the instant of liftoff

MARSHALLING divided by the final mass at some point of the
1. The process by which units participating in an powered ascent or at burnout and thrust cutoff.

'1 amphibious or airborne operation group together or (AFM 11-1)
assemble when feasible or move to temporary The ratio of missile weight at burnout to that at
camps in the vicinity of embarkation points, lau,'ch. (AFM 127-201)
complete preparations for combat and prepare for
loading. MASS-DETONATING EXPLOSIVES

2. The process of assembling, holding, and High explosives, black powder, certain propellants
organizing supplies and/or equipment, especially and certain pyrotechnics, and other similar
vehicles of transportation, for onward moement, explosives, alone or in combination, or loaded into

(JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) various types of ammunition or containers, most o
the entire quantity of which can be expected to

MMICS/ADMINISTRATIVE SUBSYSTEM (MAS) explode virtually instantaneously when a small
The MMICS/Admin Subsystem on the B3500 portion is subjected to fire, to severe concussion or

computer. "RF" is the system code of the MMICS impact, to the impulse of an iniciating agent, or to
system, but MAS is referred to in MCS by the the effects of -. considerable discharge of energy
s," n code "MA". (AFM 171-380) from without. Such an explosion normally will

MANAGEMENT AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SYSTEM cause severe structural damage to adjacent objects,
(MASIS) or the simultaneous xplosiov of other separate

The laboratory's Management and Scientific explosives and ammunition stored sufficiently close
Information System, RCS: SYS DL(AR)7501, which to the initially-exploding pile. A mass detonation,
provides a centralized automated data bank of R&T when the explosives are located on or near the
work unit information. It is used to report surface of the ground, is normally characterized by
appropriate data to the R search and Technology A crater. (DOD 4145.23)
Work Unit Information System (WUIZ), RQS:
DD-DR&E(AR) 636 and TCS: DD-DR&E(AR) 925, MASTER CONFIGURATION LIST

maintained at the Defense Documentation Center. An official Naval Ait Systems Command

(AFSCM 177-265) (NAVAIRSYSCOM) document specifying the

approved configuration of a particular aircraft
MASS model, identifying the Contractor Furnished

A measure of quantity of matter. It is equal to Material (CFE) and the Government 'urnished
weight divided b, gravitational acceleration, or Material (GFE) items upon which procurements will
r =w/g. (AFM 127-201) be based. This document is appended .o the detail

MASS DETONAtiNG EXPLOSIVES specification ipon NAVAIRSYSCOM award of the
High explosives, black powder, certain propellants aircraft contract. MCL's are prepared for all

and pyrotechnics. and other similar explosives, aircraft in each fiscal year including Navy. Military
They may be alone or in combination, or loaded into Assistance Program, Air Force, Army. and Coast
various types of ammunition or containers. Most of Guard. (BUSEPINST 4340.2)
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MASTER CONSOLE group comprised of subgroups AA, AB. and AC. the
A console from which overall monitoring and term, "Primary Item,' applies to the most

control may be exercised, as in the "go-no-go" desirable item in each of the lower subgroups; i.e.,
launch of a rocket .issiie. kAFM 11-1) AA and AB. Tile term "Master Item' applies to

the most desirable item in subgroup AC. (AFMMASTEr CONTROL FILE671

A file maintained on ADPM containing all MARC )Items which are coded in base support records as
"9" and 'R' and certain MARC "L" repairable the preferred item but for which suhstitution of
assemblies scheduled by ASO and items coded interchangeable and associated to the
NAVAIRSYSCOMR1PS for repair plus MARC "E" master item will be made automatically. (AFLCR
support equipment i.ems. The Material Control 66-84)
Codes for items in this file are "Q," "G," "H,"
and "X." (ASOINST P4400.24) MASTER ITEM IDENTIFICATION CONTROL SYSTEM (MIICS)

A computerized system oesigned to m:aintain item
MASTER COPY name, user data, part number data, and
A term used to identify the original, basic or standardization data on AF used items reflected in
A us e d tlow idetifyr th ogin, aic yte"maste " flow charts for a logistics system the federal files, and to insure the c,)mpatibility of

(excludes data system documentation at the AF managen'ent records and corresronding federaloperator leel). (AFLCR 400-5) records to support other ADPE systems documents

MASTER DATA FILE (AFLCM 171-64). The system also provides
A compilation of technical and c:utalog data individual interrogation and mas.s data request

maintained on ADPM for all items under the products required by AF activities, other federal
in-entorv control of ASO, source coded in the "P" agencies and contractors for operational and
series. (ASOINST P4400.24) managerial purposes. (AFM 67-1)

MASTER DEPOT MASTER RECORD
A base depot that is delegated resporsibility for An individual record on the master file. (AFSCM

accounting for and controlling the distribution of all 55-425)
suppl'es of the class or type assigned to it for an MASTER REPAIR LIST
entire theater or major section thereof. A master A listing in Federal Stock Number (FSN)
depot becomes the theater stock contrei point for sequence of all repairable assemolies ("2R," "bR,"
the designated items. (AR 320-5) and "2V" cognizance) including local repairable
MASTER EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT INDEX assemblies, indicating the designated overhaul point

A document published as TA 001 which provides a (DOP) (NAVY or commercial) and providing

consolidated listing of equipment type items shipping instructions for these assemblies when
reflecting latest stock list data and cross-reference they become defective. This list is published as

ASC number(s) for those equipment items Section C0004 of 'he Navy Stock List (NSL) of the

prescribed in allowance documents. (AFM 67-1) Aviation Supply Office (ASO). (ASOINST 1710.8)
MASTER SAVE LIST

VASTERFILE
The computer tape file which is maintained in A consolidation of Navy and other lquartment of

and is updated morthly. (AFSCM 55-425) Defense (DOD) activities reclamation requirement
lists, prepared by the Aviation Supply Office (ASO)

MASTER ITEM and used by activities performing reclamation of

A term used in reference to the item, within an aircraft, engines ,ud components. (FASOINST
interchangeability and substitution (I&S) group that 4010.5)
has been determined through research to be the
most desirable and/or satisfactory for AF use. MATCHED PARTS

us. Those parts, such as special application ports.Such items are procurable, authorized for ute, and
which are machine matched, or' oth-rwise milted.suitable for use iii lieu of any other item within its and foi which replacement as a matched set or pairadrwhich relacments matched rohwset oraird

group. Only one master item is designated for an is essential. (MIL-D-70327)
I&S group. When an I&S group is comprised of
two or more subgroups the term, "Pimary Item," MATCHED PARTS DRAWING
is used to ;Identify the most desirable item of the A drawing depicting parts. such as special
lesser subgroups). Foi- exanmi'. within an l&S :ippi;cation parts, which are machine amatched orI 43t)



otherwise mated, and for which replacement as a MATERIAL CONDITION-SERVICEABLE (CONDEMNED)
matched set or pair is essential. (MIL-STD-721) Material which has been determined to be
MATCHING unserviceable and is uneconomical to repair

(in-ludes condemned itemns which are radioactiveh,
Refers to the process of comparing a data bank ( in c ed ( M which arp r c

and a data file, either manually or by machine contaminated). (AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)

(computer) for the purpose of seprately MATERIAL CONDITION-SERVICEABLE (ISSUABLE WI7H
annotating corresponding matching entries. For QUALIFICATION)
examule. PPSL may be matched against the FEDB, New, used, repaired, or reconditioned material
MPCAG data bank, or ALERT index t,, show which which is serviceable and issuable for its intended
parts selected have ALERTs written against them. purpose but which is restricted from issue to
(AFLCR/AFSCR 800-2,)) specific units, activities, or geographica! areas by

reason of its limited usefulness or shcrt
MATERIAL service-life expectancy. (AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)

Nondomestic Construction Material means a
construction material other than a domestic MATERIAL CONDITION-SERVICEABLE (PRIORITY ISSUE)
construction material. (DAR 18-506). Items whi:h are serviceable and issuable to

Supplies which are not consumed in use and selected customers, but which must be issued
which retain their original identity during the beforp material condition code "A" and "B"
period of use, such as weapons, machines, tools and m7teriaL Su 1)
equipment. (AFM 11-1, AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)

Property which may be i.,orporated into or MATERIAL CONDITION-SERVICEABLE
attached to an end item to be delivered under a (TEST/MODIFICATION)
contract or which may be consumed or expended in Serviceable material which requires test,
the performance of a contract. It includes, but is alteration, modification, conversion, or disasse, .bly.
not limited to, raw and processed material, parts, This does not include items which must be inspected

components, assemblies, and small tools and or tested immediately prior to issue. (AFAI
supplies which may be consumed in normal use in 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)
the performance of a contract. (DAC 76-17) MATERIAL CONDITION-SUSPENDED (IN STOCK)
MATERIAL ANNEX AND WEAPON DICTIONARY Material in stock which has been suspended fromAi, annex to the Department of the Navy FYPD. issue pending condition classification or analysis,

Consists of two parts: Part I. entitled where the true condition is not known. (AFM
"Procurement Lists"; and Part II, entitled "Dta 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)
Sheets." (NAVMAT P-4215) MATERIAL CONDITION-SUSPENDED (IN WORK)

MATERIAL COGNIZANCE Material identified on inventory control records
A term denoting responsibiity for exercising but which has been turned over to a maintenance

inventory management over items or categories of facility or contractor for processing. (AFM
material. (NAVEXOS P-1500) 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)

The estimated number of an item in use that will MATERIAL CONDITION-UNSERVICEABLE (INCOMPLETE)
require replacement during a given year due to Material requiring additional parts or components
wearout, unrepairable physical damage. enemy to complete the end item prior to issue. 1AFM
action, pilferage, and other causes. (AR 710-60) 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)

MATERIAL CONDITION CODE MATERIAL CONDITION-UNSERVICEABLE (LIMITED
Is a single alphabetic character which identifies RESTORATION)

the condition of material. It provides the means of Material which involvs only limited expense or
segmenting and identifying on the inve:itory control effort to restore to serviceable condition and which
record the physical state cf the mateia; or actioPs is accomplished in the storage activity where the
underway to change the status of the material, stock is located. (AFM 67-3. AFLC Sup 1)
(NAVSUP Pub. 437) MATERIAL CONDITION-UNSERVICEABLE (REPARABLE)

MATERIAL CONDITION SUSPENDED (RETURNS) Economically reparable material which requi,'es
Material returned from customers or users and repair, overhaul, or reconditioning (includes

awaiting condition classification. (AFM 67-3IAFI,C reparable iteris which are radioactively
Sul) 1) contaminated). (AFM 67-3/AFIC Su p 1)
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MATERIAL CONTROL CODE MATERIAL PROGRAM CODES
Formerly Fraction Code. Is a single alphabetic Within the procurement, military construction,

character assigned by the inventory manager to and research, development, test, and evaluation,
segregate items into more manageable grotiphigs appropriation, the material program codes, made
(fast, medium or slow movers) or to relate to field up ,f four digits, represent the major elements and
activities special reporting and/or control subelements of a system, such as airframe,
requirements. (NAVSUP Pub 437) propulsion, AGE, etc. (AFM 170-7, AFSCM 375-3)

MATERIAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN MATERIAL PROGRAMS
A CNO document which annually establishes a Statements of operations expressed in terms of

priority order for and implements and controls in an hours, months, overhauls or recoveries as
orderly manner the accomplishment of and appropriate for the operations involved. (AFLCR
budgeting for alterations selected from items 57-1)

contained in Class Improvement Plans for active MATERIAL RELEASEORDER
ships. (OPNAVINST 4720-2A) A requisition type order issued by an accountable
MATERIAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (MIP) supply system manager (usually an inventory

Projects established by the implementing control point or accountable depot/stock point)
command program management office to document directing a nonaccountable activity (usually a
and control the investigation and resolution of storage site or material drop point) within the same
known or suspected deficiencies of new systems and supply distribution complex to release and ship
equipment. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-71) material. (NAVSUP Pub. 437)

MATERIAL IN CENTRAL DISTRIBUTION STOCKS MATERIAL REVIEW AREAS
All material in central storage and distribution Those areas in a facility where materials are

facilities which receive supplies largely in bulk and withheld for review by the Material Review Board.
have a primary mission of distribution to local These areas will be enclosed unless otherwise
supply facilities. (NAVEXOS P1500) authorized by the Government representative and

will not be entered e' cept by persons specifically
MATERIAL IN USE authorized by the Material Review Board (MRB).

All material in use or in process by and i.' (BUWEPSINST 4355.12)
military units and activities including shop stocks of
supplies, materials and parts. (NAVEXOS P1500) MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD (MRB)

All materic' in use or in process by and in civilian The formal contractor-Government board
(industrial) activities, including shop stocks of established for the purpose of reviewing,
supplies, materials, and parts. (NAVEXOS P1500) evaluating, and disposing of specific nonconforming

supplies or services; and for assuring the initiation
MATFRIAL LOGISTIC STUDIES and accomplishment of corrective action to precludeAre objective and analytic inquiries directed recurrence (MIL-STD-109). (AFR 74-15)

toward improving or planning logistics management.
They include: a. Studies of material logistics MATERIAL SHORTAGE
systems undertaken in response to identified Lack of shortage, or impending lack or shortage
logistic management problems. b. of any raw, in process, or manufactured commodity.

a t velequipment, component, accessory, part, assembly, or, Management-type surveys in the material logistic

area. c. Investigation of new methods, procedures, product of any kind. (AFR 7,--13)

or techniques in real or simulated logistic MATERIAL STANDARD
environment. (BUWEP3 4000.3A) A listing, developed by D!M personnel, of
MATERIAL PIPELINE standard material requirements and appropriate

The flow of material through the military alied information which when combined with other
distribution system from the point of receipt from management system data enables development of

procurement or production into the military system standard costs. projections, supportability
to the point of its final issue, in both quantitative determination, etc. (AFLCR 66-53)
volume ana item range, as required to insure MATERIAL USE LOG
uninterrupted supply to using units and activities. A control log maintained by the material
(DOD 4140.4) expediter for shop stock that all materiai used is
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associated to its job control number. The minimum A self-propelled item of equipment designed for
information to be entered is job control number, lifting, moving and placing material within a
requisition number, cost, and disposition of excess. warehouse or a specific area Under this category
AFLC Form 192E, General Purpose Data Sheet, will are self-propelled materials handling equipment
be utilized for the Material Use Log. No local form such as gasoline, 2'iesel, or electric- powered
will b- established. (AFLCR 71-4) forklifts and trucks and similarly powered
MATERIALS warehouse towing tractors, gasrline- or

Means any raw, in process, or manufactured electric-powered platform lift trucks and wheeled
mwarehouse cranes; straddle trucks; and pallet-type,commodity, equipment, components, accessory, part,

assembly, or product of any kind. (BDSA NPA gasoline and electric-powered cargo transporters.
Reg. 2) (AFM 66-12)

Property, including real property installed Mechanical devices for handling of supplies with

equipment (RPIE) support items, which may be greater ease and economy. Examples: forklift
incorporated into or attached to an end item to be truck, roller coneyor, straddle truck. (AR 320-5)Fork lift trucks, towing tractors, warehousingdelivered under a contract or which may be industrial cranes, straddle-carry trucks, pallet

.... consumed or expended in the performance of the trucks, platform trucks, warehousing trailers, and
contract. The term includes, but is not limited to
raw and processed material, parts, components. oner t ms , use i o an
assemblies, and small tools and supplies which may operations. (NAVSUP Pub. 284)
ab e, nsu d insnomal tolse ind sp e wof the Any devices, mechanically or manually operated,
be consumed in normal use in performance used for move.'ent or handling of supplies. (AFR
contract. (AFR 400-0)6

The basic matter (such as metal, wood, plastic,
fiber) from which the whole or the greater part of MATERIALS RESOURCE,
something physical (such as a machine tool, Materials, componeiis, and parts required to
building, fabric) is made. (AFM 11-1) manufacture the end item for wnich the Air Force

Preservatives, bags, barriers, containers, has procurement cognizance. (AFLCR 78-2)
catings, e.c., used to provide protection for anit,*m or a group of items. (AFLC/AFSCR MATERIAL, NONEXPENDABLE

Items which are not consumed in use and which
71-2/DA!COM-R 700-17/NAVMATINST ordinarily retain their original identity and

4030.8/MC0 4030.8/MCO 4030.34/DLAR4145.32) characteristics during the period of use and
MATERIALS CONSERVATION subsequent reparable cycles, such as weapons,

The improved utilization of resources achieved by vehicles, machines, tools, and instruments (DOD
the reduction of waste and the intelligent selection 5000.8)
and use of materials and methods. (DOD 4000.4, MATERIEL
DOD 5All items necessary for the equipment,DD5000.8)

MATERIALS FOR REVIEW maintenance, operations and support of military
The materials presented to the Material Review activities without distinction as to their application

Board for evaluation and disposition. for administrative or combat purposes. Material is
(BUWEPSINST 4355.12) a generic term which is subclassified as follows:
MATERIALS HANDLING Part (or component), Subassembly, Assembly,

Equipment, and System. (NAVEXOS P-1500)
The movement of materials (raw materials, scrap, Equpet, and m. AE pae ito

semifinished, and finished) to, through, and from attached to an end item t be delivered under a
productive processes; in warehouses and storage; atactoa ite a be delieed unded a
and in receiving and shipping areas. (AR 320-5, cnrc rwihmyb osmdo xeddi
AFM 11-1, the performance of a contract. It includes, but is

Mo11-1, JCS Pub 1) not limited to. raw and processed material, parts,
components, assemblies, and small tools and

carrier. (AFR 69-8) supplies which may be consumed in normal use in

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT the performance of the contract. (DAR 8-101.9)
A self-propelled engine or motor driven vehicle A general term used to designate Supplies,

designed to facilitate the handling of material in Repair Parts and Equipment. (BUSANDA
warehousing, loading and unloading. (DOD 4150.2) MANUAL)
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All items of prcperty (as contrasted to real missik procurement, and other procurement
property) necessary for equipping, maintaining, appropriations showing each item costing more than
operating, and supporting military activities without $2.0 million in any one fiscal year in the program
distinction as to their application for administrative period together with such sunimarizations as may
or combat purposes. (NAVSUP MAN) be required of "other" categories comprising the

Raw, crude, or partially processed items which total obligational authority for each year; and (2)
have not yet been brought into a definite functional Materiel Annex Data Sheets (DOD Format E) on
shape. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) major items and systems. No Materiel Annex

Inventory on which manufacturing or processing document as such is published. The required
must be done prior to sale or use. (DOD 5000.8, Procurement Lists are supplemented by copies of
AFM 67-1) the Weapons Dictionary (Section III, USAF F&FP) .

Raw stock (crude or processed) in bulk form, to satisfy the requirement for the aggregation of
procured for issue as required in fabrication and DOD Formats E. Items in the Materiel Annex nay -
formative processes. (AFLCM 72-2) be related to several elements in the program

All tangible items (including ships, tanks, self- element structure. For example; the C-124 is the
propelled weapons, aircraft, etc., and related basic weapon system for several program elements,
spares, repair parts and support equipment; but, but only one DOD Format E is prepared for it. The

excluding real property, installations, and utilitiesl purpose of the Materiel Annex is to provide the
necessary to equip, operate, and maintain, and vehicle by which OSD can subject to special control

. support military activities without distinction as to measures and scrutinize those procurement items
its application for administrative or combat which make up the preponderance of the Air Force
purposes. (AFR 66-1, DOD 3232.1, DOD 4151.1, budget. (AFR 27-9)
DOD 7220.21)
DOD 720.21)MATERIEL AVAILABILITY

All items (including ships, tanks, self-propelled TIe AVAILaBy
andreltedspaesrepir The stock ready for issue as of any stated time,weapons, aircraft, etc., and related spares, repair

parts and support equipment but excluding real or for any element of the supply system, afterd-ducting materiel ordered to be shipped May also
4! property, installations, and utilities) necessary to dui c m te e forered vtio se ay alro

equp. peate mantinan supor mlitry be computed for specified variations, as materiel 5equip, operate, maintain, and support military availability including unserviceable stocks; or
activities without distinction as to its application for including due-in from in-transit, procurement,

admiistatie orcomat urpses.(AF 6614) transfer, repair, building, and modification--less
Materiel consists of all tangible items (including duenotean res fr u se. ad m fans)

ships, tanks, sdf-propelled weapons. aircraft, etc.,
and related spares, repair pacts and support MATERIEL CATEGORY
equipment; but, excluding real property, The broadest inventory classif:ation which
installations, and utilities) necessary to equip, consolidates for :management and accounting
operate, maintain, and support military activities purposes, the it.ms in various groups and/or
without distinction as to its application for classes of the Federal Supply Classification on the
administrative or combat purposes. (DOD 4151.1) basis of their application, cognizant inventory

All tangible items (including ships, tanks, self- control points, or other significant relationships in
propelled weapons, aircraft, etc., and general supply management. (DOD 5000.8)
support articles, but excluding real preperties. MATERiEL COGNIZANCE
installations and utilities) necessary for the
equipment, operation, maintenance, and support o! A term denoting orgavizational responsibility forexercising supply management over items orA
military activities, without distinction as to its exeris sp ma naene(DO 5 vrieso
n ] apclication for administrative or combat purposes c ie. D5090.8)
a,,Di n 7220. Denotes responsibility for e-:ercising supply.- management over items or ca-,gories of materiel.
MATERIEL AND POWDER REPORT (AR 320-5, AFM 11-1. JCS Pub 1)

Report on the performance of veapon and MATERIEL CONDITION MEASUREMENTS
rThe c~ndition measui ements listed below shall be

MATERIEL ANNEX used to categorize the causes for materiel not being
One of the detailed resource annexes to the F&FP in a read'" condition, to give an indication o;

required by OSI). It includes: (1) a ProcnreN.cnt maintenance and supply effectiveness and to
List (Shopping l ist for t0e aircraft procurement, provide d:.ta on julti-mission materiel that has a
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limited capability. These categories apply to all MATERIEL MANAGEMENT
materiel except ships and submarines which will be Direction and control of those aspects of logistics
covered by the Navy Casualty Reporting which deal with materiel, including the functions of
(CASREPT) Systems as described in Operational identification, cataloging, standardization,
Reports .M1anual (NWIP10-1(Series)): requirements determination, p! .curement,

1. Not Operationally l|ady - Maintenance inspection, quality control, packaging, storage,
(NORM). distribution, disposal, maintenance, mobilization

3. Reduced Materiel Condition (RMC). (DOD management classification; encompasses materiel

7730.25) control, inventory control, inventory managementand supply management. (DOD 4140.36)

MATERIEL DEFICIENCY R.PORT The exercise of direction and control of all phases
A notice received by a CAO from a Government of supply management, including the functions of

receiving -r using activity that relates to an cataloging, inventory, identification,

unsatisfactory condition Notices may be made by standardization, requirements determination.
letter, message, or department/agency form. (AFR procurement, inspection, quality rortrol. storage,
74-15) distribution, disposal, arrangement for

transportation maintenance, mobilization planning,
MATERIEL DENIAL industrial readiness planning, and item management

A notification from a distribution activity classification. Synonymous with materiel control.
advising the originator of a materiel release order, inventory control, inventory management and
or a referral order, of failure to ship all or part of supply management. (DOD 410.32-M)

the quantity originally ordered shipped because of A generic term signifying and encompassing the
lack of stock, lack of proper shelf-life, condition responsibilities of management related to systems.
change or item identification, excluding disposal materiel management aggregations, items and
release orders. (DOD 4140.35) Federal Supply Classes, as normalli nerformed by

MATERIEL DESIGN REGIONS the D/MM. (AFLCR .00-1)
Areas characterized throughout by a high degree MATERIEL MANAGEMENT AGGREGATION

of uniformity in the stresses caused by A code assigned to an item, in addition to the
4 environmental operating conditions. (AR 705-15) FSN, to identify the item as being assigned for

management to a specific System Manager (SM) or
MATERIEL DEVELOPER Item Manager (IM). regardless of the Federal

The agency responsible for research. Supply Classification (FSC). (AFLCM 400- l
development, development tests, and production
validatioi of an item (to inciude the system for its MATERIEL MANAGEMENT AGGREGATION CODE
7 .n alphabetical (2-position) desibnator assigned
logistic suppo-t) which responds to Department of to ietf ang

the Army objectives and requirements. (AR 310-25) (AFLCR 400-1)

MATERIEL DEVELOPING AGENCY MATERIEL MANAGEMENT CODE
A Department of the Army igency authorized to A two-digit code used in conjnction with a stock

engage in research and development. (AR 11-25) number to designate the IM responsibility. (AFM

MATERIEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT 67-1)

Aircraft palietized unit loading system. (AFM MATERIEL MANAGEMENT (JPCG/DIMM)

l-l) A policy ccordinating group esnblilhed by the 4

MATERIEL INSPECTION AND RECEIVING REPORT Joint Logistics Commanders to serve as a

.A validated report of contractor furn;shd cimininication iink among the military log;stics
.or service inspected and/or aomands to further prog.-es., toward the objective

govemnen, tA~d 6-I)of inwegraied management. (AFLCR -100-21)

Shipping document used for the ship,nent of . MATERIEL MANAGEMENT TRANSFER
supplies froni vendors in the' continec c:dl United The transfer of materiel management for an item
States to insta lations of tflie tI:ree nilitarv fiom one it em manager to a not ler item manager.
departments. (AR 320-5) 1.AR 701-'A
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MATERIEL MANAGER MATERIEL PROCUREMENT PROGPAM
The director of organization compoie:t A statement by IQ USAF ef line items.

responsible for performing the materiel categories of materiel or services for which PAs
management functions for items assigned to him. may be, or have been, written against a specific
.Iateriel Manager also applies to the Genera! appropriation, budget program. or programI Services Administration (GSA) in the DOD supply category for a given prograi, year. (AFSC0 27-1)
support role. (DOD 4140.36) A statement by HQ USAF of items or categories A
MATERIEL MANAGER (Generic Term) of material or services to be procured unde7 a

A general term of reference to all types of specifie appropriation area, budget program. or
ae s program category r a given program year (alsomateriel manogers of all services; ;.e., syst.ms••

.anagers. weapon system control points, item called buying progra:n or pricurement program).
" (AFLCM 401-1)

managers, national inventory control points, etc.
When intended to relate to materiel managers MATERIEL PROCUREMENT PROGRAM 'ONTROL PLAN
within the AF supply distribution complex oniy, this A management pl.n which (a) establishes a
term is entered as AF materiel manager. (AFM control over the programming for procurernent of

selected items or categories of materiel and

MATERIEL MODERNIZATION services: -b) provides the means of relating
Improvement, qualitatively and/or quantitatively, procurement requirements to fiscal resources and
Iofequiment, qufiteative adr qan ve. correlating procurement progress reporting withof equipment of the ,ctive Army and Reserve fnnilrprig c unse ai o

components with items of materie' which reflect
optimum application of cutrent technology and reprogramming of av',ilable resources: and (d)
industrial capability and result in a combat provides data required for effective management by
inuilcapability hic equ sul inarmaexcels the combat HQ AFLC and higher anthority. (AFLCM 401-1)

capability of other nations. (AR 320-5) MATERIEL PROCUREMENT PROGRAM STATUS REPORT
MATEIELOBJECTIVE A report from field activities submitted in two

The mobilization reserve materiel objective less parts. Part I is PCAM card by hudget program
activity code material program code. and. when

the sum of the prepositioned war reserve applicable, by control symbol number. Part 1I is a
requirement. This term normally wiI apply only to p rprinted report which provides: (a) the status of

Single Manager items. (AR 320-5) initiations, commitments, and obligations against
MATERIEL PIPELINE the directed program; (b) revised cost estimates for

The quantity of an item required in the worldwide procurement of items in the buying program; and
supply system Eo maintain in uninterrupted (c) reprogramming recommendations, together with
replacemeent flow. (AR 320-5, AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1) justification and forecast data. (AFLC. 401-1)

The flow of materiel through the military MATERIEL PROGRAMCODE(MPC)
distribution system. from the point of receipt from A four digit code which represents the major
procurement or production into the military system elements of a weapon system. The MPG is ,Jsed
to the point of its final issue. in both quantitative

volue ad itm rngeas equied o inure with BPAC in the accounting classification cited onvolume and item range, as required to insure
uninterrupted supply to using units and activities. accounting documents. Within the procurement and
uninteDrptD suppl, tOD u, us a1 aRDT&E appropriations, the MPC represents the
(DOD 4140.4, DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1) major contractor breakout, segmentation of the

MATERIEL PRIORITIES PROCUREMENT REVIEW BOARD system by airframe, propulsion, electronics and
A Headquarters, Department of the Army general other, and a breakout by contract line item which is

officer committee chaired by a representitive of the normally aeronautical vehicles, training devices,
ACSFOR, which reviews the materiel procurement AGE. data and site activation. (AFSCM 27-1)
schedules proposed under various options in the Management subdivision of the budget program
Army Force Development Plan to insure that the activit% code. (AFLCM 401-1)
plan contains proper quantitative and qualitative A si.-digit code which represents the major
procurement to meet readiness and mnodernization elements accounting classification cited on
objectives and the operational requirements of the accounting documents. Within the Procurement and
U.S Army within reasonably attainable resource RDT&E appropriations, the MPC provides a
levels. (AR 11-25) segmentation of the system by air vehicle, airframe.
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propulsion, electronics, and others, and a breakout MATERIEL RELEASE ORDER (MRO)
by contract line item which is normally aeronautical An order issued by an accountable supryy
vehicles, training devices, peculiar support distribution activity directing a non-.,ecountable
equipment (PSE), data, and site activation. (AFSCR shipping activity within the same supply
27-6) distribution complex to release and ship materiel.

(AR 725-50, AR 320-5)
MATERIEL PROGRAMS An order issued by a DSC directing a distribution

Statements of operations expressed in terms of activity to release and ship materiel. WAY
hours, months, overhauls, or recoveries as 4140.2/AR 735-1i0/NAVSUP Pub 5003,,Cu 7
appropriate for the operation involved. P4400.101)

1. Past Programs. Statements of actual An order issued by an accountable supply system
accomplishments during a specific past period, manager (usually an inventory control poin o1.

2. Projected Progran. Estimates of planned ac.ountable depot) directing a non-accounzable
accomplishments during a future period. IAFLC, activity (usually a storage site or materiel dIro:
57-1) point) within the same supply distribution comple\

to release an,', ship materiel. (AFM 67-1. DODMATERIEL READINESS 4140.17-M)
The availability of materiel required by a military

organization to support its wartime activities or MATERIEL RELEASE STATUS REQUEST
contingencies, disaster relief (flood, earthquake, An inquiry to a shipping activity relative t
etc.), or other emergencies. (JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1, previously transmitted materiel release order. (A

725-50, AR 320-5)
AR 320-5)

MATERIEL RELE;,SE CONFIRMATION MATERIEL REPAIR SCHEDULE
A notification from a shipping activity advising The program by which repairable assets ar,

scheduled through the depot maintenance operato-
the originator of a materiel release order of the retuned serviceble to the Director of Suppi.
positive actior, taken on his order, or with ,AF~I1-1)
appropriate shipmt.' status document identifier
codes as a reply to a followup i.itiated by the MATERIEL REQUIREMENTS
inventory control point. (AR -0-5) Thos- quantities of items o.' 2quipment at

supplies necessary to equip. provide a materwc.
MATERIEL RELEASE DENIAL pipeline, and sustain a service. forniatio.

A notification from a shipping ac:>:ity advising organization, or unit in the fulfillment )i ii.
the originator of a materiel release order of the purposes or tasks during a specific ', riod uAk,
negative (warehouse denial) action on the or'er. 320-5. JCS Pub 1. AFM 1!-1)
(AR 320-5, AR 725-50; Quantitative expressions of the need for items o:

A notification from a storage site advising the supply to equip organizations, accomplish missi.P
originator of a materiel release order of the assignments, and establish readiness positions
negative (warehouse refusal, action in ;he order. (AFB 57-1)
(AFM 67-1) MATERIEL REQUIREMENTS PROGRAM

A notification frm a distribution activity A statement by AFLC of requirements for item
advising the originator of a materel release order, or categories of materiel or services recommende0
or a referral order. of failure to ship all or part of for procurement under a specific budget progran
the quantity originally ordered shipped because of for a given program year. i %lriCM -!0i-1)
lack of stock, lack of proper shelf life, condition MATERIEL SHORTAGE REPORT
change or item identification. (AR 3)0-25) An Army shortage report of those iteis not

MATERIEL RELEASE DENIAL/ADJUSTMENT available to meet the continental United "t:tes
A notification from a distribution activity terminal ;rrival date expressed in the 1 ot'ratioii

advising the originator of a Materiel Releas,. Order plan. (AR 320-5)
of (1) the negazive (warehouse refusal) action or (2) MATERIEL UTILIZATION CONTROL OFFICE (MUCO,
adjustments to the quantity origiinally ordered An organization which functions as a single ionit
shipped. (DSA.I 41.i0.2/A1 735.t1INAVSUP Pub of contact to develop and implement pohcie- antc
5003/1C(O P4400.!l0i proceaures foi th, magement of lon-7 n;j. *
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assets a, (I the control of utilization and disposition MATHEMATICL MODEL
program efforts. (AFM 67-'1 A numerical representation expressing properties

The organization within the Logistics Systems or characteristic functional relationships between
Management Division, Directorate c' Materiel dependent and independent variables. Sin-uiation or
Management (D/MM) at selected ALCs. This is the manipulation of the model allows the manager to
single point of contact within the ALC for the identify areas that require special attention.
management of releasable assets and the control of Models are useful to define reliabilitv.
utilization efforts (AFM 67-1. Vol III, Part one). maintainability, and other characteristics that can
(AFSCR/AiFLCR 57-8) be expressed by probability distributions. (A
MATERIEL-DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM system block diagram, developed in connection with

i~l nd rocdure deignd torecive-tor, mintin, the matheniall.cal model, that shows required.
That complex of facilities, installations, methods, te ana me , t hat how s require

~~ I ~~~and procedures designed to receive, strmaintain,. rdceadma ie ewe alrsa h
distribute, and control the flow of military materiel system, subsystem, equipment, component, and
between the point of receipt into the military parts levels will be hejul.) (AR 400-46)
system and the point of issue to using activit,-.- and MATURED ITEM
units. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1) A Federal Stock Numbered item of supply which
MATERIEL, has been recorded in the inventor-. manager's

APit A tye e e a official supply records for requisitioning, issue or
All items of property. excep~t real estate and

use for a minimum period of 36 months. ror
consumable materiel necessary for the equipment. logistically reassigned items the time-frame shall
maintenance. operation, and *suipport of mii~tary lgsial esindiestetm-rm hl

be 21 months after the effective transfer late of
activities without distinction as to their application the logistic reassignment. (DOD 4140.32-M)
for purposes of combat, logistical support, or A DOD-managed National Stock Numbered item
administration. (DOD 5000.5) of supply which has been in the supply system for a

MATERIEL, CONSUMABLE period of seven years after the System Entry Date
Materiel which after issue from stock is or the Reactivation Date. A GSA-managed National

consumed in use or i,,hec,. while having continuing Stock Numbered item of supply which has been in
life, ticmines incorporated in other property, thus the supply system for a neriod of !our years after
losing its identity when ;t is dropped from property the System Entry Date or the Reactivation Date.
accountabiiity (for example, spare partsj. Excludes (AFM 67-1, DOD 4140.32M)
major components of equipment, such as aircraft
engines, ship pr',peiler shafts, and electronic "black AT period
boxes." NOTE: It is impracticable to establish by An aging period of not less than 21 or 36 months

definition a precise dividing line between as appropriate after recordati:n in th(. :nventory
consunt able materiel and "capital-type" materiel manager's official supply records as available for

requisitioning issue or use for a minimum period of
with re;pect to components of equipment. .36 months. For Logistically Reassigned items the
However, any components of equipment which are
uwetir. toy coentrol e t wtime-frame shall be 21 months after the Effectivesusceptible to cost control upon the basis of

Transfer Date of the Logistic Reassignment. (DOD
budgeting and accounting for the cost of
consumption should be considered to be consumable
materiel -and all other components should be MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATION (MAC)
,onsidered to be cal)ital-type materiel (DOI) 5000.8) The ma-imum concentration of vapor in air to

which worn'rs m:.y le e.psed for eight houmsMATERIEL, GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED ddy iedy ,e.(vra neiiepro
daily. fi;'-e dalSax.(~ri neiieproMateriel pro~ ided by the goveiniment to as a . *nideniepro

oriel ro db e gwithout injury to health. Differs from threshold
contractor or compara.e government preduction inmit-.tion value, which iq an average concentration.
facility to be incorporated into or attached to an (AFM 127-201)
end product to be delivered to the Government
ordering activity or which may he consumed or MAXIMUM FILL LEVEL
expended in the performance of :a contract. It The highest point to which a petroleum storage
includes :,ut :s not limited to raw and processed tank may be filled with product. allowing for
material. parts. components. ;,s.emblies. and small lroduct expansion and other safety considerations.
tools and supplies. (1)OD 5000.8) (DOD 4140.25-MI
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MAXIMUM FILL LEVEL (TANKAGE) of all :naint,::ance actions on the item. (AFLCM

The poir., above which container must not be 66-2)
filled. (AFR 144-i) MEAN TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL

MAXIMUM LEVEL OF SUPPLY The total usage during a time period on all items.
That level set ,o limit or restrict the demand whpther failed or not, divided by those failures

level. The lower of the maximum or demand ievel is which required depot level maintenance. This is
the controlling level. (AFM 67-1) commonly called Flying hours per overhaul, or

MAXIMUM OPERATING TIME Usage per overhaul. A related term is flying hours
The maximum operating hours or cycles an per Field Maintenance which differs only ;a the

engine is retained in service prior to overhaul (T.O. level of maintenance required. (AFLCM 66-2)
2-1-18). (AFM 400-1) IMEAN-MAINTENANCE-TIME

MAXIMUM STRIKE CAPABILITY The total preventive and corrective maintenance
The ability to check out and launch the tota! time divided by the total number of preventive and

q,iantity of missiles (operational stockpile) in corrective mainte:,ance act;ons during a specified
performance of the assigned mission of the missile period of time. 1AFP 800-7)
squadron. (AFM 67-1) MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURES (MTBF) ,

MAXIMUM TIME The mean Operating Time between failures
The mandatory removal time when an item must during which the Item performs as specified.

be removed from service and returned to a depot (MIL-STD-721)

overhaul facility. (AFLOR 171-12) For a particular interval, the total functioning
MAX1-KIT life of a population of an item divided by the total

The rollaway CTK (maxi kiil is designed to hold number of failures within the population during the
ab.,ut 200 handtools each in a shadowed measurement interval. The definition holds for
configuration or an inlay. It is suited for large time. cycles, miles. events, or other measure of life
shops, phase and isochronal inspection docks. units. (MIL-STD-721B. AR 705-50)
munition loading crews, flight line expedite For a particular interval the total measured

vehicles, and similar work environments. (AFSCR operating time of the population of a materiel
66-9) divided by the total number of failures within the

MCP SUPPORT FACILITY population during the measured period. (AFM 1l-1)
A facility which makes the mission easier to The total usage during a time period on all items

accomplish, such as administration space, hangars, divided by the total failures whether repaired in
roads. dormitories. etc. Often the approval of a place, at field level or depot level. A different
technical facility will generate a requirement for a aspect of this is used in contractural reliability
support facility which should be prograrmed in measures wherein the total operating time is
support rcqirements. (AFSCP 80-1) divided by the number of failures, but the
MDS DESIGNATION frequency of computation is ba -d on intervals of

the number of failures rather than a c,,ltndar time
A combination of significant letters and numbers thiinterv'al. (AFLCII 66-17)

assigned to identify a specific end article or group
of end articles for item applicatio, and program MEAN-TIME-TO-FAILURE (MTTF)
publication purposes. Formerly termed TMS The mean Operating Time zo failure b vond which
designation. (AFLCR 57-1) point the Item becomes expendable. (MIL-STD-721)

MEAL TICKET The mean functioning time to failur', beyond

A form used to -btain meals for authorized ',i:h point the m.eriel becomes expended.

personnel from railroads, steamship companies, (AFLCR 171-12)
restaurants, or anv concern or persons serving• MEAN-TIME-TO-FIRST-FAILURE
meals to the public ,which provides for subsequei-t The mean functioning time at which the first
reimbursement. (DOD 5000.8) failure occurred. The definition holds for time.

MEAN TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE cycles. miles. events and other units of life
Total usage this time period is divided by the sum measuren-ent. (Ml.-STD-7211
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MEAN-TIME-TO-REPAIR MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT
The statistical mean of the distribution of All devices used to measure, gage, test, inspect,

times-to- repair. The summation of active r,-pair or otherwise examine items or materiel to determine
times during a given period of time divided by the compliance with requirements. (DLAM 4155.4/AR
total number of malfunctions during the same time 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO P4870.15B)interval. (MIL-STD-778, AFM 11-1) MECHANICAL DAMAGE

MEANTIMEBETWEEN DEMANDS (MTBD) Damage resulting from any direct or indirect
The average number of operating hours fnrce which may impair the mechanical or operating

accumulated on a unit when it is removed from the function of the item. (AFP 71-4j
next higher assembly and replaced with a MECHANIZED BASE
serviceable unit for supply, MTBD will be identified A reporting activity having machine capability to

fcr engines and modules. (AFM 400-1) produce SBECRs in PCAM formats prescribed in

MEAN, ARITHMETIC Chapter 12, Pat one, Volume II (base SB&CRMEAN ARTHMTICprocedure) (AFM 67-1)
An average of a series of quantities or values, rhe :nethod for handling materiel, using powered

specifically, the quotient of their sum divided by or gra%it:y conveyors, tow conveyors, monorail,
the number of items in the series Sometimes called transversing conveyor loading units. pnetimatic or
simply, "mean." (DOD 5000.8) vacuum type systems. and operatorless tractor
MEASUREMENT CARGO systems. (AFM 11-1)

Cargo that stores more than 40 cubic fet to the As used in Chapter 12. Part one. Volume 11 and
ton of 2,249 pounds or weighs less than 55 pounds Chapter 12, Part one. Volume III. a reporting
per cubic foot o hich transportation and ctivity having machine capability to produce stock

stevedoring charges are assessed on the basis of balance and consumption report (SB&CRs)in PCAM
measurement. (AR 320-5) format (Chapter 12. Part one. Volume II (bas-

SB&CR procedure)). (AFtI 67-!)
MEASUREMENT STANDARD MECHANIZED MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEMS (MMHS)

An item of known accuracy which is established Includes the composite methods ana techniques
by authority as a basis for reference measurements, for t-andling materials with equipmuent s'-jch as
(AR 720-25) powered or gravity conveyors: overhead trolleys on
MEASUREMENT TON rails: wire-guided and battery-powered driverle,--

Measure of cubic volume of cargo. expressed in tractos: pneumatic tubes. automated
units of 40 cubic feet. It is also used to indicate storagefretrieval systems with associated process
the cubic capacity of a ship available for cargo. control equipment. etc. (AFLCR 7,-J)
Also known as ship ton. (AR 320-5) MECHANIZED R!QUISITIONER
MEASUREMETS Any activity which has the capability to key

NORS is a condition status of materiel indicating punch or otherwise mechanically create a puched
card requisition. whether or not .-uch requisition isthat it is not ,,perationally ready. because electric;alv transmitted or mailed (DO FOR6

maintenance required to clear a NORM condition 1348m). (NAVSUP Pub. 437)
'ajno: be continued due to a supply shortage.
Rt,erdiig of NORS time shall start one hour after: MEDIAN
(:.i a stl ply demand has been made fo, an item(s) An average of a series of quantit es or values.
required for maintenauce, (b) the item(s) is not specifically. the quantity or value of that item
delitered to the materiel and tc maintenane work which is so positioned in the ,.eries when ar' ngee
.toipag(. results. (101) 7730.'5) in order of numerical quantity or valve that tiwere

R.I(" is a conditin status of multi-mfission are an equal number of itens of greater magn:irdc

nateriel indicating mis.ion-esseitial uhs s'en and lessr mugnitu- e, tl)l 50OII. I
in:;h!pallility htratise on, or more are ino..,r-ati for MEDICAL ITEMS FOR NONMEDICAL ACTIVITIES
nainitenance or ..upplv r'asons. The .M ilitary Tle bas' intdiail supply officer is r'sponsili, f,"
lepart ment.- mat furi hr suhilividth RAIC into providing me!i'a; nateriel supporl ti tinhilut:1 ! Iv
Im intel nancei -. :nd tilpplx cat .iri:.. if dhsired. act,%ivii.,. T!.is s plport in 'lhdes ,ntdit'al . u t .erwt!-
(I1)lT:l) :.2. iwals for whirn h Iu' Pit' has inanaimen:



ri's ionsibilitv. Nonimed cal activities obtv~in this 998t' ''XX or 9996.XXXX - M1iseellaineou, - Other
m'lateriel by subtnittng :ui issue request to the bast Jot oruer numb~rs used for ci~ifian !ea~ke in .IGCAS
ine10e01 suply officer. No-niallv. the noinei'a; for aiii.al. -,ick. and other leave will bp job order
..ct.,itn reimlbur~cz the liase .:-wdical supply t.:ficerii ui:. ier:. !19034XXX. 99055sX.Y': and 99056':XX
,or tll% n1,ateriel, ism.iCel. unless tile activ is respective'ly Only the leave used and re,:ognized
in'duded ill thle financial plan of tlve medical facility. by tile viviiian p)ay system are to lie charged to
AFMI 67-1l t&se job orders. 'A job order number with eight

MEDIAL ATEREL 9.s; will not be used. AFi0! 177-265)
lleiwz approhed by -lhe Defense Medical Materiel MEMORANDUM NON-ADD PROGRAM ELEMENT

Board as miedical items and managed by the A ortion of a program element or iggregation
Defense Medical Supply Center regardesoth separately displayed f,.. information i rposes.
r-SC classes in which the items are classified. (AR (DOD 7045.1)
7 11- 5)

MEMORANDUM OF AGIREEMENT/UNDERSTANDING
MEDIUM DOLLAR VALUE ITEM (MOAIMOU)

Ani *nd item or -epair part for which the value of The documentation of mutually atzreed to
;otal demand -,n CONI2S depots is forecast at less statements of facts. intentions. procedures- anoo

*than i25 000. 1AR 310-25) paraeters f)- future actions and iatters -)f

MEDIUM LOT STORAGE coordination. ,DOD 4000.19-1Mj
A medium lot is generally defined as a q~antity MERCHANDISING

of mater:al which will require obe to thiee pa.'et eemlo etofhe osapopiemen
staks sord o ~a~mui eiht.Thsth 1 rm of item identification, segregation, lottingr.

1 ~refers to reiatively small lots as distitiguished from 'io.dplpanng and pooin
dlefinitely large o.- small lots (AFR 69-8) dsradvertising and putblicity. as Lpplicable. to d ispl)ose

-MEMORANDUM JOB ORDER *,f personal property (DOI) 4160.21-3M)
An account Esaulished by an organization to METAL PRODUCTS (HEAVY)

accumnul.te ii~direct labo :. hour.; and costs.
irvestment cos's. c;,;iii;;i- le:-ve used. or to gather Unboxed nital products (fabricated or

ctua cots nd "borhn is or te prpoe 4 unfabricated) weighing over if) pounds pee' cubie
creating unit cost ;iric lists for homogeneous foot. (AR i5-9/,NAVSUPINST 607AF

1- ans -,d services. i.FSCII 177-265) ~ , 4 IC 603
MEONDUM JOB ORDR NUMBER e asnd to * eDCnIT)rIUt 1jcau

.Jol' order ,ubr a easge ol
K. n,1,',cumii;,e&s accounts for mianagement analysis of unfa! r-cated) weighing 56pounds, or I ss per cubic

the laboratory, center. or range cost structure, to fo. (AR 55-9 NAVSUPINST l67I AFR

validate price code cost and identify investment 75h10/11CO 4610.31)

wih th tdt digit a 0 for civilian used leave A catgr fAEcissieo ee-rvn
non" cot; 6l1 machines i ee

curenty rsered; forjoborders set up to 3405. 3408. 3,0 through :1419. and :3441 through

track actual costs related to a unit price code; S "T8-26/ASP Pu 2/F
for indire(;. costs 087;388); or -9- for overhead 7~IIo47.2DA 159
cc':s l.9/J9.For lal'oratorios. the fourth digit

ibe -I through -6-. T',e.,, codes are required MET00
for the I.abnratory Resources Report and are as The manner of periorniing in operation. i.e.. how
follo-ws: a thing is to be done. (AFI.CR 40645)

99SIXXXX or 9993XXXX - Management or METHOD OF ACCOMPLISMENT CODE
~,u~erisi~iA codt- used to M~entift how or liv. wvlont thr
9~2XXX'ar!9'2XXX -Admnisratonlogistics prog-ramn unit quantities are to lie

9'943YXXX ar 99!l:IXXY - Technical Support actllse.(~.' 012
99'S4XXXX oir !;'J94XXXX - Training
99ISiXXXX oir 9995XXXX'99OXX\X - l.e'ave andi OMO OF ACCOIPUSHUENT (11OA)

Exctisc'i Aissenes The MO.A code identifies the ileatis by which



-~ --

varying quantities of priogram unit,; supporting a MANUFACTURING (MWFG) CODE
given logistics program are to be accomplished Laist f(Air-digit-number of allotment number or
(attachment 2). kAFLCR 66-29) B/M numnber assigned by JAMAC to a specific

-' ~~~METHOD OF RESUPPLY t (FC 885
Means by which a unit nmakes its requirements MICROFICHE

foi supply known to the issuing installation. Asheet of film contaiaing multiple microimages
Examples: requisition, a-itomatic, on call, status in a grid p~attern. It usually contains a heading or
report, expenditure report, etc. (Alt 320-5) title which can be read without magnification.

(DOD 4140.22)
MET'IODS AND PROCEDURES TECHNICAL ORDER

-k MPTO establishes policies and provides MICROFILM
infrmaionandinsrucion onsaf an I A fine grain, higni resolution film containing

pnfrton ndeinstruIntis wayait methods a~
lroceduies relating to such subjects as preventive anmgeoiaesratyedcdnsierm
maintenance, periodic inspection, and Air Force thoignl2.Teiecording of microimages on film.

diffrs roma 3 Raw film with characteristics as in paragraph
speifi arcrftmisils, nd a. of this subsection. (DOD 4140.22)

itens of equipment. This type of TO is divided into
two classes: (11, Those which Involve policies, MICROFILM APERTLURE PUNCH CARDS
methods and pr~cedures relating to maintenance A tabulating card witn a rectangukr hole (or
management or administration. Examples are: aperture) (lie-cut into the card, and a frame of 35

"Funtionl Ceck lighs ad Mantennce n. microfilm containing a drawing /' anspareiicv
Operational Ceck, "Mitenance ofairtenorce mounted In the ap~erture. Factual inforiat"'-' abou

Equimen.' ad "rodct mproemet." (2) the drawing (such as the di awing number, security
Thos whch nvole plices, ethdsand class if ication, proprietary rights, drawing revision)

procedures relating to equipment in general. iskypnhdntedtafduigheE S
Examles are "Ceanng o Aeonaticl 1IL-STD-804) card p)unching code as a guide, and

Equipment," "Desert Aircraft Maintenance." and itrrtd AR6-8Ii Conservation of Critical Materials." (APR 66-7) MICROFORM
A generic term foi' any form. whether film, video.

METRIC tape, papeir or other medium, containing
Multi-Echelon 'fec ~iique for Recoverable Item iiiniaturized or otherwise compressed image,. which

Control. A single-itioenttrad technique developed cannot be read without special dis;play devices.
by RAND Corporation. (AFLCP 57-13) (DOD 4140.22) 7

METROLOGY MICROGRAPHICS
The science of measurement for determination oi The science, art and technology of document aiid

conformanc. to technical requirements including the infornmation miniaturization andl as;sociated

development of s~andards and systems for absolute microformi systemns. (DOD 4140.22)
and relative ineesurements. (DOD 41-55.18)MCRULIHN

The science of measurement including the Teceto famiitt'zdiae(~.
development of measurement standards aiid s''i n ofli- ir ih iil s ed as a miaster for
for absolute an~d relative meaburements. r i'r'~ductioii Gt multiple copies. foi' mass or gene'r..1
150-25) d ist ribtiioni. Thec cutirent version oif t he

METROLOGY AUDITS Government Piinting anid Binding R eguiat ions is

speii t t to (leteiine the adequacy, of the MIKE (M)
('0il tl*i;cJ or'N s v'stecm for cal ibhirat iou1 and1( Single letter abbhrev iation usd to dsigiiate vi~ lits,

tit'iii'i~('i .AFR 74-15) in thiousaiids: '.ia.. 200.000t harrels, equalI 2001l

MEZZANINE SPACE j~S O)1 o2-~
Tl 'arva pr:ovide'd b 'v the( c'onst ruction of' MILESTONE

iiiter'ilefiaIt( or fn'actioiinl lorv lu'tweell al.v. floor A sigiiliciait eVI'lit 01' ac ivi il ~ '5~~

opo~ra tioiis. (Ar1 (7-It ait ''priedeterineiii(d time (A. FSCII '.78-1adviig'fabidn n.ts.iisoae Pgn i.o'p'~c d~di~' ~'a''itiil)P

1 2K
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Ani acti-.itv or action within the research, purposes, including but not limited to the following:
dIevelopnient, test, evaluation, production, and gunnery, bombing, rocket or missile launching,
inservice life of a system,. equipment, or effort. electronic surveillance, refueling, aerial mapping,
The milestone possesses a distinct, objectively military liaison, cargo carrying or dropping,
identifiable terminal point which can be used as a personnel dropping, military trainers, experimental

means of evaluating progress in terms of an aircraft, drones, lighter-than-air aircraft, and
A estimated time schedule. (AEM 1 l-1) military helicopters. (JCS Pub 1)

MILESTONE PLAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT STORAGE AND DISPOSITION CENTER
A MILESTONE Plan consists of a series of 'ihe Air Ferce activity designated by DOD tociclearly defined milestones with the scheduled accomplish centralized storage, withdrawal,

(planned) completion date of each. Each milestone reclamation, or other disposition (except sale) for
Sis a predetermined point of iccomplishment which is the military services and, or formally agreed upon,

clearly recognizable as an event which either does for other agencies of the Federal Government.
or does not occur at a predetermined point in time. (AFLOR 65-31)

SI MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND (MAC)
MILESTONE PRO-GRESS REPORT The single manager operating agency for

The report of achievemient against a Peogram designated airlift service. (JCS Pub 1, DOD
Management Plan. (BUWEPS 5203.25) 5160.10, AR 320-5)

MILESTONE VARIANCE CHARTS MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND (MAC) AIRCRAFT
These have been in use for many years in Aircraft operated by or for MAC and financed by

surveillance of Air Force contracts. Milestones are the Industrial Fund, including civil aircraft under
selectpd on the basis of the sign ifican ce/critical ity charter, contract, or lease to MAC. (AFR 76-16)
of the event in the production procezs Varian.:e
from thp schedules, time for performance of the MILITARY ARTICLES AND SERVICES LIST (MASt)
even',, articipate-l or actual, is noted on, the chart. Catalog of materiel. services and training used inl
Therv is no contractual requi.etnent for preparation the planning and pr gamming of Grant Aid,
of this chart but it is used a :1 guide in the absence luternolional M~'itarv Education and Training
of equivalent contractor' s records. AFSC (IMET) and Foreign Military Sales (FMS). Fo r
publiCdtio;n of Air Force Standard Milestone Grant Aid this catalo.gue contains end item
6ym,)ols replaces svi,.bols formerly used. (AFSCM availabiliti of materiel and services and for both
84-2) Grant Aid and F.1S it establishes a uniformn level of

MIESONSline item detail inl thle att-omiated program files of
all agencies. Separate MASLs are maintined for

Rrcognizable poits in tirw at which specific MT a FSting. heecalus
tasks or activities (major a-d m no.-) star' or end. disseminate course availabi~ity, p; ice and] duration

.4 UWPS52~.3)of training to all concerned. (DOD i105.38.1)
Predefined steps in -,. given pro~urement. Used to

identify progress of anl acquisition document towardl MILITARY ASSISTANCE ADVISORY GROUP (MAAG)
complletion of procurement actions. (AIFLCR 70-11) As used in this regulation. thle United States

MILTAR AR MVEMNTNUMERagency responsible for :I(fiinistrationl of lilitary
.'ssista nce iii a recip~ienit ot inti, r T~i is may,1 be a

Symol ~shnedfo lu~boes f denifiatin, joint US M"Iilitary Advisoriy Group. Military Attache.
r'c irdl. secrecy and adniinistraitive handling of or other desigi"ated agency.) (AFLCR -1001-23)
mo enwents of groups of 1-5 or m~ole Departmnent of S on evc ru onidvudrtemltr
thle A rm. 1,-rsi'~iel v. ho travel within tile
Co' In ta11)t fIh :ijtlSttsb com inland of a com ma ndler of a tini fied coinmmiand Mid1

~n~vaii.i.\i :~2-~). nltar eprese~~ntill" thle Secretary of Defense whiech
pirimaurily ;idnuiiiisters tile I*S iili'ar' a.Si!stanlce

MILITARY AIRCRAFT planniii pi'ograni,.ing ini thc ho' t country. tA FM
Any aircraft on ned iy 01 iisedh ex('.sllv~'~ in the (;7-!I ~ ~ ~ srvict of tilie a ined force, of a coountor (A F.1 A J1oint I'S A h Xdv i ory Group1I. Military

I!-l) ;l sionl. I S Military Griou p. Office of 1), fells?
Aii('fi I llalil((I or 11ii iaimc~d and mn.,ilts Co(opIeration. of wIthei iilt ii' olranizat Iol

4e4iginei. miodified or eq iuippled fI',r iniliitarvl "k I1101. .. f or 'ect'l-itv a.i.istallr(' and other relaied



DOD matters to tile host countri"s military MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM GRANT AID TRAINEES
establishnweit. (.AFSCR 200-5) Foreign nationals receiving training under the

e, j MILITARY ASSISTANCE ARTICLES AND SERVICES LIST Grant Aid portion of Military Assista,,ce Program
r A Department of Defe.,se publication listing training. (JCS Pub 1)

asurce. availability, and price of items and services MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (MAP)
-I for use bv tile unified comminds ;:d Military

Dprmni m" ps The US progrnam for providing militar% assistancei _ i Departnients in prepari,,g military atssistance p~lan's•
and programs. (JCS Puib 1) under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as

MILIR Aamended aild by the Foreign Militar, Sleb (FMS)
MILITARY ASSISTANCE GRANT AID T'RAINING Act of 1968. other programs a'thorized by theseThat training provided under Military -Assistance
Program Grant Aid. (JCS Pub V) Acts. (AFSCR 177-1)

Al annual program for wich the United States
MILITARV ASSISTANCE PROGRAM Government receives no dollar reimbursement.

Aterm used to identify programs and military aid - a, given
term . showing a detailed funding nrogram foragie

furnished eligible allies. (AFM 67-1) fiscal year related to specific military assistance
The US program for providing military assistance requirements by area and country, and taking into

under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 as distinct accu nt s l ea d s n ry to effeg it

from economic aid and other piograns authorized ae ro r m the secesiarogram.
by the act. (AFM 67-1) deliveries or perform the services in that program.

Logistics support provided to the customer (DOD 510.).38M)
country at no cost to the customer. Under the FAA MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (MAP) PROPER'Y
the Air Force receives reimbursement from Foreign 1. General. Includes all DOD-owned property

Assistance Act funds for the total cost of support 1.Grnished to anycus or interty

provided other than excess items. Programs within tcountry or international
MAP atre annual (fiscal year) and relate to specific organization on a grant aid basis, or material held
military assistance requirements by area and in a MAP-ownership account.
country. MAP is alsu commonly referred to as 9. Redistributable. Includes all MAP property no
"Grant Aid." (AFR 400-3) longer needed by the recipient government for

The United States program for providing military purposes for which furnished.
assistance to eligible foreign coantries. In this 3. Disposable. Includes that part of
regulation MAP excludes training and foreign redistributable MAP property which is determined
military sales (FMS), and applies only to GA and not to be required for redistribution within the
MASF programs. GA consists of approved, funded, DOD or to other U.S. Government agencies. (DOD
and directed programs for materiel and services 4160.21-M)(except training) provided without charge to eligiblerecipient countries. MASF i. (he program for MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OWNED MATERIEL

providing materiel and services (exc'ept training) to iMAPOM)
Vietnam, Laos, and some third-country forces Materiel in the approved MAP, physically
supporting Vietnam, with costs to be included in the available for delivery but not deliverable to the
regular appropriations for the military departments originally designated recipient. and authorize,! by
instead of in the MAP budgets. (AFLCR 400-23) Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) fc,"

MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ADDRESS DIRECTORY segregated storage intil directed to a new
A sole source directory for use of the military recipient. (AFLCR 400-23)

services/agencies, containing the addresses of
freight forwarders, country represent:itives ai;d/or MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM PROPERTY
customers in country required for releasing FMS That materiel, equip,,ent, and supplies (other
and shipments and relate( documentation. (AFR than materiel. equipir nt. and supplies sold under
4 00}-3) the Foreign Military Sale., Program) charged t(,

MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROiGRAM GRANT AID MAP appropriations and furnished to eligible
Military a'isistance rendered under the authority countries or transferred to authorized stockpiles

of the Yoreign Assistance Act of 196I, as amended, under the provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act
for which the United States r(.ceives no of 1961, as amiended. or previous similar statutory
rillmburselent. (W'S Pil I authorities. (AFM 67-I)
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROPERTY SALES AND MILITARY CIVIC ACTION
DISPOSITION The use of preponderantly ir,,igenous military

An account established to account for MAPOM forces on projects useful to the local population at
materiel that has been sold under FMS, or all levels in such fields as education, trairi,,!g,
authorized for disposition. (AFLCR 400-23) public works, agriculture, transportation.

MILITARY ASSISTANCE SALES communications, health, sanitation, and others
That poraon of Uniteud States military assistance contributing to economic and social development,

authorized by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. which would also serve to improve the standing of
This assi,,tance differs from Miiitarv Assistance the military Forces with the population. (United
Program Grant Aid in that it is purchased by th, States forces may at times advise or engage in
recipieit: country. This assistance is for both military civic actions in overseas areas.) (JCS Pub 1)
defense articles and services (including training). MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
(JCS Pub 1) Supplies, equipment, and material required to I
MILITARY ASSISTANCE SERVICE FUNDED accomplish approved construction projects for

All defense aricles and defense services military establishments in oversea areas. (AR
transferred to foreign cowatries under the authority 50-30)
contained in the Department of Defense MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM (MCP)
Appropriation Act. (DOD 5105.38M) Projects included in (1) the annual (budget)
MILITARY ASSISTANCE SERVICE FUNDE)P PROGRAM program, (2) programs for four fiscal years

The program for providing matericl services and following the budget year required as part of the
training to specified allies with costs to be included DOD Five Year Force Structure and Financial
in the regular appropriations for the military Program, (3) the minor construction program. and
departments instead of in MAP budgets. (AFM (4) emergency construction ,equirements. (AFLCR
67-1) 78-3)

MILITARY AUTHORIZATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER MILITARY CURRENCY
The movement of a group of persons routed by Currency prepared by a power and declared by its

the Commander, MTMTS, moving with or without
thCommnalnequipmen or w in military commander to be legal tender for use by

organizationa equipment or military impedimenta civilian and/or militar. )ersonnel as prescribed in
passenger or mixed train the areas occupied by its forces. It should be of

between points within CONUS. (DSA.R 4500.3) distinctive design to distinguish it from the official
A symbol and number assigned to a group of 15 -14

or more persons, moving with or without currency of the countries concerned, but may be

organizational equipment or impedimenta, in pub in the moietary unit of either. (JCS

e3mmercial railway passenge. or mixed trainU
service, between point within continental United MILITARY DATA
States and points in contiguous countries. Does not That portion of engineering data represented by
include movements where authority to route and military specificat;ons, Ctandards, or military
arrange for movements has been delegated to a approved industry specifications or standards.
field agency. (AR 320-5) (AFLCR 80-5)

MILITARY CAPABILITY MILITARY DEPARTMENT
The ability to execute a specified course of One of the departments within the Departinent of

military action. At the highest level it is the ability Defense created by the National Securiti Act of
to woize war or a particular element of war. At 1947, as amended. (JCS Pub 1)
lower levels it is the :ability to execute an action
indirectly related to the higher level (repair, MILITARY DESIGN MOTOR VEHICLES
warehousing. ,,tc.). (AM 400-2) Vehicles designed in atcordance with military
M C E specifications intended primarily fo: the logistic
MILITARY CHARACTERISTICS ew s,pport of operational. combat. and tactical action.

Thoeor the training of personnel for such Oeaons.
depend its ability -o pIerform desired military Ar t l
functions. Military characteristics include physical
and operational characteristics but not technical MILITARY ESSENTIALITY CODES
characteristics. (.!('S Pu I I .Mlitariy essentiality is con'er.,,d with providing
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relative measures (if tile importance of stocking- one The autherized purchase request used to effect
z]item as contrastedl with another. Military p~rocurement. (AR 71,- 19/NA VSUP PUP. 479/AFR

essentiality codes (MIECs) will be assigned to 70-20/11CO 4215.50/1)SAR 4115.6)
eqiri~ent/coiji)oneints- and parts for the piurpoise of
establishii'g their relative m'ilitary essentiality ra nk. MITAYIERPRMEALUCHSRQET
(ASOIN\ST P40024 ACCEPTANCE 482(cetneo IRP4400.24) ~ ~A DD Form44-(AcpaeofINPR
MILITARY EXPORT SALES executed by a procuring activity as notice to the

All s.les of defense articles and defense services reuigaciitthta IP hsbeneeid
made froi Ssuc ofringvrmns and accepted for'procurement action. (AR 17-2-0
foreign p~rivate firmis and international
organizations, whether made by DOD or by' US MILITARY ITEM
industryv directly to a, foreign buyer. Such sales fall Ani item of equipment or material designed
into two major categories. Foreign Military Sales p~rimlarily for military offensive and/or defensive
andl Commercial Sales. (AFR 400-3) operations. and considered by the Department of

MILIARY ORCESTRUTUREDefense to be militaristic in nature, or dangerous or
A quiantitative, time-phased stotement of the unsafe for p~ublic us-. (OXM1INST 4500.33)

reqluired inrentory of wings, squadrons, sites, or An item of equipment designed p~rimnarily tor
other appropriate llatniing upits. Thle force ma-y military offensive or defensive operations. '(DOD

2 vary from a few systlis to a compllete Air- Force 4160-21-11)
program, including adi weapon and support systems. MILITARY MAINTENANCE

I Acoplte detiictio o waloiisytes. That maintenance performed by a militaryj ~support systems, and supporting elements appears deatmn unejiiay cnrl uiii~
as program elements in the Un'ited States Air Force gvrmn-weIo otoldfcite.tos

Fore ad inacia Pogrm. AF 111)test e,;-iipmuent. spares. repair parts. and military orIMILITARY IMPEDIMENTA civiihan personnel. (DOD 41-51.1)
Military impedimenta is defined ab that equipment MITAYANFCUE')wned and controlled by a unit and carried onl the MITAY ANACUE

Unit Property Books (Table of Organization aInd A milit-iry arsenal, factory. manuitfact uring depot.
Equipment) *and moving simultaneously ori or fa bricatinlg ac."Vity prolucing 'tems of a puirely
coriunction with the troopsz It is for use byv the mlitary nature. (AR 72-5-50. AR 320-5)

Itrocus while p~articipating in national emergencies. MILITARY MATERIEL AND MUNITIONS
ulaned xerise. maeuvrs r lerminen chnge Military mat-riel. arms. and munitions thle US
of staion. DSAR 400.3)Government prcums and controls to equip. operae

MILITARY IMPEDIMENTA NUMBER maintain. aid support it., military fovces (,r the
.XNumler assignel by thie Association of Americai. muilitary, paramilitary, or irregular forcez. of ivz

Railroads for purposes of identification, record, allies. It includes items dev~lee by lUS private
'ereyInd admipistrative handling of movements interests as a result of US Go~ erniientcnrtso

of :nlitarv imp~edimenta in) domestic freig~it train (derived from technology paid for by the US
serlice. (.AR ;320-5) Goveriniren t. This de fi nit ion i nclutdes it en. onl thle

MILITARY INTERDEPARTMENTAL PURCHASE REQUEST lit vic lI)e frse
(MIPR) abroad by I'S private interest., undler Ilime

!)I) Form III, is used by the rc'j :hiiig Military International Tra ffic inl A rm,~ Regulations I ITA RI.
*ear "newL to L req uest the procunremner of sutippl ies 0~''*'1' ' item spei---~l coee *)ohrI

;o'rson0 a I services b%- the procti ig Go' ernmen t pirescribed export control regulations.

depairt 1v., 4 agency. and voriis thle. procuriumg This definition aloincludies technic-il datw and
(11 it' "I eiCiic to adhrz n.aifacture of (Tilil *.*.. . "'r iC5iiito op(iiite. iiit~jl. or support

th lc .ar uppli"' (A FLCR 400-2! /DA IZcoMlR specific mlilitar-y materiel. arluz. ori mumiwit ions. ItA 7(10-19ATI NST 47!iO.t A,1 CO P4 Il uL22.\ I does not inclutde iii format ionl to produlce. coproduice.
A :1aurchastc refiluiest executed I)% a requiiringz or inl ;I;, o~ther way manu factuore t(lie it*i(Itemis

deptiiilnt as a1 i,44(Ist for mnateriel i' lbe iroilred luinder developmiient fall under Appilied Researchl and
or. sapplietl li x lil t iimigdeplar'tment . 01 F'"'R lDevvlopinen: finforma Lon and Materiel). i. FSC R
27-6) 0 -)
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MILITARY OFFICIAL MAIL and which is conducted under the provisions of AR
Par, els in postal service and indorsed "10.1" 705-5 for the purpose ot deteimining whether the

entitled to rail or motor transportation between materiel or equipment has military potential to
points within CONUS and to aerial ports of satisfy a stated requirement. The MPT is normally
embarkation. thence airlift to oversea areas. (AR a limited test conducted under field conditions.
55-16) This test does not negate the requirement for ET or
MILITARY OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS ST prior to type classification except as may be

The formal expression of a military need, authorized and approved by Headquarters.

response to which results in development or Deparunent of the Army. (AR70-10)I acquisition of items, iquipments or systems. MILITARY PRIORITY DATE (MPD)
(DSAM 4120.3-M) The date on which the priority per'iod-authorized
MILITARY PACK for military screening will expire and control of the

The degrae of packing which will afford adequate property will pass to GSA. (This is not intended to
protection during shpnent, handling, indeterminate imply that military screening ceases on the mihtary
storage and world-wide redistribution. (DOD priority date since this screening is continued4100.14) throughout the entire disposal proess until such

time as fin40 dispcsal action ;s accomplished. (DO')

MILITARY PACKAGE 416k,.21-M)
The degree of presevation and packaging whch

will afford protection against known conditions MILITARY PROPERTY
which are less hazardous than Level A is designed Personal property peculiar to military operations

to ;aeet. This requires a higher degree of.  which is under the cognizance of a military

preservation then afforded by Level C preservation inventory control point. It includes weapons

and packaging. The use of Level B should be based svstems, components thereof, and related support

on firinly established knowledge of the shipment equipment, bt does not include items which are

and storage conditions to be encountered and a consumed in the performance of a procurement

determinaition that monetary savings wi!l result. contract or incorporated in the end items produced
(DOD 4100.14) under a contract. (DAR 13-101.7)

The degree of preservation ahd packaging which Government-owned personal property uesigned

wi" afford adequate prutection against corrosiop, for military operations. It includes end items and

deterioration and physical damage (luring shipment integral components of military weapon systems.
from supply source to he first receiving activity, along with the ielated peculiar support equipment

for immediate use or c ntrolled humidity storage. which is not readily avpilable .s a commercial item.

This level may conform to supplier's commercial It does not iLclude Government material, special

practice when such meets the r<quirements of this test equipment, specipi tooling or faciiiti2s. (DAC

level. (DOB 4100.14) 76-17)

MILITARY PACKAGING MILITARY PROPERTY CUSTODIAN
The materials and methods or procedures An agency of an educational institution

prescribed in Faieral/military specifications, authorized to requisition, receive, store. issue, and

standards, drawings or other authorized documents, account for, and otherwise perform such

which are designed to provide the degree of administrative matters as may be required in

packaging protection determined necessary to connection with the utilization of A1F property
preient damage and deterioration during worldwide furnished the insitution for use in conducting
distribution of materiel. (DLAR 4145.7 AFROTC activities. (AFM 67-1)

MILITARY PARTS CONTROL ADVISORY GROUP (MPCAG) MILITARY REQUIREMENT
DATA An established need justifying the timely

A data bank maintained at DESC and DISC to allocation of resources to achieve a capability to
support the screening of parts managed by those accomplish approved military objectives. inisson..
agencies. (AFLCR'AFSCR 800-20) or tasks. (JCS Pub 1. AFM 11-1)

MILITARY POTENTIAL TEST MILITARY REQUIREMENT (SYSTEM)
A test of an item, component or system for which The demand imposed upon the System to meet an

no definitive characteristics have been established. Operational need. (MIL- STD-721)
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MILITARY RESOURCES issue of materiel within standardized priorities.
Military and civilian pe:sonnel, facilities, (AFM 11-1)

equipment, and supplies unde- the cont:ol of a A system of standard data elements, codes, forms
Department of Defense component. (JCS Pub 1) and formats fo: requisition and issue of materiel,
$'MILITARY SEA TRANSPORTATION SERVICE adaptable to both manual and mechan;.al doeimic'ntThe Single Manager Operating Agency for Sealift preparation transmission and processing.ThSer Sice. (DOD 5160.10) MILSTRIP is applicable to all Department of

Defense activities requisitioning on who!esale
M, ILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND (MSC) distribution systems, to civil agencies requisitioning

The Single Ma! ager Operating Agency for Sealift on the military or GSA distrioution systems, to
Service (DOD 5160.-0) foreign government requisitions under the MAP

-LITARY SERVICE MANAGED ITEMS program, and to contractors requisitioning
Items which are within Federal Supply Classes government fur:ished materiel in connection with

assigned to the Defense Supply Agency 3r the contiaets for repair, rebiild and overhaul. (See

'I General Services Administration but which are DODM 4140.17-1). (DOD 4105.63-M)
retained for supply management by the Pequiring MILITARY STANDARD TRANSPORTATION AND MOVEMENT
Department. (DAC 76-9) PROCEDURES

MILITARY SPECIFICATION Uniform and standard transportation data,
A irocurement specification in the milita'y series documentatiun and control procedures applicable to

promulgated by one cr more of the military all cargo movements in the Defense Transportation
agencies and used for the procurement of military Systern. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
supplies. equipment or services. (AR 320-5) MILITARY STANDBY FARES

Documents intended primarily for use in Standby fares are approximately 50 percent below
procurement which are clear, accurate descriptions regular fares offered to military passengers by
of the technical requirements for items, materials, most scheduled airlines of the United States.
or services, including the procedures by which :t Mltary stndby travel by commercial airlines is on
will be determined that the requirements have been
net. Specifications for items an6 materials also a space-available basis (AFR 75-30)

contain preservation, packaging, packing, and MILITARY STRATEGY
marking requirements. (DOD 5000.8) The art and science of c.mployi:ig the armed
MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-P-84000 forces of a nation to secure the objectives of

Tiafnationai policy by the application of force, or the
This specification is applicable for use in

procurement actions where weapon systems, threat of force. (JCS Pub I)
equipments, and components require provisioning MILITARY SUPPLY AND TRANSPORTATION EVALUATION
actions. The purpose is to cause each spare parts PRCCEDURES
item to be screened through Defense Logistics Department of Defense program to establish
Service Center (DLSC) for tht plirpose of revealing uniform Defense-wide logistics performance

4 and validating federal stock numbers. The measurement reporting to be used in establishing
requiremant- of the specification are incorporated time standa, Is, point to point reporting, supply
into the PR and MIPR by inclusion of the applicable system workload factors, transportation planning
data item descriptions. (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7) guidelines, and traffic pattern analysis. (AFM 11-1)

MILITARY STANDARD ITEM MILITARY THEME
A material, part, component, subassembly, or A military theme is based on a problem area of

equipme: reflected in military standards, .'-hich critical interest to the Army in which there is a lack
ha, been selected as that to which oesign and of basic data or an inadequate understanding ofp rocurement shall be limited. (AF"M 11-10o ai aao niadqaeudrtnigo
, undamental phenomena. It consists of a

MILITARY STANDARD REQUISITIONING AND ISSUE description of the problem and possible app'oaces
4 "ROCEDURE tn its solution. The need for a military theme may

A uniform procedure ?stablished by the become evident during research, development, test
Depart:,ent of Defense for use within the and evaluation programs or in any other phase in
Oepartni-nt of Defense to govern requisition and the Army materiel life cycle. (AR 70-36)
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MILITARY TRAFFIC MILSTRAD
DOD personnel and materiel to he tra:,sported. SI.,urt Ift;e referring to the proposed Military

(DOD 5160.10) Standard Transactioa Reporting and Accounting
Department of Defense personne,, mail, and cargo Procedures. (DOD 4C00.21)

to be. or being transported. (.C Pub 1) MILSTRI?

MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND TERMINAL Short title referring to the Military Standard
SERVICE Requisitioning an(d Issue Procedure,,. (FDOD

The Single Manager Operating Agency for 4000.21)
Militarv Traffic, Land Transportation, and A uniform procedure established by tJhe
Common-User Ocean Terminals. (DOD 5160.10) Department of Defense for use within the
MILITARY UTILITY Dpartment of Defense to govern requisitio,: and

issue of materiel within standardized priorities.
A generic term used to describe the value 'f an (AR 320-5. JCS Pub 1

item or system with respect to a current oncept of Military Standard Requisitioning and issue
operation. (AFR 80-14) Procedure. (DOD 5105.38M)

MILITARY UTILITY RAILWAY
riIncludes all railway and railway facilities. MILSTRIP REQUISITION

DD Form 1348M. This format was designed to
standard gage and otherxi ise, which are operated, effect worldwide compatability in requisitioning and
maintained and/or constructed for a designatcA issue of material, irrespective of service and supply
milita:y installation by military personnel or by source. (AFLCM 177-1)
e.:vilian personnel under military jurisdiction. (AR
320-5) MILVAN

Military-owned demountable container
MILITARY WORTH conforming to United States and internftiona:

A subjective measure of the overall suitability of standards, operated ii, a centrally controlle? fleet
an item/syster" for use by the Army in the context for movement of military cargo. (JkS Pub 1
ot the mission the item/system is to perform, the
threat it is to counter, and the environment in MILVAN CHASSIS
which it is to operate. (AR 70-10) The compatible chassis to which the MILVAN is

attached by coupling the lower four standard corner
MILITar.Y-PAY CERTIFICATE fittings of the container to compatible mounting

Military scrip denominated in dollars in amounts blocks in the chassis, tc permit road movenent.
from $5 to $10. It is used for the pay of U. S. (JCS Pub 1)
military personnel in foreign countries when so
determined in Washington. It may be converted MINIATURIZE
into U. S. dollars only under certain conditions To make . functioning miniature of a par, or

when presented by personnel authorized to be in .nstrument. Said of telemetering instruments on

possession thereof by the Commanding .- ficer. parts used in an Earth satellite or missile where

Since the certificate is for use only in authorized U. room is of a premium. (AFM 11-1)
S. military establishments, including the military hINIMIZE
exchange, commissaries. etc., it has no validity and A condition wherein normal message and
is not intended to be used in transactions in the telephone traffic is drastically reduced in order that
local economy of the foreign country. (DOD 5000.8) messages connected with an actial or simulated
MILITARY-TYPE PROPERTY emergency shal not be delayed. (JCS Pub 1)

Personal property of the types which are unique MINIMUM ACCEPTANCE RELIABILITY
ard peculiar to DOD and which hav2 limited A contractual requirement; an achieved reliability
commercial application. (DOD 4160.214!) whici rp.!- bc ' ;i;,,itrated under specified
iILSfAMP conditions (does not imply 10V; testing) prior to

Short titl, referring to the Military Standari t ,d as a condition of acceptance or artiele w;*h
Transportation and Movement Procedures. (DOD operatio.mal configuration. (AFI. 80-5)

4000.21) MINIMUM ECOIOMICAL SUSTAINING RATE
Military Standard Transportation and Issue The minimum monthly rate required to produce

Procedure. (DOD 5105..38M) an item on a single shift basis, without incrense in
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unit cost above that which would apply In maximum quantity of missiles (operatiotal stockpile) in
single shift operations. (AR ;'10-25) performance of the assigned mission of the missile.

M'MIVM ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT (AFM 67-1)

That part of authorized allowances of Army MINI-KIT
c "vipment, clothing and supplies needed to preserve The mini-kit is a small inlaid tool container that
ti ) integrity of a unit during movement without holds ip to 60 tool and is designed for functionally
regard to the performance of its combat or service oriented tasxs such as CSD changes, engine
mission. Items common within this category will changes and tire changes. Assign and identify each
normally be carried by, or accompany troops to the mini-kit to a specific parent CTK according to local
port and will be placed aboard the same ship with procedures. The tool control list (rCL) contains all
the troops. As used in ,aovement directives, assigned tools that make up both maxi-and
minimum esse.ntiai equipment refers to specific mini-kits. (AFSCR 66-9)
items of both organizational and individual clothing MINOR AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS
and equipment. (AR 320-5, AFM 11-1) Those modifications required which involve only

MINIMUM LEVEL OF SUPPLY acces3ories or installed equipment and which do not
That level arbitrarily set because of absence if have an effect on airworthiness or performance.

demand experience. When the demand level exceeds (AR 705-24)
the minimum level (or at the expiration of a MINOR DEFECT
predetermined time period) the demand levei A defect that does not materially reduce the
replaces the minimum level. AFM 67-1) usability of the unit of product for its intended

MINIMUM MILITARY PACK purpoee, or is a departure from established
The degree of packing which, will afford standards having no significant bearing on theprotection against damage during direct domestic effective use or operation of the unit, or affect thep rot cti n ag i ns d a m g e u rin di ect o m e tic appeara nce in a m inor deg ree w here appearance is a

shipment from the supply source to the first segnc n arder e where-appearCe
recevin aciviy fo imedite se. he eve in significant characteristic. (MIL-STD-105C)receiving activity for immediete use. Th2 level in A defect that is not likely to reduce materially

general w:ll conform tu applicable carrier rfles and the usability of the unit of product for its inteided
regulations and may be the supplier's commerciai
practice when such meets the requirements of this p ta'dars, however, material and/or manhours must

level. (DOD 4100.14) be expended to correct the defect in order to s.tisfy

MINIMUM QUANTITY project requirements. (AFLCM 74-2)
The quantity of the specification item wbiLh MINOR ITEM

represents the smallest economic producioi rup An expendable nonrecoverable item which is
required to assure an adequate pioduction test. assigned EERC code C, T, or L. (AFR 100-18)
(DSAR 4125.1)

MINOR NONEXPENDABLE SUPPLIES
MINIMUM R.SE RVE LEVEL (OF SUPPLY) Nonexpendable sipplies, t0e unit standard price

The depot distribution system stock pcsition that of which is $25 or less. (AR 320-5)
restricts issue of stock to selected high priorityrequests. (AF.1! 67-1,' MINOR OVERHAUL

Minor overhau, designates a specific type of

MINIMUM RUNWAY REQUIREMENTS repair of engines received at depot level
These requirements are specified without maintenance f(.t overhaul, when only the inspections

coisiderat~on for extremes of pressure altitude, wet and repairs necessary to correct the deficiencies
conditions, fuel loading. aircraft configuratio. ,nd return the engine to status are
(external stores). or barrier requirement;. The .. : u T.u. 2J-1-27). Operating hours are
appropriate aircraft pilot's handbook uerform.nce not returned to zero after minor overhaul. (AFM
data must be used before all takeoffs and landings, 400-1)
and this data will govern all flight operations andnot (he mnium runay criteria as established in MINOR PLANT EQUIPMENT
not An item of plant equipent having an acquisition
Figure 1. FS/AF R5-5) cost of less than $20. and ther pnt equipment -
MIIIcUM SUPPORT CAPABILITY regardless of cost when so designated by the

The abidty to check out and launch the total 'overnment. (DAR B-120.12)
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MINOR PORT MISSILE PROPELLANTS AND RELATED ITEWi,
A pcrt having facilities for the discharge of cargo A specifieally" designated group of liqoid or

from coasters or lightes enly. (JCS Pub !, AF gaseous propellants, oxidizers, pressurants and
320-5) related items the use of which is predominiantly in
MINOR REPAIR missiles. The purpose of grouping these

Repair which in general permits quick return to homogcneous items is for uniform improved
ser% iceability without extensive disassembly, can be management both administratively and finpncially.

accomplished with few tools and little or no (AFM 11-1)
equipment and normally does not require evacuation MISSILE SYSTEM
t,) a rear echelon. (AR 320-5) A weapon system in which a inissile constitutes

MINOR SECONDARY ITEM the aerospace vehicle. (AFM 11-1)
An item which has not beeq classified as a MISSILE SYSTEMSTOCKAGELiST

principal or major secondary item. (AR 320-5) A list of repair parts which must be stocked in

MIPR/CONTRACT SUPPORT the minimum quantities indicated to support a
The AFSC effort oerformed by placing a contract specified missile sys:em. (AR 700-18)

with industry or other agency on behalf of a
government agency which supplies the required A
funds. It may be a unique contract effort specified military unit made up of pe'sons with the skills
by the requesting agency, or it may supplement an required to service, make ready, or launch missiles,

AFSC contract. (AFSCR 27-5) or to train others to do so. (AFM 11-1)

MISCELLANEOUS (HAZARDOUS COMMODITIES) MISSILRY
Those other than the above which, because of The art or science of designing, developing,

their characteristics under fire conditions, create building, launching, directing and sometimes
abnormal difficulties in fire extinguishment. guiding a missile; any phase or aspect of this art or
Examples: Crude rubber and cordage fibers. (AFR science. (AFM 11-1)

S69-8) MISSION
MISFIRE I. The task, together with the purpose, which

Explosive or propellant does not fire due to Jack clearly indicates the action to be taken and the
of ignition voltage after the firing switch is closed, reason therefor.
Misfire is also defined as the improper operation of 2. In common usage, especially when applied to
an explosive or propellant subsystem which lower military units, a duty assigned to an

3 malfunctions in a manner that does not accomplish individual or unit; to task.
its intended function. (AFM 127-201) 3. The dispatching of one or more aircraft to

MISSILE accomplish one particular task. (JCS Pub 1)
Any solid material which may be propelled from As used herein, the term Mission

the site of an explosion. (DOD 4145.23) Military Assi.ft''c: Auvjso:y Groups (MAAGs),
-..JrA, S Military Advisory Groups, Miiitary

MISSILE IN-COMMISSION RATE -- - Missions, Military Representatives exercising
The percentage of op : ona hnissils which are respo::sibility within a US Diplomatic Mission for

in cornv:z.,DOD 31'0.i) security assistance and other related DOD matters.

MISSILE (COMPLETE ROUND) Defense Attaches are included in those instances
Consisting of a complete warhead section and a where FMS responsibilities are assigned to the

missile body with its associated components and Attache. (AFR 400-3)
propellants. (JCS Pub 1) MISSION ACTIVITY

MISSILE LAUNCHER IN-COMMISSION RATE The HQ AFLC or ALC office of primary
The percentage of operational missile launchers responsibility (OPR) for staff surveillance of a

which a;e in ,ommisb!on. (DOD 3100.1) specific data system or subsystem. (AFLCR 171-30)

MISSILE MONTn MISSION ANALYSES
A missile month is equal to one operating active In-depth analytic efforts which identify

missil- contained in the inventory for the period of operational needs/deficiencies and technical
one month. (AFM 400-1) solutions. Because tie scope of mission analyzed is
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generally more narrow and specific, the analyses MISSION EQUIPMENT
serve as inputs to both miss;on and functional area The integrated complement of configuration and
overviews. (APSCR 8Q-36) items required to make a system operational.

M!SSiON AND MISSION SUPPORT RECOVERABLE ITEMS including its required structure, propulsion units.

Standard, centrally procured retverable items, ard accessory equipment, but excluding support

such as radars. radios, etc., usually installed in
aircraft or other type wea)o;n systems and which MISSION EQUIPPED A!QCRAFT
are coded XDI and XD2 in the Fedoral Suppl, An aircraft possessing all the Mission Essential
Catalogs and USAF Stock Lists. (AFR 67-19) equipment that is necessary to outfit the aircraft
MISSION AREA for a specified mission. Maintenance. personnel,

weather, fuel. facilities, etc.. are not to be
Ay thegSertar of defense Dison 300.1 noalih t' ifradge fraies.Iseey~iaeAI segment of the defense mission as established associated with this status. Mission Equipped doesby te Seretry o Defnse (DO 500.!)not infer a degree uf readiness. It merely iihdicates ;

MISSION AREA OVERVIEW that an aircraft is outfit.ed to meet the specific
A continuing examination of operatinl corceItt. mission for which it was assigned. (OPNAVINST

projected tireat, operational need, and pot;:a 544.213)
technological solutions to satisfy idenfT MIsSi1 ESSENrAL SUPPORT ITEM-
operational deficiencies within a given missio, area. A SENA item nTEr

- - h secondary item not otherwise authori~cd for
Appropriate tradeoff studies and mis.io, analyses stockage but required to insure continued operation
are the key techniques used. Cost and rnissior, of an essentia! major item, system, or facility whicheffectiveness options are time phased 10 to 15 years is determined to be vital to an essential defense

in the future using present and piogrammed force missioij, the unserviceabilitr or failure of which
capability as a baseline. (AFSCR 80-36) would jeopardize a basic defense assignment or .
MISSION ASSIGNEE objective. (AR S24-5)

The organizational element of the Department of MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
the Army as shown in Paragraph 5 v:hobe mission Those item(s) of equipment without which a
warrants assignment of a Federal Supply weapon system, or weapon (annot be used to
Classification class (FSC class) for materiel perform the mission assigned. iDOD 7730.25)

I manpgement. (AR 701-5)--
nem tA 0-MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT LIST

MISSION DESIGN AND SERIES A'RCRAFT OR MISSILE This instruction lists, fo: each model, the
Standard nomenclature designations for both ... , 'z. . iLems/systems, which must be on board

.. 'i j aircraft a,.d missiles t- im:tc use prine intended and in working order before an aircraft can qualify
- ,-"...i,; the sequence number of each design and as Operationally Ready. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)

the series letter indicating significant changes tothe !ogistic support. (AFLCR 57-27) MISSION ITEM
An item which is authorized to be stocked by a

MISSION ELEMENT depot and for which a level has been established.

A segmeit of a mission area critical to the (AR 32^-5)
accomplishment of the mission area objectives and
corresponding to a recommendation for major MISSION LOAD

system capability a determined by a DOD That quantity of class II and IV supulies,
Component. (DOD 5000.1) authorized to be on hand in support type units, or

stored in depots for them, which will permit the
MISSION ELEMENT NEED STATEMENT (MENS) unit to accomplish its peacetime and combat role

A statement prepared bi a DOD Component to support mission until resupply can be effected. The
identify ard support the need for a new or mission load is related to third and fourth echelon
improved mission capability. The mission need may maintenance as well as the resupply of prescribed
be tue result of a projected deficiency of and mission loads of supported units. Mission loads
obsolesence in existing systems, a technological in the hands of units should normally be
opportunity, or an opportunity to reduce operating transportable on unit vehicles. The mission load is
cost. The MENS is submitted to the Secretary of generally computed in I--day increments and is
Defense for a Milestone 0 decision. (Reference basically designed to satisfy combat requirements.
DOD Directive 5010.2) (DOD 5000.1) (AR 320-5)
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MISSION PORTION days stock which include the number of days
That part of a logistics systen, which is not enroute of maintenance supplies and spares

automated or mechanized in such a manner that it required to move the unit to a temporary duty
is documented in the 300-series of publications (i.e., location and return to the home base. MSK itemsdata processing). (AFLCR 400-5) are obtainea from base stock and when issued to a
MISSION POGAM unit are considered a part of the base stocks.

includes all RDT&E work performed under 2. Preparation and maintenance of the MSK
contract with private industry, educational listing will be the responsibility of the applicable
institutions (colleges and universities), Federal major command. This responsibility will include
Contract Research Centers and other Government development of spares listing, accumulation and

surveillance of spares, and maintenance of records.agencies. Conceptually, the mission program
involves the overall AFSC goals of developing and (AFM 67-1)
buying weapon systems as opposed to operating and MISSION ESSENTIAL AIRCRAFT/MISSILES
maintaining facilities. (Also included are RDT&E These are aircraft a-:a missiles which have beenprograms Sup 2, para 14-3a). (AFSCR 172-9) designated by HQ USAF in AFR 66-7 to a primary
MISSION PROGRAM FUNDS Air Force mission. (AFR 66-3)

RDT&E appropriation funids for work performed MISSION ESSENTIAL MATERIEL
under contract with private industry, educational Consists of those weapons, equipments, andinstitutions, Federal contract resenrch centers, and systems (including spare components and support
other Government agencies. Conceptually, mission equipments) which have been determined to be vitalprogram funds are for accomplishing the overall to a primary defense mission; the unserviceability
AFSC goals of developing and buying weapon or failure of such materiel to meet dcsign
systems as opposed to operating and maintaining performance would jeopardize a basic .efense
facilities. (AFM 172-1, Vol I, Para 14-3a). (AFSCR assignment or objective. (DOD 4151.1)172-2) That materiel assigned to strategic, tactical,
MISSION PROPEiiTY general purpose, or defense forces which are to be

Property socked and issued for use primarily in employed by such forces to destroy 1h "
t ros, ! ,,Ly to continue war; to provide battlefieldthe perfornt,-nce of special rese;treh ,' n or

....!r. a 'e "'issions at class II installations and protection of personnel; to communicate under waractivities. (AR -conditions; to detect or locate the enemy; to permitcontiguous combat transportation and support of
MISSION REIABILITY men and materiel. (AR 320-5)

The probability that the materiel will give That materiel authorized and assigned to
specified pe formance for the duration of a mission approved combat and combat support forces which
when used in the manner and for the purpose would be immediately employed to (1) destroy the
intended given that the materiel is functioning enemy or his capacity to continue war (2) provide
properly a, the start of the mission. protection of personnel (3) communicate under
(MIL-STD-721) u u;e :onditions (4) detect, locate or maintain
MISSION REQUIREMENTS st,&.i4 .4nce over the enemy. and (5) permit

coded XD contiguous combat transportation and support ofRequirements for equipment and items cudingXD men and material. (Ar 66-1] ~ ~~~and XD2 (as explained in paragraph 1a) includling mnadmtra.(F 61
andXD2(asexpaind i paagrph a)1. That materiel which is authorized andGovernment Furnished Property (GFP), that is an

integral part of an article being developed, tested available to combat, combat support, combat serviceor e usuppirt. and combat readiness training forces toaccomplish their assigned mission.
MISSION SUPPORT KIT (11SK) 2. For the purpose of sizing organic industrial

1. Mission support kits consist of expendable facilities, that Service-iesignated materiel
supply and spare parts including aircraft spares and .uthorized to combat, combat support, combat
other unit mission equipment spares required to service support, and -ombat readiness training
support a unit or a segment of a unit and to sustain forces and activities, including Reserve and
tontinued operation during temporary duty away National Guard activities, which is required to
from home base or at places where support is not support approved emergency and/or war plans, and
available. Mission support kits will not exceed 30 where the materiel is used to:
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a. destroy the enemy or his capacity to continje be included. The fuel supply may be integral or
war; remotely located, (DOD 4120.11)
b. provide battlefi.ld protectioni of personnel: MOBILE EUIPHENT
c. communicate under war conditions; Construction type equipment, power-operated.
d. detect, locate, or maintain s'irveillance over and power drawn, or power-propelled, as

the enemy; differentiated from fixed or installed equipment.
e. provide combat transportation and support of (AR 420-38)

man and materiel:
f. suppori training functions, but is suitable for MOBILE HOME

empioyment under emergency plans to meet A dwelling, sometimes referred to as a house
purposes enumerated above. (JCS Pub 1) trailer, constructed or converted for use Ps a

residence and is mobile in the sense that it can he
moved (towed) from place to place on its "w.,

Items for which requirements computations are
based upon the assessment of enemy capabilities 75-10/MCO 4610.31)

expressed as a known or estimated quantity of total
targets to be destroyed. (AFR 84-2, JCS Pub 1, MOBILE PORT
DOD 4005.2) Port established by Department of the Army

orders, or other competent authority, the need for
which is temporary and the orga::izations of which

TYPEIMODELISERIES) may be transferred intact with their equipment and
The official DOD/AF designation for a

weapon/support system or stand~rd unit of supplies to another port. for the purpose of
hardware. (AFLCR 171-91) es-abiishing a new mobile port. (AR 310-25)

MIXED FORCES MOBILE SUPPLY POINT
ME OCEp oConsiste of equipment. supplies an, ammunition. The concept of maintaining operational air which have been placed on motor vehicles or 9

systems, ballistic niissile , and space vehicle whchaebnlladonmtrvilsor'systems, bt c o ssignd functions. (AF railcars and are readily available for rapidsystems to carry out assigred functions. (.AtFMq ..

11-11 "...:..<placement in support of designated combat
-... forces. Usually established to support a fast

MMICS/STATUS SUBSYSTEM (MSS) moving situation. (AR 320-5)
The MMICS/Status Subsystem on the B350OP71 " " MOBILE SUPPOR1 GROUP (NAVAL)

computer. "RF" is the system code of the MMICS Provides logistic support to shilps at an-'system. but IISS is referred to in MCS by the
siianchorage; in effect. a naval base af'oat although
system code "S". (AFM 171-380) certain of its supporting elements may be located

MOBILE DEPOT MAINTENA.CE (MOM) ashore. (JCS Pub 1)
The :ccorplishment of on-site depot level MOBILE TRAININGDETACHeENT

maintenance by an organization.1 element of AFLC. A mobile detachment of a field training squadron
This term is used predominantly in the CEM area.
(AFLCR 400-1) or technical school controlled by Air Training
As explained in TO 00-25-108. this is depot-leil Commknd. The unit consists of a detachment

commander and technically qualified instructors
maiistenance performed by a team that travels tothe nstllaton ite.(AF 10018)capable of providing on-site specialized technical
the instailation site. (AFR 100-18) training required to support a specific system

MOBILE ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING SOURCES located at the station of assignment. (AFM 11-1)
Al: 7.50kw and smaller mobile, skid. MOBILE TRAINING SET

wheel-mnounted or portale; diesel, gasoline. A set of system oriented trairers. training aids.
multi-fuel. etc., powered engine generator sets. sp~ecial tools. test equi!pment. and training
including those that are components of a sy'stem a

whih reaccessories designed for portability aud ii.;e in thewhich are complete operational equipment
assemblages capable of indepandentiy producing
electric power. or foilow- on power sources such as: MOBILE TRAINING TEAM
fuel cells an-" thermnelecric devices, except that A mobile train:nh team consists of one or more
fuel cells and thermoele-tric devices of less than United States personnel drawn from Service
R;2kw rating ,nd electrochemical batteries shall not .-.sources a,d ,.nt on temporary duty to a foreign
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4nation to give instruction. The mission of the team and organizing personni-. supplies, and material for
is to provide by training instructor personnel, a active military service. (DGD 400-3.2, JCS Put, ii
military service of the foreign nation with a i'he act of preparing for war or other
sIf-trvining capabilii.y in a particular skill. (JCS emergencies through assembling and organizing

Pub 1) national resources. W.JS Pub) 1. DOI) 40052)
MOBILE TRAINING UNIT MOBILIZATION BASE

A set of system oriented trainers. traiing aids. The total of all resources available. or wbich can
special tools, test equipment. anat: raining be made available. to meet f.jreseeable wartime'
accessories designed for portability antd uqe in he needq. Such resources incluide the manpower and
field. (AFM 11-1) material resources and services requireti for the

MOBILITY support of essential militaiv. '6vilian. and survival
A quality or capability of military forces which activities: as wt.eil .5 the-. elements affecting their

permits them to move from ptlace *to place while state of rea-liness, such a-, (but not limited to) the
-~ retaining the abilit- to fulfil their primary mission. following: manning levels, state (. training.
:IxJ(JCS Pub It mlOdernitaeion of eqtiipment. mtobilizatioun materiel

MOBLIT COTRO CETERreserves auid facilities, continuity oif government.
A predetermined area provided on a base as a cvldfneaasadpeaens esrs

2 ~~central point from which. upon receipt of a pyhlg i Irlaens f te lepe
deplymet oder th airdivsio/wig/goun internationil agreements. planning with industry.

mobility officer can discharge his responsibilities of dseso.adsadb eilto n otos
control, direction, and supervisinp of tieployment CSPb)
functions. (TACM 400-1) MOBILIZATION CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
MOBILITY EQUIPMENT The mobilization construction program consists of

Mobile air transportable equipmert aut.norized to a list of facilit~cs to he co-structed 'n the event of
support peacetime Operations of a init. r~hich uron mobilization, and their relative priorities. TIk

1deploymaent accompanies the unit to support its program is lirqparetI from the mu-biikation
planned wartime or contingency missign at the tabulation of existing and required facilities and is
deployed location.. (AFM 11-1) ba~e-! on the current mobilizatioi. lplaps. This

Items and quantities of equipivivt required to be p,.agrain will be pirepared inl accor'lance with A-1
moved with a unit or special activity upon ui5-15. iAR 21l0-22)
deploynent to an erncrgencr. oi wartime statior. MObITONEECS
Only combat and combat supporting type units nerceinovn.itrcopkelorn
which are scheduled to deploy in !he event of
emergeacy or wartime situations are authorized pattn plm tao fmbiitonpns
mobility equipmnent. Determination of items and (ISPb1
quantities of equipmnt to be authorized as ME will M-OBILIZATI0N ITm
be made by the CEMO based on applicable An item whch qualified1 for selection as a
allowance documents, considering that equipment mobilization reserve item in accordance with
which 1s to iLe prepositioned as war readiness sperific criteria. (AR -110-5)
materia! WRMt and/or available as JU equipment MOBILIZATION MATERIAL REQUIREMENT

at te deloimnt bse. AF~:The quaniv of an item required to support
MOBILITY SYSTEM SUPPORT RESOURCES completely the U.S. Forces in the effective .ISOP

Thoif resource.- th.-t ar. required to: a. through "the pleriod l res-cribeti for mobilization
compleirent the airlift and s.:-aiift forces. and/e'cr b. material planning ptiro"es. It idtdes the
lierforin thase work functions dIirectly related to thet material requi. -d to equiip amid provide a iiaterial

r igmrn. procoimg. or terminatioa of a pipeline for thec 11-day forces (authorized peacetime
moveent equiemen. (JS Pu S. forces. both active and reserve, onl M-Jav

MOBILIZAtTION i.11N One day) to support planned mobilization lud
The process by which the armed forces or part of le s'mstain in traniing. combat or noncombat

themnar brought to a .;tate of readiness for war or operio~ns. ias applicable. all 1'.S. Forces in the
other national emergency. This in-cludes assembiling effectiv JSOP. 1OI'XAV NOTICE 40HI. AR :320-5)



MOBILIZATION MATERIEL PROCUREMENT CAPABILITY manager recommend3 be stocked after considering
The quantity of ap item which can be acquired by the essentiality of the item to the over-all mission,r" Iorders placed on or after M-day from industry or modernization, storag6 characteristics, and cost! of

from any other available source during the period storage and maintenance. This quantity may be the
prescribed for mobilization procurement planning same as the computed mobilization reserve materiel
p-rposes (JCS P)oJ 1, AFM 11-1, AR 320-5) requirement. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-iC)

MOBILIZATION MATERIEL REQUIREMENT ADJUSTMENT MOBILIZATION RESERVE MATERIEL
The quantity of an item included in the OBJECTIVE-ACQUISITION

mobilization materiel requirement, for the support That portion of the general mobilization
of certain forces in the effective Joint Strategic requirement which TACOM, in agreement with
Objectives Plan, which is also included in the military services concerned, will recommend for
peacetime force materiel requirement for the stockage based on essentiality of the item in the
support of the same forces in the event M-day does overall mis.;ion, modernization, storage
not occur as assumed. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1) characteristics, and costs of storage and

MOBILIZATION PLAN mantenance. (AR 710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452MOBLIATON LA vision/AFR 67-96/MC0 P4400.51A/DSAR
A plan for assembling and placing in a state of 414047)

readiness for war the manpower and materia 4

resources f a nation. (AR 310-25) MOBILIZATION RESERVE MATERIEL PROCUREMENT

MOBILIZATION PLANS OBJECTIVE

The mobilization plans of an installation are an The quantity of an item required to be procured

integrated series of documents which present in peacetime, in addition to the peacetime force

graphic, narrative, and tabular form the proposed materiel procurement objective, in order to support

facilities required, siting, and method of achieving the effective joint strategic objectives plan. It is

economical expansion of facilities to perform the the quantity by which the mobilization reserve

installation's designated ultimate mobilization materiel objective exceeds the mobilization reserve

mission. (AR 210-22) stock. (AR 32O-5, JCS Pub 1)

MOBILIZATION PRODUCTION PLANNING MOBILIZATION RESER'!E MATERIEL REQUIREMENT

Planning actions using authorized systems and The quantity of an item which is required to be ni

measures to prepare for emergency production of military stocks on M-Day, in addition to the
Peacetime Force Materiel Requirement, in order to

essential materiel required to meet national military satisfy the M-Day Materiel Requirement. (DOD
objectives. (AFR 84-2, AFM 11-1) 4140.()
MOBILIZATION PRODUCTION REQIIREMENT The quantity of an item, in addition to the M-day

The quantity of an item, expressed as a rate, furce materiel req,,i-oment required to be in the
which must be produced after M-Day, to provide military supply system on M-day in order to
the materiel support necessary for a limited war. support planned mobilization, to expand the
(AFR 84-2, AFM 11-1, DOD 4005.2) matcriel pipeline, and to sustain in training, combat,

MOBILIZATION PROGRAM or noncombat operations, as applicable, all forces in

The document which provides the guidance the effective joint strategic objectives plan through

necessary to effect an orderly transition by all the period prescribed for mobilization materiel

elements of the Active Army and Army Reserve planning purposes. It is the quantity by which the
dM-day materiel requirement exceeds the sum of the

components from peacetime to M-day force materiel requirement. the mobilization
mobilization-condition activities. (AMCR 11-4) materiel ree abt, th d themateriel procurement capability, a nd the

MOBILIZATION PROGRAMMING mobilization materiel requirement adjustment. (JCS
The planning prccesses and documentation Pub , QR320-5)

necessary to prepare for an orderly and rapid MOBILIZATION RESERVESTOCK
expartion of the Army folbwing M-da'" for a That pe-tion of the total quantity of a particular
partial or full mobilization. (AMCR 11-4) item on hand and on order which is designated to

MOBILIZATION RESERVE MATERIEL OBJECTi!E meet the Mobilization Reserve Materiel
That portr-n of the computed mobilization reserve Requirement. (DOD 4140.1)

materiel requirenieitt which a Service or single That portion of total inaterie. assets which is
-156
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designated to meet the mobilization reserve materiel weapon. It is u c.. in studying the cons.ru, '.,n and
objective. (AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) in testing a new development or in teaOching

-' MOBILIZATION RESERVE STOCK OBJECTIVE personnel how to operate the actual ,iachine,
apparatus, or weapon. hock-ups of ships, landing

Tli2 quantity of an item in addition to the craft, and aircraft are used in training personnel to
"peacetime force requirements .,hich is ,equired load, embark, and debark. (JCS Pub 1)

:o be in the military supply system on M-Day to k reasonably complete, full-scale facsimik
support increased milit.ry operations during a (constructed of wood, metal, or plastic materials) of
specified post M-Day period. (AFR 84-2, DOD400.21the weapon system specified in, the prime contract
4005.21 detail specification. (BUWEPS 5200.25)

MOBILIZATION RESERVE STOCKAGE LIST A mock-up is a contraatuahy required item hic;
A list of Principal and Secondary End Items, will be fabricated in a scheduled period of time and

Petroleum Oi! and Lubricants (POL), Subsistence which will represent an article described by a detail
(operational rations only), Clothing and Expendable specification. (BUWEPSINST 43 ).12)
Items which are to be maintai-ed in mobilization A mock-up of an airplane, drone, missile, engine
reserve. The items are selected by the Commandirlg or other aeronautical article is a three dimens,ona l
General, U.S. Continental Army Command representation, usually full size. made of various
(USCONARC) and oversea Theater Commanders and suitable materials. (BUWEPSINST 4330.121
are subject to approval and puLication b OD
Headquarters, Department of the Army. (SB MOCK-UP BOARD INSPECTION
70040 Inspection of a mock-up of a new weapon systen
-) that determines contractor compliance with the

MOBILIZATION SUPPORT LEVELS aircraft detail specification and othei co'ltract
The quantity of an item over and above the requircments with regard to equipmen'.

MDFMR required to be in stock on M-Day to components, and furnishings. Approval of the
provide the level of support for U.S. Forces mock-up enables the contractor to proceed with the
prescribed by the latest Secretary of Defense design of the actual system with reasonable
logistics guidance. (AR 725-05) assurance that the general arrangement and

MOBILIZATION TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION installation of equipment will not b, radicallh
modified. (BUWEPS 5200.25) X

A table which reflects the planned mob' ization
mission, organizational structure ann personnel MODE
requirements for those un'ts to be authorized under The most typical item in a series of quantities or

tables of distribution in Armywide mobilization values; that is, the quantity or value of that item
operating programs. (AR 310-25) which appears most frequently in the series. (DOD
MOBILIZATION TRAINING CONSUMPTION

A quantity of materiel required for replacement MODE OF SHIPAENT CODE
of consumption by forces from D-day through the Is a one digit alphabetic character which
month preceding the month of planned corn-itment identifies the initial method of movement by the
to combat. Ilobilizatior training ,onsumption is shipper. (NAVSUP Pub. 437)
also computed for nondeployable forces and certain MODE OF TRANSPORT
other miscellaneous forces in the post D-day period. The various modes used for a novemnt. For

Mobilization training coi,.umption plus combat ehe hre are seera men anspor

consumption equals post D-day consumption. (AR each mode there are several means of transport.• They are:
310-25) a. inland surface transportation (rail road and

MOCX, FIRING inland waterway);
A complete dry run of the operations connected b. sea transport (coastal and ocean);

with the firing and launch of a missile -.xcept that c. air transportation; and
tne engines are not actually fir(.d, tfie object being d. pipelines. (JCS Pub 1)
to train personnel, develop p.rocedures, and check MODEL (-M") TRAINER
out equipment. (AFM 11-1) A replica or miniature of an AF cnd article tnot
MOCK-UP necessarily to scale) to be used for ,dassroom

Model, built to scale, of a machine, apparatus, or instructions and experiments to be carried out in
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respect to basic article in relation to terrain, MODIFICATION REQUIREMENT
bridges, buildings, aircraft, etc. (AFM 67-1) A formal document published by HQ USAF

approving and directing the funding and
MODERATE COMBUSTIBILITY accomplishment of a modification to improve system

Materiel and their packaging, both of which will operational capability (Class V modification). (HP
contr',bute fuel to fire. (AFM 67-1) 21-1)
MODERNIZATION PROGRAM MODIFICATION REVIEW BOARD (MRB)

A program, prepared by AFLC/AFSC and HQ AFSC controlling element for modifications.

directed by HQ USAF, for a package of (AFSCR 80-33)
modifications (accomplished with modification
funds) to modernize a specific system or equipment. M ENT
It includes: (1) all kits, engineering service, EQUIPMENT
technical data, special tools, direct support AGE, A table which prescribes in a single document the

n a dpeculiartesteqipm fodireclasup t a , V modification of a basic table of organization andand peculiar test equipm ent for C lass IV and V eq i m n n c s ar to d pt t to h e e d s f a
modiicaion. () Al manteanc perormd wile equipment necessary to adapt it to the needs of a11 Cmodifications. (2) All maintenance performed while specific unit or type of unit. (AR 310-25)

the system equipment is in the contract or depot
facility. (3) All labor and contractor- furnished MODIFICATION WORK ORDER
local purchase materials at contract facilities. (5) Official Department of Army publication
Processing costs on systems/equipment entering providing authentic and unifor. instructions frr the
facilities under the program. (6) Contractor or a1teration and modification of materiel. (A.R
depot teams. (7) All modification of spare 11-26)
components and direct support AGE in inventory A Department of the Army publication providing
necessitated by the program. (AFR 27-8) authority and instruction.; for the modification ofa bArmy materiel. (AR 310-25)

MODIFICATION CENTER
An installation consisting of an airfield and of MODIFICATION(S)

Changes to an end-item or an item of supply forfacilities for modifying standard production aircraft any stated purpose. (DOD 5000.8)
to meet certain requirements which were not Any alteration, after production, to an item e
anticipatted at the time of manufacture. (JCS Pub 1, materiel type classified standard-A, standard-B, or
AR 320-5) limited production, made by either Government or
MODIFICATION DIRECTIVE contractbr personnel. Activities commonly known as

Authorization (usually a completed AFSC Form retrofit, conversion, remanufacture, design, change,
244) issued and signed by the 4950 TESTW or local engineering change, and the like are included in the

CCB chairman. (AFSCR 80-33) definition. (AR 320-5, AMCR 11-26)
A change in the physical configuration or in the

MODIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS unctional characteristics of a system or equipment.
Detailed instructions for the alteration, one-time (AFR 57-4)

inspection, or modification of hardware. (AFR A change in, or rework of an item beyond
66-19/AR 31070/NAVMATINST 5600.11A/MCO organizational and/or field maintenance which
5215.16/DSAR 4151.9) requ:res disassembly and internal changes or

adjustments. This does not preclude listing asMODIFICATION KIT interchangeable any item which, when accompanied
An assemblage of necessary materiel required to by a specific notation of a simple addition or

perf(.rm a desired modification. (AR 320-5) removal of an external part that can be performed

MODIFICATION PACKAGE by organizational maintenance personnel with

A det,':ed description of the modification, equipment and materials ordinarily available at

schedule, resource estimates, drawings, and so their echelon, would then become interchangeableforth (MII-P-2773I3). (AFSCR 80-33) with another similar item. (AFLCM 72-2)
Specific alterations of structures or equipment or

MODIFICATION REQUEST the installation of new cr additional equipment.
A preliminary dcscriptmn o. an aircraft (T.O. 00-2-5-4)

modification, inclhding the objectives, containing A change ;n the t.hysicai co:ifiguration or in the
sufficient infidrn,.,tAn for the local CCB or 4950 functional Characteristics of a system or equipment.
TESTW to make a decision. (AFbCR 80-33) (AFL(R 65-22)
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Any retrofit change to previously delivered an aircraft within it is so modified that its original
systems or equipment ai)proved subsequent to intended capability is no longer applicable, or when
completion of category II testing and after all it has an added or restricted capability. (DOD
updating changes have been identified, approved, 4505.6, AFR 66-11)
and procured. (AFLCM 401-1)

Changes to previously delivered systems and A multi-echelon technique developed at AFLC for
equipment (including GFAE)and delivered spares use on items of more thar one ;ndenture tc
required to correct deficiencies revealed after the explicitly consider the LRU-SRU relationship.
date of completion of the Category II Test Program (AFLCP 57-13)
(including SOR deficiencies) regardless of the An extension to METRIC which includes a
method of generation. (AFSCR 57-2, AFLCR 57-24) hierarchical or indentured parts structure. This

MODIFICATION, AIRCRAFT model permits two levels of parts to be considered,
A chang in an airframe, component, or an assembly and its components. The objective of

equipment that affects performance, alility to this model is to minimize the t,,tal expected base
perform intpnde' mission, flight safety, production, level backorders for the higher indentured assembly
or maintenance. (DOD 5000.0: and bases subject to an investment constraint.

(AFM 400-1)
MODIFIED DATA ITEM

A standard or approved "U" data item that MODULAR ENGINE
meets the general requiremients of the data needed An engine composed of modular units. When
but must be modified to comply with specific reporting the remioval or installation of modular
program requirements. This modification can oaly: units, the modular engine serial number is
(P) reduce the scope through deletion of words, considerei the end item. (AFM 400-1)
paragraphs, or sections. (b) clarify usage where MODULAR REPAIR OR OVERHAUL
considered necessary. (c) adjust the format to meet Maintenance of a defective subassembly or
program peculiar requirements within the intent module in lieu of treating the complete end item as
and scope o" che original data item. an entity for maintenance actions. (AFR 66-14)
(AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1) Application of maintenance procedures and
MODIFIED DATA ITEM DESCRIPTIONS techniques that concentrate attention to a defective

A standard or approved U-data item that meets subassembly or module and its repair or overhaul in
the general requirements of the data needed but lieu o; treating the complete assembly as an entity
must be modified to comply with specific program for all maintenance actions. (AFR 66-38)
requirements. Modificatioris are des;gnated by an MODULE
"M" and cn only: A combination cf components, contained in one
1. Reduce the scope through deletion of wcrds, package or so arranged that together they are

paragraphs, or sections. common to one mounting, which urovides a complete
2. Clarify usage where considered necessary. function or functions to the subsystemr. in which
3. Adjust the cotent to meet program unique they operate. (.AFM !l-I)

data requirements within the intent and scope of A plug-in sub-assembly er ;,.sembly of a specific
the original data item. size and constructi.n to facilitate the fabrication

4. Signify acceptance of a contractor's ., A wiring of a unit or component, which performs
recommended format. AFLCR 310-1) an independent function, can be repaired. tested,

ieplaced, .,.nd stored ,.s a separate item. This
MODIFIED ITEM

A data item that resut, from the deletion of design i characteristic of new systems and sets.
words, paragraphs, or sections of at, approved data Examples are p:,g-in printed circuit cards. IF
item sheet. It retains the approval of its source. modules, preanmp nodules. (BUWEPSINcT 4700.2A)
The addition of word3, paragraphs, or sections of an A part, assembly, or component which is designed
approved data item sheet is not a modification. to L bandled as a ,ingle unit to facilitate supplySuch a change resuits in a "U" it,m requiring and installati,:,L opera:,ons and/or maintenance. It

chmman cangpral in a310 it i can be either repairable or nonrepairable
command approval. (AFR 310-i) (tirowawav). (AR 750-1)

MODIFIED MISSION SYMBOL 1. A standard or unit tor measuring. 2. In
A letter used to indicate th, current capabiliRY of buil,ling. a selected unit of neasnre. raaging in size
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from ;1 few inches to several feet, used as a ba,is MONITORING MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY

foi- :Janning and sta~idaidi?,ation of building Normally, it is the depot assigned the
Miaterials. 3. In automatic (dta processng, a inaintenance engineering responsibility for

~traI 6I111 unit that is discrete and identifiab!a with equ~pin.rt or end item to be modified. iAFM 67-1)
-4*ett compiling, combining with other units

'1Wnu oading. e.g., the input fromt an assembler, AMONOPO aE tAN n l lmnsncsi- oco , er. I' kage editor, or executive routine. 4. Acmon odiigal lmnsncsr o
"'1.asserflu4, subassem-bly, board, card, or its Lomb-Istion or Jccnmpoiition. or a comp~atible

,,umpiilent which is designed as a single unit to te n xdz~~h~ a emxdpilt
. tate and simpliy production line techniques, mn1jecti"'n :ntu 0le comLustion chamber. (AFM

ran~portation, supply, and inaintena.nce processing. 127-201j
ARi :316-25) . MONTE CARLO METHOD

Av seralized major subassembly of an, engine Any procedure that involves statistical sampliing
that~anbe sparted romit. AFM400-) tchniques from a dIistribution )f possible ontcone-I MODULES in obtaining a probabilistic approximation of the

A oarricaded area composed of not more than solution of a nrathemat'cai or physical problem. A
eiglit connected cells (revetments) with hard surface simulation uses this m~ethrod whk.n there areI'or~epads separated from one an~drer by the zecmiences of statikt~cal evenits that prevent one
preme,";!*d~ barricade. .A fight shed-type metal roof fromt obtain~ing precise mathematical answvers. In
nnay be used to cover mnldmvi'mmni cells. (AFR such cases individual runs are often replicated to

12-0.Attachment 1) detur.aine the range of p~ossible outc-ones. (.;FP

MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS 800-7)
Processing of a segment of semi-cunmiuctor MONTHLY SALES INDICATOR (MSI)

mnia'eria', o that it cam perform the function of a This is a one-digit alpham code used -in thp serial
camiplete electionic circuit. (APMf 11-1) number master file to cnable sales 9acm month for

4 MOLECULAR WEIGHT base assigned aircraft. (AFLCR 64-61,
The weight of a molecule cf substance equal to A -,ine digir alpha indicalgr code for use on

the sum of the atomic weights of the at-wrs wl~ickh seria, -ed JONs. M is used for basv-assigiied
inake uip he moleejle. (AFM 127-201) pireraft JON records- aid C is used for all other

MONETA~ ALLOWACES meords. This indicator i , input to the ~ra2'
includes the initial monetary clotming alfoianoee master record on AF F, r- ;030. Code M will ceusi

basic nai!tenance allowance. starldard maintenance GC04L to create a new JON each quarter and
alloanc, ad te secil spplnenai loting G072A will sell the aecumulat,?d hours each quarter.

allowance. (AFM 67-!) (AFLCR 66-62)

MONTHLY TREASURY STATEMENT,
The benefit, quantified -it terms of dollars, that LASnumcl Al~sYMDol -sgldtft-iiaeth

results ffr'm the application of a new, improved or nmria symblasge of~ltt
intensified management action. (DOD 7706 lassifl-cation of transactions reported on, the daily

statement of the United Statcs Treasury. (DOD
MONITOR .5000.8)

To watc i'.;imntain awareress of situations,
programs - projects without responsibi!ity for MOTION SIMUIATOR

-~direction or control. Usujally performed so that A m.rhine or installation that cimulat,?s roll.
adjustments may b( made within area of pitch, and heave. used to test ana derelop misslif.es
respoensibility to cenfornm to existing or changed that are to be launched from a ship at sea. (AFM
situations. (AFIN 11-1)1-)

MONITORING DE0 MOTOR ROUTE ORDERAAn AF materiel management facility which is- The movement of a group of person,- routed by
resp~onsible for maintainitig records of status r the Commander, NITMTS. it, regular nr chartered4
items, follow-up action on delinquent iteims, and co!'.mercial bus service between points within
submission of reports. (AFM 67-l) CON11S. (DSAR 4500.3)
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MOTOR TRANSPORT MOVEMENT CONTROL
Motor vehicles used for transporting military The proL, b of identifying, regulating flow, and

personnel, weapons, equipment and supplies, monitoring shipments. (DOD 4500.32-R)
excluding combat vehicles such a. tanks, scout cars The planning, routing, scheduling, and control of
and armored cars. (AR 320-5) personnel and supply movements over lines of

communication; also an organization responsible for
MOTOR TRANSPORT (MOTOR POOL) OFFICER these functions. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)

The perso': designated to supervise the operation
and utilization of motor vehicles and the training of MOVEMENT CONTROL AUTHORITY
motor transportation personnel. (AR 58-1) An activity responsible for designating modes

Staff officer and adviser to the Lommander on and/or providing transportation rorling instructions 1
for certain shipments requiring clearance prior tomatters of motor transportation. (AR 310-2-5)
movement. (AR 320-5)

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDE?!T . iAOVEMEN7 CONTROL OFFICER
An occurrence involving a motor vehicle, its An officer oi the movement control organization

operatior or movement that ',sults in damage to rospoiisible for the executive control of movement
the vehicle, the repair of v hich iauses expenditure of military personnel and cargo by all means of
of either direct labor man-hours or funds. (JJOD trar.sport. (JCS Pub 1)
4500.7)

MOVEMENT CONTROL TEAM
MOTOR VEHICLES An operational team positioned at an ciroute base

Items of cquipment mounted on wheels which are which assists in the control, movement, repArting,
eesigned for highway and/or land operations and and turn-arodnd responsibilities 1f deploy;g
which derive power from a self-contained power tactical forces. (A"M 11-1)
unit, or are designed to be towed b" and used in MOVEMENT CREDIT
conjuction with such self-propelled equipment. The allocat~o. granted to one or more vehicles in
(DOD 4500.7) order to move ever a controlled route in a fix(d

Includes general purpose vehicles (commercial tim2 according to mo;ement instructions. (JCS Pub
and military type), special purpose vehicles,
materiel handling equipment, an,. certain aerospace
ground equipment (AGE). AGE is limited to items MOVEMENT DIRECTIVE
normally maintained by the base motor vehicle The basic document published by the Department
maintenance section. (AFM 67-1) )f the Army or the Department of the Air Force. or

jointly, which authorizes a command to take action
MOUND to move a designated unit from one location to

An elevation of ea-th having a crest at least 3 another. (AFM 11-1, JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)
feet wide, with the earth at the natural slope on MN
each side and with such elevation that any straight DEted INSTRUCTION f

Detailed instruction for the execution of a-line drawn from the top of the side wall of a
magazine or operating building or the top of a stack officer as an implementation of the mo'emen
containing explosives to any part of the magazine programs, and represent accepted procedure to be
operating building or stack to be protected will pass followed by the shipper or -eceiver and transport
through the mound. The toe of the mound shall be services. (AR 320-5)
located as near the magazine, operating building or
stack as practicable. (DOD 4145.23) MOVEMENT ORDER

An order issued by a commander covering tht
MOVEMENT AUTHORIZAT;ON DOCUMENT details for a move of his coramand. (JCS Pub 1. AR

A document required to effect movement of cargo 320-5)
in the transportation system. (AR 320-5)

MOVEMENT PLAN
MOVEMENT CAPABILITY The naval plan providing for the aovenient of the

The cal)ability oi the shipping and receiving amphibious task force to the objective area. It
agencies and the transport services to effect includes iiformation and instructicns concerning
transportation between two or mar(- given .Dints or departure of ships from loading points, the passage
area-, over a stated period. (AR 320-5) at sea and the approach to and arrival in assigned,e p



positions in the objective area. 2. Up- to-date M-DAY FORCE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT
logistics data reflecting a summary of The quantity of an item required (on a M-da
traixportavi,,n requirements, priorities and limiting mirus oie day) to equiu and provide a materiel
fi.ctors incident to the movement of one or more pipeline for authorized peacetime US force levels,
units or other special grouping of personnel by both active and reserve, tAR 320-5. JCS Pub 1.
highway, marine, rail or air transporttion. (AR AFM 67-1)
320-5) M-DAY MATERIAL REQUIREMENT/ASSET POSITION

MOVEMENT PRIORITY The status of M-Day Material Assets as
The relative precedence given to each movement compared to the M-day Material iequirement is a

requirement. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1) means of assesslng M-day matermal ceadiness. IL isr n 2the difference between M-dav MatcrKl Assets and

MOVEMENT PRIORITY DESIGNATOR the M-dav Material Requiremtn'.. (NAVEXOS
A prior;.y assigned to the movement of materiel PI500)

to the Army logistic supply system. The principal ,-DAY MATERIEL ,SSETS
determinant in suc, materiel movement is The total quantity of an item available in th-
importance of im;'ento-y in the overall distribution military system worldwide on M-day to sipport the
system to meet required delivery dates as effective joint strategic objectives plan. It
designated by the materiel manager. (AR 320-5) considers the current worldwide inventory

MOVEMENT REPORT CONTROL CENTER (ser"iceable and reparable) of the item, adjustments
The controlling agency for the entire movement in t'his inventory prior to M-day of the effective

report system. It has available all information joint strategic objectives plan to provide for
relative to the movements of naval ships and other attriion and consumption, transfers out of or into
ships under naval control. (JCS Pub !) the inventory and deliveries from funded and

planned procurement to M-day of the effecive
MOVEMENT REPORT SYSTEM joint strategic objectives plan. (OPNAV NOTICE

A system established to collect and make 4080, AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
available to certain commands vital information on M-DAV MATERIEL REQUIREMENT
the stratus, location, and movement of flag The quantity of an item which is required to be in
commands, commissioned fleet units, and ships military stocks on M-Dav ir. order to support the
under operationa! controi of the Navy. (JCS Pub I) effec:ive Joint Strategic Objectives Plan until

MOVEMENT REQUIREMENT deliveries to the military after M-Day are adequate.
Movement authorized or directed by appropriate M-Day Materiel Requinenent consists of the

tactical, logistical or adminis:rative commander. Peacetime Force Materiel Requirement plus the
(AR 320-5) Mobilization Reserve Materiel Requi:ement. (DOD

A stated movement mode and time-phased need 4140.3)
for the transport of units, personnel, and/or The quantity of an item required to be in the

military system on M-day in order to equip, provide
materiel from a specified origin to a specified a m pdestnatin. (CS Pb 1)a materiel tpipeline and sustain the U.S. forces in
d i Sthe effective Joint Strategi- Objectives Plan

MOVEMENT RESTRICTION through the period prescribed for mobilization
A restriction temporarily placed on traffic into materiel planning purposes. It is the quantity by

and/or out of areas to permit clearance of or which the mobilization materiel requiremnt.,
prevention of congestion. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5) exceeds the mobilization materiel procurement

capability and the mobilization materiel rc'lj!!remnent
MOVEMENT TABLE adjustment. It includes the M. day force materiel

A table giving detailed instructions or data for a requirement and the mobilization reserve nmteriel
move. When necessary, it will be qualified by the requirement (AR 320-5. OPNAV NOTICE 4086)
words road. rad, sea, air, etc.. to signify the type of M-DAY MATERIEL STATUS

movmen. ormallv isudas anl annex toamovement.N y issued a The status of M-dav materie! assets. as compared
movement order or instruction. (JCS Pub 1) to the M-day materiel requirement, is a means of

M-DAY assessing M-day maeriel readiness. It is the
Te day on which molili/ation is to begin. (DOD difference between M-day materiel assets and the

4005.1, AFR 84-2..\FR 78-131 .- day materiel requirement. (AR 320-5)
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MTA ISSUING OFFICER same noun (for example, hydraulic pump, ulectrical
A person authorized by the military service wire, wirewnund resistor) and covered by a single

concerned to issue MTA documents to personnel in specification )r engineering drawing. ,ngineering
his military service upon presentation of vahte clearance will distinct!y identify applicable items.
movement order, port call notification, or other Engineering requirements and remn:rks must be
administrative authorization. (AFR 76-16) identical for all items cleared. (AFLCR/AFSCR

tTDA 67-12)

A document which adjusts the TDS because of a MULTIPL. LINE ITEM NUMBER 4
change in missior., capabilities, oiganization, A 'me item number which has six numerical digits
personnel and/or equipment to meet the needs of a folowed by the alpha characters (ML) in the lists of
TDA unit. (AR 310-44) reportable items. (AR 320-6)

MTOE MULTIPLE-YEAR APPROPRIATION
A table which prescribes ii, q single document the One which is available for incurring obligations

modification of a basic TOE ..,cessary to adapt the for a definite period in excess of one fiscal year.
mission, capabilities, organization, personnel and/or (AFSCM 27-1. AFM 170-7)
equipment to the needs of a s'aecific unit or type of One limiting disbursements to paymert of
unit. (All 310-44) obligations incurred during a designated period of

time longer than one fiscai year. (AR 320-5)
MULTI DETAIL DRAWING

A drawing depicting more than one item. MULTI-LEVEL CONTINUOUS SAMPLING
(MIl,-STD-7) A procedure whereb the fraction of the item

presented for inspection is increased or decreased
MULTI SHEET DRAWING by s'eps or levels, dependent upon the results of

A drawing consisting of two or more sheets the sanple inspected. ()LAM 4155.4/AR
representing the same item. Each sheet shall be 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO P4570.45B)
identified by the same drawing number.
(MIL-STD-7) MULTIYEAR PROCUREMENT

A method for competitive contracting for known
MULTIGAGE EQUIPMENT requirements for military supplies, ia quantities and

Railway equipment so constructed asopermit total cost not in 2xcess of planned requirenments for
use on more than one gage of track. (AR 320-5) five years, set forth in, or in support of. the

MULTIMODEL PROCESSING Department of Defens? Five Year Defense Plan

A machine of increased machine utilization which even though the total funds ultimately to be
allows the comb;ned processing it one matching obiigated by the contract are not available to the

cycle of more than one Mission/i.esign contracting officer at the time of entering into the

(Type/Model) weapon/support s,,zcm. As an contract. (NAVMAT P-4215)

example, all series of the LGMI and all series of MUNITIONS
the LGM30 could be processed in one processing Supplies and equipment of all kinds needed by the
cycle. (AFLCR 171-91) military services for dired military purposes. (AR

MULTIPLE ASPECT EQUIPMENT 310-25)

An item of issue which is composed of In this regulation, munitions include both live and

subsystems and/or components which are the inert conventional bombs. special weapons test
shapes containing no critical components. bomblets.responsibility of more than one logistics manager.

(AR 750-57) rockets, missiles, flares, launchers, dispensers.
sprai tanks, gun pods. cluster bomb units. fuzes.

MULTIPLE BUYS igniters, parachute test vehicles and relaied test
With respect to competition, more than one items that are normally :nounted on or in aircraft.

noncompetitive bu:, witihin a defined period. drones. or RPVs. (AFSCR 136-3)
(AFLt, R 70-11) MUNITIONS AGENCY

MULTIPLE ITEM ENGINEERING CLEARANCE The agency norma!ly responsible for storing.
An engineering clearance on one AFLCiAFSC maintaining, and loading munitions on aircraft and

Form I for two or more part numbers. sizes, colors. drones (for examiple. a munitions maintenance
and grades of a specific type of !ten, having the squadron or manitioi; branch). (AFSCR 136-3)
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MUNITIONS LIST MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM (GRANT AID)
Export Control List in the International Traffic ii, Military materiel and training assistance

Arms Regulation (ITAR) published by the furnished eligible allies under the Mutual Security
Department of State (see DOD 4160.21-M-1). (DOD Act without cost to recipient. (AFM 67-1)
4160.21-M) MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM (MILITARY ASSISTANCE

MUNIl IONS VERIFICATION TEAM (MVT) ADVISORY GROUP)
Q,ialified 46XXO personnel appointed to perform A joint service group normall. under the imilitary

opclations to verify draft checklists. (AFSCR command of a comm.nder of a unified commrand and
136-3) representing the Secretary of Defense which

MUTILATION primarily administer the ij military as.Nistapce

The act of making material unfit for its intended planning and programming in the host country.
p-..rposes by cutting, tearing, scratching, crushing, (AFM 67-1)
breaking, punching, shearing, burning, neutralizing, MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM (MILITARY ASSISTANCE
etc. (DOD 4160.21-M) PROGRAM)

The US program for providing military assistance

Arrangements made at government level between under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
orra ent e or mo ernatnst o assetwn distinct from economic aid and other programsone nation and one or more other nations to assist

oeaionh. a S Pauthorized b) the Act. includes the furnishing of
military materiel and training -ssistance through

MUTUAL DEFENSE ASSISTANCE CONTROL LISTS grant aid or foreign military eales to eligible allies.
Trade controls, administered by the Department as specified by Congress. (AFM 67-1)

of Ccmmerce, which implement the Mutual Defense
Assistance Control Act of 1951, as amended (AFR MUTUAL SUPPORT 4
400-!0/AFSC Sup 1), to control exports t That support which units render each othe'

communist-co trolled countries of technical data, against an enemy, because of ther assigned tasks.
materiel, equ~pment, ann other pertinent their positon relative to each other and to themateriel andPmnt ahi maern oatbihees pertinent

information hav;ng strategic importance to the free enemy, and their inherent capabilities. (JCS Pub 1)

world. (AFSCR 200-5) -N-

MUTUAL SECURITY AGENCY N RUNS
Agency administering assistance to foreign A tern, used to identify the EDPE programs !,a

tountries. (AFM 67-1) comprise that portion of the DO57F system which 3
MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM produces the actuaria! products. (AFLCR 171-1i

A program administered in accordance with
provisions of the Mutual Security Act of 1954. as NAILED WOOD 14
amended, to authorize measures in the common A box constructed of sawved wood, assem,,'d
defense, including the furnishing of military fastening sides, top, and bottom to Vie enas wit..
assistance to friendly nations and international nails or screws. Standard box constructions e 4
organizations in order to promote the foreign classified by styles as determined by the num"
policy, -ecurity, and geniral welfare of the United and applicatioi of the cleats on the ends.
States and to facilitate the effective participation of Modification of the nailed wood box often includ-
such nations in arrangements for individuai and application of girthwise cleats, battens, diagna
collective self-defense (22 U.S.C. 1811). It includes bracing members and skids to the inside or outsid.
the Military Assistance Program. NATO of the box. (AFR 69-8)
Infrastructure Program, Defense Support Program, NAME OR DESK CARD
Development Assistance (Economic Aid). Technical A PUAM card which has the name of tiN,
Cooperation. and other foreign aid programs as
recommended by the President. (AFM 6-11) respective property accounting clerk~ or desR

number keypunched and interpreted thereon.
MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM (FOREIGN MILITARY SALES) Transaction cards tha' do not affect tnperi.

Deliveries on a reimbursable cr sales basis of accounting balances mi.y b. often filed hehin.: th.
military mateciel or training assistance to eligible card. if desired The name or desk car'I "vill
fo:eign countries. iinder provisions of the Mutual a*comnny balance cards when forwarded t, datm
Security At. (AFM 6i-1) so;(. (AFM 0.7- I
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NAPALM apacity or for production capacity beyond the
1. Powdered Al 1n~intuin s:, ap or similar compound scope of the departmental industrial equipment

used to gYelatinmze oil 0i. ga olinle for use in napaim reserve in time of national emergency. it excludes
bonibs or flame tirowers. such equipment retained as anl integ,-al part vf

2. The resulla- Igeiatim-vd -iktance. (JCS Pub plants oi- the nationai indUSErial plant ruserve.
1) (DOD 5000.8)
NAROTIS PPA1~.R~AIAA reserve of industrial plant equipment to bc

Hypdericused as tollows:
(Irgs e~g La~os, Mni ol)use th ilega i.To expand Defense supporting in :tstrirs (i.e..

admnisraion f eron,*.hr hrd.~acoicsor industries other thdn prjrnie Defense* contractor .) if,(annerto therenof. hr_'.,rotsost~ed ~ time of national emerge .cy or ir anicipatior
Conrol 2. For loan to nonprofit ed-icatdola. institutions

or vocational training schools.Items (DSR 414.11)3. For 1Lcase ts mav be directed by the Secretary
NATIONA AGENCYof E ense. (T.IM 38-2601NXAV6. P* Pub 523/A FR

A US. rmyagecy hic isassgne alogistic 71-18/11CO 4870.62 DSAM 4145.9)
mi~ionforanymatril pocued or ndused by "IATIONAL INDUSTRIAL PLANT RESERVE

whichis rs'ponibef eat men ts ; andiies The prodluctioa facilities held or leased or sold

proceures anageent, noieace, with .recailure rights for defer.Ft production in
engneein. Tes agnces ncude () U.Airennc accordance with tl:e terms and provisions of P.L.

U.S. Army 883-bO. iDOD 008

comodiy cmma& nd ubodinteN3MP. (3) NA1I3NAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The Surgeon General's Office. (4) U.S. Army Infrastructure provided and financed by a (NATO.
Strategic Comnianications Command. -,5) U.S. SEATO, CENTO) member in its own territory sod
Army Security Agency. (6) U.S. Army for its own forces (including tht-se forces assigned
Metrology-Calibration Center. (7) U.S. Army to or designated for (NATO. SEATO, CENTO).
Maintenance Board. (&) Office, Chief of Engineers. !JCS Pub 1)
(9) Others to be designated. (T31 38-750-2) NTOA NETR OTO O

NATIONAL AIRCRAiFT STANDARDS NUMBER An organizational unit within the supply system
Numbers used to designate parts ma;ni.hfactured ir of a military service/DSA which is assigned the

accordance with specifications developed by the p~rimary responsibility fco- the management of a
National Aircraft Standards Committee of the group of items, either within a particu'lar servi-e r
Aircraft Industries Association. The number used is for the DOD as a whole. (AMICR 37-9)
always the drawing number or the applicable An organizational sernent within the overall
specification number. (NAVIIS 702 supply system of a commodity ct :nand to which

NATINAL MERGNCYhas beeii assigned responsibility for integrated
A condition declared by tile President or. the (AtRia in3 trymn0eet-5agou)o ies

Congress by virtue of powers previously vested in (R305
then. which authorizes certain emergency a-tions to NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NIIN)
be undertaltei. in the National interest. Actior~s to A njine-digit semisignificant namber assigned
he taken may include partial or total mobilization of serially without r~gard to name, oescriptior. or

national resources. (JCS Pub 1) Federal Supply Classification group or class, but

NATIONAL FORCE COMMANDERS dcn .oting country 4f origin, to each item of supply
Commnder ofnatinalforcs asgne as assigned an approved National Item Identification.

elemntsof ubodinte llid cmmads. The second part of the twc -part national/NATO
tiCS Pb 1) to-k number. (AR 310-25)(JCS Pu 1) 'ie nine-digit number assigned to an individual

NATIUNAL INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT RESERVE (NIER) item of supply which differentiates it from all other
Tae indurtrial ahnr and equipment held by items of supply. It consists of the two-digit

the General Services Administration for storage and National Codification B-areau Code combined with
niaintenanCe for augmentation of productive seven other digits. (DOD 4169.21-.11
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NATIONAL MAINTENANCE POINT number consists of a secies of nine numerals and is
The designated organizational element responsible known as the National Item Identification Number.

for assigned maintenance functions of an Army (DOD 4140.32M)
agency charged with materiel development, NATIONAL STRATEGY
production, -aintenance engineering, nd The art and science of developing and using the~~management o; appropriate maintenance servies, •-
mtae es political, economic, and psyciological powers of a
for all applicable assivned commodity groups. (AR nation, together with :ts armed forces, during peace
750-2) and war, to secure national objectives. (JCS Pub 1)

C NATIONAL OBJECTIVES NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE AND DEFENSE
Those fundamental aims, goals,or purposes of a HIGHWAYS

K, nation-- as oppised to the means for seeking these A limited system of highways in the United
ends-toward which a pclicy is directed and efforts States. 42,500 miles in extent, established by law to
and resources of the nation are applied. (JCS Pub be so located as to connect by r',utes, as direct as
1) practicable, the principal, metropolitan areas, citios,
NATIONAL POLICY and industrial centers to serve the national defense,

and to connect at suitable border points with routes_ ~ ~~~A broad course of action or statements of o otnna motnei h oi;no

guidace adopted by the government at the national Con ta an the oMin R of
level in pursuit of national objectives. (JCS Pub 1) Ca nada and the Roc] 55-80/OPNAVINST 11210.1A/AFR 75-4 /MCO
NATIONAL REFERENCE STANDARD 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19)

-1 A type of standard in possession of and used by- - NATIONAL/NATO STOCK NUMBER
the National Bureau of Standards as a basic A two-part number assigned to each item of
measurement reference for the United States. supply repetitively used, purchased, stocked, or
(AFR 74-2) distributed within the Federal Government. The

NATIONAL SECURITY first part of the number consists of the applicable
A collective term encompassing both national four-digit class code number of the Federal Supply

defense and foreign relations of the United States. Classification The second part of the number
Specifically, the condition provided by: consists of a series of nine numerals and is known

d aas the National item Identification Number. The
foreign atin or oupeofenatons, o e onational stock number will be referred to wheneverSforeign nation or group of nations, r

..... addressing United States materiel management
b. a favorable fireign relations position, or

functions. The term -NATO Stock Number- willc. a defense posture capable of successfully be referred to whenever addressing materiel
resisting hostile or destructive action from within
r t o o v C umanagement functions of NATO Headquarters or~~~~~~or without, overt or covert. (JCS Pub 1) idvda AOcutis A 1-5

individual NATO c,)untries. (AR 310-25)
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN) N C- :_ NATO CODE

Consists of an applicable four-digit class code Two digit number which iientifies the country of
number (NSN) plus the nine-digit national item origin for items manufactured by a NATO country
identification number. (AFM 67-1) when entering the Army Supply System. (AR

The term used for the 13 digit stock number 700-1)
which replaces the 11 digit FSN in all United States
materiel management functions. It consists of the NATO STOCK NUMBER (NSN)
four-digit FSC and the nine- digit NIIN. The term A composite 13-digit number comprised of an
NATO Stock Number is also abbieviated as NSN 11-digit FSN and a two-digit nation code appliedJ . and is used as a synonym to National Stock Numbei between the four-digit FSC code and the
in logistics matters involving NATO Headquarters seven-digit FIIN. (AFR
ar the individual NATO or friendly countries. (DOD NAVAL ACTIVITY
4160.21--M) A unit of the Demrtment of the Navy. of distinct

A two-part number assigned to each item of identity. established un,"dr an officer in command or
supply reletitively used. purchased, stocked or in ciarge. iSECNAVIN.ST 5410.4B). It includes
distributed within the Federal Government. The organizational adjuncts established and located at
first part of the number consists of the Fedvral remote areas by a Ni'ai Activity to carry out
Supply Classification. TC second part of the assigned missions. (OPNAVINSTl 11010.1E)
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1 NAVAL AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL AREA surrounding area necessary for local security.

A fleet support complex of Naval Air Activities (Normally. Aoperatiag under the Refined Aeronautical Support miles.) (JCS Pub 1)> Program. (OP': *VINST 1540.2) NAVAL DISTRICT
NAVAL AIR MAINTENANCE TRAINERS A geographically defined area in which -. e navalTransportable instructional equipment units officer, designated commandant, is the directdesigned to provide training support for a weapons representative of the Secretary of the Navy and thesystem, a specific equipment, a group of related Chief of Naval Operations. The commandant hasequipment, or specialized techniques. (OPNAVINST the r'-ponsibility for local naval defense and
15402 security and for the coordination of naval activities,, I NA7AL AIR MAINTENANCE TRAINING DETACHMENT in the area. (.TCS Pub 1)A group of instructors equipped with Naval Air NAVAL OR MARINE (AIR) BASEMaintenance Trainer(s) training aids. lesson guides, An air base for support of naval or marine airand training literature. (OPNAVINST 1540.2) units, consistipg of landing strips, seaplan-NAVAL AIR MAINTENANCE TRAINING GROUP alighting areas, and all components of relate.!

A commissioned activity under the Military facilities for which the Navy or Marine Corps hasCommand of the Chief of Naval Air Technical operating responsibilities, together with inter:-,l
Training, and under the management control of es of communication and the minimr.:Commander, Naval Air Systems Command surrounding area necessary for local securitvresponsible for providing, by means of Naval Air (Normally, not greater than an area of 20 quare

mile.)ksPu 1Maintenance Training Detachments, technical m (JCS Pub 11training for officers and enlisted personnel in the NAVAL PORT CONTROL OFFICEoperation. maintenance, and repair of air weapons The authority established at a port or potsystems and associated equipment, and for complex o coordinte arrangements for logisticconducting such other training as the Chief of support and harbor services to ships under navalNaval Operations may direct. (OPNAVINST 1540.2) control and to otherwise support the naval control
NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITIES of shipping organizption. (JCS Pub 1)Depot Level Naval Industrial Activities situated NAVAL RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS (NRR)at Naval Air Stations have been designated as A NRR is a statement in genera! terms of theseparate commands. These Naval Air Rework need for investigaions and studies in the physicalfacilities (formerly the 0 & R activities) are located and life scienceF to provide infermation related to aat NAS Alameda, MCAS Cherry Point. NAS solution of spet:fic practical problens and to obtainJacksonville. NAS Norfolk, NAS Peasacoa. NAS a fuller knowledge or understanding of the sabjectQuonset Point and NAS North Island. Their under study. Naval Research Requirements arenission is as follows: To maintain and operate published by the CNO and constitute a directive tofacilities for and p-rform a complete range of depot all developing agencies to plan for and initiatelevel rework operations on designated weapon appropriate projects in their areas if competeicv.systems, accessories, and equipment: manufacture (NAVEXOS P- 1560)parts and assen.blies as required: provileengineering services in the development of changes NAVAL SHORE (FIELD) ACTIVITY

of hardware design; furnish technical services oisaircraft maintenance anl lgistic problems; and Secretary of the Navy, or in certai,: es b- theperform. tizpn specific requeqt or nssignment. mth.r Ch:'f of Naval Operations. (SECNAVINST 3450.41)levels of aircraft maintenance. (OPNAV!N\ST NAVAL 31ORES1540.2) An'y articls or commodities lisd by a naval shij,
NAVAL BASE or sta:on. su:-h as equipment. consnmahle supplies.A iaail base piimarilv for support ,.l thc forces clothi:g, pc:.ium, oils and luhrieans, nedicalafloat. contiguous to a part or anchorage. supplies. a:d ammuniion. JCS Pub l] consisting of activities or facilities for which the NAVIGABLE STREAMYial has operating responsibilities. together with Navigabli. stranms are considered as only thos.?interior lines ef commun ction and the mininium parts of s reams, eh;,nnel. or cnals caip:,hie of
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being used in their ordinary ai maintained condition distributed only to FBM Submarine Forces.
as highways of commerce oier which trade and Information comparable to that which formerly
travel may be doae ill tht customary moles. It does appeared in PAMDS is included in the NMDL (Navy
not include streams that cannot be navigated by Management Data List), whict. has replaced the
barges, tugbcats, or other large vessels unless they FOCSL (Fleet Oriented Consohidated Stock List) a
ar? Lied regularly and extensively for the operation is publishel by FMSO (Fleet Material Support
of pleasure boats. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) Office). The NMDL is designed to: act as a

NAVY CAPABIUTIES PLANS comprehensive catalog of material in the supply

This plan, with its Navy Logistic Cauaoilities Pbn system, identify ar, item to an FSN, or .erve as a
Strategic Shopping Guide. (NAVSUP Pub. 4000)

I NLCP) Annex, sUpports the JointStaei
Capabilities Plan (JSCP) and covers the short-range NAVY MID-RANGE OBJECTIVES (MRO)
period. (NAVMAT P-4215) Balanced realistic ship and aircraft force level

NAVY INTEGRATED COMPREHENSIVE REPAIRABLE ITEMS goals derived for the 'qieventh fiscal yearSHEDULINGPROGRAM (NICRISP) (subsequent to the year in which the MRO is
It is the objective of NICRISP to: Improve the approved) based on the projected long- range ana

statcment of requirements by bringing them closer mid-range strategic environment and threat,
to the scheduling period and thereby reducing national policies and objectives, projected Navy
processing cycle time and providing a more accurate resporsiuilities and tasks, technological potentials,
statement oi need. Create and publish a standard analytical stdies, and estimates of probable
family name system for ASO, fleet representatives, rebources. (NAVMAT P-4215)

and cognizant field activities. Create and publish NAVY MID-RANGE STUDIES
an item identification code for every repairable item Provides the basic guidance to be used in Oi'NAV
to facilitate line item accounting. Properly for a five-year period commencing I Ju!y. five
introJuce expected receipts from new material years after the end of the fiscal year in which
contracts into the rework requirement computation. approved. (NAVMAT P-4215)
Compute rework requirements by geographic area
to permit the production of those items in the area NAVY PLANNING SYSTEM
in which they tre required. Rank, by priority, all The formal means by which the Navy docunents
rework reqLirements based on asset position and its plans and programs. The major Navy planning
demand thereby advising industrial activities of the documents are: a. The Navy Long Range Strategic
sequence in which items should be reworked. Study. b. The Navy Mid-Range Study. c. The
(FASOINST 4790.27) Navy Mid-Range Objeties. d. The Department of

the Navy Program Objective. e. The Depart:nent
NAVY LONG-RANGE STRATEGIC STUDIES of the Navy Effective Program Projections. f. The

An appraisal of the strategic environment ten to Navy nbjective,, Plan. g. The Basic Naval
twenty years in the futnre, considering the Establishment Plan. h. The Navy Ca.ahilities Plan.
scientific and technological factors likely to affect (OPNAVINST 5000.19c)
naval warfare in this long-range period. (NAVMAT
A-4215 NAVY STOCK ACCOUNT

A revolving fund established to finance a cycle of
TheY NAM cosiT of 2 separaeseoperations for which reimbursement and collections
The NMDL consists of 2 separate sections: i. are returned for re-use in sudi a manner as toThe Mavagem ent Data List. This section includes ma tan th pr ci l of he ud. A O1 T

maintain thE principal of the fund. (ASOINSTthe basic manaement data necessary for preparing 4235.13)
requisitions. It is the instrument for publishing
data telative to stock number changes. units of NAVY SUPPORT DATE'sue, unit price, shelf life. how man% items are The date on which the Navy assumes full support

"o:itained in a package and associated information, responsibility for a weapon system. Under certain
2. The Fleet Ballistic Missile Weapons System conditioas this full support responsibility may
Supplement. This lists material in cognizance codes exclude peliar equipments and/or assemblies (as
8P and 01 applicable only to Fktet Ballistic Missile directed by the Naval Air Systems Command) from
Sub'.arine-. It al.so includes a cross reference from the Navy support responsihility for a fixed period
manoilacturers' part numbers to Federal Stock oi time. During this period, these peculiar
'lumbers in the 8P cognizance code, and is equipments and/or assemblies remain under



contractor support. The Navy Support Date usually techniques required by formal advertising. (AR
does occur later than three months prior to the first 320-5)
carrier/squadron deployment of the weapon system. NEGOTIATED CONTRACT C
(ASOINST P13000.2) NGTAE OTATCS

The estimated cost negotiated in a
NAVY SUPPCRT PLAN cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, or the negotiated

A support plan derived from an analysis of the contract target cost in either a fixed-price-incentive
Five, Year Defense Progra'n. (NAVMAT P-4215) contract or a cost-plus-incentive-fee contract.

(AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5, DOD 7000.2)

A criterion used in security procedures which NEGOTIATED FLOW TIME
requires the custodians of classified information to The calrulated average number of calendar days
establish, prior to disclosure, that the intended determined by the engine production manager and

recipient must have access to the information to the TRC that will be required for each type engine
perform his official duties. (JCS Pub 1) or module from date of input into work to the filial
NEGAT test and availability for delivery. This is included in

the project directive, DMISA, or contract. (AFLCRJ The opposite of positive B. In a gravitational 65-15)
field, or during an acceleration, %hen the human
body is so positioned that the forc of inertia acts NEGOTIATED TARGET PRICE
on it in a foot-to-head direction; i.e., the headward Agreed-upon price which includes target costs

1 inertial force produced by a footward acceleration. and target profit. (AFSCR 178-5)
(AFM 11-1) NEGOTIATION AUTHORITY CODE

-NEGLICENCE Identifies the specific authority within 10 United
Failure to comp;y with laws or regulations or States Code 2304(.) and Armed Services

failure to act as a reasonably prudent person would, Procurement Regulations (DAR) Section III on
under the sanre or similar conditions. (AFM 6-1) which a given procurement action v'as based.

N OM Mm M(AFLCR 70-11)
NEGOTIALE INSTRUMENT(ALR71)

Any commercial paper that is capable of being NEGOTIATOR
assigned or transferred in the ordinary course of Any employee, in addition to owners, officers,
business or transferable by delivery with or without directors, or executive personnel who requires
endorsen:ent so that the title passes to the access to classified information during the
transferee who, if a bona fide holder without notice, negotiation of a contract or preparation of a 5id or
is not prejudiced in his rights by any defect or flaw quotation pertaining to a prime or subcontract.
in the title of prior parties among themselves. (This category may include, but is not necessarily
Examples: Bills oaf exchange, promissory notes, and limited to, accountants, stenographers, clerks,
checks that are payable to bearer on order, engineers, draftsmen, production personnel, etc.)
(negotiable instrument; by the law merchant). tDOD (AR 380-130, DOD 5220.22-R)
5000.8) t9nlt

5000.8)NET ADDITIONAI. COSTS
NEGOTIATE AND NEGOTIATION The gross additional costs of services furnished.

When applied to the making of purchases and less the value of resources provided by the tenant.
contracts, refer to making purchases and contracts (AFSCR 170- ° )
without formal advertising. (DAC 76-17) NE ELOSVE$ E (NEW
NEGOTIATED CEILING "ICE The total quantity, expressed in pou-tes, of

Maximum negotiated value that the Gove'nment explosives material or high explosives eoui,',lency
is liable for payment to the contractor. (AFSCR in each item or rcund, to be used when applying
:78-5) quantity-distance criteria or other standards. (AFR
INEGOIATED CONTIACT 127-100. Attachm~ent 1)

One c,xained by direct agreement with a NET INVENTOY A.E .S
contractor without fnrmal advertising or .ids. That pcition of t1e tota.l materiel assets which is
(ONMINST 5000.31 dcrigiated to meet :he raweriel inventory objective.

A purchase of sales agreement made by a It ,onsists of the total materiel assets less the
government agency without normally employing peacetime materiel consumption and !os-;es throughI
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normal appropriation and procurement leadtime Force (MCAF)," or other A han Air Force
periods. (JCS Pub 1) appropriations to which construction may be
NET OBLIGATIONS charged. (AFR 88-0)

Total obligations adjusted for increases or NEW ITEM
decreases resulting from renegotiation, termination An item which was not reported in the stock
and cancellation of contracts and from correction of status report of the preceding cycle and which is
errors, from discounts and other causes. (AR identified by a stock number assigned by a
320-5) command, an Inventory Control Point (ICP), or the

Defense Logistics Services Center. (ASOINST
NET REQUIREMENTS 5-2 esALR7 )

Gross requirements less applied, reapplied and P4400.24) the DLA and USAF supply
allocated assets. (AFLCM 57-2) A tmetrn h L n SFspl

systems. (AFLCR 67-1)

NET STORAGE SPAPE
The floor area upon which bins are erected plus Materiel procured under a DOD contract with

the floor area upon which material can be stored.
(AR 320-5) industry wi a be ccsidered new until it has been

delivered, accepted and released for use. Materiel I
NET WEAPON SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS under contractual warranty will be considered new

Total requirements of an item necessary to until the warranty expires. (DOD INST 7700.1)
support operations of a Weapon S~stem for a
specified period less the total system assets to NEW ERDA LABRAn R TEST (NMLtoderive a requirement to be obtained from other than An ERDA testing program deAigRed to provide

derie arequremnt t beobtaneddata for assessing the reliability of matorial
the Naval Aviation Supply Distribution System. enter ing e eL also o datrtha'FASOINST P500.2E) entering stockpile. NMLT also provides data that

can be used as a baseline when compared with
NET WEIGHT Stockpile Laboratory Test (SLT) data, and provides

Weight of a ground vehicle without fuel, engine for early detection of defects. (AFLCR 65-6) !
oil, coolant, or vehicle materiel, cargo, or operating NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY (NOA)
personnel. (JCS Pub 1) The sum of new authorizations to incur

The net weight is the weight of an item being New obligational authority includes
shipped and does not include the weight of obligations.appropriations ot*her than appropriations to 4
packaging material or container (not applicable to approprations aproriations to

houshol gods. (DO 450.3-R)liquidate contract authorizations, authorizations to
hee gh t o f the contents, not incexpend from debt receipts, and authorizations which MThe weight of the contents, not including the cotneaalbeayunbiae0aacso

container (gross less tare). (AFR 69-8) continue available any unobligated balances of
these authorizations which were made for currentNET WORTH operations of the year. (AFSCR 27-6)

The ownership interest or equity in the assets of NEW PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT
a business; the excess of assets 'wer liabilities of a Aircraft without regard to model or configuration
business. (DOD 5000.8) that are in the first year of operational use by the

NEUTRAL FLIGHTCREW fleet or training commands and not deployed aboard
A crew from neither the gaining or losing ships or overseas. (FASOINST 4225.1)

command (or the shipment of aerospace vehicle NEW START
through the Traffic Management Office (TMO)). A newly established C-1 activity or a -
(APR 65-110) reactivation. expansion, modernization, or
NEW CONSTRUCTION replacement of such an activity (NOTE:

Design and erection of real property facilities Consolidatioi of two or more activities without
required by the Air Force, including the conversion, incieasing the oier-all total amount of products or
rehabilitation, alteration, and extension of existing services provided is not a new start.) involving f
facilities, as authorized by enabling legislation. The either of the following: (1) An initial or additional
facilities are usually identifiable as items of the capital investment of $25,000 or more. (2) An
USAF Military Construction Program. New annual cost of production or an addition to the
construction projects ,re financed under the Air annual cost of production of $50,000 or more. (APR
Force n'npropriation "Military Construction, Air 26-12)
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A self-contained unit that is mounted en a higher NITROGEN PADDING
assembly or is instaeled in a weapon system or end Filling the ullage of a closed container with
item of equipment and is designed to perfcrm a nitrogen gas to prevent evaporation of the liquid
specific function such as generating electrical and the formation of flammable mixtures. (AFM
power, producing hydraulic or oil pressure, or to 127-201)
apply these sources of power for actuating doors NO CALIBRATION REQUIREDmechanisms, flight control surfaces and the like. A designation assigned to equipments which,
(T.O. 00-20-1) because of their accuracy capabilities or their

A supplementary device used in conjunction with design, do not require calibration. (T.O.
an end item contributing to the effectiveness 00-20-10-6)
without extending or varying the basic function.
(AFLCM 72-2) NO PERIODIC INSPECTION REQUIRED (NPIR) h

Defined as an item or effort appearing in the Equipment that, due to use, does not have
President's Budget for the first time; an item or established requirements for periodic inspection.
effort that was previously funded ini research or (AFSCR 66-7)
exploratory development and is transitioned to NO STOCK ITEM
advanced or engineering development; or an item or An item meeting the following criteriu: (a) Must
effort transitioning into procurement, appearing il have been system stocked for the past two years.
the President's Budget for the first time in the (b) Must have been in system wide zero balance for
investment area. (AFSCR 27-6) all stock status reporting elements for the past two

NEWLY INTRODUCED AIRCRAFT year. (c) Is not on order. (d) There are no planned
Aircraft initially introduced into the fleet, and procurements of the item. (ASOINST P4400.24)

which !re in production or undergoing trials priur NO YEAR APPROPRIATION
to Navy Support Date (NSD). (FASOINST 13000.1) An appropriation account which is available for

NEWLY STOCK LISTED ITEMS incurring obligations until exhausted or the purpose
An item accepted for inclusion in DOD or DSA for which it was designated is acromplished,

without a fixed restriction as to a period of time.supply catalogues. (AFM 67-1) (AR 310-25)
NEW, IMPROVED OR INTENSIFIED MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

A new improved or intensified management action NOAM SPARES
is any action which (1) constitutes the application of Spare parts for training weapons and operational
a policy, procedure, or technique which has not been support equipment. (AFM 67-1)
applied previously by the renorting activity; (2) NOMENCLATURE
represents a change in a policy, procedure or Set ur system of official names or titles given to
technique being applied by the reporting activity; or items of material and equipment. (AFR 69-8)
(3) results in a broader application of a policy,
procedure or technique being applied at the NOMINAL WEAPON
reporting activity. (DOD 7720.6) A nuclear weapon 1,,roducing a yield of

approximately 20 kilotons. (JCS Pub 1)
NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY (NHA)

The term used for the particular item into which NONADJUSTeENT CYCLE i a-
the subject component is installed and which A cycie used in lieu of the initial and adjustment
precedes the installed component by one level of cycles when it is determined that only one
indenture in the configiration disassembly computation is required. (A'LCR 171-51)
sequence. For example, a setback 3 level (item NONAIR TRANSPORTABLE
".X") is installed in its next higher assembly, That which is not transportable by air by virtue
setback 2 level (item "Y "). (AFLCR 171-91) of dimension, weight and/or special characteristics

NICKNAME or restrictions. (JCS Pub 1)
A combination of two separate unclassified words NONALIGNMENT

which is asbigned an unclassified meaning and is The political attitude of a state which does not
employed only for unclassified administrative, associate, or identify itself with the political A
Torale, or l)uhlic information purposes. (JCS Pub ideology or objective espoused by other states, or

471international causes, or with the foreign policies
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stemming therefrom. It does not preclude NONCATALOGED (NC) ITEM

involvement, but expresses the attitude of no An item that is in the process of having a NSN
precommitment to a particular state (or bloc) or assigned to it and where-in a NC number has been
policy before a situation arises. (JCS'Pub 1) assigneu in the interim period for control purposes. K~(AFM 67-1)

NONAPPLICABLE INDICATORS A 6-
Coordination Activity codes entered in the "C" NONCOBPT LOSS

card to identify those activities not required to Noncombat loss is that loss of equipment in the

coordinate a given PR/MIPR. (AFLCR 70-11) hands of troops in an active theater that is not
directly caused by enemy action, including wearout

NONAPPROFRIATED FUND PROPERTY loss. (AR 710-60) c
Property purchased with nonappropriated funds,

by religious or moral, welfare or recreational NNOPTTY
Spare parts obtained from a sole source, exceptactivities. post exchanges, ships, stores, officer and tafrteproeo h raotPorm t

noncommissioned officer clubs, and similar that, for the purpose of the Breakout Program, it
does not include sole source items bought direct

nonappropriated fund activities. (DOD 4160.21-M) from the manufacturer. (AR 715-22)

NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS NONCOMPLEX ITEMS
Funds generated by Department of Defense An item having quality characteristics for which

military and civilian personnel and their dependents simple measurements and test of the end item is
and used to augment funds appropriated by the sufficient to determine conformance to contract
Congress to provide a comprehensive, requirements. (AFR 74-15)
morale-building welfare. religious, educational, and N
recreational program, designed to improve the NONCONFORING SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
well-being of military and civilian personnel and Those supplies and services which contain one or

more departures from the (contractural)
Aei moniens.derivd frm ou rs orequirements. The failure of a unit of product to
Are monies deriveaind from sources other tha conforin to specified requirements for any quality

Congressional appropriations, primarily from the characteristic. (Source: Handbook 53). (AFLCR
sale of goods and services to DOD military and
civilian personnel and their dependents and used to 1. Type I Nonconformance. those supplies which

support or provide essential morale, welfare, depart from contract requirements and affect one
recreational, and certain religious and education or more of the following major areas: performance,
programs. Another distinguishing characteristic of durability, interchangeability, effective use or
these funds is the fact that there is no operations, weight or appearance (where a factor), J
accountability for them in the fiscal records of the health or safety.
Treasury of the United States. (DODI 7000.12) 2. Type II Nonconformance. For purposes

NONAVAILALE EQUIPMIENT herein, or significance from the manner or to

Nonavailable equipment is any end item of degree that has no subsequent bearing on the
effective use or operation of the item or relatndequipm~ent which is inoperable or has been accepted components for its intended application. Those

by a support maintenance activity on a work cmoet o t neddapiain hsrequestpfort mantenanyron e ( t ii onasupplies or services which depart from contract
request for any reason. (TM 38-750) requirements and are minor in that they do not
NONCATALOGED ITEM affect any of the criteria specified in type I above.

An item identified on!y by a narrative description, (AFR 74-15) o:q
by a commercial supplier identification number NONCONSUMAILE ITEM MANAGEMENT
(such as a catalog number, stock number, part Those materiel management functions which are
number, serial number, drawing number), or by a centrally performed in order that an ite. ian be
management control number assigned in accordance introduced and managed in the DOD logistics
.vith principles and procedures established by a system. Single submitter cataloger, procurement.
n ilitarv service for which a national stock number disposal authority, and depot maintenance have
Sas .ou been assigned. (AR 710-26/NAVSUP Pub been designated for single-point- assignment. Other
452 Revision/AFR 6,-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR functioqs/processes, such as item selection,
4140.47) configuration control, engineering control and
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interiediate maintenance posturing are recognized checklist to accomplish the procedure.
as service mission/program related, which must he Crewmembers are expected to be familiar with
addressed individually by item by service. (AFLCR these procedures. (AFSCR 60-1)
400-21, DARCOMR 700-99, NAVMATINST NONDEFERRABLE ISSUE DEMAND
4790.23A, MCO P4410.22A) Issue demand related to specific periods of time

NONCONSUMAPLE ITEM MATERIEL SUPPORT CODES which will not exist after the close of those periods,
(NIMSC) even though not satisfied during the period. (JCSCodes assigned to nonconsumable items which Pub i, AR 320-5)
indicate the degree of materiel support obtained by NONDEFINITIVE UNIT OF ISSUE
the SICA from the PICA or to identify the service
and/or source(s) of repair. (AFLCR 400-21) A type of Unit of Issue designation that does not

indicate an exact quantity of volume, measurement,
NONCONSUMABLE ITEM SUBGROUP (NIS) weight or count, e.g., box, package, reel, drum, etc.

A working group comprised of military service (DOD 4140.36)
representatives chartered by the JPCG/DIMM to NONDETERIORATING SUPPLIES
develop materiel management procedures and Items that may be expected to remain useful forsystem in implementation of the DOD direction to a reasonably long time. The period of expectedeliminate duplicate wholesale inventory management u es iof nonconsumable items. (AFLCR 400-21) usually specified. (AR 320-5)

NONCONSUMABLE ITEMS NONEFFECTIVE SORTIE
Any aircraft dispatched which for any reasonNSN items of supply which are major end items fails to carry out the purpose of the mission.

(principal and secondary), depot reparable Abortive sorties are included. (JCS Pub ', AR
ccmponents, special management, or inconsistent 320-5)
items. (AFLCR 400-21) O

NONCONTIGUOUS FACILITY NONEXEMPTED OVERSEAS AREAS t
A facility for which the Service indicated has A security trade control-related termoperating responsibility, but which is not located enopsigaloresaesexptA rinSamoa, Canton, and Enderbury Island, Guam.

on, or in the immediate vicinity of, a base complex JonnAtlMdaIsnPnmaaaloe, :
of that Service. Its area includes only that actually Joh t ol, Midway Island, Panama Canal Zone,

TPadWake Island. (DOD 4160.21-M)occupied by tne facility, plus the minimum

surrounding area necessary for close-in security. NONEXPENDABLE ITEMS (EQUIPMENT)
(JCS Pub 1) Items which are neither consumed nor lose their

NONCONTROLLABLE WORKLOAD identity during periods of use and normally are
Work that cannot be held for scheduling purposes apable of performing a function indepe.dentiy

without risk of impairment of support to using Examples of nonexpendable items are xehicles, shop

organizatio'is. (AFLCM 25-3) equipment, tools, furniture, and similar items.orgniatous (FLM 2--)(AFM 6-,FLR78-3)

NONCONTROLLED EXCEPTION NONEXPENABLE SUPPLIES AND MATERIAL

A transaction which requires external research or Vt,
additional data for further processing action. This Supplies which are not consumed in use and, which retain their original identity 3uring the
transaction does not normally contain a documentnumber, nor is an exception control number period ,f use, such as weapons, machines, tools, and

assigned for maintaining an internal suspense equipment. (JCSPub 1)
record. (AFM 67-1) NONFERROUS SCRAP
NONCREWMEMBER Common metals and metal alloys excluding iron

A nonrated person, who is required to frequently and iron alloys. (DOD 4160.21-M)

perform .specific inflight duties, but who does not NONFLAMMABLE
fill crewmember positions as specified above. (AFR Not susceptible to easy ignition; not capable of
60-1iAFSC Sup 1) being easdly set on fire. (AFM C7-1)

NONCRITICAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURE NONFUNCTIONAL ITEMS
A noncritical emergency procedure (nonboldface Items whose condition can be determined by

print) where time permits consultation of a printed visual inspection, by use oi common measuring
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devices (micrometers, calipers, etc), or by use of NONPERISHABLES
liquid penetrant or magnetic particle inspection Items of supplies which do not speil or
(normally within the inspection capaLility of the deteriorate readily. (AFR 69-8)
reclaiming activity). (AFLCR 65-31) NONPRIOR SERVICE AIRMEN

NOtILISTED ITEMS Male individuals without prior bervice in any of
Iteis not appearing in DOD or USAF supply the Armed Forces or Reserve components thereof.

catalogs or addendums thereto. (AFM 67-1) and airmen who have had no active duty since 19
June 195. (AFM 67-1)

NONMECHANIZED BASE4 A reporting activity that does not have the NONPROCUREMENTFUNDSFunds available for operating and administradive
machine capability to produce SB&CRs in prescribed unds ava rpe atin g nd aminisra.ion

PCAMformts. AFM 7-1)supplies and expenses not involving the actmisitionPCAM formats. (AFM 67-1)
of materiel. Normal maintenance charges, such as

NONMILITARY CARGO repairs, are included but spare parts and
Cargo not owned or controlled by the Department replacements are excluded. (AR 320-5)

of Defense. (DOD 4500.32-R) NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

NONMILITARY MAIL Any corporation, foundation, trust, or institution
Mail which does not bear a military address or operated for scientific, educational, or medical

return address and which is not intended for purposes, not organized for profit, no part of the

transmission in military postal channels. (DOD net earnings of whicl" insures the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual. (DAR 13-101.13, j4500.32-R) WDAC 76-17)

NONNUCLEAR MUNITIONS
Nonnuclear bombs, warheads, missiles, rockets, NONPROGRAM AIRCRAFT

pyrotechnics, chemical and biologica! materials, and All aircraft with a project development andservice test (!'IS) coifiguration, target dronesitems (man-carrying), aircraft Retired but not yet
training devices, ammunition, and other nonaircraft Stricken (including Contingency Reserve), anJ
inventory items considered simijar or relative to aircraft on Bailment or Loan contracts.
nonnuclear munitions, including munitions which (OP-NAVINST P5442.2A)
have been preloaded. (AFSCR/AFLCR 8-6) All aircraft, other than active and reserve

NONNUCLEAR MUNITIONS LOADING TECHNICAL MANUALS categries, in the total aircraft inventory, including
AND CHECKLISTS X-models; aircraft for which there is no longer a

Manuals which contain descriptive data and requirement either in the active or reserve
procedures and checklists which contain procedures category; and aircraft in the process of being
for loading nonnuc!ear munitions on or into Air dropped from the total aircraft inventory. IJCS Pub
Force combat aircraft. These multivolume manuals 1)
and checklists carry TO numbers in the aircraft NONPROGRAMMED AIRCRAFT RECLAMATI,^k
category and are numbered in the -33 series. Reclamation is such small quantity or at locations
(AFSCR/AFLCR 8-6) other thap MASDC tl-at assignment of a

reclamation project by HQ AFLC is not warranted.
NONNUCLEAR STORES CHARACTERISTIC DATA BANK Nonprogrammed recamation is directed at the

A centrally located compilation of store mass and recovery of parts which :re urgently required or
physical properties. (AFI.CR/AFSCR 80-28) parts which, although not urgently required; have

NONNUCLEAR SURVIVABILITY significant monetary value. (AFLCR 65-31) I
The capability of the system required to NONPROGRAMMED ITEM

accomplish the designated mission in the presence An item not initially included in a buying
of nonnuclear environments created by conventional program, but for which requirements are developed
weapons and electronic warfare. (AFR 80-38) during a particular fiscal year. (AFLCR/..SCR

NONPERISHABLE ITEM 67. 12)
Food items which do nct require refrigeration NONRECOVERABLE ITEM

during transportatiun and storage. (AR 320-5) An end item or repair part which normally is
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consumed in use and is not subject to return for NONRECURRING INVESTMENT
repair or reuse. (AR 320-5) A cost category containing thfse cost elements

An item for which exchange accountability is not which generally occur or'y once in the groduction
maintained by base supply and which cin be cycle of a weapon/support system. (AR 310-25)
disposed of at the user or maintenance shop level if NONREGISTERED ITEM
repairs cannot be accomplished. (T.O. 00-20-1) An item previously assigned an NSN for which

An item which has no planned repair cycle and no the Air Force is not recorded as a user in the
requirement for special parts, AGE, or technical Federal Catalog System. (AFM 67-1)
data. (AFLCR 400-1) An item assigned an NSN under the Federal

This is an item which is copsumed in use and Catalog System on which neither the requiring
normally cannot be economically repaired when it Service i-or DSA has a recorded interest. (AFR
becomes unservic'-able. (AFLCR 57-27) 67-30)

NONRECOVERABLE TANK BOTTOM(S) (TANKAGE) NONREGISTERED PBLCATION
The quantity of fuel beiow the suction manifold A publication which hears no register number and I

or drawoff line of a storage tank. This quantity is for which periodic accounting is not required. (JCS I
not available in normal operations. (AFR 144-i, Pub!)
DOD 4140.25-M) NONREPARABLE

NONRECURRING COSTS hems which will be reconditioned or disposed oi

A one-time cost that will occur on a periodic as condemned material when they become
A netie os tatwil ccr onecrrng unserviceable or defective. (AFLCR 5-2)

basis for the same organization. Nonrecurring
costs include costs of the following: 1. Preliminary NONREPLENISHABLE DEMANDS
design effort. 2. Design engineering. 3. Tests, Those issues made to satisfy demands of a lb
test spares and mock--ups. 4. All partially nonrecurring nature. (NAVSUP MANUAL 24250) 1
completed reporting elements manufactured for NONREPORTABLE PROPERTY
tests (e.g., static, fatigue, dummy missiles, ground Contractor inventory w,:hich is not required to be
integration missile components, inert missiles). 5. reported to DIPEC or the General Services
Costs of all tooling, manufacturing, and Administration (GSA) for screening prior to disposal
procueement effort specifically incurred in as surplus. (DSAM 8130.1)
performing development or tests. 6. The initial set Excess personal property which is not required to i
of tools and all duplicate tools produced to permit be reported to Defense Logistics Services Center,
the attainment of a specific rate of production "or a GSA, or overseas theater screening centers for
program. 7. Training of service instructor screening prior to disposal. (AMCR 37-9/DOD

perionnel. 8. Initial preparation of technical data 4160.21-M)

and manual. (AR 310-25) NONRETURNABLE ITEMS I
NONRECURRING DEMAND Those items worn close to the body such as,

A request made by an authorized customer on a unde wear, socks, shnes, and headgear with j
one-time basis to provide i;;itial or authorized i.onremovable bands. Nonreturnable items of I
increases in allowances or stockage at any level, or personal and special purpose clothing and

fur modification of equipment, special planned equipment are identified ii; TA 016. (AFM 67-1)
programs. and one-time repair or rebuild NON-ACTIVE MAINTENANCE TIME A
requirements. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) The time during which no maintenance ;s being

A request made on a ,n,, time basis for materiel. accomplished on the item beca'ise of either supply
The materiel may be used to fill initial allowances, or administrative reasons. (MIL-STD-778)
increases in stock levels or allowances, and for one NON-COMMERCIAL COMMON ITEMS OF MATERIAL -t Pe repair or rebuild requirements. (UCS Pub 1) Those items reqilire(1 by two or more of the

A demand made on a one-time basis. Normally, military services which are not generally used by
to provide initial stockage :ailowaisee.. niect planned the .ivilian economy. includiig item.. of similar i
programmed 'equirements. and to nicet one-time manufacture or fabrication which may varx among
project or maintenance requiremerits. (AR 725--)0. the services as to color. finish. marking. etc.
NAV SUP Pub. 437 (NAVAIRINST 4700.2. DOD 5154.14)
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NON-CONFORMING SUPPLIES NON-NSN RDTAE EQUIPMENT 0
Supplie3 or services not conforming with contract Items that (1) are c.uuliar to research,

requirements. (AR 710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452 dev-'pment. test and cvaluiition (RDT&E) activities
Revision/AFR 67-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR and (2j are not listed in Federal Supply Catalogs. I]4140.47) (AFSCR 67-7)

All non-operation and maintenance expenditures An allowance of airframes over and above the
(procurement and R&D contract) of a direct or a authorized unit equipment to permit hcavy
support cost center. These costs are direct job maintenance, modifications, and inspect and repair
order costs which do not receive an ailocation of as necessary Without reduction of numbers oi units
indirect or overhead cost since cost center labor available for operations. Ten percent of unit
hours are not expended. (AiSCM 177-265) equipment is the normal allowvnce. No funds,
NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION (ND!' manpower, or flying hours are allecated for these

A family of methods fcr investigating the quality, aircraft in the Air Force budget. Included are
integrity, properties, and dimensions of materia!s other aircraft in nonflyable status when :hey are
and components-without damaging or impairing programmed to eventually be returned to active
their serviceability-by usc- of optic, penetrant, flying. (AFM 11-1)
magnetic, eddy current, ultrasonic, radicgraphic, NON-PMEL
infra-red, etc., devices. (AFM 11-1, APR 66-38) This is equipment which may or jav rot require

A method of determining the actual conditicp of a calibration. If calibration is required, it will be
given end item without charging actual done in an area other than the PMEL. In no way -
characteristics; i.e., ultrasonic, eddy current, does this denote that certification is unnecessary.
penetrant, X-ray, microscopic. (AFLCR 66-28) (T.O. 00-20-10-6)

NON-EAID EQUIPMENT NON-PRODUCTIVE TiME
Air Force equipment not subject to EAID In statistical work measurement, that time not

accounting and reporting under the Air Force expended in the accomplishment of workload - such
Equipment Management System. (AFSCR 70-3) as annual afd sick leave. (AR 310-25)

NON-EAID PROPERTY The time spent by employees .erforming
Air Force property not managed by the BEMO. functions that are not productive in nature, such as

It includes real property installed equipment such guard duty, leave etc. It is the total time for which A

P- air conditioners, water coolers, water heaters, the individual is paid, less his productive time as
etc. (AFM 66-17) defined above. (DOD 4500.7)

NON-FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RECIPIENT NON-REL PROPERTY FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT
Any person or organization receiving special Any facilities/equipment other than real property

benefits from the Air Fori-e which, when renderd: fazilities and installed equipment as defined herein.
(1) enable the recipient to obtain more iznediate Equipment items contained an Equipment

or substantial gain or value than that accruing to Authorization/lnvwntory Data (EAID) Records.
the general public; or (AFLCR 66-34)

(2) are provided at the recipient's request and NON-REIMBURABLE SUPPORT
are above and beyond that regularly received or Support performed by one act'- for anotherava,'lable to the general public. (AFSCR i77-4) Spotpromdb n c "'' o nn e

activity for which payment is not ,equired front the

NON-ICP CONTROLLED MATERIEL activity receiving the support. (DOD 4000.19-M)
Supplies of items not under the centralized Support pierformed by one Military Service or

control of an ICP, including stocks of decentralized DOD agency 'or another Military Service or DOD
items at field activities and ia-use stocks of items agency and for which reimbursement is niot required
not suiject to lCP transaction reporting for item from the element receiving the support.
control. (DSAM 4140.4) (Non-Reimbursable Support is also sometimes
NON-NSN referred to as Common Servicing.) (DSAM 4140.4)

An item requisitioned from DSA which has not NON-REPARABLE ITEM 3-
been assigned an NSN under the Federal Catalog An iten tht cannot be repaired in :,ny manner to
System. (AFR 67-36) restore serviceabilitv. Tese items kan also be
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classed .as either recovcrable or nonrecoverable in NONSTORAGE SPACE
the supply system. (T.O. 00-20-1) That area within gross space which is not used

NON-VITAL CARGO for storage because of structural losses orNON-VTAL ARGOdesignation for other than storage purposes.
A cargo of some vnlue, loaded in peacetime, but Includes transit shed space when used or reserved

which is not immediately required in its country of for that purpose. (AR 320-5)
destination. (JCS Pub lO ARNUE PC

NONWAREOUSE SPACE
N4SEVMBLE Any covered area except warehouse space

When related to Government prcduction and assigned for storage purposes. (AR 780-62, AR
research property, means that such property cannot
be removed after erection or installation without

substantial loss of value or damage thereto, or to NONWEAPON SYSTEM ITEMS
the premises where installed. (DAR 13-101.1) As used in Chapter 12, Part one, Volume II,
SEUMreportable items that are stocked by the base in
NONSEVERAbLE EQUIPmeENT support of the requirements other than authorized

Nonseverable equipment is a type of plant weapon systems. (AFM 67-1)
equipment which, due to size or design, cannot be
economically removed from its Installed position for NORMAL LOAD FACTOR
storage or shipment. (TM 38260/NAVSUP Pub A continuously updated computation from

'I 523/AFR 71-18/MCO 48?0.62/DSAM 4145.9) historical production reco. s to determine the
portion of the total work force that must be

NONSEVERAILE PROPERTY reserved to accomplish noncontroilable workloads. 1
That property which cannot be moved without (AFLCM 25-3)

substantial loss of value or damage thereto, or to
the premises where installed. (AFR 78-22) NORMAL LOAD (WORKLOAD)

A historical average of volume by subprocess
NONSTANDARD ITEM expressed in terms of earned hours or a comparable -

(One) no longer needed and not authorized for quantity of units. (AFLCM 25-3)
procurement. (DSAM 200) The amount of standard hours of work, and the

Equipment, repair parts, initial spare items not corresponding number of units, which should be on
authorized for general Air Force use. (AFM 67-1) hand in a center at any one time to permit optimum

An item which is not included in USAF inventory production speed and minimum cost. (AFLCM 25-3)
or not procured for regular use by the USAF.
Standard items of equipment that are modified to NORMAL MAINTENANCE PRODUCTIONithe extent that they are no lcnger interchangeable The normal production schedule for depot levelth exte ththe are o cnsiere nstaneable maintenance is based upon an 8-hour day and a

after such modification. (AFR 400-3) 5day week. (APR 66-3)

NONSTANDARD STOCK NORMAL MISSION SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

Consists of material under the cognizant control Requirements for equipment generated as an

of a bureau, command, office, or inventory control indirect result of RDT&E projects and all other
point which is assigned local stock numbers by the normal support functions. (AFSCR 67-6)stocking activity. (AFM 67-1) NORMAL SOURCE OF PROCUREMENT

NONSTOCK U$TED(NSL)ITEM Indicates the procurement source normally

An item that does not have an NSN assigned. employed in acquiring s;acks of the item. (AR
The items that would fall into this category would 700-1)
includc items identified under one of the AF control NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY CIGANIZATION (NATO)
numbers listed in Chapter 7 (that is, ite-as assigned An organization consisting ot the north Atlantic
an ND. K, P, or L control number or identified by Treaty countries. NATO Maintenance Supply
P/N and manufacturer s code). (AFM 67-1) Organization (NAMSO). (AFM 67-1)

NONSTOCKED ITEM NO-LONE ZONE
An item for which a commodity commander has Designated zones containing critical componentsi supply responsibility but which is nut normally where the presence of a lone person is pro.ibited.

stocked in the depot system. (AR 320-5) (AFM 127-201)
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NO-NOTICE FLIGHT CHECK Ar. aerospace vehicle in this status -ani. t fly aa.y
A 1i,ht c!'eck admins-,red without advance mission. (AFM 67 -1)

notification. (II.F..l, GO-i) 4OT OPERATIONALLY READY (NOR)
NO-YEAR APPROPRIATION Aerospace vehicle does not neet criteria

Available for incu .riPg obligations for an established by AFM 55-11. (AFM 65-110)
indefinite t,:riod o. time or until exhausted or whenacc omplihed. NOT OPERATIONALLY READY-SUPPLY 'NORS)the purpose for which it is made is aA condition status of an equit.ment or system in
(AFM 170-7) the physical posse-,ion of an operational unit that

NOSE-CONE BUILDING cannot be returned to ready status, nor can
A building at the missile support base in which a maintenance work be performed, until the required

missile re-entry vehicle, separately deivered, is supply item is available at the work site for the
received and serviced. The official nomenclature continuaice of the maintenanc- work. (DOD
for the building is S&I building, which stands for 7730.25)
Shop, Small Arms, Surveillance and Inspection, and The failure of an aircraft, missile or supporting
it is used by the re-entry vehicle maintenance s)stem(s) to perform its assigned ia-:aon(s) due to
activity. (AF.M 11-1) lack of a specific part(s) or component(s). (AFM

NOT AVAILABLE FROM A MANUFACTURING SOURCE OR 11-i)
SUPPUER A condition status of an item of equipme, in the

Items which cannot be procured from any known possession of an operational unit wh:h is ,ot
manufacturing source. These items are not to be operationally ready nor can maintenr'.nc'. work be
regarded as "currently' or "temporarlyv performed to return it to an Operatonal Ready

Status until the required items of supp'. become
Tmanufactured because of advancing technologL loss available at the work site. (AFM 65-110)

mafctedia m advancingr thtotlog lOss The failure of an aircraft, missile. or s:milar
of commercial markets, or the total ODassigned
requirement is insufficient to make continued mission se to lack of a specifm part(s) or
operatioi of a minimum manufacturing facility moneto ack o e-a r
economically feasible for the manufacturer, or other cpenabii of 67-1)

diffculies (AF 7813)The inability of an aerospace vehicle or selected
item of equipment to perform its primary mission(s)

NOT CARRIED ITEMS saisfactorily due !o lack of a specific part(s) or
Refers to carried items not on boai' when component(s). (AFM 11-1)

demand occurs. (AFli 67-1) NOT OPERATIONALLY READY, MAINTENANCE (NORM)
NOT FULLY EQUIPPED (NFE) A condition status of an item of equipment

A condition .tatus which indicates that an meaning that it is not operationally ready because it
aircraft in the possession of an operational unit is requires maintenance work which must be
capable of performing one or more of the unit's accomplished at orgpniza'ional and/or intermediate
primary missions but has some limitation in levels of maintenance. (AR 310-25)
operational capability due to lack of parts. The NOT OTHERWISE REGULATED (HAZARDOUS COMMODITY)
NFE condition for a multimisgion aircraft is to Ag
designate the percent of total possessed aircraft Articles not otherwise regulated by Title 49 Code
hours that at least oe:e mission-essential subsystem of Federal. legulations. These categories do not
horthaatteas oeM G -5-110 include incendiary and explosive material which are

defined by and stored according to specific
The aircraft is capable of performing one or more reguations governing such materiel. AFM 67-1)

of the primary missions assigned to the unit but
has some limitations on its operational c.p.bility NOT READY FOR ISSUE
due to 6', of part(s). (AFM 61-1) Motor vehicles which cannot be iLsued for use

NOT MISSION CAPABLE (NMC) because of their serviceability. (POD 4500.1)

A status code nifaning that the system or NOT REPARABLE THIS SHIP
equipment cannot per'form any of its primary A o!.,,-digit number Action Taken code used only
nks .icns It can be followed by a reason code by rel.air activities to show action on work
meaning mnaintenance (31). supply (S). or both (B). requests. This code will indicate the reason the
(AFR 66-14) item was not reparable. (OPNAV 43P2)
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NOT REPARABLE THIS STATION (NRTS) NUCLEAR ORDNANCE ITEMS
A status condition determined during shop Assemblies, equipment, components and parts

processing of an item used to indicate that the item which are peculiar in design to nuclear weapon
cannot be repaired at bast level due to lack of programs. (AR 320-5)
authorization, technical ski:ls, parts, facilities, Definitions, terms and abbreviations are

manpower or any other causes. t'rO 00-20-1) contained in Technical Manual, Glossary of Nuclear
The status.of an item of unserviceable, reparable Weapons Materiel an' Re!ated Terms, ERDA-DNA

equipment deter-nined to be reparable at the level TP 4-1, Army TM 39-4-1, Navy SWOP 4-1, Air
activity responsible for repair due to lark of Force T.O. 1IN-4-1. (DOD 4160.21-M)
authorization, technical skills, parts, facilities, NUCLEAR ORDNANCE WAR RESERVE (NOWR) MATERIEL
funds, time or any other cause. (AFM! 11-1) Items procured by the ERDA and furhished to

A cade assigned to indicate that a reparable item the Air Force in support of weapons owned by
is being shipped to an SRA for repair due to lack of ERDA, deployed to the custody of the. Air Force.
tools, skills, spares, manpower, etc. (AFLCR (AFM 67-1)
!71-91)

The percentage ot failed items which must be NUCLEAR SAFETY DEFICIENCY
sent to i central repair activity having greater Any computer program, materiel, or design
repair capability. (AFLCP .57-13) deficiency which could cause (or contribute to) a

nuclear accident, incident, or deficiency, as defined
NOWR SPARES in AFR 127-4. (TO 00-35D-154)

Spares provided for the maintenance of a given
number of WR weapons of a specific type. (AFM NUCLEAR SURVIVAB3:LITY
37-1) The capability of Zhe system required to

accomplish the designated mission in the presence
NOZZLE of nuclear environments created by direct enemy

A duct of varying cross -section used to increase attack or from collateral effects of a nearby
exhaust gas velocity. !n missile engines, nozzles nuclear detonation. (APR 50-38)

are usually converging-diverging but may be either 1
converging or diverging. (AFM 127-201) NUCLEAR SYSTEM

An Air Force or ally-operated nuclear weapon
NUCLrAR COMPONENTS system or nuclear power system for which the

The fissionable or fusionable material associated USAF has safety responsibilities. (AFR 122-1)
with a nuclear weapon. (AFM 67-1) NUCR WAR
NUCLEAR LOGISTICS MOVEMENT Armed Conflict involving the use of U.S.

The transport of nuclear weapons ii connection retaliatory and rontinenta! air defense forces, with
with supply or maintenance operations. Under national survival of the U.S. or the enemy in
certain specified conditions, combat aircraft may be jeopardy. (DOD 4000.1)
used for such movements. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1 NUCLEAR WARFAREI
NUCLEAR ORDNANCE COMMODITY MANAGEMENT NOCE) Warfare involving the employment of nuclear

1. All management functions directly related to weapons. (JCS Pub 1)
the support of nuclear w-.apoms. The Directorate of
Special Weapons, San Antonio ALC. is the NOCM A n ea o b

A nuclear borsb. warhead. reentry system.
and the central point of contact for matte-s p w o
pertinent to the Air Force nuclear weapons payload section containing a warhead, or basic

2. NOC. items are those items which are A device in which the explosion results from the A

pezuliar by application or initial design to the AF energy released - by reactions involving atomic
nuclei, either fission or fusion, or both. (JCS Pub

nuclear weaporns program and for which tli,
Directorate of Special Weapons, San Antonio ALC,
has been assigned management responsibilities. NUCLEAR WEAPON SYSTEM
NOCM items wiiI be further identified by the A combat delivery vehicle, along with its nuclear
management code "CM" as a suffix to the NSN. warhead/bombs and associated support equipment.
(AFM 67-1' facilities, and services. (AFR 122-1)
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS NUCLEAR-ORNANCE COMIMOITY MANAGEMENT ITEMS
These are AEC-de;.eloped nuclear bombs and NOCM items are those items which are peculiar

warheads and Air Force-developed missiles, rockets, by application of initial design to the AF nuclear
and bombs incorporating AEC-developed nuclear weapons program and for which the Directorate of
warheads of Air Force-developed nuclear practice Special We.pons. SAAMA, has been assigned
bombs and warheads. (AFSCR 66-9: AFLCR 66-9) management responsibilities. (AFM 67-1)

Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) developed nuclear bombs NUCLERRDNANCE WAR RESERVE MATERIEL
and warheads and Air Force-developed missiles, Items procured by the AEC and furnished to the
rockets, and bombs incorporating ERDA-de-eloped AF in support of weapons ownsd by AEC, deployed
nuclear warheads or Air Force-developed nuclear to the custody of the AF. (AFk 67-1)
practice bombs and warheads. (AFSCRI'AFLCR NUMERED PROGRAM
8-1) A numbered program is a part of the FYFS&FP

NUCLEAR WEAPONS COMPATIBIUTY CERTIFICATION and consists of an integration of all the elements of
The certification required before aircraft/store a particular military force concept. There are seven

configurations involving nuclear weapons can numbered programs in the Force Structure.
become operational. The following actions constitute (OPNAVINST 3900.8B)
nuclear weapons compatibility certification:

1. Effects on nuclear safety are determined and NUMERIC STOCKAGE OBJECTrVE (NSO) ITEM

processed according to the Air Force 122-series An essential item for which, although failure may

regulations. be predicted, the probability of denand is so low

2. Effects on aircraft sifety-of-flight for the that it does not meet the standard DOD stockage

specific configuration are determined and criteria for a demand based item. Since the lack of
documented. a replacement it,m would seriously hamper the

3. Effects on nuclear weapons due to the operational capability of a weapon or weapons
presence of nuclear or nonnuclear stores are system, the item is stocked on a selective basis.
determined and Froperly documented. (AFLCR 57-27)

4. Aircraft compatibility control drawings and NUMEICACOTL
major assembly release in TO-IIN-50-7 (inciudirg The technology which deals with the control of
notification b:; the ERDA that a war reserve machines or processes by using Command
weapon is released for use with specific aircraft instructions coded numerically. jAFLCR 78-3).
configurations) are published.

Approved nuclear weapon loading and delivery -0-
technical orders (TSs) il-16. -25) or appropriate 0EETCLFWCATI0N
supplements are published and distributed. A ob n{AFLRIAFCRS028)A method of classifying obligations and
(AFLCR/AFSCR 80-28) expenditures according to the types of services,
NUCLEAR-ORDNANCE ACCOUNTABILE SUPPLY OFFICER articles, or other items involved. e.g.. personal

An individual designated by a major command to services, supplies, and materials, and equipment.
operate a stock record account which contains Might be described more accurately as subject
nuclear materiel and associated equips-ent. (AFM classification. (DOD 500O.8)
67-1) A system of classifying actual or contemplated

NUCLEAR-ORDNANCE AIR FORCE MATERIEL expenditures in prescribed terms of their physical .1
Items procured by the AF- and which are peculiar or service characteristics as distinguished from the

by applic'ition and/or original design to the AF functios or activities furthered thereby. designed
Xuclear-W,apons Program. (AFM 67-1) by two digit numeric code. e.g., 01 personal service.

02 travel, etc. tAR 320-5)
NUCLEAR-ORDNANCE COMMODITY MANAGEMENT

All management functions directly related to the OBJECTIVE
support of nuclear weapons. The Directorate of Something tow ard u hich effort is directed: a goal.
Special Weapons. SAAMA, is the nuclear orlnnnce This may include. but is not limited to. formclly
commodity manager and the central point of contact recognized Command Objectiv-s such as those
for matters pertinent to the Air F(,rce Noclear identified in the Management by Objective (MBO)
Weapons Program. (AFM 67-I) Program. (AFLCR 400-9)
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OBJECTIVE QUALITY EVIDENCE OBLIGATED SPACE
Objective quality evidence is any statement of That portion of the net usable storage area A

facts pertinent to the quality of a product, and is earmarked and reserved for the storage of
based on observation measurements, or tests that materials due in. (AFR 69-8)
can be verified. (AFL',M 74-2) OIGATED STOKS

Any statement of fact pertaining to the quality of Certaip items of stcck established on a
a product or service based on observations, quantitative basis which are reserved for issue only
measurements, or tests vtdch can be fuli:: '.erified. for specifically designated purpose, such as special
Evidence must be expressed in terms or specific project, mobilization reserves, etc. (AR 320-5)
quality requirements or characteristics. (DLAM
4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5OlI/MCO OBLIGATION
P4870.45B) A specific transaction under which an obligation

Any statement of fact, either quantitative or is incurred. See obligations incurred. (DOD 5000.8)
qualitative, pertaining to the quality of a product or The quantity oi material needed to fill past
service based on observations, measurements, or demtnds which were not satisfied because of
tests which can be verified. (Evidence will be inadequacy of stock on hand or needed to fill
expressed in terms of specific quality requirements specific anticipated requireinents v:ithin a specified
or characteristics. These characteristics are period regardless of the 'on hand- position.
identified in drawings, specifications, and other (NAVEXOS P-1500

A legal requirement for disbursement of fundsdoceuets.which de-sT ribe theR -e5 process based on orders placed, contracts awarded. services
received or other contractual documents. See AFR

OBJECTIVE(S) 170-8 for criteria. (AFM 170-7) T
A goal expressed in specific quantitative "nd/or The amont of an order placed. contract awarded.

qualitative terms, to be attained within a designated a service received, or any transaction which
span of time. (AMCR 11-4) establishes a legal requirement for the ultimate

The physical object of the action taken, e.g.. a disbursement of funds. (AFSCm 27-1)
definite tactical feature, the seizure and/or holding The amount of an order placed. contract awarded.

A of which is essential to the conmander's plan. service received, or any transaction which legally
(JCS Pub 1) reserves an appropriation or fand for disbursement.

Statement of technical efforts needed to satisfy (AFL .1 401-1)
existing or anticipated Air 'orce requirement-. OBLIGATION AUTOawT (OA)
They may describe materials, equipment, capability, Any kind of ConAessional or administr'iveAn kin ofon-2soa ramnS-.Iv

techniques or phenomena. They range frm general authority to incur obligations, whether or not i: also
to specific, and state goals and purpose. media of carries the authority to make exnenditurcs in
use and restrictions. (AFSCM 27-1) payment thereof. (AR":320-5. DOD 5000.8) -

OBJECTIVE TECHNICAL A specific form of authority of the kind known as
A statement of research and development goal cittion-of-funds used within the Departments of -E

that requires for its attainment the successful the Army and the Air Force. (DOD 5000.8. AR
completion of ore or more of a group of projects of 320-5)
a similar technical nature. Specifically a subdivision An obligation authority, utilizing AF Form 405. or
of a military operational category. (DOD 5000.8) a citation of funds issued toy letter, message. or

other suitable form. is an authorization to incur
OBJECT-CLASS SYiML obligations 'within he lEmilation specified ii- the

A numerical .-"mbol assigned to identify a class document, and constitutes a commitment. The
within an object classification. (DOD 5000.8) amount of the authorizatior. supported by a cepy o:

OBLIGATED FOR INSTALLATION the document or communication, will be recorded as
The number of engines required to fill existing a commitment. (AFR 170-13)

hoies in aircraft, missiles, or other end items. OBLIGATION AUTHOPITY, NEW
Holes in end items occur from the time an engine is The sum of new Congressional uthorizatioas to
reported as removed until an installtiin report is incur obligations. Includes appropriations ether
accepted by the Automatic Data Processing (ADF) than those to liquidate contract authorizations.
Air Materiel Area (AMA). (A'FM 400-I) zontract authorizations. and reapprepriations of



current funds which would otherwise expire for previous years ("deobligations"), especially for the
obligation purposes. As applied by any separate purpose of "reprogramming." (DOD 5000.8)
appropriation title includes transfers from (less OBLIGATIONS, UNPAIDtransfers to) other appropriation or authorization Obligations incurred for which payments :iaave not
accounts in the same year in which the been made (represented by "liabilities" plus
approprittion or authorization is made. (DOD balances of "contracts and orders outstanding").
5000.8) Stated without deduction for "advance payments."

OBLIGATION OF FUNDS (DOD 5000.8)
Anount of an order placed, a contract awarded, a OBSERVATIOI

service received cr any other transaction which A visual review to determine conformance to
legally reserves an appropriation of funds for standard. (AFSCM 78-1)

expenditure. (AR 320-5)

An authorization by Act of Congress to procure OBSENVANiONAL PRGGRAM
goods and services within , specified amount, either A speciaii-ed managcment program cun.isting of
by appropriation or otherwise, such as by observational visits to contractor facilitie.s receiving
unfinanced contract authorization. (The contractor-paid inspection support from USDA, or
administrative extension of such authority, as by other Federal agencies. (DSAR 4155.3/AR
apportionment of funding). (DOD 500.8) 30-12/NAVSUPINST 4355.2B/AFR 74-5/MCO

OBLIGATIONS 10110.210)
Amonnt of the contract that has been formalized OBSOLESCENCE

and signed by all parties. (AFSCR 178-5) The dccrease ir at'. , tangible asset due to
Amount of orders placed, contracts awarded, economic, social, or teennological changes which

services received, and similar transaction during a have brought about development of something new
given period requiring future payment of money, to meet new demands or which have increased
Such amounts include adjustments for differences efficiency in production or use (also see
between obligations previously recorded and depreciaton). (DOD 5000.8)
accrued expenditures or actual payments. Going out of use; becoming obsolete. Applies to
(AFLC/AFSCR 57-7) material which still has use, but which is in the

A legal requirement for disbursenent of funds process of being discontinued or phased out of use.
based on orders placed, contracts awarded, -and (DOD 5000.8)
services received. (AFSCM 177-265) The decrease in utility of tangible property due to

causes such as economic, social, technological, or
OBLIGATIONS INCURRED statutory change. (AFM 67-1k

Total amount of obligations which have been OestablisheO against an appropriation or fund during OBSOLESCENT AIRCRAFT
a given period of time. (AR 320-5) Aircraft capable of satisfactory performance, at

Amounts of orders placed, contracts awarded, acceptable cost, of some Navy mission requiring the
services received, and similar transactions during a flight of aircraft, but not as capable or suitable in
given period requiring future payment of money. performance of its design mission as another
Such amounts include adjustments for differences production model of own, friend, or foe.
between obligations previously recorded and (OPNAVINST 5442.2)
accfued expenditures or actual payments. (DOD OBSOLESCENT EQUIPMENT
5000.8) Classification denoting those equipments which no
OBLIGATIONS, NET UNPAID longer have satisfactory military characteristics but

"Unpaid obligations" less (;,: collectible which must be continued h. service pending
"reimbursements receives" (e.arned); .' collectible availability of improved replacements--complete
"refunds receivable" (including "advances"), and units, component parts, accessories, and
(c) "unfilled order on hand" for which complementary article. will no:'%nally not be
reimbursement" will 5e credited to the account procured for the specific purpose of maintaining
being reported. (DOD 50.8) this ,quipment. Spare parts common to other

equipment in the supply establishment may be used,
OBLIGATIONS, RECOVERIES OF PRIOR YEARS however, for this maintenance. (SECNAVINST

Downward adjustment of obligations recorded in 4814.1)
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OBSOLETE advertised, and proposal where the procurement is
Applies to materil of specifications which are no negotiated. (DAC 76-7)

longer suitable, and which are no longer in use.(DOD 5000.8) OFFER OAT"
The date which appears on the offer portion of

OBSOLETE AIRCRAFT DD Form 513 atid which indicates the date on which
No longer suitable or capable of satisfactory an FMS offer is made to a foreign buyer. (AFR

performance, at acceptable cost, of any Navy 400-3)
Mission requiring flight of aircraft. (OPNAVINST
P5442.2A) OFFERING

A requirement placed on a movement controlJOBSOLETE AMMUIhITION AND EXPLOSIVE MATERIEL authority by a shipment/transshipment activity to
Items which have been declared unsuitable foi obtain release insru inons to effect shipment.

their original military purpose by classification oD r )

action prescribed in AFR 80-6. (AFM 67-1) A requirement placed on MSTS for ocea
Items which have been declared unsuitable for transportatiot. (DOD 4500.32-R)

their original military purpose by classification.
May have further utility in conjunction with other OFFERS RECEIVED
military effort; t,'bt is, research and development, The number of bids, quotes, or proposals received
modifications, etc. (AFM 67-1) by the government in response to a given

OBSOLETE DATA PURGE solicitation action. (AFLCR 70-11)
A system whereby technical data applicable to OFFICE

specii-c obsolete aircraft models, aircraft engines An organization established at major command
and/or aeronautical equipments are deleted from level to supervise and extrcise control over the Air
the Master Data File (MDF) by ADPM techniques. Force and command data management program
(ASOINST P4400.24) concerning contractor prepared data. (AFLCM

OBSOLETE ITEM 172-1)
An iem or assemblage which is no longerconsidered acceptable for United States Army use. OFFICE BILLED

(AR 32f-5) The office making payment for the agency or
installhtinn requesting and receiving the services or

OCCUPIED NET STORAGE SPACE articles. (AFLCM 172-1)
The area actually occupied by materiel and

erected bins (AFM 67-i) OFFICE OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY (OPR)
The floor area which is actually occupied by theil This is the DOD organizational component having

desks, chairs, bookcases, files, cabinets, work prime responsiblity for publishing a given
tables, and interior aisles. (AFR 69-8) management cont:.l system. It is normally. but not

necessarily, the originating office. (DOD 7000.6)

A detailed listing of the entire cargo loaded into The office located with the Major Air Force

any one ship showing all pertinent data which will activity established for the purpose of centralizing

readily identify such cargo and where and how the the responsibility for the Major Air Force activity' s
cargo is stowed. (JCS Pub 1) ETS program. This responsibility should be placed

in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff/Materiel
OCEAN TERMINAL or its equivalent, unless otherwise approprial ..

An installation capable of discharging and loading (AFM 66-1)
ocean-going tankers. (DOD 4140.25-M) The HQ AFSC major staff office :,ssigned ov-erall

OCEAN TRANSPORTATION SERVICE staff respo:,sibility for a program or project.
The performance or procurement of ocean (APSCR 27-1)

transportation and setvices incident thereto OFFICE SPACEIADMINISTRATIVE SPACE
required for the movement of persons, cargo, bulk Floor area occupied by office personnel, including
Spetroleum. and mail. (DOD 5160.10) the floor areas occupied by tneir desks,, chails.
OFFER bookcases, files, cabinets, work tables, and interior

Offer means bid where the procurement is aisles. (AFR 69-8)
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OFFICER moneys; and who is required to render an account
An individual appointed by the designated GEEIA of such transactions. (DOD 5000.8)

Region Commander to receive and safeguard all
CEM scheme materiel for the accountable officer OFFICER, FISCAL
GEEIA, Director of Materiel (GFS), during the An officer of a department, agency or subdivision
installation phase. (AFM 67-1) thereof charged with the direct responsibility for

maintaining the records necessary to reflect the use
OFFICER, ACCOUNTABLE tnd status of appropriations and other funds.

An individual personally obligated to exercise due (DOD 500.8)
care and observe legal and administrative
restrictions in custody of property, or for receipts, OFFICES OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY (OPR)
disbursements, and balances of funds of which he The 011R within eacn command are:
has custody; or for certifying to the accuracy or 1. Director of Material Management (DRCMM),
legality of the basis on which disbursements are Development aid 2eadi; ass Command (DARCOM);
made; may entail "pecuniary liability." (DOD 2. Deputy Chief of Naval Material (NAVMAT
5000.8, AFM 67-1) 04), Naval Material Command (NMC);

OFFICER, ADMINISTRATIVE 3. Deputy Chief of Staff for Maintenanc
An tn'ficer of an agency or subordinate (AFLC/MA). Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC);

organization unit having supervision or jurisdiction 4. Deputy Chxf of Staff for Systems (AFSC/SD),
over a functir., aetivity, or project. (DOD 5000.8) Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).

An officer of an agency or subord;nate (NAVMATINST 4710.1/AFLCR 66-36/AFSCR
organization unit in charge of office services such 66-36/DARCOMR 700-10)
as office supplies, and mail and records. (DOD The organizational components which have
5000.8) primary responsibility for servicing their respective
OFFICER. BUDGET customers. AFLC field activities will designate the

An officer of a department, agency, or local staff elements withii their organizations
subdivision thereof charged with the direct responsible for maintaining and furnishing customer
responsibility for preparing, submitting and program data to the budget and the accounting and
defending a budget, and for controlling the use of finance components. (AFLCM 172-1)
authorized appropriations and funds. (DOD 5000.8) OFFICIAL OBSERVER

OFFICER, CERTIFYING An individual whose presence aboard the aircraft
A person authorized to attest to the accuracy or is specifically authorized by the flight manager,

legality of a written statement or to the fact of a AFSC field commander, or higher authority to
transaction. The term is commonly applied to those observe test techniques, data collection, or crew
who c 2rtify vouchers for services rendered or procedures. This status is authorized only for
articles furnished which are to be submitted to a situations when an infrequent or irregular
disbursing officer for payment (55 Stat. 875), not requirement exists. For frequent and regular
currently applicable in the DOD. The tern' also flights, noncrewmember rules apply. (AFR
applies to officers and others designated by proper 6ocrm e u al A
authority to certify public vouchers, or to furnish

prescribed certificates in connection with property OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
transactions. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) The master (camerr) film copy of engineering I
OFFICER, CONTRACTING data. (AFR 67-28)

An official of a Governmental agency who has OFF-3ASE RELOCATION
been officially so designated and has been given A requirement to physically remove an installed
authority to enter into and administer contracts in communications-electronics facility or equipment
accordance with applicable statutes and regulations. from one PCSP location to another. This action
(DOD 5000.8) effects a change in the quantitative

OFFICER, DISBURSING communications-electronics capability for the b: 'e
A person authorized to make cash payments and or site as authorized in the PCSP and requires

draw checks on the Treasurer of the United States programming action to change the PCSP. (AFR
or other authorized depositary, collect and deposit 100-18)
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OFF-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE OFFSHORE PROCUREMENT
All units of work accomplished on components The purchase by military authorities in countries

removed from an end item, except for "fix in outside of the United States and its possessions andplace" and "removed for convenience" items for Canada with International Cooperation

bench check and/or repair. In some cases, actions Administration or Regular Army funds of items for
such as in-shop work on aircraft engines, removal the International Cooperation Administration
of subassemblies from a major assembly etc., are program with delivery to recipient countries or for A
documented as on-equipment actions. (SACM United States forces wherever stationed. (AR
66-12) 320-5)

Maintenance done on components that are OILremoved from end items of equipment forprocssig thoug repir hops (AR 6614)Oil of any kind or form, including but not limited
processing through repair shops. (AFR 66-14) to petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, vegetable

OFF-LINE EQUIPMENT oil, animal fat, and oil mixed with wastes other than
The peripheral equipment or devices not in direct dredged materials. (DOD 5030.41)

communication with the central processing unit of acompuer. AFM 1-l)OILER
computer. (AFM 11-1) A naval or merchant tanker specially equipped
OFF-LINE INSPECTION and rigged for replenishing other ships at sea.

That inspection requiring removal of the item (JCS Pub 1)
from the receiving area to a testing area, to inspect
or test it, usually of a more technical or complex OLDiREPLACED ITEM
nature. (AFLOR 74-13) An existing item being replaced in the DLA and

OFF-THE-SHELF USAF supply systems. (AF'LCR 67-1)

Commercial equipment or material available for ON EQUIPMENT MATERIAL
routine delivery. If delivery is delayed due to Items of supply which, although not part of the
manufacturer's backlog, the eqoipment and equipment proper, are issued with an accompany
material is still considered to be "off-the-shelf." equipment. They are required for equipment first
(AFSCR 172-9) echelon maintenance, operation, armament, fire

protection, communications, etc., and to complete
the major end item for issue to users. Examples:

An item which has been developed and produced gun mounts, guns, radios, flashlights, fire
to military or commercial standards and extinguishers, sighting and fire covtr l equipment,
specifications, is readily available for delivery from specified equipment (spare) parts, and tools for
an indust'ial source and may be procured without maintenance of the equipment. (AR 320-5)
change to satisfy a military requirement. (JCS Pub Accessories, tools, supplies, spare assemblies, and
1) in stock by a repair parts accompanying end item equipment in

An item produced and placed isupport of operator or user maintenance, all of
pwhich constitute the complete end item for issue to

or contracts for the sale of the item. The user. (TM 38-715)
contractor may produce the items to either
commercial or military/federal item specifications ON HAND AWAITING DISPOSAL, MOTOR VEHICLES
or descriptions. Off-the-shelf items include items Motor Vehicles which have been turned over to
stocked by distributors for which Government the property disposal officer for disposal. (DOD
contracts may be received. (DAC 76-17) 4500.7)

OFFSET PROCUREMENT ON LAUNCHER RELIABILITY
The te:m used to cover the offerings to foreign The percentage of ready missiies which will

governments of opportunities to respond to selected successfully complete the counldown and leave the
DOD procurement requirements. (AFR 400-3) launcher within the required time limits. (DOD~3100.1)
OFFSETTING COSTS "101

All directly associated costs incurred as a result ON ORDER
of implementing a particular management actiom,, Items oa contracts or orders outstanding which
including costs incurred in areas other than that ,i have not been accepted into the Single Manager
which savings are effected. (101. 'fl20.6) System. (DOD 4100.31)
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That portion of stock on contracts or orders ONE-TIME ACTION
outstanding which has not been accepted into the A management improvement action which

£ supply system. (DOD 4140.9) produces a benefit only in one fiscal year. (DOD
That quantity of all item of supply placed on 7720.6)

contracts or orders outstanding which has not been ONE-TIME REPORT
delivered or accepted by the ordering agency. A report prepared one time only by one or more(DOD 5000.8) respondents. (AFLCR 300-22)
ON ORDER BUT UNDELIVERED

The quantity of product, for which orders have ONE-TIME REQUIREMENT
An occasional or one-time nee for a reasonablebeen placed on a DFSC contract during a month quantity of any manual listed in attachments that is

but has not been, received into inventory as of the needed to perform a specific task or project. (AFR
report date. (DOP. 4140.25-M) 66-19/AR 31070/NAVMATINST 5600.11A/MCO
ON SITE INSPECTION ACTIVITIES 5215.16/DSAR 4151.9)

Includes all procurement inspection of the ONLINE/OFFLINE
Military Department performed at the contractor's Online ATE Support Software are computerfacilities for the purpose of determining that programs that are an integral part of the automatic
supplies and services conform to specifications and test system (ATS) and which are operated
other controlling conditions cited in the )ntractuai independently of external ADPE. ATE Support
documents. Included are transient and resident Software which are operated on ADPE external to
operations, source inspection of subcontractor, and the ATS and are used for test program
cIerical and supervisory functions related to development, modification or maintenance
inspection activities assigned solely to a independently of the ATS are offline computer I
contractor's facility. (AR 310-25) programs. (AFLCR 66-27)

ON WORK ORDER (OWO) ONLOAD BASE
Items being repaired in D/M that have a direct An air base or airfield where support personnel

relation to DIOH. (AFLOR 66-53) and equipment ore initially loaded on airlift
This term is applied to a data field in G004L aircraft. (AFM 11-1)

reflecting the quantity of items authorized to be
worked in maintenance. (AFLCR 66-62) ON-CONDITION MAINTENANCE

Operator inspection and maintenance prior to use.
ONBOARD GUIDANCE SYSTEM (AFSCR 66-7)

The automatic system on missiles and unmanned Application of inspection and testing procedures
spacecraft that sends steering signals through the and techniques without removal or disassembly that
flight-control syste.n during the terminal phase of allow the condition of the equipment to dictate thepropelled flight. Also known as the air borne need for maintenance or the extent of

guidance system and the inflight guidance system. repair/overhaul required to restore serviceability.
A(AFM 11-1) (AFR 66-38)

ONE DAY'S SUPPLY ON-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
A unit or quantity of supplies adopted as a Shipboard maintenance that is performed direztly

standard of measurement, used in estimating the upon the equipment being maintained as contrasted
average daily expenditure under stated conditions. with maintenance performed apart from the
It may also be expressed in terms of a factor, e.g., equipment. For example, replacement of a failed
rounds of ammunition per weapon per day. (AFM module with a spare is on-equipment maintenance.
11-I, JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) The repair of the failed module at an adjacent

ONE HUNDRED PRCENT PREDICTABLE OPERATIONlS module test bench is off-equipment maintenance.

Those work items which occur on each serialized (OPNA1 ! 43P2) i
item and/or component piocessed (figure 1). All unit of work accomplished on complete end
(AFLCR 65-17) items (i.e.. aircraft, missiles. ADMs. AG ls, special

weapons, and AGTE equipment units) will be
ONE-OF-A-KIND UNIT considered on-equipment regardless of the location

Major command controlled unit which, due to its of the end item. For example. work on AGE
peculiarity, is the only one of its kind in the AF and equipment items located in the AGE shop is
the only one envisioned. (AFM 67-1) considered on-equipment. (SACMl 66-12)
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P Maintenance performed on end items of quantity and which usually involves recurring
equipment, including engine!. (AFR 66-14) orders and charges in varying degree. (AR 320-5)

A contract which is specific with respect to type
ON-LINE EQUIPMENT of articles to be furnished, prices thereof, and life

Descriptive of a system and of the peripheral of ct c t, b u nis hnot peic s t o an ite

equipment or devices in a system in which the of contract, but is not specife as t. unthes

operation of such equipment is under control of the which may be procured from time to time under the

central processing unit, and in which information contract. Quantity and delivery dataare evidened

reflecting current activity is ;ntroduced into the by delivery orders which then become the basic
data processing system as soon as it occurs-thus, obligating documents. OM-INST 5000.3)
directly in line with the main flow of transaction OPEN IMPROVED STORAGE SPACE
processing. (AFM 11-1) Open area which has been graded and hard

surfaced or prepared with topping of some suitabieON-LINE INSPECTION material so as to permit effective material handling
Any inspection or test that can be performed on matios to &-5i JC mti 1nDling

an item without impeding the flow of the item operations. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, DOD 4145.13)
thr3ugh the receiving process. On-line inspection OPEN INVENTORY
generally includes, but is not limited to, the That aspect of the inventory program which
examination of an item or material. (AFLCR 74-13) provides for uninterrupted processing of
ON-THE-SPOT-SURVEY requisitions and receipts during the conduct of the

:1 inventory. (AR 780-45)A review and validation of equipment iA
requirements conducted with the users of the OPEN LOOP 'A
equipment in conjuiietion with equipment review A control system t, , there is no
and authorization activity(s). (AFM 67-1) self-correcting action as there is in a closed loop
OPCTR system. (AFM 11-1)

The GIDEP Operations Center where the OPEN SALES CASE
distribution Lunctions of ALERIs and maintcnance An FMS case is designated open as long as any
of the data banks are handled by interservice portion of the transaction is incomplete, i.e..
agreement. The routine operations are conducted delivery of materiel, performance of services.
here, but no administrative decisions on DPCCP are financial transLations, or rendering of the finalmade (address: GIDEP OP CTR, FMSAEG, Corona, statemert of accounts. (DOD 5105.38M)

CA 91720). (AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20) OPEN SALES OFFER

OPEN ALLOTMENT An FMS offer made to a foreign buyer which is
An allotment for a specific purpose and in a pending acceptance. (DOD 5150.38M)

specific amount made by the Secretary of the 9PEN SPACE
appropriate military department or heads of Inproved or unimproved area designated for use
Defense agencies of the Department of Defens, , or in storing materiel. (AR 780-62) f

their designees, to the head of an operating agency. ie
The allotment is administered by publishing an open OPEN STORAGE
allotmei account number that permits any Hardstand. semifinished, and unimproved open
authorized officer or employee to charge the areas. (AFR 67-39)
account without any limitation as to the amount ond O S
without further determination or certification of O G aCe Ir fund availability of individual transactions. (DOD Ground area designated for storage. (AR 320-5

10./F 17-6 .surface, used for .tora.ge purposes. (AR 7.10-12) -An allotment made by an operating agency of sufae usdfron.eprpss"AR71 2

Headquarters, Department of the Army, the account OPEN UNIMPROVED STORAGE SPACE
number of which is published, for charge without Area which has not been surfaced for storage
s.pecific limitations as to amounts, by any officer purposes. (AR 320-5)
authorized tW charge such account. (AR 320-5) OPEN UNIMPROVED WET SPACE

OPEN END CONTRACT Thatwateri ea specifically allotted to and uWTsable
Agreemept for the supply of goods or services for storage of floatiPg equipnent. (AR 320-5. JCS

which contains no or varying limit if time and Pull I
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OPERATING ACTIVE AIRCRAFT operating program for the budget year. At each
The authorized aircraft (unit equipment, training level the operatinf, budget provides a financial plan

test, test support, or special activity) for which to support the activities and finctions for which the
funds, manpower, and flying hours are allocated in commander is responsible. Operating budgets are

the Air Force budget. (AFM 11-1) used for administrative and management purposes

OPERATING ACTIVITIES and will not be used as a means for authorizing the

Each major organizational subdivision or entity obligation of funds. (Ai-. 320-5)
An approved plan, at any level, such as a military{ made responsible for execution of an identifiable

department, operating agency, intermediateoperating agency, installation, or activity, w:hich is
OPERATING AGENCY the basis of funding and financial control ot

A major high-level organization unit within a obligations, cost and expenditures. (AFSCM
military department responsible for active planning, I77-265)
direction, and control of a prgiam or segment OPERATING BUDGET ACCOUNT NUMBER
thereof. For example, a ril.tary command, bureau, A number assigned by the operating agencyor technical service. (DOD 5000.8)Anubrasge byteortig gny(usually a major command) to identify a specific

OPERATING AGENCY CODE operating budget. The term is syninomous with
A code identifying major air commands or special "allotment serial number". (AFSCM 77-265)

activities (See Volume X, AFM 300-4). (AFSCM O G
177-265)OPERATING BUILDING
17E-ATIN AGENCINAny structure, except a magazine, in which
OPERATING AGENCY, INTERMEDIATE operations pertain;ng-to manufacturing, processing,

An organizational unit within a military loeding or assembling of explosives and ammunition
department responsible for command and are performed. (DOD 4145.23)
management of operating activities, but below the
level of an "operating agency" and responsible OPERATING BUILDING, FACILITY, OR LOCATION
thereto. May combine operating responsibilities in A building or site in which operations pertaining
some cases. There may be more than one level of to the manufacturing, processing, handling, loading,
intermediate operating agency in a chai, of or assembling of ammunition and explosives are
command. (DOD 3000.8) done. This includes preload facilities for MERs and

TERs for aircraft. (Flightline exulosives loading
OPERATING AGENCY, PARENT activities in areas defined as "explosives areas or

The "operating agency" having command or locations" are not operating locations within themanagement of a subject activity or "operating meaning of this paragraph.) (AFR 127-100,
unit" (whether z "host," "tenant" or "satellite Attachment 1)
operating unit"). (DOD 5000.8)

OPERATING CO-'MANDOPERATING AGENCY, $1ItGLE-MANAGER The major air command assigned responsibility
An orga-ization managed by an Executive f'r the operational control and employment of the

Director. subject to the authority, direction and weapon system. (AFR 400-30)

control of the Single Manager, which directs and The command primarily "using" or "operating"
cont'os all assigned functions of supply the system, subsystem, or item of equipment. The
ma.agement for specified comm:.,dities of items or term generally applies to operational commands or
related common service activities, for the organizations designated by HQ USAF to conduct or
Department of Defense. (DOD 5000.8) participate in operational testing. (AFR 80-11)

OPERATING AUTHORITY The organization charged with the oper:ttion of a
The authorization issued by the appropriate communications-electronics facility or equipment

regulating body for a commercial carrier to perform (AFR 100-18)
ii ~ the service hfivolved within special limitations.

specal imiatins. OPERATING COSTS(DSAR 4500.3, DOD 4W0.17)OPRTN OT -
Those program costs necessary to operate aid

OPERATING BUDGET maintain ca.tability. The.qe costs include Militarv
The component of the operating program which Personnel. Operation and Maintenance. and

details the finuncial plans in terms of costs (funded recurring Procurement Appropriation c3sts (such as

and unfunded) and obligations in support of the replenishment spares). They include IDTE and
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Military Construction Appropriation costs. (AMICR OPERATING MAINTENANCE
11-. DOD 7045.1/AFR 27-9) All scheduled and unscheduled service and repair T

Loose program costs necessary to opero and to vehicles and other equipment which is
maintain capability. These costs include L "ry accomplished by the using organization. (AR 320-5)
Personnel, Operation and Maintenance, an, O
recurring Procurement costs (such as replenisimn,.:t OPERATING REPARABLE TYPE ITEM
spares). They exclude Research, Development, Test Items of a durable nature that usually dontainsp r s . T e x l d e e r h e e o m n , T s m o v in g p a rts, a re n o rm a lly su bject to * p e rio d ic
and Evaluation and Military Construction costs. m(APR 400-3) replacement through fair wear and tear and when

unserviceable, normally can be repaired

OPERATING ELEMENTS economically either by a field or depot maintenance
Are the principal organizational units in the activity. Examples of operating items are.

military departments and associated government cylinders, valves and struts. (AFLUR 57-27)
Igencies which present their require!:ients and
receive their allocations through the Assistant OPERATING REQUIREMENTSSereay fDeese(nsalaiosan ogsic) Requirements which normally support those
(AFM 78-4) predictable replacement issues of both consutmableitems and recoverable items. However, where past
OPERATING FORCES experience indicates that requirements for both

One of the three principal parts of the Naval specific programs and replacement can be computed
Establishment; consisting of fleets, seagoing firces, from past total demand (Stock Status) operating
sea frontier/forces, and such other activities as may requirements may include the total. (NAV EXOS'
be assigned by the Secretary of the Navy. P-1500)
(BUWEPSINST 4700.2) OPERATING R&D FIELD ACTIVITY

OPERATING GROUND EQUIPMENT The R&D field activity having operating
That ground equipment which is a functional part responsibility for R&D facilities within its

of the weapon system, space system, support management purview. (AFSCR 72-2)
system, or control system and which operates with
the aerospace vehicle or end item as an essential OPERATING SPACE ITEMS
operational element, (e.g., console). (AFLCM 72-2) Are items required in shipboard. spaces other

than storerooms under control of the supply officer.OPERATING LEVEL FACTOR (NAVSUP MAN)
A factor used to identify the days of supply in

the operating level. This factor when divided into OPERATING STATUS (AIRCRAFT)
the total quantity demanded during the control Primarily a matter of custody. only secondarily of
period, results in the operating level quantity. (AR condition. Operating refers to operating unit
320-5) aircraft; it does not necessarily mean aircraft in a -

condition to be operated (flown). which is a matterOPERATING LEVEL OF SUPPLY of availability. (BUWEPSIXST 4700.2) :
The quantity of material required to be op hand o

to meet replenishable issue demands during the OPERATING STOCKS ON HAND
interval between arrival of successive replenishment That portion of the total quantity of an item onshipments. (DOD 5000.8, DOD 4140.4) hand which is designated to meet the Peacetii:e

The quantities of materiel required to sustain Force Material Requirement of Stockage Objective.
operations in the interval between requisitions or (DOD 4140.9)the arrival of successive shipments. These -

:* OPERATING SUPPLIESquantities should be based on the established Items normally stocked to keep a facilityI

replenishment period (monthly, quarterly, etc.). operating. or required in an actual or impending
(JCS Pub 1. AR :120-5, AFM - breakdown o" a facility. I1airavn::e and repair

OPERATING LINE items include supplies for minor alterations-
A group of operating buildings. facilities, or required to maintain (blt not increase) the

related work stations arranged to allow the operatiug capacity of a facility under -haiging
performance of consecutive steps in explosives conditions of operation. Materials for installation
operations. (AFR 127-1(00. Attachment 1) of equipment are included in MRO. (AFM 78-4)
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OPERATIN, TIME not include the weight of fuel, ammunition, bombs,

The time recorded for an auxiliary power unit cargo, antidetona*ion injection fluid, or external
(APU) or a Ground Training Engine iGTE) since the auxiliary fuel tanks if such tanks are to be disposed
last major overhaul, or since it was manufactured, of in flight. (AFM 11-1)
if it has never been overhauled. (AFM 400-1) OPERATION
OPERATING TIME (SYSTEM) The phase which covers the actual operation of

The time period between turn-on and turn-off of the system. (AR 37-200, DOD 7000.7)
a System, Subsystem, Component or Part during A prescribed act or action performed by an
which time operation is as specified. Total individual or a machine (or by people and machines)
Operating Time is the summation of all Operating to seme document or product. (AFLCR 400-5)
Time periods. (MIL-STD-721) OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

OPERATING UNIT Costs associated with equipment, supplies, and

Each major organizational subdivision or entity services required to train, operate, and maintain

made responsible for execution of an identifiable forces. ncludes costs of spare parts other than

segment of a program. It would include all concurrent spares and initial stockages, ammunitionsegent wheher thefied a an asuc mitses exeed in traiig or era tontsfo
identifiable activities under one command or and missiles used in training or replacements for

management, w in or iger rebuild and overhaul costs (excluding modernization
level, such as an intermediate operating agency or of equipment, training and administrative costs
even a departmental headquarters. (DOD 5000.8, associated with overall program management and
AFM 67-I) administration). (AFR 400-3)

OPERATING UNIT, AIRCRAFT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF FACILITIES
Squadrons and units with an operating allowance Those functions generally performed for the

listed in the "Allowances and Location of Navy common support of all organizations, activities and
Aircraft" (Blue Book). Squadrons and units may be units. These functions are listed and defined in the
further subdivided into detachments. To be Army Management Structure. (AR 320-5)
operatir.g a unit must have a mission which requires
flight operations (other than ferry or flight test) by OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF FACILITIES BUDGET
Navy aircraft. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A) ACTIVITY ACCOUNT

A management account. similar to a budget
OPERATING UNIT, HOST activity account, used by the Department of the

An operating unit under a single command to Army to indicate an operation and maintenance of
which is attached one or more tenants for the facilities function, mission or activity for the
purpcose of adriinistra,i, e and/or logistical purpose of programming, budgeting. manpower
support-both host and tenants being at one utilization, accounting and reporting. (AR 320-5)
geographical location. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1) OPERATION ANNEXES

OPERATING UNIT, SATELLITE Those amplifying instructions which are of such a
An activity which receives administrative and/or nature, or are so voluminous or technical, as to

logistical support or service from another activity, make their inclusion in the body of the plan or
geographically separated. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1) order undesirable. (JCS Pub 1)

OPERATING UNIT, TENANT OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS (O&M COSTS)
An operating unit attached to a host operating Costs associated with equipment. supplies, and

urit for the purpose of administrative ad/or services required to train. operate. and maintain
l,,i,.tical support; usually, but not necessarily, host forces in a recipient country including costs of
a0 tenant are subject to command or management spare parts other than concurrent spaces and initial
by separate operating agencies. (DOD 5000.8. AFM stockages, ammunition and missiles used in training
i7-1) or replacements for such items expended in training

or operations, rebuild and overhaul costs (excluding
OPERATING WEIGHT modernization) of equipment subsequent to initial

The term used for transport of tactical aircraft issue, training and other services that do not
which includes basic weight crew. ail. cr-.wnen's constitute investment costs, and administrative
baggage. stewards' equipment. and emergency and costs associated with overall program managrenent
extra equipment that may Iei, require'l. This does and administration.. (DOD 5105.381) -
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OPERATION OCCURRENCE (00) OPERATIONAL ASSIGNED AIRCRAFT
This is a three-digit numeric value input on The tota; assigned aircraft less those in depot

temporary JON labor plans to denote the number of maintenance. (DOD 4100.3!)
times that a batch labor operation/process occurs in OPERATIONAL CABLE SYSTEM
relation to the total job quantity. For single These are cables used to connect electronic
operation dequipments located in separate structures or
operation is accomplished per end item (one each of buildings and not speeifically includ.d in the baseSthe total jcb quan;,ity), iAFLCR 66-61) telephone communications system. They include, but

A numeric value input on AFLC Form 237 are not limited to, missile intersite cables,

denoting the number of times that batch meteorological cables, and other cables for
operation/piocess occurs for the requested job transmission or reception of electromagnetic
quantity. On operations with the BSPI = to S, the energy. Requirements for these cables are included
00 is the number of times the operation is counted in the SOR which programs the basic equipment.
^or each unit of production. (AFLCR 66-62) (AFR 100-18)
OPERATION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT OPERATIONIAL CAPABILITY OBJECTIVE

All flights conducted according to either A department of the Army approved description
contractual provisions or TO 1-1-300, or both. of an operational capability desirable of
These include flights of bailed aircraft. achievement in a specified :ime rame 10 or more
(AFSC/AFLCR 55-5) years in the future. (AR 705-5, AR 11-25)

OPERATION PHASE OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Those amplifying instructions which are of such a Those military characteristics which pertain

nature, or are so voluminous or technical, as to primarily to the functions to be performed by
make their inclusion in the body of the plar, or equipment, either alone or iM cc.njunction with other
c.rder undesirable. (JCS Pub 1) equipment. e.g., for electronic equipment,

OPERATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT operational characteristics include such items as

This phase includes all efforts directed toward frequency coverage, channeling, type of modulation,

development engineering and test of systems and character of emission. (JCS Pub 1)support programs, vehicles and weapons that have OPERATIONAL CHECK I
been approved for production and Service A functional test of an accessory, component or

deployment. (DOD 7000.8, AFSCM 27-1) system accomplished in its installed environment to

insure proper installatio, and operation. (T.O.
00-20-1)

An aircraft currently in use by the Department of
Defense for which a flight manual has been OPERATIONAL COMMAND
published. (AFSCR 60-1) The authority delegated to a commander to assign

All aircraft in the controlling custody of the missions or tasks to subordinate commafids, to
operating commands; i.e., the sum of the operating deploy units, to reassign forces, and to retain or
and operational pool. (OPNAVINST 5442.2) delegate operational and/ -or tactical control as may

be deemed necessary. It does not, of itself. include
OPERATIONAL AMMUNITION administrative command or logistical responsibility.

Ammunition required to accomplish operationai May also be used to denote the forces assigned to a
missions and equip aircraft, like rafts, life vests, commander. (JCS Pub 1)
and emergency sustenance kits; for ground
.ig ,ali. purposes, demolition work, etc. (AFM OPERATIONAL CONTROLi-l pmkThe exercise of executive authority and

responsibility for the performance of mission tasks
OPERATIONAL AND SAFETY iMPROVEMENT PROGRAM assigned, includi:g the responsibility for assuring

A program that provides an orderly, planned appropriate coordination and application of technical
method of programming and budgeting the guidance. (AR 70-11)
modification and modernization of in-service The control exercised by a commander. of other
aircraft by controlling the submission, review, constituted authority., over persons or nits thiat
evaluation. approval. and budgeting of prospective gives him the power to compose his forces
OSIP items. (BU'WEPS 5200.25) according to his own judgment and in accordance
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4 with estahlished org,-nization policy and procedures AFM 66-1 data and unsatisfactory niateriai reports:
to assign tasks, designate objectives, and give participate in accident and incident investigations;
liractions through subordinate commanders for the and investigate other operational aspects of systems
conihct of operations. It does not include or equipment. (AFSC/AFLC 80-17)
delegation of procurement authority or such OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
matters as functional directioii, discipline, internalIo a , u a e tEquipment which when given the opportunity tol organization, and unit training except when a

perform its intended function does so within its
subordinate commander requests assistance. design limits. (MlL-STD-721)PIFLCR 375-2)

The authority delegated to a commander to direct OPERATIONAL EVALUATION
forces -assigned ;o that the commander may The test and analysis of a specilic end item or
accomplish specific missions or tasks which are system, insofar as practical under service operating
usually limited by function, tir,e, or location; to conditions, in order to determine if quantity
deploy units concerned, and to retain or assign production is warranted considering; (1) the increase
tactical control of those units. It does not include in military effectiveness to be gained and (2) its
authority to assign separate employment of effectiveness as compared with currentiy available
components of the units concerned. Neither d-es it, items or systems, consideration being given to:
of itself, include administrative )i logistic control. personnel capabilities to maintain and operate the
(JCS Pub 1) equipment; size, weight and location considerations
OPERATIONAL CONTROL LEVEL and enemy capabilities in the fieid. (NAVAIRINST

This is the control point for operational time 4700.2)
recording. It shall always be thc highest functional OPERATIONAL LEVEL DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE (AFSC A

level at which time and cycle data -can be reported only)
and accumulated for items of time significance An organization or office established at operating
within an assembly or system (AFLC,'d 66-2) level (e.g., laboratory level, deputy level, etc.) to

OPERATIONAL DATA implement the Air Force data management program
conc( ':ing contractor prepared data. This level ofThe information necessary for the employment, data management office will be established as

control, and ininediate support of air weapon doe
S3 stems. It may include data from any functional appropriate to the organizational structure of the

area, depending on the situation at any given subcoinand. (AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1)
moment- It specifically includes combat intelligence OPERATIONAL LOSS.
data or information on enemy operations and the Property which is listed on the stock record
resources which must be considered in making account but cannot be found by physical check and
decisions to counter current and potential enemy is either missing or reported missing because of
action. (AFM 11-1) loss, entry under the wrong description. or
OPERATIONAL DATA (MIATERIEL) undiscoverable posting errors. (AFM 67-1)

Material iatelligence required by commanders for OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE (SYSTEM)
planning and executing all types of operations. (TM Maintenance that is performed without
38-570-1) interrupting tise satisfactory operation of the

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS system. (MIL-STD-721)
How well the system performs its intended OPERATIONAL MISbILE , Z

mission in its intended environment, exclusive of A rissile which hai" been accepted by the using
system support considerations. Survivability, Services for tactical and/or strategic use. (DOD
compatibility, and interoperability may be 3100.1) su
considerations in evaluating effectiveness. (AFR OPERATIONAL MISSILE INVENTORY
80-141 The cumulated number of production missiles.

OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING less missiles which have been destroyed in testing
The engineering required on introduction of the or through attrition or allocated for nonoperational

first system or equipment into the operational uses, such as: a. Space boosters: b. Research and -:

inventory to review. evaluate, and resolve development testing; c. Operational readiness
service-revealed deficiencies normally reported by testing .tnd training; d. Command support.
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lncl-ided in the Operational Missile Inventory are authorization) to support specific operations,
missiles in reserve, in the logistics pipeline, and in contingencies, and/or war.plans. (AR 320-5)
maintenance at echelons above the operational unit. OPERTfONAL READINESS
There is not necessarily a launcher for all available The capability of a unit, ship, weaRIn system or

missiles. (DOD 3100.1) equipment to perform the missions or functions for

OPERATIONAL MISSILE LAUNCHER which it is organized or designed. May be used in a
A launcher constructed for operational purposes, general sense or to express a level or degree ofaccepted by the military, together with the readiness. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5, AFM 11-1, AFP

necessary checkout and other support equipment 800-7)
required to launch. (DOD 3100.1) OPERATIONAL READINESS (SYSTEM) 12
OPERATIONAL PERIOD The probability that the System will give

The period between acceptance of the first specified performance for the duration of a mission
operational unit and the removal from the when used in the manner and for the purpose
operational inventory of the system or equipment. intended. (MIL-STD-721) I
(AMCR 11-26) OPERATIONAL READY
OPERATIONAL PHASE A condition status of an aerospace vehicle meets

The period in the system life cycle which starts the criteria established by the major command in
with the delivery of the first inventory unit or accordance with AFM 55-11. (AFM 65-110)
installation to the unit command and terminates OP[RATiONA REIJASILITY
with disposition of the system from the inventory. The probability that an operationally ready
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2, MIL-STD 778/AFP 800) system will react as required to accomplish* its

The period, from acceptance by the user of the intended mission/or function as planned, exciuding
first operating unit until disposition of the system. the effects of enemy action; may be specified as an
The Operational Phase overlaps the Acquisition estimated or an achieved reliability. (AFR 80-5, i
Phase. (AFSCM 27-1, AFR 375-1) AFR 80-14)The portion, period of the life, or program of a

missile weapon system during which the production OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT (OR)
version of the missile weapon system is employed or The OR in the Navy states a need for a particular
is capable of being employed by the ultimate user capability and outlines the system characteristics
(major command) in the role of mission for which it which describe which capability is to be achieved; it
was devel.ptd. While this phase normally follows defines the performance throughout the systems
the research and development phase, it may operational environment and establishes goals for
overlap and for a time, run concurrently with this reliability, maintainability aitd personnel

phase (AFM 67-1) requirements. (OPNAVINST 3900-27). NOTE:
Format guidance is contained in OPNAVINST

OPERATIONAL PRESENTATION 5000.42. (AR 70-59)
Representatives of the operating and supporting

commands will trace the rationale behind stated OPRATOM REQUIRENTTOTAL

performance, reliability, and maintainability The' quantity comprised of the base stockage
requirements to the concepts of operation, objective, depot safety ler:el, repair pipeline, project
maintenance, and support in the expected support, training, and provisional spares. (AFM

operational environment. Various levels of
performance, -eliability, and maintainability will be OPERATIONAL SHIELD
lescribed in :erans of their impact on operational A barrier constructed at a particular location or
effectiveness and lifetime cost of ownership. around a particular machine or operating station to
(AFSCR 800-18) protect personnel. material, or equipment from the

OPERATIONAL PROJECT effects o' a localized fire or explosion. (AFR

The medium by which authorization is established 127-100. Attachment 1)
for supplies and equipment above normal allowance OPERATIONAL STATJS
(table of organization and equipment, table of The attainment by a system. subsystem, or
allowance, table of distribution - augmentation. war component of t-.e capability to perform its intended -f

reserve level documents, and special letteis of mission. (AFM 11-l)
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OPERATIONAL STOCiPILE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENT
The quantity of missiles which n ,issile squadron A formal serially numbered document describing

has or is projected to have on hand t-, acc,mpnisi in specific terms the characteristics of items of
its assigned mission. (AFM 67-1) equipment, skills or techniques required to support

Air Force tasks. but not normally identifiable as
possRblIONpLratOnaS part of a specific system. The Operational Support

Those stocks held to meet possible operatonal Requirement is directive and authorizes institution
requirements over and :ibove holding/allowances, of a funded Research and Development Project.
(JCS Pub 1) (AFM 11-1)

OPERATIONAL STORAGE SITE (OSS) OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
An installation in the CONUS which has facilities Includes research and development effort directed

for storage, storage inspection, modification, and toward developing, engineering, and testing
assembly of nuclear weapons. major assemblies, and s'stk is; support programs; and vehicles andnuclear components. Weapons stor'ed at an weapons that have been approved for production

operational storage site are in ERDA and/or DOD and military service employment. This development
custody, and the site is operated and controlled by is included for convenience in considering all RDTE
AFLC. (AFM 67-1) projects. All items are major line item projects

which appear as RDTE cost of weipon systems
OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY elements in other programs. Program control will

How well the system performs its intended then be exercised by reviewing the individualmission when operated and maintained by military research and development effort in each weapon

personnel in the field. Thit normally includes system element. (AR 70-59iDOD
capability, availability, reliability, maintainability, 4100.35/OPNAVINST 300.8B)
logistics supportability, training requirements, and
an assessment of operating and support cost OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
characteristics. (AFR 80-14) The term denotes any program or projectdesigned to obtain, verify, and provide data for

OPERATiONAL SUPPLEMENTS conclusions about the suitability of operational
Operational supplements are issued as an systems, sub-systems, equipment,' concepts, tactics,

,:xpeditious method of adding to or changing techniqucs, and procedures. The term test denotes
information when mission essential operational the conduct of physical activity in pursuit of
deficiencies are involved. They are identified by prescribed data objectives. The term evaluation
adding "S" and a numerical designator to the denotes a review and analysis of quantitative or
number of the TO being supplemented. (AFSCR qualitative data produced by current test projects
676-9, AFLCR 66-9) or programs, by previous testing. or by data
OPERATIONAL SUPPLIES provided from other sources. i.e., operational,

research and development, supporting activities or
Those bupplies. over and above the normal from combinations of any of the foregoing. (AFP

ailowances of an oversea theater, which are 8007)
required to support logistic and operational plans of Test and evaluation conducted to estimate the
the theater. (AR 320-5) system's military utility, operational effectivenes

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT and operational suitability. (Reference DOD
The support given a weapon or support system Directive 5000.3) (DOD 5000.1)

from those pieces of equipment, skills, techniques, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION ACTIVITY
and forces that come into play during operations A functional area of te.t and evaluation nnd-"
but are not normally identiied as part of a specific the control and direction of !l;e operating
system. (AFM 11-1) commands. (AFR 67-19) N

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT DIRECTIVE OPERATIONAL TESTING (OT)
ThP document issued by HQ USAF to subordinate Testing and evaluation of materiel systems which

commands to direct the management of research is accomplished with typical user operators. crews
and developm,.nt projects. It is used to approve and or units in as realistic an operations environment as
control an operational support program. IFSCM possible to provide data to estimate:
27-1) 1. The military utility. olerationai effectiveness
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and operational suitability (including compatibility, OPERATIONALLY READY (As applied to equipment) j

interoperability, reliability. availability and Available and in coudition for serving the
maintainability. supportability, operational man functions for which designed. (,ICS Pub 1, AF n.
(soldier-machine interface) an.4 training !'-i, AR 320-5)
requirements) of new systems.

2. From the user viewpoint, the systems OPERATIONALLY READY (As alied to Irnse))
desirability, considering systems already available Available and qualified to perform assigned
and the operational benefits/burdens associated missions or functions. (JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-I. AR
with !he new system. 320-5)

3. The need for modification to the system. OPERATIONALLY READY (OR)
4. And the adequacy of doctrine, organization. The aerospace vehicle is capable of performing all

operating techniques, tactics and training for of its assigned missions. (Preflight, post flight.
employment of the system, the adequacy of thra-flight an horme statioa check inspections are
mainterance support for the system and, when considered as ORI co.ditions.) (AFR 65-110)
appropriate, its performance in a countermeasures
environmiient. (AR 70-59) OPLRATiONS

The functional operation of an item of IPE Thp performance of service or production of
through all feeds, speeds, cycles, and other physical goods tha . might normally be obtained from private
evaluations as deemed necessary to determine the enterprise. (DOD-50Q0.8)
presence or absence of defects when compared with Those functons .zssociated with the motor pool or
the designed operating capacity. (DLAM 4155.4/AR transportation orgauization responsiblp for
750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/1MCO P4870.45B) administeiing, planning, directing and controlling

OPERATIONAL TESTS the assignment and movement of vehicles and
A continuing process of evaluation which may be drivers in the transporting of personnel and cargo.

applied to either operatiotial personnel or situation (DOD 4500.7)
to determine their validity or reliability. (JCS Pub OPERATIONS AppR lATIO 111 " Includes the Operation and Maintenance--A test program for exercising the operational Appropriations and Military Personnel
system in as near an operational environment as Appropriations for active forces. (Do D 7000.5)
possible to determine weapon system reliabiiity and

accuracy factors undf-r representative operational .OPERATIONS FUNCTI S
conditions. Ths -rogram provides for the Repetitive using-command/agency actions
determination of weapon system reliability and performed on a system that has been turned over to
accuracy planning factors, at specified confidenre the using command and that are required to

levels and interv!s, as opposed to the objectives of accomplish the given system objectives in a normal
Research and Deve'opment and Demonstration and uninterrupted seqrence. Examples of such
Shakedown Opeations test programs, which are functions for a deployed missile vstem would
conducted for the purpose of improving these include receiving alert indications, positioning or
factors. (AFM 11-1) transporting the missile, checking out the system
OPATIONAL o TRAINERS launching. and accomplishing inflight operations.

A unit of operational equipment or complete including required tracking and limited data
system arranged to operate in a normal manner to acquisition necessary to accomplish the basic
teach students the operational characteristics of the mission. (AFSCM 375-5)
equipment ar.d afford them experience in servicing, OpE TI0i* OpAMTG IUo (001)
operating, and trouble shooting such equipment. An approved operating pln which is the basis of

(AFM 67-i) authorization and customer financial control of
OPERATIONALLY READY (As appou to a Wt sN, or obligations in the execution of a directed program1
Whe"etm) authori7atiou. The DPEM portion of the OOB is the

Capable of perferming the missions or functions Major Force Program (MFP)-7 Direr, A'r Force
for which orgariwi4 or designed. Incorporates both IDAF) Element of Expense/Investment Code (EEIC
equipment readtnts-; and personnel readiness. JUCS 5X and organic support of the non-EEIC 54X OOB
Pub 1, AFM 11-1, AR :20-5) requirements. (AFLCR 65-49)
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH personnel from other US Government organizations.
The analytical study of military problems, (AFSCP 55-4)

undertaken te provide responsible commanders and OPERATIONS SUPPORTING DATA SYSTEM
staff agencies with a scientific basis for decision on DAT SsTem or SYSTEM

action to improve military operations. Also known Dat system o s em odue
as "operational research"; "operations analysis." real-time or a rreal-time basis, for use in decision-making with
(JCS Pub I) relation to the direct command or control of forces
OPERATIONS SECURITY BOARD and those which support weather, warning,*

A group of personnel at major command level intelligence, and other operationally-associated
representing major staff functional areas. The functions. In the command, control, and support
Board functions as a reviewing authority for the systems, this definition refers only to the
command OPSEC program, establishes gbjectives, information processing portions thereof. (AFM 11-1)
and assesses the effectiveness of the program. It OPERATOR MAINTENANCE
also provides suggestions to higher levels on Operat maintenance is that routine maintenance
program improvements for Air Force wide and worn performed by personnel who are -4
application. (AFSCP 55-4) responsible for the operation of a

OPERATIONS SECURITY (OPSEC) plant/equipment/system. It includes cleaning,
The actions taken to deny the enemy information oiling, lubrication, adjustment and minor parts

about completed, current, and planned activities and replacement and servicing in accordance with
operations. These actions include planning, training, standard practices and manufacturer's
and other procedures necessary to safeguard recommendations. It also includes the injection or
information from enemy interception. (Remember, application of corrosion control inhibitors and
for OPSEC purposes "Operation or Activity" means chemicals where required and logging of data
any military project, program, event, or function required in operation of plants/systems,
which requires chat information pertaining thereto components, or items of equipment, (such as boiler
be safeguarded so our enemies are denied a tactical plants, central air conditioning systems, water
or strategic advantage. Clerk-typists, technical treatment plants, sewage and industrial waste
writers, program mnagers, computer analysts, treatment plants, cooling towers, condensate return
specialists in all fields, everyone in the military lines, etc.). It is recognized, however, that some
services, including civilians are involved in labor union agreements may restrict or limit repar
"Operations.") (AFSCP 55-4) by the operator. This, however, does not preclude

the requirement for its determination and
OPERATIONS SECURITY PANEL accomplishment by some method or system.

An organization established at the AFSC field (AFSCR 78-5)
command level to accomplish functions similar to OE
those accomplished by the Operations Security OPERATOR-LEVEL CHART
Board at the major command level. (AFSCP 55-4) A chart (AFLC Form 370) which sequentially

illustrates in detail the operations accomplished -
OPERATIONS SECURITY SURVEY within or by an idettified logistics system function

A technique used to examine potential sources of or an identified logistics system management
information related to a given activity and to organization. These charts identify steps within
determine measures to improve the security of the processes; specifically describe those steps; identify
activity. (AFSCP 55-4) the operators or activities responsible for

OPERATIONS SECURITY SURVEY TEAM accomplshment of them, the flow of
documents/communications from operation toA team formed to accomplish operations security

surveys. Members for eachi tea are selected by operation; and the major function from which inputs
OPSEC Boards or Panels. Personnel from are received or to which outputs are made. (AFLCR

appropriate functional areas are assigned to OPSEC 400-5)

survey teams in accordance with the particular type OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
of activity to be examined. Teams may comprise A set of inbtructions placed with the shop
personnel from HQ AFSC only, AFSC field equipment which advises the operator of the tasks
commands only, or from combinations of personnel he must perform to maintain the equipment.
from HQ AFSr .FSC field commands, and (AFLCR 66-34)
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OPPORTUNE AIRLIFT in system documentation. General guidance and
Space for passengers/cargo which becomes techniques for conducting an ORLA are contained in

available without interference or detriment to the AFLCM/AFSCM 375-6. (AFLCR 375-4) I
primary mission of the aircraft. (AFSCR 76-2) OPTION

OPPORTUNITY COSTING A unilateral right in a contract by which, for a
A technique used to measure the nonfinancial specified time, the Government may elect to

sacrifices or costs entailed in utilizing certain purchase additional quantities of the supplies or
limited supply assets in one system rather than services called for by the contract, or may elect to
another. The opportunity cost is the benefit or type extend the period of performance of the contract.
of effectiveness sacrificed as a result of a decision (DAC 76-6)
to use one particular available asset over another
with the expectation of gaining an alternative A powithin J041, alerts D/PP hat abenfi orloe effect. J041, 173-2)PPtht
benefit or effect. (AFSCL 173-2) contract option exists and identifies the date by
OPTIMUM EXPANSION which the option must be exercised (AFLCR 70-11)

The condition where expansion of exhaust gas OPTIONAL.ITEMS
through a nozz!e is such as to provide maximum Items other than mandatory clothing items
beneficial effect. (AFM 127-201) authorized for wear pursuant to AFM 35-10. (AFM

OPTIMUM REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS (ORLA) 67-1)
A trade study conducted by a contractor as part ORDER

of the system/equipment engineering analysis Ae
process. ORLA provides contractors and A document, including-a requisition, authorizing a

procuring or performing activity to deliver r.aterialprospective contractors with a basis on which to
evolve an optimum approach to r r or perform services. (AR 37-27)repair A communication, written, oral, or by signal,
recommendations concurrent with the design and which conveys instructions from a superior to a

development process. (AFLCM/AFSCM 80--4). subordinate. 1% it broad sense, the terms "order"(AFLR 66 26)and "command" are synonymou s. However, on
A trade study normally conducted by the aid cmmandi a s oeer, of

contractor as part of the system engineering execution whereas a command does not. (JCS Pub
analysis process on new systems/equipmet. An 1)ORLA will be conducted on all contractor-furnished A request for procurement action in the form of a
peculiar items which evaluates in relation to the A

new contract or, in the case of call-type contracts,work breakdown structure the corrective

maintenance alternatives to return a failed item o the placement of an order against an existing
serviceable condition. The analysis is conducted on contraet. '(DOD 4140.39)

a failure mode and correspondig corrective ORDER AND SHIPPING CYCLE
maintenance task basis for each item being All the various stages of serviceable stock
evaluated. The ORLA results are recommendations replenishment acions, from initiation of
on a cobt effective (optimum) repair level for each replenishment action to receipt of material by the
item of hardware analyzed. The analysib requir;ng activity. The order and shipping cycle
determines the cost of off- equipment maintenance includes such stages as: preparation and
actions by evaluating the alternatives of discard at transmittal of initiating information; processing and
faijure, inte-rmediate (field shop) repair, or depot response bf the resupply source; in transit; and
level repair. The study does not normally include receipt processing by the requiring activity. (DOD

on- equipment remove and replace actions of the 4140.20)
item being analyzed or correction of deficiencies b. ORDER AND SKIPPING REQUIREMENT
minor repair, servicing, adjustment, or calibration. TE ANt qIred toIbENt
Scheduled maintenance requirements are not The quantity required to be on (rder to fill the .

Scheule mantennce reqiremnts ar9 not order and shippir.g cycle (DOD 4140.20)
included except for consideration of AGE, personne o
and facilities which may be available for common ORDER AND SHIPPING TIME
use to satisfy corrective maintenance requireme,,ts. The time elapsing between the initiation of stock
Time change items may be considered if the replenishment action for a specific activit. and the
maintenance level for replacement is not specified receipt by that activity of the material resulting
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from such ation. Order and shipping time is the order in which items within an I&S group will
applicable only to material within the supply system be substituted and/or issued. (AFM 67-1)
and it is composed of the distinct elements, order
time and shipping time. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8, A request for the manufacture of material,
JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) dayseptaced wiehmand t a ormted

The time interval in days between the initiation of supplies, and equipment, or other work or services

stock replenishment action by a specific activity and ad operated ac et Te es hments
the receipt by the base of the material resulting and operated establishment These establishments
from such action. O&ST used in base stock leveling include designated major T&E activities wherein a

fromsuc acion O&S usd i bae stck evein; contractor function is essen~tially an extension of
is applicable only to off-shelf receipts. (AFM 67-1) tenhou c t as pse d to con or I

Time that elapses between the initiation of a the-in-house capability as opposed to contractor
operations that are actually discrete and separaterequest for material and its receipt. (AFM 57-1) fo h reigDDcmoet'fnto.Te
from the ordering DOD components' function. The

ORDER OF USE order may have originated within or outside DOD.A series of three character assignment orders to Documents that may be considered orders are listed -:

designate interchangeability position such as list as follows:
preferred of the group, sequence of this item, and (1) AF Form 185, Project Order. These orders are
next preferred of the group. (AFLCR 171-26) governed by 41 USC 23, DODI 7220.1 as
ORDER QUANTITY implemented by AFR 70-2 and must meet a bona

fide need of the fiscal year (FY) in which issued.
The amountOfnew procurement for which funds Orders funded by the 57-3600 appropriation must

are to be obligated; i.e., procurement cycle quantity be in conformity with forward financing policies
plus reorder point shortage. (DOD 4140.39) prescribed in AFSCR 172-9 and with the

ORDER TASK incremental programming and funding guidelines M
A contractual and obligating document issued for RDT&E. If programmed funds are approved for

under a master or basic task-type contract for the first FY of the multiple (2) Sear RDT&E AN
research and development work. (Navy term.) appropriation but ob!igation action does not occur
(DOD 5000.8) until after the beginning of the second FY, the first
ORDER TIME FY funds will be cited. However, if additional work

The time interval between submission of a is required that was not programmed and approved

requisition or order and shipment of material by the in the first FY, the additional effort must be -

supply activity. (DOD 5000.8, DOD 4140.20, AFM obligated with current (new) year
67-1, JCS Pub 1) program /approved funds. AF Forms 185 may be

used by AFSC organizations when ordering-
The time elapsing between the initiation of stock ued by fC or Ai whe ordering

reqisiionor technical effort fr~rm other Air Force or AFSCreplenishment action and submittal of requisition orrplemen a n an sorganizations. Air Ferce requirements prohibit
orders to be used by an organizational unit under

ORDERING ACTIVITY the same aetivity commander. This restriction
The organization issuing a specific definite order applies to organizational units under the same :2

for the mapufacture of materials, supplies, and activity commander of single purpoze installations.
equipment, or for other work or services to be however, the designated major T&E support
performed by a Government-owned and operated activities are considered independent entities having
establishment. For services requested from a T&E separate, first level command management
activity the ordering activity is also referred to as responsibilities even though located at the same
th, "user." (AFSCR 177-2) physical location as the ordering activities. (AFSCR

ORDERING AGENCY OR ACTIVITY 177-2)
Aimy authorized element or organization that ORDERS, MILITARY

places orders on another military department, or Refers to all purchase commitments of the
subdivision thereof, for the delivery from stock. Department of Defense, including procurement and
manufacture, procurement of materiel, or c,1,truction contracts, purchase order.,, letters of
performance of service. (AFSCR 170-9) intent. etc. (AFM 78-4)

ORDER-OF-USE ORDERS, UNDEIVERED
A unique combination of codes used to identifv In the aggregate, the amount of unpaid
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obligations outstanding for which property and ORDER, WORK
services have not been received. To be A specific or blanket authorization to perform
distinguished from contracts and orders outstanding certain work; usually broader in scope than a job
which are further reduced by progress payments order, sometimes used synonymously with job order.
due to undelivered property or services. (DOD (DOD 5000.8)i]5000.8,1 ORDNANCE

ORDERS, UNFILLED CUSTOMER Any munition or agent to be released or

The total amount of orders on hand for materiel expended. This includes ammunition of all types,
or services to be furnished on a reimbursable basis. rockets, probes, missiles, bombs, flares, napalm
less reimbursements earned. (DOD 5000.8) tanks, and chemical and biological agents. (AFM

ORDER, DELIVERY 11-1)
A written order to a contractor pcrsuant to an Explosives, chemicals, pyrotechnic and similar

indefinite delivery type contract which then stores, e.g., bombs, guns and ammunition, flares,

constitutes the basic obligating document for this smoke, napalm. (JCS Pub 1)
type of transaction. The delivery order ORGANIC
consummates the agreement of the contractor and Assigned to and forming an essential part of a
the Government when the original partial military organization. Organic parts of a unit are
contractual agreement was effected. Also may be those listed in its table of organization for the
used in ordering supplies or services from Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps, and are
Government agencies outside the Department of assigned to the administrative organizations of the
Defense. (DOD 5000.8) operating forces for the Navy. (AFM 11-1. JCS
ORDER, ECONOMY-ACT Pub 1) 1ORDERECONOY-ACTA term used to distinguish maintenance funictions J

An order executed for materials to be furnished, a termcsped i s meatmenanc ofuth rms
and services performed by Department of the Army 5or for work or services to be performed, by one14

ortvit for ot eric e te pfor y one personnel (military and civilian, and including direct
activity for another under the authority and hire non-U.S. citizens and personnel hired under
limitations of the Economic Act (31 U.S.C. 686). master labor contracts with host government), from
(DOD5000.8) similar functions and services performed by

ORDER, JOB commercial contract or Government-owned
Descriptive of a cost system whereby costs are contractor-operated facilities or by other military

accumulated by job orders. (DOD 5000.8) department or Government-owned
A formal instruction to perform certain work contractor-operated facilities or by other military

accordirg to specifications, estimates, etc. (DOD department or Government agencies. (AR 37-55)
5000.8) ORGANIC DEPOT MAINTENANCE

ORDER, MPA COMMON-ITEM Depot level maintenance, as defined in Appendix
The document issued, pursuant to the provisions II, performed in Department of the Army facilities

- of the Mutual Security Act, to a military by Department of the Army personnel. Includes
department authorizing procurement or delivery maintenance performed on-site or in the field when
from service stocks of common-use items to a ,ervices of Army depot maintenance personnel are
foreign country under the "grant-aid" programn of .eouired. Also includes maintenance support
Military Assistance. (DOD 5000.8) s-rvices (code 23L0.1020) provided by Department
ORDER, PROJECT of the Army personnel. (AR 37-55)

A specific, definite and certain order for work or ORGANIC MAINTENANCE
for the manufacture of supplies, materiel, or Maintenance performed by a military department _4

equipment which, for the purpose of obligation, under military control utilizing Government-owned
assumes the characteristics of oders or contracts or iontrolled facilities, tools, test equi)ment.
placed with commercial en, rprises. (DOD 5000.8) spares, repair parts, and military and civil service
ORDERD , PUCAE personnel. (AFLCR 4 00-21/DARCOMR :Et ""........ R "PUR , ..... 700-9)9/NAVMATI.NST .1790.23A/MC0 P44!0.22A)

An execated document authorizing a vendor t. 0
deiiver materials or euui)lment which, upon ORGANIC MATERIAL
accel)tance, constiu.V-. tle l)urchase contract. A coml)lex compound of carbon such as materials
(DOD 5000.8) &hrived from livin: matter. (AFM 127-201)
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ORGANIZATION like characteristics which will generally b! manned
A.-n organization consisting of the North Atlantic similarly in accordance with appropriate unit

Treaty countries. (AFM 67-1) manning document. Part II. A guide which
The form of association of persons for attainmeit prescribes the characteristic military and civilian

of specified objectives. (DOD 5000.8) manpower strength and skills either l)lanned or in
An identifiable unit or group of persons having use for AF controlled and major command

specific delegated function(s). (DOD 5000.8) controlled units in support of the unit capablity

The establishment f authority and responsibility established in Part I. (AFM 67-1)
of persons as associated with consideration to ORGANIZATIONAL AIRI IFT SERVICE
coordination and effectiveness in operation. 'DOD The airlift service provided by DOD aircraft not
5000.8)

A unit or activity drawing supplies direct from an assigned to the Agency. (DOD 1602)

AF base or subbase. (AFM 67-1) ORGANIZATIONAL COMMANDER
The term, "organizational commander," at major

ORGANIZATION CODE command/AF/division headquarters level means the 55
A four digit alpha code (abbreviation), which deputy chief of staff, officers in charge of staff

identifies the reporting Air Materiel Area. agencies (such as staff judge advocate, safety, etc.)
directorate, and division, as applicable. (AFLCM or his delegated 'epresentatives. ' Organization
400-2, Vol IX) commander" at base level means the individual

A code used in the 1050 II Supply System to possessing supervisory, control (not administrative
designate an organizational entity receiving control, such as supply squadron commander, etc.,)
supplies o) material. (AFSCM 177-265) of the function and responsible for success of the

ORGANIZATION DOCUMENT NUMBER assigned mission. (AFM 67-1)

A seven-digit code entered on the supply request ORGANIZATIOHIAL ELEMENT -IR-
by the initiating activity. The first four digits Any defined unit within the contractor's
reflect the current Julian date; the last three digits, organization structure which is responsible for
the serial number of the document being prepared. accomplishing the work. (DOD 7000.2, AR 37-200) 10
Serial numbers begin with "001" for the first ORGANIZATIONAL EQUIPMENT 4

request prepared each day and continue Referring to ivthod of use, signifies that
consecutively through "999." (AR 320-5) equipment, other than individual equipment, which

ORGANIZATION FORECAST AUTHORIZATION EQUIPMENT is used in furtherance of the common mission of an
DATA organization or unit. (AR 320-5, DOD 4500.32-R11

A forecast of organization equipment required for JCS Pub 3, AFM 11-1)
the future support of a programmed new or Items required for the use of an oeganizatior or
modified type of unit as reflected in official USAF unit. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1)
program documents. The OFAED does not reflect All equipment items authorized to or on hand 'n
any equipinent in use. (AFM 67-1) an organization or base to suport its mission. All

organizational equipmpnt will be managed by the
ORGANIZATION PROPERTY BEMO/CEMO except ds excluded by Part one,

Property authorized by Section III of applicable Volume IV. (AFM 67-1)
tables or organization and equipment and conmon
type tables of allowances, such as TA 50-901, TA ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL MAINTENANCE
50-902 and TA 50-914. (AR 320-5) That maintenance which a using organization

(missile squadron) performs on its own equipment
ORGANIZATION PROPERTY BOOK with the use of its own skills. (AFM 67-1) -

A record maintained to account for organization
l)roperty not recorded on the individual clothing ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
record and/or organizational clothing and Organizational Maintenance is that maintenance

which is the responsibility of and performed by a
using organization on its assigned equipment.

ORGANIZATION TABLE (AFR 66-1. AFM 11-1, JCS Pub i. TM 38-715, AFM
A HQ USAF numbered publication in two parts: 67-1. AR 320-5, DOD 3232.1. AR 750-1. AR 37-16)

Part I. A (letal':(d statement of function and Maintenance which the using organization
mission capability assignment for either AF authorizes and is responsible for performing on-
controlled and major command controlled units with assigned weapons. (APR 65-7)
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Tnat maintenance authorized for, the ORGANIZATION, TRAINING, AND EMPLOYMENT OF

responsibility of, and performed by a using MILITARY
organization or its assigned equipment. General military information necessary for
Organizational maintenance normally consists o! organizing military, paramilitary, or irregular
p-c-flight, post-flight, and periodic inspection of forces, including the tactics, technique, and tactical
aircraft; daily or minoi inspection of other materiel, doctrine (also military intelligence and
servicing, preventive maintenance, calibration of counterintelligence doctrine and techniques) I
systems, and removal and replacement of necessary to train and employ the forces. Th,
components. (AFM 67-1) category does not include specific technical data

Maintenance that is the responsibility of and and training needed to operate and maintain
performed by a using organization on its assigned individual items of military materiel and munitions.
equipment. Organizational maintenance normally (AFSCR 200-5)
consists of inspecting, servicing, lubricating, ORIENTATION TOURSadjusting, and replacing parts, minor assemblies, -and subassemblies. (AFM 460-1) Tours arranged for key foreign personnel for the

purpose of orientation and indoctrination. (DOD

ORGANIZATIONAL REPAIR PARTS 5105.38M)
Parts which are authorized to an organizatior for ORIGINAL BUDGET

its own use. (AR 320-5) The budget prepared at, or near, the time the

ORGANIZATIONAL SCRAP contract was signed, and consistent with the
Personal property, other than waste, which contract price. (DOD 7000.2, AR 37-200)

appears to have no market value except for its The budget established at or near, the time the
basic materiel content. (AFM 67-1) contract was signed, based on the negotiated
ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPLY contract cosE.-(AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5)

That service authorized for and performed hy a ORIGINAL CONTAINER I
using organization with respect to its own An unopened unit, intermediate, or shipping I
equipment. This category incorporates the first and container of identical items which bears evidenice of
second echelons of supply as follows: first having been closed or sealed ,,fter inspection aia
echelon--that phase of supply performed by the identification by an AF depot inspector, AF quality I i
individual user, wearer, or operator in the control representative, or authorized inspectors of
acquisition of authorized initial, replacement or other governmental agencies. (AFMI 67-1)

suplysef on d echellon-thatnephase ofThe original final destination of a convoy or of an
rpenismentby spl aned nt fdesignated

p tindividual ship (whether in convoy or independent).
personnel of the using organization in the This is particularly applicable to the original
acquisition, distribution and accounting for destination of a voyage begun in peacetime. (JCS
authorized initial, replacement and replenishment Pb 1)
supplies and equipment at the organizational level.
(AR 320-5) ORIGINAL PACKAGE

ORGANIZATIONALIINTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE A sealed or otherwise securely closed container

Maintenance identified in AFR 66-14 for which has been packed by a vendor, supply depot.
organizational and intermediate (O&I) functions, or arsenal and which conforms to the following: 1.

(AFLOR 66-67) Contains one kind of article only. as distinguished
from a container in which miscellaneous articles are

ORGANIZATIONS packed for convenience in shipment. The component A
This category covers specifications and standards articles comp rising a standard unit of equipment r

prepared by technical societies, standardizing when assembled, must be considered as one article '
associations, and committees, such as the American when shipped as a coml)lete unit. 2. Contents are V
Society for Testing Materials, Society of standard as to quantity or the outside of the
Automotive Engineers, American Standards package shows a list of quantities and description
Association, National Aircraft Standards Committee, of the contents thereof by permanently affixed
and other nationally recognized technical groups. marking. 3. The designation of the vendor, depot.

(BUWEPSINST 4330.12) or arsenal is indicated on the outside of the
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package. 4. The package is received by the results are irtegrated with other elements in the
consivnee with seals or protective fastening system engineering process such as design,
unbr, . en as applied by the vendor, depot or arsenal maintainability, reliability, supply support, etc.
with no evidence of having been tarapered with 6. The delineation of tasks and milestones
enroute and ,n' visible damage to contents. (AFM (including review schedule) durinq the development
6-1) and production phases. (AFLCR 375-4)

ORIGINAL PLAN ORTHOPEDIC FOOTWEAR
The plan under which the acquisition was Footwear of special construction to correct,

approved for deployment. A Program Change compensate, or remedy conditions resulting from
Decision and Development Concept Paper normally foot injuries, partial ampttation, congenital
describe the original plan. (AR 37-200, DOD deformity, or disease. Orthopedic footwear is not7000.3) provided under the clothing monetary allowance

ORIGINATING ACTIVITY system but is supplied through medical channels.
AFM 67-1)

The HQ AFLC or ALC activity reporting a Boots or shoes of a shape and/or size tlat are
deficiency. A DR may be initiated by a mission not included in the tariff of the DSA Supply System
activity on data processing installation (DPI). and cannot be related to a standard commercial
(AFLOR 171-30) adcno erltdt tnadcmecasize. Such footwear is normally corrective,
ORIGINATING POINT compensating, or remedial in nature and/or is

Activity within a component which finds a manufactured on a specia! orthopedic last, or a
product quality deficiency and reports it. tEncl I standard last with modifications, for individuals

DLAR 4155.24, AR 702-7, NAVMATINST 4155.8B, with foot injuries or deformities. Usually
AFR 74-6, MCO 4155.5B) appliances molded to the contour of the feet.
ORIGINATOR (DSAR 4235.18)

The Air Force activity that identifies a technical OSSICLES
facility required to support an RDT&E effort. The The bone linkages which transmit apd amplify
originator may, or may not, be the eventual user. movement of the ear drum to the oval window of
(AFSC? 80-1) the ear. (AFM 127-201)

ORLA PROGRAM PLAN OTHER DIRECT COST
The plan l'w!mted ) 'the eontractor in respoise This is an eight-digit numeric (2 decimals) entry

to the contract definition (or validation/procurement on the Temporary Labor and Material Plsn. It
planning phase) work statement. It consists of the contains the total other direct costs and is
following elements- applicable to A. M, or T jobs. it may be travel

1. The selected methodology (mathematical costs, material cost fr,m a base (field team site)
model) for evaluating the alternatives of discard at supporting A-prefix JONs, contract- costs, or any
failure, repair at intermediate level, or repair at combination thereof. (AFLCR 66-61)
depot level. An eight-position numeric field (six position

2. The contractor's selected criteria to provide dollars, two position cents) contained in the AFLC
guidance to designers on the advisability of design Form 237 for initial innut. AFLC Form 930 can be
for discard at failure or repairability, used to change the value. This field may contain

3. The methodology for recommendation of travel costs, material costs from field team sites,
repair-level decisions where minimum cost is contract csts, or any combination thereof. (AFLCR
neitner a necessary or sufficient condition because 66-62)
of conflict with defined or implied operational OTHER EQUIPMENT
requirements.

4. The selected technique for mathematical Supplies which do not me.t the criteria of capitaleniii anaselyctis t inae toremsens ati l o property but cannot be classified as expendable.sensitivity analysis to indicate the sensitivity of (R305
repair-level recommendations to va riation in one or .-.
more elements cf data used iii the repair-le',el OTHER GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
analosis. A Government activit,. not a component of POD,

5. The contractor's management approach and located on or near an Air Furce base, and farnished
organizational structure to irsure that ORLA support. (AFSCR "10i-9,
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OTHER HIGHWAY SYSTEMS use, in the manufacturc of supplies or in the
Other specifically recognized networks of public performance of services (see DAR B-102.12). (AFR

highways, such as officially dedicated highway 78-22)
networks of States and political subdivisions That part of plant equipment, regardless of dollar
thereof. (AR 55-80/OPNAVINST 11210.1A/AFR value, which is used in or in conjunction with the
75-88/MCO 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19) manufact, re of components or end items relative to

maintenance, supply, processing, assembly or
OTHER MAJOR END ITEMS (OME!s) research and development operations; but excluding

Items subject to repair such as ground power items categorized as IPE. (DAC 76-17)
generators, snow plows, guidance systems, and
other serialized items. (AFLCR 65-17) OTHER SPACE -

Any area assigned for storage operations, within
OTHER NON WAREHOUSE SPACE a structure designed for other than storage

Space being used for storage within any structure purposes. Dry tank space is included. (AFR 69-8)
designed for other than storage purposes (e.g., p_
barracks, dry tanks. hangars, transitory shelters, OTHER WAR RESERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT (OWRMR)
and quonset buildings). Covered X-sites, and This level consists of the WRMR less the
Y-sites hutments, and temporary canvas shelters PWRMR. (DOD 4140.2)
are coniidered to be included in this term when OTHER WAR RESERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT,
used for storage. (AR 320-5) PROTECTABLE (OWRMRP)

Space assigned for storage operations within any The portion of the OWRMR which is protected for
structure designed for other than storage purposes; purposes of procurement, funding and inventory
e.g., barracks, dry Eaiiks, hangers, transitory management. (DOD 4140.2)
shelters, X-sites, and quonset buildings. Trarsitory
shelter is a prefabricated, sectional, metal OTHER WAR RESERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT,

structure, normally with completc ides and ends BALANCE (OWRMRB)
but without utilities, classed as a storage aid rather That portion of the OWRMR which hai not been

than a real property facility. (AR 7:0-62) acquired or funded. This level consists of the
OWRMR less the OWRMRP. (DOD 4140.2)

OTHER PERSONNEL
AUi other military and civilian personnel not OTHER WAR RESERVE MATERIEL STOCK (OWRMS)

defined as S&E or technicians. Included are most The assets which are designated to satisfy theAi
clerical, supply, and procurement personnel. OWRMR. (DOD 4140.2)

(AFSCR 80-26) OUT OF SERVICE PERIOD POOL
All military and civilian pers.onnel not classified Includes all aircraft enroute to awaiting and in 1

as S&E or T will be classified as 0. Personnel in progressive aircraft rework. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)
this classificatio: will log tb.!ir time to direct job OUTBOUND CARGO
orders when they can identify their work to a
specific direct job order. ! he remainder of their Cargo reeeived in Army terminals or aerial ports
time will be logged against memorandum job order of embarkation for loading on ships or aircraft for
numbers (laboratories only). (AFSC.1 177-265) overseas, coastwise, intertheater or intratheater.

a ointercoastal or retrograde movement. (AR 320-5) _5

OTHER PLANT EQUIPMENT (OPE)
Other plant equipment (OPE) is defined as that OUTBOUND TRAFFIC r

part of plant equipment e:cluding IPE and is raffic originating in COXUS destined for an
categorized below. oversea area. (Ail 50-30)

I. Minor plant equipment means an item of plant Traffic originating in CONUS destined overseas

equipment having an acquisition cost of less than and oversea traffic moving in the general direction
S1,000.00 and other plant equipment regardless of from CONUS. (AR 55-23)
cos 0 whnd ohenat med. rTraffic that originates in the CONUS destired for
cos when ei nt overseas or oiersea traffic moving in the general

2. Any pilanit e(Iuil nt with an acquisition cost direction from the CONUS. (AFI.CM 171-119)
of A1.000.00 or more that is used to operate and
maintain a facility, e.g., office, cafeteria, and OUTDOOR STORAGE SITES
medical equipment. (I'M 38-260, NAVSUP Pub 523. An open location selected within the maogazine
AFR 71-18. MCO 4870.62. DSAM 4145.9) area for storage of explosives and/or components.

Equipment other than IPE used, or capable of (AFM 11-1)
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OUTFITTING ASSEMBLY POINT OUTPUT EQUIPMENT
An activity of the Shore Establishment named in The equipment used for transferring information

outfitting instructions and directives as a shipping out of a computer. Examples include card punches,
destination for the assembly of outfitting materials printers, and plotting devices. These equipments
regardless of the source from which issued. may be !ocated adjacent to the central processor or
Outfitting Assembly Points are responsible for remotely situated. (AFM 11-1)
assembling and delivering the appropriate
allowances of material to the activity being
outfitted or to the loading point. Outfitting The portion of a compiler which produces the

Assembly Points may or may not also be stocking machine codes required to cause the tester to

and loading points for the material involved, perform each step of a test procedure. All
(BUWEFSINST 4700.2) compilers do not contain a separately identifiable

output formatter. (AFLCR 66-27)
OUTFITTING LOADING POINT

An activity of the Shore Establishment named in OUTPUT MEASURE CODES
outfitting instructions and directives as a shipping A two-digit alpha code with numeric descriptor I
destination for loading of assembled outfitting developed for use in reporting work accomplished.
materials regardless of the source from which (AFLCR 117-105)
issued. Outfitting Loading Points are also OUT-OF-CLASS
Assembly Points for ships' outfittings and may or A term used to signify coding of items
may not also be stocking points for the materials out-of-elass; i.e., to cause item management
involved. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) responsibilities to be placed in a munagement
OUTFITTING RESPONSIBILITY environment other than that to which the particular

The responsibility for insuring the assembly and Federal Supply Class is assigned. This term will
delivery of applicable allowances of aeronautical not be construed to suggert that an item has been
material and equipment required for the outfitting improperly classified. (AFLCR 400-1)
of a vessel. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2) OUT-OF-PRODUCTION ENGINES
OUTFITTING STOCK POINT Engines not currently being manufacturt, witl,

An activity of the Shore Establishment quantities in the AF inventory. (AFM 400-1)
responsi ;,o for procuring, stocking and issuing OUT-YEARS
specific allowances of aeronautical material in The four fiscal years following tbe target year.
support of oatfittings as directed by (AR 70-59)
NAVAIRSYSCOM or the cognizant Maintenance
management agent. Outfitting Stock Points may or OUTSIDE PLANT
may not be outfitting assembly and loading points. This includes:
(NAVAIRINST 4700.;&) a. Base Wire Communications Cable System.

This is the portion of the intrabase wire
OIntGOING ( D FORM oe) communications system serving the base wire

Initiated by an AFSC activity and forwarded to a communications facilities. Included are all open
procurement office in another Department or wire, cable, poles, guys, trenching, ducting, main
Agency. (AFSCM 70-1) frame protectors, and so forth, used in support of J

OUTLEASED STORAGE SPACE the base telephone. fire reporting, crash alarm.
Storage space leased to a private or commercial security, intercom, public address, audio, TTY.

industrial enterprise for which rent is paid by the handwriting. control. and supervision required for
lessee. (AR 320-5) efficient administration of the base or site complex.
OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (ODP) (ARMY) A BWCS outside plant does not include b and c

A development plan prepared prior to entry into below.
the validation phase. It is prepared by the materiel p b
developer in coordination with the combat developer c. Antenna Systems. (AFR 100-18)
and provides a plan for management of the RDTE OUTSIZE CARGO
effort to achieve the materiel objective addressed All wheeled equipment and all other items of
by the Letter of Agreement (I.OA) (AR 71-9). fAR cargo. programmed for transportation by any mode.
70-59) for which atty single dimension exceeds 100 inches
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in length. 74 *nches in width or 67 inches in height, OVERHAUL DEMAND RATE, CALCULATED
or exceeds 10,000 pounds in weight. (TACM 400-1) An Aviation Supply Office (ASO) Automatic Data

Processing Machine (ADPM) computed rate for eachOUTSTANDING CONTRACT CHANGE NOTIFICATIONFeeaStkNubrFS)bsdpoterai
Written order signed by the contracting officer Federal Stock Number (FSN) based upon the ratio

directing changes in authorized supplies or services of system reported O&R demand to the applicable
when the negotiated price has not been definitized. past field O&R program. (FASOINST 4412.3)
(AFSCR 178-5) OVERHAUL DEMAND RATE, PREDETERMINED

GVERAGE An Aviation Supply Office (ASO) estimated rate

Any article of freight (packaged or loose) which, for a new ir reinstated item, assigned byupon delivery by a carrier, is f01111 to be in excess plctobsd ntta O& atipie

of the quantity of material recorded on the bill of replacement resulting from a specific number ol
ewring the (DSAR 4500.3, DOD erhals and/or Progressive Aircraft ReworkSshipment. operations of a specific weapon, equipment and/or4500. 01-111

1. Item.; overage is a quantity received in excess engine. (FASOINST 4412.3)
of the qaantity ordered/shipped due to an incorrect OVERHAUL FACTOR o
item count within a container, box and/or package. The quantity (number) of a repair part requiredThis is eonside: ed a shipping-type (item) to overhaul 100 end items. (TM 384115)

discrepancy. Overages of boxes, packages, or looseartilesof reiht n ROO taih, o a ONE OVERHAUL INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
ROROA Manual containing detailed instructioas

ar: report,. ,e as a trarsportation-type discrepancy, required for the Overhaul, Repair, Test and return
Aveaeo 67-f ( g l of repairable Equipment to Ready-For-Issue2. An overage of freight (packaged or loose), odto.(UESNT702

upop delivery by a carrier, found to be in excess of c
the quantity of articles recorded on the bill of OVERHAUL (ENGINES, ACCESSORIES, EQUIPMENT)
lading or t'ansportation document covering the The disassembly of an engine-, accessory or
shipment is considered a transportation-type equipage as required to permit Inspection of every
discrepancy. (AFR 67-16) component part. Component parts which upon
OVERFREIGHT inspection, will not meet requirements as set forthFreight separated fr., its waybill and bearing no in the applicable specifications are restored orriti mearks. ts wb a erg replaced by new parts so that after reassembly and

test, the engine accessory or equipage will meet the
OVERHAUL requirements, as stated above. set forth in the

To restore an iter! to a completely serviceable applicable specifications. (NAVAIRIN T 4700-2)
condition as pre , ibcd by maintenance OVERHAUL (MAJOR) (PRODUCTS, ACTUARIAL)
serviceability standards. (AR 320-5) Failures caused by usage which require major

The disassembly, test and inspection of the F a l. e m tme is s e to ze r e ( aFL r ]
operating components and the basic structurc to o l t r o .
determine and accomplish the necessary rework. 66-17)
rebuild, replacement and servicing required to OVERHAUL (MATERIEL)
obtain the desired performance. (AR 20-5) The process of restoring an item of supply to a

The process of restoring an item to a serviceable serviceable condition by disassembling the item.
conditicn by disassembling the item, inspecting the inspecting the condition of each of its component
condition of each of its component parts, and parts, and reassembling it, using serviceable, or
r!assembling it using serviceable or new new assemblies. subassemblies. and parts, followed
assemblies, subassemblies. ;d parts, followed by by inspection and operational tests. (DOD 5000.8)
inspection and ope'ational test. (AFR 66-14) OVERHAUL REMOVAL INTERVAL'

The disassembly, ,';caning, inspection, repair, or An ARI factor developed for use in forecasting
replcement of parts nr components, reassembly
and test of any item or accessory in accordance engine removals for major overhaul. (AFM 400-i)
with applicable TOs. directives, or authorized OVERHAUL STOCK LEVEL
manufacturers' eublicati,)ns to provide an This stock level represents the amount of stock
operationally safe, serviceable and reliable item. required to replace condemnations of job routed
(AFLCR 65-22) items projected to accrue dtaring the planned
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overhaul program. The number of days support specifically identified with a unique objective or a A
required will be based upon the time required to group of related objectives that are less than the
receive a serviceable replacement in the TRC, from total operation of the facility. Overhead costs are
the time requested (O&ST). (AFLCR 57-27) total operating costs. plus depreciation and 10!, less

OVERHAULIREBUILD the direct and indirect costs identified to any

The restoration of equipment to a standard as objective or group of related objectives. Overhead
costs are allocated proportionally to all identifiable Inear as possible to original or new condition in obetvsfthoprigfalty(ASR174

appearance, performance, and life expectance. objectives of the operating facility. (AFSCR 177-4)
(DLAM 4155.4/AR 750-26/NA VSUP PUB 5011/rCO In its most general application, "overhead costs"
PDLA.487 A 7PPUare considered to be synonymous with "indirect

costs." For certain applications, however, not all
OVERHAUL, AIRCRAFT indirect costs are included. For weapon system cost

Standard Rework performed on an aircraft analysis, for example, the indirect cost included in
subject to Standard Service Tours. The scope of the general and administrative are specifically excluded
Rework includes disassembly sufficient to inspect from "overhead cost." (AR 310-25)
all the operating components and the basic aircraft OVERHEAD COST, AVERAGE
structure; followed by repair, replacement, or The amount of overhead cost allocated to specificservicing as necessary; followed by reassembly and T o

t te products or services on the basis of distribution of
all actual joint overhead costs to all products orprocess, the aircraft will be capable of performing services, giving rise to such costs, upon one

its intended mission for a full service tour. An consistent formula without discrimination between i"
overhaul will be given either upon completion of a the several products or services. (DOD 5000.8)
given period of time in a Standard Service Tour or
upon receiving damage of a severity to warrant the OVERHEAD COST, DIFFERENTIAL I
process. (OPNAVINST 5442.2B) The amount of an overhead cost allocated to
OVERHEAD specific products or services, or increment thereof,

Txn' g a a according to a method whereby either actual or
standard overhead costs are allocated to anyexecutive offices, the cost of staff servi!es such specific product or service, or increment thereo,legal, accounting, public relations, fin...ncial, and seii rdc rsrie riceetteef

leaacutnpbi eainad upon the principle of charging only for the increase :
similar expenses and other miscellaneous expenses in variable costs attributable to such production or

service, leaving all fixed overhead costs (including
Operating costs (expressed in terms of resources) the fixed portion of semi-variabik overhead costs)

which cannot be effectively identified to a specific to be charged solely to other products or services
system, commodity, special program tenant or (or to the balance of the same product or service).
upprt program other than the organization which (DOD 5000.3)

incurs such operating costs. (AFLCR 400-15)
(See Indirect Costs.) 'DOD 7000.2) OVERHEAD COST, DISTRIBUTION

An item of "overhead cost" (or the aggregateOERheD eAraN amount thereof) which pertains t,) s-?lling and
The vertical distance between the route surface deiivery of the product as distinguished from

and any obstruction above it. (JCS Pub 1) production, engineering. and general adA.ipistration.

OVERHEAD COST May include expense of service to customer- under
An item of cost (or the aggregvte thereof) in a guarantees. (DOD 5000.8)

manufacturing or similar establishment which is not OVERHEAD COST, ENGINEERING
readily identifiable with the cost of manufacture of AD iT , ENGINEERIN G

a spcifc iroilct. 500.8)An item of cost (or the aggregate ;noulnt
thereof) which pertains to pr,duct ,:.'.ign : ndor

Cost other than direct. (DOD 5000.8) tool antd process design. (DOD 50t.0.8)
Costs incurred by Support Cost Centers which are

not directly incurred or readily identifiable with any OVERHEAD COST, FIXED
specific direct job. Overhead costs are distributed An item of overhead cost (or the aggregate I
to all direct jobs by applying an overhead 'ate to aount thereof d which ti not. within limits of
direct labor hours or costs. (AFSCM 177-265) poslib!e variance in production schedules vary with

nchanges in such production schedules: as opp



variable and semi-variable overhead cost. (DOD OVERHEAD COST, SERVICE-PLANT -
5000.8) That portion of "plant overhead cost" (q.v.)

OVERHEAD COST, GENERAL which is related to service functions of the plant,

An item of overhead cost (or the aggregate such as power production ani machine repair. ]
amount thereof) which pertains to the general (DOD 5000.8)
administration of the establishment, as opposed to OVERHEAD COST, UNDERABSORBED (OR UNABSORBED)
factory" or productive overhead costs. (DOD 5000.8) That portion of actual overhead cost which is not

OVERHEAD COST, NORMAL charged to production, when production is charged
The amount of overhead cost allocated to specific for overhead upon a normal or standard basis,

products or services upon a formula whereby either because actual overhead is greater than
overhead cost is allocated to all specific products or budgeted for normal production, or production
services upon one consistent formula, without volume is less than normal (DOD 5000.8)
discrimination between the several products or
serviees, by the use of estimated budgets for OVERHEAD COST, UNUTILIZED (OR UNDERUTILIZED)
overhead costs for normal production. Variancps in PLANT
overhead cost due to differences in actual overhead Amount of overhead costs applicable to that
costs, including the effect of a different actual portion of a plant that is not operated, or is
volume of production, are not allocated to costs of operated below its rated capacity (includes cost of
specific products or services. (DOD 5000.8) maintaining plants in stand-by condition). (DOD

-OVERHEAD COST, OVERABSORBED 5000.8) A -
The excess of overhead costs charged to OVERHEAD COST, VARIABLE A

production upon a normal or standard basis over An item of overhead cost (or the aggregate
corresponding actual overhead costs. Usually arises amount thereof) which is directly variable with the
because the actual overhead cost is less than was volu
budgeted when the normal overhead rate for normal volume of production, as distinguished from those

production was established. (DOD 5000.8) 5000.8)

OVERHEAD COST, PLANT
An item of overhead cost (or the aggregate OVERHEAD FUNCTION

a,!ioint thereof) which pertair.s to plant operations, For expense acceunt classification in AFSC, a
as distinguished from general administration, clearly defined type of operation assigned to an
engineering, and product distribution. (DOD 5000.8) opera ing unit to provide administration as a whole
OVERHEAD COST, DRIMARY PLANT or provide a service that supports other functibns.

That portion o; pl-.:.t overhead cost (q.v.) which is The overhead function is synonymous with the
directly involved in pr,, :.tion, as distinguished installation-support function. (AFSCR 177-4) I
from auxiliary C. service plant overhead costs. OVERHEAD LABOR
(DOD 5000.8) Labor expended by personnel performing tfe 

OVERHEAD COST, SEMI-VARIABLE functioni above RCC level in the product divisio:ns
An item of overhead cost (or the aggregate and in the remaining divisions of maintenance: that

amount thereof) which is neither entirely is, resources management, quality and industrial
"variable" nor "fixed" (q.v.) with reference to systems, administrative services division, and the
change in relative volume of operations. This type director of maintenance office. (AFLCR 66-9)
of cost is generally considered to be campo.ed of a Consi.sts of managenent and staff of Commodity i
foyed element plus a variable element, tht fixed Divisions. Specifically: 0) Division Administratioi.
element representing the minimum amount at the (2) Production Braliches above RCC level. (3)
as. nmed floor in volume of p.;oduction. (DOD Overhead Branches (Operations.
5000.8) Engineering/Planning. Schedulir.g. Inspection.

OVERHEAD COST, SERVICE-FUNCTION Quality Control). and (4) Overhead Divisions/Offices
Tue cost of services, to production departments (Resources Management Division. Quality aind

or other org:nizational units, which cannot lie Industrial Systems Division. Management
identified with the end product or service furnished. Evaluation Office. Administrative Services Office.
(DOD 5000.8) Directorate A Jninistration.) (AF1CR 78-3)
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OVERINSTALLED reqnuired to provide a working stock actually on
The excess number of engines or modules hand in the command and necessary to maintain the

reported. (For modules. the end item is the engine.) command between sustaining shipments. (AR 
This condition results when the automatic data 320-5)
piocessing (ADP) system processes an installation
report before processing a removal report. (AFM OVERSEA PORTb-1 A military marine terminal '.cated in an o'rsea

area for the purpose of hand!lig military personnel
OVEPLAY and materiel and such other traffic as authorized by

Inpii data to computer records replacing the old the Department of Defense. (AR 320-5)
data carried in a specific field. (AFM 67-1)

A ;. inting or drawing on a transparent or OVERSEA TERMINAL ARRIVAL DATE
seni-r ansparent medium at the same scale as a The date materiel must arrive, or in the case o'

malt. chart. etc.. to show details not appearing or partial shipments, begin to arrive, at the oversea
requiring special emphasis on the ,iigial. (JCS offloading point. (AR 320-:)

Pub 1) OVERSEAS AREA
OVERPACKAGING Geographical areas not in the United States.

ihe use of more (quantitative or qualitative) Puerto Rico. or t1 e Virgin Islands. (DOD
preservation. packaging or packii~g materials than 4160.21-.1-1)
is necessary to protect an item adequately. This OVERSEAS BULK PETROLEUM PRODUCTS SLATE
term should not be confused with "overpacking." (OVERSEAS SLATE)
tAR 320-5) The planned five manth delivery requirements for
OVERPACKING overseas ports or ocean terminals submitted to

Repacking of containers or items into more DFSC. (DOD 4140.25-31)
substantial and su~table containers to withstand OVERSEAS PACK
hr'dling and transportation hazards, or the additinn
o" packing mate:ias such as steel strapping, or method packing designed to

a, fwithstand rough handling of military transportatio;w a terp roof case lner , fiberb oard sleeves on to a d d s r b t o v r e s N V 6 P B 2 4
fiberboard boxes, etc., to render the existing and distribution overseas. (NAVSUPPUB_24)

& container less sosceptible to damage or pilferage OVERSEAS SHIPMENT
during handling, transportation and storage. (AR Supplies consigned to a desthnationi outside the
:20-5) -ontinental limits of the United States. (AFR 69-S)
OVER-AND-ABOVE EXCLUSION OR NEGOTIABLE WORK OVERSEAS SUPPORT ACTIVITY

The work resulting fro. .eficiencies found on the An overseas activity which provides limitd
repairable major items w.nen received that is not logistical suliport tu ,,.:c!ear weapons activities.Covered under the basic f'xed price work (AFM 67-1)
sp~ecifications on the contract. (AFR "/4-15) OVERSEAS USAF AMMUNITION DISTRIBUTION DEPOT
OVER-OBLIGATION A USAF ammunition depot located within an

Occurs when ihe aggregate of actual obligati overseas theater with an assiged ission .f
exce.d the amount of funds authorized for providing supply support to AF ati ities withii t:n

obligation. IThis is a violation of AFR 177-16 and established geographical ara. AFM 6-11.

Section 1:ill, Pubhc Law 63.) (AFSCR 27-6)

OVERS LEVELS OF SUPPLY OVERSOLD RESERVED ACCOMMODATIONS PENALTY
CHARGE

Quantities of suplIlies which are required in A monetary a
overse', commands to insure the success of their A i lowance paid hy an air carrier to a

traveler holding confirmed reserved space u htn t:
assigned missions. These supplies include quaitities carrier fhils to fureish such accommdations.
necessary to effect distribution and to insure car fl o f ud
continuity cf supply within the command; quatities (DSAR i.00.3
necessary to sustain the command during perieds of OVERTIME AMOUNT
isolation or when the normal flow of supplies from The dollar value of overtime labor perfo-'nited in
:.e eontinentai United States may he temporarily excess of the norn!i 40-hour work week or N-hour
interrupted by enemy action: and quantities day. (AFSCM l7--26-i
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OVERTIME (WORK TI&i EXPENDED) _P-
Includes all time expended by the laboratory

FACER FLEX
v *jrk force beyond the normal 40-hour work-week The niekname assigned to WR3I prestockd in the
(in lioth general mission activities and specific job

overtimle and i1S show-. as suebi on time records. non-nuclear activities reflected in th.2 USAF WIMP
rinme spent by mulitarv personnel beyond normal ccasisting of:
8-ho!,r workday on military duties such as A. Basic PACER FLEX. fhose quantities of
proficiency flying, ODICQ and -Lze like-, will not be WPIV requiired to be prestocked for follow-on
charged as contributed avertim2i. ,i~ormally, time support of the wartime activities reflected in the
spent beyond 8-ho-.'r workd.ay in transit to TDY will UISAF WIMP-5 (incltides stocks formerly referred to
not b.. charged as contributed overtime. (AFSCR as Balance b-P).
80-26) 2. Command Overflow. War consumables

required to support the sorties identified in the
4 ~~~OWNERIOPERATORt CODE . UA M- o rpstoigb h ao

A code to indicate whether the facility is: USFW 4 fo rpstnigk th mar
4 Goernn~n Owed-oienmen Opratd (odeI). commands, Lilt for which th? cemmand storage or

Government Owned- Contractor Operated (Code 2); manenc pbitysnoaalbe. AFC
or Contractor Owned-Contractor Operated iCode 3) 02'

(NAIVMATINST 4850.89A) PACKAGE
OWNERSHIPIPUPOSE CODE A container consisting of component. wrappings. 3

Ownership coding provides the means for cushioning, and icienti!z cation marking ready for
segmenting and identifying on the inventory Lontrol shipment or inclusion in a pack. (NXAVORD OP
record maintained by other than the owner, the 2165)
sert ice or agenc y having titie to the assets. 'fhis is The degree of preservation and packaging which
reflected by th. numeric code assigned. Purpose will afford adequate protection against corrosion. 'i
coding provides the means for segmenting and deteriora-tion and physical damage during shipment. A
idey,'ifying on the inventory control rertard handling, indeterminate storage and world-wide
m-iintained by the owner. the purpose or reservation re~istriliution. (Do:', 4100.14)j -

for which the material is hel4. This is a one The degree of preservation and packagng which
eharacte; .dpha code. (NAVSUP Pub. 437) will afford adequate protection against corrosion. -

OWNING SERVICE deterioration and physical damage during shipmett
Any servic.e ownring the aircraft. engine. or frem supply source to 'he fi:rt receiving- activ~r.

component undcr the surplus reclamation program. for immediate use. This level may conform to
(FASOINST 4019) 5) supplier' * conercia! p~ractice w' len such meets the

OWNIG WOK CETERrei-pirements of this, level. WONIINST 4Q330.11 -

This is the work center having primary use cf the PACKAGED BULK PTOEUM
PME. Usually. it will be the lwock center of the Bulk~ petroleum which because of operatii'nal
person having the item on his Supply Custedian nce-sity is packaged rind supplied (stored.I
Listing. (T.0. 00-20-10-6) transuorted, and issued) in 5- gallon cans or

OXIDIZER .- galfrn drums. (JCS Pub 1I
A~ material aecessary to. sus-iport combustion of a PACKAGE FUEs

fuel. cIF31 127-201) Bulk fuels which becausz of operational niecessity

OXIDIZING MATERIAL(S) (HAZARDOUS COMMODITY) are packaged and supplied ts-oreul. transporteii. andi
I~ %ubstance s-ich as a chlorate. perman,-Anate. issued) in 5- gallosi cans or i-F-gallon drums. (KCS

peroixide. nitro-cuirbo-nitrate. or a nitrate that Pub I- ARl 320-5)
yield.< oxyJ en reatdily to stimulate the combustion Those' bulk pietroleum fuels which. liecau.,e of

=of organir muatter. (AF1M 67-1) opeiationa! necessity. ate packaged and sijpkcd in -

Those %rhich. becauste of ifleir strong oxidizing .,ntainer., of -t; 55-gallon caplacity. Fir!S in
action in contaowil other iaeas.may start a miiay okpsible container.. of 5XI-1radlon
fire. Examples: ChloritUcs. permfaigaltvs. ca pacity or less will also be included. (POT)
iierox-de.. miud nitraies. (A FR 69l-8) 4,40.25431
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PACKAGED PETROLEUM PRODUCTS PACKING
Petroleum products (generally lubricants, oils, Application or use of exterior shipping containers

-reases and specialty items) normally packaged by or other shipping media, and assembling of items or
a manufacturer and procured, stored, transpoited packages therein, together with necessary blocking.
and issued in containers having a fill capacity of 55 bracing, or cushioning, weatherproofing, exterior
United States gallons (45 Imperial gallons) or less. strapping, and marking of shipping container.

S(JCS Pub 1) (DOD 4100.14, MIL-S'i'D-129C)

PACKAGING Application or use of tacks and assembling of
cushioninN. packaged or unpacked items therein, together with

The use of protective wrappings, cushioning. necessary blocking, bracing, cushioning, and
interior containers and complete identification weatherproofing, pus exterior strapping oi-
htzarking, up to but not including the exterior reinforcement and marking (AR 700-15)
shipping container. (MIJ.-STD-1290) Filling an exterior shipping container wi.h-

Protective packaging of items within a container individual items or interior packages for shipment.
to include protective wrapping, cushioning, (AR 320-5)

identification, and marking up to, but not including, Material wrapped around the barrel of
the shipping, container. (AFR 71-2) watercooled machine guns to prevent leakage ofThis includes the preservation, packaging, water. (AR 320-5)

packing, and other protective measures afforded The process of selecting or constructing a
supplies and equipment. (AFM 67-1) shipping container and assembling i'ems or

The generic term "packaging" as used in this packages in the container. Packing includes any
regulation includes preservation, packaging, necessary blocking, bracing, cushioning,
packing and marking. (AR 700-58) weatherproofing, or exterior 4trapping, as well as

Application or use of appropriate wrappings, marking of the shipping container to identify its
cushioning, interior containers and completed contents. (AFR 71-2)
identification marking, up to but not including the Assembling of items into a unit, intermediate, or
exterior s!;ipping containers. (AFR 69-8) exterior pack with necessary blocking, bracing,

The processes and procedures used to protect cushioning, weatherproofing, reinforcement and
materiel from deterioration and/or damage. (It marking. (DLAR 4145.7)
includes cleaning, drying. preserving, packing, PACKING AND CRATING SPACE
marking, and unitization.) (DOD 4100.14) Gru s area used for the application of exterior

The word "packaging" is used as a synonym for shipping containers and the placing of the ,toms or
"preservation and packaging" and the expression packages therein. (AFR 69-8)
"packaing method" is a synonym for "method of
preservat'on". In some industrial circles, the word PACKING, CRATING, AND HANDLING (PC&H)
"packaging" is used in a general sense to indicate Work related to preserving, skiddimih: rating.
all of the operations involved in preser'. rtion, loading on carrier, blocking, and bracing to prepare
packaging and packing as defined for military an tem of IPE or OPE for shipment. (AFR 78-221

purposes. (AFP 71-15, Vol I) PAINT FACiLITY
The gen.eric term "packaging" as used in this A facility specially constructed with the proper

"egulation includes preservation, packaging, ventilation and environmental controls to perni:
packing. and m 'king, as defined below. (DSAR stripping and painting of aircraft. subassemblies 01

4i45.8 support equipment (AFM 8i-2). (AFR 400-44)
"Pack,ging" applies to the processes and

)rocedures used to proteci materiel from damage ALdct
and/or deterioration during transit or storage. It A low board with !o deks ;eparated with
inch, des cleaning, drying, preserving, packing, bearers or a single deck sup)ported by bea'ers andcrat ing, rig n g! utilzatin. (AF 40-3 with the overall (leek supported by bearers and with

ing. marking and utilization. (APR 400-3) the overall height reduced to a minimu m compatiile
PACKAGING ENGINEERING with handling by forklift and pallet trucks. (AR

The application of scientific and engineering 320-5)
principles to functional design, formation, filling, A io%%, portable platform of metal, wood. or other
closing aind/or preparation for shilpneamt of material used to facilitate handling, storage. , ;
containers regardles. of type o," kind. or the transportation of mate'i, as as'a unit In v
product enclosed therein. (AFR 71-2) material-handlig 'qipment.
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1. Flat Pallet. A platform, double or single technical coordinatng groups, joint policy I
faced, on which supplies are loaded for handling or coordinating groups, task groups. panels and ad hoc
storage purposes. groups. (AFSCR 11-1)

2. Box Pallet. A pallet on which a framework, or PAPER
solid sides and ends has been constructed to 1. Noncorrosive - Specially processed or treated
facilitate the handling and storage of supplies of paper u-,d to wrap parts, usually after rust
odd shapes and sizes and which cannot support the proofing. M11y or may not be chemically neutral.weight of other palletized supplies. (AFM 67-1) 2. Waterproof A flexible paper, laminated,

A pallet framework back and sides, so coated or infuse.] to give water or water vapor
constructed that several may be stacked, one upon resistance; may be creped for added flexibility
another, without the weight being bcrne by the and/or reinforced with strands or backed for added
supplies, and only 1,y the pa'lets. (AFR 69-8) strength. Used fo" liners or covering f-r boxes.

A flat base for combinihg storeb or carrying a bag,, crates, barrels, and other shipping containers.
single item to form a unit load for handling, (AFR 69-a
transportation and storage by materials handling

equipment. (JCS Pub 1) PAR MOJTHLY REVIEW
Nornally a 15 minute presentation by the HQ i i

PALLET STORAGE AREA AFSC system officer. high:ighting only the .-.ajor
A bulk storage area in which pallets are used as events and changes that have occurred since the A

the storage medium to conserve space, protect previous PAR presentation. (AFSCR 300-1) 5
materiel, or to facilitate handling. (AFM 67-1) P ROPAR REPORT A

PALLETIZED Status of Program, Allocation and
A method of securing freight to platforms for R. -

eas i hadlngReimbursemits, RCS: SYS-ACF(Mli=701. This
ease in haadling and st'-ing. This method is also report incorporates the Appropriation
used to consolidate , mall packages into a utilized Reinbursement Report, RCS: HAF-ACF!,) 7102 A
load. (DSAR 4500.1) data. (AFSCR 170-9)

PALLETIZED UNIT LOAD PARACHUTE RECOVZRY SYSTEM T
A quantity of any item or items, packaged or A system designed to recover ain object (missile,

unpackaged, wh-ich are arranged on a pallet and drone) from flight and to land it safely These
securely strapped or fastened thereto so that the systems may be comprised of par:chut,-, controls.
whole is hardled as a unit. (DOD 4100.36, AFR or activating, landing, and/or flotation devices. 5-
71-12, JCS Pub ', AR 32P-6) (AR 750-32)

PALLETIZING PARADROP
The placement and banding when necessary of Delivery by parachute of personnel or cargo from

units o.- shipping containers of materials o,, pallets. an a:rcraft in flight. (JCS Pub 1)
AFR 69-S) PARAMETR!C ANALYSIS

PALLET, BOX A parametric analysis assurne3 a range of values
k pllet on which a framework, or solid sid's and for each parr.meter which will bracI'et the expected

ends has been constructed to facilitate the handling values of that parameter, and a solution to the
:!nd storage of supplieq of odd snapes and si/es and problem is obtan,ed for each set of assumed
%,'ichi cannot support the weight of other palietized par.nmeter values. (AFP 800-7)

supplies. (:FM 67-1) PARAMETRIC COST ANALYSIS ?

PALLET, FLAT A cost analysis which utilizes es'imating -9

A platform, double or single faced, on which relat;onships developed from historical progr.., 74E
supplies are loaded for handling or storage costs as a funlcton of variables such as physical A
purposes. (AFMI 67-1) and performance characteristics, contractor ontpni
PANELS measures, malowp r loading. facilit) floor space.

Organizations estadlished by the Commanders to etc. tAFR 173-1)

accomplish specif;c tasks or studies and to maintain PARAMILITARY FORCES
continuing interface of specified disciplines for the Forces or grous whilh are distinct from the
JLC. The term "panel" is used to include joint reguar armed ftw'es of any country. but
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resembling them in organization, equipment, PART PROGRAM
training, or mission. (DOD 5105.38M) The document oirecting distribution, shipping,

control and reporting for the supplies (or services)
PARCEL AIRLIFT (PAL) for an individual portion of a section of the

Parcels weighing less then 30 pounds and not program for civilian supply. (AR 320-5)
exceeding 60 inches in length and girth combined.
tAFR 76-15) PARTIAL MISSION CAPABLE (PMC)

A status code meaning that the system or
PARENT BASE equipment has systems working that are needed to

Ani AF base &3ignated to furnish specified pi-'Form at least one, but not all, of its primary
supplies to tenant and other organizations through i. sions. It may be followed by a reason code
an appropriate organization supply officer. (AFR meaning maintenance (M), supply (S), or both (B).
67-1) (AFR 66-14) A

I To be in this status, ar aerospace vehicle must
PARENT STATION have the systeins working to fly at least one unit

An organization (installation) acsignated to mission under wartime conditicns. Aircraft with noIfurnish all or a portion of the common support wartime missiop must be able to fly any one
requirements of another installation or separate mission to be i. this status. Iote: Aircraft on alert
organization. (AR 320-5) may be iv this status if it can fly the alert mission.

AIn addition, aircraft in precautioi:ary standdown
Aigaaircraft on the directed by higher authority may be in thisdiagrammatic plan for parking ategory. (AM 67-1, Vol )

departure airfield and/or landing zone. (AR 320-5)
PARISPR QUARIERLY REVIEW PARTIAL SHIPMENT UNIT

A shipment unit that has been separated at a
Normally, a 30-minute presentation by the shipping activity into two or :1,ore increments for

program manager. (AFSCR 800-1) onward movement, identified separatel and with

PART separate documentaion for each movement. (DOD
An item of supply which when joined together 4500.32-R)

with another item is not normally subject to PARTIAL STORAGE MONITORING
disassembly without destruction or impairment of A periodic inspection of major assemblies or
design use. (DOD 5000.8) components for nuclear weapons, consisting mainly

.4 piece (item of supply) or two or more pieces of external observation of humidity, temperatures,
which when joined togethe" are not normally and visual damage or 4eterioration during storage.
subject to disassembly without destruction or This tvue of inspection is also conducted prior to
,mpairment of design use. (PSAR 4130.4/AR and upon completion of a movement. (AR 320-5.
708-4/NAVSUPINST 4120.36/AFR 72-11/MCO JCS Pub 1) J

4410.16) PARTIAL TERMINATIIN
One piece or two or more joined pieces that The termination of a part. but not all. of the

niormallv cannot be disassembled without work which has not been completed and accepted
destruction (such as, trans;stors, composition nder a contract. (DAR 8-101.11, DAC 76-9) 1
resistors, fasteners, knobs, and pointers). (,FI,CR PARTICIPANT
800-13) An organization with a functional 'area cf
PART NAME responsibility in DPCCP. When preceded by

The name applied to an item by the manufacturer. GIDEP. it refers to an organization meeting the
(AF1,C01 72-2) requirements of mnembership in GIDEP -,n(] having T

the ability to disseminate reports through GIDEP, 

PART NUMBER and receive ALIERTs ;nd reports. (AFI.CR/AFSCR
A letter/number code assigned by a manufacturer 800-20) A

to identify a specific pprt. (OPNAV 43P2) PARTICIPATING ACTIVITY

PART PECULIAR An org.uiizational entity designated by
A ,econdarv item solelv used in a ;elected end approl)riate authority and authorized to originate or

item/system. (AR 710-50 submit information into the Federal Catalog
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Sy-stem. (DSAR 4130.4/AR 708-4/NA VSUPINST monthly usage rat,! for each indirect part of
412i.36/AFR 72-l1/11CO 4410,16) niateripl. (ADM 07-1)
PAR~TICIPATING FLEET SHIPS P*ARTS BR~EAKDOWN

All active fleet ships with designatpd SCIP As specified by the ordering activity. aI
equipments (except when thesle ships are breakdown of parts. listing items it- accordaace ui
undergoing scheduled overiaul) aind all tenders and the provisioning document applicable to the contract
repair ships reqluisitoing mnaterial for immediate for the end article. (NXAVAIRIXST 4700.2?
installation in a sp~ecific SCIP equipment wnl PRT OMO

partcipte n th SCP rportng ~stui. A part which because of its conventional diesign

and standard p~hysical characteristics has aI widc
PARTICIPATING LABORATORY range of adaptability in the mahnufa~cture and

Ali NA1SC 4408.1vtha i not designated as maintenance of equipment: common pars. (A R

focal point but hits current or planned R&D work in :2-A1
PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATION A board normally chaired'b texieo

A gov-rnmenzal activity, not part of the integrating eontractor. It! membership i,- front
Systeii,/Project M1anagement Office, necssary for individual cmpaiiy design agencies (,,ganizedi
Oxecution of specific aspects of a Sys teml/project withi; a program to control parts reiiabilitv.
and idenitified by the chartering authority, if within selectic !I. and application. -nd to ;. epare ant.
his authority, or identified in) the approved, maintain a program parts selecticil istr' g tI0
negotiated System/Project Mlaster Plan, if tile design phases. The board is coinplri'ed of
activity is not responsible to tile chartering rep~resentatives fromn thle integrating contlactol'.
authority. (AF'M 11-1, DOD 5010.14) associate contractors. subcontractors, and procuriiw?

A governmental activity, not part of the P, oject activity. Other Government agencies that -eviev,
M1anagement Office, necessary for the and control nonstandard parts will participate a-
accomlilshment of specific Aspects of '. project all( reqluiced. AIL-STD-891 defints thle program to be 3
identified in the Project Charter when possible and imnplenient-ed on Air Fore., contrncts.' iAFLCR20
in) the Project Mlaster P"ai, urder all circumstances. *0l3
(N\A V.ATINST 5000.5A)

ATS CONTROL OPERATIN~tGR G.1'P
PRSThe grocup of .1,1SC. Defei-se Eleoronies S-,ppli

Essential elements. components or subassemblies ,euter dI)ES0i. a!;d l)efer:-e Iiidustriall Supply
of an itemn (,I quipment. Parts are held in reser. e Center tDISCl parts se i'~' ientified by .AFSC
to replace worn, damaged, lost or destroy.'- t prii i .a. i ad asst h
elements of equipment in order to restore the item progfacn a; ~e t U'acura;III selectii~g 4
to sound condition. (Alt 320-5) 1 t~,ii*.;i sjczciosndrte

Essential elements, componeilts. or subassemblies D t,,eS;',.-3
of anl item. (AFICR 65-22) t'* W' Sanldizatio nirozgian. (AEL.CR SOO-' :jfi

PARTS ADVISORY GROUP PARTS KITM
A goupnorall chird b th prcurng Supporting item: . packaged in kit form, which area

required for the maintenance and/or repair of
:vtivity with rep~resentatives from contractor and sectdrprbendit,.Ktsa ro~(.
other Government agencies as required. The group stocked, requisitioned, accOunlted for -!nd used all at
herforni-. the same functions as tile parts control kiM1i soi-ii us AF lI
board for a, less than, Systems Hardware Program AIat i ~agop trpi at u

and pertesles fomaly. u. TD-91 efies aterialF identified and requisitioned as one line(
Specific actions anl responsibilities. (AFJCR iteuin. All of the parts r'equiired for mnaintenance or
800(-13J) overhaul .-re rot necess arilv con a ined in a kit.
PARTS AND MATERIEL STANDAID Other repair parts and~ inaterial.: may be identified

A PCAM1 card A FIC Form 6OOAX. M.1ateriel and requisitioned separately. 1A FIXC 65-42)
Standard Card." or tape record containing A part., kit is a group of repair parts and(
replaceme~nt coildemination factors a.nd] unit I)er materials selected in accor-dance wi:Ii established
as,1sembly data for each (irect part of materiel and( a criteria and .I winailly consolidated in, one externalI
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package to be identified as one line item of supply. PASSENGER STANDING ROUTE ORDER
The term "Repair Kit" shall not be used in this A symbol consisting of a combination of letters
application. (WR-1) and numbers assigned by the commander, MTMTS,

Supporting Items, packaged in kit form, which for routing of recruits, enlistees, and inductees.
are required for the Maintenance, Repair and (DSAR 4500.3)

Rework of selected repairable End !tems. Kits are -PASSING ACTION
procured, stocked, requisitioned, accounted for aihd The term is applicable when forwarding material
used on a kit basis as one-line items. Not to be demands from one supply source to another supply
confused with Interim Fleet Maintenance Support source. (NAVSUP Pub. 437)
Kits. (BUWEPSINST 4423.2) A geaeral term identifying all types of supply

A group of parts and materials required for transactions associated with materiel demands
repair of ,.ssemblies normally consolidated into one within supply distribu~tion systems. The term is
external package, identified as one line item, and applicable when forwarding materiel demands from 4

developed in accordance with the terms and one supply source to another supply source, i.e.,

conditions outlined in Inclosure 3 to AFPI passing orders, referral orders, materiel release

7i673/674 or data iems V-2-40.O/V-3-40.0 of orders, and redistribution orders. (AR 725-50, AFM

AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2) 67-')

PARTS KIT SUPPORT CONCEPT PASSING ORDER
A procedure whereby supporting repair parts and An order used to pass (1) an erroneously routed

materials are provisioned, purchased, stocked, and requisition to the appropriate supply source, (2)matrias ae poviiond, urcase, sockd, nd requisition received for a ."not carried (NC) item"
issued in kit form rather than as individual or rtio rer iated forpaynoucred (N) t e pto the appropriate supply source, or (3) to passa
separate items of supply. (FASO-INST 4000.10) requisition received for a "not in stock (NIS) item"

PAR S PECULIAR when it is necessary to pass the requisition to an

(a.) A part for which the design is controiled by activity not in the same distribution system.
a single manufacturer; and (b.), the use is restricted (FASOINST P5600.2E)

to items produced by a single manufacturer. (AR An order used to pass ar. erroneously routed
32-)requisition to the appropriate depot or distribution320-5) point, and to pass a requisition from one

PARTS PREFERENCE distributiot. system to another. (AFM 67-1)
A codification syztem used in the I&S grouping PAS$1VATION

program to indicate the relationship of each item The process by which a metal is treated so that it I
within a subgroup indicating the order to be used in will not be affected chemicall. by a substance wit!1
supplying the items. (AFM 67-1) which it ;s to come in contact. (AFM 127-201)

A one character assignment code to define the
sequence of items witidn a subgroup. (AFLCR PASSIVE METHOD (CONSTRUCTION)
171-26) Method of construction in which the thermal

regime of the frozen ground at and near the
PASSENGER GROUPS structure is maintained. (AR 320-5)

Passengr groups are usually composed of 10 or PATENT INFRINGEMFNT BOND
more travelers; however, this is subject to change A bond which secures the performance and
based upon traffic managemcnt considerations. fulfIlment of the nndertakings contained in a
(DOD .3160.10) fl~leto h netknscnandi

iatent es.use. (DAR 10-101.91
PASSENGER MILE PATIENT

One passenger transported one mile. For air and Any person whose medical needs h.ve been
ocean transport, use nautical miles, for rail, recognized by competent medical authority for
highway, and inland waterway tranisport in the whom treatment is unavailable locally and who
continental United States. use staute eiles. (JCS requires transportation to obtain adequate medical
Pub 1, AR '320-5) care. (AFR 76-15)

PASSENGER RAILROAD PATIENTS
Any steam. electric, or other railroad which All sick. injured, or wounded personnel receiving

carries passengers for hire. (DOD 4145.23) medical care or treatment. (JCS Put 1)
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PAULIRI PAYMENT, PARTIAL
Sh((t of canvas or other materials ubually treated A payment authorized under a contract upon

to r.ake it resistant to moisture and chemicals, used completion of te delivery of one or more complete
as a protective covering; tarpaulin. (AFR 69-8) units called for under the contrtct, or upon
PAY completion of one or more distinct items of service

called for thereunder. (DOD 5000.8)
To satisfy an indebtedness. (DOD 5000.8) A portion of salary or wages paid in advance of
To remunerate for s.rvices rendered, things the regularly scheduled payday. (DOD 5000.8)

furnished, etc. (DOD 5000.8)
In military terms, regular compensativi ,ir PAYMENT, PROGRESS

services, including increases for length of service, A payment made to a contractor as work
'i but not including allowances for mileage, rations, progresses on contractual procurement or

quarters, or the like. (DOD 5000.8) construction (an end item). Amounts usually are
Remuneration, usually in connection with based upon actual expenditures and work performed

services. (DOD 5000.8) at a particular stage of completion. (DOD 5000.8)

PAYABLES PAYROLL

A collective term used to describe amounts due to As . minimum, a list of persons paid or entitled

become due to others within a relatively short time. to be paid, with !he net amoont due each. In

(DOD 5000.8) addition may include identification number, time
worked or quantity produced, gross salary orPAYLOAD wages, and deductions. (DOD 5000.8)

The satellite or research vehicle of a .',ce probe PUor research missile. (JCS Pub i C RGA UDNELTE
4 orresarchmisile (JC Pu i)A letter issued by the AFOAP prime division teThe warhead, :ts container, and activating devices te ssuad dt pde (ie oiesichin a military missile. (JCS Pub 1) the PEM and data producers (i.e., offices which

produce program or cost data or both, such as
The load (expressed in tons of cargo or AFSPD, AFOMO, AFOCE, etc.) which authorizeb

equipment, gallons of liquid, or number of and initiates PCR action. It includes the r.tionale
passengers) which the vehicle is designed to for the change, the force structure ar.d the

tonor t un lade n p eifiedgciti of operations, proposed deployment (if applicable), the scope and
in addition to its unladen weight. (JCS Pub 1) extent of Air Staff review, a schedule, reporting

PAYLOAD BUILD-UP (MISSILE AND SPACE) requirements and other instructions. The
The process by which the scientific information in the letter will be sufficient to eeable

instrumentation (sensors, detectors. etc.) and program data producers to proceed with the
necessary mechanical and electronic subassemblies development of their outputs. (HOI 27-1)
are assembled into a complete operational package PCSP REQUIREMENTS
capable of achieving the scientific objectives of the This is derived by multiplying the programs
mission. (JCS Pub 1) (status code "P") in the PCSP by the SFEL

DAYLOAD INTEGRATION (MISSILE AND SPACE) consumptior type item quantities. (AFSCR/AFLCK
The compatible installatiov of a complete payload 57-49)

package into the spacecraft and space vehicle. (JCS PDM CYCLE
Pub 1) The nunber of months at which PDMs are

PAYMENT BOND scheduled according to TO 00-25-4. (AFLCR

A bond which is executed in connection, with a 171-24) I
contract and which secures the payment of all PEACETIME ACQUISITION OBJECTIVE
persons supplying labor and material in the The maximum quantity of materiel authorized to
prosecution of the work provided for in the be on hand and on order to sustain current
contract. (DAR 10-101.10. DAC 76-17) operations. It consists of the safety level quantity.

PAYMENTS, UNLIQUIDATED PROGRESS pipeline time quantity, and economic resupply
Total progress Iayments made to a contractor (or quantity. (DOD 4140.25-M) )

contractors) in excess of costs assigned for materiel PEACETIME ESTABLISHMENT
acttall" received to date. (DOD 5000.8) A table setting out the authorized peacetime
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Manpower r.,quirenent for a unit, formation or That portion of the .)tal quantity of an item on
headquarters. Aiso k,,)wn as peacetime hand which is det-ign.ited to meet the Peacetime I
complement. (JCS Puo 1) Force Materiel Requirements. .DOD 4100.31. DOD

.t140.11 *PEACETIME FORCE MATERIEL ASSETS J10,
PEACEIMF ORCEMATEREL ASETSTio:e stocks of material on hand to satisfv tileThat portion of total materiel a.siets which is e st0 k of matel o

designated to meet the peacetime force materiO.
ieqaireiaent (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, OPNAV PEACETIME STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE
NOTICE 4080) The maximum quantity of matericl authorized to

PEACETIME FORCE MATERIEL PROCUREMENT OBJECTIVE be on hand to sstain current operations. It
u yof an item required to e )rocured consists of the safety level quantity and the

ill peafti to econo mic resupl:lv quantity. (DOD 4 40.25-M)

assets witt .lanc. peacetime force materiel PEACETIME SUPPORT ITEM
reqire- nt, It h;i the quantity by which tie Tho-e items which do not quialify for acquisition
peacetim e v':ce material re(Iuirement exceeds the or retention for readiness or continrenc* purposes
peacetime force inateiei assets. (AR 320-51 JCS under curren poliici an(d criteria. (DOD 5000.S)

Pub PEACETIME SUPPORT" PERIOD

PEP.CETIME F3RCE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT The total period of time from tIle .sset cut-off
The quantity of an item which is required to data used in tIle requirements and assets analvsis

equip and train the planned peacetime United States through the fiscot ye:-r which starts 1, months
forces, both regular and reserve, and to su.port the after the first of aiury o; the same calendar year
.,cheduled establishment through the normal reflected in the asset cut-off date. plts
Appropritions and procurement lead time periods procurement leadtime, (DOD 400.37)
Pd. in addition. those -,on-United States forces P,h)se logistic support has been assigned to a PEACETIME SUPPORTSTOCK
specific military service. (DOD 4140.3) That quantity of the total stock which is on hand

The quantity of an item required to equip. in the sipply system of a military service
provide a maeriel pipeline and sustain the designated to meet the "peacetime force materiel
authorized pea~etime US Forces. both active and :equiremeit. (DOD 5000.8)
'eserve. and support the scheduled establishment PEACETIME-ACQUISITION STOCK
through normal appropriation and procurement The portion of the total quantity of an item*
lead-time periods. (AR 320-5. OPNAV NOTICE designated to meet the peacetime Acquisition
4080, JCS Pub 1) Objective. (DOD .5000.8)

PEACETIME MATERIAL CONSUMPTION AND LOSSES PECULIAR CAPABILITIES
The quantity of an item consumed, lost or Those logistic support activities which are organic

worn-out beyond economical repair through normal ttQ a4 M1ilitary Service. but not to all Services. and
appropriation and procurement leadtime periods, which must be erformed by th,:t ir Srwhich~~ ~ ~ mut.,,..red] ta "fltat y Serv'iee
(JCS Pub 1) to insure suc,:essful accomplishment of assigned

PEACETIME OPERATING ASSETS missions. (AFR 400-27. AFM 11-1)
Those assets or. hand and on order to satisfy the Those are logistic slt,)poi activities which are

PAO (DOD 41.0.25-M) assigned to. and an essential part of. a Military

PEACETIME OPERATING LEVEL Service. but no to all Services. and which must bePEACTIM OPRATNGLVELperformed b-, that Service to insure suc(,-ssfu"

The ammunition necessary to support the accomplent of th s siet missn(Ss.u1aolllshilleit of :ts assignled mlissionl. (DSAY
recurring peacetime requirenents of a base for 45 4140.4)
days (90 days for oversea depots'. (AFR P7-79) This term refe:'s to those logistic SUllort
PEACETIME OPERATING STOCK activities which are assigned to and form anti

Aii operati,'g level of supply for items having essential piar of a DODP conpolent. but not to .,:]

recurrent peacetime demand, authorized to be compolnets. and which must be perf-wrmed by tile
carried by load-carrying ships in addition tom the DOI) component to insure a Ftsccessful
load list quantity to meet e.pected demandz :luring accollplishlent of assigled missions. (POD
the intervals between receipts of resulyiv. 40!11.19) 4.')



PECULIAR EQUIPMENT items. Such an assembly of items (test sets, kits)
Equipment initially acquired as peculiar to a are to be treated as PEMA reimbursable. (AR

specific weapon system and is still being used 310-44)
primarily by that weapon, and would have no
significant operational value should the system it is PENAL SUM OR AMOUNT

supporing be phased out and could not be replaced The dollar amount shown in a bond and
by a piece of common equipment. If the peculiar represents the maximum payment for ?hich the
equipment is replaced by AFLC and is replaced with surety is obligated. (DAR 10-101.11)
equipment that can be used b.3 other weapon This term refers to those logistic support
svtems, tho item will not be peculiar. Common activities which are assigned to and form an
equipmen, which is primarily dedicated to a .pecific essential part of a DOD component, but not to all
weapon system is not peculiar. (AFLCR 78-3) components, and which must be perfotmed by the
PECULIAR ITEM DOD component to insure a successful

Itens of supply having application to only one accomplishment of assigned missions. (DOD
weapon system or ronweapon system. (AFM 67-1,
AFLCR 57-27) PERCENT DEFECTIVE

Items of supply having application to only one The number of defective units contained therein
MDS/TMS or end article/assembly. (AFLCR 57-27) divided by the total number of the product or units
PECULIAR KIT PART observed and multiplied 'y 100. (DLAM 4155.4. AR

A part, controlled by a design activity which has 750-26/NAVSUP PUB o50i/MCO P4970.451) _

specified the designated engineering features. PERCENT EFFICIENCY
(Examples are: "Company standard" items that are The ratio of standard hours to actual hours or
of a design manufacturer's control type. source standard costs to actual costs e:,pressed as a
controlled items, parts specifically designed for the percentage. It is considered to represent efficiency
spare or line of like-type spares being provisioned). onte basis tand ard represent what(FASONST 000.0) -on the basis that the standard represents what
(FASOINS? 4000.10) production performance should be if operations are

PECULIAR PARTS on an efficient basis. (AFLCR 177-105)
Normally, maintenance spares and repair parts

specified as applicable to individ':al models of PERCENT FAILING (dx)
aircraft, aircraft equipment, or air.ra:t support Represents, according to interval, the percentage
equipment and all other maintenance spires and of a hypothetical population t" it will fail while
repair parts which are not common spares and operating through the age interval in which the
repair parts. Use of the term may also refer to value is found. The percent failing is the
spares and spare parts "peculiar" to a specific probability that a zero age item will fail within a
group or block of aircraft, aircraft equipment or specified interval. Values are obtained by
aircraft support equipment, when properly multiplying the smooth failure rate at a particular -5
qualified. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) age ioterval by the percent surviving for the sameSPECULIAR PRECISION MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT (PHE) age interval. A table of percentage failing is the"time to failure distribution". (AFLC31 66f-17)

P'ecision measurement equipment designed for ti
use in tort/measurement support of only one PERCENT OF COST
specific item or equipment application. (AFR 74-2) A code to designate the propordon of the total
PECUNIARY LIABILITY dullars in a funding document that relates to a

A personlv. ;oint. or corporate monetary specific job order. The code is entered ill the "P9)"
obligation to make good any lost, damaged. or card which can accommodate up to 36 pcrcentatges.
destroyed property resulting from fault or neglect. tAFSC.1, 177-265)
It may al.,o remt under conditions stipuiated in a PERFORMANCE BOND
conitract ir' bond. (.1CS Pui) A hod which is executed iin counection with i

PEMA REIMBURSABLE ITEMS contract and wich secmi'es the performance and
Ai item or a set which ordinarily wonld he fulfillhent of all tie udertakin.-s. covenants.

procure(] as a stork fund item with 011A fui:ds, hut terlms. conditions. ;nd agreenents contained in the
which contains suhcononents that are i'PIA.; comtract. (DAC 76-17)
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PERFORMANCE DATA (EQUIPMENT) PERFORMING AGENCY

Historical information relating to maintainability, An AFSC field command or laboratory providing
reliability, and supportability characteristics of engineering services. ;AFSCR 27-5)
systems, subsystems, and components. (AFR 66-14) PERFORMING ORGANIZATION

PERFORMANCE DATA (MAINTENANCE) A defined unit within the contractor' s
Historical information on the use of the work organization structure, which applies the resources

force, industrial equipment, and funds. (AFR to perform the work. (AFSCP/AFLCP 173-5, DOD
66-14) 7000.2)

| PERFORMANCE (PROCUREMENT DATA PACKAGES) PERISHABLE
This controls the item primarily by establishing items of supplies that deteriorate readily if not

performance requirements supplemented by quality treated or refrigerated. (AFR 69-8)
assurance provisions and form, fit and function PERISHABLE CARGO
limits. Requirements are expressed in the form of CargPE requiring refrigeration, such as meat,

routput, function o, operation, leavipg the drtails ofa fruit, aid fresh vegetables, and medical departmentdesign, fabrication, and internal workings to the b
manufacturer. Control data are included in this ologicals. (AR 320-5. JCS Pub 1)

type. (DLAR 4185.1/AFR 67-80/AR PERISHABLE ITEMS
700-3i/NAVMATINST 4000.25A/MCO 4000.46) Food items which require controlled conditions of
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT temperaturc and/or humidity during transportation

1. Description of Output. and storage. (AR 320-5)

2. Unit of Measure. PERMAFROST
3. Quantity. (DOD 7000.5) Pcrmanentiy frozen subsoil. (JCS Pub 1)

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT BASELINE PERMANENT FAMILY FILE
The time-phased budget plan against which A master deck of family name codes and item

contract performance is measured. It is formed by identification zodes provided to: (A) Each industrial
the budgets assigred to scheduled cost accounts Naval air station for those items for which they are
and the applicable indirect budgets. For future the cognizant desi-tated overhaul point, including
effort. not planned to the cost account level, the Material Control Code "D" items. (B) Each
performance measurement baseline also includes NAVAIRSYSCOMREP for items repaired in their
budgets assigned to higher level CWBS elements, area. (FASOINST 470U.27)
and undistributed budgets. It equals the total PERMANENT INSTALLATION
allocated budget less management reserve. (DOD AN installation
7000.2) An installation }dentil~eJ as permanent in the

Department of the Army Stationing Plan for
PERFORMING ACTIVITY Permanent Construction. (AR 210-20)

A separately managed and financed PERMANENT PROPERTY
Government-owned and operated installation MANET ppeRTY
charged with the responsibility of accepting the Machinery. appliances, apparatus. etc.. that are
orders and managing the work requested by the permanently installed and intended for lasting use

ordering activity. This includes designated major at a military establishment. (AR 320-5) A -
T&E activities wherein a contractor function is PERMANENT SET
essentially an extension of the in-house capability The deformation remaining after a material hias
as opposed to contractor operations that are been stressed beyond the yield point and the load
actuaily discrete and separate from the ordinary then released. (AFM 127-201)
DOD components' functions. (AFSCR 177-2) PERMANENT SYSTEM CONTROL NUMBER (PSCN)
PERFORMING ACTIVITY (AFSC ACTIVITY) An item identification number assigned through

AFSC subordinate command that will fill the standardization efforts, to an item which is
customer's order or provide support under "authorized for procurement" even though there
host-tenant agreen'ent. It may also be ani AFSC are no imnediame requirements for the item. The
tenant. that i... Iaho,'atbour . located on an AFSC base PSCN may be assigned to -standard" items even
providing support to other activities. agencies, etc. though the "standard" items have not been

1AFSCR 170-9) identified as replacements for other items coded
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"Not Authorized for Future Procurement." When used for personal travel aind which is norinafly
arequirement for procurement is established, the siedeparately by expedited traosportation front

PSCN mnay be converted to anl NSN (Chapter 7). the buik of his p~eisoii property It may include
(.XFM1 67-1) but is not. nccessarily limited to personal clothing.

PERMSSIV CODNG lrofessioial equipment. es.iential dishes, pots, pans.
Designation of selected items whic.h qualify for linens, and other light housekeeping items.

retention for Service management in accordance collapsible crb.seileupetrequired f~r
with IC Criteria 7 or 9, but which by decision of patients anid other items required for care of
the ICP. are coded to the CI116. (DOD deperndenzt:. It miay also include other items

ncsayfor health.* welfare and morale of the
membe; For spcz-ific entitlements see the

PERIT eguatitiof the DDcomponents. IDSAR 4145.8)
A ih fecuieuse and operation of ia qimn

stoagefailiy r prtthereof granted by one PERSONAL RETENTION ITEMS
Gwermen a~enc toanother for a specified Those items of clothing! and individual equipment

perio- f ie (AFR 6721) wihaesudtoheindlividual an: accoun.i d for
on A For 53. (A.1167-1)

Indvidali owedhousehold effects, baggage PERSONNEL
an eils DD4500.32-R) Personnel re (,-lred to operate. control and

orainatantees systems. facilities, and equipment.
except real p~roperty aiid vessels of the following including train ing aids nnd supplort equipment.
categories: battleships, cruisers, aircraft carriers. (AM aTInT40.
destroyers and submarines. (DSA.1 F130.1. DAR Pesnlinheum rsad itte ceaz
24-101 ..153) Pronli h ubr n ihteiee,-

Property of any kind or any interest therein. i~ eurdtooeaeal]sipotas-eiO
except real property, records' of the Federal equipmaent in its operational enva'onieut. 'AFP

Government, and naial vessels of the follo-wing 804
categories: aircraft carriers, battleships, cruisers PERSONNEL EQUIVALENT (PE)

Property of any kind or any interest the:'ein., One HR is aii amiount (,f work equal to thlat
except real property as defined in B-102.8 -.nd accomplished byaverg w'krno1'yerb
vessels of the following categories: battleships. working ain enltirelr Iiorin-a wvork sc~lediile.
cruisers, aircraft carriers, destroyers. and (AFLCII 490-2)
submarines. (DAC 76-17) A unit of measurement whichi is coimpirise'd of the

Plant equipment, machine tools, test equipment, average number of effective working hours per
furiiiture, vehicles, and accessory and auxiliary

item. (ASCR 8-5)person per annum. (AFI.CR .100-15)
Includes household goods and unaccompanied PERSONNEL EXPERIMENTATION AND TESTING DEVICE

baggage. Lo,-a I Iy fa Iir-cated devives and apitn.rat us
I. Hou-ehold goods means furniture -and employed in the ateasurement of liersol-.iel apititude

furnishings or equipment. clothing. piersonal and Iproficiellill Cncn'ttioni with thle selection iil(I
e-ffects, professional books. papers and equipmnent cllsiiain fmltr p'rsenei and t lit,
and other personal property associatedI with the development of effective t raining proct'dlre's. (A~ FMI
home an 111personi. Also Included a ire spare part., for 67-1)
p;rivately-oi.ned vehicles (two extra tires and
wheels, tire chains, t oolIs. battery chargers. PFRSONNEL SERVICES ACTIVITIES
acesoe, et, I and other types of chbice"~ %Iich~ .Arti iitit's ope'ra ted 1,y a M ili twa evi'v itl on ther
wvert' spec1 fit al I Iv an iifact ii red !o pr'clidt, I ict'ir-ing chlinpole'nt of t(lit' Depaii t'i of Det'fe'nse. %vilich are'
(1n lpal'it hlighwaysv. (mlower. siiow-plow. suillt'nelnttd with Ii iwiiapllrollia-l fluld.'. and

5 nw-ne~il~ .~'f ~,.j ~ .r ativi it's. whichl a re foi'r I '-1i'iarvI 1111)t
2. ncrnip i i'dhaggagt' is t ha t por:t ion ol' tilie oif providling" seaT et's. i.e.srvlce cluills. ill-ell

iemlier s awthtorizeil wt'igl t a Ilea 'a nt. oaf personal~ I messes. pies . tIiiii.s dt'pt'ndent selloods. ;$,(
pr~ty whichI is 1110! Ira iilpoi'i cal free oil a t ic'kt Sj'i tr ttsorii ts1 R 6-6
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PERSONNEL, GRADED CIVILIAN PETROLEUM, OILS AND LUBRICANTS
All persons currently employed in the GS and A broad term which includes all pet'roleum and

CPC categories plus persons performing duties associated products used by the Armed Forces (AR
similar to persons in these categories plus 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
personal-service contract employees. (DOD 5000.8) PHANTOM ORDER
PERSONNEL, UNGRADED CIVILIAN A draft contract with an industrial establishment

Individuals performing skilled or unskilled duties for wartime production of a specific product with
at rates of pay established by local area wage provisions for necessary preplanning in time of
boards. (DOD 5000.8) peace and for immediate execution of the contract

PERT upon receipt of proper authority. (JCS Pub 1)
Program Evaluation and Review Technique and PHASED ESTIMATES] PERT cost and management tools used by the Air

Foc i•cmlxadhg-r-rt rgasdrn The Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR)
Force in complex and high-prority programs during assessment of the total (direct, indirect, overhead)
the research and development phase. PERT is an costs and direct hours which will be spent on a job
adaptation of 41he electronic computer to the Gantt in a month or other period plus the cost and hours
Chart described below. (AFSCM 84-2) already spent on the job in the current fiscal year.

PERTICOST This field use is optional. (AFSC1 177-265)
A rai gement information system for planning

and control for evaluation of progress versus plan P
as to both time and cost. which is based upon a Defrment of large quantity procurement of

product oriented work breakdown structure, a time support items untI operational programs and design
aependency network of the project or program plan configurations :f equipment become stabilized
and cost related to work packages which couple to and/or in servicc usage experience can be cor.,piled,
the network and to the cost :.ccounting system. analyzed. and applied in making provisioning
(NAVSHIPSINST 4330.30B) decisioais. (AFR 67-25)

PERTITIME PHASED PROVISIONING
A management information system for planning A management refinement ti, the provisioning

and control for evaluation of progress versus plan process whereby quantity procuremem" of selected
as to time only, which is based upon a product items is phased by time interval into the later
oriented work breakdown structure and a time stages of production. thereby enhancing the ,bility
dependency network of the project or program plan. of the - provisioning activity to select tl-:e most
(NAVSHIPSINST 4330.30B) favorable mix of requirements. (ASO.XT 4;?:3.22)

PETROLEUM The provisioning procedure utilized v. hen
An oily, liquid solution of hydrocarbons which. procurement of any part of the initially comm'teld

when fractiopally distilled, yields l)araffin. provisioned quantity is deferred and the contractorI kerosene. fuel oil, gasoline. etc. .JCS Pub 1) is required to accelerate manufacture of seiected -:

PTLMIEitemEC iN tSVe end article production program so as to
PETROLEUM INTERSECTIONAL SERVICE create a p~roduction buffer stock front which theAn intersectional or interzonal service in a selected items may be ordered to support

theater of operations that operates pipelines at', unforeseen reoairenients and premature failures.
related facilities for the supply of bulk petroleum AFLCR 57-27-
pro)Iduct-, tc theater Army elements and other forces Procurement of all or part (if the total initial
a. directed. (AR :120-1. .JCS Pub 1) quantities of selected support itills is deferrvd I
PETROLEUM LABORATORY until tie later stages 4f production whenl
.\ fari'i . eit ihcr fixt-i or mobile. operated by . op erationa auid ,nauintena lce I~',grauiwill ih. more

ilit ar. dpr.p;,rnint. ,or lv a commercial ('.i'li tabilized .','., in-service exlwrienct will be
ii :nh'c o'mn tract. ,h..iWd ts tct ptrllenl.lill products availalhe. Sui deferment eihmbles item
I,, in.- in*.-aliiity \Ih i7-461 managrement activities to predict their requnirements

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS Int1re Ir.lialiy. 1.1 67.--1)7

I1t .....um -r ., -v:1hli,. hast. luilricants and PHASED PROVISIONING CONCEPT
lictralrtin l;m:,, filkl.- .il hi the .Armcd Forces. I)efernwiit or iarge'I qnntity proncurement of
(.\Fi I;-41; curlaih selecidl s in'Plrt items until opi.'it ion-al

al



1progrirn and (designl configuration of #tiint.... the presence of -.n acuite or chronic comuuicabhv
Ibecome stabilizedl andl/or in service usage disease. i'erniine infestation or ainy r

experience canl be compiled, analyzed and( vapplikd in deterioration of ph~sical status. (AR :320-5.1I making provisioning decisions.* (AF1,CM 5-5-3.
AFSCMiS-2)PHYSICAL iNVENTORY

PHAEOU DAEA recordl of proplerty oil hall( based. onl phi~ swi
Assigned (late for removal of ';AeL akag±. cut AM6-

equipment. or facility, or the date rei1.oval was PHYSICAL INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT
completedl This inay or :r.4y not coincidle with thc The accounting transaction used to c(orrec :4

4aeof deactivation. 1,AFR 100-18) recOrded balance 'chea :n disagyreemen: withIlist of standlard words used[ to identifv letters or unscheduled inventory. material relise denal

in a mesg risnte vradioortlpne lcain eod aut. 0'A
The following a e the authorized words, listed in capitalizatio: "o. calitalization aictioni which ref ~t
order. for each letter in thke alphabet: Alfa. Bravo, a tile gain los's ac':on. Specifita!.I v'xckuded a.tr
Charlie. Delta. Echio. Foxtrot. Golf. Hotel. 1~(ii adjtustment., resulting fromn reidentification. ea:....;
Jijliet. Kilo. Lima. Mlike. November. Oscar. Pana. data changes. purpose or coniion code changes.
Quebec, Ronmero, Sierra. Tango. Uniform. XYictor. and condemn11ationl Of Materiel reStilti.Ifg froml- !e014,111
Whiskey, X-ra%. Yankee. and Zulu. (,CS Pill 1) and/or surveillance p~rogramis. Accounting erreo-

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS erors attributed to comput--r nialfunction-.-1
Quantitative and qualitativ, expressions of !~oga ero. et. N-0o l1cierr;~d

inaterial feature,s. -tcl, as composition. dies~~ ~'~a netr :~utan~ l 1~5
Ifinishes, form, fit and their respective toieran.e-s. PHYSICAL SECURITYI (DOD 5010.19) Ani ;*ssessmient of all phy.sical sertiritv ny

Those military characteristics of equipment which taken to safeguiard classified equipm~ntn. iaeFRuI
are ;)rimariyhsical inntr.sc swilt

ae . ounmanl . aep fngatue su nss.. *'id documents from acces, thereto 'ir observation
shae.volme wterinofng.an surdnes, thereof by unauthorized p~ersons. 1AFS('l' .).--41 ;_
(DO 300.8 JC Pu 1)That part of : ectinitv concernled with physical

PHYSIC4-L CONFIGURATION AUDIT measure!: designied to safeguard per.,nillltl. il)o2
Th(: formal examination of the ats-b-nlt prevent unauthorizedl access to -qipilleilt. faicihiiX'. -

Iconfiguration of a unit of a CI a.gainst it., technical mavterial. end (docunment.,. and to .afe'guiad tihe.1,A
documentation in order to establish the C! 's inlitial agalm-t espionage. sabotage. dllma'e. and Ik!it.
p~roduct configuration identification. (DOD -5010.19) (Jcs Pill 1:

PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION INSPECTION (PCI) PHYSICALLY COMPLETE CONTRACT
A detailed inspection of the modification to A contract 'order oil which all line items hnve

ensure that the miodification has beeni properly benc pltl ipdadrcivd:ibaea
accomp~lished as p~rescribedI in the modification fr rc.(F.R71I
package. (AFSCR 80-33)

PHYSIAL CUTODYPHYSICALLY COMPLETED CONTRACT
-J Actual possession of the aircraft for a definite A contract is phvsic:-Ilit comnplete whent!.

A cOP A ~' NSTP.544.2Aicontractor has compileted tit, reoi ed d..hi' ri--. of
liii i1)O~~~~~~~C. ~supplies a id t le gvinm*th! Ilic d

*PHYSICAL DAMAGE accepited such soupplies: tIlit, -int rait ir has
Damage from internal ilor external forces which performed all serv icesa iid] thle gmo nmn t I,;:

re'sul It inbreaikage. denihg. mnarring.. d1istort ion. *Iccepit-di such sterv iciv. or ntieof ci ~et

d is'.acenment. oz,- abra~ion. (AFP -11-4) term inaition Ila,~ lit-ell givenl tilt, 'omlt ractor 1lilte

Ph~ sical clieck as toI prope~rty to ;iscert ; ;nst Ii'igi- mrs''t" ilielt %%ill II.- tilsidt-lred4 1111: sic;. .i%
a m'mu uts onl haind, stamt n!. (if su pply. etc~. (ARI 3:20--4 complllete uhIi notice oif c..lilidtt- terii 11t ion hlas

Physical check mlade lly d iret. ob!.vr-%at ion. andl bten i'seil '. t hr vont rart Pt-iod has .'elii nil.
- ~~whenl indicatedl. a parit ial exa nmi natif io a s serta in . F (l 70h-1l
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PICA LEVEL OF AUTHORITY techniques as will be used in the full production.

A code that identifies the levels of authority of a (NA VAIRINST 4700.2, MIL-STD-721)
PICA. The code indicates (1) Logistics Materiel A limited production run of a new system which
Management. (2) Level of Responsibility, and (3) has completed engineering development and for
Basis of Categorization. (DOD 4160.2I-M-*1) which the capability to mass produce the Item for

PICK UP AND DELIVERY inventory needs to be demonstrated. (Ark 80-14)
A service rendered by carriers in which shipments PIPELINE

are picked up at consignor' s location and carried to In logistics, the channel of support of a specific
the carrier's years fur shipment and/or delivered

frmcrir'station to consignees' location portion thereof by means of which materiel or -

fro crrirspersonnel flow from sources of procurement to
without additional charge. (A money allowance may thiponofue(CSPbAF 677

be ive inlie ofthi sevic iftheshiperor A full pipeline is defined as a sufficient quantity
receiver performs the service for himself). (DSAR of assets, on hand and/or on order, to meet
4500.3) forecasted demands throuigh a. period equal to the
PICTOGRAPH procurement lead time plus the safety level and

A visual presentation of numerical data by a Protectable Mobilization Reserve Assets of the LIM,
drawing using picture-symbols of the subject if applicable. (DOD 4160.21-M-1)
matter. In order to show comparisons, relative That portion of (a) approved and funded MAP
magnitude m-y be illustrated by proporcionate articles and services, and (b) accepted FNIS orders
repetition of a picture-symbol. or biy proportionate for defense articleL and services, for which

-:differences in size of the related picture-symbols. delivery, either constructive or actual, has not
(DOD 300.8)occurred, or services have not been rendered. tDODI

PIECE MARK iM05.38M)
Identification number for an individual piart, PIPELINE FILLsubassembly, or assembly. (AR 310-25) The volume (quantity) of product requiredl to

PILFERADLE (vomlektely fill a pipeline. whether in operation or

Material which requires a high degree of not. (DOD 4140.25-1t)I
protection and control, a -eady resale value, civilian
utility, or applications as to personal possession. PIPELINE TIME
and is therefore especially subject to the~ft. The number of calendair days between the date I

(AFLCR 66-34, AFLCR 66-53) requisition is initiated and the date of material
receipt by the consignee. (AFM 11-1. AFM 67-1)PILOT -

Pilot refers only to pilots who actively fly. PIPELINE T!ME QUANTITY
-~(AFLCR 60-2) That qjiantity calculated by multiplying the daily x

PILT IN PRCUEMNTdemand rate by the amount (.f tim11e. III days.
A limited initial production procurement of newly rqie oievrpoutfo oret emnl

dleveloped equip~menlt initiated in advance of the ncldngihr. ead~tln imsa plcbe
equtiipment being specified for incorporat:on in (DOD 4140.2-M31
production aircraft (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) PIPELINE, TURN-AROUND

-- - PLOTMATRIAS Aircrait in trimiit to or in Pureati of Xavai
Aminimum quantity of special materials. - Fleet Re;idiiiess cu~stody for Rlework.

u..tiaully finished Coonoients. forgings. and Re utii Iwo~rk. In prcs of Rework. anid :In
autug. identified witlli specific prodluction return to ;ervice. IOPXA VI\XT54.B

equli:en jij(g proct'WLe. and reiired for tlic PLA 55sg~t~ln

hi.sa ~~m l~ m.~ ig ~ i i ni iForcetin pecfcain bym Wtem. I *'.n flou11-1)
reclvaio .Al, :11-)



PLAN PLANNED OBLIGATED SPACE
A proposed method for accomplishing a mission Vacant space that is planned for occupancy by

or reaching an objective. It implies use of specific materiel within a period of six months.
imaginative scope and vision and mental (AFM 67-1)
formulation of ideas and in its refined state a plan PLANNED OPERATING BASE
becomes a detailed documentation of necessary A locality to which units are projected to deploy
actions for the accomplishment of an objective. a ocate to h ing a conecy, tdeo
Functional planning is performed by all AFLC and operate out o during a contingency. (AFM
organizations while corporate planning is the li-I)
responsibility of the DCS/Plans and Programs (XR). PLANNED PRODUCER
(AFLCR 400-9) An industrial firm which has indicated its

PLAN TOE willingness to produce specified military items in a
A new TOE or a major or routine revision of national emergency by completing an Industrial

existing TOE prepared by a TOE proponent and Preparedness Program Production Planning

incorporating all changes resulting from review of Schedule (PD Form 1519). DAC 76-6)
Draft Plan TOE, or containing supporting rationale PLANNED QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM
for nonadoption of Draft P!,n review changes. (AR A program of correlated inspections, analysis,
310-44) production certification designed to provide

PLANNED (OR PLANNING) ITEM effective and economical control of the quality of a

Any item selected for industrial preparedness product, process, or commodity area. (AFLCM
planning under the criteria of DOD Instruction 74-2)

4005.3, "Industrial Preparedness Production PLANNED REQUIREMENT
,'hining Procedures." (DAC 76-6, DOD 4005.1) The quantity of material expected to be needed to

PLANNED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT fill the requirements set forth in or derived from
This term pertains to the act of planning and authorized programs. (NAVEXOS '-1500)

programming known workloads to effectively utilize PLANNED REQUIREMENT STATUS CARD
assigned manpower. As examples: At the CHef of Used by inventory manager to inform customer
Mainteniance and his staff level, this concerns that request for Planned Requirements have been
allocation and distribution of manpower among the approved and established centrally on inventory
various work centers, controlling shift strengths manager records and also on the records of a
and establishing appropriate priorities for specified stocking activity. (NAVSUP Pub. 437)
maintenance functions. At workload. control level,
this concerns exercise of job scheduling and PLANNED STANDARD EQUIPMENT
l)ecialist dispatch control to effectively accomplish Classification denoting those equipments under
all known jobs in relationship to established evaluation or consideration - approval for service
priorities. At work center and crew level, this use and classification is required for equipments in
concerns scheduling and sequencing of individual this category prior to installation. (SEC\AVI\*ST
task, in the most logical and practical order of 4814.1)
accomplishment to avoid wasted effort, prevent job PLANNING
interruptions to avoid wasted effort, prevent job The process of determining what actions or
intrruptions that can occur due to interference
hetween tasks, and to prom~ote efficient work habits capabilities are needed to accomplish a mission.
to assure the highest possible maintenance quality. ntAVMAT P-42l 5aT).(-2-lEntails the s.vstematic app~lication of
(T.(). 00-20-1) engineering/ production techniques to determine
PLANNED MAINTENANCE SYSTEM processing methods to be employed: the

Pertains to preventive rather than corrective requirement for manpower. equipment. tools.
maintenance. It systemizes the conduct of aircraft materials. etc.. to produce a given quantity of
insl)ection. ly coniuining it in convenient decks of products or service in a timely nanner. within
t1aintenaice Requirement Cards for every type specified tuality limits. nu ( It a competitive cost.
aircraft. (COM NA\:V lRPACINST 1710.6) PAFI.'R (1-4)
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PLANNING AND BDEAYSTM ESPLANNING FACTOR (LOGISTICS)A
Ph'eestimates are developed onl thv 1xisis of A properly se~ected mulItiplier. used in planning

avaiilable information, utilizing standard Military toesiaeh notadtpeoefo:nole
rwartlent factors and frta ite:bsn of in a contemplated operation. Planning factors art,
a pricing stud'\ They are us ~d for "pllanning" or ofte;s expressed as rates, ratio.- or lengths of ime.

'1geting" purposes only\ and arie not considei ed (AR 3)20-5 AFMf 11-1, JCS Pub 1)
alhd for purposes of DD Form 1513 preparation. PANN AKG
(APFR 400-3)

A logical aggregation of work within a cost
PLANN19G AND BUDGETARY (P&B) DATA account, normally the fai termn effort, that can be

P,&B data are cumputed onl the basis of avaiiab~e identifi d an ludgeted in early base'ine ;ilanr~ing,
informationi, after utilizing standar d IT Air Force but is ,ot yet defined into' work packages.
!aclors and formulas in the absence of Jetailed %'~P/AFLCP 173-5. DOD 7000.2)

Ii ormat~on. and in 'ute absence of ? pricing study.
Generally, budgetary data representS gross PLANNING PURCHASE REQUEST 441aes a eep'ie n stwts - itt ouetintae naacpto fnx

~aaes.ca beexediedandesin~te ar nt t Adocmet iitate i anicpatonof eAhe dsed 'or purchases because they are niot year 's needs clearly stamped "Planning Purelhase
officientlv accurate for the reasons stated. (AFR Request. " No commitinelt may be incurredI until
100-20) fund availability is certified but 1-'eiimiinarv details

PLANING STIATE PE)mat' be developed. This action is frequently:1 PANNNG STIMTE PE)refer-red to as early implen-jentation of the program.
The estimates of operational/technical (FC 71

characteristics, schedule, and Program AXcquisition ASM2
Cost (yappropriation), developed at the time the PLANNING SUMMARYI
Secretary of Defense approved program initiption. A\n expanded program element. project. or task

For ~k urpses.Milstoe I illnorallyb- ummry f planaed efforts. It contains all data

Decsio CoiJatngPapr (CP wil nrml)\be Development Planning Summary, and AF Form
used as a source for the characteristics,sceue 57WapnStmBdgtEiae. oraly
and cost estimates: however, in the absence of anl a p~roduct of AFSC comp~uterized management
approved DCP, a draft DCP, De~ision Package Set information systems which provides information oni
(UPS), Technii~al Development Plan ('TDPI). R&D r-esources, obective and ppyoff. p~lans, schedule.
Des;criptive Summary, Congressional Data Sheet. progr'ess and accomplishmnentts. May be used
FYDP or some similar document or combination of instead of Technology Programn Plan when approval
documents may be used. All vaiues shou!d be is indicated onl AFSC Form .36, AFSC Program
expressed in terms of goals rather than thresholds. Direction. (AFSCR S0-19) NThe specific source document used will be identified
in the repo~t. Once a PE baseline is established, it PLANN NG-ROGRAMMING-BUDGETING CYCL
will not be changed unless specific prior approval is These three actions form the cycle r'equired to
granted by the Assistant Secretary of Defense effectively and economically achieve the
(Comptroller) (ASD(C)). The PE will ereflecte up management and direction of the Air Force.
to and including the first timre the Development Planning is the process of developing method., to
Estimate (DE') is reported as the program baseline, obtain objectives. Programming is the process. of
(DOD 7000.3) identifying and scheduling the objectiv'e program11

from " cradle to the grave." Budgeting is the
PLANNING FACTOR process of accounting and funding for the resources

In Cost Analysis. anl estimating relationship used 'eqiied to mneet the imnvudiatez objective. (A FM1
to compute the amiount and( type of effort or' 111
resources which will be neces sary to derelop.
produce. acquire. and/for operate a given system. PLANNINGIPROGRAMMING/BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS)
('Ia n ntg factoris are, often expressed as eates. An) integrated system for the establishment.
r'at ios. or lengths of t ime. li-A usually function by ma intenantce. antd revisionl of hie Five-Year IDefenlse
relating one dIesign. performance. orl operating Program ("YD) and D)01 budget. Through this-
characteristic ithe cost of which is known) to systemn. policy formulation is combined with
anlot her characteristic (the cost of which is to be budget ing allocation to provide a mnechanism for
determined). (A FS('L 1731-2) ;taIvi.%AF".('R 4001)
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PLANOGRAPH any oie plant or location, 90 days after receipt by
I][ A scale drawing of a storage area s':,wing the the termination contracting officer (TCO) of

approved layout of the area, location of bulk, bin, acceptable inventory schedules covering all items of
lack and box pa'!et areas, aisles, assembly areas, that particular property classification in the
walls, doorways, directions of storage, office space, termination inventory at that plant or location, or
wash rooms and othef spport and operational ending on soch later date as may be agreed to by
areas. (AFR 69-s,) the TOO and the contractor. Final phase of a plant

PLANT clearance period means that part of a plant
A srutur, r gou ofstuctre, o a clearance period after receipt of acceptaLle

A structure, or group of structures, on a inventory scheduled covering all items of thecontiguous site, operated by a single contractor ippromne o DO cotat. particular property classification t the plant or ,
performance of DOD contracts. oain DR8i11)

Contractor.-nperated facilities of ah types, including location. (DAR 8-101.12)
those owned by the Government, and including PLANT COGNIZANCE
laboratories, research facilities, educational The responsibility for performance of CAS on all
institutions, and non-profit organizations, are contracts in a contractor' s plant. This
considered as plants. Plants of the same corporation responsibility is assumed by DCAS at all plants
not located on the contiguous site, to be susceptible except those specifically assigned to the Militar
for assignment, must meet the basic criteria for Departments by ASD(I&L). (DOD 4105.59)
plant assignment and require justification as such. PLANT rOGNIZANCE ASSIGNMENT
(DOD 4105.59) An assignm-nt made by the ASD (J&L) to a

PLANT CLEARANCE single Military Depprtment as the DOD
All actions related to the screening, representative for the performance of contract

redistribution, and disposal of contractor inventory administration services in a specific contracto' ' s
from a contractor's plant or work site. plant. (DOD 4105.59)
(Contractor's plant includes a Government facility
when contractor-operated.) (DAC 76-17) PLANT COMPONENT

A contract administration services activity of a
PLANT CLEARANCE OFFICER Military Department, DCAS, or NASA located in a

The Government ripresentative assigned the contraetor's plant responsible for performance of
responsibility for plant clearance. He is an contract administration services at that plant.
authorized representative -" .ie contracting officer. IDOD 4105.59)
(DAR 24-101.17) PM

The Government representative responsible for PLANT EQUIPMENT
effectimg the redistribution and disosition of ofPersonal property of a capital nature (consisting

excess contractor inventory, and, when appointed machinery. equipment. furniture, vehicles.
n Cmachine tools, accessory aad auxiliary items butPlant Clearance Contracting Officer, for executingused or capable of use in

sales contracts and contracts incident to the emc tue oflsuplies or itperof use in
removalthe manufacture of supplies or in the performaeplants. (DSAM 8130.1) of services or for any administrative or generalThe person appointed by approprate authority as plant purposes. It excludes minor plant equipment.

authorized representative of the a (DOD 5000.8, AR 320-5)an acontrating Personal property of a capital nature (consistingofficer, to assure allocabiliti and to effect of equipment. machine tools, test equipment,

11-1)

Means the Governmen' representative assigned items, but excluding special tooling and special test

the responsibility for clearing contractors' plants equipment) used or cap ble of use in theofccs n upu otatrivnoy manufacture of 5ul)plies or the Ierformance of

(NAVMTxST 4340.a) services or for any administrative or general plant
purpose. (DAR 8-401.13. AF.I 11-1. JCS Pub 1)

PLANT CLEARANCE PERIOD All actions related to the screening.
A period beginning with the effective date of the redistribution. and dispinsa! of contractor inventory

termination for convelience and ending. for each from a contractor's plant or work site.
particular llroperty clas.,ification {sclh as raw (Contractor's plant includes a Government facility
material.s. purchased pants. "nld work in process) at when Col t rac! o il-opera ted). ()AR 24-101.161
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The necessary shop equipment required for PLANT-EQUIPMENT ACCESSORY ITEM
operation of the l.rojeci. This is other than Real An item which facilitates or enhanees the
Property Installed Equipment (RPIE) and MMHS. opet'ation of plant equipment 'Nut which is not
Includes mills, lathes, numerical control machines, essential for its operation such as remote control
testers, etc. (AFLCR 78-4) devices. Generally accounted for as part of the unit
PLANT EQUIPMENT CODE (PEC) of plan, equipment to which attached. (DOD

A twelve digit subclassification system within the 5000.8)
framework of the Federal Supply Classification POINT
(FSC) to encode the primary characteristics of items A nonreporting activity except for Material

of IPF. (TM 38-260/ NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR Control Code "G" items, carries sock for its own
71-18;/M1CO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) consumption and for the support or assigned

A subclassificaticn coding system withii, the aircraft and dependent satellite activities.

framework of the Federal Supply Classification aSrf anU 2d05a)

(FSC), not to exceed 12 digits. (DOD 1160.21-M) (NAVSUP MANUAL 21051)

PLANT EQUIPMENT PACKAGE (PEP) POINT OF DELIVERY
A complement of active and/or idle plant The Continental United States (CONUS) point of

equipment which has been formally approved for origin of the materiel is normally the point of
retention by the Assistant Secretary of Defense delivery to the purchasing country. If the items
(:nstallations and Logistics). (TM 38-260, NAVSUP are procured for shipment directly from a U.S.
Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO 4870.62/DSAIM 4145.9) contractor, this point will normally be the

An assemblage of government-owned equipment, coatractor's loading facility. If items are supplies
which is assigned to a specific program, and which, from DOD stocks, this point will be a DOD depot
either as an entirety or when combined with other loading facility or the nearest post orfice facility in
existing equipment, will be capable of producing at the case of parcel post. When delivery (e.g., other
a specific level a military enditem or component. military installations in CONUS or overseas.
This equipment may be in plants or in storage overseas depots, overseas contractors' plans, or in
under the custody of one of the military accordance with FMS Delivery Term Codes
departments or in the national industrial reserve MILSTRIP) must be clearly specified in th? DD
plants. (DOD 5000.8) Form 1513. Unitei Stateb Department of Defense
PLANT EQUIPMENT PACKAGES (PEPs) Offer and Acceptance. (AFR 67-7)

Designated packages of active or idle POINT TO POINT SEALIFT
Government-owned industrial plant equipment, The movement of troops and/or cargo in Military
special tooling, and special test equipment to Sealift Command nucleus or commercial ship!ping
l)rovide supplemetal post M-da% production between establishea ports, in administrativei capacity to a contractor's existing capacity, or to landings or logistics over the shore ,,perations.
maintain essential production capacitY for futre (JSC Pub 1)
production programs. (AFP 78-13)

PLANT EQUIPMENT, MINOR POISONS (HAZARDOUS COMMODITY)
An item of plant equipment having unit value a. Class A Poison. Poisonous gases or liquids

Aliite ofplat euipenthavng unt vlue that ai'e cf such natui'e that a v'er% small vimount ofof less than 200, and other plai;t equipment, thas r f of th i ied wial nt of
regardless of cost, when so designated by the the gas or vapor of the liquid mixed with air is
Government. (DOD 53000.8) dz,.gerous to life. *

b. Chss B Poisons. Class B poisons :ire
PLANT MANAGEMENT (PM) INSTRUCTIONS substances, liquids . or solids (including pastes and

A set of instructions placed with the shop seinisol'ds) other than Class A poison or irritating
equipment which advises the Plant Management materials that aro known to be so toxic to man to
personnel of the P3! tasks they must perform, the afford hazard to htath during transportation.
skill required to perform the ta'k, and the relative . Iitating Materials.A liquid or solid
frequency of acconi~lish:nent. (AFICR 6i-34) substance which upon contact with fire. or when A

PLANT REPRESENTATIVE exposed to air. gives off dangerous or intensely
The person in charge of a plant component, i'ritathlug fumes. hilt not including any poisonous

usually a military officer. ()O) 4105.59) article. Class .. (AFM 67-1)
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POLICY personnel upon wnich other activities may dzaw.
A settled course adopted or prescribed to be The primary puipose of a pool is to promote

followed by an individual or group of individuals, maximum efficiency of use of the pooled resources
Policy should be based upon principle, but must or personiel, e.g., a petroleum pool, a labir and
recoicile therewith practical considerations having a equipment pool. (JCS Pub 1)
bearing on timely, effective action. (AFM 67-1, Any combination of resources which serve a
DOD 5000.8) cemmon purpose. (JCS Pub 1) 12! ~ ~~An accepted or spttled way for approaching a PO QIMN

problem, EQUIPMENT
i problem, determined by appropriate authority and

passed through guidance to subordinates. Each Special items of equipmei.t wnich, due to their
slpecializ 'J nature or inherent characteristics, areorganizational echelon may thus establish policy spcai1dn3r0r neet hrceisis r

orgniatonl chlo my stblshnot adapted to normal issue and whose use is _7when interpreting ur providing guidance on policy determined by normal cis a heate o"determined by normal conditions in a theater of
received from high authority. (AFM 11-1) operations rather than by the mission of a type

POLICY AGREEMENT organization. (AR 320-5)I Any agreement between a qualified organization
and the Department of the Army which established POPULATION• A universe, lot. or field of articles containing a1,
a legal basis for the release of Army documents to

a qualified organization, provides for determination unknown pattern of variation from which a known

4 by an organization of its desired place in the Army sample is taken. (AFSCM 78-1)
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation PORT CALL REQUEST CARD
Program and requires the submisson to the Army Punch card p:epared or completed by the
of a report on such evaluations. (AR 70-35) requesting activity for submission to the MTMTS
POLICY DIRECTION area office for the purpose of obtaining instructions

Professional or specialized direction e,:ercised which will specify the time, date, and place to which

through the approval or promulgation of program an individual is to report for oversea movement.

objectives and basic policy. (AR 70-11) (AR 55-28)

POLICY, ACCOUNTING PORT CALL RESPONSE CARD

A settled course in the accounting area adopted Punch card prepared by the MTMTS ,rea office

or prescried to be followed by those with the containing instructions for an individual to report to

responsibility for the accounting function. (DOD a esg p p
5000.8) oversea movement. (AR 5 -28)

POLICY, FISCAL PORT CAPACITY

The policy pursued by Government in connection The estimated capacity of a port or an anchorage
to clear cargo in 24 hours usually expressed in tons.

with legislation or administrative practices relating
to taxation, the Public Debt, cu.rency, public (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)

appropriations and expenditures, government funds, PORT CHARGES
and similar matters; particularly the intended effect Cast incurred in the movement of materiel
of such legislation and administrative practices through ports of embarkation or debarkation as
upon private business and economy of the Nation. follows:
(DOD 5000.8) 1. Port Entry Charges. User costs (rental fees

POLITICAL WARFARE for space and equipment at the port of discharge,
Aggressive use of political means to achieve towboat fees, pilot fees, lighter fees, linehandlerfees, dockage or wharfage fees. etc.) and port ofnational objectives. (JCS Pub 1) harbor fees applied to the ship (tonnage fees.

POLITICO-MILITARY GAMING lighthouse fees, harbor dues, etc.).
Simulation o; situations involving the interaction 2. Port Loading and Unloading Cost. Cost

of political, military, sociological, psychological, incurred for labor, materials, or services for
economic, scientific, and other appropriate factors. loadiig, unloading and handling at ports of
(JCS Pub 1) embarkation and debarkation. (AFR 400-20)
POOL PORT DISCHARGE CAPACITY

To maintain and control a supp1 of resources or Tonnage that can be discharged and number of
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personnel that can be debarked from ships by a PORT SECURITY
terminal or port. (AR 320-5) The safeguarding of vessels, harbors, ports,

waterfront facilities and cargo from internal threats
PORT OF AERIAL EMBARKATION (PAE) such as: Destruction, loss, or injury from sabotageThe port of aerial embarkation, normally

Thort b o eria embarkatin, norill: b or other subversive acts; accidents; thefts; or other
controlled by MAC, to which materiel will beJCS Pub 1)

shipped for subsequent overseas movement to
appropriate bases. (AFM 67-1) PORT SECURITY PROGRAM (PORTSEC)
P Those actions that are necessary and appropriate

for the protection of vessels, harbors, ports andAn authorized point of entry into a foreign waterfront facilities from threats of espionage; V
country or CONUS. (DOD 4500.32-R) sabotage; intelligence colletion directed against

A marine terminal at which troops, units, mPitary defense facilities; and related subversive activities
sponsored personnel, unit impediments and materiel including the introduction of persons or materials in
are discharged from ships and watercraft. Ports of the pursuance of such activities. (AFSCP 55-4)
dcbzrkation noimally act as ports of embarkation
on return passenger and retrograde cargo PORT SERIAL NUMBER
shipments. (AR 320-5) Identification number assigned by loading marine

The overseas port of discharge or delivery, either terminals to all ships transporting military
within the purchasing country or at any other personnel or cargo. Numbers in sequences are
foreign port designated by the purchaser, at which assigned to each voyage prior to commencemeit of
FMS materiel is discharged, for subsequent onward the voyage. (AR j20-5)
delivery to the ultimate purchaser consignee PORT THROUGHPUT CAPACITY
destination. (AFR 400-3) A planning factor used 'n determining the volume
PORT OF EMBARKATION (POE) of cargo and/or passengers a marine terminal can

handle and clear in one day, expressed both as aThe water or aerial port of embarkation (POE) lo
from which personnel and/or supplies and N the
equipment will depart for deployment to foreign factor to be used will represent reception capacity.

clearance capacity or storage capacity, whichever
a n . M 1resents the most severe terminal limitation. (ARj An authorized point of departure from a foreign 320-5)
country or CONUS. (DOD 4500.32-R)

The water or aerial port of embarkation from POSITION CONTROLS
which personnel and/or supplies and equipment will An internally generated four position numerica,
depart for deployment to foreign assignment. constant which is uni.ue by indenture within a
(AFM 67-1) given end article. Configuration master file

A marine terminal at which troops, units, military structuring is established and maintained by the
sponsored personnel, unit impediments and materiel -Iacement of this constant. Each component record
board and/or are loaded aboard ships. Ports of established in the configuration master file has a al

emarato nrmll ctasprt o dbrktin position control assigned. When a gi'-en Ron return passenger and retrograde cargo disassembly sequence is established by means of a5 shipments. (AR 320-5) link on, this constant is placed to the immediat

right of the position control assigned to the item s
PORT RECEPTION AND ASSEMBLY CAPACITY NHA. This creates a sort control word. left

The quantity of cargo that can be received and justified. which may be up to 32 positions in length. _

assembled in covered and open assembly areas Sorting on this work will cause records to assume a
within a port or terminal area at any one time. (AR numerical relationship to each other depending upon,
320-5) the value of the field. (AFLCR 171-91)
PORT REFERENCE NUMBER POSITIONING COST

The number assigned by a terminal to a shipment Accessorial costs incurred in prepositioning items
at the time it is received and tallied into the in the supplv distribution system of a military
terminal. Assigned on the basis of coihselidation of department at i,,cations outside the United State-, in
separate shipments and single (lock receipts. (AR anticipation of support to MAP customers. (AFR
320-5) 40m-201,
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POSITIVE MEASURES POSTAL CONCENTRATION CENTER
Are those actions required to fulfill the safety A military postal facility located at an export

standards, e.g., weapon design, procedures. gateway through which all mail destined to APO or
-onniand and control, physical security, human FPO addresses is channeled. (DOD 4500.32-R)
reliability, operational techniques, etc. (DOD POSTIhG
4120.13) The act of transferring to a ledger account the -

POSSESSED detailed or summarized data contained :n a book or

The quantity of a specified equipment in the ,document of original entry. (DOD 5000.8)

physical possession and control of an organization. TIe entering of an item in a record. (DOD
possssio of rganzati~~. 5000.8)(DOD 7730.25)

POSSESSING ORGANIZATION CODE POSTING SUFFIX CODE
A predetermined code assigned to a locally

The organization: number. kind and types as generated transaction and used in conjunction with
designated for all Air Force organizations in document identifier and type transaction code to
ACN's 3-5 and 3-, AFM 300-4. (APM 65-110) identify additional action(s) to be taken by the
POSSESSION computer. (AF1 67-1)

The actual ownership of and responsibility for an POST-POST
aerospace vehicle. (APR 65-110) The act of updating computer stored record on an

Possession exists when an organization is after the fact basis: such as, the movement of
physically using the aerospace vehicle to accomplish materiel is made prior to the pi -cessing and
its mission. The mission may involve the updating of the master record. (AF31 67-i
performance of aerial flight, launch, and/or POTENTIAL CONTRACTOR
performance of depot or transient maintenance. An organization outside the DOD th[t a
(AFM 67-1) sponsoring DOD activity has declared eligible for

The physical custody of an engine or module by document services on the basis of participation in
an organization, base, or command. A possessed certain Army and \avy programs or in the
engine may be deployed or prepositioned at another Department of the Air Force Technical Objectives
base. (AFM 400-1) Docament Release Program. (AFR 80-29)
POSSESSIONS POTENTIAL DOD EXCESS STOCKS

Panama Canal Zone, Virgin Islands and Other. The quantity of an item above all authorized
4 The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico will also be retention levels but for which final determination as

coisidered as a possession for purposes of tbhse i)OD excess has not been made. (DOD 4100.37)
reports. (DOD 4500.7) The quantity of an item which is indicated on

POST MORTEM INSPECTION records of an Inventory Control Point (ICP) to be
Study" and analysis of those weapons components above the retention limit of the ICP. This will be

rejected during employment and suitability test supply systems stock which is being screened within
the DOD for utilization but that has not been

(E&ST) or post-E&ST inspection to determine determined to the DOD excess. (DSAM 4140.2/AR ki

causes of failure. Post mortem inspections will be 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101). I
conducted by ERDA. (AFM 67-1) POTENAVCN PA C

~POTENTIAL VACANT SPACE

POST PROCESSOR That portion of covered net usable space ,:hich is
A computer program which translates a temporarily not available for storage because of

standardized intermediate language into machine repair or alteration to the storage area or that
codes compatible with a specific NC machine or space that can be made available by rewarehousing.
automatic tester. (AFICR 66-27) elimination of honeycombing or utilization of
POST PROPERTY maximum heights in stackinig. (AFR 69-8)

Real property. sucli as land and buildings. and POTENTIALLY INACTIVE ITEM OF SUPPLY
suplplies provided for use in garrison as listed in the A matured item of supply for which the materiel
table f allowances for military installations. (AR manager has no recorded wholesale issues for the
310-25) 12 nmonths period preceding attainment of the
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maturity date, but for which registered user PRECIOUS METALS
concurrence to delete has not yet been obtained. Gold, Silver, Platinum and the Platinum Group
(AFM 67-1) Metals--Palladium. Iridium, Rhodium, Osmium and
POWER PACK Ruthenium. (DOD 4160.21-M)

Basic engine plus components and equipment PRECIOUS METALS MASTER FILE (PMMF)
required to make an engine ready for installation in An IDMS file cortaining (NIINs' known to have
an airframe. (AFM 400-1) precicus metal content. (DOD 4160.21-M)

PQA PREAWARD SURVEY PARTICIPANT PRECIOUS METALS RECOVERY PROGRAM
The individual appointed by the quality assurance A DOD program for (aj identification,

component of the CAO to perform the preaward accumulation, recovery and refinement of precious
survey as it relates to a contractor's quality metals from excess and surplus end items, scrap,
tontrol capability. This individual signs the hypo solution and 3ther precious metal-bearing
"survey made by" block of the DD Form 1524-2, materials, when economically feasible and (b) the

(AFR 74-15) use of recovered precious metals for authorized
internal uses )r as GF.1 on government contracts to

PREAWARD SURVEY reduce new procurement costs. (DOD 4160.21-M)
An evaluation of a contractor's capability to

perform a specific proposed contract. (AFR 74-15) PRECISE FREQUENCY
Signifies a frequency requirement to within one

PREAWARD SURVEY MONITOR part in 10 degrees of an established time scale.
The person designated to administer the preaward (AR 750-25)

survey from the receipt of the request through the ?RECISE TIME
issuance of the final report (DAR K-102,1). (AFR S
74-15) Signifies a time requirement within 10

milliseconds. (AR 750-25)
PREAWARD SURVEY REVIEW BOARD PRECISION EQUIPMENT -

board established to review and approve or Precision tools and test equipment, including A
disapprove a preaward survey report (DAR measuring and calibrating instruments, standards,
K-102.3). (AFR 74-15) masters, gages, arbors. levels, straight edges, and

PRECEDENCE DESIGNATOR similar mechanical, pressure, weight. temperature.
A word or combination of letters and numbers optical, electrical and electronic devices used to

designating the precedence level of a call as defined assure and to verify accuracy requirements
in the Joint Unifcm Telephone Communication processed by the storage/maintenance activity.
Precedence System. (AFM 11-1) (DLAM 4155.4/AR 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/M1CO

PRECEDENCE RATING P4170.45B)
A combination of five or less numbers used to PRECISION MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT (PME) '

denote the relative order of mission or operational Precision measuring tools and test equipment
importance of all units, activities, or projects. The required specifically for the repair. inspection.
first one or two numbers are established by the calibration, or adjustment of any equipment. major

precedence category (1 thru 25), and the last one to assemb!y or components used therein-he normal

three numbers are a relative numerical position intended function of which is to measure or provide

within the precedence category. (AFM 11-1) a known reference of comparison or "-erific'ition of

Precedence ratings are assigned to units, performance characteristk's. (T.O. 00-20-1 AFR

activities and projec:s in the HQ USAF Program 74-2)
Document (short title PD) Bases-Units and Equipment used to measure. calibrate, ga".
Priorities (classifiedi. The precedence rating test ins)ect, diagnose, or otherwise examine.
signifies the relative order (f importance of units matei:als, supplies, and equipment. to de, ermineo t un. whelh-r thy comply ith the specifications

4 activities. and projects in the USAF operating
program, and when converted to force/activitv .stihl|s'|ed in tchnical documents. AFR 74-21
designators. i icates the priority for allocation of PRECISION MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT LABORATORY
resources. These factors must lie used for the An activity that has possession of standard. and
allocation of critical 'esnources. (AFM ?67-1 whiih is responsible for calibration and certification
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of precision measuring equipment. (T.O. 00-20-I, deploying/redeploying tactical aircraft. These
AFE 74-2) qualified crew chiefs, plus the maintenance
PR:CISION MEASURING EQUIPMENTS specialists and materiel of enroute support teams
,, P'1'hoN StaN EcIsMES and the maintenance capability of the enroute base,T: lho , standards, precision m easuring tools and a e n c s a o p o i e t e d p o i g s u d o

test equipments required specifically for repair, are necessary to provide the deploying squadron
inspection, calibration or adjustment of a with a high quality of enroute support for tactical

quipment major assembly or component used aircraft during deployment/redeployment. One

therein, the normal intended function of which is to preflight team is oiganized and maiatained for each
measure or provide a known reference or tactical fighter and each tactcal reconnaissance

performance characteristics. (AFLCM 66-2) squadron. (TACM 400-1)

PRECLUSIVE BUYING PRELIMINARY CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTPurhas i th nutrl arktregrdessof Temporary contractual instrument to enable

price, of vitally important materials to prevent them contractors to start work immediately on war

from falling intc the hands of the enemy. (AR contracts prior to the time when information is

320-5) available upon -';hich a definitive contract can be
negotiated and without the delay incideit to

The programming technique of substituting a contract negotiation. Such contractual instruments

standard value for an erroneous element of data include letters of intent, letter contracts, letter
PtOn TECue anrroned torders and letter purchase orders n AR 320-5)
where substitution is accepted and logically may be or
considered to be valid. (AFLCR i7i-91) PRELIMINARY INSPECTION STATUS (AF FORM 50B OR C)

PREDCTIN TEHNIUESThat state in which an article has been subject to

Methods for estimating future behavior of preliminary inspection for quality only, at the

materiel based on knowledge, and interrelationship, manufacturer's plant, with final inspection and
of its pirts, functions and operating environment, acceptance for payment to be made at destination or
(MIL-STD-7211 as otherwise stipulated. (AFM 6'-1)

PREDOMINANT USE PART PRELIMINARY INSPECTIONJ STATUS (DD FORM 1574 or

Multiapplication parts used predominantly in the 15741
selected end item/system. The end item/system That sta:e in which an article has been subject to

that uses most of the installed parts will be preliminary inspectin: for quality only. at .he
considered the predominant user. (AR 710-50) manufacturer's pdant. with final inspection and

acceptance for payment to be made at destination orPREFERRED ARRIVAL DA'IE as otherwise stipulated. (AFM 67-1)
A Julian date established by the Transportation

Officer based on the desired delivery indicated by PRELIMINARY OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY (POC)
the owner of personal property. (DOD 4500.32 -R) The attainment of the capability for equipment or

systems to he used by operational unit and to
PREFERRED ITEM function in a manner that is preliminary to. but in

One selected under a Department of Defense support of, the achievement of an Initial
program by which the Item is designated for Operational Capability (IOC). (AFLCR 57-271
Procurement, stock and issue, but ,:4iph is not a

Standard Item, (DOD 4100.32) PRELIMINARY PUBLICATIONS
Prerelease issues of publications for review.PREFLIGHT RELIABILITY planniihg, validation /verification, or ot her

The percentage of tatical missiles which are lveloliment program u'es. (AifSCM 310-2 o

assembled. prepared for launching. and fired: that

pass all checkout and prefiring tests and trc fired PRELIMINARY QUALIFICATION TEST
within the re:quired time limits. (AR 320-5) A tt.t gi,.en to air-breathing engines before
PREFLIGHT TcAM flight testin.. (AFM 1-1)

Preflight teams are organized ai.l maintained for PRELIMiNARY REQUIREMENTS LIST
tactical fighter and tactical reconnais;ance Services esti iate of their next 5 year."
squimdrons. .\ preflight tean cecnsi- is of those requirement., for mobile electric powei oul rces.
er",\ chiefs slpe"Ific:dly ,u,.,ignd to the (I)SAR 4120.7)
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PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL DEVELGPMENT PLAN (PTDP) appropriate PCAM cards utilizing source data
The document submitted by AFSC as the initial indicated in p.ragraph 6S. The preparing activity

response to the approved SOR/specified ADO or to for an AFSD involving a table 11 is the airframe
a special HQ USAF letter of instruction to initiate item manager. The preparing activity for tables XI,
system mianagement. The PTDF is u:.-?d by HQ %VI, etc.. is the depot which is responsible for the

USAF to support the Prog'a Change Proposal maintenance of the respective table. (AFM 67-1)
submitted to OSD foe approval of the Definition The military activity, or the activity in a Federal
Phase. (AFR 375-1) civil agency (for Federal documents only),

rer.ponsible for document and study projects and for
RLAn peaing fii smaintenance of the resultant Standardization
An operating faeility ised .;peeificaly for Douments. For the purpose of these provisions.

!reloading munitions onto MERs. TERs, missile the activity responsible for qualification. (SP-6)
launchers, or internal bomb racks for later ioading
onto or into aircraft. (See eperating tacility.) (AFR PREPOSITIONED ENGINE
127-100. Attachment 1) An engine physically located at other than i.s A

home base for the purpose of supporting home base
PRELOADING LOADING assigned aircraft on scheduled flights through

?he loading of selected items aboard ship at one specific areas. (AF.1 400-1)
port prior to the main loading of the ship at
another. (JCS Pub 1) PREPOSITIONED MOBILIZA7ION RESERVE STOCK

Those stocks of essent;al supplies and equipment
PREMIUM TRANSPORTATION which must be prepositioned prior to M-Day in

A means or method of transportation other than reasonably protected locations both overseas andthe one that would provide transportation at the within the continental United States in order to:

minimum cost. (ONMINST 5000.3) Insure that in a general war, despite substantial

PREPACKAGING interruption of supply from and within the
The assembly of materiel authorized for continenta! United States, the D-Day forces. and

prestoekage into packages which constitute support those forces which survive an enemy attack will

of a specific organizational component and/or a have a reasonable capability of effectively
specified number of flying hours, landings, etc. For performing their assigned nilitary missions and
example: A flyaway kit to support a squadron of tasks during the initial period and until supply is

B-47L aircraft for 30 days. 'This materiel is stored reestablished, as well as to insure that these forces

separately and each package is boxed and identified engaged in conflict short of general war have a
for inimediate movement upon deployment of the reasonable capability of performing their military:-
organization. (AFM 67-1) mission and tasks until adequate supply isPrganizaPinAR T) established. (NAVEXOS P-1500)
PR SPARATION TEST P E O I I N D R S R E

An engineering type test conducted or supervised PREPOSITIONED RESERVES
by the Category I! agency on a preproduction model Designated portions of the WRM set aside or

produced (luring Advanced Production Engineering earmarked for a specific purpose or designated

or early production in accordance with the force and positioned at a specified and preplanned

production specifications and drawings using point for use. AF. 67-I)
methods, materials, and equipment that will be used PREPOSITIONED WAR READINESS MATERIEL
durirg regular )roduction, in order to verify That portion of war readiness m;,teriel which
production drawings. process-s. and materials. (AR required to be positioned floc-ted) prior tv
70-10) ho.;tilities at or near the planned point of use or
PREPARATION TIIE issue to the :iser. to insure tinely support of a

That element of active repair time required to specific project Onis.ion) or designatd forcr
ot itain nue.essa:'y test equ ipment andl maintenance diring the initial phase of war. ,.endiig arrival of

manual. . and to set up the necessary equipment in replenishneot shipments i'eSUplly)• F. I -1
pre o f" That portion of the Pre-*''sitio:)ed War Reserve

i'eliaratiia for fault-location. 1.II.-STI)-7781 .Material Requirement IPIVRMII) which approved

PREPARING ACTIVITY plans dictate to lie positioncd prior to hostilities to
The A F activity whirh prepares a nd] distributes instire timely sipIpot of a specific project or

the .upply directive memora nliim. itei listing. and designed force fluring the inniiai plhase of a war or
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4 contingenry p-nding arrival of rei !,.nishment including actual launching of the missile. (AF.
shipments. It consists and is a part of: 11-1)

1. The Pre-Positioned War Reserve Materiel
Reauirment. Protectable (PWRMRP) which is that PRE-POSITION K
portion of the PWRMR protected for purposes of To place military units, equipment, or supplies aE
porm tfnn.nietrm e. or near the point of planned use or at a designated!procurement, funding, aud inv'entory managenment. A, 1? .. . . .-
9 - 9 "'" " W ; ,).., location to reduce reaction time, and to : nsulre
2. The Pre-Positioned War Reserve Materiel loati to r e r. t

Requirement, and has not been acquired or funded. ely support of a secific force during i.iti .14 (AFLCR 40':-22) phases of an operaton. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5,

£ PREPRODUCTION IWSPECTION FRE-POSITIONED WAR RESERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT

The examination and testing performed, witnessed That portion of the WRMR which approve,
S eor participated in by the government on one orres

ore itemssubmitte by a otrnt rn one ar an, positioned at or near the point of planned us..
more items submitted by a contract r on a or issue to the user prior to hostilities, to reduceproduction contract or purchase order to prove, retinim adtosuetmeyuprto

prior to his starting production, that his production recioim andeo asurtielnsumpt oa
methods (and choice of design detail, if on a specific force/project until replenishment car. be

performance specification) are capable of yielding effected. (DOD 4140.25-M)

items that compiy with the technical requirements PRE-POSITIONED WAR IESERVE MATERIEL
of the contract. (MIL-STD-109) REQUIREMENT, BALANCE

PREPROGRAM ENGINEERING That portion of the PWRMR which has not beei:

Assistance provided by AFCS in preparation of ar. acquired or fuaded. This level consists of t1.Assstace rovde byAFC inprpartio ofan PWRXR less the PWR.1RP. (DOD 4140.2-5-.1)
SOR. This includes identifying equipment and costlM
and coordinating with supl)ortilng activities inl PRE-POSITIONED';NAR RESERVE MATERIEL
technical aspects of the plan. (AFR 100-18) REQUIREMENT, PROTECTED
PREPUNCHED REQUEST That portion PWRMR which is protecte-

A single part request for issue or turn-in which for purposes ,. procurement, funding. '
contains prepunched and/or preprinted connmon inveitory ianageinent. (DOD 4140.25-MI
supply management or other data. (AP 7:35-35) PRE-POSITIONED WAR RESERVE MATERIEL STOCK

The assets which are lcsigna;ed to sat.fy tl,PRE-CONCURRENT DELIVERY PWRMR. (DOD 4140.25-MI
The contractor shall not deliver spare parts more

than 30 days before delivery of the first article or PRE-POSITIONED WAR RESERVE REQUIREMENT
the date of scheduled delivery, unless such delivery That portion of the war reserie materie
is approved by the AF. (AFLCM 65-3. AFSCM requirement tduich approve(] plans dict:.te lit
65-2, positioned prior to hostilities at or near the point o.

PRE-DEMONSTRATION PHASE planned use or issue to the user. :o insure timel-.

A period of time immediately prior to support of a specific project or designated forcp
commencement of formal demonstration during during the initial phase of war. pending arrival of

which the test team, facilities. and support material replenishment shipments. .JCS Pub 1)

will be assembled. (3III.-STD-471j PRE-POSITIONED WAR RESERVE STOCK

PRE-EXENDED BIN The quantity (if an item acquired and pos;;oned

One which contains only low cost. high usage a"air'st a pre-posit it)ed war reserve reqiienien

items previously charged to final expenditure. I (JCS Pub 1. AR 320--
will lie replenisheil from stocks in the retail outlet PRE-POST
which support.. the ship in which the Pre-expend,(d The let of nlidmaing conputer st iied record.,si ir
Bin is located. (NAVAIRINST 700.21 to Iie physical move'nent if mate-rial. Th,,; ,- ;I;,

PRE-LAUNCH TESTS conplltet is updated and a shlillpit 1i1::"'

Tests of ih ;anl'or grounl eqiipnment tit ,hllent is received heft.re tle n3e:
'eleased. i.\FI.Ci 66-5:",determine rendhne.. Ii launch l ay hel l a

cniitdowan :I : fhI,,hi r,'.:diness f;ring with ait PRESCRIBED LOADhll ch (' n!i,\ tquiilno.llI '!l'' a;tlln hilli 11oi Thai ouantitv if 'niuial ,.,set'at -t s .li.- ,
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repair parts (other than ammunition) authorized by be given to the fact that a dollar today is worth
the major commanders for Class II and I', to he t.n more than a dollar tomorrow because of the interest
hand in units and which is carried by t'le ind:viduals cost which is related to all governmt it expenditures
or on the unit vehicles to enable the unit to sustain which occur over time. Thus, an annual savings on
itself ui.,il resupply can he effected. Normally 15 cash-inflow projected for tomorrow has a present
days level. Class II and !V are designed for combat value less than its undiscounted dollr value. Dollar
requiremepts and will be supplemented for benefits which accrue in the future cannot be
peacetime operations as required by adding high compared directly with investments made in the

mortality items that do not fall in the category of present because of this time value of money.

combat essential items. The quantity of Class I and Discounting is a techniqie for converting various
III are established by the major commanders. The cash flows 'ccuring over time to equivalent

prescribed load is continuously reconstituted as amounts 't a common point in time-considering the
used. (AR 320-5) time value of money-to facilitate a valid

comparison. (AFLCR 78-3)
PRESCRIBED LOAD ALLOWANCE tISTA list of repair parts which are allocated in PRESERVATION

uantlis orr parts iche araloatin Work done on an aircraft in accordance withquantities R 700 NAVAIRSYSCOM specifications for protection and
RPSTL. tAR t0O-iS) retention of its material condition during a period

PRESCRIBED NUCLEAR LOAD of idleness. Particulars of the work are dependent
A specified quantity of nuclear weapons to be on the expected period of idleness. (NAVAIRINST

carried by a delivery unit. The establishment and 4700.2)
replenishment of this load after each expenditure is Application or use of adequate protective
a command decision and is dependent upon the measures to prevent deterioration resulting from
tactical situations, the nuclear logistical situation, exposure to atmospheric conditions, handling.

and the capability of the unit to transport and shipment. and storage. such as fungus, excessive

utilize the load. It may vary from day to day and drying. high humidity, fumes and gases. (TM

amovg -tin::ar delivery uni!s. See also special l8-260, NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO

ammn,.ni.ion load. (JCS Pub 1) 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9)
Appl Wn of protective measures, including

PRESCRIBED NUCLEAR STOCKAGE cleaning, drying, preservative materials, barrier
A specified quantity of nuclear weapons, materials, cushioning, and containers when

components of nuclear weapons, and warhead test necessary. (AR 310-25)
equipment to be stocked in special ammunition
sulply points or other logistical installations. The PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING
estblishment and replenishment of this stockage is , Aplcto rs faeuaepoetv

! :nMeasures to pr',rent deterioration including. as

a command decisio-i and is dependent upon the applicable. the use of appropriate cleaning and
tactical situation, the allocation, the capability of drying methods, preservatives. protective
the logistical support unit to store and maintain the wrappings. cushioning. interior containers, and

nuclear weapons, and the nuclear logistical complete identification marking. .ip to but not
situation. The prescribed stockage may vary from including the exterior shipping container. AR
time to time and among similar logistical support 700-58. DSAR 4145.8)
units. (JCS Pub 1) Application or use of adequate protective

PRESCRIBED SKILL LEVEL measures to prevent deterioratii inc!uding. as

The skill available at organizitional and field applicable. the use of appropriate preervatives.

levels: that is. an average airman who is a high protective wrappings. cushioning. interior

school graduate. has 4 years of military service, has container. and complete identification marking. up
cp~letedl one basic technical school anid oe to but not including the exterior shi;ping .nitainer.advanced technical school of approximately 3 (DOD 5000.8, DOD 4100.14. AR 320-5) mtd

months duration. The AFSC and level is set forth Application or use of protective measures.

in AFM 39-1 and other personnel nuals. (AFR inc!uding appropriate cleaning and drying methods.
66-29) preservatives. protective wrappings. cushioning and I

interior containers. and complete identification

PRESENT VALUEITIME VALUE OF FUTURE CASH FLOWS marking, up t,. but not including the exterior pack.
In every investment, explicit re((gnition should (AR 700-15)
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PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING LEVEL (LEVEL A. PRESSURIZED CAPSULE
MILITARY PACKAGE) A capsule that has within it a gaseous pressure

The degree of preservation and packaging which greater than the ambient pressure. (AFM 1J-l)
will afford adequate protection against corrosion,
deterioration and physical damage during handling, PRESTOCKEO RESERVES
shipment, indeterminate storage and world-wide Designated portions of the WRM which is in

distribution. (ONMINST 4030.1) addition to thi- prepositioned reserves, set aside.
earmarked for a specific purpose or force, and

,AI,. PRESERVATION AND PACKAGINGLEVEL(LEVE B. prestocked at specific locations in a condition
LIMITED MILITARY PACKAGE) suitable for ready movements to a point for use.

The degree of preservation and packaging which (AF.! 67-1)
will afford adequate protection against known
conditions which are less hazardous than Level A is PRESTOCKED WAR RESERVE MATERIEL (WRM)
designed to meet. This requires a higher degree of That portion of the Other War Reserve Materiel
protection than is aforded by Level C preservation Requirement (OWR.,R) stocked ii iae COINUS as
aijd patckaging. The use of Level B should be based basic PACER FLEX which is r,!quir,~ It ,":,gment

on firmly established knowledge of the shipment the prepositioned WRM stocks. It consists and is a
and storage conditions to be encountered and a part of:
determination that monetary savings will results. 1. The OWRMR, Protectable, which is that

(ONMINST 4030.1) portion of the OWRMR protected for purposes of
procurement, funding, and inventory management.

PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING SPACE p 2. The Other War Reserve Materiel Requirement,

The gross area used in processing. preservatio Balance (OWRMRB) which is (he portion of the
and packaging of materials and similar protective OWRMR which has not bee. acquired or funded.
measures taken to prevent its deterioration during (AFLCR 400-22)
storage or shipment. Includes area used for
fumigation. (AFR 69-8) PRESTOWAGE PLAN
PRESERVATIVES Plan indicating intended stowage of cargo b%

Mate~ial used to protect an item against weight. cube and commodities. (AR 320-5) ,I

corrosion, deterioration, disintegrotion and physical PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
damage. (AFR 69-8) The care and servicing by personnel for the
PLpurpose of maintaining equipment and faciliti..: inPRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDA

Memoranda prepared by the Secretary of Defense satisfactory operating condition by providing for

which provide the explanation and rationale to the systematic inspection. detection, and correction of
President on major force and other program incipient failures either bef)re they occur or before

decisions on which the defense program is based. they develop into major defects. (AR 320-5. JCS
These memoranda are forwarded to the President Pub 1)

J early in October and, among other things, provide This term or the single term "maintenance." as
the background for the defense budget to be referenced in this group of technical orders, is the
.submitted to the President in December. (AFM normal ,upkeep and preservation of equipment which
11-1. AFSCM 27-1, AFSCR 27-6) is required from time to time to verify or restore

complete servic-abilk:y of equipment tlh;at has been
PRESIDENT' fUf T subjected to u:.tge. w:ar and tear. or deterioration
A budget for the Go~erinmet of the U.S. caused by environmental elements. (T.O. 00-20-1)

subimittedl annually by the President tu, the That maintenance performed to retain an item in
Congress reflecting estimated receipts, expenditures satisfacto.y opera'ion.l eomdition by providing

and appropriations proposed, the financial condition sstematc inspection, detection ynd prevention.

of the Tre;asury an( comparative amounts for 043SHs i1o24)

current an(d preceding years. with such other detail The sm of those actions performed on
as is required by law. (AFSC1 27-1. AFSCR 27 -,1 operational e-6)ipnui that contribue tO

PRESS IDENTIFICATION uninterrupted operation of equipment within design
Size in tons and type--extrusion or forging. characteristics. (NA\IIATINST 40)0.20. OP.-'AY

IAFSCR Uh-5) 4312)
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A* PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE INDICATORS negotiating team who is responsible for analyzing a
Areas of possible failure or malfunction in variet.y. of price information, includine~ cost

oquiument which can be detected by !ocalized breakdowns, market trends, comparable prite. cost
application of the senses of sight, sound, touch, and engineering reports and various accounting.
smnell and which indicate the condition and the engineering and pricing data, to assist in the

quality of maintenance. (AR 3lu-25) negotiation of reasonable contract price's. (A R
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM)

Equipment maintenance actions performed on a PRICE AND AVAILABILITY STUDY
periodic basis, according to a specific set of An action normally involving end itemF of
instructions and a predetermined time schedule. equipment or certain services for which price and
The objective is to p~rotect equipment capability and aalblt aaaerq rdb h eiin
in itentby emovng he auss offaiureand before a diecision to buy. (.kFSCM 27-1)
making adjuslinents to compensate for normal wear Th efr: eqid toppaePA at

befoe filut --cur. (FLC 6634)(estimated dollar cost and estimated delivery dates)
befoe filut ccur. (FLC 6634)for use in the preparation of a LOA. (AFR 400-3)

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM) ACTION PRICE CODE

Those tasks contained in the Plant Management The identity of the specific aircraft/weapon(P.Nl instruntiuns with the same skill requirement .and he ame freueay o acompishent system, etc., upon which a standard level of workand h e s m e req u ney of a co m lish ent effort is perform ed and a unit price established.constitute one PM action. Each PM action is
entered into the Periodic Scheduling and Control for ASM1-6)
Personnel and Equipment System (00041) using PRICE CODE DESCRIPTION

4 AFLC Form 946. (AFLCR 66-34) Narrative words or phrases which describe ti-
unit to be priced uiider unit pricing procedincs.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM) INVENTORY RECORD (AFSC11 177-263)
Prepunelhed AFLC Forms 946 are output by the

G0041 system just prior to the scheduled due date. PRICE COMPETITION
Upon com~pletion of the work by the PMA mechaznc. At least two responsible offerors who can satisf--
these cards are input to tne system to establish the the government *. requirements independlflt!'.

nex du dte or hePM cton.(AFCR66-4) conmpete for ;I contract to be awarded tc. th'.
It m u d t f r t h AI a ti n ( F C R 6 -3 ) r e s pio n s iv e a n d r e s p o n s ib le o f f e r o r u b m it i n z I-~PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM) MECHANIC priced offers responsive to the e Npr es ;; e

The individj;al(s) assigned to the preventit-e requirements of the solicitation. (NAX'3AT P-42j5)
maintenance branch who perform the P31 action as PIE(ON

speifed ~FLR 6-41Monetary amiount given. receeived. .asked in
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE TIME exchange for p~roperty or services. p jre-ssed in

That portion of calendar time used in terms of a single item or unit of nle:-sures of such
accomplishing preventive maintenance, and made up piroperty or services. (AF3167-li
of time spent in performance measurement: care of PRICE LISTS
mechanical wyear out items: front panel adjustment. The official documents of the military services -

calibration anti alignment; cleaning, etc. which Specify tile price p~er unit of issue, the 'redi!
iMll.-STD-778) to be allowed (if any) for the item when returned ',o

PRICE ANALYSIS stock. lix price reductions on special salv., ;t
Tilt evalwition -J ;, specific price submitted by a authiorized ill military service pir~cedurei~s. (1)01li

contr-actor (i', other seller oii the basis of Lat, -5000.11)
independent of that providled by the contractor PRICED SPARE PARTS EXHIBIT
i cl. a., conpet ilig pi~fce~ propiosals, prior qutotat ions Ali A PLC approved price -parie part list :;im athbed

fn 0ilnia r task:,. putbIilished piric'e list!-. andi~ to an~d a~le a part of tile Cont ract [IV aedo
d ~indhepeindent cos, estimates I to determine whet her thbereto. (A F3 7-

thit price is cuimmsoimant with curren! market values. RCDSAEPTSLT
i-FSI 173-2, Those dorimments initiil id lby the colnt ractori
PRICE ANALYST C40intaiimiz Ili iteills amid f'almtitivs amppr'oved for -

A 011i tl (heIt ' ll'. ract iij'. ofic l"'r s pi'tt('Iir~een . tA1 i-I
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.4 priced list setting farth items. an I qulantities uf activity or contractor and controfling D)0D affice.
spare parts selected for proe .reient under the (D01) 5200 20, AR 76 * 1)
cojt:act. -AFLC31 65-3. AFSC31 65-2) The plication and =nitial distribution of thc

PRICD SECIL SPP~ EQIPMNT ISTorigiiiol manuLscript of a scientific or zechnical

The priced list setting forth items and quantities rpot F. f-)
of special support equipment seletted by the PRIMARY FAILURE
9,partment of the Navy for procurement under An inherent malfunction of an item resulting in a
contract and special support equijlnient that has recycle v-h-ch has been ve:rified by analysis to be
been desir-ed for which fabricated items are not !he fundamental cause f-,r 41GS fail'ure. (AFIXCR
desired. INAVAIRINST 4700.2) 66-30S)

PRICE, MINIMUM OR UPSET PRMAR'; INJTEREST
The lowest price at which a specific surplus itemn Prici ).1 11~. although not exclusive. in-ercst ane

or lot may bie sold. Normally. the minimum price resporm. , iity for accomplishment of a given
should not be less than the estimated scrap value Of mission. program. gr function including
the item or lot. (DOD .5000.8) responsibility for reL-vnciling the interests of other

PRICE, STAtKDARD agencies that have collateral interest in the mission.
A uniform price for apy item of materiel program. )r fancion. (D3D .3000.8)

established by a designated authority based upon PRM YINETYCOROATVIYPCA
the estimated urrent cost at the time it was The military service designateii under thisiestablished. (DOD 53000,8) progra, ais th single activity within the DOD
PRIMARY ACTION OFFICE responsible f-o: providing materie, suppo. rt under

That office, normally at Officc of the Secretarv this program. Responsibilities will the discharged

of Defense (OSD) 1ev :1, with primary interest to through normal service channels. IA%-LCR. 400-21.I
restoIve a~l issue. or cet upon a PCR or DARCOMR 700-9IXAV31ATISST 479U'.2:3AMMCO
Prog vt m/ Budget submission. (HO! 27-1) ?44-10.22A. DOD 4160.21-MI

PRIMAR" ADMINISTRATIVE CCRTRACTING OFFICER PRIMARY ITEM
(PACO) A term used in reference to zhe most desirable

A.-oiracting office- assigned the responsibility item of each subgroup. except riaster item
for ad min ist ration r-1 a US Government contract. subgroup. wvith an I&S group. (AFM 67-
This dtv ignatior i' used to differentiate from a PRIMARY MISSION

66431t .'g ACD when one is applointed. (AFLCR The designated basic missions assigned by a
66-i31Military Service to the operational units possessing

PRIMARY CONFIGURATION the equipment. (AF31 6-110)
Thi. configurationi in which a wreapon system is PRIMARY MISSION (As it relates to equipmenit)

delivered or in which its priomary mis;,n3 capabiity Prnia puos frwhet qip nti
is cntaned (AM ~designed. (AR 7530-57)

PRIMARY CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION OFFICE PRIMARY 050 OFFICE
DOD Contract Administration Services (WAS) The ODofc aigrsosblt o h

compoIInent reflected in the - Administered R S fic aigrepniiit o h
block (if the contract or !he Purchasing Office when manaemen fucion tob sested. ID1 700.6 i'op
the -Administered P.- io,-k of the contract is mngmn oto ytm 10 006
bllank. 1)00 ioi.63-ml PRIMARY PORT

PRIMRY ISTIBUIONDepartmient oif the- Army' posrt of ;-inarkaii.
PRIMRY ISTIBUIONhaving the primary . ijonsilvilitn for logistic~s

The initial distribution of tchnicaul docunments to tpirofnewracimin.(R

bperformed by a contrartor. grantee. puliisher or It; pos.session of oe used by thet National Butreau
other activity dlesignauted by the controlling DOD1 of Standlard.ls as -I basic standardi for the~ U1nitedA
office. It do"s n1ot inclitdet movement of do1cumentIIs iSates. iI)I.AM 41--5.4-,AR 7th-26;NXAVSIP P1UB
within tihe .-vnerauing activity oir hiween such ~~ MOI47.5



PRIMARY STOCK POINTS PRIME LEVEL CODE (PLC)
Reporting activities which carry stock for their A 7 digit alphanumeric composite code designated

own consumption, for dzigrated continental or by the Air Force to identify specific functional fixed
extracontinental secondary stock points, a:nd may locations within operational bases and sites for the
also support either or both of the following: Fieet purpose of maintaining part number configuration
units; Yard and district aircraft. (NAVSUP MAN by location record. (AFLCM 66-2, AFLCR 171-91)
2105.1) PRIME MOVER

PRIMARY WEAPON A vehicle, including heavy construction
Weapon that is the prinipai arm of a combat equipment, possessing military characteristics,

unit. The rifle is the prin'.ary or basic weapon for desigred primarily for towing heavy, wheeled

an infantry rifle company, as compared with weapons and frequently providing facilities for the
grenmdes or chemical projectiles, which are transportation of the crew of, and ammunition for,

secondary or auxiliary weapons in such an the weapon. (JCS Pub 1)

organization. (AR 320-5) PRINCIPAL
PRIMARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT The military service or agency thereof which

Major equipment essential to and employed obtains supplies or services from ariother military
directly in the accomplishment of assigned service or agency. (DOD 4140.61 I
perational missions and tasks. This equipment The service/agency which receives the depotoprtoa maintpnance support from another service/agency.

may be specifically designated by type by the ma i e appto the ser ica s
military services. (AFM 67-1, AR 320-5, AR NOTE: This term applies to the ALC which has
73535) management responsibility for the item rather than

the item 's Source of Repair (SOR). (AFLCR 65-14)
. ;! PRIME AIRLIFTTIE uR PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

The number of aircraft of a force that can be That agency charged with the responsibility for
continuously in'untained in a flow from home base s m~to onload base to offload base, hence to the recyce develoning the capability that is the subject matter

of a Proposed Technical Approach document.
base. Spare and self- support aircraft are not !
included. (AFM 11-1)

PRINCIPAL ITEM(S)
An item of major importance and high cost which

Means any person who receives an allot..ent of requires detailed analysis and examination of all
controlled materials directly from an allotting factors affecting its supply and demand at the
agency. For the Department of. Defense, prime departmental level. Items are generaily designated
contractors who supply A products are prime as principal items on the basis of military
consumers (unlesb excepted under the small order esscntiality, difficulty of procu,'ement and
procedure). industrial or supply establishments of production. Principal items generally are managed
the Department of Defense also may be primeconsuers. AFM 7-4) y buieaus or, Headquarters, Marine Corps, within

l onumrs (FM784)the Department of the Navy' . Some principal items

PRIME CONTRACT are included as separate line items in Defense
A contract agreement or purchase order entered Program Pa :,(FECNAVINST 4423.8)

into by a coniractor with the United States End-item,' major importance which require
Government. (AR 320-5) detailed ai.-- and examinotion at t;ile level

established for central control, or at the .1iitarv
PRIME CONTRACTOR Service Level, of all factors affectian, fleir suply

Ai individual, company, firm, or corporation and demand. Ali end-item i generally.e eci.' as a
which enters into a written agreement with the principal item on the basis of military oimlbat or
Goeraiment to perform work or furnish supplies. training essentia liti. considering also t e difficultv

F (MIL-STD-130A) of procu rement or prod iorion :nd c' cality of Iasic
.\n iidividual, partnership, conmpany, corporation. materials or eompolients. (1)OD -i40.34M ..

or as socia t ion %%ho titers into all agreeni en with Those end items of ma;,.,r imlportance ,xhuch
the Government to perform work or furnish reqiire detailed analysis and examnination i th,!
supplies. (NA'. ATINST P4200.33 .\ R 715-22, departmental level (e.tv.. DCS/ILOG. CNO. AFD

I.\ F 57-6. P'S,.* 41052) CS/.M. ('MlI.) of al factors affi-eting their "upply
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I and de ..u. An end item will be considered for provide point-to-point electrical connections or
Q ,!*ction as a principal item on the basis of relative shielding. (AFM 67-1)
combat or training essentiality and the following PRINTING EQUIPMENT
additional criteria: a. High monetary value. b. t i Te or nPnna,& ,''-- • • - . " T ,:, Items set fortnhI in Tovernment Printing and
Difficulty of procurement or production. c. Unduly Binding Regulations published by the Joint
short or excessive supply position. d. Criticality of Committee on Printing, Congress of the United

basic materials or components. (DOD 4240.9) States. (DOD 4160.21-M)
End items and replacement assemblies of such

importance that management techniques require PRINT-OUT _0
centralized individunl item management throughout A readable document produced on a printing
the supply system to include depot level, base leiel device and containing data which was obtained from
and items in the hands of using units. These some storage medium such as magnetic tape or
specifically include the items where, in the punched cards. (ASOINST P4440.60)
judgment of the Department of the Army, there is a PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
need for central inventory control including Being aware of a planned activity before any
centralized computation of requirements, central evnpridshyiaeiecettteatitys

procurement, central direction of distribution and underway. (AFScP 55-4)

central knowledge and control of all assets owned
by the Department of the Armv. (AR 320-5) PRIORITIES AND ALLOCATIONS

A term whicl, describes the extraordinary
PRINCIPAL OPERATIONAL INTEREST authority delegated by OCDM under Title I of the

When uid in connection with an established Defense Production Act: to determine and enforce
facility operated by one Service for joint use by two selective preferential claims n the production and
or more Services, the term indicates a requirement distribution of goods and services and to allocate
for the greatest use of, or the greatest need for, industrial resources, materials, services and
the services of that facility. The term may be facilities to meet the preferred claims. The
applied to a Service, but is more applicable to a metods for using this authority include (1)
command. JCS Pub 1) preference ratings or symbols on individual orders

PRIroCIPLE for direct purchase, extendible to materials; (2)
A fundamental rule or l;rw of action based upon allocations of resources among classes of uses or to

desirable ends or objectives. NOTE. A principle is individual users; (,R) scheduling or directing

more basic than a policy or a procedure and production or delivery of end products, components,

generally governs both. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) or materials; (4) inventory controls; (5) import and
exp3rt limitations; (6) prohibition or curtailment of

PRINlCIPLE PROGRAMS the manufacture of specified products or of uses of
Those programs contained in the P-series materials (including construction limitations); (7)

documents. These documents provide progran, star ')rdizatioi, and simplification of specif.cations
guidance and represent a further detailing of for emergency conservation: (8) concentration of
resources required to implement the F&FP. They production in selected facilities, or otherwise
cover sch areas as aircraft, missiles, bases, -controlling the use of facilities; and (9) rationing
communications-electronics, and manpower. (AFR and other distribution controls. Only (1). (2). and
375-1) (3) are in use. (AFM 78-4)

PRINTED MATERIAL PRIORITY
Is the general term used to designate multiple Precedence for air movement of traffic. (See

copies of government originated material, Attachment 3 for criteria used in establishing
regardless of content, end use, format, or channel traffic priority and A:taclhient ( for
maniuifacturing method or process used to produce criteria used in establishing SAAM priority.) (AFR
mich copies., which have been procured or 76-38/AR :i9-8/OPNAVINS'T 4130.18D/MCO
manufactured as departmenta printing, contract 4630.(C/I)SAR .1540.9)
field printing. or material and equipment contract P CDpt'ntng (NAVSI'PMAN) PRIORITY CODE

A two-digit numeric code used by all military
PRINTED WIRING requisitioners. The priority code when: properiy

A printed circuit, or a portion: theret, iotended to coastructed i., direcly related to precedence. Its
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construction is accomplished by relating the PRIORITY REORDER POINT
intended users iorce!/a'tivity designator assignment Tile stock position at which a priority requisition
with the appropriate urge ncy of need designator, as should be submitted to maintain a minimu:
prescribed by DOD instructions. Entry of the quantity of stock on hand. (AF.N 67-1)
priority code on AF originated requisitions is PRIORITY REQUISITION
niadatory. (AFM 67-1) A requisition having a predetermined degree of

A code to identify the priority of the job order.

diviions cenersor riwe theprioity ode ay evicaie o overmeti n cies lDO caeFor the laborato,:es. the first two digits will be
reserved for a DL priority code. The last digit may PRIVATE COMMERCIAL SOURCES
be used to show intralaboratory priorities. For Private business concerns provid;ng products or
dfivisions. centers, or ranges the priorityv code; may service-, availale to Government agencies. located

be localiv determined. (AFSCM 177-265) il the United States. its Territories and
Possessions, the District of Columbia. or the

PRIORITY DELIVERY Com- ,alth cf Puerto Rico. (AFR 26-12)
Th, maximnum standard terminal date for normal

order and shipping time required for a supply PRIVATE PROPERTY
svstem to effect delivery of items to a requisitioner. Private Property is any and all property own ,!
(AR 725-50) by or belonging to an individual, group. or

PRIORITY DELIVERY DATE (DOD 4160.21-M)
Is the maximum standard terminal date for PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION

normal document processing and shipping required Transportation accomplished by use of p:ivatel.
for the supply system to effect delivery of material owned vehicles. ,perated by individual militar.
to the consignee. (NAVSUP MAN) members and civilian empl!oyees of tile Department

of the Army. (AR 55-34)PRIORITY DESIGNATOR

The numeric entry made by the initiator of a PRIVATE UNITED STATES VESSEL
requisition which relates to the mission of the Privately owned United States-flag commerciai
requiring activity and the urgency of need for the vessels. including such vessels when un~der voyage
material. (NAVSUP Pub. 437) or time charter to the Un;ted States Government,

A two-digit number from 01 to 20 (unit,; digiEs I and including Govern.aent-owned ve.,s' ls under
through 9 are preceded by a zero), which results bareboat charte, to private operators. (DAC 76-151

from the combination of an assigned Force/Activity PRIVATELY DEVELOPED ITEM
Designator and a locally determined Urgen.cy of An item completely developed at private expense
Need Designator. A priority designator is and offered to the Government as a production
transmitted by a requisitioning activity to establish article, with Government control of the article'.
time limits for the satisfaction of a demand. The configuratior normally limited to its form. fit and
accuracy of a determined priority designator is function. (Includes commercia items.) .. FR ;5-3.

based upon the integrity of the requiring and the DOD 5010.19)
requisitioning activities. A priority designator is
often abbreviated as PD or PD. Prioritvy PROBABILITY

designators 01 through 06 receive high-level review The iumber of times in a hundred that a gii-

since they may involve public exigency and do cause event w.11 occur, expressed such as .90. .95. .99 w

costl.- special handling because of tie compelling 90', 95' , etc. (relative frequency in the long run).
and unusual urgency that they represent. (A FM (S 7-
11-1) PROBABILITY OF INCURRING ESTIMATED COST (PIECOSTj

A two-digit numeric (Arabic designator used to A computer-aided system employed by Contract
signify the priority entry in MILSTRiP requisitions Administration Offices ((:.Os) to classify. analve.
(Chapter 24). (AFM 7-1) forecast, and track contractor indirect costs. It i.
PRIORITY (WAR PLANS) used to set Government objectives fo, negotiatiing

Ali indication of relative importance in war plans forward pricing of u, erhead and io monit:' '
and the stateit tasks and functions thereof, rather managemient of indirect costs. (AFR 1;3-1)

than an exelusiv. and final designatio,, of the order PROBE
of accomplishment. (DOD 5(!(1.,) Al instrumented vehicle not involved in ;pace
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nmissic~is which is used to penetrate the aerospac'e drawings, functional descriptions as contained in
environment and transmit or report back performance, model and detail specifications,
information. (DOD 4000.20) factory assembly instructions; and pertinent

A non-orbital, instrumentcd vehicle not involved extracts from descriptive material and task
in space missions that is used to penetrate the information obtained from system analysis,
aerospace environment and transmit or report back maintenance analysis, and the personnel subsystem
information. (AFR 66-20) products. (AFSCM 310-2)

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND CORRECTION (PIAC) PROCEDURE(S)
Each Military Department shall have a program The means or methods by which action shall be

for the continuous identification and correction of taken consistent with applicable principles. Ai.FM

at least the high-five materiel problems, (e.g., high 67-1, DOD 5000.8)
cost to repair, low reliability, critical mission A means of implementing "policy". (DOD 5000.8,

A failure, etc.) by type, model (series) or, for ships, by AFM 67-1)
category of material (ordnance, electronics and A formalized statement of specific instruction
hull/machinery/electrical), adversely affecting which governs and prescribes the processes,
materiel readiness or maintenance support costs. methods, and communications required to

!1. The necessary management attention, accomplish specific objectives of a logistics system

resources and direction shall be proiided to insure or subsystem. (AFLCR 400-5)
correction of each problem through the achievement An oral or written communication which specifies

- of quantified goals. a criteria and the desirable order of methods (but

2. Technical documentation, in a format to be not their content) necessary to produce a specific
determined by a Military Department, shall be effect or product. (AFLCM 25-3)
maintained for each problem to show (as a Department of Defense directed procedure to
minimum) problem description, cause and effect, standardize format and data elements for item aad

remedial action, benefits (operational, logistic or financial data flow between inventoy control points

economic) and costs to correct. This information and storage locations. (AFM 11-1) I
can be used to ide: tify high-payoff areas where A standard inventory accounting system which

design emphasis should be nlac-d on new materiel l'ovides uniform codes and formats for processing
acquisition. and recording receipt, adjustment and issue

3. The Military Departments shall exchange transactions. MILSTRA? is appiicable to inventory

PIAC program information on multi-service control, stock control and storage activities of the

materiel to avoid duplication of effort and help to Military Services supply distribution systems. (See

inure coordinated rzsolution of mutual problems. DODM 4140.22-M). (DOD 4105.63-M)

(DOD 7730.25) PROCEDURE(S) REVIEW

PROePIIRAL DEFICIENCY 'The initial review of the contractor's written

A procedural deficiency is an error of omission or Illcedures and workbooks including changes

commission, an inconsistency, or a similar thereto to determine the adequacy of the

inadequacy in the written text and related graphics, procodures for the purpose intended. (AFR 74-15)
tables, or charts contained in the data system The activity involved in reviewing organic writtenprocesure prepared according to DODS 7935. S urocedures, i,:nluding changes thereio. to determine

which will be published at a later date (formerly the existence and adequacy of the procedurem s in
DOD 4120.17M and published in AFLC 171-series implementing quality program requrements.manutah and/or regulations. (AFLCR 171-30) (AFLCR 74-5)
PROCEDURAL SUPPORT DATA PROCEDURES EVALUATION

Procedural support data The continuous verification of the contractor' s

which are used by the contractor during the adherence to his written procedures and workb, ks.
developnnent prograim for assembly, operation, anI (AFR 74-15)
maintenance tasks ,:onnected with lroduction, PROCESS
qualification testing. acceptan|ce inspection, site .\ term used to describe tile serie., of
activatin. a.sebliy and checkout, flight testing, actions'uses an aircraft :. subjected to as it
etc. It also includes au iliary data fromt functionaI progresses through its ser'vice life. Six broad
flow diagrams. schematirs from engineering categories are included in the term: Operating. j
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standard rework, special rtwork, storage, statoments to an inteimediate set of codes.
retirement and strike, and miscellaneous. (AFLCR 66-27) N

Subdivisions are included under each category to PROCUREMENT
specifically describe the action or use involved. In the supply management sense, it may include
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) the functions of design, standards determination,

A group of related operations which comprise a specificatiens writing, selection of suppliers,
poFLrt 400gmn-5) yse r usytm financing, co)ntract administration, and other related
(AFLR f 400-5) functions. (DOD 5000.8)

flow of material, forms, orpersonnel, property, or services
for the production of an identifiable product. by purchasing, renting, leasing, or other means.
(AFLCM 25-3) (DOD 5000.8)

PROCESS AND PROCEDURES INSPECTION The process of obtaining personnel, services,
review to determine the degree of compliance supplies, and equipment. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)

with prescribed operating procedures, material The complete action or process of acquiring or
handling practices, production processes, and obtaining personnel, materiel, services, or property

accray.(AFCM742)from outside a military service by means authorized 4
in pertinent directives. (AFM 67-1)

PROCESS CONTROL CHART Purchasing, renting, leasing or otherwise
A statistical 2evice (graph or chart) or tool used obtaining supplies or vervices. It also includes all

for presentation and analysis of qualit% data and functions that pertaia to the obtaining of supplies
study of repetitive processes. (DLAM 4155.4'AR and services, including description (but not
750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO P4870.45B) determination) of requirements. selection atid
PROCESS ORDER solicitation of sources. preparation and award of

A document which prescribes special p contract, and all phases of contract administration.A dcumnt hic prscrbesspeialprocessing (D AR 1-201.13)
methods not contained in AF technical and
engineering data applicable to local production PROCUREMENT AGREEMENTS
facilities and environmental conditions to which a Agreements amoig the department heads to make
prrduct will be subjected during the course of assignments or delegations of procurement
production. (AFLCM '4-2) responsibility. (AFLCM 57-7. AFSCM Z7-2)

PROCESS SHOP PROCUREMENT AMOUNT OBLIGATED
A maintenance shop which in -vides only The amount of the approved annual procurement

specialized process type of support to direct RCCs. program for which obligations ha e been iocurred
Exar.ples re: cleaning, painting, plating, zyglo against the fund or division in accordance with
inspection, and chemical testing. See AFLCR 66-58 Section 1311 of the Supplemental Appropriation Act
for additional criteria. (AFLCR 66-60) of 1955, Public Lau 663, 83rd Congress. as

implemented by established regulations for
PROCESS SHOP INDICATOR (PSI) recording and reporting of obligations. (DOD

This is a siAn-le digit alpha code (Q or R) input to 4100.31)
the G004L system (JON master and serial number
master). Wneii a process shop is involved in the PROCUREMENT AMOUNT REMAININGrepair process. enter Q; if not, en:er R. (AFLCR The amount of the approved annual prcrement

66-61) program for which obligations have not w; yet been
incurred. (DOD 4200.31)

PROCESS TIME PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION (PA) (AFLC FORM 334)The time req;.ired to accomplish a given process U ut (P) AFL C FOR a3p)vj(or subprocess) generally a standard time A document whkh establishes the a aproved
dtermined by seientific methods. The total time materiel procuremtent program and authorizes amid
includes time fr eommpletioa of all elements of airects the action to b taken to place the al)lroved
work. inspection, transpotation, and delays in the materiel program under pronrement. (AFI.C1prluction of a given product. (AFCM 25-3 401-1)A letter directive from iQ USAF to the AFSC oir
PROCESSOR AFIC. designating the procurement agency and

A computer progrnm which tranislates. :ometime.s directi-g procurement of a specific prirami oi A
with th. assistance of libraries. English-like specific hardware item. (AFR 27-10)1
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A declnient issued to implement al)proved buying A generic term applicable to the type of d,ta
programs within fund availability. (AFSCM 373-3) defined in DAR Section 1, Part 12, when used for
PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION FLEXIBILITY procurement purposes T'1-e are a coiaposition of

The authority granted to: (a) Decrease or increase specifications, plans. drawings, standardi, and suchthe quantity of items to be procured (AFLC other data as may be necessary to describe existing

controlled line items only): and (b) decrease or materials so they may be procured by the method
increase the programmed dollar amounts. (AFLCM contemplated. (AFR 57-6)
401-1) PROCUREMENT DATA PACKAGES

PROCUREMENT CONSOLIDATED As defined by -MIL-STD-885, include
Refers to procurement of supplies, materials, or documeaitation prepared expressl f,,r the

equipment under coordinated procurement by identification, description and verificat.on of items,
consolidated contracts, or by project orders on materials, supplies, and services that are t." be
Government-owned establishments, covering the purchased, inspected, packaged, and packed and

" requirements of two or more ordering agencies, supplied or delivered to MILSVC users. The
vithout separate identification therein of the items principa! types of data within these packages are
being procured for, or separate citations of funds engineering drawings, standards, spevifications,
of, each ordering agency---the only citations of purchase descriptions, purchasing data, functional
funds in such contracts being those of the data, item requirement sheets, commercial catalogs,
procuring agency. (The procuring agency will bill item identifications, qualified products lists,
and be reimbursed by the ordering agency upon approved vendors lists, qualitative procurement
delivery. (DOD 5000.8) histories, deviations, waivers, and exceptions to
PROCUREMENT CONTRACTING requireme3nts and various other documents that

Those contracting office~rs authorized to execute provide data on interchangeability. substitutability.
contracts for the procurement of supplies and packaging, packing, marking and shipping. A
services. (AFM 11-1) procurement data package provides data necessary

to control design. engineering. performance. and
PROCUREMENT CYCLE quality of an item sufficient to ensure functional

A categorization of a given procurement action and physical adequacy ot the item for its intended
which results from a combination of the nature application Procurement data packages may also
and/or dollar value of the action and competitive he known to engineering or technical l)ersonnel as
status of the item(s) involved. (AFLCR 70-11) detailed design specifications with drawings.

PROCUREMENT CYCLE (QUANTITY) detailed performance specifications, configuration
A requirement which represents the forecast identification with other drawings whe.'e required.

demands between procurement actions based upon performance specifications with drawings, sole
Economic Oder Quantity (EOQ) considerations in source documentation and technical data packages.
the TVC model. (DOD 4140.39) Types of procurement data packages and content
PROCUREMENT CYCLE STANDARD selections thereof are defined by MIL-STD-885 for

The time standard established for the completion competitive and noncompetitive procurements and
of zction required in a given procurement cycle. may be a combination of the following conditions:
(AFLCR 70-11) 1. Performance.

2. Design.
PROCUREMENT CYCLE/SAFETY LEVEL (PCiSL) 3. Technical Data Provisioning. (DLAR

A thiee month period of support designed to 4185.1/AFR 67-80/AR 700-31!NAVMATINST
provide some protection against unexpected 4000.25A/MCO 4000.46)
occurrences/demands. PC/SL in combination with
the Procurement lead time support quantity is the PROCUREMENT DEFICIENCY
item support period initial requirement for the Any unsatisfactory materiel condition which is
prograin forecast period tPFP). (AFLCR 57-27) attributable to improper, incorrect, ambiguous or

PROCUREMENT DATA omitted contractual requirements including deficient

Applicable specifications. drawings, standards, specifications and other technical data. ;DOD

- and other data necessary to adequately describe 700.12)

material to be procured. (AFSCR 80-13/AFICR PROCUREMENT DELINQUENCY PERCF.NT
67-43) Percentage of the number of contracts delinquent
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for any reason. Delinquencies in delivery on call PROCUREMENT L'AD TIME LEVEL
ype contracts will be included as part of this The quantity of materiel needed to meet

percentage.) (DOD 4100.31) requirements during the time elapsing between the
initiation of procurement action and the receipt into

PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT the supply system of materiel purchased as a result
The department or agency which is assigned the of procurement action. Procurement lead time is

procurement responsioility for the supplies, applicable to materiel obtained from any sourceAFLC!AFSCR 57-7) outside the supply system of that service, such as

PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT piovisioning and overhaul programs. (DOD 5000.8)

A contract or subcontract, including amendments, PROCUREMENT METHOD
elhanges, modifications, and other similar written An alpha suffix code which indicates the primary

nmatter related directly thereto. (ONMINST 5000.3) reason a given item cannot be broken out to a 'I
Purchase Request (Pr.), amendments thereto, and higher method of procurement (data physically not

all authorized requests for procurement action. avaiiable, data legally unavailable, nonstable
(AFLCR 70-17) development item, etc.) (ASOINST P4400.24)

PROCUREVEN' INSPECTION PROCUREMENT METHOD CODES (PMCs)
An inspection; into the performance of the Numbers used to denote the procurement status

procurement ftinction and related activities of spare parts. (AFR 57-6) a o

ncluding all significant aspects of purchasing and Number assigned by the reviewing authority

contracting. (AR 320-5) after screening the contractor's recommended code
per AFR 57-6, to denote the method to be employed

PROCUREMENT INSTRUMENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER in procuring the part. (AFLCR 66-31)
Used for identifying contractual documents and

controlling MILSCAP transactions. (See DAR PROCUREMENT OBJECTIVE
Section XX). (DOD 4105.63-M) Department of the Army authority under which

individuals are procured in specified numbers and
PROCUREMENT LEAD TIME grades. (AR 320-5)

The interval in months '-tween the initiation of Quantity approved in writing and regarded as the
procurement action and ieceipt into the supply amount required during a calendar year as receipts

system of the production model (excludes from procurement ready for issue and assembly of

prototypes) purchased as the result of such actions, components. on the basis of lir:,ily established

and :s composed of two elements, production lead trends. (AR 320-5)

time and administrative lead time. (AFM 11-1, AR PROCUREMENT OFFICE CODE
320-5, JCS Pub 1) A two-position code which designates the

Procurement lead time is the number of days procurement branch and section responsibility for
hich elapse between the initiation of procurement the commodity or category of materiel being

action and the receipt of material at the depot. If procured. Locally assigned. (AFLCR 67-5)
the lead time is not known and the depot has no PROCUREMENT PACKAGE

basis on which to make a more accurate estimate. it The information required to obtain bids oi-
wili be estimated at 240 days. (AFM 67-1) proposals. It is comprised of the technical lata

The time interval frorr the date of the suppy package describing the item or service to le
cointrol sstpdy packagen decibn theuemn itemo or setietobtostudy rsulting in procurement action to the procured together with all applicable administrative.

, it is Cnposed of the following elements: clear and complete descripticn of the iten. or
0ilini.trativ a, lad time. productioi lead time, and service desired and the conditions governing the
elivery lead time. (AMCR 11-16) proposed contractual agreenent between the
The total of administrative and production lead Government and the supplier. (AR 3*.0-51

limes. (.FM 57-1) The procurement package is defined as the
Total normal procurement leadtime will consist of technical informatiol; necessary to adequately

admli'izrative leadtinle pluin proluction hadtnime for describe the item intended to lie procured to include
Mobile Electric Power gllnerator sets. (DSAR the following as apllpropriate: (I) End Item
4120.7 Specification with revisions and amendlents. (2)
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Design D~rawings. (3) Supplementa; Quality government ucetermints whether a contractor ha.,
Asguiiane IProvisioiis. (4) End Item Final fulifilled the contract ob~ligations pertaining to A

Inspection Reqteiren~ents. (AR 700-4101) qualit ' and quantity. This function is related to
The procuremvent package is defined for the nd] generally precedes thle act of acceptance.

purpose of describing the item or- items intended to (AFLCR 74-1:3)

be procited td folloing:d.btnt eesrl be Is that program by wihthe Gvenen

m 9)trl secif Icat 10 ith v'pphicable set. proumproducts al]rlt~ evcs 1"j
revisions. and aniendlments. 4140.25)

2. Qua!:Afication and.' or Fi.r.:t Article test POUEETRT
requiiements. when applicable POUEETRT

3. rodcton estreuitmens.Number of units of an itm rocuredl within a(
4. Delivery or performance period reqiuiremnents. definite time period. (AR 320-5)
5. Inspection andl acceptance requirements,. PROCUREMENT REQUESTA
6. Evaluation and award factors. when The document that (Iezcrilies thle require(: supplies,

applicable, or services so that a p~rocurement can be Initiated.
i. Covernment-approved or -furnished drawings. Some procuring activities actually refer to 6Ve

referenced documentation and associated lists (data dlocumlent li this title, otiiers use (lifferent title:.
lit2ne it prsls.ec) such as Procurement Directive, and so forth.

8. Quality assurance requirenienti. (XAVMIAT P-4215)
9. Preservation, packaging. packing. and markingr

reurmns PROCUREMENT STATUS CODE '
10. Maintainabli~tv and rel'abilitv (demonstratton Al piaonueccdewch dctste

4requirements, Fappl .icable. ianatter in which an iten, is priocured (compeztiv-e

11. First Article ispection p~rocedulres. when dietltctts.oe ure CSONTP-024
appliable.PROCUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND METHODS

12. Transportability and trans ortati-ii Eight individual procutremeiit techniques, and
requirements tera~ si7z. weig ht. and Conlf igu ra t ioin. mnetiods t ha t have application across, a l'et'adA
miode requirements or limitationF: requirements for spectrum of N:. vi hardware acquisition., thdt i'crv
test loading and test shipments). developed( io hghr~light p~art ictlar areas of dciso

S113. Contractual data requirements (DD Form in the acquisition cycle The techiniqmue., and
1423). (DSAR 4120.7) mnethods, include: 6;) Cconvact Definition. tii8 Toetal

PROURMEN POCESIG TMEPackage Procurenient. (ii) Incentive-s. (i "L.Ie
Average number of days expendled from the Cy. Cot%. v lektt viMi~.a

receipt of procurement request to finalization Prcimn.('i w.Se omlAvit'T
(award) of contract. (Excludes calls on call-type and (viii) Leadlr 'oipaiy Procuremeiit. N A VA
contracts.) (DOD 4100.31. DOE 53009.8) P-42151

PROCUREMENT PURPOSE CODE PROCUREMENT-AND-PRODUCTION PROGRAMS
A code designating the purpose for which items Thle airea ofi~ rsogeaiwz financed by' separate

are putrchasced and( 'or co~nsignedl. (ASOINST alhrhitis fo 'uii'n fClit-tp
'1 20 0 .24j eq uipmlent aind related coin teiets for eq iilpint -

forces and for ;~ock- F.g.. .hips. aircraft, missiles
PROCUREMENT QUALITY ASSURANCE (PQA) tanks. weaponls. iaa.cihink to"is. etc. lPresent'l

A function ltv which the Government determines Includes ammunition. (Dot) 5o1tI.N I
whether a contractor has fulfilled his contract
obligations pertaining to quiality and qluantity. This PROCUREMENT/PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION
fiunction calli he accomplished' at soreand/or A not ice t hait thle corn plc e Ma teriel Procure memtt
dest inat ion, and] is rvia ted to and generally precedes W.oi1ino pcii ie ite oft7-1rtra1 ni
thle act of acceptance. (DSAR 4 155.3/A R drctedl for procurement. 0. FSC ~-

3 9- 12/NXA VSUIX ST 4 355. 2B/I F R 7 4- 5/3fCO0 PROCUREMENTS
1011 1Io.21C1 A ircra ft svai e partis anid romiponein s procumrell for

The governmient fiunct ion Icy whlichi thle the I 3th in( mli sel ten I nionithis (prior ito term inal
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requirements) and to replenish stocks and adjust the Secretary of Defense. Includes
stockage objectives in accordance with programs to single-department procurement; plant cognizance

71 be supported. (AFM 67-1) procurement; and joint procurement. (DOD 5000.8)

PROCUREMENT, CENTRAL PROCUREMENT, SINGLE-DEPARTMENT
The process of acjui:'ing material to meet Procurement of supplies pursuant to assignments

consolidated department-wide requirements. of procurement responsibility made by the
Distinguished from loc. I procurement. May or may Secretary of Defense whereby one military
not include procuremei" or requirements of other department procures certamn supplies to satisfy the
military departr.ents. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) requirements of all military departments. (DOD

PROCUREMENT, DIRECT-CITATION 5000.8, AFM 67-1)
Refers to procurement of supplies, materials, or PROCUING ACTIVITY

equipment under coordinated procurement by The agency responsible for the purchasing of
separate contracts or project orders, executed by supplies or services, includiag the U.S. Army
the procuring agency, in behalf of the respective Materiel Command, the zone of interior armies, the
orderin, agencies (.z by combined contracts or National Guard Bureau, the Military District of
orders with separate delivery schedules by items Washington, U.S. Army, and the oversea commands.
for each ordering agency and citation of their (AR 329-5)
respective funds related to each schedule). The subordinate command in which the
Vendors' invoices are rendered to each ordering Procurement Contracting Office (PCO) is located. A
agency, and payments are made by or for their I ma% include the program office, related
respective accounts. (DOD 5000.8) functional support offices, and procurement offices.
PROCUREMENT, JOINT Examples of procuring activities a:e AFSC/ESD,

£ Procurement of supplies pursuant to assignmt-nt AFLC/OC-ALC. DARCOM/MIRADCOM, and
of procurement responsibility made by the NMC/NAVAIRSYSCOM. (DOD 7000.2)
Secretary of Defense whereby a jointly staffid and That activity within the pt icuring department or
financed agency within the Department of Defense agency which awards contracts for such supplies
procures certain supplies to satisfy the and services to satisfy its own requirements and the
requirements of all the military departments. (DOD requirements of all other departments.
5000.8, AFM 67-1) (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7) &

The Defense Supply Center (DSC) or its
PROCUREMENT, LOCAL procurement suboffices assigned purchase

Procurement of materiel or services in the United responsibility for the particular commodity. (DSAR
States by an installation of const mption at the 4115.3)
installation or its satellited activities or smaller The office issuing the contract for actual or
stations; such procurement overseas is by a military potentially deliverable hardwa,-e. This is a systeni
command for consumption within the command area. program office or program/project office, an office
(Distinguished from central procurement.) (DOD buying ground or support equipment. or an AFLC5000.8) IM or system manager (SM). (AFLCR/AFSCR

Procurement of materiel or services by an 800-20)
installation for consumption at the installation or
its satellited activities (AFM 67-1) PROCURING AGENCY 4

The military service which contracts for thePROCUREMENT, OFFSHORE specific end item.-elated materiel, aid/or services A
Procuremeiit by direct obligation of Military required by the U.S. Army. IM w8-715i

Assistance funds of materiel outside the United The Directorate of Procuremei and Production
States. its territories. ;ind possessions, for the (D/PP) at Oklahoma City ALC is responsible for
Miiitary Assistance Program. (DOD 5000.8) awarding the basic conpetitive CFT contracts

Purchases of commoni items financed by other and/or negotiating and placing orders against the
funds or aUppoln'iateins which are init ialy procured contract for their own requirements and for
outside the United States. (DOD 5000.8) non-Air Force activities. Other tho," above, the

PROCUREMENT, SINGLE procuring agency is the D/PP at tie requiring
Refers to procurement of .,uppiies pursuant to system manager/item manager (SMIl., AI.C. The

assignimenit. of procurement responsibility ii.ade by Ok;ahoina City CFT contracts will not be utilized
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for program. which do not meet the criteria of PRODUCER PHASE SUPPLY
Paragraph 2 below. The prime ALC for such CFT That phase of military supply whieh extends from
programs may award a conventional contract for determination of procurem-nt schedules to
each program on the basis of competition, sole acceptance of finished supplies by the military
source negotiations, or source selection as services. (AR 320-5)
appropriate. (AFLCR 66-33) RLABILITY RISK
PROCURING BRANCH The probability that a "lot of goods" will be

The organiational element which originates the rejected by a sampling plan as a result of an
procurement request. (NAVSHIPINST 4330.30B) unreliable sample being drawn from a reliabie lot

PROCURING COMPONENT (MIL-STD-721)
The DOD component department, service, or PRODUCIBILITY

agency responsible for procuring the equipment or The composite of characteristics which when
systems and supporting TMs. (AFR 66-19/AR applied to equipment design and production
31070/NAVMATINST 5600.IIA/MCO 5215.16, planning, leads to the most effective and economic
DSAR 4151.9) means of fabrication, assembly, inspection, test,

PROCURING CONTRACTING OFFICER (PCO) installation, checkout, and acceptance of systems
The individual authorized to enter into contracts and equipment. (AFSCM 84-3)

for supplies and services on behalf of the PRODUCT
government h, formal advertising or negotiationOf "0 Includes materials, parts, components,who is respoi.sible for overaii procurement of the subassemblies, assemblies and equipments. (SD-6,
contract. (AFLCR 65-22)

The procurement official having signatureresponsibility on a contractual instrument. (AFLCR Item, materiel, material, data, software, supplies,system, assembly, subassembly, or portion thereof I
70-11) which is produced, purchased, developed, or

PROCURING CONTRACTING OFFICE/OFFICER ctherwise used by the Government. (End I DLAR
The agency/individual which is appointed under 4155.24/AR 702-7tNAVMATINST 4155.8B/AFR,

appropriate authority for the purpose of negotiating 74-6/MCO 4155.53B)
and executing contracts on behalf of the U.S.Goverment.(AFM 6-18)PRODUCT AUDIT ,+
Government. (AFM 66-18) An inspection and evaluation of a repaired or

PROCURING DEPARTMENT modified item for the purpose of government
The Military Department assigned purchase verification that all work directed fully compliesresponsibility for the particular item. (AR with contractual requirements. (AFLCR 65-22)

715-'9/NAVSUP PUB 479/AFR 70-20/MCO
4215.50/DSAR 4115.6) PRODUCT CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION (PCI)

The current approved technical documentation
PROCURING DIVISION which defines the configuration of a Cl during the

For the purposes of this regulation. at AFSC, a production, operation. maintenance, and logistic
procuring division is SAMSO, ASD. ESD, and support phases of its life cycle. and which
ADTC. At AFLC, this may be an office procuring prescribes (1) all necessary physical form. fit. and
ground or support equipment or an AFLC item or function characteristics of a C. (2) the selected
system manager. (AFLCR/AFSCR 809-20) functional characteristics designated for production

PROCURING MILITARY SERVICE aceptance testing, and (3) the production
The DOD Federal Agency having design, acceptance tests. (AFR 65-3)

procurement and/or logistic ,esponsibility f(" PRODUCT QUALITY DEFICIENCY
specific categories or classes of material. (DOD A defect or nonconforming conditioii which limits
4160.21-M-I-) or prohibits the product from fulfilli:ng its intended
PRODUCER LOGISTICS lurpose. Included are deficiencies in design.

The basic element of logistics involving specification.i material. manufacturing. and
procurement and/or production of assets and workmanship. (Encl I DI.AR 4155 24/AR
'lelivery to control oi a commander below 702-7/NAV.IATINST 4155.8B'AFR 74-6/MCO
departmental level. ARI 320-5. JCS Pub 1) 4155.5 B)
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PRODUCT USE LIMITS PRODUCTION ARTICLE
Teextent that p)roperties of a p)roduct may Ani article which 6~ in final form. employs
hatewithiou, rendering the product unsuitable standard part., (or nonstandard parts appJroved b1%
frisintended use. (DOD 4140.25-.1) thle agency concerned), and( is rep~resentative of

PRODUCT VERIFICATION INSPECTION (PVI)fialc'oret(AU8-)

Phsclinspection or test of product by the PRODUCTION BASE
Government after inspection and acceptance by the The total national industrial production capacity
contractor' s quality organization. When conditions; available for the manufacture of itemis to nelt
make separate inspection impractical. the materiel requirements. (AR 320-5. AF31 1-1)
Government may accomplish product verification by PRDCIN EIE
thle witnessing of certain testing in conjunction with h aeie et~!sid pir t h
the contractor s inspection. (AFR 74-153)Te balie stbshd por o e

commencement ')f ptroduction to ~%!;,h configuratio;,

PRODUCTION end itemi manufacture and facility constraut ion is
The phase in which the operational and( support conti olled. This baseline is the 'basis for- control
T he process of converting raw materials by (A.IICRZ 11-2(6)

* fabrication into required materiel. It. includes the
functions of production -scheduling, inspection. POUTO UL-PTM
tqual;ty control, anld related processes. (DOD The time interval. expressedl in months. between
5000.8) the dlate of production of the first article throuigh

The conversion of raw materials into p)roduict., the ;'criod of p~roduction buildup until the miout thle
and/or comp~onents thereof,. through a series of p~rouctionl Las achieved anl exp~ectedI level rate or a

anfcuig priocesses. It includes functions- of sustaining rate of p~roduction. IFS0M 2,-1. AFSCR 3
p)roduction engineering, controlling. quality 27-ti)
assurance, and the determination of resources PRODUCTION CERTIFICATIOK
requirements. (AR 320-5. JCS Pub 1) The attesting by supeTrvisory p~rodIuction personnel

The element of repair. overhaul, storage, including lead mian1 or crew chiefs. that
manufacture. etc.. that produces the prodluct. womasionioucad ooprtns hn
IDLANI 41.55.4/AR 7.0-2t/%AVSUP PUB 5011/11CO prluio priso is epnsLI is i
P4870.4513) acoWanc i i appll'I standards andA

Includes all processes and procedures designed to instructions. (AFIXCM 74-2)
j transform a set of input eiements into a sp)ecified

output element. Its major functions include design PRODUCTION CONTROL
or pro~d,.cibiiitv. p~roduction planning. producuion The process of directing and controlling the work,
control. production demonstration and testing!. in a manufacturing phlint or mneac shop in a
manufacturing method &via±opment. fabrication, manner that will result in a maximnum output of
asseml'y. installation, checkout. scheduling. and quality work, utilizing such tool., of control -if the
production program surveillance. (AFSCM 84-3) production control board, tub, file. job order register

]and the variable rep~air timie limits system.(A 1
PRODUCTION ACCEPTANCE TEST 3._1(A

A generi. term which emcompasses the major T32 taf0mntoms ofcidiain)n
materi.el t es-isu conducted (luring the initial cnrlighmnefr n okod ntrlsolprodluctiol, pilase. Production accep~tance coetso-in hua4for-n1orlnsintrso

ttsforecasts, and schedules. (AF1.0i 2.3-3' -
include prepro.luction tests andl initial productionCOS

PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT The10 aggregate dollar amount of personnel and
New aircraft acceplted from the contractor by the 'uaterials'sulies of a %'--k -.ituity. t-AFR 2-i2)

Navy. P'roduction Aircraft also means- all NavY PRODUCTION COUNT INDICATOR (PCI)
aircraft which u~erv procuired for operational and This is a single (ligit alphan code input oni the
training puirfos"': i.,%.. all aircra ft except those tenipora rv labIor' plan. -A- is use(; for atitoniIt it'
p~rocuredI soivi - for ex perimentalI purposes-. Ini this count (ean ed hiouirs are generated w.heii an end

S~t sn. avy aircraft is either Ex~perinmental or itemn completion is reported) and -31- is used for
Production. i0l'NAVINXST P5442.2AI manua uidix~ltioiI count including all temporary



serial number controlled end items !Attachment 5, throw-away type items, ec., where a development
Computer Assignment of DCI}. AFLR 66-61) description is not required, a production description

. one-digit alpha code, input on the AFL" Form may be the initial instrument. (AICR 11-26)
237, Tenporarv Labor and Material Plan, denoting PRODUCTION EFFECTIVITY POINT
automatic or manual production coant (A = That point where an approved modification is
automatic, MI = manual). When an M is input, the fully incorporated in a weapon system while still in
computer will output AFLC Form 600A, Production production. (AFM 11-1)
Count Detail, for each labor operation. All serial
number items are counted manually. All A and S PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

prefixed non-PME JONs and selected T or M Those items of plant equipment located within a
prefixed JONs are coded for automatic generat':a manufacturing, processing, assembly or service

of earned hours. AFLC Forms 600A are not establishment and used for cutting, abrading,

provided for automatic count JONs. (AFLCR 66-62) grinding, shaping, forming, joining, measuring,
testing, heating o- treating production materials or

PRODUCTION DECISION work in process. (AFSCM 27-1, DOD 5000.8)
A determination by the Defense System Any equipment or machinery used in production

Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) as to whether of goods or services for the purpose of cutting,
the milestones which demonstrate achievement of abrading, grinding, shaping. forming, joining,
an engineering design capable of efficient and measuring, teziing, heating, or creating production
economical production have been satisfactorily materials or "in process- produc.s within a
accomplished. (AFSCM 84-3) manufacturing, processing, assembling, or service

PRODUCTION DELAY CODE establishment. (AFLCII 78-3, AR 320-5)
This is a one-digit ode talpha) signifying that PROUCIION EQUIPMENT, IDLE

either a job request is backlogged in workloading, Department of Defense owned or controlled
planning, or production. Production delay codes equipment which is not in current productive use,
will be used for temporary work only. They will and is not contemplated for use in 90 days.
not be used for management of items subject to excluding (1) equipment installed or desig..ated for
repair (MISTR). serialized, and engine workloads. currently scheduled production, but not yet in use

Refer to Paragraph 2-26 for use of codes. (AFLCR pending completion of fine, and (2) machine tools or
66-61) other related production equipment for maintenance

A one-digit alpha code (Attachment 3) which or overhaul of materiel in current use. (DOD
denotes a delay in processing work requirements 5000.8)
(AFLC Forms 206. Temporary Work Request, and PRODUCTION EXPEDITER
AFLC Form 237, Temporary Labor and Material A qualified individual oesignated by the air
Plan) or item production within :he shops. To regional representative or AF plant representative.
provide visibility to iniiators of AFLC Form 206. under the jurisdiction of the contract district. to

he MAW or MF organization must input this code process, expedite. and divert requests and performto G004L by AFLC Form 930. G004L File production function- applicable to supply con~tract.,

Maintenance Transactions, when document (AFM 67-1)
processing delays are encolntered (due date is
overdue). It is also mandatory that a delay code be PRODUCTION FEASIBILITY
input by the scheduler when a production delay or The ability to o produc ar inn
work stoppage occurs in the shops. (AFLCR 66-62. within the existing state of the production art andSo n pwithfii the cost pnara meters established for .!] ..
PRODUCTION DESCRIPTION specified development . effr:r - liroductiom

.\ production description i6 prepared for each fv..ibili .assessment should be ;accomplished in the
.- .uin..... e . wh~di-'is a fonpotient of a conceptual phase of the development cycle prior t

syste or is :a separate entity requiring tI e lrogra decision. Prohuction feasibility should
4 mnanageient of its configura~tion. The production ',.,t bet confused with iroduicibility. Tihe production,

d e . r i p~ t i o n 1 e t h e p r m t .- a n t i t h e t e c h n i c a l -e ca% -o n g e n e rah i u r o t
lisPS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R aa~letl: ,l-bility more genei'amuchomie

data package developed an(] attained under the and is designed Oldie to iprovide mlanagem~ent i

delelopment de.-criptiin t describe the iroduction visibiliti concerning potential production constraints
configuration. i tlio.e ca:.es, i... state-of-the-art uhich are of sifficiv'nt nmgnitude to significantly A
fixation. perforn;:u1e larameters only for impact the program decision. (AFS'! $4-3)



PRODUCTION GRAPHIC ANALYSIS CHARTS include part numbers, if available, and be
Prepared by the contractor, these charts depict accompanied by sufficient descriptive and technical

graphically the progress made in controling critical data to enable the appropriate item manager to
leadtimc points, fabrication, subcontract delivery, initiate action which results in the required
assembly of component parts, and the status of procurement action. (AFLC 65-3.AFSCM 65-2.
manufacturing operations necessary to fulfillment AFM 67-1)
of the contract. The graph should also indicate A list of items forecast and released or
probable shortages or overages of materials, parts, recommended for procuremert by the contractor to
and sui'assemblies at selected control points along cover initial support requirements. The list wil'
the production line. (AFSC 84-2) include part numbers, if available, or sufficient
PRODUCTION INFORMATION description and accompanied with draw~ng and

technical data to enable the commodity class to
manufacturing techniques, and related information accompclish the required procurement action.

(excluding applied research and development Production lists are submitted for spare parts.
information) used to manufacture military materiel peculiar. nonstandard, and common AGE, etc.

and munitions. (AFSCR 209-5) (AFM 67-1)
PRODUTIONITEMPRODUCTION LISTS TO OPEN CONTRACTS

PRODUCTION ITEM
Those items processed through a repair facility A definite list of items approved for purchase by

for repair, modification, manufacture, etc. fAFLCR the government through mutual agreement between 
6f-or rathe AF contracting officer and the contractor as

stipulated in the open contract. (AF.1 67-1)
PRODUCTION LEAD TIME

The time interval between the placement of a PRODUCTION LOSS APPRAISAL
An estimate of damage inflicted on an industry incontract and receipt into the supply system of r

material purchased. Two entries are provided: a. terms of quatiie o irou the
initial - the time interval if the item is not under enemy from the moment of attack, through th
production as of the date of contract placement. 1 period of reconstruction. and to the point w'hen full

reorder - the time interval if the item is under production is resumed. (JCS Pub 1)

production as of the date of contract placement. PRODUCTION LOT
(AR 320-5, AFM 11-1. JCS Pub 1. AFR 400-3) A production lot is a quantity of items all of

The time interval between the award of an order which were manufactured under idenical
or contract and the completion of manufacture or conditions, and assigned an identifying lot number.
rebuild of the items for the first scheduled (AF.11 11-1)
shinment. (AMCR 11-16) PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

F A two (2) digit number expressing the actual or The art and science of properly and efficiently
estimated number of months time interval between usinge one ace aerian e iil
the, placement of - contract and receipt into the using men. money. machines. materials. and
iuppiy system of material purchased. If less than services. The production management eements :ire
month, indicate I for one month. (AR 710-25)

Period. in whole mojaths. between date of aw.ard directly responsible for assuring the
of the contract or purchase order and delivr" of acconiplishment of production feasibility

thr first production quantity. based on the latest assessment design for producibility. production

contract ur order. (AN i7-1") planning. verificatgir of preiuction readiness.
development and applicatin of manufacturing

PRODUCTION LINE MAINTENANCE methods, monitoring GlP/ser.ices. contractual
A system for the repair. overhaul, or rebuild of requirements for prniluction. and the surveillance of

unserviceable materiel that flows in a definite contractor production operations. Prduction
sequt,:ee through a :iumb.r of specific repaih management is further rcsp-misible for integration
stations. $Alt 320-51 with ,h. production process of such disciplines as
PRODbCTIONLISTS ma~terial management and tooling and special

production t-quipminti. !.\FS0.1 S-1-3)
Lists of items forecast and released or

recommended for procurement by the contractor, to PRODUCTION MISSILE
cover initial supl:ort reiunir !meats. They will A conlete missile of :uit operational type. or ont



modified for use as a snace booster, accepted by tihe PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS (PR)
military or other government agency. This term The sum of authorized stock levels aw 4:ire'
mioes are inoly tpe of allocation Prototype needs, less stocks expected to become available.missiles are not i:',dhded herein. (D0ll 3100.1) stocks on hand, stocks due in. returned stoc:: and

stocks from salvage. recdan.ation. rebuild, and otherPRODUCTION NUMBER sources (AR 320-5)
A six-position code that is comprised of a

five-position control number and a one position job PRODUCTION SCRAP
designator code. (AFLCR 66-60) Material generated as a scrap in the normal

production processes having only a remelting or
PRODUCTION PERIOD reproc- ssing value, including textile clippings.

e period during which systems or equipment ,neta elippings. chipings. borings. turnings, and
are acquired, beginning with the authorization of similar types of scrap. including faulty castings and
initial production. manufacture, or construction and forging;. (DAR 24-101.20)
ending with government acceptance of the last item laterial generated as scrap in th. usual
of materiel. In certain cases. the production period production processes baying only a remelting or
may overlap the deielopment period. (AICR 11-26) "eprocessing value, in uding metal clippings.
PRODUCTION PHASE chippings. borings, turnings: textile cuttings and

The Production Phase begins at the end of tile clippings: and similar types of scrap including
full scale developmept phase with the establishment production spoilage. IDSAM 8130.1)
of the product baseline (or in the case of ships. PRODUCTION STOCK
after the validation phase). A:though some :laterial procured for use a! Government
pruduction may commence before and some minor Furnished Property for installation on new
development may continue after, the establishment production aircraft either at contractor's plants or
of the product baseliie will mark the beginning of Nav-' activities. (ASOINST 4440.25)
the production phase. (AFP RO0-7) PRODUCTION SURVEILLANCE

PRODUCTION PLANNING That part of Gcvernment contract administrztion iZ
A scheme of actinn tv coordinate gener.-ting directed toward (i determining the degree of

workloads with manpower. materiel and equipment progress made by a contractor in meetin: his
apabilities to obtain maximum efficiency of contract delivery or perf-rmanc:, schedule and Iii

ouerations. (AFLC.1 25-:3 identifying factors which may delay deliver--v or
performanece. It includes. among other things. thePRODUCTION QUALITY GOAL review and anamysis by the G -ernuent of a

A quantitative index of quality achievement for contractor's performance lans. schedules. controls
an organization. work center level, or higher, based and industrial processes. (DAC 76-17)
upon prior quality history and sound management
decisions expressed in term. of' percent defective. PRODUCTION TEST
(AFI.CM 74-2) Testing. utrder contract, the adequacy and

practicability of specifications for a new- modified
PRODUCTION READINESS REVIEW CRITERIA item to ass-re iat the specifications "re not

Criteria e-tab!ished for guid-.;i-e in evaluation of res'rictive to competition and perahit q: ,...ty or
,.ystcms or equipment produci.ion readiness. Th# mass productiii -.-:thin econiical piodu lcti-n
:riteria to be applied to a specific production practices. (These testsi usualli art c-nducted prior
readiness review will ie selected by the program to l:rgr, scale pricurelneitl of a ,new item.) (AR
office ant';or the PRR team director. (AFSC.M 84-3) 70-Il. DS.R 4125,.1)

PRODUCTION READINESS REVIEW (PRR) PRODUCTIVE TIME
.A formal inspection to determine (11 whether a The time actually slent on the job in a pl",dcti e

ysvtptn ir equiprivt under development is ready cpacity. in maintenance shops. .unth tine of
for efficient and economical quanity production. icchanic. will norniaIly hav beer 'iarge'd to=ilt! (2) if cho. Cuintractor hts ;o-compli:hed adequate inaliidual ir group shop repair on1 work eirdt-is.

pla ihig for ih. p'roduction phase. The PRR u ill he For superi i.-or'. vhricaI and other oierhead and
crin!dncte'l tw;waMl' t he end of hlle full scale supirt t'lIrilVt','. lU',,,lultive time data will Ii
delchlt. nvlmnt pham'- and prim- iti , tht liwlucti,, generally let- a :ilalh fri'im the tui records. IDOD
decision. '.\FS('. s- l-:l 4.1111.71

-..- 1



Elapsed time during which useful work is administration of the AFROTC prograi. at an
performed ,n a (manufacturing) process. (AFLCM assigned educational institution Ile is designated as
23-3) the detachment commander with the responsibilities

That portion of an operation cycle during wnich of a base commander as .fined in AFR 67-10.
the workman 's time is utilized effectively. The (AFM 67-1)
halanca of his time is considered idle or PROFIT
unproductive. (AFLCM 25-8) The excess of the amount realized from sies of

PRODUCTIVITY goods over the cost thereof in a given transaction
Average number of work units produced per or over a given period of "ime. (DOD 5000.8)

person -'r a dr"'iite period of time (day, week, PROFITABILITY INDEX
me -. , 'u o :: :0-5) Aln arithmetic ratio obtained by dividing the

. .e of output or production per unit pre.ent value of the benefits by the investment for
. .. ., when compared to a prior output any given project. This ratio is used to rank the

x ,'. :neasurable basis. (AFLCM 253) vdr.ous projects under consideration. The higrer

PRODUCTIVITY CRITERIA the Profitability Index the more desirable the
Criteria established to control development of project in that the henefits received outweigh the

producible equipment and practical production costs involved. A project with a Profitability Index
processes. Examples of producibility crieria of less than 1.0 should not be undertaken unless

include constraints on critical types, quantities, and there are compelling non-monetary considerations
applications of materials; constraints upon the which outweigh the economics involved. (DOD
application of production processes (i.e., welding, 7041.8)
machining, forming): quantitative production run PROFIT, EXCESS
requirements; qualitative controls (for example: The amount of profit over and above an

reject rates, scrap control, etc.); cost constraints established dollar or percentage limit. (DOD
(for example: tooling, materials, labor); and 5000.8).
restrictions on resort to high risk operations As specificall. pertaining to statutory
expressed in terms of lead ti.nes ano/or production "renegotiation," the profit derived by co3ractors

tests and demonstrations. (AFSCM 84-3) under Government contracts which, t'ough tilt

PRODUCT-T.O-TARGET ENVIRONMENT process of renegotiation. is administrati% elyA

The p)hysical conditions existing at each step deternined to be excessive and subject to recapture

described in the production-to-target sequence; by the Government. (DOD 5000.8)

they are given in terms of tenpecature range, PROFIT, GROSS
pressure, humidity, shock, and acceliration, with "Profit" after deducting only the pureli:se cost
the duration of each condition usually included, or produetion cost. (DOD 5000.)
(AFM 11-1)

A chart or table siowing all th steps involved in PROFIT, NET OPERATING
I"I-of it" a fter' deducting selling "r..d

manufacture. transport, storage, maintenance in
storage b'.,t~~ p e t ~admiinistrative expenses as well as purchase cost oistor I withdrawal from storage, assembly pri o r co to

lamnch, launch flight and reentry. (AFM 11-1) production cost, but before adding and deducting
financial and other non-operating income and

PRODUCTS, ACTUARIAL expense, i-cluding taxes based upon income. (DOD
Are divided into three types: :.I)00.8)
I1) 0' erhaul (0iMjor) - Failures camse(l by usage PROGRAM

which requ ii ;tajor overhatil. Item time is reset to iiiig
- ei'o.A .\Conmbination of progriini elt, nei.ts designed Ill

1 (2) Field Maintenince -F.-il'res which require \prCss the accomplishnent of a defilie objective
fic l ii~intelilet, hei hu< i. it iese Il zeo. or plan which is .Spetcified ais to tile time p i ngll of

J ~ ~ ~ 3 C:I(oiiiie(:- Combilination of Overhaul ani eld hMI axl t is to Ilet doule and l, Mh e nis proposed for its

nacco1npli miment. Program,, are aggregations of
prograli elelellt., and in turn aggre'gate to the

PROFESSOR OF AEROSPACE STUDIES total Five Year lie'se Prograill. (1)0) 70.45.7)
Thill s,.nh, I S.F ofl'fivcr ;-signed to the .\FRO(' A stgnlent .iI elelment of a cornliplete plan - (DOI )

(etavhi nn i 'eil'l;ni -itle for tli,. superli.iion ;,11d1 50(I).8)
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I4

A b~udget accouit classification . A precise PROGRAM ACQUISITION COST
sequence of coded instructions for anl etect,-onic The devetntpmemi. procureme.,.i, and construction
digital conwuter to solve a problem or, to procelss cost to acqiuire tile mjrsVstei. S estimiates
basic data. (DOD 5000.8) ilnet id e all p rogra ii acquis itionl costs

A plan or schieme of i-toi designed fo~r thte appliicable to the attirovcd pt~rog~ram rega rdl ess of
accomplishmient oadeiteObjective wihIspecficas o th tie-pasig ofthewor to the program'. stage. of 4lvetopmetit. Development

specficas t th the-phsin of he orL tie costs shalt be accumulatedl fromn the point Olme moe
d (oile and the means prop)osed for its defense systemi is dsgae yttea rga-
accomplishiment. particularly ini quantitative terms. Elemleat of ao'rjc ihn; l-ral
wiith respect to manlpower' imateriat. in(l facitities Elmet Constrto tlOC(L inhod io(o
retlilirements. Thus a program p~roides a bisis for' prleet. ntdrectlon cuport at in chiqeyidetifyv
buaugr-ting. (l)OD 51000.81 oetstatirtlsoloIa (uiiqevidntf

£Sometimes a plann; ig category which is not Withtilte system. The detailed :Iefinition '

related to abudget pirogram category Thyshould Program Acquisition C:tis in DOD Instructioi
e synchronized!). (DOD 5000.8) .5000.3:3 (Roftrence (i). Inl general. tiltV.
A combination of program element - otesignel, for ipio~ur-,nent cost tport;on of Program Acqwu,!1: o.

accomP1;Ilst1g a definite objective or plan Which is Cos"t is reflerttd inl tile W\eapon Syst'em Lvt: iltcwIspecified as to the time t'nasing ofl wxhat is, to be Listing (exhibit P-1. Chuapt, ! 241. DOD 7110-1-M.
done and the means pruposeti for doing it. The reference (wn for the weapon systew invokied. plus
imaiiol programs of the Departme~nt of Defense its as;sociated initial spares. For Navy -thipbilitn-i
Programm-ing System are 'lhe numb'ored progranis in progam. outfitting aiiol postdlelivery cs are als o
thle Department of Defense Five Year Forc,1 includedt. In those instances ilher~e tile P-I linu
Structure and Financial Plan. (AFM 11-1) oo. o n t oealpouelel s~(ir10

To provide for a series of events during a flight Istcio eO3.Rfrne()suhcss'i

orohe cto, sin"o rgrmth light for b le identified in SARs and M1ini-SARs. The
early' thrust cut-off." (AFM II-I) dtrinto j d f o-d ttsfr c

Ani established grouping of program elennents to Ieemntoio d i o-~~ ttsfrsc
potayattal Force and Financial Plan. egarie'lss costs will be made at the time the data elemeints artivQ

Any process, which. When redtuce(] to machine PROGRAM ACTIVATION TASK FORCE
language. completety describes a tiroced: r'e in ~' USAF technicians tempioraily locatedl in the ho.,
poereadp'form sc thata(oruer ca ;ntei] 1rt the c ut ivi to direct -anid coord linn i'e thle act iou s of atl

prcd r ouin p lr th eiedA prcssn of* o-anli'ationus plartiliat ill" in thle in-counltry 1

.' i becomes a program when approved by the dtiii M ~OCli~.(~R401
ap~propriate authority and with the establishment of PROGRAM AIRCRAFT

aspecified time schedule aunt allocation of The total of tlie active and reserve aircraft. See4S
resources to accomlilih the plan objective. A also alireraf- (.JCS pill, 1)
iworgIami documents the time phase& actions and]3H
assigns restponsibilities required for tile exez-ution PRGA SLMNT-
,mod control of specified programs or- project,;. such A formal evaluation byv SAMS() .ASP. ESI). or-
ais relocation, assignment. rea ss gnimen t or p ha seouit A DTC of , piropiosed o,* ongoing progra in addrle -Ainc

'f futnct iens. missions, or responi it it ies wvit hin ireleva nce. pa',yoff an )l betie fi, rio m'it%'. Colt an11
A FL.C oi- other major pirojects which are exceptional schedule, artl timeline.,s Assv.ssnwnts, of tpro,usvd

to ith norm at or- rout inie work load. A FLC pimogra ilis, WVill lbe aii ini-depjthI revielk., S 0MS, 0."SI).
-" li~roIgrammling docutntts emiure that all A FIC ESJ i. and AD1TC Will as lls ulitli g proorlanis

aSmooiated actions (We identifiedt with anlnually, to I-eaplpraise alt1 oflorts prctsl
restolu i ibi lities a ssignied a n l programmned for i' a sessed l aid of Conlt inuned i 01 eie t ft t heir
compjletion onl a sche'lied bcltasis. (A FI.CR 400-9t) (A FS('R S0-19) -

The intIegra ted t imin-phased tasks itecessar, v to
accompitlisht a tiartic~ular liltrpose. Whien used ai,.* PROGR AM BDGET DECISION (PBD)
it ilicalis tihe ni urall lir Force prograiii as apitro\ ed AX Secretary of* I efeiisc ilevi.sion. ;1 lrt'eciilti

Ivtile i~ecretall o 4fei~se. pubdished~ as Ille AXir format. autti11-1ri,.in liaig to a 2,10111111101 udget

prougrami d ocl;meniii. (AFSCRl 27-6)i0 tFsClt 2-9-6;)I .155.;



PROGRAM CEILING PROGRAM COSTS
Funding limit placed upon a program; maximum The total cost of laboratory ol)erations for a

limit program package. (AFSCR 27-6) given operating period. Included are prior and
current year funds. Program costs are a product of

PROGRAM CHANGE the JOCAS and show the dollar value of servi(-s
An increase, decrease, or total deletion of a paid for during anpperating period.

program line, or a change in any element of data 1. Direct Costs. Total costs of resources that
except RCN, geopolitical code (GC) and program can be directly related to a specific lob order. Part
year of an approved GA or MASF program. 1 of the program cost report shows these direct
(AFLCR 400-23) costs with contract dollars excluded.

2. Indirect Costs. Costs of resources that e;,ustPROGRAM CHANGEDCISION (PCD) be prorated to job orders. These costs are a

A Secretary of Defense decision, in prescribed combination of the JOCAS "General Mission" (J-99)
format, authorizing changes to the Five Year and "Indirect Costs" (J-88). Thc sum of direct

NDefense Program. (AFSCR 27-6) costs and indirect costs equals the total program

J PROGRAM CHANGE REQUEST (PCR) costs for the laboratory. (AFSCR 93-26)
The document submitted by HQ USAF to the PROGRAM DECISION MEMORANDUM (PDM)

Secretary ol' Defense introducing a new program to A document which provides decisions of the
the FYDP, or changing an approved program Secretary of ,efense on POMs and JFM. (AFSCR
element in excess of established thresholds. (AFSCR 27-6)

S27-6) V
2-)PROGRAM DIRECTION

PROGRAM CHANGE-QUANTITY Any direction or guidance dissominated on AFSC
That portion of the cost change between the PE Form 56 or interim message responsive to the A

or DE and the CE which is attributed solely to purposes prescribed it Paragraph 3. (AFSCR 27-1)
changes in quantity to be procured. Such costs are PROGRAM ELEMENT CODE
calculated from the original PE or DE cst quantity A code described in AFM 300-4 which is

curve(s). (DOD 7000.3) applicable to a specific job order number. Every
effort should be made to identify the job order toPROGRAM CONTROL NUMBER (PCN)th prga elen. TeArFcelorm

An alphanumeric code used by DPEM to name a the program element. The Air Force program
V. element of most Air Force programs. projects or

specific work order required of the DMS, AFIF. normally can oe located in the
The first digit designates the customer, the second sysCems Fl r loates if the hgS:

SYS-ACB(Q)7501. Far laboratories. if the program
digit provides the repair group category (RGC), and element cdnnot be identified and the joo is for aJ: theen thniot digi repntified the mangin Aoir ora.

the third digit represents the managing Air component of the DOD then the appropriate alpha
Logistics Center (ALC). The last three digits are haracter will be inserted in the sixth digit of the

_Ji assigned by the managaig ALC for a specifc order. program element block (i.e.. Arms - A. Navy = N,

U. Each repair source; that is, each organic Source of ARPA = E. Air Force = F, etc.). Thebe codes can
Repair (SOR) or each ,ontractor con+titutes a be fouid in the DOD Handbook (DOD 701.3.7-H).
specific order. (AFLCR 66-40) FYDP Program Structure, Volume I Book 1. Codes

A seven-digit code assigned within a Program and Definitions. If the appropriate four-digit -

Unit Code to furthei identify and control program/project number is known. then insert it in
maintenance and modification programs. A PCN is the sekond through the fifth digits in the program
composed of th2 f-,llowing elements: element block with a ;:er (W in th firs, digit. If

Reimbu.;a !.- +.ource - 1 al)ha ,itrit. neither the program element nor pIrognra Iroject is

2. Repair Group Category (RUC) - I alpha digit. known, then insert the appropriate customer
. P~eutdo Code- 4 a pha dsits, acrony, as found in Section I. Chap,er 7. left

. Su ffix Code - 1 numeric digit. (A FICR justified. with trailing zeroes and the DOD codes in

171-24) the sixth digit. For non-DOI) effort.. use the
• llprolpriate custoillei a'ronvln Ieft justified. with

PROGRAM CONTROL YEA R trailing zeroe.- (i.e.. FAA000. NASA00. etc.,. The
For RDT&E. the prgram contro!l' I  .t r., are 11w, I)OD p r'ograml le mnt c:de should ah\wa %., match .-

cur'rent yeal and tile innnciiate prior fiscal year. the custonler (P9 card Sequence Code "A")
1AFS('R 27-9) AFS(C 177-265)55.1-)'



PROGRAM ELEMENT IDENTIFIER (PEID) program/project based on actual performance.
A one-letter code that correlates aircraft Program evaluation studies entail a comparison of

identification with DOD Program Element for which actual performance with the approved program/
resources are planned, approved, programmed, and project. (DODI 7041.3)

budgeted. (AFLCR 60-2) PROGRAM LINE
iJROGRAM ELEMENT (PE) A single line of data representing a requirement

The basic building bloek of the FYDP that is a for materiel or services for GA or MASF countries.
description of the mission to be undertaken and a The three types are:
collecti n of the organizational entities identified to 1. Major Item Line. A program for which the
perform the mission assignment. Elements may requirement is expressed quantitatively as well as
consist of forces, manpower, materials, services, in dollars, and with a federal stock number (FSN)
and associated costs as applicable. (AFLCR 177-105) item identification.

Description of a mission by the identification of 2. Dollar Value Line. A program line
the organizational entities and resources needed to representing a requirement for certain services,
perform the assigned mission. Resourc- consist of commodities, or a grouping of items of materiel for
forces, manpower, material quantities, and costs, as which the requirement is stated only in dollars.
applicable. (DOD 7000.5) 3. Secondary Item -Line. A dollar value

The basic unit of identification in the Air Force encompassing items of equipment (for e',am.iYe,-
F&FP. It is an integrated activity; an identifial!e other support equipment) as distinguished frvm a
military capability; or a force, support activity, dollar value line encompassing commo(ties or
research activity, and so forth, comprising a components, parts and accessories. (AFLCR 400-2 4)
combination of men, equipment, and facilities. A single line of data representing a requirement
(AFSCR 27-6) for articles or services in a ,!\Ilitary Assistance

A brt.akout which US Air Force resources are Program. (AFR 400-20)
programmed in the Five Year Defe-nse Progaram. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE (PMD)

Ten programs in DOD/USAR system: The PMD is the official HQ USAF document used
Program Number Title to provide direction and guidance to the
1 Strategic Forces implementing, p.rticipating, supporting, and
2 General Purpose Forces operating commands to satisfy documentation
3 Intelligence and Communications requirements. (AR 70-59)
4 Airiift/Sealift
5 Guard and Reserve Forces PROGRAM MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY (PMR)6 Research and Development Overall responsibility for all aspects of a given7 Central Supply and Maintenance program. Normally, other commands are

8 Training, Medical and Other responsible to the command having PMR for those

General Personnel Activities parts of the program as specified in the Progran,
9 Administration and Associated Management Directive (PMD). (AFR 800-4.

A miv i nie s trAFSCR/AFLCR 800-12)
Acetivities
0 Support to other Nations (AFR 400-20) PROGRAM MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY TRANSFER
A description of a mission by the identification of (PMRT)

the organizational entities and resources needed to The transfer o, program maiagement
lperform the assigned missicn. Resources consist of responsibility for a system (by series) or equipment
forces, manpower, material and funds. The (by designation), from the implementing command
programi element is t; e basic building block of the to the supporting con,man&L PMRT inchides
Five Year Defense Program. (%FSCM 177-265) transfer of engineering responsibility. , \FR 809-4,
PROGRAM ELEMENT (PE) CODE PROGRAM MANAGEMEiT RESPONSIBILITY TRANSFER

A four) or five digit number assigned to identify a DATE ('MRTD)

specific end article or iprigrai for it,m ap;lication The calend, r date on which PM RT occurs. (AFR
a ill orogram publication uIi'poses. (A FLCR 57-I) 800-4)
PROGRAM EVALUA ;iON PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Is economic analy.,is of on-going actions to All :speels of malnagenment of a system project.

deterumine how hest to imlnirme an approv.'! It includes (not i'ce..sa'ilv limited to) pocureient .
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.olifl-uratioln mantagemient. programl control andl Refers to t i.e offkee resi.onsible for managing theI
data. (AFSCR 177-1) we'aIpon system. (AFSCR/AFLCR 574s)
PROGRAM MANAGER CHARTER PROGRAM PARTS SELECTION LIST

A document approved by' the DOD Component Thle list that identifies the parts selected for use
Head stating the program manager' s responsibility, in hardware designed for a specific AFSC

Sauthority a.n(' accountability in the management of systeml/equipment. The lst is p~repared and
a iiiajor systen. 1wio program. 'DOD 5000.1) invlntained by the prime or i'itegrating contractor

PROGRM MAAGER(PM)under the auspices of the parts control board. The
final proirraia parts selection list will be developedIn this regulation PM1 applies to the project from the proposed program ;aits selection list that

ma~iager. project director, program director, or any iecnrcorsbisa atofhspooa.I
ather single manager inaqiiin t alaplies will be formulated in -imne tt. be used in actual
,c 'aboratorv commanders or their representatives

selection of electronic and mec.,!anicati parts for
w Ltn tey resnt CA. ASCR80023~design, will be maintained an4 used dluring the

hse oin acuisiiorce sse (Puronga anaer f lo sa nu o rviinn aa .
'~Fesinle ir orc maage (.rin an spcifc design a.!.J test p~hases of the p~rogram, and will

or System Manager/Item Manager). (AFR 80-14) 800-13)
'tedesignated individual at be DLA resp)onsible

4 tormanagement and administration of the DWIS PROGRAM PRIORITY
Program. (DOD 4C00.19-Ml A classification assigned to the major national or

Ani individual charg(ed with the respon~sibility for military programs to ;ndicate relati.'c importance OrI
design developmen. and acquisition of the i-rgencv of tile program. (DSAR :3005.4,
system equipment and for the design, dpiclopment,
and acquisition of 6~e integratedl logistic support. PRO.-RAM REVIEW (SPR)

Reviews conducted ait Comnmand and1 Air Force
(AFP RO0-7)

The person responsiivie for the conduct of a Secretary level onl major R&D sistem- atnd
dendefr. Ti 'yb rjc fie. programsq of high n~ational rnd -.aitenta! prioritydeie fortm orsm-yb a prsoec offpri ner' a:-i designated by the Secretary of the

ts fnten . anaer3.0-1)Air Force. The information p~resenlted at the SP!1k

I ~~~~~The individual responsible for the cost, schedule. b rsne tteH
ad technical p~erformance of a given technooy AS A.Tefr~t~ l olwtePX'A

actviy. AFCR 0-5)guidance. PAI1/SPR presentati')ns are madle to flv e
The individual in the DOD chartered to manage a 41mneAS.teAr oc oni Ki h

majr sste aquiitin Air Staiff Board in attenoance. and, the Chief of A
majr sste acuistio prgra. (OD 0001) Stuff and Secretary of the Air Force. ;AFSCR

PROGRAM nBJECTIVE MEMORANDUM (POM) 800-1)
A memorandum submitted to the 'qecretarv of P0~MSHDL

Defense IIy the Secretaries of the Military The monthly incre:ae, nts of the input and output A
Depa.L.meatts or the Directors of De-fense Ageec!e. 'aeetbi'e y h M o . hog
which recommends thq total resource requirements
within the parameters of the published Secretarv of ~ ' t ah :1C ad~r~rnDefns fica gudace.AFC ~a~~t acontracting officer' for contractors participating I n

command the program. IAFI.CR 06i-5)
POM to supplort the Air Foi M. (AFICR 41
4(1(1-10) PROGRAM SLOELEMENT CODE

.11v -io(randt (I prepa red a- a ia l by the Ali -ddeiinl to hie DO0D iorani clemient to
AI.10Al)XSA which recommends total resonrce indicate the IDefelnse Researich sciences (DRS)

req uiremelits within the fiscal gi.ida ice established s iibelen'en ts an V-p-(1 . ".) at'~t t he hi ,z! two digits ofI l,~b thc Stcri.tarY of D~efense. (D)OD 510.: 8 1N program elenent h;* 32 -F projec(t numiiber (2_3X X
~OGRPFFICE

In til. r'egulaition. llvcgrin offive applies to the PROGRAM TIME BASE (PTBI
pro(jectt office. equnipmient office. or other office A selected port ion of the operatiomil prl-ai
established toi accomplish acquisition. It lso) beginn~ing wil t ile daite of I'OC and extending to
ap1111ies, too A~FS(' hiborn t iries" uwhem;, pr1ojc cts aiss igned tlie nemt Revip\% Cyelt 01' or Progi- a Forecast
to 1 hemi arie rev iew-1d. (A FSCR M111~l-231 Period I PFPl. as appropeiate. delevemopeml fo. thec
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purpose of computing all requirements programs PROGRAMMED OPERATIONAL DATE
data. (AFLCR K7-27) This is the date documented in the PCSP when

the program is expected to be comip!eted. I t is
PROC'RAM UNIT CODE (PUG) bsduo h aetcmlto aeso~ni h

A code used to identify the type of maintenance baeupntelesco ltindt hu ite

being accomplished. (AFLCR 171-24) imaplementation schedule prepared b:- the program
PROGRA YEARmanager. (AFR 100-18)

A fiscal Year in the Five Year Defense Program PROGRAMMING
thatendsnotearler han he econ yer beond The lprojection of activities to be accomplishedIthet cent ealedr yar. th sn duaringythe and the resources that will be required for a

calendar Year 1974. the first program Year is 1976. seiidpro nteftr.(R7-9
(AFSCR 27-6) The process of preparing a program, esp~ecially in

terms of quantitative, physical requirements of
PROGRAMMED REQUIREMENT manpower, materiel, and facilities, that is, the

Programmed requirement is that requirement for process of establishing and maintaining a p~rogram.
-1which procurement method and Procuring (AFSCR 27-6)

Activity/Office have beer assigned in the 5-Year PORMIGATVT
Procurement Plan - Mobile Eiectric Power. (DSAR PORMIGATVT

4120.7)The activity responsibie for p~reparinig ihecessarv
PROGRMMEDdocuments to acquire communications-electronic's

PROGRAMME r r facilities - for example. SOR, CEIP - and for-
4rgame workloads aetiiose jobs which ae maintaining line items in the PCSP anid similar
a repetitive wvorkloads and for which a single documents. (AFR 100-18)

standard (labor. material, flow time) can be
developed and used epch time job occurs. (AFLCR PROGRAMMING DEFICIENCY
66-53) Application or basic software programming

deficienjcies are an incorrect app~licationi of
PROGRAMMED AIRCRAFT RECLAMATION *g'0'g'. lg. techniqlues. and(l or miethods

Reclamation of aircraft in such volum., (generally wicaue
five or more) as to wan ant assignment of AFLC )Dlyi ~olit~ rcsig
reclIamation project numbers. When reclamation is (2) Interrup~tion in productive pro)cessing.

to c erf rm d a M SDC a l~r~et itiiib r s (3) Incorrect processing and/or output. (AFLCfl
required. regardless of quantity, to facilitate data 171-30)
system processing. (AFLCR 6.5-31)

PROGRAM/PROJECT NUMBER
PROGRAMMED DEPOT LEVEL MIAINTE!:ANCE A code used as the first breakout of the prgrzmni

Depot level maintenance and modifications element as listed in AFSCR 27-5; or tn'o code
progran's developed and scheduled annually by the atcnclpoetnme ftewrrepresentingatehiaprjcnubro eivh
AFLC syst. i managers or inventory managers. It being performed as contained in the Index of Activt
is pe2rformned at 'fixed facilities or oii-site by field UA ietEfrs C:SSABQ70
teams. (AF.1 400-3) UAFC 177c- Efrt,26: Y5)B()7

PROGRAMMED DEPOT MAINTENANCE (PDM) PROGRESS PAYMENTS
[Jep-t moi(,(ificatioiniaiiteniance of aircraft Thmose paymients, made to contraetors as xlor

!01uilnial i seliedided on a ca lendar imie cycle (T. 0. progresses -under a con tract on the ha. is of cost
(.10-25-4) A FIC R 65- 171 itcu rredl. per.centage of coinp let ion aiccominplishled, orA

lhpot, mahitenailce which is scheduled o cyclic ait a particular stage of completion and prior to
ca ic iidn. as is. (A F.C R 66-39) itn e wvam eet e'o o a;tes

D epat modi fica tion / mia iiteiia Ile )f aircraft aculdlvr*Ian epalvofol'ai tusA
1n0n11W!i scheduiiled on a ecalendar i eci . hwbais. iA FR 400-'3. A FSC R 27-4) o r1))

Those .1-avntns niade to cotatro O
A l,'~ iit7indinstri fund activities a., wo.r'.' Ues'stnder:

PROGRAMMED ITEM a cuntraci . or ai particulair Staige of comnplet ion.
An item whiclihw halvvn Ila nned fir prorure-ment accomipl; bed prior to actunal deieyaid accelitailce

doi.g a ,rkr n fi'cal vear. 1A FI.(i! 6.F~I 7-1 2) of cont-act 11items. ID)h 'p 1 -1. 11
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PROHIBITED AREA equipment which, for the purpose ..f obligation.
A specifically designated area at airfields, assumes the characteristics of orders or contracts

seadromes, or heliport, in which all !:xplosives and placed with commercial enterprises (41 U.S.C. 23).
e:;plosives facilities are prohibited. (AFR 127-100, (AFSCR 27-6)

7 1 Attachment 1) PROJECT ORDER NUMBER

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION OFFICER (PAO) The identification of the contractual instrument
The representative of the Directorate of Materiel which defines the work effort to be performed by a

Management (DiM)j within the organic performing activity. (.\FSCM 177-26.)
maintenance activity. The PAO is responsible for PROJECT STOCK
ensuring the 'equirements of the work package on A stock of supplies which is established at or
organic programs are done as negotiated. (AFLCR near the RDT&E activitv work-center in support of
65417) bTh65-17)/.11 epeetaiewh ok specific projects. This stock may also be

The assigned D/MM representative who works assembled/held in the project holding area for
within the maintenance activity and is r~sponsible support of future projects or projects which have
for ensuring the requirements contained in the work been temporarily curtailed. (AFSCR 67-8)
package are done as negotia'ed and who
approves/disapproves ox er-and-above tasks PROJECT SUMMARY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
required to return items to serice-.ble condition. A summary WBS tailored to a specific defense
'AFLCR 66-67) materiel it.m by seiecting applicable elements from

one or more -iunmarv WBS's or by adding
PROJECT MANAGER equivalent elements unique to the project .1

The person, appointed by the development (MIL-STD-881A) (DOD 7000.2, AFSCP/AFLC.
activity, as responsible for testing and carrying out 173-5)
ADS. (AFLCR 171-86)

PROJFCT WORK EW WR)
PROJECT MANAGER PHONE NIMBER Reviews of the work performed within projects in

Toe telephone nun-ber of the project manager the research and esploratory categories to
having overall responsibility for a particular work determine the appropriateness of the work to the
unit or job order number. For JOCAS only the military services or to obtain guidance or
extensior, is used. For MASIS the data is generated as ;stance. These reviews are similar to In-Process
from MASIS coding table. (AFSCM 177-265) Reviews for advanced, engineering, and operational

PROJECT MAlIAGER/ENGINFER system development. (AR 70-59)

The last name, first rame, and middle initial (as PROJECTED
space permits) of the indvidual who has ovtrall Indicates that an appropriate requirement for
responsibility for a particular work unit or job material or end item production has been mad- in
order. (AFSCM 177-265) quantitative terms. (AFLCR 66-53)

PROJECT MATERIAL PROJECTED RATES
Material procered or assembled to accomplish The failure betweea the last Smooth Failure Rate.

- 1 specific or contiming projects fer the performance rates an~d the maximum time when there is
of R&D experiments, tests, or fabrication of end insufficient data in older intervals 'o compute crude
items used in the RDT&E process. (AFSCR 67-8) rates. (AFICM 66-17) '

PROJECT OFFICE SYMBOL PROJECTION
The office symbol of the prime organization D/M end item workload and the mechanical

responsible for (irecting, documenting and processng of the -workload to determine material -4

coordinating t0e effort fer a particular work unit or requirements. (AFCR 66-53)
job order. For JOCAS. where a prefix and/or a Extension of e.trapolation of a majo' trend of a -

suffix is .ee1. 'specific coding instructions should be removal rate cur e for the portion of the item life
issued at the loca! level regarding the entering of span on which insufficient experienice data is
data. (AFSC. 177-265) .vailable. (AFIR 171-12)

PROJECT GADER PROJECTS
A specific. definite, and certain order for wid+ or Those development efforts being engineered for

for the m nnufactre of .uPl lies. materiel. or Service use hut which have not vet been apl,roved
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for procurement or operation. (DOD 41J0,5) exchange/sale property and who is charged with
PROPELLANT responsibility for receipt, care. handling, accounting
A general term for fuels and oxidizers used to and disposition of such property. This

liberate the energy to provide the propulsive for.e responsibility may, but does not necessarily include

in a reaction type vehicle. (AFM 127-201) advertising, r-untracting and sales functions.

That source which provides the energy required (DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP Pub

for propelling a projectile. Specifically, an 5003/11CO P4400.101)
explosive charge for propelling a projectile, also a PROPOSAL
fuel, either solid or liquid, for propelling a rocket Is a formal cost reduction proposal, submitted by
or missile. (JCS Pub 1) a contractoi to the Government, setting forth a

PROPERTY change to contractual documents. Normally a
Fixed captal facility assets of th( Air Force, VECP takes the form of an Engineering Change

acquired within the authorization and fundings of Proposal (ECP). (AFR 320-2)
the MCP which are not system-peculiar or -"

system-oriented and provide conventional P
nontechnical support to a system; i.e., not critical to Any.r-': "duction proposals submitted under the
the system. Examples include adm;1i-.ton provisioiis of DAR Section I, Part 17, including VE

buildings, cafeterias, and conenainal maintenance Task Change Propo:als and VE Contract Change
shops :nd -aehouses. (AFSCM 375-i) Proposals. (AJSCR 320-1)

Inelude.: ail property, both real and personial. For PROPOSED CHANGE ORDER, MODIFICATION ORDER,
the purpose of this Section, it consists of five TRAINER CHANGE PROPOSAL

separate categories - material, special tooling, A document that proposes change to a Navy

special Eest equipment, military property, and naterial item in accordance with applicable

facilities. (DAC 76-17) naeilie nacrac ihapial
1cle. DAnyiCg that mbulletins, regulations. standards, and other1. Anything that may be owned.A

2. As use' in the military establishment, this directives. Includes design change proposais,
engineering change proposals, proposed engineeringterm is usually confined to tangible property, e proposls proposed nge

including real estate and materiel l orders, proposed field changes, proposed change
3. For special purposes and as used in certain

statutes, this term may exclude such items as the requests for waivers and deviations, alteration

public domain, certain lands, certain categories of improvement proposals. material improvement
naval vessels, and records of the Federal proposals, and other similar modificaticn proposals,

Government. (JCS Pub 1) change- type documents. (NAVMATINST 4130.1)

That redistributable MAP Property which meets PROPOSED DOD TACTICALSHELTER PROGRAM
the criteria set forth in DOD 4160.21M. (DOD The shelters research, development, testing.4140.34M) evaluation and engineeiing requi;ements of the

PROPERTY ADMINISTRATOR military services and appropriate DOD co'nponents
The individual duly designated by appropriate jointly formulated into a singe program by theauthority to administer the contract requirements voting ersnaie nJCTS (AR 70-59.

and obligations relative to Government property
He is an authorized representative of the PROPAGATING EXPLOSION
contracting officer. (DAC 76-17) The commutmication of an explosion (detonation or

deflagration) from one explosive source to aiithcr
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN by fire. fragment, or blast (shock wave), where the

The designated organization representative(s) interval between explosions is long enough tn limit
responsible for preparhig and forwarding materiel the total overpressure at any given time to that

requests to the tSEMO, and signing as the which each explosion produces independently. (This
responsible individual for equipm-nt charted to the cndition. where detonation occurs, would be

rganization. (AFLCR 78-3) ev~denced by a distinct shock wave fr,::i each

PROPERTYDISPOSAL OFFICER (PDO) deton.tion, with a discernible pressure drop
An individual at a, installation who is between each explosion: see simultaneous

accountable for ,.icess. surplus. ;oreign ,xcess or detonation.) (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1)
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PROPRIETARY RIGHT materiel, and continues through the period of time
An exclusive right of ownership in inteletal required to have support items shipped by

property arising by virtue of authorship, invention, manufaclurers and suppliers.
or discov'ery which is capable of protection as 2. Initial provsi(,ning (the fiz st-time jprovisioning

matter of law. (AFSCR 80-8) for a new end item), follow-on provisoning (it
subseq,.ent prouisioning of the same end item from,

PR''CIE LTIGthe same contractor) and reprovi ioning (a
Cloting espcialy esined faricted or subsequent lprovisiorling of the same end item from

treated to protect personnel against hazards caused a
b% extreme changes in physicail environment, a d .ifferent eontrzctor) are specific types of

provisioning.dangerous working conditions. or enemy action. 3.Poionn nralyds ticueth
(JC Pu 1)acquisition of support items "or rep~lenishment

PROTOTYPE purposes or to augment existing stocks of items

First full-scale f:,ctional firm of a new system, already esta~lished in tile wholesale supply system.
subsyvste!:i, or component, on which the desin of (AFR 65-2)
subsequent production items is patterned. (AFR The systemi for selection of new and/or peculiar
80-14) items and quanitities of such items (such as spares

A model suitable for evaluation of design. for aircraft, missiles. and suppo~rt sybtems) required
performance, and production potential. (JCS Pub 1) to support anil maintain an end item for its initial

ph'ase of service. tAFLC11 401-1)
PROVIDE

As used in the context of such phrases as PROVISIONING ACTIVITY
"Government property provided to the contractor' That organization of a using Mlilitary Service. or

an3 "Governmert-provided property". means either that organization delegated by a using Sercice.
to furnish, as in "Government-furnished property." wvhich is resp~onsible for the selection of. and the
or to acquire, as in "contfactor-acquired property". dletermination of requirements for. provisioned

(DAC 76-17) items. (DAC 76-9)
PROVISIONAL UNIT PROVISIONING AND OTHER PREPROCUREMENT

Ai1 assembiage of p~ersonnel and equipment SCENG
temnporar'ily organized for a limited p~eriodl of time A .oerto wier:!bv all known referen-,
for the accomaulishnnent of at specific mission (.JCS numbers; associated With all item irle ,Zereenel!

Pub 1)against (data maintained in the M1aster I'edera.
CaaoPFlsfouupsebfleefim hi
CatalogEDTE FlsfrprosofreiNumthersPROVISIOED ITEMassociation with existing Federal StockNu er

Any, su ppnrt-typle item selected through (FSNs). (AFR 72-12)
provisioning lproceiiures to suppoirt an endl item of
equipment. Support-type items include (but arct. OISONI,.AT
limie to prs earprsad special suppoirt Those c'ntractor Data Item Descriptions (fllDs,

equipent.(DAC 6-9)isted in the Au thorized Data List :ALL that are-
used by* AFLC in suipport of thle iperationai sij,:ro

PROVISIONED ITEMS ORDER parts pro -isioniag p~rocess. Tht specific DIDs
Ani unpriced order issued under a contract which listed in ParagrLi~h 4. Also inc lutled1 are un.4.u

sets iorth the Government's requirements for "U". DIDs. (AFLCP. 310-1. AFSCII 31 -1
prices have been establis:,ef are pirocuired by provi.Nioiling process. (AFI.C/AFSC 172-7:
stipl~pelniltall agreement or by sep~arate contract). PROVISIONING FOR INITIAL SUPPORT
MIAC -N-) The pr'ovisioning of tile (,a) i;ti
PROVISIONING on t fitt iilg 'lay-in1 '"jllt di is of stippoil iteills aiid I II'

.1 in na.gi elilt i'oes- foi deterul ill;il l and O,.s~ l pipl v~ Sstein qtinllt it iez i li i-i iI
acquiring the range and quanUtity of support itenis i'reair m'n.-rhati ici 'cli'nit ti' of ,uppolt
neflcI.S'-ai' * to operatt' anldl maii.'ain an und iteml. of required Ioe Nlsitii tie o~pera~tional td~ipi-o
mate. i forl all 16tital jR'ri'Ml oif seri'ct' inseivire e'ndi ltes until suc(h tille as n''~

1.The lroi'~ionIiii rocei'h3 lt'ins at ilihe tinee Ovi!]%i'intn 'e' e.rius Canl lhe act'oili-dit di 'A Fit

llrnIiii('tieon t-reliac.t :s a%%;ai'il for :t.. ciiii h'ite of 2
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PROVISIONING ITEMS spare parts lists. and (iii) EDP cards and tapes.
Initial spares that are planned to support new Engineering drawings or sketches supported by

production weapon systems reaching the Air Forec item descriptions (which include technical
inventory. (AFLCR 70-11) characteristics) are referred to as supplementary

provisioning technical documentation. (DAC 76-9)
POisION LoSTS dtdeThe generic term for referencing the various
Lists of d vata developed and nued for provisioning types of Provisioning Lists, decks of punch cards.

purposes. Provisioning Lists include Provisioning mechanized (PCM) or Automatic Data Processing
Parts Lists. Sho~rt Form Provisionlg Parts Iists, (ADP) tapes. S'pplementry Provisioning Technical
Common and Bulk Items Lists. Long l~ead Time Documentation (SPTD) is also coisidered to be a
Items Lists, and Reparable Items Lists, all of u~hich )art of PT) PTD is used by the DOD components
are dewribed in MIL-STD-1561 (Reference (d)). for the identification, sele.ion and determination of
(AFLCR 57-27, DODI 4151.7) initial requirements and cataloging of support items
PROVISIONING ORDER to be procured thr,'I !b the provisioning process.

A written notification to a contractor to deliver (DODI 41-51.7)
-pare repair parts against a line item already PR-MIPR CONTROL OFFICE
contained in a contractual instrument. (Both The focal point respo.-s' le for receiving.
delivery date and prices may be estimated on the processing, controlling, followup, and providing
order sub'ect to later definitization on a management data pertainii.r to pracueement
supplemental agreement.) (DOD 4105.63-M) requests. (A"LCM 57-7. AFSCM 57-2)
PROVISIONING PROCEDURE PRUDENT LIMIT OF ENDURANCE

The contract specification which sets forth the The time dui;ng which an aircraft can remain
general requirements governing the acquisition of airborne and still retain a given safety margin of
proisioned itein- and related documentation It fuel. (JCS Pub 1)
includes various optional provisioning techniques
and formats for provisioning lists and data which P-DAY
the Government may elect to use on a particular When the rate of productioa of a military item
contract. It also prescribes the sequence and neets, and will continue to meet. the estimated
timing of events to be followed and the wartime productin ,c,.uirement. (AFR 78-13. DOD
responsibilities of the Government and the 4005.1)-

contractor in the provisioring process. (DAC 76-9) PSEUDO CODE

PROVISIONING REQUIRSMENTS STATEMENT The logistics pseudo code is a four-character
The contractual document by which the alphabetic code used to identify a particular line

Government notifies the contractor of the specific entry within the automated Logistics Progra.,.
provisioning requirements selected from available Management System (KOI1A) and this program.

options, as applicable to a particular contract. It The first position of the pseudo code identifies the
normally includes instructions such as the field activity originating the line entry. the

provisioning method to be used; the range of remaining three positions nay be use,! in any
opovisioning technical documentation and data combination within an assigned range. Logistic

including the form and schedule of submission, pseudo code ranges are az assigned in AFLCM
number of copies and distribution instructions; the 400-6. (AFLCR 66-29)
type and location of provisioning conferences: PSYCHOLOGi.AL WARFARE
sample article requirements; the delivery schedule The planned use of propaganda and other
awl packaging and marking requirements for psychological actions having the primary purpose of
provisioned items, and contractor requirements for influencing the opinions, emotions. attitudes, and
provisioning screening. (DAC 76-9) behavior of hostile foreign groups in such a way as

PROVISIONING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION (PTD) to support the achievnuent of national objectives.

The deuiuentatioi furnished bi the contractor.; See also psycholo, ical warfare consolidaion. iJCSThe ( cmt'natin funised b th conracors Pub 1)
to a provisioning activity for use in the
identification. determination (f initial requirements PUBLIC AFFAIRS
uand ca!;,hging of items to be prm'uut-d, It Those public information and community relations

generally include., Ii; pro'isioning lists. I ii) pried activities directed ton ard the general public by the



various elements of the Department of Defense. drawings; specifications; standards; and related
(JCS Pub 1) publications. (AFR 400-3)

PUBLIC AGENCY PURCHASE
Any State; political subdivision thereof, including To procure property or services for a price;

any unit If local government or economic includes obtaining by barter. IJCS Pub 1)
development district; or any department, agency,
instruwentality thereof, including instri:;e:ntalities A se R A f
created by compact or other agreement between Approval issued by DSAA for DOD which permits
States or political subdivisions, multijurisdictional e country to utilize the credits extended under the
substate districts established by or pursuant to Credit Agreement to finance the purchase of Agreedtae dwsor any Indian tribe, band, group, pueblo, to defense articles and defense servi-es. (DOD
or ommunit located on a State reservation. 5105.38M)

(Refers to donations affected through State PURCHASE AUTHORIZATION
Agencies, see Chapter X-E, this manual). (DOD Any document used as the basis for procurement
4160.21-M) action. Documents can vary in form, each requiring

PUBLIC BODY different types of processing, e.g., Procurement
Work Directives (PWD), Military InterdepartmentalAny State, Territory. or possession of the United"' Purchase Requ-sts (MIPR.), Purchase Request and

States. any political subdivision thereof, the District Commite r ss (AR) , u and _V

of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, any Revision/AFIr 6-96MCO P4400.51A/DSAR Pu1
agency or instrumentality of any of the foregoing, 4110.41 -33
any Indian tribe, or any agency of the Federal 11%
Government. (DAC 76-17) PURCHASE DESCRIPTION
PUBLIC HEALTH INSTITUTION A complete description which clearly describes all

Any tax supported or nonprofit medical of the essential physical and functional tk
insiitution, hospital. clinic, and health center w:hich characteristics of the item to be procuredhas been he!d exempt from taxation under Section (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)A statement outlining the essential characteristics
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and and functions of an item, service, or material
any state Department ot Health or other state and to an temnservice o te

agency designated by state law to receive property r
oeit to such tax-supported and Government. it is used when a specification is notfor and distribute available or when specific procurement

nonprofit medical institutions. hospitals, clinics, andA halt ceter wihinthestae. DOD416.21MJ specifications are not required by the individualhealth centers withii, the state. (DOD 4160.2!-MI 22itr Dprmns rteDpateto
Military Departments or the Department of

PUBLIC INFORMATION Defense. (JCS Pub 1)
Information of a military nature, the

dissemination of waich through public news media PE
io c st t ee,,. dAgreements concerning the purchase of

is ot ncositen %vth seariy. nd herelaseof brand-namie items for resale purposes estabiishedwhich is considered desirable by or nonobjectionable by each nuiuarv Service undor the control of the
to the responsible releasing agency. (JCS Pub 1) 1ilitarv Subsistence Suplv Agency. (JCS Pub 1i

PUBLIC LAW 480 (PL 480) FUNDS (SEC. 104(c)) IS
Foreign currencies derived from sale of surplus

agzricultural commodities under Title [. P.L. 480. Document issued by any Federal agency for the
Agricultural Trade and Development Art of 19i.tis transfer of exce.,s. surplus. or foreign ex,ess

amended. Sec. 104(c) authorizes these foreign personal pfeperty. (DOD -160.21-1I)
currencies to le used for procuring equipment. PUPCHASE ORDERS FROM DODINON-DOD FEDERAL
materials, facilities, and services for the commain AGENCIES
dIefense includtii;" in te: ia I secu ritv. (DOI) Orders which ar' unique to their individul,
5105.:IS.l agenct. (APSUCR 177-21

PUBLICATIONS (AIR FORCE) PURCHASE REQUEST (PR)
Tvelhiical order. !'.' :AF stock lists. IOD federal .AFIA.''A FS(' Forn 36 is thi manually luilared

S ipph" l ublicatioii.s: equii ent alluait anec forln I' request central proclrelent action on
dtcunients: depl'li l forins en-iieelril.. rq viiirethent.- for inatirialI and services For AFLC.
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AFLC Form 306 is the mecnlanized farm to use. QUALIFIED PRODUCTS LIST
(AFLCAFSCR 57-7) A list of products qualified under bhe

requirementE stated in the applicable specification.
PURCASERincluding appropriate prouu~t identification and testAny friendly foreign countey or referencena 'ihtenm idpant Piddress of the -reeec wi) tietermataonal

organization making purchases undei the Foreign manufacturer and distributor, as applicable. (DOD

PURCHASING MFICE -

The office which awards or executes ai contract (INSPECTOR)
for supplies or services. (DOD 4105.63-M) An individual assigned to the Quality

Any installations or activity, or any division, Management Division (D'SQ), whose dties inclukc
office, branch, section. unit, or other organizational inspection. (AFLCR 74-13)
element of anl i-astalation or activity chargedi with QULFERPARSRC R)
the functions of procuring supplies or services. QALIE cnrEaIr SorC GormnS gny)l a
(JCS Pub 1) Acnrco rGvrmn gnyta a

demotnstrated the required capability to theI
PYROGEN UNIT respo!-.sibkf engineering activity by satisfactorily

A solid prop'llant igniter which generates a long completing tests. irspections, or any other
flame to initiate combustion along the grain. (AFM qualification reqtiirenients established or accepted

127-201) by the ALC. (AFI.CR 66-31)

PYROPHORIC QUALIFIED REPAIR SOURCE LIST (QRSL)I
The prorert,- of a substance which permits it to A list of qlualified sources for a sp~ecifiedl rep~air2A

ignlite on con-act with air. (AFM 127-201) lproce~sr of a specific critical part. (AFLCR 06-31)

-Q- QUALITY
The composite of an~~ti:ttributes including

QUALIFICAT:ON TESTS pterformnce features andl characteristics of a
Thos tets hat eriy te deign and product or service to satisfy a given needl. (AFSCR

mailufacturing p-rocess anti thus provide a baseline --I
for su~seqluent acceptance tests. Qualification QULTASRNC
testing is conducted to accomplish two separate QALT hArSSU.roRANo iane nds~tetti
!unctions: AbodOori fpandads'ytiai

a. Preproduction Qualification Tests. A secontrolf for maintaining established sadrs
formal contractual tests are conducted to insure esrn adelutglirr1ifC othe
design integrity over the specified operational and' sadrs: and reporting andl taking necessary
environmenital range. The 'eqt should be conducted action when standard.- or perform.,a ee are not

on pototpe r p-prouctin iems abrcate to maintained. (DSAR 4:30.4 'A R
on rootye r pepo~lcton tes fbrcatd o 08-41'SAI'SUPINST 4120.36'AFR 72-ll'31CO

thle proposed p~roduction dIesign specifications and 4 f .6
drawings. These tests are a constraint to (C)ailris.'s a planined and systematic pattern (if all

prdcinrlaeonlporm hc nov actions, necessarv to providie adequate confidence
volume acquisition. Th? p~reproduction qlualificationi that the IproIuct 1%ill perform satisfactolrily in
tests include those contractual reliability and] service. (DLA31 -155.-lIAR 7i0-2t;'NAXVSUP*PUB
maintainability demonstration tests requliret-: prior - iICo P870.45it
to prdcto release. A plan ned andl systematic pat tern of all act ions

1). ProucionQualification and Acceptance necessary to provide adequate Con fidence :hat1
Tvsts. .1 series of formal contractual tests are material, data, supplies. and services Conforms Ito

mannufacturing proiess. equipment. aind procedures. satisfactory pefrnne A FIAR 741-1 31

Theme tes ts are conducten oin a samplIe takenii.t .1 planned and systemi tic pat tern of .01 ..ct ils
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conformance of maieriel to contract and quality problems andI to initiate, recomm~end, or
specificatioii requirements is assured. T his provide solutions. (AFSCR 74-1i
assurance is obtainedl b% evaluation or production

quait'' cntrls nd nspctins xerise ~* QUALITY ASSURANCE PREAWARD SURVEY MONITOR
procdurs. ~uppemeted y dr~c verfict~n The individual appoin'ed ki, the QA comnponient of

:n~pctio ofi~-o~;ct ~AR 40-3)the CAO to monijor preaward s'irvey actions. (AFP,
Aplanned systemnatic pattern of all actions 7-5

itecessary to provide adequaze confidence that QUALITY ASSURANCE PREAWARD SURVEY SUPPORT
materiel conform s to established technical PARTICIPANT
reqluirem~ents (specification) and achieves An indicdual zssigned to assist thne quality
satisfactory performance in service. (DOD afsurance preaward survey participant to provide
4140 25-11) sjiecialized sdills required during the preawardI
QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEER (QAE)suvy(AR4-)

A technical specialist who provides specific QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE (QAR)
engineering expertise directly in support of the The Government individual who exercises
AFSC Quality Assurance mission. -Ahe OAE surveillance over the quality of a contractor's work
interfaces with the design engineers and assurei during production. He also pl~eforms tli? finalI
that (he design(s) consider ouality assurance inspectioi, and acceptance for thc Government of
factors; e.g., process corstraints, testing complet"'I work. The QAR function- may be
limitati--ns. and tooling concepts as a medium of delegated tc the host base. or the QAR may be
inspection. tAFSCR 74-1) furnished by the Air Force Contract M1aintenanceI

QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) Center (AFCMC) or by the S.1/I.1 ALC. depending
Program of inspection and control that achieves on precontrat-tual arrangement. However. if the

an efeciveasiesmet o th EMM. ( FSC R host base or AFCMC canaoi provide the QAR for
an efecive ssesmet oftheEMMP (ASCR Air Force requirements from their resources, the

A planned and systematic pattern of all actions ALC shall furni%h such services (AFLCR 66-33)
necesar toproideadeqateconidece hat Ani organizatiunal title assigned to the individual

neesf poieadequate tehcolr~um n fidear e thad responsibie for the Government PQA function at a
products and services conform to established gie otatr aiiy. AR7-
technical requirements: and satisfactory QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST (QAS)

aperformance is achieveJ. WASCR 74-1) The classification 60-l assigneed to personnel in
A planned and systematic prattern of actions the GS-1900 series. !AFR 74-11)

necessary to provide adequate confidence that QULTCORL
faateriel, data, supplies, and services conform to QULTCORLestalishd . A management 'rethod which exercises such

satisfator erhnc (urmAtSC a1d7a-iev influence as to assure timst information .no, the
satifacory erfrmanz. AFSC 17-1)method of producing infornlation mepsure lip to the

QUALITY ASSURANCE LETTERS OF INSTRUCTIONS AND prescribed standards. iDSAR 4130.4/AR
SPECIAL QUALITY AUDIT 708-4/NA VS1PNS 4120. '61A F R -1/

Asystematic examirnation of the acts and 4410.16)I

*ecsios with respect to quiality in order to A management function whereby contrel of
i ndepe sde:i:th'y n'ri r evaluate the operational quality of raw or producees material is exercised forA
reqliiremients (if the quality program or the the purpost of preventing produlction of defective
sptecification or contract requirements of the miaterial. (DL.AM 4155.4. AlR 75:'0-26!N A VSUP PI*B
pirodutct or service. (AFSCR, 74-1l 5OIIIM1CO P4870.45B)

QULT ASSURANCE MANAGER (QAM) All actions directly reiate'd to measuring
QALIT .niiia sini'tf rga~)woi conformance of the items. including surveillance of

responsible for defining, estnb~ishing. impilementing thertoduorthction ' o f adetect-sing thed preenang
Land managing the quality assurance program and thro.frheppsef detectng andC preventin

assuring that the program is both economical and
effective. The Q.11 will ha--, sufficient. QUALITY COBTIOL INSPECTION ELEMENT (QCIE)
AvelI-l-defined ruespoi.sibaility. authority, and In eleint i respimsible for p~erfo~rming quiality
organiizatioinal freedom, tz identify and evaluate assuiranict. 1' will Ile an element not itvolvell ill the
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preparation of transactions being inspected. (DSAR recommendations for elimination of unsatisfactorv
4130.4. AR 708-4, NAVSUIJPNST 4120.36, APR conditions contribeting to poor quality, when
72-11. MCO 44110.16) applicable. (AFLCR 74-13)
QUALITY DATA QUALITY HISTORY

Documented objective evidence in the form of A compilation of inspection or quality control
record- and reports that reflect the rtzsults of records for an item, process or group of1 iell)
actions taken to control quality or to assure that suitabie for evaluation on a time series basis
quality is controlled. (AFR 74-15) IDLAM 4155.4.2 AR 750-26, NAVSUP PUB 501!

QUALITY DEFICIENCY MOP~04E
A deficiency which prevents an item received QUALITY INSTRUCTION

from fulfilling its intended mission. This can The written procedure 3 which descrii',-
include deficiencies onl materiel or the t-chnical t. :hniques, and prec;sian area of the
requirements of materiel, drawings, and contractor's operatiois which influence compliance
specification requirements. Quality deficiencies with contraet requwremernts. 'APR 74-15)
may be attributable to one or more of the following: QULTPR RN

1. Design Deficiency. Any condition that limits The total effrt of ill managers, supervisors, and
or prevents the U.,e of materiel for the purpose workers applied to specifically identified actions.intended oi required where the materiel meets all rueratesandicpnsnodrtoreen

othe spcifcatonsor ontrctul rquiemets. system deficiencies and produ-t defects. (AFLC1R
These deficiencies cannot be corrected except 74..5)
through a design chang.-.

2. Materiel Deficiency. Any deficiency (e.g.. QUALITY SURVEILLANCE
nhlysical, chemical. electrcal. funetional) noted in Th grgtofeaususdodtrmn a
mnateriel which is attributable to nonconformance to maintain the quality of government-owneo
contractual or specification requirements. petroleum products to the detrree necessai-v I.,

ISubstandard workmanship will be considered to fall e'~sure that such produets are suitable for -1--
within this definition, intended use. tDOl) 4140.25-31)

3. Procurtmcnt Deficiency. Any unsatisfactory QUALITY SYSTEM
materiel cor.'itinn iuhich is attributable to improper. Tho~e procedures. practices. techniques. aiie
incorrect. ambiguous or omitted contractual methods that are doctimented an(; recorded inl order
requirements including deficient specifications andl to provide the data and information nvedeO ito
other technical data. (AFR 67-7) management onl the effect iveness of th- quiain'.
QUALITY DEFICIENCY REPORT (QDR)prga.(F R7-S

The SF 368 formi cr format used to record and QUANTIFIED SAFETY REQUIREMENT
transmit product quality deficiency da'a. (Encd A desired, predictable, and demionstratable levei
DLAR 41-55.24 /AR 7 02-: / NA 13 A T IXST of safety, usually expressed as a hazard rate.
41-55.8B/AFR 7401/MC0 4lS5.5B) probability of mishap. or pro)jected economic ioss.

QUALITY ELEMENI VERIFICATION WAR 127-8)

The evaluating and verifying actions relative to QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENTI
compliance with requirements pertaining to special "'hose additive requisenients not normzally
controls and pirocedures. Exercise of this function supported by a comntation based] (n estinat.l o1'r
Will reflect overal! effectiveness of the management )iast actulas issuies, for example. distribuition. si.ecial
control of quality Ihrouc~l..u*, the iacility. (DL.AM p~rojects. etc. (AFI.CR :,7-2-m
4 1 A R 7i0-26.X.AVSUP PUB i501I/31C0 QATT

P4$7'J.4~BThat ;'roI'ierty of oiitu-is which call lhe :ie-t-i'nnied
QUALIT Y EVALUATION OF SUPPLIES IN STORAGE byvmetasurenient (DOD 70001)ie rIUl!1nI

exmn1A1)m~ tehnques Tl,,- termn s.ste-. The ilat ele-nien :list) alililie, io lilt,
mincles t he det elminaii: ,-f thet ran ses of qI ualit v numbin er ofl unit~s coste~d antier pri~ jice prioc'd !Ir"
deficieneje.. or d.'terioi :tifn sir uppliie,, :.wd 1A~F.SCM 1,77 2r)')



QUANTITY ABOVE TERMINATION replacement, engine buildup, TCTO and acceptance
The portion of the quantity of an item on hand testing, QEC removal, and preparation of reparable

which exceeds the quantity authorized or required engine shipment to TPC. (AFM 400-1)
to be on hand at the place or point involved or QUICK FX ACTION
throughot the system. (AFM 67-) Immediate action taken to correct a deficiency;

QUANTITY COMPLETED that is, a deficiency which is not heid for block
The number of systems for which a modification change action. (AFLCR 171-30) II

was accomplished at the beginning of the quarter. QUICK REACTION CAPABILITY (QRC)
(AFLCR 171-24) 1. Pertains only to electronic warfare and

QUANTITY IN-WORK intelligence, and is the ability to provide timely
The number of modifications that are being solutions to engineering, production, installation,

worked at the beginning of the quarter. (AFLCR modification, and logistic problems which result
171-24) from technical and tactical surprise by an enemy,

new intelligence, or changes to our systems and/or
QUANTITY OF REQUISITIONS tactics.

The maximum number of reqdisitions that may be 2. QRC Equipatent. The components,
submitted within a given time between a requisition subassemblies, accessories, and peculiar items of
and receiving activity. This quantity is established test equipment required for assembly and testing of
on an individual basis. (Mutual agreements existing QRC system.
between repositories for automatic update service 3. QRC System. The combination of components
may control the flow of requisitions between and accessories ,equired to make one complete

repositories.) (AFR 67-4/AR 700-96/NAVMATINST operation QRC system.
4000.35/MCO 4235.22) 4 QRC Task. A project established within the

Air Force to provide an improved capability, usingQUANTITY-DISTANCE (Q-0) special procedures authorized by AFR 57-5. (AFM
The quantity of explosives material and distance 67-1)

separation relationships which provide defined types

of protection. These relationships are based on the QUICKTRANS
level of risk considered acceptable for each Long term contract airlift service within
stipulated exposure and are tabulated in the continental United States for the movement ofappropriate quantity-disanre tables in this cargo in support of the logistic system for the
aropiate Sepaationdistances tares n tstfDfne
regelation. Separation distances are not absolute military Services (primarily the Navy and M1arine

Corps) and Department of Defense agencies. (JCS :
safe distances but are relative protective or safe Corps) a
distances. (AFR 127-100, Attachment 1) P

Criteria established to indicate the amounts and -R-
distances explosives, toxic or flammable materials RACK SPACE
may be stored from populated areas, inhabited Those areas in which are located tire. bar. sheet
buildings or public highways. (AFM 127-201) metal and pipe racks, (AFR 69-8) I
QUARTERLY END DATE RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL(S)

Reflects the Julian Cut-off Date 16 transactions Any item or material which is in itself radioactive
were created for quarterly actuarial processing. or which is contaminated with radioactive material
(A FILCMI 66-17) giving readings in excess background radiatioi as

QUEEN BEE measured on ,i instrument dlesigned specifically for
A central (selected) base that is auiorized or is the type of radiation being emitted. (DAC 76-171)

designated the intermediate maintenaaice activity Any contract end item. components thereof, or

for other operational activities (not authorized materials used in the manufacture of the end item
intermediate maintenance tools & equipment) not which is radioactive to the extent that radioactivity

n ier grant is neater than 0.002 omiqu n ties.
ftee"Sarilv oni the same base or within the same prga sgetrta~00~mcouis
conninaiid. iAFM 400-1) Contracts which may involve radioactive materials

Amay include. but are not limited to. contracts for
QUEEN BEE MAINTENANCE aircraft. ammunition, missiles. vehicles, electronic

A queen bee activity Ierforms engine tubes., instrument panel gages, compasses, and
intermediate maintenance. component repair or identification markers. (AFR 74-15)
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Any material or combination of materials which RATE SCALE 4 _1
spontaneously emits ionizing radiation. (DOT) A scaie number under a tariff assigned to various All
4160.21-M) destinations which determ;ne specific shipping rates
RADiOACTIVE MATERIALS(RAM) (HAZARDOUS from originating point to destination. (AFLOR

COMMODITY) 171-15)

Any material or combination of materials which RATES, CRUDE FAILURE
spontaneously emits ionizing radiation materials in These are called crude rates because randomi
which the estimated specific activity is not greater chanco aid rounding errors have not been-removed I
than 0.002 micoris essentially uniformly distributed Crude failuie rates are never projected, although
are (sic) not considered to be radioactive materials. they are considered in projecting the smooth rates
(AFM 67-!) in some instances. Obtained by dividing the actual

Those which emit ionizing radiation. Exam,)les: failures in each age interval b, the number of
Tritium, 60-Cobalt, 137-Cesium, 239-Plutonium, exposures in each age interval. (AFLCR 171-12) 4:147Promethium. The above categories do not

include incendiary and explosive materials which AI
are defined by, and stored in accordance w'ith, The most representative field maintenanc failure

specific regulations governing such materials, rates from a past data period or a comparion
(AFR 69-8) engine or the basic combined multiplied by the field

maintenance failure rates are selected as the i '
RAIL CAPACITY official failure rates. These serve as a stable basis

The maximum number of trains which can be for comparison for recent experience. (AFLCR
planned to move in both directions over a specified 171-12)
section of track in a 24-hour period. (JCS Pub 1) RATES, OFFICIAL OVERHAUL FjiILURE
RAIL SPACE The most representative overhaul failure rates

That trackage allotted for the purpose of storing from a past data period or a comparison c;gine are
rolling stock. (AFR 69-8) the basic combined failure rates multiplied by the

RAILWAY END-LOADING RAMP complement of the field maintenance return rate.
A sloping platform situated at the end of a track (AFLCR 171-12)

..nd rising to the level of the floor of the rail cars RATES, PROJECTED

(wagons). (JCS Pub 1) This is an extensin of extrapolation of a major i
RAMPS trend of a smooth failure rate curve beyond the age

An inclined roadway which connects different interval in which data is available. Only smooth
levels; ramps generally lead up from the ground to rates are projected. (AFLCR 171-12)
the loading platforms of the warehouse so that RATES, SMOOTH FAILURE
equipment can drive right onto the platform; or Computed crude rites are smoothed by use of a
from one floor level to another in a multistory smoothing formula to minimize random change and
building. (AFR 69-8) rounding errors. Failure density indicates which

RANDOM FAILURE smoothing formula will be used. The smooth failure
(Missiles only) Condition in which a component of rate for any age inter al represents the chance of

the engine fails or is damaged, requiring removal of an item eqiiring removal for repair while
the engine before periodic overhaul and installation operating through that age interva. (A FICR
of a replacement. (AFM 400-1) 171-12)

RANDOM SAMPLE RATION DENSE
A sample selected in such a way that each unit of Foods which. through processing. Ihae been

the population has an equai chance of being reduced in volume and quantiy to a small compact
selected. .AFI.CR 74-13) package without appreciable loss of food value.

RANK quality. or acceptance. With a high I ield in relationl

A code representing each- military level of to sluice occupied. such " dehydrates and
concentrates. (.CS Pub 1)leadership which is used to establish a military

hourlv labor rate file. It also indicates the RATIO, ACTIJAL USAGE FAILURES TO EXPECTED FAILURES
civihiantmilitary ating ,f tie proje't i;.,iger. The quotient of total actual usage failures divided
(AFSCM 177-2i;51 by total Iexpected failures:
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(1) Ratio of usage failures to expected failures - improvements, (iii) utility distribution systems, (iv)
1st through MT-W. This ratio is used in the buildings, and (v) structures. It excludes
computation of the C.F. foundations and other work necessary for the

(2) Ratio of usage failure to expected failure - installation of special tooling, special test
2nd interval through MT - W. This ratio is used to equipment and plant equipment. (DAC 76-17)
adjust the official rates (when data is too scarce for Lands and interests therein, lease holds,
smoothing). (AFLCR 171-12) buildings, tructures, rights-of-way, easements,

RDT&E MISSION SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS and improvements, appurtenances, and articles of
Requirements for equipment that will be directly property and organizational equipment which, ipon

used in RDT&E projects. (AFSCR 67-6) being affixed to the realty, becomes a part of it.

Consumable items directly related, and absolutely (AFLCR 66-34)
necessary to, a weapon system or suppcrt system or Land interests and use rights (including leases,
combat support activity for which the expenditure permits easements or licenses), buildings,
factors are indicated in the USAF War and structures, utilities systems, improvements, and
Mobilization Plan. Examples of these items are: appurtenances thereto. Includes Real Property
auxiliary fuel tanks, bomb racks, pylons, chaff, Installed Equipmeat (RPIE) as defined in AFM
bombs, rockets, and adaptors. (AFR 78-13) 93-1. (AFR 11-4)

RDT&E PROJECTS REAl. PROPERTY INSTALLED EQUIPMENT (RPIE)
For the purpose of this regulation, RDT&E Items of equipment, apparatus, and fixtures

project refers only to the overall project, not to the which aid in the function of the r3al property and
task, endeavor, or work unit of the project. are permanently attached to, built-in, or integrated
(AFSCR 67-6) with the facility. (AFSCR 78-5)
REACTION TIME Items of Government-owned or leased accessory

1. The elapsed time between the initiation of an eouipment, apparatus, and fixtures which aid in the
action and the required response. function of the real property and are permanently

2. The time required between the receipt of an attached to, integrated into. or built in or on
order directing an operation and the arrival of the Government owned or leased property. (AFLCR
initial element of the force concerned in the G6-34)
designated area. (JCS Pub 1) REAL PROPERTY INSTALLEID EQUIPMENT - AF (RPIE)
REACTIVATED Government owned or leased equipment that is

Materials carried over into new quarters when physicdlly attached to. integrated into. or built in or I
contractor does not send in a niew TR. (AFSC on Air Force property and normally procured
78-325) through the military construction program and

REACTIVATION CODING installed as part of the constru-tion effort.
Application of the approved !MC criteria by the (AFLCR 78-3)

ICPs to inactivated NSNs for which a CIMM -y'% REAL TIME
the last maager, and the ICP is not currently The absence of delay, except for the time
recorded as a user. (DOD 4160.21-M-1) t t m o e r t:: required for th~e transmission by elect romiagn et ico
REAL PROPERTY energy, between the occurrence of an event or the

As defined in AFM 93-1, the fixed capital assets transmission of data, and the knowledge of the
of the USAF. It includes those items of event, or reception of the data at sonie other
nonexpendable equipment and property which are location. (JCS Pul 1)
attached to or installed in real property. (AFM 67-1) -

5 . I.ands. buildings. stroctures, utilities systems. REALLOCATION Or RESOURCES
improvements and appurtenances thereto. Includes The provision of logi tic resources by the milit;-'ri
equipment attached to and made part of buildings forces of one nation foin those deemed "mnade
and structures (suen as heating systems) but not available" under the terms incorporated ill
;novable equipment such as plant equipment). (DOD approlp'iate (NATO) CENTO doculments. to the
4. i0.21-.) - military forces of another nation or nations a.

F es of ac( onuting classificl-tion. 1m1ans directed by ihe appiropriate iniiitary authority. (.CS
) lanc and right., ihereinl. fi) grounmd Pub11 1)



IEAPPHOPRIATION RECEIVING ACTIVITY
MAP dr IIETP funds which at the end of the The data repository receiving and processing the

fiscal year are not reberved or obligated and are requisition. (AFR 67-4/AR 700-96/NAVMATINST
customarily made available by the Congress for use 4000.35/MCO 42L,5.22)
ill the subsequent fiscal year. (DOD 5105.38M) RECEIVING COMPONENT
REARRANGEMENT DOD component gaining management

Work associated with relocating severable respunsibility for equipment or weapon system

equipment, accessories, andl auxiliary items within through transfer from another DOD cnmponent.

an existing structure. This work includes secondary (AFR 66-19/AR 310-70/NAVNIATINST A

utilities necessary to reconnect the equipment 5600.11A!MCO 5215.16iDSAR 4151.9)

within a structure, removing or relocating lights REChECK OR REEXAMINATION
and duct work, relocating and reinstalling A reevaluation of a crewmember after failure of
prefabricated interior partitions and dividers. (AFR a flight check or written examination. The
78-22) reevaluation will include, but not necessarily be
REASON FOR CONTRACT DELIVERY-DATE REVISION limited to, those areas or subareas previously rated

(RFCDR) deficient or unqualified. (AFSCR 60-1)

A one-digit alpha code representing the reason a RECLAMA
delivery was not made according to the contract A request to duly constituted authority to
delivery schedule. It is the second position of the reconsider its decision or its proposed action. (JCS
Delay Reason Code Pub 1)

REASONABLE QUANTITY RECLAMATION
Any quantity up to, but ne more than 10 copies of The process of disassembly of excess aircraft.

a T.Mi or 100 sets/sheets of a form per component engines, and other end items to recover serviceable

request under this regulati.i. (.f the requirement or economically reparable spare parts for which

exeeds these limits, it must be submitted as a bulk requirements still exist. Property will be on the

requiremernt, with printing funds chargeable as property disposal officer's account at the time of

explained in Paragraph 10. These limits do not its reclamation in order that valid reclan.:.tion

apply, however, to the supply of forms used in expenses may be reimbursed from proceeds of sale I
submitting requisitions under this regulation.) of scrap and salvage. Reclamation involves only
(AFR 66-19/AR 31070/NAVMATINST the removal of parts and doe, not include
560flh1A/1O 5215-16/flAR 4151.9) inspection, cleaning, repair. packing, or shipment.

Expenses incurred by those actions are not properly

REBUILD/OVERHAUL reimbursable from proceeds of sale. (AFM 67-1)
To restore an item to a standard as near as The urocess of recovering serviceable or

possibie to original or new condition in appearance, reparable spare parts. (AFLCR 65-22)
performance and life expectancy. (TM The authorized process of disassembly of excess
38-260/NAVSUP Pub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO end items to recover serviceable or economically
4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) reparable spare pats for which requirements still

exist. Reclamation involves only the removal of
RECEIPT INTOTHESUPPLYSYSTEM iparts and does not include inspection, cleaning.

That point in time when the first item or first repair. packing, or shipment. This action must be -0
quantity of the item of the contract has been directed 1y the M. (AFLCR 66-53) I
received at or is enroute to point of first delivery Disassembly of excess property to recover parts
after inspu'ction and acceptance. {JCS Pub 1) or subassemblies for further use. (Inspection.

RECEIVER OR RECEIVING ACTIVITY repair and renovation of recovered parts to'
An activity which obtains support from another serviceable condition are not included AFICR

activ'ity. (1)O1) 4(100.19-M) (5-:61). A(FLOR 66-46)The proce.ss of renoving required serviceable and ii
RECEIVING Vcoon0mically repairable zomponents and material

The receipt of inhound material includes from excess or sundus lroperty as authori.ed.
pre-planning and document processing incident This does not includ, inspection. classification.

-t theret. (AFR r6-sI dlisasseml., and claning. As a result of
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reclamation, .erviceable and economically repairable retrieved, reprodut.Ld, or preserved. (JCS Pub 11
items will be returned to the proper supply activity RECORDED USER
and the residue wi be processed as disposable A logistic activity which has recorded a degree of
property OD460.21-M)prpety(DD410.1-)management or collaboration interest or

The procedure that will restore or change the mem oollaorato interestor
quaiity of a contaminated off-specification product resporsibility in the Federal Catalog System master

so that it will meet the specification of the original rerds manted by the Dn ois tics
prodct r alowe grde rodut. DOD Services Center (DLSC). "User" in this regula*':.iproduct or a lower grade product. (DOD does not mean the ultimate user of materiel (e.g.

4T405e ato poesorcvbase, post, camp, station maintenance facility,The act or process of recovering serviceable telk) AR6-6 .

and/or economically repairable equipment,
components, and other materiel. (DOD 4140.34M) RECORDER PROGRAM

RECLAMATION INSURANCE TYPE (RIT) AIRCRAFT The systematic procedures integrating recorder
systems and records (including flight logs.

Aircraft, in limited quantities, which are retained supplementary data. and other associated
indefinitely to support unforeseeable reclamation documentation such a- technical orders and
requirements. RIT aircraft are retained especially techncal data) logistics, and test and repair
as a source of structural airframe parts not tecical dat l ogi , ad te and repair

normlly arred i stck. AFLR 6531)funictions necessary to provide accur,-te and timely
normally carried n stock. (AFLCR 65-31) baseline data for definhg the loads/environment

RECLAMATION MANAGERS (RMs) spectra for aircraft. (AFLCR 80-21
Those persons ha-'ing managerient responsibility RECORDER SYSTEM

for all phases of reclamation affecting the The complete hardware components installed in
organizations which they represent All RMs will the aircraft for the purpose of recording aircraft
keep all others advis,-i of tl;zir current mailing flight and loads oarameters used in the ASIP. This
address. office symnol, and telephone number. includes. but is not limited to. flight loads data
(AFLOR 65-31) recorlers. mechanical tr:.in recorders.

RECONDITION accelerometers. multiplexers, s ',isors. relays.
No repair is authoized. The item ,ua. be transducers. rate gyroscopes. strain gages. tape

conditioned by adjusting, lubricating, cleaning, etc. magazines, and wiring. (AFLCR 80-2)
at the user level. No parts. special -upport RECORDING
equipmenit (SE), or extensive man-hours are Any recorded information regardless of its
required. (AFLCR 65-2) p~i:sical form nor characteristics. includ.ng. without

R.CONNAISSANCE MISSILE limitation. w;'itten or printe- material: data
A tactical or strategic missile in the proce.sing cards and tapes: maps. charts.

reconnaissance role. Reconnaissance missiles will photographs. negatives; moving or stii! film.,: filh
be designated with the prefix "RT.I" o- "RSM" strips; paintings: drawings: e2ngravings: :ketches:
followed by a numerical designator. For example: reprod'action of such things by any means or
RTM-61, RSM-62. (AFM 67-1) process; and sound. voice, or electronic 'ecordingsI

RECORD CONTROL NUMBER (RCN) in any form. (AFM 1l-1)

A four-character alphanumeric assigned by the it, recorded informatio o"dac t regardllessof
SECDEF or bv the unified command -,o each i physical form or characteristics. including.

Swithout limitation, the following: 1. Written or
rgrm le upon rceipt of data for rogrm printed material (whether handwritten. ;,'inted or

lines. The RCN. when combined with the t 2 atr s cards or Iapes: t..Mal;S.
geopulitical or activity code and the lrogram var. , a1 2.Iitg ou still
ro'id,'s a positive and specific identification ,if a t.

MAP line which is perpetuated o, I all iAP en,, .or film .etrils: 4. Paintings. drawings.
transactions. including .AIIISTRIP documcniation. engravings, or sketches: 5. Sound. roie. ,r(AFI.I11 -iIi-23)j electronic recordings: 16. Reproductions of the

ifogrc-'ing liv any nit .!s or proces. (1)O1 :3200.20.
RECORD INFORMATION AF 711-111

All forms (v.g.. ,.:r!ative. graphic. data. 'omputer A fromal record ,,f scientific and technical
iun :noryi of infiormation regi.,terd in either information that resolts from a, RDT&E effor' of
temlorary or jIeriilnul form so that it cm, lit, the D01). (Note that ia this program.
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"information" reiers to the meaning or content of suitable and e(onomiceal to recover and process for N

aI technical article and is not a synionymu for the repair or rebuid when they become unserviceable.

wtord ".4ocument. *i (AFR 80-29) (DOD 4160.21-11)
RECOUPMENT(S) RECURRING DEMAND

Funds appropriated to cover a specific program A request made periodically or anticipated to be
year requirement, under a no-year appropriation, repetitive by an authorized requisitioner for
which jieconie excess as a result of reprogramming materiel for consumption ...r use or for stock
actions, and are available for an administrative replenishment. (JCS Pub 1)
transfer to another program year to finance A request to replace a like item that is suspected -

approved program requirements. (AFSCR 27-6) to be, or is actually unserviceable, or one that is
Adjustments or cancellations of outstanding MAP condemned. Recurring requests include day-to-day4orders in the previous year program accounts which issues for normal operations for which replacement

generate additional funds for the current year is anticipated. A request for an item. will be coded
jperations. (AFR 400-2011 recurring if the reque.zter determines the request to q

Adjustments or cancellations of outstanding MAP be recurring in nature within 180 days. The L.ACA
orders in prior year program accounts which is responsible for placing the correct coding on
generate additional funds for the current year demands placed with the SBS9 based on total
operations. (DOD 5105.38M) laboratory usage. (AFSCR 67-8) 10

Code assigned to support items to indicate the An identical or closely related discrepancy
dsoiinaction ol. unserviceable support items. occurring within three successive flights onl the

(AR 700-82/OPNAVINST .1410.2/AFR 66-45/MCO same componeW~ or subsystem. (AFSCR 66-6)
.1400.120/DSAR 4100.6)REUINMNT4AC

Provisioning Codes assigned only to Supply Commonly referred to as normal or p.-eventive
Items. They denote the - countability. mainternnce, is the rou:ine work required to keep a

recoverabiity and repair policy, for ,I item of facility (plant, building, structure, ground facility.

Rework of an End Article. (BUWEPS INST 4423.2) coadtipita that it may be ct.:inuously utilized, at its
Code indicating the proper method of: (1) o-'iginal or designed capacity and efficiency. for its

Requisitioning material with regard to Inventory intended purpose. This includes, biut is not limitedi
control and fiscal accointing p~rocedures; (2) to: ground maintenance, housekeeping. paintii'g. A
Accounting for material during use; (3) Turn-in or caulking, and patching plaster: repair of walkw~ '.s.
disposition of material; (4) Repair or overhaul; (5) pavements, roads, floors, roofin, n wahs:
Items as required by current Navy Aviation Supply replacement of defective light bulbs. filters. and

Office and Naval Air Systems Command directives. s'-itches; cleaning and' oiling installed mechanical
MAlterial accountability recoverability coder are a equipment, servicing air conditioning. heaters. and I
comp~onent of the Provisioning Codies a-,,plied to boilleri; rep~lacement and/or repair of electrical
items of suppy. as a result of provisioning type equipment such as wiring, motor&. components. and
aictions. pAO.S 44021iarts. Recurring maintenance costs are expensed
RECOVERABLE OR REPARABLE TYPE ITEMS -is burden or cverhead not amortized onl a I

An iem f a lurblenatue. hich whn (epaeciation schedule and are not reimbursable
itiserivelie. ormlly cai b reaitdinder tile facilities contract iunles,. flhe facility is
ec~i~mia lv ct hr lv afied o' dpotmaitennce Idle and is being maintained in v' standbyv condition.
actiity.AFI.R 572jIII tile case of ,;tandby conlii,.. the )evil o'
actiity.iAFICR i-27)maintenance~ will lie inl iccordanct' uiith AF1 8.1-21.

A pr ar hc normally is not expended in IFC

Ilse and which can lhe reusedi after recovery ld REDEPLOYMENT
i~epiiI On v rcovrabl itnis t' t ('a~'d n ~ Tli 1;iunsfer (if ,i nit t. a;in indiividualI. otr sltilie..

repair.~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ Only reovral itm rtaee ntiq dpo in ne11 .i e: to another artea. oil to a nothier
iphlt. A Fl.CP57-1:~ o itI Wo~ it hin thle airea.. or. to t he xone oif interior

RECOVERABLE SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS for tia pitt io' of furither eiployaitlt. (Jcs Pub'
Those ptarts which ha ve bleen predeterined tn he ]I



REDEPLOYMENT AIRFIELD REDISTRIBUTION
Ail airfield not occupied in its entirety in The transfer of control, otilization, o," location of

" peacetime. but available immediately upon outbreak materiel between organizations or activities within
of war for use and occupation by units redeployed the military services or between tile military
from their peacetime locations. It must have services and other federal zagencies. (AFM 67-1)
substantially the same standard of operational The act ,f effecting transfer in control,
facilities as a mail, airfield. (JCS Pub 1) utilization, or location of material between units or A
RE MA OF Cactivities within or among the military Services or'i REPETERMINATVON OF PR ICE

A fixed-price contract with a special provision for between the .nilitary Services and other FederalA iedpie otac ih peilprvsonfr agencies. (JCS Pub 1)
adjusting upward or downward. and retroactively or
prospectively, the price or prices in the contract. It REDISTRIBUTION ORDER (RDO)
is used to assure to the Government the benefit of I. An order issued by a responsible materiel
reduced costs of performance and, in seine manager upon an accountable supp!y distribution
insta.ces, to the contractor, recovery in whole or in acti.ity withi' the supply distribution complex
part of increased costs, and to obtain reasonable directing release of materiel to another supply
prices whenever contingency charges otherwise distribution activity within the same supplywould be included in a contract price due to such complex,.r

factors as prolonged delivery schedules, unstable 2. For intra-service use, an:i RDO may be used to
market conditions for material or labor, or direct release and shipment of materiel from an
uncertainty as to cost of performance. (ON.1INST accountable post. camp, station. or base to another
5000.3) similar acountab!e activity to satisfy a specific

REDISTRIBUTABLE (SAP) PROPERTY demand. '-FM 67-I)
Includes all SAP property which has been REFER -]

declared by the recipient government to the United 1. A refrigerator.
States, or such other agency as may have ben 2. A motor vehicle. railroad freight car. ship.
agreed to by the United States, as no longer needed aircraft, or other conveyance, so constructed and
for the purpose for which furnished, insulated as to protee" commodities from either heat

1. Property which has been charged to SAP but or cold. (JCS Pub 1)
will not be delivered to the intended recipient RER"REENTRY SYSTEM
country since the requirement no longer- exists. Any combination of reertrv vehicle

2. Property which has becn delivered to a cni c
countr and reported by theAAG or mission, with cofigurations. penetration aids. and related"on' an-eotdb h IAGo isowt hardware designed to ensure successful completion -
the concurrence of the respective recipient country.
as no longer required. of the strategic missile mission. (AFSCR 80-22)

3. Any other propefty which may be recovered REENTRY SYSTEMS (RS) PROGRAM
after the delivery to the recipie:.t couqtry. (AFM The SAMSO program office consisting of

Advanced Ballistie Reentry Systems (ABRESI and
REDIST~lf UTABLE MAP PROPERTY Support to the Services. iAFSCR 80-22)

Serviceable or economically reparable MIAP REENTRY VEHICLE
materiel reported excess by the recipient country. The portion of a missile designed to re-enter t"e
(AFR 400-20) earth's atnuosphvere to deliver a payload (warhead

Includes all MAP property no longer needed by or instruments) to, the tar'get. Also called a -nose
the recipient government for the purposes for which cone". (AFM 127-201)
furnished. The declaration must be made by the

-5 recipient gcvernment to the United States or. to REFERENCE NUMBESianother agency approvedl b the United States. Any number. other than an active stock number.
anote "cp v th nd e used to identify an itein of production or. either by

AllD 4A1 4 prorty hichhs een itself or in conjunction with other referenceAl 3APpes na poprt wic hs , en numbers. to identify :in item of supply. (AFH
declared, by the recipient i:ove,inent to the United 72n1es ti-i f
States. as no longer needed for tile purposes for -

11 whier furnished and whkh meets the criteria. for REFERRAL ORDER
utili:,ation screening. (DO) 5105. 3. An order used between depots. inventory
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managers. or other managers in an established coupled with a changing of the classification
supply distribution systein for the purpose of designation to reflect such higher or lower degree.
passing correctly routed requisitiens for continued (JCS Pub 1)
supply action when the initial activity cannot fill I
the demand. (DSAM 4140.2/AR 735-110/NAVSUP REGUJLAR AMOUNT
Pub 500."/MCO P4400 101) The dolla; valu2 of labor costs accumulated

Ali order used between Supply Sources and during a normal working period. (AFSCM 177-265)

e*tribution systems for the purpose of passing REGULAR HOURS
reqnisitions for continued supply action when the The numerical vabte of labor hours recordedinitial activity cannot fll the demand. (DOD 4140.2) during a normal working period. 1,AFSCM 177-265)

REFLEX FUNDS RGLRRT
Considered to be project funds that are planned, heU nrawoghurrate o a salse

bdtd and acutd for by spcii Rh&omlwrinDorrt f a salse

Ligee, acoutespctcfor each civilian grade/step an mltayrak
project. These funds may include pay of people, (AFSCM 177-265)an rnkcontracts, 2quipment, materials, or any other
REFLEX funds apply only to those laboratories Includes all regular manhours available ,based on
under project REFLEX. (AFSCR 80-26) the normal 40-hour workweek) that are reported

-LIRFUNDS~q9 against both overhead accounts -nd specific job
Recoveries of advance payments, erroneous orders. Holidays are counted as available working

A payments, or overpayments. Refunds are recorded days. (APSUR W026)
in the allotment ledger as reductions in REUAE ITM

disbrsemnts.(AFSR 17-9)Any item over which proper authority exercises

REGENERATIVE COOLING close supervision of distribution to individual units
The cooling of a rocket engine !hrust chamber or commands because the it is scarce, costly, or

and nozzle by circulation of fuel through its walls. of a highly technical or hazardous nature. (iCS
(AFN 127-2061) Pub 1)

REGIONAL ISOLATION REHABILITATION COST
The condition existing upon loss of communication With respect to e.:;cess defense articles, the gross

by the MTMC area and DOT EO regional cost incurred by the US Government in repairing.
orgatnizations wit.% their- respective headquarters. rhblttno oiyn u~atce. (F
fDSAR 3005.-4) 400-20)
REGISTERED USER R~EIMBURSABLE INOICATOR CODEI

A logistic activity (such as an ALC. acting either Direct job order cost tansactons will be coded

as wholesale or as a retain lIM) that has the NSN R (emusb),o N" nnribrbl.
assigned to a given item of supply for cataloging, dep eiguo re. are or p.- n nmu.l e ).I
standardization or other management purposes, and
is so registered in the federal catalog system is used for contritited ldtbor hour- (AFSCM
maaster files. User is not intended to mean the 177-265)
ultimate consumer of miateriel. that is, base, camp. REIMBURSABLE PROGRAM
post )r : tatioii. as exeminified by AF installations Ene,ouasses work and serric-s to be utilized in 7

a'egitered against NSsin the SINUD system. fulfillment of customer order,. procurement of end
iAFM1 67-1) items to lie dlelivered directly to customer, without

Ali activit ' recorded in the Federal Catalog entering the inventory of *the procured agency. C
Systm a hnjn~ anintrestin he tem (DD procuremlent for replacement iln kinld of itemsi.'-which
414o:~2Mwill enter the inventory of tlhe procurlig agency

REGRADE and which art identical liv fund res.ources-dieriveil
To dleterminie that certain classified information from reimblursale order% which are not Identical

requires. in the interests of national defense, a repiaceneils of items sold a::J which will enter the
hhr a :i wer degree of protection against ivnoyo h reii;,~nvieiiiitga

una uthorized disclosure thaa" currently providled. part of the direct prorm.n (DOD 701".5)



REIMBURSABLE PROGRAM EXPENIES resources other than MFP-7 DAF EEIC 54X is
Thosi expenses inct, "ed ,,einst reimbursable considered a direct cite customer. Direct cite

program atuthorization. ,DO! 70u0.i) workloads must be trackable through the production
Lvcle and services rendered must be idantifiable to

REIMBURSABLESALE f permit billing of the appropriate customer upon
All sales made for whichi :e~aburseinent is conipletion. (AFLCR 66-40)

received. This includes cash and charge sales. REMBSEt6
(AFMI 67-1) REIMBURSEMENTS "

REIURAF S T Amounts received, or to be received, by anREIMBURSABLE SUPPORT . agency or activity for the cost of materiel. work or
Support performed by one Militat; Service oriitfothcstfmarelwrkrservices furnished or to be furnished to others, for

DOD agency for ancthEr Military Service or DOD credit ,o an appropriation or other fund account (or
agency and for which reimbursement is required subdivision thereof)--distinguished from refunds.
from the element receiv;ng the support. (DOD 5000.8)(Reimbursable Support is also sometimes referred Amrunts collected or to 5e co!!ected for

tc as Cross-Servicing.) (DSAM 4140.4) commodities, work, or services furnishea or to be
Support performed by ono a.:tivity for another furnished to another appropiiation. (AFSCM 27-1)

activity for which p.ymient is required from the Funds realized from the sale of MAP owned
activity receiving the support This definition property, such funds b.itig deposited to MAP- ilue upr eibre ydrc udcitation. prpry uhfnsbetgdpstdt A
iilcudes support reimbursed by rect fud accounts and available for programming. (DOD
(DOD 4000.19-M) 5105.38M)

REIMBURSABLE TRANSACTIONS REIMBURSEMENTS EARNED
Transactions evidencing issues or sales of The amount of reimbursements to be collected.

materiel or service to an individual, organization, or based upon materil. work or services actually
agency, for which the seller will be repaid. (AFSCR furnished (delivered). whether or not it is yet billed
i 70-9} or collected. May also includ? progress billings on

REIMBURSEMENT CODE orders for work or services in process at t!:e end of
A local!-; assigned code based upon the type of a fiscal year. (DOD i000.8)

ex;.,se and/or type of customer and to indicate the REIMBURSEMENTS. ANTICIPATE
source or rule of reimbursements to be applied. The amount(s) of reimbursements expected -o be
(AFSC. 772.5) earned for the purpose of addition: to appropriation

REIMBURSEMENT SOURCE or other funding authority as a source of -tvailable
Identifies th2 funds to pay for the maintenance fund to cover obligations to be incurred in

ordered: performance of work or service.,. or in procurement
11) Major Force Program 7 Direct Air Force of materiel for others. or in replenishment of

element of expense investment code 54X (MFP-7 material to be delivered from stock. Based ipon
DAF EEIC 54X) is the AFLC OOB resource used to receipt of customers* orders or other earnings of
support the regular Air Force inaintenance program reimbursements. (DOD 50V0.8)
at the depot level, REINSTATEMENT

(2) MFP-7 DAF EIC 54X Reimubursement Addition to the Navy Inventory of a ireviously
piertains to those resources :hat are Stricken aircraft. ALo. addi:ion to the Prfg-rain
,ver'."ogramned from the MFP-7 DAF EEIC 54X in Aircraft Inv-utory of a previously Retired ;,irc':tft.
slil),mrt of customers that :ubsequently reimburse (OPNA% INST P5442.2A)
the MFP-7 DAF EEIC 5"X for maintenance services
rendered. Reimbursement resources will pay for REJECT
those con,iaon items which are repaired and A pro iuct. srocess. or procedure idetermineid to be

returneI tip s ick for subsequent use. lose , 7

trackalbility through :he produttion cycle, or lose REJECT CARD
identification to ile customer. A rfeje.'t card is a card (hinlance or tran:,action)

13) Direct Cite Progranms pertain to those rejected by lype 65e magnetic drum data li'OCssil-
resources piro'idd !iv the user to rrimburse the na::chine title to mis:sing or inicorrect infitirnaon
I).S. AFIF directly for purchase of maintenance For examplie: N o nnit st or ownership arcc-ilIt
services. Any li;. AFIF custumer providing code in tile lalance var.I, incoinptaltility bIetween
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financial inventory accounting transact ion code andI 1. Which is lo -ted £11, or ian integral part (if
p~osting control codes in the transaction cards. or ~n real prop~erty, as ured or useful in Connection with
erroneous FIA transaction code. (AFi 67-1) such property or the peoductive capacity thereof.I

REJET CNTRO NUBER2. Determined by the Administratoe of-General
A number automatically assign d within the Seicst beohrsertdto hera

"omputer (140111301) to a com.:;clled reject poet.(O 102-!
Atransaction for control purposes. This control RELATED RESOURCES

numiber consists of a disc record ddress number. The labor, materials and services required to
(AFM 67-1) utrforni work. (DOI) 7000.2. AR 37-200)

4RE 1~'C129 ENGINE RFLATED SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
An overhauled (A-Job) engine that does not meet Ground SE, powered and noopowered. provided

established parameters during acceptance testing for direct support of aerospace vehicles to which I
and requires separation of engine r:ase or removal this regulation applies. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-24) c
of gear box housing for rework. The removal and
replacemert of external accessories, e.g., fuel RLXDFRA

fuel:um, ec, illnot y isel becouted This is a method of preparation and rEproduction
contolinvolving the use of of fice-type equipment to

workmaeship or aedistored andr this he eeti . PrlmnrAn a eprprdadpbihdbas reectto e epotedundr tisregiaton.An produce copies of TOs, sometimes referred to asA 0~~~~~CM engine will only be reported as a reject if mnsrp. bu ie"o sf oy

Sthis method. Relaxaton bf preparation and
REJECTION reproduction requirements is utilized to red-ice cost

Status resulting from a decision by the supplier and exr~dite availability of Tos. (APR 66-7?o
that positive supply action cannot be taken for a RELEASABLE ASSETS
definite reason. (AR 725-50) Ies ad qatte hro hc h

Aii action by the Government indicating Its an quties hrof vhh te
nonacceptance of material. In most cases material rsosbe11o iiaysriedtrie r

is ejetedas onacepabl wih rgar tocerain a;ailable for issue to meet the requirements of
features with the understanding that upon ofrdt te iiaysrie rr'ete

corectonthematril my e rsubited or ffrean oother militar v service uhies nao y eie
correction thd aetaeria mAyR 6ere9 bit8 dfo transferable. reimbursab'. or trainsfer.-bie.

inspctio andaccptane. (PR 6-8)nonreimbursable stocks. (ANM 67-1)
RELATED APPROPRIATED RESOURCES Items. determined hy the responsible inve.atorv

Are assets (men. money, material) providled from control point (ICP) of a military service, that r'e
appropriated funds to support those n.orale, available for issue to meet the requirements ofL.
welfare, and recreation functions which utilize another militarr service. Such items may lie offered
nonappropriated funtds as a supplement. (DODI to other military services from either tranisferable
7000.12) or reimbursable stocks. (AFSCR'AFLCR 57-8)
RELATED FEATURES RELEASABLE RETENTION STOCKS I

A term used collectively w~ refer to data itcms. Material held in approved force mobilization
data codes, data use identifiers, and data chains, reserves Which is available for trans-fer on a

4(APR :i00-4. AF31 11-1) reimbursable basis. Reporting of such asset to thto
RELTEDMAITENNCEREQIREENTDeftnse Logistics Services Cientt-r is optional.

Preventivte maintenance action~s to be (DSAM 4140.1)
;ccomiplisht I prior to. in conjunction with . or after RELEASE
the task to 'J performed;: e.g.. a maintenatice action The P~rocetlure employed lit a movement control
is classifiedl "r1Aaed*" whenever a substantial authority to i.ssie snipping instruction.s in respotise
savings in time enn lie rtealized by performing more to ;:n offering. IDOI) -1500.32-11)

- ~than one miaintenanrce rcquirent amfter an RELEASE CARD
equipnment has liven opeiled. (OPNA 1)P A card, in a givenl forinit. which select, proanzIi
RELATED PERSONAL PROPERTY or files to lie rteleaseil to using activities. (AFI.CR

.n personal property. . 17 1-116)
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RELEASE UNIT madteriel and equipment ill perform its intended
A shipment unit which, because of a specific function fir a specified period under stated

commodity designation, weight, or size or mode of conditions. (AR 70i-25)
transportation must be offered to a movement The probability of a device performing its mission
control authority for positive action before being adequately for the period of time intended under
placed into a transportation system (see appropriate the operating conditions expected to be

41 tr.'nsportation service single manager directives and encountered. (AR 32'0-5)
applicabie regulations in oversea areas for specific The probability that an item will perform its
instructions relating to release unit procedures.) intended function for a specified interval under
(DOD 4500.32-R) stated conditions (MIL-STD-109). (AFR 74-15)

Release untof cargo for surface shipnent: is Alactions necessary to provide adequate
usually 10,000 poundls: however, this is subject to confidence that materiel conforms to established

jchange based upon traffic management reliability requirements. (DOD 5155.11,
__considerations. (DOD 5160.10) NAVMATINST 4855.1)

RELEASED VALUATO RAT RELIABILITY CENTRE MAINTENANCE PROGRAII (ICUP)
A rate applied subject to limitations weith respect A failure modes and effects analysis techniqueIito the liabilit% of carriers in case of loss of and/or for significant aircraft and engine structures.

damage to a shipment. (DSAR 4500.3) 2ssemblies and items. It uses a decision logic
procedure based on the Airlines/IManufacturers'RELEASEIRECEIPT DOCUMENT Maintenance Planning Document. MSG-2. This

DD Form 1348-1, "DOD Single L-ie Item structured approach to maintenance requirements
Release/Receipt Document,' is preparea by the znalysis. identifies minimum essential requirements
activity releasing the materiel. This document is coste whsatyndrdis.4AR6-)
used for selecting, packing, materiel receiving, and costetwhsatyndrdis. AR6-4

as a souirce document for the preparation of other RELINIITY CONTRO X
documentation. The DD Form 1348-1 is not Th~e coordination and direction of technical
generally intended for use as an Invoice, shipment. reliability activities through scientific planning from
or materiel movement document. It may be a system point of view. It is the broad look at
manually or machine (EAM or computer) produced reliability. Reliability control and quality control
and is designed to facilitate preparation directly Ire parallel control operations envisaged to exterd
from the M4RO document. (AFM 67-1) from early concept and engineering through fieid

use, each in its own respective domain.
RELEVE. NOTICE (i 1 -TD-721)I

A notice prepared during computel, processing
wvhen an item has not been leveled during the REALIITY COALta
preceding 90 days. (AFM 67-1) The reliability established as that which is to It

sought for a system, subsystem. or equipment: that
RELIUTY is. a desired numerical reliability value to be

Probability that material will perform its intended achieved to a stated confidence level. 1his
function for a specifietl period of time under stated reliability must exceedi the minimum acceptance
coiuditions. (DOD 5155.11, NAVMATJNST 4855.1. reliability and insure optimal achieved hardware and
XNAV31ATINST 4000.20, M!1L-,qTD-721) operitional reliability in the system. subsystem. or

The probability that a system, subsystem. or eqluipmlent in combination with other factors. such
eq'.ip'ineat Arill tn'rform a required function u'~der as design criteria. cost. and avai'able resources.I

-- .ecifielf conditions without faiiure. for a specified (APR 80-5)
- - lperiod (iof tirs-. (AFR lF0-5. AFMi 11-1)

The probabiility that a system. subsystem. RELIABILITY REQUIREVIENT

chfmli'neflt. or pait will perform a required function Alvlu eiliiyejrse na qimn
under specifiedl conditions. without failure for a piicti as uein rqrmn.
-ipecified per!0d of time. (AFI.CM 72-4 0Mll.-STl)-421)

A funitnwiiia! characeteristic of matesicl and RELIABIMI STATEMEN
equipnien! aydi is of major consequence in niilitary A current statemntf of the jprol'aliilitv of si'ste-It
usage. It is explressedl t he plroblitiiy tha~t Altwrtess; ijinler exl-eected use conidition.,. Systeml

i7t.
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reliability is derived by combining all available and REMOVALS, DIRECTEC4
applicable reliability test data. This statement can Those removals which are administratively
also include a lower confideuce bound for the determined. They may be caused by modification.A
systemr reliability. (AFLCR 65-6) replacement by substitute items, cannibalizationl.

RELIAITYTESTAicy. or technical changes. (AFLCR 171-12)
Tests designed to measure the level and REMOVE CAR110D

uniformity of Reliability. (MIL-STD-721) Used to remove an obso!ete program/fih- from
RELIABILITY TESTiNG the operational master tapc. !AFLCR i71-1 16) J2

Testing and analyses in addition to other type RENEGOTIATION
tests which are designed to evaluate the level of Poedn ne h eeo.to c o_
reliability in systems. subsystems. equipments, or detprmpine tha existence of anid siecure the
parts and the dependability or stability of tdis level rpyetothGornent fecsiepois'twith time and use under rarious enviresimental if any. for a fisca! year or other period. re-eived or
conditions. (AFM 11 -If accrued under contracts and subcontrats subject to

RELIF CRIITstatutory renego tiation. (AR :320-15)
A statuto-ry action by the Ccngrem's or an RENEGOTIATION AGREEMENT

adriinistrative" action by the Comptroller General Voluntary agreement resultiih7 from
-tLin the limited authority of law. io release an renegotiation. which provides for the reparment of

accountabsle officer from "pecuniary liability: for the portion of the profits found to be excessive, or
illegal, improper, or incorrect payments. or for for price reductions. or both. (AR :320-5)
physical loss or deficiency of Government funds.

Avouchers. or papers. (D06 5000.8) RENECOTiATION, STATUTORY M
An action provided for by law which entai!--

REMODELING COSTS review of profits on renegotiable g(.vernment
Expenditures which result in a increase over the contracts and subcontracts for the purpose of

original capacities or capabiinties of production eliminating excessive profits. The review includes
equipment. or an increase in its efficiency or examination and analyvsisz of the con-, actor's
operating economy. (DOD 5000.8) reports and other representatiuns. determ instior of 4

REMOTE AND/OR TERNM~I. the e'cisteiace of excessive profits. and elimination
An input and/or output device used in conjunction of such profits by agreemznt or by forced action.

with Time Sharing Computer Services. IAFLCR (DOD 5000-8)

W-3 RENOVATION
REMOTE INSTALLATION OF ETI Tl,-i proof and test evaluation and rew'k ofI-An installation -which has one or more i.,dicatorsq ammunition or ordnarcze itemns as required for
on a separate panel located some distaiice from the retaining the jesired capability. (NAV31ATISST1
operating component(s) as opposed to ETI 4850.89A)
installation as an integral par, of the operating REORDER CYCLE
Compionent. (APR 66-6) The interval I-etwecen successive reorder

REMOTE J01 ENTRY (MJE (procurement) actions. (-JCS flub. 1. AlR 320-5. AF-1
.A remote termiinal to be used primarily for joh 11-1)

request., associated with high volumes- of d~la REORDER LEVEL
inputi oautput. (AFSC^'R 70-13) Represents tettlo rcrmn e~ ie
REMOTE ice ENTRY TERMINAL (RJET) safety level: total depo~t level maintenance duie-nts:

Geizeral purpose ADPE connected to a central 50'- of oither due-outs: and forelin militariy sales
host computer which is used by the ALC to (cooperative loisticsl requirewreits. iAFN Zi,-lI

ma~iai AE~sftarcoraniall. AF10 A-2) EORERLEM EL OF SUPPLY

MOTDVNILE Th scz pso l an p1-e rni w herAn enspae ehcletht s rmoelycotrlle. epeniflnith otal sofl h lced ea ~ tither
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REORDER POINT thereof to such condition that it may be used
The sum of the system low limit requirement plus effectively for its designated purposes, by overhaul,

review cycle requirement. Used for comparison reprocessing, or replacemenL of constituent parts or
with total assets to determine if a procureinf.nt materils which have deteriorated by action of the
requirement exists. (ASOINST P4440.53) elements or wear and tear in use and which cannot

The sum of the safety level of supply plus the be corre cted through maintenance. (AFR 8b-6)
level for order and shipping time equals the reorder Inspection, disassembly, cleaning, rework, I
point. (ASOINST P44.!0.53, AR 320-5, AFM 11-1, replacement of parts, painting, reassembly,
DOD 5000.8) lubricating, atid preliminary adjustment. "AFR

That point at which time a stock replenishment 74-2) 9M
requisition would be submitted to maintain the The specified maintenance required to correct
predetermined or calculated stockage objective, material damage ur failure as necessary, to restore
(DOD 5000.8, AFM 11-1, AR 320-5) the end item, assembly or subassembly to the

REORDER POINT FACTOR normal operating condition. (TM 38-260/NAVSUP I
AEODER factor used R tPub 523/AFR 71-18/MCO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) li1A factor used to establish th.. quantitative point The restoration or replacement of parts or

at which replenishment action wiP be initiated. Ta
This factor will normally consist ,f the safety level components of materiel as necessitated by wear andThis factordwillora lly conpi st tie. the safety tear, damage, failure of parts or the like in order to

maintain the specific item of materiel in efficient

REORDER POINT QUANTITY operating condition. (AFLCR 65--22)
The sum of the repair cycle requirement, ord, The specific maintenance reluired to correct

shipping time requirement, safety level, and s .,iateria! damage, failure or defects, and to restore
levels. (DOD 4140.20) item to a good mechanical/operational condition in

The quantity to which on hand and oii order asset accordance with the item rated capacity or
quantities are compared to determine the need to serviceability tolerances. (DLAM 4155.4/A1.-
order. (DOD 4140.20) 750-26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO P4870.4B)

The minimum quantity required to Lb on hand and P.PAIR ACTIVITY
on order to enable stock replenishment with low i o
probability of depletion of the safety level. (DOD onLc nagedtin p n g eos c el

EM20 contactors engaged in performing depot icvel

processing of aerospace vehicles and training
REPAIR devices on a contract issued by AFLC. This includes

The restoration or replacement of parts or depot or depot level contract field teams at using
components of real property or equipment as command bases. (T.O. 00-25-4)
necessitated by wear and tear, damage, faiiure of Any activify that expends manhours to accomplish
parts or the like, in order to maintain it in efficient, or assist in the accomplishment of a specific
operating condition. (DOD 5000.8) maintenance action. For example, in addition to the

The rcstoration of a real property facility to such usual AR, AD, AS activities, an aircraft carrier 4
cor.dition that it may be effectivelv utilized for its which rewound an electric motor for a destroyer
designated purposes, by overb-iul, reprocessing or would be a repair activity under this uefinition. NO
rel)lacement of constituent parts of materials which (OPNAV 43P2)
would have deteriorated by action of the elements A
orl wer 'i tearjtueadwihhv o ei REPAIR ACTIVITY SCHEDULEGo ar an( te ar i, use and whih have not been The monthly input and output rate established by
corrected through maintenance. (DOD 5000.8) 'he SM or IM through negotiations with each ALC -19

piocess of re.tirning an item LO a specifiedThe poe inbi'ing a im a lo ci iem and procuring contracting officer for contrctorsAcondition inclqling preparatiqn, fault location, item patcpaigi h rga.(FC

procureme) , fault correction, adjustment and iticipdting in the p tAFICR 66-5)
calilration and finIal test. (MII.-STD-773) REPAIR BAC.LOG

Repair of matri( encompasses the inspection, Known work input which is beyond the Output

servicing. overlha ul, test calibration, and capability of an organization or a segnent of an
preservation applied to restoring the item to organization for a given period of time. (AR 320-5)
serviceable condition and extending i.s serviceable That portion of work input which is be ond the
life. (AF.M 11-1l pr,,duction capability of an organization within a

Restoring a real Iprolerty facility o' compolenlts specific Ieriod of time. (AR 710-50)i A



REPAIR CYCLE Identifies specific commodity or effort groupings
All the various unserviceable stages through of AFLC maintenance work requirements

which a reparable type item passes from the time of (Attachment 1). (AFLCR 66-40)
its maintenance replacement until it is restored to
serviceable condition. The repair cycle includes such REPAIR (ENGINES, ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPAGE)
stages as: removed; awaiting shipment; intransit; in The restoration of a damaged or nonoperating
pre-repair screening; in process of repair; and engiiae, accessory or item of equipage to an
return to serviceable stock. (DOD 4140.20) acceptable operating condition without complete

The period that elapses fr~m the time the item is disassembly and inspection. Unless minor repair to
removed in a reparable condition to the time it is the compressor section is specifically authorized in
returned to stock in a serviceable condition. (AFM Handbooks of Operation and Service Instructions or

11-1) Engine Bulletins issued by NAVAIRSYSCOM,
All the stages through which a reparable type engine repair is restricted to the turbine and

item passes from the time of its removal as combustion sections (including the afterburner) and
unserviceable until it is restortd to a serviceable replacement of external damaged, deteriorated or
condition. The repair cycle includes such stages as time limited components or accessories.
removal, awaiting shipment, intransit, in pre-repair (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
screening, and in process of repair. (AFLOR 57-27)

The time nterval from the date of the supply REPAIR KIT(S)
control study resulting in repair action to the Generally refers to a group of parts issued
receipt of the first shipment in the supply system. together under one stock number for the
It consists of accumulation time, administrative reconditioning of a siibssembly (i.e., wheel cylinder
leadtime, repair leadtime, and delivery leadtime. repair kit, etc.). (AR 320-5)
(AR 320-5) A group of parts, not all having the same basic

REPAIR CYCLE AIRCRAFT name, used for repair or replacenient of the worn
Aircraft in the active inventory that are in or and/or broken parts of an assembly or component.

awaiting depot maintenance, in,'iding those in However, repair kits need not contain common
transit to or from depot maintenance. (JCS Pub 1) lubricants, wiping rags, testing devices, common

I CL tools, or similar items usually found in a repair
REPAIR CYCLE REQUIREMENT facility. (TM 38-715)

The quantity of repayable type items requied to 1. A repair kit consists of a package of selected

fill the repair cycle. (DOD 4140.20) maintenance and overhaul parts. normally
REPAIR CYCLE TIME consolidated into one externai package andI

The time normally required for an item to pass identified as a single item within the same
economically through th:e repair cycle, excluding commodity class as the end item to be repaired.
any extraordinary awaiting parts delays and any Each kit contains a list of parts contained therein,
intentional exter,,ied transit, storage or repair identified by the vendor's or contractor's part
process delays. (DOD 4140.20 number, noun, and quantity.
REPAIR GROUP CATEGOIIlES (RGC) 2. Stock control levels for repair kits will be

These are assigned to control and budget established and the kits requisitiuned by the base
workloads into homogeneous groupings. The supply officer (Chapter 25).
categorks are split into two groups. The alpha 3. Air Force bases preparing requisitions for

RGCs are used for the DMS, AFIr and its initial use of AGEW will be automatically furnished
customers while the numeric ores are not involved a 90-day stockage o1 repair kits. Additional kits
in DIS, AFIF operations. See Attachment 8 for may be requisitioned as required.
RGCs ind their descriptions. (AFLC., 66-) 4. Repa:r kit will be issed to organizations on

Assigned fer the purpose of controlling vorkloads an a, needed basis for hench stock. (AFM 67-1)
in homogeneous groupings. These categories are
split into two basic groups. The alpha RGCs are REPAIR LEADTIME
used for the D.S. AFIF and its customers while The time interval between the initiation of a work
the numeric one are not involved in the DMS. order or contract and the completion of repair of
AFIF o, erations. See Attachment 4 for RGs and the item for the fi:rst scheduled shipiaent. (AR
their Gescriptions. (AFICR 66-29) 320-.i)

- i)



REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS supply and replacement which is required for the
The basic decisions about: (1) Repair versus maintenance, overhaul, or repair of the airframe,

throwaway. (2) The most desirable repair posture missiles, accessories, instruments, engine, propeller,
(for reparable units to the lowest level between a electrical, electronics, photographic, armament, and
single point depot repair capability and multiple asso~ciated equipment including repair parts of SE
base level capability to support the designated called for by t.:e contract, whether fabricated by
mission). (AFR 8A-5) the contractor or purchased by th contractor from

others, but does not includt SE end articles.REPAIR LIMITATIONS(ALiF R5-7
(AFLC/AI"SCR 57-7)

A percentage of the replacement cost of an item,
beyond which expenditures for maintenance are not REPAIR PARTS ALLOWANCE
economical. (AR 710-26,'NAVSUP Pub 452 The quantity of any one repair part authorized
Revision/AFR 67-96/MCO P4400.51A'DSAR for stockage at a maintenance category. (AR
4140.47) 700-18)

REPAIR PART REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS LIST
Is any item, including modules and con..unable A list indicating the range and quantity of repair

materials which has an equipment classification and parts, special tools and test equipment required for
appears in the APL (except the AEL), stock number the maintenance of a specified number of end items
sequence list, integrated stock list, Naval Ship for a definite period of time for each level of
Systems Command drawings, or manufacturer's authorized maintenance. (AR 700-18)
handbook., (NAVSUPMAN) REPAIR PARTS LIST

An integral, manufactured and replaceable part List approved by designated authorities.
of a piece of machinery or equipment, the part indicating :he total quantities of repair parts, tools,
being furnished normally for replacing a part worn and equipment necessary for the maintenance of a
or damaged in service. (SECNAVINST 4423.2A, specified number of end items for a definite period
NAVAIRINST 4700.2) of time. (AR 320-5)

A part which may be required for repair or
maintenance purposes during the life of the set(s) REPAIR PARTS RANGE
or major units with which used. (NAVSHIPS 94324) The number of different repair parts selected for

Any part, subassembly. assembly or component the maintenance of an end item. (AR 70C-18)
required for installation in the maintenance or REPAIR PIPELINE
repair of an end item, subassembly or component. The time required to move engines through
(AR 320-5) repair. (AFM 400-1)

Material capable of separate supply and
replacement which is required for the maintenance, REPAIR TIME
overhaul. or repair of a system, equipment or end That time 'n which one or more technicians are

item. This definition does not include Support actually working to repair a failure. This time
includes preparation time, fault location time,

Equipment but does include repair parts for support
equipment. (AR 700-82/OPNAVINST 4410.2/AFR correction time, and checkout time. (MIL-STD-721)
66-45/MCO 4400.120/DSAR 4100.6) The time interval in which the repair or overhaulcommences until the item is restored to a
REPAIR PARTS serviceable condition. (AR 320-5, AR 710-50)

Items authorized solely for use by AFSC. (AFR REPAIRABLE
v7-19) Refers to a comnponent oir itemi Jesignated by tile

Parts required to return a vehicle to operational R ii a n item th ate be tie
conditiin. necessary to perform its intended inventory manager as an item that can be returned

purpose. This does not include maintenance to an operable condition by a designated repair

supplies; i.e.. wiping rags. antifreeze, radiator flush facility. 'NAVSPMN t
and stop-leak, solvents, grease, etc. Parts for AGE Uiserviceable itenis that can he ecoioiically
are limited to the automotive portion of the repaired and restore(i to a ser iccable condition.I

equipment. (AFM 67-1) (AFM 6"-1)
Those support items that are coded to be not REPAIRED MATERIAL

repairable (i.e.. Consumable Items). (AFR 65-2) Nonconforming materia! subjected to a process
Refers to tha' material c:pable of sepurate de.sign'd to reduce but not completely eliminate the

5)



conformance (MIL-STD-1520, USAF). (AFR 74-15) "reparable" regardless of the level (base or depot) p
REPAIRS AND UTILITIES at which the repair will be performed and

regardless of whether the item is classed aThose activities relating to the repair, recoverable or nonrecoverable in tne supply system.41 rehabilitation and maintenance of buildings, (TO .00-20-1)
structures, grounds, utility systems and other real An ite. . which can be re oniio e or^ .
property; fire protective measures thereof; the economically repared for reuse when it becomes
construction of alterations, additions and extensions unserviceable. (AFR 400-3)
to such existing facilities; operation of utilities; and
performance of insect, rodent, and pest control REPARABLE PROCESSIi.'G CENTERmeasures. (AR 320-5) A unit (work ceiter) within a maintenance

REPAIRS AND UTILITIES SUe'PLIES organization that controls the processing of all

Includes machinery, equipment, and other assemblies, accessories and components removedfrom end items. These items will either be :
supplies procured from funds made available for f em
post engineering, regardless of logistical physically processed directly through RPC or be
ss t -30) processed under its control. RPC must maintain Aassignments. (AR 420 sufficient control to, at all times, know the quantity

REPARABLE and type of assets that are reparable; their location;
An item which can be reconditioned or repaired estimated "due outs" of items undergoing shop

for reuse when it becomes unserviceable. (AFM processing; shop backlogs; and the shop capability
11-1, NAVMATINST 4900.13) for any items that can enter the shop processing

Unserviceable items which can economically be channels. (T.O. 00-20-1)
restored to serviceable condition. (AFM 67-I) REPARABLE TYPE ITEM

Items which will be repaired for reuse when they A serviceable or unserviceable item of a durable
become inoperative. T'.e term "reparable" denotes
the logistics status of an item rather than the nature which, when unserviceable, normally can be

repaired economically by either a field or depot
"condition" of an item. The terin "repairable" is reairdeonc aly by etr flodp
used to describe the condition of a reparable item m cv (D 0
which is inoperative and requires repair. (AFLCR REPEAT DISCREPANCY
65-2) Any identical or closely related discreponcy

An unserviceable item that can be repaired and occurring on two successive flights on the same
restored to a serviclable condition. (AFLCR 65-22) component or subsystem. (AFSCR 66-6)

REPARABLE ENGINES REPETITIVE DEMAND ITEM
Engines operationally unsuitable for installation An item for Ahich three or more materiel -

under the following conditions: 1. Requires depot demands are recorded within a 180 day period, each
overhaul. 2. Requires base maintenance. 3. UR resulting in a DSC spply support action. A

exhibit. 4. Used tor calibration or test. 5. Used for Accumulation of demand data under this regulation
engineering evaluation 6. Technical order is based on the following criteria:
compliance (TOC) or modification requiring 1. NSN Items. Tlose items on which tnree or

- immedate compliance. 7. Requires spare parts. more demands have been received from any one
(AFM 400-1) Service within the past 180 days for a -pecific NSN

on which that Service is not recorded as a user.

Aln item of *m durable nature which has been . Non-NSN/Nonreg!steed Items. Those items
deter~n~inel l)y" the application of engineering, on which a total of three or more demands have
eonoic.nd oythe acto o e nth eeitem been received within the past 180 days for aeconomic. and other factors to be the type of item siecific non-NSN/nonregistered item. withoutfeasible for restoration to a serviceable condition
through regulh' repair procedures. (DOD 5100.28) regard to the Service]s) from which received. (AFR

Any item that can be removed from an end item, (i7-36)
assembly. subassembly or component for separate REPLACEMENT CARRIER AIR GROUP TRAINING t
processing to accomplish any forn of repairs A Fleet ca!.'rier air group training progran
needed to re.stoie serviceability. ltens on which de\'eloptcd to indoctrinate an entire squadron in the
some form of repair can and will lie accolllpli ifd to operation and maintenance of a new weapons
lerlnit reuse of ite,, will be cons:,l'ed as system. (ASOINST 4400.3)

5$ 1



REPLACEMENT DEMAND equipment by another item or items in order to
A demand representing replacement of items achieve economic or industrial preparedness

consumed or worn out. (AFM 11-1, AR 320-5, JCS advantage t,) the AMA through increased efficiency.
Pub. 1) Items can be replaced either by new procurement

(similar or the labest state-of-the-art) or equipment
REPLACEMENT FACTOR . from DIPEC (as long as the equipment is better

The estimated percentage of equipment or repair than the one being rephced). (AFLCR 78-3)
parts in use that will require replacement during a
gien period due to wearing out beyond repair, REPLACEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL FACILITY
enemy action, abandonment, pilferage, and other A major reconstruction of = real property facility
causes except catastrophes. (AR 320-5, AFM 11-1, destroyed, damaged, or deterioratd beyond the
JCS Pub. 1) point at which it may be economically repaired.

REPLACEMENT ISSUE (AFLCR 78-3)
Issue based upon replacement of items consumed REPLACEMENT OR MODERNIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL PLAN

or conde,pr.ed, and all other issues of a recurring EQUIPMENT
nature. (AFM 67-1) Refers to replacement of one or more existing

i.ems of industrial equipn'ent in order to achieve
REPLACEMENT ISSUES economic or industrial preparedness advantage, to

That portion of issues made to using ag.ncies the DOD through increased efficiency. Items which
which replace equipment previously supplied in are Government-furnished may be replaced either
order that standards of efficiency and quantity as by new procurement or equipment from idle
prescribed by equipment authorization documents inventories. Replacement action mast be supported
will be maintained. Such issues constitute by an analysis of cost savings or industrial
replacement of losses due to wearing out beyond preparedness benefits to be realized. (AFR 78-22)
economical repair, abandonment, destruction, enemy
action and pilferage. The following issues do not REPLACEMENT OR SUPERSEDING ITEM
constitute replacement issues: intransit losses (As used herein) An item developed or selected by
of clothing incident to the separation of personnel forecast item. Replacement or superseding items

from the services, issues such as interdepot meeting the criteria of this regulation require
transfers, replacement of unserviceable b-it separate AFLC/AFSC Form 1. (.\FLCR/AFSCR
economically ,epairable equipment, and issues to an 67-12)

organization to replace serviceable equipment REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE
withdrawn from that organization. (AR 320-5) All nonexpendable, equipment type items, with

Those issues made to replenish ailowances of ERRC designator "ND2" or "NF2," which are
expendable items which have been consumed, or lost authorized for use in tables of allowances or other
undei abnormal operating conditions, and those special authoriz:'tions. These items may be
maie to replace accountable items which have been centrally pm.:'red, locally purchased or
surveyed. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) manufactured, or stuck fumded items. (AFM 67-1)
REPLACEMENT ITEM REPLACEMENT

An item which is functionally interchangeable A complete reconstruction of a real property
with another item, but which differs physically from facility destroyed. 3r damaged beyond the point at
the original part in that the installation of the which it may be economcally repaired. (AFR 85-6.
replacement part required operations such as DOD 5000.8)
drilling, reaming, cutting. filing, shimming, etc., in The act ot replacing a unit of real property or
addition to the normal application and methods of equipment with a similar unit or with a superior or
attachment. (AFM 67-1, AFLCM 72-2, ASOINST different item. (DOD 5000.8)
P4400.24) REPLACEMENT-ROAD (DEFENSE ACCESS ROAD)

An item supplied as a spare or repair part in A public road R o)
place of the originally used part. that differs fro; A public road that nust be cnstrtcted to rplace
the original ,nmart. INA VSIP MAN) a public highway 'r street that has been. or will be.

closed to public use because of the construction or
REPLACEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT expansion of a military installation of Defense

Replacement of existing items of industrial industry, or because of security or safety
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requirenments of such installations. (Ali REPLENISHMENT QUANTITY
55-80/OPNA"VINST 11210.AAR 75-1F8/11CO The total -quantity (exclusive of tie retail
I1210.2BiDLAi1 4500.19) quantity) of the Item which the originator

Eupettype items, which have aunit cost of o oeareo bfte foriem rovisied. his
10omoe'are not eonst~mcd in use but retain peainoth ediem prvind.Ts

ther oignalidntiy urig eridsof use. These qluanitity will assist the DSCs in requirements
items have ain ERRC designation of ND2 or NF2 copttost nsr tht deue neal
and are authrorize4 for use in tables of allowances be-up stocks are available until normal demand
or other special authorizations. T'hese items are Iltrsaeestablished. (DSAR 4140.35)
issued on the basis of approved allowance REPLENISHMENT REQUIREMENTS
documents with acciuntability being maintained by Spares or repair p~arts required for support (,f end
the using unit or activity to which they are issued. items subsequent to the procurement of initial
(AFLCR 57-27) requirements. (ASOINST 4200.1i)

REPLENISHADLE DEMAND DATA REPLENISHMENT SPARE PARTS

Iexpected to recur periodically for an irqefinite consumable, purchasea by inventory control points.
period, or demands of a recurring nature for which required to rep~lenish *Stocks for use in the
stock was not available for issue at the time of the maintenance, overhaul, and rep~air 'if equipment.,
demands, for which replaceme~nt of stock should bo hips, tanks, guns, aircraft, engines. etc.
made to meet future demands. (FASOINST 4441.9) J..* P4200.27)

REPLENISHADLE DEM4AND REPLENISHMENT SPARE
Those issues made to fill demands expected to Ani item procured for logistics support of aI

recur periodically for an indefinite period, or system after provisioning. (AFR 800-26)
demands of a recurring nature for which stock wvasIn-,t available for issue at the time of the demands, REPLENISHMENT, STOCK
zor which replacement of stock should be made t; Materiel acquired periodically to replace stocks

-~meet future demands. In addition to the exclusions which have been depleted by issue ., loss during a
to total demand listed ahove. replenishable demand stated periodl (DOD) 5000.8)
does not include: cash sales, except normal REPORT CONTROL SYMBCL-(RCS) I
recurring sales. Issueis to satisfy demands of new Aseofltr rnubrwhhidtfe a

-~conistruction, conversion, outfitting, special approved rep~ort a1nd a~uthorizes its initiation and
programs, ship alterations, exploratory expeditions, elrail.(F IlPO 50.)
research and development programs, and any other
initial or one-timne issues. Issues to other REPORT CONTROL SYSTEM
gove~nment departments except those that are A system established for the p~urpose of
normally recurring. Issues tu ioreign governments poiig hog~rve n prvlo l
excep~t those that art: normaliy recurring. proposed and all revi.sions of aitthorized reporting
(NXAVEXOS P-1500) requirements: (1) assurance of essentiality of need!

REPLNISHENT YCLEQUANITYfor the information: and (2) -eduction i the volume
The uanity f mteril rquird t susain of required reporting by simplification, elimination

normal eperations during the interval bo~ween ~ driain 111(tirie O 0I~
sucessve el~enihme ts. nder normal conditions REPORT OF SHIPMENT

a it is eq ua! to the opera~lt ing lev'el. (ARi 320-I is ai i aanvt noti cir~ shipment which gi~v it.

REPLENISHMENT PROCUREMENT (l~gh onpeedt.iI f 1  ~ pet
Tltu r nIchase of items f)Illowiing the initial (NVOIOP1(5

pu1rc'!:;z4v. %viietlicr lioug'.t for illit ~iI suippo~rt of REPORT OF SURVEY
addtionl . id ittciii". 'tock relen~ishiment. orl other .In inistrumenit for recording 1 lilti-umaue

- *- liiiurploses. IA SOI NST 114 2001.27) cOnct'rning 1 Ibe 1'~s ierv ic.a bilityv. oir destruct ion
The pu rchase ofI :.ar ipa1:rt, f Idluw',w u in i1-i I of AFI propertyv. It si 1 esl,. or su pports .a vouiclwr

pl'ovisiilling procilr'Ilit. iNA VI MATI N ST fil dropiliing ;i c~ fr-ol- tilejit, reCord1.,
4200.34 A. Ali 115-22! o Which I liv art. list 1'd. It alist) serves to 4100,ermi11e



Sll question of responsibility (pecuniary or Supplementary Data, to the Defense Industrial
otherwise), for the absence or condition of the Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC). (DAC 76-17) 4
articles. The term is also used to indicate the The activity which initiates the report of excess
required forms, which are: DD Form 200, "Report personal property to DPDS -r tro GSA, or Overseas AN
of Survey," and DD Form 46, "Report of Survey Theater Screenn,.g Center for utilization screening.
(Discrepancies Incident to Shipment of Materiel)." (DOD 4160.21-M) J1
(A FM.67-REPORTING SASE (WAR READINESS MATERIEL

REPORT SCREENING REPORTING)
The review of a quelity deficiency report for A base that actually reports the status of WRM

proper categorization, validity, correctness of assets. Such reporting may be in support of the
entries, accuracy, and completion of information wartime additive mission at the reporting base or in
and addresses. (Encl 1 DLAR 4155.24/AR support of the wartime additive mission at another
702-7/NAVMATINTST 4155.8B/AFR 74-6/MCO base. Normally reporting base/host base/storing
4155.5B) base are synonymous. (AFM 67-1)

REPORTABLE PROPERTY The command having jurisdiction over the

Contractor inventory which must be reported for reporting base. The reporting command fo each
screening in accordance with this Section prior to base is reflected on each base page in the war
disposal as surplus. (DAR 24-101.23) consumables distribution objectives document. (AFM

Contractor inventory which must be reported to 57-1)
DIPEC or GSA for screening prior to disposal as REPORTING CUSTODIAN
surplus. (DSAM 8130.1) An organizational unit of the lowest echelon of

Excess material which, based on dollar value and command accepting responsibility (involving
condition, must be referred to DPDS or GSA for accountability to CNO) for aircraft, as designated
formal utilization screening (see Chapter VII, this either by CNO or by the Controlling Custodin of
manual). (DOD 4160.21-M) the aircraft. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)
REPORTABLE WORK STOPPAGE ITEM REPORTING CUSTODY

The work stoppage report vill include those Squadron (or other reporting unit) responsibility

items, regardless of cognizanct, which have been to account for and otherwise provide information AN
,' uisitioneJ from the supply system as an actual about assigned aircraft and Equipment.
work stoppage requirement a:d thc requisition is (OPNAVINST P5442.2A)
outtanding over five days t the report cut-off

date. Work stoppage requiirions for Intermediate REPORTING LEAD TIME
Maintenance Activity or ship requirements will be That time interval between the cut-off date at
reported only if the item is required to repair Pn field activities for reporting stock status to the
engine or C:itical Aeronautical Material/Equipment inventory control point and the time when the
L.'t component. (FASOINST P5600.2,) inventory control point determines and documents

REPORTING ACTIVITY the form of stock action to be taken. (DOD 5000.8)

The Government activity which initiates the REPORTING ORGANIZATION FILE
Standard Form 120. "Report of Excess Personal A file identifying each AF organization botl,
Property" or transmits DD Form 1342s, "DOD numbered and unnumbered, assigned or to be
Property Record Sunplementa,'v Data" to DIPEC. assigned. aid each wartime additive mission. Tie
(DISA.I 813L1, bAi. 24-101.24) ROF reflects the equipment ,'rporting status of

An activity whichi is required to render stock each AF organization and WRI iniszion. (AF.1
•t ie': orts of designated items to an inventory 67-1)
manage'r. (.XAVEX)S P-I5O0) REPORTING PERIOD

.AS pertains to ('h;ptei, 12. Part one. 'olume Ill. TEt interval (f lime ODvered by the data
AF stock rt't'or'd :it't'ills that are required to .llilnitlhd ill of le ovrediy. Ithd)ata
prelare and .1ihlmit SINK(H'. (Chapter 1. Part two).
tAF3 ;7-li REPORTING REQUIREMENT

The Governm ewt a'thity which initiates Standaid Al aht nrized request for information whethei'
Form 1211. Ieport of E \rf.'s Personl ProlriV. 1 olle-lilt' i:' I'ring. taln r or narrtive, made
tr'ans mits )I) Form I.312s. DO Proli i'vrty lcord by a: agcncy or activitv. to lie obtained from or

",s
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through other agenci ' oi- activities, or from the assignment of a "report exemaption symbol" upon
general public. (Dor 90.8, AFM 11-]) determination by the revort cont..i.l activity. tD0D

REPORTING REQUIREMENT, EXEMPT ~0~~
A reporting requirement specifically exemp~ted PkPORT, FEEDER

from the report control system and which is not A rep~ort from which an agency or activity draws

subject to assignment of a report control symbol, or part or all of the data required for another report.
one which is subject to review and assignmlient Of a (DOD 5000.8)

report exemption symbol" upon determination by
the report co)ntrol activity. jDOD 5000.8)REOTFINCAA formal stateme!11. or serie:- of statements. with

-~Any transmission (presentation) of data or financial condition at a given time or result., of
information, %%hether in tabular, graphic, narrative, transactions or operations (othier than niilitari) for
questionnaire, punchicard or other form regardless a given p~eriod, with or without comptarison with
of the method of transmission. (AFM 11-1, DOD budget etimates. standards,. limitations. etc. (1)0!)
5000.8) 5000.8)

A computer printout displayng the official REOT OIODRCS]results of operations fer the accounting period REOT stOBen oRER acljbcost s.sneie
according to the JOCAS. (AFSCM 177-265) A1ttmn hwn culjbcss oeie

segregated by direct material, direct iabor. and
REPORTS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM overhead charges, preferably ais comIpa-ed with

A system established for the purpose of estimates of such costs. (DOD .5000.8)
providing, through review and approval of allpropsed an al reisios o, athoize .' REPORT, ONE-TIMEproose, nd llrevsios f, utoriedrepiorting A report prepared one tinie only by one or several
requhirements: (a) assurance of essentiality of need epnet.(O 008
for the information; and (b) reduction in the volume
of required reporting by simplification, elimination REPORT, OPERATING COST
of duplication, and otherwise. (APMI 11-1) A statement reflecting costs aind related

REPRT AUITinformation useful for the particular p~urpose., of

A report setting forth the results of an audit nlila gmenit at a given level in controlling
incldin th auitor a indngs and op~erations and in making policy decisioins. tOOD

recommendations. (DOD 5000.8)50.8

REPORT, CONGRESSIONAL RPRPROIjA report specifically re-ird by a mebe of A report which conveys :ssenltially the samlie typeA
Conres, Cogrssinal comitee o information regularly at prescribed interval, 2
subcmmitee to e sbmitedto te mmbe of (e.g.. daily. weekly. monthly. annually. etc ). (DOD

Congress, his staff or to the committee or its staff, O.8
regardless of the frequency of the rep~orts sp~ecified. REPORTPROGRESS
(DOD 5000.8) A ieport "oinposed of data relating ito currentA

REPOT, ONSOIDAED FNANIALoperztions of programs. functions. organiz.at ional
RE O T CONSiDa TE ot fINmaNC ia y d p rt e to unit,. activities. projects or piricesses: ilo-st

A fnacil eprtfrm mliar dpatmntor effective when compared with similar d..ta forA
operating agency based upon combiniiig the data in nothr period. or a prescribeJ o 'asoe
"feeder 'reports" of "operating units" and other sadr.ojcie raeae 1015~~i~

lesser "operating agencies.** (DOD i000.8)

REPOT, CNTROLEDREPORT, PUBLIC
REOR, OTRLLDA plan/mr repor' formi used liy or fill a

A report. the requirewent for which is subject to aj'cfrtl olctonfinoniiw
review. a nd assignn~en t of a report-cent rol or iti i e 'a abicmla n rvieaece
report-exeniptioii symbhol. (DOI) 5(I00.18 In lai s A dimatn ocrs 1 i

REPORT, EXEMPT Federal iReports Ac t oif 194)2. when ien'll a mnit'
-jA repiort. t he rcq nireme'nt for whIiichi is respu~nlelits (ut bei than Fe"~deral em'aployee.,

specifically exeamptell [rim the repori control considered as such) are i n..ol vi.I. a polrova I of the
system or which is ,u:bject to review a :uI 1lrc,11a of 11it' Budget1 11n 1,stli' oita inell. Such
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approval must be sought through the "report comply with the intent of Congress in its action on
control system." iDOD 5000.8) authorization or appropriation legislation. (DOD
REPORT, RECURRING 7250.10, AMCR 11-41

7re ort which must be prepared in whole or in REPROGRAMMING 114
part by an activity at prescribed, specified The process of reviewing a previously established

intervalh', or upon each occurrence of an event or program. (DOD 5000.8)
situation of certain prescribed characteristics. Revision of budget estimates under a revised
(DOD 5000.8) program. (DOD 5000.8)

Adjustment to a previoasly-established program
REPORT, SERIES in order to meet the required mission outlined by

A finite number of reports (e.g., two, five, eight). higher headquarters. (AFSCM 27-1)
(DOD 500.8) Procedure for program changes in current and

REPORT, SITUATION prior year. (AFSCR 27-4)
A recurring report, other than a periodic report, Replanning of the effort remaining in the

which is prepared upon each occurrence, recurrence, contract, resulting in a new budget allocation which
or nonoccurrence of an event or situation of certain exceeds tne contract budget base. tAF'CP/AFLCP
prescribed characteristics (e.g., "Upon graduation." 173-5, DOD 7000.2)-
"Upon occurrence of an accident," etc.). (DOD REQUEST FILE
5000.8) This is a file maintained in the G004L system for
REPORT, STATISTICAL all AFLC Forms 206, Temporary Work Request,

A formal statement, tabular, graphic, or Part 1). Part 2 creates a skeleton temporary JON
narrative, containing numerical data of any kind. master record. Input to the request/temporary
May include data drawn from formal accounting JON master file is required when a planil-ng delay
records or accounting reports. (DOD 5000.8) is evident. When the labor plan and the bill of

material (BOM). AFLC Form 237. Temporary Labor
REPORT, STATUS and Material Plan, has been input, the temporary

A report reflecting the current situation with J
respect to programs, functions, activities, projects. tempoary BOM files are set ip. (AFLCR 66-61)
or processes. (DOD 5000.8)
REPORT, STATUTORY REQUEST FOR ACCELERATED DELIVERY

A report specifically required of a Government A request prepared on AFLC Form 197. for

agency by Act of Congress, generally to be accelerated delivery of materiel from AF contracts.
sme "8 Requests for accelerated deli'erv from other 4-submitted to the Congress. DOD 5000.8) agency contracts resulting from AF 3IPRs. ?4

REPRESENTATIVE (AFLCM 57-7/AFSCI 57-7). (AFM 67-1)
An individual of each school, club, or council REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO DEVELOP A SYSTEM OR

speifically derignated by a service educational RE• CHANGE .
activity and authorized to request donable surplus The lre.c'ibed format for the initial
proper:y. (DOD 4160.21-M-1 documentation of a l)roposal to develop a new

REPRODUCIBLE MATERIAL logistics system or change an existing logiiics
Negatives. canera-ready copy. artwork, line system. The RiDSOC format is intended to

drawings, and all other material used in facilitate the preliminary coordination of tile
rtprdtlIiuuctio (AER 66-19. AR 310-70, proposal described the,'ein and approved thereof by
N\A'MATINST 1600.11A. AfCO 5215.16. DSAR .1COS for completion of developluent and the
4151.91 doculientaltien r'q ni'ed to implement tile propal. ,

REPROGRAMMING ACTIONS (AFI.CR 4010-5)

(hange. ill ilt' applic;atioii 4f financial resources REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO NEGOTIATE o
from tilt' pirlnst'. originally t'contemplated and The ilm'morandun transnm itt ing the )eternhation
hutidget'eid for. tcslifit'd to. alnd de.rihed in the anid Findings to tie Secretarv via tile Chief of
ju.lifwatliii. .'hitied il ile ('ongressional INaval .1atte'ial. This nienuoranliln iont;ains detailed
('on i tt('e., ill -nlpprt of fiteid at uhi ri.;i, .- and facthiai illr'nr.ation explaiiing te nec'essity for
budget r'e'. ulet,. ,iher tha rha cht(.', mallth' tt prmcnring slipplies o i setrive: by :iegoti;ltion rather
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than b:. formal advertising and includes supporting An eight-digit alpha numeric number identifying I
documents and information required by the Navy the originator of temporary work requests. It is
procurement Directives. (NAVMAT P-4215) used to identify the customer as D/MM, D/MA,

D/DS or tenant and to distribute dala systemnREQUEST FOR ISSUANCE OF ORDERS AGAINST INDEFINITE pro bynaLC indito dtb, EaOa s
QUANTITY CONTRACTS products by ALC indicator (D=OC, E=00, F=SA

A request prepared on AFLC Form 379A, H=SM, J=WR). (AFLCR 66-62)
"Purchase Request" and directed to the REQUESTER
procurement activity. (AFM 67-1) Ay component of a Requisitioner or a

REQUEST FOR ISSUANCE OF ORDERS AGAINST Requisitioner' s complex not meeting the definition
REQUIREMENTS TYPE CONTRACTS of a Requisitioner. Requisitioners or Requesters Arequet jrepared on AFLC Form 379A directed whose source of supply is normally of aij intrabase
to the procirement activity. (AFM 67-1) nature, due either to tenant status or accountingsatellization, will abide by the intrabase procedures
REQUEST FOR ISSUANCE OF SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS upon which supply support is drawn. However, any
(AFPI Form 44) Reouisitioner having direct requisition authority on

A form used for the purpose of requesting supply sources not of an intrabase nature, will
issuance of initial shipping instruction or the adhere to MILSTRIP procedures, forms, andamendment of previously issued instructions against formats as prescribed in this Manual. (NAVSUP
AF contracts. For processing shipping instructions Pub. 437)
and amended shipping instructions against other
agency contracts resulting from AF MIPRs. (AFM REQUESTING AGENCY

67-1) Any agency, within or outside the Department of
Defense, that levies a requirement or work request

REQUEST FOR ISSUE OR TURN IN upon an AFSC organizational unit in accordance
Forms authorized to be used by a unit, with the objective shown in Pacagraph i. (AFSCR

organization, or activity to request supplies and to 27-5)
turn in supplies to a supply officer, accountable A non-AFSC Government agency that requests
officer, or property disposal officer. (AR 320-51 support within the scope of this regulation.

REQUEST FOP PROPOSAL (RFP) (AFSCR 27-5)
The solicited contract between the Air Force and REQUEST

the contractor on a contemplated procurement. It is A request requiring the preparation of AFLC
the medium by which a contractor is introduced to Form 197, Request for Accelerated Deliveries.' to
.the job desired by conveying a complete officially expedite materiel applicable to AF
"understanding of the work to be performed and to procurements through the Directorate of
determine the capability and price of the Procurement and Production. AFLC Forms 197
contractor' s efforts. RFP's contain language, when applicable to other agency procurements
term~s, znd conditions necessary to obtain resultant from an AF MIPR will be routed through
informati:,n from prospective bidders. (AFSCM the appropriate PR-MIPR management activity.
27-1) (AFM 67-1)

REQUEST FOR WAIVER A request prepared on AFLC Form 197 for
The formal document prepared by the contractor, accelerated delivery of materiel from AF contracts.

or contractor to the Government for the purpose of (AFM 67-1)
requesting acceptance of the designated REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE (RDD)
nonconforming supp~lies or services, or for The Julian date when material is required by the
requesting temporary relief from a technical requisitioner ur consignee and is specified on the
requirement of the contract. (AFR 74-15) requisition in accordance with UMMIPS. (DOD
REQUEST NUMBER 4.500.32-R1)

This is an eght-digit alphanumeric number The calend:r (late when materia ; required by
a.ssigned hy the initiator of a temporary work the requisitioner. ID)SAR 4.01.:3)
renluc:1. It is designed to indicate whether the The specific calendar date. other than the Priority
,:ustonle' is I1 MM. I)!MA. DIIS. or tenant and Delivery Date. when nmiteral is rcquired by the
used f~ir routing uf data system prlducts to the consignee. (NAVS'P Pli.. 4371
custonmer. (AFI .(lt 61i-(i The caliar doate wben nateriel is required by
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I lie consignee. (DSAM 4140.2/AR estimated to be required to sustain operations of vo
735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101) any designated force without restriction fer a

AA calendar date which specifies when materiel is specified period. (DOD, IADB) Tactical commanders
actually required to be delivered to the use this rate to state their requirements for

or later than the computed Standard Delivery Date at specified intervals. The required supply rate is -
(SDD). An RDD cannot exactly equal a computed submitted through command channels. It is

SDD. (DOD 4140.2) consolidated at each echelon and is considered by
REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY each commaihder in subsequently determining the

A Department of the Army approved statement of available supply rate within his command. (JCS
a military reed for development of hardware for Pub 1)

a: "xperimentai or operational test in order to clarify REQUIREMENT DET.RMINATION, NET
'ost. opei.:nal and/or technological factors prior The computation of the difference between gross
,t' commencing the engineering of itens for military requirements and the inventories available under

use.tAR7055. A 1125)the control of the inv~ntory manager in accordance
A document outlining an experimental system or with the authorized guidance fr,,n higher authority A

major component whose military usefulness, "
technica! feasibility, or financial acceptability has to idicate whether requiree as and inventoriesno e be ssrd (PAINT3008)are in balance, or, whether purchase, repair or

k not yet. b een assured. (OPNAVINST 3900.813)

Statements of categories of Navy Exploratory disposal action is necessary. (DOD 5000.8)
Development. encompassing the effort directed REQUIREMENT
toward improvement and expansion of Naval A CNO document prepared for each functional
capabilities through application of advances in warfare and support area stating in relatively broad
science and technology. (NAVMAT 3910.4) but significant terms the capabilities the Navy

A formal serially numbered document giving a needs witihin the area. (OPNAVINST 3900.8B
general description of operational capabilities GORs are brod statements of objectives and 3
deemed necessary at a specific time in the future, goals for future operational capabilities needed to --
outlining the capability desired rather than the meet the estimated threat of the 5-15 year period. 4
means of accomplishnment; describing the objective. GORs provide guidance to the technical community
operational concept, expected operational in formulating new programs and in orienting 70

inionet fomuatn otnd orientingtor t b 1environment, and other pertinent factors to be current programs in research and exploratory
considered. (AFMll-1) development to advance particular areas of

REQUIRED SUPPLY RATE (AMMUNITION) technology necessary to support future warfare -

The amount of ammunition expressed in terms of systems development. (OPNAVINST 3900.80-
rounds per weapon per day for ammunition items The need or demand for resources expressed in Al
fired by weapons. and in terms of other units of specific quantities for specific time periods to
measure per day for bulk allotment and other items, accompliph a specific work program. (AFICR
estimated to be required to sustain operations of 400-15)
any designated force without restriction for a RE
specified period. Tactical commanders use this rate REQUIREMENTS ACTION DIRECTAVE
to state their requirements for ammition to An authoritative numbered document prepared 7

support planned tactical operations at specified and issued by HQ ,SAF to direct and guide the Air
iatervals. The required supply rate is submitted Force actions necessary to transhte a req:,ired
through command channels. It is consolidated at OPerationtal capability into an approved and funded
each echelon and is considered by each commander program or project that will lead to procurement of
in snbsequentl. determining the available supply a new or improved system or equipment. tAFM!
rate within his command. IAF.I 11-1. JCS Pub. 1) 11-1. HP 21-1. AP"R 57-41

REQUIRED SUPPLY RATE REQUIREMENTS AND ASSETS ANALYSIS -
The amuount of ammunition e.\pres.eil in term. of Ti process which pro:ide:; for the accumulation.

Jrous p~~~ Wtalun per day fil- ammunition items extraction and display of blasic supply data in a

fired by wealmus. and in termrs of otlwr units ofi manner that relates assets to requirements in a
measure per day for hulk allostme.,a and other items. spcrifir priority'time seqtence. MO)D 4111,.37)
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REQUIREMENTS BALANCE or services, by specific periods of time or at
A computed difference between the quantity specified times, in order to perform assignedj slated for tanker delivery during a montn and the missions, and prior to consideration of available

actual quantity received from tankers (W.FSC cargo assets. (D0) 5000.8)
number) during that month. (DOD 414!.25-M) REQUIREMENS, NET

ci REQUIREMENTS CONTRACT Those needs for materiel, or facilities, for one or
This type of contract provides for filling all more military services, remaining after the

actual purchase requirements of spccific supplies or application of available assets to gross needs in
services of designated activties during a specified accordance with guidance from higher authority.
contract period with deliveries to be scheduled by (DOD 5000.9)
the timely placement of orders upon the contractor

by activitiqs designated either specifically or by REQUIREMENTS, PEACETIME FORCE MATERIEL
class. (DOD 5000.8, DAR 3-409.2) The quantity of an item required in a military

surply system to equip, provide a materiel pipeline
REQU'IREMENTS OBJECTIVE (including procurement lead time), sustain

The maximum quantity of mpteriel to be authorized United States forces, both active and
maintained on hand and on order, at any one time, reserve, and support the scheduled establishment
to sustain current operations and objectives. It until the end of the current fiscal year and for the I
consists of the sum of requirements represented by succeeding apportionment and budget years. (DOD

the reorder cycie quantity, the procurement lead 5000.8)
time quantity, safety level quatity and protectable 3
mobilization reserve materiel objectives or REQUIREMENT, COMPUTED PROCUREMENT
emergency level of supply, and pre-positioned war The quantity of supply which is computed as
reserve requirements, as appropriaLe. (AR 320-5) required for procurement of items ready for issue

REQUIREMENTS RESPONSIBILITY or assembly to meet total demands. after

Responsibility connected with procurement which consideration of available assets. (DOD 5000.8)

ilivolves the determination by an Army agency of REQUIREMENT, PLANNED
the requirements of the using arms and services for The quality of materiel estimated to be needed to
items for which the agency is responsible under fill :he requirements set forth or computed for
existing Army regulations. When only one agency authorized programs. (DOD 5000.8)
is indicated as having responsibility for
determination of requirements for an item, that REQUIRING ACTIVITY
agency is responsible for consolidating the An activity which originates a requisikion or order

requirements of all arms and services. (AR 320-5) for materiel, procurement. production. or
performance of work or services by anather

REQUIREMENTS activity. (AR 37-27)
A requirement document prepared by the CNO That activity of the Naval Establishment

and addressed to the CNM or the cognizant system initiating the procurement action for the tnd article.
command or office outside the NMSF in vhich the (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
CNO states a need for a specific opprational That activity within the requiring department or
capability. (NAVMAT P-4215) agency which initiates requisitions or PRs.

The need or demand for personnel, equipment, (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)
facilities. other resources, or services, by specific The activity originating the purase request.
quantities. for specific periods of time or at (DSAR 4115.3)
specified times. (DOD 5000.8)

The phn or statement inlicating the need or REQUIRING CCMMAND
demand for personnel, equipment. supplies. The command that needs .1
resourco. facilities, or services by specific quantity coimnnications-electronics service in order to
for specific periods of time or at a specific time. accomplisb, its mission. (AFR 10o)-I )
(ARl 310~-44jj REQUIRING COMPONENT
REQUIREMENTS, GROSS The DO) component for which T1ls ar' prwired.

The maxinmini ,,v.r-all need of th miiitary (AFit 6;6-9. AR 310-70. N.' 113TINST 56;01 IIA.

service or component thereof for materiel. facilitics. MCI! 521. 16. I)SAR 4151.9)
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REQUIRING DEPARTMENT REQUISITIONING OBJECTIVE (REPARABLE TYPE ITEMS)
Department originating a requisition or The sum of the operating level, safety level.

procurement request for supplies or services to be repair cycle requirements, and order and shipping
prhsdby another department. (AR 320-5) time or procurement lead time, as appropriate.

(AR 15-1'NASUP UB 79/AR 7-2OIC78
Teactivity originating the purchase request. (DOD 4140.20)

4215.0/DSR 415.6)REQUISITIONING OBJECTIVE
4215.0/DSR 415.6)The maximum quantities of materiel to be

REQUIRING SERVICE maintained on hand and on order to sustain
Anyi service(s) having requirements for peacetime support objecti; c~ for current operations.

spares/repair parts which can be reclaimed from It consists of the sun, of stocks represented by the
srls aircraft. engines, or components. operating level, safety level, and the orer and

(FASOINST 4010.5) shipping time, as appropriate. (DOD .5000.8)

REQUISITION CYCLE The sum of the reorder point and economic order
The time interval between consecutive routine quantities. (DOD 4140.20, AFM 11-1, AR 320-5.

stock replenishment requisitiors for items in a KCS Pub 1)
particular property class. (DOD 5000.8) The authorized on-hand and on-order quantity.

A ~~~REQUISITION LINE ITEM (F 71
Unit of work measurement in supply operations REQUISITIONING

based on one line entry on a requisitiona, shipping Request for individual pieces of di.ta. or sets of
dorder or other related document. (AR 320-5) data, to satisfy immediate requirements on a

REQUISITINoREGISTe need-to-have basis. (AFR 67-28)1

A record of consecutively numbered documents REQUISITION
maintained for the purpose of establishing control To demand or require services from an invaded or
of documente affecting the stock record account. conquered nation. (AR 320-53, JCS Pub. 1).
(AR 320-5) An authoritative demand or request. especially

for personnel, suapplies, or services authorized but
REQUIMONERnot made available without specific request: to

A military service command, installation, agency. mako such a demand or request. (AR 320-5. .JCS
organization, or activity authorized to requisition Pub. 1)

and receive supplies. (AR 710-26/NA VSUP Pub 452 An authoritative request or demand for suppiies
Revision/AFR 67-96!MCO P4400.51A/DSAR directed to military and GSA materiel managcementI
4140.47)agnis(AM6-.AM6-IFCSp)
REQUISITIONING ACTIVITY A request for supp~lies from anl authorizedl]The activity/data repository initiating the requisitioner. (AR 725-50)
requisition. (A FR 67-4/AR 7001-96/NAVMATINST A punch c;.:d accounting machine (PCA31) card. a

4000.35/31CO 4235.22) DD Form 149, Requisitiun and( Invoice/ShippingI
REQISIIOINGOBECTVE LEEL F UPPY;Docunment. a letter. teletype. or tekcphone callA
REQUSITONIN OBECTVE (EVE OF UPPY, requesting colpies of data 'or informaiion. (.AFR

The authorized on-hand and on-order quantity. 67-4/AR 700-96/XA VMATIXST 40i0."151CO
a. Repair Cy.cle Item- Requisitioning objective is 4$.2

the 'lemand .level (as adjusted to minimum. 4235.o2h2dcme) i ~liciisu

maiu.o ie)plus any aidditive level. .transactions are affected. (AFI.C11 66-5:3)
b. Repair Parts and Supplies- Requisitioning

olijtetive is the sum of the reorder level (safety REQUISITON, MATERIEL
level plus, ordefr and shipping time or procurement Ani authorized request or ordetr for specifiedl
lead time qluantity) pill., economic order quantity materiel submitted by a user or distribution point
plus special (ddditive) levels. (AFM &7-1) onl a designated suplyling point in acrac t-~m with -

REQUISITIONING OBJECTIVE (NONREPARABLE TYPE thoeii (DODI pr500r0 f h mliay$trv
ITEMS) i~avd 10)5~j.t

The sum of die operating level. safety level, and REQUISITON, REPLENISHMENT
order and shipping thaw. oir Ilrfcireiiieit lead time. A requisition to maintain stocks of miateriel at imm
as approfpriaite. (1)01 414.2111 appijrove~d level. IAFM 67-1. DOD1 51)0.)
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RESALE INVENTORY (EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT)

Designates the aggregate of those items o; Includes all efforts directed toward the solution
tangible personal property which (!) are held as a of specific military problems, short of major
stock of goods 'or sale in the ordinary course of development projects. (AFM 11-1)
business. (2) are in -rocess of production for such RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CATEGORY
sale, or (3) are to be currently consumed in the (MANAMENT AND SUPPORT)
production of goods or services to be available for Inc-l'des research and development effort directed
sale. (DODI 7000.12) toware support of installations or op.rations

RESCINDED STOCK required for general research and development use.

Ineluded are test ranges. military construction i.t

Avilabie copies and reproducible material of a included elsewhre, and operation and maintenancebasi TM an al chnge a , supleent tothe of test aircraft. (AFM 11-1)
cur-ent issue. which ae'e being completely removed
from the cognizant DOD components* publication RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CATEGORY (RESEARCH)
system. (AFR 66-19/AR 31070/NAVMATINST Includes all efforts directed toward increasedA 5600.11A!MCO 5215.16/DSAR 4151.9) knowledge of natural phenomeia and envi.onment

and efforts directcd toward the solution of
RESCINDING DOD COMPONENT problems in physical, behavioral, biological and

The DOD component which is rescinding a TM social sciences that have ; clear, direct military
under its cognizance. (AFR 66-19, AR 310-70, application. (AFM 11-!)
NAVMATINST 5600.11A, MCO 5215.16, DSAR

4151.9) RESEARCH AND DEVEOPMEN CENTE4151.9) A designated complex of laboratories and
RESCISSION ancillary. activities which is headed by a director

A statutor cancellation or reduction a and performs research and development functions
obligational authority under a previous at a single location or within a specified
appropriation or contract authorization. (DOD geographical area. In those cases where the

5000.8) missions assigned to a center are primarily the
A canceliation of any directive or authorization, conduct of basic and applied research, the ctivity

(DOD 5000.8) may be designated simply as -research center.-
Throughout this regulatior., all references to R&D

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGGREGATIONS centers apply equally to research centers. (AR
A group of related Research and Development 705-55)

Progra'n Elements in the advanced development and RESEPRCH AND DEVELOPNENT COSTS
engineering development categories under a Those program costs primairily associated with
descriptive title such as Communications research and development effo"ts incuding the
Aggregation, which includes all elements dealing development of a new cr improvetd capability to the
with communications. (AFM 11-1) point where it is ready for operationad use. These
RESE ARtCH AND DEVELOPM[NTCATEGRY (ADVANC costs include equipment costs funded under theDREEARCHANDDN RDTE Appropriations and related MilitaryIncludes aConstruction Appropriation costs. They exclude

Includes v 1 projects which ar e moved into the costs which appear in the Military Personnel.
deve~opment of hardware for experimental or Operation and Maintenance. and Procurement
operational test. It As characterized by line item IAMCR 11-4)
proj-cts. and program control is exercised on a The program clement costs primarih associatedproject basis. (AF !l-1) with the development of a rcw capability to the

RESAM AnDKVELOPMENT CATEGORY (UNtMgg point where it is ready for operational use.
Includes only projects funded from RDT&E

Includes those development programs being appropriatigns and related construction projects
engineered for Serice use but which have not vet funded under the Military Constriction
been approved for procurement or operation. (AFM Appropriation. (BLWEPS 57200._5) .

This cost category includes those costs resulting
11-1) from applied research. engineering design. analysis.
RESEARCH AN DEVELOPMENT CUTE6ORY development, and testing which can be related to a
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specific %eapon/support system work breakdown suitability of systems, subsystems, components, and

structure component. The effort from which these equipment items. (AEM 11-1)
costs derive usually occurs within advanced RD
development, engineering development, and RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTdeeopernlsstem development, ) Those program costs primarily associated with
operational systems development. (AR 310-25) research and development efforts including the

Includes all costs necessary to bring a system or development of a new or improved capability to the
capability into readiness for introduction into the point whcre it is ready for operationdal use. These
active inventory. (These costs include equipment costs include equipment costs funded under the
costs funded under the RDT&E appropriation and RDT&E appropriatins and related military
relevant Military Construction Appropriation costs. construction appropriation costs. They exclude
They exclude costs that appear under military costs which appear in the military personnel,
personnel, operations and maintenance, and operation and maintenance and procurement
procurement appropriations.) (AFSCR 27-6) appropriations. (DOD 7045.1/APR 27-9)
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MISSILE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

A missile, usually of a preliminar lesign, which AFSC laboratories use AFSC Technology
is utilized for research and development, test, Objectives Documents (TOD), Technology Needs
and/or evaluation purposes. After production has (TN), and t6e Research Planning Guid, (RPG) as
commenced, some production missiles could be guidance. The documents are available to industry
allocated for this purpose. (DOD 3100.1) as a reference on AFSC research and applied

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE technology objectives and prob!ems. (AFSC
The RDO is a planning document prepared by HQ Supplement AFR 80-53)

USAF whirh gives a generally broad description of RESEARCH (R&D CATEGORY)
technoiogical objectives which offer the greatest Inch, des all effort directed toward inc:easeu.
potential for fulfilling operational capabilities for knowledge of natural p,.enomena and environment,
the luture. Since the RDO covers technical efforts directed toward the solution 'of proi)lems in
capabilities expected in systems some 5 to 20 years the physical, behavioral and social sciences that
hence, it is a technological document for Air Staff have no ehar direct military application, including
plarning agencies and major commands. It does not all .basic research and, in addition, that applied
cover the operational acquisition program. (AFSCM research directed toward the expansion of
27-1) knowledge in varioas scientific areas. It does not

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ELEMENT inciude efforts to prove the feasibility oZ solutions

The smallest sub-division of the Research ar.d of problems of immediate milit.Y importance or

Dtvelopment Program with each elemeit consisting time oriented investigations and development. (G1
of researen, developmeift, test and evaluation 21-1)
projects in the same hudget activity. An element RESEARCH
may consist of a number of projects in a related A program 6 category which include, a!! effort
field as in Research and Exploratory Development, directed toward increased knowledge of natura! "
or it may be a single major projict. (AFM (1-1) phenomena' and envirnmnent and fforts directed

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTING DATA toward the solution of pro:.lems in the physical,

SYSTEM behavioral and sicia; sciences tiar have no clear
Data applications used primarily fo- .nathuvabcal direct ::ilitary application. (OPNAV INST 3900 iBi

computation. simulation, data reduction, and test Includes all effort directed toward increasedanalysis in direct support of appreved researc h and knowledge of nature! pheiomena and endronmentSdevelol,ment activities. (AFM 11-1) and effort-s directed toward the sohition of longterm defense pr-oblems in such are.s Vs physical.
RESEARCH AND i)EVELOPMENT TEST engineering, behavioral and life scie:ices. Such

An exl)eriinent or operation designed to measure, efforts contribute to ihe state-of-the-art in fields
Verify, assess, and provide data for evaluation of: of science. This definition should he used to
research investigations or experimnts carried on identify those %%ork nits in any pr'grani or budge'
beyond the labr'itory hench; progres, in attainnict category funded by the RI)TE approliation ,ilt
of accoruiishment of development ob: cties, and %ill be reported undt r the Research and Technolog,
performanct alno or operational Work U-nit Informat.n System. (AR 70-9)
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An investigation uf potential or actual surveillance, propulsion, mobility, guidance and
discrepancies between physical count and recorded control, navigation, energy conversion, materiels
balances. The purpose of research is to determine and structures and personnel support. (AR 70-59)
the correct balance or to determine the cause of RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING (RD&ENG)
discrepancies. There are three types of research:

1. Post count validation. A compalson of As used in this regulation, RD&Eng includes the

1,hysical count with potential recorde balances or sic (R&D) categories, and those efforts similar to

another count, with consideration of transactions R&D required to support procurement, product
that have occurred recently. The purpose of improvement and military adaptation of commercial
post-count validation is to determine the validity of items. This range- from problems in fundamental

the count. Post-count validation research ends knowledge through engineering support during the
,;hen the accuracy of the count has been verified or production and operational phases. RD&Eng

when any necessary recounts have been taken or includes programs funded by RDTE, Operations and
the discrepancy is $500 or less. Maintenance and other procurement appropriations.

2. Pe-adjustment research. An investigation of (AR 70-59)
potential discrepancy which involves the RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
consideration of recent transactions, unposted or (RDTE)
rejected documentation, search of temporary As used in this regulation, RDTE includes those
location areas and verification of catalog data. The categories of research and development (R&D)
purpose of preadjustment research is to determine included in Program 6, Research and Development,
the correct balance. Preadjustment research ends and operational systems develupment contained in
when the balance has been verified or the the Five-Year Defense Program (FYDP). The R&D I
adjustment quantity determined, categories are research, exploratory development,

3. Causative research. An investigation of advanced development, engineering development,
discrepancies consisting of a complete review of alH operational systems development and management
transactions occuring since the last inventory to and support. (AR 70-59) I
include supporting documentation. catalog changc A specifically defined unit and RDTE effort or
actions, shipment discrepancies and unposted or group of closely related RDTE efforts which are
rejected documentation. The purpose of causative established to fulfill a stated or anticipated
research ;s to assign a cause to the discrepancy so requirement (either materiel or ,ionmateriel).

that corrective action may be taken. Causetive Depending on the scope of the effort involved, a -

research ends when the cause of the discrepancy project may consist of two or more related RDTE
has been discovered or when after review of tasks. (AR 70-59) oe

transactions back to the last inventory, no A part of an RDTE project whic! represents a
conc'usive findings are poseible. On a quarterly finite unit of effort and has unity of scope and
basis, a llst of unresolved physical inventory loss
adjustments for controlled inventory items, with the purpose. It may be divided into work units. (ARft_;70-59)
results of caisative research, will be furnished to Any organation, regardless of physical location
security officials of the storage activity from which or command ju'isdiction, authorized to perform theloato
the loss occurred for determination whether there is f anctions of research, devlopment, test, or 
probable cause to suspect theft. (DOD 4140.85) evonuation, as explained in AFR 80-14 and AFM
Deftnse research is scientific study and 1 'AFR 67-19)

expierimentationl directed toward increa.,ug An organizational entity, unit or grouping of
knowledge and understanding in those fields of the units assigned a RDTE missio:n and principally M.
physical.' engineering, environmental, supported by RDTE funds. RDTE activities include

ological-medlical and behavioral-social sciences test and evaluation activities. R&D directoiates of
directly related to explicitly stated long-term major and subordinate comman, offices of project
ntional security needs. It provides fundamental m

managers, international acti-ities under the
knowledge for the soljtion of identified military urisdiction of tht. Chief of Research and A
problems. it also provile,; part of the base for en nsuhs q ue t e l~l rat ry nd a van ed eve op m nts D evelopm ent. and R& D centers and laboratories. :2
subseq uent exploratory and] adlvanced de&velopmientsN1(AR 705-5i)
in Defense-relate.d technologies and of new or
improved military functional capabilities in areas RESERVATION STATUS CARD I
such as communications. detection. tracking. Used by in"entorv manager to inform customers [



that request for reservation has been approved and particular, represents cost of end--items or projects
established centially on inventory manager records firmly programmed and directed, or components
and also on the records of a specified stocking thereof, for wh:ich procurement directives have notactivity. (NAVSUP Pub. 437) yet been issued. (DOD 5000.8) 1

An amount of an appropriation, contract RESERVE FOR DEPRECIATION
authorizatioa, other fund, or capital set aside for

savings, contingencies, or other purposes. (DOD A valuation reserve representing the net
accumulated amount of depreciation of physical5000.8) ast.(O 008

Assets set aside or identified for a specific assets. (DOD 5000.8)

purpose. (DOD 5000.8) RESERVE FOR SAVINGS AND CONTINGENCIES 'U
A reserve representing the amount set aside out

RESERVATION, Cof appropriations or other funds for possibleA reservation of the available balance of an
for the Military Assistance Program savings, or for other purposes. (DOD 5000 8)approProgram

(or a subdivision thereof), based upon common-item RESERVE FOR UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS
orders issued and undeliverad, having a similar A valuation reser-,e representing the net amount
effect to unpaid obligations in preserving of receivables estimated to be uncollectable. (DOD
availability oi funds for expenditures beyond the 5010.8)
current fiscal year, in the case of an anual RESERVE FORCES

appropriation. (DOD 5000.8) Includes the AFRes, ANG, and the Air Force
RESERVE AIRCRAFT Reserve Officers Training Corps. (AFM 67-1)

Those aircraft which have been accumulated in RESERVE LOCATION
excess of immediate needs for active aircraft and R location

retine inthe *~ aganst *~lfutre A location in which large quantities of bulkyare retained in the inventory against possible fu items are stored for the purpose of replenishing
needs. (JCS Pub. 1, AR 329-5) active locations or from which large quantitivs

RESERVE COMPONEPT TDA required for outgoing shipments may be obtained.
A table which authorizes militarN personnel (AFM 67-1)

spaces and equipment to a unit whil,: n a Reserve RESERVE MATERIEL
component status. Such a table is develuped by Raium MATERIELU ranium, thorium, and all other materiel
extracting cadre and key personnel spaces and determined pursuant to section 5b(1) of the Atomic -

pertinent items of equipment corvaned in the Energy Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 761: 42 U.S.C. (1805)),

bilization TDA and is limited by the Reserve peculiarly essential to the production of
component authorized strength. (AR 310-44) fobe ei el to 6p-1)fissionable materiel. (AFM 67-1)

RESERVE COMPONENTS RESERVE REQUIREMENTS
Reserve component of the Armed Forces of the

United Stbtes are: a. The Army National Guard of Supplies and equipment necessa'y to meet
the United States. b. The Army Reserve. c. The emergency situations that may be expected in a

Naval Reserve. d. The Marine Corps Reserve. e. campaign. (AR 320-5)
The Air National Guard of the United States. f. The RESERVE STOCK AIRCRAFT
Air Force Reserve. g. The Coast Guard Reserve. In All program aircraft in the controlling custody of
each reserve component there are three reserve NAVAIRSYSCOM FR which aire not currently and
categories, namely: a Rea'ly Reserve, a Standby actively engaged in any of the various logistic
Reserve. and a Ret;red Reserve. Each reservist processes required in normal transition through
;hall he placed in one of these categories. (10 Standard Service Life. I, negative definition.
United States Cod? 261 and 267.) (JCS Pub 1) reserve stock aircraft ire al; prograin aircraft

RESERVE FOR COMPLETION OF PROGRAM except "Operating" and "Logistic Support."
The amount of availble funds ,stimated an Reserve stock aircraft are those program aircraft in

earmarked to be required. in addition to amounts status codes M. N. and 0. (O1 NA\INST 5442.21

oblig::.ed and committed. in order to produce the RESERVE STOCK
end-items of materiel programmed for procurement Consists of those material., a ktally n han and
at full cost--or in the case of real property to available for issue. but which are held for a
construct the project, program med at full cost. In pairtico I l purpose aid not stubje ct to general is-sue.
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They may or may not be physically separated from RESERVE, LIABILITY
other stock. (NArSUPMAN) An account representing the estimated amount of

losses to be incurred in connection with a Z.
RESERVE SUPPLIES "contingent liabiity." (DOD 5000.8)

Supp!ies accumulated in excess of immediate
needs for the purpose of insuring continuity of an RESERVE, VALUATION
adequate supply. Also called "reserves." (AR A reserve which represents the amount of

320-5, JCS Pub. 1) estimated expiration of the cost of an asset due to

Quantities of materiel exceeding immediate needs past operations or activities or other causes, which

and held for the purpose of insuring continuity of a expired costs have been treated as operating coste. A

adequate supply for a special operation or objective (DOD 5000.8)

approved by an authorized command. (DOD 500^.8) RESIDENT INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT ACTIVITY

RESERVED MATERIALS RILSA)
Uraniuni, thoriuin, and all other materials An extension of the ILSO collocated at th_

eeothe Atomic Energy Act of system or major equipmert contractor's facility. Idetermined pursuant to teAoi nryAto
1954, (68 Stat. 919), to be peculiarly essential to the (AFSC/AFLC Supplement 1/AFR 800-8)

production of fissionable material. (DOD RESIDENT PROVISIONING TEAM
4160.21-M) An AF team located at the contractor' s facility

for the purpose of accomplishing initial spare parts ARESERVE support and related functions. Where articles being A

1. Portion of a body of troops which is kept to prtnd reated i AFSC Ice &enih er r ihedfrmato a h ~provisionedl are affected by AFSC I&C/A&COM
the rear, or withheld fron action at the beginning acquisition phase an AFSC member will be assigned IN
of an engagement, available for a decisive as co-c6airman of he RPT to monitor applicable AN
movement. AFSC functions. (AFLC 65-3, AFSCM 65-2)

2. Members of the military Services who are not A team located at the contractor's facility.
in active service but who are subject to call to staffed with a mininum unumber of competent
active duty. personnel, and designated the responsibility ,if

3. Potion of an appropriation or contract performing all the provisioning functions assigned
authorization held or set aside for future operations relative to the team mission. (AFICM L-5-3)
or contingencies and in respect to which
administrative authorization to incur commitments RESIDUAL CONTAMINATION

or obligations has been withheld. (JCS Pub 1)
been taken to remove it. These steps may consist

RESERVE, ADMINISTRATIVE of nothing more than allowinc the contamination to
A reserve from the available balance of an decay normally. (JCS Pub 1)

appropriation (or subdivision thereof) established D
administratively within the agency administeiing An item for which manageient remains in the
the funds. (DOD 5000.8) FSC euvl,wonment after it has been determined that

RESERVE, BUDGETARY no advantages are to be gained by out-of-c!Ass A

A res-rve established ow: of appropriated funds assignment to an M1A. (AFI,CR 400-1
or contract authorizations by the Director of the RESOURCE ANALYSIS
Bureau of the Budget for: (a) savings %khicb are A process emniploved to estimate or as.,ess the
u::'i(e possible hy. or tbrougiu changes iin resources needed to implement a military systein or
requirnents. greater efficiency of operations, or program. The resources may be monev, time.
other developments; (b) contingencies; or (c) personnel. real estate. material, training. etc. iAFR
amitiints planned for obligation in subsequent years. 173-1)_
(DOI)409 RESOURCE CLAIMANCY

RESERVE. LEGAL The responsibility vested in a governnmeo'it agency -
A ie:;erve requ ired by law to be estaIlished for a to determine definitive requirement, and justify

particular pnrpose: i.Way iluide any vpe of whatever reson res of tle -Nation inay it, needed io
accounting reserve depending u1pon Iie statnt'ry slport irngrauIs under its cogiance. It does not
provisions. (DOI) 5000.8) imply iucureient activity nIr involve tile
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go,'ernment as an intermediary in the normal RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
inechanisms of trade other than in expediting The exercise of government control and direction
essential activities. (DODI 5030.45) over the production, processing, distribution, and

RESOURCE CONTROL CENTER (RCC) use of basic resources (manpower, goods, se-vices,

This is the production organization set up by and related facilities) required to meet national

MAW in which labor and material charges related security needs. (DODI 5030.45)

to JONs a.'e generated. (AFLCR 66-61) RESOURCES
In government, includes not only "assets," but

RESOURCE COST CATEGORIES also allowances for other items which may or will
Estimated total obligational authority required be converted into cash, such as anticipated revenues

three categories ast follows a.c Reeac antcipte budget-yeafor the Five-Year Defense Program is divided into or rimbursements applying to the currentthree categories as follows: a. Research and bde-era hladbnsatoie u
development costs, b. Investment Costs, c. budssed-ea as a whole, and bonds authorized butunissued. In the case of "expendable funds,"Operating costs. (AMCP. 11-4) divided between "fund resources" and "property."
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DOD 5000.8)

A set of disciplines and systematized procedur., The funds, facilities and manpower assigned to,
for collecting and processing recurring quantitative and under the control of, a Project Manager for the
information that (1) relates to resources in terms of execution of .is project. (NAVMATINST 500.5A)
men, money, equipment, materials, and services, Manpower, funds, facilities, a'id materiel required
and (2) is for the use of management. Resource to accomplish specific nrogram objectives. (AMC1R1
Management System include, but are not limited to: 11-4)
a. Programming and budgeting systems, b. Systems Resources include manpower, material,
for management of resources for operating equipment, tools, funds, time, facilities, and

activities, c. Systems for management of inxeiltory information (including technical data) required to
and similar assets, d. Systems for management of accomplish an assigned mission or task. In addition
acquisition, use, and disposition of capital assets. to being expended, resources can be allocated,
(AMCR 11-4) utilized, and converted. The application of all

resources must be considered to achieve the desired
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS results within existing economic considerations.

Include all procedures for collecting and (AFLCR 66-4)
processing recurring quantitative information that For the purpose of this regulation, resources
I) relates to resources and (2) is for the use of include manpowcr, facilities, equipment and funds
management. They also include procedures wh:ch required to accomplish an assigned mission.
are closely related to quantitative systems even (AFLCR 400-15) I
though the systems may not themselves be
primarily quantitative. Resources are men, RESOURCES, FUND
materiels (i.e., real and personal property), services In the case of an "expendable fund,"
and money. (DOD 7000.11 ":ndisbursed balances of the applicable fund or fundsubdivision accounts receivable for rev sues,

RESOURCE MANAGEMEiT reimbursements, and refunds, anticipated revenues,
This is the process of integrating data derived and reinibursements. for the current budgetyear.

from the current ALC D/IMM management systems and advances to be returned or applied in
in a manner designed to facilitate optimum liqtidation of liailities. Excludes tangible
decisions relating t0 management of the materiel property--both capital property and iiveijtories of
management function. (AFLCM 25-6) consumabc ;materiel. In the case of : revolving -{ RE;OURI: IU~e~ :R und, restricted to actual "assets" of the fund. hIn)
RESOURCE..A..GER. die case of a "wrking-capital ind." excludes

The head of a staff element responsible for the ud, r i t u. of h f In
o a ....~ arri"tio or i... "capital property" or fixed assets. (DOD 5000.8)~~~~~management of a speciined aplprepriauion or its • -• " . .. :

subdivision. revolr'ng fund, or for the management RESPONSIBILITY
of tl'e overall manpower authorizatiu,. Financial The Military Department's estimated tt-tal fiscal
re.mource nanagers may heair tile title year obligations for spare part, foe which it

l: "approl,riatioIn." "budget pirogram." or "hudget mnintains pI'ocurement resonsili '. 4.AR 715-22)
acivit'. "inanager. (AM(I1 11-4) The obligation of an individual for the proper
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custody. care, and safekeeping of property or funds RESPONSIBILITY, PROPERTY
entrusted to his possession or under his supervision. The obligation of an individua! for the proper i
(DOD 5000.8, JCS Pub. 1) management, custody, care, and safeguarding of

The duty or obligation of an individual or group property entrusted to his possession or under his 1
of iidividuals to perform satisfactorily an assigned supervision. (DOD 5000.8)
fmtion or task. (DOD 5000.8, JCS Pub. 1, AFM
67-1) RESPONSIBLE AFSC ORGANIZATION

That for which the individual or group is The organization (ASD, ESD, SD, AD) having the A

A accountable. (DOD 5000.8)Stt bigaccountable.forDteDsatifactor primary responsibility for establishing raquiremenrs

State of being accountable for the satisfactory for handbooks to support assigned responsibilities
performance of the function nr task assigned. for developing and acquiring new systems and

(DOD 5000.8) equipment. (AFSCR 8-4)
A twelve character alphanumerie designator RESPONSIBLE AIR LOGISTICS CENTERwhich identifies one or more types of logistic The ALC deignated by HQ AFLC to t,,o. de.

responsibilities or obligations assigned and assumed technical and logistical assistance t. the deploying
for accomplishing a task or mission; e.g., organization in packaging, marketing,
SRA/SSM/IM. (AFLCM 400-2, Vol IX) requisitioniig, etc. This ALC will further act as

1. The obligation to carry forward an assigned the focal point for information relativt to the statu
task to a successful conclusion. W:th responsibility of the equipment oi the deploying oiganization. The

of th eqimn.,tedpoyn iaiai h
goes authority to direct and take the necessary ALC in whose geographical area the deploying
action to insure success, organization is located will normally be designated2. The obligation of an individual for the proper responsibiiity for nonaircraft and nonmissii-

custody, care, and safekeeping of property or funds depoyin on on Te AL and/o S. a

entrusted to his possession or under his supervision. appropi atis sie r l i for S.sappropriate, which Is assigned reslponsibility for thr
(JCS Pub 1) weapons system (aircraft or missile) will normally
RESPONSIBILITY CENTER (RC) be designated responsibility for deploving

An organizational entity headed by an individual organizations possessing aircraft and/or missiles.
to whom financial management responsibility and (AFM 67-1)
accountability are assigned and who is assumed to R
exercise a significant degree 3f control over- RESPONSIBLE AIR MATERIEL AREA1

exerisea sgniicat dereeof ontol ver The air materiel area designated by HQ AFLC I-
resources acquired and consumed. (AFSCM 77-265) provide techncevi and logistical assiqtance to th.-

The Department of Defense definition of a poie teclic~l a n lo gisil ait etnu.
responsibility center is "an organizational unit deploying organization in packaging. marketing.
headed by an officer or supervisor who is requisitioning, etc This AMA will furthei act as AN,

responsible for the management of resources in the the focal point for information relative to the statu
unit, and who in most instances can significantly of the equipment of the deploying organization.
influence the expenses incurred in the unit." The AMA in whose geographic area the deploying3
(NAVSO P-3006) organization is located will normally ie designated

responsibility for nonaircraft and nonissile
RESPONSIBILITY CENTER/COST CENTER (RCICC) deploying organizations. The AMA and/or SSM. asThe RC/CC code is a six-position, alpha-numeric appropriate, wvhich is assigned responsibility f-)r tie

code used to identify separate organ'zational weapons systems (aircraft or missile) will 'nernmly
entities so that responsibility for contruiing be designated responsibility for deploying
operating costs can be delegated to the ?hicfs of organizations possessiig aircraft and/o i.activities that We author, to consume the (AF.M 67-I)

resWrces; "Ind separate nonorganizational activities
into segments that cmn be associated on a .ESPGNSIBLE ENGINEERING ACTIVITY
one-for-one hasis with elements of the FYDP That Air Force orranization which has
account structure. (AFI.CR 177-105) engineering reslpnsibilit y for tile part in acc,..' ,ahye

RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROPERTY with AFI.CR/: FSCR So-17 (.\FI.('1 6it;:l!
The oh!igation of an individual for the proper RESPONSIBLE ENGINEERING OFFICE (REO)

manageienit. ensttly care and safegmirding of The a tivity assigmd tl.e engineerin., or terhoical
pIoperty entrusted t, hi- a:1,.'. 0 1,i1 or m'ilder his sm i neiliiev functioi for a specific disciplii..Ii supervision. (I)D -1160.2l-Al. (A FS(CS1,
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RESPONSIBLE OFFICER RESTRICTED AIR CARGO
An individual oficially appointed by the base or Cargo which ;, not highly dangerous under

unit commander or unit supply officer to nmaintain normal conditions, but which possesses certain
record of such property entrusted to him or to qualities which require extra precautions in packing

maintain custodial responsibility when record is and handling. (JCS Pub 1)

maintained by a unit supply officer. (AFM '7-1) RESTRICTED AMMUNITION
A n individual, either civilian or military, Items that cannot be expected to perform

responsible for the proper custody, carc, and satisfactorily t:nder all conditions, but may be used
safekeep.ng of Froperty entrusted to his possession safely within certain prescribed limitations. (AFM

or under his supervision to include pecuniary 67-1) -A
liability for any loss which might occur because of RESTRICTED AREA
failure to exercise this obligation. (see also A physically defined area containing material.
Accountable Offi(er). (DOD 4140.25-M) facilities, or structures subjecE to special security

RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION restrictions and controls. (AFM 67-1)

A defined unit within the contractor's RESTRICTED DATA
organizaion structure which is assigned All information deoignated as "Restricted Data"
responsibility for accomplishing specific tasks. within the meaning of Public Law 703, 83d
(DOD 7000.2) Congress (Atomic Energy Act of 1954), including all

documents and other material of such designation
RESPONSIBLE TEST AGENCY which bear the following markings in addition to

The test activity which has been designated as their security classifications markings "Restricted
having primary responsibility for a particular test Data, Atomic Eiergy Act of 1954 " (Includes that
(AFM 1i-1) previously marked, "Restricted Data, Atomic

RESPONSIVE PRODUCTION Energy Act of 1946".) (AR 3W0-130, DCD 5220,

A phase provisioning technique used during the All data concerning (1) design, manufacture or
initial provisioning process wherein the contractor utilization of atomic weapons; (2) the production of
maintains buffer stocks of raw materials and special nuclear materia!; or f3) the use of special
semi-fabricated items to snorte: lead times for nuclear material in production of energy, but shall
selected items of spare parts having questionable not include data deciassified or removed from the
reliability and service life. Austere quantities of Restricted Data Category which the Atomic Energy - A
such items. are procured to meet emergency Commission from time to time determines may be
requirements and contractor maintained uuffer published without undue risk to the common
stocks are dependcd upoa for support until valid defense and security. (OPNAVINSI' 5510.3)
usage experience is gained on the selected items. Data concerning design. manufacture. oi

(AFLM 65-3. AFSCM 65-2) utilization of atom;c weapons: the production of
special nuclear materiel: or tCie use of special

RESTORATION (APPROPRIATION) nuclear matpril in the production of energy. This
Return of obligational authority previously term shall not include data declassified or removed

withdrawn under an exl)ired appropriation or from the restricted data c:-tegory. (AF.I 67-I)
merged appropriation account lin:ited to amounts All data (information) concerning: a. Design.

withtdrawn. (DOD 500q.8) manufacture or utilization of atomic weapons: b.
the production of special nuclear material: or c. the

RESTRAINT FACTOR use of special nuclear material in the produlctton of
factor nuormlly expressed in multiples of the ent'gy, but shall not include data declassified or I

force of gravity whichl deternii3: the required removed from the restricted data category pursuanta-
-.rength of lashings and tiedowns to ;ec-1re a t- Sectioi !42 of the Atomic nergy Act. (Section
partiiulai load. (JCS Pui 1) 1 1w. Atomic Energy Art of 1954. as amended.) ('ICS

RESTRAINT OF LOADS Pub I)
The prucess of binding, la.hing. and wedging RESTRICTED PART.-

items into vn" unit oito or into its transporter in a Certain classes of vehicle parts which shall be
mannier that will instulre immollility during iransit. i'ocured lby the govern:.11'' tlhrough mandato-'y
(CS Pub 1! fei!iral .upply scledul-. .FM 67-I)
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RESUPPLY OF EUROPE for items assigned to an Inte rated Manager.
The shipping of supplies to Europe during the (DOD 4140.32--1)

period from the outbreak of war until the end of RETAIL MANAGER
such a requirement. These supplies to exclude any
material already located upon land in Europe, but to An activity assigned primary responsibility for
inelude other supplies irrespective of their origin or inventory management of an item of supply for and

location. (JCS Pub 1 w:thin a specific military service. (ASOINST
P4400.24)

RESUPPLY
Resupply is the act of replenishing stocks in RETAIL QUANTITY

order to maintain required levels of supply. (JCS A five (5) digit numeric figure indicating the
Pub 1) quantity of items required to satisfy initial service

support requirements. This includes quantities to
RETAIL BIN AREA outfit or increase levels in ai organizational,

A room or area where retail quantities of intermediate and depot leve; activities supporting
supplies, normally less than case lots, are stored the end item and all other quantities intended to be
and issued. (AR 320-5) requisitioned by the using Service for Service

RETAIL INTERSERVICE LOGISTIC SUPPORT owned retail pipeline stock in support of the end
This is interservice support between field item. (DSAR 4140.35)

activities (e.g., bases, camps, stations and
installations) of DOD components and other RETAIL STOCK POINTDepartments or Agencies of the i.S. Government. An activity authorized to stock integrated

ornge Agenciesl of the Navy Stovernment.ndI
It excludes supply support involving supply system manager manterial in the Navy Stock Account and
stocks or centrally controlled materiel. (DOD to provide supply support to: (1) Fleet Units. (2)
4000.19) Activities for which it perfo-ms allotment

accounting. (3) Selected adjacent activities for
RETAIL INVENTORY which it does not perform allotment accounting

Supp!ies/materiel held below the wholesale level (only when specifically assigned area support
(the intermediate and consumer levPl of inventory), responsibilities for these activities.) (NAVSUPINST
(AFLCR 400-21/DARCOMR 700-9/NAVMATINST 4440.99)
4790.23A/MCO P4410.22A)

RETAIL ITEM MANAGEMENT RETAIL STOCK
Consists of all material carried in retail bills.

Those functions of materiel management which racs roofs salmeria ec riedieail bis.
mus bepero~neciforites i DS-asignd F~s racks, rooms. spaces. etc.. for immediate issue.must be perfo:med for items in DSA-assigned FSCs

when the Air Force is a user but the normal iter usually in small quantities. (NAVSUP MAN
managemeni (acquisition and distribution) Supplies carried for ready issue in small
accomplished by a Defense Supply Cneter. (AFLCR quantities below continental United States depot
400-1) level (AR 320-5)

Stock which is not regularly controlled by :he
RETAIL LEVEL INTERSERVICING %%holesale manager. (AFR 67-97)

Is defined as interservice support between field
ac- RETAIL STOCKSac.ivities (e.g.. bases, pcsts, camps, stations,

installations) of the Military Services or DOD Military inventories not included in Defense _
agencies. It excludes interservice supply support Supply Center (DEC) stocks wvhic re necessary ;o
involving supply system stocks or other centrally be held -and controlled by tihe individual military
controlled m.,ateriel. (DSAMI 4140.4) servicc for issue or re, lie te final consumers in

?.ter.erviee support between field activities (e.g.. perforInane of assigniel ,uns.,ioas. Retail stocks
bases, posts. camps. stations, installations) of the include prepositio, nal war reservt stocks. iAFI.C.Al
1)1O)D compinents aoi other Departments or 72-2)
Agencies of the Fei:eral Governneni. (DOD Assets owaLud b. the Ar Force. (AFI(R 67-1)
40W)0.t9-M) RETAIL SUPPLY POINT

RETAIL MANAGEMENT An activity !if a military set, ire whert. material is
The functions performen! on hehalf of a military received. stored. and issued to using. units.

.ervice ly a designated activity within flat service (AFI.C3 72-2)
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RETAIN CARD Separation may be accomplished by: (1) Strike, (b)
The process of changing a file-ID when it is Transfer to status codes series P, R, and S, or (c) 4

dumped from disk to tape. (AFLCR 171-116) Transfer of a "Contingency Reserve" status (code
RETADATIN DEICEseries W). (OPNAVINST 5442.2)RETARATIONDEVICiiA system to delay or impede the progress of a RETIREMENT, PROPERTY -v

nuclear weapon and thus increase the time of fall or The act of remov±) of a urit of property from
dec-rease the impact velocity. (AFLCR 6.5-6) service. The original c*ist or other basis of valuation

RETETIONAUTHRITYof such unit retired. (DOD 5000.8)
The authority by which certain in-use items of RETRAINING PERIOD _

eupetntohrieatoiemabertid Te 2-ot madum pro aloeby the processing organization when retention is crewmember to receive additional training and -

deemed more economical or practical than turn-in, successfully complete a recheck or reexamination
Itew. authorized for retention will not be replaced. The periodi begins the day following the first
(AFM 67-1) failure. (AFSCR 60-1)

RETENTION LEVEL RETROACTIVE CHANGE KIT
The amount of Ready-For-Issue (RF!) material a A set of parts required to modi~fy one item of

specific activity is authorized to retain, a part of delivered equipment. (e.g., aircraft, spare wing.
which exceeds the activity 's requisitioning turret, etc.) (ANA Bulletin 390a)
objective. (FASOINST 4500.25) RETROACTIVE CODING

RETENION IMITScheduled application of the approved 131C
The maximum quantity of an item, which it has criteria by the ICPs wc Itens) in FSC Classes

been determined will be retained. Retention Limit designated a.) Commodity Oriented which were
consists of the MDay Materiel Requirement for the previously coded for Service retention. (DOD
item plus either Economic Retention Stock or 4160.21-m-1)
Contingency Retention Stock. (DOD 4140.1) RETROFT ACTIONA

RETENTION STOCKS Action takeai to -aiudify i [ierv 3,e equip~ment. JCS
The quantity of an item which will be retained for Pub 1. AR 320-b',

system use, cossigof the sum of the stocks held
for peacetime force material iequirements. appro'ed REOFTCAGKI

force and general force mobilization requirements, Akiofprsr 4 iedtmdfyocicef
plus the economic retention or contingency interservice equnipment. (ARl 320-5)
retention stocks. as appiicable. (DSAM 4140.1) RETROFIT ITEMS

RETET O (ROK)Items procured to mod-Ify in-service systemis and

tested, found serviceable, and no repair was RETROFIT (RETROACTIVE REFIT)

perfrme. (ALCMt;6-09)A modification of a configuration item to

RETEST PHASE incorporate changes made in later production of a
A period of time following a formal it similar type. (.AFR 65-3)

dlemonstration for reneat tests. (MIL-STD-471) RETROGRADE CARGO
RETREENTCOTRIUTONCargo being returnedl fr-oi an oversea cominand

A term referring to a dleduction from salaries of t otnna ntdSts R~05
goermeta employee.,. voluniary playmenlt.- made RETROGRADE MOVEME1 !T

lby mich emplovee~.. or loy the Government. all of Any movement of a vonimand it tlit rear. or away
Wwat .m lr lepo;sited into "the Trcasu ry and he~d in from ,the venmi It nmai bet forced by t he elei (11
trui't lini.* Oil lt io law. f'.r the pavinuent of mlay ble made von ttil Suc ~ nmilo'.eliln may Ilk
retirenient aniuliv t. p such eiiiilyee.~ ID0,0 fl da-jfied as " ilthd a ul. retiremeint. or delalint

-)1110.81 ictin. (",Pnh. 1. ARl 329-51IRETIREMENT (AIRCRAFT) RETROROCKET OR RETARDING ROCKET
Seplarat ion 'if a irr;.t fn',n tilt, inl in' eut ''u'i A ricket -.1-hici pro' ides thmrust in the iiretow.' -
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opposite to the vehicle's motion. It is used to RETURNS WITH CREDiT
reduce the speed of the vehicle or to separate one Materiel accepted by an entity of the Army Stock
section from the remaining vehicle. Although a Fund or Defense Supply Agency (Defense Stock
propulsion unit. a retrorocket is not considered a Find) for which an allowance is made based upon
part of the propulsion systeii. (AFM 127-201) the stated condition. (AR 320-5)

RETURN CODING RETURNS WITHOUT CREDIT
A request to effect the return of an item Materiel accepted by an entity of the Army Stock

currently coded for Integrated Materiel Fund or Defense Supply Agency (Defense Stock
Management to Service Management by the Fund) for which no allowance is made. (AR 320-5)
application of IMC criteria. !DOD 4160.21-M-1) REUSABLE CONTAINER
RETURN LOAD A shipping and storage container which is

Per.onnel and/or cargo to be transported by a designed for reuse without impairment of its
r,-.urning carrier. (AR ;20-5) protective function, and which can be repaired and

RETURNABLE CONTAINER refitted to prolong its life or to adapt it for
Specific type J containers which may be shipment of items other than that for which it wascollapsed when the item enclosed is withdrawn in originally employed. (AFR 71-9)

order that the container may be returned to point of REUTILIZATION
origin in knocked down condition. (AR 320-5) The term reutilization as used by DSA means the
RETURNED MATERIEL reutilization of DOD activity to fill a need for such

Quantities of supplies previously issued which are property. Includes recoupment actions. (DOD
returned to the control of the responsib!e activity. 4140.34M)
(AR 320-5) REVENUE

RETURN The amount realized from sales of goods or
Transfer of the Controlling and/or Physical services, or the use of capital. and. in governmental

Custody of an aircraft from an Operating Command or institutional accounting, taxes, dutier and
to IiUWEPS FR. (OPNAVINST P5442.2A) contributions in support of operations. In financial

statements, use of the term implies the "accrual
RETURNS FROM USEtS, MATERIEL basis of accounting' (q.v.), as distinguished from

In the case of materiel returned :. stock-fund the "cash basis" (q. '.). When the latter is used.
inventories, such materiel is subject to the term "cash receipts" is more appropriate.
reimbursement to the returning activities if there is (DOD 5000.8)
use for it. (DOD 5000.8)

Mater;pis, supplies and equipmea ,k excess of REVENUE, NET
current needs of using activities returned to stock. In governmental and institutional accounting. the
(DOD 5000.8) balance of revenue remaining after deducting all

RETJRNS LIST authorized costs, charges, expenses, amid losses
which have accrued during a given period includingList of essential items prepared by cognizant reeAspoelycagal gantrvme

inventory control points consisting of critical nd rDOD 5000.)

intensively managed secondary items and repair
parts. also recoverable items selected for automatic REVENUE, OPERATING
returns. (AR 320-5) The net inco.,:,e derived fron. the normal
RETURNS TO STOCK FUNDS, REIMBURSAILE operations of an enterprise, after deducting

Materiel returned to a stock f:'nd by uses for operating costs. (OD 5000) !
credit to applicable .apropratl fund. (DOD REVERSAL
.ioo0.s) An action taken on ;, trmsaction to reverse the

RETURNS TO STOCK FUNDS, WITHOUT CREDIT origina COmputer decision. (AFM 67-1)
Materiel returned to a stock fund by users REVERSED LINK ON

without allowance of credit to appropriate funds. An internally geuerated D057G transaction which
based upon a determinatioa by stock-fund manager is created by an inpvt link on. establish. or install
that there is not pr(curement nme.d thereror. IDOl) action. Where the input link on refereaces the item.
.I4J L:) tlthe reverse link on rfeire'ce. the NHA of the item.
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and all item that will be linked to it. This REVISION OF STANDARD PRICES
transaction is also keyed l"y DCN to the input A change in the former inventory standard price
transaction from which it %as created. (AFLCR of an item due to signficant change in current

171-91) procurement price or production cost, or significant
REVETMENT change in the previo:-sly established surcharge

included in the standard price. (DOD 5000.8)A explosives location a dThe total dollar amount of the change inth~ree sides. The revetment may incorporatea
tree inventory valie of an item, or category or class ofitems, by reason of the application of new standard

Attachment 1)ces. (DOD 5000.8)
REVIEW BOARD

A board established within the various levels of REVISION SYMBOL (DRAWING)
DOD Copoetranizatonsfin the urses of iAn identifying ietter, and suffix number inclosedDOD Component organizations for the purpose of inaireapoxmty3/ chndiee.

(1) performing one or more management functlons, a circle approximately 3/8 Inch in diameter.

such as reviewing proposed solicitations and/or (MIL-STD-24A)
model contracts for consistency with law, policy REVOLVING FUND
rgilations and direction from higher authority; (2) A fund established to finance a cycle of
reviewing proposed specificatiors and standards to operations to which eeimbursements and collections
assure conformance to policy and operational need; are returned for reuse in a manner such as will
or (3) reviewing data requirements for conformance maintain the principal of the fund; e.g., "yorking
to policy and minimum need. Makeup of the board capital funds," "industrial funds." and "loanmay vary depending upon the acquisition valve, funds." (JCS Pub 1)

complexity. and status of the program to be REVOLVING FUNDACCOUNT
isidered. (DOD 4120.21) An account on the books of the Treasury in which

REVIEW CYCLE (RC) are recorded receipts and disbursements pertaining
The period between successive procurement to a specific

reviews. (ASOINST P4440.53) REWAREHOUSING
The time between the mandatory review of item Rearemn USING

Rearrangement of sup~plies front~ one storagerequirements. (AFLCR 57-27) location to another within the same storage activity.
REVIEW (AR 320-5)

The act or process of inspecting, examining, or REWAREHOUSING (PROJECT)
verifying the contractor * s performance in
ersffiing le d contractus roaton in The re-locatian of material as a result of the gainsatisfying legal and contractual obligations in asset

maa t 8or loss of workload mission. gain of facilities A
management. (AFSZM iS-1) (mechanized material handling of new warehou-e.
REVISED DELIVERY FORECAST (RDF) etc.), los4 of facilities, transfer of building, or

Is the best estimate of the Contractor/CAO when command decision requiring large scale
the quantity of a line item scheduled under the rearrangement of stock. (AFM 67-:-'/AFLC Sup 1)
contratct will be delivered to the FOB point. Use of REWAREHOUSING (REGULAR)
the RDF does not replace or revise the contract Th~e re-location of mnateria" because of the -,vaelv
delivery schedule which can be changed only by a attrition f phase-out material ausig srpus
formal contract modification: it may be used to Ieitn fasot mte fctuion 5,l st
recd an accelerated delivery schedule. (AFLCRor the fluctatio I sto7-in levels causing unnsual loss or grain in materialstored in an assigned hcatio. (AF.1 (;;-:!AFI.C
REVISION Sui) I)

A comlete reissue of ;I TM which supersedes the
jirecedimg edlition. (AFR 66l-19. AR 310470. RWOEDMTIA
preredi:ATI e 601.iA . (.\ 5i-1. A 310-0. Material that was nonconforming but has bernN.\V.1ATINST 56100.11A. AICO 5215.16i. DSAR •ujue to Ipoe.-.ta esoe l
4151.!1 suljerttd to a rves- that restores all

oinco:firming characteristics to the requirementsi EVISION (DRAWING) in the rontract. specifieation. drwi ir. or other
Any change on the drawing after the drawing has approved proluct description. (MII.-STI)-1520.

been issued. 1MII.-STI,%-24Ai USAF .\FR 74-15)
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REWORK R&D equipment, and space (air/terrain,
The reworking~ or repairing of defective work to enclosed-environmentally controlled) essential toI put it in condtion of accepiable production. The the conduct of approved R&D lprograms/projects.

actual or star-dard cost thereof. (DOD 5000.8) This includes anal. Jcal (as opposed to
Any work done in order to correct rejected work. administrative), design (engineering design and

(AFLCM1 74-2) drafting), experimental test aiid evaluation
-SThe restorative or additive work performed on an facilities, and associated tech nical-storage-type

aircraft, aircraft equipment, and aircraft support facilities. (AFSCR 172-21
~ Iequipment by aircraft industrial establishments R&U0 FIELD ACTIVITIES

(Overhaul and Repair Departments', or contractor's The primary source of operating funds v~.r
plants. A Rework process extends from the time AS disoscneadhbrtresnte

4some of the work is started until all (if :he work R&aproriatsion cetratnlde lbtes n tR&D
has been completed, including temporary Instappratios. haC inlue2-2)er "&

interruptions in direct labor and including Re%%ork Intlais. ASR12)
evaluation and test and correction of discrepancies R&D FUNDS
determined thereby. Rework is dhivided into two Include at'! appropriated funds in Program VI (all
categ.ries: Standard and Special. (OPNAVINST appropriations) plus all the R&D appropriation

5442.2E) funds in other than Program All. The ternm "R&D
The work done to aircraft, airceaft equipment, Funds" is sometim-s used instead of RDT&E funds. I

and aircraft support equipment- to improve or (AFSCR 172-2)

or functions by replacement, removal, addition. The name of Program VIl, one of the 10 OSD
alteration or repair of pirts of equipment of the major programs that includes efforts associat.'
aircraft; and without particular regard to the with the p~ursuit of basic research; exploratory,
position in standard service life. "Special Rework" advaneed, and cngineering development; and
is divided into the following processes: Conversion, program-wide management and support.

In-Service Repair, Modernization. Appropriations that apply to this program are I
(XAVAIRINSs 4702 ersonnel (3500). RDT&E (360J) and Family

REWORK, REMOVAL RATE Housing (0700). (AFSCR 172-2)
The anticipated percertage of the total quantity ROAD BLOCK5

of a repairable assemhly (M1aster Control File Item) A t-arrier or obstacle (usually (overed by fire)
on an aircraft or engine lpassip.,- through the used to black or limit the mno~enent of hostileM
Overhaul and Renbir MOR) that will require some vehicles along a r!m-te. (.JCS Pub 1)
depth of rework i, ASOINST 4700.25) ROAD CAPACITY
RIOT CONTROL A,^,ThT The limxinium traffic f11owv obtainable onl a given

:.!e;i lthat p~rodluce.; ttmnporary irritating or roadway. using all available lanes, usuallyI
disabling effects irhen in :intact with the eves or expressed in vehicles per hour or vehicles per day.
when inhaled. (APR 127-100, Attahment I) (JCS Pub 1)
RIP-OUT MATERIAL ROAD NET I

S~apmaeralreovdfrom property of the Testi- of road.- availahie withiln aparticua
customer dluring indusrial operatioim, *including locality 'or area. (JCS Pub 1)

C01velSio ad oerhulat inilu.:triailv funded ROADABLE CONTAINER

Tleti ppr'ite tof confidence or a;ssurance: the mover. The container proltect.- (Ihe weapon from
prola 1i-ihity I;;:[ the Conclusion rearhel.4 as to tile ai e ll evironlenai confdit ;ons drn lrg
etpn:entt' of a lot inmer of (lef(!ts or (lefert ives or (A :3167- I)

A j~e~tve ang) i incrret. AESM ~ROB-BACK OR CANNIBALIZATION
R&D FACILITIES Tl. authmorized' remioval of aI specific asenibly.

Structu res thwnh hernia hell anud teinpurar my tves). suba~ssen iNY. or cu'mponent from one endi-itemi for
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installation in another end-item to meet priority onto the vessel at the port of loading, rolled onto
requirements and with an obligation to replace the the vessel, stowed, and rolled off at port of
removed item. (AFR 74-15) discharge. (DOD 4500.32-R)

ROB-BACK ROLL ONIROLL OFF (SERVICE)
The local authorized removal of an assembly, A land and water express service comprising a

subassembly, or component part thereof from an through movement of cargo from CONSUS depots
aircraft or end item within the maintenance repair to overseas depots. (DOD 4500.32-R)
process to repair a like aircraft or end item for the
purpose of meeting specific aircraft or end item ROLLBACK MATERIAL" te All material returnr-: to supply acti, ities, 5v
schedules. Rob-back will only be acromplished Atera etory to s yig ies , y
after all other sources of supply have been other than inventory manager originated shipment,
exhausted. Af'LC Form 244 must have been as poteitial stock regardless of the condition of the _14material or source of genpration. Cognizant -
processed to requisition the item and a back order inventor managers will determine theCn t
stat's received. (AFLCR 66-53) circumstance g under which items will not be

The total amount of specific MAP requisitions forwhich materiel has not yet been delivered. (DOD accepted for system stock retention and will furnishapuropriace advice to receiving activities for use ina 5000.8)
processing returned material. This advice will

ROCKET (COMPLETE ROUND) generally indicate the differences. if any. in the
Consisting of all components necessary for it to acceptability of ready-for-issue, economically

function. (JCS Pub 1) repairable, and beyond economical repair material.
ROCKET PROPULSION (NAVEXOS P-1500

Material returned to supply activities, by otherpropulsion wherein both the fuel and the than an inventory manager originated shipment. as
oxier generating the hot gases expendedoxd1r2eertn h o gssepne potential stock regardless of the condition of the
through a nozzle, are carried as part of the rocket material or source of generation. (NAVEXOS
engine. Specifically, rocket propulsion differ from materia ofn
jet propulsion in that jet propulsion utilizes P-1500)
atmospheric iir as an oxidizer whereas rocket ROLL-UP
propulsio, utilizes nitric acid or a siraiiar compound The process for orderly dismantling of facilities
as an oxidizer. (JCS Pub 1) no longer required in support of .)perations and

available for transfer to other areas. (JCS Pub 1)ROCKET -A self-propelled vohicle without installed or ROPE -

remote control guidance mechanisms. (DOD An element of chaff consisting of a long roll of
4000.20, APR 66-20) metallic foil or wire which is designed for broad.

A thrust-producing syster which derives its lowfrequency response. (JCS Pub 1)
thrust from ejection of hot gases generated from
material carried in the system, not requiring intake ROPE-CHAFF

of ar o watr. Rocets ay e etheri~fthe Chaff which contains one or more rope elements.of air or water. (Rockets may be either ;J t.he JSPb1

liquid or solid propellant types.) (AFM 11-1)
ROLE K:TATAILE PCOL

A range of selected items maintained byTe specific functi•n assigned to or performed y specific miintenance activity on custody from the
a military force in contributing to the support or p t nrsupporting supply department. ltenus generaliy
att:ninment of a broader more generally defined cmission. (AF.11 11-1 " carried in the pool are til-;e required ill suslain .

operations where inmedi..,, availal'ilitv is essential. -A

ROLL MICROFILM (NAVARIXST 4700.21
A strip of 35 mmil microfilm, on 100 foot reels.

containing engineering data fsee specification ROTATABLE SPARES POOL
nimn. - n.(AFR 67-28) A specific range amid "ptantity of repairable items

required to repllaee like defeetih' iten:s re::oved

ROLL ON/ROLL OFF (CARGO) froin the end article unerg,,ing stime pha.<e )f
Cargn hIalef abh.road a trailer-type conveyank'e. rework, when the ren.ored items annat Ise

tranisported tl a vessel at tb,' port of loading. rolled reworked liv the date they are required for
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:1installation to meet the end article rework ROUTING IDENTIFIER (RI1)
prdcinsceue FASOINST 4700.22) MaChine Readable Code-See MILSTRIP Routing

Identifier Code. (DOD 5105.383!)

ROATny tptclarrf oaigoIresspotd 1 A code that identifies a specific supply andIi Ay tcticl arcrat rtatng ~ersas sppoted distribution organization as to military service or
in acoranc wih Capte 15 (AM 6-1)governmental ownership. and geographical location.

ROUTED ITEM 2. For intra-Air Force use, a routing identifier
An exchangeable end item which is taken fromr1a. may be used to indicate a local supply source: that

weapon systern. routed Ito a maintenance shop for is, local purchase, local manufacture. etc.. when tne
repair and returned to the aircraft for first position is reflected as a "J"- (Attachmeiit 13,
reinstallation (AFLCR 66-67) chapter 1i;. Q FM 67-1)7

ROUTEA three position code that identifies a specific
ROUTE supply and distribuztion organization as to its

The prescribed course to be travelled frdm a MIilitr Se-c r''enetlonrhp n t
specific point of origin to a flpecific destination, georpheic locatio-en. t owership and.its
(JCS Pub 1) 73.5-110/NAVSUP Pub 506S/3160 P4400.101)

ROUTINE AMUNITION MAINTENANCE ROUTING OFFICER
ofMaintenance operations not involviag disassembly A military officer or civilian official who issues
ofammunition or replacemett of components, andl route orders or zelects routes by which persons or

comprising chiefly cleaning and protecting exteric.: things are transportei. (DSAR 4569.3)
surf aces of individual items, packages (;f

ammunition, ammunition components and explosives. ROUTING OR ROUT ORDER
!h,, mode of tr.-nsportation and the means within

ROUTINE IDENTIFIER (RI) t-ut mode brwhich shipment will more. WDIR
A -digit code used to identify the military 4500.3)

department are coded FAO in the MASL .%FLCR An order issued by MTMTS specifying the mode

4W023) of transportation, the route. and !the means withinI
ROU~NE (CTIO PRWTY)that made by which the shipment will more.

Other than emergency or urgent. (APR 6i-4IAR (INAVORID OP 2165)

760-961NAV31ATINST 4000.35!MCO 42:35.22) ROUJTIN
ROUTINE REORDER POINT (LEVEL OF SUPPLY) The dc :ai,'ed layout scheme. in sequence. of a

T he stock position at which a rep~enishmen-t product process by depart ment. ope'i:ioo. time of
requ;sition should be submitted or levels reviewed process plan and like fa.ctors. in supply operations
to insure adequate qoantities are op hand or due in all. routing~ is a preplaiined process procedure

67-1) freely. s-ibject to -exception- control. IAFLCM

ROUTINE REORDE POINT i TC
The assets positin3n at whic;. a st;,ck

repini~mezt b tr Stacl, supplies in rows from wall or inmginaryrel~enshmjitrequisition should besubmitted ur wall linec to aisle. (AR 320-5)
assets reviewed to insure adequate quanti:1~.s are
arailable or -itie in to maintain the stockage RIPS MANALS
niljectiv.. This poito is reached when the on Commercial-type manu~al., either procuiretl orIhand and esue-in quantities minus due-out developed for the operation. set-vice. ard

quanitis ae eual tW fir less than the established maintenance of RPIE. Thcse manuals are nornially
~.Safet- level pIius pipeline t:nle .Iuantit:;. (AFM of two type,. (equipirent andJ sy-teni mani.ah;'l nd
6-11 re not a part of the TO system :as definird in AFFR

ROUTING ~ -2. iuAFSCI :310-2)
Anut'ttrsinsiiefrdeii;int ols RATIFICATIO9 OF STORES

snilfn' p~roviding tr-ansportation routing instructions TI.,- ntermination ot thf extent of a specific
for cvrtan, slinwtuza requIiring clearanier prioir to slorel aircraft compatibility. 1111 the formail
Movemlent. fl)')l) 4011h.32-lt0 inililication1 of all inforn;gtion necessary- for
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appropriate employrneat of a store on a spiecified SADDLE MOUNT
aircraft (aircraft series) in the applicable technical The movement of a vehicle which has one cnd
inau11uals and flight opevrtions manoals (or interim loaded on and secured to a v'ehicle moving it,
sup~plements or i-evisions). (AvSCR 80-33) driveway 'rvice. (DSAR 4300.3)

RUN CODE SAFE AN~D ARM MECHANISM
The two-charactpr part of the ID structure which A safety oarrier b.-tw~een the electric initiators

uniquely iaentifies a specific computer eun, machine and the pyrotecli..ie or explosixe train until a'etual
operation, or mnanual process from all others of a actuation is desired. (AFMI 127-201)
given data system or subsystem. The sYstcnm SAFETY DISTANCE (ROAD)
deve!opnient person-el resplonsible for the data 'treln octin

-vstm wii asi-nthe un ode.The un oje all The distance between vei.s taeig nclm
cysem iliassgn he uncod. 'be un c® an specified by the command in !ight o. safety

:)e any combination of alphabetic or numeric rqieet.OsPb1
characters; for example, AA, Al, 1A, or 11. When qurmns(JSPb1
as~zigning riua codes, al owv for possible added future SAFETY DlSTAN "2S
run11 codes within a group. Use AFLOM 171-13 Empirical distan-ss in relaion to quantity of
when plitting computer programs on an executive ex~plosives and are the minimum permitted for
tape. (AFLCR 171-5F) separation of facilities within a hazard area of

RUN NUMBER possibe explosions and for separations of the
The run number is made up oi the first seven explosive h2?.ard from inhabited buildings,

characters of the ID structure. This term uniquely passeng, r, raiiro-.ds and public lhhways, in orderA
idenifis a pecfic ompter unmachne o control the magnitude of damage, iosb of life and

opertin, orna l seicoption frm , allhers serious injuries. Separation distances, because ofopertio, ormanal peraionfro allothrs. pra~tical necessity, must be graduated a. to risk to(AFLCR 171-58) uoiefrslcei~rvid fo seectd ypes of protection. Separation
RUNNING SPARE diistances are not absolute safe distan~es but are

Pepair part which is packaged and shipped with relative protective or safe distances. (DODI
an operable set of equipment in addition to the 4145.23)
parts nceded for initial operation, in order to care SFT EE O UPY
for replacements As they become necessary; for Sat LEVELit of UPL)tmneddtopri
example, vacuum tubes, dry batteries and brushes. Thtqaiyof niem eddtopri
(AR 320-5) continuous Operation with a specifi- level of

confidence if resu'pply is interrupted or demand
RUPTURE STRENGTH v'aries. (AFM 6(i

The stress at which a material will fail. (AFM The quantity t," .uateriel, in addition to thie
127-201) operating level of supply. reqtLired to be on hand to

_S_ ~permit continued opervitions ill thle lveim of mlinlor
interruptions of normal replenikhnient or

*1s ITEM uinpredictable fluctuatioiis in issue demand. !DODI
Items obtained fr,)m normal sup~ply sources, 5000.8. DOW) 4140.4, JCS Pub 1, AR 320--5.

transferred by base supply officers to organizations NAVSUP MAN)
for training, pcrsonnel ticstings, displays, and/or SFT EE
'-ngineei ing use. (AFM 67-1) SFT EE

.-'.n activity designated to coiiduct consolidated Thquniyruidtobonhn topmi9 eqnitc-ous operations in tile event of niinorsakos of .;urplus, foreign ':cess, aiid exchange/sale t ~ o o;ii rpeihnit o
pp-c.. property Lor !DP[)Os within its assigned unpredictable fluctuiations in demand. !DOI)

ge(pgi~cal area. (bO 1i.1M 4140.20)
4SABOTAGE 0 ' :aititv of materiel. statistically co~m pu ted based

A ii act or acts with Ii ntent to injure, int erfe ie onl he lecon hi ned variiabhility of thle hase repaiir Cycle
withI, or- obstruct thle national de fense of I couiit rv aniid ordeir and shIiipp inig t imte quti t tV. ito piovidle
:)y 1%ill fully i nju in ig or 'lest royiiig. v aiLternipti ug coii tn L 0 op~eration iii thle event of init errt'lltion of
to injilrt or' aestro. nv natioiial defense or war nornual replenishiient oi- iuiipedicted flocti'lions, ill
nIlatt na i'. plnises onr utilities, to uiclude hoinan and demands. (A F.1 57-I)
natinrnl resources. 003(' Pub 1) The q~ntt of the PSO required to be onl hand(
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to permit continuous operations in the event of SAFETY I
minor inter"uption of normal replenishmeni or Frjedom from those conditieos which can caus,
unpredictable fluctuations in demand. (DODI injury or death to personnel and dainage to, or loss
4140.25-M) of, equipment or property. (AFSCM 127-1)

'The quantity of materiel which is reqnired to be SA-LR
on hand to permit continued operaton in the event An ALERI p:ovided to all participants in DPCCP

of minor interruption of normal replenishment or Anith immediate infrmation on potentia or actual
unpredictable fluctuatinn in demand. The safet, hazard or safety condition. (AFLCR/AFSCR

level determined in accordance with this Instrction 800-20)
is structured so as to mirimize time-weighted, --
essentiality-weighted requisitions short for those SALES ACCOUNT
demands treated as recurring. (DOD 4140 39) The formal record of the responsibility of a sales

SAFETY LIMIT officer prepared periodically on a money value

1. Line marking off a zone or area in front of basis, in accordance with the provisions of AFM

friendly troops, over whose heads gunfire is 145-1. (AFM 67-1)

delivered. Shots must clear this zone if the troops SALES CODES
are not to be endangered. 2. Bounds set around the These are numeric codes useu to designate
target area on a firing range, within which there is various types of cloth, g store sales for
a danger from shell fragments or ricocheting shells, administrative purposes; for example, sales code
if not from direct fife. 3. Greatest angle to the "96" (cash sales to airmen) and sales cede "17"
right or left that a gun is allowed to fire in (health and appearance sales). (AFM 67-1)

a"tillery practice. These safety limits are set o
protect people, buildings, towing ships, etc. (AR SALES CONTRACTING OFFICER (SCO and

302)An individual who has been duly appoirted and
310-25) granted the authority conferred by law to sell

SAFETY OF FLIGHT surplus. foreign excess, and exchangc/sale personal
When a failure or malfunction woula present a property by any of the authorized prescribed

hazardous condition to equipment or personnel methods of sale. (DOD 416C.21-M)
during pieflight, in-flight, or post-flight SALESMCONTRACT
operations. (AFICR 65-22) An agreement between the go;'ernment aad a

Failure or malfunction which would present a purchaser wher"eby the government agrees to sell
hazardous condition to ena article or personnel purchaser re y ernm en ag es o

durig peflght infliht, or ostf lght and the purchaser agrees to buy -specified items of
during preflight, in-flight, or ipost-ffight

aircraft/missile operations, (AFLCR 65-17) property for a stated 5um of money. (AFM 11-1)
An agreement between two parties. binding upon,

SAFETY REVIEW BOARD (SR6) both parties, to transfer title of specified property
A commander's safety assessment of all major for a consideration. (DOD 4160.21-M)

and ininor modifications. (AFSCR 80-33) SALES (FMS) ONLY

SAFETY SUPPLEMENTS A defic:sncy which prevents an item received
Safety supplewnents are issuer, as an expeditious from fulfilling its intended mission. This can

method of transmitting data affecting safety to the include deficiencies on materiel or the tcchni.al
field. They are identified by adding "SS" and a requirements of niteriel. drawings, and
numerical designator to the number of the TO beiag specification requirements, Quality deficiencies

supplemented. (AFSCR 66-9, AFLCR 66-9) may be attributable to one or more of the f!!owing:
SAFETY TC7O INDICATOR 1. Design Deficiency. Any condition that limits

The asterisk (") appearing to the immediate left or prevents the use of materiel for the purpose
o e ters ('T ) numbeonarios Dth i Tme tatuseft iitendeu or required where the materiel meets allof the T('TO number onl various D057G TCTO status other pcifications or contractual reqnir.'met,-.

reports which identify by '"CTO number, the There Ieiciicies orncot r rct d e xeemit
, ,dification having safety nim plications !nd/or an Th ou h de i gN hange.

°' •through a design change.
imp:,ct on safety of hardwar,, ;i, (AF1.Ci1-.,1) 2. Materiel Deficiency. Any deticiency (e.g..

SAFETY TESTS materiel whih is attributable Io nonconformance to
Sa fety tests are an integral part of t.' testing e' ltractunil or specification requirements.

prit,.dure and are conducted dring most of the S'ibstandard workmanship will be considered to fall
foriail tests. (AR 70-10) within this definition.
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3. Procurement Deficiency. Any unsatisfactory Property that has some value in excess of its
materiel condition which is attributable to improper, basic material content but which is in such
i ,correct, ambiguous or omitted contractual condition that it has no reasonable prospect of use
requirements including deficient specifications and for any purpose as a unit and its repair cr
other technical data. (AFR 67-16) rehabilitation for use as a unit is clearly

-~4~SALE impracticable. (JCS Pub 1)
t... . .. . .. The saving or rescuing of condemned, discarded,

lneheamount ofpr,)ceeds realized ortobe realized , , . "..or abandoned property, and of materials coatained
-iy the seller for poods or eervtces furnisze d or toru o o m d e
v the.sell.r.for goodsor s s ftherein for reuse, refabrication, or scrapping. tJCS

be furiished to the buyer. (DOD 5000.8)
Reimbursable issues at staadar ° prices, or at Pub 1)

r'tandard pries les discolnts al ved. (DODI Property which, because of its worn, damaged,
.... )deteriorated, or incomplete condition, or specialized

Obta0nment onature, has no reasonable prospect of sale or use as- Obtainment of revenue for the DMS, AFIF upon serviceable property without major repairs or M

completion ot a job order. (AFLOR 66-9)sevcal pretywhutmjr eaisoalterations, but which has some value in excess of
SALVAGE PROCEDURE its scrap value. (DAC 76-17)

The recovery, evacuation and reclamation of 1. Property that has some value in excess of its

damaged, discarded, condemned or abandoned allied basic material content but which is in such
_%or enemy materiel, ships, craft and fload.1ng condition that it has no reasonable prospect of use

equipment for reuse, repair, refabricating or for any purpose as a unit and its repair or

scrapping. Naval sa!vage operations include harbor rehabilitation for use as a unit is clearly
-nd channel clearaice, diving, hazardous towing and impractical.
rescue tug services and the recovery of materiel. 2. The saving or rescuing of condemned,
ships, craft and floating equipment sunk offsho-e discarded, or abandoned property, and of materials
or -lsewhere stranded. (AR 320-5) contained therein for reuse, refabrication, or

1. The recovery, evacuatio:n, and reclamation of scrapping. (JCS Pub 1)
damaged, discarded, condemned, or abandoned allied Personal propery which has some valn, in excess
or enemy materiel, ships, craft, and floating of its basic material content, but is in such
equipment for reuse, repair. refabrication, or condition tht it has no reasonable prospect of use
scrapping. as a unit for the purpose for which it was originally

2. Naval salvage operations include flarbor and intended, and its repair or re;iabilitation for use as
channel clearance, diving, hazardous towing and a unit is impracticable. (DOD 4160.21-,M)
rescue tug services, and recovery of nateriel, ships, SAMPLE ARTICLE
craft, and floating equipment stink offshore or An article which may be o, e of the proiuction
elsewhere stranded. (JCS Pub 1) equipments to be delivered under the contract and

SALVAGEABILITY/EXCESS SCREENING CODE which shall not be specifically fabricated. VWhere
A one character alpha code which indicates he assemblies and sub-assemrblies are, by the nature of

disposition of salvaged items or whether or not the the equipment, not exposed for examination in the
iteip is to be reported for the possible utilization of equipment. such parts shall be made available
excess assets by another agency of the Department separately :or examination. (NAVAIIZINST 4700.2)
of Defense. (NAVSUP Pub. 43', An article which may be one of the prodctien
SALVAGE lid items to be delivered under the contract. but

SALAGEshall not be specifically fabricated to meet
Personnel property which has some value in

xecs. of its basic materi; content but is ih, such requirements for a sample article. When assemblies
and subassemblies are. by nature of the end item.41.ondition tha it lis no r,.sonabhe prospect of use not exposed for examination in equipment suchf

as I unit for the purpose for which it was originally parts may be requircl separately for examination.
ended, an, its repair or rehabilitation for use as ' 38-715)a tinit is i ilpracticable. (DOD] -5000.8) IM3-13
Property which because of its worn, damaged, SAMPLE DEFECTIVE RATE

deteriorated. or incomplete condition. or specialized The ratio of the number of defective items to
.:t:l re. has no re sonable prospect of sale or use as total number of items in the sample expressed as a
Se,'I",:eable property without major repairs or percentage. Example: Five defective items in a
alterations, but which has some vale in excess of sample size of 1l0 equals a 5, saiple defective
its scrap value. (.\FPII 24-101.25) rate. (AFSCM 78-1)-s 4
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SAMPLE ITEM SANITIZATIONA
£Ani individual article, document, record, or action Th,. p~hysical removal of unauthorized information

to be tested to determine conformance to the from documents, slides, !ilms, and so forth,
standard being eval ated. (AFSCM 78-1) necessary to permit the transmission of authorized

SAMPLEiiformation only. (AFSCRiAFI-CR 8-i)SAMPL
That portion of a lot selected for testing by SATELLITE STATIONS

A small part of a quantity of product storage area to transmit iocatiorns to the entral
statistical~loato samping (AFC t81rasis o equipmen stabishedivisioutlyFirepresentative of the entire quantity, used for loao3iea4 t raAtmtonDvso.(F

insp~ection or to determine the quality of the 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)4
prouclt. (AR144-1) SATELLITES

Aerorauti-j- activitie~s wvhich are not eln-dSAMPLE, RANDOM . .rpe~e

A saplesclcte insucha wy tat ach onl a reporting basis but which are dependent on
element of the population being sampled has an tokstatus reporting aciiisL rcmlt
equal c:.ance of being selected. (DODI 5000.8) A---atca upysppr n hihnral

joperate on a shop store basis. Satellies normallyv11
SAMPLE, STATISTICAL will include auxiliary air stations, air facilities and -

A limited number of observations selected from a other minor supply activities. (NAVSUP MANUALA
particular "universe" on a systematic 26040)
predetermined, unbiased basis. After the STSATR-SI Sl
application of statistical techniques, it is possible to A determination, by the E&1 teami or the
make generalization about the universe from which maintenance reviewv team, that a maintenance
the sample was selected. (DODI 50030.8) conditio~i is within technical order limitations. This

SAMPLING, STPATIFIED deternination will be based on technical order
A sampling process in which the universe is first criteria and/or the findings of the resp~onsible

divided into subgroups or strata of homogeneous Engineering and Reliability Branch (MMA-Ri.
items (such as high-value, medium-value and (ALR6-7l
low-value items) and the individual eletronts for fie $AVE CARD
sample are then selected from each iteatum or tscd to keep on the operational mnaster tape a
subgroup. Subdividing or otrat~fying a universe prc,rcVn fil - that would automatically be removed
serves to facilitate the sampling process and 4frin., che -Jixt update. This card is also requiredA
increase the accuracy and reliability of wilei: 3 program/file is released initially. (AFLCR
meaqurements based upon samples. (DODI 5000.8) 1': 1 '6 -

SANCTUARY 24,A V. IST A
A nation or area near gr eotraktiuo-is to t.he Doc-mnt compiled by the SM, E. or ElM. A

combat area which by tacit agrri between. 0Ae rmolidating requiirements and other pertinent cata

teeoeserves as a rduge for staring logistic, or requtired by thle rpclaniation actvity to effect thle
ohractivities of the combatant powers. (JTCS P ib removial of items from excess property. Foi-

SANITARILY APPROVED WAREHOUSE (FOR SUBSISTENCE LOG-11MR(.1ii7:170, pre'paired by NIASDC serv~es as

Acommercial storage fac~lity which has beeii A documnent jirel.red by ;n invientorY manage r
isetdand saiaiyapproved by .eMilitary which identifies end ite'ms. of assemblies that ar'e

V'eterinar v Service for the storagit' of m~bsistence. retni'nahle to inventory fionm i'('d!.iation activity.
Saiarl appiroved warehous~es are listed in The quI tiit v of parits of'Col v~p.aiiei ts thlit arie

Diirectory of Sanitarily% App.'oved Food needed anid ithe related technical liem data. control
Esalsment: for A rmed Forces Prucu rement,." in nutimber's. and thle condition i iipect i Criteria arec

atccordanice with .Joint Regulation AR 40-65"1AF contaiied ill tie sav list. (1)01)4160.21-Mi
(632. SA R 4145.26) A~ list 01' nwlchlinied care of reqired1 items anid
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pertinent data, such as accounting data, SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
cusignment and shipping instructions, packing, Periodic prescribed inspection and/or servicing of
handling and preservation specificatioais, etc., equipment accomplished on a calendar, mileage, or
preplred and submitted by each interested service hours of -peration basis. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)
to the owning service for reclamation from surplus Known or predictable maintenance requirements I 4
engines. The Save List normally will exclude that can be planned or programmed for
,.onsumable items of unit cost of $10.00 or under, accomp!ishment on either a short range or long
unless critical. (FASONIST 4010.5) range schedule. This includes aveomplishment of

SAVINGS recurring scheduled maintenance inspections and
The amount by which costs to the Federal servicing, compliance with TCTOs other than the

Government are reduced as a direct corsequience of immediate a-tion category, accomplishment of
a ne. or expanded support agreement that formed scheduled time change item replacements and
the basis for a decrease in the level of any funded correcting delayed or deferred discrepancies. It
programs, projects, or personnel end strengths. also includes modification and renovation projects
Although savings are normally recorded only for that 're programmed for depot level
the first year that a support agreement is in effect, accomp!ishment. (T.O. 00-20-1, SACM 66-12)
.:gnificant thanges in the magnitude of support Pianned maintenance requirements that include
provided will justify recording of further savings in inspection, servicing, compling with TCTOs, and
I or more subsequent years. (DOD 4000.19-M) correcting known discrepancies. (AFSCR 66-7)

The reduction in dollars spent for spare parts
purchased for the first time either competitively or
by &r,-ct purchase breakout, after deduction for QUICKTRANS and LOGAIR for CONUS

appro',riate cost offsets, whether by initia! shipment, and MAC channel traffic for overseas
provisioning procurement or replenishment shipments provide scheduled airlift for DOD

procurement. Savings may be comptted on one or agencies. (AFSCR 76-2)
more procuremen-s of a PMC 2 or PMC 4 item SCHEDULED SERVICE (AIR TRANSPORT)
during the 12-month period ;ubsequent to the first A routine air transport service operated ir,
procuremen, of the item after being broken out. accordance with a timetable. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5)
(DSAM 4105.2) a

SCALAR DISPLAY SCHEDULED SUPPLY
A syste~m whereby any" unit (user or supplier) isi

A display thdt indicates a measured quantity of f sy m er any nits supplir ) s v [
furnished some or all of its supply -equirements bydata by use of a graduated scale and an indexing s wdevice~~~~~~~~~~ su h a on e .( A S I S 91 2 )aoreviousiv lanned schedule with specified items,iDE sc AS quantities, time and p!ace of delivery. (AR 320-5)

SCHEDULE OF RATES SCEDL

A publication filed with reguiatory bodies that SCHEDULE

contains minimum charges, rules, and regulations of That part of a contract which sets forth details of

contract operations of motor carriers. (NAVORD the property to be delivered or services to be
OP 2165) performed, delivery terms, etc. (DODI 5000.8)

A subsidiary detailed finanicial statement or
SCHEDULED FLIGHT statistical table, generally in .,upport of sumnary

The planned fiight of an aerospace vehicle from data in an exhibit. (DODI 5000.8)
initial launch until return to home station as printed Advanced notification to productive work
on the weekly maintenance plan. (AFSCR 60-2) center/sub-work centers stating workloads to be

S-HEDUI.ED MAINTENANCE EVENT released and the recommended alignment of
A maintenance action in the weekly maintenance marpower resources. (AFICM 25-3)

s-hednle with a start time. completion time, and Th;,t part of the annual quantity negotiated --

date. (AFSCR 60-2) between the engine production manager and the
SOR. (AFLCR 65-!5)

TCHEDUL MpINTENA to OR maintEnac pThat part of a contract which sets forth details of

Ter , hled to iint. I ne erfallmed in M Anlie Wronmd ei'r eSTeDrLE MApl~liNTNACEd(FO manthc perf rme t the property to be delivered or services to be "as a result ,,f that PM1E aplpearing on the current p~erformed. delivery termis, etc. (AFR 4100-3)
Inonth '.' Schedule. Includes all maintenance.•.,

Si,. pection, calibration. awl Storage (T.O. SCHEDULER(PME)

00-20-10-6) This indicate the workload control scheduler who
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is assigned the responsibility of scheduling PME. 1. To bring Army user and developer
This scheduler may be physically Icated in the communities tagether early in the planning stages
PMEJJ (CWC) or Maintenance Control, depending of the materiel acquisition cycle in order to assess
upor workload involved. All rpferen~es to capability gaps and idcntify future priority needs.

scheauler" in this technical order refer to this 2. To provide a single guidance document which
scheduler. Dissimilar equipment and workloads prioritizes specific Science and Technology (S&T)
may require the splitting of the scheduling objectives for in-house R&D organizations and
functions. (T.C. 00-20-10-6) civilian industry.

SCHEDULING AND MONITORING UNITS 3. To provide a management tool by which S&T
Air Force units designated by IIQ USAF t, ",)gram relevance to :io-ity Arm) needs may be

receive and fulfill requests from Arm) using _,.ahlished and evaluated
agencies for authorized travel. (AFR 76-41 4. To obtain user assistance-especially in terns

of feasibility, risk, time, cost/affordability, and
SCHEDULING compatibility with Army doctrine-in the trade-off

The functiop of coordinating and adjusting the assessments of alternative technical proposals fromproduction of the supplier with the requirements Of Army R&D organizations and civilian industry. (AR

the user. In this function, the requirements of the 70-59)
user and the capacity of the supplier are studied
simultaneously and production and delivery SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING PERSONNEL (S&E)
schedules arrived at by which material arrives at Militaiy and civilian personnel classified wit.' an
destination on schedule and as required. (GSF10M) R&D specialty code of 26XX through 2bXX. 9!XX

Predetermined and systematic distribution/release or 99127. Personnol with other specialty codes
of workloads in accordance with known manpower being utilized directly in an R&D capacity for
and facility c2pabu' ;. (AFLCM 25-3) advaticing technology (i.e., 30XX, 51XX and 55XX)
SCHEMATIC may be included on an individual basis. Managers

A drawing illustrating the operational sequence and supervisors within this classification will log

or arrangement of a mechanical device. Dimensions their time against direct job orders w They can
ard relative sizes of items may be shown to ind*cate identify their work to a specific job ordei. The
mechanical relationship. (MIL-STD-7) remainder of their time w'ill be logged against IRASch c rmemorandum job order numbers (laboratories 3niv).SCHEME (AFSCM1 177-265) i -

A document prepared by the implemeating
command that translates in approved programmed SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (STINFO)

requirement into the engineering, supply, and 1. Information which relates to research.
installation data necessary to establish or change a development, engineering, test. evaluation.

communications-electronics facility. (AFR iO0-18) production, operation, use, and maintenance of
munitions and other military supplies and ISCHOOL OFFICIAL equipment.'

The individual responsible for the supervision aid 2. Information concerned with the study of

operation of the overseas dependents school natural phenomena or related to the study.
(principal or designated representative) authorized practices, methodology, or procedures involved in
to request, receive, store, and account for school any art, science, trade. or profession. The related
items of supply, equipment, and library materiel, bibliographies, indexes, announcements, and I
(Encl I DSAR 4140.61iAR 352-4/NAVSUPINST state-of-the-art studies are also included. (DLAR
4400.80/AFR 67-22/AFM 67-1) 4185.10/AR 70-21/NAVMATINST 3900.1.i/AFR
SCHOOL UNIQUE ITEMS 80-39/MCO 0512.9)

Those items of supiv. material, and equipment, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (S&T) INFORMATION
which are pecul"ar to the operation of the Infornation or dociments resulting from the
dependents schools educational program and which conduct of research and development, or required
are not usually available through normal AF base for organizig. administering, or performing
suply~ channels. (AF. 67-1) research and development. It enccnupasses any

1- SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES GUIDE (SlOG) information in recorded or other communicable form
The STOG i, an Army document which has four that presents the status, progress. or results of

basic goals: rsearch and developnent in science and technology
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or that has potential use in advancing curren, and Wood and fiberboard 1.ackaiing containers and
future research and development. In general: packaging materiols for whiX:, the cost of recovery

1. Scientifi, information is contained in exceeds its value to the g',vernment for reuse.
documents giving 4he results of research (primarily (AFR 71-9)
that related to Air Force Program element 6.1). Personal property d ",varded for use and which

2. Technical information is contained in appears to, hate no value except for its basic
documents coneerned with the results of material coptent. (DOD 4160.21-M)
development work. (Primarily that related to Air SCREENING COMPLETION DATE (SCD) 
Force Program elements 6.2 through 6.5). S&T That date on which all screening required by this
information also emanates from the Air Univer.ity, section is to be completed, including scceeningthe Air Force tcademy, and other academic within the Government and donation screening.

research pr g:a.ms. (AFR 80-40) (DAC 76-17)

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (S&T) INFORMATION SCREENING
ACTIVITY The process of analyzing a requisition to

All mann:geinent, ",dmiistrative, and operational establish its validity iy the inclusion of sufficient
efforts directed to he Oanning, support, control, data to provide proper authorization and adequate
performance, and improvement of the processing. substantiation. (AFM! 67-1)
handling, and communication of S&T information.
Also included are the acquisition. maintenance, and SEA ISLAND TERMINAL
rental of special equipment for primary ube in As offshore pier not connected to the shore by
stientific and technical information activities. (AFR bridges or causeways, to which ships may dischargeR t 80-40) cargo. Further cargo movement ashore is by an air

tramway. Normally, a sea island terminal is
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (S&T) INTELLIGENCE composed to one or more spud barges. (AR 320-5,

Information concerning foreign developments in SEACON
basic and applied research, in natural and applied A reusable steel container ,.-imilar tc CONEX)
science.. and in applied engineering techniques. It designed for use by the Department of the Navy
inetides characteristics, capabilities, and limitations d e u the deartm of te Navy
of foreign military systems including related for the movement and security of silitable militar%
wepons, worenita systems matrie, read supplies and equiment. SEACONs come in three
weapons,sizes: small (150 cubic feet bale capacity) mediu
development, test, and evaluation, and the s200 cubic feet bale capacity) and large (295 cubic

production and test methods used for their feet bale capacity). Federal Stock Numbers have
manufacture. (AFSCR 80-11) not been assigned to SEACON.. (DOD
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL MEETINGS 4100.36/AFR -.1-12)

Formally scheduled assemblies for oral A reusable steel consolidation container. simila:"
presentation and discussion of scientific and to CONEX, used by the Navy. Containers come in
technical information. These may include three sizes: (1) small (150 cubic feet bale capacity).
conferences, seminars, symposia, and scientific and (2) medium (200 cubic feet h,le capacity). and (3)
technica! conventions and gatherings, conducted by large (295 cubic feet bale capacity). Federal stock
the Air Force and other DOD components, deiense numbers are not assigned to SEACON containers.

contractors. intcrnational defense organizations, (AFR 71-121
and domestic and international associations, SEALED CONTAINEPI
societies, institutions, anO groups. jAFSCR 200-5) An unopened package or siipping container of

items which has been closed or sealed after
SCRAP vrfcto.iseto.ado cetneo hPersonal property discarded for use and which verification. inspection, and/or accepqnce of the
alpiears to have no vahie except for its basic contents by a maintenance, supply. or procurement
mate::el content. (DOD 5000.8) inspector. (AFM 67-1)

Property that has no reasonable prospect of being SEALIFT EXPRESS
sold except for the recovery value of its basic An expedited ocean transportation service for
material content. (DAR 8-101.17) .-t:eiwise air elig;hle :;hipmnents. SEA-EX Service

Property tha: has no reasonable prospect of being provid, s preferred handling including expedited
sold except for the recovery value of its basic modes to and from ocean terminals and block and
Platerial content. (DAC 76-i7) top stowage. (DI)1 4500.32-R)
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SEASONAL VARIATION (DATA) Any distribution or disclosure of a technical
In a time series of statistical data, that part of document subsequent to the primary distribution

the movement of the data within each fiscal year It includes the loan of a document as well as the
due to the normal recurring effect of the seasons. outright release. (DOVI 5200.20)
(DOD 5000.8) SECONDARY FAILURE

SEAVAN A malfunction of an item which is the direct or
A 20 to 40 foot container owned by a commercial indirect result of another failure, that is, induced

carrier. (AR 55-9/NAVSUPINST 4600.79/AFR by a primary or independent failure. (AFCR
75-10/MCO 4610.31) 66-308)

SECOND DESTINATION TRANSPGRTATION SECONDARY INVENTORY CONTROL ACTIVITY (SICA)
The cost of freight, cartage, aandling charges, 'he military servicels) receiving materiel support

and th:e like of items shipped from tl:e first station urder this program from the PICA for belected
or depot to the second station or depot. (A "SCR logistics functions. Responsibilities will be
27-6) discharged through normal service channels.

(AFL.rR 400-21/DARCOMR 700-99iNAVMATINSTSECOND FLASH PROCESSING , ,41i.2A

This run consolidates any aditiona, input data A code tat identifies a suppy ntrol activity

received and produces reports tj be used in makinp resr . ,.- controlling stock levels and
adjustments. (AFLCR 171-120) riainli'ning itcn accouintak iliy when suppy
SECOND PRIOR YEAR'S VALUE support is furnishz . by a diffreent Service or

The job order cost incurred in the second Agency. (Seriic. Ii',entory Control Cnter (SICC)
preced-ng ye.:. (AFSCM 177-265) is sinonymous to SICA.) (DOD 4160.21-M-1)

SECOND STATION PROCESSING SECONDARY ITEM LINE
This is the second day 's run of the monthly A dollar value line encompassing items of

processing of the HAF-ACF(M) 7101 and equipment (e.g., "Other Support Equipment"), as
HAF-ACB(M) 7106 reports. All input data that distinct from a dollar value line encompassing
have bee, received at that time are listed by commodities or components, parts and accesssories.

station. (AFLCR 171-120) (DOIj 5105.38M)

SECONDARY ARMY TERMINAL SECONDARY ITEMS
An army term;nal, acting in the capacity of a All items in the supply system that are not

shipping agent for a primary army terminal. (AR defined as principal items. (DOD 4140.9)
320-5) End items, replacement assemblies, parts and

consumables, other than principal items. (AR
SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION 320-5)

Any di.tribution or disclosure of a technical An end item, assembly, or part. which has not
document subsequent to the primary distribution. bee-. dcsignated as a principal item. (AR '10-50)
(This usually occurs as the result of a request.) It Sr:are parts required to support the end item of
includes the loan of a document as well as the equtjnent (principal "ttm) of which they are a part.
outright release. (DOD a200.20) Secondary items are distinguished from principal

Any distribution including loan or disclosure of a items by expendaity. recoverility, repairability
technical report subso'iuent .o the primary cost (ERRCG code assigned to each item of materiel
distribution, usually as the result of a request. (AR for management purposes. Principal items are
70-11I identified by ERRC codes. ND. NF. and NB.

The distribution of documents in response to S.&condary items include:
requests received after the primary distribution has (1) Investment Type Itenis - Assemblies.
been completed. (APR 80-29) subassemblies, and components which. upon failure.

Any distribution or disclosure of a technical are recoverable through .epair and are managed
report .ubsequent to p'imary distribution. This under the Air Force Recoverable Assembly A
usually occurs as a resu!t of a request andl includes Management System (AF-RAMS) under ERRC codes
the loan of a report as well as its outright release. XD and XF-3. I
(DIAR 41;.A0/AR 70-21/NAVMAT!NST (2) Expense Type Items - Bits and pieces or
3900.1 5/AFR 40-39/M(O .5512.9) repair part items which are generally consumed in
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4_
use and are managed under a division of the A' distibution point except that it may be replenished
Force stock fund tAFSF) inder ERRC eodes XB and directly from commercial sources of supp!y for
XF. (AFR 78-13) selected items of which it is a large consumer.

Spares, repair parts, and other consumable (NAVSUP MANUAL)

inateriai identified by expendability, recoverability, SECONDARY WATER TERMINAL
earability as principal items in accordance with A coastal area with no facility for placing deep

AFR 67-56. Secondary items in~clude: draft ships alongside a wharf. Secondary water
1. Reparable cimponents, subksystems, and terminals are established on beaches that desirably

assembiies which are centrally managed under Air0 are adjacent to rai; lines and/or good coastal
Force Recoverable Assembly Management System highway. At secondary water terminals, shipping is
(AFRAMS). unloaded at anchorages located from one to five

2. Consunrptinn/expense items capitalized for miles offshore, and the cargo and personnel
managemeat purposes under a division of the Air unloaded are landed in the terminal area by
Force Stock Fund (AFSF). ship-to-shore lighters. The scope of operation is so

3. Consumption/expense iLems not capitalized limited that it is not designated as a probable
under a division of the AFSF and not otherwise pri nary nuclear target. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1)
exempt from stratification (a computerized process
for uniformly portraying the USAF secondary item SECRETARY
inventory of supply system assets). (AFLCR 400-22) The Secretary, the Under Secretary, or any

End items, replacement assemblies, parts and Assistant Secretary of any Military Department.
consumaules, other thpn principal items. (DOD Secretary shall also include the Director and

4140.18) Deputy Director of the Defense Logistics Agency,
the Director of the Defense Communications

SECONDARY JOURNAL Agency. and the Director, Defense Nuclear Agency,
An organized periodical, either in-house or on the Director, Defense Mapping Agency and the

contract, that provides abstracts or bibliographic Director of the National Security Agency, except to
listings in a specific area of scientific or technical the extent that any lai: or executive order limits
interest. (AFR 80-40) the exercise of authority to persons at the

SECONDARY PORT Secretarial level. In the latter situation, such
A port with one or more berths, normally at authority shall be exercised by the Assistant

quays, which can accommodate oceangoing ships for Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics).
discharge. (JCS Pub 1) (DAR 1-201.15/DAR 1-201.15)

SECONDARY ROAD SECTION CODE
A road supIjlementing a main road, usually wide A locally assigned code that permits the

enough and suitable for two-way all-weather identification of iob orders to specific groups such
traffic at moderate or slow speeds. (JCS Pub 1) as na;ure or category of work. (AFSCM 177-265)

SECONDARY SOURCE OF SUPPLY SECTIONAn area in a warehouse extending from one wall
Any source of supply upon which an extract A al

requisition, shipping order or purchase request is to the next; usually the la'gest subdivision of one
placed by an initial source of supply. (AR 320-5) floor. (AFR 69-8)

SECONDARY STOCK POINTS SECURE TELEPHONEAutomatic Secure Voice Commnications
Normally are nonreporting activities which carry

stock for their own consumption and for the (AUTOSEVOCOM) is the current state-of-the-art
support of assigne yard and district craft and equipment utilized to provide the DOD users a
a.'r'raft. They are all shore activities which are not worldwide secure voice capability. This system is
cla.sed as a reserve stock point, a distribution employed throughout AFSC and is available for

point, or a primary stock point. They determine y" use. (AFSCP 55 1)
their own routine replenishment requirements and. SECURITIES
as a result of thi: determination, submit shipment Bonds. stocks, certificates of indebtedness. avd
reouests. requisitions. etc.. to a designated source other instruments evidencing corporate or

of supply. The designated source of supply governmental obligations or ownership interest.
norin;lly will be a primoiry stock point or tl)OI). ().8)

W I
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SECURITIES, SPECIAL-DEPOSIT SECURITY TRADE CONTROL BIDDERS EXPERIENCE LIST 3
Securities he~d in custody by an) agency or- by a A listing of individuals and firms determined to R

depositary on account of such agency to gimarantee be nonrespmtsible because of commrission of1
performance onl contracts or for other similar technical violations of DOD security trade corl
purposes. (DOD 5000.8) regu!ations. (DOD 4160.21-M) -

SECURITY ASSISTANdCE PROGRAM (SAP) SECURITY TRADE CONTROLS A
Th Sprogramn for proi'iuing security assistance Policy and procedures designed to p~rclude t.e 4

Sjunder the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 as sale or shipment of U.S. Government materiel in
distinct from economic aid anid other programs overseas locales to persons. organizations. nr
auth rized by the Act. (AFM 67-1) countries whose interests are inimical to tho3e of

SECUITYASSSTANE POGRM (SP) ROPRTYthe Unted States. Such controls are also applicable
That materiel, equipment, and supplies (other tooh'emcdlclsas aybdsgntd y

than materiel, equipment, and supplies sold under thAD(S.(OD46.1 )
the Foreign Military Sales Program) charged to SECURITYA
SAP aporopriations and furr~ished to eligible Protection of supplies, or supply establishments,I
countries or transferred to authorized stockpiles against attack, fire theft. and sabotage. (AFR
under the provisions of the Foreign Assistance Aat 69-8) g
of 1961, as amended, or previous similar statutory SlCE CUSTO EOTS SR

authrites. AFM67-) Stndad cmprepnsvesummary status reports

S'eCURIIY ASSISTANCE on major defense system s for management within
For teproeothsmnatetrSeuiy teDepartment o ~-.eiO) eotn ilZ

Assistance includes all DOD activities carried out usially be limited to those major system acquisitionA
under the authority of the Foreign Military Sales programs that have reached Milestone 11 and are
Act or Foreign Assistance Act, or related estimated in the Five Year Defense Program
appropriation acts and other related statutory (FYDP) tDOD Instruction 7045.7. reference We) to
authorities. (APR 400-31, require: (1) a total cumulative financing for

Ali DOD activities carried out under the Foreign Research. Development. Test and Evaluation in
Assistance Act, the Arms Export Contril Act, and excess of $75 million or- (2) cumulative production
related statutc;ry authorities. (AFSCR 200-5) investment in, excess of $300 million. Criteria for

Fo h ups of this manual, the term Security adding or deleting major systems for SAR reportintr-2

udrteauthority of the AECA, or FAA. or these guidelines namv also be designated for SAR
apprpriaion acts and the relted coverage by the Secretary of Defense. Notification

stattoryauthrites. DOD 105.8M)of th2 Secretaryv of Defense regardling significant
SECUITY ONTRLLEDSHIPENTprogrami exceptions. including threshold bvreaches.
SECUITYCONROLED HIPENTwill be referenced to the most receia SAil in]

Freight moving in 'eommercia! transportatioil accordar-e witi, DOP Directive .5000.2. reference
service, which requires protective services of anl (d). For reporting purpose.-. SAil submitted to OSD
ap~proved commercial carrier in the interest of for transmittal to the Congress (P.L. 94-11 and 10I
national dlefense. (AR 380-1:i0. DOD 5220.22-11) U.S.C. 139. references- (f) and ig)) are considered

SECUITYSUPPRTIG ASISTNCECongressional SAils. All other SAils are con.sidered

Full(!.; usedl to filnane iimports of commnodities. noCnresoaSA .(DD7t):
capiu-I. or techniiicalI assistance. provided eit her asa A stnr.cm lt'iisit SIi)aivsttUI
granii om. loan ill accordance with terms- of .m wi~othimn o (Ite D epaln-i 'se Dyete nse hich~ iiit'it'
hi hitt'ra i agreement: coun tervart funmds t hereby suit i t fielm oft ithe~ Serr (f Defene lm fo
generated nlamy I IiseI ;!N budl(getaryV S . lII)J01t. M s ubm*Il-;littd to Offh: Coflr: t andert~r ofther en~er' forn'Icm funds art' used to ena I-le a1 recipient to devote t5i iiitaIt tCmre.aido e otrimn

purposes t ha ii it ot IViemw!.e Coul d do wit hut serious SELECTED ASSETS2122c '::iflc r plitica rnsvce ilt'ii s. t s4eiii'hv 10A1 Va,, rniv-itreS fconsu sple

-E t o i u p rigI) D fiiliel Iy te4ea ol. ll liite alc



SELECTED CRITICAL INDUSTRY t'.aluation crituria; the functional areas that should

A segment of the industrial base whose be represented on the Source Selection Advisory
production of an item is determined critical in Council: the chairman and composition of the Source
support of lPP requirements. (AFSCR 84-1) Selection Evaluation Board; the scoring or

SELETED NDUTRY SSESP~1NTSevaluation technique to be used; and the scheduling
Production capiability studies of broad spectrams o l cin eurdbtenrcito rpsl

of te idusria Lae t enureenogh apaity and the signing of a definitized contract. The
exists to support IPP requirements. (AFSCR 84-1) Secto Plnwl rmlybpeard yth

System/Project Office, or its equivalent, for use by
SELECTED ITEM CONFIGURATION RECORD (SICR) the Source Selection Authority and the Sourco

The documept used for reporting the "as Selection advisory Council. (DOD 4105.62,
delivered" part numbered, serial numbered NAVMAT P-42151
configuration of the weapon/support system A proposed plaiu for conducting proposal

-jcovering those items for which serialired evaluation, contract negotiations ard source
configuration control is required. (AFLCR 171-.91) selection. Specific recommendations on the

SELECTED ITEM MANAGEMENT foilowing ,hall be included in each plan: (1) TheI Is an itc:n which has experienced a frequency of source list screening criteria. (2) Tbe evaluation
demand of two or more within the past six months criteria. (:3) The functional areas which should Le
or his a predictable demand frequency of two or represented on the SSAC and the functional and
more based on deployed or season'al usage. technical representation for the SSEB. (4) Thet
(NA VSUi' MAN) chairman and composition of tie SSEB. (0) The

scoring and evaluation techniques to be used. (6)
SELECTED ITEM The schedule of all required actions betwecin receipt

An item that has been selected by an actuary for of proposals and award of a definitive contract oil
actuarial study; must fulfill the criteria that it be contracts. The schedule will provide for such
subject to faiilure, be of high value, and be actions to be completed in 18 calendar weeks.
"serializpd" (that is, have an assigned seriai unless the completion of all actions within this

number). (AFLCR 171-12) period is initially considered to be unrealistic. A full
SELECTED ITEMS explanation will be furnished for a planned schedule 4

Items which are assigned or are susceptible to in excess of th,, 19 week p~eriod. including t~
assignment of line item numbhers: a. Class 11 and considerations g-,-.1 to the conduct or .11

Ila supp~lies. b. Class 11' and IWa supplies which rather than seqiiential ar"ItNiF v'href.
require continuing parts support, e. Class V and V'a (AFR 70-1-)

- ho~sepiems whic th3ArFo0hsdeemie SELCTIVE EVALUATION
hshbe iseri reote Ad conroe thougethere Reiluest for PQ.. at subcontract level whichshal b seialy rporedandconroled hrogh he indicates specific actions to be performed. e.g.,Air Force Configuration Accounting System. seii hrceitc ob eiid et ob

winssdAndrcod.reotsRn certificates to
SELECTED SOURCE PROCUREMENT be eviluated. Selective evaluation., are generally of

A llropurenient -1- which solicitation is restricted :. ne time nature. (AFR 74-15)
to certain specified sources. Jiustification foi the SECTVLODN
re'tricled procurement must be documented in the SLCTVLODN

cmarct fle. AFIC!AFCR i-7)The arrangement and stowag-e (if equipmient and
contact ile.(AFIC/AFCR 5-71supplies abhoard ship ini a mainer dlesigned to

SELECTED SUBSISTENCE ITEMS facilitate issues to units. (AR 3~20-. JCS Pub, 1)
Item!. isi the Air Foirce food inventory recei .ved SELECTIVE PRODUCT REQUEST

ir'mn th:. D)SA IlDl'$C which the Air Force .Servitz!s The requvst s;ilimiiteti via tile AFI.C Form .14
tOrfict. *1FI.C IA F$Oi selects for evaltiatimi. ( AFR whiehi will produce only the st-lected Portimn of the

requ iestedl report. As an ve'a iple. a req nest for .1
SELECTION PLAN spt'cific FS( *p w- Ow D57U.901 1) reivirt will cause

.1 Proposted l1la1 n for (vadict inr, the p~roposal Ithe lirlol;ion of tha; t Imn 4 )11 rions of thle
eva Inn lion. "i'iiree 4-Ie't ion, a i11d net'it tion I*eport1 whinich conIa ins the FSC requestvd. ( .AFI.CR

-lpeci lien ll% in iin fiI~ eoiiiediI illo: t lie 171911I
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SELECTIVE SCREENING has been in the supply system for a minimum pero
Selective screening is a te.-hni'jue which wt:l be of 36 months; experienced no demand ior the past

ap~plied. whenever feasible. to* insure economic 21 months and has a zero wholesale stock on-hand
screening of rejected !ots: storage areas. F~ederal balance. Further p~rocurement of mtock-age at the
Supply Classes, Federal Sipply Group,, AFLC wholesale level is unauthorize!. item is retained in
Forms 62 and binl cards, stocklist changes, etc. The the system as anl item of supply due to (0) its use in V
employment of this technique will exempt good active Allowance Part-, Lists: "Fables of
quality areas (sublots) froin screening or reivoek by Organization art' Equipment: Technical Manuals: I-
isolating those poor quality areas (subiots! which Repair Parts Sio-kage Lists; etc: and t2l stocks of
were the main cause of the lo-, rejection. (AFLCR the item are in-use or on-hand below. tile Avbolsale
t4-13) level. F 'ni-active items are assigned a Supply

SELECTOR CODE Status Code-9 in accordance with the Federal
Used to facilitate the selection of the correct manual For Supply Cataloging. (DOD 4140.32-11)

4reference number(s) for rproct'rement under SEMIACTIVE ITEM
automatei purchase procedures. (A.SOINST A potentially inactive National Stock Numbered
P40.4 item of supply'which must be retained in the supply
SELF-AUTHORIZATION system because stocks of tbe item are on-hand or

A term used in DMS Reg. I to meati that a in-use below the wholesale level or in-use assets
person is authorized to use a rating or place anl are being- reported. Note for these itemns stoek is
ACM order without making an application to sr not on hand at the wholesale level nor is fuiture
receiving an allotment from an allotting agency ot wholesale stockage authorized (DOD
prime con.sumer. For example, all prodlucers of 41h0.32M/AFM 67-1)
Class B products must. by " self-authorizat ion, EIATMAI SPL
place ACM orders for controlled materials and DO Sse ywihcranseiioieso

raig o therramatrials the n e d to pro8-e4o supplies needed by units. activities or forces are
the ate orersthe recive (AM 7-41shipped by the agencies responsibl- for supply oa

SELF-AUTHORIZING CONSUMER the basis of p~eriodic rep~orts of the status of stocks,
Means any person who receives authority to 01n hand and enroute to the using agency. All other

obtain controlled materials by self-authorization. supplies are furnished onl the basis of requiisition,
(AFM1 78-4) iiitiated 6v the esing agency. (AR~ 32o-5)

SELF-SERVICE SUPPLY CENTER SEMIAUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
A consolidated point of distribution for specified Test etquipment that requires one manipulation

expendable supplies to activities authorized (the turn of one dial or thle pushiligi of one button)
logistical support at an installation. Inl concept anii to p~erform several tasks in connection with ane
operation, the centee is similar to a commercial p~articular te.t. The operator must decide whether
supermarket. (AR 32(,-5) the reading obtained is good or bad biefore

SELF-SUFFICIENCY (BLSS) REQUIREMENTS p~roceedling to the nuext test. INA'.SHIPS 9I4324)
The dollar requirements needed to support SEMIFADRICATED ITEMS i

planned wartime systems for anl interim period All semifabricated items sla:d as plexialass.
p~eninig resupp~ly. W~RSl~s are transp~ortable while pliastic sheet stock. extrisiol's rubbe11tr. eeai
BI.SS remain at the support base. (AFI.rR .57-11) electrical wire, cable. etc. (less, forigings and11

SELF-TEST TEST EQUIPMENT castings). intended Jas of 1t. iate (if is~mlt. of the h
Test equnipment that performs. through Bulk List). ito bit usedl in lie- lirict ion. st-iv ieing.

pr~ogrammed test s(eueces. two or more individual mla intenliclle anid repair. of 1het end arirlv - sc i t
tests without requiring initiation liv or assistance contract. (AFLC(M 65-3. AFS01 6-5-2)

A from the oplerator. Thme testing cycle conitiliiie%
automuatically un1til thle inalfunletion is located. SEMI-CONTROLLABLE WORKLOADS
CNAVSHIPS 94324t WorklIoad., in which silitu fle iI'i lityv \ist s t4o hold

.:111d leitu %% uork withinm limit ed 11..riml, of 6m or~, on
SEMIACTIVE ITEM OF SUPPLY whithi f~lcttt;il data are known ,liffleiently inl

A federal Stork N uibuerei item -if -sup:ply wh:ivii ailva imet. t alIlow st-hedli hu.A FI.0i 2-5-0)



SENIOR LODGER SEQUENCE CODE
The civilian airline appointed by MAC to be Acode used with multiple data elemnit/card

~ Iresponsible for CRAF services onl a contractual inputs to the job order register. The code is used
basis at a given station, including, but not limited exclusively with the "P9" card input. SequenceJto storage maintenance, issue, reporting, and codes commence with "A" through -Z-, then 0
accounting for CRAF property. (AFM 67-1I) through 9. Sequence code "A" is the prime "P9"

input card. (AFSCM 177-265)
SENSITIVE

Material which requires a high degree of SEQUENTIAL TESTING
protection and control due to statutory Sequential testing is the conduct of engineering
requirements or regulations. AI'M 67-1, Volume I. test ind.L service test of anl item or sisterl in

Partone Chpte 9.proidescods fr snsiive successive time frames. normally at more !nan one
material. (AFLCR 66-53) lcto.(R7-0

SENSITIVE ITEM SERIAL NUMBER
Itemof roprtyuseul a a ersnalite or A four-digit number assigned to items for

having a ready sale in illic-it markets and ineratopl idntfcaaololhe itm
likely to be pilfered. (AFM 67-3/AFLC Speill (APLCR/AFSCR 127-101).

SENSITIVE MATERIAL SERIAL NUMBERS
Which requires a high degree of protection and A combination of alpha. numeric, or alphanumeric -

cont.,*l du to stautor reuireent or cnaracters which distinguish betwecen individual
contol ue o satuory reqireent or items having the same part number. While the

reguflations. AFM 67-1. Volume 1. Part one, standard AF serial nuinbcr for most items is ten
Chapter 9, provides codes for senitive material, digits, many of the items in the AF system are
(AFLCR 66-34) serializei byvarious digital lengths. The serial

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS numbers now in being vary from 1 to 13 digits:
An analysis condupted becar-e of uncertaifity a., when over ten, only iov. o-rder ten are used.

t o the value of a parameter(s). The procedare is toI (AFLI( ".:2
%-try the value of the parameter(s) a:.et examine the SERIALIZED CONTROL II REPORTING SYSTEM (SCARS)
effec!t on the resul!,s. Smnall cnailges causing a4 A technique alpplied to h-,,gli unit cost items to
proportionate gr ,4reater change in the results provide the lte-a Managc-r jl3l) responsive access to
indicate high seiisitiit% t- the pac-ameter. Ho-wever, the precise location. condition an~d installed item
even low sensitivity can create large dollar vaiue status of total assets, therebly enhancing couiroi
differences in acquisition of billion dollar weapo., and optimum distribution. 1AF1.CR 57-2i)

s~stes. (FR 13-1)SERIALIZED PRCGRAM ARTICLE

SEPARABLE COMPILER Ani item se!-cted for serial number control.
A compiler with separately id'-titifiable p-ocessor. These items. selected by ti~e provisiing teamis.

output formnatter, or ;ibraries. JAFI.CR 66-211 normally include niodules or biu.;k boxe.s. and end

SEPAATE OADIG (CMPLEE ROND)item.. of AGE. (AF1M i7-1)
SEPAATE OADIG (CMPLEE ROND)Seriilly controlled iteins (forn--v referred to as

Consisting. of a prinmer. propelling charge an~d Coiifigired l.-S.'ries che-cklist).
i-xclit for blank ammuintion a projectile and a Us.-ed for loaf!',.-, a munition -tern- onl an aircraft.
fm;'t-. 0.cs Pi. 1) 'AFSCR J16-3il
SEPARATE SHIPMENTS SER.IES (WEAPON)

Singlde hIipment :,f ctipiiuient aiind ~..l:!e.other A 2 igit :4oh. detii oinir major moiifications lt t he
th ol airimiiizat ina I iipedimnnia. which is iuder a pliotyhit. , Chicle 111.1t results ini si-niifica;mit
,.ilnpIt 'bIillpill" d1-fi nient. A shinmiutm oIf iifft-rtines a(feet in- tlit' relt-lionsi ip of tlit- vellhit'e
orgaiuiz; .'nai iniped iimnta: muivetI tidtr the c-lir trol to th l it v -in cno'imenm or lilt- lozis lic ..upplort
fit" al oii ii~;lai.a t'iii is not a st-p;n ratt- sIii ia-i t. I rei-qaired foir t i.n it-hirle. The se-venihI and eigh Iil
. Ii ilimen-lt of 'hffirtap':- of org~anizat iona I eq iilme-li dis of Ilit. ~o esanSii field is ille
froml am dcis a sellil r1i ti- s Ii iiuit-iit. A' stepa i-;i t stlre!- Code. 1 i( sei -IrN1 i digit will hliIlauik 11letss,
shiilntit is lilt- ellihall-.a oif a tranllirtation unit1 ilit-eart- t- ldei h 24; se-parate- s-rics of ai givenl
exct-i ill Ihet c-am. qif a:-.WIiihIu-l.. 1ARl :t2-1-i modiel. I !Fl.Ul 171-9ill



SERIES LETTER SERVICE ENGINEERING
A letter used to denote differences affecting The function of determining the integrity of

methods of einployinent, differences affecting the materiel and services in orde: to mcasure and
relation of the vehicle to its ground enironment, iaintain operztional reliability, appro-'e design
and niajt~r modifications to the airci aft, which result changes, and assure their *conformance with

in significant changes to the leistics support. established specifications and standards. (AFMI
(DOD 4105.6)1-)

A letter used to denote differenc~es afffecting the SERVICE UFE EXpECTANCy
Arelation of the vehicle to its ground environment, The projected operational usefulness of an item in

and major modifications to the aircraft which result terms oE operating time, cycles or calenda- aqe as
in significqP1t changes to its logistics support. determii'ed thro~ugh enirineering estimates or actual
(AFR 66-11) operational experience. The thne or age figure (i.e..

SERCE A~. DSK1000 hours, 36 months. etc.) used in relation to
The aseCivi Enineeingcontci ointfor service life expectancy represents the point at

reporting repair requirements or. real property which continued use of the item would create a high
faciitis ad istaledequpmet. Sevtroblecal probability of failure within a short span of time.. z

desk). (AFLCR 66-34) f.O.0-0-i

SERVIC CODESERVICE LIFE
A sngl chrncez i,,v tat den ' h~sa .~rvce A geiiF'al term used to quantify. the average or

mean life of the item. There is no general formula
or eemet o a ervce.(NASUPPt . ~for the computation. Other terms cited herein are

.4SERVICE CONTRACT generali; called -service- life when in fact a

A ser ice con tract is one which calls directly for specific mnethod of computation is intended. Three
a contractor's time and effort -rather than for a dMferent applicatiuns of service life are generally
concrete end product. For purposes of this heard. One application refers to the mean life
defiiiitituii, a report shall -iot be considered a beee oeralneefrtoherndov
concrete end product if the primary purpose of the rplcm ttiean oerfrsoth tta
contract is to obtain the contra.ctor' s time and usefitl;ess of the item in respect to the weapon it
effort and the report is merely incidental to this sui2 hti. rmfrticito ftewao

purpse.(DAR22-0:)until firi'al phaseouit. (AFLrM 66-17;
One which calls directly for a contractor's time SERVICE MAGAZINE 14

and effort rat' r than for a concrete er~d product. An auxiliary building servicing .i;"~ainused

For purposes of this iefinitioii. a report shall not be for the intermediate sterage of explosires. (AFR
considered a t'onertte end product it: !he p~rimary 127-100. Attachment 1)
purpose of the contract is to obtain the SERVICE IIIANACED 1TEM_
contractor's time and effort and the report is ltm fsppyi eerlSpAv lse o
merely incidental to this purpose. (DAC 76-17) as ndtoaDDlnert4imngr DDM

SERVICE CONTRACTORS and items in a DODM assignment retai!,ed for
A company that 'he Air Force contracts with for mili.ary service management as a result of item

-housekeeping and technical services and which management coding or as drm~ted 'or the Secretary
liroif"~ an iliput to the JOCAS. (.AFSCMI 177-26-5) of Defense. (DOI) 4110.32-11)AA

-~~~ SERVICE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY STC
Any~ eduvcttia-311 *activ'ity fdesignated by the Prtdetermi:ieif list of item.. andI specifr7'.'itaiit Stcrttry of .Deft nse (Manpower) as tuantitie-: net-dedi for the normal opr u".if ai

heing (of 5I4'cia! interest to the armed services, such given subiorelinate or offstation suplyi ;Icliviti' 110t
ai " ariiims' .icalenuics or Militr. \nval. Air obtitni. 3r fhre sait itt'ins from otier sovires.

Fo.rce sor Vl",;cstw:rd prepairatory schools. or (A 2-)I
'1civilian yiouth iorg~tniatioiis which are natinal in SERVICE~ STORAGE FACILITY

s'.-pe %:eli have Lt'eu charte'red) by' 'ingress. 1I)01) An orginizatietu within the ('ONI'$ wiat ~~
4,60.21-11. INIM 130 lI.l. .i1l3R 24-10i.2.8. PACi far*8ities for the ,*.;u.--vt cof anit'lear we.1umlis. IArif
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SERVICE SUPPLEMENT Documents citaining mandatory instrueziotis for
information, instructions, and lists of items of the inspction, testing and/or re!toration of items

supply applicable only to one military service. It in storage, encompassing storage criteria,
will be a volunme or part, as applicable, of the DOD preservation, packaging, packing and marking
Sction 1'ederal Supply Catalog, (e.g., Volume 5 of requirements, and time-phasing for inspection
C5-1SL). ,AFLCM 72-2) during the storage cycle to determine the materiel

SERVICE TEST MODEL serviceability and the degree of degradation that
SERVIC tST MeL di has occurred. In the case of shelf-!ife items, they
A model used to dietermiine the characteristics, aeue ttewoeaesoaelvlt eemn

capabilities and limitatimiis of a iece of equipment are used at the wholesale storage level to determine
of a complete system udcr either siulatedned sufficient
oac leice optetional co itn s ( ulA or) quantities of their original characteri3tics and areactual service operational conditions. (AR 31,0-25) ofaqaiylelwihwransxtsonfter

This test is characterized by qulttv of a quality level which warrants extension of their
Tstetio s arand ctoseeted miqualitae assigned time perio; and the length of the timeobservations and judgments of selected military period extension (remaining shelf-life). (DOD

personnel having a background of field experience 4140.27-M)
.'th the type of materiel undergoing test.
Instrumentation is used as tequired for those SERVICEABILITY STANDAROS
measurements of characteristics of major 1. Standards which materiel must meet prior to
operational, maintenance and human factors issue.
sigificance. The test is conducted using personnel 2. Designatud, Serviceable Group A (ready for
repre-entati'e of those who will operate and issue), Serviceable Group B (ready for issue with
muaintain t; e eqe.;pin .nt in the field. The ST minor repair), Unserviceable Group C (economically

provides an input fo- recommendations on type repairable), Unserviceable Group D (uneconomic:rlly
classification and is intei:.-ed to show evidence of repairable). (Ah 310-25)
the suitability of the item cr system and its
maintenance test package for use bi the Arnmy. A series of codes that describe the

(AR 70-10) serviceable/reparable and installed/spare status of

SERVICE WEAPON an item of hardware. (AFLCR 17 1-91)
Any hand or shoulder weapon generally issued as

a service weapon to troops in the field primarily A characteristic of an equipment desiTY, thatfor use in offensive or defensive combat, or utilized maeAtes osriean e~i noeain
for cumbat training. iAFR 65-7) (NAVAIRINST 4700.2. MiI-Std-721)

SERVICE.BILITY QUALITY LEVEL For the purpose of storage quality evaluation.
An expression of the permissible tolerance for ser':ceability is defined as the ability of IPE to

ddfectiveness. Normally this valut. is expressed in render satisfactory service when utiized for the
terms of percent defective (p'). (DLAM 4155.1/AR pur,)ose Intended. (DLA -M 4155.4/AR
750-26/NAVSUI" PUB 5011/MCO P4870.43B) 750 -26/NAVSUP PUB 5011/MCO P4870.45B)

SERVICEABILITY STANDARD SERVICEABLE CONDITION
A document containing mindatory instructions That condition of an article in which ,;Ii

for the inspection, testing and/or restoration of spccifications of manufacturer or repair have been
items iin storage, encompassing storage criteria, complied with. a:nd in which the artip'e is considered
preservation, packaging, packing and marking suitable to the satisfaction of the authorized
requirements; and time-phasing for inspeition inspector for carrying oit the pur'pose for which it
dring the storage cycle to determine the materiel was designed or authorized. The filct that ;oi
.erviceability and the degree of degradation that article shows signs of previous usage doe.: not
has occurred. In the case of shelf-life items they necessarily mean that the article is unserviceal,!e.
are Iied to determine: When an article meets safety and performiance
1. if Type II shelf-life items have retained requi,ments. such property will be processed as

sIfficient ilnialltities of their original chaiacteristi's servic ,ole. (AFM 67-1
a.il are of a quality level which warrant extension a. Code " :3ervicea le (Issiable w;hot
of their as~igned time perid. qualifi'ation; DD1) Form 1574. "Serviceable

2. The Im-ngth f the time periwld extension Tag-Materie." or Di) Form 1-174-1. "Serviceable
fremaiiing shelf-life). I)O) 4: io.2ii l.ahel-lateriel"). New. used. repaired. or

• ~11211 !



reconditioned materiel which is serviceable and purpose, which is known to ble on hand and ready'
issuable to all customers withooit limitation or for issue. (NAVEXOS P-1500)
restriction (s~helf lifernore than six months). SERVICEABLE SICK

b. Code " B" Serv'-ceable (Issuable ',,ith Those items which are in condition for issue for
qualification: DD Form~ 1574 or 1574-1). New, used, the intended use for which stored. (DOD 4140.9)
repaired., or rewnditionee materiel which is
serviceable and issuable for its intended pur,-ose SERVICEABLE
on't which is restricted from issue to specific units, An item in new or used condition suitable for
activities or geograpuica! areas by reason of limited issue and U~se as origieally intended. (AFM 67-1)
usefulness or short service life expectancy (shell Capable of meeting che requirement and
life-three- six moiilis (inclusive)), performing the function for which designed cr

c. Code "C" Serviceable (P-'arity issue; DD Form modified, and meets all test requirements
1574 or 1574-1). Items which are ser ,ieeable and established by the work specification. (AFLCR
issuable to selected customers, but which must be 65-22)

W.issued before condition code "A" and " B" materiel The ierm denoting any item or assembly of items
to avoid loss as a usable asset (shelf lif'elesF than that has beei, determined to be suitable for
three months). functional use as anl end article or suitable to ble

d. Code "D" Serviceable (Test/modification; DD installed as a coror.?nt in functioning, assembly.
Form 1576, "Test/Modificatioii 'ag-Mater.el," or (AFLC"R 171-91)
DD Form 1576-1, "Test/Modiflication SERVICE
Label-Materiel") Se:viceable materiel which The Army, Nav'y (inciuding Coast Guard wher
requires test, alteration, modification, conversion, appropriate), Air -Force, or Marine Corps. (AR
or disassembly prior to issue. (This does not 552/PAIS 6017IR 75-31
include items which must be inspected or tested 4621.2B3/DLAR 4500.26)
immediately prior to issue). (AFM 67-1),

SERVIEABL E~iINESSER VICE-TO-SER VICE AGREEMENTSERVCEABE ENINESA separate document delineating the supportiig
Engines determinled to be operationally suitable technicalI and adirtinistrati':e procedures for10

for installation including the following: 1. Ready implementing the provisions of a CLSA. This
for issue. 2. Reqjuiring and/or undergoing buildup. dlocumient is developed onl a service (e.g.. U.S. Navy)43. TOC or modification not irequiring immedliate to service (e.g., foreign nay) basis atid may b
compliance. (AFM 400-1) referred to as a SSA (Supply Support Ari'angenienti

S~'EABE IEMor an Implementing Procedur-e. INAVIIAT!SST
item in new or used condition suitable for issue 490)

and use. (T'M 38-260/NAVSUP Pub 5'23/AFR SERVICEIAGENCY CONTROL OFFICE
71-i8/MCO 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9) The activity within a DOD comr-onent resionsible

Ani item in new or used condition suitable for for issuing TM Rescission Notices. (APR 6(5-19/AR
issue and use as originally intended. See AFM 31070/N\AVMATINST 5600.11A".MCO .5215.16IDSAR
67-1, Vol ill, Part three, Chap 24-16. for conditon1 41,51.9)
codes for serviceable items. .AFSCR/AFLCR 57-8) SRIE

SERVICEABLE OR USABLE PROPERTY Performance of laboir and services i'endered suh
Pi'op'mt' that has reasonable p~rospect of use or as commun1111ications utilities. mna in tenanlce of

repairs or alterations. IDA C 76-17) tenant by the hlost. This e.\cludes su1ppllies and. A
SERVICEABLE STOCK BALANCE ma~teriels issued to the tenlant for pte-fr1tid il!'

Stock itelms oil tlw accountable stock irecoird of iiion. (A SCR 170-9)
teaccouiintabIle officer inl MIL1.TRI1P Cond i ion Scivcsi Itdeays'' c.ccp i riig

Code's .1 . B. and C'. shown in coliun 14. A F Folrn ~ i~.0'te'li'ln.o hras~ae :

10i5F-1l2. " :\ innunition Stock Record (A FK information tised forilleu pio rpose of fiuinishiing -

Account '' (\ FR 67-79) nonl-militarly assistanice. i1'c. 644(k). FAA .) (DI)()
51015.38.1)

SERVICEABLE STOCK F;inee~ring aind It-chnical 'v it .umdt-chnical

Tha~t stock. whether or' not rei'e d for a :s1eiall in iaiming pr'ovided to DJODI personlnel by ai
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manufacturer of military weapon systems, SERVICING, JOINT
equipment, or components. These services are The function performed by a jointly staffed and
provided in the manufacturer' s facilities by finaneed activity in support of two or more military
engineers a..d technicians eniployed by the services. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8)

manufacturer so that specialized skills, knowledge, SET
experience, the A unit or units and necessary assemblies,
lianufacturer's equipment and systems may be subassemblies and parts connected or associated

acquired by DOD personnel, enabling them to gain together to perform an operational function.
1 the technical skills aild knowledge required forI t("Set" is also used to denote a collection of lil:e

installing, maintaining, and operating such parts such as a "tool set" or a "set" of tires.)
equipment. (DOD 1130.2) (Examples: Radio receiving set; sound measuring

Engineering and technical services provided to set, which includes such parts, assemblies, and
DOD personnel ',y defense contractors employed by units as cable, mic-ophone and measuring
a manufacturer of military equipment or systems. instruments; radar homing set.) (MILSTD-2180)
(DOD 1130.2) A grouping of items havinig the same basic name

SERVICES, COMMON for use in collection with, or for performance of
Administrative or support-type services which are closely riated operation or a number of groups,

provided alike to two or more activities, with or units, components, or a combination thereof, not a!l

without reimbursement. When nonreimbursable, it having the basic name, which are together required

is termed "free services." (DOD C00.,) for the performance of an operationai function. In
some cases, a set may be a single major unit which

SERVICES, "FREE" is independently capable of performing an
Any service (personal, contractual, or functional) operaional function. (AFLCR 400-1, TO.O.

performed without charge to the fund or fund 00-20-1)
subditision which finances the serviced activity. (It
is financed under some other fund or fundI SET MANAGEMENT

subdivision by some other agency or activity.) The programmed coordinatioi and cnntrol of

(AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) actions and responsibilities ceiated to the initial and
continuing logistic support of a designated set

SERVICING within a materiel management aggregation (M1A).
The preparation of an aircraft for flight. Such It includes control of provisioning actions. the

preparation involves only the replenishment of the development of required technical data
supply of consumable items such as fuel, oil, modifications, and AGE. It also includes theoxygnf, food, water, air in tires, ammunition, requirement for cooraiaating the funuctions
bombs. -tc. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2) performed by the managers cf the items. (AFLCR

Work on motor vehicles consisting of cleaning, 400-1)
lubricating, replenishment of fuel, lubricant, coolingagent and air for tires to insure proper operations. SET MANAGERaAR 320-5) f The individual, organization. or activity assigned

The function performed by one military service in to perform set management functions. (AFIXR

.iil)port of another military service for which 400-1)
reimbursement is not required from the service SET OF DATA
receiving support. (DOD 5000.8; All available data as maintained by the individual
SERVICING, CROSS repository and appficable to a given weapon svtenl.I.

The act of performing service or furnishing subsystem. equipment. or component. Sonue sets of

materiel by a c,)mponent of one military (ata may be limited to l)rime contractor's data
only. (AFR 67-4/AR 700-9l/NAN\MATINST

department, for an( at the request of a component 4000.351CO 4235.22)
of the ,a iu or another military department, with or
without reimbursement. (DOD 5000.8) SETBACK

Term generally limited in interservice use to The term for the ! digi! data element. ex tirnaly
reini mi'sahle cross-.,eriing. Nonreinnbnrsabl,, and internally used in the A0C S. to depict the
cross-serticing is terned "coin mo n-ser icing." relationship of level of application of an item to the
()OD 5000.8) generic .tructnre of an EPOE or a top .-pare. A
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numeric setback code indicates that the item is an SHEET FORM STANDARD
EPOE (setback 1) or an installed component of an A standard prepared in format similar to MS
EPOE (setback 2 through 9). Alphabetic setbacks sheet format or MIL-STD unit page format. 4
indicate that the item is a top spare (setback A) or (MIL-D-70327)
aw_ c installed in a top spare (setback B
through H). See Level of Indenture. (AFLCR SHELF LIFE ACTION CODE
171-91) This is a two character alpha/numeric code which

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT indicates action to be taken by holding activities on 1

A rt gr et n en :n. which have aged to the shelf life established
Sby the Shelf Life Codes in card column 5 of the

amendment to the contract, between the contrLctor b
and the Government settling all or a severabie Change Notice Card. (NAVSUP Pub. 437

portion of a settlement proposal. (DAR 8-101.19) SHELF LIFE CODE

SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL A one position alpha numeric code assigned to a

A termination claim sabmitted by a contractor or shelf life item to indicate its storage time period
subcontractor in the form, and supported by the (Appendix A-47). (DSAM 4140.2/AR

data, required by this section. (DAR 8-101.20/DAC 735-110iNAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101)
76-9) A code assigned to a shelf life item to identify

the period of time beginning with the date of

The liquidation of a claim o authority of a manufacture, cure or assembly and terminated by a
cetiiat on of lim (DOD 500 y f date that the item must be used or subjected to

inspection test, and restorative or disposal action.
SHADOW BOARD (AFLCR 74-13, DOD 4140.27)

This is a silhouetted container with a lockable
cover primarily used and tooled for in-shop work or SHELF LIFE ITEM (TYPE 1)
maintained in the centralized toolrooms or cribs. It An item of supply having a definite
can be locally constructed from plywood and can (non-extendable) storage time period terminated by

hold any number of tools. (AFSCR 6G-9) an expiration date which was established by

HAKEDOWN knowledge gained through experience, observation,

AKEDON p dand technical test data. (AR 700-13, AFMS A phase during which the missile weapon system 673/AFLC Sup 1)
is tried out and subjected to operating conditions to
gain efficiency handling and to become familiar SHELF LIFE ITEM (TYPE II)
with its features and peculiarities. (AFM 67-1) An item of supply with an ass:gned storage time

SHEATHING period which may be extended after the completion

Lumber, plywood, fiberboard, or other material of prescribed and/or restorative action. (AR
fastened to the frame of a crate to prevent loss of 700-13, AFM 67-3/AFLC Sup 1)
contents, pilferage, or entry of dirt, water, and SHELF LIFE ITEM
foreign material into the contents of palletized unit An item of supply possessing deteriorative or

loads. (AFR 71-12) unstable characteristics to the degree that a

SHED SPACE storage time period must be assigne4 to insure that
Area in a building without complete side and end it will perform satisfactorily in service. There are

walls (exclude X-sites and transitory-type shelters.) two types of shelf life items:
(AR 780-62. DOD 4145.13, AFR 69-8) 1. Type I - Shelf Life Item. An item of supply

Space in covered structure having one or more having a definite (nonextendable) storage time
sides and/ or ends ollen.. This term does not include period terminated by an expiration date which was
covered X-sites Y-sites or transitory-type established by empirical and technical test date.
shelters. Shed space is included in the term 2Type 11 - Shelf Life Item. An item of supply

non-warehouse space" for reporting purposes. w a .e s i p wi m b"" with an assigned storage time period which may be .
(AR '320-3)"""extended after the completion of prescribed -.

-] SHED STORAGE SPACE inspection and/cr restorative action. (DSA.1" 1

Space in any covered storatre facility with one or 4140.2/AR 735-1!0iNAVSUP Pub 5003/.1CO
more sides andlor ends open. (AR 740-12) P4460.101. AFR (7-7. AFR 67-16)
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SHELF LIFE (OPERATION CODE 777) period which may be extended after the completion

The cumulative calendar time computed for an of prescribed inspection/test/restorative action.
item of hardware when that item' s serviceability (AR 310-25, DOD 4160.21-M)
status is other than "M" (installed) or "X"~~SHELL CAPACITY (TANKAGE)
(condemned). See Calendar Life. (AFLCR 171-91) The gross volume capacity of the tank, including

SHELF LIFE unusable bottoms. (AFR 144-1)
The total period of time beginning with the date SHELL CAPACITY

of manufacture/cure/assembly ornof an turerat e ti an item may The gross volume of a petroleum storage tar.k as
inspection /test/ restorative action that an rmtne frmtnkclbato. Teyemiremain in the combined wholesale (including determined from tank calibration. The term is

manufacturer) and retail storage system and still synonomous with rated storage capacity. (DOD
remain suitable for issue/use by the end user. 4140.25-M)
(Shelf-life is not to be confused with service-life, SHIFTi which is a measurement of anticipated total in-use The daily working period of a group of
time.) (DOD 4140.27) employees. Employees normally report to a work

A two (2) digit nurieric figure to indicate the station at an assigned time and perform work
expected shelf life in a number of months; e.g., 6, assignments for a given number of hours. When
12, 36. This number indicates that the item has this period is ended they have then completed a
certain physic.l and material characteristics which "shift". This work period cannot be extended to a
limit its stoi age or shelf life. It is used as a guide week 's work, a month's work, or some other
for insuring that such items are not procured to arbitrary neriod. For PQA purposes. the QAR is
meet requirements in excess of th( shelf life of an not required to be present during each shift
item having a shelf life of six months. If the shelf provided: Planned inspections can he performed on
life of the item is indefinite, i.e., unlimited under the material produced during that period: the
reasonable care, the column will be left blank. contractor is agreeable to this arrangement; and
(DSAR 4140.35) there will oe no delay in production/delivery. (AFR

The e-xtent to which the item can be maintained in 74-15)
storage without significaEnt deterioration.
(NAVEXOS P1500) SHIP ACTIVE ITEM LISTING

That period of time during which an item can This is a single volume centrally prepared fistin-
ramain unused in storage before being of items appearing on selected load lists. compile,:
reconditioned or condemned. (DSAM 4140.2/AR and issued quarterly in stock number sequence b%
735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101) cognizance symbol using data contained i' the EA.M

SHELF-LIFE CONDITION CODE card decks. (BUSANDAINST 4400.56)

MILSTRAP Condition Codes "A" "B", and "C". SHIP IMPROVEMENT GUIDE
These specific codes are expanded to provide A catalogue maintained by the Ship

j standard criterip for signifying at the whelesale Characteristics Board of all items which come to it.
level remaining shei',-life of an item from date of attention, or ar- submitted to it by fleet
manufacture/inspection,'.est/restorative action. requirement sponsors research and developmen:
(DOD 4140.27-M) offices, the Board of Inspection and Survey. or

An item of supply possessing deteriorative or Bureau concerned, for consideration for inclusio i;

nl u...table characteristics to the degree that a the Class Improvement Plan. (OPN:A'I.XST i
storage time period must be assigned to assure that 4720.2A)
the item will perform satisfactorily in service. For SHIP OPERATIONSthe medical commodity, the definition of a shelf-life . i
ittin refers only to espiration dated items. Medical For the purpo$C of Aircraft accounting, all flight- 4] ite.'~ wthoutwhich take-off or la nd a boardI a carrier'sliip % (ititeman without an assigned potency expiration (late desigIuted a Ship Operations (SHIP OPS!.
;are defined a-, estimated storage life items. a. (OPNAVINST 5442.21)
Type I - Anl item of supply which is (etermine(,

%thrugh an evaluation of technical test data and/or SHIP REQUISITION
actual experience, ti he an itenm\ witl) defin it, A reqiuisition submitted by a ship. as.-igned ko th-,
nonextedihle oeriod of shelf life. h. lype If - Ai amtive fleet and not u nderg,ing scheduled overhaui.
item of supph.\ ha\iig an assigned shelf-life tim. fill wt ;,eria I req u ired to effect imiediate relpan's to
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a designated SCIP equipment which is inoperative Positive advice of shipment including date of
or operating at less thap 90 percent of designed shipment, mode, bill of lading, airway bill number,
capability. SCIP requisitions will not be submitted as applicable. (AR 725-50)
for normal replenishment of on board stocks. Advice of shipment including Estimated Shipment
SHIP TYPE ELECTRONICPLAN Date or the Date Shipped, the Transportation

A CNO document which sets forth in general Control Num,r or Bill of Lading Number, the
terms the instructions and procedures for mode of shipment, and the port of embarkatian
terstblis in ton m iald reures for (oversea) or date available for shipmant (CONUS).
establishing electronic material requirements for a!i Positive advice of shipment including date ofships under the cognizance of the Navy "
shipsa undernt. e o NiAV n ce of9the.Navy shipment, mode, bill of lading, airway bill number,
Department. (OPNAVINST 09670.2A) etc., as applicable. (DSAM 4140.2/AR
SHIPMENT ACTIVITY 735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101)

A military activity or other agency that plans for, SHIPMENT UNIT
physically assembles, consolidates, documents, and The basic entity for control of cargo moving in
arranges for movement of materiel for the accour.ts the DTS. (DOD 4500.32-R)
of the military departments or other authorized One or more items for shipment to one ultimate
agencies. (AR 320-5) consignee 'in'er a single key transportation control

SHIPMENT DIGIT MARKING number. (DSAR 4500.3) I
Symbols marked on containers and placed on A shipment unit consists of one or more line item

pertinent documents to identify a shipment with a requisitions for shipment to one ultimate consignee
document. (AR 320-5) under a single ke:, transportation control number. - -

(AR 320-5)
SHIPMENT DOCUMENT RELEASE AND CONTROL (SOR&C) (R305
SYSTEM SHIPMENT UNITS IN CONSLLIDATION

An ADPE operation which provides for Two or more shipment ,wits moving in a single
preparation of shipping documentation and container (e.g., CONEX, palletized unit load) to a
establishes and maintains an ADPE suspense of break-bulk point or ultimate consignee. (DOD I
shipments directed by ALC stock control and 4500.32-R)
distribution systems. (AFM 57-1) SHIPMENT

SHIPMENT DOCUMENT RELEASE SYSTEM A line item or group of line items packed.
An ADPE operation which consolidates shipments marked, and documented for movement to a single

by geographical aeas and releases the shipments consignee as identified by the requisitioner.
on a controlled basis. (AFM 67-1) supplementary address, and project codes. A

SHIPMENT IDENTIFIER shipment normally is limited to a single

Group of letters used to identify certain transportation conveyance. (AR725-50)
A consignment of goods from one place,

individuals or groups who travel wholly by air furnished under one contract or subcontract andunder oversea travel orders which employ this released to a carrier for transportation to a single
method. (AR 320-5) destination. (ONMINSP 5000.3)

SHIPMENT ORDER a. Consolidated - Two or more shipment units
An instruction issued by a status control, moving to a break bulk point or ultimate consignee

contracting, requiring, or other activity, directing under a single key transportation control number.
shipment -if Government property. (ONMINST b. Partial - A shipment that has been separaced at
5000.3) a shipping activity into two or more increments for

onward movement with separate documentation for
SHIPMENT SPONSOR each shipment. c. Split - A shipment unit that has
The military department authorizing movement of been separated at a transshipment l)oint into two or

material in the Department of Defense more increments for onward movement with
r.(AR 3205. DOD 4500.32-) se;arate documentation for each increment. d.

SHIPMENT STATUS Unit - A shipment unit consists of one or more line
Positive ;dvice on shipments" i.e.. (late of item requisitions for shipment to one ultimate

shipment. mode. Transportation Control Number. consignee under a single key transportation control
etc. as approlpriatc. (1(11) 4-511.32-R. AR 320-5) number. (AR 310-25)
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SHIPMENTS SHIPPING AGENCY
The movement of maleriel from poii~t of origin to F+or military cargo, the shipping agency is the

destination by any mode. (AFR 67-16) military shipper; 'or personal or nonappropriated A'
fund property, the -,hipping agency is the owner of N

SHIPMENT, CONSOLIDATED the cargo at the time the shipment is presented to
Two or more shipment units movng to a break the terminal for movement tAR 55-16)

hlIk point or ultimate consignee under a single key

transportation control number. (AR 320-5) SHIPPING CONTAINER
Any container which can be used for shipment.

SHIPMENT, PARTIAL being sufficiently sti'ong, by reaso,: of material
A shipment that has bon separated at a shipping design and construction, to be shipped safely

activity into two or more increments foe onward withott undue risk, with no further packaging.*
movement with separate documentation for each (MIL-STD-129C)
shipment. (AR 320-5) Any suitable exterior container used for the

shipment of supplies. (AFA 69-8)SHIPMENT, PLANNING
The concurrent planning of warehousing, SHIPPING CONTROL

consolidating, packaging, and transportation All matters pertaining to convoy organization.
functions at shipping activities to coordinate the routing, reporting and diversion of shipping of all
collective actions essential for efficient preparation allied nations and neutrals under charter thereto.
of shipments and to insure timely responsiveness of It does not include cognizance over the general
transportation. (DOD 4500.32-R, AR 320-5) employment and aflocation of shipping, harbor

movements, loading and unloading. etc., which are
SHIPMENT, SPLIT functions of other agencies. It does not include

A shipaent unit that has been separated at a cognizance or control over the assignment,
transshipment point into two or more increments employment, operations or tactical procedures of
for onw;.rd movement with separate documentation the patrol or escort forces which are related by
for each increment. (AR 320-5) separate functions of the naval commanders. (AR

SHIPPER SERVICE(S) 320-5)
The Office of Secretary of Defense SHIPPING DESIGNATOR

(Transportation), the Military Services (including A code svord assigned to a particular overseas
U.S. Coast Guard when appropiate), and DOD base, port, or area. for specific use as an address
Agencies designated to determine unilaterally on shipments to the overseas .ocation concerned.
common-user sea transportation space The code word is usually four letters and may be
requirements. (AR 55-23/OPNAVINST followed by a number to indicate a particular
4600.17C/AFR 75-37/MC0 4621.2B/DLAR 4500.26) addressee. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5)

SHIPPER SHIPPING DOCUMENT
Any organization/activity that furnishes/delivers An authenticated form evidencing shipment or

materiel to a carrier for movement. The shipper issue from the shipping installation to an authorized
may be a military organization or activity, other receiver. This form contains as mninimum for each
Government agency or a manufacturer or vendor, item shipped or issued the quantity. unit of issue.

(AFR 67-16) unit price. and amount (see release! receipt
document). (DOD 5000.8. AFAI 67-1)

SHIPPING ACTIVITY Forn used to authorize the shipment of
.\ mifitary activity or other Agencies subject to Government property. (AFR i9-8)

this regulation that plan for, physically assemble.
consolidate, document. and arrange for movement SHIPPING OFFICER
of materiel for the Account of the Military The officer accountable for the property being
Departments or other Authorized Agencies. (DOD shipped. who in nw.t _ases ;s the consignor. (AF-I
45110-32. R) (7-11

A, activity that plans for. i)hysicatly assembles. SHIPPING SPACE
consolidates, and arranges f",: th,' mnovem,,nt of The gross area m,!ed to assenibe materiel pending
materia to other Naval activities, to unit., ,f the its loaliig f.,. shipmnent. (AFM 67-1)
fleet or to activities mn,her contract to work en Art% in a b,,ilding without coniplvte side and end
Navy ordnance pljects. (NAVORI) OP 21(65) ,xalls. (AFR (9)



SHIPPING TICKET A component of a line replaceable unit that has aZ
Form accompanying a shipment of supplies. It distinctive stock number of which like spares areA

serves as both anl invoice and a receipt. I ts locally authorized and maintained to support 1
principai function is to transfer accountability for intermediate level repair of the LRU, and to later
supplies from one accountable officer to anothier. permit repair of the shop replacement unit. These
(AR 320-5) components become repair cycle assets when'ISHIPPING TIME processed separately and are subject to DIFMI

-IThe time interval between shipment of materiel controls (T.O. 00-20-3). (AFM 400-1)3
by the supplying activity and receipt of materiel by A sub-unit of a line rep~laceable unit (LRU) that
thfe requiring activity. (DOD 5000.8, DOD 4140.20, has a distinctive stock number for which like spares V
AF31 67-1, AR 1-20-5) are authorized and maintained in base supply to

SHIPINGsupport a qu,,k turn-around repair of the LRIJ, and
4 per mit later repair of the shop replaceable unit.

A trm ppled ollctvel to thoe ips whch These sub-units become repair cycle assets when
are used to transport personnel or cargo, or both; poesdsprtl n r ujc oDF
often modified to denote type, use or force to which cot-s.2FCR5-7
assigned. (AR 320-5)cotos ALR527Z

SHIPPING-TYPE (!TF.) DISCREPANCY SO PC
which is devoted exclusively to maintenance and/orreceived from that shown on the covering

authorized Single Line Item Release/ Rece ipt repair and/or prloduction) of equipment and items, or
Document, purchase order, or other authorized mjries fiesaeocpe yslevsr
shipping document and is not the result of and their clerica! staff, when their function is
transportation type error. (AFR 67-16) confined toi supervisiun within the confines of the

SHIPINGSTORGE ONTANERbuilding, is also included. The unit of measure is
AHPIG/TR3 CONTAINERprvdseteeniom ta gross square feet and( Real Property Facility Basic

or physialne bhchp odsth revrnetl Ctgr Numbers of the 20 sc-4i1-- are applicable.
or pysicl prtecton, r bth, o anftemdurig (AL~i400-2, 1o X

storage, handling, or shipment and which mneets
regulatory requirements for transpor-tability. SHOP STOCK
safety, and hfu mani engineering functions. That material authorized for- stoekage by DSFF
(AFSC/AFLC 80-31) (in the 'udgwent of the responsible supervisoriI SIPSANDCRAT OGANC T A ILIARYSERICE rpqtliredl for the daily maintenance and repair of

Ships and craft assigned to and forming an H/faites'ok rds. ol'en woi
essential part of a miiayorganization. (DOD Stoppages. This matii l vl be controlled
i160.10) mltr (receipts /:IN; tes) by posting to the Material Use

i ~~~SHOP COMPLETE INSPECTIONLo.(F R71)
The insp~ectiorn performed at a p~oint in the SHOP SUPPLIES

Iiproduction cycle prior to flight test for the purpose :xlpeillble itemns conls-ued inl opleration and

satisfactorily completed and dtocumentedI by the flux~. welding r'od). (AR 320-5)
contractor and that the end items are ready for SHOP SUPPLY

theeeemn reifre a mpeittenahvehunititali.,e withl?
FR 74-I., I providIing tilie r'epa ir parts. asseidie. co e lmlpoeiItS

(lv~al-.q If %%icl Is used I. fcl itile 320f5)

'llilrt J illgle logistiv progi .ill. (A FH.(M SHOP TEST BENICH SYSTEM

SHOP REPLACEABLE UNIT (SRI)) teiins: .1s vt 4w' ,i- ir: Tv'5; liari'iiis: . %eniir
.1 inuidli. fill- anl I R~ I' %I i i :l b 14111vi" fre'i visi and cesioie~.: 'rt*si wiwk i'ti~b:

thel(. 1. at .1n lilt Iiun*'mliaitc r~i farility . Il A\pplicable h.1 han l~k. foret :,0.,.11 te't -0ts:
13)liir oi nuninl lt * se'.s.



power supplies, and accessories necessary to permit SHORT TIMER4

operational testing of the system or set,' and, unit--. An IS which fails in a time inter.al defined bY
assemblies, and subassemblies thereof, the appropriate IM. In general, the interval is fromn
(BUWEPSINST 10550.14) 16-50 houiz,. Exceptions are: I.N-!4, 21-70 hours;

SHOPPING LIST KT-76 - Not A,.plicable (no elapse(! time indicator
Refers to the complete list of material contained (ETIA) Meter). (AFLCM 66-309)

within and supporting the budget estimates as SHORT TOUR OF ACTIVE DUTY
~ Isubmitted by the President to the Congress A tour of active duty for training for the purpose

annually in January for the ensuing fiscal year. of maintaining unit or individual profficiercy. Short .
(NA VMATINST 4260.31A) tours will be of 15 consecutive. days duration,
SHOPPING LISTS (PROCUREMENT LISTS) including trave; time. (AFM 67-1)

1A list of major items developed by OPNAV SHORTAGE PARAMETER
sponsors and provided by the formal programming A cozitro; ust-d io constrain the number of days of
system in guidance documents from the Director of timeweighted, essential ity-weighted requisitions
Navy Program Planning ill the Program Objectives short forecast to that cstablished by DOD policy or

1 ~(Annex A) and in the FYDP Material Annex and to th ud vial o netr.Ti oto
Weapos Ditionry. NATMT P-215)acts as an inmpli ed shortage cost. (DOI) 4140.39)

SHORAN SHORTAGE
A precise short-range electronic navigation 1.Ie soraeiashtgedeoasot

systm wichusesthetim of ravl o l~use-ype count within a container, box and/or package. This
transmission from two or more fixed stationis to i os~ee hpigtp ie)dsrpny

1measure slant-range distance from the stations. Shortages of boxes. packages. or loose articles of
Also, in conjunction with suitable computer. used in freight in a SEAVAN. MILVAX, 31SCVAX. RORO
precision bombing. (JCS Pub 1) trailer, or a CONEX are reportable as a4
SHORE ACTIVITIES ITEM PLANNING transportation-type discrepancy. 3

The determination of the facility requirements for 2. Shortages in quantity 'of packages o,- loose
individual short activities of the naval freight. as recorded on the app~licable bill of lading 2

ciestablishmpnt. (BUWEPS 5200.25) and/or freight bill. are transportat~on-type
SHOR HAL COVOYdiscrepancies. (AFR 67-16)

A convoy whose voyage lies in general ih. coastal SHORTCCMING
wateis and whose ports/water terminals of A materiel defect other than a (leficiency whic;i
departure and arrival lie in different countries, must be corrected to increase efficiency or to make
(AR 320-5) the itepi eenipletely serviceable. (T.11 :3,-7501

QSHORT LIFE ITEM A malfunction or defect in equlipment which

i tem whose estimated average service life is less redi-ces its effectiveness or capabilities. (AFR
than 5 years. (AR 320-5) 167-1)

SHORT RANGE SUPPORT SHORTFALL

That which usually is accompllishetd organically Any dleficit existing between plainned p~roduct ion
within I vear of reqluiremnent submittal. (AFI.CR and ava-!able capacity. (AFSCR 84-Ij

l~i;:14)SHOULD-COST ESTIMATE
SHORT SUPPLY .Au estimlate of contract l'ive whlich rt'Clt'is ai

Thlt status oif anl item re:mnlting from the tota! le~ el of contractor eeonoinix aind efficieicv that
,to ck on hanid plus antic ipmt e4 recipts du ring ai should I-' reasonalyi achi'eed. It I., atc'oinl lishetd
-ivv~l pe'riodl ht'im. ni !- than t he total dlemaind by a~ (Oierment tea lin of CompI trodller'. procurieimen t.

di;ring that Iit-riod. (DIOD S-O011.8 cont ric: adnuinisiratimu. audit. and engineering
All itei'm i.,iin shoirt su pply v wl-vi tilit' totalI of stock rt'prest'iitat ivt's performing ail i ii-d.'pti Cost

oin hand and ant icipa ted receiplts 1111i m i.i r iVen alna IVsis at tlit contriactor.'s anil s ul,coiitiactors
lierioll is lt'ss t hao 1t. total est inlatt' ivlltianal plants. Its Iiii'list. is to develop a realistitc price'
iduriing that lier:'ail. (At 3~l:205. .JCS Puib adajet'tive fori neigotiation purmpose's (AF' I 73-Ii
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SHOWDOWN INSPECTION 8. Any change in store electrical or electronic

Inspection of all individual clothing and connectors or ch arac teris tics.
equijln'eat or orgai~izational equipment to insure its 9. Any change in store safing or arming desii,

complle'.eness an -rieblt. (AR 320-5) 10. Ne- store nomenclature.I
SHOWDOWN SHORTAGE LIST 11. . change in basic store structural

A list indicating shortages in the supplies caatrsis
authrizd al oganzaton a tie o reeip of 12. Any change in environmental tolerance.

arieng or gansiretin auturtimeofeept ofth 13. Any change in functional conecpt
warnng rdes drecingfutre ovenen ofthe (AF'LCR/AFSCtt 80-28)~1organization to a port of embarkation for overseas

destination. (AFM 67-1) SIGNIFICANT VARIANCES

SICA LEVEL OF AUTHORITY Those differences between planned and aetud
A code that itezitifies the levels of authority of a perfornvince whichl require further review. analvsi*.

SICA. The code indicates (1I, Logiitics Mla'eriel or actio . Alorae hehls hud
2 1Management. (2) Level of Repniiiyad (3) 2stablished as to the magnitude of variances- n 1ic6'

Basis of Categorization. (DOD 4i60.21-11-i0 li require variance analysis. tDOD 7000.21
Those differences between p~lanned andl actua:A

SIGNAL CODE , ups p perfcrmance which require further review, analysis

A single alphabetic code ha-.ing dual pups " or action. Appropri -ate thresholds should * withat it designates the fields co;4aining the intended established as to the magnitude of variances which
consignee (ship to) and the activity (bill to) to will require variance anhlysis. (AFSCP/AFLCP
receive and effect payment of bills, when 173-5)
applicable. The "Bill to" activity for intraNavy
transactions also may indicate the chargeable or SILO
accountable activity. (NAVSUP Pub. 437) A missile shelter that consists of a hiardiened

vertical hole in the ground with facilities either for
SIGNATURE lfigtemsiet anhpsto.o frdrc

A minimum sit;nature for main'eiiace recor i ftn h isl t anhpstin rfrdr0 T'Illch frcni the shelter. (AFM 11-1)
purpnses, required by this groub of !ech.iicen'
will consist of the writt n first 'name initiu: a'rti ,IAfi ITEM CONCEPT
name. 1Iouever, use of both initials or a complete R. lates anl item with known usage to new item t(
first name and middle initial will not be considered form a basis for source coding decision,,. (AFL('M
in error. (T.O. 00-20-1) 66-2,
SIGNIFICANCE CODE SIMILAR ITEM

A code used to indicate the relative value of a job An item that p~erforms~ a like function witih
order. Coding to be used is: operation and application piaramneters and desip!

S - Significant characteristic being comp~arable. (AFLCM 66-21
N - Not significantSIPE

X -Undtemind (FSM 17-25)Ani electronic unit. channel. having only one
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE function.

Any change in store characteristics that results in SIMPLIICAIO

An'. oiie f :e foowin a: odn csae The determination of unneeded items cairrentli inl

1. Ay eangeto xteral e~odnamc shpe. the supply qvstei. This involves a supply technical
2. Anii change in armiiig wire or lanyard routing r;i~ f(i~lctig vrapn nlii~lt

.3 An chneafcigteEetoantc items. It Icads to a reution in unin hIIer of s i linaar
R a t o n v ciinm et inh l c r m g e i ite mls. (D)S M 31 2 0

It~il~i ton Enironent.The' elim ination of uniineeded items enurre ni v InI
4. .Any change iin sutsplens!in lug locat ion. tes ii~ m hsivle upy* iii:
5. A 112 inch oir greater shift of store center of reiw olinint du1caiu.ovlupon.aoi

gravity excluding any aliowabile tolerance. .
6. . A -picent (it greater chang~e of stare oslt tields. euto l inl-

weight if vaieIties. typie.- and ,ize.,. (FED) 31 .N 11-20 !A;

7. A Ill puercenit or rrpJitr chiange ill pitch~ i SIMPLIFIED PROGRAM CHANGE PROPOSALSvaW nloilileilt, uif liwi-tia. Pllwzak~u~ to reco'rd eluallles Itm tii- wuoreledj



I 0
program or component thereof, submitted on a The Setcretary tif the Department who is
short PCP format. reflecting decisions already made designated by the Secretary of Defense to be
by the Secretary of Defense, or c-orrections or responsible for the organization and opleration of

j djustmnents which are not in conflict with the the Singb, M1anager Assignment for Airlift Service.
ap~proved program. (DOD 7045.1) (AFR 76-33)

SIMUTANEUS DTONAIONA designation used p~rior 'o establishng the DSA.
The detonat.on of two or more items that arl& ALM 22

near each other'. with one itemi detonating after the A M1ilitary Department or Agency designated by
next. and with such short intervals between teSceayo ees ob epnil o
detonations, that the overall detonation appears to managoment o' specified commodities or common
have emianated from a single itemn. Pressures service activities onl a Department of Defense-wideN
produced by these independent detonations grow basis. (JCS Pub 1)

togeth(-r (coalesce) within very short distances from The AFSC program manager (PM'.) as the "single
their Sources, to cause peak overpressures greater manager" is the person responsible for managing

jthan that of each independent source. The pressure an activation/alteration project or program at a

curve is like that resulting from the total wEight of specific location. His SATAF responsibilities are
explosiveF involved, or- would extend over a slightly controlied and cani-ed out by the SATAFI
longer time period. (See propagating explosion.) commandler as p~rovided in nara 3b. Functions of

'4(AFR? 127-100, Attachment 1) the single manager are outlined in AFR 66-2.

SINGLE ASSEMBLY AND DETAILS(FS/FC 80-1
Single assembly and all available documents SINGLE MANAGER OPERATING AGENCY

referenced onl thie assembly. (AFR 67-4/AR An organization which, under the direction of the
700-96/NA V.IATINST 4000.35/11CO 4235.22) Executive Director for Airlift Service, shall direct

SINGLE DEPARTMENT PROCUREMENT and control J1l assigned functions for airlift service.
Where one military department procures certain IshlbetldteNiiarAir Transport Service.

su~pplies to satisfy thle requirements of all military (AFR 76-33)
departments. (DAR 4-101) SINGLE POINT CONTACT

SINGLE DEPARTMENT PURCHASE The designated activity within each component
Amethod of purchase whereby one department which is the contact for other DOD comlionelis on

busparticular commodities for another department all matters dealing with joint use T11s. (AFR
or'departments. (AF11 11-1. JCS Pub 1) 66-19/AR 310-70i\AV'MATlNST 5600.11A/MCO

SINGLE DOCUMENT V
One drawing, list. specification, excluding SINGLE POINT MANAGER (SPM)

documents referenced, but including all sheets of A single point of logistics suplpor't responsibility
pages of a multiple sheet/page document. (APR establishedI at anl A31A or other AFLC organization
67-4 /AR 700-96/NA VIATI.XST 4000.35/MCO for a portion of the AMAP for management purposes.
4235.22) U.S. APPROVED FORCES (AFLCR 400-23)

Forces specified in the Fire Year D)efense SINGLE PROCUREMENT
Program, aind the Coast Guard when assignedl to thle Procuremniit of maiteietl pursuant! to assiglinwntsl.

Nav. FR6797of pr'ocuire men t i'espom'siliiii Inale oxt ii lie
SINGLE LINE REQUISITION Secretary oif Defense- includes sinlIlt' lit'par'.mt-ni-i1

.1 clinjile.telv docuimented requie.'t for a sta ted pr'ocur lemenlt . pla n t-cocni izal net' pr'~ii llreivi'n . andit

11II14 ; it o v'f one iteml of su1pply v .1ay he contIa inied joint procunremient . ( Aft 37-71,
in all ,O-vlunln punlic~tardl. (A~R :320-5) Procuremient olf supplies puiislall Io;~~II i:'

SINGLE MANAGER ofvvtr p (if eense. (AI C.1 oii:-~t id' i ~t
Tit SerreItal'v of ;: I ilarv Dlpi in -elwho is ~tctti~ fletne AF .CM -7. A FS(' .17-2)

Ill...'iae lhV tilt' Secrltar'y 4f l)t-ft' o it ,, SINGLE PROGRAM CONCEPT

320-1) .JCS Pub 1) Ili all i lei~ d flor Ow 1-.1.1l iisin., equ llivihll. 111.1h I"ill

630- -
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IMP prodIuction" and "in service." All onl Idnd anid onl SITE ACTIVATION
order assets are then considlered in determining net The process reqjuired to bring a site to
procurement requirements. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM operational readiness, includling facifity
65-2. AFR 67-25) construction. the accumulation and installation of

S;NGE RVETED BRRIADEaerospace ground e(1ulipment, the calibration and
checkout of the site as a svstem, and the acceptance

R onlwihhsbe oiidb eann of the complete system by the operational command.
wall, preferably of concrete, or such slope and Specifically excluded from this definition are the
thickness as to hold firmi lin place, the 3 feet width design of fitcilities and the design, development, and
of earth required for the top. with ite earth at the fabrication of aerospace vehicles anid aerospace
natural angle onl one side. All other retluirements of grudeupetu2oanLnldn eieyo

Aa mound izliall be al.plicabie to the siagle revetted sc qimn ndc ttecnrco'spat
barricade. (DOD 4145.23) (AFR 400-30) -P

SINGE SRVIE UER TEMIncludes contractual effort associated with Elie
An iem f sppl tht i recrde intheFedral installation and check-out of equipment at the sre,

Catalog System as anl active item, is authorized for sach as contractor operation, maintenance and
procitrement. and has only one Service/Agency with support (if the site prior to turnover to the using21
a recorded interest. (DOD 4140.34M) comn.?FSL132

The process requitJ~ to bring a s:te to
SINGLE SUBMITTER CATALOGER operational readiness including facility construction.

For this procedure , will be defined as the activity the 1&C of alIl sisten. and supporting equipments.
designated as th2 PICA. The actual single and atccep~tance of the site by tht operating
submitter will be the activity so designated within command. (AFSC/AFLCR 800-11)
the MOE rule. Excluded from single submitter SIEATRIO

trnscton i M in hih cataloging SIEALEATO
trasatins is MD in whchAn upd(ate. - modification, or additive effort .

transactions, initiated by the PICA or SICA(s), are dei-nd to improve the- site or ensure compatibility 1
appropriate for direct submittal to DLSC. (AFLCR wt 3sse eurmnsadrqiigpyia
400-21/DARCOMR 700-99/NAV.1ATINIST wt ytmrqieinsadrqiigpyiachan-es to site hardware. Incorporation of such
4790.23AIMCO P4410.22A) change is by anl agency other than the operating3i

SINGLE VENDOR INTEGRITY command and (loe-; not include minor changes to. or
The stipulation that any given component of a single tests onl. noncritical pwt ions of the site.

weapon system will be furnished by the same (AFSC/AFL.CR 800-11)
vendor for all aircraft purchased tinder the SITE FACILITIES
p''icurenlent contemplated. (AFR 400-3) Site facilities consist of hoiising facilities of a
SINGLE-MANAGER ASSIGNMENT. POTENTIAL temnporar.% nature. s:ich as tent slabs or hutments.

A group or groups of commodity-related items accompanied bynecess;; supporting facilitieS.
that are uinder study to dletermine if a single such as meshalls and latrines. (AR 210-22)
manaL'er assignment for the items are otherwise SITE PREPARATION
hieing considered for assignment to a single That wvork necessa ev to produce anl adequalt a nil1
mana11;ger. (1D0D i000.8) usi lilt, s it.. filr a Conl.t i o~iion) p~rject hi tiding

SIGL-UE MClearing. by rough g .radingv. and r. noval (if
TNs procured for the sole use (,f one DOD eitn tntr idltiiis A 151

componeiint. (:XFR1 6fi-l!/AR? :3Io-7(INAV:'%IATI'1ST S&E PERSONNEL
56111.1 1I C U 5215.1f(I i)SA It 4151J'i M ilitariy and rivilian. liers"IillwI .: s inlt dto

XII '. .e loille~es aiid .iilirjlntig tccliinil tor . n ugh E!X :avi t 91 27 IF t.\;iiic andote FC

Ca cit it'' :i.- s iwiatl td WitlIi thi' te m andl ioca ttd '' X ' I
wvithin :a ;iniit&d -tiiraphiral arva. I'R l10 l1i30i

.X II :eicn ieii a ndl sIiliit ii, terliiica I S&T INTELLIGENCE
Cair;lil it's 1.matteil 1 ithliii; 'perific -- rat i vanri.iic l a rea. Ii .t ~ i~~~s

.XFSC .\FI. ( 10n-l1. .X II .( t : 21 . b~c h~e'litit n Iasit :in1il .a11ilit-d
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research in i-Z.iral Ind- applied sciences 311d applied materiel. A personnel slice. e.g., generall%~ consists

ninig tecnqus of the total strength of the stated basie obtn
2. S&T characteristics. capabilities, and element. plus its proportionate share of all J

limitations of foreign military systems. wteapons. supporting and higher headquarters pt-sonle. (.CS
weapon systems. aiid materiel. Pub 1)

3. Production methods, organizations, facilities, SIPG
and personalities inivolv.,ed in manufacturing foreign SIPG

4military systems. weapons, weapon systems, and Delay in meeting scheduled objc~tives under a
materiel. (AFSCR 200-3) program. Related delay in financial impact. (DOT)

5000.8)
S&T IhTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION SLT OD

Involves proeess~n-, analyzing, interpreting, detfsthspciclaioofniem iti
evaluating, and 4itegrating information neessary Inifie the orcii b b locto For a ine u-ih

a IS inor subasse.ml. Frexam~ple,asigexs
tOpiqi1~011 IlU accelerometer ma occpy the X. 11, or Z position of

briefings, reports. working papers. technical briefs, aclrmtrmyou
findings. technikal handbooks, nnd similar anS.(FC 6-39

Adocuments. (AFSCR 200-3) SLOW BUILD-UP POLICY
When the configuration of the end itemv ;i theSKIDDING

Skidding is the placement of aluminum or wood policy of provisioning spaces in quantity for

skid runners, with connecting structure, under inventory. (AFM 67-1)
'-4industrial plant equipment for protection and to S10W-MOVING ITEMS

facilitate hrndlitzg. (TM 38260/NAVSUP Pub ltenn: which have relativeiy lowv ann.Itala
523/AFR 71-18/MC'O A870.62/DSAM 4145.9) system-wide demands and for which demands are-

SLATE ITEMsporadic a-d unpredictable as to location cf next
Bulk petroleum and packaged bulk petroleum ~crec. Iv'tr aaeswl eeo

items which are requisitioned for oversea use by maigu rtra hc r eae oscthings as the nature of items. repair cycle.means of a consolidated requirement document,. esnlrqieet n mltr plrtoi.i
prepared and submitted through Joint Petroleum orero rqieent anheselitemy upl nd thir

Office channels. Piickaged petroleum items are ore o ietfAhs tm ne hi
requisitioned in accordance with normal cogiac.(EADIS 4011
requisiioning procedures. (JCS Pub 1. AFM 11-1. SM AND/OR E ALC

AR 320-5) An A' IC having System Management or !teinV SLATESManagement responsibility for the weapon andior
Monthly reports of p~lanned requirements for support system or end article being procured on

tanker delivery. There are two types: contract. (AFLCR i-t-27l
I. Overseas Bulk Petroleumn Products Slate SO OR 10 ALC

(Overseas Slate). The Al C having responsib;lity for the
2. CONES Bulk Petroleum Produets Slate management of wea:Jon/support -system, 0-~ items of

(CO.NES Slate). (DOD 4!40.25-9) equipment as delineated ii, TAO 00-25-115 and
SLAE EUIPENTAFLCR 23-30. See AFI.CR 66-43 for specific AI.CI ~~~~Equipm-wnt normally used in a mock-up or similar reconiicts Afo.r m66g-33of)oit~ant

dle-ice (other than that controlled by IEMOi, ntat.(LC (1-)
requiredl for functional testing of production end SMALL ARMS
Items, or thtir components. This is obtained via an All arms. including ;iutomaitic wealti-s. lil III :Indl
AFI.C Form 244. 1AFI.CR 661-53) including 31) inillinivt;'rs 1i .1*-! iniches). 1WS Pull 1)

SLENDRNESSRATIOHand guns: shouli der fircdt-i l icaos: fight
a, antiLic wt';iponu Mo III to and incldlii 511 u~tI her

A roll figii r;: ion factor expressini, the ratio of .I mal igiu: reCelIlv"s r-ifitllt' up , Ito I cul
r(Ickvt! til ienilt I to its dianmeter (A FM 11 -1)~ mi.iur~ su oa i nldn 1mi:rc

I ~~SLICE himicliers. Iran por~'itable. --reiade h:ii rlier.. ii t
.11ii altil t rc !ri: tic ph iii~fac'.or usedo in obita in antd shouil der firedl: and indit iduiai!% ot-1ivri tel

v.,t liatt- df re.j 1 areis ft'r liersii-i anid we:;plons which are lportai ls'. anld or call hu fire;Ii%



xithoiut special mounts or firing de.i. vi and which rcpair of the end article(s) on contrect tA.lCM
hav'e potential use in civil Jisturbanices an~d Ere iii-3. AFSCM 65-2)
v ---r-bl totet NOTE: This will include, all (NDN
Weapons meeting this criteria reezrdless of origin AlnigothMonrohesatliody at

inci~dig frein. ommrcil a~d onapz~prited such slow speed as to avoid a crash ar destruction -
flinds weapons as well as museum Pieces. Of the landing vehicle. Soft landings on the Moon 'I-

regardless of whether or not the weaponms hjave an aeaiiiae yueo er-okt o
Z~SN. i~D 4]0.21~'.slowdown of t0e landingr vehicle; soft landing on

SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION Mars may be ac.-omplislied by twrtiai use of the
Ammiiofor use in, imafl arms. i.e., a!; Mrzan atmoshe;.M Zwre. toolng .I'1

aninuiton iptoand includisng 30 miillimeters V AR

SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN equipment: Incledessuhtig;s nner-.
one wvhi.-h is certified as such by the Smal; technicaol data. computer p71LTgrs. etc. IAFSCL

Business Administration, or one which, together 173-2j
with its affiliates, has fewer than 500 enpleyees. is The term sa)ft' are. as used in this regulation,
independently owned and operated, and is uot appilies co.1eclively to ATE ar. geinerzl purposc
doninant in its field. (AR 320-5) ADP softw~re Whenever poSsible, tne term

A concern that is independently ownied and software should be used with th' an.projiriate
operated. is not dominant in the field of operation modifying term. (AFLCR 66-21)
;n which it is bidding on Goernment contracts, and .1 set of comptiter programs. pr(*edrs n
with its afffiates. can further qualifyi und:!r the associated documentation concerned with the
criteia established by the Smail Blisiti:: operation of a data prossngsyte. e.g..
Administration. I-DAC 7;&-15) compilers. libra-ry routines. manuals. circuit

SMALL DEVELOPMENT REQUIRFAWETh di grams. t catgr oub sotaeiniie
A .tatement ofPDepartment ofteAm ed programs adroutines us'ed to extend the aatly
fo tm ofequipmont of low cost aind sinaplicity of automati. data processing equipment WAPM.

which can be developed ii' a relatively short time. Tvypes. of software are as follows:
(AR 705-5. AR 1i-25) 1) Basic software cowtpri.,es those r.,utines and

SMAL-LO STOAGEprograms designed to extend or facilitae the use of
Geae-Wiy considered to be a qv:!inity of less tha a ticuar APPE. the requirement for which takes

one pallet stack. siac.'2d to maximum stoag inzo. account t'w design characteristics of the 4
height. Thus. the term refers to a lot consisting of equipment. Examples of loasic sotftware zrt,
from one container to two or more pallet londs, but executi-t: and upe rating programs: diagnostic
is not of sufficient ciizntity to form a complete program:coplr:aebls:uiiyruns
pallet cohuoin. (JCS Pub 1. AR 323-5) suich a-, sore-nmerge and input-output convt.-rsion

CWUMSREPOTING USTOIANSroutines: ile ard data mtanagemnit pirograms.I
53111IMS EPORING USTOIANSErroirs in AFLC-prt-parril bansic stiftwart will bet

i\X)MS reporting custodian is. any rep~orting analyze,! ;icrortiing to~ AFI.CR 17. -l54 and repiorted
csotiaii t;-at is tiperatinig under the provisio'is of in accordance with paragraph, 7 of this reg-flation.

the Naval Aviiltitin Maintenance and Material when required BRin and IIiiiI! basic softwaire

-m.ntent Marual 133! Srstiumi. errors trill lie reported accorolingi t, pai'a-ritplis s
-' ~SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER u i

A ;hiju'coe asine ~y th Feerl 21 .Aiiiiicatimi stiftwiart csnsists oif !hose rnn.

(ii' ~ I, vrae ta eah indlividulal wvhich is used ;o . oporm lsgmi i i 'rA~' aest
-fi .zi-fc a, ' o airhorls is i lishltl slaer'fir nui-sion-iorieiviel ta-ks. :ohs. or

funii's using. the :tvailable AImPE andl !.:3iC

luulaicant. ,.iftware. Aljirtatiiii; stiftware mnay lit- *r;nerii
SOFT CONSUMABLE ITEMS putrli-is. plaekages. suchm i$. tgt. ,,-

All item u ch~.ad ;. ,xy lorc s freausc. arruntig. parroll. iachrlime tilol caantr-i. or*t.. or

rinnl-letl. produainton. -er rinig. na:iailc :aaurt un -. iAngle .,r jioiteil user 's funcltin such as bise
* t 5



le~ ci pers~onnel, dep ot inaintenance, u iile or SOLID WASTE
satellite control. logistics controi. ind the like. Includes garbage, refuse, and other discar(1edi
(AFLCR 171-30) materials resulting fromi indust:ial, commercial, and

SOTWRE(AT ATMAIO)agricultural operations, and from community
SOTWAR p AA AOfMrgAmIONg upro tl activities Mining and agricultural solid wastes, l
rtines wichag is progride (o supr availablevity hazordous wastes, sludges, constructi~n, Pand

rouine w ich is proid d ( r i a ail bl wih)a demolition w nstes, and infectious wastes are notgiven eomputer. The package generally includes: a
assembler, a compiler, and operating system (or icue nti aeoy DD46.1M
nionitor), debugging aids, and a library of SORT CODE
sturoutines. (AFM 11-1) Twvo charact-r code, c-, uter assigned. which

The totality of programs and routiros used to identifies transactions and is utilized for the
extend the capabilities of computer, such as sequencing of transactions. A detailed list of sort
compilers, assemblers, narrators, routines and codes and their descriptions is included in Chapter
suLroutines. (AFM 11-1) 5. (AFLCR 171-26)

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS SORTIE
All of the linked and interactive computer The flight of a single aircraft from takecff untilLIprogvrams and associated documentation, including landi-g. A sortie begins when the aircraft becomes

operating aduser prcdrswihmk pa ibreadterminates whnoeof the following
operational computer system. (AFLCR 171-86) '.0nditios dccurs: a. Engines shutdowii occurs at or
SOLE SOURCE before 5 minutes after touchdown. b. The aircraft

Soliciting a proposal fiom only a single source has been on the ground for 5 minutes after
(NAVAIAT P-4215) touchdown and] is not conducting a -eries of

practice 'landings. (A series of practice latidings
SOLICITATION NUMBER will be eonsidered as one sortie). c. A change isIsolicitation action. (AFLCR 70-11) extraction and/or subsequent air drops for cargo

SOLCITTIO RVIE BORDaircraft, bombing mission and/or subsequent recap
For contra('? below the AR 715-6 thieshold, *I for fighter J:ircraft (vihen no landing is invohved)

group of resp'tnsible personnel represcnting the, will not be considered as indlividlual sorties. (AF's
various functioni areas involved in a procurement, 65-110)
apploin~ted by the conmmander of each installation or 1. A sudden attack made rom a defensive
activity having a purchasing function, to act as position. In this meaning, it is sometimes called a
advisors to the Contracting Officers eoncerii.ig the sly
method of procurement to be used in specific, cases Afl op~erational flight by one aircraft.
and the adequacey of the solicitation and the 3. To depart from at port or anchorage. with an

solid state. nec-essaryv for s usta inc mcl . obnto fltesadlrnmrl.

hle ho" ,ase. t1l1aI prodlu'e thrust, ( .\FM II - ) for the mlainltenlance or Inlir or :1 wealli suilll')0t
.A ro('ket lpropllllu( inlli state (i0n~rstiu f all UYt in1l pieck. o (I t 'vivut. ( k\ FI.CM1 6-5-3)

the ....... "'' %:Irv foil 'ustaiuled eical (ot is gi t'i 0( I t iteillit to indic-atte thl(
vol;:uilt ion .~.i proleflaits are tisiiail' inl Ilanner of ]WHt~ri t .1l iti . U!w

pl iti(-likc. vai~ed forml They 111rn1 oil thvir v~o.,ed 'ipair. or. overhaid11 of enld itemls. 11 7
geI~*Itjug i ntehust "a"("; to produic a 700~-,$2/0l 1NA VINSTI 11 10.2' AF11 661- 110, I

Ieactiot1 flore. tAl-M 127-2011 110I 2, N lul) Ih 1110 6)
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SOURCE CODING also contain the following notes: "Only% the item(s)
The assignment. at the time of provisioning, of listed on this drawing and -identified by Vendor ' s

codes made upt of letters and numerals, to itemis to name(si, address(es), and part number(s, have been
indicate to a consumer the source (i.e., suipply tested and approved by (name of equipment design
system. manufacturing, next higher assembly, etc.) activity-) for use in (nlame of item). A substitute
for an item required] for the maintenance or repair iteml shall Pot be used without prior testing and
of anl eqluipment. The code may include an approval by (name of equip)ment design activity)".
indication of the maintenance echelon cavable Of (MIL-STD-7)
manufacturing oi- testing the itern prior to
installation, the maintenance echelon capable of SOURCE DATA
installing the itemn in an equipment, and the Data generated in) the course of research.
recoverability status (if any) of the item. development, design engineering and the production
(NAVEXOS P-1500, SECNAVINST 4423.2A, DOD of systems, materiel and services. (DOD 5010.11) A
3232.4) Supply tables, equipment authorization

Assigning letters or numerals to each item at the documents, special lists of items, the Grant Aid'.
time of or- before provisioning to indicate to the Materiel Program, etc. (AFM 67-1)
uiser thle source (i.e.. supply system, manufacturing, Data obtained froml research, development, design
next higher assembly, etc.) of an itemr (AEM engineering and the production of systems, material Y
67-25) and services, which are subsequently used in

SORE OIN EEIGdeveloping TMs. (AFR 66-19/AR

Ail assembly of personnel of all interested 307/IA AI T.601 /C
.4segments ofthe Air Force and industry to perform 5215.16f/DSAR 4151.9)

the source coding action(s,. (AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM11 SOURCE DATA AUTOMATION (SDA)
65-2) A technique directed toward mechanizing and

SOURCE CODING TEAM CHAIRMAN p~erpetuiatin~g original information at the time of its
Those groups, composed of representatives of originiationi in a media which permits further

various interestedl components of HQ AFLC. processing from "mnachine-to- machine' rather thanl
SSM/EAIM A.IAs supply and mapintenance froml ",i~ to-esn hstcnqerqie
p~ersonnel, IM AIIAs as required, and other emlo~ing automatic devices designed to accept
.nterested comimands and services, who have 'oeen data directly fromn the event creating thle data. V
selected and authorized to perform and/or assist in them ebv in.ni.nizing mnanna I involvemen t in recording
source coding action(s), establish replacement data. (ASOINST P4440.60)
factoes. recommended Leitial Spares Support l.ist Capturing daul; onl magnetic media and in
(ISSL) requirements. If applicable, and assign computer piocessahh' format at thle s ame time thle
recoverability status or expendable codes;. (AFLCM required hardcopy dloctument is prepared. (APSCR

65-3. AFSCM 6.5-2) 70-13)
SOURCE CONTROL DRAW!NG SOURCE DOCUMENT

d PI c tion bly arovdesig ath itrform Te drsain iS i .e 111t i eo rd,;tio. al us tilne n t u er. nand disp ha

ident ified b% 'the contractor (ie.ign 'act ivity'-; nam me (AI R:320)-51
%W1 dfmlinher and shall show thle vendor ,s name. .' n original document iuntainiug information 7
add ;'''ss ain,] part 111m, in ei . H owever, when tile whic~.h has beenl key pu" Idied into a1 computer inpu PU

soucec~ itoldra iuahei ~ usd s ist e'~ card. iLe . I)1) Form) 250. "Ma temi Insp~ct ion an -l
d nole ,hall I)% Ida ced onl tilie asse ld i ua ig Recei\ ing R~eporit." (A FM 67-! I

lis totheeffvt I~'t: FO~i~lCUIEM 1 nkv documlent froi which data is extracted or
PA~~~~~fl'~~I sUBR SE~1fW tNIO if.'ed li prepara tion of' input to tlle system).

DIL\WISG."' A soimIXkA '1wr:ol r n sall' ibcm

identified liv tiff. wor':, ,.F.(1 "o R -117N1
DRAWIVNG"' adiaceiit to the 1iti:' 11lock andl shall SOURCE IDENTIFICATION AND ORDERING AUTHORIZATIONN
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PIE=
FORM A group of senior military and/or Government

The SIOATH is a form used to advise the civilian personnel appointed to the SSA to act as his
contractor supply source of the effective price(s) staff and advisors in source selection. The
for activities authorized to order or requisition members of the SSAC will be selected from
product from that source and the target quantity to organizational levels sufficiently high to insure
be withdrawn by each. it also advises the ordering necessary visibility of all consideration affecting
activities of all the supply data necessary to the systems, subsystems or projects. All concerned
schedule product and place a proper order. (DOD functional areas involved in the procurement will be4140.25-M) represented on the SSAC (e.g., the user, R&D,

SOURCE INSPECTION logistics, other DOD components and other

The inspection of supplies or services at the point e rFe an d repsenis aeerl
of manufacture or point of shipment. Sometimes each Air Force command erersented is a general
called origin inspection. (ONMINST 5000.3) officer. The SSA the Secretar. of the Air Force

or the Secretary of Defense. The SSA for other
SOURCE MATERIAL source selections determines the level of

Any materiel determined by AEC to be peculiarly membership in the SSAC. (AFR 70-15)
essential to the production of fissionable material.
(AFMSOURCE SELECTION BOARD(AFM.7-1)A group operating as an instrument of AFSC,
SOURCE OF REPAIR (SOR) AFLC, and the using command, or other command

A term used to identify organic, contract or as designated by Air Force to investigate, evaluate
interservice activities that do depot maintenance, and make recommendationb on preferred sources for
(AFLCR 65-15) development or production of a system. (AFSCM

The SOR consists of three sources; organic 27-1)
resources, interservice agreements, and contractual

sources. The SOR is an industrial complex SOURCE SELiCTION EVALUATION BOARD (SSEB)
embracing those technical capabilities required to A groip of military and cilIlian personnel,
accumplish the overhaul, repair, modification, representing the various functional and technical
and/or restoration of designated types of military areas involved in a procurement, appointed by thehardware. (AFLCR 66-29) Source Selection Advisory Council to direct, control,

and perform the evaluation of proposals responsive
SOURCE OF SUPPLY, 1NITIAL to requirements, and to produce summar% facts andThe first designated supply point to which findings required it, the source selection process.
requisitions are sent for supply or for approval and (DOD 4105.62, AMCP 715.3, NAVIAT P-421.necessary act5o0 t,,ward supply. (AFM 67-1, DOD A group of military and/or Government civilian
5000.8) personnel appointed by the SSAC to direct, control,

SOURCE OF SUPPLY, SECONDARY and evaluate proposals responsive to requirements.
Any source of supply within an established and to produce summary facts and findings

supply system other than the initial source of required in the source selection process. All
supply to which a demand for materiel has been necessary functional and technical areas involved in
forwarded. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) the procurement are represented on the SSEB. The

SOURCE SELECTION chairman of the SSEB normally is the Svste'uSORC SEETO

Program Director (SPD) or official in an equivalentThe process wherein the requirements, facts, position. (AFR 70-15)
recommendation., and Government policy relevant to pR
an award decision in a competitive negotiated SOURCE-SELECTION ADVISORY COUNCIL (SSAC)
procurement of a system, subsystem, or project are A group of senior military and Government
examined and the decision made. (AFR 70-15) civilian personnel designomted to serve ;is staff ain(
SOURCE SELECTION ADVISO~rCOUNCIL advisors to SSA ('iring the source-selectionS rouRemen vriou iSORY d civilian liersonel, process. They analy e. for SSA. the results of the

representing the various fnctional areas involved ealutions. (AFSCR7
in a procurement. appointerl by the Source Selection SOURCE-SELECTION AUTHORITY (SSA) f
Authorimv to act as his staff and advisors in the The official designated to direct thesonrve' , electin process. ()OD 4105.62. NA" 'MAT source-selection )rocess. select tIme sources,. and

E P-4215, AM(CI 715-3) annunce the contract award. (APSCR 27-6)
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The official designated to direct the source SPACE DIVERSION
selection process and to make the source selection A change in the use of -toragp space from
decision. (DOD 4105.62, NAVMAT P-4215) storage to nonstorat, purposes. (AR 780-i)

The official designated to direct the source SPACE PROGRAMMING
selection, approve the selection plan, and to select The forecasting of net space requirements for
the source(s). (AFR 70-15) storage of materiel at Army controlled storage
SOURCE, MAINTENANCE AND RECOVERABILITY CCDE sites. (AR 780-5)

A code which indicates the parts selected to SPACE REQUIRED PASSENGER TRAFFIC
satisfy maintenance or repair requirements. The Traffic of the military services submitted to MAC
most efficient and practical source of method of for movement as channel traffic and for which M C
st;pply for the selected repair parts; the lowest will be reimbursed by the sponsoring service. (AFR

echelon of maintenance capable of installing or 76-16)

recoverability the repair part; and the SPACE-AVAILABLE PASSENGERSaspects of the repair part. (AR Passengers provided trapsportation space which

320-5) is surplus after all space-required traffic has been
SPACE accommodated. (AFR 76-15)

Improved area constructed for use in storing SPACE-REQUIRED TRAFFIC
general supplies including inert ammunition Traffic submitted to and accepted as an airlift
components, and unimproved areas used for such requirement by MAC by or through the Office of
storage. (AR 320-5) the Secretary of Defense, the Department of the
SPACE ALLOCATION Air Force. Army, or Navy, Marine Corps, or tue

A formal apportionment of a definite number of Coast Guard. (APR 76-15)
gross square feet of a specific type of storage SPARE
space. (AR 780-5) A procured and stock numbered assembly i.e..

pump, valve, actuator, black box, control surface,
SPACE ASSIGNMENT seat, engine. (WR-1. BUWEPS 5200.25)

An assignment to the individual An individual part, sub-assembly or assembly
Department/Service by MSTS of transportation supplied for the maintenance or repair of systems
capability which completely or partially satisfies the s5uie the maneac o

or equipment. (AFR 400-3)
stated requirements of the department/service forthe operating month and which has been accepted SPARE AIRCRAFT m

by them without the necessity for referral to the A properly configured aerospace vehicle on the
JTB for allocation. (AR 55-23) schedule but not assigned a specific takeoff time.

Designation of specific space with the installation Spare aircraft will not be scored a deviation if usedfs pace 8to replace an aircraft already on the printed
for storage purposes. (AR 780 . schedule. (AFSCR 60-2)

An assignment to the individual Shipper Service
by MSC of transportation capability which SPARE ENGINE OR MODULE
completely or partially satisfies the stated An uninstalisd engine or module not needed to fill
requirements of the Shipper Service for the an existing hole in an aircraft, missile. or other end
operating month and which has been accepted by it item. (AFM 400-1)
without the necessity for referral to the JTB for SPARE PART
allocation. (AR 55-23/OPNAVINST 4600.17C/AFR Any part, component. or subassembly required75-'7/1CO 4621.2B/DIAR 4500.26) for the maintenance and repair of major items.

SPACE AVAILABLE MAIL (SAM) (AFM 67-1)
S.pace Available Mail. pIarces weighing less than SPARE PART AVAILAB ' TY

15 pound., and do not e\ceed 60 inches in length The Iprobabilitv of having a spare part a va ilalec
and girth combined. (AFR 7(6-15) when required. (N.A VSHi PS 9432414

SPACE CONVERSION SPARE PARTS
The change or alteration of storage space to the Individual Ipa'ts, sa;beulssemhlies and assembiies

extent that it Cannot lit. reconverted to its original (onpollenis). supplied for the maintenance or
use w.ithout e.xtensive m.,st. (A\R 780I-5) re pair of equipment. (DOI) ',ll0l.$)
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Spares and repair pa rts. reparable and maintenance and overhaul. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2.
consumable, purchased foi- use in the maintenance, AFLCM 65-3, AFSCM 65-2)
overhaul, and repair of equipment such as ships. 1. NOAM Spares.
tanks, gulls, aircraft, missiles, ground 2. NOWR Spares. (AFMI 67-1)
communieations and electronic systems, ground 'flose support items that are coded to be
support and associated test equipment. As used in repairable (i.e., Reparable Items). (AFR 65-2)
this Regulation, except when distinction is Articics identical to or interchangeable with theU
necessarm it includes items, spares, p~arts. repair end articles on contract which are p~rocured over
p~arts, subassemblies, components. and subsystems. and above th quantity needed for initial
buz excludes end items such as aircraft, ships, installation for support of a system. (ARI
tanks. guns, and missiles. (AFR 57-6, AR 715-22, 700-82/OPNAVINST 4410.2/AFRZ 66-451MC0

DSAII 4105.2) 4400.1211/DSAR 4100.6)

SPARE PARTS EXHIBIT SPARES ACQUISITION INTEGRATED WITH PRODUCTION
Ani approved pr'ced spare parts list attached to (SAIP)4and made part )f the contract. (AFLCMN 6.5-3. A pri-cedure used to combine ordering and

AFSCM 65-2) production of selected spares with i,'entical items

SPARE PARTS SELECTION LIST p~roduced for installation onl the priiniary system or
A litin ofspae/rpai pats nteim elesed subsystem to be delivered to the user.' Under the

and/or recommended by the contractor in support SI rcdrteArFre .Saiie hjof the end articles being procured on contract quantities of spares it has onl order. 2. Prices its
(AF1rCR 5~727 orders for spares consistently with identical items

~' t~for Iproduct~nn installation, and 3. Provides design
SPARE PARTS SUPPORT PACKAGE FOR AEROSPACE consistency of spares and items for p~rodIuction W
GROUND EQUIPMENT installati.n by directly linking configuration control

Spare parts slipport pack~ages for AGE will acti% itw,. (AER 800-26)

requir low cost cmmo usage spare pa t SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS
requredto nbue cntiuousopehtin rf mjor Iidividi-al p~arts. components. or. assembliesend items of AGE; i.e., test equipment an6 ground rqie't opee anan rrpi ytn

servicing equipment used ii. direct support of rqie ocmlt.mitio earasse
4 arcrft r mssie a bae lvel (AM 6-1 or end item) of equipment. Minor tools and-, support

SPARE PARTS/REPAIR PART providedi may. be 6n7u-25e)ntote~vs
Ani integral manufactured aind replaceable parit of roddfr.AI(i-5

a piwc of machinery or equipment: the part being SPARES, NOAM
furnshe nomaly fr rplainga laitwor 01 Spare pai is for training weapons andI op~erational

damaged in service. (AFLCM 6.53, AFSCM 65-2) supr uqilpment. (AF1 (67-1Il
SPARE PARTS, CONCURRENT (INITIAL) SAE.NW

Spa es prov ided for the maintenance of . ti en
Spare parts necessary for the soipply support of nubroWRwaonofasefi p.t\F

the initial production quantity of a military-type
('nd-ite'm new to the suplyi system; excludes
rej)~e1ishilent p~rocuiremlenlt. (DOD 5000.83) SPECIAL '
SPARE PARTS, REPLENISHMENT (FOLLOW-ON)A poitngctgrvwchieliksotiti

p~i e fr elensien')~proizraills of a ipecial type which d o aludl

ned stortergena (A FI.(' 400-2. Vol IX) _v~clde Conurrnt pa re part: (DOD 1) 3000.8) .
SPARESSPECIAL ACCOUNTS PROPERTY DISPOSAL OFFICER
SPARES(SAPDO)

tthiuluufeiit.s used Io ".ulipj:ete aln equipmlent 011 \1 ii dlliia a, n) inst allat ion %% 1w i:- charged
t jermf ee~giiie. rijdio transmtte. e.)

Major vequipmnentII' wvhi'li Irfe c.ileteIl
jitereia nviea011 %I idl i the Irquipmnitl. instailled anid SPECIAL AIR MISSION (SAM)
iV 11th anv !Isvut 1r4jiat v j ~Iii' rvniiu ed Almin *'11cr~i~~aed It, aii'cr.".ft asind to 'lit- S9



Militar) Airlift Wing at tie direction of than those within the established MAC route
Headquarters USAF. (AFR 76-15) )attern, or requirements for movement within this

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE pattern that require special consideration because A
theAof number of passengers involve. .:eight or size of

An allowance for an item for which the
requirement is peculiar to a single unit, or a limited heargo, urgency or sensitivity of move-ent, or

number of units, auid does not warrant inciusion in other special factors (AFR 76-18/AiP

an allowance document. Special allowances will be 59-8/OPNA INST 4630.18D/MCO 4630.C/DSARa

granted by applicable AFLC allowance document
monitors of Hq USAF. (AFM 67-1) SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT AIRLIFT REQUIREMENTS

SPECIAL AMMUNITION SUPPLY POINT Airlift requirement, including ,CS-directed/
coordinated exercises, which require specialA mobile supply point where special ammunition consideration due to the number of passengers

. is stored and isued to delivery units (JCS Pub 1) :itnAt involved. weight or size of cargo, urgency of

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT AIRLIFT movement, sensitivity, or other valid factors which
All domestic requirements. and those requiring preclude the use )f channel airlift. (JCS Pub 1)

special pickup or delivery by MAC at points otherJ " " SPECIAL ATOMIC DEMOLITION MUNITION
than those within the established MAC route SAL m IC DeihtI amU ITION
pattern, or requirements for movement within this S l e a mt)
pattern, that require special consideration because (JCS Pub 1)

of nmbe of assnge~ inolve v~ightor ize A very low yield. man-portable, atomic demolition-t munition whiceh is detonated by a tinier device.
of the cargo. or other special factors. (APR 76-15) JSPbl'

A miision operated by a MAC unit (other than the 'CS Pub I

1254th Air Transport W\ing) at the request of the SPECIAL CARGO -5-
Department of Army, Navy and/or Air Force only, Cargo which requires special handling or
except Ps specified in the Militar. Air Transport protection, such as pyrotechnics. detonators.
Service Manual 1MI 76-1, Part Two, Chapter 5. watches. and precision instruments. (JCS Pub 1.
Special Assignment Airlift missions cover throe AR 320-5)
categories o operation: 1. Traffic originating for SPECIAL CONTRACTOR SUPPORT
airlift at other than an APOE and terminating at ThosL materials and services provided bv a
any location. 2. Traffic originating for airlift at an cot atril and s pport by

• ""co~raetor in li of ,nortual supp~ly and supp!ort I:y%
APOE and terminating at other than an APOE. 3. the Naval Air .. stems Command or the Aviatio.
Traffic originating at an APOE and terminating at S
a. APOE but requiring singular or unusual cupy Sstent. nclded are subassemblies.
consideration not available :f moved as normal components, and parts fabricated or procured by

c n ri D - the contractor and made available directly to tle
h ose t raf f tD re50 u0 rement) includini using actiity (not thre'igh the Aviation SupplyThose airlift requirements including r ytm aneotato i lti o atnae

JCSdirected/coordinated exercises, which require of his products at a service activity or at in, p!:-ne
special consideration due to the number of hiseroutsa t a e cepac or hi peut

involed, eigh or ize . 01 after initial delivery and acceptance of his productpassengers involved. weight or size or cargo. (NAVAIRINST 47002)
urgency of movement, sensitivity, or other valid 4
factors which preclmde the use ot channel airlift. SPECIAL DEFENSE PROPERTY DISPOSAL ACCOUNT J
(.\FR 76-15i Ai authorized M ilitar. Service disposa! accoo ot

Airlift r'1 uairitng MAC aircra.ft due to the number e.tabl isliad to accomplish linited disposal finction,_
ofps.nge, involved. the weight or size of the oi specific types of Ipropertv. such io, AEDA. snmal
cargo. tile urgency or sensitivity ,if til moverlent, ars3ircraft, ships. aircraft engines. and major -,

or the." factor, \uhich exclude less costly ni1, ds of ordnauce items. (DOD) 4160.21-M)
inn' e'inent. .\ FS('R 71-2) -1.\ li..mo ,,petl ly \i.\C (other 762) the 8 SPECIAL DEFENSE UTILIZATION OF PUBLIC HIGHWAYSA lli, i~ Opratd y VC (the th 89 \nv Defellsk ,'chlt'd uI.e of public ilighway..

.\ W g ) a t t h c r e t i i . t ( f I ( ' . t h e l p a r t n we n t s v i. f n n l : e d ie f o l f a c, i i g h h

Ii~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ . I'd i1, 1 Na.rAii oe.A -I)nlrgs. and 1i,ii114. ilnciudin" toill faicltiesl mIch
exceed., otg r 'al limitations. fun'tionaId traffic

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT AIRLIFT MISSION (SAAM) capaity. o'r otheri div..gi limitation: Itr whleh
All domnestic randirtnieiits atul thom. relpuirilng plrt,.et, innisuil ha.zart.s 1t4 Othit'.v :Se'rs thereof: or

.pt'Ci;, pi'ku lor dlelivery h6 .\l At at pnillts .,ther which rliquires unusual rouling or ii'olitv of
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military vehicles or cargo. (AR 55-80/OPNAVINST contractor claims loss of useful value. (DAC 76-9)
11210.iA/AFR 7.;-88/MCO 11210.2B/DLAR 450.19) SPECIAL MANAGEMENT ITEMS

SPECIAL EOD TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT Centrally managed items designated for special
Tools and equipment (FSC 1385 and 12186) management by vir.ue of not fitting the existing

imnircained for utilization by qualified EOD standard systems managing major end items, depot
p-rsoine; ia the performance of EOD procedures. reparab!e componenLs, and consumaoles. (AFLCR
(AR 75-15) 400-21)

SPECIAL EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL TOOLS AND SPECIAL MEASUREMENT CLOTHIAG
'I EQUIPMENT Clothing of standard design and materiel, tailored .

Those iools and equipment specifically designed to the measurement of in individual for whom no
for use by qualified explosive ordnance disposal standard tariff item will provide proper fi,. Special
personnel in the performance of explosive ordnance measurement clothing is provided through the AF
disposal procedures. (JCS P:o, 1) clothing sales store. (AFM 67-1)

I SPFCIAL INTEREST LAUNCH (S!L) Clothing manufactured to the specific
A launch performed at Det 1, SAMTEC, or HQ measurements of an individual. These items are

SA31TEC for a non-Government customer to place authorized a:.-erations to standard DSA stocked
the customer's payload into orbit using tariff sizes. Special measurement clothing is
Government launch facilities and resources. (AFSCR limited to standard items stocked in the Defense

17'~-4)Supply Syst'Erf. (DSAR 4235. 1S

SPECIAL LEVEL (OF SUPPLY) SPECIAL MEASUREMENT FOOTWEAR
The quantity required to be on hand or on order Boots or shoes o: a standard commercial size are

for specific purposes, or a level set for the not included in the normal range of tariff sizes
management of the requisitioning objective, carried in the DSA Sapply System. (DSAR 4235.18)

a. Fixed Level- That quantity of stock specified Standard type footwear manufactured for an
to be on hand or due in regardless of demands. individual to whom no regulai tariff size shoe can

b. Additive Level- That authorized quantity of be fitted. Spec, , measurement footwear does not
stock added to the demand level, include orthopedic footwear. Special measuremeit

c. Maximum Level- That level set to limit or f~otwear is provided through the AF clothing sales
restrict the demand leve!. The lower of the store. (AFM 67-1)
maximum or demand level is the controlling level.

d. Minimum Level- That level arbitrarily set SPECIAL MILESTONE
because of the absence of demand A major milestone that is unique to a project or
When the demand level exceeds the minimum level system and requires separate definition. (AMCR
(or at the expiration of a predetermined time period) 11-27)
the demand level replacei the minimum level. (AFM SPECIAL OR PROJECT EQUIPMENT Z
67-1) Items not authorized in standard equipment

SPECiAL LEVELS allowance publications but determined as essential
The quantities required to be on hand for special " connection with a particular conitemplated

purposes, such as prepositioned war reserve stocks. operation. function, or mission. (DOD 5,00.8. AFM
(DOD 4140.20) 67-1. JCS Pub 1)

SF.CIAL LIST OF EQUIPMENT SPECIAL PACK-UPS
A publication which establishes temporary A range and quantity of material or items

equipment allowances, provides allowances for procured for a special purpose. INAVAIRINST
nonst;,ndard equipment on a tontinuing 'lasis for a 4700.2)
unit or function peculir in type. (AFM 67 SPECIAL PREPARATION OVERSEAS MOVEMENT
SPECIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT REQUISITIONS

That part of plant equipment which was acquired Those requisitions prepared by the base supply
or" constructed ,olely For the performaInce of the officer to obt.,iii supplies and equipmlent which are

1term ated conltract or the terminated contract and required by the AF organiztion heing deployed to
other Government contracts. anl as te which the foreign assignment. (AFM 67-I)
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SPECIAL PROCESSES characteristics of the aircraft to such an extent as

Specialized methods involved in the production or to effect a change in any part of the model
inspection of products. (APR 74-15) designation. If the rework process includes both

SPECIAL PkOGRAM REQUIREMENTS conversion and overhaul, the proper term is
standard rework, OVERHAUL-CONVERSION. If

items required to support specia! ,trgrams or the process includes both conversion and
projects for which item retQuirements are of a,;oreptitve r oetie n,:'re nd avethe modernization, the proper special rework term is

mMODERNIZATION-CONVERSION. (NAVAIRINST

greatest likelihood of materializing and resulting in 4700.2)
eventual submission of requisitions. (AR 320-5)

Expected needs for materiel ir, support of unusual SPECIAL REWORK (IN-SERVICE REPAIR)
customer programs when sich needs cannot be Repair by NAVAIRSYSCOM FR activities of
forecast by the integrated maager based on aircraft damaged beyond the repair capacity of
demand history and/or the use of applicable Controlling Cus.odian Maintenance Activities.
program data. (AR 710-26/NAVSUP Pub 452 Controlling costody remains unchanged between or
Revision/AFR 67-96/MCO P4400.51A/DSAR during the changes in physical custody. In Service
4140.47) Repairs are special rework and the :.ircraft will
SPECIALPROJECTS undergo the entire rework process cf the

NAVAESISCL PRacivtycncrCdTnls
Inventory, re-warehousing, special care and NAVAIRSYSCOM FR activity concerned unless

handling, modification, alteration, or construction of specfic exceptions are requested by the controlling
• custodian. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

special storage facilities and major repairs to
material handling equipment. (AFR 67-39) SPECIAL REWORK (MODERNIZATION-CONVERSION)

Projects or programs directed by Hq USAF Special rework process involving both conversion
and/or other major commands. flaterie! reqgired in and modernization. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
support of special projects may include installed SPECIAL REWORK (MOOHNIZATION)
equipment for new construction programs, security

?erformed on. new or newly overhauied arrfitems held for numbered commands. Hq USAF wtrfom orge. It nlue irrat
controlled units, or other special requirements withdrawn from storage. It includes incorporation

contolld untsor therspeialrequremnts of applicable changes and bulletins, installation of
where separate identity of material is considered K
necessary. Without exception, the AF c'mmand acceptable accessories, and flight testing. It also

applies to aircraft which do no. complete rework
directing the establishment of a special project or due to equipment shortages and other reason , and
program will incure compliance with the current Hq which are subsequent returned to t c ework
1SAF program document (classified) with respect to w
precedence rating and farce/activity designator process (.Mcdernizption) for completion. I 4
assignments (see precedence rating). (AFM 67-1) (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS SPECIAL REWORK (MODIFICATION)

Those requirements which ar, not specifically Special rework accomplished in overhaul and
repair departments ott iew production aircraft ani

authorized by any Hq USAF or AFLC publication aircraft ir the controlling custody of the operating
and which require the approval of Hq AFLC o~r Hq commands. It includes only the incorporation of
USAF. Test and demonstration items are included changes and bulletins and the correction ofin this category. (AFM 67-1)chne an buetsadtecortin f

n discrepancies as required in the directive
SPECIAL REWORK authorizing th' work to be performedi. in effect

The work done to aircraft, aircraft equipment. the only bsic difference betweei modernization and
aid aircraft support equipment to improve or modification is that the former al,pies to aircraft
change their capability to pcrforni specific missions withdrawn from storage while ihe latter does not.
or functions. by replacement. removal, addition, (NAVA!RINST 4700.2)
alteration or repair of parts ,f equipment of the
aircraft: an(l without particular regard to the Special rework accomplished I corrct material
dosition in Standard Service Life. (OPNAVINST d ae rd to cr t maheial

5442.13(lamage andi to restore the aircraft to the equiivalenit
material condition which it had prior to the damage.

SPECIAL REWORK (CONVERSION) If the rework proiess includes a combination of
The arcomplishment of which alters tile basic either repair and overhautl or overhauid-conversion.
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thle type of rework performed wi;] be overhaul or -hat. without mnodification or alteration. tnc use of
W.; erhaul-conversion respectively, not repair. such items (if they :ire to be used separately) Or
Ali craft may be in the controlling custody of either asseiahes is limited it testing in the developmnent
:i;1 operating commnand or INAVAIRSYSCOM1 FR or production of particular supplies ot parts
%-!ile undergoing repair. (NAVAIRINST 4700.21 thereof. or :i the perfor-mance of lpartjkular

SPEIA SPPRT QUPMNTSeV'eps. The term "special test eiluipment"
Support equipme nt which must be designed and zililsalCm~ifi fayasmle fsc

4 ~~~~developed in conjunction with the development of eli~et u osnticue )cnual
the nd rtile n te cotrat. MILM-810, property; (ii) special tooling: or (iii) bulIdings.
NA~'1R1NT 470.2)nonseverabli- sruetures (except foundations and

similar impi o' enents necessary for the installation
SPECIAL TENDER of sp~ecatl test equipment), *general or special

A tender of rate, charges or arrangements made machine tools, or similar capital items (DAR
*1b.- comlmercial carriers for the (carriage, storage, or 13-101.6)

handling of property. or the transportation of Special test equipment means aiiy electrical.
persons pursuant to thu provisions of Interstate elcrn.hdaui.pumtmcaiclo

A ~~~~Commerce Act or other appropriate statutozy ohrie rasebyo qimet hc so
Aircrft o speial est pogras byauthrize pa til r supp l ofat ereof, oric i the

authtit. (DAR 500.) Wch a specialized nature that its use is limited to
SPECIAL TEST AIRCRAFT (PERMANENT) testing in the development or p~roduction of

activities or on bailment contract, whose p~erformnance of particular services; provided, that if
configuration is so drastically changed tnat return equipment which would otherwise qualify as specialI
of aircraft to i ts original configuration or test equipment canl. with relatively minor expense.
conversion to standard operational configuration is he made suitable for general purpose use adid have

*beyond practical or economical limits. Special Test, a value as such commensurate with its value for the
Permainent aircraft are designated by the Status special purpose, such equipmen~t shall be considered

IPrefix Symbol "'N". A number of Navy Project as industrial facilities. Tile term -special test
Development aircraft are in the Special Test. equipment includes all components of any
Permianent Category. (OPNAVINS1 542;:s''We i ieh Ponipmnwnt IDSAM F135.1 I,

SPECIAL TEST AIRCRAFT (TEMPORARY) STE is a functional subset of support equ ipmenlt
Aircraft an speciai test p~rograms by authorized which canl. through a change in classification, be

actiitis o onbaimen cotrat hvin a ~ieial delivered as support equipment. (AFR 800-12)I
test configuration or whose installed p~rop~erty hli Etersnl i'miiarloeitgrtdts
been tem~porarily removed to accomm~odate the test, units eaigineered. designed, fabricated. or modified
At coinpletion of thc test, the vehicle will be to acconlllish sp~ecial p~urpose testing in the
ireturned either to its oriabinal configuration or to Ieronale fth corc.Suhesng iit
qtandard operational configuration. Aircraft in) the comprise electrical, electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic.
pr'ocess of Beard of Inspection and Survey, mechanical, or otier items or asemiblies o!
Preliminarv Evaltiation are considered in- the Special equipment. that are mech:,nicafly. electrically, or
lest- Temporary Cater - Aircraft in this elcrnclyitroncted so as to become a nlewl
.it uation will be design ax byli the Status Prefix functional entity. causing thle individual iteml oir
Si~lo '*.CPAVXT542.2) itemis io become interdependent anit; essential in tlhe

-'SPECIAL TEST AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT leefopmie O poiduc pt p eti ngO 11-tc-a line Orm
Al i t emn hav~ing- lim it(-, application speci fically eeomnto routino amti'i nrSt1115O

servives. Thle term "special test equipinit- " tov:
designe d fo iji. lit ct. 4 rtion %vi Lb time opera t in. not include:
c'a re. calIibrat ion. Or main tenantce of another end Imteimi
it in I ill.1ia! nIs ll^- ugIi jmnent excepted). (AlR 2. speial'ton:

3. lild ings and niuisteveaah' st uctnlrts (e'ept
SPECiAL TEST EQUIPMENT (STE) fun azind i slimilni' inivrol .'nient I. flecesirV ifor

M Elect mica! t'he't't " i3 d ra ii'. pneuimatic thle inst ;all t in (of spc'il lsit vt cipil emu : aind

liii-chliutl or' otbe'r itt-ms :,i ar silii' of -I. lanti eqipm~ilent itemls uised for' geitei'al lplaii
tiquipmient . %tlih'l, ''iv ti ,uch a speia''ilizedVl natui'u' pusii'rpoiIis.l.\ W C 7i
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SPECIAL TOOLING equipment. It does not include any of the
Ail jigs. (lies, fixtures. mods. patterns, taps. equipmnent required to perform mission operation

gauges. other equipment -and manufacturing aids, functions. Support eqluipmlent should be interpreted
adrpacemients thereof, which are of such an ep-i as including tools, test equipment, autoniatie test

Ssp~ecialized nature that, without substaaitial equipment (when the automatic test equipment is
modification or alteration. their use is limted to the accomplishing a support function), organizaiiona!,
development or production of particular supplies or field. and depot support equipment, and, related
parts thereof, or the performance of particular computer programs and software. (AFR 400-3)
serviees. The term includes all componen~ts of such All equipment required on the ground to make a
items, but does not include: (i) consumable weapon system, command and control system. -

property: (ii) special test equipment; or (iii) support system, advanced objective. subsystem, or
buildings. nonseverable structures (except end itemr of equipment operate fin its intendeJ
foundations and similar improvements necessary for environment. This definition includes all equipment
the installation of special tooling). gene,-;, or reqLired for the system. subsystem. it'm-.. or i
sp~ecial machine tools. or similar capital items. co.-iponent; and it an .. tigardless of the method
(DAR 13-101.5) or dvl: nin.or p~rocurement. , A F *

M1eans all jigs, dies, fixtures, molds, patterns.-
special taps. special gauges, special test eqSECALTOR O.ATIE UTj taher special equipment and manufatring aids, A tour of active duty for maintaining or_
and replacements thereof. a- ied or manufactured incrasing the proficiency 'of Pilindividual ~orfo
by the contractor for--.s in the performance of a the convenience oi the government in accordance
contract, i l. fe of such a special ,ized nature with AFR 415-1. Such tour of active dluty' may be
that. substantial modification or alteration, of no! more than 90 days duration. (ABM 67-1)

.thr use is limited to the production of such
supplies, or parts thereof, or the performance of SPECIAL TRAINING DEVICES PROGRAM

suchser~ces as re pcular t thenees ofthe A classified document piescribing items of major -

G-overnment. The term does not inciude (i) items of training devices for which HQ !USAF retains
tooling or equipment acquired by the contractor responsibility for control, al-wcation. and

prior to the contract, or rep~lacemients thereof. procurement computat-ion. (AKII 6,-1)
whether or not altered or adapted for use in the SPECIAL USE VEHICLES
performance of the contract. (ii) consumab;e small Special equipment vehicles and special pjurpose
tools, or Iiii) general or special machine tools, or vehicles of either military' or comm ercial designl.

3 similpr capital items. (DAC 716-17) acquiredl and used for accomp~lishment of a specific

SPECIAL TOOLS, TEST EQUIPMENT AND SUPPORT sp~ecial function other than the r-nutine
EQUIPMENT transportationi of personnel or- cargo. Military an(.

Tools, test and support equipment whicti are conit-rciil design transport type vehicle., will not
designed and developed to perform a peculiar becasfeda pcaluevhcls 2''p ntOt

oration on a speic en tmadwihae seii ases where Headquarters Depmitinent of
nocessarv to service, test, adjust or maintain the th 1m a prvdtePe~i~iE.c~~rif
end item. (AR 700-18) by major changes in] the basic design. the

Those support items that have singllwciuliar instalIlutifni of a speciaul biody or the mounting (if
application to a specific end item. (AFII 65-2) spca qtjnn n uhmner.st ricn'-

-Support Equipment** is that equipment rc(uired anv~fiie.covrinsa rnpr ~p
to make. an item. svsiena. or faciliti- operatioinal in vhicle. Speccial equijnuent vehicle, or speL'ia!I it intini'd enironent TI~s inlude )~ 11purp ose~ vehicle, am t !om';tv and usedl to prov idtei I.- inteniI e o ma nt a1. incude tl administrative mm !n.;piart at ion servive as dnefill'

e q u i m e n r e u i e t o . m i t a n a d o p r t h h e r i I I . a r i l s u1 p p o r t o f s u h t a m is p i 'm a t i o n~ i ' i c e Iiteml. sl ~teflm ?r fa ilit': inluilding acrospace grohinmd
eqil-I I l me andl grunmd equ ~ipment , A R l ntlelAss 'e ; specidal uSe veh icles. iT.
..)4-s2, 'OPN. XI N T 44 19 '21;. .FR 66t-4-5/3MUO -- 7a
4 1110.12o: D S. R 4 1 M1.(6i SPECIAL WEAPONS

J Support equIiplaili indiles all (.1quipmet- . terml %otiet inme, used to indic-ate wrealons
r "-''ir '' i 'erf'.foiin 11:1.si Sppolrt funcion mu evillp iruhell for szpvcal I iorted ires. for secu rity. or

that which is an illut-ra I part (if i lie iii iss innl otliler r-vaslins. Siei-ri lminologv. e.g.. nuearu
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weapons, guided missiles, is preferable. (JCS Pub Operations. These items will be prepositioned at 1
1) designated holding activities and will not be
SPECIALIZED OFFER released for other than the purpose hed without

The advertising of available materiel by' prior approval of the Chief of Naval Operations for
Navyl furnished items or the Commandant of the

Brochures, Flyers, Bulletins, Verbal Communication. Mar-nefCorps for Marine Corpsofurnished items.
or Special Listings, for utilization screening. (DOD a
4140.34M1) Specific mobilization reserve stbcks will be imited

to material required to support projects, plans and
SPECIALIZED REPAIR ACT!bITY programs where the military situation dictates that

An Air Force or commercial contract activity material be prepositioned ready-for-issue at I
assigned the responsibility for the specialized repair speific !o-ations on M-Day in order to meet the A

of selected equipment and spaces. (AFM 11-1) phas, i r.' quirements of the Navv Basic Mobilization
The activity designated to accomplish depot level Plan--FY (NBM-FY) and the Navy Basic Logistic

maintenance of specified systems, types of materiel, Plan-FY (NBL-FY). (NAVEXOS P-1500)
or groups of items. (AFLCR 400-1)

Uir Force activity similar to a Navy Designated SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT
r r Ativ it 4215.) tA formal, serially numbered document issued by

Overhaul Point. HQ USAF which describes the parameters and
SPECIALIZED SUPPORT DEPOT specific operational or performance characteristiL.

Similar to a prihpal distrbutinn depot except of a weapon, support, or command and control
that mission is specialized as to type of materiel or system nee.r#-d t fi:1fill a near-term operational
scope of support. (DSAM 4140.2/AR requirement. (AFM 11-1) .

735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003/MCO P4400.101) A formal serially-numbered document issued by

SPECIAL-EQUIPMENT VEHICLE HQ USAF which describes the parameters and

A vehicle consisting of a general-purpose chassis specific operational or performance characteristics

with special-purpose body and'or mounted of an aerospace vehicle, weapon support. or
e command control system needed to fulfill a near

equipment des Pu 1, A sp0-i) term operational requirement. Based on the

determination that the requirement is valid and
SPECIAL-PURPOSE VEHICLE compatible with projected technicai capability and

A vehicle incorporating a special chassis and acquisition lead time. the SOR constitutes a fnrmal
designed to meet a specialized requirement. (JCS indication of Air Yorce intent to acquire the system
Pub 1. AR 320-5) for the operational inventory. It contains current

SPECIFIC CONTRACTOR TECHNCAL SERVICES conceptual guidance relating t3 the operational and
logistic concepts, together with designation of the

personnel services which are obtain:d from responsible operatiag command or agency. (APR
industrial and commercial organizations by the 375-1)

Bureau under a specific contractual agreement, for SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
a designated period of time, and for the A requirement document p.epared by the CNO
performance of selected technical duties. and addressed to the CNN) o the cognizant
(BUWESPINST 4350.2Al command or office outside the NMiE in which the

CNO states a need for a particular capability andSPECFIC EATout'ines the system characteristics that describe
The ability of a unit weight of a substance to wht t s te a ch d scribe

what capability is to be achieved. (NAYIAI
absorb and hold heat. (AFM 127-201) P-42151
SPECIFIC MOSIUZATION MATERIAL REQUIREMENT A requirements document prepared by the CNO

The quantity of a particular item required to to state a need for a specific operational capability.
support a C.ef of Naval Operations special The SOR defines the required capability in terms of
program from M-Day. (NAVEXOS P-1500) mission requirement. operational concept and I
SPECIFIC OAILIZATION RESERVE STOCK performance constraints. (OPNAVINST 3900.8C

The quantity of a particular item on hand needed SPECIFICATION
to meet a "shor' of war- or mobilization A document intended primarily for use in
requirement designated ly th ('hief of Naval. procarement. which clearly and accurately describes



Els

the tssential technical reqti:,rements for items, items specified. A specification-type tree shows the
materials or services anc'..Lding the procedures by dependency of specificationtype documents and
which it will be determined that the requirements discloses the structure for -administering such
have been met. Specifications for items and documents for configuration management puirposes.
materials may also contain preservation. packaging. The structure if the specification tree should follow
packing. and marking requirements. (DSAM the hardware work breakdown structure as to the
4120.3-M. DSM If 200) indentured relationship of system segments,

A document containing essential technical and systems, subsystems, equipment. and related design
engineering requirem,'tts for an requirements or constraints. (NAVMIATINST
item/material/service, as well as the requirements 4130.1)
for its preservation, packaging. packing, or
marking. A specification also includes procedures SPECIFICATION TYPE

for determining whether these requirements have Refers to a breakdown of a specification when
been met. (AFR 71-2) such a specification is written to cover more tban aA detailed description of the technical single item of supply. Such a type number is never

requirements for a material, an item, or a service, self-identifying, but must always be listed in
incuding a procedure by which the purchaser can conjunction with the specification number. (AFLCM

determine whether or not the requirements have 72-2)
been met. (AFLCM 72-2) SPECIFICATIONS

A clear and accurate description of the technical Federal and Military Specifications and Industrial
requirements for material, a product, or a service, Trade Specification,; approved for use by the
including the procedure by which it can be Department of Defense. (DOD 5000.8)
determined that the requirements have been met. Specifications are documents that state the
Specifications are often referenced in purchase technical requirements for a commodity, or process.
order, invitations for bids, supply manuals, and including the procedure by which it can be

other procurement documents when the Government determined that the requirements are met.
buys from indu3try. (AFP 71-4) (BUWEPS 4200.7)

A document intended primarily to identify items, Specifications describe the technical requirements
and used in procurement to c!eariy and accurately for a material, a product, or servi- including
describe the essential technical requirements for te.ting and inspection procedures for uetermining
items, materials or services being purchased. (AFR that the requirements are met. (BUWEPSINST
65-3) 4330.12)

SPECIFICATION CONTROL DRAWING Prescribed limits of control tests used to maintain
A drawing disclosing configuration, design and uniformity of a specific product. Usually published

test requirements fer the item, other than military as Federal or military specifications. (AFR 144-1)

standard items, de;gned and manufactured by SPECIFCATIONS AND DRAWINGS
vendors. Vendor's part numbers, names and Specifications and drawings which are prepared
addresses are included on the drawing. A by individual contractors tc meet the need for such
specification control drawing rumber is not

consderd a artnumer. oweer, henthe docluments in their accomplishment of contractconsidered a part number. Howiver, whep the r-nuirerients. They are generated for two reasons:specification control drawing number is used as the on-.?xstence of a suitable standard. and 12)

identifying number on an assembly drawing, list. internal tontro a seienr. aB d (21
internal control and convenience. (RU WEPINST

etc.. a note shall be placed on the assembly drawinq 4330.12)
or li.,t to the effect that: "For Procurement or
Part Number Specification Control Drawing.- A SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS BY NOGOVERNMENT
specification control drawing shall be identified by STANDARDIZING
the worls "Specificatioi, Control Drawing" An itemn of supply having formal interservice
w'jacent to the title block. !MI.-STD-7) agreement as to its preferential status and use

SPECIFICATION TREE within the )OI). (AF3. 67-1)

A schematic or block diagram showing the SPECIFIED ALLIED SUPPORT
indentured relationships between specification-type The pearetime and wartime support of allied
documents or requir,,nlits documents independent euntries authorized by the Secretary of Defense.
of the assemb 'y or installation relatioiships of the which is in addition to the Military Assistance
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Program (grant aid) and the Foreign Military Sale.s SPONSORING SERVICE
4Programi. (DOD 4100.31) The ilitary service or DSA that authorizes4

SPETROETRC OL AALYISmovement of traffic by M1AC. (APR 76-38'AIL

As used herein this term means the determination -4 /PA NT43.1DMO 43.CDA
of aircraft equipment wear condition by applying a 4509
pjrocess of precision detection and quantitative SPOIPURCHASING OFFICE
measurement in parts per million of metallic A purchasing office o" either the Air Force
elements carried in a used oil or fluid sample taken (system program or project office) or othi.-
at specific intervals. (AR 700-61. APR 66-39) Government agency. In the context of this

The detecton anti quantitativ- measuremenit of regulation where secondarv contraet administration
significant trace amounts of contaminants in is delegated. the prime contract adndnistration
samples of oil. (AR 750-13) office is considered the purchasing office.
SPECTRUM OF WAR Whenever the term "system program director- is

A term which encompasses the full range of used, it should be interpreted to include the
conflict-- cold, limited, and general war. O.CS Pub p)urchasing office chief or pirimne contract

1) administrator. (AFSCR 86-12)

SPEED OF ADVANCE SPOT REQUISITION
Ini naval usage, the speed expected to be made Ies o iiin spl, esnil o

good ever the distance along a route. (JCS Pub 1) sup~plemental, but not included in agreed plans. that
are requisitio!-td by theater commanders. (A R

SPLIT PROVISIONING CONFERENCE 320-i)
Aprovisioning conference where the technical

determinations are made at the contractor* s plant SPRINGER
and the residual functions are accomlplished,.at the A filled canl with ends bulged as a result of
Aviation SupyOffice. (ASOINST 4423.21i wverfilling. insufficient exhausting. or evolution of

hydrogen or carbon dioxide gas through bacterial
SPLIT SHIPMENT UNIT action. or action of acid content,, onl metal carn.
IA shipment unit or partial slbiiient unit that has (APR 69-81

been separated at a trarssA:,jAinent point into twvo or
moie increments forwiward movement, separately SQUADRON
identified and %%:i ieparate documentation for each 1 nogn~to ossigo w rmr

- Iincrement. :tOD 4i500.32-11) divsions of ,hips. or two or more di~vision., iNavy)
)P~LAE PRCNTor flights of aircraft. It is normlliy. but not

necessarily, composed ofl ships or aircraft of theThe percentage of tile manufacturing material SP sC- amnsrtv.vito nto h
that is lost ( amaged or otherwise condemned) 2Te

during tie finishing proce~.s. To compute the Am.Nv.Mrn op.ad.i oc.(C
percent. divide quantity of the spoiled Army. NayIaieCrs)adArFre C
manufacturing material by the initial quantity of
mnanu factu ring material submnitted to the? finishing SQUADRON OPERATIONAL SUPPORT PACKAGE
pro)cess. IAFL.CR 57-20) A pack;:g of low cost. coiniun usage parts. such

SPONSORas "0 ring. gaskets. clampls, rivets. f'ises. A*c..
An officer. atssigned to OpNav. who has r~ii.da aelvlt iOei ~~o e

fra major program. a programu p~rodulctiobn aircraft or missiles. (AFAI 67-1)

c'lement. I Maiterial Anonex line item. or aI Navy SQUIBI
prgri (I'WI -,90.25) A small initiating levvicez which usvse- electrical
SPONSORING DOD ACTIVITY ria.. f:lyocm

y -t1010011 I r:g; i nfickl t1li.1t is directly responlile
for inlit ialting m- prv~jiTs in a pruogzr:in est1ahiishedl S-E-M MATERIEL
by% a colit r;:'..t t . or stutllvagreemnt. Iln t he Al II ui. a m11 itemin o iients .t-sa' for t i-eci ~ ~~~Air Force. ;s~ o.iiii RiT& F activity.L 1. eIIIipmnent. ma iiuena ncv. viveralioti. a ndl r;pt 4f

(Filk $ID29i iit::rl :it-t ics without dli-t i .t'ionl as to their



applicatio': for administrative or combat pu~rpse,-. particular weapon -stem ar systems for a specified
excluding Ships. (AR 7 (1-4-)41 N A V1 NST period under coniiat opieratingr co'uiin. Specific
4600.22B/AFII 80-IS/MCO .1610.14CIDLAR 45010.25) HQ AFLC and(, AlA' imiplemientation is covered in

SSMIEAIM AMA (SYSTEM SUPPORT MANAGERIEND FCPotauigIIn7-.iAlI 4121
ARTICLE ITEM MANWAGER) STANDARD

Ani Al.C having SSM or 1.1 ri i-isiboility for the A point from wvhichu departure should reqiairt.
weapon.' support systemn or endI article undler just;ficaion. (DOD1 ion0.8)

ShAEPRVSOIGRAC !l ehcht'dereo tiacoiesoprocurement. (AFLCII 6.;-3 Ani estandished or accepted rule. measure, or
Aoiorn thee prviio-n function for, tegrse ohf rate of fat- i so a

Wealpon/,sipport systenis or eiad articles far which organization *s logktic effort must attaii. to

terAM1A has SSM/EA13M responsibilities. ~ P~~ns d elienns DD73.5A(AFLCM 65-3. AFSCM 65-2) Classifi(ation denotin-g Ole most advanced and
satisfactory eqluil-Incilts approved for service

STABILITY use-these are preferred for lirocureirnent.
The property of a comp~ound which indicates its (SECNAV1NST 4814.11

tendency not to decompose. (AF31 127-201) Anv established or accepted rule. iflodel. or
STABL MATRIALcriterion against which complarisons are nade.

Material with enough dimensional stability to (AFLC31 25--1 I
present patterns, templates. Ioftline information. A document that e-;talishe., engineering and

-~and printed circuitry. (AFR 67-28) technical limitations and ajiplicatins fio items.
materials nrciss ethods. 'lesigrns and

STAKS ngineerig practices. (DOD 41 20b.3)

I aCollection~ or accumulation of supplies arranged iii Ani exact value. a physical entity, or anl abstract

STAGING custom. ar common consent to serve as a reference.

The aggregation of materiel equipment at sute model, or rm.e in ineamirig quaumt~tie.s lot- titialitiv:..

location for the purp~ose of cotm ol. and it, insure -tstablishing, practive' or. lprucoimre,. or et.;lating I
that the inatericil is adequate and (in hand. Staging results. A fixedl qjuaztitt sor quality. ICS 11uls 11
may be conducted for ';- purpose fin addition to STANDARD ADVANCED BASE UNITS
the checking of materiel) of delivery to a recipient Personnel adl mat triel organiiized to fu nction as
from one point. (A i*U 4004-) adva nced blase unlits. indviling i til t iisnaI
STAGING BASE conipomhenlt: --ich -ire entd'sved in -he

A landing and takeoff a rea wit,]". '"' et.'alslishliell o.f nava I alvaicei has. Such
.4cr ichi)g sipply. and, shelter prlovidedi for te ndvanlceld ('use. aonts iu;estabi.hI repamir ha:o..

tEfhOavo~pa. IV of iatv dircr.f urn the suply basest. -vipplv ilepl0I:.. airfiells, air lisaw:. e'Ir

coit'se of inoveiner. from one location it) ainother oither naval shosrt ~'t~~i.~.essat *ie~a

(.Ics Full It beat ilns: V*.- l., i lt s. (;risl:'.; aid i.z-.I

All :mdvnccd naval Isase for lte anchnring. IOl(S l'ul1:
fn..hing. ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 cn eitn . rnllrsaa ag hp. STANDARD AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL

aid b-r replenis Iiing- mobile service sq nadruns. That m.ei Iwhuich i,- l-li l~ it hinm a nd
;.lt'S lmul. 1JitsiiI. v"'.m: a% i-zion :aviii iiW :N X! XlllNST

STAMPiSTRAPP u.2Ii ta~md~rd .1.irnuuitiea% I'e ;:. $ M STANDARD COMSEC FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST
Sti::iaidrt Tatif.. R~ack. IaIlaer a ';11 Pvistacka.t,. *I.aI.~~f- s~iie 1 apon

,ST.131lia n~d woxt-rind fatel ta:'isK- a n~i c pt-iialIne

mim~peii-itn hardi ar* ISTRt 1l1 dIai a Prun WUEI: STANDARD CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Fl.E sia~, tlusei :in CO INI*S ,r lhiLa. andI The. Sill1S i' a :n*k s :e ompllia i.-v'-O l

a, atir i ra 'port.Ilit im,.Lag I.s it, .uiI-uri a .~di; tu . ' n ' o ~ c ehi:



Orders (TCTOs) written against aircraft, missiles, STANDARD EQUIPMENT
systems, and compon-mits ,elected for repoi ing as Classification dlenoting the most advanced and
endi items. (T.O. 00-20-1) ,a" 'factory equilpinolts appr'oved for service

STANARD OSTuse-these are p~referred 'for procurement.
STANARD O~T(SECNAVINST 4814.])

The normal expected cost of :in operation. AnItm hz CitinheArFreoote
process, or product including labor, material, and military or Go-vernment agen .cy inventories, hos a

operhomea corgs, cotmute. o tenbaisnofrpstim valid stock number, is logistically supportable, and
perfrmace ost, etimtes orengneeed ime can be procured or reprocured (see AFR 73-2,

standards. (AFLCM 25-3) (AFII 100-18)

STANDARD DJATA ITEM DESCRIPTION STANDARD FACiLITY LQUIPMENT LIST (SFEL)
A data item that has been apprw,)ed for general A list of items composing a standard

use and is inziuded in the DOD '0MSDL. (AFLCR communication~electron-cs facility or portion
:30-)thereof. Each SFEI1. is assigped a designator toAlSTANDARD DATA SYSTEM denote fiactional aspects and provioe identity

An automated Air Force data system that is reference. The description and configuration of eachi
common to two or more commands and uses SPEL is in TO 31Z-3-10-1-2, issued and revised byAuniform: a. externul prepar~itory procedu~res; b.* AFCS as prescribed Lists (SCFEL). SFELs are
inputs: C. file content; d. processing" o categorized as follows:
computational logic ; e. outputs produced without a. Major Item SFEL. A SFEL that lists one or

devatin o coten, frma orresonsvenss, more major items of equipment (supply ERRC code
(AFM 1-1)S or U) Rnd which may list supporting minor and

liaedware items.
STAN1DARD DATING TECHNIQUE b. Minor Item SFEL. A SFEL that lists one or

When it is iecessary to insert the date on any more minor ilems of equipment an,- that may list
contractual document or required report, it shall lye hardwvare items but which list3 no iio items.
written using seven characters in the following c. Hardware SFEL. A SFEL that li ,ts only
orde: year (two digits), month (three lettqrs), and hardware items and lists no major or minor,1
day (two digits). For example, July 6, 1968, would equip.ment items. (AFR 100-18)
be entered on contractual documents and required A list of major aiid minor items comprising a
reports as "68 JUL 06." (DAC 76-17) stan'lard CEM facility. Each SFEL is assigned a

STANDARD DELIVERY DATE (SDD) designator to denote functional aspects aind provide
identity reference. The description andl

The maximum standard terminal date for O&ST copfiguration of each SFEL is contained in T.O A
normally requ'ired for the logistics system to effect 31Z-3-110-1. (AFM 67-1)
delivery to a consignee (Chapter 24).' (AFM 67-1)

:1The maximum ending calendar date by which STANDARD FILL
normal processing and shipping in the logistics 'Ihat portion of the Preliminary FIRL (after
sy stem will permit receipt and recording diof th ounding) that is intended for positioning as a finite
materiel by the consignee. (DOD 4140.2) irange and depth of times in AK~sIAF8.s and at

authori/e hr ons NVU~XT417
STAiNDARD DEVIATIONedsoepit.NA'UIS4117

A measure of average dlispersion (deviation from STAt!DARD FLOW DAYS
theinenii f itm ers. oil~tcdast iesq ~i'ot The average number of ca!endar days per

of the av~e ~i ge (I t he squnares of the difference iw t pcfe ntewr ag.i'lUielt
'elt vt en the ni nhers andm their "arit hnetic mean. accompl)1ishi the negotiated workload from calenla r

(1)01) 51,00~. ) date of input to ealendar date of ouw out. (A Fl.CR

STANDARD DODJ RATE 6-6

A I )-estamli.liinl houly 1"te to lie- Charged lfor STANDARD FLOW TIME
WVill he ihat ,honmv in A FM 400 -1. V'olumie 1.Q A m'e riv.im' prov~*ided 11) foreign g~overn mit and :11P e .I~F . 1-5

intenational o urganization~s Ily rnv Sufem pply
Aguemic y l)S.\ a mnI mn d~i~mepartinewis I.\ FSUI STANDARD FOR DESIGN AND PROCUREMENT

l77-i~ *\An ittai wvithuout !::oitatioi aIN to future desige j



use and future procurement. It is also included in a STANDARD NAVY DISTRIBUTION LIST
standardization document. A military standard :teml List providing official addressing and distribution -

(FED MAN M20IA) information for the Naval Establishment

STANDARD FOR LIMITED PROCUP ,-.-NT ONLY (SECNAVTINS'i 52)5.1',
Ani item, determined by standardization review to STANDARD NAVY MAINTENANCE AN, MATERIAL

be no longer suitable for use fc:- new design MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(obsolescent). but reqiuired to be procured for Te3 ytm i rga pnoe n
purposes of maintenance and repair of existing directed by the Chief of Naval Operations and
equipments not Yet ready to be disposed of as provides a great potential for better management of
excess to requirements. This is the status of items naval aircraft maintenance anti material, as well as
considered under some departmental procedures to incereased efficiency, improved aircraft readiness
be "limited Standard." (FED MAN M2O1A) ad dt o ugt jsiiain
STANDARD FORM (COMNAVAIRPACINST 4700.6)IiA term used to denote a numbered form STNADOM CLUR
prescribed by the General Accounting Office or STnifArD NmEnCi sripindotd a
Bureau of the Budget for a specified purpose. Ussniafor minimumteha desiition ao te ms

t~ j(DO 500.8)in specifications, standards, drawings, and related
STANDARD ITEM documents derived from more compre hens ive
adopted Federal and Industry Standards. inldn thtmnm.ncsayctalog data and]
(NA VAIRINST 4700.2, DSM M 200) 'nldA heie ae ncsayc

A material, part, component, subassembly or diffhrentiatiiug symbols. such as type designator

equipment identnfied or described in militar .y or (FED MAN M-261)

adopted Federal and Industry standards. (AR STANDARD OPERATING LIFEI
320-5) The predetermined total number of calendar or

As Led in *,hi.; manual, a standard item (or USAF operating moiths. as thle case may b , which
standard item) is one that has been adopted and programn aircraft is intended or expected to undergo
procured for general USAF use, and for which from the time of its acceptance to tile time of its
support or replacement items are nornw1'"lY retirement. (.NAV'AIRINT 47 02
maintained in USAF stocks. (AFR 400-3)

STANDARD PRICE
STANDARD (MEASUREMENT) A predetermined price esta bilihed for each item

Equipment which is established as an authorized iii the Army Supply System, (AR 73i-7. AR :320-5)
or recognized measure, especially one serving as Thspiesetalhdby iete magr
the basic means by which the accuracy o! lirecisi-.n (I)frAFmnae.cnrlyprcrdiesi

inesurmea isderved (AR 7-2)the AF inventory. It i., uniformly applied to

Ani established or authorized measure of weight, inventor,; acvolwnting and is te basis of all sales.
the ike esecillyand ervng s te bsictra nsfers. and issues. The initial standaird price of
by whichaccurac is detemined. new teais comp~risedl of the latest (ltfiiiitiz.d -

by Pimaccry sdrd. ed acqisitionl cost. or actual' or- estimated current
2. Triafr Standard. iMarket valit. packaging aiill lresei'viltionl Costs (if
:3. DLA /DIPEC Standard. not iclude(] iii tile p~rocuremient price). tile stanuda rd
4. Local Standard. (D LAM 4 156.4/A~R price of any% Government. furni.,ed aerospace

~~i2/ ASPPUB 5011 IMCO P4870.45B) equ0ipment materiel, and or projwert.%
STANDAD LOAD(0 FA £10 FM l/0 Fl. and appropriate~ so rcliairgv" ;I.

specified in paragr-aph 2hi(2. (AH.ci 6-L17-5)
A loadl which has been lprelplanoned as to The( unit pic~e, of all ite ias it i., reco rded iii thIie

(ilieilsiolls. classification. (.JCS Pull 1) finianc'ial and accounting record, (if thev holding

STANDARD MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE M lditarv S(,].% ice 14 hfenlse A.'enlcy. t tein'I)0(
The imointly cashi pPn'~eit to wvhich auirnmen ae included ill ile appllropriate M ilitarv Service'Dlefenlse -

entitled! beginning w%;it the 31th month of Agenlcy pricinwgid will Ihe jriced ait original cost.
A .-Il tilillIas; acive dliit. for tile Ioirchamw anidor if ;ivailnalit. or. if thlis 6 not known. at aii t-stiina tell

r~epair~ of per'sonai Clohing. (AF1M 6i-li i't'Ilacl-Im-wi valut. (D OlD Il 160.21 -.11)~



STANDARD PRICE REDUCTIONS ON SALES to stan,:ard service tours. The scope of the rework
Inventory price reductions for items sold at less includes disassembly sufficient to inspject all the

than full standard prices in recognition of lesser operating components and the basic aircraft

utility. due to age. condition or modei, or in structure; followed by repair, replacement, or
acecor~dance %%,th iter-service agreement for bulk ,ervicing as necessary; 'followed by reas::emnbly and

sales. (DOD 5000.8) flight test. Upon completion of the rework process.
the aircraft will be capable of performing its

STANDARD REPAIR PROCESS intended mission fer a full service tour. An
A technique for repairing a nonconformance, overhaul will be given either upon completion of a

deve!oped by the contractor and approved by the given period of time in a standard service tour or
Government. when it has been demonstrated that upon receiving damage of a severity to warrant the
the technique, properly applied, will result in an process. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
adequate and cost-effective 1520, USAF). NOTE:~~~~~~~Standard repairs are to be limited to those repairs, TNADRWR PORSIEARRF
defined as b,ch in contractor procedures; generally AE stanERIO)

used from contr.ct to contract; and used in repair A standard rework process involving both
of those nonconformmnnces common to a productand conve'ion.comleel(NAVAIRINST 4700.2
process, that occur fequentl. and cannot be
completely eliminated through (.nrrective action. STANDARD REWORK (PROGRESSIVE AIRCRAFT

(AFR 74-15) REWORK-MODERNIZATION)
A standard rework proces involving boti

progressive aircraft rework and modernization.
A basic set of codes, integral to each c,,rent (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

table of organization and equipment for the purpose
of expressing each and every possible combination STANDARD REWORK (PROGRESSIVE AIRCRAFT
or variation thereof, which when associated with REWORY-MODIFICATION)

organizational data is the basis for personnel and A Stanlad rework process involving both

supply computation. (AR 320 progressive aircraft rework and modification.
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2)

STANDARD REWORK
STANDrD EorKd aSTANDARD REWOINK (PROGRESSIVE MA!NTENANCE)Work perfor'ed ol an aircraft at O&R facilities Standard rework done in a consecutive series of a

or contractors' plants after (and as a result of) nme fpriloehu rcse
completion of a prescribed period of operational predetermined number of partial overh~aullFrocesse

service. The end product ,pecifications of the work (each with different slecifications of work to be
done), the composite of which represents a complete

will permit the aircraft to serve a full standard oicrhaul by in'cremental stages. Aircraft soLlject to4! l)eriod of operational service before undergoing the orssiemenal ltrore. Airs
rewok- aain.(OPAVIN-1 5-12.13)progressive maintenance jprogre~s through a series W

rework again. (OPNAVX:ST 54..2.2B) of cycles each of which is composCd of a given

STANDARD REWORK (AIRLINE MAINTENANCE) niimber of operatin.g periods followed. in succession.
A form of progressive maintenance distinguished by a like number of progressive maintenance

by short operating and rework periods. The periods. A cycle begin with the first operating ain(d

aircraft reporting and controlling custody remains ends u)on coini)let ion of tile l.t progre.-.sive
unchanged during or betieen I operating and revork maintei a nce period specified for the %.1cle.

period., (NAVAIRNST 41700.2) (NAVAIRINsT 4700.2)

STANDARD REWORK (ANALYTICAL REWORK) STANDARD REWORK (PROGRESSIVE

.\ - ic pr,)(1dure for determining and MAINTENANCE-CONVERSION)
n~amiia iniig r i:',l:,l~ii i . t i gh sel,.ctive equipnient . . r ac . melsi n t
-.0huplin.. and 'i;g illering evaluation. i

iN \ \1 IINT ]70l 2- (N \V \IRINST 1711.2)
STANDARD SERVICE LIFE

STANDARD REWORK (OVERHAUL-CONVERSION) IT VICE LIFE

S 1, 11tt il4 a l ri ' ,\t'4w h .' a.(' . i n'1 111111 o veiui l n it. p r e d c le l 1i lit vd n n i nh e r . s e q u e n c e . a n d
~ "< P ~ii) iih.1,tion ,of lie \;iri. oilieratioinl Imd loi.-icsal ',,.:- i, N \Vi117I 00 2)17

.inir -tt'.-1,c- , ai'c-rtft is iiteiide,1 or e\lIted to

STANDARD REWORK (OVERHAUL) ,,t.dri..o fron: \cccpl:iice to l[ th t'illeut.
Sraiiiilrt~ l rn,." ).p. nI',:., ' ,,a , :,'1r.f -'hb.ici (0I'N \VI NST l' 2 BD
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STANDARD SERVICE TOUR efficient use of research. development, and
The predetermitie- measurement of operational production resources. and agrees to adopt onl the

time, oi- utilization, of a Program Aircraft which is broadest possible basis the use of: a. common or
intended or expected to reflect the need for its comp)atible operational, adminjistrative, and logistic
Standard Rework or, if in last tour, its retirement. p)rocedures; o. comlpatib~e technical procedures and
(I3UWEPSINST 4700.2) criteria; c. common, compatible, or interchangeable

STADAR SORCEDAT PAKAG (SDP)supplies, components. wepons, or equipment; and
The rimry nforatin ued fr te . d. common or compatible tactical doctrine with

of nionnuclear munitions loading manuals. A SSDP resnigogaztoalcm tiit.(C
Adeveloped according to AFSCR/AFLCR 8-6 is used Pub 1)

for the preparation of nonnticlear munitions loading STANDARDIZATION AGREEMENT
manuals. It consists of, but is not limited to, the The irecord of an agreement among several or all
information contained in secti(,n F (AFLCR/AF'S ;R of the member nations to adopt like or similar
80-28) military equipment, ammunition, supplies, and

STANDARD STOCK stores; and operational, logistc, and administrat
Consstso mteral udertheconrol proced, 'es. National acceptance of a NATO alliedCossso aeiludrtecognizant puliaionisedbrteoiitr

of a bureau, command, office, or inventory cootrol pulcto sudb h iiayAgency for
point and is identified by centrally assigned federal Standardization Ayere corded sAA) aJSPu 1
stock numbers. (NAV-UP MAN) tnriatnAgem t(TAA .(CSu I
STANDARD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT Suecifications. standards, handbooks, qualified

Spotequipment of such a nature that it has prdclitan suhoie egneigrcrs
apiainto other than a weapon system program. predug drtawns urchster descnripin. Quality
Eupetin this category is nomal STANARDIATIO DO ~ daigs cM e eN scitos Quly

markt thoughA.,,urance Provisions, etc.) as are or mav~ be
(NVIPNT 70.)utilized for comparable purposes. (DiOD

4700.2)4120.3/DSAM 4120.3-M)
STANDARD UNIT PRICE (UNIT PRICE)STN RDZINPOGA DENE

Staindard UltPrice for ealie fmaterial STheRIZTO program esals EFyEaN wihSEuie
includes: (A) The current p~urchase or production Th rga*sabihdb.a wihrqie

cos o te tes t hetie heprce~ the standardization of material, components.
estalised. (B)Firs detintio traspotatoll equipment. and processes wvith respect to items of

eostas C he Firest ofpoueeticuig spl and services appoved for use bytile
costs. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ miitr (Csherpveo roueet(icuigices to improve the efficiencyv and

insp~ection). warehousing- redistribution, repacking mitay eran(I oreffectiveness of logistical support andl operationsa4( ipdiio other fucin fsupply readiness and conserx e money, manpwr ie
adniinistraton shall not be included in the suandatrdnp erti.

prics. her shal b on stadar prce fr e.ch production facilitie . and natural resources in the
ite.ii--lprice reductions for condition at time of sale Deatetofefn.(ODf)08
,'Oall not affect standard p~ricing for inventory STANDARDIZATION PROJECT
purp~loses. (ASOINST P4400.24) A forniali. e'stblished effort wit2i a diefined

STANDARIZATIONscop", to achieve, through established lprocedtlt.'
The poces of stabishig by com ndl( channels. :umx of the olbject-ves of the Defense

Thre poe ssonstlsiig b' c m o Sta ndar~dizat ion P rogrami. These object iv~es inclIude
a re . (1. Itile) engineering criteria. terms.

Ii i! Ic.. pactiCC . a triaIs.i t In. pocse~. adoptioni. by ,, tdimiardi ni sjwcificatiomi. or critteria

tqiipment patrts. .u~tsm.i..and as.semblies to to 1w ati~ n th i~n. dcl viopilenll.

Of 1,4iiij11oviit parili aillI 01,,1MnS!;o' 0~'.11 A 2(001 .1 out, JIitii ilonielieit vodt '% Iiic refltuct' tlt-

Tlt .roit.., l.x wiie!i tlt. I i mj:rit -it of efi' S.'aaiil ;i~i.: ion ll i of all im of 'lpii.
Ole A(lo I !! ma~I ' c'oopt-raiii anloog" idlnt;i i 1 I 1 ,ilvral Stori Niimli-r, I'm ;;ll

tilt- svr........11141 ..... ieje for (fit, mo1st ,crn I t 11'a Iv. (N VS I'P Pubt. 4:",)
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A scries of code numnbers used to recordl the Deparliments or any agency of thle DOD which
staldardiaitionl Status of ;tels of supply iv provides calibration services for certifying the
de'termuined bx DOD standardi'talion processes measurement standards of calibration laborato,-ies.
:mnd(Uor criteria prescribed in Defense These laboratories nornmally obtein certification of
Stanidardizat ion Manual M200 and Oper..aional (teir s tandards from the National Bureau of
Nutice S-1. (AFLCM 72-2) Standards, Department of Commerce. (DOD

STANDARDIZATIONIE VALUATION REVIEW PANEL (SERP) 4155 18)
A Group of flight management personnel within STANDARD, PHYSICAL

eac fild ommnd ho ee atleat qartrlyto A quantitative normal measure (not a dollar cost)
i&'view their local atircrew evaluation progranm o eurie o a aeil ao ie
stotus through use of the trend analysis progr-,m a1 i:tmeecina auftrngosiia
and other flight management tooh . (AFSCR 60-1) Xb.is o prdcon lanng

STANDARDIZED NAME scheduling, and control; a means of determinationI When two or more niames have been given to the of material. labor. and machine requirement-, a
samie item (such as bushing. spacer. bearings), one means of lpro~jecting workloads in relation to
of the names. or a more descriptive name. ill be capacity; a basis for deteriniiration of standard
standardized by anl acti.,ity as tie name for the costs f'ir use in cost control and p~reparation of
item. (AFLCM 72-2) budget estimates. (DOD 5000.8)

Two or nmore government activities, oy mutual
agreement, may standardize a name for an item STANDBY ITEM
which is in each of their supply, systems, but which 1 An item of supply which does not otherwise
would not usually be given Po approved item nanie. qualify for a quantitative level bui on which a
(AF'.CM 712-2) quantity is required to meet ;emiergeiicies involving

STANDRDIZD PRDUCTthe operation of e.,sential locai faclities. health. or
STARIE PRODUCT thtcnomto.-iiai t he protection of personnel or property.A

A ~rodct hatconorm tospeihetios 2 Ali item of suppliy considered by base civil
resultn'.r from the same technical -toulzements. egnest e'!lt otuudbs oealn
(Jcs Pub 1)eniertob iatocnifebae(Prtlls:I

ease of any emergenci. (AFM 67-1h
STANDARDS

Tiose standards established by the Ixunma:nding STANDBY LiNE

General. United States Army iMateriel Command; A con1~plet(' coht.k:,"ent of installed nmac! lilt 'o01F
Commandtitg Gener-il. United -States Army Strategic inaitaied intact in reserve condition -hildi. whei

SCommunications Command: Tho Sorgeon Generz:l. activatedl. i, calbe of ;,roducingr vt ;I sjecific lievel
VIud the Chief of Engieers. which miust be met to of production. Future acti%-ation is planned as a
assure' tilat end izemns. euniponents. (,t assemblies unit. I)OD 5000.8)
will function properly and are cap~able of STANDBY STORAGE SPACE
accomiplishing their intended missions. 1AR 320-5) 1

Documents that establish 6ngffleeriu'g a nd -torage Npavie cnhtain2d in completely empty
techical.Iultaans a~ aplictian fo ites, overedl structures or -ip.'; improved area., flhich is

Ma~ie~r 'PocesES. methods design~s and niot reqluired to ;z)pioj-t tile ins-tallationl S Ili.sionl

i'N gifl. p.actices. They' W i~l' 1. Lim it the a d hi h ha.: been s u - (A P "2 5

I c i n, 1, !faiIS. itel sevcs etc.. in oiku'i STANDBY SUPPLIESI
it p ro ide for: co F uinctijonal and1 physical I x am s of sup pli e mcluding par;,i:.~lt . " !'ith art,4 intrrcli~i *geal'il I II~' par's ouiits. s. eeilid to 'afe"gtard health. it, in.'llrc i'e i n~

:n ; lll ~uplents. (b) ('olipiatillility , if operation of i tll I ft~litic.,. or tol p Qele

a ndl' 1 imn ill thieir' tovn If! Iuclal e destructionl ,il proply and fill - hicli reliluiril ionid ~~ v't ~ Z. E. tai likh Ii ;:sic ir ittr. 'it~i.~sepo Ilie e.,tallishvil eithe Iu lhils'' of

ll~t h h' 1;[f i Iii', :! L e~w i I F~r tlai i i t('1111;i~ h it c~ r d to m
aIII irii~a~gor u.ncg ncie rfv. a l Atai Sil eiendli h

STANDARDS LABORATORY 'ill aiila'iunst.ckig li-:1 and will Ia. So identified.
AX lilloraitor), Iu :oIr l~ it- v oiil -11 lie Ml ilta i\

p' OY T'Xi& DOI)C .



STANDBY TIME STATE
The time expended by workers in awai'ing When this term is used it will include the Di~trict

equipment, labor crews, or work assignment: failure of Columbia add the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
of utilities. inclemient weather. and other similar (AFM 67-1)
occurrences. (AYLCM 25-3) STATE AGiNCY
ST.-.NDING OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) The agency in eacli State designated under Stat

A set of instructions covering those feature' of law as respionsible for the fair and eqnitahh(
op~erations which lend themselves to at definite or distribution within the State of all donations of
standardized procedure without loss Of surplus p~rop~erty to public agencies to be used f,,r
effectivene-s. The procedure is applicable unless one or more public purposes. such as conservati )n.
prescribed otherwise in a particular case. Thus, the economic development, education, parks and
flexibility necessary in special situations is recreation, public health, and public safety and to
retained (JCS Pub 1) eligible nonprofit educational and public health

STANDARD REWORK (PROGRESSIVE AIRCRAFT REWORK) institutivns and organizations for educational andI

Standard rework performed upon accumulation of p~ublic health p~urposes, including research for any
a predetermined number of calendar months. In such purposes. Th State Agency, defined herein.

certain cases. accumulation of a predeternied is generally titled or designated as the State

number o.' flyin6 hours may subject the aircraft to Agency for Federal Property Assistrncee and may beI
PAR. Work to be perform 1 will include: (1) identified as such. (DOD 4160.21-11)
planned rework to ensure compi.ance with STATE OF THE ART
NAVAIRSYSCOM functional and safety standards The level to which technology and science hate at
for the prescribed service period (specifications for anyv designated cutoff time been developed ina
this rework tkill lie prepared by designated rework given industry or group of industries, as in "the
activites fo each model), (2) incorporation of m'ssile s capabilities were determined by the state
outstanding technical directives and (3) correction of the art at the time it went into p~roduction."

:1of maintenance deficiencies and discrepancies (AFM1 11-1)
bey ond the ability and/or capacity of the The level to which technology and science have at
operational units. Aircraft subject to PAR will not an5eintdctf5im endvlpdi
receive a planned overhaul during their service life, given discipliaie. (AFSCR 8-4) "i
(NAVAIRINST 4700.2) STTARLCl.GVRMN

STAND-BY ITEM SAEO OA OENET-
A replacement item of supply which. because of A state, territor3 o possi of the Unitedl

States. the District of Columbia. and any political
lack of movement or regulated st'-tus. does not sbiiino ntuetlt hro. (O

4justify maintenance of a quantitative- level hlut On 46.11
which ai quantity is required to meet* one-time 46.1M
emergencies to insure uninterr-pted operation of STATEMENT (COMPARATIVE), OPERATING COST
local facilities (including transient aircraft). A statement which shows comp~arisons of cos- of
saf~guard health, or protect p~ersonnel or property. programs. functions, or activities either with (1) like
(AF31 67-11 costs for a previous p~eriod: (21 estimated cuStsz for ,

STAN-BY OOLa future period; (3) estir, ihed or standard
A goupng f .eparab- asemlie prvidd a for the same p~eriod: or (4) budget. .1iiell, a-

-A r o pn g ofctivityl as pa emnts poroviidelar statement may include ..tatistical datai as diell ;fs
rewi'~ ctviy S epacilents fo s ii ld dollars to measure accomplismet anroadi

de fect iv e i'!lnirable asse nilies remlovL d fr'oml ll poic mecsins (DO to aidLI a ii'~~3rcraft or vngine unde rgoinug some phatses of 10 c'(~iihs D t()8
i I''t :k icd are ;,ok to hle reworked conc::i'rentlv STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTABILITY

%%ilh the ircra ft r .giiie from % liich removed. A s~aiida'Irepr f'm.r'jI to Ile ftirni.,hed
Them. itvlllw-are provided ilo prevent disruption of regiularly to the Ga.iera' .Accouinting Office by each
o' aduct ion a be i a' nca ust 1 l1t. lead tim1e to) Iishu rsinig 0 ffk4'r with respect to the cashI

obtainl the relpirvid rvillacevt-1n iteml from milalpl% t "anlactionl. "Iiid cash balances forl which hle is
;Wa'~dhe. r-r'i diin of hel air, -arft ;n1i1(1r at'tountaha.'. (F'ormerli kiio-a i s A A'ounlt Curreiit.)

no"C(1111.111' iFASO INST 17111.22) DD5108
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STATEMENT OF CHARGES STATION REQUISITION NUMBER
Goerm 362, "Statement of Charge for Conibinat on of the state and station code

Goenet Property Lost. Damaged or (established inthe fic ode) adthe requisition
Destroved." is the formn used when a airman or number. (.3 R 320-5)
civilian Of their own) volition. aIlit jpecuniary SATOSE
liability for loss, dkimage. or (lestructiov of public Ast(fmsinteeupet egedo

prpry.(M -l support wartime operation-, under austere
STATEMENT OF CAPABILITY CODE conditions. Station sets may be prelpositioned at

A locally deemndcode usdto indicate the overseas bssto supeet ma- eriel assets at

'I'. of upprt.minimum facilities to vwhich units mai dlis perse for
STATMEN OFPROVSIOINGREQUREMNTSoperations during an emergency or actual coinbat.

A form appendcd to anl Invitation to Bid. Request a oainlLss rasadyfrinbs.I
-Ifor Proposal, or contraG, setting forth the specific war readiness materitl (WVRM1). 0Th items
A pro~ isioning requireme.:ts and services to be comprising station sets for tactical forces are

pz'oide by he ontrcto undr te co~a~ of contained in Table of Allowances 930 which consists
which it is a part. (TM .18-715) of three parts. (1) basic requirements authorized
STATEMENT OF SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS inl a p-r base basis, (2) difect aircraft maintenance

statement showing the natoi-e of funds recei% ed support equipment by type model and series of A
or made available during a giver. period and the use aircraft, and (3) field maint-nanc. equipment over
or disposition of such funds. Applicable to finaitcial and above that listed in lpaits (11 3n(I (2). (TA0M
reporting for 'capiial funds.(DOD 5000.8) 400-1)

STEETOTRNATOSMirinium requie'ements of mission- :ype equip~mentt
SATMN stndr repRNTONSq~r esumte for support of wartime operations *under austere
regular t ort fenrl Accouingd t ic by mte conditions. Station sets are designated for

reglary t te Gnerl ccontig Ofi2 b eah repositioning at forward bases to either
Disbursing Office, supporting its "Statement of supplement mnaterie' assets at existing operating
Accountability." detailing the amcunts oif cash bases oir to constitute the source of assets atA transactions to be charged or crei:vd to each stand-by bases (AF11 61-1) -appropriation and fund account. (DOD 5000.8) TIOSOCLEL

STATEMENT, FINANCIAL Maxim-um quantity of sup, lies expressedI in days
rl Aforal fnanial epot. epecaily one showing &supply, permitted to be onl hand or due in a n

financial status at a givcr, dlate (DOD .5000.8) time at a militar. instaliatioi.. This level is based(
STATI PRESUREon actua, part issue.s and n ~ticilpate(l demiands. It

Tne pressuire Cue to the p~otenltial energy of a reln'eqents the requisitioning objective. (AR 320-.3)
s;ubstance. (AF31 127-201) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

STATI TESTSTANDThe practice of d'rawing statisticai in fer'ence from

Locations, whereon liquid pro'0 ellant engine!: oi' mibehdi'v -ayrfed daauigm to eas taitcaiqus an
Ol id pr'opeIla nt mfotor.,; a i'e test ''I in place. (A FR mtod.gra , yc eie oa ttsia u it

127-100, Attachment 1) contriol methods anid tech niqutes. (A F'I. 7X4-2)

The a nalvsi.s of statiistical data to~ determnince the
SfATION CODE qIua lity vIC'el being produnced by any1 fit-r ific

i* 'r v A\ir F'n'ce base, and ces tamn other locations auattiig re);tir. 40% em'haill. nliti.
onl "uihi' A ir Foi'e aitivi: iv: (ti'ite. ale assiglled stIoragv, shipping. adminlistrat i c. 11tC.
;I -. altill (.1101 Statio'n c'ode., are in \'olime 1. AFII tl)LI.A 115-5.4,.111 75o-26i NAVSH'8Ii 1Pt fl 110N

STATION NUMBER STATISTICAL CONTROL OF OPERATIONS
It tiliker ltm'vt for' rtlwrtinll ii s iil.tead Wi A otii'f stati.stical tilit ciiViiti'ol 'aipling

an;11 c'u %VC1 nml111 Io dt'nti'i till, cog'raphit'aI and t'!I;rting oin '.tork pruidict., ,and fhia% '. Ili''' iiin"
- illc'aiult of' reqiiln !.I". p1h' h' i sV~ . ci.. %%hlen conimtci of' q in Iic in ct' uliin. Illlvlini's '

,ioati'n. \Fl~t;7-7ml rial . X I\-.0 ' I2-;:; I
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STATISICAL DATA STATUS CODES
A n acc,,mulat~on of accurate iformation A code used to transmit information from -he

graphically presented or tabulated for use in invenuiry manager and/or supply source to the
determining the quality level being produced by creator of a ru'sition or the consignee. Status
specific manufacturin.g, repair. nverhaul, inspection, codes are the )pposite of advice codes in thatIstturage, shipping administrative, etc., pr'wcesses. directional flow is reversed. (AR 725-50)
(DLA.1 4155.4/AR 750-26/XAVSUP PUB'5011/.N CO A code used to tran-,mit status information from
P4870. 6B) the supply source to tht. creator of the request or

the consignee. Status codes are the opp~osite of
STATISTICAL SAMPLING advice codes in that the dieecional flow is reversed.

A technique by whiic evaluation of facts or (AR 735-35)
conditions obtained from randomly selected samples A coding structure for the purpose of
forms the basis for determining degree to which an transmitting status data from the materiel manager

entire lot conforms to standards. (APS01 78-1) and/or supply source to the creator of a requisition
STATSTIAL SMPLNG IVENORYor the consignee. Theie codes are thE opposite of

advice codes ip tnat directlonal flow is reversed.
The counting of a sample of items selected at (F 71

random from anl inventory lot whereby a decision to
accept or reject the entire lot from which the STATUS DATA, REQUISITION
sample was taken is based on the results (A R This term has refereuce t'n data furnishvd by
320-5) materiel managers signifying act-on taken or being

taker on a specific requisition. Types of status
STAtSTICS daia are as follows: 1. Exception. status. 2. One

The colleeting, classifying, summarizing, and hundred percent supply status. 3. Shipment status. '
interpreting of numerical facts by other than 41. Shipment detail1. Furnished only to Army
accounting methods. (DOD 5000.8) overseas supply a~iencies for shipments to Army

CStatistical methods. (DOD 5000.8) overseas activities. (AF.1 67-1
Classified numerical data. (DOtD 5000.8) STATUS CF ALI.OCATION

STATUS The HAF-CfI9 (monthly) report, H058 product
A ciassificatio ,of the emrtloyniient or conditikn of 782R, shows fiscal commitment,,. obligations. and

an aircraft. (OPNAVINST 5442.2) expendit-:res reflecting funding action (and]
reimbursements) incurred by GA financ-i

STA~S CHNGEtransactiors and deliveries. (AFLCR1 400-23)
A transaction reflecting a change fromn

serviceable to un~s. rviceable and vize versa. (AFR STATUS OF MATEflIEL/FINANCIAL PROGRAMS REPORT

of initiations, commiitm~ents. obligations. and
STATUS CHANGES expenditure-; against the ap~proved materiel

A transa;ction %%hose function is to change the -.rocutreinent program. (AF1LCM 401-1)
serviceabiity status of an item within the STEDRG

;ne d it c. f tl:, ' affected ; itv e d tocme. .413 a l~ier or' lighter and its storage abo .rd a %essel.
J ite is lr~a~ ~nt~nd~irtc~e. or tbe break in g out %:nd diselia.:giilg of cairgo froml

a cai,-eofstaus.wcurs only. If thp item is an an spc iii the vessel to ain atireed( llI''it f rest
h(-1Il-1 ci ot mp oll a del ink llroc'., is init iatedl dock side or in !~ I igh- r. WI AR 22-4011)

file. Whai-atp ,aen wths tscmonts.7 rvde h
-Iiabl. T;;stranlsaction isonoftemaofie Tesaitclcnetud.% gil pdcin

a i a Ie. A F.C 17-91of t hi. Conldit ion of alI. elelivill of ai larger grolup

SIATUS CODE whenl the probable ;aver-age coniuion of thbe larger.
'xAo vi~ltered inl a filvm:'ainlt-iianice trains;'rt :.' Irl'ol p isk. t n For tvini1ple. thsmedat anl

%;ichi 1,2 jt h t ham (l; of l11rI1curenl.1nt 111t. art'liol'Id tdil.ol indi t~el ver1.ic'J is:n~s a
afhfe vd i'ord, ai. i11ai 11 il iin. of i rail.dlki~oi on the ;1%Vl*a1.rV ;I c(111311 n11 bt'r "ftak deanllinedl

.'1P1 I .~FI. I 7u-I, fo'.n 11$heduilt.iI I~i~n~c.T~, vlltl2iIilit\ -it
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any given tank under the same circumstances, will of material cognizance for items or categories of
bedeadlined for unscheduled maiitenance onl a material to inventory managers. (JCS Pub 1)

specific day is described by a stoelia.tic process. STCVOTO RTNINCR

(APP S0**7)A stocK control retention card is a PCAM card
STOCK used to record cost category III item data requiredI

The quaiitity of an item acquired and placed in to maintain minimum control of th(ee items when
stock- against a general mobilization ieserve utilizing the optiona! cost Category III item issu(-
materiel objective. This term normally will apply and shipncatnc procedure prescribed in Chapter 7,
only to Single Manager items. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub Part ore, Volume 1l1. This crd wil normally

1) contai- basic item data and those ac-count codes fo~r
A supply of materiel maintained on handl at which shipment action ib authorihed. Other iterr

storage pit inaspplysse ome data to be maintaincd will be at local disciretion.
anticipated demands for it. Items issued for actual (AJF,1 67-1)i use are not considered to be in stock. (DOD 5000.8)

STOCK COORDINATION
STOCK ACCOUNTING A supply management finction exercised usually

tie establishment and msintenance of forma at department level which controls the assignment
recods f maeril i stok rflecng uch of material cognizance for items or categories of
infrmaionas uanit~~ "iue, cndiion or material to inventory managers. (AR 13'20-5, JCSother information as required. (AR 320-5) Pb1

STOCK ACCOUNTlING ACTIVITY STOCK FUND
An activity that is assigred responsibility for Thtie pietohaprtoofheA stc

maintaining a stock record account. (AR 320-5. AR fund which is utilized to finance aviation fuels.
725-50) rocket fuels, lubricating oils, and relpted services.
STOCK CLASS (A"fM 67-1)

A subdivision of a stock group of the Federal A steck fund is a revolving fund established to
Supply Classification. There are approximately 570 finance in-.-entories of supplies and other stores. It
stock classes. (DOD 5000.8) is authorized by specific proi;sion of law to finance

STOCK ONTROLa continuing cyde of op~eration.,. with receip~ts
Proessofmaitanin ivenor daa n tne derit'ed from such operatioais available iii their 1

Prcs ofmitiiginetr aao toe etrt o s by ie~the sdwtok fudl pucase
quantity, location, and condition of supplies and enityfruebthfndwhotur aio

detrmie qanitis o mterel ndequipmpnt This is a self-sustaining fund used to hold
avalabe nd ir rquredfo isueandtofacilitate materials in suspense until they are issued c

reimbursed for sales of these materi.~. ito
STOC CONROLACTIITYcustomers. (AFLC/AFSCR 57-7)

The organizational element of a distribution
srstem which is assigned responsibility fo- STOCK FUND DIVISION ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
Maintaining inventory data on the quantity.' OFFICE
ownership/purpose, condiion and location of The Division Accounting and Fii~ancv Office.
material due in, on hand and baci-ordered to SAAMA is the :iccountiaur and finance org-inizatiov
dlete'rmine avai'labilitv of material for issue and to of the A !'1. whichu has been desigznated by HQ
facilitate dlistrib~ution ;and managen'ent of material. I'SAF fO functioai as die centrail control office of
LNAVS1UP Pubt. 437) the Aviation Fuels Divisini: of tCe AF stock fond.

Al. activity whi-!. records and reports puertinuent (A F.4I
oila' thle qui;,ititv. location. and conlditioti of STOCK FUND MANAGER

suplives anid V-11U 'P11t. (AR 725-50. A R 3~211-5)Twt*n tc udMngr'~ecn :e

STOCK COORDINATION referred to inl ChIapter I. !'art tilree. is svnloilu wol:'
A suipplvi 111.111,0011011 u fa et a.,a exercisedI 11S ,1ll1 v-itlh thle "irelort of A erosive Fuel., San

a:t depa:rt nin t h.-el w l ich' c': utrods ilie ;~s igw i nue tt waio A1 LC ;\FM1 47-1,*



STOCK FUND MATERIEL STOCK ON HAND-IN A SERVICEABLE CONDITION AND'AItems of M1ateriel wlhich are authorized for stock READY FOR ISSUE
fund financing and so designated in regulatory The quantities of an item of supply including
media. (AR 320-5) applicable substitute items and quantities

4SOKGOPearmarked, but unshipped to other suplly4
programs, which are on hand, in a serviceable

A mjordivsio ofthe FedralSuply condition and ready for issue. (DOD 5000.8)
Classification. Ea~h group embraces a number o*f
stock classes. There are approximately 75 stock STOCK RECORDI

group. (DD 500.8)A perpetual inventory form of rocord which
STOCKs (EDOR MAP0.8 shows, b% nomenclatur, the quantities received and

Mateielhel or cqured(an "idntiied in issues and the balances on hand. (DAR B-102.19)
Matrie hld r cqure (ad denifed"in A col lective phrase to describe the forms used to

inventory stratification) for the Military Assistance rcr upydt nsnl tm.(R305
Program based upon administrative determination
uander Department of Defense guidance. (DOD STOCK RECORD ACCOUNTA.3000.8) Record kept by an accountable officer listing
STOCK ITEM property on hand, received, and issued. (AR 320-5i -

An temof F.DSA oroter ervce puchaed A HQ USAF prescribed numbered record of
Anppiem of eqF.pDent or thsricesa prchaet transactions of praperty subject to audit. All stock

sccupplireord eqipmentand for whih 7-poprt record accounts ar: assigned an official AF number] acountng ecor ismainaine. (FM 6-1)by HQ AFLC and are maintamecl by anl accountable
STOCK MANAGEMENT supply officer. (AFM 67-1)I

Direction and supervision of stock distribution A HQ USAF prescribed numbered record of
from the time it becomes available ui:til it is transactions of property subject to audit . All stock

Aexpended. declared surplus or sent to disposal. (A R record accounts are assigned Pn official AF aumber
320-5) by HQ AFLC and are maintained by an accountableISTOCK NUMBER supply officer. (AFM1 67-1)

A number assigned to identify anl item of supply. .A basic- record showing by item the rpcei!;t and
(AR 320-5) issuance of property. the balances onl hand ard such

The stock number identifies a part for th. other identifying or stock control data as may be
p~urpose of requisitioning, storage, identifyingr .i equrdb rpratoiy JSPb1
manufacturer, and/or origin or number. Types of STCCK RECORD SUPPORT ACTIVITY
stock numbers are included in Part 1, Attachment .5, Ani activity having facilities for ind :Iesignated to
Chapter 12, Part four. IAF.1 67-11) lnerform the functions r, support of the A'yField

Number assigned to an item. principally to stock Control System. CAR :320-5)
4identify that item for storage and issue purposes STOCK STATUS LA TIME

(AFR 9-8:The time elapsin.- between cutoff daet of the
STOCK NUMBER CONFIGURA I IN stock status report being- use(l in the : -pply control

1Computer assigned code which dlenotes type of st-udy and the date of the study. (AR :3-f-5)
stock number. (AFLCR 17'A-343) STOCK TRANSFESR
STOCK NUMBER SEQUENCE LIST Transfer of accou-itability from one accountable

Al SNSi. is a listi. g of items ill Stock officer to aniother. Stock tr-vilsfer-z betwcell Namvy
Xnu111her! Part Nuimbmer sequ tence wit hoot regardm to an d DSA arie between hilt arcoiil ilt, o ffiver at ;I
c'm nuza lice ,vimhol. Navv Stock Point amnd tlilt accmouniit-i office~r at a

STOCK ON HAND lDefennse Supply Ccw~e:-. Sitrk Transfer is aiso
referred 11) as cuphtalhbation illy thle gami ii uiThe total dollar value of anl item of suhpply in coitleu5er0.dcptaiuimiim teA b~m en tory regfard less -if conmd ition (if serlvicea bil it v

1 ofpuurpo~. C' whch eld 10) 5(lI(.~Jlosing :l '.coiluitdle officemri. 'NAYSI11INST 4 440.99)
Tile imita I !uant y of ani ~em of .upply in STOCKAGE LIST

in ventorv regard less -if coandit ion of ,ervict-ablilitv A list of items, iah orized for stockauze at a
of purpose. forl which hvld. (O )(1o (l.s) supply activity. (AR' 3(29-5

54
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STOCKAGE LIST CODE STOCKPILE TO TARGET SEQUENCE
A letter code to deinote the status of the item in The order of permutations of events involved] in

relation to the authorized stockage list. (AR 320-5) removing a nuclear waapon from storage. and

STOCKAGE LIST ITEM assembling, testing, transporting. at,, delivering it
Ani item of supply authorized to be stocked by a onl the target. (JCS Pub 1)Kparticular unit an~d ineluded in the authori:Zed STOCKROOM

stockage list of that unit. (AR 320-5)Aseto or om wihna aehu.

STOCKAGE LIST ITEM SUPPLY CODE Stockrooms are normally establ~she d to segregateK A code used in conjunction wall auth~orized supplies by commodity class in order to expedite
stockage lists to indicate the normal source of service, prevent pilferage, to provide special
supply for an item of supply. (AR 320-5) storage features for specific items, and to identify
STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE storage areas in connection with the stock location

The maximum quantity of material authorized to system (location symbols). (AFM 67-1)
be on hand to sustain current opetations at any STOCKROOM DESIGNATOR
level of supply. It consists of the sum of stocks A one-position alphabetic code assigned to eichrepiesented by the operating level and the safety bae spot ndr mitnnc eatn
level. (DOD 5000.8) bs upr n~r mitnne :prtn

The maximum quantities of materiel to be stoikroorr established. (AFM 67-1)
maintained on hand to ststain current operations. STOCK-FUND DIVISION OR CATEGORY, SINGL! -MANAGER

-~It will consi-t of the sum of stocks represented by An administrative division or category of materiel
the operating level and the safety level. (AR 320-5, ofasckun etblhdto iace ige
JCS Pub 1)ofasokfn esalse tofnne ige

The maximum quantity of materiel authorized to manager assignments of inventories. (DOD 5000.8)
be on hand to sustain current operations and STOCK-WiTHDRAWAL CREDIT
objectives. It consists of the PSO. unusable Ani amount credited in a departmental wvorking
incentories and the PWRIIRP. (DOD 4140 25-Mi) capital fund or division thereof to th~e account of

STOCKPILE the agency which originally financed the acquisition
Nuclear weapons. maajor assembli~s, and nuclear of stocks cap~italize? utier such working-capital

components of war readiness quality, either in AEC fiund. and available ior the withdrawal of stocks
or DOD custody. (AFM 67-1) without reimbursement until the first fiscal year

Stores of special ammunition. usually major for which a 'Audgdt canl be p~rep~ar~ed making
assemblies of nuclear weapons (both nuclear and pro---siom for p~aymenlt. (DOD 5000.8)
non-nuclear), in the custody of the Atomic Energy A special Fability of a stock fund division ais
Commission and the Department of Defense. (AR specifically ap~proved representing ani authorization
:320-5) by which customers may requisition material

Quantities of supplies z.nd equipment authorized without reiimbur~etuent. (AR :320-5)
to be p~rocured for current operations. Stockp'iles
are established in lieu of. or in addition to. normal STOCKS

levels, of supply,. usually because procurement The quiantity of suppmlies ai inatrial onl hand
ecollnle prociarefeit dlifficulties. or ready for use. (JCS Pill, 1 I
unpIredlictable issue flemands sitch action. (A R STOCKS IN HANDS OF CONTRACTORS

Suuocks of materials (strategic, or criticali stored The Gover~ment aeri ' fo fi lir to cm rato
311id m1awamti i ed for use. in time, if emlerge c. AR~ l ;uiot hert:girtsf'.f~ bi~tiOnl

3151retti'rn to t he suply "v ~i*r 't herwmst. :wt~oullited
filas conmipoientis. end~ itl'l,s,. tii rt-i'lmal mnatriel.

3STOCKPILE LABORATORY TEST (SLT) 11101) 41111.31 1101) 4;111.91

)p'r iii, daa d i%' .r tht-s'i li, liability~ of ER I)A STOCKS REPARABLE
stok1.l,;,~ r~iIiit. I.T 'iaw~ are amls, utsed it, Tilmsr ilttiil '' S i~ l "1!1 milich art. 1141, in a

d' ~... hu hIT r oi. il lI'leri~ a y '1e1 lt- e.-zra 'Ing it. rclt - . at cinilil. l11it mmal lit, c.z'iic
sti: , i,: oimpari-tmi wvithm N.A1IL l.TI'm-elim, dal:mm: ';od~,a et~-i.Ise*'ai 1101)

;i,. -- th- S T (!;it;.



STOCKS, CENTRALLY MANAGED STOCK, DUE-IN
All items of materiel in the supply distribution The quantity of a materiti itcni expected to be

s~stem of the owning service stored at wholesale or received under outstanding p)racurirg a!:d
:'etail distfibut.,n poiints, but procured or requisitioning instruments, and quantity expected
distributed onl v worldwide bajsis: excludes claimant from other sources such as transfer. reclamation.A
stocks hed for other services or government ,and recovery. (AFM1 67-1, DOD i000.8)
agencies. (DOD 5000.8) SOK U-U

STOCKS, CLAIMANT The quantity of a materiel itemn requisitioned by
Materiel stored by one service for another owning oreig atvte hc sntimdaey

service. (DOD 5000.8) available for issue but which is recorded as a stock
commitment for future issue. (AFAI 67-1. AFM

STOCKS, PREPOSITIONED 67-3/AFLC Sup I
The portion of the quantity of a materiel item in

a military supply system retained for STOCK, EXCESS
!ogitic-redines sppot prposs wichare The quantity of an item in a military service
physcaly pace orothrwie dsigate ormare'l which exceeds the services retention limit for the

for immediate support of specified forces. (DOD itm ad ssujc to tliaon cren.
50.)reclamation, demilitarization or any other

appropriate disposal action. (DOD .3000.8)
STOCKS, RESERVE (OR RETENTION) . SOK EVCAL

The portion of the quantity of a materiel item in
a mlitry uply ystm etanedfo loistcs The quantity of an item in stcre and in a

readiness support purposes or for the best United rayt-su odto.(O 008
States military interest. Excludes "excess stocks." STOCK, UNDECLARED EXCESS
(DOD 5000.8) Stock which exceed-, the services'* retention liit4

STOCKS, RETAIL but for which J',3losal action has not been
specifically aut'noriz'ed or initiated. Excluded is all

All tocs no inlude in the property for which the cogniza-it activity or official
"wholebale-distribution system, which are has initiated action to effect either the p~rescribed S

necessary to be held and controlled by the utilization screening. rechamation for recovery of
individual military services for issue or resale to reurdprt rc:oen5 eiiarztoo
final consumers in performance of assigned mission. other' ap~prop~riate disposal action. iDOD 5II00.,,i

(DOD 500.~)STORARLE PROPELLANTS
STOCK, SUPLUSRocket p~ropellants. liquid or solid. which canl lie

Excess materiel which has been, determined not to soe badamsie nagvnevrnet
be required for the needs aind the discharge of with no damaging effects. for prolongedl periods, of
responsibilities of all Federal agencies. (DOD timle uiithn:'t need for- periodic recondilainimig or
5000.8) addition. (AF:IlI

STOCKS. UNSERVICEABLE STORAGEA
Thos~e items which are net ready-for-issue lint The ;act of storing. or thlt *;late of beiiig stuoredl: 4

which mat' or may not lie emonomnically restored to the keeping or placiiig (if properti in a ",r~iic

reatdv-for-issue condlition. (DOD i000.8) sieil. ()penl a reai or othler' des i,m:,t eil facil i: v.

STOCKS. WHOLESALE moura,~ re i, a toiiinuatimn af -iii' receir-Mig ,pt-rathiil

J61t i'rj1 I hlmi inl 1h'. tkpot systeml of a service. or tmli i''iii mivimtesipin O 5iii
oif a n mana-er. for dist ribut ion to installations opeat'ionil. (DOD) snOo.S. 1101)14100. .11)

STOCK. CONTINGENCY RETENTION A d l n''isi -t i min e'lmi riiit. vt'rl" .it ic.
I,.4 4qnaliIi.tx 46f all l'it-ili in a 11Iilar% :'ullpl I eettiiea. haii',i' ;r" ..i ,olher t-l'l'iv~':im ijumi Itlh'eli

10iihrlvi et imo r';il br, ;41:i'l hrmias I'ti o i' litain'm as ,e irt'I CtS P'll! I. AR l :,2ii 5ii
in the Im  s; a~ii i;:' iitre t dm ~iv I ihed Stall, l'e'rtinill- 14, a 11, A itce ill " livIr 11;11.1 call lit' - tI'd

-1 lilih - :.1
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TiuTe means of storing data iav be chemical. STORAGE CAPACITY (TANKAGE)
electrical. or mechanical. (JCS Pub 1. AR 320-5) Total of existing bulk tankage assigned foi

Depositing. retaining. or storing items in a product storage. Capacity is measured to maximum
warehouse. :hed. or onen area for safekeeping. fill level for each tank and incude: aoirecoverable
(NA1VORD OP 2165) tank bottoms. (AFR 144-1)

- I Removal of an aircraft from the active inventory
and placement in an, inactive status for an indefinite STORAGE COMPATIBILITY GROUP
ueiod. with withdrawal contingent upon future AIPH.\ designators assigned t, expio.-e items
inventory requirements. Storage" presumes that are used to identify items which may or may

long-term" or "permanent" (rather than not be combined in storage. (AFLCIAFSC 12-0!!
"interin") preservation and iz not to be confused STORAGE IN TRANSIT
with a)reseratmp apl)lied to aircraft temporarily Arrangemett o permit stolpin of goods at an.
idIe or enroute. An aircraft will rema in a storage intermediate point and reslhpping to final
status from the beginning of the prescrvation destination at the through rate instead of the
pocess 'ntil the removal of preservation upon higher combination of local rates to and from the
wvithdra-wal from ztorage. Stoed aircraft will be transit point. (AR.120-5)
;reserved at actvities designated by BUWEPS.
Preserved aircraft may be stored in the open. h! STORAGE INPUT
metal containers, or in cocoons. (OPNA.\lST The receipt and pr3,e.sing of aircraft into
P5442.2A) temporary. limited, or extended storage (TO

STORAGE ACTIVITY 1-1-686). (AFLCR 66-46)

The organixatioial element (if :I di~tribution STORAGE INSPECTION (HAINTENANCE PROCEDURE)
sy'stem which is assigned res.,onsibilinv for the A continuing program of nondestructive tests o:n
physical handling of material, inciden" to receipt. nuclear weapon compone)ts. performed periodically
storage. selection and shipment. (.XAVSUP Pull. ni ,on special occa ions. to i sure hat al437);11! function withini texhuic I order

STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION POINTTS requirements. tcF. 1 67-11ih tci r
AFLC .r other DOD actil'i Selected 1,% a1 item STORAGE INVENTORY VARIANCE

manager to perform storage and distribution The c 'ange i, volume d.an oss) c;11;mied h.
services with a designated geographical area. The flnetu ;,,, in te mperatre . nf ,,r t1-

4 depot facilit.' at which the Ill is Icatte, is included fli to in tmertre ; h si ora
In this definition. (AFM :;7-1. AFM 67-3 AF C Still ,i t inhieret ct, arities rel.,e, t v A F.6 f a v a t i , , f u e s . t A \ :M 7 - A F i t " S .• I i A F-

STORAGE AND HANDLING CODE

This is a two character alpha code which denotes STORAGE LIFE (SHELF LIFE)
the appropriate density code and type of storage Te "lnto n itil rjt - pe if ieICOle applicable to the item when assmrned. specfid omditiom , :nd still :.-t , ~ecifiedI : '.X .\ SI P P it. 37t re. . re tnefts. \II .-ST D 721!11

STORAGE BLOCKS STORAGE MISSION ACTIVITIES
Tie floor ire '- util;zet, -ti stort, solid W ocks of .\ctivitivs rvspolsillih fr - t ,, . stpl!.

lii t,,,u. -, I' le s and.or als. (.\F.1 nec.-s ry to !)ack utll lit 'rilh,ti.n 1:-.i- \ tt;7lsir, finr n:sliijizti;,i lli'Pss "-. . ,ri:'.ly l'ct'S"-

.ctivitiv:. do, {hu .hilp lir vcc t ,, ni , ni ir
STORAGE BUI.DiNG blk IIan.tit ,: ::' involve ,I ll 1 t t :;!1

\ I ;;illi ; " roti n .ralete. o r acq u ire d f ,r th e
- : " I ,' " '' -.t 4. 1,1g h so ,e ,art o f it Ia.w STO RAG E O N SITE

., . -rt l. t.- a , d i''. s ,, fo r , ffic . d ep oit tililt F sg iipmeo t s m , -on I ' h' t 't*i ~lw:r ulf hI i l .ti 'r bu l

-:.:', ',T , -i:p. ItW. I li-!*t i. ' rI from .- )ratIn . !,,,.iTu:; iT .

STORAGE CAPACITY u, t "1 N A S P l' , Po i \F 1 3C
-J..:I.. -.. ,. *;,,,, ,," tl,, iph\ -i,';. c::h::s':.? of :i. ::': Vii 2 IS XM I:,

li " ./' ;. ~ t~l;!.l~al " \ f,.-,'if .0l." Wi;1

..... ,, .,. ,,r STORAGE PACKAGE BOX

s'li.zlli l,sll,. rmliq, :,',i ".I:t: '* I.,s :dii." or .\ i;ar'iilre :sr I[us\ niiltaiillll ih'nts i!1 inflirina.l ,. i .lZ 320 -. "11 1,.ailill. -
. d .-i.rn ia 's ! lh - v ri:it i 'v sit e itf'il., the
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quantity oii hand~. and( the usual amiount of isue at Includes all types of spaice ill storige am!~
one time. (AFIN 67-1) warehousing facilities. (AR 780-5)

STORAGE PARK STORAGE UNIT
AXrea where vehicles are put away when they are An individual cabinet or series of caininets, tiers

not in daily usze. (AR 320-5) of a bin. row, etc. When storage units are placed
STORGE UALTY ONTOLback to back. each side will be considered a stor:i;e.

The management function by which: ui.(F 71
1. Continued conformance of Govern men t-ow ned STORAGEADJACENT

materiel to a quality serviceability requirement is Adjacent storage is storage of equipment in lt t
assured. vicinity of the premises; of the contractor/usci'.

2. Abilitv of materiel to withstand effects of (T.1 38-260/N'AVSUP Pub 5)23/AFR 71-18/MNCO
storage is measured. 4870.62/DSAM 4145.9)

3. Quality .data generated during and after SOES
storage are reviewed, analyzed, and interpreted. AnOevieitnddfrinenloretra

41. All actions required to correct quality Aydvc neddfritra retra
dleficiencies and prevent their recurrence are taken, carriage and mounted onl aircraft suspension and
including data feedback to storage/ maintenance release equipment. whether or not the item is

facilities. (R1AM 41,55.4/AR 750-26/NA VSUP PUB intended to be separated in flight from the aircraft.
5011/MCO P4870.45B) Stores include missiles, rockets. bombs. nuclear

Storage quality control is the technical inspection weapons. mines, fuel and spray tanks. torpedoe .
of material received which was not previously pyrotechnic devices, detachable fuel and -spr:t,
inspected at source and for which acceptance at tanks, line source disseminator, dispensers. pod
destination is required; inspection (of material (refueling, thrust augmentation, gun. electroii
returned to stores, forwarding to repair facilities or countermeasures (EC~ls) etc). targets. cai'go-drol.
foi release to disposal areas: the examination and containers and drones. (AFLCR/AFSCR 80-281

testing of samples of supplies selected from storage Atiy articles or commodities used by a naval ship,
to assess the overall quality of materiel stored. The 0or stationl. such as equipment. consumnable supplies.
identification of previously unidentified materiel in clothing. petroleum. oils. and lubricants. nied!ia
store: and inspection of materiel p~rior to shipping to supplies, and ammunition. 0.; Pub 1. AR 3~ 20-5)
using activities. (AFLCR 74-13) STORING COMMAND

STORAGE SERVICEABILITY STANDARDS ($55) The major c'ommand lhaving- command Jn risdic-tim,
A dlocument containing mandlatory instruction for ov'er a base at which authorized war t'eadinvs

the inspection testing and/or restoration of itemis in materiel is llrepositionedl. (A FM (;7-1)
storage, encompassing storage criteria, STOWAGE
preservation. packaging. packing and marking Storing or securing packaged or bare t'onponen:
requirements, andl time phasing for inspection in t he hold or magazine of a ship. INA VOR 1)01
(luring the storage cycle to determine the material
serviceability and th~e degree of degradation tha-t 215
has occurred. (AFI.CR 74-13P STOWAGE DIAGRAM

STORGE SACEA scaled diagrami included in thet loading plan of'
a shipl for each dJerk i'l plaitform showing ilt vN~tct

Spiace in any coiveredl storage facility completely] ct~o l ag.Ti'iig~i i'ci n
Ilcnv onl sid es and ends. (AR 740(1-;2) loainfalerg.Tt-dgam lscwih

A I) . sll ace W it hon t i'evtard to type o~f cons trunct ion. pieritin ent itt' ins of the fooi at a fill.c e a '2'

lISCIl foir Storage. May lie classified according to~ i 111'eksoae;re:'vriliin'' .'
1-haacti-ritic. :I(] prpoes. ~lf location fr oistiit'tions. dlimenvsionls o'1 If!' ovt'heod

r''l~irietiiitl 'h~r:,ttrish'san Ilirllii's e~.. hatchl opeingl. dime.nsioins uir how door.(1 o rn
Iinik liqidii stiwIagv splat'. for accoirding to utiliza tion aeileil.iiinn lei~ne oteu~ t

e!i

and1( ronind v.--l oinstiorage space.. hutl stu':ige ligt P.ti 'lt't. ili' ~to ueI ivst

~Ji~ie. actu l ili-mt.'l spa~c'.. whlich see. 0. I t' etaiiivo'Iin~ 0 5tt-

S11a('i1 ilf-siginitcd. or It'.il for' tll( tilragv of' STOWAGE FACTOR

111:1 . h''h.(' 1;-1 AF' Tlw 1,1114 'r 4 h fel t v liii, nI te sllwve il ino hi i
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prepared for shipment, including all crating or controls. This list is comprised of the Department
packaging. (JCS Pub 1, AR 820-5) of Commerce' s Community Control List "A" items.

STOWAGE PLAN (DOD 4160.21-M)

A complete stowage diagram showing what STRATEGIC MATERIAL (CRITICAL)
materiel has been loaded and its stowage location in A material required for essential uses in a war
each hold, betweendeck compartment, or other emergelicy, the procurement of which in adequate
space in a ship, including deck space. Each port of quantity, quality, or time, is sufficiently uncertain,
discharge is indicated by colors or other appropriate for any reason, to require prior provision of the
means. Deck and between-deck cargo' normally is supply thereof. (AR 320-5, UCS Pub 1)
shown in perspective, while cargo stowed in the
lower hold is shown in profile, except that vehicles STRATEGIC MISSILE
usually are shown in perspective regardless of A guided missile employed in the Air Force
stowage. (DOD 4500.32-R, AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1) strategic mission. (AFM 11-1)

STRAIN A missile employed in the strategic mission.
Strategic missiles will be designated with the prefixThe deformation per unit of length of a structural PM folwdbanueildsgatr Fr"~PGM" followed by a numerical designator. For .

part under stress. (AFM 127-201) example: PGM-17A. (AFM 67-1)

STRAPPING
Measurement of storage tanks and calculation of .TRATEGICMOBILITY

volume to provide tables for conversion of depth of The capability to deploy and sustain military

product in linear units of measurement to volume of forces worldwide in support of national strategy.

contents. (JCS Pub 1) (JCS Pub 1)

An operation by which supply containers, such as STRATEGIC RESERVE
cartons, or boxes, are reinforced by bands, metal That quantity of materiel -which is placed in a
straps, or wire placed at specified intervals around particular geographic location due to strategic
them, drawn taut, and then sealed or clamped by a considerations or ir anticipation of major
machine. (JCS Pub 1) interruptinns in the supply distribution system. It

A reinforcing or securing of crates, boxes, bales is over and above the stockage objective. (AR
or bundles by-encircling with round or flat banding 320-5)
material (metal or fabric). (AFR 69-8) That portion of a military force withheld from

STRATEGIC AIR TRANSPORT action with a primary mission of preparation for
The movement of personnel and materiel by air in immediate employment to execute strategic

accordance with a strategic plan. (JCS Pub 1) missions. (AR 320-5)

STRATEGIC AIR TRANSPORT OPERAtIONS That quantity of wartime readiness materiel

The carriage of passengers and cargo between which is placed in a particular geographic location
theaters by means of: a. Scheduled serices, b. due to strategic considerations or in anticipation of

Special flights. c. Air logistic support. d. major interruptions in the supply distribution
system. It is over and above the stockageAeromedical evacuation. (JCS Pub 1) objective. (DOD 5000.8)

STRATEGIC AIRLIFTI

That airlift which may be applied to effect a STRATEGIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
strategic advantage and is chiracterized by the Aircraft designed primarily for the carriage of
continuous or sustained air movement o, units. personnel and/or cargo over ling distance.. (JCS
personiel and logistic suppor. between the CONUS Pub 1)
and ovrsea areas ind between area coman STRTIFICATiON
Saegic tat\ ofIn 0 airlif fre s r e fe t cFI
Strategic airlift forces will, whenrequired for" The act or proces, of dividing or arranging iiito• , . classes or types of assets. (AFRU. 7,R-11 ' -

:lelivery of force., into objective areas employIng The process of relating the on-hand and expected
airdr;op or aU:rland delivery as far forward asecipts of an item to the relnirenieits and
tactical sitnation ermits. (.\ I"l-I) rtentiun limit of the item. and identifying the

3 TRATEGIC LIST quantities of the item accordiig to the purposes.for
(ntrade w,h they are being hel. (NA\EXOS P-l500) A-

SF'e he t dt e i..
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STRATIFICATION, INVENTORY wells, and door clearances will be considered as i i
- 1The record process of relating the inventory structural loss. (AFR 69-8)

on-hand in the military supply system in such a
manner that the inventory composition can be STUCUALRPAR.NINE TAThe term denotes a team consisting of a structualIl ascertained on a quantitative and monetary basisj .. . . , . .. .... engineer and a representative from supply. Insofar : .
with respect to the purpose for which held; i.e., from spl. Insofa1 ... . .. ... as possible, these teams will be located at eacnh ,
peacetime support stocks, readiness retention will belocate a c
stocks, or other approved retention levels. (DOD numb-red AF of the using major command and/or
., theater command where aircraft are rotated. In
o.8) addition, highly specialized teams are available at
STRESS th,- geographic aircraft depot, and will be

The load per unit of area. Basic stresbes are, dispatched to the location of a structurally damaged
tension, compression and shear. (AFM 127-201) aircraft upon request. (AFM 67-1)

STRETCH OUT STRUCTURAL REPAIR ILLUSTRATIflN DOCUMENT
A reduction in the delivery rate specified -for a The term is a document develope! by the SSM

program without a reduction in the total quantity to through coordination with the prime design aircraft
be delivered. (JCS Pub 1) manufacturer. This document consists of an
SRCE AIRCRAFT.REC.AMA.ION.AN.......... iflustrated drawing of all components of the aircraft
STRICEN ARRFRCstructure and will be used to identify items of a

pR to Navy aircraft reclamation performed structural nature when the aircraft has been

wit.in Navy other service .fa.ilistructurally damaged. Copies of the document willwithin Navy. .orthesrvi cnbe obtained from the SSM. The structural repairrequired spare parts. (ASOINST 4010.3) illustration document will be identified by an

STRIKE aircraft manufacturer document number and
The official action which removes an aircraft referenced in the -3 handbook. (AFM 67-1)

from the List of Navy Aircraft. (OPNAVINST STUDIESAND ANALYSES
P5442.2A) S

Studies designed to provide data essential to long
STRIKE ORGANIZATION range research and development planning. Includes

The organization responsible for the delivery and feasibility studies, future system concepts, science
the employment of a weapon on a combat target. and technology developments, and scientific and
(AFM 67-1) technological capabilities needed for attainment of

STROP (AIR TRANSPORT) military goals. (AFSCM 27-1)
The length of webbing connecting the static line STUMBLE-ON DISCREPANCY

to the anchor cable. (JCS Pub 1) 1. a discrepancy that is not directly related to
-STRCTURA LOSSthe inspection being lperformed. for *examplle, a

methods error detected during material inspection.T he am ount of space not usab le for storag e or 2. an e r r w i h i i e t y r l t d t h
because of construction features or physical or 2.tan error which is directly related to thecharacteristics. Within covered storage areas, such inptonbng erredhtltpatfth

items as toilets. posts, firewalls, elevator shafts, sample, etc. (AFLCR 74-13)
stair wells, ramps, steam pits. switch panels, SUBALLOCATION
loading wells, and door clearances will be That portion of the DOD allocation assigned to a
considered as structural loss. Within iml)roved military department of other DOD component.
open storage areas. such additional items as fire (DSAR 3005-4/AR 55-36)
bhraks. streams, stream beds, railroad tracks, and SUBASSEMBLY
clearance- nmaintained for utility lines should be A self-contained unit of an assemblv that can be
Scnsidered a.s struictur;l loss. (A FR 69-8) removed and ieplaced and repaired separately. 7
STRUCTURAL LOSS SPACE These itels are norially made available in supply

The ainount of slwee not usable for storage stocks as separate units to support alaintenance
iecause of constlction features oi. physical actions. (T.O. 0I0-:0-I)
characterist ics. Withi covered storage areas, item:, Two or more parts which form a portion of ani
Mich a. pst. fire alls. ekvator shafts. stair asselnbly or a compolent replaceable as a whole.
wells, raips. .eamiii pits. switch panels, loading hbmt having a part or parts which are individually
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4*1
replaceable. (AFLOM 72-2, MILSTD-280. AFR subcontractor's obligation, in a particular contract.

7-25. DOD 4151.7. DOD 5000.8) (ONMINST 5000.3)
A unit or element of a major assembly consisting

of two or more separate parts assembled together. SUdFAMILY CODE

(AFM 67-1) A code developed within ADPC to group items
Anyv serialized item which can be removed, which are completely interchangeable into separate

replaced. and repaired separately-from an IS. subfamilies and will sequence such groups into

(AFLCM 66-'09) ascending order based on total number of
appiications. considering serial effectivity within

SUBCOMMAND DATA program articles. (AFN 67-1)
An organization or office established at each p r-

AFSC division, center, range. AFLC AMA, and SUBGROUP

equivalent sub-levels of other major commands, to k two character assignment code to identify each
prescribe local procedures and insure compliance grouping of items which are completely
with Air Force and comniand data management interchangeable. (AFLCR 171-26)
program concerning contractor prepared data. A group of itenis within an I&S group which are
(AFSCMIAFLCM 310-1) interchangeable. All items in any subgroup must
SUBCONTRACT be interchangeable and assigned the same subgroup

Any contract, agreement, or purchase order, and code. (AFM 67-1)
an An organization estab!ished by the JCG both withany preliminary contractualtre o tasking directive and membership atnroved by the

a prime contract .calling for the performance of any OPR, for the purpose of perforing a specific task.
work, or for the making or furnishing of anys o r
materiel, required for the performance of any one In accoml)lishing this task, the commands will
or more prime contracts. The term also includes jointly pool their talents and efforts. These efforts
any such contract, agreement, purchase order, or will be directed by a chairman appointed by the
other instrument, placed under any one or more JCG. (NAVMATI\ST 4710.1/AFLCR 66-36'AFSCR
subcontracts as herein defined. (DOD 5000.) 66-36/DARCO.MPR 700-0)

Any contract, agreement, or purchase order. or SUBJECT ISSUES
other contractual arrangement, other than a OSD decisions made as part uf tnhe annual budget
government contract, calling for the performance of review \ hich reflect adju.tments to th, An' For.-
any work, or for the making or furnishing of any budget submissio I,v itemlsubject. O, inily. they
supplies or services required for the performance (f ieceived in October oi November in each
any one or more government .ontracts or c year O allow five days fr t e Air
subcontracts of any tier theretinde'. (ONMINST I yrO allows fiv da i Air5000.3)Staff to unlit a reelaina. (AFS01 27-1 AF.SCR .

Any cont'act, other than a prime contract, -

entered into by a prime contractor or subcontractor SUBJECT MATTER AREA (SMAI
calling for supplies or services required for ti., A grouping of personiel who process a typc (f
performance of any one or more prime contracts transaction (i.e.. Travel. Comnmercial Services.
(DAR 8-101.24). (APR 74-15) Civilian Pay. Military Pay. Material). or anl ar.a of

SUBCONTRACTOR input, e.g.. appropriation :tccounrting. 1 1.tA)

Any supplier. distrilutor, vendor, or firm which BEAMS. \'lIS. etc.). C.\FSI 177-26.5o
iuirnishes supplies or services to or from a prime SUBJECT/ISSUE
voitractor or another subcontractor. (1)AR Office of the Secretar. of iDefeust, dtcisiols marhe
14asl p :s part of tll aio inralI review of tht' ,ilit try
An inlividuail. partnershIip. conin y or deartnlent' l" ittl 11 -14 11 bj t.i. subjet. i sue

a.-.-wci hoi t\'hi contracts with the Coitractor to decisioi.- are final uih,.'- a t'edama is .ulmitt'l foir
: w.n'igi. imanllflictm.il lr dcsign aid ilalliifacture an t- the Of'iuc of hc S'cliir) o"
ilcli -r itl-Ill' reql uilrci in Ihe perfor'nialine of the lIf li by h I t'
coellrcto'l" ''illr't't. I.\.Ny 1hiii VNo. 115)i lrlt -1 (A 0 1 I I

Thi.- itrm rt 'vt '' ait ; party who cllfll'r:l't ItitIi a SUBMARINE BASE
tl' i lra lo i' higher 1l4." -llh,', rillracla r I,- lItl'il'uI .A bast Iulruvi.ing logistic SUl111)i(t' fir Slibi;llariiut.-

il- t all of t' coii'.o'tl' iti'zlo'r Iicr .(' llilh Ii
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SUBPROGRAM CODE Substitutions are reflected in l&S grouping stock
That pa rt o f Allotment Number assigned list and USAF stock lists. (AFM 67-1, AFLCM 72-2) I i

contractor that designates a specific part of a Ani tem furnished in lieu of a requested itemt
programn; e.g.. engine. 11: airframe. 01, etc. when the substitute item is suitable and acceptable

(AFSCM 78-325) for the use intended. (DSA.1 4140.2/AR
SUB-PROCESS 735-110, NAVSUP Pub i003/,1CO P4400.101)I

A definitive of process. A more specific SUBSTITUTE STANDARD
identification of a restricted flow of material, forms Substitute standard type, designates an item
or operations required for the production of an end which is not as satisfactory as a standard type, but
item product. (AFLCM 25-3) A subordinate element is a usable iubstituite therefore, and may be

ofan activity. Examples are companies of training lprocuiedl to supplement the supply of a standard
activities; divisions; branches or sections of schools; type. (AR 320-5)

storage sections of depots; and administrative Classification denoting thc-se equipments
section of a headquarters. (AR 735-35) ap~proved for service use which dio not have as

satisfactfiry a military characteristic as Standardl
A oeentered only in Subsistence Requisitions supplement the sup)ply of Standard equipments.

to ndiatethe required "level of pack" to be (SECNAVINST 4814.1)'
applid to shipments of perishable and SUTITETADREQPMN

nonperishable subsistence. (See also Appendix SUTITETADREQPEN
410)Classification deoig toe equip~ments

ap~proved for service use which do not have as
SUBSONIC satisfactoey military characteristics as Standard

Of or pertaining to speods less than the speed of equilpments-when !4ecessary. may be procured to
sound. (JCS Pub 1) supplement the supply of Standard eqIuip~ments.

j ~~~SUBSTANTIAL DIVIDING WALL(SCAIS41.)
An interior wall designed to prevent simultaneous SUBSTITUTE TRANSPORT-TYPE VEHICLEI

dletonation of, explosives -.n :ipposite sides of the A wheeled vehicle designed to perform, wvithin
wall. However, such walls may not prevent certain limitations, the same military function a,
propagation (depending on quantities and types of military transport v-ehicles. but not requiring all the
exlolsive~i involved). (AFR 127-100. Attachment 1) special* characteristics thereof. They are developed

SUBSTITUTEfrom civilian (lesigns by addition of certainj
Ani item that is in the same wnr code ad features, or fromt military designs byv deletion ofI

i~efors he ameftocton cer tain features. P.CS Pub 1)
perfrmsthe amefuncion asthe one it replaces.

(AFR 4!00-20) SUBSYSTEM 1

A major portion of a Systei that perforti a
SUSITT ITEMet~dt ilr oa
SUBSTTUTEITEMspecific function in the overall operational function

Ali item possessing such functional and physical of a System. (IL-STD-72J)

Carctell~haIclari~~ristics ~ as to l e capabIl e of svsten exchnge A jor~ funciona suaseml il-gruin
for ianor itemg.l only uder certain conditions or mfjo ftacini eiiii iti vi
part icuilar :aliiecat i.'u and withot alterations of h petemines ('if or morteill.o'ie (AF.1 -1)~

hiteii tse~lf . oir (if adjuoininig items-. t(DOD Aar groeupjato of ;-jnelat xr iitSm. 0tO.. which I
- ~ ~ -~'Itie 114rized ll.~ Iseliill lieuo a ilftuioadc onstue.~r,; a eaiteil IH idnfilit on *i 'tin.

01'e of lik nawtreand qal Iity . :e iA'm1ca 320-5 oiesli s tem~~ i ~ (eo.41'. e i s i th om111ml .l

lit'g t Wimc i ll-1 ilca under ceitn condutite I-,neesarli.sttion. r . fi reioa cnrolsili wt i a tm
paiee 11111 :s.'.rin I;.1111a W ihout ar atiein s it f IL tnetier lileatia radar;.111N llvfi .1,

ilen- ft- i adoillll- ilvlls the ar .1 if rrilill. el .. hic
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A major functional part of the system (usually anticipated ber.,fits, and satisfaction of basic
consisting of several end items or modules) iraip!ementptional criteria required prior to
essential to operational completeness of the s..Jation of an automated data system or
(AFSCR/AFLCR 57-8) application of an Air Force activity. (AFM 11-1)

SUBSYSTEM CODE SULFIDING
The one-character part of the ID structure which A chemical change that takes place in hypo

uniquely identifies one subsystem froia ail others of solution if the current setting o; the recovery unit
a given system. HQ USAF/AFACDA assigns an is too high or if current is allowed to continue to
alphabetic subsystem code. When no subsystem flow through the solution after all silver is
code has been assigned to a data system, use a removed. Sulfiding can be detected by the
period in this position. (AFLCR 171-58) formation of a whitish-yellow substance on either

SUBTERRANEAN tht, disk or on the bottom of the tank and the
Any space below the surface of the ground used emitting of a strong odor resembling the smell of

for storage, such as mine, cave, or a specifically rotten eggs. (DOD 4160.21-M)
constructed underground facility. (AFR 69-8) SUMMARY ACTIVITY ACCOUNT

SUBTHRESHOLD CHANGE A major subdivision of a BPA used for
A change to the latest approved Five-Year accumulating and reporting summar., VarkloJ and

Defense Program which does not exceed established obligation data (e.g., 23X0.1030). (AR 750-4)
thresholds. Subthreshold changes are accomplished SUMMARY OF ITEM REDUCTION
under existing procedures and do not involve Stud project whicO identifies each.item

preparation of a program change request unless the considered in the study, together with an
cumulative total of a series of such actions exceeds d a s pe tthe threshold criteria. (AMC-R 11-4). i~tentification of document and study projects to beU t ro r ainitiated and changes, when applicable, of catalog
SUFFIX CODE records and description patterns. (DOD 4120.3-1)

A single character code that relates and identifies
supply transactions for "partial quantities" to the SUPER HIGH DOLLAR VALUE ITEMS
original requisition or transaction 'ithout A relatively small group of selected end itemsI duplicating or causing loss of identity of the and repair parts whose dollar voklne (annuals

original MILSTRIP document number. (NAVSUP demands and/or unit cost) represents a considerablePub. 437) investment to the Department of the Army. (AR320-5)

SUFFIX CODES
The following alpha codes will be used as SUPERSONIC

appropriate in conjunction with PMC 1, 2, 3. 4. 5, Pertaining to speed greater than that of sound.

and CRC 6. 7. 8 totndicate the primary reason why (AFMI 127-201): the numeric code was assigned except that alpha SUPERVISED STATUS
E" will be used in conjunction with PMCs to Status of a cre member requiring "" ctsignify the circumstances reflected in the definition supervision b" an instructor when performini

of this suffix code. (DSAM 4105.2) duties. (AFSCR 60-1)

SUFFIX LETTER . SUPERVISION
A letter added to the Model De.ignation The control -'xerdsel ly a iriwipal over -hi,

indicating twat an aircraft was noulified for a sul~ordinmt tinouch diretiin inidae. i'e.iuirv.s
sciail .lission. iOPN VINST P.i442.2A and policy given with resl'erl i leh,.tiol ni-f

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT respinsiliilit'. h11clndes Power It) retvi' fir
An increase in uality o. ptrforinai.ce which is discipline tle sublordinate., and it require reports If)

dlesiralek lbiut not iinwe.~ativt.. (TM I-Tl olatii iiifol.m1 tifin an .,idu'ahat peef Man ite.

SUITALITY STATEMENT (DATA AUTOMATION).l -. P 21-I~ ~ ~ 1 V li'dllili .- teill :'!oiht. 1cllnentaiohn SUPERVISOR :

pi'rovided for I l it eaItllatioii 'If e i~.tini i A iiilati" .Any enlil'ei, Inilitarv or civili) ii\ersevini tile
I a ta-el'rovessiig l i lliilil lit nliIh ily. xv work liirm:1 it f ir , lidi''t eimplovet..
u-:.taidilit.ni fir found a1 nilihilil , iliitificaililn (f •\FS(C Supllnmen I ll l 'I'
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SUPERVISORY COMMAND/ACTIVITY control points. (3) Accountable sup~ply distribution
The comnuid or activity of the mission assignee activities. (41) Oversea theater supply/stock control

designated as the supervisory command/' activity for activities. (5) Nonaccountable shippingv activities.
each assigned FSC class. (AR 701-5) (6) Procurement activities. (7) Managers for retail

SUPPLMENTstocks. (8) GSA. (AR 725-50)
SUEEparTe dcmn whc cope nt Any Government producing activity who producesI

A sformat inaoascmnual which complm9,t AR tems, parts, or materials for military use.' (AMCR,DSorA i 41 i.9 pefrmn basic ornal manfaturng producng,310-0. AVMT!NS 560.1A, IWO 21516, 11-26)310-0. AVM T!N T 5 00.1 A, CO 21516, The supplier is the in~dividul or concern actually

SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT and shipping any supp]i6 required by the contract i
Any contract modification which is accomplished or subcontract concerned. The sup~plier may be a

by the mutual action of the parties. (DAR 1-201.18, coiuractor or subcontractor.

DAC 7-17)SUPPLIER OR SUPPLYING ACTIVITY

SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION A DOD acti-.ity or element w.hich provides
An appropriation increasing the amounts to bc supplies or seri ices to anotier DOD activity or

expended or modifying the language of previous element. (A Supplying Activity is also sometime
appropriat ions, or amending the purpose to be referred to an an Agent.) (DSAM 4140.4)
served, under a previously enacted current The activity which provides support to anotherI
appropriation. (AFSCM 27-1) activity. (DOD 4000.19-M)

SUPPLEMENTAL MANDATORY CLOTHING ITEMS SUPPLIES
Those specific items prescribed in AFR 67-57 for Items in the Military Supply System which after

those airmen entitled to the special supplemental issue are fiiinediately 'consimed" in use, or which i
clothing items. (AFM 67- 1) become incorporated in other property. thus losing

SUPLEMNTL POGRMStheir identity. (DOD 5000.8)
Thos deive frm pincpal 'ogamsandthoe ~ All property excevt land or interest in lard. It

that translate wore directly into finite areas of sipds, floaicg worksbupm n and facles:r
activity outlined in the prinia prgas (5Rfoaii
37i-1) character, type, and description, tofhe with

parts. and acecessories thereto: aircraft and aircraft
SUPPLEMENTARY ADORESS parts. accessories, and equipment; machine tools:

When applicable, .'eflects the coded addres:b of and the alteration or installation of any of the
the "bill to" pon.(DOD 4140.25-M) foregoing. (DAR 1-201.19)

pon.Raw materiel. comimoditieq. manufactured
SUPPEMETAR PR VISO~lG TCHNCALarticles, component parts. assemblies and units or

DOCUMENTATION
Techica dat usd todesribepars/eqipmnt. quipmnent procured. stored. or issued for or by the

Consists of data such as specifications, standards, p oftaff orbestal. hich ie h a re bcomesifeel
drawings, photographs, sketches and descriptions. prd oityo iendiataed uplies recleabsified.
and the assembly and general arrangemeint cddt niaeepnaiiy eoeaii

diagams wiing cabing epair-ibility. and cost category. IERRC) (A61

to ndiat loaton nd All items inecessary for the equipmlent.
fantin f heitm.(SPTD salpllements PTD and ma illeinutlce, andI ep'lration of :1 ittilitar conmitl. K

prvsf-ig fhe ore tiof precedeca ndfo including foodl. Clothing, equipment. armls.
lti' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 11P91ni'ol isoif heodro reeec nd . e ul. mlat erial1s. and machinewry of all

jjl(v(lres; foi- sit bmlit tijug SPTI) aire contained in
SihtcinVII. F. and enclosure I of this nl. (e a o$tes) Fm phniigad

S li11listn (DO115.7 adim inistrat ive putrposes sitppiies arie divided as
Instrilc jun I )()hI 451 .1 ioted below. The tiubelassificant im, materiel

SUPPLIER desigiiat -rs (A Ii rough T) maiy it' tusedl in
Inmcludies t hose act ivit ies l wichI process vombfitmin wvith Ih ~e desiliiat ed s iasifct~l1

- ~~~- ~requiiisitions. as irequlir ed. to1 sat is fy ai '-iistoiuer' ito fit iher derimiu a put mul of a lss of siujijkly for
demand. .1viiiies a re iden iffied as follIows.- I1) plann11ing. liii rpiises. -. g... s' af Class V Al. tit
I efellse S upply ''enters. t20 Nait naI intventory dl-.sigiat -monniuition, air mnissile. .Addiu iomaIl codes
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Ila be utilized by thle Services to satisfy I si~ecific detonatorsr and pyroteechnics. (AR :420-5. JCS Pub

requirement. This additional permissive coding is 1)
not to be utilized in lieu of that designated for tho
Major classification and subelassifieation. (ICS iPub SPLECAS A

Aviation muniion. bombs, rockets. jpyrotechnic.,;.
and similar exjpendab!e accessories. (AR 320-5. JCS

SUPPLIES, CLASS I Pub 1)
Supplies. such as ratioils. forage, and post SUPYADECATOSCIN

e .change stipplies, that are consumed at an Staff subdivision that prepare:, and carries out W
approximately uniform daily rate under all piceetaisdfothsuhecati.an

condtios. SCSPub . A 32-5)transportation of persoinnel and materiel belongingI SUPPLIES, CLASS 11 to a command. (AR :3209-5)
Clothing, organizational equipment, and vehicles.

including spare parts for which allowancas f(. SUPPLY CONTROL J-1
initia[' issue to individuals and. organizations are The process by which an itenm of supply is

fixed bv tpbies of allowances, tables of organizztion controlled within the supply system;~ incluing A
id equipment, or other appropriate lists or tables, reustonnrc ipt ftrg.stcioirl

~nrlwhih ae nt inludd i Clss 1(A) iv or shipment, disposition. identifcation. and accounting.
IV(A. (J S Pui I AR 20-5 (A 320-5, .JCS Pub 1)
SUPPIES CLAS 1(A)Consists of determin-ng tile quantities, locations
SUPPIES CLAS I(A)and timnes of required deliveries (including deliveries

Aviation supplies and equipment for which under outstanding orders); anil, where necezsarv.
allowances for initial issue to organizations are determining tne necessity for placellent 'j~f
prescribed by app~ropriate tables or allowance lists. cancellation or orders or irodifications of quantities
(.CS Pub 1. AR 320-5) to lie delivered thereunder and the responsibiiity for

SUPPLIES, CLASS III expiediting deliveries as required. As used herein.
Fuels and lubricants for all purposes except for suply control does not necessarily include actulal

operating aircraft or for -use' as ammunition in putrchaqiitg or p~lacing of contracts;. (NA VEXOS
weap~ons such as flame throwers. (AR 320-.;. JCS P I Ji60

Put, 1)SUPPLY CONTROL REVIEW
SUPPLIES. CLASS 111(A) The proce-s of computing a new reqliireineits

Aviation fuels and lubricants. (AR .20-i. jCS forecast and! comparing that forecast with latest -

Pub 1) asset information for de~ermination Llf t xact ipoly
position on1 any given item. It involves tile niainual

SUPPLIES, CLASS IV
Items not otherwise class~iied and for which lrla'toio 'p~ycnrlSt~yo

initial is ,. allowances are not prescr~bed by mehnedrvw.AR3-)
ap)proved iss:..e tables. Norrmally. such supplies SUPPLY CREDI
ir-Jude ffortification a.A construction materials. Assignment !n ian Orgallizatiloll. aliit subllject to thlt-
special pachinery and equipment, arnd other special Irai~to cinide alo eiut
S*-lpplies. as iweli as addintial quantities of items qu'tntity of supply. services or persolnnel for a:
i~teinal to -hose authorized for intial issue (C0ass p~rescribed( pleriodl of time and aitliinst wh.J1

S ii. i:;a afiditional vehicles. (AR 320-5. JCS rquisiti(ns are to Ili, atpplitd. (AR :320-51)-

SUPPLY DEMAND CONTROL POINT
SUPPLIES, CLASS W'(A) Al ii ivtntorv (Control Polint ut nder tlt-

~viatil. sllppii~l;!- antd eqIuipmient for which Maniagement Conptroml of~ tile lu ren (if Suipplie's anid
allowuicus fur initial issuie to organizations are IIIt Account::. CNAVL.XfJ1 P1-500)
ltie.csilied b lhi;i'riatv tables or allowance lists. UPYDIET~
oir %0liicli requi:re spe~tcia w ~easti" ie f control. (ARA R'i stis~eti i n n~nei~ tne
:421-5. .1 C.S l1i11 1)

prprauth lority. tipunoti, ulile act iviti. it tiIle
SUPPLIES, CLASS V s;.ilily di.,trilin tim w sy? em with wh0111" such

Ammun:xitin of il t3 es. (incwluading cI'caiuical I. - in ugemlenlt is directly associatedl andl respoosible
eX~llsir".antitnkpan .111 lied Iniii.'4. fi ies. to. fill sh ipmient of materiel to.cn iers. withbout



ti- ecessity of h avi ng customers create SUPPLY ECONOMY

r..qulisitions. '(AR 725-50. ABI 637-1, AR 320-5:*) The p~ractice of conservation of nhaterimi by every
Requisitions created by Inanagemient. upon individual in the Armed Force,;. It is developed
Co~untable activities; inl the supply dstribution through training anti practice until it beconlet, habit.

system for shipment of material t,) customers, It includes conservation maintemance, safeguarding,
without the necessity of having cuistomers create recovery, repair and salvage of foid. fuel. clothing.
reqtisitions,. (NAVSU'P Pub. 4:17) weapons, tranqor L. and all other materiel. (AR

32 0- 5) f
SUPPLY DISCIPLINE

is the comamand management control of supply SUPPLY ITEM
functions and materiel to insure comrpliance with~ An item such as repair part. special tool. raw
established Department of the Army supply material, or support equipment p~urchased and s' ockI

fiu~nbered for the purpose of swipporting an .endlregulations and directives. It applies to all article. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)funictions of supply including authori7ations and
requirements determination, p)lanning, SUPPLY ITEM CHANGE RECORD
progeamming budgeting, procuremiclt, distribution. The SICR. is identical to the PCNX except that
stocking, requisitioning, requisition editing, many provisionig decisions for the neu item(s) will
in.-ection, issuing accounting, equipment status be established by and entered 'on thle SICR by the
maintenance in storage, movement, recovery/retro Contractor. IASOiNST 442%",61
and disposa! of materiel, and effective use of SPL TMDLTO
available supply funds. (ASR 700-87) LniainUiesrhrieseiidb h

SUPPLY DISCREPANCIES (DISCREPANCIES IN SHIPMENT) ordering activity, upon approval of an engineering
' Discreuancies for whielh carl ier liability is, clearl% chanlge which limits or eliminates the-application of

ruled uut (obvious responsibility of shippers) and a -,uipiy itera. the Contractor will immnediateiy upon
which (10 not have a traffic management effect. such approval, take action to ensure that
"Supply discrepancies- consist of: production. procurement or delivery of such supply. <

1. Overages. shortages, and damages as defined iteni shall not exceed a quantity sufficienit to
above, properly support its related Ind article. (ASOINST zt

2. "Other supply discrepancies.- These are of a P40.)
supply nature and thus. because they (do not involve SUPPLY I701 DESIGN CHANGE NOTICE
a deficiency in either (luaintity or condition of A iorm titilizedl by the contractor to revise or
property, do not require actiwi to adjust propet ty recommend Items for procurement by thef
accountability. Supply (liscreparcies are most Government. INAVAIRiX ST 4700.2)1
frequently disclosed in the -sto.rage" operation by SPLYIEORR
:he RPO. hut errors in siupply billing or identity of Lt umte byheodrn acityote
property shipped may also be detected by the TfO
and referred to the receiving property officer for cnrco etn ot tm n uniisomaterials selected for procurement under thleaction. -'Suppiy discrelpaucies" are termed "depot contract. (WR-1t
distrelpancies - when they are isisclased in shipments
initiattedl in a compliance wvith a .1ILSTRIP SUPPLY MANUALS
reqloisition tor shipping dlirective. ',AR A series of publication-, that cont:.:- information

I 0-11 'AVS P ill) 452 Fevision/A FR per'taining~ to the ,upply of items i thle Arm'nyI
67-S9t. MC( P140P.51A/l)SAR 4140.47) suipply system. (AR :320-0,

SUPPLY DOCUMENT SUPPLY OlFrICER
Al a ut huoizeti prloper-y accounting paper' or card( .1 depot. base. utnit. or' other desi-nated proiper'ty

fitrn ~ hih w~t. prllii lvaccmplshe. mst ~e fficer. The context Oin which it appears should [it,__
file.I! f'o' sublst q ent inspect ion aini ".r audit- ilhloenngfco nu~kr ni n tlt s
ordt11r it, refk'i't a.1111 port the receipt. shipment. t he trm-. (AFM (17-1)I
assaf.. iraznsferi. ;adjstillent or any other lisposition SUPPLY OPERATION COSTS
tif l.i-spurty liv a pi rs-in ar activity' requiired l'y Re'fers -,I thle caItegorizationi of thos- costs which

eguid, toI maintain aI fiirnal or a.n informal are.. rt'lmed to t It. proremeat andl issue of materiel

record of ,.-iLit ~ t o i~. A FA 67-1I awdl arti'lts delive.'t'd to A PI anil F31S
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I recipients but not included mn the standard prices of SUPPLY SOURCE CODES
temateriel. These costs include packing, crating. Are alplbnbetic codes which identify the source of

handling and transportation expenses incurred in parts or materials. (NAVSU1P M
the issue and transfer of materiel; and logistics SPL TTSCD
management expeases (exclusive of milit--ry pay SPL TTSCD

and allowances) incurred by activities in the areas Thsiaondgtnueccd.FrDfne
of pocueet operptions, supply management, SplAgny aaed aterial, material control

reustin~nro n poesng n rltd codes are known as supply status codes. (NAVSUP J
services. (DOD 5105.38M) Pub. 437,

A code which indicates type of management,"A
SUPPLY ORDER AND SHIPPING TIME stockage policy, a~id acquisition level applicable to

The time elapsed between the initiation of stock the item of supply . (AR 700-1)
replenishment action by an ordering activity and
receipt of materiel requestted: It is composed of SUPPLY STATUS CODES
two elements: a. Order tir,~e--fhis interval consist- These codes are defined in the Federal Manual
of: 1. The time elapsed between the initiation of for Supply Cataloging. (DOD A.'03*-.32-M)

stock replenishment actio;' and submittal of the A series of codeis established ard defined in the
requisitions. 2. The interval elapsed between the standard ')peratirg procedure for the Accelerated
submittal of the requisition and shipment of the Item Reduction (AIR) Program (AFPR 7i-5). which
materiel by the supplying activity. b. Shipping codes are used to indicate the supply status of Zn
time-The interval elapsed between the shipment ef item.) NOTE: In the Defense Supply Agency, this0
materiel by the supplying activi.ty and receipt by code is used to indicate status of an item; i.e..
the requiring activity. (DOD .5000.3) centraily managed, decentralized for loca! -purchnse

or decontrolled to the requiring service. (APLCM-ISUPPLY ORDER NUMBER 11'
Thenumer ssinedinthe105 IIsuply A series of codes established and used to indicatet

system for ordering material or equipment that isA
convrtedto te jo orer nmberfor ost status of an item; that is. centrally managed. -

purpses' (ASCM177-65)decentrclized for local purchase, or detcontrolled to
the requiringt service. 0AF11 67-1)

SUPPLY POINT
Any point wheie supplies are issued in detail. SPL UPR

(AR 3205. oXS Pub 1) Assurance by the assigned ICP and DSC. that an -

item is carried in inventory or canl be made
SUPPLY POINT DISTRIBUTION available fromt other sources when it is required by

That method of distributing supplies in whch the a uster of the equipment.
Ureceiving unit is issued supplies at a suppl1- point All functions aind management actions inecessary

(depot, raiihead. truckhead, distrihution point) and for determining requirements for acquisitioV.
*moves the supplies to its own area in its own cataloging. packaging. preservation, receipt.

transportation. (AR 320-3) storage. tr' nsfer. issue. and disposal of spares.

A code to he used by an organization in the foiod, and fuel. (APP 800t-7)
ordrin ofmaterials and equipment for a job SUPPLY SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT
ore.tFC1177-265) A contept whereby the follow-on supply support

SUPPL RELABILIY ofcert;iiu -;pare parts, for equipment of U'S origin
Anx ctin tkeein supply support management possessed b-y *in eligible recipient is lproviideil

tha efect imrovniet o prclups egrdaton through puirchaiser participation in lt- FSAF
(iftheinbren reiablit. (FIXI 7-2)logistics system. 1AFII 400~-3)

SUPPLY REPLACEMEN4T FACTORS AND SUPPLY SOURCE SUPPLY SUPPORT REQUEST (SSR)
ServicelAgeiicy ein d istlain, o A request submiitted bsy :il :nctivitv rt-spon :*-l

actil ities in) their respecti%, (list rbtion vltl n to for suipport ing a ill enditei being piremisioned tv
recivv and process reqiiit ionls anii reited Materiel M ; liger which illaulages s;ime of thle

- t~lotunients. e.g.. invenitory all Dep:.t tfenise su1pPilrt item., or is a potentia ml niger Rif new
Supll Center. inlvelitor:* !;.,na;er. :t ock 1milt or SUllpolrt itenis u ll 1in e hel-d-itela. (DOD 14140.3I6!
depot. WD0l) 41411.21 A~ req ue~st s ubmnitted lyi:ian act ivity reslmn5:bbn11



for supporting an ed item beig provisioned to an, SUPPLY
inventory manager which manages some of the The procurement. distribution, maintenance while
support items or is a potential manager of some in storage, and salvage of supplies, including the
new suppot items used in the end item. (AR 320-5, determination of kind and quant;ty of supplies.
AR 710-25) a Producer Phase - That phase of military

An SSR is a request submitted by all activity supply which extends from determination of
responsible for supporting all end item being procurement schedules to acceptance of finished i
provisioned to a commodity integrated materiel supplies by the military Service.,.
manager whch manages some of the support items b. Consumer Phase - That phase of military
or is a potential manager of some new support supply which exten.ls from receipt of finished
items used in the end item. (DSAR 4130.4/AR supplies by the military Services through issue for j 2
708-4/.AVSUPINST 4120."6/AFR 72-II/MCO use or consumption. (JCS Pub 1)
4410.16) SUPPLY-ALLOWANCE LISTS
SUPPLY SYSTEM STOCKS Publications in the military services which

Stocks of materiel under control -of COX<US ICP prsrbthquniesocnumlemereanl°
held in storage points of DOD supply distribution spare parts authorized to be carried by military

systems for issue to using organizati ons. DSAM organiztions, air units, and aboard ships, and by
4140em) findividual military personnel in certain cases. (DOD4140.4) 5000.8)

Stocks or materiel managed by an ICP held in
storage oints of DOD supply distribution systems SUPPLY-DEMAND-REVIEW
for issue to using organizations. (DOD 4000.19-.) The act of comparing invei1aory availability to

The Stocks of ICP-controlled materiel held in materiel- item requirements for a projected time
storage points of the DOD Supply distribution interval to determine the need for procurement.
system for :ssue to using organizatio-as. (DOD redistribution, repair. or disposal actions required
4140.341!) to attain or maintain suply system inventories at

the mcst economical level consistent with military
SUPPLY TABLE requirements and applicable supply or budget

A rec-,mmended list of spare parts, supplies, or guidelines. (DOD 5000.8)
components required to provide initial working A general term denoting the act of comparing
stock for a given increment of a particular asses to requirements for a proj,:cted period of
subsystem of equipment for a predetermined period time (o determine the procuremeit. redistribution.
of time based on wartime utilization rates. The repair. budget, o. disposal actions require.! to attain A
supply table quantities will be equal to the overall or maintah; inventories at the nmost economical level
base stockage objectives for the applicable end consistent with military needs. (NAVEXOS P-1500i
iterm. (.- 67-') SUPPLY-POINT, RETAIL

SUPPLV TABLE PROOPAK An installation (if a mili:arv service where
Contains only the peculiar items required for materiel is received, stored, and normally issued tomaintenance of a specific series of subsy:stem or using units or activities. (DOD 500•S) ,,

equipment within a designated type and model. SUPPLY-POINT, WHOLESALE
When a new se-ies of subsystem or eqlui~i1ulent An installation of a military sert ic., where
within a type or -irodel is produced wherein the total materiel is receivetd. stored. and normally
range (if sp;art parts of the basic table are not dis,"ibnlted ,o retai: suipply poinis or. where
applicable to al! series of the subsystem or appropriate. issued to using ilunit% or activities.
eqnilpment. the sliply table will be reduced and a (DOD 500i0.8)
prdpak will li- lrlepared for the spares peculiar toeach series of sil.vstein or eonuipment. (M 67-1I) SUPPLY-SYSTEM S

The organizations. offices. facilities. inethods and
SUPPLY TIME technillles utilized to lrovile supplies and

That portio: if Iloi-active m ailntena ce time equipumen t to anth orized lsers incilding-

duriig which maintenance is deayed solely because reqirenielts ton)l:utal ion. procurement.

a teeded item ;s ili hilniedl;telV availale. distrilition. am-iatnamc-in-torage. iSSue and

(I. sa-STIi-"7,I salvage oif materiel. (Ii)! 51il(I.,
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SUPPLY, AVERAGE EYFL OF transportation, and such adm~inistrative ar'l
The average quantity of materiel required to lie p~rofessionlal activities as budgeting and accounting. a

on hand at a distribution point during the normnal legal, medical, and personnel administration and
replenishment period. It consists of the sunm of public relationsi. (DOD 1100.9)
One-half tne operatig lovel of supply p)lus the total
of the safety level of supply. (DOD .3000.8) SUPR N ES QIMN

All equipment, mobile or fixed. required to
SUPPLY, CONSUMER PHASE support the operation and maintenance of a

That phase of military supply which extends from poplation of systems/c4uipments or facilities at all
receipt of finished supplies by the military Services levels and all locations at which a requirement is
through issue for use or consu!Ilption. (JCS Pub 1) planned. (APP 800-7)

SUPPLY, IN-TRANSIT LEVEL OF SUPPORT BASE
The average quantity of materiel required to be The Government installation maintaining and

in the process of movement within the distributioni upholding a tenant unit in all aormal support
sy'srem. or to a particular point, in order to functions in terms o;f the mission requirements of
Maintain the required average levels of supply the tenant unit. (AFR 400-3~01
intact at all distribution points, or at any piarticular A place from which logistic support is provided
point. (DOD 6C00.8) for a group of launch com~plexes and their control

SUPPLY, LEVEL OF center. (AF31 11-1)
The quantity of materiel authorized or directed to, SUPPORT CARGO

be on hand at a distribution point in order to meet A!l su~plies and equipment necessary to establish
the replenishable issue demands of the units and an-i maintain Army personnel in oversea bases.
activities based thereon for sopply. (DOD .000.8) inclvi'! g cargo for approved Eepartment of the _3
SUPPLY, PRODUCER PHASE Army :operational dlevelopmnent and construction

That phase of military supply which extends from projects. (AR 329-5)
determination of procurement schedules to SUPPORT COST CENTER

accptace f fnised uppiesby he i~iary An organizational entity whose principal function
s ervices. (JCS Pub It is to support and assist the comimander and line
SUPPORT organizations (dirt-ct cost eters) in the

A reporting category wvhich includes all support performance of mission or liroductior of end
t--pe logistic programs as explained and repoi ted in products. It is the claxssic staff type maanageillieit

V .AFLC31 400-2. IAFLCM 400-2. Vol IX) organization where all or most of the resourcesI- L ~~The action of a force which aids. protects. expne ar ny idrcl elatd t leii
comp~lements. or sustains another force in mission jobs. 1,AFSCM 177-26)
accordance with a directive requiring such action.

2. A unit which helps another unit in battle. SPOTEUPET(ESE include.- all equipment req-iired to perform the
Aviation. artillery. or naval gunfire may be used as p.rtfnio.eepthtwchsanierl

a suportfor nfanrypart. of the mission equipment. ft does Po; include
3~. .1 -%art of any unit held back at the beginning awo h qimn eurdt efr siso

of all mtai as a reserve. opraio. fusictions. SE should bie interpreted as
4. A elmen ofa cmmad tat ssits. including tools, test equipmient. automatic test

prolects. w- supplies other forces in combat. (ICS eupet(T)IhnteAEi copihn
Pill) Usupport function)l. organizational. intermediate. :m nd

Ilumntaiios,~ a tenant unit in tern's of missionll E;ilrltdcoptrp~rnm n
f i~ircent4 and oplt :ating schedule of the tenanit ,fvr1(AI'6-)

unt iFC 7-1SE consists of ni.exp einlai pe tools, test

SUPPORT ACT IVITIES equHipmaent. automatic~ test eqn ipitlent (whenl it3"
Th'ose activities piman~rily inl the CorntinenitalI accomplishes a suppo~urt futnct ion). industrial. ;ind

I 'uited States. of a commercial. inuist ral type. comi ia oseetrnc-meteorological ICE1M)
%,!"hl as researc-h and elevelopnient . prlcurmir'ent . equiiipmen~it. SFb iiicltd" all eqipmehnet requnired to
BLM117nacturing. supplyv :1i14 wareiosinmr. puerformi a suppoet ftinction for any project, test.. or

mainllenanlce of eq u1111ipiln. comln'n HtIC n and llissifeen. . FSCl! fit;-$)



I W-I
An item required to mintain or r.-turn an end SUFPORT EQUIPMENT, SPECAL

article under the contract to an operable condition Support equipment applicable to only ,e end
under vprious :nvironments. and may include air articie Desi;.,ied and developed in tonjunclion with
transportable tools or equipment. but does rot the article. (BUIWEPS 5200.25)
include repair partr or any items permanently SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, STA.DARD
installed in the end article. Support Eqtiument ia) Support equipment a'ailable on the on markt.-
include items required for ground hdling WEP 526.2)
ervicing. protection. hoisting. overhaul. (ITWEPd 5o id.n.frmaintenance. fabrication. assembly. disassembly. SUPPORT INFORMIATIONfrNETWOP, X I

alignment and evaluation of the end article or any A communications term used to ident'fy the -

system. sub-ststem. assembly. component or systems arid facilities employed in support of the
comnbina;ton thereof. (WR-2) Minutenian maintenance security, and

All items and quantities of organizational administrative, functions. (AF1M ]1-1"
equipment required for support of units not SUPPORT ITEMS
programmed for deployment by the war pians, and Common and peculiar repair parts. assemblie.,.
those items and quantities that are required in components, special tools, test equipment. supliie!.
addition to mobility equipment by combat or combat andor materiel recommended and/or al!ocated for
support type units having a programmed movement supply and maintenance supl dfort of an end item.

in the event of an emergency of wartime situation. tAR 320-5)(AF 67-i? A1 essential material spares. repa:r parts.12-5
EquilMcnt such as special purpose vehicles, special toprs test equipment and SUlport euuipment

power inits. maintenance stands. test equipment. required for the sp:lport of an end itcnm. (ARI
special tools. and test bereches used to facilitate or 7-10
support maintenance actions, detect or diagnose Items subordinate to. or assoc;tu w , eIter; suordiateto. r asoc~t ,,h• al end!

malfunctions, or monitor the operational status of item (i.e.. spares. -pair parts. tovis. test 21
systems subsystems. or equipments. CA.V 3'1 AT equipnen,, supprt equipment. and undry

P-4213) materials) and required to operate. service. repair
Items of organizational equipment required for or overhaul an end item. (AFR 65--

the support of units which are not scheduled for Items subordinate to or associated wit', an ent;
physical movement to combat or support positions item. i.e.• spares. repair 1,,rts and sappart
ia the event of emergency or wartime situations. equipment. (AR 700-S:iOP'AViYST 4410.2 AFR
For combat and support type units which are 66-45/1MC 4400.12/DAR 4100.6
authorized mobility equipment, support equiprment Command ard peculiar repair parts. :: .a.t-.
consists of all items of organizational equipment comppnents. special tools. !est eqnipmen. stap !.--.
required in addition to iziobility equipment fo and!or materiel tecommended and/or allhc A., :..
support of t&? unit at the COUS home base. supply and maintenance support of an -nd item
(TAC31 400-1) (AR 710-26!NAVSUP Pub 452 Revisin-AFR1

Those support items that are not an integral pact 67-96ASC P440t.SiAIDSAI 4!4iA7-

of an end item but are required in the opeation of Ithe nd iem• APR -21SUPPORT KITS
the enl item. (APR 65-2) The portion of the war readiness spares kit or
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ITEN unit emergency supplies kit require:' to mamin ti

Ail equipment required to make a weapon system. the unit aircra:..4 ftir a specific ierid of lime for
comnalmla and control system. support system. such aircraft which art- enroute between home bav
snhsvsten.. or end item of equipment operate In it.s and base of depk'rment over r'entelutr het' Siwn h
envirmnient. (AFI.Ch .i7-27l support is nut al'ailalte. IAF S-Rl

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (SYSTEM) SUPPORT LEVEL (OF SUPPLY)
Items necessary for he operatioc and/or TIe dciot (listriluimn syvstvm .-ock positimn that

m;aimllenance of the Sy-tein which are not physically restrict. issue of stork t 1hm priiritl request- for
part if thIa-vSv:eCm. iI.-5TI3-7211 (NAVY) selerted items. t.FM 67-1i

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, GENERAL SUPPORT MAT, ERIAL
Support celuiinen' usabhl Iv inore than onc vnd Contractor acquired and gov..rnment funished

article. (AFi.Cl1 61-21 spares. repair parts awl support. equiplueat;

- - '
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procured or furnished to support the program to SUPPORT SYSTEM
which the docunent applies. (WR-2) An instrument used to aid, assist or complement

a weapon system or tactical ekments under combat-ISUPPORT MATERIAL LIST CONFERENCE conditions, i.e., submarine tender, transportA conference convened by the Weapon Systems
Program Manager of the Aviation Supply Office aircraft, radar warning system. (DOD 7220.14, AR
(ASO), to review a contractor prepared maintenance 37-55)

support list of items required to support Bailed, A composite of equipment, skills, and techniques

Board of Inspectioa and Survey, Fleet Introduction which, while not an instrument of combat, is

Program, Operational Test and Evaluation Force, capable of performing a clearly defined function in

Replacement Carrier Ai Grup, and early fleet support of an Air Force mission. A complete system
programs. (ASOINST 4400.3) includes all subsystems, related facilities,
SPoRT M Lequipment, materiel, services, and personnel

LisUPPs MATERIA t aqid n Gorequired for operation of the system, so that it canList~s) of contractor acquired and Government be consider'ed a self-sufficient unit in "+s intended I
furnished spares, repair parts, and support to be becnieda lfsfietuitn4snedd
used for the contractor support program. (WR-2) operational environment. Support may be furnished

by such a system to operating or support forces,
SUPPORT PLAN weapon systems, command and control systems, or

A comprehensive plan coataining necessary to other support systems. (AFM 11-1)
actions to provide optimum support for the support Is a composite of persinnel skills, techniques and
of the end article to which this document is applied, material resources including components,
The plan nornilly includes target dates for support equipments and/or systems which are ;ntegrally
actions, action requirements and maintenance policy interr:':& ,: nd capable of performing a defined
for the end article as determined by the Naval Air iisbbiu -. oupport of a combat mission but rot
Systems Command. (WR-2) physically a part ,f that combat mission. Examples

SUPPORT POINT include a type and model of a support vehicle or a
An activity that assists the action point, as replenishment or repair ship. (OPNAVINST

requested, by conducting and providing results of 4700.17A)
special analysis or investigation pertinent to th: SUPPORT TO THE SERAIICES
correctku and prevention of a reported product That portion of the RS Program designated to
quality deficiency. (En DLAR 4155.24/AR provide flight test support to Army and Navy702-7/NAVMA'IINST 4155.SB/AFR 74-prMO id
4 15B)S programs as required and identified by the
4155.5B) rsosbeSrie ud eurdb iThe activity that assists the action point i resposible Service. Funds required by the Air
processing and resolving a deficiency, such as the Force for this support are provided by the Army

Contract Administration Office, ergaineering support and Navy for their respective programs. (AFSCR
80-22) 

A

offices, other ALCs, etc. Within, AFSC, the support
point will normally be the subsystem or equipment SUPPORTABILITY
project manager. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-71) That characteristic of material which quantifies

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS its ability to adapt to cianging supply and

Includes requirements for: leadtime periods, the maintenance concel)ts. (AR 705-50)
inter,'l between requirements analyses, a safety SUPPORTED INSTALLATIONS (AVIONIS)
level to ai'ow for disruption in the normal flow of Those sets or s ,tms authorized and installed in
naterial pil eline, and the in-transit level of supply aircraft. ground classroorms. control towers. "iit.ides
in.surance items. (SECNAVINST P4440.29) anI systems shop test beches. (NAVAIRINST

A term related to the acquisition of spare-end 4700.2)
itenis cGFAE). spare parts in support of installation

GFAE items. SE. TOs. .. 'id engineering data. a!] in SUPPCRTED SERVICE
iport of GFAE end item., (AFSCR/AFICR 57-8) The Militarv Service tihose traffi:' is being mntved

SUPPORT SET in aircraft ot mler than its own. (AFR 76-7)

A knockdown mietal framework consisting of SUPPORTING AGENCY
Slprigh side 5etons. top .l~l pirting Crossbars. and That -.gency which is assigned responsibiity for

0;1C oi more !ottoin tit, rods to he affixed ,)to p lanning or carrying out integr;ated logistic support
piallt. (.FI 69-') ,iniiracing one or more of the following ({iciplines:
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maintenance, sapply (including procurement), SUPPORTING ITEMS
transportation, personnel, facilities, and data Spares, repair parts, special tools, test equipment
collection and analysis. (AR 705-50, AR 705.5) and support equipment required to support an end

That agency which ,s assigned responsibility foi item. (SECNAVINST 4423.2A)
planning or executing maintenance and logistic SUPPORTING (SECONDARY) ADMINISTRATIVE
supprt embracing one or more of the following CONTRACTING OFFICER
disciplines: Maintenance, supply (including A contracting officer in another location who has

:,curement), tran.portation, personnel facilities been delegated by the PACO specific administrative
a-i data collection and analysis. (AR 70-59) and management duties on the contract. (AFLCR

SUPPORTING COMMAND 66-33)
A command that provides direct support to a SUPPORTING SYSTEMS

system or test program. Normally refers to AFLC, All systems affecting the JOCAS concept but not
USAFSS, and ATC in their role as logistics support specifically included in the operating system. This
and training organizations. (AFR 80-14) includes systems established for specialized

The command (normally AFLC) charged with management requirements (Civil Engineering,
responsibility for providing logistics support and Transportation, Maintenance, etc.) as well as
designated to assume program management a
responsibility fromn the implementing command. administrative objective (Civilian Pay, Military
(AFR 800-4) Personnel, 1050 II, etc.). (AFSCM 177-265)

S N RSUPPORT, INTERSERVICE; SUPPORTING CONSTRUCTION Action by one military service or element thereof "

Real property facilities needed to support a to Actonbe mlogitary sror lment te of
comuniatonseletrnic reuiemet. ncude, o provide logistical an~d/or administrative supportAcom-municatieas-electronics requirement. Includes, to another military service or element thereof.

but is not limited to: Such action can be recurring or nonrecurring in __

a. Buildings or parts of buildings housing character on an installation, area, or world-wide
communications-electronics equipment. This basis. (DOD 5000.8, AFM 67-1)
includes inclosed towers constructed on the
operating location to support antenna systems and SUPPORT, INTERSERVICE SUPPLY

u pAction by one military service or echelon thereof
b to etrna buiinitmssuh a s rane , to provide materiel to and/or perform support-typeb. Internal building items such as raceways,

services for another military service 01. echelonducts, conduits, electrical wiring, outlets, and teref ei ther areri or ecurrin
buildingthereo either o a recurring or non-recurring

culegoneitole. basis. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8)c. Telephone poles.

d. Underground ducts and manholes, including SURCHARGE
trenching and backfilling. The amount included in the inventory standard

e. Hardstands, piers, pads, and footings. price of an item, at the time the price is
f. All site preparation, including clearing, established: for estimated transportation costs.,0or

grading, grubbing, excavating, topping of trees, for foreseeable net losses and authorized expenses

-access roads, easements, and any additiopal site i hc oa ku i DD .
preparation necessar to install towers and masts Any l)ermissable percentage or predetermined

Sfor which AFCS has installation responsibility. purosu e to Covel st c orae handling.:

g. Utilities. including primary and backup purposes. to cover storage. handling.
generators, and normal electrical service, water, transportatioi, aid other charges. (DOD 5000.8
drainage, sewage and disposal, and other facilities SURETY AND OPERATIONAL INSPECTION
prescribed in AFR 95-5. (AFR 100-18) An inspection condlucted by the .AMC Surety Fie.d

Officer. under AMCR 10-55. -to evaluate the
SUPRIGCONTRACT ADMINISTRATION efcinesof thle inspected activity 's cheicaln

The performance y another contract and biological surety iog al inad the capability (,f
administration offi., of specific contract the activity to carry 'ut its assigned CBi mission
admini,,tralion function as r(l lired by the office to with proper attention to safety. security. and
which the contract has been assigned for reliability, and to provide esseitial adniii.itrative
administration. (1)A' 76-17) and logistical Sulpport to assist the inspected
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activity accomplish that mission. (AMCR 11-37) A ,leserve representing the amount set aside or I
SURFACE MOVEMENT ELEMENT appropriated out of surples for future planned

j . . . .... .. .. expenditures or unforeseen contingencies. (uoD :
Personnel and/or materiel of a deploying unit exd.tu oen

which are not required immediately to support 5009
tactical ouerations at the overseas employment SURPLUS, EARNED
ba.e, but are subsequently required, and time The balance of nec profits. or net income, and
permits deploy'ment b, surface transportation. It is gains of a corporation after deducting lcss" and
a follow-on movement element of support personnel after distributions tu stockholders and transfers to
and/or materiel and is provided to insure that the capital stock accounts. Preferred term: "retained
personnel and materiel deployed in the flight and income: or tetained earrnings." (DOD 5000.8) f
tactical support movement elcments have the
capability to operate on a self-sustaining basis for SURPLUS, l'AID-INA p,)rtion of surplus which represepts the atuount
an indefinite period of time. The surface move-ent .ec-ivd fic,' the sale of capital stock in excess ofelement is deployed by surface-life and sea-life. e"11dfcntesl fcptlsoki xeso

(TACM 400-1) its lace or stated value, or the amounts advanced]element idp b pursuant to authority of law for the purpose of

SURPLUS providing additional capital, or which may arise
For incorporated agences, the excess of assets from a reorganization. (DOD 5000.8)

over liabilities and capital stcck. (DOD 5000.8)
For ninorpratd ativiies finnce by SURVEILLANCEFor unincorporated actiities financed by The close or continued observing of a program or

revolving funds, the excess of assets over field of activity in order to accrue information or to
liabilities. (DOD 5000.8) take action when the situation warrants. (HO 21-1)
SURPLUS PFRSONAL PROPERTY The systematic observation of aerospace. surface, I

Excess personal property, located in the ZI. or subsurface areas, places. persons, or things by
American Samoa, Guam, and TTPI which has be(n visual, aural, electronic, photograpHic, or other
determined not to be required for the needs and the means. (JCS Pub 1) i
discharge of responsibilities of any Federal agency. SURVEY YEAR

A 12-month period in which a system surv'ey t
SURPLUS PROPERTY must be completed (example: for activities t

Contractor inventory not required within the reporti,,g to AFCMD, the survey year begins on I
Department of Dpfense or by other Federal January of each year). (AFSC1 78-i)
agencies. (DAC 76-17) S

Any excess property not required for the needs SURVEY, REPORT (OR STATEMENT)OF
An official statement recording the circtLmstances

and o te discharge of the responsibilities of all destruction of
federal agencies, including the Department of

Defense, as determined by the General Services pro)erty. This action serves to authorize dropping
Admnisraton. C Pub1)items from the accountable property 'ecords and toAdministration. (JCS Pub 1) determine any pecuniary pesnal liability for the-

Excess Stock which hts been determined to be d pers
loss or damnage to military property. (DOD 5000.8)

not required for the neea and the discharge of
responsibilities of all Federal agencies. (DOD SURVIVABILITY
4140.3) The measure of the degree to which an item will I

Contractor inventory not requiied within the withstand hostile man-made environment and not
Departmnt of Defense or by other Federal suffer abortive impairment of its aioili to
agencies. (DAR 24--101.32) accomplish its designated mis'ion. (MI.-STI)-7211B

Exce.,., contractor inventory not required within The capability of a system to avoid or withstand
the )epartment of Defense or by Federal civilian a manmade hostile environment without suffering
agencies. (I)SA M l1O.I an abortive imiairiment of its ab;lity to accon, pish
SURPLUS RESERVE it, designated mission. (A\FR 80-14. AFM 11-1)

As used herein applies to the application of SURVIVABILITY MASTER PLAN ,
engineering and technical skills for the pu rp.w.e of )enotes a plan for imp leienting
defining and delieloping tile Support System. (.FP stirviiahilit /vulierahility requirenlenits. (AFIM
$Ot)l-7) 1I-I)
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SURVIVABILITY REQUIREMENTS SWIVELING ENGINE
The specific design requirements and system A rocket thrust chamber assembly that is

oharacteristics included in the systenj specifications attached to the missile structure through a gimbai
which provide the level of desired surviv.i mount, universal joint, or any other movable join.
cavabi!itit established for USAF systems and that permits the ciamber to be swung through
equipmen~t !n the appropriate ROC and PMD. These small angles, to use the thrust for steering the
requirements include capabilties such as vehicle. (AFM 11-1)
comntermeasures. hardness, infrared suppression, SYMBOL REPORT-CONTROL
reduction of rada' cross section, maneuvering A symbol assigned to each controlled reporting
performance, and conriol of unintentional electronic requirement signifying accompii.;hment of report
emissions. (APR 80-38) control action. (DOD 5000.8) I
SUSPENDED AMMUNITION SYMBOL, REPORT-EXEMPTION

Items that have been withdrawn temporarily or A report control symbol, assigned to certain
pernmaently from issue and use because they are controlled reporting requirements upon
either known to be, or are suspected of being determination by the report control activity,
unsafe or otherwise defective. (AFM 67-1) signifying accomplishment of report control action.

SUSPENDED CONDITION (DOD 5000.8)
a. Code "J" Suspended (In stock; DD Form 1575, SYNOPSES OF PROPOSED PROCUREMENT

"Suspended Tag-Materiel" and DD Form 1575-1, Publicizing prom)tly in the Commerce Business
"Suspended Labe!-Materiel"). Materiel in stock Daily "Synopsis of U.S. Government Proposed
which has been suspended from issue pending Procurement, Sales and Contract Awards" proposed
condition classification or analysis, where the true advertised or negotiated procurements, including
condition is not known. modifications to e',iqtinvI ontracts when new funds

b. Code "K" Suspended (Returns; DD Forms are obligated for additionai spp!ies and services1575 and 1575-1). made in the United States. its possessions. aad
Materiel returned from 'ustomers or users and Puerto Rico that may result in an award in excess

awaiting condition classification, of $10.000. (NAVMAT P-4215)
c. Code "L" Suspended (Litigation; DD Forms

1575 and 1575-1). Stock held pending litigation or SYSTEM
negotiation. A combination of tw9 or more equipments.1575goa n 1. anrsch ot er whpo en, asse rblio.

d. Code "M1" Suspended (In work; DD Forms generally physically separated when in operation.
17an175).antI such other componlents, as;semnblie;. j x

Materiel identified on inventory control record subassemblies and parts necessary to perform an
but which has been turned over to a maintenance operational function or fun.tions. (AFR 67-25).
facility or contractor for processing. DOD 4151.7. AFSCM 65-2)

e. Code "N" Suspended (Ammunition in stock; An integrated relationship of all subdivisions of a j
DD Form 1575 or 1575-1). Ammunition suitable for system including checkout servicing cipment.
emergency combat use only. (AFM 67-1) together with associated personnel, all alig:ned to "_

establish proper functional continuity towards the
SUSTAINED FLIGHT VEHICLE successful performance of a defined task or tasks. IA powered vehicle deriving most of its lift from (AFM 11-1)

iaerodynamic forces, but augmented by centrifugal A composite of equipment. skills, and techniques 'A•or''e at altitudes arbitrarily considered to be at capable of performing and/or supporting all
1!50.000 feet. (AFM 11-1) operational role. A complete systen includes
SUSTAINER ENGINE CUTOFF (SECO) related facilitie:;. equipment, material. seirvi'es. and

The point at which the piopellait supply to the personnel required for its operation to the degree
that it Can be considered a self-sufficient unit ill itssustainer engine is cut off and its thrust decreases ait oani'a oni a lfsuffi'ienvi in its.-i intended opera--tional and/or support enviroinnent. :

• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( Abu~ty \\F. 12-A1 TN\ I IN ST .1130.1. A\i.1 67T-1. AFM 11-i..\FR +

SWITCHING :'75-1. AFR 80-5. AFSCM 27-1)
Tlte Imoving o, c'rs from one place to ;,nother .A weapon anid the equiplmeit required to enabh,

within the s\witching Iinnits of a particar point. the inst'ument of Combat to be a siigle unit of(I)SAR 4500.3) sti'ikiig power in its olpei'ational ,nvironment. A
ij7 -ainleniomn
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system includes an air vehicle or ship (surface or operational function or functions (AFR 67-25). (AFR
sub-surface) together with all related equipment. 74-15)
(BUWEPS 4350.2A) S KPThe combination of the components and sub SYSTEM ACQUISITION PROCESS

T h o m i at o o h e c mp n nt nd s b A sequence 'of specified decision events andi
eleients which function together as an entity to phases of activity directed to achievement of
accomplish a given objective. A. system includes the established program objectives in the acquisition ofhardware itself and ail other required items such as Dees sytm n xedngfo prvlo
facilities, personnel, data, test measuring, and mission need through successful deployment of the

fcTes es ne lg dyatrcaft msurinsg, and system s n xeiin rmapoalohrrr isl n l other reurdiessuhaytsihe rga tie s n he cquitinalz ofedeignofst iic equipment T designd t roide maigonafncinidctosa peentdo

(a R 705-ns system or termination of the program.

equipment. (AFR /AFS.CR 80-2)gon-ontr.(F 1-) &

A integrated relationship or components aligned ( 5000.1)
matalish seproper functional continuity towards SYSTEM ANALYST f
o hesuccessful performance of a defined task or The individual who has acquired a comprehensive
sks.fice320-5, AMCR 11-26) knowledge of data flow information of a misile

series assemblage by aircraft mission design and system or other systems and who ca l analyze the
specific equipment designed to provide meaning of malfunction indications as presented on

a anned aeronautical system with the best the automatic test equipment when the readout to a
avaiable personal, emergency, and survival specific faulty unit or units is not clearly of a

eqimn.(AFLCR/AFSCR 800-20) go-no-go nature. (AFM1 11-1)
A composite of items, assemblies (or sets), skills A

and techniques capable of performing and/or STeM e ate ofip ll reAoStSE activotyguratio ofsupporting an operational (or non-operational) role. ther e f all repn t ocks o
A complete system includes reted facilities, items, nt t
material, services, and personnel required for its SYSTEM CHECKER
operation to the degree that it can be considered a The individual who operates automatic testing
self-sufficient item in its intended operational (or equipment to checkout, service, monitor, and control
non-operational) ind/or support environment. (AFR systems or components of missiles or other vehicles.
65-3) Observes indications of normal operating condition

A final combination of subsystems, components, and of system or component malfunctioning.
parts, and materiels that make up an entity capable Relates malfunctior indiations on test equipment

weapon, operational or support system (for of points checked for removable and replaceable

forilthepurpose sof tehiis uton ths tr enistop orpial dystmn diars hoin relatonsA whips--and capar e tofreferftormanformal surinae betwoven te elmipne adoutscnc Deve o nt j .

eapl F-4). Where a weapon system is units. (AF n d 11-1)
subcategorized into mission design and series
prdu, and these categories and associated data SY Sfton hae Pa -' of the CODn t tdbyod
collection efforts are sufficiently distinct (forte ur- h r i hnation ode
f i .. C), each S maybconsderestructure (ID Structure) .hich uniquely identifies

sysem or mplmetaton f tis one svsten. from all other data systemls. HQ
regi,~ion (ALCR40016)USAF/APACDA assignis the systemi code. (AFLCR

Acomposite, at any level of complexity, of 1 -8
operational and support equipment, personnel. SYSTEM DEFINITION DIRECTIVE
faclities. and .software, which is used as an entity A formal document issued by Q USAF which
and capable of performing or supporting an approves the P Deliminary Technical Development
operational role. (A FR 127-8) Plan (PTDP), and which idlentifies availabhe

Any organized a cpse ntbly of resources and resources to initiate contractor participation in the
procedures uanited and regilated by interaction or definition phase. The SDD must be suppox-tcd by
inteirkpendlenc to accomplish a set of specific appropriate authori ta t ion dlocu ments releasing
functions. (.JCS Pub11 1) required resotirces. (AFR -)

A combination of two or more eq~uipments, The fornial documnient issued bv HQ USA F
generally physicail% separated when in operat!in. approving the PTDP The SDI) identifies the
(!!!F such other Components. assen ilies, a va ilability of fina ne;a I and ot her resources as
sulbas.en, ,,,., and part.- necesary to perform an applicablde prothides authority to AFSC to establish
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"J
a formal SPO, sets the parameters for the System appropriate, of the operational feasibility of
Program Director (SPID), and establishes the roles developed concepts or techniques. (JCS Pub 1, AFM
of the participating organizations. The SDD also 11-1)
constitutes authority for solititation of indust, ry SSE EEOMN ETADEAUTO

sources ivith the intent to commit the Government (CTEORI

SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT the individual components, subsystems and- in
Delivery of the completed production system to certain cases, the complete system. In addition to

Athe using, activity. (DOD 5000.1) qualification, tile testing provides for redesign,
SYSTM DECRIPIONrefinement, and re-evaluation as necessary,

Asystem description is~ prepared whenever two or ncuig te raicty o uilzg crrt
more equipments, items, etc., are combined ~ t nadadcmeca tes hs et r
function to fulfill a mission requirement and of conducted predcminateiy by the contractor, but with

themelvs rquir maageent f teir Air Force participation, evaluation, and control

configuration. Tlhe system description will e'xercised through AFSC. (APR 80-14)
prescribe thie requirements and design constraints SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TEST AND EVALUATION
covering the overall performance, safety, human (CATEGORY 11) 4
engineering, interface, reliability, maintainability, Consists of testing and evaluation spanning tno
design. and construction parameters. (AMCR-11-26) integration of subsystems with a complete system

SYSTEM DESIGNATOR in as near operationlal configurationl as is
A one-digit (either alpha or numeric) code which practicabl' 'able instrumentation will beI

identifies the weapon/support system to which the employed . .m~ne~ the functional capability and
tranactin isapplcabl. (ALCM 6-2)compatibility of subsystems. Category * 1 is a joint
tranactin isapplcabl. (ALOM 6-21contractor-Air Force effort under Air Force control

SYSTEM DESIGNATOR CODE during which tBe Air Force effort becomes
A two-digit numeric code assigned by Hq AFLC pretloiivant with ever increasing )cweratinig ;uiv

to selected weapon systems. These codes are listed sulr command participation. Actuv'i .e s t
in attachment 4, Chapter 9, under type of support opeiiiloni n(l maintenance should be lpefo- ed by
"D" and will be used by SSIs, Ills, and bases to military p~ersonnel who have received fooz systemK

identify, control, segregate materiel Pnd process training. It is usually cullminate!e with, file
weapon system requisitions, maintain supy demoinstration effort required to complete the
records, materiel, reports, and related transaction dlevelopment portion of the onphase oif a
documents. (AFM 67-1) sysfl oam tFR0-4

A rilan prepared by the working task group Aesreonhedg
SYSTEMesur PLA SDe SYTMEFCI EE e to ahich an item call ie]

used as one of the justification documents to be exctd o hiv ase of pefcmiin
submitted to the Secretary of Defense to secure i'Iiexp et t an! hich a heo speii nss s

Irec.Teremnaifilnctionl of availability. dleuaiiy ll'
contain narrative summaries of the technical goals capability. ~I-~-2B
and the supporthig plans necessary to outline a A ~ .~ xett hc yumia

l~i'l)O~~l pogrm to satify he aprovd e expiectedl !o ach~ieve a vet of ,liecific mis~ion
development object ives. A fter the project is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ US U fiiL i

apIproved. tie SDP is maintained and expanded by aalblt.dpnlIii dcphlt~ ~ ~
hi( reponible particilw ting ag-itcies unde11r the 1-1

SiI-rvisioii of the piroject manager and is used asA a
Control will reporting document. (AI'l 701-17) SYSTEM ELEMENTf

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT A ciiit i iln aiv )Ill weo dit. ffiippi'rt. I 0)
The activity and task, assoriated \%iht: ;t. The lcroi-s tm.urm l n-o i olwig I

design nd deveopment j r'Iliii I Arditare. (n2) c~ompulter j~tgliI :Ifaciliti'. 11)
reconiininled nw automaed datl vl-t11:Ii. T4n jtti.in1i 1 Cndo provedinral data. t.XFSt'0 3,75-5)

sta ndarilixi iui et-1a I ill) of~ei iaI oi SYSTEM ENGINEERING
pertainiing thereto: and V. The. wno~s 'ftlit. av iugill-imeru InanM"Mg~'nien. !h-ect ion,. and(6_1V

~ -7



IM7/

Control appliedl to a Na'-al/total warfare sytmto necessary to iierf:in anl operational function orI
ascertain and maintain overall technical integrity functions. (Ml L-STD-280)
and integrazlon of that specific system I.,; relatedl

o:SYSTEM (90041)A
1. desigii. engineering. pri.duction, and Tepips ftesst~'i oshdl n i

pe.-ormnce.(INIINAINS 413.1)control PM actions. Also, this system is used for
pe~frmane. (AVMAINST41301)scheduling and controlling precision measurement

2 design configuration. reliability, and etipietadcrfcton fprsnl.(FC
perfor'mance (AFL.CR 80-5) 66-34) n criicto o esonl (FC

The application~ of scientific and engii~eering L
efforts to transform anl operational need into a SYSTEM (GENERAL)
description of system performance parameters and a A combinaton of Parit:. A.sembl'ies acid Setz

iterative process of definition, synthesis, analysis, function or functions. Examples; Refrigeration

dlesign, test, and evaluation; integrate related system, air conditioning system. (3llL-STD-2)F0I
technical p~arameters and ensure compatibility of all SSE UTFCTO TTMN

phscafucinaan rori itrfcsin a SSE UTFCTO TTMNphsial fncioal ad rrmitfae A brief statement substantiating the econonlic
ma;nner that optimizes the .otal system definition *idmngrabeftsobebandthuhte

and design;ia andfit inegat beeliabndtroutyh
an ein n negae rlafiy implementation of an automated data system orZImaintainability, safety. survivability (including a))ictoataArFreinalton(JSPb.

-'electronic warfare considerations), human and other aplcto talArFre ntlain JSPbA
such facturs into the total engipeering effort. AF 1-)
(AFSC/AF'LC 80-171 SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE

SYSEM NGIEEINGMANGEMNTThe phases through which a systemi passes from1A
The combination of management actions to be ocltotodsston(AR35.AF 1-)

accomplished during the life cycle of the system SYSTEM LOW LIMIT REQUIREMENT
program b::- the SPO. SEG/R&T. GSE/TDC, contract That quantity of ain itemn of supplly required to i
inanagemient activity, and contractors necessary to Su~liort operations during the lead time period plus
cointrol and document the engineering effort the :,aietv level and] fixed qu~antity requiremients.
4i-ected toward mieeting total s,.stemi requirements. (ASOINST P4440-53)
These actions include the establishment and SYTM ANEET
mintenanc-. of the technical titeirrity overas A Concept for. thle technical and business
elementr- of the system including hardw-ai e.
cilluter programn procedural dlata. ficilities. I11 pnldehl fapriulrsse ~orn ae,11 tile use of a (lesigiiatel. centralized inanagenient

l~ei~iii~e requeinens. (ASCM ~authloriy who iNrso~l for phi li hg. directing.
SYSTEM ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL DIRECTION aend coiitrclling tie definition. fleve!opinlent.
CONTRACTOR prcduct iou and deploymclent of a systemn: anid for

A selected IF-sponsot ed nonprofit corporation assuriiig that plannling is accomplishied by the
which p~rovides general systems engineering and/or support. phersoninel training. operatioiial testiiig.
correspouiding technical direction of associate activation or deploymeiit. The ceiitralized
clint ractors oii speccific programs designated by ma nagemeiit authdiority is supported by functional
div is ion commanders. (A FSCR 23-30) organ izat ions which are responlsible to thle

SYSTM FUCTINAL REAcentrali/ted mlanagemnent am I ority for tile execnt ionl

\ 'i.-Iinvt g-roup oir segment p)ackage of svstene or sp~cificailly assigned systen tasks- .I~FM 1l-li
~ ri~icre~ieic. fnctonalintrfaes.Thlt prioves., off planinig. organiziiig. coordinlating. A__

;a~.*ir~c~t'I im. hicic. ti-ether with all other such tu oh~.addrcii h o~iidefrso
ri~pc.-o .ignt~i.- irn I enx oe lee ir. Force contractors, .11111 participtatiiig

ft i , s tiem nx tloer eiverl nztocs t crnpili sse ~rInn

8 A iir llire coinuatis jliysicvilly i''cat'ml ill[t-e
SYSTEM (ELECrRICAL-ELECTRONICS) Systeim lro-rracc Office 1,41). (2) Withi

~% r.:ll~i~i~t~i~*~f'. ~ i 'r nor* st,.gecc'rul i;'r~.it. S of lilt. opleriting iuuaauiai11:1 Ilcatei
plivicaiv ~'~r~zi'% hvirt it! fialc'cii on a nd -mlih %'li tc I'-sysii ill upprt 1airger 0%$,11 i'l

otli~r a'emn~lt'~-mme~ss'mn'li,. and p1:1rts ocul mllyv fivtrlilined ievessarv: :11id :1) lii such ai



mannuer that each participating organiz.ation is Ali A IX activity izesgnated to peror
providkd adequate instructi' andl guidance to wvorld-wiide lo~gistic,. management for a "caplon
place its responsibilities and , 7 prio, ity to its systeml. (AFICR 66i-5)
actions Al conltext with all others affecting th,2 Ai, individual designated by thle Secretary of the
system program .(AFR 375-1) Army to exercise cen-ral/.ed management at

The term "SM" identifies or refers (a) to thle Departmient of the Army level for projects which
AM1A to wli-fh a weapon/support system i! assigned meet thle reqluiremuents of paragraph 4lb. Thle
for logi~tie st~pport management purpose. (b) to the system mara gel' exercises coordination and directive J
commander of that AMA, and( (c) to the functional a'uthority over nonmateriel-oriented activities
responsibilities of a,-.SM.!AMA or thle " funlction" Of associated with the total .;vstemi development andl
iogistic support management. (AFILOM 72-2) operational control over' materiel development itself.

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT/ITEM MANAGEMENT AMA (AR 70-17)
Ali Air Mat, riel Area having system tianagenient Refers to the AMA to which a weapon/support

or end article matnagemient responsibility for the system is assigned for management purposes. (T.0
affected weapon/ system or end article. ('P.O. 00-25-4)
00-35D-54) The Air Force Logistics Command (AFLCI. Air

Materiel Area (AMA). Directorate of Materiel
SYSTM MAAGEENT IRECIVEManagement (DIMM), W~eapon System Division thatI Directives hat provide uniform HQ USAF jias been assigned maintenance engineering anddirection for initiating, changing, and termninating lgsia aaeetrsoiiiiyo h Maslug loistca mnagmet ospnsbiityofth S.1 lssystem programs. The System Management atpplies to installed and( sup~port* itenfis that are -

Directive 'provides direction to the imlplenientjIlg
command and guidance to the participating leuit ote~epno upr ytm TO
command and agencies. The initial and su~bsequeont (1--)

Sysem MangeentDiectve inlue pogam The individual appointed by AFIC to assure that 14
ArIX logistic lparticipttion and support capabilitiesmanagement information which constitutes the .

systm pogra chrter (J Pu 1)are lin consonance with system program objectives.
The document issued by HQ USAF that -AF nealtr f eerne-o ths

establishes a s,.stem program directoir and h Iis A genrl rm o rfiece t ths

system program office; defines htis Ili-01 exeri/ciis authortey inia ng etion.authority, and major functions: and describes hlis .; iigato't vr h lnig hrcin
rltoships with other organization. n h~ tdciio ttssadaseae uwin

support responsibilities. IAM1-)e~eta o u~r of designatd eaos r

Aformal document issued] by HQ tSAF which eqiiiueiit systemns. .Thte authoi'ity vested iii this

aillA'oves a system prlogra.- de~finied in the PS PP ora z n i~v iclutde sii fuhinct ion:; as
and authorizes the publication of the SSP. The SMI i'eart'h. dlevelopmlent. pi'4oelletieit. prdl1i'o llti.
directive identifies the availabilitv of financial andIlolaiiteie dlist ribution. 'Ind logist ic suoppor't. %%v mle i

other resources, thei importance categoi'y. and ass igied. When intended to .*elate to, a :.ecific

itiact ionshrArPrc rgas .hole. S iiipil anr tisf plain~ dilIileit prpde d y il
maide asii to iendmii sem ro rae m dirteti e. and is tnpro eilriliront.r hinoo S" :issn ' vsrom
Imlplmtt uironimst hf suordaiyil th or i l M ant'a g Sonaiyste Mo.anagro a. -1 loch:t
doc~tilii.t (suc as~ progam- ,hde Aaiwgeri . is:''~\ trm' willane. :it'ilt'he tIsjsd ilnde

auhrizahl~tios eesinig:i/otim require(! resources!.oiO (iiof allI suprt ;mm.' ies.iir'. tS Ot' li' v I i

ro'si~~oiisihiilithe fsu'~'' ii Vuin .sin- e ch ~r ani za t i on Ig-iiii oit ill e .Vt aJ mat
SYSTEM'l MANAGERI julMe OCS 1111 fImt,: nm~g'nn peocife':v~m

The FLCALCdesinatd b HQ FIXtit ties



a systenm jtended to satisfy the approved statement SYSTEM PACKAGE PLAN
of need. The system master plan is distinctly A compilation of planning documents prepared by
different in content and detail for each phase of the the System Program Directoe, with assistance from
system life cycle. Consequently the system master participating organizations and contractors, which
p~lan is identified as: 1. The Concept Formulation places in context the pians, schedules, costs, and
Package for the concept formulation phase., 2..The scope of all work and resources to be p)rovided by
Preliminary Technical Development Plan for the each participating organizati. n. This master plan
contract definition phase. 3. The Proposed System defines a management approach for acquiring a J
Package Plan for the acquisition phase. 4. The system/project intended to satisfy the approved
System Package Program, the approved plan for the statement of need. (AFM 11-1) 1
acquisition phase. tAFM 11-1) SSE AKG RGA

SYSTEM MODEL A United States Air Force established grouping
In the classification of certain equipment, the of resources, schetdules and costs requisite to

category immediately belnw type or subtype and developir-g, procuring, and operating a weapons
above model series, i.e., the category covering all system. (AFM 11-i
members produced after the same prototype, 101, The document issued by the System Program
102, 104. and 105 are examples of the model number Director that places in context the integrated and
of fighter type aircraft. (AFLCM 400-2) time-phased tasks and resources required of and byAl

SYSTM OFICE (SYTO)all participating organizations in acquiring and
Serves as the HQ AFSC focal point for staff supporting the apprnved system. (AFR 375-1)

Documents developed by AFSC to govern the
acqusitin pogras. H isthe andaory acqLisition and sulpport of systems under AFRs of

coordination point onalmteswhich afeths the ',75-series. Included in this category are System
assigned program, including carrespondence, Pakg-rgasiP) n rpsdSse

- doumetaton, epotsresorceallcatinsand Package Plans (PSPP). Ani SPP wil! usually relate
functional toios Beas f*hioplxai consistent wt h aeilAnxDt he o

intrdeendnt atre f sstes cqlis~ion a that item. Ani SPP may also relate to a program
focal point is required for each program on which

- -HQ SAFisses Prgrm Mnagmen Diectve element if the element is confined to a cingle major
(PMD. (FSCR80022)system of which the element is the sole user. For

Theperon n H AFCfrmaly pponte to e xample. the B-52. There are. however, a num~ber
Th proni H AI fraly poitd o of cases where aI syst em is a at-fseea

itgaelsafactionsy associated wit Pakaeen
support of assigned acquisition p~rograms. (AFSCR prga elmn4 o xml.teC10
375-1) weapons sy,;teni. which is mair-ged unrmer one SPP

and is a part of several progr~ni elements, (troop
SYSTEM OPERATION TEST AND EVLAINPORM carrier. air transport. air rescue.ai ate.tc)
(CATEGORY I1l) (AFR 27-9)

Consists of test .and evaluation of opierationaml SSE HSN
~vsteis un~er th Planing anid adjusting thle acquisition of all

opjerating commiland.Tie-(tetshlinudal II
0'11i l~flvilt5. suippoirt items. personlnel shills. i ifaw'ln stnoIli
It-01mnh~al data. and pr~elie.and s.hall lie oif tle iteml re.quiring tile inetlead tme for its

InIl-oawdIl iml ais nlear o'perational conditions as i (irlei .Intfngaidsmd igalatio
prarivall.. sii~abe i11A 'llIlletaton wll e ceIs(Ir to1 achieve aCopees. 1 Iv1

tIli~l i lt 11, adlequiately evaluiate tes~t liI
C'~oh~(at egory Ill It ti i wil Ie Io lvint d

It iliz,ii. a (.111 f igurmti'iit as .ioint I agreed lby lie SYSTEM PROGRAM
up-lhIlingJ cimund~it andii A V$C A FI.C. Tlic, tt* i ill file actimmiiiiu' 'if ose ptiiins of Air Forice
In o~li111it'i iii ;atci'rdl.xi 11iil a *Iirrific Iv:-t lilanl .111 cuaon';,i,, piIop~':II1i1. iut ) 1Ii c t.t. delii er.

iii' ~P e;rd'r il-iti. '~ hi 'I'jui xe 11~f al~l :1114l '.aiu) all n .11 allit. :11n1 $oliliurtale %vStvII or
partl mirip w:. (AF F lll j II4111"1 .IAFl 3.75-D.



SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTIVE (specified advanced development objective
A formal Air Force document directing the (SOR/specified ADO)) or other docun:ent requiring

program defined therein. Contractual action is application of systems management procedures until
authorized by a related Program/Procurement the SPO is formalized. (AFSCR 23-43)
Authorization. The SP Directive normally indicates SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICE (SPO)
approval -f a PSPP and authorizes publication of an The organization comprised of technical and
SPP consistent with the SP Directive. The SP business management and administrative personnel
Directive must be consistent with the USAF F&FP.

assigned fil time to a System Program Director.
Implementatin of the program defined in the SP The Office may be augmented with additional
Directive must be supported by appropriate personnel from participating organizations. (AFM
authorization documents, such as 11-1)
Procurement/Budget Authorization, releasing the field organization established to assist the
required resources. (AFR 27-9) SPD. It begins as a cadre and becomes a formal

A formal United States Air Force document which organization no later than the end of the Definitin
approves the program defined therein. The System Phase. (AFR 3 th-1) i

Program Directive normally indicates approval and The AFSC field organization established to

modification of a proposed System Package Plan manage the over-all execution of the system
and authorizes publication of a System Package program. It is headed by the System ProgramProgram consistent with the Systeme Program Director and is normally located at one of the AFSC
Directive. (AFM 11-1) System Divisions where representatives of the

The formal document issued by HQ USAF that participating organizations are physically located
approves a system program defined in the PSPP durilg the acquisition phase. (APR 400-30;
and authorizes the publication of the SPP. The SP The overall field systems management
Directive identifie, the availabiity of financial and organization during the Acquisition Phase of -, I
other resources, the importance category, the System Program, established or identified by the
impact on other Air Force programs, and other Air Force Systems Command for each System
program direction. Subsequent program changes Program to provide a focal poiat and action office
are made as amendments to the SP Directive. (AFR for planning guidance and instructions and for
375-1) insuring that participants in the System Program

SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTOR conduct their tasks in context with all other tasks
A designated individual assigned the on a timely basis. (HP 21-1)

responsibility and delegated the authority for the SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICEIPROJECT OFFICE (SPO-PO) I
centralized management of a particular System program office/project office. as
system/project. (AFM 11-1) applicable. having overall management

The head of the SPO and the manager of the responsibilities for the acquisition of
approved system program during the Definition and system/equipment. (AFSC 310-2)
the Acqui-!ition Phases. (AFR 37.5-1)

The heau of the system program office cadre and SYSTEM RECOVERY FACTOR
later the formal SPO wh2n establishe,., and the The perceitage of the total quantity of a
manager of the approved system program 1uring repairable assembly removed from aircraft or
the definition and the acquisition phases. (AFSCM engines by operating activities which are ultimately

repaired and retu.rned to the supply system in RFI234)odition. (ASOINST P44110.24)
SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICE
Till. ofi'c of the program rianager and the sin lj. i SYSTEM RELATIONSHIP CODE f

pont ilof "-itact with ind.sry. Government awCule'ie. AU al-pha/sneric code that identifies the system
Wild other activitie.- pIarticipating ill etile work effort Nililirts regardless 'if die

ing(o "ii MOD -5000A custo lner .onlr'c of fit-:id.. Sonie ,.Xat ii.s of
1' .<)'sems are F-15. F-Ia;. AI RES M1inuteman. aid

d v SYSTEM PROGRAMOFFICECADRE iP\'. This data cleme'in ntlut lit, used if work
An 't'Ill s.,a 1i.,hll \,thil all .IS! ',stels tegory -F" is entered into the jo,, orde rdlivisim Ili serve a,- Ila- initial .\i" Forc'e It w\ill hle h'ft I11.ank if Work C'aleg lri", -1",V fr i

ina11.lilllill offi'c fill ;1 11,1111911111';ll fl'-11 tile' -C" are assiglle,,! l I ajlh iildr. f. See definition oif i
littl if rv.r'ill' tile 1h." :idaite', r-tquilli ,.il Wo'rk ('ateg,,ri Cade for" addlitional itnfornialion[



regarding systemn relationship (laborittories Only0. (levelo!)ment by general officer representative, of I
(A?801 177-26-3) the developing agency (provides Chairman). user

SYSEMSAFTYagency and training agency at specified occasions. R
The pt~ini dereeof sfet wihi~the The SSE evaluates the *status of development.

constraints of operational effectiveness. tinq anl vldtyad urec ofheQR inlgtfcm rent threat, progression to the next stage ofcost. attainedl through specific application of system
safety engine.-ring throughout all phases ofa development and related matters. (ARx 7io-:1

he pimu dege of-1 SYStTwitin th STATUS REPORTS (MINI-SARs)
The otimu degee o qF~ety ithi the Summary information, smlrt htcnandi

constraints of operational effectiveness, time, and SARs. used for reporting of designated non-SAR
cost attained through specific application of system programs. Mini-SARs will rormally be limited to
safety engineering throughout all phases of system those major systems that qualify under the dollar
Jevelopment. (AFSCM 127-1) guideiines prescribed fcr SAR coverage but have

SYSTM SFET ENGNEEINGnot yet reached Milestone 11. (DOD 7000.3)
AXn element of System: Management involving the SYSTEM STORAGE SITE

aFjplication of scientific and engineering principles A generic expression used to identify the _
for the timely identification of havards and aggregation of item~s for support of -4n aircraft,
jinitiation of those actions necessari tc prevent or missile. space. or C&E system. Inciudes
,-)ntrol hazards within the system. It draws upon aggregations referred to as weap~on system storage
picfe ional knowledge and specializea skills in the si:te. weapon systemn bast. supply account. weaponl
mathematical. physical and related scientific system con trol point. weapon system storage center
disciplines, together with the prinriples and (AFICM 400-2)
methods of enginleering design and anaiysist SYSTEM SUB-TYPE

s~eefv.preict an evluae te sfet ofthe InI the classification of certain equipment. the
svste.(AFM11-1)category imimediately beow the type. as iii the

SSESAEYENGINEERING ANALYSES subtypes o f fighiter aircraft a re training.
Th maethods dsed to identify hazaris aid reconnaissance. etLc. ** (AFLCM1 400-2)
caeoierelative hazard levels. Analyses cover SSE UPR AAE

th opeespectrum froni qualitative p~reliminary SYSTiEt iUPOR MoANAGERiiliitii

to sste logc dagras cntaiing organization. or octivity assigned tilie resiooliisiilitv
mn'bailiie ofinslili (forI lanniing. organizing coordinating, and directing 5_

SYTMSEGMENT thle effort:; of responsible organmiza iona I elen-ents
A (discrete piackage of systeml ierforilanlce and imdiVidual.s to insure that logistics support ofa

reoluiremnents. functional interf-aces. andl contract system. progrrainl(I or )jtct u ill ble effective. tinie!y -

cml temscontractedl to one wntractor or assigned ;nd ecnmcl ANM111
I' ('11ie Government organization directly reslionsAIlle The individual alppointed lby A FIC to assure t hat
If, the procuirem1ent agency for that part of a AAIClgsi a'ii~toi;it ilpitc~;lii c
.ysen *s total performance. (A FSC1 :375-5) are inl cons'oiiance %I ith Sy: tn1l prOgrraim objectiv-es.

He miay he apploinited conuhrreiti Will Ii he 5 P1).
SYSTE:4 SERIES ~. *inu t..~hat A Fl rCiepresenitat ion ;n t he $1 '0

1, ie classi ficat ion of cer~taini eqipmIltenit. the iivdsfetit:sit: c'totl Il).A h
C., i i in ed ia t elIy lielow model. For exa in1 e. A. Imln i i pr oilPaetle53
It-. C. anid F are 1ni';del scries of tile11 Iif)] d l(Iltltcit~thfoapii liiticslloltaii

fi~zi~t~ :iis~eaft. AFIM Uin-2c.,iii~e'ii inm 'p'ia ing its. (AF 375-1 I

SYSTEM STATUS EVALUATION Thet W IC A.I 31 %ld 11it i l"c inm:iT~i onlil-ilitv
I H14j'll I''um;-.l lel fornmal ievalliation fsir selo-ted systemns. A FN 5- y,.I

fo.rma.:l ii lr.'ees: revti.1% If, review *,it Xe \ e''inilitl (11,11ni1.111il ra'itlimma ier. .~.h IIaeh lI
--aidt.~ f 'L (1.111 1.1 ;.. l imlit rcoIhe'n~tiin t ' ! of t1n'11 . rlai;t oe 'ilii~~ r prioctiring.

t.,I ii.s tn.~i ' f 'IL., 11-11v tvhet bet t he 1M~itteit]I mn-.ilw . 1 6-1. ii~sii~l ~, prii ii." xwil~taiv
4 4 i ad I ,-u. 'L- ;, I 1a". it. hf !.1111111vl '111 Colllin i. ~i t inii :.tih'#rt if, lit- ltroj( ct maniiager

liftcce \Hi . ' i be ~n de%' ('ht111l'i lias. lt act as [it- point of
A foilnt1mi r ofi*~ s 'ij.. l!I'W% a~ ~ inle ir c.aI-nari nit. i 11 t14:11ipl imert .gi- *ii to)

42-: ~



4'4

;issiime responsibility oi er the design:,ted system onl the use of a designated. centralized mlanagement W
following final acceptance for use by the authority who is respoaisible for planning. directing.
Department of the Army. (ARt7*.7 and controllinlg the definition. development. and

Ani AMA having SSM or IM responlsibility for the production of a system/project; and for assuringIweapon an(I 01 support system or end article being thia' planning is accomplished by the organization,
procured. (AFLCR .57-27) r-esiponsible for the complementary functions of

-iSYSTEM SURVEY logis;tic add maintenance support. personnel
Ani analysis of all applicable categories of a training. op~erational testing. activation, or

contactr * proprtyconroldeployment. 'he centralized management authority
cota rS poet oto systeni for the

purpse o obtinin ovrallknowedgeof te i1 supplorted by functional organizations. which are

contractor' s performance in complying with the repniltohectaied aagm t thry
contractual obiainas thyprtio property. for the execution of specifically assignied

obliatio the perainsystem/project tasks. (DOD .5010.14. A61 1!-1)
(AFSCM 78-1)

SYSTEM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE
SYSTEM TURNOVER

The formal act whereby the using command Teognzto oplelo ehia n
accepts responsibility for the operation and buiesm ag en 1adnsttieproil
maintenance of the .system or portion thereof. assigned full time to a System/Project M1anager.

(AFM 1-1)The Office may bie aLgmnented with additional
(AFM 11-1) ersonneil from participating organizations. (DOD

SYSTEM TYPE 5010.14)
In the classification of certain eqluip~ment. the SE/RJCMA GMNTRNIIO

category immediately above subtype. as in the SYT4MOETMNAEETTASTO
"types are bombers. fighters, etc." (AFLCM Tepit n iewti heSse/rjc
409-2) M1anagement cycle whei. the Systen)'Prejeck

SYSEMMAAGMEN CARERManager reinqui-isies nlanairement direction and
SYSTWMANGEMET CHRTERcontrol over specified function-, to supporting ir

The document approved and issuied 6y appropriate olperatiii _organizations. (AF.1 11-1. DOD 5010.141 -

authority that establishes a. System Program
Director and his management office; dlefines his SSEIRJC AAE

-~~ mission, authority, and major funiitions: and A deinae inivdal:sind h
describes his relationships with othe!r orgranizations cespnsilityd 'nandegatd the ahry forc'r
and their supp1ort responsibilities. (AFM1 11-1. .JCS -otairmngmn o ~i'tCI;t

Pub ) sy~stemi/project. (DODl 50111.141

SYSTM/POGRA NUBERSYSTEM/PROJECT MANAGER CHARTER
A coe whch dsigntes he waponsystm ~ The document approved aind issuied lly appr'opr'iate

budget program for which costs are being a3hrt7ha1salshs a Ss~ n!rjc
accmulted (FSC 17-265)Manager and his management office: defines hi,

mission, authority, and major fitnt'ti'mns: and2
SYSTEM/PROJECT (lescribes his relationships with other organlizations.

Equipment and/or shkiiis t.-4ether with any and their supp~lort responsibilities. (DOl) 51110.14) I
related faicilitivs, service,,. informal ion, and

t~cl iqns.tatiii cnl~e o n u i* SYSTEM/PROJECT MASTER PLAN A

ca pable tof plerfoin specific uperational tas.ks in comiltion fplnigdctm't Ir~rdb
Z1111ort !If anl iden tifliale I)efe'm.e objei.ci-v'e (DOD) t' .~~ .. . r~c 3!ini . wi i;.:- ~ i' rn -
iI u.- w_). IFR Ao 1 . MC 7 .--3 ( AF I-Ill) Ia'iitigornzain dcni -1i'. DOD.'

:~hit 11lace.t't inl ctlext thle 11da11s. scht'tln t's. ci ists. :11nil
scillit' 1f all uotrk andi it'sources .I. it provillo! bly

SYSTEM/PROJECT KEY SUBORDINATES each !ia rt icipat in-g orga iiizat io. The1' Ma.; t'r l'Ii
*h. iiitr% and t'iviliai, lie'Isonl' rt-poiting d'fiiit's a iflai11;W~eiieiit alilr?.i.'I fill' attquirillc

iirt'a1 i I ll ,. yiii l'i.'j't I.1aim-etr. (DIIJo sysivim poject mt t't'di lt : ~1 In':lle appov'l'
40 i( i i vil i _11)slaat'in'al lif n.'eil. (DODl 11110. i11

SYSTEM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
I vo''el'l' flst' Il.- :4.i'htirl : a' l ir:ii.s Si stvnm, uic ld do iit .iirttlN :ifft'ct lilt %var'ti

l~ilitrk ilt111 oaf I.;I'lvilar I, 11,11 -11 ar. fll n;1-11alollr.1low ;..1
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acconplishment of other roles and missions of the The process of applying science and technology to
Air Force. (AFR 66-17) the study and planning of an overall aerospace

A reporting category which includes all aircraft, vehicle system, whereby the relationships of various
drone. mi.ssile. space and C&E systems. and system parts of tht system and the utilization of various
related M31C codes assigned by AFLCR 23-:0f and subsystems are fully planned and comprehended
as explained in Vol 1, AFLCM 400-2. (AFLCM prior to the time that hardware designs are
400-2. Vol X) committed. (AFM 11-1)
SYSTEMS ANALYSI! The application of scientific and engineering

is the methodical examination of alternatives in efforts to (a) transform an orerational need into a

terms of both luantitative and qualitative estimates escription of system performance parameters and
of cost, other resources and benefits. (AFR 375-1) system configura.ion through the use of an

An urderly study of a management system or an iterative process of definition, synthesis, analysis,
operating system using the techniques of design, test and evaluation; (b) integrate related
management 3nalysis, operations research, technical parameters and assure compatibility of all

industrial engineering or other methods to evaluate nhysical. functional, and program interfaces in a -A,

the effectiveness with which missions are manner which optimized the totai system definition

accomplished and to recommend improvements. (AR and design; (c) integrate reliability, maintainability,
320-5) safety, human and other such factors into the total

engincering effort. (AFP 800-7)
SYSTEMS DESIGN Systems engineering is the application of

The preparatin of an assembly of methods, scientific and engineering effort to:
prncedures, or techniques united by regulated L. Transform an operational need into a
interaction to form an organized whole. (JCS Pub description of system performance parameters and a I
1) system configuration through the use of an

SYSTEMS DIVISIONS Iterative process; e.g.. definition, syntheses,
This specifically refers to the four systems analysis, design, test and evaluation. etc.

divisions each having an assigned responsibility; 2. Integrate related technical parameters and
i.e., Aeronautical, Ballistic, Space, and Electronics. assure compatibility of all physical, functional, and
(AFSCM 75-1) program interfaces in a manner which optimizes the

total system definition and design. and
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 3. Integrate reliability, maintainability, safety.

The application of scientific and engineering human. and other such factors into the total
efforts to (a) transform an operational need into a engineering effort. (AR 70-59)-
description of system performance parameters and a
system configuration through the use of an SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
iterative process of definition, synthesis, analysis. The process of planning. organizing. coordinating.
design. test, and evaluation; (b) integrate related controlling, and directing the efforts of Air Force:I
technical parameters and assure compatibiliry of all contractors and responsible Air Force organizations
physical. functional, and program interfaces in a to accomplish system program objectives. (AF31-
manner which optimizes the total system definition 11-1)
and design: (c) integrate reliability, maintainability. The direction. evaluation. and control of a specific
safety, human and other such factors into the total weapon or equipnent systen from the decision to
engineering effort. (DOD 5010.20. AR 37-200) development, through the lrocurenent anl

The application of scientific and engineering production phase. to distribution to final destination
knowledge to the planning. design. construction, including "feedback - from users concerning
and tvaluation if manniachine s:stenis and operational effecti veness. Systems inaliiagelent
caliptns. It includes the everall consideration of also includes the interrelated processes of
Imls.,ile incthoids for accompllishing a detsired result, lprograining, orgaizhig, eoorlithng. alnd

dett-rn ihnation of cli ical specification. evahlating tihe efforts of sulbordinate r 1im1niiuils a nd
identifirat ion and solution to interfaces between organization1s to arconiplish systen-s r.!!anotiat011Ce1'
parts of (ie system. develoipment of coorlinated 11ljectives. t..iCR 11-4)
test progranils. ;issCssiiient lif dat;i. integrated A special type of man;igenent systemn with a
logistic -Ulilurt planning an supt.rvision ,,f design systems iroject officer in chirge. h is a product
work. Wal, 7115-5111. type or rgaiztion sllperimlposed upon a funciinnal

Ii:'Mi
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structure. It is characterizee as a management TAlE OF EQUIPMENT (TOE)
device for cutting across organizational lines for A table which prescribes the normal mission,
the purpose of expediting or coordinating or organizational structure and ier5onnel and
controlling a specific project such as a weapon equipment authorization for a military unit. (AR
system. (AR 320-5. AR 11-25) 310-44)

SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS TABLE, STATISTICAL
A measure of the extent to which a system can be A concise and ordery arrangement of numerical

expected to complete its assigned mission withir, an data in columns and rows to. facilitate reference,
established time frame undei stated environmental comparison and interpretation of the data. (DOD
conditions. (NAVMAT P3941-A) 5000.8)

SYSTEMS PROGRAM OFFICE TABULATED DRAWING
An element, established within an AFSC systems A drawing depicting similar items with

division which consists of representatives of differences in characteristics. diminesions; w,aterial,
participating Air Force commands. physically finish, and other requiremerts. 7hese differences I
co-located to support the system program are tabulated on the drawing, the fixed
objectives. (AFSCR 23-43) characteristics depicted once. A tabulated drawing
SYSTEMS SOURCE SELCTrION DOARD precludes the preparation of an individual drawing

The -Board evaluates and recommends to for each item. (MIL-STD-7) W
Headquarters United States Air Fore on preferred TABULATING CARD
sources for developing and production of a weapon An 80-column punched accounting machine card
system. (AFM 11-1) on which data is entered (by use of punched holes

SYS-TEMSIEQUIPUENT or other means) in a manner that will allow sorting, I
The term "systems/equipment" includes aircraft. collating, listing, totaling, or other manipulatiin

missiles, drones, airborne components, aerospace and interpretation of the card or data. (AFR 67-28)
ground equipment (AGE1, Class I and II training TACTICAL AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION I
equipment, ground commisnication and electronics That phase of evacuation which provides airlift
(C&E), vehicles. etc. (AFLCM 66-2) for patients from the combat zone to points outside 3hSYSTEM, EQUIPMENT the combat zone, and between points within the

A combination of two or more equipments. communication- zone. (JCS Pub 1)
generally physically separated when in operation, TACTICAL AIR COMiANO
and such other components, assemblies. 1. An Air Force organization designed to conduct
subassemblies -nd parts necessary to perform an offensive and defensive air operations in
operational function or functions. (DOD 5000.8) conjunction with land or sea forces.

_T_ 2. A designation of one of the subordinate
TAILE OF ALLOWANCE command3 of the Air Force. JCS Pub 1) -

An equipment allowance document which TACTICAL AlI TRANSPORT
prescribes basic allowances of crganizational The use of air t;-ansport in direct support i: a.
equipn;ent. and provides the control to develop, airborne assaults. b. carriage of air transported I
revise, or change equipment authorization inventory forces. c. tactical air supply. d. eiacuation of
data. fAFM 67-1) c;.sualties from forward airfields. e. clandestine

TABIL OF DOCUMVITED ALLOWANCES (TDA) operation.. (JCS Pub I. AR ''2-"
A table which prescribes the organizational TACTICAL AIR TANSPORT OPERATIONS

s1rncture. personne! and equipment authtrizations The carriage of passengers and cargo within a
and requirements of a military unit to perform a thrater by means of:
specific mission for which there is no ulropriate 1. Airborne operations: a. parachut . ;ahah: b.
TOE. The TDA relates in one document current helicopter itorne ,.ssault: and c. air landing.
personnel requirements, current lKrs0flnel 2. Air logistic support.
authorizations. cqnilimenr requirement,. and :1. siw'ial inissins.
equipmenT authurizations. (Al :110-44) 4. Aeromediral evacation missions. !J(.; Put, I)
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TACTICAL AIRLIFT units in rulation to each otrier andl/or to the enemy
"lhe means by 'vhich personnel, suppiie.,, and in order to utilize theii full potentialities. (JCS Pub

equipment are delivered by air onl a sustained, 1)
selective, or emerg~iicy basis to dispersed sites at TI UBRCAG TC

a~v eve ofconfictthrughot awid spetru of The replacement of a scheduled aerospace vehicle
climate, terrain, -,nd conditions of combat. Air byoetaisnthonsasprarcftnte
Force tactical airlift forces enhance the battlefield dby mneta snce plan asR 60-2)icaf nh

mobility of the Army in ground comb, - op~erations
by providing a capability to airland or airdrop TAILORED~ LIST OF BASE SPARES
combat elements and providing these forces with List of nuclear ordnance war reserve items
sustained logistical support. Aif logistic support required by the opera cions storage sites as initial
p~ermits rapid delivery with a minimum of stock to support a specific number of weapons for a
trans-shipnients from source to final user given p)eriod. (AFM 67-i.)
destination. InI furtherance of the combat mission TAILORED LIST OF SPARES
of the Army, the Air Force will s-istain an Air Li Ls fncerodac a eev tm
of Communication to division and brigade bases ai. required bly AF storage sites other than the
will deliver to lower echelons when required bY operations storage sites as initia! stock to support a
tactical considerations. (AFM-11-1) zPecific number of weapons for a given period.

TACTICAL MISSILE (AFM 67-1)
A guided missile employed in the AF tacticatl TAILORING

mission. Tactical missiles will be designated with The proc.ess by i~ lich the individual requivements
the prefix " 1I%, " followed by a numerical (sections, paragraphs. or sentences) of the selected
designator. For example: TM-61. (AFM 67-1) sp~ecificationis and standards are evaluated to

TACTICAL SHELTER detei-mine the extent to which each requirement is
A preszed rigid/ expandable, transportable most suitable for ;, gpecific materiel acquisition and

structure designed to meet functional requirements the modification of these requirements. where
by providing a live-in/work-in capability. necessary, to assure that each tailored dlocument
(Secifically exempt are fabric wall shelters, invoked states only the mininium nepds of the
air-supported structures, refrigerated shelters. Governmiienit (DOI) 4120.21)
modular or p~refabricated structures designed to be TALLY-IN -

shipped to the theater of operations and assembled a. Itemized list of suppllies received.
with ei-gineer unit support and containers). (AR b. Pro~es of recording the number of con-hiners
70-59) or quantity of inavrinl receved. (A FR 69-8)

TACTICAL SUPPORT MOVEMENT ELEMENT, TALLY-OUT
The portions of a deployment Unit COnSiscing Of a. Itenuized list of supplip.s include,' iii ,I 6,sliV

support personnel and equipment wvhich, when or ,hipmient.
combined with the flight movement element, will 1I). 'Process of iecordiiig the number of cn.ic.
provide the unit n'ith !in operational' cap)ability to ,,' quanntity of niaterial iss teed oi- shipped. (A F I'
performii its mission for a specified period of time. w)-F.)

Tetcial support mnoven.ent element is always
ai as~tll.The tacticali~~r TANGIBLE CAPITAL ASSETS (FIXED ASSETS)

chin n s aIsok nownand ~e errd t int I is Are assets thIiat have physieal s11bs tanlce. Ilr
elillnt als t now "tciad rupele e t oll ti. lalln niial va,.Ie. and ark experted to Il heWu for J

ollaE." , the' "40f l-po"elmn"o cli'tiiiiied uise ar possessionl beyond the' curei't'l __

,Lct~oiliill per~'iiod four thle services they vie'Id
TACTICAL USE VEHICLES (1)01) 70i).12)

Motor venlicles, Ised ill dirv'e support of Comblat

Of Mil 1'plie.s III icr t1han1 petrolellim prodllut. (uF

TACTICS (71
2 .,uiIoymeit of1 mtinIl Comb11at. :'iac' in oodk de'i-Inatedl for. tue sion-'V of

2 The' 'rdercl r~ue oi and ianlviur of' iu'Upil1,id ol liel thai 1111I1, !iqIcid. (A FI 69-4'~
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TANK WGNTDA BOOKLET

A delivery truck equipped with a meter, nozzle, A booklet preparedl by command2r of each p~ost,
100 feet of hose, and making multiple deliveries, station, installation, depot or military comp~lex.
Seals are not required. (DOD 4140.25-M) containing a recapitulation of all TDA

TANKERSauthorizations for all TDA units locate6 on the
TNESpost, etc. The purpose of this booklet is to p~rovide I ;Ships ured for the carriage of bulk liquid cargoes repnilcom drs itifraintosit

-,uc i as liquid petroleum products, vegetable oils in efficient management of resources. (AR 310-44)
and molasses. (DAR 1-1401, DAC '76-15) 'TDA MANPOWER AUTHORIZATION

TARGET FISCAL YEAR The limitation or ceiling that Headquarters,
The fiscal year 2 fiscal years into the future from Department of the Army place. on the major

the current fiscal year; the year for detailed commands or agencies as to the number of persons
consideration in programming; the year following they a.-c authotized as sup~porting~ personnel in the
the budget year. (AR 70-59) accomplishment of assigned missicns. (AR 310-44)

TARGET PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT TEAM COORDINATOR

An aircraft (non-man carrying) that has been The person designated by the peward survey
designed specifically for operation by remote --adio monitor to coordinate the or-.site Survey and make

47 00.2) conferences as necessary befo,- , during, or after
the plant visit. (AFR 74-15)

TARIFF
A publication containing rates, ules, ratings, TA-RC

reguatins, nd/r chrge appyin to A track on which cars are placed for the use of
tranporatin an inidetalservces (DAR he public in loading and unloading freight. (I)SAR

4500.3, NAVORD OP 2165) 0.3
A commercial p~ublication containing ratEs, rules. TEARDOWN DEFICIENCY REPORT

ratings, regulations, :tnd,'o- changes applying to A factual narrative description of deficiencies
transportation and incidental services. (AFl1CR deteLted (luring disassembly and inspection prior tot
171-15) rework or overhaul of equipment. 1AF.1 11-1)
TARIFF ITEMS TEARDOWN DEFICIENCY REPORTING MTR)I

Those sizes of Iothirg hited in AF supply A system by which factual narrative description-V
catalogs. Sizes not listed lin upply catalogs are o ehia/igneigaayi soromdo
coi~sidered nontariff and are tliw sizes authorized equilmn codtrie a Cuse of material -
for p~rocurement as special measurement. I A F,1 einy heAL 'in 39 Tadw

Deficiency Report." is iised for recordiaig and]:
J (distributing TDR information. (AFLCR 60-53)

coder~neseaingtheassinedtaskwiti:; TECHNICAL ACTIVITY (TA)4
A coe rvesetin th assgne tas wihin The Governnmen, activity responsible for technical
Theappicniopof ffot t -.it xisini, oderor requnirements (e.g.. specifications. dlrawings. and-

standlards) and for prescribing inspection, testing.aressential tot ths objerev the integrityg of p rewdec 0 orocireme t o other eontuaa quality reqluirement., that ;'re

GvfictI i lt]i., lction sietfid;h eryiccs (.\FR 71-151
i~iili ~.a ~sk ~e. pi)c~r~ ngies.The TECHINICAL ASSISTANCE -
iwton 1 ieliii.aliijid t aicrtft ngies The use of qualified Depot Maitun t otsonnlel

IM-wio:l of repair aiiie to rtj "1 I ine!;pig p' aigt ei'eiu 1t~g.iii 'in

toA~ prvd nomton ntr,1lllo *dlc (



TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS The means for communication of concepts, plans,
Agreements between persons or entities, plivate descriptions, requirements, and iihstructions relating

or governmental, to furnish technical assistance and to technical projects, nuteriel, sstems, and
information about arms, ammunition, and services. These may include specifications,
implements of war listed in the ITAR. (AFSCR standards, engineering drawings, associated lists,
200-5) manuals, and reports, including specific technical2 reports; they may he in the form of documents,

displays, sound recordings, punched cards, and
A brief, timely report sf a specific item or related digital or analog data (NAVMAT P-4215)

items of significant S&T intelligence value. That information supplied in the form of the
Technical briefs contain an evaluation of specific parts breakdown and supporting drawings.
data and its significance. They can form the basis (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
for more comprehensive products (studies, reports, That data identified with the repairs, services,
and contributions to integrated products). (AFSCR relipiAlity, serviceability, and maintainability of
200-3) individual items of equipment related to the
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS environment and conditions under which it is

Those characteristics of equipment which pertain operated. (TM 38-750-1) -

primarily to the engineering principles involved in Data required to define the design and to
producing equipment possessing desired military produce, support, maintain, or operate systems and
characteristics, e.g., for electronic equipment, equipment. These data may be graphic or pictorial

representations, such asenierg nsadtechnicl characteristics include such items as 8wengineering drawings and
circuitry, and types and arrangement of indexing lists, specifications, standards, process

sheets, technical manuals, item descriptions orcomponents. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFM 11-1) id
identifications, and related information, (AFRThose essential requirements derived from the 30-.(AR8-0

QMR and SDR and feasibility siudies which are 310-1). (AFR 80-40) sketches,

provided to amplify the QMR or SDR essential and The technical orders, drawings, I
desirable characteristics to provide definitive catalogs, specifications, and other data required to

completely identify the item and/or repair the item.
guidance to the Category II agency and to insure (AFLCR 57-27)the development of a militarily acceptable item. Recorded information, regardless of form or
(AR 70-10) characteristic, of a scientific or technical nature. It

Significant properties of an item including may, for example, document rpsearch, experimental,
functional, physical, and performance factors. developmental or engineering work; or be usable or
(AFLCM 72-2) used to define a design or process or to procure.

TECHNICAL CONTROL produce, support, maintain, or operate materiel.
Defined in General Order 19, as "The speciaiized The data may be graphic or pictorial delineations in

or professionai guidance and direction exercised by media such as drawings or photographs: text in
an authority of the Naval Establishment in specifications or related performance or design type
technical matters." (NAVAIRINST 4700.2) documents; or computer printouts. Examples of

technical data include research and engineering
TECHNICAL DATA data, enginwering drawi,,gs and associated lists. I

Encompasses all types of specifications, specifications, standards. process sheets. maniuals.
standards, engineering drawings, instructions, technical reports, catalog item identifications and
reports, manuals, tabular data, and test results related information, and documentation related to
ised in .he development, production, testing, use, computer software. Technical data does not include
maintenanc( and( disposal of military itoms, computer software or financial. adin i.iti'atiCe, cost
equipments and systems. (DOD 5010.13) and pricing. and management data. or other

Handbooks. illistrated parts breakdowns, and in forination incidental to contract ali iiiist ra tioni.
otheir informatiie material uses in the preparation (DA(' 76;-9)
of technical orders and manuals of descriptive text Enconipasse., all t'ype. of sp'cifications.
and illust'rat're imaterial for the maintenance of an standards. eiigineeriimg dra img., instrnctioiz.
item. tAFICM 7?-2) reports. iiia1Nnls, tabofiar data. and test re.ults

The drawings. ,ketciv's. catalog.s. pecificatiocns. used in the dxelopiieint. product it'il. t.,ting, use.
or other data requireI to completely identify the Imainteliance. and di.-Iosal of military itenis. K
item. (AIFI.('M 4;5-3. AFS':11 65-2. AFI.('R 57-27) cquiminileni,' and systeis. (A Fl{ 1(%1-:)
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Recorded information used to define a design and DATA)
to produce. support, maintain, or operate items of This term, as defined by DOD! 5100.63. includes
materiel. These data may be recorded as graphic or those dat: used for identification and quantity
pictorial delineations in media such as drawings or determination(s) of spare and repaii parts necessary
photographs, specifications or related performa.nce to support and i.,,aintaiin endl items of material for
or design type documents; in machine forms such as specified periods. These data are also used in the
punched cards, magnetic tape, computer memory cataloging prccess and contractual formalization of
printouts: or may be retained in computer memory. item quantities. Uses are further defined by DOD!
Examples of recorded inform~ation include 4151.7. In addition to specific elements ofElengineerinig drawings and associated lists, cataloging, engineering, maintenance and supply
specifications, standards, process sheets, manuals, support data, as identified by DODI i100.6,
technique reports, catalog item identifications, and technical data for provisioning contain informationIirelated information. (DOD 4160.21-M-1) such as piece part relationship to next higher

components and assemblies. prices of p~arts, parts
TECHNICAL DATA AND INFORMATION population, and replacement and overhaul factors.

The meails for communication of concepts, plans, Provisioning Technical Documentation (PTD),
descriptions, requirements, and instructions relating although a form of technical data, consists of

Ito technical projects, materiel, systems. .and provisioning kits, as defined by DOD! 41-51.7.
services. These may include specifications, whereas technical data for provisioning includes
standards, engineering drawings, associated lists, engineering drawvings, parts lists, lists of material.
manuals, and reports, including scientific and commercial catalogs, technical manuals and other
technical reports-, they nay be in the form of data that are used to ensure prioper execution of

docuent, d~plas, oun reordigs.punhed these lists and other provisioning functions.
c~rd, ad dgitl o anlog ata Tehnial ata Technical data for provisioning (DODI -5100.63) and

and information may be required for definition of a rupenai PrIsoig ehia
military requirement, progrann definition, technical Douetin(ST)asdfedbDD!41..'
monitoring, design and development, test and aefrllitns ndliloe.
evaluation, configuration control. pDrototypeF 6-8/Aprttye 700-31/XAVM1ATINST 4000.23A/.ICO 4000.46)
manufacturing, procurement, production.
p~rocessing. cataloging, standardization, training. TECHNICAL DATA PACKAGE
op~eration-,. maintenance. repair, and emergency A termn usedl to des cribe the documentation t ha t
re-manufacturing. (NAVMIAT 4000.16, AR 700-5i. slpecifiedl the formn, fit, function, and manufacture -

DOD .5010.12, NAVSHIPINST 4000.14) requirements for an item or service. The technical
datat package is dIirectly associated wvith the

TECHNICAL DATA FOR LOGISTIC SUPPORT p~roduction lpakage and includes, selected technical
Technical data, as defined by DAR, Section 1. flat;, and other related data, suh pecificatiolls.

Paragraph 1201.36, is the term applied to a plans. engineering drawings. ztantlards. mo-dels.
composite of engineering. procurement, and support objectives. performance requirement,. ir'ocedllre..

typeinfrmaionused to specify descriptive and ttchniquvs. test and verification document.% to
performance characteristics or feat n e.. of itents. ensure conformance. or prt~lliction packag-e and
miateriels methods, practices. lprocess"es and production q inetco oet' p ur' ptichiase'
.services for development. prodluction, use and de.4crilptions. (NAIVMATlNST 41:10.1. AIICR 11-26)
su pport of end itemis. The term "technical dta~t" A technical descriptioni of an item or, service
ee copassV., a broad Spectrum that is (locuinented adequainte for uise n pro~~cremntt. The d ese'riitioni
in textilal. symlbolic. and graphic form.,. A shall lie sufficiently coimplete to) Control lhe
separa~t ion it iin "technical (ati cal be made for con figiut rat ion to the requ11ired degree of design

(',i iierinig. procturemnit and pr'ovisioniing. These disClosure and the it em qutalIity to thle requiiired level
sepa'atilis. ii~eve. tnd o oerlp ad teir and will consist of all1 appdicalde ttediical data .ucwh'1 cfiiii~e'lilisites maiall tp echinical data for logistic ~ pa. d~wus ;t. ,~iit.i ls

stpllirt. iI. I $.'AF S .11 specifivatioti.'. lircltase 'lrp ii~ ~ andairds.
710-:1I NA M ~TlN~ Ituui25. '1 (() 11itl46tnidek.' lit-li'tuiliallce requireliviuts. q~uality700-3 NAV11AT NST ouo.-5.\ .IIC 100 .46)as'tiiaiicu'v piiuvi.ins and paie!-agiug" data. ( lTECHNICAL DATA FOR PROVISIONING (PROCUREMENT 3 2 0 -5 1
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As,

A TDP encompasses production. designs, TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES
(drawings. specifications, models, manufacturing Applies to all letter-type techncal directives
techniques 'ind details, and similar information (but issued by or at the direction of the Commander,
excluding information associated with Research, Naval Air Systems Command to accomplish
Development, Testing. and Engineering (rDT&E)) modifications and changes in order to maintain
nocessary to enable a foreign government to aircraft and their related equipment and material in
manufacture or have manufactured, items of a configdration which provides the optimum
military equipment and repair parts. (AFR 400-3) condition of safety, operational and materiel
TECHNICAL DATA PROJECT readiness. (BUWEPSINST 13052.1)

Any identifiable study, task. component, system TECHNICAL DOCUMENT
or program, directly applicable to technical data Any document, that contains technical
• nanagement such as data preparation, acquisition, information or technical data. (AR 70-11, DOD
storage, retrievai, reprcluction, display, exchange, 5200.20) ( cd~dissemination, utilization, and system or program
development or operation. (DOD 5010.13) TECHNICAL DOCUME,4TATION o

Engineering drawings (basic and detail;,

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT manufacturing drawings), standard drawings (AN.
All efforts directed toward the solution of NS, NAS), specifications, technical catalogs and

specific military problems short of major' publications, parts lists, technical orders, bills of
deve.i pment projects. This type of effort may vary material, provisioning parts breakdowns and
from ^airly fundamental technical development to correspondence directly related thereto. (ASOINST
quite s.iphisticated breadboard hardware, as well as P4400.24)
study, 'programming, and planning efforts. The
dominant characteristic of this category of effort is TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR PROVISIONING (TOP)
that it is pointed toward new weapon system Two types of data are acquired from the end itm
capability potentials, with a vie"' towards contractors:
development and evaluating the feasibility and 1. The first and basic type is commonly referred
practicability of new technology. Technical to as provisioning technical documentation in the
development is a sub-category of advanced form of hard copy lists, punched paper cards or
development. (AFSCM 27-1) tapes or magnetic tapes.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2. The second type. supplementary
documentation, is in the form of drawings,

A United States Air Force established grouping sketches, and written descriutions. This second ype
of resources, schedules, costs and Research and of documentation is hereinafter referred to as f4-
Development solutions requisite to fulfilling the technical data for provisioning (TDP). TDP consists

expressed in an Advanced Development of one of the following: Citation of applicable
Operational Support Requirement. Government or recognized industry specifications br

(AFM 311) standards; engineering drawings at least equal to
A term used primarily in DOD to doscribe the Category D, Form 3 of MIL-D-1000: commercial

documentation of efforts of the military Services
identified with elements under Advanced satachgs or commercial catalog edescriptions: or

Devlopent Eninerig Dvelpmet, nd sketches or photographs with brief descriptions ofDevelopment. Engineering Development, and dimensional, material, mechaiical. eectrical. and
other descriptite characteristics. (DSAR 4130.4/AR

Instruct:jn 3200.6 establishes the requirement for 708-4/NAVSUPINST 4120.36/AFR 72-11IMCO
TDPs and describes the m;.,imum required content. 4410.16)
(AFR 27-9)

A plan prepared by the Naval Material Support TECHNICAL ERROR
A Establishment or the cognizant bureau for the An error which represents a conflict between the 4

lPurpose of documenting those actions, lrocedures. characteristics a; d/or functional performance data
and "esoarces that are required in order to achieve as expressed in a Federal Item Identification and
the capability described in the Specific Operational that datu contained in siopporting technical
Requirement (SOR) or those actions required to doetvmentation furnished with the submittal or
achieve the objectives outlined in an Advance available through other means. (D)SAR 4130.4/AR
De- elopment Objective I.1O1. (NAVM.AT P-4215. 08 -4/ NA\Vbt PiNST 4120.36!AFR 72-111M.O

;~~ P: IN A INT 39I00.8C) 44 10. 16l)
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TECHNICAL ESCORT TECHNICAL INSPECTION
One or more properly trained and equipped lnspiectA-on of equipment and weapons to

military personnel who accompany specified determine whether they are serviceable for
shipments of offensive chemical weapons or agents continued us.- or whether repairs are necessary.
or biologica! reseai h hardware or agents to assure (AR 320-ii

a high degree of safety and security for the The initial. in process, and final inspections
shipment. (AFLCRI 400-171 p~erformedl within P. maintenance unit or materiel.I

incident to repair, to determine condition.4TECHNICAL EVALUATION dleficiencies, parts requirements, nature of repairs
The study and investigations by a developing necessary. and whether the item will be repaired

agnc todtemn the technical suitability Of locally, salvaged, or evacuated (initial inspectiow: to
matria. euipentor a system, for use in the determine whether repirs in p~rocess are bei.g

military services. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2, JKS Pub performed properly (in process inspection): and to

1. AR 320-5) determine, before -dispositiuni is made of a repaired A
TECHNICAL FACILITY item, whether all required repairs were performed

A facility used to advance scientific engineering satisfactorily (final inspection),. (AR 320-5)
kno%%'edge and techiniques or to study the TECHNICAL INTELL,'GENCE
characteristics of devices or materials; e.g., wind The product resulting from processing andI
tunnels, environmental chambers, launch stands, collating information concerning foreign
test ranges, etc. (AFSCP 80-1) technological developments and the performance

TECHNICAL FACILITY OFFICE and op~erational capal;ilities of foreign material.I

The office or person in each division, center, and whcno ha rmyeetulyavapatcl
laboratory staff responsible for coordinating overall application for military purposes. (AR 70-5-3)
facility p lanning. At the centers and laboratories, TECHNICAL JOURNAL
this office will normally be in the plans division. In Ani organized periodical, lprep~ared either in-hou.-e
the iystems division, it is in the deputy for civil or on contract, that contains. scientific and techiim -j
engioeering. (AFSCP 80-1) information, usually in a specific discipline. WP f

TECHNICAL- INFORMATION 8-0
Information. includig sciertific information. TECHNICAL LIBRARY

which relates to research, development. A special library. separate from but coordinaied
engineeriag, test, evaluation, production. operation, with the general librar% system of anl installatim.
use and maiatenance of mui.itioams arpd otherC! and cperating primiarili as an integral p~art of ther

military supplies and equipment. (DOD 5200.26, Air Force S&1' Information Program and Air F'orce
JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) Iibrary Program, in direct support of the Research
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER mission of the unit it serves. A technical library

An organization concerned with receiving, mnay contain only hard copy technical reports (Or
p~rocessing. and distributing S&T information as a technical reports, in microform along with the
service to internal and ex\ternal users. It may be a necessary reading and reproducing equlip~ment). or
manual op~eration or an automated information may include techtnical reparts and blook,. journal..i
system. A center' s functions may imlude, but are other form., of S&T data. and various referen(e
not necessarily limited to, report preparationi material-; required to RDT& E program.;S. (A FP -

services. primary p~roduictionls and distribution. 212-0
technical edliting, gi-,!phic arts, still and motion TEHIAMNUL()! l-itographv ind] teclmical library and informotion TEHA L MANUiAL vdigtM e ramnto p
alnml v"iS i funct ions. (A FR S0-40)Amao dpodi ) (tildramnoI'pei i

sujcs considered necssa ri for lhe %Il
TECHN!CAL INFORMATION SYSTEM acmlsmn frqie riig e 1ia

An .1;i etworli of S&T inforumation services m1anlual alIso contain., dekscri ptionils of Iimateritl and
priovidinug faifil. in a1(1 proceduiire, !)X which inst ruct ions for he1 operation. ha ndlingij anmd
technica! information anid data are 11l1ISSN55t and mlaintenlance and repair there-of: inforiaItioi) anld
transmllitted frow the 'irizinator to thc ww5r. ( .AFh In-;ructiouls oil t-cliial lwocedurtes. m'cu~'eof
80-40J) those of :in mdminiistimtiv' nature. (AR 32A 5
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A publication issued b% NAVAIIISSCOM which periodic inspection calibration, test, modification,
peomutlgates the technical instructions and change, or alteration p~rior to shipment, issue, or
information for operating or maintaining tWipp~pration for initial or continucd storage.
(Formerly called "Handbooks.") (NA VAIRINST (AFM 67-1)
4700.2)

TECHNICAL OiiDR DATA
TECHNICAL M.ANUALS (TMs) Standard manuals of instruction, illustrated parts I

Publicatiors and othei forms of documenpttation bekontm opineTs ehd n
containing a desc-ription of defense materiel witl' proedures tp c~ie TOs methca oidx and
instructions for effective use. Generally they requiroments tables, lists of applicable publications,

inclde pertionl istrctins; ainena~ce and abbreviated TOs, such as checklists, inspection
instructions; parts list or parts breakdowns; and 4

relaed tchncal nfomatin or proedurs iorkcards, lubrication charts, and sequence charts
exclusive cf administrative procedures. Other (iue1.(FC/FC .i
categories of technical *publications may be TECHNICAL ORDER (TO) MANAGEMENT AGENCY
classified as TMs as determined by using DOD The Agency which (stablishes and maintains a TO
components. (AFR 66-19/AR Drog~ain iii support of a program office (PO) 'rr

j 31-70NAVATIST 600l1AMCO system manager (SM), fulfillIng all responsibilities
5215.16/DSAR 4151.9) outlined in TO 00-5-1. (AFSCR/AFLJCR S-1)

Publications containing instructions designed to
meet the needs of -personnel engaged or being TECHNICAL ORDER KIT

trained in the operation, maintenance, service, A kit consisting of the parts or special tools '
overhaul, installation, and inspection of specific necessary to use, maintain, or modifit a piece of -_2'
items of equipment and materiel. (AFM 11-1) equipment as prescribed in an AF technical order.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES DOCUMENT (F 71
A ompilation of all technical objectives within TECHNICAL ORDER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (TOMA)

one particular technical area relating to Air Force gaitonrofcewhnteSP/O aig
tehnloicl ees.(AM 1-)overall management responsibility for the

A doumet pepard b AFC whch s a acquisition of teclmical publications required for wae
comipilation of all technical development objectives oeain n aneac faseii ytm
in the program element 6.24.05 (Exploratory eqimn.IASM302
Development) covered by the specific document.
(AFSC31 27-1) TECHNICAL ORDER NOTIFICATION AND COMPLIANCE

TECHNICAL ORDER (TONAC)
An AF publication that gives spiecific technical Tile data proce~sing within the AC31S that

directives and information with respect to the processes and lprovides report., onl hardware statm.-I
inspection, storage. op~eration. modification, and and technical order app~lication and complliaince
maintenance of given AF items and equipment. transaction, for the pfliiose of controlling aind
(AF.M 67.-I) evaluating workload% and higistic reqluireme~nt%.

TECHNICAL PRDER COMPLIANCE (FC 7-1
5his term is uised onl somne occasioas to refer to TECHNICAL ORDER SYSTEM

jI(Irr"liling ttorl, or inispectionis that are directed by A system estallisld as the Official meiumfn for
i et i ira ordlers. Iv c~n ilas: to TCTOs. it pertain., disst'iijna t ipi tech n icaIi f.natin ns u iis
i.c vimis that arie o;f a irecurring nature. The most and sa fely proceduri es perta iniing to thet oeatt'~ion.

C0111111011 rvetrente it, this terni is made in relation instaillition, Ila i ncne. ;111I mlliifien in oI.

tit Ju. 00u-20K serivs AXge Control Technical Orders Fource vq nipmeat and materiels. (A FA I - I)
Whl~ichi di reel replaceeiut'nt of sealIs a nd rn Idici'r goods
aifter ai prescribed periotl of qlpplIv stock shelf life' TECHNICAL ORDERS

- timie. iT.( . fill-2i-l) Thle official mediii nfor disseminating tteimnria
Thalt st;:tv in whichI. iii accordaine wii U;ISA~F iniformatimon. anirmli n md sa 'ety two. '.duires

- eehnical lorter or otIher military depamrtilmmcii liertal ing tot thle ope'ra tion. ilis 1.al l.,t ionl.
Moif ifca Iiti ir~n odr';I olw im, AtIN.iM-a illt alitrk Ilin:: ielnice a ni odiir: lion of A~ir Force
11111:4 lit- l0'.'cessell IJ.1 a lilt tm i ma lie :met mitY for III, eq iiiloit :mial mmaterie. 1AF31 11-1I
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TECHNICAL PERSONNEL (TP) A document; a permanent writteh record to
Military and civilian personnel actually document the results of, and recommendations on.

performing in the arts. crafts, and trades scientific and technical activities relating to a single
occupations in direct support of R&D jobs. project, task, or contract, or relating to a small
Included may be machinists, model makers, group of closely-connected efforts within the DOD
electricians, computer programmers ane cerators R&D program. (AFR 80-29) A
and draftsmen. Personnel within this classification Permanently writtein records of results obtained
vill log their time against direct job orders whc. from, and recommendations made on, S&T activities
the' can identify their work to a specific job order. relating to a single pioject, task, or contract, or
The renainder of their time will be logged against relating to a small group of closely connected
memorandum job order numbers (laboratories only). efforts within the DOD Research and Development
IAFSCM 177-265) Program. Although the S&T Information ProgramTECHN ICAL PLANNIN G OBJECTIVES is concerned with all- forms of technical

A code which identifies the primary laboratory communication, the technical report is the written
technical planning objective supported by the work medium of primary r.c,wern iAFR 80-40)
unit. Valid codes are in AFSCR 80-14 (laboratories TECHNICAL REPORTS

177-265) Any technical document written to permanently

TECHNICAL PRESENTATION record technical information, conclusions, and
Representatives of the responsiblt AFSC agency recommendations developed on scientific, technical,

will trace the system design or desigiis and major and engineering actiivities relating to a single task,
specifications to stated operational and support project or contract, or a small group of closely
requirements. Those requirements tending to drive related efforts. A technical report may be
system design, acquisition strategy, acquisition definitive for the subject presented, exploratory in
cost, and program schedule will be identified. nature, or a record of inconclusive or negative
Possible variations of system design will be findings. (AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1)
described in terms of their impact on acquisition
strategy, acquisition cost, and program schedule. Type of contract in which the contractor' S(AFSCR 800-18 yeo otrc nwihth otatrTECC PU0LICATN civilian personnel perform technical services for theTECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS Department of the Army. (AR 320-i)

Consist of, but are net limited to: technical o t
manuals, bulletins, and orders, engineering TECHNICAL SERVICES
drawings; supply and service bulletins; lubrication The functibn of accomplishing maintenance
orders; and repair parts lists. tDOD 5100.28# operations which are akin to service engineering

Operational, maintenance and overhaul but do not require as high a 'legree of specialty for
instructions, information or procedures for the use accomplishment. Technicl services include j'
of Government equipment. (AFR 74-15) processes such as det,,rninin, the economy and

Publications acquired as a portion of the sst , feasibility of repair, the level o:nd nature of repair
subsystem. or equipment program which are used to be accomplshed. feasibility to update
for operation andl maintenance of the configuration of items. determiniig ran,-,e :ain rates
•.ystens/iequipmen'. These publications include of spare parts needed to sustain repair at various
ProcCedural support data. deveiopment program levels, estahlishing failure rate-.a;ud gh
m:nual. I DP3I1). technical orders (TOs), and real 11aifsis of reported failure lt:1. ;idjll.It.' f.ilul.
pri'erty installed equiplment (RP!E) mannals. rates and strives fill itioroveIlltli ill prIdIct

'eliminarv and initial issues of these publications ier-ftl'ima lie. (A FM i;-l1
may hi itsil to support ATC systeln-oriented An eililemte if . iunf:cturer of milit;'yt~~~railin-t.Fl ''-|I ). I.\FSC'Al 310-i) rlluiilleut or s s h om- r~o li t-ls .1 !i'.'!s,,nJ or

TECHNICAL REPORT .l,ery service betwe,i lie miiflctillir :t11md Iht, -

T A L t EPO iRTI ' n te fr l iilit:irv users o f t h' l.: Jlll fact it 'rel's ei nillivill' t r jA.\ny tvchl~n., doillnlent Writtenl fiir thle vstntIO 11.2

1-1.' n11 l ll1 ln t r e c o rl l d t o d ell' m n l t r e M il t s o l ht a i 'e d S y 't t m . ( 1 1 0 1 ) 1 l )tl2 )

frmon. ,I rrm'c'm ehtie .ns redi, . scientific anl TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
trrhnlical etil itlh,. reltiing t, a singlh task. i;r.ject. .A ietail'hI description of ttchnical requi'emliehsil
ill' coltrairi. ' it, i't 141 a SlMil: gri'4l3 (i '.f clost.ly stated in wtris sit;1llt- Ito form the hasis for the
r'elal t' -i lr''is. Nil)11 521101.20. .Aft 70-Il actual design devt'elou ent amd priductm pirocesstsn
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fof an item having the qualities specified in the TECHNICAL/QUALITY STANDARD -.

operatiot'al characteristics. (JCS Pub 1) The documeitt or standard that gives specific data

TECHNICAL SUPPLY MANAGEMENT CODE for quality conformance. (DLAM 4155.4/AR

A four character code (combination of letter or 750-26/NA rPB /C 7.4;
letters and numbers) suffixed to a Federal Stock TECHNICIAN DELAY TIME
Number (FSN) by the Aviation Supply Office (ASO) The number of maintenance mai-hours expended
to indicate the management and reporting segment oi. a maintenance task whilh no maintenance :s
ot the inventory. (FASOINST 4700.22) performed either because of suppiv or IM
TECHNICAL SUPPLY OPERATIONS administrative reaso.s. (MIL-STD-778)

Operations performed by supply units or technical TECHNICIANS
supply elements of supply and maintenance units in irva saMilitary and civilian personnel at tile
acquiring, accounting for, storing, and issuing Class
II and IV items needed by supported units and n
maintenance activities. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1, AFM direct support of job orders. Included may be_
11-1 machinists, model makers, electricians. comiuter

programmers and operators. and draftsmen.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT (AFSCR 80-26)

Time spent on work such as procurement (not
R&D contracts), supply, safety, reliability and TECHNIQUE
maintainability, engineering, data collection and A manner of prformance such as the use of
processing. P.ME and facility maintenance. (AFSCM mathematical linear programming in the solution of
177-265) a problem. (AFLCM 25-3)A

TECHNICAL SUPPORT REAL PROPERTY TECHNIQUE CODE -
Fixed capital facility assets of the Air Force, Two character code which designates the type of

normally acquired within the authorization and equipment utilized. (AFLCR 171-26)
funding of the MCP which are system-peculiar
and/or system-oriented and which are required for TECHNOLOGICAL LIFE

all technical aspects of the test, development, and The estimated number of e technology
direct mission support of a specific system. tAFSC3I will make available nv eoutp;:,..t oi *icilities

27-1. AFSCM 37.5-5) which will make the existiig or propos(;t r'luipment
or facilities obsolete. (AF!.CR 78-3:~TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS

Security trade control infractions not involving TECHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES
known or suspected diversion of material to denied Those basic and applit'I research and advanced

Jareas Gr other prohibited locale. Examples include development objectives wrhich will reslt in tie
bidder failure to (a) submit required documentation technical capabilities required for attainment of

evidencing arrival of exported material at approved established capability goals. (AFMI 11-i)
destination or (b) respond to followup requests. TECHNOLOGICAL WAR PLAN
(DOD 4160.21-1) An up-to-date expression of the futur' coirse for

TECHNICALLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL the AFSC prepared by DCS/Plans. HQ ArSC. The
Includes Army and Air Force military veterinary TWP contains tle basic resources. The pIhin is 4

Iersonnel. personnel of other Federal agencies. ol)e,-ehlded on a time scale. (AFSCMI 27-1)
FD. inspectors. DPSC Quality Assurance
Specia lists. DCASR Oulit.' Assurance Specialists. TECHNOLOGY
and lISA D efense IDelpot lersonnel designated as Includes all effort directed tol ard elimina 1ning

-uh-i.-ttce qualified. At Naval receiving facilities. ma;|jor technical barriers anidl lr.illing u niq iI,
in the a.lsence ol inspeetmic supltoort froni tie sdh tions to siginifica nt teCholicll lrieenls 1_in
milit .ary Vviteri n;arv personnHel of the Army ,,w" Air encountrt- it, RIlTE pIngralnls .A distincia is
Force. 1hi. inellu t.- tilt, nlilita', officer. tile 'Iade leetten sig .liranfl t tecl u,, n i a l t a ir'
receiving e officer. and theiri designated rut , i..igi nt.inir. Tilt former contributte to tlii'

'C
"  r ,'t'l~l'es ttti,'ts (I)S. R A1 ..:I" " A I dei eloinenl (if scientific ;t,,il engin eritlg

:;o-t12'N.\\'SI'I' I NST ,.,.155.211, .A FIR 7-1-N-"MC( ttvchnli,lnts fr It tiltelat-f-itlte-art in fields of
I (In.21 0' irdhcihng. al' 7(1-91

I
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TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITY developmnent technology program, tailored to
The area of technology investigatijon to be desc'.ibe and support the program concisely and A

audr-essed durin- a TMIR. It may be anl individual adequately. It is used instead of the Program
effort or a coilailnation of work units, tasks, or Managemient Plan (P.1P) prescribed for systems
projects. (AFSCR 80-25) acquisition programs (AF 800 series regulations).

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ANNEX (AFSCR 80-1)
A on pa- dscrptin oftecnolgicl rsks Primary planning document tailored to describe
A oe pgodesritio o tehnlogca riks aiid! support the program cnieyand adeq~uately*

remaining in a* system programn and the plans to It is written at the program element. project, .or
task level as approp~riate, reviewedl annually, and q

TECHNOLOGY BASE updated when required. (AFSCR 80-19)
Work which is categorized as research (6.1XXX), TECHNOLOGY REPAIR CENTER (TRC)

expioratory development (6.2XXX). and nonsvs~ems A facility within the SOil which has been ch'iseii
advanced dievelopment (6.3XXX). tAFSCR 80-23) to repair. modify, or process a specific item of

~ 1TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT REVIEW (,TMR) equipment. (AFLCR 65-15)
3A program review coi-ducted at field level on a A facility designated by HQ AFLC or a

sche~uled basis for assessing the progress, management ALI' to repair, modify, or otherwise
condition, and p~rojected status of a research or process a specific item of equipment. For the

Jexpioratory development teclnology activity that is purpose of this regulation, the term includes both
under a laboratory or other AFSC performing A FLC 19neustrial activities and commercial contract

organization. (AFSCR 80-25) facilities to which AFLC prime workloaais have been
TECHNOLOGY NEED (TN) g (FC 65

A document by which AFSC organizations TECHNOLOGY REPAIR CENTER (TRC) CODE
,excluding laboratories) describe an area of A three-digit alpha code assignedl for

technological effort having a broad application to identification of Technologies, Integers of Work and
the orderly development of future systems, Family Groups, designed to categorize selected 2
stibb~temso caaiiista isehra AFLC depot maintenance workloads into the

perceived deficiency or an area needing increased predetermined TRC groupings and identify them by
emphasis in the carrent 'laboratory technology base source of repair (SOR) to the Pseudo Code and i
programs. The search area ',6.1XXX) is excluded federal supply class (FSC) inl the AFR 66-50

f~oi te T prgra sicethi ara i gudedby CREATE system. See Attachment 3 for TRC codes
Research Objectives (RO). TNs are not andpi their iescrilptions,. (AFLCR 66-29)
mechanism to solicit 1Iaboraw'ry support for specific TELECOMMUNICATION
problems of systems, subsystems or ha-rdware in Any traiismission, eaiission or reception of signs.
development, acquisition or p~roduction. TNs may signals. writing. imsages. and sounds or intelligence
be initiated at any time during the year but of any nature by wire. radio. .isual. or other
normally will be initiated during the annual update ectoaeicysms(DOD 5000.8)
p~rocess. This will allow their consideration during TEMTRIGSTE

= ~~~the normal laboratory planning and budgeting AEEET N metodofTEngM esrdvlswihna

procss. AFSR 8023)aerospace vehicle and transmitting these values
TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITY WINDOWS electronically to a grounid station. (AFM 11-1i

That s.onn of time (luring which the results of thie TELEPHONE OUTSIDE PLANT
T.N must he available so that the technology can The RWCS telephone ontsi planit consisis of tile
imat fuur I Iu sst m ors hardware-23 communications, and o perational -able systemis

acqiisitoiis IAFCR 8-23)r-:tend~ing from the main distribmt-on frame to. and
TECHNOLOGY PLANNING OBJECTIVES including. the telephone end instrument.s fAFR

Broad lannnlg goas that have bmeen established 1001-18)
to facilitate orderly. timely. and effective progre% EEtON LN MPOEES
in pertinent technological areas. (Al.SCR 80--0i hsi hnewd~ fet t,' IWC. h
TEC4NOLOGY PROCRAM PLAN (TPP) which does n-it rlihange thle O.&M nimtnpower

The primnar 'plaiininfr 4110. mm mnvt fill- ai ll ; ~u reu irentm: a 'Ter t he 31C?. or changje the PCSP



beyond the max'inum allowable 20 percent increase TENDER
in the numbet of authorized lines. Telephone plant Special tariffs offered by commerc-al carriers to
improvements do not include operation and Government. (AFLCR 171-1H)
maintenance actions that tile base performs. such as
those within the criteria of established maximum TeI N teD

limi CSs orwhih ar diecte I~ AF orm 107, Special. tenders which are offered hy commerciallimit CSAs or which are di,'cted by AF Forms 1070, carriers in response to request for adjustment.
1075. and 1367. These local service actions are (PSAR 4500.3)
taken in accordance with AFM 106-22. (AFR
100-18) TENDERS, UNSOLICITED OR NONNEGOTIATED

Special tenders which are offered by commercial
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED carriers for reasons best known to the carriers and

Space in which the temperature can be controlled which are not in response to adjustments sought by
within specific limits. (AFR 69-8) MTMTS. (DSAR 4500.3)

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED STORAGE SPACE TENTATIVE FORCE GUIDANCE
Storage space in which temperature is controlled A series of force tables showing aircraft, ships.

within specified lim;ts. (APM 67-1) and missiles to be operating in the budget year phis

TEMPORARILY REQUIRED ITEMS seven. (NAVMAT P-4215)
An item provided on a lopu basis to satisfy a TENTATIVE MODIFICATION

temporary requirement (six months or less). (AF.M A proposed Class V modification for which AFLC
67-1) has forwarded a completed feasibility study to HQ

USA F. (AFR 57-4)
TEMPORARY EXPEDIENT EQUIPMENT LIST

List of minimum equipment necessary to initiate TENTATIVE SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT
meaningful unit trainiig pending receipt of total A requirement document prepared by the CYO to
authorized allowances. (AR 320-5) tentatively state a requirement for a particular

capability. identify the anticipated threat, outline
TENANT the operational concept. define those l)erformance

unit or activity which occupies facilities and operational characteristics which cal be
provided by another unit or activity. (I)SA.1 specified. ,nd indicate the time period in which the
4140.4) capability is needed. (OPNAVINST 4900.8C

An Air Force. Air Force Reserve. or Air National A requirement document prepared by tit "-O
Guard (ANG) organization or element that occupies and addressed to the CXM or the coinizant system
the facilities of, i r receives support from., anothier command. It is enera,'ly "lie initial step inf tilt.e

major commend. the ANG or Air Force Reserve formal exchange of documents between tile Nary * s
Component. (AFR 11-4) operation and acquisition elements in the RDT&E

A unit or activity of one military depa:tlent that planning cycle and. ,h~is. is a first stel, toward
receives service, and ccctipies facilities provided by arrivinu at a definition of th- 'rstem: i:s
a unit or activity of another military activity. Al characteristiks: its deploinent. ad i's pro-.11renlent.
unit or activity located near or on all AFSC base Oleratiin anid intinten;inct' costs. (NAV.lIAT
and which receives support from tha: base (that is. P-4215)
May lie orher AFSC activity. 3IAJCOM. DOD TERMVIAL
liepjart mtent!agency. Governlent agency. or Those militarv and comnmtrcial facilities its, d fori
non-(ovt'rn -ent euityl. (AFSCK 170-9) tihe loadiu'. n ilo:iding. an ill ut ranusi' hanld Iing (if

TENANT ACTIVITY c l'go ii it Ile.",ii t 1" l'ii. iiiult.s ,"

A unhl ;isigiedito Ia ciminiand other than the iiinsl irtion. iA :211-1
4,8iii11:0,dil li;,hng illt, -rati'inil juris:dicti;n over the TERMINAL CLEARANCE CAPACITY
has- IlI i i h i it i: Ianitel. .I FM t7-I i Ti.e amount of -pigl or lierson ii, that -vi n li. (
VCUlll Uit illi(WtfI Illi'lo gh ald1 ..111 iif :I iwt'riilal o' a Ilili

liasis, .\ "'(A ._t-H
S.11! 1,:n a lii i h ,,r activity of iiili, mi;iji" ;iir i-

s p .hl" :in .AF TERMINAL OPERATIONS
ii' i. -" ir iil3 " h, i- liea,.r" tlhe jii'isiaiu.i .,' ; The" i'cclalin l1i',.-shi..". ;ill stagili f I

diff..... ::. ':i l " v'-l nl.:i F. I pa N; h I';I f- 1,' I ' 1--e ilit . t rall:l . a, : :llii

I!',
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marshalling of cargo. the ioading and unloading of TERMINATED PORTION OF THE CONTRACT
shiptz or aircraft, and the manifesting and That portion of a terminated contract which

(AR 320-5) and accepted prior to the effectii ' date of

TERMNAL PACEtermination and which the contractor is not to

The covered space reqil'red for processing the cniu olefr.(A -0.7

issues and receipts of material for on-base use and TERMINATE, TERMINATED, AND TERMINATION
storage and for offbase shipment. This includes These terms refer to the termination or
space for receiving, packaging, materials handling cancellation, in whole or in part, of work under a
systems. shipping, surface terminal, and air prime contract for the convenience or at the option

terminal facilities. Terminal space will be computed of the Government (except for default of the primeFI

Property Facility Basic Category numbers in the reason except the default of the subcontractor.

141 seisad6012will apply. (AFLCM 400-2. (ONMINST 5000.3)
VoIX TERMINATION

TERMNAL ALUEThe deletion of an aerospace vehicle from the Air
The expected value of either existing or proposed Force inventory due to its transfer to a non-Air

facility/equipment at the end of their economic life. Force activity. its danage beyond economical repair
(AFLCR78-3)or its destruction. (AFR 65-110)

TERMINAL VEHICLETEMNIOCLM
That part of a rocket vehicle that is last to n im yacnrco rsbotatr

separate, but is itself a carrier of something, as in pritdb h em fapiecnrcfr-
the aseof luar pobeor art satllie. AFM compensation for the termination, in whole or iii
thecas ofa lnarproe r Erthsatllie. AF pa~rt. of the prime contract or a subcontract
11-1)thereunder, and any other claim which this Section

TERMINAL, AIR aiuthorizes to be asserted and settled in connection
Aai installation provided with the facilities for with a termination settlement. (DAR 8-101.25)1

-~~~~ ~loadin-t and unloading aircraft and the intransit TRMNTOCDE
i~adlng f rafic(paseger, arg. ntImal) Codes used to indicate the primary cause of l oss 7

whic~ i mced y arcrft.(DO 450.:2-R(attrition or expenditure) for an aerospace vehicle.

TERMINAL, COMMAND These codes will be entered onl an AF Form 3539. _

A Military orgailization whih provides a "Iventory Change Report.- to explain each loss

~1.command headquarters for a terminal or base area froma Air Force n.ventorr :ind to indicate trainsfer
inl which one or more terminals are located. (DO!) (other than loan1) to age:cies outside the Air Foirce.
1.300.32-RI These codles will not be us. ed onl loss actions

A transportation Corps unit which provides a resulting from transfers between Air Fo)rce
command headquarters for a terminal or base area :ictivit~es. iAFAM 65-110)
i n which one or more termninals are located. (AR TERMINATION CONTRACTING OFFICER

321-)Any cointractinmg officer an tlorizt.'l to termninatet
TERMINAL. WATER cilnirarts and (Vai settlhe terina~ted contracts. A F31i

.Alii installation pirovidled witl, facilities for loading ll
::111 tlilu.1niniz vessels anid t hc initranlSit halndling- Of TERMINATION DATE
ira fftt' tI 'ssenger.. carg-o, and miail) which isz mlov.-I The .ast flattt' uponl whtich new act ions utill lit

let n at"'. d 011 I5IfJ.;~2-) accetedl againlst a specific P31S Cas. Ft, 4iu:

TERMINATED PORTION OF A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT TERMINATION INVENTORY
Tl*-iiiwlttl litibiin o'f a comstrut'tion contrart .11'itli f 111:'ica pro'lleiv~~ purcthased.

whiluch hias w 't. mIi l le l ttuillila t eel inealis lilt sippl it'd. mann 11fact nrvi. fim rnlisll. *or lithierwist'
t ire 'eaiit rrtt t woivlit at :ili hug 111' c.1111tomn ' leti r if aell d r11Aw li,'i'forimii e tof lilt- terinaited Cout ract

and payvie-Ilt forl ii iidnal ite.nd:: (if willi. l1ri:#lr It)e :ie 1 rpdrlocilldt. to ;hIvi termiatedl portionl of
teriin t on. tIIA t I~~6iiIlilI' t t c-11art Tlt-' it1-1 11411t's 1111t invmid mid a nv



facilities, special test equiplment. material. or quantitative data produced durinig current or
spVeial toolingy, which are subject to a separat, previjous testing, data obtained from: Tests
contract or a special contract provision gaverning conducted by other Government agencies ane.
the use or disposition thereof. (DAC 76-9) contractors, orfrom operation and conimercal

Characteristics of the surface of the earth F 1i
includin trl n man-made features. (AR TEST AND EVALUATION OBJECTIVES ANNEXES (TEOA)

TETindependent evaluations by the implementingTEST)TeTE rvie commadadATC on bpealine for theA process by which data are accumulated to serve comn an1F3 roeat.gspotn
for ssesingthe egre tht a ite or commands. The TEQA delineates discrete object~ves

sytm et. xees r alst eeMh of the overall test program. The attainment of
tecnicl o oleraionl rolertes equredof he these objectives will provide the answers to the

SYS' m. (AR 705-50) critical questions, and areas of risk presented in tihe
.i.iv program or procedure which is designed to DOP. (APR 80-14)

oban.vrfv. or provide data for the evaluation of: TETADMAUEMN QIMN
obtai, ves . 1 TES AID MESRMN QIMNresearch andl development (other than laboratory Alueices~ used to measure, gauge test. inpetex imets); rgrs in accompli~hing diagnose. or otherwise ex amine materials. sup~plies

development objectives: or lperforn1~nee and and eutipment to determine comp~lian~ce with
operational capability of systems, subsystems. requirements established in technical dlocuments.
components. and equipment items. (AFR 80-14) (e.g., RDT&E document. specificatons. ergineering
TEST AGENCY drawings, technical orders, technical manuals.

The agency responsible for conducting the test onl maintenance instructions, serviceability standa.6sj.
specific aircraft or munitions items (for example., DD45.8
laboratories, test wing. oi prog.ram office). (AFSCR Those devices which are used to measure or
136-3) evaluate the characteristics of material. ARD

7 O-2)
TEST AIRCRAFT

The aircraft authorized for use in research. TEST CENTERS AND RANGES -

development, test or evaluation of the :;ircraft The test centers and ranges are Arnold
system including items or parts which are not Engineering Development. Air rroving Ground. Air

Inecessarily pa~rt of the aircraft system. out which Force Flight Test. Air Force Missnile Development.
require ifrune testing or evaluation. Included are and Air Force Special Weapons Center,: Ar ,octstandard, nonstandard, commercial, ol-solete (;r Eastern Test, and Air Force Western Test uiamtte .Jother service aircraft assigned. bailed, borrowed. (AFSCM 7.5-1)
loaned- or leascJ for research and development. TS IETV
(AR 70-5-14) A HQ USAF document which provid-es direction
TEST AMMUNITION and guidance for OT&E for those cases not covered

nimmunition and explosive material used in the by PMAD. (AFR 80-14) -

test. (leveloplment, evaluamin of weapoms. aircraft. ETDRCO
missiles. or ammunition items, or in the Tepro sindt~drc h et oc i h

(levlopmni f ne tacicsand echnque. (AM preparattion and execution of the detailed tes: pilanl.

(APR 80-1u)t-.TEST AND EVALUATION TEST ENGINEERIPROJECT OFFICER
The term t dt(enotes anay project ma iprlgralinl T~i i da epnil o odmc ndeignmed to ob~tain. veeify. and provide (data for the

evalilun of: Ite.-eanchl and (levelopijnent other thn s;pecific test. (AFSPSU :%
laborat-try experimlents: Progress in artconjipishiiig TEST FORCE
development obojectives: plerformatnce and The group responsible fo.- conducting test and
operalona, I a i'ai iIitv of syst ell1%. uillsvstenil. e~aluioii i act ivit ies i'equirim, part icipation by 'Ilore
Celnlpon'mts 1. anud eq mm iment itns. The- it-rm t hani one agency. The -reinj-i rt-avn1l for :ttest force

ev,21:61a auio etiotes.- thle no' iva ;ird anailvsjs~ ;a f and designatilin of ptarti:cipants is notedl in



7i appropriate system or project documentation. and It justifies costs to inclute the number if test
applies rimarily to system testing activities; prototypes. (See Coordinated Test Program ICTPP. I
however, it may also be applicable to proiect or (AR 70-59)
engineering service efforts when large scale
operations are involved. (AFR 8014. AF3! 11-1) TEST PROCEDURE

A formal written pian for .esting an item t, a
TEST FUNCTIONS requiroment as diefined by co,.tract. Such test !;ans

Actions necessary to demonstrati, or otherwise are sulject to approval by th Government. Ii
A verify that the system and/or system elements are normaity the technical activity. AFR 74-15)

capable of performing basic mission requirements. " "

Such functions would include test requirement TEST REPORT
determination, testing. test suppo'rt, and te, t result .A forma! document describing the method of test _4
evaluation during the conceptual. transition, and t0e results of a test. (AFR 74-15) -0
definition, acquisition. and operational phases(reference AFSCMI 375-4) This would include TEST SITE ACTIVITY
(referno e 754)feasibility his would ing Any Air Force agency. including contractor site
definition phase failtytests: engiceering cv
evaluatiora tests, eliability tests, production tests. ation organization, respoosihk for thvsicallv
and other category I tests: accetance carrying out, supporting, or activey participating -in

test/verifications; I&C tests; cotegory i1 tests, developments, tests, and evaluations. Test site

including technical approval demonstrations to the activities include AFBs proviwdig iuiplort to tenant]f. using command/agency; follow-on 4evelopmental activities per AFR 11-4. (AFR 400-26)
tests: and follow'-on operationa: ' -.t-. (AFSCII TEST STAND
375-5) A stand at which -ome mechanism or engine is

TEST MOTOR VEHICLE tested out: specifically. a stand at which the static
A vehicle (except passenger carrying. as firing of a rocket enine ;s carried out to test

explained in AFR 77-6) modified to the extent :hat thrust and other reactions. (AFM l-1) 1

it becomes an integral part of the test project bei:g TEST SUPPORT AIRCRAFTo ~ ~~~conducted. (.1FR V7-191 ETSPOR RRF
Those standard. nonstandard. commercial.

TEST PLAN obsolete. or other service aircraft. atsigned by TDA
A document whic' is prel)ared by the test or speeial authorization, to supprrt test progra.ns

orgauizatin coordi:ated with . . agencies or projects by actual articipation. Included are A
oiceriee and approved by :he system project aircraft uwed for pace. chase (safety). photo. air

office (SPO), progran, or th; pruject office. or drop and delivery, targets.I ssile recovery, range

other responsible management agency. It agrees calibration and clearance. cloud samping and data I
with the cont-nt of the test and evaluation portion link; also for test of concepts and ground test and
of the appropriate acquisition program handling Iqapment. Aircraft may or may not be
documentation and applicable performance/design reconfigured or modified to provide ttst support.
specifications. The test-plan formt will depend on -
the .ecific test requirements to le met and on the
miag:iitude. scope, and nature of the .est. and oilier TEST SUP PP TABLE
internal or supplomental test d-unientation which A listing of items determined, on a ccordinated
define the total test and evauation program. 1AFAR basis, by the prime contractor. SS.1. AFSC. and Air
S0- 14 Proving Ground Center or testirg agency ant

TE PLAN (DOD) TACTICAL SHELTERS PROGRAM :!liicah' c !MF. .s being necessary for the support j
.\ cimriate'l and approved planniig doument throoghout an AF minimum q10;inttt.- ::! to exceed

that hsria, s the program for the test and base 1.vels as prescribed in Cha.r 2. Part onie.
evaluat;',n of shelters during th!e portion of the life Vohme II. .f test support tahi; items for test
c. elt' vxtending from the iiliation of engineering wealpons system wili he supplieo v:, test sites.
,levelpvolpnt lirough the evaluation (f the first b'al;ilnt of naeri:I for test phase and operatiots I
productiiiii itms. This :ragr'. m includes a 'Will le revised b, the SS.I las-il on te.t support
dlescripti',n of the individu:d hst.. their nhjel-tives. data thro gh (oordinatioli when required with theL
criti'eia fer snrcvss. test sites. agency reslrnsilt res:ctive 131. major romn:;nds involved, and prime -
foi- Itsl!ij. ;-'l minsvaml test siu,.pprt reiluiretinnts. rt,!itract tu. iAF.I 67-l j
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TEST VEHICLE TEXTILES
A rocket or jet powered craft used in testing Cloth aind other fabrics wov(-n )r knit from

components of proposed aerospace systems. (AFM natural or synthetic fibers. (DOD 4160.21-M)
ofIseton1te aTh egahia raousd1)SU o hc

THEATER

Ali lemnt f Ispecion Geeraly dnots te aunified or specified Commander has been assigned
determinatior- bv technical mieans of the physical military responsibility. (DOI) 4500.32-11, AR 55-23, 4

andcheicl poprtis r eemntsofMaterials, JCS Pub 1). (AR 55-23'/OPNAVINST 46(10.17C/AFR
Suplie ofComonetstheeof inolvng otso 75-d7/MCO 4621.2B/DLAR 4500.26)

,nu, h the element of personal judgment as thc THEATER ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE OFFICES
application of esalse cetfcpicpe and esa ccouting a d finance offices have been
nrocedures. (MIL-STD-109) esadse nUAEAAC, adPACAF for the

Ani element of inspection consisting of proe o efrig cran sok fn
determining, by technical means and established pccurpose aof peforing fuctins sitock funde

scietifc pincple an prcedres tie pysial, theaters which have been delegated by the divisionA
biological, or chemical properties of materials, accounting and finance office, primarily for
supplies, or components thereof. (DSAR 4155.3/AR gorpia esn,(F 71
30-12/N4AVSUPINST 435,5.2B/AFR 74-5/MCO gerahcleso.(AM6-
10110.21C) ,THEATER AMMUNITION CONTROL POINT

Ani element of inspection which gen~rally An AF acd-J.y located within an overseni theater
determines, by technicalI means, the prouerties ;.hieh con',.-,: the distribution. requisit'oniag, and
capabilities or elenients of supplies, or componenits expenditure of ammunition. (AFNM 67-1-)
ther, of, and involves the application of established THEATER ARMY.
scientific principles and procedures. Te~fig Dmnotcb the senior all-Al-iny organizati that
includes the following: includes all U.S. Armyv iindidtals unl-ts.

(1) Burst; air, hydrostatic detachments, org-aniz'itions, and im-tallati onis
(2) Iepkage; air filling, hydirostatic, submersion assigned to a theater of operations. It comprises
(3) Functional or operational; the observation Of theater army headquarters and subordiiiare

anl itemi in actual operation. . headquarters *and co-imands. It is a major
(4) Colo.-ation; use of chemicals for determining subordinate component command of ihe unifed

types of metals bnd metal coating. (theater) command. (FM'l 54-7)
NOTE: Specialized test equipment utilized will be

operated b, technically qtialified inspection THEATSR SCREENING
persolncL 'AFLCR 74-13; Screening awconiplished tlI..ii crircuarization of

exLess personal property ifol I:-. 'onl ini accoedan.'u-
TESTING LABORATORY with the policies and lprocedutre. issue( by thle

A labnratory having facilities to perform tile 2ppropriate taeater commamier. (11D 4160.21 -M1) -

qualificat:,.n examination and 'esting. This
laborator. may be one of the following: (1 THERPAL BARRIER
t'Overlnlent operated or contravt laboratory. A The zone of speed it which friction hent
Iabor.-ory operated by or under contract to the generated] by rapidl pa.,sagf' of an object bhrough
Government. (2) L1aboratory not opierated %r tile atmiospher" excee-or e'idloiance cemipai iole %tilh
Contracted for by Government. A laboratoiv of the the function of the object. (AFMA 11-1,
nlianiitacturer or dlistributor either iiil)PLnt or under THERMAL ENERGY
contract oIi him. 04-t) The eneirgy emitted fromi t he fireiball a; ihermai

TEST-CECK iadia~ 1(11. The total amuount o1 tuerniai Qenrv
.~ l'~~ of ~&~i'if~recivedm a ii iit a rva at a spec Xed d istainve fromn a.1tui iiTS t I i i vio er in the accura~cy ofcIa -,inoi~sg~eaI e\mt~d ntr~o

a(T0111tn roceureoir a M a teinmt of ficet or renili
01oi1dit ion Ill anl examination of seeCcted .;ailples. calori'ic er s (jt'll -Iit m r tICS Pull 1)
sveli 'am pit. inay be select(d at rm udo iii. Or mna THERMAL EXPOSURE

ftpev~l.loitoulit oth whovt selectedl on Thme total normal comopont-ni of tllrmal ramdiation
sv.'oltic 11,14%i dsignced to assure(i Il iing of st rikuing ;1 ri't.11,llrfaCk. rhuougllhuInt i ll(,us of a1
a- r.ent.atii ( ";miml*.(} I\' IOi I)I) lom: lrrssed ii i dwi 11iit.': valories per
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THERMAL HEATING projects/systems which are weapon oriented.
Aezodyiuanic heating produced bvy superzonic and count' r-threat oriented, and threat simulations.

hypersonic travel through the atmosphere; transfer (AFSCR 80-11)
of heat from a laminar or turbulent flow around the THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE
Snose of a re-entry body as it loses kinetic energy. The average concentration of toxic gas to which

0AFM 11-1) the normal person can be exposed without injury

THERMONUCLEAR for eight hours per day, five days per week for an
An adjective referring to the process (or unlimited period. Differs slightly from maximum

processes) in which very high temperatures are allowable concentration (MAC). which is a maximum
used to bring about the fusion of ligqt nuclei, with concentration. (AFM J27- 201)
the accompanying liberation of energy. (JCS Pub ) THRESHOLD LIMITS
THERMONUCLEAR WEAPON Normal operating equipment lmits of wear ,

A weapon in which very high temperatures are metals, in parts per million, of specific metallic

used to bring about the fusion of light nuclei such elements measured in a sample of operating oil or
as those of hydrogen isvtipes (e.g., deutcrium and fluid. A value ,ised in conjunction with the rate of
tritium) with the accompanying release of energy. wear as basis to segregate rormal from abnormal
The high temperatures required are obtained by operating equipment. (AR 700-61, AFR 66-39)
means of fission. (JCS Pub 1) THRESHOLD(S)

THIRD COUNTRY TRAINING The point, stated in trms of total obligational
Training provided under U.S. supervision outside authority, manpower, and forces, at and aboveI

the CONUS in a country other than the country of whieh DA or OSD, as specified, must specifically
pro;7aci'. Training may include U.S. assistance for approve changes to the Five-Year Defense
cost., of normal student travel and living Progran. (AMCR 11-4)
a.;owance.,. (DOD 5105.38M) Limits imposed by the Secretary of Defense on

THIRD FLASH PROCESSING program changes, the basis for which is the
This run consolidates any additional input data Department of Defense Five-X ear Force Structure

received and final adjutments and produces reports and Financial Program. These are expressed i.1
to be used in making final adjustments. (AFLCh terms of dollars and physical resources. (AFM
171-120) 11-1)

Secretary of Def'nse-imnposed flexibility levels
THIXOTCPCGEL applicable to the Force and Financial Plan.

A gJ.l which will liquefy when pressure is applied expressed in terms of dollars and physical
or the mass is agitated. (AFM 127-201) resources. in t o l a y

4..: THREAT AND FOREIGN TECHNOI.OGY THROUGHPUT DISTRIBUTION
Intelligence information that AFSC uss consists Term used to deseribe shipments whi2' bypass

of two general categories; foreign technology data intermediate installations. (AR 320-5)
::nd threat data. Foreign technology data is a
categ(,ry of S&T intelligence and is particularly THROAT f

impGrtant to research, exploratcy development, and The most restricted section of an exhaust nozzle.

;id,anced development. All programs wili use Gas velocity at the throat of a nozzle used for
fereign technology data to augment the US supersonic gas flow will always equal sonic

technology ba'e. Threat data may include both velocity. (AFM 127-201)
general and S&T intelligence. A THRU BILL

S ; deve pment i s threat The use of a single dochient to pl'ocre
sl.isitive ir: I, the systein/system component could .. , s . , ,: .
le adversely a fe'ted % ;, foreign threat d uilring the t Ci tation a ol t i or oe fod s I i n g'by' " , .. .. . . a coillination Ofl tol i.l more' mod.li rill,', i lg
sto";ge. i 'ansipor '. Or lit'moIilllisllm ,nt of it', ii on1ll .. .
(toe ,v ste .o , w.o rient o ist i single carrier liabilitV with out Commercial Cairrier

(te , ,ay nt wp I tI . furnishill or ;,'r;Inging all services from original
systemnIay . ad erselv affectetl li" a threat): olr • t f, dest.nati- . ( 504())
(2) threm! data i. reiimicd o determine the point of' A t f d . .

• lbjectives or cliracterli. tics 'if thei THRUST I
lirogranpirll , jct s%,Mtln. Thi. inlchlids j;i'ograImlS' The resIltant fore in tihe directioi f oiiotion dut
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to the components of the pressure force., in excess parameters of the Military Departments. (DOD
of ambient atmospheric pressure, acting on all inner 7730.25)
surfaces of the vehicle propulsion system parallel to The total program authorized in the current
the direction of motion. (AFM 11-1) aiinual budget program for procurement ofSTHRUST-WEIGHT RATIO materiel. (DOD 5000.8)

A quantity used to evaluate engine performance TIME ADMINISTRATIVE>1 and obtained from dividing the thrust output by the Those elements of Delay Time that are not
edgifne weight less fuel. If the pound is used as the included in Supply Delay Time. (MIL-STD-721B)

is' unit of measure for thrust and we:ght, the ,ult is TIME AND MATERIAL CONTRACTjA (islnl of thrust per pound of engine. (AF- 11-1, TIM AN AERA ONRC
S.doftrtg . ... 11 A contract providing for the procurement of

AF-Y 127-201) supplies or services on the basis of: a. direct labor

TIC hours at specified fixed hourly rates (which rates
Transaction identification code. (.FM 65-662) include direct and indirect labor, overhead, and

TICK MARK profit); and b. material at cost. (AR 320-5, AFM
11-1, JCS Pub 1)

A term used to identify a diagonal line on
production delivery schedules that separates fiscal TIME BETWEEN DEPOT REPAIR (TBDR)
Year procurement quantities. The sum of the ETI hours accumulated on an individual IS
quantities between two tick marks (diagonal lines) between recycles to the TRC for repair. (AFRCM
represent the fiscal year quantity to be procured. 66-309)
(AFSCM 27-1, AFSCR 27-6) TIME BETWEEN FAILURE (TBF)

TIE DOWN The ages of the failed items are summed and this
The securing of an item to the base of a shipping Eim is then divided by the quantity of failures to

container by attaching tensioning devices, such as get the TBF factor. (ASFLCM 66-2)

strapping or wire, to or over the item. This is a TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL (TBO)
form of anchoring. (AFP 71-4) For these items which failed and required depot

TIE DOWN POINT level maintenance plus those whicn wer,, removed
An attachment point provided on or within a for mandatory replacement due to a mximum

vehicle for securing cargo. (JCS Pub 1) allowable operating time the time at removal is
summed and divided by the quantity of such

TIER replacements. (AFLC.I 66-2)
A horizontal laver of a column, row or stack. The average accumuiated hours since last TRC

(AFR 69-8) repair on ISs received at the TRC during a specified

TIE-DOWN DIAGRAM time period. The TBO is calculated by accumulating
A drawing indicating the prescribed method of the differences in ETI hours for each IS undergoing

securig a particular item of cargo within a specific repair during this period at the TRC. Not included
type of vehicle. (JCS Pub 1) air first cycle systems and units with invalid ETI

te readngs. (AFLCM 66-309)
TIE-DOWN POINT PATTERN See average age at failure. This factor is

The pattern of tie down points within a vehicle, computed by dividing the accumulated flying hours
(JCS Pub 1) on itemns removed for overhaul by their number.
TIME This term is sometimes erroneously u.,ed foi

The designation of an instant u, a selected time measuring of life expectancy and also used as a
.c~de. astronomical or atomic. It is used in the synvm of Wax Time. (AFICR 171-1:)
sense of the time of day. (AR 750-25) TIME CHANGE COMPONENT

Time hall be nmeamired on an hourl basis or the A component 'hich because of design limitations
clo.est designated increment of hours for condition or safety is removed from an emd item for rehuild.
.,tatc.,. except :hat time for ships and submarines overhaul or retirement after a specified pIeriod of
.,hall be inea.,ured it, the nearest whole day. An operations, number of ronn,, miles. hours or anv
exception type reporting: 'ill ique Sould b1e used other measurable operational event: e.g., ail
-'g.. ilmie.. ~repolt.-d "Nt Ready." materiel is aircraft. weapoil. vehicle. etc.. componient/part.
cons ide red Readv within the established IA R 320-5)
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TIME CHANGE ITEM transini,;sion, and bv other means. tAR 750-25)
Acce': .ie, and components of w. JO i tz:, IM TPEi

whih hve idtitfie ash-iingsom f~vd A serieb of codes that describe the method and
-service life expectancy and which inust be replaced untb-wihalte ofarr cqrsuag

with a new or overhauled itemn after accrual h a t eut~i ero eeirto. (F
that result- AiR wer00-3)roadn.(FIspecific number of hours, or cycles of operation ori - 91

at thle expiration of a given calendar time periodl. A unit of measure for aging a selpcted item.
A time significant item which miust be changed at Examples: minute, hour. day. nonth. cycle.

a speifie~ of alendr monhs. 171-12)
aseiidnumber ocaedrmnh.operatingI imie/and or cycles. These items are listed in the TIME-CURRENT

replacement schedule of the dash 6 Inspection The time that an item has aecumulated this
M1anuals. (AFLOR 171-91) p~rocessinig cycle. (AF1,01 66-17, AFLCR 171-!2)-4TIME COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDER (TCTO) TIME-DOWN

Directives issued to provide instructions to Air The time that an item (normally constantly
Force activities for accomplishing " one-time" operating) does not operate. (AF ~lC 66-171.
changes, modifications, or inspections of equipment AFLCR 171-12)
or installation of newv equipment. (AFLOCR 171-91) TIME-ENDING
TIME COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDER (TCTO) WAIVER If ending code is installed active. thle ending time

Temporary postpionement of comp~liance with indicated is the total operating hour-s an item ha.,
individual *MT. (AFSCR/AFLCR 66-24) accumulated since last niajor overhaul (or since

TIM FATORmanufacture is never prel'iousiv overhauled) it the
A value used to adjust replacement factors to the endl of reporting lperiod. If ei~ng code is other

speifid pogrm psitons use in the than installed active, thle statil.g toeis either th'
computation. These are 1st posn - 0.00. 2nd posn - opaIngtm ve h tm~a ntle ~irt
1.00, 3rd posn - 1.50, 4th posni .75, .5th posn - the change in status denoted by thle endhing code or

2.0, 6h l05f 2.5. 7t l)~l- 250.8th~ - thle opierating time indication first day of the
3.00. 9th posn - 3.50. 10th posn - 4.50. 11th liosi - reotigleid AFC ;1
.50. and 12th posn - 6.50. (AFLCIM 57-2) TiME-PREVIMU

TIME ITERVALTh.: th at : .item has accumulated prior to
The duration of a segment of time without tisprcstg .A'LR1112

reference to wvhen the time intervcl] begins and TIIME-STARTiNG
ends. It may be given in seconds -f ti-m. (AR 11' end-ng ul is in.'Maied active, thle startimgI
50-25) time indicat. eithe th ile opera.t igt time wvheli fl.0

TIME SHARING COMPUTER SERVICE ie .St~ iI o i eidrtdu h
An DP cofiuraio whchperit u~~ he first day c: reuor~hwg period. If ending code is

central p~rocessing unit (CPU) and its internal eitire~ the~ oainge *atinie. thensat. time i s w"programs for two or more purposes I-;. two 0or more Iii~ h ~rttgtiewe h tm "a
users (luring the same tinie intervaL. Thle users wiill instailed prior- to thle clia.,ge in status denoted byv

be in communication with the ceniluter by renmote ft lie tidn codeC orheo71 tlu iu:t0lci oinput and/or outp~ut devices. (A!-'LCR '300-23) lts a A'~l 711
TIME SIGNIFICANT ITEM IETP

Ane.~ th fucioa performance--~ of whc i. A unit of tnt',sure of aging a, selected itemi.
z1~i:. LI~ IIIWISJI~~ iS Examtil)les: Lanin~iigs. hourm. day in outh. cvc k-.

dlegtraded as, a t-esult of usage anid/or caletidar age.
(AFI.CR. 171-91; A)Mh'i

TIME STANDARDS TIME-UP
The i-eference values of t itme antd titme intter-valI Tet.m it nioi n unI vto osatl

They are deteriined by ast rotnom ical obsetvat ion o)iittItg ))rits AFI. ~F 2
antd lby thle opertation of atonfic cluc-ks. They atre TIME-WEIGHTED, ESSENTIALITY-WEIGHTED REQUISITIONS
(lissetilliilatedl liv tilh- t ranispor-t oif clocks. "-ad io Timii-weighiing is the con. idertat ioi of tile
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average number of days delay in the availabil~ty of TIME, FAULT LOCATION
materiel: essentiality-weighting is the consideration That element of Maintenance Time durnig which
of the relative essentiality of each item; and testing and analysis is performed o. anl item to
requnisitions short are requisitions onl backorder. isolate a failur. (MIL-STD-721B)
Thus, to minimize timie-weighted. requisitions short TIME, IDLE R
is to minimize the average number of days delay in Lost time of eajployees or machines du~e to work
the availability of materiel (including requisitions stoppage from any cause. (DOD 5000.8)
not backordered) considering the relative TI
essentiality of each item in a given inventory and TIE, INACTIVE
the size of the requisition. (DOD 4140.39) That time during which an item is in reserve (in

the Inactive Inventory). (MIL-STD-721B3)
TIME/CYCLE USAGE

The operating tme accumalated by a selected Tat ITeme o fMnen neTm urn hc
item of hardwar.- during functional operation in its ThtemetoManencTiedrgwihthe needed item or items are being obtained from
intended envieoatmeat. These increments of time deintd ogizina socrms
may be measured in units of hours, mi1lutes, starts, (MIL-STD-721B)Istops, cycles, landings, takeoffs, etc. (AFLCR
171-91) TIME, MISSION

That element of Uptime during which the item is
TIME, ACTIVE performing its designated mission.

That time during which an item is in the (MIL-STD-721Bi1
operational inventory. (MIL-STD-721B) TMMDFCTO

TIME, ADJUSTMENT OR CALIBRATION The time necessary to introduce any specific
That element of Maintenance Time during which changets) to an item to improve its characteristicsVI

the needed adjustment of calibrations are made. or to add new ones. (MIL-ST D-7 21B)AI
(MILSTD-21B)TIME, MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE OPERATING

TIME, ALERT The age at which removal from service for major
That element of Uptime during which an iten; is overhaul is mandatory. (AFLOM 66-17. AFLCR

thought to be specified operating condition and is 171-12)-AIawaiting a command to perform its intended TIME, PREPARATION
mission. (MIL-STD-721B) That element of Maintenance Time needed toM

TIME, CHECKOUT obtain !he necessary test equipment andSiThat element of Maintenance Time during which mnaintenance mai~uals. and set up the necessary
performance of an item :s verified to be in specified equIL)meTDt- iitat2aut octin
condition. (MIL-STD-?211B) (I-T-2B

TIMEDELAYTIME, REACTIONTIMEDELAYThat element of Uptime needed to initiate a
Thateleentof owni'ncdurng hic no mission. measured from the time the command is

maintenance is being accomplished onl the time teev(.~I-T-2B
because of either supiply dlelay or administrative
rea~soffs. (31IL-STD-721B3) TIME, STUDY

TIME DON (DWNTME)The art of observinig and recording or caicuatin __

TI El, en OW (DW Ti'IE 'igwhc h tm i time requniredl it lerforn, each detailed element
Tha elmen ofTim lrin whch he temis of ; ii inti~ trial ope'rat ion and "Icieding" off theA

not in condIit ion to perf'ore its in tended fo n~tio1. re~sulIts in to a lpract ic:t hle' att ainable wvork su ta dard.
011L-sTl-721 11) Ma~y he an il:tegrat part of mnot ion stu dy. when

TIME, FAULT CORRECTION obljet~tives are* not Contfined to t-stablisking workI

That clemntn of .1aititenance Time during chichi st antdatrds on haski of aceceptd methods. (DOD01
failoire i' co rrev ted li *v (at) repairin,; ill pl: (b)
rt-tilovinw. rt'iimirittg. ;1111l replacvingr: or (0) remtovintg TIME, SUPPLY DELAY
anid tt-jtlatcin"g %kithi: lilke servie'~ldek Iten). Tha~t elemnit of D~elay Time iloringll whiCh a
011 I,.S--'rm 2111) nevedtl Iteil i., brill" olitaine-d fro'l olti r that' tI'



........

desigiiated organizational stockroom;. portions of existing TOE worldwide; these changes
(MIL-STD-721B) relate to basic TOE, not MTOE. (AR 310-44)

TIME, TURN-AROUND TOE CONSOLIDATED CHANGE TABLE
That element of Maintenance Time needed to A compilation of the separate numbered TOE

service or checkout an item for recommitmeiit. changes to individual TOE required tu be published
(MIL-STD-721B) on a quarterly cycle. These changes are generated

based on a common influence, such as MOS changes
That me of Active Time during which an or equipment changes applicable to more than one

telement TOE. (AR 310-44)
item is either alert, reacting, or p,:forming a
mission. (MIL-STD-721B) TON (Weight)

A unit of measurement or weight of. the following
TIME, CLEANUP various values: (A) Short (ST) 2,000 pounds. (B)

That element of Maintenance Time during which vong (LT) 2,240 pound. (C) Measurement (MT) 40

the item is enclosed and extraneous material not cubic feet. (D) Metric (MET) 2,204.6 pounds. (DOD
required for operation is remo) ed. 4500.32-R)
tMIL-STD-721B) 

50.2R
TOOL ISSUE CENTER

TINNITUS A function operated by the BEMO for issue of
A ringing, whistling or other noisy sensation in tools and equipment authorized and required by

the ear. (AFM 127-201) individual specialists. (AFM 67-1)

TIPS TOOL ISSUE CENTERIINDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT ITEMS
External fuel tanks. (JCS P-, b 1) Items considered essential by the chief of supply

T&E MASTER PLAN (TEMP) to insure efficient operation of the TIC/individual
This is an overall test and evaluation plan equipment unit. (AFM 67-1)

designed to identify and integrate the effort and TOOLING, SPECIAL I
schedules of all T&E to be accomplished in Property of such specialized naturE that its rse,

connection with an acquisition program. (AFR without substantial modification or alteration, is
80-14) limited to the production of the particular supplier'

TM TRANSFER TEAM or performance of the particular services for which

Team composed of representatives of tansferring acquired or furnished. It includes but is not limited

component and receiving component for the purpose to jigs, dies, fxtures, molds, patterns, special taps,

of reviewing TMs for currency before they transfer special gauges. and special test equipment. (DOD
in support of weapons systems or equipment for 5000.8)
which management responsibiity is being TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT K
transferred from one DOD component to another. Those support items that are not an integral part
(AFR 66-1J/AR 310-70/NAVMATINST of an end item but are required to inspect, test.
5600.1 lA/MCO 5 15.,6/DSAR 4151.9) calibrate, service, repair or overhaul an end item.

(AFR 65-2)TMS
Type/Model/Series. (AFM 65-662) TOP SPARE

TO ACCOMPAtY TRC.PS A procured spare which is not installed in or

Equipi e.t which accompanies the unit or 1nit attached to a higher assembly at time of fin!M
turnover to teAir Force. (AFill 66-2)

personnel to the port of embarkation. (AFM 67-1) Any to te i tem f sa 66-2 iAny ..toch listed sup~ply itew of spare equipment

TO MANAGEMENT AGENCY wl'i'h is not ;astalled in. nor :lttached to. a higher
The Agency %khich e'tahlishes and maintains a TO echelon of equipment or a;ssen hly of parts. ut i.

progra in in support oI a pirogram offi e (PO) or intended for installation in a higher echlon of
.,vteni manag'r (SM). fulfilling all responsibilit is equipment or assfmhlx f Irt:. (AFI.XII 171-91)
outlined in TO (10-,-l. (AFSCR/AFI.('R F-) TOTAL ALLOCATED BUDGET

TOE VCHANGES The, suin of all ludget., alocate.d to tlie contract.
Table of Organizatimnal aid Equipiment (TOE) Total allocate, d mudget consists of the nerfomniance

ch mnges ar t.. t o'. lilll iva Ii i el ehi ,muge, nea .ren, haseline and all nallgeient reserve.
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The total allocated budget wil! reconcile directly to objective exceeds assets. It is also tile sum of the

the contract badget base. Any differences will be peacetime force materiel procurement objective and
documented t,% to quantity and cause. (DOD 7000.2) the mobilization reserve materiel procurement
T L Sobjective. (AFM 11-1. AR 320-5. JCS Pub 1)
TOTAL ASSETS

Materiel on hand and on order to satisfy the TO, TOTAL MATERIEL REQUIREMENT
tank bottoms require~nent, and pip-ine and The sum of the peacetime force materiel
manifold i:ventory require.tent. (DOD 4140.25-M) requirement and tne niobili7ation reserve materiel

requirement. (AR 320-5, JCS Pub i, AFM 11-1)
TOTAL FEASIBILITY

A determination that the Departmen.: of the Army TOTAL OBLIGATION AUTHORITY (TOA)
is capable of supporting the desired new item of The total amount of funds necessary to finance
materiel 'hrou .ihout its life cycle from inception to the proposed/approved program of a gie, year.
disposition. It ircludes consideration of technical regardless of the year the funds are appropriated.
feasibility, system effectiveness, availability of all obligated, or expended. The sources of the funds
funds neededi throughout the life cycle, qualitative may include new obligational authori.:.

and quantitative personnel implications, operational unprogrammed balances or reprogrammed
organizazional concepts, iogistical support obligational authority from prior years, transfers

imphcaticns, and impact upon inventory, to include from other appropriations, reio.bursements not used
phase-out of items being replaced and forecast for replacement of inventory in kind (i.e.. allocated
availability of new items. (AR 1i-25, AR 70-59) reimburs:1'les), and unobligated balances
T L P Ntransfrerred from other appropriations. (DOD ITOTAL LIFE (OPERATION CODE 999) 7000.5)-I The cumulative calendar life computed for an
item of hardware starting with the calendar life TOTAL OBLIGATiONAL AUTHORITY (TO'A;

begin date (DCLB) and coutinuing until the The total fin,6,ial requirementf -f the Five Year
serviceability status changes to "Q" Defense Program or any co,.wonent theretf
(launched/termiinated) or "X" (condemned). See required to support the approved program " a
Calendar Life. (AFLCR 171-91) given fiscal year. (DOD 7045.7)

The term refers to the totl finances authorized
TOTAL MAN-YEAR to execute an approved program. It consists of

A unit of time representing the total hours prior year funds brought forward, new obligation
avai;ale for one person for one year. A total authority, funds realized through recoupnents.
man-year equates to 2,080 hours. In computing a modernization, and reimbursable orders, and
total man-year you must consider direct man-hours, transfers from other appropriations. (AM-CR 11-4)
memorandum man-hours and leave man-hours. The total funds available for programming in a

aAFSCd me 177-2-5 given year, regardless of the ..'ear. ia which the$

TOTAL MATERIEL ASSETS ftnds are appropriated, obligated or expended.

The total quantity of an item available in the Includes new obligation authority. uuprogamled
military s~tstem world-wide and all funded or reprogrammed obligational authority from prior

procurement of the item with adjustments to not used for replacement of
provide for transfers out of or into the inventory inventory in kind, advanced funding for progans

through the appropriation and procurement to be financed in the future and unobligated

lead-time periods. It includes peacetime force balances transferred from other appropriations.

materiel assets and mobilzation reserve stock. (AFSCI 27-1)

(AFM 111-1. AR 320-5, JCS Pub 1) TOTAL PACKAGE PROCUREMENT

TOTAL MATERIEL OBJECTIVE A method of procnr;wg under i single contract.
SThe sum of the Ipeacetime force materiel normally in a competitive environment, theiaxinliul practical amount of design. development

requirement ar ! the mobilization reserve materiel and production effort and support needed to
objective. (AR 320-5. .JCS Pub 1. AFM 11-1) introduce and sustain a mat ril item or svs',ln in

TOTAL MATERIEL PROCUREMENT OBJECTIVE the inventory. (AR 70-101
The quantity (if an item requir.,d to be procured The procnremlent of some or aI] of develolme et.

in paeclime in order to haianee total materiel production. Suplort equipment. spares. training
assets with the total materiel ohjcctive when the devices. maintenance. and contractor technical

ill
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support equipment in a single contract fiona a associated with each approach, estimated RDTE and
single contractor. (NAVMAT P-4215) Other Procurement Army (OPA) cost and schedules.

TOTAL STOCKS (A R 70-59)

Ill materiel in the category reported which n. i. TRADE-OFF REPRESENTATION
tile sapply system of the ownirg department. Riepresentatives of developing commands will
regardless of where stored. Repcrtable stocks will present their preferred options for major
inchide those held in wholesale and retail storage performance/cost/schedule trade-offs. Any
points of the supply distribution systems on a representative may introduce an option; however.
world-wide basis. Other claimant stocks are each representative will address each option before
exclided. (DOD 4140.9) introducing of their impact on operational
T S Ceffectiveness and system life cycle cost. The JOTRTOTAL SYSTEM COST--

will conclude with mutually acceptable trade-off

4 development, procurement, operation, and support, options or ,:ommand positions. (AFSCR 800-18)

and, where apolicable, disposal. Total system cost TRAFFIC
is analogous with life cycle cost. (AFF 173-1) largo, mail, troops, troop equipment, passengers.

TOTAL TECHNICAL TIME and nassenger baggage committea to air movement.-

The total man-hour expenditure required to 'A. A 76-7)

complete a maintenance task, to include active 'rgo, mail, security courier material, passengers

technician time and delay techniciar .-:ne. ,i atients and their acompanying baggage, and

(MIL-STD-778) hur.aan remains. (AFR 76-15).
An all-inclusive term for passengers, air

TOTAL VRIABLE COST (TVC) evacuati(.. patients (AEP), cargo, mail and courier
The sai )f the variable cost to order, variable matprial that may be airlifted by MAC. Traffic is

cost to hold and implied shortage cost. further classified as follows:
Procurement cycles and safety levels are 1. Outbound Traffic. Traffic that originates in
deter:nined though minimization of these costs for the CONUS destined overseas or oversea traffic
any given group of items in an inventory. (DOD moving in the general direction from the CONUS.

4140.39) 2. Inbound Traffic. Traffic that originates in an

TOXIC oversea area which is destined to or moving in the
Poisonous. A toxic material is one which will general direction of the CONUS.

cause physioiogical damage to the human body 3. Intertheater Traffic. Traffic between theaters
when present even in minute quantities. (AFM (but not between CONUS and a theater).
127-201) 4. Intratheater Traffic. Traffic within a theater.

(AFR 76-381AR 59-8/OPNAVINST 4630.18D!MCO
TRACKING463./DSAR 4540.9)

Used to identify invalid I&S groups and the

number of weeks involved. Examples: Blank TRAFFIC ALLOCATION
Valid group/bachelor: A First week invalio; B The distribution of transportation service
Second week invalid; C = Third week inalid; D = c.,ability aiiong essential users. (AR 55-36)
Fourth week invalid; Reset to A next weekly 7RAFFICAN[,.RANSPORTATIONMANAGEMENT
processing if still invalid. (AFLCR 171-26) Management that encompasses planning.

TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS (TOA) direction, cont-il, sapervisory, and administrative
A document prcpared by a Special Task For:e, tasks required to provide for efficient and

Special Study Group or jointly by the combat and economical movement of systems and materiel. The
materiel developers to determine which altern.ative terms "traffic management" or transportat oll
iechnical approach(es) offered i. the Tradt-Off management" or a combination thereof as used in
l)et.:'m:nation are best. (AR 70-591 this manual, do not pertain to the packaging or

TRADE-OFF DETERMINATION (TOD) mate.ials handling instruction. (AFSCM 75-1)

The document prIepared by the materiel developer TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
and transmitted to the combat developer to inform That phase of engineeriag which deals with the
him of tile a;parent technical feasibiiities of planning. geometric design and traffic operations of
satisfying a requirement includinig technical risks roads. streets. and higliways. their networks.

! 711!1
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terminals, abutting lands and relationships with Time spent attending and in a travel status
other modes of transportation for the achievement associated with training at scientific and technical
of safe. efficient. and convenient movement of institutions, and at seminars and symposiums to
persons and goods. (AR 55-80/OPNAVINST maintain or upgrade job related proficiency or to
11210.IA/AFR 75-88/MCO 11210.2B/DLAR 4500.19) make presentations. (AFSCM 177-265)
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TRAINING AIDS

The direction, control, and supervision of all Iny item which is developeJ and/or procured
fui.ctions incident to the effective and economical the primary intent that it shall assist in
procurement and use of freight trainsportation training aid the process of learning. (JCS Pub 1)
service. (DOD 4500.32-R)

TRAFFIC MANAGER TRAINING AUUNITION
The person or persons appointed or designated by Ammunition and explosive materiel required

the commander of a military activity to perform specifically for the initial training and subsequent
traffic management functions. (NAVORD OP 2165) maintenance of proficiency of personnel as

authorized by AFR 50-22. (AFM 67-1)
TRAILER ON A iLAT CAR

A method oi transportation in which cargo-laden TRAINING DEVICES
vehicle trailers are carried on rai!road flatcars. That equipment designated as "TJ" coded ground
(NAVORD OP 2165) instructional aircraft and missiles in AFM 65-110,

TRAILERIZED EQUIPMENT and Class I standard type trainers and Class II
Equipment, such as radio transmitter, tracking training parts as defined in 00-20-2 series technical

quipmenatrai, su as tbreadily ransmtted.racking I (AFT G 0instruments, or checkout equipment that is fitted orders. (T.O. 00-25-4)
into a trailer so as to be readily moved. (AFM TRAINING ENGINES
11-1) Engines requir,.d for ground training, including

TRAIN schools. (AFM 400-1)
1. A service force or group of service elements TRAINING (FMS)

w'.ich provides logistic support, e.g., an Formal or informal instruction of foreign
organization of naval auxiliary ships or merchant students in the United States or overseas byships attached to a fleet for this purpose; similarly, officers or employees of the United States, contract

the vehicles and operating personnel which furnish teic is o r l y s ( i dng ainsrcont at

supply, evacuation, and maintenance services to a i ycors dn c coures
"land unit. civilian institutions), or by corresondence courses.

2. Bombs dropped in short intervals or sequence. technical educ.ational, or information publications
(JCS Pub 1) and media of all kinds, training aid, orientation.

TA PTtraining exercise, and military advice to foreign
TRAIN PATH military units and forces. (Spc. 47(). AECA. DOD

The opportunity offered to a train to move along 5105 38a given route. This opportunity is reflected in
timings. The whole of the train paths on any given TRAINING (GRANT AID)
route constitutes a time table. (JCS Pub 1) International Military Education and Training

TRAINER (IMET) includes formal or informal instruction of
Equipment designed and procured specifically for foreign students in the United States .r overseas

use in snpport of formal training programs. For by officers or empl',vees of the United States.
pinu'o. of this regulation, only those trainers contract technicians, contractors (including

listed in APM 300-4. ADE AE-625-XI are instruction at civluian institutions), or by
i'eporitabde. AFR (i5-110) correslpondence courses. technical educational, or

Refer., to mobile training set/resident training inforwaiitiom p.blications aid media of all kinds.
equiplmenl and trainers authorized for MICAP training aids. orientation. and nmilitary advice to
reporting listed in TO (1021-2. (AFM 67-1) foreign nililil uiill and forces. iSec. 614(n).

TRAINING FAA. IOL) 5111.:3 l
The lricesses. lirocediu'es anid equipment used to TRAINING (WEAPONS)

train personnel in thc pilel n and spplliort of a Wcapons. generally inert. transferred to DI) for
system ;;j o lr equipnlint. (.AFP t l(1-7) histricionil Irliol."v,. (AFM 17-1l1
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TRANSACTION TRANSFER ORDER
Any mutual agreement, contract. iniaeritanding. Document issued byv DLSC, GSA or amiropriate

or exhange or transfer of cash or p~roperty between regional office directing transfer of e,:cess
anl entitv and a.n individual or group of individuals property. (USAII 4140.2/AR 735-l 10/NAVSUP Pub
not acting for that entity. which affets the assets, -5009/MC0 P4400.1011
liabilit~es. or capital of thie entity. (DOD 5000.8) TRANSFER STANDARD, STANDARD (MEASUREMENT) -

Broadly. any act or event which alffects the Por-:ahle standard used to transmit or to imapartA
accounts of anl entity in any way. (DOD 5000.8) cdlibration data fromt a standard of known accuracy

Genrally. the co'ducting of business between to other standards or test equipment used in
two records in the -management system. (AFLCR calibration system. (DLAM 415.5.4/AR
66-53) 750-26/ A VSIUP PUB 5011/11CO P4870.4513)

TRANSACTION CODES TRANSFER TIME
Codes that describe the type of action being The maximum permissible accumulated time

accomplished and for historical purposes, categorize (operating hours) onl engines installed in aircraft 4
stock actions and portray the logistic~al~ data ben rnfre TO 2118. (AFM 400-1)
managers need to analyze system stock and TRN EWRKGGOU(W)
determine budget and buy rqie ntasset A
values, intransit stocks, etc. AF Form 804 shows (PM). The TWG includes reprfsentatives from the
how each code, when assigned, affects eizher the irnplenit'nting, suipporting. and other involved
se rviceable or unserviceable stock baac rthe commands. The size adscope of the TW i
PTOL. (AFR 67-79) depeindent upon the !;;-e and complexity of the -

TRANSACTION ITEM REPORT (TIR)prga.(F80-4
A coded description of any supply action 'vhilIi TRANSFERABLE RETENTION STOCKS

affects on-hand balance of an item. TIRs are Material held iii general force mobilization
identified by a document identifier in the D series reserves, economic retention stocks and contingency

transactions oclcur. Tile information used for the nonreimbursable basis to fill higher priority
TIR is reproduced from the original supply re(ldirements of another inventory maii~ger. i
docum'ent with necessary changcs in document (DA 410)
identifier, routing identifiers, etc. (NAVSUP Pub. The quantity of an itein which is indicated onl the
437) recordls of an ICP asI. being available for transfer on I

a nonreimnhirsable basis to fill higher prieritv
TRANSACTIONS requirements to another 1I1. (AF31 67-1)

The actions described in the six reporting group,
shown on AF Form 804, "USAF Ammunition TASEAL-ORIBRAL TC

TascinRpr."(AFR 67-79) The quantity of an item onl hand in inventory
Trasatin Rpot.undler the control of an III which exceeds tile

TRANSFER quantity determined to bie classified within the
The act of conveying Reporting/Controlling category trwm.fei able reimbursable stock.

Custody of an aircraft to another cust.odian. Trainferable noi reimbhursable stock includes
(OPXAVIXST Pi442.2A) materiel for wvhichi tile III hia. terinittil

accouiitability toi til- 1,0 a ;ctivity. (A F)l 67-hiTRANSFER AREA
in .1i1 amphilibious, oIleriltionl. thle Water area i.. TRANSFERABLE-REIMBURSABLE STOCK

tvnhi i lt- transfer 4i troops and suippl ies friin. The quai i of ani itt m iimiler te it- i*'n 4h oraii
landing cra ft toi aoll!: Ii ilifi., ei is t*ffectedi. Inelfr m1anager-1 1liil is ldli to, met tilit, sinlt
1.J('$ Pull I 'If: ;1 Penei i lilt fiirct, ii t eiia I rqi ie e

thuruiigh lilt 111i'l-t-1 1'.a e;ii1 p Wl piireieiii leadl
-TRANSFER LOADER u iui .zdi,i 4111ail hut: ie 11- riu'iri 11niler ec'inoun111ic

- .'tA %%lieltd Ill. trackedi %.eblivlet. %ilhI a 1I1it f*'rn! tirder i'r-it-viill. Is. Me1ibiliizatii'ii res,'r t. maiterial
raalile of itrlical aiwl' !itiri-:41iui:iI :ilju.si ztiet iistd rI 11.1i1en eM~irial anjii11ired fill mnilitairy
in III' h'ialling ;i1n'I imis1aiti, ii~ f air*rr t I':iI P alo xisuiwt. ~II'..g-ralln s , s r.iilt of :-jecificallv

- I 511 td Al A IP rt.' 1ii irilit'iit- olr rt ii i rinielts



computations which utilized MAP force level data. agreement as prescribed 5v AFR 300-4. (AFR
d. Stocks of technical items which are completely 100-18)
out of production DOD-wide, and for which new1 .. . .... , , ' . . ... . /ANSLAT/IIIANfALYSIS PROGRAM

production facilities would have to be establisned T ISP
repenshmn. to .he.. ... hA li computer progrvm used to translate or analyze' / l~l"replenishment to the exient tn;:,. valid r,. •,"-

,- ..... ATE machine codes ill support of test p~rogram'1 re-.luirenents exist but not to exceed five years at a cd in u o t program
Speacetime consumption rates, or the sum of (a) preparation or corrvto. Tr.ts (ioe. not include

post testing data reduction. i.AFL..R 66-7'-;
(b) above, whichever is the greater. The provisions
of this paragraph will only be applied to items TRANSLATOR (DATA AUTOMATION)
originally procured in quantity to support A program whose input is a sequence ,'fL
programmed life requirements. (DOD 4141.13. AFM statements in some language and whese output i..
67-1) an equivalent sequence of statements in another

TRANSFERRING COMPONENT language (AF.I 11-1
DOD component losing management responsibility A k device. (AFM 11-1)

for eq,,:pment or weapon system through tranqfer TRANSMISSION SECURITY (TRANSEC)
to anather DOD component. (AFR 66-19iAR The results of all steps taken to protect
3:0-70/XAVMATINST 5600.11AiM CO communication from interception, traffic analysis,
5215.16/DSAR 4151.9) and imitative deception. Another way to define it is

TRANSFER, PROPERTY the security requirements applicable to the use of

The effecting of a reassignment of accountability telephoune ad radio telephone long distance

for property from one account to another or ffon communications facilities. (AFSCP 5-4)

onie accountable officer to another, or bcth. (DOD TRANSMISSION UPGRADING
5000.8) This is any effort toward achieving a standard
TRANSIENT transmission specification for a telephone system

inside plant. multiple\. oi- radio. faci; y throughi the
. Personnel, ships. or craft stopping temporarily use of either active orpassive (I$:'ices. (AFP,at a post, station, or port to which they are not sofetracierpsiv ivcs (F

assigned or attached, and having destination 100-18)

e&sewhere. TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
2. An individual awaiting orders. transport. ek. All aicraft in the Department of Defense

at a post or station to which he is not attached or inventory which are desigi.ed an(, used primari~y for
assigned. (JCS Pub 1) carrying cargo or passengers. i.e.. all "C" type Ad

TRANSIT SHED .V. prefix aircraft of the A,:- Force. all -R' type

A building or port designated for the handling of and TF" aircraft of the Navy. and "AC type
materiel received or shipped by water. (AFM 67-1) aircraft of the Army. Tnn'ter. reconnaissance.

A building to protect suoplies from weather search and rescue. and trainer vr..ions of transportbuiling o potec suplie fro weaher aircraft ,viil! not be isicluded. ;DOD 410.:31. DOD

during loading and unloading. (AFM 67-1) aiati t

A transit shed is a storage building normally Aircraft desig41td primarily for the crriage of
iozated adjacent to an air freight terminal and personnel and/or cargo. Transpr t arly o rt c nay be
especially adapted for handling material received or ,lrsse anor cgo ran sr a irfofloasb

classed according to range, as follows:shipped. (AFR 69-8) 1. short-rang- - not to txceed 1200 naut~cal
TRANSITION AGREEMENT ,ites at normal cruisin, condition., 12222 Kin).

Agreement between transferring and receiving 2. medivun-range - betw'en 120) and 3500
cononen ts Iertaining to an oz'derly transfer of nautical miles at noral crnising condition.s (2222
;ipplicaldle T.1s. (AFR 6i6-19/AR and 6482 Kill).
310-70INAVAIATINST 5qo.llA/M(CO 3. long-rangt - rxct,'ds 3500 nautical miles at
•%21.'.11 ii -. S A 11 4 15 l.wl 1norMIal cruising conditit 1 ; (64S2 K il). (.JCS Pull 1)
TRANSITIONING TRANSPORT ALLOCATION
Tran.firrng 1ystem. fad litie. or equipnment Th.. distrilution of :r;.ipot 0 iin equipment to

acquired tIromh AF1 S1111-2 procedmrve. from AFSC -tbe shiplpir user for full-timi enploynwnt under
to the ui n m.,nnnilI. uitl XFI.(" assumption of Ow user Control fill' specified tim:. lkeriod. .\IR
slp ,'t r lYniliiti a" , f r al :r,. r -:"
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TRANSPORT AREA TRANSPORTABILITY

beaches of an amphviibious assault for transport by towing. bm self-propulsion, or by carrier via
unload,1ing operations (JCS Pub 1) railways, highlways. waterways. pipelines, oceans

TRANSPRT CAACITYand airways utilizing existing equipirient or

equipment that is planned for the movement of the ii
The capam-! of a ve'nic~r is defined 'leC item being considered. (AR 7i0-4-'OPNAVJYST

number of persons. the tonnage (or volume) Of 4600.22BIAFR 80-181MCO 4610.14C/DIARi -.500.2)
equij-ment which canl be carried by this v-?hidle Used in this context, the te! n mfeainL (ihe inhl~erentj nder given conditions. (JCS Pub 1) capability ofl materielI to be miovced by towing. !IV
TRANSPORT CONTROL CENTER (AIR TRANSPORT) sl rltlio rb dre i aias

The operations enter through which the air hiwas trv pein.oca.ad
transport fore conl~nsander exercises contro: over aiwy.AFC 7-)
the air traiasport system 1JCS Pub 1) TRANSPORTABILITY AGENCY

The idiviual or organization comnent -;f e*-:1
TRANSPORT GROUP (AMPPIBIWUS) tkfoe. separate ilitary serv-*:e designated to execute Owu

A subdivision of an: anhibiuus ts foc. Transpertability*Programn. (AR 7054)
composed primarily of transi orts. (JC.- Pub 1)

TRANPORTTRANSPORTABILITY APPROVAL
TASOTNETWORKThecomlet sste ofth rotespetaiingto A statemnt b~y the ap~propriate transportkbilityA?

Thecomlet sytemof he outs prtanni to agent tha: ain itemo of materiel, in its shipping54
all means of transport available in a particulaor con figu rations. is transportable by thle mode(s) of
area. it is made up Jf the network particular to transportation specified inl development guides or
each mettns of transport. (JCS Pub 1) materiel requirements. or mneets amnenled

trainsportability characteristics approved by higherTRANSPORT OPERATIONS AGENCY . authority. (A .R 7,0-44/0P;XA1INST 4600.-59BIAF11
Tne airlift services operations of the Sn.gle ~ 41.4/LR40.R

Manager Operating Agency for Airlift Service.
Specifically, operations relating to the mo~ ement of TRANSPORTABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
traffic, including passengers. patients. cargo. mail. Items of distinetive inforniation concerning
and other goods, via airlift service airerialf assigned materiel which bear upon the capabiliti of mo'ing

to cmmo use. toopcarrier, special air miSion. such materiel safely. efficiently aindefciey

and aeromedical evacuation activities, and tAR 70-38)
commercial augmentation lprocured by the Agency. TRANSPORTABILITY CRITERIA
(DOD 4100.21) T ho(se limiting oir restrictive pliysica.

TRANSPOJRT SERVICES chanracteristics and critical environments inherent Inl
The function of. and the organization responsible ofrprtto sy t:e oeing tho largzest possible

reptresentative areas o :eworld. (AR 7,06-8) A
for, t he actual operation of transportation Telhicl hacersiso th inidu I

e~lupmen andfaclitis. (R 32-5)modes of transp~ortation. together with legal and

TRANSPORT STREAM auniiist1tive requirements. which must lie
Traiisport vehicle., proceeding in trail formnation. coniderI~ied Inl thle design of items of S-E-11 t'I

(A R 320-5) assure that they call be iloved efficient Iv y

TRANSPORT TRUCK u.inst ing. a ndl propiosedl t ransporitat ion svstt'iiis. (AR.
TRANPOR TRCK70- 44," OPXA 1'lNST 4t1oo.22B1!A FI 811-ls MCO

A delivery trilck eq-tipiped with a 13-foot hose (no' I;i:t14C!I)1.AnZ 4--110.2-1)
mle! tr). Capacity genierally ranges front 5.200 to TRANSPORTABILITY ENGINEERING

gy11;allonis. (DOD1 4140.25-11)
The I erfo'mane' oif flhost' fit itns requiredI in

TRANSPORT VEHICLE ilk'nt i fving a'11 iid tas uiing ihe Iiui igconstraiiits.

A mottir veli ide de~sigined a114 itl i:en withlout chct'la;e i'stic.. anmd en tinr~n.~~Ilani.Illrtaiin
fiodlificat ionl tot lie Chassis, to proli tt gener'alI sysiieni'. Ill' int egrat ion 4f t Inet' tla t into, 4tle.,.ig
transport %'rvice in 0( ineiv(.'int'i (of perisouimntl andt crite'ria toii Ililize tilntratitoial and pilainied
cargo. Set. :114( I ti ehlicle. .h C' Pl'u 1) t'a iport at ion ca pa 101 ity ' f.-t't iviv. and( tlie



rdevelopinent of technical transportability guidance. TRANSPORTABILITY REVIEW
(AR 70-.14/OPNA17INST 4600.22B/AFR 80-18. MCC Ali evaluation of the transportability of anl item
40t10.14C. DLAR 41500.20) of S-E-M or its components to assess its ability to

be transp~ortedl by the modes of transportation
TRASPOTABLIT GUDANE . specified in the mnateriel requirements doeumients.

Published iniformation needed during loading. (A 1-/PAV ST40.BAF 8-8/C
securing. moving. and handling operations to ensure .1(UO.IIC/DLAR 4500.25)
safe and effective logistics transportation of an
item of military equipment, or component thereof, TRANSPORTATION
over railways, hihasMaews cas 'ovemen~t of pet-sfns and things and the means

airwys.andoff-road either as cargo, tow, or by of accomplishing that inovement (AFR 69-8)
selfproulson. The information includes the TRAllISPORTATION ACCOUNT CODE

technical and physical characteristics affecting A combination of numbers and letters used for
transportability such as: loading, blocking, bracing, customer identification and billing purposes for
tiedown and anchoring, validated dimensions with cargo, mail, and Armed Forces Courier Service
metric equivalents, significant consi-derations for material transported on MAC aircraft (see DOD

Imovement b% air, land, and water transportation, 4500.32R, MILSTAMP). (AFR 76-38/AR
sectional izat ion to conform with the iimits of the 59-S/01PNAVINST 4630.18D/MCO 4630.6CIDSAR
various modes of transportation, center of gravity 4540.9)
and distribution of load, shipping cube for botht A four digit code for inclusion on tiansportatlon

Aoperational and sectionaliied configuration. and documents to identify the appropriate DOD agenci
transportation regulations and special procedures and tranzportationl account chargeablv for A
gan eris trnsortio morimented Tansproducedt covntro t roriog sys tie s which lire
gan e permtrspfortio moementd anspoablit movnt ofcag t hasp rioug failtes ie l ofemiiry
from transpo;rtability-related in!fmation developed reimbursement for services rendered. (DOD
and validated during research, development,. test, 4500.32-111)
tansportlation indusy ant i brifly suimhrize SAndardiranspoeorintuion anovmn Pitrocdue
tansevalation prousess and in brelisn mawithted SanfordgTsodeatio ncluomnt ocelitrys

andincude ony tat nfornaionessntil t sae, doctiments to identify the appropriate Department
effeice andy tinaion moementa (o aRe of Defense agency* and transportation ;icount 4
70-44/OPNAVINST 4600.22B/AFR 80-18/MCO chargeable for movement of cargo through facilities;

461014C/LAR4~0025)of military controlled transportation systems which
reqluire reimbursement for services rendered. (AR

-jTRANSPORTABILITY PROBLEM ITEM 320-5)
An item of equipment in its proposed shipping TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

configuration which, because of its size, weight, or Military Sealift Command (MSC. also referred to
fragile or hazardous characteristics, or lack of as the *iie3aae prtn gic n
adlequate means for lifting and tie-down, may be Sige iaerOeaig gi1 o
denied movement, will require special permits or Sealit). A R 4 55-1213OPA IS 4500.26 1 CA
waivers andi/or special equipme-it or handling, or he 7-7MOI22ILR40.6
unaciceptaubly delayed when moving within existing TRANSPORTATIOh AND HANDLING

or newlyv designed transportation syste.,;s. (AR The lproL'edlire. eqipmenl~it. and faci.ities used forI
11-41 -0 PX A'INST 4600.22B/AFR S0-1s/MCO the packaging. movement. transfer. and hiandiling" of

S1, 460n.14C 1)1..;R 45110.25) syst tms 'I'lliinits. (A FP 800O-7)

TRANSPORTABILITY REPORT TRANSPORTATiON CONTROL AND MOVEMENT
A ri I'' . t ivi l In ilt d n t ransportwiIilitv trillevn A it: It Ip iliuM'.1o~ filrmI fimaiuliaI o i 111101 Cad I
itti: ~ i rngS - -11 ielivuellpiulnt -ael 11 isit ion witll, all lfltlarvrel by~ shtilI ping art ivitiets fior lt- em1't.AI r

inf'iit~ in ~te~~arv fo araininIui1 iail sIiianui. i moving" inl lhe I efenls,

ra i.'ii;Iii I iiu ~i.w. Tha pi r ide'nt ifies Thu u-lri-aIion $'ea..Il 5-fi

Ir~i*IIIrt: l nl ravririlir: if ii~~ l-ge. TRANSPORTATION CONTROL NUMBER
- nuoaII(Ili fird. lir- -ff-I lit-e I p. (lrin trtd mnattrivl 'at- Thc'1 I 'osition itinlier :ussi tte-l to rain! rtl

V41111 1111114-it - lilaa'real. O R .1: i- I (IX AVI XST shipmnti raama,.liauea sltipinviitu; oall %lit u li te

46110i.221: t'it MC11 in ii W If.ARI ~ti.5 Iiiefetist- Ti i.itiarlatioln Sysiment. 01101) -%lI':tl-ll)

all
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The number assigned to ccnt-rol a The officer who is responsible for the shipment
slhipmnentlconsolidated shi~pment unit --ritl;i li te and receipt of property. This officer prepares and

4 Defense Transportation Sybtem. (AR 320-51 processes bills of lading. In situations where no
TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY officer is specificaHl deIgntda rnlott

charged %%ith the responsibility assigned toa
transportation capability and of a rnagnitue

contiued ovemnt ofessetial noratona~i' officers (F 1i ) rd 8oE hsufficient to frustrate- ilitary A.vmn rnpraino~e.(F 7I
reqirmensand which requires extraoraii.ary TRANSPORTATION OFFICERS

action by the President or other design;.ted Commissioned officers. warrant officers.

Department of Defense traffic. (JICS Pub 1) hold a current AFSC ir. the transport-tion
TRANPORATIO ENINEEINGutilization field. an.' mar be civilians whose

Thescinceof valatig te rquiemets or positions are identified with the Civil Scrvice
arnd planning the layout and functional aspects of woi S?0- n

11 ~~~tra-mortation facilities, and of developing the most icrac iheitn omn annDocuments, perform in various specific .I _

effiien wih rspet t trnsprtaion transportation functions which organizationally areequipment, transportation facilities, and traffic ietfedwhjo dscpinsuha:Trfc

j moemet paters soas o innreUU~iU4.~ ~ Management Officer. Commeicial Transportation
and efficient movement by all modes of Officer, Motor Transportation Gffficcr. tt. (AFM
transportation. (AR 320-5) 7~O

TRANSORTA~ON 13KINDTRANSPORTATION OPERATING AGENIES
Transportation provided by the Government I. Military - These agencies are d.e Military

withut cst t the tra~eler incudin Traffic Management and Terminal S~emiice. unider
-tralisportatioin by Government aircraft, ship or the Department of the Army. the Military Sealift

vehicle and the furnishing of transportation Cmad ne h eateto h ay n
requests or similar means for procurement of te Mltr ilf Command, under the Deateto teNav n
transportation and accommodations via commercial Dtme n oflitar e Air fComa. ndr.h

carriers. (AF. 320-5) 53
TRNSORATONMAIFST2. Civil - Those Federal agencies having4
TRANSORTATON MAIFESTresponsibilities under iational emergency conditin ?-

An ocean shipping docuinent that contains for the operational direction of one or tm~re formn.
inforin.ation required by transportation agencies and of transportation: they are also referred to as
will ci..nsist of two parts: a. Army Ocean Manifest Federal Model Ag?ncies or Federal Transport
Sheet: w--hich comprise a brief enumeration of the Agtcncies. (JCS Pul, I!
ship cargo by separate sHiments, arranged by miTA~ P-ZGRCODR T

apprprite cnsinee rde foreac par of Detailed insmrctions for constructing pack-iges to
lisrcharge. b. Mainifest recazpitulation composed of prtc tm.hc eureseilpeevto n

AavOcean Recapitulation and summary ef cargo. rtetieshioeurepeillreivtnad

pakig TRNSORATO MOcud EMENTS, to pcilbocig
.-hiih together con.titute a summarization of cargo bracing. cushioaitig. shock m~ounts. tiedown device.;

by port of discharge and type of cargo for .h
consgne. (A 32-5) dcb and spiecial lpurliose container,. as required. (AFR

TRANSPORTATION OVFIERENTSiinh:t lvrst'at i~i ra~smuu

fl1~~'' ~ ;ppiniil~i leigaDociu',vinmenu.ts de -2, t riie IikIt ~~~~ins'r 1'ainiiilin)'i accomlishmrenit if movemeniriit P.lriit.i idiin iairsrvim.~ . rh*~nt i~iei rt u ctir~i~. 1i( IiI 'im.2- I persotgngnel wit Wr~i and nuarratives. etailnrviliets. (AR 1 ).-))~ liii A-7iI t~hshi a .. n r~pra i n.nI~a~rsa 't~rr.'

Thti nil ti iimnsoin a.line tor 11-,gnte by esirnom ied .ItArin', 71-21 td n hi P r

th Cmmtlt if iltay -rtviYin1H-r"orn PO sr~hv i adihn ooprsrvtin



designed to provide protection to ser'ictable :ind other discrpancies or deficiencies in transl)ortation
onse'viceable (rearable) items during all modes of when d;screl 't miateriel is not involved (e.g.,
movement. all phases and types of slorage. (AFAM improper or inadequate carrier handling, ser.ice, or
1i7-3/AFLC Sup 1) equipment is involved or when significant or
TRANSPORTATION PRIORITIES repetitive discrpan'ies by the same shipper are

Indicators ass':ned to eligible traffic which noted in corlection with the preparation and/or

establish its moveiricrii precedence. Appropriate distribution of biis nf lading). Responsibility can be
priority syvstens apply to the moven.nt of tr the fault of the carrier or the shipper. (See AR

nmberit dys esiatingt the preen.2 of oraf i giCtepita hchtemtrei h
by sea ard air. In times of emergency, priorities 55-38/NAVSUPINST 4610.33A/AFR 75-18/ MCOmay be apicable to continetal Unit i States P4610.19B/DSAR 4.500.15.) (AFR 67-16, AFP 67-7)

n',vements by land water. or air. (JCS Puo 1) TRANSPORTATION, FIRST DESTINATION

1 TRANSPORTATION PRIORITY The movement of property from f.o.b. point of
A number designating the precede!nce of origin te the point at which the materiel, in the

movement within the Defense Transportation form required for use, is first received for use or
System. (DOD-1500.32-R) storage for subsequent distribution in the militar.

A transportation priority assigned in accordance supply syster,. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8)
with DOD Regulation 4500.32-R to cover the That transportation which is required to effect
movement of materiel through the Defense the de!ivery of materiel from a procurement source
Transportation System. (AR 710-50) outside the DOD sup)i." system to the first .oint of

A classification used in moveme t control and use or storage for subsequent distribution within
traffic management to indicate precedence of the AF supply system. ft includes the charges for
movement of traffic for v'hich transportation space freight ? artage and demurrage incurred incident to
has been allocated or assigned. (AR 55-'s) shipment of materiel (Sectioe E, Chapter 10.
tRANSPORTATION REQUEST Volume I, AFM 172-1). (AFM 67-1)

A standard Government form used to exchange TRANSPORTATION, SECOND DESTINATION
for ticket on common carriers, such as railroads, The subsequent movement of property for
airliner, vessels, and buses for use in performing intradepartment or interdepartment distribution
dull authorized travel. (DOD 5000.8) from the point of storagt at which originally

TRANSPORTATION SAFETY STUDY received from f.o.b. point of origin. (AFM .C7-1.

study oerformed to establish that the level of DOD 6000.8)

safety achieved during movement of a hazardous Any transportation, other than first destnati
item equals or exceeds that obtained by complying transportation, including port handling charges.
ith teus DOr rexceds. If a level of safety does charges for freight, cartage. demurrage, and other

not exist, the study must be consistetlt with the charges incurred incident t3 shipment of AF

public interest and PL 93-633. (AFSC/AFLCR property (Setion E, Chapter 10, Volume 1. AFM

800-29) 172-1). (AFM 67-1) A

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS TRANSPORTER-ERECTOR
The coordinated functions incorporating the use A semi-trailer of a special design used to

of personnel, facilities and equipment necessary to transport missiles and to erect missiles after
sustain the systematic movement of materiel. (AR laupch. Power is provided by a specially-desiened
705-8) prime mover. (AFM 11-1)

TRANSPORTATION UNIT TRANSSHIPMENT ACTIVITY
One or more shipmnts to a single consignment A transportation activity responsible for

point normally nw'ing in a single transportation receiving, processing, and forwarding shipments
conveyance. (AR 725-50) within the DOD transportation system. (NAVORD

0OP 216 5)
TRANSPORTATION-TYPE DISCREPANCIES

.Anv variation in quantity or condition of materiel TRANSSHIPPING ACTIVITY
received from that shown oin the hill of lading or This type of activ;ty is one which receives
governing "'ransp.rtation document. materiel material for further delivery to a second activity
d'livered without translportation ,oriumlelitation. or Xhich is usually overseas. (ON.MINST 5000.3)
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TRAVEL VOUCHER sindcrife.McI"Ianic who in~tially found the discrep~ancy. IT.O.
A public vouche~r properl ignd etvid n 00-20-1)A

app~ropriately supported by *tnl itemized accounlt of TUCANTRLE

exp~enses incurred inl offici ally authorized travel. A TUAN TRuILE A iha1 fo oei
staistc~dat a reate t tie r aothr elae A Thelr min u, equantd it o 1 frot reie
fc~n inendd fr sch ue. DOD300.8)normally 9,000 gallons minimum. (DOD 4140.25-M)

The -vneval otrift, tendency. o,- beat of a get of TRUCKLOAD
staistc , daa a 'ielaed o imeor noter elaed he iniumweight qatt ffegtrqie

setofsttitialda~.May bectue rpicl for the aplicatioin of a truckload rate. (NAVORD
as a curve on a line chart. (DOD 5000.8) O 15

TRIL ALACETRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLAND (TTPI) 1
A list of the debit and credit balances of [Ile The Caroline Island, Marina 11slaiids (except

accounts in a ledger, generally arranged inl order Ga) n h asalilns DD46.1M

Ze;Z~~i;Port~resenSpecna (O 500)th T Teqm en.t used to test or monitor nuclear
A lst f uitsandauthorized and projected components. major assemblies, other pieces of

spacs o a ommnd r aencyreqire fo th 1 *,'jpmeit nstlle inthe nuclear-weapons carrier
perormnceof paticlarmission by number ano vehicles, or complete weapons. (AI'M 67-1)

speifc uit, o icldepersonnel and equipment TUBES
and place of deployment, ew.cring a period of five Tubes which are assigned a work unit codie ill the
years. (AR 310-44) applicable dlash 06 code manuals are classed as

Aiapproved E~st of those mihitar - units and High Cost-High Power electron tubes. These ai'e
individuals (including civilians) required for the the only type tubes that will be assigned work unit
performance of a particular mission by numbers, codes in the code manuals. Other tubes will be
orvaniz-,tion and equipment, and, in th case of considered as parts and replacements will always be
larger commands, by deployment. (JCS Pub i) reported under Parts Data on the reverse si('e ofATROOP SPACE CARGO the AFTO F01'-ni 319. (T.O. 00-20-li

Cargo such as sea or barracks bags. bedding rolls TURBOJET
ot hammocks. locker trunks, and office equipment. A jet engine whosc air is compressed by a4 ~~~~which is normally stowed in anl accessible place. tubn-ren cmrso. he trie big
This cart'" ..,ill also include normal hand-carried aciaeAyela.tgse rmteego tef
combat equipment and weapons to be carried ashore (Fi1721
by the assault troops. (JCS Pub I) (F 2-;1

TROOP SUPPORT CARGO TR nOUNDe ewenariig taon
Troop support cargo is that material and supplies The eang fof te oenriing at i used inti

requisitionued, issued, and tranisported to provide addprigfo htjon.I stst ntisense for the turnaround of shipping in port.;. andmaintenance and support of troops. (AR .50-30) foaicftrueng ndrrmg. (R 2-.

TROUBLE CALL DESK AFM 11-1)
The Plant Management conjtact point for The length of time between arriving al a point

reporting r'epair requirenients oil nonreal property used inl this sense for the loading, unloading and
eq uipmient. (See service call desk). (A FLCR 66-34) replenishment of shipping iii ports,. id( for a ircra ft

TROULE SOOTIG iefueling and rearming. W.JS Publ 1)
Locating andl determlining corrective action TURNAROUND CYCLE
I-equed to 'eet i fy (Iiscrepa nc ics or malfunctioning 1. sed inl roniijlt inn %%i th vehicles. sh ill. a ma)

of aircraft. eligiiu's. acessoiesC. wiring, Or airt'i-aft and Complrises thme follim~ing: loading timeit
equlipage (AA RI.NST 1700.2) at homle. tlime to and from (lestinla Iioii. 11miloadin

A(tm,11s p('rforilled to isolate and identify timt- and loading timne at destination, un1loadling timue at
spe-ific comnipoument which Caused .1 inalfuicetioii of a homle. plannit-d inlailteuiaiiive timle and. where

s im or colph' \ (olipo '' ent 'henl i'v a pplicalt%' tinse :miu ait in g fad I ities. .1 OC8 Pub t
d'etemomnat ion Culd nlot li.be .%d h ll( perahi'~tor oi1 APM 11-1. AR 3l:20-5)).K



TURNAROUND PIPELINE TURN-IN SLIP
\irt-aft in transit to or in Bureau of Naval A form used in local turn-in of excess or

Weapons Fleet Readiness custody for rework. unserviceable property. (AR 320-5)

awaiting rework. in process of rework and in return TURN-INSto service. (BUWEPSINST 4700.2)TUNIS:
Previously issued items returned to accountable

TURNAROUND TIME status. (AFR 67-79)
The interval between the time an end item, TO

weapon, or a reparable item of supply is removed The r iNT t r nyo
from use and the time it is available for reissue in a The requirement to increase nuclear safety of Air

serviceable condition. (AFM 67-1, DOD 5000.8) Force weapon systems by insuring that a-, least two

The interval between the time a reparable item is authorized persons are uresent during the

removed from use and the time it is available for performance of any task which would cause
reissue in a serviceable condition. (NA VEXOS premature arming, detonating, launching, firing, or

P-1500) releasing. (AFM 127-201)

The interval between the time an end item, A maintenance operatin toncentrating the

weapon, or an unserviceaLle (reparable) iterl of maintenance effort into two work shifts daily,
supplyisremoved from se and the time is thereby eliminating the need for all but a tokensupply isreoefrmueadteteits

available for reissue in a serviceable condition. force during the third shift. The concept provides

(AFM 67-1) for alignment of operations requirements with
maintenance capability and affords the best use of

TURNOVER maintenance resources. The aircraft and
The formal act whereby the using, operating, or maintenance schedule is the key to this svsten. and

maintaining activity accepts responsibility for it must provide for an even flow of maintenance
operation or maintenance of the system or support within the two shifts. While some third
equipment, or a portion thereof. (AFR 100-18) shift maintenance is permitted, it will normally be A

TURN-IN jiiited to parking, servicing, debriefing. z
A transaction whereby property is moved from maintenance planning, and major field maintenance

the -maintenance production Ine to supply, MIC. or tasks (retraction. tests. fuel leaks, T.A. alignments.

from MIC to supply. (AFLCR 66-53) etc.) when required to keel) an aircraft in its flying
cycle. (SA 01 66-i2) -IN

TURN-IN DOCUMENT (TID) c
A completed form utilized by an oiganization or TWO-STEP FORMAL ADVERTISING 45

individual to return material to an accountable, A method of procurement designed to expand the
reclamation, or disposal office. (DOD 5010.8) use and obtain the benefits of formal adve'tising

A form used by an organization or individual to where inadequate specifications preclude the use of
turn in supplies to a base supply officer, unit conventional formal advertising. (NAVMAT "-42151
supply officer. disposal officer, as appropriate, or TYPE
production control officer. DD Form 1150. A letter which designates an aircraft other than
"Request for Issue or Turn-In," is used for this
purpose. except as otherwise specifically authorized. fR . 0
(AFM 67-1) TYPE DESIGNATOR

Th I) Form 1348-I or other approved for'n A conll bin al ion of letters and'onr n111 r., a..-ined.
imhiclh i.- ulized for tran, rfr of materiel to DPDO. at the discretion of tile go ei'un1tq01 to identi 'y a(1)(AI) 4140.:34.11) slpecific item. 01lI,-STl)-2,8; . '

TURN-IN DOCUMENT JTID) NUMBER TYPE DESIGNATOR (ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT)

A umner in MILSTIIP formal that identifies the A type de.i~nator is a combination of letter., and
atiits tii'ning ill ih materiel to a I)I'l)O. It is nineral., arran..zed in a .,lecific setllence to prolide,
c~imui,,.iod of tit acti'itv Iil)A.\'. the Julian date a short significant nlhetlol of idenifiation.
the mctil t rned 1 in te mleawriel and ,erial E\;am.lt,: AN 1PS-... .AN GRT-:, etc (T.O.
mmumlber. ( ) O.D .1-.1--It
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TYPE I SHELF-LIFE ITEM TYPE OF STORAGE CODE

An item of supply which is determined through all Represents the type and condition of storage
evaluation of technical test data and/or actual space required for the material. (NAVSUP Pub.

experience to be an item with a definite 437)nonextendible period of shelf-life. (DOD 4140.27-M) TYPE SPECIFICATION

TYPE II SHELF-LIFE ITEM A document prepared by R group, which states in
All item of supply having an assigned shelf-life general terms the desired military characteristics,

time period that may be extended after completion physical and design limitations, minimum
of inspection/test/restorative action. (DOD performance, known equipment and power-plant
4140.27-M) requirements. and othier general requirements for

TYPEITEM(TI)the system. (BUWEPS 5200.25)
Each program line implemented will be assigned TYPE TRANSACTION COD

one of the following codes by AFLC/MMIG, and the An alpha code assigned to local transactions used
code will appear in the column headed Type Item on to relate and identify category ot items and/or
the AFLC Program Directive: customers. (AFM 67-1)

1. Code A. Major item program lines for which TYPES OF DOCUMENTS
management-type requisitions will be generated by TEh DOCUMENT

the H051 system. 1. Technical Document. Any document iuich
21 Ccontains technical information. When used herein,2. Code B. Program lines to be assigned to an the word "document" shall refer only to technical

AFLC SPM for supply management purposes. The documents.
SPM will submit to AFLC/MMIG H051 system input 2. Technical Report. Any preliminary or final
data for the creation of referral orders for those Thil e rten f or p nntechnical document written for the permanent
programs requiring requisitions, or commitment record to document results obtained from, or
data for programs not requiring requisitions. recommendations made on, Department of Defense

3. Code C. Dollar value program lines (unit tif' sponsored or co-sponsored scientific and technical
issue XX) on which the MAP countries will prepare

and ubmt rquiitin3 fr iputto he O~i activities. (DODI 5200.20, BUKWEPSINST 4355.12)and submit requisition:; for input to the H051 ; =

system. NOTE: The MAAG may request a type -U-
item change from B to C in certain instances. U DATA ITEM

4. Code D. A quantitative program wherein A dTa i r re
components are supplied instead of a complete item. A data item approved for use when a datarequirement cannot be met by use or modification
This type item is assigned to a designated SPM for rqe n cannot bem b U ition

(AFLR 40-23)of a standard data item. A "C*" item is amanagement. (AFLCR 400-23) new/revised data item intended for limited use only.
TYPE MAINTENANCE (AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1)

A series of codes that describes the type of ULLAGE (OR OUTAGE) (TANKAGE)maneac okperformed. (AFLCR 171-91) _The difference betweei the top surface of the

TYPE OF LABOR CODE liquid in a drum, tank or tank car and the top of
A code wh;ch relates job order related labor to the container The difference between the full

the professional or vocationa! level of the worker. (rated) capacity and the actual contents of ; storage
Tie laboratories use "S" to designate scientists container. In some tanks (and cars) it is the
and engineers, "T" for technicians and "0" for difference between a reference m'rk and the
other personnel. (AFSCM 177-265) surface of the liquid. It is important that some
TYPE OF LOAD appreciable difference always exists in order to

The tern "type of load" refers to the physical ailow a free space for the expansion of the contents
characteristics of the item. including the nature of in case of a rise in temperatnre. (AFR 44-1)
the item as it contributes to the support of. or ULTIMATE STRESS
damage to. the container. (.AFP 71-4) The greatest stress a structural membrv' wi!l bear

TYPE OF PHYSICAL INVENTORY CODE before it breaks. (AF. 127-201)
This code is a mie-position alphabeti" character UMBILICAL

which identifie., tie t3pV of in\'entury requested or A connec,ion throughi which a missile receives
conducted. iNAVSV'P Pub 437) service up to its tinme of launeh. The connection



may be for electrical power. gas pressurization or UNDERWAY REPLENISHIMENT GROUP
p~ropellant loading. Rapid disconnection) is gentrally A task group configured to provide logistic
p~rovided by specially dlesigned fittings. (A FMN -ep!~niisl':- -a' of ships underway by transfer--at-sea
127-201) methods. tCS Pub 1)

UMBILICAL CORD UNDISTRIBUTED BUDGET

A cable fitted to the missile with a quick Budget applicable to coitract effort which has

colit, oiled and tested while the vehicle is still below the lowest level of reporting to thle
attached to launching equipment. The umbilical Government. (DOD 7000.2)
cord is detached at or just prior to fiftoff of the

missile. ( AFM 11-1) UNDISTRIBUTED CHARGES

UNADJUSTED CONTRACT CHANGES be charged have not yeE been as,,ertained. tDOD
Any contract changes or contract privisions to 5000.8) -4

which a definitive modification is required but has
not been executed. (DAR 8-101.28, DAI, 6-9) UNDISTRIBUTED COSTS

UNATHOIZD IEMAmount of cos~s incurred not allo)cated to specificA

An item which is not authorized for storage oiid prjcsofutin.(O 50.8
issue in accordance with appropriate allow.ance UNECONOMICALLY REPARABLE ITEM
table-'. (AFM 67-1) Any component or end item which excceds the

UNDARRCADEDmaximum permissable expenditure limit for repair
Shal man hatthre s n efectvebarricade as prescribed in official Department of Army

mnaintenance publications. (AR 750-50) 2
between magazines, operating buildings, stacks or
other buildings opposed one to another. (DOD UNEXPIRED APPROPRIATION

4145.23)Avaiiable for incurring obligations during the
UNCOSD CNTACTSTTUS(US)current FY and is also known as current

Advice furnished by 'e CAO when a contract iv; p~o~itois AM107
not closed within 15' da ' s after the end of the UNFILLED CUSTOMER'S ORDER

mionth following the month it was due to close (45 Order' received for which serviceq have n,,+ i-c
to 7.5 days). The CAG forwards anl unclosed 1nerfornied or materiel delivered t- tile customer. 1- I
contra.t status report advising the PO (if the -also incides supplort to be lprov"ledl activities undc!
reas6n(s) for delay and the newv target date et for 1nor-niji host- tenant agreement,,. It i!s not liecessar.-
closing. (AFLOR 70-11) for the perforinirg aci' fties ' funds to have beei

UNDELIVERED ORDERS OUTSTANDING obiae eoethe iinfilled customner 's order
The dollar value of an obligation against the recorded. (AFSCR 170-9)

government for orders placed on contracts awarded, UNFINANCED DEMAND
for which material or services have not been A request for funded supplies or equipment A-
received. The valtie of s ich orders are contsidered p~laced by a consumer with anl accountable office! -Iuspdn"utltesrie r eevda
whichtimge uxpnlesries are received at which has been detu rmninedl as being aI v-ilid

177-65) exiesesrequirement but cannnt be financed from within tv,
Iil-6i)cost ceilings avaiiable to the consumer. (ARl 326-5)

A w foce f feetauxliaies(cosisingof UNFUNDED COSTS
ANa oc f le uiires(ossigo Those depot mankinenance expen.ses paid for by

Oilers. ammunition shipis. stores issue ships, etc.) ;P)o~~tIsoii hn te LM.AlF
adequately protected li escorts furnished by theVM.AI
i'e. poisi I'lc operational coimma nder The fu nc tion (,f e'X ~~s of un funded costs a' uiltar im'

his orceis o prv u ~ .. . ~asset Il se charge! depreciat ioll. investi lnu't 1.11tt'ial

for naval for'ce-,.A Ii unideriwav rep!kn kh mlen t force ~c L 73
he ''r1,1~gnie illua ! :;i'wav reiv2enishinet UNFUNDED REQUIREMENT (UR)

gi O lli. ntS and h'mt-sII. i ,accoi'ilic %%iti tile Within a single fiscal %car and alprojriatioI'm
tIanmihlrd 4. .cirilic forl task er"IaIlzat loll (.ICS Ili.b A s pIlnritX .'e1tcled effort %ithinl tilie PIE ill a

prgal colil- r'l eari'hat Cannot lit acr'iillhl~ied~



with the ,urrently approved funds identified for system by automated processes immediately
that effort. (AFSCR 27-9) available *n response t9 direct machine inquiry. The

UNFUNDED STUDY system is directly linked with high speedcommunicatio;n networks for data input-output and

Study of a research or development problemn or hg'sStud" ofa reearh ordeveopmnt poble or high speed printing facilities. (ASOINST P4440.60)
requirement initiated and conducted by a qualifieJ p
civilian organization at no direct cost to the UNIFORM MATERIEL MOVEMENT AND ISSUE PRIORITY
Government. but with the approval and support of SYSTEM (UMMIPS)
the Department of the Army. (AR 7035) DODI 4410.6 (UMMIPS) establishes provisions

ITEM applieable to the requisitioning, issue and movement

Material on hand at a Naval field activity which: of all materiel managed by all DOD componentsJ and, through agrec.ment, to materiel supplied to
is not identified by a Federal Stock Number but D, throghtagre men. tohater spi to

appears to have application to the Naval DOD components by GSA. (Chapter 24, AFM 67-1)

Aeronautical Program. Is identified with a Federal Department of Defense established priorityAsystem for use by all Military Services, DefenseStock Number but does not possess a Technical
Supply Management Code. (FASOINST ;400.80) agencies, United States Coast Guard, Defense

contractors, other Gov, enment agencies, and
UNIFICATION MEETING Military Assistance Countries (Grant Aid and Sales)

A meeting of interested activities cilled by; the for movement and requisitioning of material from
preparing activity for the purpose of reconciling the Department of Defense distribution system.
diverse or voluminous essential comments received The System i. for use under peae or war
as a fesult of the circulation of a stand:rdization conditions. (AFM 11-1)
projec' d.cument. (DOD 4120.3-M) A system to insure that -equirements are
UNIFIED ACTION ARMED FORCES processed in accordance with the mission of the

A publication setting forth the principles requiring activity and the urgency o' need, and to

doctrines, and functions governing the activities and estabhsh naximum uniform requisition processing
and materiel movement standards. (The criterion

performance of the Armed Forces of the United for application of the uniform materiel movementStates w hen tw o or m ore Services or elem ents a d iIs u r o i y s s e s p e e fu d i Otherof ae atingtogther (JS Pu 1)and issue priority system is prescribed in DODthereof are acting together. (JCS Pub 1)""
Directive 4410.6). (See also Appendix B14). (DOD

-_ UNIFIED COMMAND 41 10.2)
A command with a broad continuing mission

under a single commander and composed of Ta function o
significant assigned components of two or more management, administration and supervision of
Services, and which is established and so designated angntd minis and s uprvision of
by the President, through the Secretary of Defense assigned units and systems which are normaldy

with the advice and assistance of the Joint Chiefs performed by one of the military Services in order

of Staff, or, when so authorized by the Joint Chiefs to provide the required response to the commander
of Staff, by a commander of an existing unified exercising operational command/control. For
command established by the President. (JCS Pub 1) epe servisi n ethe te aspets o

United States Commander in Chief. Europe operating a Service assigned system or unit is a

(USCINCEUR); Commander in Chief, Pacific unilateral function. (FM 11-1)

Forces (CINCPA0; and United States Commander UNIMPROVED OPEN STORAGE SPACE
in Chief. Southern Command (USC1NCSO). (AFLCR An unsurfaced open area designated for storage

400-23) purposes. (AFM 67-1)

UNIFIED LOGISTIC SUPPORT UNIMPROVED STORAGE SPACE
Provision of logistic support to two or more of An area which has not been surfaced for storage

the military services, or their elements, by a single purpose (pertains to outside ,torage %pice). (AFM
agency or service. by any appropriate method, e.g.. 67-:/AFLC Sup 1. AFM 6-1-1)
joint.ronnion or cross servicing. (AR 320-5) UNIQUE CRYPTOLOCIC ITEMS

UNIFORM INVENTORY CONTROL POINT SYSTEM Items classified in: SC Clases 5810 and 5811 (plus
Consists (if n integrated record of mnfcuescoe923 wihaet design .

technlical/inlentorY data maintain.ed in a r'eal-time onr fteNaialSciyAgcyand so

I.21
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identified in National Security Agency Supply 1. HQ USAF-Controlled. An "AFCON" unit is
Catalogs. (AR 701-5) controlled by HQ USAF and is (a) a headqua.nters

UNIQUE DATA SYSTEM above wing level; (b) a numbered unit at w;ng.
An automated Air Force data syste'n thlt is group, squadron or flight level with three digits or

pecuiiar to, and standard, within, a single command less in its designation; (c) a named unit (USAF
Demonstration Squadron. for example); or (d) an Airi or agency. (AFM 11-1) National Guard unit.

UNIT 2. Major Command-Controlled. A "MAJCON"
1. Any military element whose structure is unit is one that is controlled by a major command

prescribed by competent authority, such as a table or a separate operating agency reporting directly to
of organization and equipment; specifically, part of HQ USAF. It is four digits in its designation. In

an organization. addition, for purposes of reporting, all detachments
2. An organizational title of a subdivision Of a are considered MAJCON units regardless of the

group in a task force. number of digits in their designations or names
3. A standard of basic quantity into which an given to them. (AFSCR 27-161

item of supply is divided, issued, or used. In this
meaning, also called unit of issue. (JCS Pub 1) UNIT AIRCRAFT

An AF organizational entity such as wing, Those aircraft provided an aircraft unit for the
squadren, detachment, etc. (AFM 67-1) performance of flying mission. (.JCS Pub 1, AR

Any military element whose structure is 320-5)
prescribed by competent authority such as a table UNIT COST
or organization and equipment--specifically, part of The standard price of the item. (NAVEXOS
an organization. Examples are: company, battery, P1500)
troop, ship and squadron. (DOD 7730.25)

One complete configuration item. For example, UNIT COUNT
one F-111A of a total quantity of 100 F-IliA 's. Number of items within a grouping on the reports
(DOD 5010.19) and listing. (T.O. 0100-10)

Ail Assembly or any combination of Parts. UY
Subassemblies and Assemblies mounted together,
normady capable of independent operation in a Unit emergency support kits consist of
variety of situations. Examples: Hydraulic jack, expendable supply and spare parts including

electric motor, electronic power supply. internal aircraft spares and other unit mission equipmeiu
combustion engine, electric generator, radio spares required to support a unit or a segment of a

receiver. NOTE: The ize of an item is a unit and to sustaiV its continued operation during
consideration in some case-. An electric mo~or for temporary duty away from its home base or at
a clock may be considered as a part inasmuch as it places where support is not available. Vi.
is not normally subject to disassembly. emergency support kits will not exceed 15 days
(MIL-STD-280) stock which include the number of day-" enroute of

Astandard orbasic quantityin which an item of maintenance supplies and spares required to IO-

supply is divided.r issue(] or used. Examples are the unit to its temporary duty location and return ii
piece, pair, bottle. can, each, dozen, gross, pound. to the home base. Unit emergencyv support kit
gallon, foot, year, set. etc. (MIL-STD-129C) items are obtained from base stock and when i.siied

A tactical unit being supported in accordance with to a unit are considered a part of the base stocks.
Chapter 15. May be of any size. sich as wing. (AFM 67-1)
s(Ilaodron. detaciment. or portion thereof. (AFM1 UNIT EQUIPMENT
(T-1) The equipment prescribed by tle Tabl (if

One complete item i or one complete configuration Organization and Equipment. omr ntional
element of ain item. For example. or:e F-111A of equivalents pertaining to that uni" St(, a so
the total quantity of 100 F-IllA'.. estahlishmmnln. (.(S huI1 1)
CNAVMATINST 41:0.l)

Thi.. term rcfcr to a militar? ,xrganuizaiomn which UNIT FORECAST AUTHORIZATION EQUIPMENT DATA
l a.- ll aniil.msk-ed d .ig.ination 1 mi nlinsio., as (UFAED)
vxplaini.d in .\ F.- 2d-:: and 21-2. 1 nits :ur .\ fore,.:'t of umgaUulizatniounal cqmilnemuu rqui'd
i',nlr,,Iht l l HQ 'SAI: or n jo cin. l I,.nall.. :, for tlie filllle suipiimrl mf a p1'ogr:iull lled new 'or
folhow:-: nu-'lifu'd t.pe of unil l. reflected iii official IU.AF72



programn documents. The UFAED does not refiect The term which dentutes the 1)hvsieal V
anly equipment in) use. (AFM 67-1) ineasurniment, the count, or when neither is

UNITIDENIFICTIONCODEappllicable2. the ecntainer or- shape of an item for
Afive-digit number used to identify a ship or proe fr~ustoin y n su o h

actiity(forerl Shp Acouning umbr). end-user, and is that element of management data
(OP.\A.V 43P2) to which the unit price is ascribed. (DOD 4140.36)

A 6-digit alpha-numneric code ideniifying U.S, The term which connotates the physical
Armed Fores units primarily for command and measurement or count of quantities of an item for
eontrol purposes. (DOD 4000.21) pirocurenment, storage. and Issue, as---dozen. gallon.

UNITI~IN COD (UK) pair, pouno. ream, set. year andl each. (DOD -5000.81
A numerical designation for the functional IIisseilsoaemaig eest h

identification of Air Force and AF logistica'lyt" quantity of an item; as each number, dozen. gallon.
supored rgniatins Uit in coesar parpondrem.set, '-r.Uul,. ene unit

published in AFM 810-4. (AF31 67-1) ofissue" todistinguish from untprice.." (JCS

UNIT LOAD A :wo-letter abbreviation of the standardI
A unit load will be composed of n item or items measure or quantity in wvhich an item of supply iwith the same identification that can be p~roperly

handled as a single unit. (AFR 69-8) ise o s.(PA 32

UNIT LOADING UNIT OF ISSUE CODE

The loading of troop units with their equipment Ui fisei ~todgtapaei o. hc
and supplies in the same ships. airc'aft, or lai:d expresses the mninimium unit of ouantit l of allhe

vehcle. JCSPub11that will lie stcked or issuedl and thle mnaging

UNIT*IANING OCUMNT (MD)activity ' s established acc')unting unit upon which
u~i "ANING OCUMNT (MD)unit price is based. (ARi 700-1)

A unit manning docuitent is a nmajor command
approved document listing total unit personnel UNTOMEUR(O)
authorizations for a dlesignated un.t. (AFY1 67-1) The standard designation represeiiiin- the size of

thle unit being ln'i~ef ulnder twit pricing prioceduret'.
UNIT OF EQUIPMENT ASM72; * *pod.':h.lr.

The number of guided iu;ssiles assigned to a Tetr hc eoe eoizb ~~ie
iqua(I,'on to pierform its mission. AF31 67-11
UNIT OF EQUIPMENT IN DEAD STRGEa ten Z.fot alopon. ah dzn

The number of missiles packaged and ax ailable gross. tctc. (DOD 111450.361I for assealbvo to'~ insmbled condit ion. This indica~tw is aI tio-digii field. Hi j s -asr'd
(A .11 67 -i when the e-41 item is to be so 1(1 at anl 1hon.1 i'lv .
UNIT OF EQUIPMENT IN READY ALERT OR onily prieci.,ioai Ok aSitienent eqiiiji1ett :'M E) ant;
READY-TO-LAUNCH serialized J!ON rec-o'ds can hiave' V11 of HR.1 .A I

fiThe nutm ber of missiles ma intaini inl operi' ot hers; will hav~e the OM.1 of E A. Tb is b.jIic;t toIr is

condition foir launchingf in first strike Capability, input to the on.-ter irecord by A H.C Formn 2:17 or* by
(AF.1 67-hi A F Form I-).:io. Punch (Card Transcript. IA FlA'l

UNIT OF EQUIPMENT IN READY STORAGEThsiliietowodgsfrinuite
The itutmber of rided in issiles clhetcked o t hi sln tdt w iisfriptt h

Periodically and av'ailale funr repleliioent 01.1 ~s 't."11 oi tmtilvsl' ~ t
~ of he$(ji~ti'o ' Otssin. FA. " fill end i tenlts pricesN. Th it ust,

1A F11 67 -l I i fonttiila to Com'tpute Itt lvt' rair '::uIl ite'm PFt'i'

UNIT OF ISSUE oft teimpoirry .10(Ns. .\ Fl A' 66-ti I

'ITe 'taiid11i'th of i'ii''tntfoir is iiiif ;titd UNIT OF PRODUCT A

act'oiiitimmt.~ f;,-I' sit11 (iil's at he qualnanti' of an '.1'm 'Flit' ti m lin.' iii-t tt':i Wi ( I'IIint Ilvic' 1 wi.
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UNIT OF PRODUCTION UNIT PRICE
A whole comnp letedI item accelpted, or to be The standard price of the unit produitced unuder

aceee t. by the Air Force and asF gteil a unit pricing procedures. (AFSCM 177-265)
enumulJative unit n uber. (A FSCI. 1 73-2,1 The cost or p)rice of an item of Sup)ply base-d en

UNIT OF WORK the unit of issue. (OPNAV 43P2)
Defiiwd within the maintenance area as a job Thle price. in dollars and cents, of the individual

which has a definite beginning and end; the itmo U)I ntesofis niofiu.
accomp~lishment of which required thc expenditure ASITP4(02)i
of dlirect labor. (AF.1 66-1) UNIT RESERVES

Prescribed quantities of supplies carried by a einit
UNIT PACK -sarsret oe mrece.(C ul1

The package or shipping cont~1ner which contains a eev ocvreegnis JSPbI
one ormor? unit package(s) or Unit(s) of Issue. UNIT SUPPLY OFFICER

The unit pack is normally reinforced or incased in Ani individual designated by the unit commander
an) exterior shipping containei by the vendor, and to miti eod fadb epnil o l

the nitpacages) r Uit(,) f Isueare uppiesandequpmet isue tohisorganization.
,;enldtherein in such a manner as to uermit Whenever the term, "Unit: Supply Officer" is used
sipig and ditiuin wtot frhr hri twill be construed t nlderesponsible

requirement for additional cushioning or wrapping. officer. (AFM 67-1)
(DOD 4140.36) cotie oa UNITED STATES -A

-~The first tie, wrap, or cnaerapplied toa When used in a geographic sense, means the
single item or a quantity thereof. or to a group of State., and the District of Columbia. (DAC 76-171
items of a single stock number, preserved or United States means the States, the District of
unpreserved, which constitutes a complete or Columbia, Puerto Rico. and possessions. It does not
identifiable package. (DLAR 414-5.7) include bases, occupied-Japanese islands or trust

UNIT PACKAGE territories. (DAR 18-506.6)
The first tie, wrap, or containpr applied to a UNITED STATES AIR FORCE FORCE AND FINANCIALIsingle item or a quintity thereof, or to a group of PROGRAM

items of a single stock number, preserved or The aggregation of all program elements
unpreserved, which constitutes a complete or pertaining to the Air Force set forth in individual 1-
identifiable package, and represents a single unit Program Element Summlary Data forms. Descriptile
of Issue. (AFR 69-8. DOD 4140.36) Data Sheets, etc.. as appr'oved by the Sceretary of

The first tie, wrap, or container, applied to a Defense and as modified by approved programl
single it~m or a multiple thereof, or a group of change proposals. financial reprogramming actions.4
iteins of a single stock number. preserved or subject issues. or other Secretarv of Defensie
unpreserved, which involves a complete or decisions. and below threshold changes. ft p~rojects
identifiable package suitable for packing inside a force data eight years and cos-ts five years beyond
shipping containier or items not held by a tie, wrap, the current fiscal, Year. The Force and( Financial
or container, preserved or unpreserved, that are Program does not,*in itself, represent authority to
individually identified and plaeed directly into an implement an:: programs (it obligate inr funds.
initermediate package or exterior shipping container For the purposes of this Instruction, any reference"
(ASOINST P4400.24) to actinons which affect the United Stattes Air Force

UNIT PER APPLICATION Force and Financial Program apply equally to the
The~ quantity (if a sintgle item of Suppl% installed Department of Defense Five Year Foree Strutcture

itt a SPUCHiPi a ppl icat ion. atircratft. engiiie. System tgr alen ue r
t ~ or ep~tirale asemhy (ie.. ipp!ro'tinelv reflected in both (Joel, ments. i.AF1l 11-l!

.1 .cti) The official Aitr Forcte prgr'a is approved Ilv
i~od.) .SOIST P41)0241the St'erelarv of Defense ttud(er 1D0111 diretive

UNIT PERSONNEL AND TONNAGE TABLE 704--d.. Force data 6~ projt-etteil throaglt eighi year..:
A t.Jiate itu'lailted ill ile loatding 1dplan of at viltnbat and nistt~ talatrotgl; ,) vvar.. litevind flit. e;;rrelit

It tel :i a ri~capittiliati~.t -if totals a: riscal it':ar. Tht- to.tal . t. lFinvi- -.frorl : shllwt fly
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE PHYSICAL RESOURCES UNITE9 STATES-FLAG VESSELS

All propert: rcal. personal. or mi\ed. within the When used nd-'l.,Jlientlv lea., ho" ho!) Gwern met::
jurisdiction. adithistratio, or custody of the United vessels and private United States Vesei.. il \!"
Stites hAi' Force and its units (exclusive of 1-1401)
aerospace opelation1il resourc"sL (AFM 1l) UNITED STATES-OWNED FOREIGN CURRENCY

%UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES ('urrencey of a foreign country whose .ar,'rk. I:

Used to denote collectively only tile regtular (i) owned bY the United States: qii dete,iiw,.
components of tile Army. Navy. Air Force. Marine excess or ilnearexess be the I.nited Sl.at
Corps. and Coast Guard. See also Armed Forces of Departiont of tile Treasury: (iiii ,vailaide in ,
the United States. (,JCS Pub 1) country of issuance to pay oI'iigatins of tile Int.:(,,

UNITED STATES ARMY SPECIAL FORCES States wihin that coutry: and i1; lis.ursed l1

litary oerolnel with cross trainfing in 1a.<:c United States Treasgry Di.,bur.,hr Officer it' -11

.t ~pee.:a:..,d miiih :' ~S ls , organ'zed Alto oeail. count! v t',,,cern .d. either lircth to 0 cI.
..i!... u,. e detach6 m ents w It tOle v, issi(,i t A .' r'it .,. , .',igo. a f, '. o

, .1 or t ;e, suppl . (iT e . Cont r DAR
indigenous forces in guerrilla warfare and UN"TIZATIONJ
counterinsurgency operations. and t.: conduct Assembly of -cks of one or more line iten: ,f
uncon:'entional warfare operations. (,JCS Pub 11 ysupply into a single load in such a manner that ,::..

UNITED ,rATES CIVIL AUTHORITIES load can be h.ndled as a unit throutzh t,,

Those elected and appointed public officials and distribution system. Unitization (u::itized loadsusn"
employees who constitute the gocernments of the loads) elcompasses consolidation it: a contaiMA:.
50 states. District of Columbia. Commonwalth of placement on a pallet or load 1,ase. or secul'
Puerto Rico. United States possessions and binding together. DLAR 4145.71
territories, and po!itical subdivisions thereof (JCS IINIT7ED LOAD
Pub 1, .,1bly. into a single load. of more than A!:'-
UNITED STATES COUNTRY TEAM pacKage of one or more differ(.it line itv,,- I

Thle enior. in-ztuntry, United States coordinating supply inll such a maner that the kIdd call he motll
and supervi-4ig body. headed by the Chief of ,he in an tuibroke, state from source t, ,Eitributj:
United States r,!ilomatic mission. usually a It point o" us-r as far forward ill tile stili'l.y .
allnbassa,or. and composed of the senior member of as p.actic::i, 1I is colnerned \\iti con ta t'ir.,

each represented United States department or pallet;zation and sport a ril it of silpfies vi: h
agency. iJCS Pub 1) coillpatil'. properties normally handled b. it

UNITED STATES MILITARY SERVICE FUNDED FOREIGN handling equipment. (DOl) -1Of.3I)
TRAINING A single item. or a numbler of itri- lkali

Training which is provided to foreign nationals in, packed, or : .1.'Ined in a specified manner :u'
United States military S' ,vtce schools and capable of being handled as a a nit. Unitizaiioh t:.',

instllations under authority other than the Foreign lie acconl)lished by placing the item: or" itern.N P, :I

Assistance Act of 1961. IJC.C Pill) 1) container. or by haiding them secirely toglht-li.
rinitized load when llplaced on a pallet anl fast died

UNITED STATES PROPERTY AND FISCAL OFFICER thereto. may further lie r-fer'ed t, as a a'.:
A rot Nationa Gard or Air' National G:ard load. (AR i20'-5. .IC: Pub II

iffi'er a.signe, in an active duty status to the
a plroIrialt. State Nat iontal Guard Headq a rt r s for UNIVERSE
the F:l,11.-M 'f receiptilg and accoimntin, for ill The -liui total ,if artcle' or itr - A
feerAl funlis ald I i'lil'ty ii the possessioi of the ivvalated. ;.A Ft'. 1 - i
,!nit :s:.it- icd eai tate. 0 1F. t;,-!) The en.iire griu of riiems haiiig hsta te .,ii i

vhlt'ti'~rsti.-which at. l i lit- <lt~,v-. .~ [
UNITED STATES STRATEGIC ARMY FORCES -:: ii 11i1ht ie 1 ;uaord e'.l

That part of h'e .Arimy. no'nally litd iln titr " " I IL
i'lltiitI I'nal I .d 1% ich ik trained. UNLIMITED RIGHTS 1 4
eqilli ed. a'. ;t :il i. t irni" vlilovtti it .: liglh ,t , dulplicateh 'r ,li 'ui, :c i , *i :1
iattnl ei i ", iw . ., d:ivi uit. e%1 : ied s;ill< :" colili r 5uul \:are ill whoh. ,," 'v; p 'l. All
i( '<  Vill, ii til-'i er .it.il ili" i.) untrpo-. \ I::. i . a
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have or permit others to do so. (DAC 76-9) Those unpredictable maintenarce reqairements
A UNLIQUIDATED OBLIGATIONS that had not beer previoubly planned orprogrammed but require prompt attention and must

Amount of the obligated funds for which payment be added to, integrated with, or substituted forhas not been made. (AFSCR 178-5)bea.de toineredwhrsutttdfr
previously scheduled workloads. This includes

The amount of money which is the difference compliance with immediate action TCTOs, correction
between the amount obligated and the amount of discrepancies discovered during flight or
disbursed on the contract, as adjusted by any1
authorized discounts and/or variances. (AFLCR operation of equipment, replacement of unscheduled

70-11) accessory failures, and performing repairs required
The as a result of accidents or incidents. Work thatThe amount of money which represents the

difference between the total amount obligated and necessitates special depot level scheduling will also
be classed as unscheduled maintenance. (AFM 11-1,the total amount expended, as adjusted by any

discounts and variances on a contract. (AFLC T,
70-11) UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE (FOR PME)

Work performed on PME which does not appear
on the current PME schedule. Over-due PME is not

Unliquidated progress payments are thea ngg ated progress payments ae es considered as unscheduled maintenance. Initial
thaggregate sum of aores ents dredues calibration and certification will be considered aspro agregayensm fmuts.applied to reu en h ceue. Acmlsm fTTsi

unscheduled maintenance unless the PME appearsprogress payments. (DAR E55) on the schedule. Accomplishmnent of TCTOs is

UNLISTED ITEM always done ,nder HT prefix. (T.O. 00-20-10-6)
An item which is identified to a Federal Stocfk UNSERVICEABLE AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVE MATERIEL

,Number and Technical Supply Management Code
but which is not listed in* the current Navy Items which. because of deterioration, faulty

manufacture, malfunctions, etc.. cannot be safely
Manageinent Data List. (FASOINST 4400.80) and effectively used for their intended purpose.

UNOBLIGATED COMMITMENT AMOUNT (AFM 67-1)
The dollar amount of funds that have been

UNSERVICEABLE CONDITION
approved and administratively segregated in a. Code "E" Unserviceable (Limited Restoration:
anticipation of the procurement of specified goods DD Form 1577-2. "Unserviceable (Reparable)
or services. (AFSCM 177-265) Tag-Materiel" and DD Forii, 1577-3.

UNPACKAGED ITEMS "Unserviceable (Reparable) Label-Materiel").
Unpackaged items are items not packaged that Materiel which invoives only limited expo-ise or

may required placement in a shipping container effort to restore to serviceable condition and which
prior to delivery to the carrier. (MIL-STD-129C) is accomplished in the storage activity where the

stock is located.
UNPROGRAMMED REQUIREMENTstcislaedNPROGRAMMED U b. Code "F" Unserviceable (Reparable.DD Forns

scprof this requirements defined ithin the 1577-2 and 1577-3. or AFTO Form 350. "Reparable
scope i regulation as all reu irements not Item Processing Tag." Economically reparable
contained in the 5-Year Procurement Plan-Mobile maeilwch rqre iepr.orau, rElecricPowr. DSA 41a71materiel which require.; repair. overhaul. or

ElcrcPoe.•SA 107 reconditioning (includes reparable items which are
UNPROGRAMMED DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE radioactively contaminated).

I)epot maintenance work thrt cannot he or was c. Code -G' i'nserviceabe (Incomplete: DI)
not forecasted. (AFR 4vi0-3? Formns 1577-2 and 1.577-3. or AFT() Form 350).

Materiel requiring additionaIl itars or comnlpneit' toIi' ~ ~~~UNSATISFACTORY REPORT inltth idt'iiliirtoss.
A repo'rt of ; materiai deficiency on items or complete h end item prior t) issue.

d. Code -H- l'iserviceali!e (Candlenned" DDi
eqiipie:its not cvered iy tiine change itesllS. Form 1577. "•lnserviceallt- (ondeined)

(AFM I1-1 Tai-Materie l.- .r 1) Form 1577-1. "Funserviceable

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE Cil'niinndi) l.alel-Materiel•'. Materiel which has
'ipredirlctd intirlarnce thti reqih's priilit ieen dletermi tt e i lce h m:.vrl kot' i l ,i, iS

;atrtention 11 rt'-rr 'llipinott .erviceabiiliti. ii iit.l()linlira I to repa ii. Tile art ile mai lie placed
F.14ll t;-7) in .urli volil it ho n ov ntilleein spcification.
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(amage. or by direction of higher authority. UNSERVICEABLE (REPARABLE) CONDITION
Condemned coodtion is further classified as That condition of an article which renders it
condition condemned and directed con:demned. unsuitable for use but can be econor.ically restored

(1) Condition condemned is that st'ite in which an to a serviceable condition. (AFM 67-1)
article either cannot be repaired or th,. estimated
cost of repair, including materiel i!,.i labor, exceeds UNSERVICEABLE STOCK
the maximum repair allowance esta;,lisl,ed for the That stock is on hand and not Ready for Issue
affected article. The maximum r, pair allowance for but which may be economically restored to Ready
AF property is established at 75 percent of the for Issue condition. (AFR 67-79)
serviceable supply catalog price. Expeindability, UNSERVICEABLE STOCK BALANCE
recoverability, repairability, category coded "XD" Stock items on the accountable stock record of
items with a unit cost c- $300 or more will not be the accountable officer in MILSTRIP Condition
condemned at field level, regardless of the 65 CoCodes D through 31 shown in Column 15, AF Form
percent allowance, unless damaged or worn !otally
beyond repair, directed condemned, non-sif.ted in 105 F-i. (AFR 67-19)
USAF Federal Supply Catalog; coded DSP UNSOLICITED PROPOSAL
(disposal); or normal source of supply is LP (local A research or development proposal which is
purchase) or LM (local manufacture). NOTE: When made to the Gorernment by a prospective contractor
serviceable prices are not available in supply without prior formal or informal solicitation from a
catalogs, the cost indicated on property records will purchasing activity. (DAC 76-9)
be used. These limitations will not apply to items A vo'iintar. offer, plan. or article based on a
in critical short supply. novel design concept. idea. suggestion. or
(2) Directed condemned (formerly auministratively improveiaent. It includes inventions submitted for

condemned) is that state in which a TCTO. issued evaluation in such form as to constitute a proposal
by the Cormander, AFLC, through authority vested
in the IM/SM, directs condemnation action. This is ora speific project or contractual undertaking.
accomplished according to criteria in the technical Inclusion of the subject matter in a Government 
order without regard to personal judgment of the puhlication such as Ai" Force Technical Objective
inspector, condition, or status of the item. Dated Documents does not constitute an act of solicitation
items which are subject to time expiration are an by the Goveranment. Proposals submitted on this
exception and will continue to be processed (TO basis are considered unsolicited. (AFSCR 80-8)
00-20K series). (AFM 67-1) UNSUITABLE ITEMS 3

UNSERVICEABLE INCREMENT Items which no longer meet the qualitaive

The quantity of unserviceable economically requirements of the AF. including items identified
reparable assets (which meet overhaul/repair for MAP use only. Nornrdly. items placed in this
criteria) estimated to be generated during each crtege'y are dicposal (DSP) items that have been
fiscal year, less anticipated washout or losses which replaced by a mo.. suitable or improved item ,hich
may result from subsequent inspection of is currently available in the supply system. Wl-.:, 
unserviceable assets on hand This wiil include an unsuitabie item is changed to a ,ioi-pts., MUttS.
repair and return to user where applicable. It is it will be deleted from the I&S group. Reference
essential that the incremental quantities be based numbers will not be included in the il.&S group to
upon specific. scientifically developed factors identify unsuitable items IAI'M 67-1)
relating to each item. The Departn.nz of the Army 'a
publishied policy should be employeI where 'NUSABLE INVENTORY
ava;lahle. In tie ab. nce of specific Jiicy '. That pIition of the ;nv, entory reqti.ired to prinit
11.-ei'viceIl(e a:,set increment nay I.e lased (in the storagetlistriutin system. It :osi..- of
.-;t;e ilata accmulated in accordance uith TM cross-coi1t ry pipelinme fil . m:ln ifold im ei,|.% and -*i

:h.-7"tM. IA It 7.31-4i tank bouto , invenlitu ,v below tile suetion line. Tile
UNSERVICEABLE (REPARABLE) inventory is inot availahlie to nilnel dav-tlo-dav

Ai item in a rndit ion infit for ,'-t but which can
iu re.t ired1 Ill a ' i.r'eiltae cunditi', after repair. UP TIME (SYSTEM)
r#*w,,rk. rr 't;r+: d T!!: icon fIl  i ;,h, s tvi., z ems Thr t; ... e. . t., o S. st t. i n codition to
requliirinmg valil'rami. trsI. mnidi f oi.l. asc.tmil. pvrformi it,.i i nite ded funliti . i1l L.-STi). 721.
olr ilil' ;ahlitin tr c l ii rnl.-. I.\I'M 67- I i N.\ .\IlIN ;T 47110i.2) -



Ilium-
UPDATING CHANGES relative uI*I-enev Within tile d.gr.j

All changes~ to lprevioui delivered syst -m) in(! (NA V31 AT-INST 4,,57.0

res ill; n fromI de ficienicies revea led llefw-r
t'l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tr acomane ibyen (inlu capta letr (AEad(di dUGNYO NE EINT

conmpletion1 date of the Categ~ory 11 testI program ~trl c'oiaa elb aliiiIttr A
(AR8-4.(AFl .57-4) through 1)) which e-stahlishies ihIe ' p st're of

D)u ring the alcquiiisit ion phase. aIli chan-es it) lecessal tv for- tihe acquiiisit ion of -, j*U.PtI ccc

previousk~ delivered svteis Ilnd equipment. t*rgency of Need1 A reiarlsents acopeliing
including Govern mentfurnished acrosjpace neces..itv. thle lack of which has caused or .Vil
k!qtiipaiit G JFA E) andl delivered spares. which are caiuse ;- imisiol failure: ["reiicv of Need B dLaotes
thle result of deficiencies revealed prior to the da Ic a neod wh ich has or- will ca use iiiisioln iinpa irilem:

'1Comnpletion of the Category 11 Tezt Programn Urgeacy of '.:#ed C is used to repesent those

(A FR A!1 regardless. 1)4 "lie mrethod of resources requirements fieteed soonler thanl 1r4uzine
to.h '~ :ircW aoubi d elivered haldil wil. Uri I!* )

(3 ~ ~ .~1 t : i h.q! ea ipmni t((3FEi and FA F :lihsron tilc:m r le.~ (,~~tnj
coaliic'an Zi; mloce thl ,-Ilesseno- C-so' officers must iuthwiaiiate all U rmwyc of Seed A
desig-n. and series 0IDS) of a sytem are classified dlemands. Urge%-y- of NeA designators: are used Iii
as updating changes until heitem has been cojcin kii th asged orsAtiit
qualitiei and the Initial system (31DSI using the Designators to estalish a positive resource demand'.
item has siccessfullv completed Category 11 ts ohi15i1im racenithprsr .

Jtesting. (AFSCR 57-2. .AFLCR 57-24) neses isit on IAm prac Il(!th pesu

Retrofit changes to previously delivered systems . U-c fneddsmtr i-itted-c
or- equipment and delivered spares. approved prior Ugn~o eddsgaossgiytedge
tc or as a rcsult of Category il test prog-am t of urec .ido co.n tra ca. h

meet~~~~~~~~~~~ th QUA ttt etieet.IFC ntation of reouestors that mui~t lhe -onsidered hv
401-l1 reustoesWhen (leterillin thle issue pioit

entry in .1ILSTRIP requisitions" 'AF.1 67-D)
UPPER CONTROL LIMIT (UCI) \Al alphabetic letter %rhich relates to th-e urgency-

The* maximum percent defective that can be of nee,, as teteriu;ne(I 1-- ;I reivt
exp~eriencedl before requiring adiditional ianag'inenl ~All:5-5
action. The WC is dependent uplonl tbhe AQI. and

sample size. Thle imaller the sample size. the URGENCY 0OF hi"QUIREMENT CODE
higher the UCL. etc. (AFLCR 74-131 1i) Type l - I(, sattisfy current fiscal year iff
UPQUIRY lproclireineit.

A maintenmnce transaction introduted throuzil a 12) vl112-I)stsxCret V epi
remote interroprtion. IASOINST P4410.650prgrms

(3? Type R13 - to. sat isfy the sumn of flit i'idgtt
UThME PAotint o (UT )iieiiddy tiepu year proetiremiealt and repair programs.

The uotentof ptie diide byUptme lus (4) Type 114 _ to s;,tisfV subhsequent budget year
D~owntime. (M1IL-STD-7211

IN reentage of tilie that a CF31 reportabhle Pnlrl~a s earporus F.BI~
en iiipinewi is, operationvi. (AF.1I 65-6621 URGENT (ACTION PRIORITY)

URGECY ATEGRIE 31ust lie actedi on) expjedil i-dyl ; it niiliini
7k'Ma~'r relncv 1111t sdvie nt desira11h i mp act toil Guiver ien . )i 6 1\

ca lg~r~- ;. Brick-Hat .(I1. Pr'agr..ms of the nm NA~I.TlNTJno:53i
11~1 ,114t i1,:,ti'anal pri.'itv. All lri)grana. within this URGENT REQUIREMENT

, V~ :111, 1.~,41 .idrred Ili lie (if eqliai impoiriace. A i tll fill nievik inl dt.e DOD1 I nil *ifli

I h-Imii Ii -tritv The min narial desi-natior *1~g l l 'I U. Pia:it Sisa l

:t~siii.I;iI ....... ;r~amialaai its rulativi.

llr *I ' liii ill, *~t~.l I Clit-Call US APPROVED FORCES
l''~~ai 'n .. iI::I I l ) o fftemsivt. ;11;11 FV 0l sit-t'ifil-d ill fll- FiVe YVe1ar I Iefealil

ileteiTilt nainlw::rid ..- I. Prw .1 nti;, li.- Cii ;ai::r'il 1% litca, :Is'-; i- ire'i tN. 11011 il :*-
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LS ARMY NATICK LABORATORIES USAF ENGINEERING DATA SUPPORT CENTER
Ali org-anization deoigzied to conduct :t reseairchi The A F aictivity Oot;;tedt at Wriguht- Patter -.on

an(1d vlom tprga ofDprmn of AFI3. Daytoni. Ohio) wmicii ir.intain. 0t- current

Defen-ze iateriel smisiportinig tL~e military manl in the mlastIer record copies of engint-erilig daut !.and nmake.;
fie&' The Food Division condum-is basic research in wvorld-iride distribution to i'l!pport Al. Force
food nutrition. stabiity. and~ acceptance: designs. mlission. 1APR 67-2.1)

unproves. develops, and evaluates military rations USAF EQUIPMENT DATA BANK
and "oods: performs resparch and deve!-pmntOf An automatic data pre.cessing facility located at
irradiation p~reservation processes: and provides Sacramento AIX designed a, a central receivi-ig.I

Istandlardization. applicationis engineering and processing. repository for all authorized and n s.-
technical serivices engineering support for the POD equipment records l~hapter 24. Volume IV), IAFAM
Food Program. lAFR 74-10) f:7-1)

A certra! facility at SM.AMA to rc'eeire. edit and
US MILITARY PASSENGER store item autlioriz:.tion and in ser~vice (in use/in

abseo duty military member authorized to be place) assets reported on AF Form 155b. - Equipment
absnt romduty and trarcling athis own expense. Authorization Inventory Data-. receiied fromth

route and milita1ry members who are authorized warehouse data from bases having USAF Standard
leave or pass while at a temporary duty (TDY) Base Supply System (1050-41), excluding storage of
station. It does not include AFROTC members or all vehicles. (AiF.1 57-1)
AF Riserve or Air National Guard members UA OC IACA FRN(&P
traveling to and from active duty. (AFR 75-30) UAFORE&FN CILP RA (FP)b

Teofficial Air Foc rga sapproved b
us POSSESSIONS :he Secretary of Defense under DOD Directive

The Canal Zone, Guam, Mari~nna.,. Marshall and 7045.1. Force data is projected through 8 years andi
Caroline Islands. W.%ke a-id Johnston Islands, ibe cost data through 5 years beyond the current fiscal
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, American Samoa, year. The total Air Force effort is shown be-

and he irgn Isand. (OD 000.. AM 6-1. program element consisteitt with the DOD FYDP.
AF3I 67-1) IFC 76

USABLE INVENTORY (TANKAGE) USAF MATERIEL PROCUREMENT CYCLE th hib
Aoo dei. pipelinetmietoe etblsedb

Inveantry~ contained between nonrecoverable tank Asre fpoueetalsoe sieprodct . HQ USAF. DCS)'S&L. that ?xl-.ress in termns ofho tmand curre-u rut level (exelluding pieie commfitment~s. obligatioi~s. and expenditures a4
fill). (AFR 144-1) nornial and satisfactory progression of procurement

USABLE PROPERTY advancemeat in the execution of the directed
Comrmercial and military type property other th~an Materiel Procurement Program. (AFSCR 27-6.

scrap and waste. (DOD 4'160.21-M!) AFSCM 27-1)

USABE STRAGECAPAITYUSAF SECURITY SERVICE
Net volumetric capa,:it-, (includingr pipeline and Thmaoco anwi vealrsoniiit

manifold capacity that can be used for produet frcytlgceupetnaaeet F
storage). It is measured fron maximum fill evel 61-11
to. and includiing. nonrecoverable tank bottoms. USAF VENILE CODE TABLE

-4 (P)0) 41411.25-M) A file containing -- -elatioill of vehicle POP1
01r0oup Olde to lSA F management groulplt-os.

USAF AMMUNITION CONTROL PONT iAFI.CR 171-110)
At AF' activity rt'spmusilt' for world-wide control

of ;inumnnitimmi. *Ogdlen AIXC is the as.signid control USAGE
po1int of ;I II a ilnmi i iit ionl. (Ai*1 6-1) Funct ion oif vmrinim~ fait--ri- such ams :uffrev; of

filltiil f ill le 111:litvil of liet itemi skill uof

USAF CALL iuaillit tliaic'n pet.11ti1iiaI. --yerit ig" an n ill I~ uen:t.
Inlst riii-tie ir ::i ir, 1 i- , pr.-pa;mre an md so i-niti lhummgO. lir-liri-s. inainta inatIilhtv. affvrge. :mtmc elf

4eslit uo te 11141m q-:41. lin: felld~ rtuit-niis fu-r thle~ti-~ :n aindk m.iog '~ rrn tc.it tAll .i'1
liatig.-i t.. A FSW:C :-. .- 27-hi ~ 1 UIt1 -!2;



USAGE ANALYSIS USER OF DOC
Reviews or examinations p~erformed to determine U.S. Government ageicies, th Jr ontractors and

whether the contrortor is restricting use of grantees, iiduding DOD potential contractors, who
ryovernment property for purpose authorized by the have been establih led foi- DDC services. 'AR
contracts and to a degree that will justify retenticwn. 70-11)A ~ AFCM ~USER TESTING
USAGE DATA DEVELOPMENT PERIOD A gwieric term encompassing operational testing$1That period of time, commencing after p~lacing Of (OT) and force development testing andanl end item i,' operation, which is required for experimientation (FDTE). (AR 70-59)
(levelopme-;t of sufficient usage data so that
stipport fujr the end item can be assumed through USER-CHARGE TRANSACTION
routine supply system replenishment. (,AFSCM This is an identifiable level of effort estabiished
78-0) as a final cost objective to p~rovide Government

USAGETYPESgoods or services to a non-Federal Government
riin hoSrG, TYPESghorcylslndns recipient. A use-charge transaction is documented

dayi*,gm hous, eting hoursN cyces 17)is by a formal, written agreement that neither waives
dayg mohs, e in (AFLM 66-1nuts7o nor- reduces the total Government costs that may be

seconds, cycles, landings, day- or weeks, months or charged. (AFSCR 177-4)
years. miles, checkouts, starts, etc. (AF'LCR USING ACTIVITY
171-12) An organization or element of an organization

USAGE, AMOUNT OF which requests or receives materiel from base
Qurn'ntity of usage by type that occurs in a supply officer or equivalent. (AFM 67-1)

spiecific caletidar tiime lperiod (AFLCM1 66-17) That activity of the Department of Defense which
originates the request for Loommercial ivarelnuse

USAGE, FAILURE service and which is re.soonsible for the prioperty
Ir~proper performance resulting from malfunction ;, hich is to be stored in a commercial facility.'

of an item due to breal'down, deterioration, metal (I)SAR 4145.26)
fatigue, or wear. (AFLCR 171-12)

IISAGJOTALUSING AGENCIES
uSAG, TTALArmy agencies auth-.K:zud by this regulation to

Sumi of usage per sper, ce calendar time pCI'i(d receive militaryv~ransotto.(F 64
acquired from operating a quantity of anl Item. Arnprain AI 64

(AFLC 17112) ny major air. commnd. including its subordinate
(AFLR 17-12)echelons, which will assumne jurisdiction of real

USE CHARGE prpryfacilities up1)0 their completio n
The chlarge for facility use consisting of twinsfer to Air Force aCLountability. The using

(lepr2ciation and interest on investment if the two agency is responsible for approval andI accep~tance
tir not separately stated. If separately -.tated. the of facilities from the construction agtency. (AFR
term identifies th clepre"';ation elements. (APSCR sF_!o
177-4)

USINGi COMMAND
USER "The major c.,mina nd r'esponsible for emnerge ncyIThat otniand, unit or element whiich wvill be the .ployiment of tne force-; for whose use va'r
recip~ient of the pirodutctin iteml for us~e it' aiins materiel is atithorized. (A FM1 67-0)
acco n 'ls h ig a designated mission a. I which 'will The major coinmand of the u.,in g o rga miza t io tn.
ha'': tw- item included in its TOE or TDA. (A It (AF'l('R 4im~-12)

USER DATA USING COMMAND INFORMATION FILE (OPTIONAL) -

,'in forma tion rec .'% d froint itle revillieit of Alli in formlat inl filt provided h-, the 'storin'.
'iilil' '~* vr~a'~ finisi& a 'iiii*it~ii' I LM( and maintained liv ill(usii commnad CEFM()

% icih rt-fle('ts Wit.1 and .11' eqipilnih '11hoiriZei
W4' ii ivetionl not .tks. all t~ pves of C'Ist(0:11ldi

i'iI ain I I R~ I~s a i I IrI r( * pII'it S. ctc r 1 I I :1e to sniu po11.' k 1.a ci a a ; I ir Inv

activitie, or1 Ilw iciial liivr, of, Own or~~ii' 'chv~ USING ORGANIZATION
-i'jit'i oi sir m-1'1 wv k F! 7 1 1 .11 1T1n1 1ini1 iis i't litions. P'reloadl Eqiivimi

- .~-710



while deployed for field exercises or (luring UTILIZATION
contingencies and/or wartime operation,;. (AFL.CR The assemibly. into a single load, of packages
400-12) contaiw'ng one or more differen, items of supply.

USN NUMBERED MOBILE GSE It is concerned with containerization, pailetization.
Thatwhic is"ormlly ssined o. o uner te Mad transportability of supplies normally haiidled byI

prime custody of, thle' Transportation or Public materials handling equipment. It includes, but is not

Wors Dparmen ata KvalShore Station. Til: limited to, the use of palletized unit loads.
equipment may be furnished on subcustody to other SAO, CNX n te osldto

the tatonbutthe containers. (AFR 71-12)

ehared ithprie rsposiblitYforavalablit, oheriserequired. (AFM 67-1)
uparedp rimnne adrepair. (NAVAiRINST UTILIZATION FACTORS

4700.2) Planned aircraft flight hour utilization lper 24

U.S. APPROVED FORCES hour day or calendar month I% hichever is
Forces specified in the Five Year Defense approp~riate. Aircraft Utilization Factors for

Program, and the Coast Guard when assigned to the various Types, Classes and Models of Aircraft
Navy. (DOD 4100.37) differ and must bie specified for each. These

factors are used in computation wvhich lead to the
UTILITYdetermination of Maintenance Requirements: i.e.,

The military/ operational value of an item/system ManeacMn-orSasadRpiiPrt
when mneasured from within a pertinent Army required, etc. (NAVAIRINST 4700.2)
Concept Program and against the threat analysis
and future concept, doctrine, en~vironment, UTILIZATION (GROSS STORAGE SPACE)
organization, skills, availability, reliability, The retention of a maximum amount of the total
maintainability, and other materiel available space for 'lie li~actinent of miaterial. 'iith
objectives/requirements. (AR 705-50) a minimum amouni of space loss; i.e.. support

UTILTY DSTRBUTIN SYTEMspace, aisles, and structural loss. (AFM 67-3/AFLC
A s-'stem (including lines, substations and ~~'1]insta~ed equipment forming an- integral part of the UTILIZATION (NET SI ORAGE SPACE)

sse)by wvhich gas, water, steam, electricity, The ordlerlv placement of stocks in a mianner
sewerage, or ojther utilit\ services are transnitted providing for thle maximum amount of material inl
between (a) the outside utilitvdistribution system or the least amount of space with coin,,ideration to item
the central generating (or disposal) lant, 'd (b) lecessibility. (AFM1 (;73/AFLC Sup) 1)
the lpo~nt of consumption (or origin of waste);
excludes communication services. (DOD 5000.8) UTILIZATION RATE

A systemn (including distribution and transmission 1. Normial Rate - The flying rate p~rodutced in a
lines,, 'substations, and istalled equipment forming 40-hour work week during normal. nonen'eroelmcv
-mn integral part )f the system) by which gas, water, cnios ie'oil ondrdaspacetime. 2.
sa'eam. electricity, sewerage, or other -utilitv* Emergency Rate - The maximumi sustained flying
'er' ict.s are, transmitted between (i) the outsidle of ra Ce achievable by opferating the vssigned human
tht imi di g or ,truct urie in %%h ich the ser% ices arie reC"oii ICLS On ;ait extended lC L wveek (6 (Iavs )
ist'~. :91d Iii thle p~ointi 4 oigi or (lispfusal. or thle Wal time 1Rate - The maximumi tustained flj ing~ ratj'

cmntto %%tmi som~e other system. For thle achievable by operating the assi.zned himanl
111411.1m. or this, Appendix. it 'does ''ot inilulde resource., iitiall I on a 7dal X cek, aied by '1l04I1ilig

t~~lfjf 1iCItoiise~VeDI AR 13 -1092.9) wairtiiiie cireu . ma intenlance. anid vir'l fe 110T

UTILITY RAILROADS
Ra;ilmle:'el, ;IIII ra1il rfuviiiit., % hieh proi ide UTILIZATION SCREENING

inr~-istlluteum I~ul:,iral1411 :.i\i( : 11141 ; m'v Tlhie r,,%it-I% of a' ail;al41, 11)t thenu e iir
co4ilivlt'(t J %k ith li ct '.I4rial railroad., %:.a imvtal. v V(4Ii1Iflhjvil ust, ill Hll of ctx" -li4( reut d(00l)
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VACANT NET STORAGE SPACE agist;l edited file and evauatimg thle result of

Tlvit~wtthe comnparis on lbm meanus of I decion labW

forea uipon which ma termi call be s toreu 1)in m us tile -

For ur~sof te Cst educionProramti sceduing denaos by walich tile. cumri.pr
atr vaclildtb% nils (he auitr 69etneof ogn-ton8n)l aldFR nyiptwtatat flement ocer hentereflec that the
repoUts bAsed IN Upnarveodaslcieb , o tcumvi en rejlected achre and itchurlyn
cos rc ion eo rsal emynd suppotng requ-isresetlshe ( ehaicll 4!20.3-.11hes

oi.~~C~ wills betinr illiie whith proes cshopoi indicatore A
\id acuuor suttteoes bAFR whc h6 otrco upredb-S'cesso.ddR fteCi

This ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Vriu is04 actaihdb etn h mitnnead~spot b ar used~5 o edA tLCe inpt- 11

forCwhichAthEDT a rte.Xaiao is r JON cmmoiy hih' a rudbeon (a-eding ah
cduce ati xhe cotactr facilen it o r a he la sta g o f th wa r Thswll coidmprisi iIISisentn,

Priortionarmt sie lng (AP 698 CAR -)t in tes b ani g w aiais anufpaic r r
VLTpOcesbhc h otatr(ra goodcin ods. Seelso cargoes (.JCt Pub~ 1A

therwise directedrs all thei DODs compooeet
pFoorin aurioitso teCst aeuto TM ora tehile~LA

accrac .itladeuac. I i acomlhise~ b ohrauring ofd anythigin CR.Ns of- onetw.t
atrualdperforman o the a intnace an ofd~ t elDOD t, ote ta toe0.S)dil hinoredcstreuctison theng and coim/steill ftor sTe ivalue s ected Each01 RC tanng (1)OD 50( o.

actual~rN peiomac odeiestorihe neaont .lt wuicil G00 Thee
cost treTMw witnItscoductedn atprt ad spothen ALU

floe u metation (OD 772The eas url e ontfie wth o es t oin indtero

aliationi ahn ti ddle d rrcs ywihtemcovtalcndtor ahi ard i ieacuts DD5O.
reli(n, TO" for ntecilljons anccurasci atd cequaci.ts A.EcA ees rils

.t~io uav. Dsa seinlv ano rassebly o ct uppo u e0 rtedb Ii prc-s s (AI. 66-621 cThi insur acnoled tees in tehil mantennce andl ()Wt epc oa xesdfneatce h

oai nins ruion s ol nd reqcipent/procers. incUrrE Cy teAnteRtteGOvrmet m

codt aied rat t ihe contractor aiic ty orfhilatitile laearimr -sta ehaiti . r. Ti, idivii comp ri t
oter dat a s S ln' iuibr r Su'e. eAFR 66-7 thinsa a i f r w materli al f . atin man u c he, 1The protnmces byii whch trlulictat or (Sr a)Cd s go ds Scel he al u b c rgo es. limS aP ount:

j I Ilust roeoina t iv v Pa ts l ests aI T.11) for tehiaae(lFr iao tms 1le piig gudt
accprcy 11 and aeuacy lItgr is accd mished blin otie n10)Ii~rc o 11. uyh sdt

p~ iiaierfori n ce ofv thced mainena cieand d ermi e t upl~eof -Itigl (O)50.1
wh(1 the' T.1 wa write . is- condcte at the VALoUEenavitustit ivilovsaii

to in.ilsure comletnes tehiclacuac n (2) W1ith respect to a 11 -e cess defense article h
ailtollc v Dia'slliiv a d rasslliiv r atual value f tle rtile Ilus the io-ss i.)

IIISV~edded re malan relacmet poc~dues incrre b tie nitd ults G ve-III'.3-ii

ar v liald y .1li ! le o na ic 0. illlaio . ep irl"'. eb biitii ll, r ll lf~n" th a tii

Othe daa 'lch s prt umbes n Sorre, excpt hat ill Im j~se ofS.,timi632d) ti.

Itintnac .m Rtc -rb-t KI Cod., ill acul-di.salntli aellm cfII



delivered from inventory to foreign countries or VALUE ENGINEERING CONTRACT CLAUSES
in t erma jona orga niza tions uinder this Act. t he Special prov'ision,; in Sect ion 1. pa rt 17. or thie
a cold sit ion cost to li' i dSae oy nmnt D AR (reference (c)) to: fun lad reqire con tract or

ad itu ted as appropriate for eo ndit it) an il arket applIica tion of the VE d isci pline to lower cuirrt nt
mte: and fituore costs (Y'E Programi Req u iremenit CiauLst'):
(S3) W\ith respect to a non-excess defense article aind (bi) motivate contractor." by sharing in the

delivered from new procuiremient to foreign saIV i n gs achievedl by coiitractor-developcd VE
eon tries or in terna tionalI organ iza tions, u nder thIiis chiange propolJds requLiring a contria ct change i YE
Act. the contract oi- production costs of such article. Incentive Claiuse). (DOI) 5010.8)
andI: VALUE ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE

(4) With respect to a dlefense service, the cost to A sequential process for systematically analyzing
the United States Govermient of such service, high cost area; of functioinal requirements of DOD
(DOD 5105.38,1) system,. equipment. facilities. procedures.

VLEENGINEERING operations, mainteinance. and materiel to achieve thle -

Ani organized effort directed at analyzing the essential fuinctions at the lowest total cost ofAfunction of DOD systems, equipment, and sup -plies effective ownershipl, consistent with reqluiremnents
for th e purpose* of achieving the required for performance, reliability quality, maintainability.

performance objectives at a cost consistent with adsft.(O 008
programmed life cycle iusage. (..F.1 11-1) VALUE ENGINEERING MONITOR

Ani organized effort directed at analyzing the A person within AFSC who ensures bny positive I
Afunction of Air Force systems, subsystems, guidance and direetion that the system program)

equipment, facilities, procedures, and supplies for office (SPO) or functional activity has anl effective

the purpose of achieving the required function at VE Program. (AFSCR 320-1)
the lowest total cost consistent with reqtuirements VALUE ENGINEERING TASK TEAMS
for performance. reliability. quaity. maintainability Teais of mixed specialties (normally engineering.

and ~redciblitproducti20-on. procurement. and estimating) organized
An )bjective review of an item of design, to develop Y'E prsls~l (,in high cost areas for=

m'anufacture, procuremnit andl installation aimed at suilnittal to the appropriate decision-making
achieving necessary function for minimum ost. author'ities. Normally. they t'e led by a \'alue
(BUANDAINST 4858.1) Enigineer or a personi trained in Y'E. (DOD 5010.8)

Is ant organized effort of intensive appraisal of
all the elements of dlesign, manufacture or VALe OFimte reOiin cotRDERo, rera
construction, procurement. inspcction. installation, Testmedraingctofaobrert

ol~eatin m~atnanc o~an tem and the start of each fiscal year. (AFSCM 177-265)
components, including the applicable specik ations VALUE, APPRAISED
and over~.tional requirements, in order to achieve A value estimated by appraisers, after l''5icail
the i.ecessary pierformance, mnaintninabilitv and examination of capital pr'operty (or- ain item thereof).
reliability at minimum cost. it is a, purposeful. oi' the review of all the factors which wouild affect
pilannedI approach to reducing costs and mnaking Uise it'; Value. Its basic vairies with the pur~pose of the
of the best available tools of science, engineering applraisal: usually it relireents "souild valuie".
and industrial niantigeineit. (NAIIMAT 48.58.2A) (P01 -5000.8)

"f' "Pt'rationailY impli)es the timlely application" Of VA1LUE, BOOK
the VF (it'ipliiit. and/tor I*E contract clau~ses. The net carring(teode non f i;a:.

(Tem.,,Iella vale lla ' vale ontol vaue a :sttedinhooks ofI' accoiunmt. Tt'rn too i ndt'finii teIiiiiloinilieiit. and %-aile managenient ;Ii't to lie of practical list-. ilDOD1 5000''~
I tth eilV) DD.0(.)VALUE, MARKET

VALUE ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (VECP) Thn' value'(of ainythiing as t'ouaipiutd4 on tht- basis
A cluigt Prillilosa I aillilt-f ed l liiauiil to the' VF of dl' arkt ti(lo1 :ui i((s. or in i lte allst'imce oif

chlnse in the t'iiimaci 10 iili slts li a nid lifte qulotal ioln.. Ow';un'n which would inilmict a1

I'cg ''at imeuioll to~ hw l1;D '114 retqub es a %it illn st'llt'r lt sell and a 11i illn litler to-11taI 1111i a i l )0 .)10 1p r-a k l 1 0 0S



VALUE, SOUND at the standard rate and the actual hours priced at
The cost of reproduction less accrued (lepreciation the standardl rate. (DOD 5000.8) 1

of "caipitalI uiopert" on -i obeval bai (wic VARIANCE, COST
does not inlude provision for obsolescence. but Tedvaino 'ta otfo iidr ot
only wear-and-tear not made good by maintenance). TDOD deit000.8)ulcstfomsuna ot

termgenrall usd b appaisl eniners. Excess of actual cost over standard -ost, or vice
versa. (DOD .5000.8)

VAPOR PRESSURE VRACDFCIEWR
The pressure exerted by the vapor from a liquid VRCE DfETV r WORKi o orcigpouto

surface -it a given temperature. Vapor pressure Costi ofe rewoking/or co rrdeectig productiod
increases with the temperature of a liquid and is daefiie cpead/o cossstlag) ofO dfcie)cse
the factor in determining its rate of evaporation,. aeilsrlle lssslae.(O 008
(AFM 127-201) VARIANCE, MATERIAL PRICE

VARIABLE ,The difference between the standard cost of a

A characteristic epsednumerically which may given quality of materials and t:je actual cost
expessd 'whereof. (Variance may relate to quantitiesI

differ from cne item or observation to another. For
example, height is a variable in certain comparisons purchased or quantities used.) (DOD 5000.8)

of human beings. (DOD 5000.8) VARIANCE, MATERIAL USE

VARIABLE COST TO HOLD The difference between the usage for a given
Those costs associated with tb.e cost of capital. purpose of a standard quantity of materials priicedl

inventory losses, obsolescence, storage, and other at the standard rate and the actual quantity usedl

variable costs of maintaining an inventory. The and priced at th~e standard rate. DOD 5000.8)
50% rule relative to variability applied to variable VARIANCE, OVERHEAD
cost to order should also be applieJ here. (DOD The (difference between the standard overhead for
4:40.39) the amount prIodiuced and the actual overhead.I VAIABE CST O ODER(Oierhead variance may be further broken down by

Thos cots ssoiatd wth he etemintio of idle-plant" overhead (under utilized capaity)
requirements, processing of a purchase request. and (bDget vaiac50n00.8cen)vainc"
subsequent contract actions througji receipt of the (O 008
order into the 1CP system that will vai-Nv VARIANCE, PURCHASE-PRICE
significantly in relation to the number of ordErs Difference between acquisition cost of materiel
p~rocessed. Costs are considered "fixed" if they' procured and the amount assigned at s.:andard
would remain constant should i0'4, of the wvorkload prices. (DOD 5000.8)
be eliminated. (DOD 4140.39) VARIANCE, SEASONAL
VARIABLE COSTS lin a timue Ferits. that part of the moveme'u of the

Those costs which fluctuate with changes in data which is a result of incireased or deciva * td
ouitput. (.IFSCL 173-2) activity at oir duiin g a pa rt icul Ili' season 01. lim

VARIANCE the Yeair. (DOD 5000.8)
The difference between projected and aptual VARIANCE, STANDARD PRICE

per formnian ce o abI ai e cu hndiia The net change ill thle inv n oryt iali. .zton. duI to
;.-s re less then stand(ard'( costs oir opeirations rev iiul; ef la ada rd pr'ice.,. 4t!) 5O01 4 ii)

4 "1ierai i u budget (0013) tariget s. l' "favorable
iara;.v- (ocu ?Iwhn atua cstsar gratr 'an VAULT STORAGE SPACE
~ara;ces'eu whn ctal oss re i'a el'h~ n Stora;ge space in aI s pecially c' i> rnt le~d

~.iandai'd cowt. or OOB tarjseti. This is based upon opitlles fi'toaeif ,i''iI
the a'xiioipt ioin 1h:1t the Standards oif perfuii'Taiize rir~u~in la~iili priotecioni aigaiiist Iilfera'v I-

tst~tllis lox ii applica ble dii'ectorale . ieloi'eseiit ietmiin "
~'hati 'ist> should l'tv if opleralt ion a.11 on1 anI 1>ric li1

- - ~~efficient l'ais. (AFiXRl 17'7-105d) afr i ;laIin 110 'iitt'11Ct ii ::IiusrV pi lh'g o11 :'1

VARIANCE (LABOR), RATE (ARruzii :X~:20-.-)
The difft-etnc( t i ' ii the siiolarid Iii, ~ priced sparec ill a Ipcciricailly 'onlstriudeJ aq,iroaldWe



burglarproof. fire res;istant structure for s'.orage of performance of a Contract. 01MI.-D-70327,
material requiring maximum) protection against ASOINST P4400.24)
pilferage or- destruction. (AFR 69-8) Ali individual, partnership. corporation. or other

VEHiICLE agency which sells property to the military
establiishment. A vendor 'may be :,supply

A self-propelled, boosted, or towed conveyance contractor. (AF.1 67-i)y
for transporting a burden onl land, sea, or through Ani individual, p~artnership, corporation. or other
air or space. (DOD 4500.32-R, .JCS Pub 1) ett htsls poet o te mltr

A rocket or guided missile, including either one establishet. sells prpety to./mliary

usedas prbe.(AF 66-0, OD 00020)735-110/NAVSUP Pub 5003!MCO P4400.101)
VEHICLE CARGO VENDOR ITEMS

Wheeed r trcke equpmet. iciuing All those items used in, with, or attached to the
weapons. which require certain deck space, head end article produced uniq'er contract for which the
room, and other definite clearance. (AR 320-5, JCS cotaordenthveppitry igsad

Pu )must procure in the open market or from

VEHICLE NSN MASTER INDEX established sources. (AFLCII 65-3, AFSCM 65--2)
A control file containing a relationship of vehicie VENDOR ITEMS/PARTS

stock numbers, I&S master stock numbers, manager All Items/Parts for which the Contractor does
designator, and other management data. (AFLCR not have proprietary rights and which are acquired
171-110) by him from a D~esign Activity, manufacturer.

21VEHICLE OUT OF COMMISSION wholesaler, or agert and which are used in the
The actual time that a vehicle is out of performance of a Contract. (BUWFPSINST 4700.2)

commission due to scheduled or unscheduled VENDOR REPAIRABLE ITEM, DESIGN CHANGE
maintenance. (AR 58-1, AF.A 77-1) DOCUMENTATIONIVEHICLE PRPCUREMENT PROGRAM Within tiy-vedays after submnittal of the

The V;ehicle Procurement Program is the Design Change Notice(s) and sup~porting dIrawings
application of traffic management and commodity by c(, t actor, the Ordering Ac-tivity si'all advise the
management in a major program of procurement contractor of those items for which complete
and distribution from producer to user, concerning po'so~n ouetto ilh eurd h
procurement of tracked and ivheelpd motor vehicles, ectitractor shall be obligated to provide rvquested4 armored tanks, self-propelled aind towved items, documentation to the extent specifien in WiR-1.
material handling equipment. and major component (ASOINST P4!00.2-1
p~arts to p~rovide responsive service at the lowest VENDOR/SUPPLIER
overall cost to the Government. Coordination Ani individual. p~artnership). coinpanv. corpo~ atioii.
betwveen lprocurpment agencies, supply managers. or association who enters into ain agreement iit)
terminals, the cominercial transportation industry. tile primne contractor to perform work or furnish
and traffic managers is required to make this supli1es. (NAVM1ATINST P!200 33. AR 715-22.

p~rogram effective. (AR 55-27) AFR 57-6)
VEHICLE SUMMARY AND PRIORITY TABLE VENDOR/SUPPLIER/SUBCONTRACTOR

A table listing all vehicles by priority of An mid iviO-aa;m I lirtnle 1.hipl. vown~pa ny. corpora tion.
dleba.,rkat ion fronm a combhat-loaded .;hip. It include., or associat ion 111ho ent ers into anl agreemien t Wil
the( nomenclatumre. dinmensions, squ are feet. cuibic 'he prime c~.t ,totr to pierform, work or fu rn il Ii
feet. -weignt. and stow-age location of each vehicle. supplies (A FR -6
tit va rgo Ion ikd i 'i en d vehicle, and tilie ii;:me (i VERIFICATION

llt, e i iit to) WhIiich thle Vehiile belongs. 1.1CS Publ 1) V* rm vion is tile prtwt v i' by wich pre! im iinrx

4 VENDOR TOs are tested and Iroi'lliiiinder .\ it Forct,
An individual. pariem'shim. Crporat ion. or' otlem'. cogui~tiee to he* ;uhivqlmmu f(.1 operation auild

%hi ~it : efl, properi'uty to tilie .X rmvy. (A R maintenlarve 'f ('111i'mu10u1 prei'cuurid for opetrat ional
320-5. M l.17-1 unmits. .\ FR 66n-7)

A Aein ct il t iiui (lmre. Iuoh'letr or Th iul't~ Ii'v.,b wluelu a T.I is teited ;aumd pnoo.-
agent fromii %houni are avy'mirii ed i~ il iii ilte (idfelr DOD1 r'111m.41m1011 jUiklietioll) to lie' adeqmratt

7.1



for opera tioni ali 'l mai ito nan lce of so that sele2ctedl items aire a va ilabIle at alnV :Itage Of
tLiille'WItsystenlis priocureI'd for Opiera~tIinal Iu nits. the -minloading. tAR 320-5

Verii':tio is ~ndict'd h u~ng "~ VERTICAL REPLENISHMENT
cisitof act ir pet'ioi mu iwo of ,;elec ted operatinlI The use of lelicopters for tile teansfer oif stores

:I,,d mlainlten'ance p-ce'Iire. and ( associatedl NNuIi muito r~~i)-(-li)
+Cccklhsts ' 6inlii'h ng lheckout, cal ibrat 10i. shi-o-so amm unio ) si-~-hp o 4

iligu men! and sciil! ! removal and replacement hp t s or.(CSP b141
Nitruictionsl. The items are selected with regard to VETERAN'S ORGANIZATION Q

cCicit(In complexity. (AFR.66-19. AR 310-70, Ani organizatio'i composed of honorAly
N:C.VC1ATIXST 5600.1 'A. 1ICO 521-5.16. DSAR dlischargedI soldIiers, sailors, airmen, and/'or marines.
4151l.9) winch is established as a veterans' organization

and recognized as such iyv the Vetecans
VERIICATON ISPECIONAdministration. (DOD 4 160.21-M)

The contint.ing analysis of evaluation of records, 41
methods. and proce(luires. including the act of VITAL ITEMS 1

AA
requirements. (DLAM1 4155.4/AR 750-26INAVSLp depleted p)rior to receipt of quantities sufficient to -

PU:B 5011/MICO P4870.4513) meet iminie-liate requirements and the lack of which 4
A ERFIP HEKLSTwill retard "vital" AF programs. or an) itemn upon 2

VERIFIP CHEKLISTwhich a report is reqluired by direction. (AFLCMI
Adraf- checklist that has been used to p~erforml .57-7. AFSCM 57. 2) 0

ue task and signed by the 301"G. (AFSCR 136-3) VIA EPNADSPPORT SYSTEMS
VERNIE 'R Weapons, equipmen(. ':.nd systems--including

~ma I rocket engine or gas nozzle mounted on the ,proteumns 1&Jti~e f ri~sie r thr ehcl, hih anbe sprecomponents andl suphr eup nt--vital to
k~d.Zie f ariissleor the vhicewhih allbe the Air Force mission. Vita! weapon systems areA

tilted by 3mman(Is from the flight control system those requiredl to sustain operations tunder 1_
to coto.h ol ic .oyw attitudes (luiring emergency or wartime conditions. iAFR 66-17)
Qorolpel1ic flight. Vernier engines are used to make
0he final adjustment of vehicle velocity as it VLTLT

.i~:iu~che thethrst ut-of pint.Als usd ~ The tendlency or ability of a liquid to vauorize.

Jform of small peroxide rocket motors to provide -192-21
control to aerosp~ace vehicles, such as the Air Force VOUCHER
X-15, to provide control of attitudes where A document which evidences the pr'opr'iety.
aerodyniamic controls become ineffective. (AFMI nature, and amount of transactions andI usually

11-1)indicates the accounts in which they are to 11e
recordled. (DOD 5000.8)

Ani auxiliary rocket engine used to provide VOUCHER CHECK
:!cuat djust-vnt of final .'elocity of the missile A check to whiph is attached at voucher showing

.itoasist in is fligtcnrl M1721 pturpose of the disbursement. (DOD 50t)0.8)

VERNIER ENGINE CUTOFF (VECO) VOUCHER (NOUN)
'fhe point at which the p~ropellant supply to A pap1ler or' set oIf paliteas that serves to confiril

"rier engine is cut off and its thrust tli'creases Or vot.ch for thle ' alidity of ;.n account. record. or'
a I riip! ly. (AFM 127-201) fact. V'oachers arme used a - oe i'hnct' if caishI

VERSION DATE dib snm ~nl a itni o ~sI
'!h,( date ;I p-a PlZin is com piled or' tle dlate di(ata dsu~tt.. M6-)-

i Heiireaiw-d. (.XFI.('R, 171-116) VOUCHER, COMMERCIAL -
VERICA LANCHAni executed "public vouiche~r- prijuerly, sig ned.

VERICA LANCHcerI ifiil. and :ipllrt.ptialvl-; '1Iiltrtti'tt'll Ib' an -

Saiich in) which Ilile Iliiil.1 other Ivt'lile itti:et i'tn!o ~tis'ai Mt 'tmi l iEl 'i~i'-. i'tii a t''ti':l pt'.tin. .X~'~ I ~ ~ '~it'Il~'idci li ll ofni cma1'~v lmg mii. d li 'e nt entlil

VERTICAL LOADING iiIi lig t''tiI .' i' mm '.111 mil l-dr'

1 -Ilt.~~~ -if 14:1iq a l l m - i it I'l.0 I : il a l iltl



VOUCHER, PUBLIC ftwl tn..pylon., .AT() units and Al() racks.
A prescribed form for evidencing a Claim again't ammnilition. 'rcket., and !vcket launceher'. I

thle govermuient for payment of account.s due for dropsondes. Chaff !"01. de-icing filuid. alcqhi;.
puca" fgodadserv ices ote han oxyge n, and] ciisi c oil. 'r.A c1 400-1)

j)LISII.ILWAR CONSUMABLES
Y-BOARD Ex io-nda ide itemns direct ly rehated. an~d a bsol at0ek

Hea vy dii fi be rbo ard. Ii'ihic e ITSUi nll to water lItcessa r ,v to. a V. eap, si)~t ss ' *
and weat her. (A FR 69- ) coml)bat' comlb:l i sutpport aotiv itv. for %%ii ic il tf:

ex peniditutre factor., are indica ted in tit he Un 'o
States Air Fore.e Wartime Requirenlent.s docunici

WAIVER A nnex\ X. to) the United States, Air Force Wartii
A written authorization to aUCv ;ICODuuug(uration ojuidance. Exampie. tif t!:em, iteln_ arv: auxihar%

item or other des igna ted i temn. m hich (Iliringr fuel tanks. pylIons. chiaff. ali-u ionl fa ci. al-m" in in

p roduict ion or after having buen sm-um t ted forI bombis rockets, a ii-t 0- iro Ufu a i:( daI r- to-

inspection. are foundit to dleport frola .4peciliedj mslels~C. in-flight rations. (A FM !3-1,

requirements. hut nievertheless are con~sidered Conlsumable it llis directix related. and( absohutei .
suitable for use "as is" or &fter rework, by -an neccsgsary to. a %I eapon systeml or Support systeml (1
approved inethod. (AR 7 10-2C,;iNA VSU1P Pub) 45.) comlba: siuppolt act VitV * bfr which thle c xpendit irte
Revision/AFR 67-91/MCO P440..51A/DSAR factors arl: indicautedl in the USAF War*ao
4140.47. DOD .50 1G. 19) Mobilization ?!an. Emples, of these item:- ori k

A deviation from thlt requirements of technical atIx1llai fuel tank's. bomb racks. 'lo chaff.
documentation or other techical data of a contract bombs. rockets, and adaptors. (AFR '-i:3
or' order which does not restlt in a chang1e to' WAR CONSUMABLES DISTRIBUTION OBJECTIVES
tloctnentation. A variance from thle reqluiremenits. Is a1 ciassifi,,i! documnent author~zed by AFR 67-1
drawings. specificat ions. or other technical data of fr pubiainad itiuinbyH 1 AFCt

a contract or pr'octuremenit direc!hve made after reflect thle distribution objectives for iresztocking
award of a contract that mnay. or may not. 'i" alfl im-a uvus itioning- eqiI~elizz -IndI supp~tus at ibases
reflected in a change to thle contractulal documllent, -ad depots worid-.:ide as proajected in, USAF
and is aplicable only to that specific contract. Program Doctiients. 1AFM1 67-1)
(A.1CR 11-26) .

A sp~ecific written authorization to accept WRGM
designated items which. (lilt rigjrdItio ratr . ini tiu hat -?ci' meanls. o* a ita

having been submitted for insp~ection. are founa to operation involving i Oor More apsn 'c'
depart f rom specified r'equirements. but gl;i rules data. and Iroceduires dle!igned 'to 'pic;,
nevertheless are considered stiit;.ble for tise **as noata raimme 'a lf iuto. .uSP-
(,I after rework by an aipproved mnethod. i

4 NAVIMATINST 41-1O.11 WAR GAMING FACTORS

WA~ ADITIVE ORCESOler-tio lal refialilit v val ues us~ed, in pianniill
Flying and support units of the Tacticai Air sre fsmiae ~itr e~os oimetu~t 1

Command designated to dIel;*oy to overseas area-. to the conseqnc!-;ces o~f tile cam ous alternat ive.,. 0Al
gmnent the. tei' forces and meet prmeplamined war 0-)I

comnmitments. (TAC.1 400-1) WAR MATERIEL PROCUREMENT CAPABILITY (WMPC)

WAR CONSUMABLE DISTRIBUTION OBJECTIVE (WCDO) Teqmmmi~Jn tli'h 1hcl eauuie u
.1 pulolicalim, to, reflect the 1"SA F PWRAIS 0im:du iio tm ie*~aa oe'tl

wlidi rt'necssay ' supor ~h' ~clmmlenlces I l-Davi froint if*14jii0-' (it- om'- I .:% a
lirpil itiiim ii g m''st:'I: il: a il l~a H g I~Jct other a1vailablle Source 411*iiirim zht pt rioul iits''Ie

actiit n:s re*flece ' in lIie I'S AF W arI and fl.w r m t re r vi, 1t11 IIflil.

Moilizaion Planm. (.AFft 144-l Tilt, *Ianti v (if ant iten ithi rain Ile acqutired ii,l
WAR CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES 'irder', placedl oil or a fter f-:;~ roni illus t i' or,

seltected v it'\hii'n ili't- p' (of 'Wair IRtadiiiess front ally othur maii:'bie du ie''*irilng the p~~t
Materiel (11'Itll ri'ummired' it, :iipp.wrt 111vi armin piII':'ci ilied fol-r prat' II'llIit-iI 1'l1muniig h1II',01,4s. I
miI~iisso. E~aluillvs of cvat' 1.011 ('',illi lr iil t ark. (-l(CS 1,1ub I
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WAR MATERIEL REQUIREMENT (WMR) the USAR 'War all( Mobilization Plan 0 11P). (IFR
The qunant ity of nl item) requnired to equip and 400-20)

support'he *approved forces spevified ill the WREAISSPRS lSWR)
Secrtaryn !fens Plnnin a id Pogr turing Ali air transpurta be pa"' age of spares anad repair

Gu idane %leiora ndurni (Logistics Planning antd ~~~nrdt uti lne ~r e~
Progrann g Guidance Section) through the period cort'nec r prtoso eao ytr o
or scribed 'or war materiel planning purposes. specified period of time pending resupply. War
.flftO4 ~ 140.readiness spares kits . ", include spares void repair

'Ine quantity of ani iteir required to support the prsfor aircraft. vehicies, and other eqIuipmlent, as
.orces specified for inclusion in Vinited States app~ropriate. War readiness spares kits are
materiel support planning. through the p~eriod normnally* jrepositi(ined with the using unit. (AF.1
prescribed for wai materiel planining pmt:)oscs. It

Ainchides the materiel reouired to equip and provide Aktcnitn f~lce prsadrpi
amateriel pipeline 'or active and reserve, on M-day p~arts needed to, sustain operations (without

minus one day), to support planned mobilization and resupply) at a base. deployea or disper,;ed location N~
to sustain in training, conobat and combat support for the'first month of cony itional acti,-itv in USAF
operations, as applicable, all current Secretary of war plans. NOTF: WRSI~s may ne div ided into
Defense guidance. (JCS Pub 1) biibpackages for individual aircra1t or~ equipment

WARPLNNNGSERESDOUMNTend items, placed in mobility kit birs, stered in bulk 16
A series of war planning documents issued by HQ at rcvy sie, o n sgeaed be

USAF under D-Dates vf I January and I ,ulv wiv -hotising bins. (AF.1 67-1. TACM1 400-1)
which ,enerate the requirements to be computed by WAR RESERVE (WR) WEAPONS
AFLC in developing war consumable prestocking Stockpile weapons of war reserve quality that are
and prepositioning objectives. More specifically. in AEC and/or DOD custody. (AF.1 67-1)
war consumnable distribution objectivps published oniAlEEV MTRE WM
:ir 4bout 1.5 Mar of each rear are based onl that WhA R tEREl reqRIrEd toaumntRMae
l)ortie',i of the WPS document bearing a, I January' hi t eel upretforcs aismons andim

D-Day of the following year; WCDOs published onl s.cti.to copeeyspotfocs.isos
or about 15 'November of each year are based on I Mtrelectied in aFdti war paces. m (aEM 67et1
that portion of the WPS document bearing a I July toMtre eure nadto o ectm sCs

D~ae f tatfollowing year. (AF.1 6i7-1) tosupport the planned wartime activities refle-ted V
D~ae fiha the USAF War and Mnbilizution Plan. WRII

WAR READINESS MATERIEL management policy is in AFR 400-24. War
The materiel required. in addition to peacetime consumlables and secondary items are included.a

assets, for the complete' support of the forces. (AFR 78-13)
missions, and activities which have been approvedl ., WAR RESERVE MATERIEL (WRM) ENGINES
thme United States Air Force Wartime Requirements 'Inle quantity of engines reqiuired to support
Plan. (AFII 11-1) increased activity rt opjerationa~l peculiairi'ies during

Thz! materiel reqIuiredl to augmient peacetime wvar. (while W113 engines are not sunecificah
assets- to completely support forces. ii5on,;. aii1 idlentified when computations are made' for botb
activities r-flecteo in USA F war plans;. (AEM1 67-1. ueace time anid wartime. it is a -ai1 oif the base
.AFAI 7-:i!AFLC Sup 1) prtn stock.) (AF11 400-1)

WAR READINESS MATERIEL (MAP) WAR RESERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT (WRMR)
WRAI for IIAP i- hei additional materiel labove Thmat pmortion if thle W M l. r, q irv:l lo Int- on ha nilI I-r-a lpeat.tillit I IpIe'at 10 it su~pport I needed to On V-D ay. Thmisv.I consislt of tiltW IVIR It',:S I he~

a ''lire :IceEJll pl is It ow ni tof t he i1lissiolii; whiich are %Hii i f* t he I e:Iet-Oiln. ics ~sl1 :aS ii itl ',1 IXe
rtefkiii' inth) dw(. v~ar i*pIs. W R M is authorized available onl l)-lay anld thlt W1M PC. ii110l)
40n 11.1 ' mil pot ;he n in re flec.ted inl Ili, A- pla ns 414(1.25-31)
;." 11i1:' hv f-siahli'lieli .i:l 0g. approved aind fundifed WAR RESER"E MATERIEL REQUIREMENT, BALANCE

WAR READINESS MATERIEL (WRM) Tha~t portion (if ie WVM ! i-ih:' t: o .uev
The. miaterit-l .. iairu'iI. it :'ilii iii'Il N'ta'ei in' :oiiuired (it f-induviI. This ton' u.I * if the

SIli 'I111p1iri th' 1 hilinii. :w'ahitirs ret-flectedl in WN.111 levss Ii(- VVIZ.A10'. ()01i 4I 411.2)
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WAR K-ESERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT, PROTECTASLE WAREHOUSING SERVICES
(WRMRP) Those operations in storage activities which are

IThat vortion of the WR.1R that is either onl hand concerned with tile receipt. storage. care and
and/~or previously funded which shall be protected; preservation, processing, packaging. packing.
if issued for peacetime os( . it shall be ipromptly marking and issue of materiel, and doetinentation
reconstituted. 'ihis level consists: of the sum of the incident to the operations%. (AFR 67-4)
Pre-Positioned War Reserve AMateriel Requirement. Those op~eraioni.; within storago activities
Protecable and the Other War Reserve Materiel concerned wvith receipt. storage, care and
Requirement. Protectable. (DOD 4140.21 p~reservation. packaging, packing. marking, issue of

I materiel, and documentation incidental to these
WAR RESERVE STOCK (WRS) opierations. (AR 780-5)

1 ~That portion of the total materiel assets which is WAED
deinte osatisfy teWM.(DOD 4140.2)

-~ dsigatedto he WMR.Tne portion of the missile intended to be lethal or
WAR RESERVE STOCK(S) iticap .citating. It normally includes the warhead

That portion of the total materiel assets on hand casing with an explosive, chemical, nuclear or
which is designated to meet thc war reserve incendiary agent. It forms only a part of the

'1materiel requirement. (JCS Pub 1) re-entry vehicle. (AF31 127-201)

WPR RESERVES WARM PRODUCTION LINE2 W'-r reserves are stocks of material amassed in A peacetime production program maintained as
g ~~peacetime to meet the inrae i iiav close a-, possible to the minimum sustaining rate

requirment onsequ ncnantreak of wiiar:y MR.(AR7-3

WVar reserves are intended to provide the interim WARNING ORDERS
- support essential to sustain operations until An order issued through command channels to

resupply can be effected. (JCS Pub 1, AR 320-5) notify the commands. concerned that a unit is
WAREOUSEalerted for movement overseas. Warning orders do

not provide for the actual movement of perponiiel
A building designated for ctorage purposes and ad eupetbtt etkn wt h

constructed with complete side aind end walls. orgai'ization from the base. and otnei special
WVareh,)uses miay be of one or murc stories. (AN A

in~formation essential to the movement of the
67-1) organization. (AFM1 67-1)

WAREHOUSE REFUSAL WARNING POINT LEVEL (OF SUPPLY)
Ani advice by a particular warehouse th:'t a The depot distribution systeml stock positionl

sperific item required on a shipping directive is not where a notification is furnished to the III that a
available due to exhaustion of stock or other requirements review should take place for selected
reason. (AR 320-5) items. tAFM1 67-1)

-31WAREHOUSE SPACE WARRANT
.Space in a building designed for storage All official document which puriisuant to law is

plurp~oses. constructedl with -.I rovf and complete side issued b% the Secretary of the Tre..-ury anile

and e2nd walls. (AR 780-62. AR 320-5. DOD 4145.13) ci.tintersigned by the C'Imltrollur General of tile
Area in a building designed for storagt prposes United States uo h ai fwihmnv~'
111construcmted witll) roof a 11( complete sieii(le an at horixed to be withldri:: n .. from Ite Tre~asu ry

end n a Ill. 1AFR 6i9-81 P prsia lit to appiropiiat it ills mdio siniila r
j ~~Tilt- rotvured storage spiace eonitedl and "'i.gi'esioil Ial mlitvh . 1 (OI) 'lill .s)

~in't'rssed( in terius (if gross sqaiare feet. Real W;ARRANT, APPROPRIATION
ltl$pri Fail-t Ra.iv Category \umbecrs in the A.. ;I titlnoizat ion nmaking~ appropriate'd fmnds

il ilappjly. ( .AF1.01 4(:'!2. !'-4 IX) m~ailaldu- tit aemencies for 61itria "a I front tilt-

WAREHOUSINGT'emuy !)5li..jI

Tilt pefor (isc t'if plix-ztai fu niiiai ian'idevi to WARTIME ADDITIVE MISSION
rerelit 't;r~~e.:iiil i.,~t. f sli~ltS. t* . ' A F %'ii' 10.111 mniinn Xvlich is inl :idiliti-in it,

defiiuit ion of stilrazn.) F 'il 69.-11) :1 Ivi~i ptelct't uni' ii~li -sl. I A10M 67-11

I#3



IWARTIME LOAD (NAVY) showig the point of orignii. destination. route.
The maxiiu an quantity of all1 suipplies coniIgno01. con1sinee. de.,cript ionl of t he shipmnent

(am 111111it iol. piet roleuimn. oi ls and~ In lrica is. rations. anid t ranu. 1 ortait ion chat~rge.,. Tbhis form is forwarded
grenera I stores mna mtelnict stores. -.t .ili ich each with i le shiilaten. or by mauil to flhe agent at t he

A ship canl ca rry ill prop~ort ions prescrib'ed by proper trans fer poin" or siitmen 'lest il natioll. (DOI1)
authority. (.JCS Pub 1).004

WAS ENRYThe number -3 aind .1 copies o~f Government Bill of

~~~ 1 ~~~A posting whierein a simuliita neo us receipt and -,I('* adii.AR:2
-: l ssuefigure are recordled onl tile saille line of thle A li etlie3rdb ar 9ott o iiia

A F Fo-n: !.05f-2. "Stock Record Card iComt ii olto rgno hne.s'nn 1
Caegry11 tAFMpoin13! t oe ory. (lestinmon rou te. consignr.A

coilsigutee. descripition of sipment anid amount111
WASH-POST charged for- thle translportationi service. afllO

Acomputer ilostig wherein aI sinitiltaiieous fo warded with the sh-iment. or direct by mail, to
r, ceijpt and! issue figure are reerrod~ i'ithout a thle a-enz at tile transfer point or wavbiH!4physical movemn;t of material. 1AF!.CR 66-53. des;tination. (AR 3205. ONMINST 5000.:3, 0

AFLCR 6-34)WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) ELEMENT

WASTE MATERIEL A (liscrete portion of a, W'ork Breakdou i
1A aste and miuse materiel which may h;. Stru-:ttre. A WVBS element mnay le either allS

pioteintial sales value. including, but net Himited to. idwntifiabit product. set of data. or. a seevice. IAR
garbage. trap grease. biones. metal trimming., 37-200) 4
mooed grease. corrugated kraft cat dboard. and z

oth~er types of waste p~aper. (AF1 ';7-1) WEPOAli insrument of comibat but not ;iicludimg theJ
WATh SUIT nlecessary stpport equiiipmet t place thel weapon In

A G-s',it in which water- is used in the interlininig action. (RUlYEPS 4:350.2Ai
therebyv automatically approximating the required EPNCNRO FjE

hydostti prsstregraien uderG frcs. ee Tilt individual who is responsible for and in-
als prssue Sut.~.JS Pb icharge of the nuclear weapon after it has been

WATER TERMINALS released for tactical employment. iA FM 67-1)
Installations jlrov!dea with facilities for loading. WEPNCODATNGRU

unloading anti intraiisit handling of traffic Acts as. ain administrative probe into the _
(passeilgers. cargo -'nd iiiail) which is moved by oprtn ivisions. It is a coordinatedI group effori
ships Term-inals may ia'Xiude either commnercial for formult1 ion of plans. tile collection Iof
type port facilities or beach facilities or btla. 1AR 4

320-Si in forma~tion. and] monitoi n of p~erfolrmtances. Thlt
ASO Weapims Systems Divisonl Weapnn systenal

WATERCRAFT Support Program Manager is the% chairman of the
Prnoieied and nrniimpuilea craft nornmally used! in group comptosed of Project 31anaigers fromt various

harbor oper.,tior.s. (AR~ 750O-291, ASO divisionis. (AS01NSI P1300(1.21

WATERHAMMER WEAPON DATA
The shock: created lby the niomen~tum of a fluid Any informiationl Issued hy ag'eiicies oIf the

;zgaill:t a iiiitluisiit which cause:: its suddeui D~epartiment of Defense (DO) (i or thle Ato-mic

WA, . FTl NTDSAE lsn lve11'in. m uiIaii e toatolage (AFM 127-2011 Feut-rg Comi:i.sion that rve!: directlv to thellI

Tilt na v.gra !.lv water:. -if the Uniiited State': ut ilizadtion. del ivery. clp e riti.lerfornia lte. iii*

riiai a :ii.- f u~i igi llt ates f te *i ied effect oif aItomlic Wealon o r CI'inpiuIIIen t. tierviif.
vii.W. . -s f Iaviaile wter oftheit'litll inchling t hermnonlueir weapi 'us Rela ted area:-

Iat nt trAst t and u at iastautt Ilakes. rivers anid c.tul~tda~poratefric sbl i i ~an
'treni- I io ~uu:ui. I Datai Ii1i1(*\ are effects in foriniat ion. railiolo-cicaii

WAYBILL wyarfarte. applivation:. oi guided missiles :in, iiil iear
drilaivilen prli I, .1 a trisjortatiaii proapulsio'n. nucileair port er si'urte'. militaury

tutiivat till lpoint -if t-i~i f ishiipment . cliaraecristir' -of inneltur weaionis. foareigni



1% eapoll. Co~iu Iricsires. bombing techniques. Support Project Manager as described herein remain
ilatllchllat ics'. blast~t e ffect-;. radar. exp o~ ives ande i uchan,-ed under ex~cep'tional it apion ,upport
:.i I II itt? 5;vs tenls. i tic]U Ii hg w sa tiler. jprograni matngemnit coilcept. excepJt that the

ctniinunict oi~a nd .'Ir~ eillalce. (A FRT mi-S) directii e ault hority delIegate~d to the W~eapon ')%-, tent
Milppotrt Programn Manager (WSS 1M) by the ASO

WEAPN DLIVRY ECHNCALMANALSANDCommanding Of ficer/ Executive Officer tin writing)

Manuals which provide aircrews with- all lata 1 tdigat' :Fi~' WSSP.1 (ASOINSTP1002
neeessary to carry and deliver nticlear iveap- b
USAF aind non-US combat aircraft. Sit ,le-or WEAPON SYSTEM
mnulti-volume. they, contain (lescriptiv, data. Is defined as an ins-runient of ,oilbat either
procedlures. plaiiiin data. 'nil iui; tables, and offeiiive or dlefensive used to destrol. injure.
checklists. They carry TO numbers *i, the air..raft defeat or threaten the enemy. It coni.,t of a total
category. with series dlesigos ofds 25 ett fa instrument of con oat (,ysnl

through dash 31. (AFSCR/AFLCR S-1) combat instrument that incorporates in itself a

WEAPON LOADING AND TRANSPORT TECHNICAL 6 .smi ffntoaiIat? ~. -0MNASaircraft. F-0i6 aircraft. FBII submarines.

destroyers. DDL .1160 tank. Hiawk missil,,. iARIM1Anuals which provide descriptive data. :17-55. T.O. 00-20-1. DOD 7220.14)
p~rocedures, and tested tiedown patterns for the Awaoan~lt~se compjonents rqie o t
lioading g andirsp rt . e DOD nucl alos ine operation. It is a comp~osite of eqtuipments. skills e

Air Frce argo ircrft. Te mauals are atd techniques that form an instrument of to-abat
numbered in the aircraft category as -16 series. whi. salbtio eesrlhsa

(AFCR/FLR 81)aerosinace vehicl- :.is its major oiler..,;onl element.

WEAPON LOADING TECHNICAL MANUALS AND The cemplete weapon system iticlude all relatedI
CHECKLISTS facilities. equnipmenlt. niaterie!. serviees. and.

Manuals which contain descriptive data. lpers)ile requiredl sole]-: for the operation of the -

procedures. and checklists for !oaiing nticlear aerospace vehicle, or other ia'or elemniits of the
%ieapons and/or HQ USAF approved integrated si.tem. so that the in;strumeint of combat becomres, a
loads (itiuclear and nonnuclear) on or into USAF and s~lf-stitficient unit of wtiking power in its intended
'".iCS combat aircraft. These multi-volume operational environiient IAFM il-i)
manuals c?,ry TO numbers in the aircraft cattgory A composite of equipment. skillf. and techniiques
and are numbered irn the -16 series, :hat forms an instrument of combat which tiznaly.
(A'FSCR/AFLCR 8-1) but not necess,,riiy. hs anl air vehicle as its imaor

The otalintgrae ASOeffrt ncessry o ;idperoneleqiedt sholefrte eation of
WEAPON SUPP~k PRoJEtione af ele d qiment. ec mplterwepo :stecez

We oaPO ega S efr necessar PROEC andlupesonal reated equipent.fo trel opertinor

incepition of the requirement, through fleet sys5tem. so that the ii'strtinient of combiat becomeslovd aupr o ennsse rmte t~ irvhce rte ao lmn ftl
Eachproram hal hav an selfstifficient t:nit of striking power iii its inltended

weapo sysem pormsalhv an peation 1 011lue~It (AF11 67-1)
approved ASO Weapon Support Plan against which Is a composite of p~ersonniel skills. technique:; and
accomplilishmieint is meaisuredl. (ASOINST P1:3000.2) mtra eore nldn
WEAPON SUPPORT PROJECT MANAGER eouterinil ar se s icin e t'imllpoilivi

A mnier oef thet Weapons Coordination Groip. interrelaited andl Capable of perfiiriii. i;1" a :wiie oi
Ht. i: thle leer.,on am igied coordinit ing respoils iIlity funct ionus : - anl I llit llvillt 4f coembiat. Examiples
-it. I) appropriiale. ext'rliive authority 'nder i-~ut a naval '74i1ii1ba1 ship. o'r a t1 sit. :n"edtl alnI
his Ilii' 6~ion Iirertor foer accotmplishmnent of hli. series of aI counha t aircra ft. I(011N A 0"l X
fdivi:-ieeii fiiii'tifils. ill support of a perz-.;tm. 4 1(11). 1 A)I

Thut- nia. lee. niert hll fit( Wtmpioi Siippert A colexlh' (if equipmnto. slill andl t.rhniquets
li'ejvct A a l p 1 , 1 va ch .iril ll Wi'.oigiie to i e Ihat tl'. e~ thit r flennl a ll i i'rIh~ il i o f C4'eiiii l .

ll.c'~i~. itt I'h' i I'tej't n e'ii iue spar'e-ail ii' el t k intllrp alt-I'll lil Ilie I.s A'l.
than one~ pi'eogmrni. T'hie diir: ef tli,- Wtrii N\AX'.T l'-i2151
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A final combination of subsystems, components. WEAPON SYSTEM MASTER PLAN
parts. and materiels that make up an entity used in A comprehensive plan that a contractor may be
combat to destroy. injure. defeat. or thraten the reqtuired to prepare for major weapon systems.
enemy. (AR 6 6-14 Covers all major system elements from original

WEAPON SYSTEM BASE SUPPORT ACTIVITY contract inception to initial outfitting and

The base supply ativitv responsible for logistical deployment of squadrons. (BUWEPS 5200.2-5)
supply support to affected organizations conducting WEAPON SYSTEM MODEL CHANGE COMMITTEE
approved phase testing of AF accepted weapon A committee established by the IBCC zn an ad
sstems. A 67-1) hoe basis to review and take action on proposed
WEAPON SY6TEM CONFIGURATION CONTROL MANUAL changes to weapon systems within prescribed limits.

BUWEPS instrictions that detail procedures for (BUWEPS 5200.25)
initiating and processing changes to production and W

Ao in-service weapon systems and related equipments. WAO YTMOINE S LSE
Insuedbthc e aponiemsano r d equmEtS FSC classes comprised of items that require close

5200.25) management and support interdependence of both

520.5)their technical/engineering and snpply functions'I WEAPON S', STEM CONTROL POINT (WSCP) whi:h are best performed b% the Se:vice having
The organization within an ALC designated to management responsibility for the end item. CF.

accomplish support functions (Section B, Chapter Definition of Commodit, Oriented FSC classes.
15). WSCP support responsibilities are limited to (DOD 4160.21-11-1)
those required in support of selected aircraft
performing overseas scheduied rotations and WEAPON SYSTEM PLAN OF SUPPORT CHART
emergency deploy.nents. (AF31 67-1) An Aviation Supply Office (ASO) action milestone

WEAPON SYSTEM DEPOT SUPPLY ACTIVITY chart identifying the supply support actions for neu I
The base supply activity responsible for logistical weapon systems. It identifies the person and

supply support to affected organizations conducting organization responsible for t-tking action. and the

approved phase testing of AF accepted weapon person and organization for monitoring and

systems. (AFM 67-1) ensuring completion of the action. (ASOIST
P13000.2)

WEAPON SYSTEM ITEMS
Reportabk items that are stocked by the base in WEAPON SYSTEM PROGRESSING

support of an assigned weapon system. (AFM 67-1) The capability of determining the sulpport status

As used in Chapter 12, Part one. Volume 11. of a given weapon system at certain intervals prior

reportable items that are stocked b-. the base in to Navy Support Date iNSD) and six to twelve
support of an assigned weapon system (AF31 67-1) months subsequent thereto by item. component. and.

WEAPON SYSTEM LOGISTICS O FICER system. (ASOINST P13000.2)

The AFLC representative assigned as a member WEAPON SYSTEM STOCK LIST
of the test force at a test site. He is responsible to A stock list which reflects the full range of items
the system support manage- (SS.) and renders authorized for aggregation in WSSSs and under the
AFLC support during tests. (AFR 400-26) distribution control of SS31s for support of a

An individual selected by the S3stem .lanager weapon system. (AFM 67-I)
and placed at an operational base in-country to
represent the S.1 and assist the support base and WEAPON SYSTEM STORAGE SITE
in.r activities in resohing logistic support problems The activity or location selected bv tlilt SSNI :um,
related t the wealon system(:,. This individual apploved by AFI.C to perform IT'C0eil• sar-lge. ;aid
l',, ide: 'n-hIlie-jolb training in logistics. (AFR issne functions for tle 'maHe f itms ;i.,at d
ill-:1 ill sullpport of a weapon systen. 1A F 67-I)

WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT CODE WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPORT CENTER
.\ f"l11,,r caicr .11allictic;,l or alphannuimcrical Thet .\FIXt activity assi-ncdl .to'ag "

c41th, 11:llw ha' i, on devise'd as .. sulffi\ ill tile rcsl~milliilitics ain+. fllclioll.. Tiiv W\SSt" will
Fed..raillir-k N<umnlrt,,- w lpr,,vidc- for readty rt, 'tivt. .-tWrc. an11d issav materiel re~quird A t)

illcntificati,.:. andi t'cii'cl 4f item, pecnliar toi Solpportl' ;ircraft pitrf-irinilng , l'esta., scheduled A _

.-pccific ai i " ft. i \ O I X ST 1141411.21) r,,taliuls and tvllltr -tlt. .ii l.ycrt\ !.\F AI 67-lI1)+ +'I4 1 L f:



WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPORT PROGRAM MANAGER WEAPONS INTEGRATED ?AATERIEL MANAGER (WIMM)
An individual charged uitli full responsihlily for The Servi,'e i iU' which perforna th DI)1

the comuplete Coordination (if a weaponl systeml Federal Govern,v,.-uihe hnte,,grat: ' llteriel
support program (AF11 6;7-1) Ilatiairer. funlction.- for :is.ignto iteln. ;D()D

WEAPON SYSTEMS LOGISTIC REVIEW 4G)2-I1

A- re~iew von)(hicted by the \alval Air S vsti. WEAPONS (OR EQUIPMENT) SYSTEM
Commnand aud the Avl;ation Supply Office of those Ani end item oi- aggregation of ma:teriel

items causing a continuous adcerse logistic co'nsisting of a weapon or weapons. or equipment.
;ituation for a g~v(n wcapon system aimed at st,-h as a ;i-;ie or an airplane. togtther with all
relieving the adverse ',gistic situatit,. This is re.aled and ntiegrated materiel and slipporting
us,.ally necomplished through a Weapoit System facilities reqirei to hi,'hg the wean ot target for
Logistic Review IWSIAR Conference. IASOIN'ST which it was 1-,':!. (A31CR !M-4)
P13000.2) WEAPONS LIST j
WEAPON SYSTEMS LOGISTIC REVIEW CONFERENCE A list of weapons auttiorized and on halld within

WSLR conferences are convened to review tactical or other uniks enlployed in a combat role.
logistic problem items related to .pecific weapon It includes hand carried weapns. towed artillery.
systems, in order to determine and undertake and weapons mounted on wheeled or tracked
necessa.-" corrective action. XAVAIRSYSCOAI will vehicles. (AR :320-.5
act as the WSLR confererice chaif'nan. ASO is
designated as t e coordinating activity for WEAPONS LOADING ANt TRArSPORT TE:HNICAL
troublesome items desinmated for review. MANUALS
(ASOINXST P13000.2) These manuals provide descriptive slta and

procedures for the loa.ling and trznsport of 1)OD
WEAPON/SUPPORTSYSTEMS nuclear weapons in Air Force cargo aircraft. The

A combination of components which function manuals are mhilered in the aircraft cat,:gory. -l;
together as an entity to accomplish a given series. (AFSCR q;-: .\H.CR 66-91
objective. It inc!udes the hardware itself and all
items required for the direct operation and WEAPONS LOADING TECHNICAL MANUALS AND
maintenance of the system such as facilities. CHECKLISTS
personnel. data test and diagnostic equipment. and These :nanuals contait., descriptive d,..a.
training equipment. The system includes atll procedures. and checklists for ioadiun. uncle:ar
aircraft, electronic. missile. ordnance. surface weapons sin or into I'S.F. .M1AP. and noti-I"S NATOZ2
vehicle, and ship systems used or projected fcr nse coinbat aircraft. The.-e multi-ioltnt • niirn:'I, c..rri
in the Army force structure. iAR :3-18) TO numnhers in the aircraft categ.ory :i!:-l art-

unmbered in the -11; stics. 1.\FS(CR A;6-!9. \FI.tU
WEAPONS 66,;-91 i

1. E&ST.
2. Training. WEAPONS REQUIREMENTS
:3. WP.. (AF.1 67-1) The V'. series of d,,cim:nuts i:. , lv

NAV'.IR too pr"1114niu ,t, , n11il -ill,, ir.-tit,',, h.-1

WEAPONS DELIVERY TECHNICAL MANUALS AND N eth ,!R til -lril-attt.ttrt it |r. - tt I
met hoiols. %nil vioitrart liriitiiloUre'. it t are' n- i-i t-CHECKLISTS nAV. i :d r'- ait suit alv, flot" i.r-|;|, in!

These malinls prvide: aircrews with all lata . i i'
iit'rt-sarv ia carry ::ld deliv,,r iucli,;il" Iby'a iii Mil j]t cl si'S T :,:.ii 1I
i'SAF ;,id 1 A..l' comilat aircr:ift. inle- 0'r
ninii i-xioli. i ivy cointainlhscriltiiw. ilatii. WEAPONS SUBSYSTEM11r*11ivout'r..'., i lt1 illi , w i,.,llistic, ilal't. aind \ -- il ,:l , :i r ... lili'\ l.! :.oi

u'ia,',i.. "lt. -vrit- dv.'. .lii; isi'., o~f -21." :1hi'11ll.h ilifil i  tHoi"o ',

-::I. I \F.:'R fit; !f. WEAPOPS SYSTEM
WEAPONS OICTIO'JARY \: iy. . ,- .. ,'s.:i i,. " :i ., i

ITh- Xit F-,,,,# f... .!1:,!1
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srices required to enable the instrument to be a WHOLESALE LEVEL
sig i' nt of striking power in its ope. ational Thet whollsale mianager echelon ;I, tihe suppiy

Thw o- N atilonal Stock Nun ahers CNS N ; managedWEAR METALS by lIv wholesale manager ;-; defined in D)

Meali I elelsst1 nir'z-pei)sz eoe irective 4100.37 (reference (h)). (1)01) 41 40.26)

oil or fluid. (AFR 66-39. AR 700*-61) WHOLESALE LEVEL OF INVENTORY
WEAFOUTI 'venltories. regardless of funding source, over
Met~ Iic 'ltne tssit1ticr~t'l~i ~whtichlian inventor%. manager at thet national level-

The process of attrition which results in) an las zmet knowle .dge andl exercise., strii' ted
*Ot'03t', Of the failure rate with increasing 'tge ast cnrl t et~oiiil netr

cdes. time. miles. events. etc.. ar app!:cable for 'Pnginn responsil~ilities. (AFLCR 400-21.

e item). (MIL-STD-721B3) D ARCOMR 00-99. NAI'MATINST 4790.23~A. .1I()
lWearout will be determined hased upon s~uch

coosidertjon-a-s- ffectimeness, availalidlity. andIcost to Miaintain. (AR 710-60) WHOLESALE MANAGERI
WERU AIUE. Integrated Manager or- General Service.,

One which occurs a!. a result of deterioration ldiitain (O 1G:7
p~rocesses or mechanical wear and, whose lprobatility Adistaon(DD40.7

of nccurrence increases with tine. (MIL-STD-721) WHOLESALE STOCKS .
WEIGT AN BALNCE HEE ~Stock which is regularly reported quantitatively

A sheet which records the distribution of weight to an gual cnrled yth wolsl
in) anl aircraft and shows the center of gravity of ain lhi.e (F (7-)
aircraft at takeoff and landing. (AR 320-5, JCS Asesondb h1)S.(F R61I
Pub. 1) WHOLESOMENESS -
WET START A v'mditioli of freedon- fromt disease or no :ioti.

elements which would i'endt' a produltct a, healthThe starting up of .~liquid rocket engine in which a 'drtiftfolim onu to. (DSR
the regeneratively cooled tubes have been mnanually Jla55.3IOr 01 2'NAVSfo Ihum nS onumpio. /AR
filled with propellant prior to ignition. (AFM.1!-!) 74-5;MCOIV 10110.21 C
WET STORAGEWIDCLLFTO

Storage. of ships or other floating equtipment. WIND CHILL t"r FACTlOR a hihtlehatls
afloat. (AR :320-5)Thteprtrinsilarawictehatls from the exposed body is equivalent to the loss
WET STOWAGE under actual ambient temperatutle andl wind( speed

Mothod of stowing major caliber ammunition in condlitions. (AFM1 127-201)
cotablat vehicles by placing it in racks surrounded
by nonin flammable liquid, torel' c anuiton fire WINGA ,FIIoon

hiazards. (AR 320-5) primary Imis:,.li group and thle n1ecessNary
WET TANK sup~port ing orga nizationls. Li... Organiz/ations

A ltank designated for tile storage of litquiids. iAR designed to renode r 0uppIv. mahitena .le.
3 211- 5 osptaltiton. and Otiher servives required by the

WHEN DISCOVERED CODE i ymisotg~~~s ~ia ' nisoagoiP
Ifi~ .n if li eqipen o c~ion iit a t e fiti rlionarI .or :.r rombvraiing

ig -lete c ie w hicht idelit ifies hellit

i~lu titi~'' in ~n' I(' ~h'e \~ ' . .A fleet air %%io i:t kh I,.i ora.iatiuial
t''t'vi lI';avd in~ia ion. EI :'lorl 31u'lit att

WHEN EXHAUSTED, USE to, kdie! are a- -igiwd irv aft-qJ aii anmd

1114 O ;:;. II ts ' 111: rt~( hti:.rIIv ie .azw im t~ C'rp' Iasi, m.niitiott'n or

a. _r.rIlII-kte, 1



MI

sevie.'Id llinelale. uit.A s ta ~ nard M~a rine IL oeivr 1 is ill the provvms (of'udelivery.

Corps a irer;t~ft wing contains the aviation elenients ( NA-A~ATI NST 4'5(I.%:lA1
II~III lv eq ie(Ifo th ar spprt d~l ~ i~ WORK AUTHORIZATION DOCUMENT (WAD)

division. (Iliilittatii i *5ti CltItiico
4. A\ flank unit: thl part of l ni ... tary force to Ahi doumntithat ail ot h.er rh- elat d costs to

the right or lef' ,jf Ole inn in body. 00S' Pith) 1) tc~~tewr eqet yase i

WIRE BOUND castoanr. (A Fl.C 6640
Abox woesdtoan otn fcbas WORK BREAKOWN STRUCTURE (WOS)a s wosw ube sid.oanle tom ns, I ncer

a i san o uea w Inin ec.sinle Iiickii . ~A produtct-na ien ted famnily tree div is iona of
or plywood or combimation thereof, fastened to ~~dwr.sf~ r.~ viis n te ~ k
cleats5 ail to each other by means of binding wires iicaogiz.defn.aadgrpclldslav-
aind staples: and ends of similar material. plain) 01 tle product to hle produ tced a., wel I as thle 11or, t o
staple(I to battens or liners. fastened in 'alace h~ le accomplished to av ilic ev thle spe-dfied product.
means of nails or staples or wires stapled thereto. (AFC'AF P DO 70..NAVAIT
Closure is made by twisting. or loopingr together. . .I R:720
the ends of the binding wires. (APR 69-8) 1. Proioct Suan.miarv Worl, Breakdown Struceture.
WITHDRAWAL 2. Contract Work Breakdown Strutiutre (W3I

The removal of aircraft from storage and (AFSCP/AF-lCP 173-1)
preparation for one time flight delivery (TO A product-oriented family tteL. compM'hv of
00-20-1) and/or surface shipment. (A FLCR i-461 hardwvare. software. ser'ices and other %%ork h

WITDRAAL(APROPIAION wh ich res i ts from project enlgi neel-i ag . ffl"or
WIHDAWL APRORITIN)dring the aevelopmnent and floi. on l~~Il;J'

A reduction of anl expired "appropriation" (q.) a dlefenlse materiel item, ai-d which compleely
in the amount of the unobligated balance. (Subject detfines tk~Iau~ .A 13S displays and
to restoration to cover unrecorded obligatijonl..) dlefines thle proildis t"o hie developed or p)roduced
(DOD 5000.8) anad relatet the elements of wo rI to hle acconip1 is I'ed

WITHDRAWAL OF FUNDS (ADMINISTRATIVE) to each other an ai th ie end proiduct'. iAl 3 7- 21)(j.

A reduction of subdivision of anl appropriation: at [OID 5110.1w~i
negative allocation. subndlocation, allotment. or A standardiz.ed division of ,wealioil lipport

suballotment. (DOD 5000.8) sSteln inato onmpnoients and snlwoimponviits. This
is represented Ili- a strrita U' idi am- the ,yslvin

WOODEN BOMB (DOD) in levels 4 1 of bncl n IpIon1ents1 which Im an' b
concept which pictutres a wveapaon as 'heing consolIida ted inito Ii-her lve'k of coi ponent

completely reliable and hai ing anil infinite Shelf Ii fe ;tggregat ion. ialosod tonrtiI nth
while at the same time requiiring no special comlplete syvstemlwic is l.e' el One of the( N S
handling. storage or suirveillance. (.JCS Pt I1) (AR 3~7-18$)

WORK ost calt.ories. tiat liefiaae It.%k-k of lie prou'ram

The effort expended in thle care. uipkeep. trttti'. fo vtns i delbnn ad
construction. andl improvement of Air Force rel'(t iot~i i le ~ ri ecivrehii'MP
and1( installet1 propJerty. For purposes of coilrol andl anad vice veins; NothI code., n1i' y I-v 1'(3. inl
admlinlistratioll. it i' subadividedl into five ieaii id iaiiig - i m t m~t~
vlas-ifieations. (AFR K-(;) 0F0 27-1

WORKACCMPLIHEDWORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) ELEMENT
.11 pplie. 0o Oaie or1 ort' oIf the( mlainlteaaa ice tenils A iluei j.ria t V. i l:'v

iUm'd itol'li lit basic tyvpe of ima illiteiai thai tleiji.i iai~- a .~-i ii

ri re ol'tol o co r'lull utuat ion.L It il'c- ot

iaec[11.s: ;,'il v iai v a staiiuard''/.;ii iouf work* WORK CATEGORY A-SYSTEMS

ulev'.luup I'u T( iiil 1-at 1or 11 u, v 11 fu11l' i: I' -I~: I j r . ti -I I Le 4.4. 111
atus rt~w.vaa ntflatit., hlteI vvtrI itm I: ' Ium .. . I fr' I 1 . 1,11 11r *.r : i ' .
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whether funded oir not). The "real" systemls aIre purpose of showing specific hasI' locations,
those reported/reviewed through the Program (A FLCR 171-9:)
Asosessment Review;s (PAR). Comnmnd Assessment A three-letter/number combination that identifie.s

R~iw CRor ;ll'te xsigAloce aI department, ratinug, shop, or group. ( OPN AV'-
Systemis reporting/ review pirocess. Some e- umiples 43P2)
of "real" systems are: A-10, F-15, F-16. IX, WORK IN PROCESS

DL may be reported in this category if they support

only one specific system. Job orders performed for haebnper foon rmeqied and compn as~ aditional
customlpvs outside the Aiu' Force (Army, Navy, etc.) orods T e requithredof(O 40.8)ltnasfihe
which relate to customer "real" systems (F-14, god.Tectthrf.(O .0ij)
A,7. etc). (AFSCII 177-265) WORK MEASUREMENT

A technique employed inih.pendently or in
WORK CATEGORY B-APPLICATIONS conjunction with cost z-ccounting for the collectioi.

This category will be used when a job order of data oln manhours and production by woirk units,
supports multiple -real" svstpnis )r one or more so that the relationship between work peirformned
conceptnal systems. These work units focus onl and manhours expended canl be calculated and usedI geateral problems and are designed to produce as the Ibasis for personnel planning. scheduling,
technology for use in new or existing systems production. budget justificattion, performance
within 10 years. Job orders which support efforts evaluation. and cost control. (DOD 5000.8)
within the 6.2, 6.3 and some 6.4 program elem~ent A technique for collecting data onl x ork hours
series will be identified in this category when and production of work units, to dletermine the
appropriate. (AFSCM 177-265) relationship between work lpe-forniedl and work
WORK CATEGORY C-ADVANCEMENT hours expended. Use this relationship for lperswinel

'Ihis category will be used when a job order is p~lanning. sc'heduling. manufactw-ing. budgeting.
associated with enhancing or extending the Air pierfoirmance evaluation. and cost control. Use
Force Technology Base. Tedl n~ogy Base is defined recognized indlustrial engineering technquei (time
as all research and technology which is oriented to study. stnd~ards (data, work sampling. or
some Air Force mission o., function. Job orders p~redleterminled time svsteins) to set labor ltme

element ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ stnar. seisad hs hchaent ytm r OKOD R NUMBE
which support efforts within the 6.1 program stidi's.AFR -7

app~lications related %,ill be identified lin this The dlocument number zissigiwd by Base Civil
category. In aedition, time expendled onl custimer Engineers to anli authorization to 1L.1-'formn Work
pr'ogr'ams ex\ternal to the Air Force (see AFSCR effort. (AFSCII 177-265)I

2-5for services prov'ided] non-A FSC activities) WORK ORDER NUMBER SUFFIXwhich are neither customer systems o, applications A two-digit (woirk order nii inler suiiffix) code, as
work will also he recordedi in this category. asindiChpe2.XF (i-1.wihdntfs

the weapon !siipport system. (A FLI 66-2)
WORK CATEGORY CODEWOKRDRPEI

There a re three mutually' exclusive worl WOR oReR PREFIX coewihIei h qimnc'a t t''lies establ ;shedl for job ordeirs lin order to Aou'dgtod hilispiftsteeqUpi t
5 iparlte jol., which direcly support discrete t'e AF.' 7-1

SYOI I.ysvio jobs which support multiple WORK PACKAGE
~~ ~titlei tin)( (Xpiatioi.'(. ;111d jolls A dtltiiin of lt iorl rt-4'irii'i :v O.sbIIII~lte a I
;o- !"It re.~'i late'l to or- support any NVFti(iil parlicilam' jol. IAR ::;- :!00. DOD1 7OiI.21

.k I ( fo Israt'i~ si~I A 4ii,~. 'fIamslifis':,i iosa :11,! 1l1a ints'sanDer itemls
~ $~ -ism iti,* s't . uun-i plislwA' k; dt-'psi I.'i s' f:it'iliiivs. (T.0

2 ~ C C, \s11vl~:r'is~l l "' ( 17-2t
WORK PACKAGE BUDGETS

WORK CENTER CODE I,5s~tss It11 aw fo.rwlly :1s'ignel ~t hO
X i: .~ l~i~ .s!s ,~i I 4 . ki na I -:I' i c'u.:u' ssli:s' 1,111 re 's'. -1:~ 11 1 . ..2' :- l ah . ~ l s\ ilss'

I'ui.-iIsl Nsr LI Is.:s.' , .:. o..s;sssgIi:. is slsIs' s :il1'.. 4 sir 11 lsthsi s filliik v
l'5'555'i' I .ssatu 'I ' '- .;'' *.lsl :.~ u.. ;:sts 11(11 5117

.11;



WORK PACKAGES WORK REQUEST
Detailed short-spati jobs. or material items. Al a toizr/ation to :i'coniplislh work or servicesI

identified by the contractor for accomplishing work of a cont iving nature. specific items of work, orreurdt opeetecnrc.Awr akg nueosidv ua tn faspcic ye of
has thle following characteristics: work. (BISHIPSINST 7303.114) A'

4. It herens eueds sftrt and coplihere WORK SEIMICTO DEERIATO
worstne all perfwhich The appltication of htcondicyof manaemeant

2.Iacceal itngihdfomplshet whworeestocndc all atvities, an spefcren
tempfaocksaagh us o ueepesse prollductions efoft an e te is e n lat lb t

otherem, m aonsstet wit aontient i)t aservi(DObl

3. Its uasignaislte to a l r iati sortl WondtK n SOUR C ODE )

7. It ias inegratued stit daid enin en.1
ofd wor apberfed. n thestne cente or diiiohicohwtinASChcomman symbo fo onthe alcthvt.an ir rform the

manfacturingal orohrsfdue.dprmntor oatherprs OD aci es rtelaagency 21
5. tFhsCPaFbugeC o assign, DOD u 7000.2)e itimanr oient t anygen pothe hnDOD

terms~~imla coin methods, mayhs oe aotheri tosrbe 008

Asaintenanme oItraslatiiond of dsrthe work oeusdt dniy h rgntigofc i

scfton requciiraetent io jobv peratose grment customego h o rer. Geally. 1hi7wil265)

0f ~~~ tadr work promdthcetrrdiinstrions preare accoin ding toe

Includeseprten coplte workr pacage andvtis the AFLC agencyFLR5-7
completedbo porio cfv workn packges begun andn noDWRKSTNDR

vetFSPA C c173-5td ( DOD 7000.2) The m ber o f metos a eldt accpplish t
WOKAS manece eachlaio wor unit fowhoprorofapaikga
specdeiat ris eet loal ined. jocep foratiodes n goeintO cusome. (1725
(A.C 66-5) n(ALC 6.will )lasflo: WORK STATUSICACOE

"X'~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~tadr towo o resta tebe hs os inic h'mtions ofpae acrafgto
Iancelle o ptermnted hort fck te innd e isledoe asdt gihd f m the pitrLoR 6o2.(FL R6-7

tecnialgoa ad o wic n ne dret cst ~i- orhch rnt fr asiged purpse oe apre nior to A_WOKPAECDbleracon. DOD 500d wi tl 1iit' -2c1ttscodtos
A codelig at lo al ssignedxeptfo:cde

1. "X"* to show job ordlers that hiave been misllo o e as5- 10)n tis-4 rottl p ro
calnelled orit int ed so of the inte d eicd WOKS9PG

tehica glnd to wh i h no ne direct costs may foe Thi te asign e d. ht harse cn d me ris are!t
'Iueoligated or assigned bt ae'nindtd rcne medae op:e r t~pg t

2. /* to show .jobl (lrdlt's that h~ave' be.''t e parchths \FX 7 I
4iiiin ..v lod wit he icp fth it-e r ticl W#ORK STAOPPAGE ITE
Iililiui aniditl if illo diet cos 41'sm t s Ie a l'4 Ile( T.i trm sapnifie.,ta I l iar:4 an itm .4 tippIir

.111~le d I lr w assignt d but hav lm''d'' d t lfl r ;til'le il ate y 11) h':lir ' 'tt -lt a~ Ulr liueat
oooh i'r t <II~ ~ 'pll lid 'nt : o l~ ig-ira alie eattst'' r i l ias: del ittt an : vo a..l erdpi or

l471,01% !11 .41c t ehilchtt~ asI aia n " ofi r .I i out~cl Fiiltv or

Ill Z" t.4"d jollord 17 1.ia l rv d . .lIa , Ie i

11114'a~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1,.Jr1311' Ii-:l11, 1-.e..1 h

.%-l S 3 -. lil uin 41 n fn



A . o a 10,I i i rldate leut ite'n 11 lichl lias tolilloltlelt I lb' , Ise c l.. Ina ' lv h a I lhe firs I

levloillell thdllh (I indluctionu into a Na% at1 .\ ir digit Ili alphai or(II. itii designiator (oither thtan
Re'x orI, Favilit % of an eigine or toulpotllit . I telti, Zero) anld :,rv ni~ ied inito broad categtorie.,. ( A F.1
whi ch are rI' iiittvet fV atuI ~e) ront otlier I i

*ieaf.eiwcinv~. or ecioeu. in ordier to rolv Aclb1ainof fwealhaetic anumitleric
k ll* t :topnt- tar~ute relportale work stoppage cliarameters The firs it a characte rs iden tif tile

itVni III tl 'liouthld lie inicluded ill thle repiort until thilt. m~ pin gttli tlenx I~O h
caiialized itemi i.s replaced. (FASOINST 4714(.1-i) Subsystemi. and die fifth. the comj)o'iewi., (A F1,01t
WORK STOPPAGE REQUISITION 66-2. AFI.CR 171-1)!

\ ne iiu e ~ ~ uist onin tetutirtinrtw~ iliis For purIposes of Not Operationallty Readly (NOR)
no~t available. The lack of this itemn will either r.plort in v. the Work 1 nit Code identifies tile4 ause repair to cease on an inducted aircraft. svstett/coitloiwtt whichi caa- thl aircraft to be
level. oi-oipnt in process at any maintenance Not Readyt. (OPNAVINST 5442.2)

lev . : or 1 nAred scheduled imiuction inito a WORK UNIT CODE MANUAL
Naa i Reworl. Ftlcility of an engine or A manual which contains thle Work Unit. c'Ieoll
cominn't. Items precltiding Naval Air Rework Taken, Whien Discovered. andl How Malfunctioned
Fae'liti induction should be 100'; replacement itemns cds h I aulfrawao/upr

onl. (ASONSTP5(00.E)system. (AF1,CR 171-91)
WORK TIME EXPENDED WOKNAAIA

Total manhours Expended by the laboratory work WRGCon PITAfcretreoreLnhad uh
force. both direct and inairect: regular ti~iao and cash. invtentorie.s of consumaisle materiel. other

overtime. urrent ;i-sets jess liabilities and contracts, ant!
1. Regular Time.

2. Oertme. AFSR 8026)orders ontstandineg. prior to issue of materiel to2. Ovrtim. (ASCR 0-26 tusers or Services, actually ren(Ieren. (DOD 7000.1.
WORK UNIT kFIM l1-1, All. 2.5-10)IThe smallest segment into which research and WRIGCPTLFN
technology efforts are nermally divided for WOKN CAPoliTAL fund etbi d t iacpurposes of local administration. The authority for inventoin o fsundliestablisthed stors ornncdesignatiiig a worh unit rets with the performing preoiesi ofn calpital fohr intstrs. orty
organization when- thle work is (lone within the Prvd okig citI fr inutilte
Department of the Arni% and with the DA activities. 00W, Pub. 1)
responsible organization for work done andev WORKING GROUP
contract ar grant. (AR 70-51) Representatives of thle several Military Services

A countable and tangible expression of output or convenled for all ad hoc statiiiardlization won k
pierformtanice which call be '!entified and adequately asitnel o'Inggopsalhuv eit
describedI for the purpose of work measurement scopIe of avtivitt but -hatll iipt lie so estabhsh~led asl
andi/or cost accounting. (DOD tn requtire I forn.l h iat r. (See DOD' Directive

The smallest segment into which research and 151)i r gousiattepiiif
technology efforts are normally divided for local the M~ilitarv :4ervices. IDOD .1120.3~-11
administration. (.AFSCY 171-390)

WORK UNIT CODE (Wt' * A typte of standard used tot Irat'.; niit (!I imnpa ri

of woirl, effort aithin a taski. (AF*SCAM 177-2651orpeionnvl
TI.i- eod is a five littsition vcdc' usea to iditit~ifY nellotnv .idrso re.ittthttiptineiit. IA F1 74-21

thih~tl~~~ !*:tl, orit'l %,-I) or in.' intenanelle actions.
WIIJ'it ...,at.' t tliltl hak e a Zero I., tile firmt digit WORKING STOCK

%r, lllkh41 -1;P111-11 t g lonval valdes andh will lie fauigini 'I tttt ilte ort ti~vl sA irl of v\tt.tltl-it, -oplidtic:
1,1 -: 611~ ii -i t du oiann1:tls S11l11i11. pze114-ut1 i \L:-.. i - vt.. ttl . I~tte .1: as a tttttlI1tt04. or as

:;Ib' ov.,.l it, I'dvtttify n-aitiiT altut;t ;iita 'itcvh :t '1 ~ '' 'tO iln tlt, s~ 3% ttli. oif Ilait
-. :aare~f~et~l.iI:ttI~~g.IiiL hu' tof *...t,,idtt-d1, t61:, tn eiieu u41 . u

:-Clt d lt'l I I -I IL 1 , 1i t,11:1 11ii vs a it.4
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-1.

WORKING TASK GRtOUP WVORK UNIT CODE (WUC) SYSTEM CODEx
A r-oitil) pose 0o er.eaives .if gIt'liVt Tilt. fir.,( two d ieh f ti. lt, y' i in tilt .

dlsigllited bv the Chief Ilf Stf iO ll Iilitil projec't iiilwv;ulv ,%-tzem. (A~i.CIR 171 -H'

clt~ rtr t aronilis speifi plnnig ~ lii WORK UNIT CODE (WUC) SYSTEM REFERENCE CODE
ilitiatte lroject Otaliagelienl for a givenl .1\n \('s-tithijutell W,~'h wlli

a1 hardlware ivtetf the pr~oper Sstemi 11I (. For
WORKLOAD examinple. B)A is tilie s~ mvn. r' eet-ick em,'ce -for-

Thilt, inmount of vork inl terms of predoterin ed s~s.~cmdes. withIiin that, wh- r.w !tliil
'IeWort, i nits whcjnnail. rilividus may bse fill P . etc. '(A FIX(*P1 -

perfo,11 01' 'I re respIM1"ble for perform ing. t'FY
3,W-750-1. DOI) 5000.8) Y

qa pitiiat!lve expresstotl of litt'iii tsk. tstalY YELLOW BALL.
ident bied as mat dard 1100- of Aor 11, " : I teii.' I eoC1lI;I~IV lv10lit t. rso0iil Wie t he
correspo~~n ding number of units. (A FIXII 25-3) process in " cel er. Theia b 1 ille filiitevd to)

WORKLOAD BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) haiiid baggage. unil reewi'!s. and owh iteins of
Thle ,tratification of work consi,,tent with the adlliitrit ive equipmlent ai. ievs:r to perfOrm

hiardware elemnent genleiatinga the work loadl: thalt i.,. iimum ltini i admflinist ration. (A FM 617-1)
- ~~weapon or equipment end iteml. svstem.l subsvSteni]. YILFAUR

compoinent. See Chapter 4 for cr't-ria applicable to IAfilv of a ;pare item oevcurring prior to "r
the W'BS codes tused b,- this data system. .\FL('R drn sebyadts nismethg

bb ~ Ise~ fIll owIIIg new buy11 or repair statius, that

WORKLOAD CODES is . secov~nd a~nd sibsequeli removals for faililre
A oacally applied system of i(lntiftig dIep~t can Oses I% it hin lii'xt higher assemldv and location.

wcrkioad categories to Aa r' orce operatin, ;vit hinl subsystem S!\ and recycle number.
prograwts. (AFLCM1 2.3-3) lx : l Ii 6-3(454

W1ORKLOAD iN.-PROCESS YIELD POINT I '

The total standard hoturs of work on-hand withinn A nuta I stressed beyoind its yieldI point will wot
ani organization at-any s pecific t ime regai less of ret ii iii 1' its in iil lellt l! after release of thle load.
procesbing statuis. (A FLCM 25-3) The diffrne in If~ i and final length is its

WORKSHEET lien..: nvnlt set. (A F.1 127-20 11

A i"o!ksheet tiilzed Ili O(:AMA thich eflects Z
in format ion obta inted fromt the at; t osonde
reconciliation report submtitted by the tusinog ZERO TIMER

.tct~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~1 i1.i -e tto i ioinsmcle;~1tC. A Swih rail'; lit a litle, initerval definled lby
hoth uitp '1tt down-1. as aI'eu!(fti okhe th'e appropriate Ill :11) li encral. iliis Initervai !F
con ui )1tat ion inl order ito min tt ain the establ ish~ed from I)- i.-, hours. The vce pt lon. ;ii'e 1.\14 - 01-204
-ko6 k vel. tAFAI 67-1) hours: t'T76 - Not A pplicalih. (not ET! M1eter?.

(A.(10 665-309~)
WORK. DEFECTIVE

l'roduc servi(e nlot tilcetingtabise ZIP OODE
01niillin ''i'd~ds (O .10011)5

Tilt- :ict nal orl standiard co1t of inlior. materials'. !)ell..t-tielmit facilitate tli, sort,11ing. ''it11u1 itgAnd
-Arliead l'',i Ili- lde::'c'tike wil** I(DO!) 510.' distilitini of mtail. (DiOD IM4111 21)

WORLDWIDE ZONE OF INTERIOR (ZI)
t:h;- ali aiitl if: orn tittsiile 'O.N! wthich The [tiled S'.tets. Illetto Pito anid tlt. Virin*D

DuS Il I" 14-2N~'Sll$l ZULU TIME

WRITTEN QUALITY PROCEDURES Of's V-11, ii
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ACRONYMS
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] -A- AASA--AD)MINIiTR.ATI%'E MSIMANTTO0 THE

A & O--SSEMI.Y ANDCHECOIT 4*~P4~ ~ SECRETARY OF THE ARMN 'AR 320-301
A & O-ASEMLY AD CECKI*T ~i" 4o-30 AASC--ARMY AREA SIGNAL ('ENTER (All 320-30)

A&F-ACCGUNTING ANI) FINANCE (AFM1 177-:isoI
A&F- AR MI .. A I) F ZING AFM I-2AASLT--AIR ASSAULT iAll 320-50)

A/N--AI.P)HA?,Nt*MERIC' DESIGNATOR (AFSCM 4.-5 AASO--ASsIGN.ED ACTIVITY STAND)ARDIZATION OP'FICE

A!--I,\AF IAINUERIC CHARACTER (AFM1 67-I (AFLCR 93-43)
VO--LH1RTIC AATOC--AIRHEAD AIR TRAFFIC COORDINATION

A/T--ALLIOWAN?'E TYPE (FASOINST P56OO.2E CNE AR30S
AATRI.-AP111 AIR TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ANDIA3--AFTERBURNER (FASOINST P5600.2E) IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM AR 320-50)

AAA--ARMIY AUDIT MGENCY (AFM! 110-9) AAVN-..ARMIY AVIATION (AR 320-50)
AABY--AS .AMENDED t~f (AR 320-501 AAWG--AEROMNEDICAI. AIRLIFT WING 1AFM 11-2)

AAC-C~tIITIO ADVCE ODE AFLC 400211 AD-AIRRASE (DOD 4500.32-R. AR 320-50. AFM1 11-21 -

AAC--ACTIVITY AtODRESS CODE (FASOINST P5600.2E) MI
AS--AIRANA. BASIC (AFM1 I1-2)

AAC--AI.ASKAN AIR COMMAND (AF3I 11-2)
AAC--ASSEMIBLY AND CHECKOUT (MINXUTEMIAN) IT.O. AC-DAC AE CMOET FSIS

AAC--AVIATION ARMAMENT CHANGE (FASOINST M50.E
P5600.2E1ABCCC--AIRBORNE BATTLEFIELD COMMAND

(AR 30-50)CONTROL CENTER (AFM 100-2)

AACS-AIRWAYS AND AIR COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE ABFC--ADVANCED BASE FUNCTIONAL CO3IPONENT-h
(AR 30-50)(FASOINS? P-3600 2E)

AAD--ADIISSION\ AN D DISPOSITION (AR 320-50) ADFGS-AERIEL BULK FUEL DELIVERY SYSTEM (AFR
AA-RM I DFNE A 205)144-1.

AAD-ARMY AIR DEFNSECOMNER (AR 320-50 ABIOL--ADVANCED BASE INITIAL OUTFITTING LIST

AADCP--ARMY AIR DEFENSE COMMAND POST (AFM (FASOINST P5600.2E.

100-2) ABISL-ADVANCED BASE INITIAL SUPPORT LISTS

AAE-AEROSPACE ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT (AFSqC.A (BUWEPSINST 4040.1)
375-5) ABLE- kCQUISITION B.ASED ON LOGISTICS EFFORTS

AAE-APPROPRIATION AND EXPENSE (AFM 11-2) tAFLCR 23-431

AAE--ARCHITECTUAL AND ENGINEERING (AFSCM 375-5) AIM--ANVTIBALLISTIC MISSILE (AFM 11-2)

AAE-ARMAMENT AND EI-ECTRONICS (AFM 11-21 ABMEWS-AYT.BAI.LISTIC M1I..II.E E'.RLY WARNING

AAE--ARMY AVIATION ELEMENT (AR 320-50) SYSTEMI CAF.M 11-2)

AAF-ACCOUNXTING AN D FINANCE (AFM 11-2) ASH-AIPBORNE (AFM 11-21

AAF-ARMY AIRFIELD (AR 320-50) AIRES-ADVANCED BALLIST4' REENTRY SYSTEMS

AAFHU-AVERAGE AIRCRAFT FLYING HOUR (AFM 66-1i 1AFSCR 80--221

AAFPS--ARMIY AND AIR FORCE POSTAL SERVICE (Alt ABRL--AV,!ATION BAbe RESPONSIBILITY LIST

320-550. (F SOINST P5600.2E)
AAFWB--AR.\Y AND AIR FORCE WAGE BOARD (AR AC-ACTIVITY ADDRESS COP)E tF.A3OIN~r P5600.2E)

320-50)) ACA--ACCOI*;NTS CONTROL AREA (AFM 172-1 VOL 31
AAGR-AIR TO AIRt GUNNERY RANGL:AR .420-50) ACA--AIRLWFT CI.EARANCE AUTHORFITY IDOD 4500.32-11.

AAM--AIR TO AIR MISSILE (AR 320-50. AFM 11-2) AR 55-16)
AAM--.%,iiy AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE (AR 320-5o; ACCI--AIR(UR.%T CONF!GURATIC)N COTROL . hOARp

AAMID-ACCOMPI.ISHMENT OF ASSIGNED MISS1IN IFA",OINS1T P5000)(.2E1
IMI'EIIF.1' BY 0EAIsL.INF (.AR :120-50;!) ACORI--.%CTIVE CONTRACT DATA REVIEW BOARDiAAMS--.lulmY .itIWRAFT MAINTENANCE SHOP (AR jAFI.('R 23-131)

IACDS--.vDmI.\ISTl. ATIVE C'OMM.ITMENF.T I)OCU MENT

0--ArTHOIZEI ACQUISITION OBJECTIVE 'Al 70-391 I.AFI.C3I 7-71
AAOD-. uIlmy \vuriox OPfJI:ATIN(; I'ETACHMENT MI CP-AV1E' CMMNCTOSE.CRNC

IEQI IIIEMENlf.T PLAN iAF31 11-21
- AAP-- l.li1:i'.FT M'Ti'AIL.Y l'OSSFElEI 4:6 U-11 ACFT--.IIWR.%FT .%AI il-2

AAP- .. ou vNcf: .PPI:NI'I\ I' I. (1:1 SIIISINST ACH-.wQUrISITIo'; VOM2CINI, HE IIIQI .IITEIIS

fir mu-1



ACI--AIRIIORNE CONTROL.LED I'TERCEPT (AFM 11-2) ACWP--ACTUAI, COST OF WORK PERFORMED)
ACI--ALILOCATED CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION (AFSC/AFLCP 173-5)

(DOD A00Pj.AR 6;5-3) ACWS--AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING SYSTEM
ACI--ANALY'rICAL CONDITION INSPECTION (AFI.CR (AF.4 11-2)

23-431) ADA--AIR DEFENSE AREA 1AFM 11-2)
ACL--AIRCRAPT CIRCULAR LETT'ER (FASOI\ST P56hl0.2E) ADA--AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY (AFM 11-2)
ACL--ALLOWABLE CARGO LOAD (AFM 100-21 ADA--A!RBORNE DATA AUTOMATION (AFM 11-2)
ACLS-ALL-WEATHER CARRIER LNDING SYSTEM ADA--AVERAGE DAILY ATrEND)AXCE (AFM 11-2)

(FASOINST P5600.2E) ADC--AEIIOSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND (AFM 11-2)
ACER--ARMY CLASS MANAGING ACTIVITIES 011 i5-f ADC--AIR DEFENSE COMMAND (FAFOINST P,560U.Ei
ACMC--AREA COMBINED MOVEM!ENTS CENVT!R (AR ADC--AUTHORIZED DATA CHAIN (AFM 11-2)

320-50) ADC--AU'OMATIC DRIFT CONTROL (AFM 11-2)
ACMO-- AUTHORIZED) CONTROLLED MATERIAL ORDER ADCC-AEROSPACE DEFENSE CONTROL CENTER (AFMI(ASOINST P4s20.4. AFM 8-4 11-2)
ACMSADV'ANCED CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT ADCOC--AREA DAMAGE CONTOL CENTER (AR 320-5'

SYSTEM (AFM 11-2) ADCOP--AREA DAMAGE CONTROL PARTY (AR :320-501
ACES--ARMIY COMMAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 0AR ADCS--ADV'ANCED DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS

3120-50) s-ATELLI TE (AFM 11-2)
ACM--ACTIVITY CONTROL NUMBER (ASI):NST P4400.24) ADDC--AIR DEFENSE DIRECTION ('ENTER ;AFM 11-2)

ACM-ASIGMET ONT~l NUBE (R :2-0) ADDS--AUTOMATIC DATA DISTRIBU-TION SYSTEM
ACO--ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING OFFICER iAFLCR (AFSCM/AFI.CM 3110-1)

5s-27) ADE--APPROVED DATA ELEMENT (AFM 11-21

ACOC-AREA COMMINXICATIONS OPERATION,- CENTER AE-PRVD UHRZDDT LMN AMI

ACOG--AIRCRVFT ON GROUND (AR :120-50) D-ATOIE AA EEET (E 12
ACP--AIRLIFT COMMAND POST (AFM 11-21 DP-I )PO A 10~
ACP--AMMIAUNXITIONX CONTROL POINT (AFM 11-21 AE-ARDPTiR30 ,1
ACP--AUTOMATED COMMUNICATIONS P* AF-AI DFESE ORE \F.1-2

P1RIICAIO~ ADF--.wITOMATIC IPECT!ON FINDER tAFM 11-21-
;AFM 106-I,

ACPD--ARMY CONTROL PROGRAM !):RECTIVE 1AII ADG--AEROSAI'TICAI. PEFVEI.OPMEST GROU)IP
'FASOINST PO5609.21.1

:10-0)ADI--AI.TITF'DE DsIRECTIO\ INDICAToR (AFM 11-21
ACR-AMMUNITION CONDITIONING REPORT 1AFI.CR AI-ITMTCDRCINi~Ari j,2

ACRP-AIRBORNE COMMU"NICATIONS ADIZ--All DEFNNE IDEFNTIFiC.%TION ZONEr 1.:Q

RECOXNXAI.')A\*CE PROGRAM (AFM 111-21:2-5)

ACS--ASSISTANT CIEF OF ST~FF FOAL-ARA.DLVRYLN IE( 12

coiNTi.~i.GE INCE IETR\C, (A 71-m ADLIT--AEIION.UC I L OGTAco1 MIT.\ND AN 3111:

ACSFG-- IAN C HIEF ATO STAFF'P FOR F:oIND TIII .l' I. TECH MISSILE :N.FM VM.1-2 N

ACTV-. FV:Y OPMEIT TEAR IN050 ADM-TN.it iAII.*; MISSILEq: iA.H-2

ACTO--AE ~CIOORIFDiEAIO ~I BGROl' dS 1114 ADEP-- T'I!IC.DETIN M NATI Al1i-. I NS

ACSIP-A- SISuINT CIEF IIOIETF IFO~R 11-2 'iT AiINTIIl 2:

ADO--I DV.AxN(EDi' IA)I I.0Il ENT il;) EcTl VE 01. 11 -2:.-. 1
ACU 1SU ILT CI: 'FT iNil' NAVSIPINST 5:21i.IMII1N~M~ '~II~

ACVC- Iiimy iMM ;.i:: , . 0II IE ('I1511 w' ADOC Anl: DEFEsE. OPERIATIONS CENTER 001F3 11-21

ACW aII.-:1F (v'r NTI:'1I. IN[D " IRIN ill, ADP 'NU EI' I': 1:.11I3IENl i'I.-t,I.Al , lF"CI1

I I'M



ADP--AREA POSTAL DIIRECTORY (AR 32~0-50-) AERNO-AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT REFERENCE
ADP-AUTOMATICIED1 D)ATA PROCESSING (APH 100-2, NUMBER (AP.SC/AF1C 57-81jAFLCR 400-21) AES--AR.%Y EXCESS PROPERTY (AR :320-59)j
ADPIC--AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING CENTER (AF3I AEW--AIRBORNE EARl f WANN FASOINST ?.jf:00,2Ei

11-2. AR 3120-50) AF--AIR FORCE IAF31 110-9)
ADPE-AUTOMATIC(ED) DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AFAR--AIR FORCE AUDIT BRANCH (AF.1 11-2)

iAFR 0-S AFLCR 23-431 AA--AIR FORCE AU'THORIZATION DOCUMENT CIFLCR
ADPM-AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING MACHINE (AFM1 23-43)

67-1, VOL 11) AFAFC-AM FORCE ACCOUNTING AN!) I'INANCE
ADPS--AUTOMIATIC DATA PROCESSING -SYSTEM (AFR CENTER (AFR 4110-3)

100-Is) AFAFPSO--MR" FORCE AEROSPACE FUELS
ADPSC--AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SERVICE PETROI.EL'M SUPPLY OFFICE 'AFM1 67-1)

CENTER (AR 320-50) AFAO--.APPRO%-*ED FORCE ACQUISITION OB.JECTIVE
ADR--AIRCRAFT DISCREPANCY REPORT ffASOINST 1AFI.Ch 400-211

P5600.2E) AFAPL--AH, FORCE AERO-PROPUI.SION LABORATORY
ADS--AERIAL. DELIVERY SYSTEM .11 11-21 iAF3I I I--,
ADS-MR DEFENSE SECTOR 9AR 320-50. AFM 11-2) AFRUD-AIR FORCE AUDITOR GENERAL (AF.1 11-2)1
ADSHIPDA--ADVISE SHIPPING DATA (AR 320-50. AFB--AIR FOI'CE BA~SE (DOD 4530P.:2-R. AR 320-50. .%FMi

FASOINST P5600.2E( 110-9)
ADSHPDAT--ADVISE SHIPPING DATE (AR :320-50) AFC--AIR FORCE COUNCIL (ArM H1-2)
ADSL--AUTHORIZED DEPOT STOCKAGE LIST iAR 320-50) AFC-AIRFRAM'ES CHANGE (FASoIXST:, Plfwo".21'i
ADSN-ACCOL:NTING AN D DISBURSING STATION AFC--AUTO.TIC FREQUENCY CONTROL (AR 3i2--11

.NUMBER (AFM 177-380) AFM -2
ADSTKOH--AIVISE STOCK ON HAND cAR :320-50) AFC&TO- -AF CI.OTHING AND TEXTILE OFFICE (AFL(*R
ADTC-ARMA3IENT DEVELOPMENT AND TEST CENTER -I

IAFL.CIAFSCR 80-28. .*FI.CR 2:3-43) AFCC--AIP FORCE CO.MM1UNICATIONS CENTER (AFM
ADW--AIR DEFENSE WARNING (AFM1 11-2)1-)
AEA--ACTUAL EXPENSES ALLOWABLE (AF3 lI-zi AFCC--iRl FORCE COMPONENT COMMIANDEFR :AF.1I
AEAS--AIR EQU:IPMIENT AN!) SUPPOR7 (ARl .120-50) 11-21
AEC--ATOMIC UN\ERGY CCMMISSION (POP1 4;40.24-M; AFCCS--.%IR F'RECOMMAND .ANII CONTROL. SY$TE3
AECA--ARMS EXPORT CONTROL. ACT 1AFR 40(1-31 (AF3I 11-21

AECL-AIRCRAFT AND) EQ!!PIIE\T CONFIGURAtION AFCD.-mR FORCE CRYPTOI.OGIC DEFPOT 1.113I1 VOL
M.ST (FASOINST P602E1 i

AECO--AEROIMEDICA!. FVACU 'ATION CONTROL. OFFICER! AFCEL--.ll: FORCE CONTR.ACTOR E.XPEIIF)NCE t.S
(A R 3120-50) (AF3I 11-21

AEDA-AMMUNI'ITION. E X PlOS; 1V ES. AN D OTHER AFCMC--AIR FORCE CON TR ACT .1.1INTEY.4SCI

DANGEROUS MiTICI.ES 00o~ 416(j.21-M) CENTER fAFL.CR 6;6-33!)
AEDC--RNOI.D ENGMIMEING D)EVELiOPMIENT CENTMl: AFCVD--AIR FOPCi: CONTRACT MANAGEMEINT

(AFM-1 )1 PVISION t.AFS CM :,75-11
AEE--A.w0l.U*TE VSSENTIAl EQlIPMlENT !AFM 11-21 AFCON--HQ I'SAF-CONTROILLEI) I*NIT IAFSCI: 27-:6;11
AEF--AuIlORNF EQUIPMEFNT FIIUU AF31 11-21 AFCRP--AIIR FORCE CoST REDUl(CTION PR(';l.' 3i i~lFMl
AEGP--.*RO.MfIIICAI. EVACUATION G;ROUP (AFII 11-21 1 l-21

AEL-- xCT( %':iIl. EN*GINE ILIFE i.XFM 4101 VOL I AFCTC--AI FioRCE' CO3IH8." THEATRE
*AEL-.i;.l.o11*1NCF EQl*IPAG;E LiST IF 'SOINST P56t;f2E; CoMMUANICATIoNS P'ROM, Il. i.1111 1"'l-2i

AELC--.%EI:';sI'1* IE N(LNE I~FE: ('011.111-rEE .XF3I1 AFDP--A[,c31Y FoRCE* M'VFP111ENT Il-IN ill, :'2,-*,I'

"'ii;AFDSC--.mI F.OIC I' XTA S'*STVK1l I'ESIGN (ENTErI

AENORS - XNTICIITEI' ENGINE NOT oI'EI:ATIONAI.IY I1F.1 177-3.mi, I
I:~:~ IYI ix~ 31i. Ivoll. AFE--iot 1.I;IP* F IC!IITIE fY CG IN FF1 IFP5:M'.11,:

AEP- -l: fW WI XTM%'N 11 M FNTS IF!: 7-:i AFEMS.- .iP FarrIi' Q 11PM "NT 11lN 1X lllrNT

AEP -- AI . MX. EN;NfII( 1 I wx::-:. YST3Ii '%l X o- Im

AERM--.mE:ONI:UTIC Il. EQU1IPMET IrEFPI:FXIE AFEMT--Ai: FoI:('F EQUIPMENT MANAGMENT TrAM1
Ni 3! RE: .C3! IF'CI 21 11,11 67- VOL 1;



-!5' - 7 -T777-_Z7

AFER-AIR FORCE ENGINEERING RESPONSIBILITY AFPR--AMRI FORCE PLANT REPRE.SENTATIVE (AFM 11-21

(AFR 400-46) AFPRO--AIR FORCE PLANT REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
AFETR-MR FORCE EASTERN TEST RANGE (AFM 11-2) (AFM 11-2)
AFETS--AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL AFR--AIR FORCE REGULATIoN (AFM 110-9)

SERVICE (AF3I 11-2) AFRANS-- AIR FORCE RECOVERABLE ASSEMBILY

AFFDL-AiR FORCE PLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AFM 11-2)
jAFM% 11-2) AFRCE-MR FORCE REGIONAL CIVIL ENGINEER (AFM

AFFORIDC-MRf FORCE FOIICESILIPPUTY OR 11-2. AR 320-50)
DIRECTOR. AFRPL- -AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION
COIIMMUN'ICATION\S-ELECTRO\ICS LABORATORY (AFM 11-2)

(AFM 100-2) AFRS-APPROVED FORCE RETENTION STOCK (AFFL
AFFTC--AIR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTER (AF3' 11-21 67-91)
AFHS--AVERAGi FLYING HOUPS PER SORTIE (APH AFRTS-AMERICAN FORCES RADIO AND TELEVISION

66-I) SERVICES (AFR 100-18)U

AFICCS-AIR FORCE INTEGRATED COMMAND AND AFSC--AIR FOR.CE SPECIALTY CODE (AFM 11-2)
CONTROL SYSTEM (AFM 11-2) AFSC--AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND (AFM 11-21

AFIF-- AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL FUND iAFM 172-1 VOL AFSC-ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLEGE (APH 11-2)
il AFSCF--AIR FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY

AFILR-APPROVED FORCE INVESTMENT LEVEL (AF3I 11-2)
REQUIREMENT (PASOINST P5600.2E) AFSD--AIR FORCE SUPPLY DIRECTIVE(S) tAFM 67-1

AFISR--AIR FORCE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY VOL 1. AFLCR 23-43)

REGULATIONS (AFPH 1!0-9) AFSF-AIR FORCE STOCK FUND IAF31 172-I VOL 3)I
AFL-AIR FORCE LETrFR fAFM 110-9) AFSO-AIR FORCE SERVICES OFFICE cAFR 71-10
AFLAS-AVIATION FUELS LOGISTICAL AREA AFSSC--AIR FORCE SUPPLY SUPPORT CENTERAl

SUMMARY iAPR 144-1) (FASOINST P5600.2E)1
AFLC-AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND iAFM 11-2) AFSTC--AIR FORCE SPACE TEST CENTER iAFM 11-21

AFLEC--AIR FORCE LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER AFSWC--AIR FORCE SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER (AF.11
(APH 11-21 11-2)

AFE-AIR FORCE MANUAL (AF3I 110-9) AFTAC-AIR FORCE TECHNICAL APPLICATiONS
AFE-ARMED FORCES MANAGEMENT (AR 320-50) CENTER (AF3I 11-2. .AR-120-50o

AFEOC--AIPR FORCE MISSILE DEVELOPMENT C'ENTER AFTO--AIR FORCE TECHNICAL ORDER (AF3I 11-2)
(AFM 11-2) AFWAR-AIR FORCE PERSONNEL ON DUTY WITH ARM1Y

AFML--.AR FORCE MATERIALS LABORATOPY (APM 11-2) EAR :120-S'Op
AFMMO--AIR FORCE MIPR MANAGEMENT OFFICE AFWET-AIR FORCE WEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS

(FASOINST P5600.2E) TETNIAF 12
AFMSL--AIR FORCE MEASUREMENT STA.NDARDS AFWL.-AIR FORCE WEAPONS; IABOIIATURY IAFM 11-21

LABORATORIES iAFLCR 23-IS) AG--AEROSPACE GUID[ANXCE AND) METROLOGY CENTER
AFO--AC(COUNVTINVG AND FINVANCL OFFICE (AFLC3I (AFI.CR 66-29)

171-3471 AGACS-AU"TO)IATIC GROUND-TO-AIR

AFOSH--AIR FORCE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND COMMUNSICATIONS0 SYSTEM." iAPM 11-21
HEAL.TH (APR 127-12) AC--ADJUTANT GESERAI.5 CORPS (AR 3211-30)

AFOSR--.II: FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC REFEALCH AC--AIR GROU*ND CHART iAFM 11-21
EAR 3120-50) AGC-AUTONATIC GAIN CONTROL IAR :32f-S5). AF3I 11-2)

AFP--ANsU.%I. FUNDING PROGRAN EAR :120-S) AGCA--TOM.ATIC (GIOUNDXI CONTRIOLLIED APPROACH
AFPE--., FORCE PRELIMINARY EVA.UATION iAFR (AFM 11-21

soI iAGE-AEROSPACE *;RVIUNDI EQUIPMi.NT iAFM 11-21
AFPEA.-- iI: FORCE PACK.WIN(; EVAI.U.ATION .~FNY AGEOCP--AEROsI.F GRoUNDXl FQI'IP3IEXT 0UT 01F

1.101 11-21 C0O3IMIS$II)N FO)R P'ART '. AFM I I-*-i
AFPI-iUf FORICF: 1oI:MN I.X$TIICTIoNX iFM (AR-~NU.I INU. SIETN 1.1211 E-1,11

11-21 AGLU-AIIIoRnE (UNIL'YIN I.I.ll iAFJI I -21
AFPP- 1): Ffol:CEI(iTEIN I)WDUI F AGi--.IR-To)-(;UorND 3l~l111.E IFM 11-21

f ill-III AQOS-AD: G~rI IE:TQSSYSTEMS III 3:o-sol

R ~



AGREE--AI)WISoRY GROU*P ON RELIABILI FY OF ALCC--AII;LIFT CONTROL (CENTER iA FM 11i-2
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (AFM 11 -2) ALCE--AIRLIFT CONTROL. ELEMENT ITAC.1 (:1 -

AH-AIRFIEI.I HELIPORT Av :320-50) ALCO--AIR',iFTr COORDJINATING OFFICEIR) (AR :;2(i-So,
AHD--AIRHEAI) (AR 320-59) ALCO--AIRLIFT 1.IA IS ON COORDINATION OFFICER

Al--AIR INTEWEPT iAFM 11-2) (AFM 11-21

Al--AIRBORNE INTERCEPTION (AFM 11-2; ALCOP--AL.TERNATE COMMAND POST IAF3I1- I
At-APTITUDE INDEX (AFM% 11-2) ALCS--AUTOMATIC CARRIER L.ANDING SYSTi-3 (AFY

Al--AUTHORITY FOR ISSUE INI)ICATO' (AF3I 67-I VOL1-2

AlA--AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION (FASOINST ALDP--A.UTOMATto L.OGISTICS DATA P;C>N.L

P5600.2Ei SYSTEM (FASOINST 115600.2El

AICBM--ANTI-INTER.CONTINENTAL BALLISTiC MISSILE A-ACARl.LIFE EXPECTANCY fAFI.C3 (;(-21

(AR 320-50ip AFAIX I.AI'LANDIS(, FIEL.D IFASOINST P 56 4I.2E,

AAICP--ARMY INVENTORY CONTIZOL POINT (AR 3.10-5O) ALFT--AIRLIFT OFM 11-2)

AID--AGEN1 Y FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ALL--ALLIOWVANCE LOAD LI1ST (FASOINST .6V1

(DOD) 4180.21-M) ALLOC--ALLIOCATEIALLLIOCATIONX (AFM 11-21

AIDS--ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION DATA oYSTEM ALNND-AIRI-LAUNCHED) NON-NU:CLEAR ORDIN ~C
(A FM 1! -2) CAFSCIAFL.CR 80-31)

AID--DVNCD NTGRTET DTASYTE IFM ALO--AIR LIAISON OFFICER (AR 32o-5oi V
1-2)VNF NTGAE AA YTM(F ALOC--.%IR I.I: OF COMMUCNICATION iAF.1 It--,

AlE--ARM*:Y INDUSTRIAL FUND (AR 320-50) AO-A.OAECR:2-0
AIG--ADDRESS INDICATED GROUP IFASOIFST P5600.2E; ALP--AI.LIED L.OGISTIC PUBLICATION iAI;R~~j

AIM-.,.R INTERCEeT MISSILE (AFM 11-2) ALP--AMBULANCE L.OADING POST OAR 23*"

AIM--AIRCRAFT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT GRO"P ALR--AIRLOGISTI SENGRAGE INPU 20M 59-
(FASOINST P5600.2E1 ALS--AIR L.OGISTIC SYEVM WAR 30-21

AIMD- -AIRCRAFT INTERMEDIATE MAINTE:NANCE L-AqLGSICSSE AMi-
DEARMET FAONS P60.21ALT--ADMINISTRATIVE LEAD TIME (A R 3~21-511

AI EP-AR-LMUNTE (FINST ECPT MSSI.2 E . AMFSISTP;02
AIMS-A:RLAU.CHFI INIRCEP M!SILL AFM ALT--. Ii.TERA.T!ON '/IPO *EMEN.T PROPOZAl

66-261) .NA VMATINST 1i:30.1)
AINRP--APPROVED ITEM NAME RECLASSIFICATION AT-AR.F AKFRE~F 12

PRGRM DO 44026MIALUSNA--AV:ATION L.IAISON U.NAVY ATT.WHEr I
AIO--ARMY IN VEN TO RY OBJECTIVE (AR 320-5mj

AIR-ACCELERATED ITEM REDUCTION fAFI.CM 12-21 L-ARLWCE VHC. AMI-

AIRFUAIR FLVEETORMARECFORCE (FASOINST P6.2i AMA--AIR-AEI l. ARICE (Af -lAFM 11-2 3

PS~oO.2EAM--ACQIRS MEINITION BOAAGEI) NA.MAT INST v~l
AlRBT-AUTOMTI E SPL IOR ATIND TE ILDT (A TIME 5602. R:2o

AJ--ANTI-.%iRA CUATIO (AFM 11- 21ABAS-DIEMTO).11..O .IIG N
AJD--ANTIJAMM!NG DIMA EAN12-0)DT SHI'E3 (RJ\I iAR -0511

AK-M-APION FLIT gARIN FORC 0-301S AMC--AIR MATERIL CMAEND 30 AFM 112
AL-CUPT .1G0 TCAN0VMT NT 00.0 AMC--.IRWAMEN MAERI .I.O BARDE iFASOINSTI

AIT-.TOITI. E NFORATO TEST(3-5(0350 P.6o2E. R31-)1
ALA--TM.lI f; IANF31i: 11- 2u- AECA--AI)V M T D. B.ILLNO LAF D ~IN.R u.i.i

ALJD--.I I;-I.AUNCHDISPA A RVR IIE R211KET1 A F P (AR-30630
W- AFMONKI .1 320p , AUC--I AR IL C OMANDI .WTFMT H111 I; 91

AL--QIIINC LG 1.IISTIC (AMAIST 4(Am.I20-1 AMC--ARzMYMN Mu3~IATEIAL CANG~.TES WASODY ;A
AL--.II;I.oE TAR~ 42114 ;,01 M 43333-Il :20-4

ALCC--AIIIIEl.'i0,\* AVS(NCII' ONTIVII. CEN.TERl iAFM AID-All; MOVEMENT I)ESIGN.ATOR (.IFM 11-2. AlR
11-21 3;211-50) 1



AND-AIRCRAFT MAIN fENANCE 'DEPARTMENT ANAD-ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT JAR :320-501
(FASOINST ?5600.2E) ANAF-ARMY -NAVY -AIR FORCE (FASOINST P56C0.2)

AMOF-ARMY MASTER DATA FILE (AR 710-26) ANCO-ANNUAL CUSTOM4ER ORDER (AFLCR 66-49) I
AMOP-AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE DELAYED FOR PARTS ANEEG-ARNY. NAVY ELE-4TFON1CS Et*MLUATIO~x

IFASOINST 5600.2E) GROUP (AR 320-50)

AME-AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION (AR 320-50) AlE ,Gc~VT-AT NO EXPENSE TO THE CGOVERNMENT
AME-ALTERNATE MI3SION EQUIPMENT (AFF 66-12) (AR :320-40)
AMF-AIR MATERIEL FORCE (AFM 11-2) AUG-AIR N,T!ONAI. G~AD'A~i.Afl :320-50)

k-IAMF--ANN\UAL MATERIAL FORECAST (AFM 11-2) CENTER (AR 3U0-501
AMP-ARMY MANAGEMENT FUND (AR 20-50) ANOPS-- AIRCRAFT NOT OPERATIONALLY READY.
AUG-ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT GUIDE SUPPLY (HP 21-1)

tTECHLOGD'VINST 5200.1) ANP-AIRCRAFT NUCLEAR POWER (AFM 11-2)
All-ADVANCE MANNED INTERCEPTOR (AFM 11-2) ANS-AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS ISSTITUTE

=AUIS-ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION (AR 70-59)
SY'STEM (ASCR 70-13) ANSIA-ARMY- NAVY SHIPPING INFORMATION

AIS-ADVANCED MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AGENCY (AR 3* - 50)
SYSTEM IFASOINST P5600.2E) AO- ,'COUins OFFICE (AR :120-50.

AIS-AIR MOVEMENTS INFORMATION SECTION JAR AOA-ATLANTIC OCEAN AREA (FASOINECT P5600.2)
:320-50) AUAT-ALLOWED OFF AIRCRAFT TIME (FASOINST

RM--ANTIMISSILE MISSILE ;AR 320-501 4412.3)
AIMIP-AV:ATIONV MATERIAL MAAGEMENT AOl--AIR ORDER OF EATrILE (AFM 11-2)

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IU'.%SOIN\ST P5600.213 AOSSR-AIR OBSERVER JAR 320-;.1~
AMMO-AMMUNITION (AR 320-50) AOC-AIR OPERATIONS CENTER JAR 3;20-501
AUMP-APPROVED MODIFICATION/ MAINTENANCE ROd- -AIRCRAFT OUT OF COMMISSION FOR

PROGRAM tAFLCR 171-26) MAINTENANCE (AR 320-503
AIO-A V!ATIOX MATERIAL OFFICE (FASOINST PW.0 OOAT31CODANECTAOINEFIC A
AMOS--AEROSPACE MAINENANCE OPERATION.AL AC-TMCODAC AAOIGOFC A

-t STAr~S fAFLCM 66-2:2050
WP-A3IYMATRIE PLN IR :20-0) OD-AIR OFFICER OF THE DAY fAF3I 11-21
AMP-AVRAE MNTIPRGRA (ALU 57Th AO-AIRLIFT OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE WlfI 11-23

AMP-Al;nMY MBIIZTIO PROGRAM IRV (s2A AOD--As5 OF DATE (AF34 11-2)
:12.%P3i-OBIIAINPORAIZTV A AOET-ALLOWED OFF-ENGINE TIME iFA6%OIXST

AMPR--AIRCRAFT~~~~ MAUATRR POWTO 600.2E)
AM EP-AI T AFC 3-UA~fRP*S POt'7 AOH-AIRCR AFT REQUIRING OVERHAt'l. iNAlVAIRINST

AMPS-AUTOM1ATIC MESSAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM (AR 4700.21

ulli5o)AOQL--AVEI:AGE OUTGOING QI*AIITY LIMIT tPI.Aml

AMR-ATL.INTIC MISSIL.E RANGE iAFM I r-41,I*))

AMRL--AER0S?.lCE ME!DICAL. R -F.1 R C H LA.BORATORY AOS~L'- THORIZEII ORGAINIZAITIONAL. (CIKAE LIST
iAF.11 11-21 1.11::01-5111

AMS- IRM'. MAN.lGE3IFNT ST:UCTR~F: tAR. ::28-1111 AOSOAI)lVAN\CEiI oluITING SULIAR ''3:.SEIR.IT;1Y

,~ ~AOSQ-. .'rYIV!TY ('RI)EB AND SHIII'INt; Qi INTITY

ANSEL.,i3 N TIN 1I. M ENA C. SI I 1 I: 1 20- SIFAOICP 1 0 .2i(IS S;II2:

F0M -- 'IN.T I!MT F.ASI. :ES I APW-131I I 1.1011 FNG~MIE? .HI WORK-is

AMSO 'IMM1NIT IiIi.X 01KI ,PA 11 NTO IIIT~I: ::2o51 SOP0 W-tNT -6m,2F

ARTF-- u': 131-11I 1.t T i: foiL F~~lA::-_t AP- 11:31M i: IIEI:r vi; IAF1 F 1 -2. .11: ~~st
AIX. - *x l',uATii s ~ W iSi;: F I At' -1 ; ;~-, A ';.l :*rv-t:I l~ iAFiI H-_'
AN -.1: pf.!:l N: 11"': , N :,a AK?-.II~ mf.N.ATIo. I'1 RIISF$E AVWINT tiII
ANA- U": I ~I: 1 \ Y ' 1 1. u IN Xl It I I f1 u\T:2-%..IONT:III2

J *.~~q:.~(: API. ..wv'xqmnlEI 1 NitiNG 1:1N1EFRNI; 01I: .s



APC-AIMOR PIERCING CAPPED JARi :10-50) AID-AUrOVATIC R,:LEASE DATE (DO!) 4160.21-m1)
APC-AR3IORED PERSONNEL CARRIER iAR C20-50) ARKC-MR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
APC-A2IMY POSTAL CLERKC (AR 320-50) (.AF3 110-9)
APO-DA\CED P'LANNING DOCUMENT tAlt 30-50) AROF--A.ltBoRNE RADIO DlIlECTioN F!N'N:;G uAVI
APDW-ADV'ANCE PROCUREMENT rDATA O~UL 12

wl(AFL.CR 23-45) AROU!-AUTOMATIC RADAR DATA M~EASUREMENT
APE -- ADVANCED PRODUCTION EN\GINEERING*( (All EQu1PYE.\- WtI 320-50)El7-11AROP-ARNY LEQUIIREMIENT DEVELO3PMENXT ,L.AN
APE-AMHUNITION PECULIAR EQUIPMENT (AR 320-50 (AR 320-50)
AMG-ABERDEEN ?ROVI.XG GROUND (Arl 320-50) ARDS-AVIATION RESEARCH A\D DEVELOPMENT
ANC-ARMY PLANN\INGt Group :AR i20-50) SERVICEiFASOINST P5600.2E)
Afl--AMERICAN PETROL.EUM INSTITUTE (DOD ARFCOS-ARMED FORCES COuRIER SEPVICE (AR

API-ALLOWAXCE PARTS LIST iNAVSHIPINST .5432.1 ;) All--ACTUARIAL REMIOVAL INTERVAL iAFLCP .53-41
AKtO--AERI-AL PORT LIAISON OFF!CERIR; (AFN 11-2) ARL-AEROIEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY fAFMI
A190-AiR POST OFFICE (AR 320-50. DOD 4000.21! 1-21

APO-ARMY POST OFFICE (DOD 4504 32-R) ARL-AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABORATORY i(AF3 11-21
APOB-AERIAL PORT O)F DEBARK~ATION (AF3M 11-2. AR ARLO-AIR RECONNAISSA'XCE LIAISON OFFICER lAFM

320-50. DOD 45W032.R) :1-2)
APOE-AERIAL PORTS (f EMBARKATION (AR 320-50. AiLS-AtTOMATIC RESVPPLY LOGISTICS SYSTE11i

AF3( 11-2. UJO7 4500.32-R) (AFM 11-21
APOG-AERIAL PORT GROUP ;AFM 11-2) ARP. -ARMY READY 31ATERIEL tAR .120-50)
AP-ADVANCED PROCURESENT PLA (F.Asoi'5T P ARMS-AMMUNITION REPORTING MANAGEmE\T

5604).2E) SYSTEX (AFM 6-- VOL 11I
APP-A*R PARCEL POST WCk 320-S0i PRNA-AR31 WITH NAVY (AR " 20-595.
APP-ARMY PRGCtUREJIE\T PROCEDU:RE iAR 32o-50. ARNG-ARIY N.ATIO\AL, r(UAPD :AR.120-50)

AFN 110-91 ARO-v.\ITED STA1TE: ARMY RESEARCH OFFIC5 (AR
AMRA--AIRCIAFT PRODUCTION RESOURCES AGENCY 3120-501s

(FASOINST Ps600.El AtOP--ACTIV*ITY R:EORDIER P9INT d*ASO!NXST PV5601o.2E I
ARE-AIR PROCUREMENT REGION. rXROPE (AFM ll-fa UP-ANALYTICAL RIEWORK PROGRAM uFASOWNT

AOtSAPOALfEUSI AR.320-iol P.*Aoo.2EI
APRFE-AIR PRODUCTION REGION. FAR EAST (Afm ARPA--,%DV.;NCEII RUSE.UCH PR.OJECTS AGENC(y 1.11"

11-2) 3120-A. AFM I]I0-91
AMI-AIR PRIORITY IAR 312-A ARPN--.%IP.t'PArr AN.X; R:ELATEDs PROCIREIIENT. NAVY

1 APS-ACCESSORYIAUXILLARY P'OWER --UtPPIY SAr !FA$OINVST P~~.

APT--.IPP)PT 00U .011.321 RS-IC:F UPEI'. NIISU11.Y BASE
APU--AP' MY POST UN IT IAl::I-0 '.S!KT Ir2
APU--.%t:Xii uARy POWER: FNIT lAFM 41'M'. ARP-i:'o~1 qI-'cn PPtrFT P:t.~
AQ--.wI.liuS ACQ11SITION Af I 13- 1AP i1-2i

P.0Ei'9.if Af:-l: , ARST- ml. i:I:Co'NN i!ssx,%Nk, .N's!'11*:.v
AR--is l:FqUiIl:Ei: IF IFXS INT l'Ss;'.2E Tti('Al: .~i.ssS

=AR- xI):'I:A Ri:r*Xity.V FM ,,-:, ART--.i I:TIVI.r i~U;P

AR--xi:mIy %IG.I.~~,T 1: 2o s. AF.5 lis-9i ARTC--,%!i: tols Tf Ti. FI NT:.s'R .11

~~'~;'~ A~ ARTCC- -I: I1'l Ti: TI~ U tW '.'NUM t::sI. I:T;l: iFl
ARA *U::,:I :1 1 'Ti:'sihil -IFM 1:- ""I

ARA--,%ssit;xmp It.I''I;:y u'~yn s.s'~I ARUB ui~ l'di.im, LP .-M J i~IIS!I'

A 55 I! L.T IF1: 1 1 1R ::s "o ARUNK ;i:l', x otiW\-l - _1: 21s~A
- ~ARAY-- ii111 I ~ig : ARV : ~: --i. f:.: i-ir E ol u t , i



ASAP--Anmy sCIENTIFIC ADVISORY PANFl. AR 3~2u14111 ASOPP-Aso PLCRMETIIAN iF %SOI.SST 1-5610.2F)
ASAP--A.S SOON A~s POSSIBLIE iFAioINS.,T PS.1)60.2K. AN: AP-.mUrNITION Sti I'PIA*1POIT 1AR 314,11o. AI'l

ASAPR-.WCEIERATED) STRIKE AIRCRAFT PROGRAM AWP-ANNIXII. SEFRVICEF PRACTICE: iAIft :3211-511

(FASO;NST I'i~mI.EI AWP-ATOMIC STRIKE PLAN 1AFMI 11-21

ASAXP AGF.~; SORTIES PER AIRCRAFT A(TAIL ASPB--A liMED SEVCS I'ETROI'M 1,,11ARh

AS3CA-.-Rmmo sERviCEs BOARD OF CONTRACT ASPC--ANXAI1 SPARE PARTS CHANIE iFASOINSiT
APPE LS 10) 4 111.21-M) AW05Ii(2E

ASC--AI,.OWAXCE ;OU*RCE COD)E.' (AFM (;- O i. AIPPO--.umE; sErviCES- !PRoIUCTION PiA.\I
ASC--ASSET STATUS CARD (XAYSUP PUB. 43(71 OFFICER iAFIC i-1:0
ASCC--AIR STANDARDIZATION COORDINATING AIPR-AftmE ERVICEs PROVCUREMENT REWILATION3

COMMITTEE (AR 32050) iAFRI 1o-im-A_
ASCOM--ARMY SERVICE COMMAND) (ARt 320-511 AIR-AVAlIIAIJ. SUPPLY RATE IAR 3211-1,1 AFM 11-21
ASCP--ARMY STRATEGIC CAPABILITIES PLAN (AR ASRTL-AIR :.I OT RAPAR TEAM iAFM 11(11-2;

324,)ASIA--AREA SUPPLYI StPPO.T ACTIVITY (AR 3120111
ASD-AERONAUTICAI. SYSTEMIS DIVISIONS iAFM IA-21 AIIY-ASSPUBI.Y (FASOINST PS5,11.2Ei4,AID--ARMY SHIPPING DIOCUMENT (AR 3201-501 AITIA;;-AftMF SERVICFES TECHNICAI. INFOPMATIOX
AID-AVERAGE SORTIE PER DAY (AFM 6(1I AGENCY LIR 31211-1uhi

AID/ISA--ASsT SECRY DIEFENSE (INTERNATIONAL AIIM--AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TESZTING( MATERIEL.;Z
SECURITY AFFAIRS) (APR 4.0-31 ()1 102-

AID/MRA&L-ASST SECRY DEFENSE (MANPOWER ASUP--AIR SUI1PLY IAN 3121-111

RESERVE AFFAIRS AND L.OCISTICSi AIW--AN\TISUR'MARINE WARFARE (All :(2o11.S.FA0IN.ST
IAFR 4011-31 PSOI11.2E(

ASE-.-AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION EQI IPMENT (AR AIWO--ARMY SPECIAL. WEAPON- DEPOT IAR 3121-59,
AT-- AWAITING TRANSPORTATION ( I'FM 11--2.

ASESID--ARMED SERVICES EXPLOSI YES SAFETY ATA--ACTI'ARI TM O~iRANSU ACCUTeFM1-125
ATA--ACTUPl. TIEOF ARIA. AVC1X :si-5AFM 1-2!

UNR D (AR 0-50)TD-TIATCAM
ASOP-AEONAUICA STNDARS GOUP FM I-~ ATOM--ADANC TACA'TTICV BAII.ITF MISI STM

Al--AEROPC TE INSTITUT (AFI II-2 1-)
All MEDE AUIPPIN IN.UCIN \ALC A'-ARTRTIICNRl AR3

A$1--AFATC--AUTMATI TESTIE IN.IFN11P
11-.AE INDICoAF1-I IAFM 11-2 1

ASIMII-AIRCAFT SRUCTURL INTGRITYATC--AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL I AR31-5m-
2 AA3-4TINO3AI1 YSE AIC--AIR TRIN COMRDINiAI -' OFIAR 32A10

112 IAF( 1-74M. M 7-1 A 12

AII--IRCRAFT STRUCTRAl INTEGRITY ATCL--AIR TR.AFFIC CNTOLI E RA AECN 32I11'RAGMENTAF 7-V I .OR AFR w- SYSTEM iAONTP6H.EAl--CIITAFELVl QANIY FSIS AID--AIRTUAFFI CRDNTIME O IEPRT I tR :3AR51

AlL- ICTHI STCUAGE IN TRITY1-11 ATI--AIRON TRAIC~l ONTL RADAR B AFM 1

AIM--AIR TO SUF.IC MISSIL.E (AR 3,21)-io. AFM 11-21 ATOS-AVIATIO\ TACTICI. DIATA SYSTEM F.~sOIST
AWU-AI.IOTMENT SEFRIAL NU*MBER (.AFM 172-I VOL :oI5;M.E
ASO-- MUNITlON stI'IL.Y OFFICER iAFM 11-211 ATE--TOMATIV TEST EQIPMFNT iAFI.CI 23t-1.4
AIO-.NI \ sUPPI.Y FiCEalt I U::2,SpATEM--.Iw TERMIN. A zo-~
ASO--NAVV IVI \TlIIN UILYOFFICE (FAS()INsT ATGM--.%\TITA~h W-1110E MISSIL.E (AlN 31101)

AIWI--AII: TRANSPORlTATION HYDRAl.NT I:ERr~IIN6
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oarv~ -IP.~:vSI.T~c(IJC iV i.AN IAN: '11-, Y.TMWI

A ----------- - -- =- ~- ---- ~-~



AATMC.-AIR TRANSPORT MOVEMENT CONTROL CENTER AVSN--AU:TOMATIC VOICE SWITCHING NETWORK (AFM
iAR 3120-50 1-2

AT0--AIRCRAFT TRANSFER ORDERl (AR. :10. AWACS--AIRBORNE WARNING -AND CONTROL SYSTEM
N.IVAIRINST 4W021) 1AFM 100-2. AFM 11-21

V iAT0--.wssISTEIJ TAKE-OFF (AFM 11-2) AWASP--ADVANCE WEAPON AMMUNITION SU'PPORT
ATP--AII.IED) TACTICAL PUBLICATION IAR 3120-301 POINT (AR 3120-101i
ATP--ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM (AR 3120-501 AWCS--AIR WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM (AFM 11-21
ATPG--ACTOMATIC TEST PATTERN GENERATORS AW--AWAITING MAINTENANCE 1AFM 11-2)

r-I (AFLCR 66-271 AWP-.%WAITIN'G PARTS 1AFM 11-21
ATR--AIR TRAFFIC REGULATIONS (AR 320-50) AWS--AIR WEATHER SERVICE (AFN 11-21
ATRC--AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION CENTER (AFM 100-2) AWSCOE--ATOMIC WEAP.ONS SUPPORT cOMMAND IAR
ATS-AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES (AR 320-i0) 204MSO
ATSD-ASSEMBLY TYPE SUPPLY DIRECTIVE 1AFM 67-1)
AMh-AEROSPACE TEST WING; IAFSCM 375-3)

ATWG--AIR TRANSPORT WING (AFM 11-21) S.C.A.--lJOARIN OF CONPRACT APPEALS (AFM d-
AU--AIR UNIVERSITY tAFMl 11-21 IlL--BILL OF LADING 1110i, 4140.2S-MI
AULR-ATTRITION. UTILIZATION AND LOSS RATE 1AFM E/M--BILL OF MATERIALS IAFSCM TS-1

11-21 310--BACK ORD)ER (AFX 67-I VOL III
AVE-AIR TO UNDERWATER MISSILE (AR :120-i50) 3/S--BEN\CH STOCK (AFM 177-48111
AUJTEC-ATLANTIC UNDERSEA TEST AND EVALUATION IA-BuTIGET ACTIVITY iBE WEPS 3200.251

CENTER (NA VSHIPINST 54223IA) IA-BUDGET AUTHORIZATION iAFM 172-1 VOL li
AUTMV--AUTONOTIVE (AR 320-50) 3M--BUDGET ACTIVITY ACCOUNT tAR :320-501
AUTODIN-AUTOMATIC DIGITAL NETWORK (.AR 320-50. 3MM-"BUDGET AUTHORIZATION ACCOU'NT NU-MBER

AFM 11-2. APH I's j-3801 tAFM 172-1 VOL 3. AR 320-.50w
AUTOSE VOCOM--.W*TOM~ IC SECURE VOICE BAC-BrUGeT ADVISORY COMMITTEE IAR 3120-1111

COMMUNICATIONS IAFX 11-21 lACE--BASIC AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
AVTOVON-AUTO3IATIC VOICE NETWORK iAR :12o-SI. iFASOINST PSEOi.,2E)

OPNAVINST 2:0.11 AFO--estsE ACCOUNTING AND) FINANCE OFFICER
AWY-ADMINISTRATIVE USE VEHICLE (AR :120-So) IAFM 6#-1 Vol. 11,
AV--AEROSPACE VEHICLE 1AFM 11-21 SAO-RS ,GSIA.CMIN)(AR: 31-3111

AV-AUDIO-VISUAI. tAFM 11-21 BAR--BOAID OF APPEALS4 ANP REVIEW (IFI 11-21
AVC--%UTOMATIC VOLU31E CONTROL (AR :32o-S0) ASE-BASIC ARMY STRATEGIC ESTIMATE tAMCR 11-161
AVCAL--AVIATIO.V CONSOLIDATED) ALLIOWANCE LIST BASO--BASE ACCOUNTABLE SUPPILY OFFICE.i~i tAPM

iBUWEPSlNs'T 4420.1 11-211
AVCOU--ARMY AVIATION MATERIAL COMMANI SASS--BASE', AUGMENTATIOIN SU'PPORT SET iAFM 67-1

iFASOINST P56Otl.21p Vol. III)
AVOG--AERo~sPArE VEHICLE DISTRIBUTION OFFICEiR NP--BREAK BULK POINT 1101) 5.:-R

iAFM 11-21 SC-UDGET CODE ,AFM 67-1 VOL. III
AVE--AEROS'I-ACE VEHICLE EQUIPMENT (APH 11-21 ICCO--BASE CONSCLII)ATION CONTROL. OFFICE iAFM
AVFUEL--AVIATION F*EL IAFX 11-21 11-21 0
AVGAS--.%VIATIOX GASMILINE (AR 3120-30. AFM 11-21 IcS-BASE (CIVIL. FS;I\EER tAFR 111-11
AVID-- A I .ImPEF VEHICL.E IDENTIFICATION (AR It EP--BASE PLMNCTOsEIETINC 'AN

312114011 AFR ISO1-01
:1AV)OWHS-AVIATION ELFC TRONICS (AR .11-4O) SC-ISCCOST INFORMATION t.WLC' AFACR ml-2si

AVL3-..umiumoi: VEHIICLE 1.IINCHEI BRIDGE (AR EcP-UGTDCOST FORl WORK P'ERFORIMEDI 3A
:1344-544) (-A C P I T.13-51 -

AVtDI .. .%v I %TIO\ l.UIII(ICANT (AftL :10-opI--mI'4;RTEI COST FOR1 WORK SCHFII I.i

AVU.- AUITII VIIIFO NOISF IIITEIl tAll .120-540M 501101 IIINPOS %I. IAll :3.1"1
AVIUE.-AVIAlTION MFIIINE (All .1,140o Ufl091 % I ATA PCEit;IN**TAllATIONtl t.W3
AV0I--.lVIATII~x fill. of Arm ::21-S. .VM 11-21
AVP-. IIImv V %1.111 %TillN 01o;: i : 3'*4'14i 01-4I: %SE IIATA SYSTEM 4AFM I1t-:9



SEAMS--HASE ENGINEER AI'TOMATFI) MANAGEMENT CAU-comMERICAI. AIR FREIGHT MOVEMENT fAR
SYSTEM (AFM 172-0) 3I20-51)

BEO40TREGIEC'OFtF l2s-2toI CAFO--cOMMAN\I) ACCOt'NTIN(; ANDi FINA~NCE OFFICE

: Vol. If) CAFSU--CARRIER AND) FIELD! SERVICE I'XIT
SFY--Hrt;ET FISCAL YEA!! 1AR 71-59) oFASOINS? Tio.E
ILMCS--IIASE LEVEL MAINTESANCE COST SYSTEM CAG--CARRIER AIR GROIP1 IFAMoINST P.fMMUEi

iAFM 172-1 VOl. 31. AR 3;20-50) CAIMIS-CONVEN\TION'Al. AMMUNSITION INTEGRATEDI
8LSS--BA--E LEVEL. SUFAF-SUFFICIENCY SPARES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (FASOINST P561mi

.iAFICR X-11. AFLClR 41)(--10 CAIRA--CEN.TRAL. AU*TOMATEID INVENTORY AND1

UMRI-BHASE MAINTENANCE RE~MOVAL. INTERVAL. IAFM REFERRAL ACTIVITY 1FASOINST KPUn.E
Imil-I VOL It CAL--CALENDIAR iT.O. 00-241-I)

3MSO1--IBA-i MEDICAL SUPPLY OFFICER fAFM 67-1I VOL. CAM-CHECEOU*T AND .W'TOMATIC M1ONITORING #AFM

50A--mnoOFFICE ACCOUNT CODE 1AR 5538 CAM--CO.mMERICAI. AIR MOVENT NU'MBER 1AH

j BOO--Ill) OPENING D'ATE IND1 4I6t'.21-Mi CAM-COmNSOLII)ATEI, AIRCRAIFT MAINTENANCE i.IFM
IOIP--IASIS OF ISSUE PLANS tA! 7041m

-O-BUDET PORAIM SUP17-1'O IF 72 CAM-CONTRACTOR ACQUIRED, MATERIEL. eAFN 11-:1)A
UP--UDGT PRGRA EAF 12 101 IiCAMA--CENTRAI.IZED AU'TOMATIC MESS4AGE

IPAC--ti)G.ET PROGRAM ACTIVITY CODE iAFM 172-1 ACUTN A !f-

VOL Ii CAMEL--CRITIVAL AERONACTICAI.
BRC-IIAE REAIRCYCE ,.FI.R ~MATERI.IIIEQUIP"MENT LI.1ST oFASOINST

*RC-UDGET REVIEW COMMITTEE 0. R 70-34t 'n
ISO-BUY SUPORT OPJECTIVE 1AFLCP 37-MI-CMMID EOP.C3MITNAC
555--BAE SERVICE iTORE iAFM -iVOL Ill 31.IPOWER INFORM iTION SYSTEM iAF.1
ITA-BIEsT TECHNICAL APPROACH iAR 1. 5! -CI.~~i .lTO1)IC O 7I
UMCP--ASE WIR!ECOMINICATIONS PIWGRAM T

!AFC,'AFLC 5749.I CAO(S)--CONT~RAC ADMINISTRAlTION OFFICES' 'AFI,'*
SWC1S--.F WIRE CO)M11UNICATIONS SYSTEM iAFI!I.ARI7-

CAP--ti vi. AlIR PAITROL. 01 1', 66-11
_C- CAP--coNTR.WT ACQIITION PROPERTY iAFI.CI: 23-.3;i

CAP--VARE AND~ PRESERVATION #AlR ~ CR-OMiD.SESETRVE FC:~"-
C&T--CIl.OTHI\C. ANDi TEXTILE MATERIEL. il! CAR--CONFIG;I'RATIoN AUDIIT REVIEW .MCR 11-2,;.
CC.F.--rONTI CASES FEDERAL. AFM 1111-9ATNS 1:11I
G/5SC.-if sT, s'H EDIE CiONTlROl. SYSTEMS CARE--r'OMI1%T AIIRCR!AFT REUe'fI'INU :I Is %TA

CRITER.IA t..FSI r- SYsTEM WA.SOIN$T P'loll.2

CA 1:' X "T .II;IIIN ISTI:ATION OFFICE TECHlNIQUE: tF* vo'INST P-Iois':.
If"II 11M .I"iItil, IX T 7'. ~CAS--CII.EII, A UP All: SIfEI' iAFMI 11-2~

CAN ~I l::I IT Em; 14,411 i% FM #;:-I VOL It CAb-c lrAIA')flNEX4 AMI STANI'.IRIIZ ITIN 4iFTICE :
CADIPAD * iI:TIJ1I';f. WIi %T", I':I4e i.- oNlo %F11 C= . 1 iil Ili

14:11.1 I kXT WcTI %TrI, 10- '.*: i %In: CASREP, C 1,St iITY I:IP''I:T iTFCH .~Im; IllVINST

CADC \l I II 'TI",Iq tl Fm 12 CASRIEP -tC I! ur% RIMIVIYIEP'ORTS iFI.\NT

~1CAPIN wx. m % %;I~if.:Yi'iTIsiu.~ vrwv CA-A'1Xl.';" %FI!MsIb-TI41N SIVICUS 1AFM

.\-:f ~t:%l \ -11- -' N



CAT--CATAL.OG 1T.O. (10-20'.1u061 CCT-comBAT CONTROL TEAM iUFM I104
CAT--CATEGORY IT.O. u-;I- CD--CFRTIFICA.TION DIATA 1BUSHIPSINST IMAII
CAT--cIVILIAN ACTION TEAM IAF31 11-2; MO-CONTRA(T DEFINITION INAVMAT P39wA)
CAT- -CL.EAR AIR TI'RBILEN\CE iAFM I12 CD-W-CONTRACT DEMONSTRATION 1A P 7-I,
CAT--vI.ERICAI. APTITU*DE TEST (AFM 11-21 COBS-COST DIATA BANK iYSTEM (AFNCL 173-21
CAT-coNTROL AND ASSESSMENT TEAM (AR 320-M); CDCN-CoMMAND D)OCtlMENT CONTROL NU:MBER tAFRI
CAVU-cEILIN AND VISIBILITY U'NLIMITED IAN 11-2) 100-181

Cl1--CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL 1AR 320-50) CDCS--CENTRlAI DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM fAFM 11-21
Cl--CONXSTRUC(TIONX BATTALION (AR 320-50) COF-CLASS DETERMINATION AN!' FINDINGS -

CSIL-COMMERCIAL BILL OF LADING 1AFR 100-3) ITECHLOGDIVINST 52M0.1)
CUE--COMMAND BUDGET ESTIMATES 4AR 70-5(1; COI--CARGO DISPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS (AR 32h0-1,0)
CIL-COMMERCIAL BILL OF LADING IDOD 4140.25-Mi COLS-COST DOCUMENT LIBRARY SYSTEM (AFiCL
CIO--COMPLFTE BASIS OF ISSUE (AR 11-25) 173-2)11C3F-CONSOLIDATED BASE PERSONNEL OFFICE (HP COUO--COMMAND DATA MANAGEMENT OFFICE fAFLCR

21-11 310-I1

CUR-CHE3MICAL BIOLOGICAL. AND RADIOLOGICAL COP--CONTRACTOR ILATA MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 4I(AMCR 385-21) tAFLCR 23-431
CBVWS-COMBAT VEHICLE WEAPONS SYSTEM IAP COOG-COMBAT DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES GU*IDE (ARhi3201-50) 32049(11
CC-CALIBRATION CYCLE IT.O. 00-20-10-6) COP--CODEDII ESCRIPTION PATTERN itAFLCM 72-21
CC-CARD COLUMN 1AFM 67-1 VOL III COP-COMPANY DISTRIBUTING POINT (AR :120-10I;
CC-COMMON CARRIER (AR 320-501 COP-CONTRAT DEFINITION PHASE tAMCR 11-161
CC-CONCEPT CHART IAFLCR 400I-51 COP-cosT DATA PLANS (NA VMAT ' 040.1.
CCAO--CONTRACT COST ANALYSIS ORGANIZATION COB--CARGO DIELI VERY RECEIPT (A R 31-50)

(NA VMAT ' 040.11 CD*-CRITICAI. III;N REVIEW 1AFLCR 23-431
CCI-CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARID iAFR 400-3) CDAL-CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS LIST (ArM
CMcB-COMPONENT CONFlIURATION\ CONTROL BOARD 41HI-11

iFASOI\ST P5600.2EI CDT-CEN\TRAL. DAYL.IGHT TIME ,dI..AH 31,25.21
~CO-4ONSTRU*CTIO\ COMPLETiON DATE IAF34 11-21 CE--CAI'ITAI. EQU'IPMENT ;FA$OINST P16m1.2Ei
CCDUB-COMMAS11 CONTRACTOR DJATA cf- MNCTOSIIE~O I AF1M 11-21

MANAGEMENT REVIEW BOARD CE--coNFIGIRATION EL.EMENT iNAVMATINST 41301.1)
IAF-CtAFLCM 31211-b; CE--('URRFNT F.ATIMATI. illol' 7wTmo:1;

CCN-. CONTRACTOR COST DATA REPORT iAF.SCR 27-61 CEC--CIVII. NIER oi' IAR32II -0 721o5

CCE--C7ONTR~CT CLOSEOUT EXTENSION iAVLCR 711-11 CED--COMMIIATIN-I.CIOIC OUMN H
CC--COM8AT COMMUICIATIONS 6110UP oAFM Io-;21-11

CCOMODITY E*OIII\ATION G;ROIP (FASOINS?,; Cf--CMMUNXI(ATION EI.rCTR(INIC: ElErMENT 4AR

- '~~CCI IM .fI.CII ST '- CONTROLNTI:.NTl;;X ENIiITEMs. ..NS-cI FACILITYC

441 -' %It. -. C IR-cNOPERT IIE ll PARTS eIFM C .-I
:g. CP i .\1eILII'ATI e1YITHII.;I I'E;:'1.l CO(MMI'SICATIl)N~.j: :CIo IN-T1(TI\*J

CCPO .1ITI IVI N II:I~NI RAIO\ IC MA\%irF\T CEI--C0\I11.TN EN'i'I ITEoIM.To 0,44 : -2
,V.1 AIx.4ox2 C-i'ITRI Ti.1 7"0'I .ITFSt 7~

CCR--IIIoNTI:1rIT vHi N oTW I:EIE ION 01' WE I? I-26 3,. ,IXl-*os :TR'
- C~S-r'.MI I T 111I \I I!X I IS.I ll:IN IF IN-1)Tq RIAr 11-I I IIFIt ;5 NI I'I

CO N. tA2, COP i .~~ 1:1 NICET IN-I TI *Bl I

IMI7.;:TONN\0FX1375L



CEMC--co3iMUN*.ICATIO\S-ELEC'TRO.\ICS MANAGEMENT COO--CARGO 1AR :o1)f;

(CENTER (AFM 100-21 CHS--CARGO HIANDJLING BATTALION (AR 3111-501
CEMO--COwMIANI' EQtII'MNT MANAGEMENT OFFICE CHCFA--cosTs, CHARGEABILE TO FUND

iAFR IINI-IS) AUTHORIZATION (Aft 310-55nf
CEMT--COMMANII EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT TEAM CNE--CAR(;O HANDLING EQUIPMENT tAR 31-511)

fAFM 67-I1 CNF--CONTIACT HISTORY FILE iFAiOINS._T P.;wN;.2Ei
CEP--COMilON ELECTRONICS PART.; FASOINST CHNAVUAT--CHIEF OF NAVAL. MATE.RIAL. EASOINST

Pst6oil.2E) P.'MIo.2Ei
CEP--coNTRACTU'RAI. ENGINEERING PROJECT IAFLCR Cl-CLASSIFICATION INVENTORY 0AI 3241-5I,

231-431j C--COXFIGURATION ITEM 10)011 50110.19. APR 63-31;
CER--COxPI.ETE ENGINE REPAIR 1FASOINss P5600.2E) CIA--CEXTRAI. INTELILIGENCE AGENCY IAR :3211-51.
CER--COMPLETE ENGINEERING RELEASE iAR :320-30) AFM 110-91
CER--COgT ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP 1AFM 11-2. CIC-CARD IDENTIFICATION CODE 41)01' 4146t.2fi-Mi

AFSCI. 17:1-21 CIC-CONROL INSTALLATION CODE IAFM l77-341

CETS--coNTRACTOR ENGINEERING AND) TECHNICA~L CIC-4 (I.T OLLED ITEM CODE eAFLCR 1i1-261
SERVICES jAFR 404:l moC-COST INDICATOR CODE iAR 5:-25rm

CET5P--CONTRACT ENGINEERING & TECHNICAL CIC-CUSTO31ER IDENTIFICATION CODIE iAFR 76-3m
SERVICES PFERSONNEL IAFP 4W0201 CO-CHANGE IN DESIGN FASOINST P5,6rni.2

$CEY- COMBAT ENGINEER VEHICLZ IAR 31204501 CID-COMMUNICAiTIOS IMPLEMENTATION.S
CF-CARRIED FORWARD IT.O. 00-20-Il DIRECTIVE iAFLCM 375-21
CF-CORRELATION FACTOR (AR 3140-50) CO-COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION iOPNAV 43P21 J
CFA-CONTRACTOR FURNISHED ACCESSORIES CIE-CONTROLLEI) INTERVAL EXTENSION fAFR 66-21

IFASOINST P5600.2EP CIEP-coUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICAs
CFAE-CONTRACTOR FURNIHED AEROSPACE POLICY IAFR 400114

EQUiPMENT fAFLCR 2.3-41 CIF-COmT INSURANCE AND) FREIGHT IAR:1-5,
CFE--CONTRAC*TOR FURNISHED EQUIPMENT (AFP. CIL-CERTIFICATE IN LIEU' OF tAR .324-50)

400-1 dIM-COMPONENT ITEM MANAGER, fAFLCR 0S-311
CFU--CON\T1N\GENCY FOR. MOVEMENT (AR :32uj-50I CIM-COMMODITY INTEGRATED; MATERIEL MAAGER
CPU-CONTRACTOR FURNISHED MATERIAL EAFLCR 40)0-2 1)

-3 TECHLOGDIVINST 5200.11 CIII-- CIVIL.IAN INFORMATION MANAUEMENT I
CFMS-comIINED FIELD MAINTENANCE SHOP IAR SYSTEM IFASOINST P5600,2Ei

31(-50 CINCLANT/11AC--CONMANDER IN CHIFFATI.ANTICJ
-JCMP-COMPI.ETION OF FITTING O1T PERIOD AND PACIFIC (FA.4OINST PS'6#NI.2)Ei

tHUSHIPINS.'T 4141.9191 CI0--COMMAND) I.;SUING OFFICE IAR :lI'-56z
CFP--CON\CEPT FORM"LATION PAt KA(E (AR V1,5s91 dIP--CLASS IM1PROVEME\T PILAN (TECHI.OGIIIVIN'T
CFP--C-oNTRAC*TOII FU.RNISHED PROPERTY iAFM 67-I 52041.11

VOL II dIP--COMPONENT IMPP.OUE.FET PROGRAM tAFI:II CFR--COD)E (OF FEDERAL REGU'LATIONS iNAVOR9 OP I1:
16.AEM 110t-9; CIPE--VENTRAI. INVENTORY OF PRODUCT7ION

CFS--c('NTft,1,.TiOR; FIELD SF.RVICF.Sp iAFM 11-:1. AFM EQIIMENT RZECORS. fAf 312o 301
1d7, IPI-C'ORPORATF INDUllSTRIAL I'UEIARI;INES,

CFS--fu'NTR:.CT FINAIN' Al. STATUS iAFM 11-21 PREPUESFXTATI Vi iAR3:211-101,
CFSR--c#1XTm.AtT FINIDS -;TV~TU' REPORT IAFSCZ 2741 CIRC--CHITWCAI ITEM RIUI CoMMITE I. 1:
CFSE-,itNTI:A~t~oR. F1 I:Nl.sHFIO SPECIAL. $I'P11oIIT ,:-3±1. CFT--ITPIC FIrP11I.1 TFr HNICI.AN ..A: 3204051, INAV3JATof h.e
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CLL-CHIEF O)F I.EGISIATIVF LIAISON IAN :32ij-50, CMS-01A.1111RAT10% AND) ME.S1s:EXT SI MMAIU-Es
CLUA--CLOTHrNx MONETARY AVLLOWANCE (Aft 3~21441 1A.FLR 23i-48)
CLS--tiOSEI' LOOP SVPPIOIIT iAf 7H0491i CMS-COMMON MANI'IJIVE ST.VXIAI:Ils lAFM I11-21

A CLSA-COOPERATIVE LOGISTIC SIuvOwR CMSU-CHFMICAL MATERIAL. STL'IjY MODELf~ iFA$0lINST

CLSSA-CHI'ERATIVE LOGISTICSVMSUPPLT 4i!it'1OT CA-o N5OTE ALOAEAR 3120404,
.VUI:NGEMEFSr tAFR 4(K)-31 CNRATRA--CHiIEF. NAVAL. AIR BA.15WTRAININ;

CLT--voMMI'NleAI IONS INE TERMINAL .VFX 67-I fFA',OINST K-41-E

Vol. III * CNAL--coMA\NER NAVAL AIR FORCE. I.S. AVTLANTIC

CM-CASE 31(NITtIRING tAFLCR 23-4 FLEET tFASOINST P56rn.2Et
CIA-CONTRACT MAISTENA'%E ACTIVITY IAFN 11-2 CAP-COMMANDER NAVAL AIR1 FORCE. I'S. PACIFIC A
CMA-CORPs MIVTENACE' AREA (AR 320-50) FLEEr IFASOINAT P56011.21.)

C--OTHIN; MONETARY ALLOW.ANCE. BASIC IAR CNARESTA--CHIEF. NAVAL AIR RESUPVE TR.AINING;
3120-501 IFASOISST P-j4Y9.2Ei

CUISS-CLOTIIIN; MONETARY ALLOWANCE. CNATECHTA-cIIIE. NA VAL AIR TECHNICAL
INITIAL ISSUE iAR 320-50) TRAINING iFASOINST P564i

CMAL-CONTRoI.LED MULTIPLE APDRESS LETTER ISFE CNAMR--CHIEF. NAVAL AIR TRAINING COMMAND
6779 IFASOINST P.54100.2E1

-i CURS-CLOTHING MONETARY ALLOWANCE. STANDARD CNAVANTR--cHIEF. NAVAL AIR AD'VANCEDI
iAR 3I20-501 TRAINING COMMAND tFASOINST Q

CCOU MAD)A\T OF THE MARINE CORPS (FASOINSTPfi.E
P301i.2EI CWc-CHANG(E NOTICE CARDI 1VASOINST PS*&Xu2Et

COCO-CLAS5SIFI) NATERIAL CONTROL OFFICER CS--CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL .AMATIST
iFA%01\NsT PSmlo.2Ei 42(141.3A)

C~commrsicATinG MAGNETIC CARD) CNO-CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS F.VSOINST
TYPEWRITER i.AFSCR 70-131 P-3600.2Ei

CUD-CATALOG NANAGEMENT DATA IAFLCRt 400-211 CNS--CHANGE NOTIC'E Sl*SPES$E iFI.Ei iASOINST4 CUWD-CONTRACT MANAGEMENT IV VISION'IIISTRICT Pl6,ki.2
iAFSCL 173-2, AFSCM 375-31 CO--CONTRAcTlNG OFFICER .37.~ 5I7-31

-~ CMDN-CATALOG M.VNAGEMENT DATA NOTIFICAVTION COA-CENTRAL OPERATI\; AGE\CY i.AF3 ITN2-I VOL 3i
1AFLCR:)23-43f COA--vHAxNGE ORDER AVCCIIUNT I AFM 1-Lt i

CUO-CONSOL.IDATED MATERIEL IIISTRIITION CqA--CU*RRE\T OPERATING AI.IOVVANcES e.R 3*.lI-5tIl

OPJECTIVE 1AFM f;-Ip I COAD-O-cIUIS ARMY DEPOT 1.% 1::2-u
CMDTY-COMhlITY (ARl 320-301 COB-CLOSE OF IWSIi!SS' 1AR 3241-5111
CUE-CONTROLLED MISSION EQU*IPME.NT fAFM 67-1 COB-COMMAND OPERAVTING I;UI'GET 4AR T .1-19)

VOL bi COBL-COMMON RUSINSS ORIENTEII iANt;UA6E illi
CMU-CONFIDENTIAL-MONDFIED HA\I)LINI; 32111-10. AF3I 11-:11

AVTHORIZED fAR 3120-501 COBY-11*RREST OPERATING 1111PEET YEARI ,.i1I ;M
OCU.OMMANI' MANAGEMENT INVENTORY Vol. 31

.l'CUNIN;IAR 3-10-141) WOC--OMIAT OPERATIONS CENTER iA.R 32114411
CULC-CHEMIA vI oRP's fAR 31-5411 COCES-CON.TRAC(TUR-01EI:.ATEII VI VII.
CMl--oMMAND M.VINTEN.VNCE MAN.V(IEET EN(;IXEEUINI; SE-RVICE S-ToRE iAFM1
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COfT--CIIIEF OF TRANSPORTATION IAR 3120-30) COSAL-CooRDINATED SHIPBOARD ALCOW.A.iE LIST
COO-CONVENIENCE OF THE GOVERNMENT iAFM 11-2. EXA VMAT P1910AI

AR .120-50) COSTI--COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC AND
COCO-COMMERCIAL-OWNED GOVERNMENT-OPERATED TECHNICAL IXFORMATION EDOD 7720.11

(DOD 4140.25-M) COSUAL-COORDINATED SHORE BASED MATERIAL
COI--COMMUNICATION OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS (AR ALLOWANCE LIS1f FASOlNST P5'600.2E1

320--v) COSAR-COMBAT SUPPORT OF THE ARMY (AR -120-50)
COIN-COUNXTERINSURGENCY 1AFM 11-21 COT-CONsOLIDATED OPERABILITY TEST (FASOI\ST '
COLA-COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE (AFM 11-2) P5600.2Et
COU-COM1PUTERt OUTPUT MICROFILM (DOD 4120.22) COTR-CONTRACTING OFFICER, S TECHNICAL:
COUAC--comMANDER. MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND REPRESENTATIVESi (AR 320-40)

tAFM 11-21 CP-CENTRAL PROCUREMENT (AFLCM 57-71
COUAM-commUNICATIONS JAMMING E.AR 320-40) C-CENTRALLY PROCURED (AFM 67-I VOL It
COUMEL-COMMUNvICATIONS ELECTRONICS (AR 320-50) CP-COMMAND PILOT EAFM 11-21
CONAI-COMMANDER. NAVAL AIR BASE (FASOINST CPl-COMMAND POINT IAF)Y 11-21I

P5600.2E) CF-COMMAND POST (ARI 3i0-50 . AFN 1- I

COhREC-COMPONENT RECLAMATION (FASOINS? CP-CONTROL POINT fAFM I11-21
4010.5) CP-COPLOT IAFM 11-21

COURL-M1AJOR COMMANDS MATERIAL READINESS CP-COST AND PERFORMANCE (AR 120-541)
ILIST (FASOINS? PSW.2Ei CPA--CASH PURCHASING AGENT I AFM 11-21

COUST-COMMUNICATIONS SATEL.LITE fAFM 11-21 CPA--COST AND PERFORM1ANCE ANALYSIS 4AFLCR

COUSEC-COMMUNICATIO\S SECURITY (AFF 100181 2-1-431 A
COhSTS-COMMANDER. MILITARY SEA CPAF--COST PLUS AWARD FEE 4.4F3111-2)1

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE fAFM 11-2) C-COMMAND POINT OF CONTACT IN.%V9ATI\ST
C=U-COMMITMENT (AR 3t0-50) 4710.11
COETAC-COMMANDER. TACTICAL AIR COMMAND CPC--CONTROL POINT Cl'STODIAN (FASOINST P5'sw.2Ei

(AFM 11-21 CPIE--CONTrAcToR PERFORMIANCE EVALUATIONICONEIRAD-coNTROL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC GROU'P i(AFSCR -m-21i
RADIATIONS WA 320-50) CPIES-CONTRAcTOR PERFORMANCE EVAI.UATION

COWf-CONTAINER EXPRESS (ARt 120-50. DSAR 4500.3. SYSTEI EFAROINST PS64HL!Ei
DOD 450.32-R) CPFF-ct)S T-Pi~trS-A-FIXEII-FEE iTECHI.OGDIVI\NT

CONONT-INTEREST BY M1EMBER OF CONGRESS (AR 320.1. AFN 11-:1. AR 3-10-50)1ICPIF-!4'oST-1PI.U.-INCEN\TivE-FEE iAR 3120-54).
CONSSTOCS-CONINGENCY SUPPORT STOCKS (AR WEHI.0;DIVINAT 52M4.1. AF.1 11-21

320--0) CPIL-COMIIERCIAI. PRODUCTS. 1.1.1-t fAFLCR 23-41
C@NUS--CO.NTINENTAL UNITED STATES (PSAR 4-0.. CPU-CARD.; PER MI1\UTE iAFMl 67-1 VOL III

AF3l 11-2, DOD 40.32-I CPO-CIVII. POST OFFICE 11100) 45#41.12-R1)
COO-CONTRACT ON ORDER IFASOINST I'5fi0.2E) GPO-COMPoNENT PIL.OT OVERH.AI. iF.Is4INT
COVMtA-C'O.\Tmd1TY OF OPERATIONS PLAN P.r.E

IFASOINST Pserna.2Ei CPC.oTrosAPErNA;-PCS AFM
WOARS-ONTRACTJR OPERA.TEDJ (N-R.ISE VEHICL.EI I-l

I'AIITs S;TORE 4.FM 467-I Vfll. 11 CPR.-I'ommisNT PII.OT RE.WORK WF.OU)NT I'VoE
COPAP--1*4,YTIN:1ITV (IF OPERATIONS PLIAN. DEP.IT CP--(O$T I'ERFOflZM.\NCE REI'lo.T ,AS1 .7-*.1

OF THE .II: FORI iHP 21-;# CPS-ruiss In.PE SWOENI, 0.FMl 67-1 Vitll. III
MOP--11TINCENCY '.N REPORT IFASE)INST CPS-CNTRA4714I L ANT SERVICE., ,.~FM ow-I%.ii CON-- \I':ArIN.; omaiFFc:s, RI:EII:ESETATI F CM~--(*i:VW AII .I$F~ St 14I'IlT EqIIl"MFNT
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CPU--CENVTRAL PROCESSING U:NIT (ATM 17-1 VOL 11) CWI-CENTRAL SECONDtApRY !TEx STRATIFICATION
2CRA-CETRALIZED REPAIR ACTIVITY fAFR 65-1i IAFLCR 21-43)

CRA-CONTINVING RESOLUTION AUTHORITY (AFSCR CIL--COMPONENT SAVE LIST IFASOINST P5000j.2Ei
27-63CN-CONTROL SYMBOL NUMBER fAFLCM 401-11

CRAF-ciVIL RESERVE AIR FLEET (AFM 67 -1 VOL I! CSO-CLOTHING STORE OPERATING BU'DGETS EAFM
CRAF-VIVIL RESERVE AIR FORCE (HP 21-1) 6s-1i
CRAW-CARRIER REPLACEMENT AIR WING 1FASOINST CIO-CLOTHIN\G STORE OPERATING PROGRAMS fATM

P4600.tEi 67-li
CRAW--COMBAT READINESS AIR WING (FASOINST CAP-CENTRAL SERVICE POINtT IDOD 400.211

PSGOO0.2EI. CAP-CONCURRENT SPARE PARTS tAFR 4010-20)

CRC-CONTRACTOR RECOMMENDED CODES IAFR ro-fi, CIA-CONTRACT STATUS REPORT iTECHLOjGDIVINVST
CRC-CONTROL AND REPORTING CENTER iAFM 100-23 52W0.1)
CAN-CREW CHIEF IT.O. w~-20- CSTA--cONSOLIDATING STATION (AR 320-50)
CAD-CHIEF OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (AR CI-CUSTONER SUPPORT UNIT 1AFSCR 67-8)j

320-59) CT-CONFIRMATORY TEST (AR 70-10141CR05-COMPON\ENT REPAIR DATA SHEETIFAsoINsT CTA-coMMxo\ TABLE OF ALLOWANCE (AR 70-51

P5600.Ef CT-coNMERICAL TRAFFIC BU*LLETIN (AR 3110-503
CR1-COMBAT READINESS EVALUATION (AR 320-501 CTCI-CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL CJII1PLIANCEI

I CWETE-COMPL7TATIONAL RESOURCES FOR INSPECTION IAFSCR/AFLCR 400103
ENGINEERINGAND SIMULATION TRAI~iNG COS--CODE TRANSLATION DATA SYSTEM WAF 11-21-4 (AFLCR W621 CT-COMM3AND TECHINICAL. ?IWCTIO\1 IAR 3120--'il]CRF-CRYPTOGRAPHIC REPAIR FACIL.ITIES (AR 32049)i CTI-COMPLAINT TYPE INVESTIGATION (AR U20-50i

CRIIL-CONTRACT REPAIR INITIAL SU*PPORT LIST CTI-CONTRACT TECHNICAL INS TRUCTOR 1AR 324-501
(AFLCR 23-43, dE-COMPOSITE TOOLKIT jAFSCR fi6-li

CRIS-COMPUTER RESOURCES INTEGRATED CTO-cOGNIZANT TRANSPORTATION OFFICEiRi AF31
SUPPORT PLAN (AFLCR 23-43) 12

CROC-COMBAT REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY dTO--COI:RIER TRANSFER OFFICEiRi iAFN 11-21
(AFLCR 23-431 dtOC--CENTRAL TECHNICAL ORDER CONTROL UNIT

CAP-CONTROL AND REPORTING POST (AFM 100-2a (AFM 11-1i
CAP--COST REDUCTION PROGRA3M (AFM 11-21 CT-COORDINVATErI TEST PLAN (ltD 7.8-5l91
CAS-CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS SUNMARY tAFSCM dR-CAPITAL-TYPE REHABIL.ITATION IAFR Ao22

:17,-5i dTS-coNTRA(CTOR TECHNICAL. SERVICE,; iPP 21-I1
CR5-CONTINGENVCY RETENTION STOCK iAFR s7-ril CTSP-CiNTRAC(T TECHNICAL SERVICES P ERF ONN E 1.
CAT-CATHODE RAY TUBE IFASO1NSiT P5600.2E) (AR 320-50. AFN 11-43
CRWG-COMPUTER RES;OURCES WORKING GROUP CU--CUro; (1lop45032R

iAFLCR 23-431 CNbAT-COMMOx USE DIATA TERM!INAL. iAR 320-1411

ISA-COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE AU*THORIZATION CYI-CONBAT VEHICL.E I AR 320-501
tAFR 100-163 CW-COMPLIED WITH iT.O. 00-20-11

CIA-CROSS SERVICE AGREEMENT (AR :920-.101 CM3-CONTRACT WORK BREAKDOWN sTRICftIRE
CW-4[PI'TER SI*PPORT BASE (AFN 67o-I VOL 11) iAFA*'AFLCPI7o3-Si
CWTSTOMER SU'PPORT BRANCH IATS4CR 67s-ro C-CALIBRATIN(i; WORK VENTER iT.O. dif42o-.04-;
CWOS-ii!'.NDiER -A TATEMEN\T AND RUDl;ET CUHPFTITION WITH CONFIDFN1*F i.%FI.UR :1-41

J I,11XlRY IAR :lg-e-5u1 CWU-vo0IMFRCIAI. WA.TER MOVEMWN NI'MOi.E #AR
CSC--IVI.- SERVICE 4-0MMISSION EAR -20-50132,-aII ~ C4.IMAT SI'PEII:T COIMPANY fAl: .2-I3 CWUT--eo.11 WFATHEI: MATERIEL. TF.4T UNIT eAR
CICC-C.'MMISICTInNS SYSTEM VATEGIIRY ChOlE

tI. lK,. Im CY--.'IrRRFEXT YEAlR . I FX 17-3 %fI
diOO..3N5',I1.I'ATFI, SHIP' EI.ECTR0ND(S iESI;N CZ--031IUT 70NE (.AR 2-

CSF-- I\TftlCT %TT1 S II iF3Sl4'I's ,..m.
dG-- u3lIIAT SEIVI0. eI:IlIA- u:DU-IETRMNAIO A\t' FNIIN AFI.('R' 2.1-131
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O0-1'IUIwTerolATE Of IIAI.\TfENANX(*: AFIKI:' 231.43) DAS--I'lRFcT At'T(j1IoTfIVE S1*PPOIT i.I: :j20-filID/MM--I'u1tc7liATE001 1"F MATERIEL. 3IANA(;i')IEN\T DASC--DIIRECT AIR SI rJNJET C'EXTER. IAFM 0NI-2. %I,

110Q- .Ilt'-OUT 1AFMl 67-1 Vol. III 0ASS(-)EN4TES L.OCALLIY ITFUIMINEI. 1A.WI
Ul-1RETRT OF PRO(rRE)IEN\T AN!) 17 -3j411

PRDCIN ALR5-2) ~ OASL-I;EPA RT3ENT OF THE ARMY STR ATFEGIC

DA--IIEI'ART3)IINT O THE ARMY !.%R 3211-o DAN-EMONSTATION AND) SHAKEDOWN
VJ4--I'ATA AUTOMATION iAFM I;7-:14.) OPERATION iAFM C)4.10)i
DA--IwEFE.X3E ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY 1AR 3~20-30. DASS-DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SYSTEMS STAFF

FASOINST P56Uf).2E, OFFICER IAU :320-510)
OM.- -DATA AUTOMATION ACTIVITY (AFM 11-2) DAT--lI'EVEIOPMENT A(CEP1.INCF TESTS iAR 711-111,
DAWS-DEFENSE AITOMATIC-EI) AIJIIE.SSING SYSTEM DATI--m1REcTOR OF ARMY TECHNIC7Al. INFORMATION

iAFLCE 4010-21, DODl 49.29) iAR :i21o-)OQ
DAASO-PEFENSF. .WTONATIC .UPIRESiING SYSTEM DI-DATA BASE FILE 1.1k 3:0-U4pi

OFFICE iAFR 4010-2m' 11IUS-41IHECTOII OF BASE MFEDICAL SERVICES tAFR
DAATCO-DEPART!JEN1 OF THE AR3MY AIR TRAFFIC I:N-12 ANSC

COORDINATING OFFICER 1AR 32-0 DC-DIRECTOPR ;DEPUTY OF
DAC--I;ATA% ANALYFIS CONSOLE tAFM 11-21 COMMW\ICATIO.\SEIE(RO\IC*, iAFM 1110-21
DADO--DIATA AUTOMATION DESIGN OFFICE iAFM 11-21 OCA--DF.NE COMNUNICATIONS AGE.NCY !AF)I 10f-21

OAF--DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE iAF3I 11-2. AR KDCA-iEFEV.; CONTRACT AIIT AGENCY IAFM% 11-21
320-101 DCA1--DEFENSE COMMIUNICATIONS AGENCY

DAF--PEI ARTURE AIRFIELD OAr. 3:10-M s"SERUICES eAR 32ii-IgiODt '5.~ AM-

OA00-41EPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FORWARD DEPO M-EES OTATAMNSRTO
4AR .120-501

DAFO-DiIIoN ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE OFFICE . ALRJm2.11 135.A3

sAFM 7-1 VL 1 ~DCAS-:)EFENvsE CONTRACT AII30INSTRATIO'X
DAFS--Iwn AIR FORCE SPECIALTY CODE tAFM H1-211SRIE ITITeAONTP~l.E

DAIS--DEFENSE AUTOMATIC I\TEGRATE!) SWITCHINo; ASRICES DISTRICT AIINI-T hAT".IV

DAA4ARTMN OF HEAR-SNiFIA ANNEX% SERVICE REGION 1AF3l1,1-2. APR 410-31,
DAMA-DEPATMEN O~FTHE AMYMAERIA. Dc--DECISION COORDINATING eAPER dfIo ,uJI

iAR 3420-301 Dc--I)EVEI.OPVET CONCEPT PA~PER iAFNCR 27-61
DAMP--DEPA.TmE\T liF THE ARMY MATERIEL DP-IEES iI.lRPIENS GNY111

PRo1;RAM iAR 32-S0)
DAMWO--DEFP.%RT3IENT OF THE ARMY MODIFICATION 102-1

WOR.K ORDER tAR 3:0-401 O---IDEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR OPERATIONS
DAO-DI VISION AMMUNITION OFFICER iAR .124-41 At t11

OAP--[oAT., AUTOMATION PROPOSAL tAFM It1-21 KS-DEFESE Co\%UNICATIONS S*PYE ,FR 1t0-2
DAP-IJIRErToR OF ARMY PROGRAMS 1AR.8 o~ ICt-IFES 0OSRUTO-511YCNERIF
OAR--DIATA AUTOMATI0N REQUIREMENT fAFR IW0-1 tr1- VOL Is
OAR--IIEFENSE ACQUISITION REGULATION iFORMERLY OKSOP$I)EPUTY CIEF OF STAFF FOR MILITARY

ASPI'R 11)(1 4 11113-11. PL.AN 5(d..21 4I'ERATIO s LAR -,1-1111
DANCOU--ARM~Y MATERIFl. D)FAEIOPMENT A. DCW--hIEPUTY CHIEF oF %TAFF FOR PERSONNEl.

REAIIEss COMMAND IFi.C AFSCR T.1-21 tAR 70-leO
DARCO-- NITEIP STATES ARMY MATERIEL. OCT--I'l 2ernn DATA IIIMMI'NICATIoN TERMINAL. tAF34

DFVIOI'MENT &IANESCoNIMANI' 6-- Vol. III
o.u 0 DTS--oEFfENSE CLOTHINI; .INI' Tf\T;.!: SI PPI.Y

DARO..IIEEtNSK %I'I'F REITII.IZTIE'N OFICE eliol, CENTER iAII ,'-so,

31 OO1--IEVEILOPMENT II:CTII'F oAlM 11-2,
DARPA- IIFFENSr-I%'ANCEII R.E.SEARCH i'RCoECrs 00--lIE DIATE: tAFM 11-21

l.;~e* ~srRAu.1:. WI: :;721 OW-Dim:ETE DUITY .fAF;MNT'M 11-21
DART- Iq:CENTI:%LIIf.I' 11V N EII IEINI NT OC--lATE PUPE CAIIII TICIN tTO_ ,04*-2"I"

Thii~tlII: E I~:NST ~ DC--IIFENSV IfOCUMIENTTIC)N I'ENTFL IAF9 1111Cu



DOO-DEADLINE DELIVERY DATE iAR 320-511) DIIR-DELIVERY HISTORY REI ORT iTECHI.OiIIVtXST
DO--DESIRED DELIVERY DATE IAF3I 11-21 5E11

I\ W-DOCUMExT IDENTIFIER 1AFN 11-21
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EMO--QrIP.1ENT MAN. GMFNT OFFICE gAFR Ifnis ERL-ENOI RETENTION L.EVEL. WASOIS
EMR--EqriPI'MENT MAINTENANCE RECORD '.AR :320-51ll, '6o2

EMSKED--FmPI.OY.1INT SCHEI1FrI.KF.SOINST ERL-4:r*ROI'EAN REqI REMEFNTS LI1ST tAR :1-511
ip)'o 2K, P.-EIXWTRONIC RE'QU'IREMENIT IPLAN

EM-Fi-'.Uritom ;N ETIC WA. O I HE tH i 21-D) iTEHIJIlIVINST 52111.11
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ERPAL-ELECTRONICS REPAIR PARTS ALLOWANCE ETR-ExPORT TRAFFIC RELEASE (AR 3120-501
LtIST iFASOINST P5600.2E) ETRO-ESTIMATED TIME OF RETURN TO OPERATION

ERR-ECONOMIC RETENTION REQUIREMENT iAFM 65-110)
iBUSANDAINST 4440.38) ETI--ENGINEERINt, AND TECHNICAL SERVICES (AFLCR gt

ERRC-EXPENDABILITY, RECOVERABILITY, 23-43, APR 400-3)
REPAIRABILITY COST/CATEGORY (APR 78-IS. ETI-EXPIRATION OF TERM OP SERVICE tAFM 11-2)
APR 100-18) ETTR-EVEN EVENT TEMPERATURE RECORDER (AFM

ERRC-EXPENDABILITY RECOVERABILITY 4J0-1)
REPARABILITY CODES (AFM 66-1) EUcor-EUROPEAN COMMAND IDOD 4140.25-M)

ERS--ECONOMIC RETENTION STOCK (AFR 67-97) EUR-EYERGENCY UNSA71ISFACTORY, DEPORT IT.O.
ERI--EMERGENCY RELOCATION SITE (AR 320-50, O-5-4

FASOINST P5600.2E) 14R-E*,GiNEERING UNSATISFACTORY REPORT 1AFLCR4

5200.1)
ES-EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST(S) (AFLUR 57-27, AFLCH LW-ELECTRONIC WARFARE (AFM 100-2)

65-42) EWO-ELECTRONIC WARFARE OFFICER 1AFM 11-2)

I ~~~ESC-EQUIPMENT SERVICEABILITY CRITERIA (AR LWEMRECWAODR(PR4-1
7.320-501 EWO-EMERGENCY WARTIME OPERATION 1AFM 11*-21

LID-ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION (AFM 11-2) LWP.-EMERGENCY WAR PLANS 1HP 21-11

1 LID-END OF SCREENING DATE (DOD 4160.21-M) EXACT-EXECUTIVE AGENT (AR 320-501
W-STMAED SHIPPING DATE (AR 320-50) EXEC. ORDER-EXECUTIVE ORDER OF THE

Eli-EXTREMELY SENSITIVE INFORMATION (AR 320-50) PRESIDENT (AFM 110-9)I LID-ELECTRONICS SUPPLY OFFICE (FASOINST EXMAKEPOT1P2 BN DD 50.8M
P5600.2E) EXTNAL-EXRTIM R ALOANEK -iO 51538M

EIO-EMERGENCY SUPPLY OPERATIONS CENTER EXTACO-UTsID13E COWNIENTAL 320ITED

IDLAH 5025.2) MCUIUTIECNINALNTD

IP-ENGINEERING SERVICES PROJECT (AFSCR 27-5) STTSFAONTPS4LE-i rN-EQUIPMENT STATUS REPORT (AFM 65-4621--
EIO-ELECTRONICS SUPPORT SYSTEMS. PROJECT FA-FNNE ADACUTN FIEHE

OFFICE IAR 320-5O) FA-F.A\C N C~*\IGOFCiHE

LIT-ENROUTE SUPPORT TEAM 1AFM 11-2) A&FO) IDOD 4160.21-31I
ET--EN\GINVEERING TEST (AR 32o-50) P-OC AN FINILPANAR10-5

,ET--ETIMTEDTIM OFARRVALAR 20-0. OD F. IUPP-FEDERAL SU1PPLEMENT: DECISIONS OF
ETC--ESTIMATED TIME OF COMPVLTO (AR 320- ) AFD 400-1 ITITCUT AM109

4500.32-R11 TAAFEEA DVAIANISTRICT OURT IAM 11-i
ETA-EXCEPTION TIME ACCOUNTING (AFM 17-1-1 VOL 31 A-EEA VAIN DIITAINAEC

ETCO-EMERGENCY TRAFFIC COORDINATING OFFICER FAf-FLD RYBLITCMSIEDFNE
(AR 320-501 SYSTEM IAR 320-5O

LTD--EFFECTIVE TRANSFER DATA (AFLCR 400-21) FAC-FACILITY NUMYBER iAF1I 1,7-1 VOL III
LTD--ESTIMATED TIME OF DEPARTURE (AR :320-501 PAC-FORWARD AIR CO\TROLLIER (AR 320-50)

ETP--EMERGEN\CY TRAFFIC DISPOSTION PL.AN IAR FACI--FRST ARTICLIE CONFIGURATION INSPEIlON
3211501 AFLCR 23-431

ETE-ESTIiIATED TIME FN ROUTE (AR 320-50. AFM 11-21 FACPI-ORWARD AIR CONTROL POST (AFM 1110-21I
ETI--EI.AI'sEI) TIME INICATORS IAFI.CM 66-21 FACR-FIRST A1RTICL.E CONFIGURATION REVIEW
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2FAD--FIXANCE AN) -ACCOUN*.TING( OFFICFIRI qA FDIC--FIYxi~; DAYS VEl 1sISPETIO\* CYCI.E 1AFM

FAOUSA-FINANCE AND) ACC'OUNTS OFFICFIRI. t*.s FDN--FIFI.1) IESIGN.ATOR NUMBER iAF 11-21
ARMY iAR 320-501 FDO-FoREIGN IhISCIOSUIE POL.ICY OFFICE iAFSCVR

FAPO--FIELD ARMY PETROLEUM OFFICE tARt 3,20-50) 200-51
FAR--FIELI) ASSESSMET REVIEW tAFiCR $00i-i FDR--FliG(HT PATA RECOIE F 12

FARI--FIELD ARMY REPLACEMENT SYSTEM 1AR :;2o-woi FDT-FIRST IIESTINATI0N TRANSPOIRTATION tAFS1CR I
FA--FINAL A SSET SCREENING INOD 4360.21-MI 27-61t
FAS--FREE ALO\GSIDE SHIP iAFR 400-201 P0Th --FORCE DEVELOPMENT TESTIX.; AND)
FAS-FUNCTIONAL ADDRESS SYMBOLESI fAFLCR 23-431. EVA! ':ATION (A 09

AFLCM 5 1-3461 FED. REG.-EDERAI. REGISTER (AFM I -9i
FASA--FIELD ARMY SERVICE AREA iAR 326050 FEDS--FAILURE EXPERIFNCE DIATA RANK
FASCOU-FIELD ARMY SUPPORT COMMAND 'AR t:10-50) iAFI.CIAFSCR 91m0.2m

FASO-FORWARD AIRFIELD SUPPLY ORGANIZAIO FEPA--FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES ACT (AR 3 2-5A
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ACTIVITY tFASOINST P5600.2Et FFR--FAILURE FREQU*ENCY REPORT iFASOINST-
0-FACILITIES BOARD IAFR 100-I$) 1 501M.2E)
FIN--FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE iFASOINST P 560.2E. FFS&FP--FIVE-YEAR FORCE STRI*CTURE ANID

AR 725-301 FINANCIAl. PROGRAM iflUWEPS lillml,25 I
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72 .- W FNIC--FI.YING( HOU'R.- PER INSPECTION CYCLE cF.1
FlY-FUTURE BUDGE- YEAR (AFM 11-21 66- 11

PC-FILE CONTROL IFASOINST P5606.2E) NA--FA.%iY HonsING MANAG%(EMENT ACCOUNT
FC-FINANCE CORPS tAR 3120-50) (AFM 1' 2-1 VolI, Is
FC-FUND CODIE (AFI 177-31 P--FiU;HTFPn INTERCEPTOR iAR :3e't-Sii

PC/POL--FREIG*HT CLASSIFICATIONIPACKAGING Fl--FISCAL IFASOINST 3'6he.E
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fiRL--FIET 1551 F IEQIIR:3IENTs LI1ST FO-FORWA II OPERATINI; 11ASE r AFA 1

FIRE-4vINCIAI INFOEMATION FOR RFS)I'RCES FOIS-FRACTwIuNL O.(RBITAL. BOMBARDMENT iYSTEM
M.I.NA(I;3IT 0.FM ! 1-2) tAFM * 142

FIRE--HIET INTRODI-CTION REPI.ACESMENT Milol. FOCIL--FLEET ORIENTEDP CONS()IlDATEII sToCIKI.IsT
iNA%'AIRI\ST 471111,21 NYU MANI

JT-nMILIACIZATION JOR TRAINING IAFR 100-3Ij FOD--FoREIiN;. 0ftJECT DAMAGE I A FSCR 66-91j

FLOES-FIELD MAINTENANCE SHOP iAR :12t0-Si' F01--F1Ems OPERATING ISrTION AFR I114-liA
FLEREADREP--FLEEFT READINESS RERESENTATIVE FOLNOAVAL--FoLowINt; ITEMS NOT AVAILABL.E

(RU WEPS 52110.251 ,.lk 3211-11p
FLOLS-REsNE. I.ENS OPTICAL LANDING SYSTEM FOOT--FoLow-oN OPERATION Al. TESTING 1AFM

WASOINST 113600.2E) 65-I lii
FLTACT--FI.EFT ACTIVITIES COMMAND FORGO V--ioREIGN GOVERNM1ENT iAFM 7-39in

iTECHIAWDIVINST 5100.11 FORAN-FoRmULA TRANSSLATIOX IFASOINST
FE-FIELD MAINTENXANCE FASOINST P5600.2E, 5u..E
FE-FIELP MANU.AL IAR 320-501 FOS--FoI.Low-ox SPARES iAFM 11-2 J
FM-FIELD) MANUFACTU'RE (FASOINST P56OIU2E) FOSSL-FOLLow-ON SPARES SUPPORT LI1ST IAFLCR
FM-FILE MAINTENANCE (AFM 67-1 VOL li 2-3
FM-FREQU'ENCY MODULATION iAFM 100-2) FOT--FoIL~OW-os OPERATIONAL TEST tAFM 11-21'1 PEAL--FINDS MANAGEMENT AUDIT LI1ST (AFM 11-21 FOTIE--FOL.OW-ON TEST AND EVALU*ATION 1AFI.CR
FEI--FN\ANCIAL MANAGEMENT POARD (AFM 172-1 VOl. 23-43I. .AFIC AESCR soN

FOlIO-FOR OFFICIAL. USE ONLY 11011 416'I.21-MI
FEC-. EDFRAL MANUFACTI:RF.R' CODE iFASOINST PP--FINEDI PRICE IAR30!1:165

P56110.2Ei FOA--FEIPERAI. PRFPAREIINESS AG;ENCY 11101)
FEC-FOOD MACHINERY ANID CHEMICAL CORPORATION 4111.23-31)

iDLAH 5025.2) FPA--FI'IING PROG;RAM ADVICE iAR 31211-501
FUC--FU~i.i. MISSION CAPABL.E WFR 66-141 FPAIS--SvTATE A(;ENCY*. FEDERAL, PROPERTY
FEF--FLEET MARINE FORCE FASOINST P500.2ESISAC PR0I;RAM 41101141601.21-111
FEIC--FPEQtIENCY MONITORING AND INTERFERENCE FPIG--FiNAI. PROGRAM AND BIIGF.T (;U'IPA\CC iAR

CONTROL IAFM I11--21 320111
FEIC--FI*ND MANAGEMENT IDENTIFIC'ATION conE FPC--vFl'I:.RA. IOWER COMMISSION IAR 3111-50)-1 AFM 11-21 FPCO--FACII.ITIES- PROCU'RING CONTRACTING o)FFICER
FEO--Fum.,; MANA;EMENT OFFICEIi tAFM 67i-1 VOL 1. i.AFR 7S-22i

AFM I-I Vol. III FPE--FIXf31 PRICE WITH ESCAL.ATION IAFM H1-21
PEP1--FINANCIAI. MANAGEMENT PLAN IAR :u-li FPF--FIXEII PRICE FIRM IAF, 11-21
FEPC--FIN\ANCI.II. MAAGEENT PLAN FOR WP-miXEI PRICE INCEN1I 1%-iAFM 11-2 1

EMERGEBCY CONDITIONS IAR 311-1,19 FPIF--FiwpI PRICE I.NCEN.TIVF FORCEISi 101 M 11-21
J PU--FRQUENC(Y MODU'I.ATEI, RADAR IAR 3;211-5o) FP-FI.EET POST OFFICE .IFR 4001-201

F0R--FN-i's MtAM;EMENT RECORD tAFM 11-211 PPR--FiEmi. PERSONN Fl. RECORD tAFM 11-21

PE5--FiI.E MANAGEMENT SYSTEM i.%FI.C'R I7!-iil FPR-FIXEII PRICE REDETEflMIX.ABLE IAF3 11-21
PUS-. Fe.I:rD;N MIL.ITARY sAI.ES tAFR Iiirn-isj MP-FmmI PRICE WITH IIEIIETF130IATION NAVMAT
PESA -Fwf:m;N M.IT.IRY SAL.ES ACT EAFIL Il-:1 I'- 1215,1
FORC Ft:I1FI:AI. MANVAl. FOR1 SU"PPIY CATALIOGING PPU--FIIsT PROPUCTION IN\IT 01l1 g..I:12111

Ic11111 1111132-II, FR--FLFFT RVADIlNSS iFASIII\%T P-16'" 2F)
FUSEP Fu'I:VI';N MIL1ITARIY 2SALES MA.%%IEMET PRA--rit.IMmsT.I ORDER 1AFM imH-LI

II%. FI:1 11m.31; FIC-4FlE:I. RIECORDIS CrNTEI:. ;%.% AR 3.1:241-611

PESO FEFT II ITEIAL~ SI IIIRT IIFFICE tXAVSI FRE- ripI.I RI RrESENT %TIVE. EUIZOI' 00l 3;214111
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Fl--HEFLl' SERVICE WASOIXsT PI'5u00.2E) EWO HIX\CI~AI. WORKING ;IUp IAF3I 172.1 VOLI 31
Fl--FuIi STRIP 1AR 320-5111 FWNAF IFRFE WOR.LD MILITARY A iISTANCF FORCES
Fl-FU LLACAI.E IAR 3120-1,14 iANCII 71-21!Ii

FIC--FEIIERAI. STOCK CLASS iT.O. oo-2o-Il FW--FAIR WEAR A\I? T.IRI fAFM VOL- 'IIIll
PIC--FEIIERAI. SUPPLY CLASS IT.O. m-0W4i FY---FiCA. YEAR IA1 R 132 0.10. .WM 1 lo-Iit

FIC--FEinEAI. SUPPL.Y CLASSIFICATION tAFR 4101-211. FYOP--vi *t. YEAR IIFENSE P'ROGRIAM fAFR ii)6-i AA

AFI.CR 23-4:1.DOP1 410.21-M) FYFSEP--FIVE-Yf.Aft FORCE STRU(CTURF AND'
FSC--nRE SUPPORT ELEMENT tARt 320-501 FIXNAIL P'ROGRAM iAU, :12o-,n
FIC--FORCE, STRUCTURE COMMITTEE (AFm 11-21i FYM1P--FiVE-YEAR MATERIEL PRODGRAM (AR 312o-501
FSC--F[*EI. SUPPLY DIEPOT (AR 3120-501

FICC--FEtDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION GROUPiTWOI
DIGITI I1)01 4160.21-M) G&A--GEFNERAI. ANDi ADIMINISTRATIVE OVIVEHf*A1J fAFIP

FICN--FEDERAL SUPPLY CODE OF/FOR 70-1-31
MANUFACTUREROS EAFLUCR 37i-27. AFLCR 400-21. G&C-GUID)A\CE AN 1) CONTROI (AFSCM 3 7-5
DOD 4140.26-31) 64--ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF. G-4. LOGISTICS (ARIFSD--vORECASs SUPPORT DATE iAFM 11-2) 2-51

FIE-FACILITY SYSTEM ENGINEERNG #AFSCSI 375-5) GA-GRANT AIl) 1AFM 11-21

FIE-FIELD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT EAR 320-50. AFM 11-21 GAA--EEXRAI. AGENCY AGREEMENT (1101 45011:32-flt
FIG-FEDERAL SUPPLY GROUP 1AR 715-1911 CAN-GENERAL AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL iFAS0IST
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FlOP-FEDERAL SUPPLY GROUP 1AFM 11-2) GAO--GERA. .. 'UNTIXG( OFFICE iAFI.CR :.::-43# ,,
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GEOLOC -GcOGRAPHICrl. LOCATION iA R 32o-3911 001 bENEIAI. OIIERATIONAI.EINGI REQI IRF1ENT18i
GEORMF-WORLII GEOG)RAPHIC' REFERENCE %Y.TFiI 1AFR lr00-18. 1101) 4100.35) 1

EAR 321-191. AFM 11-21 WP-GENRAL. PURPOSE EAR 31241-W. *lFl 11-21
0FA-GovERNNENT FURNIsHED ACCESSORIES GPA--o;l'C PLATF'ORM ASSEMBLY IA!: 3I20-5011

IFASOINST P560(40.2-Ei CPATS--GiERAI. PURPOSE AU:TOMATIC TEST
GFAE--G;ovERN\MENT-FtURNIS.HED) SYSTEMS EAFLCR 66-26) I

- IAERONXAUTICA L'AEROSPACEi AIRCRAFT GPETF -GENERAl. PURPOSE ELECTRONICS TEST
EQUIPMENT itF 40-3. AFLCR 231-43. AFSCR 2 EQUIPMENT IFASOINsT PS6Ewm.2Ei

CFE--aovERNXMENT-FIURNISHED EQUIPMENT Wit GPLO--GOV RN .NT PROPERTY LOST OP. DAMAGED

4003. AFLCR 401-211AR:0MIAF 12
CR--OVENMET FEE SSUE EAR :32-SW GPO-GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE tAFSCIAFL.C 6;-Il

MF-GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MATERIAL (AFM 6i7-1 PGEEA PROS VHIL eA :3p-0GP-GXEAI PRPSE VHILE iA 3fii'O
VOL 1. AFR 400-31

GF-GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PARTS 1AFN 11-20l CIA-GRANT AID IAR .120-501
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1W-JOINT FREQUENCY PANEL lAFSCM 375-5) JSSC-J)INT STRAEI SUAYCNMTE A
IP-JOINT INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE FOR t-)

PLANNING NONAVINST 5M00E) JSWPS-JOINT SPECIAL WEAPONS PUBLICATION

=MOT-JOIN SERVICES IN-FLIGHT DATA BOARD IAR 3M51)
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM IFASOINST JTAJOINT TABLE OF ALLOWANCE IAR 320-R)

P5WtE)JMc-JOINT-TECHNICAL COORDINATING GROUP

AI-JOINT INTEREST LIST OF TM*S IAFR 66-19) (AFLCR t"-4)
JL-JOINT DARCON/ NMC/ AFLoCI AFSC COMMANDERS JTCW**UIJOINT TECHNICAL COORDINATING

fAFSCR 11-1l GROUP FOR DEPOT MAINTENANCE
JLC-JOINT LOGISTICS COMMANDERS (AFLCR 40021) INTERERVICING (.AFLCRt 4141-210
JINS-JOINT LONG-RANGE STRATEGIC E.STIMATE JTIJOINT TABLE(S) OF DISTRIBUTION IIAR 32145)

EAR 3*0)Jfl-JOINT TRAVEL REGULATIONS IDOD 4160.21-M)
JIUuS-JINT LONG-RANGE STRATEGIC STUDY N-ON S T 71VL1

(OPSAVINST. 5M.19E) RICO-JOINT UTILIZATION COORDINATION GROUP
JUTS-OINT MILITARY TRANSPORTATION BOARD (AR IFASOINST 5M.2Ei

3*50)JUSAS-JOINT US MILITARY ADVISORY GROUP WAF
31 JOCAS-JOB ORDER COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM6-IVLI

AFC17-)JWO-JOINT WORKING GROUP (AFLCRt 2S-43)
JOBJOB ORDER NUMBER (AFIICR U343) 4-
JOrIE-JoinT OPERATIONAL REPORTING SYSTEII

EAR 20-0. ASOIS? SG~E IC-KI COTROL NUMBER IFASOINST P5401.E)
JOS-ONTOERTIN PANIG YTE AT T-KILOTON (AR Ste-50) A

JOQ-40BOREQUNIY(FC
ORDE QUNTIY AFCR 6-ULIM-LOCAL AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT EXCHANGE EAR

JOWNR-JOIN'T OVERSEAS SHIPPING PROCEDURE EAR 305)-
32050)LAU-LOGISSTIe AREA MATERIAL READINESS LIS.'T

JOTS-JOINT OPERATIONAL AND TECHNICAL REVIEWS EAONTP.w3
IAFSCR Swig)o LANCIA-LANDING CRAFT AND BASES eAR 320-501

D-JETP~oPi~s~x (A 55-) LA-LOAD. ASSEMBLE. PACK EAR 220-56

JPCOI3IU-JOI.\T POLICY COORDINATNG.,, G;ROUP LAN-LOCAL ACQ9r[IION RAIDAR E.AR 2!6301
ONx DEFENSE INTEGRATED MATERIEL LMC--LIGHTFJ AMPHIBIOI$4 REI*PVLY CARGO iAR
MANAGEMENT EAFLCR 460-2i

JPI'-JOB PROFICIENCY GUIDE IAFRI 14-1) LATO-UST1- OF APPLICABLE TECHNICAL. ORDEERS tAPR
*1-JOI\T PROCUEREMENT IIEGLLATION tATM 116-4)
DPO--JOI\T PfTAOI.EIM OFFICE di)l) 4la0.25-M) LAW-LIGHT .\TIT.%\K WEAPON IAR 220-501
J-4011I U41II e.LCR 57 -:r7l -CIETE OTwcAPmm it10

JUS-JIIN RESE UW) A\I1 DEVFELOPMENT LCC--tivE cynlE cosTINE 10VLCt E
'IllUETIVE l)(141r.NT t.WsP !274, LCL-i.Es' THAN CA~RLOAD IAT iFA,411lNST P56eu'*.29s

JSAT-jiINT sF)vE AI-rilN, TASKN I;Iu.II' fAFA'ft Lt--LErAI'H tIPANY rkI)CEIRt*!IEYT iN.IAT
It-IaP41



WC--I0A';ICS CAPABI.ITY PI.AN IFASOINST P5600.2EI LOP-LIF or PROGRAM IFA$'fl.X.-T P-ot

LCSS--IAXP COMBIAT SYSTM~ STI*IIV IAR I-:, LOP--LOCvl. OPERATING; PROCFIIIrI:E%* eFA$EJIT
IDA--LABORATORY IIESIGN.TEII AREA i.AFSCR soE-9) P516,10.2Ei
IOC--LES-S IIEVELOPEII COUNTRY (1101111 51113.3S-311 LOP-Low ownIE POSITION fAFN 6- VOL 11:

READINESS AGENCY EAR 701-101) E-5)

j LE-LIGHT EQU*IPMENT IAR 310-501 LON--LETTER OF REQUEST (AFI! 4II-31i

LE--LOW EXPLOSIVE iAR 32Io-50(1 IDIAN-Lom; RANG INAVIE;ATIEIN ER .2I~

LEG--LOGISTICAL EXPEDITING GROU'P iAR 3120-591 LOT-L;VE or TYPE iFASOI\S? P50oo2Et
LF-LOW FREQU'ENCY iAR UO-0-i LOS-ioG;I$TICS OVER TiE SHORT OPEP.ATION9 1.t?:
WiL-DIRECTOR OF LOGISTICS iAFN 11)-21 310il

LCC--EXICAi.-GRAPHICAL COMPOSER PRINTER LOX--LIQUID (OXYi;EN IAFR 144-11
EAFLC)I N 1-3461 M1-LAST PAulI (AR .1211-30)

U--LINE ITEM (FASOINST PS.uO.2%E LP--LI3IITED PRODUCTION jAR 12E1--5'li

UFO-LAST IN-FIRST OU'T ID 5ooo.8; LP-LITTER PATIE\T AII :-2E-5m~
UM-LOSING INVENTORY 31ANAGER (DOD1 4140.26-31, 11--LOW PERFORMANCF PRONE iAR 321-10h,

5 ~UUSIS-LIMITED DISTRIBrToN EAR 32101i11--ADN PL.ATFORMI HELICOPTER fARt 3!#'-Si
UIS--LIN E ITEM NUMBEP EAR ".V-501 IUSt-LOGISTICS PROG61A1 MANAGEMENT SYSTEM!

* UF-LOAD LIST FILE IFASO!NST Paf.;.1E fAFLVR V131l
4 IN1-LIST7 OF MATER*AL IMIL-STD-31ol Ii4ETR PEQI'IRE3IE\T Ei-.ie;

IN-LOCAL MA\UFACTRF IAFM 67-1 VOL it ULR-.OISICALIS. REASSIGNMENT tAFLCR 10-21.1voII
INCA--LABORATORY MATERIEL CONTROL ACTIVITY 4412-1

EAFSCR 67. LC-L)GISTICS READINESS CENTER iAFR 4EMI-:l
INN-LOCAL MAINTENANCE ANTD MANAGEMENT or LU--LONG;-RANGE;1 OIIJECTVFS, ITECHLOG(IIIVINST

FACILITIES EAR 3:10-4OI 54-i0.1i
LO--LETTER ORDERS tAR 320-51LR-NGIA E REQUREMENTS FOR THE U'.S

LO--LOCAL OSCILLATOR EAR V-0-501 NAVY 4TECHLOGI)IVINS,'T 520G.),
LO--LUBRICATION ORDER EAR 3N2-59i ULO!'NG-RANE;E STRATEGCr STUDIES NAVI! %T
LOA-LETTER Or AGREEMENT m~R ' .1-391 P-4215i
LOA-LETTER OF OFFER ANTD A'.CCEPA\NCE tAFkIthl-31 LW-LESS THAN RELEASE I'NIT 111014:1-P .AI!
WOA--LEVEL OF AUTHORITY cAFLCR 4110-211 S-;
LOAPS--LST- or APPLICABLE P1111 CATIIINS, fAFR LU--LINE RFPL.ACEA4L~iMENTp UN.IT %IF3 !:-7,t

W, 7I AFLCR r.-27,
LOSLINE OF BALANCE iTECOWDIVINST 52.. LSA-LoIs-TiCs SUPIPORi. A\.%-LY-SI% tAFI.CK 4,41-11

AXCI 11-IS. AF$CM N-1 LSA--L(H;I$TIC.; SI'PPORT ANALYSIS RECORD 1AFIEL
LOC-UINES OF COMMUNICAT1ON ILOGISTI1C ROLTESi W8

IAR ullita) 118-LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT oAPM 97-I VOL I1
LOG-LouISTics IEaw-Se, US-Lsr OIF SUCCESSFU.Jl IDERS (iII'! 410.21~-M,
LOWA-All FORCE CONTRACT AIR CARGO SYSTEM LIC-LAST SIGNIFICANT CHARACTER ,.AFN C.-I VOi.

LOSAI-LOGISTICS AIR SYSTM IMP 21-11 LD-LANDINGsmip. DOCRg EAR 2--5
OM-LOGISTICS AIRLIFT iAFR 4W-1I LW-LEAST SIGNIFICANT 1DIIT iAFX <7-I Vill. III

LOSKSUS-LoGIN71CAL COMM.A\D EAR 31-541 LIE--IFF SUPPORT EQUIPMENT iAFII AFIAR 9 Aw 121
LOWf--Imf~~amc. EXERCISE EAR 326-Sal UST- -ILOG IST -m s $PPORTARII.ITY FVALr"ATIE)N
tOM~--OfISTIrS FORCE PACKAG!NG $I*LSYSTEX TEAM iAFR FO-14

EAF3I law-21 IN1-LARGEST SINGlE ITEM iTACE 40-li
IOW-iaH;STcAI. RATIO EAR t-561 UU-406;ISTIC $SUPPORT VMAAGE3EET iAFEII Pitn-it
LOu-I.E;T oIIEtrATIEJ mrHE*iJoEk EAR 3420-311 LMK-IOGINTIAI. SI*PPO"R OPERATIOXNS CENTER EAl
LO--i. ETEL- OF lNiSTRI1TI10 IAR 4.40-501 42"-Sa
LOI--mTTER Ell' INTENT EAFkR 110-41 LSP-1.ISTICS SUPPOR11T PLAN cAFt 10w-Is
LU-lsm OFEW m I AK :M-1011 UC-IHlTrsyTMm QuALITY riNTRol.
IA-I *TEOF 3EIIIIIr.lATIONS i.AFk 5' -It g'ROECftA3 EAFIARR 1-.



LU-LOGISTIc SU*PPORT REQUIREMIENTS iFASOIN? UAIU-MoBlLE AMMUNITION EVALU:ATION AND'
P:6uo;,El RECONDITIONING UNIT IAR 3211- 81

M.5-LIFE SUPPORT iYSTEM iAFSC!AEFLCR A00.121 UA-- MAINTENANCE ACTION FORM 4FASOINST
155-LiMITED STORAGE SITE 1AR 3120-5u:iN2
W-LIMITED SERVICE STORAGE FACILITY 1AR SF-MARINE AMPHIBIOUS FORCE (FAS6IN±'Tk7 Pw6Nz.EI

1.10-501 AO-MARINE AIRCRAFT GROUP (FASOINST P5ItEI
LSSP-LIFE S1PORT SYSTEM PROGRAM OJFFICE JUU-MLTA'URPOSE AI'TOMATIC INSPECTION AND 1

i.AfsC AFLCR iWf.I2 DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS tAk 32--50
1558-LIFE SUPPORT S1'IkiSTEMi IAFSCIAFL.CR lAW--MILITARY AUTHORIZATION IDENTIFI ATION'

12%CURBER ibDSAR 44631
LY-LoNG TON impD 4~e-wRm IUU-MAINTAIN 4AR V-0-5* I
LTA-LiGHTER THAN AliR IPAS4)INST P54u.2EI UAJCOIS-MAJoR COMMANDIS; iAFLCM 1;-37*t

LTD SI-Liimi STANDARP EQUIPMENT 1*1-MATERIEL ALLOWANCE LIST tAR .012O
iSECNAVINST 4814.11 1*1-MATEXIAL ANEX LINE ITEMI i,FA$OINST

LIW-LEAD-THE-FORCE IAFLCR 21-43. AFLCR G44-in P5w0.2Ei
LTL-LESS-TIAX-TRrCR WAD (AR a3-315$ U--mILITARY AIR MOVEMENT NUMBER (AR 32V-AII
LTOULoNG( TON fAR S-591 UM-MANPOWER FORCE PACKAGING SUBSYSTEM

LVS-L1EBRICAJE fAR L20-WA, .AFM I100

LID-LONG WHEELBASE IAR 320-fil 010-MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION JAR 3U0-.P
LICS-IMITED WAR CAPAIIICS .STUDY fAR Its-5i 40-MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM eAR s3-ft-5. Jes-
LXAO-LEXINGTON ARMY DEPOT (AR 320-jill PI'B. 1. 1101, 4500.32-R)

41lWS)-MILTARY ASSI~TA\CE PKOGRAMISI ,AFR
010-3. AFLC1 .43-49

U-MAINTAINABILITY IAFS-CR W91s UA-MILTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ADDRESS
IMS-MEDIA AND STATUS CODE iAFM C.-i VOL I1) DIRECTORCYi.I.Aft 4W-3. An1 4ft-?;

"4Y-MOBILIZATION DAY tAR V-0-:1 0M -XiLITARY ARTICLES PACIFIC EXCESSES iAF

MA-MARSHALWNG ARA AR 126-31141)2
M lA-MLITARY ASSISTANCE iAut I'72-1 VOL 11 *WU-MILIT.%kY ASSI1STANCE PROG-RAM OWNED
MA-MULTIPLE Aruc.ATiOi IFASOINST PS6W.2Es MATERIEL tAFR 4.-u

MAI-MAIN\TENANCF AIR ABORT fAFM 66-11 lANWU-mAINTAI PRODUCTION SCHEDULES (t
S*IM-MAINTENANCE AIR ABORT RATE #AFM 66o-b 21 o
lA--MILITARY ASSIST5-ANCE ADVISORY GROU'P iAFR NS-CLTIPLE ADDRESS PROCESSING 'ZVITE)!

4W-li WASOIST P56w'.!L I
SAL-MON-MLY ADUSTMXENT ACCEPTANCE LIST IAPA-MILITARY ASS.'IST.%NCE

iAFLCR 6"-. PROGRAM -PROPERTY SAW.ES AND

MAW -MILITAROM5ISTANCE ARTICI.E AND DISPO"SAL'DISPOSITIONX iAMI 4w0-2
SERVICE LIST (AFJ.CR 23-431 lAPN-ULTIPLE ADDRL%. PROCESSING UNIT !AR

M-M0BILE FLOATING ASSAULT BRIDGEFERRY iCAR-90
3-14--wo SI--AITENANCE AND REPAIRS fAt 12s.-50,

MAC-M3AiN\TrNANCE ALLOCATION CHART AR 3-ft401 FASOINSY P:'Ae.Ep
EAIC-MAXIM1 ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATION 4AFM 13-MAJOR -AssEMALY RELEASE 4AR 1!w-~e.

Iri-2011 M0S-AAEMENT A\.%LYSISL, REPORT iAFf CR 1'.-46
A S~~MC-mi.ITAy AinF COMMAND ean wi 1 W-? -MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE RE.LIABIILITY iAFiCR

MCA-IITARY AIRLIFT CL.EARANCE AlTHORITY iAR U3-42?
ro-161 W3MRIIMXE AI'MINlS'TRATION 1AR 2-ft1a

MS-1AKINE AlR DIETE.CTION IFASOINST r4fiw2Et O-ATRIAL ACVOIN\TANILITY ZFCOVER.ARILITY
lW-MAINF AVIATION DETACHMENT i.AsoIN6T CODE IFASLqoINST P"'6?E.

P~i~aSEMUaCAP-3IARISE t'ORPS ACCRI El1 MILITARY PAY
MAIS-AIFNCIONANlYII ATI AND SYSTEY iFA%1INT . a.

REIOINI; *$$TFM iAFIfIM =43 UUMW-xmiINTNAN.%\ vEPm.IB ANI' iNR
MUM1-MEIIuIM AT0OMIC DEMOL.ITION MUNITION IAR CtNT iATIUN .W. 1' 141

UMIUE-ARINF EXPRESS iAt 3-:0-109



MARS--MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM 1AFR UCAR--MILITARY CONSTRUCTION. ARMY RESERVE (Al 4

100-18) 320-511)
MARTC-31ARINE AIR RESERVE TRAINIVG COMMAND MCF--MASTER CONTROL. FILE (FASOINST P5600.2E)

(FASOINST P5600.2E) MCI--MISSION CHANGE INDICATOR (AFM 61-I VOL 1W)
MAS--M1AINTENANCIE AND SERVICES (AR 420-83) MCN--MANAGEMENT CONTROL NUMBER (Ali 708-111
MAS--MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY (FASOINST P5600.2E) MCN--MASTER CONTROL NUMBER (AFSCM 375-5)
HAS--mILITARY AGENCY FOR STANDARDIZATION (AR MCP--MILuTARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM (AFR 100-181

:20-50)CR-OBIIZTO CONTRACTING REQUIREMENT
HAS--MILITARY ASSISTANCE SALES (AR 320-50) (FASOINST P.5600.2El o

MAS--MMJXCS/ ADMIN SUBSYSTEM ON THE 13-0 MCRL--MASTER COMPONENT REPAIR LIST (FASOINSTI
COMPUTER (AFM 171-380) P560(I.2E)

MASOC-11ILITARY AIRCRAFT STORAGE AND DISPOSAL MCRL--MASTER CROSS REFERENCE LIST (FASOINST
(DISTRIBUTION) CENTER (AFI.CR 400-21. 1P5600.!El
F.ASO!NST P5600.2E ECS--MAIN\TEN\ANCE COST SYSTEM (AFM (;,-I VOL Ili 1

MASF--MILITARY ASSISTANCE SERVICE FUNDED (AFM ECS--MARINE CORPS SU*PPLY ACTIVITY (AR 320-101
67-1. AFLCR 23-43) MCW-MODULATEI' CONTINUOUS WAVE tAR :320-50)

MA6FM-MAI\TENANCE AND SUPPLY FACILITY. MD--MOVEMENT DIRECTIVE (AR 320-10)
MANAGEMENT (AFLCR 400-I) MDA--moBiIE D'POT ACTIVITY kPM 66-I)

MASH--MOBILE ARMY SURGICAL HOSPITAL (AR 320-501 HOC--M\AIN\TEN\ANCE DATA COLLECTION (AFM 66-li

MASIS-MANAGEMENT AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION MDC--movEMENT DESIGNATOR COD)E (AR 320-501I
SYSTM (ASCR80-2) HC--MULTIPLE DELAY CODE (AFMI c5-110)

MASL--NIILITARY ARTICLES AND SERVICE(S) LIST (AR MC-MITNNE DT OLCIN SSE
40-. F 002)MOF--iIASTER DATA FILE 1ASOIN8T P4440.80)

MASH-MILITARY ASSISTANCE (AND) SALES MANUAL MOFMR--m-DAY FORCE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT tAF11
(AFR 400-3, AFR 400-20)

MASS-MARINE AIR SUPPORT SQUADRON (AR 320-50) eI~LI
MASS-MODE\ ARMY SUPPLY SYSTEM (AR 320-50) HDt--MILITARY DECISION ITEMS IFASOI\N:T P5604).2E)

MAT--A1ATERIAL I.AFM 177-380) ML-AAEETDT .S A 305
MATCO--mILITARY AIR TRAFFIC COORDINATING HM--moell. DEPOT MAINTENANCE iAFLC:- 400-li

OFFICE iDOD5160.1HDHA--m-iAY MATERIAL ASSETs IFASOINST P5600.2Ei
OFFS- I CEA R TRDO POR 10.)HM R--m-D.Y MATERIEL. REQU"IlfNIENT (AR j20-5t.

HATSMILIARYAIR RANSORTSERVICE IFASOINSTFAINTPot)

P600.MA I E AIHOG(ASI T P5602) M R--mATERtII DEFICIENCY REPORTS (AFLCR 23-431

M AWk-MA RIE IS E AR 3IG2F0OI-T500 2 M O--missIoN DESIGN ANID SERIES IAII 1,2-1 VOL 3.

M BIA- mY T , BE IS U (ARO EU 320-50)I\C AFM 177-380. AFM 40(1-1)

M A S M MNTARY BULR PET OL UM ACC UN IN M S--% I% IoN 'DESIGN NU11110 ' SERIES iT.O. ')'-35D-54i
SUMMRY AR 30-31 HS--MoIIEI DINA.TIoN AND SERIES jAFR 41)40-:11

MBRUU-MAY BE RETAINED U'NTIL, IN\SERVICEAIII.E MDISOR-1ONTHIX DEPOT SPACE ANDI OPERATING
(AR3:20-3(41 RIEPORT iAR :12i-am

MBT-4IAI\ BATTLE TAN\K IAR 320-50)1 MDT--iMor\TAIN DAYIGhHT TIME IDlAl.H 12 5,21
MC MAIXTENAZSCE CYCL.E (FASOiNsT P121~ ME--moi:II.ITY FQ('IPIIFT 4AFI C;7-I Vol1. D
MIC -MAJOR COMPONENT iAFM 67-I) MEAL--mbuII. EQUIPMENT ALLIOWANCE: LIST
MC.-1l EDIC AI.CORPS01t 31-1111 1VASOINST P56;044.2E)
MC -401101I OF CONGRESS (AR 3420-504 MEC. MIL.ITAIRY EmSI:NTlAL~ITY COPIE I %%INSTl
MC -MILIITARYV CHIA RACTER ISTICS I.\ R :1211-441Iu) ) )
MC.-MINOI: ('(NSTRIUCTION f.%FI, 91-61 MEDAL.- 11 ICIO-M1 ECH ~NI . ENGNEEINi; 11 %TA

MCA--AIllTRY CV(ONSTRITTION. 1AMY (ARI :;211-1111 FOR: .A UTOM \TEI1 I.1110STICS 0'P21-11
MCAAS- MAR~ INE CORIPS .\I XIII. fY .111.1 ST \TI(ON MEOP. -mmUim POR:T 1Al: :;-ii-1',4

4 FA~t 0 N.S' !'.*X00 2Ei MEOT mI l!T ly EQI II'MEN'r IElJI\I:l:.. M~ m:
MCAF--AI:INI; VRoIS %li' F Cl.T. FA'4Ix 2i-Si

P54;Iiu.2E, ~~MEE --miNIM M KSSNTIAL.EII'ET A::oS'
MCAF---mlI.ITAl:'Y CONSTIOICTIIN. All: FORCF (Al, HEEL. -.1IISSItIN E,.SEN\TI \I. EQUIPMEANT LIST

3:211-111. AF: ,1 ' 'IPXII %VINST I44 U,'I



MEFPAK--.IIA.\POWER AND EQUIPMENT FORCE MIC--MANAGEMENT I\FORMATION CENTER (FASOINST
PACKAGING SYSTEM (AFM 100-2) P5600.21o

MEI--mAINTEXANCE A\D ENGINEERING INSPECTION !MICAP--MISSION CAPABILITY iAFM 67-1 VOL I1)
IUWEPS 5,200.25) 'VIDA--MAJOR ITEM DATA AGENCY 1AR :320-50)

N EI-mAINTENANCE AND EVALUATION INSPECTION MIDP-MAJOR ITEMS DISTRIBUTION PLAN (AR 70-5911
iBUWEPSINST 13100.4) MIF-MASTE iINVENTORY FILE tFASOINST P56f00.2Ei

MEL--MIASTER EQUIPMENT LIST (AFSCR/AFLCR 400-10) MIICS--MASTER ITEM :DENTIFICATION CONTROL
MEL-NAVY MARINE ENGINEERING LABORATORY SYSTEM iAFLC'R 2:1-431

iTECHLOGDIVINXST 5200.1) MILCOW -MILITARY CO\STRUCTION IDOl) 4140.2.5-3D

HEMl--MIASTER EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT IN DEX MILOP(S)-MILITARY' GROUPOS (AFR 400-201
iAFM 67-1 VOL 1) MILSCAP-MILITARY STANIPARI) CONTRACT

HENS-MISs ELEMENT NEED STATEMENT (DOD ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURE iAFLCR
5000.1) 231-41

11MEP--MAJOR ELECTRONIC PRIOCUREMENT MILSPEC--MiITARY SPECIFICATIONS iAF3I 67-1 VOL
(TECHLOGDIVINST 5100.11 I

MEP-MANAGEMENT ENGbINEERING PROGRAM (HP 21-1) MILSTAAD--mlITARY STANDARD ACTIVITY
MEP--.METHODS, ENGINEERING PROGRAM IFASOINST ADESIIETR FSIS

P5600.2E) P5'600.2Ei9t1 ~ ~~MERITER--mULTIPLE EJECTION RACK/TRIPLE MLTM-MLTR TNADTASOTTO
& MOVEMENT PROCEDURE tAFR 4o0-20 -

EJCTO RAKFASOINST P5600.2E) ISDllTAY-ANR iF (;IVO IiETA-ARFREMETROLOGY AND CALIBRATION MLT-MLTR TNAD AM'7iVl I
(AFLCR2348)MILSTEP--mILITARY SUPPLY TRANSPORTATION

METRI--mILITARY ESSENTIALITY THROUGH EVAL.UATION PROCEDURE I1)01 41411.391

READINESS INDICES (FASOINST P5600.2E MLTA-MLTR SAiADRCR N
METRIC-.mULTI-ECHELO.\ TECHNIQUE FOR ACUTN RCDRS(R:0S'

RECOERABE ITM CNTRO (AF.CPMILSTRAP--MILITARY STANDARD TRANSPORTATION
REPORTING & ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE57-13) 
(O o2-1M-MvEDIUM FREQUENCY (AR :320-50)(10)44.-M

PLNTIOS APRORIAION (AR MILSTREP--iMlITARY STANDARD E~ ').ATION
PROC'EDUIRE iF.%%0INST I'.0'h.Ei

MFA-3~RY IR :120-Sm OPNAVINST MILSTRIP--MILITARY STANDARD RQIIINN
MFC--mANUFACTURING DI1VISION. MARINE CORPS

SUPPLY ACTIVITY IR2-0
tiMFG--MANUFACTURING iFASOIN.XT (AR5:1111.2E)

MFNH311I.ITARY FAMILY HOUSING tAFM 172-1 VOL 311 MIE--UR3I20 MTEIA.I11NCSS11iF

EFOI--.IAJOR FORCE ORIENTEDI) SF,(PAIS 4011-31. .1FI1110'-201
5(II)0.IiPF C:p PR G AMAM 17- O 1 IP--MIANTER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM iAFSC3I :375-51

~1 M P--M JOR ORCE PRO RAM AFM 721 ~ l. 1P IP 3IATERIFI. lII'P0VFM~FVT PLAN PROJECT I.IFS0M
MFR-4EMORANI)UM FOR RECORD H(IP IIw.21-31) :7-.TEC'HI.OGDIVIN1.sT .120o 11
MG CODE--mATERIAI. GROUP C'OIE (AFSC(M 7835 MIPR--MII.ITARY INTII.IIEPARTMEN.\T.1I PIRI"HASE
MGAS--IAINTENANC(E G;ROUNDI ABIORT iAFM Ohi-Ii REQUEST iAI 3120-511;
MGAIR--%IAIXTEXAN('E GROU'ND ABORT RATE iAF3I MIPRt(S)--MII.ITIRY INTERDEI1I'ARTA!VNT I.

MOE--MAINTENANCE GROUND FQIPM1\ENT (AFI.( M A FI.C, A.FCR i".12 L.A .%I C ;- I I
72-2) ~~MIRD-- miNoR IRRFE;1'I.RITIF% .ANIDIEIC~E

Pir.'P0i.2 MIAR--1IATERIE! INSPECTION AND EIIN

MIC-MIITEN.%NU INVELNTOL I'NTE tA I, 17-IISMO-.IA.NA.EN fF'II ITISF V;- I Ft I.C
171-91)oh C400-2%)1' ~ AN(FMNTOFCE 6-1.AIC



MISO--MAI\TE\A\CF. W~ERSERVICE OFFICE (AFLCR 110-mODIFY IFAiOI~gT P41600.21)
65-14) MOO-MATERIAL ORI)ERW GUiDF ITECHI.O(UDiViNST

MIR-MAJOR ITEM1 STATUS REPORT (AR .120-50) 52410.11
MhSTR-I.\GEMIE\TIM4AI.TE\CA\CE OF ITEM(S) MOGAS--MOToR GASOLNIE (AR 320-501l

SI'BJECT TO REPAIR tAFL.CR 23-43. AFR 4W31: MOt S-YAINTENANE OPERATiNG 1\%TRI:CTIO\S
Nfl--MATERIEL IMPROVEMENT TEAM tAF'.CR 23-431 (AFSCR 66-9)
MK4MOO-ALT--MARK-MIODIFICATIO.N-ALTERATIO.N MOM--MILITARY OFFICIAL. MAIL AR 55-161

1AFM 67-1) MON-XILITARY ORDINARY MAIL (AR 320-40)
ML-mATERIEL LIST tAFLCR 23-43) MOOR-MEETIx'G OUR OPERATING NEEDS (FASOINST
IL--mILITARY PAYROLL MO\EY LISTS (ARt 320-40) P5600.tEl
OLC-NAGEME\T LEVEL CODIE (AFLCR 4W0211 UORSL-moBILIZATION RESERVE STOCKAGE LIST ISB
1IC--MA\AGEME\T-LEVEL CHART IAFLCR 4W5-) 7100-40)
MIS--MOBILE LOGISTICS SUPPORT FORCE IFASOINST NO05-MILITARY OCCUPATIO\Al. SPECIALTY iAR 70-101

P34Iot.Ei MO11MAITENANCE OPERATING SUPPORT SET (AFN
MC-MATERIEL MANAGEMENT CODE IAFLCR 23-431 67i-1 VOL Ili

UUIC-MACIINERY MAINTENANCE EN'GINEERING NOV-MATERIEL OBLIGATION VALIDATION 1AFLCr,
CENTER iTECHLOGDIVI\ST a200.1) 400-211

UES-MASTER MATERIAL ERECTION SCHEDULE MOYLAS-MAWtALLY OPERATEDI VISUAL L.ANDI\NG
(TECIILOGDI*9INST .3200.11 AID SYSTEM iFASOI\ST P.-Am.2EIj MUIR-M1ECHANIZED MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM MOVUEP-MOVEMENT REPORTS SYSTEM IFASOINST
fAFLCR U-) P.600.2EI

UICS-MAINTENANCE MA\AGEMENT INFORMATION UPA-mODIFICATION PROPOSAL ANALYSIS (AFR 4IW-2.
& CONTROL SYSTEM fAFV 400-Il AFLCR 23-43)

NWMU-MAINTENANCE AND MATERIAL 1111C-MATERIAL PROGRAM CODES iAFM 1',04 1
MAAGEMENT iFASOI\ST P310.2E) UC-311LITARY PROPERTY CUSTODIAN iAFM 67-11

MUIR111-MEDICAL MATERIEL MISSION RESERVE (AR MPC-MILITARY-PAY CERTIFICATE (D)O1) 50001.
320-50) EPOS)-MATERIEL PROGRAM CODRiSi tAF%(11. 2r-6.

MMO--MIPR MANAGEMENT OFFICE (FASOI.XiT P56001.2Et AFI.CIAFiCR 172-71
MMPC--MIOBILIZATION MATERIEL PROCUREMENT MPCAO-MII.ITARV PARTS CONTROL ADVISORY GROUP

CAPABILITY (AR 3*20-35l (AFI.CtAFSCR mik.2l!
MMPR--MO0BILIZATIO\ MATERIAL PROCUREMF.XT UPCSW-)MUL1TIPI*RPOF CLOSE SUPPORT WEAPON (A~R

CAPABILITY iFASOI\ST P5361x.2E 3211-311l)
MMR-1-MOBILizATION~ MATERIAL. REQVIREMENT NPO-MIITARY PRIORITY IIATE illmll 41601.21-1.1

iFASOIXST P5600.,2K) MPO--MI~~l'IFICTIO\ PROGRAM DIRECTIVE e.AFI.0M
MURA-mOBILIZATION MATERIAL REQU'IREMEN\T 3 ,5-2)

A9JI*ST)1ET iFASOIX*.T P.'Wiem.2Ei MPI--AIO.THI.Y (RI'T&t*:l I'I:OJECT I 'l 0R ES.S.
MR--MATERIEL MAN\AGEMENFT REVIEW 110.W EAI.UT1O iXAVIIAT I'veA*. 1)INT

iAFI.CR 231-431 P56'rn.2Ee
MUSR-II-MASTIR MATERIFl. sU-PPORT REC011,' eAFI.CR, MP--XAI.TE\ANCE PARTS ISTS IAll :1211-51,

231-43; MP11L-m1.xli'mu PROCUREMENT lEV%'l. tF% 1$eINSTI MUT -misi slI. AI.\TF\.\NCE TECHNICIA~N W.R 3(211-1011 156111.2Ei
MO-- M UNTEN.\CFE OFFICER1 iT.0. Iitt-211-I1 MPP--NMATEPIEI. I'EIIY0lM.WCE I'ACK.ACE \F0t
111-. M101i,,IFIATION ORDIER N.AV1ATl\.$T I13o;e II i:-il

fri MOA -mE) 'II M II1RV TIOX Al RWRAFT tARt :2I *eeMli - ~lFCTO Iee;:~MII'tR RENI'IT
MbA. llffffoel 4I .(TMIHWfNT e AFI.VM 11,11-21e oAIIRI 1-.
MOAMA -mtim mIli.E.tI MATERIEl. AREA IAl: :2 11e PPRS-- .I ATEIE1. PRIORITIEs IREI 1ENT

M S li'K I P' INICAR.1 11RI WEIS- 521111.2'1 1.~lW 110AjIe I; Q'II-2
MOSIDIC Mt111, K 1111 T.F .1111 MI I'I PTElle. IN 1;2114111 MPPS PI~KlIROITUT~o 1. 0NI %CH EIt I.FE

J1 ~ ~~MOD 31''ii IIDNe.i~i1'. ue' II UPS111EN i.I. iTI Ei.lI.Xit;SIDYt1I :,e

MO - FS -AFF. PLNNN ST I A



MPT--mII.ITARY POTENTIAL TEST tAI 644uu MRS--MASTER REPAIR SCHEIIIE iAF,CR 57-2si
EPTO--mETHODi AND PROCEDURES TECHNICAL MRS--MEMO ROU'TIXN(;.SI.IP 1AR3.20-5SW

ORDER IAFR 66-41 MRS--MISSII.E RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS iAFSCR xo-22)
MR--M.WHI\E RECORD)S iAR :120-30) MRS--MOHIIIZATIO.\ REQUIREMENTS STUIIY AR :320-50ll

MR--MANUFACTURER 5 REPRESENTATIVE (AR 320-50ll MRS--MOBILIZATION RESERVE STOCKS (AR 320-Sill.
MR--MODIFICATION REQUEST ITECHLOGDIVINST 5,200.I1 FASOINST P5600.2E)
MR--MOD)IFICATION REQU'IREMENT (HP 21-I1 MRSI--MOBILIZATION REQU.IREMENTS. SECONDIARY
MRA-MACHINE RECORDS ACTIVITY (AR :320-501 ITEMS IAR :320-So)j)
MRS-MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD (BUWEPSINST 4355.121) MRSO-MoBII.IZATION RESERVE STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE
MRI--MODIFICATION REVIEW BOAR!) (AFSCR HI-:33) iAR :320-501 _

ERIE--MID RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE IAR 32P-50) ERT--MUAINTEN\ANCE REVIEW TEAM iAFLCR 65-171

EEC--MATERIEL RELEASE CONFIRMATION 1110111 MS-MAINTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT iT.O. 0-20-Il
'I MC SMAITENACE EQUREMET CRDSMS-MILITARY SPECIFICATION iFASOINST P500o.2Ei

MRC$--AI.TE.A.\F RQUIEMET CRDSMS-MILITARY STANDARD IFASOI\ST P5V600.2E)
iCOM.VAAIRP.%C.\.;T 700.6)MAmMUTA.iLSEURIT AGENCY iAFM 6a-Di

ESTIMTIONMS--MsTCA SIGNIICNTSI ACCOUNTABLEOLFIE
RD-MATERIEL~~~COD RELEAS DEIA1WD 1.217Mi(-MI0-

IRE-MINTEANCEREPLCEMET FATOR SC--MILITARY SEALIFT COMM IN! iAFR 400-21
j R-ANTNNERELCMNTFCO

i IASOINST P5600.2E) VSC-MOST SIGNIFICANT CHIARACTER tAFM 67-I VOL Ili
MRI-MILSTRIP ROUTING IDENTIFIER (AFR 400-20) MID-MOT IGNIFICANOT GIT iAF 67o-I LI
MRL-MASTER REPAIR LIST fFASOI\ST 4710.81 S-oIESPOTGOP(R.2-)

:il ML-MATRIELMSHP-MI" ILE SYSTEM INSTALL.ATION INTERRUPTED

MEL-MOBILE REPLENISHMENT LIST tASOINST 4710.81 FSi PARTSR SO STE P ECORD iSE\S
MEL-MULTIPLE ROCKET LAUNCHER (AR :320-503 U-ATR SOK ITM RCR FSJS

P5400.2EiMftMMANAGEMEN\T REVIEW MEETING USK-MSSIO 2UPOTKI-FM6-131LI

MEM-MBIIZTIN ESRV MTEIESU-MASTER SAVE LIST FASOINST 4010.51
OBJETIV(S) AFLR 2343)MIMI-MUTUAL SECURITY MI1LITARY SALES (AR 320-50)

MEMO4-OBILIZATION REEV ATRE SC--MAINTEN\ANCE SUPPORT OFFICE tFASOINST
OBJECTIVE-ACQUISITION (AR 710-461 PSO2

ERO-MAINTENANCE REPAIR %ND OPERATING 4AFmM P-IATERIEl. SUPPORT PL.AN tAFI.CR 21-431

RELAS ORERAFM47I Vl. I N-MAINTENANCE SAFETY AN!D PROTECTION
110-ATEIELEQ1UIPMENXT 1AFR OW-i-2

MAO-MEDICAL REGULATING OFFiCEiRi (AR :320-W0) MU AI PLYRTEAR:2-)
MAO-UESSAGE RELEASING OFFICER (AR 320-501 U1SE-MILESTONE STATUS REPORT ITECHLOGI)IVIXNST
MAO--MOTOR ROUTE ORDER (DSAR 410.31. AR 320-30) ~ tI

MAP--MATERIAL RELIABILITY !, OGRAM 1FASOINST MIS-MILITARY SUPPLY sTANDAR1 IAR .1211-50.
P54Ui0.2Ej FASOINST PUN0.2E)

MA--MATERIEL RETU'RNS PROGRAM iAFI.CR 40l~-211 MIS MMICS* STATU'S SUBSYSTEM ON THE 113.3,411
MAPE -.MI.\TE.\ANCF OF REAL PROPERTY FACII.ITIES COMPI'TER i.IFM 7I-:ull

A(AR 3241-3(111 11111-11114-1.r SISTER ST0CK.%I;E LI1ST EAR TIml-IS's
URN--MA.\TFENANC(E REPL.ACEMENT REMOVAL (AFI.CX MIT--MOUN'TAINX S.TANLIAI' TIME (ll.AH 5023.21

MITG--m.%TERIEI. SAFETY TASK 4;ROI'P I.*FI.CR 23-4.11
11E11--MAINTENAX0E I:FQUIREIPMENT.- I!EVIEIVW BOARI) MITSO--II.IT.I IZY SE. TI.ANSIORTATIo\ SERVICE

MAEI-M.TF::EI.REQUREMNTS EVIW l~~if~l T. -M:V.%isFI.N TANSPR 111 l":3:11-141

MAR--hiT~~l~. IFQUI:EENT luVIEI ClM~~trK TADS--iom VOI RI'S T ICTli*.%I. II.%TA sYsTEM

MARL -ITHI:EI, 11KIR 1'11 l:Fl :MI:T LI1ST .ln1,cl: ETAP *Ml~(~E T TCHN\IqI EN APL'ICAITION

I -.. t...i..23 -131



WrID--MEA\ TIME BETWEEN DEMANINS) 1AFI.CR 57-27. NA-NxOT APPLICABLE iT.O. 00-20-I1
AFLCP 57-13) NA-NOT AVAILABLE IT.O 00-20-1)

IATIF-MEA\ TIME BETWEEN FAILURE (AFLCM 66-171 NAAS-NXAVAI. AUXILIARY AIR STATION FASOINST
ETOM-MEAN TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE (AFLCM P561)0.2Ei

66-1 9) NAIPARS--NAVY AUTOMATIC BROADCASTING ANII

ETUO--MEAN\ TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL iAFLCM ROU'TING SYSTEM FASOINST P3600.2E1
66-171 NADC--NXAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER (FASOINS?

MTM--mETHODS-TIME-MEASUREMENT FASOINST P5EOO.2Ep
P5600.2E1 NADL--NAVY AUTHORIZED DATA LI1ST IFASOINST

-1 urC--MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMMAND ?5600.2E I
iDOD 4140.25-M) NAEC--N\AVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER iFASOINST

MR-MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT REGULATION P5600.2EJ
IFASOINST P5600.2E1 NAEL--NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING LABORATORY

ITTS--mILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND FASOINST P5600.2E)
TERMINAL SERVICE (DOD 5160.21 NAF-NAVI , AIR FACILILTI (FASOINST P51600.2Ei

MTON-MEASUREMENT TON (AR 3120-501 NA-O-PRORAE UDS iAFM 172-1 VOL
MYS-MO1BILE TRAINING SET(&i AFM 67-1 VOL 1. AFLCR I.DLAH 5025.21A.4' NAF-NUMBERED AIR FORCE iAFM 1001-21

Nfl-MOBILE TRAINING TEAM(S) IAFR 400-3. AFM 172-1 NAcAALVITO FCLTESXPRMTL
VOL bCENTER (FASOINST P560.2Ei

VOL-NVA AEOATCLMAEILAE
MTT-MEAN TIME TO REPAIR INAVMAT P39IOAi NAANAVA ARONUTIA ATEIAL.RE.
ET-MOBILE TRAINING UNIT (AR .120-50. T.O. AVIRNT41.2

W11)-20-2-1li CONTROLRTE. OFFIC MATERIAL AREA. PACIFIC (AR

MUF-MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY (AR 3120-50) (FASOI\ST P56(10.2E MITNNC RGA
d ~~~MUL-MASTER URGENCY LIST (NAV3MATIXST 4857.10. NAA-AOMITACE NDUP.Y GNC

FFASOINST P56041.2E
FASONSTP560.2ENAMSO--NATO MAINTENANCE AND SU*PPLY AGENCY

HUMUS-MARIXE CORPS UNIFIED MATERIAL OGNZTO FSIS '60.E

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FASOINST P5600.2E) PANT--NAVAL AIR MAINTENANCE TRAINER IFASoINST
MUPL-mILITARY URGENCY PLANN\ING( LIST IHP 21-1) PSi;0l).2E)
MURF--MATERIAL U*TILIZATION REFERENCE FILE (AR NAMTRA--NAVAL.AIR MAINTENANCE TII.INERS

2o-50, FASOINST P560.E OPAVNS 1412

EvO--MONEY VALUE ONLY 1FA$OINST P5611.2Ei NAMTRAOET-..NAVAI. AIR MA.INTENXANCEf TRAINING
EV1--MOTOR VEHICLE STORAGE BUIL.DING (AR ~14121

32S-MTRVEI(14TR11 HD A 12-0 NAP-;o\A(GENCY PU'RCH.%sE iAR 3120-1011
MVU-MOTR VHICE SORAE SED AR 20-9)) NARDELOG-NAVY RAPID DEIIVERY L.OGISTICS

MT-MI7NITIONS VERIFICATION TEAM i.AFSCR 136-31 IFASOINST I'30, 2F)

MWDDEA--mIUTI*AI. WEAPONS DEVEI.OPMENT DATA NAS-N.ATIONAI. AIRCRAFT STANVARI)$ iNAVAIWSNT
EXC*HANG(E AGREEMENT (AR 320-50 41112

MWDP--AII'TI'AI. WK.AI'OS DIEVEL.OPMENT PROGRAM NAS--NAVAL AIl' STATION 1AR -:5
iA 3:211-311) NASC--N.TO %1*I'1'I.Y CENTER 01.1 :,2414,41

M-1M0I'IFICATION WORKN ORIIFR (AR :10-5t NASC--NAA'%I. AIRCRAFT STAN\l.ARDt (C)M:1IITTFEE
MWRA--mm.-Ai.E. WEI.FAI: IAND RECREATION iFA.l0tIN.T 'itn2:

AC'TIVITY 111(111 1611.21-M) NASDS-N.V.11. AVIAITION SUPPL'IY IITlIUIN
UPSO--M1ARINF WING; SERICEGOl' 1FASOINsT SYSTEM FASOlINST I'56;w'.2E

111111112ijNAIL,\-NW.I1. .lIPIFED SCIEN4*E LABORAtTORY:1 ~ ~~MYP-MI I.IY I 'IIRMN ASOINST I'S6INI.21i) iTFI: HI. tIII VINST 321ml.1i
NATIC--N\AVAI. AIR TEC'HN\IC.l. TRAINING; CENTER

IFASI)INT PS'aw.2Ei
N--IM~u IE$G"I~iRIA$C .75-51 NATO--NORTH ATL.ANTIC TREFATY ORGANIZATION iAFR

PA--NO ASSETS lAFIX1II 17 -9414H1:I



NATRA-xAVAL AIR TRAINING COMMAND (FASOINST WfAYSNlPYD--NAVAL. SHIPYARD (TECHILOG Il INST
PSSOO0.2E, 52011

NATAl-NAVY TRAINING REQUIREMENTS NAVSUP-NAV'AL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND
INFORMATION IFASOINST P5600.2E) FASOINST PS36m.2Ei

NATSF--NAVAL AIR TECHNICAl. SERVICES FACILITY NAWC-NAVAL WAR COLLEGE 4AR :120-Sill
FASOINST P5600.2E NIER-NArO BASIC MILITARY REQU*IREMENTS eAR

NAV-ADMIN--N\AVIGATION-ADMINISTRATION 2-0
INQUIRY PROGRAM) (FASOINST N3R-NIMBER OF BIDS RECEIVED IND01 4160.21-MiI

P.'AiH).2EI NUS-NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 1111)1 4155019NAVAIDS-NAVIGATIONAL AIDS IAFLCR 80-6) ANM 110-91NAVAIR-NAV'AL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND IFASOINST NC-N\ON-CATALOGEI) ISTOCK NUMBER, fAFLCP.5-R

P5600.2E) AFM 67-I VOL 1. APR 100-181
NAVAIRINOCEN-xAVAL AIR ENGINEERING NC--NOT CARRIED IFASOINSf P50io.2Ei

CENTER tFASOINST P5WO.2Ei Ncc-NATO COUNTRY CODE IFASOINST P56Iml.20.1
47jNAVAREAUDSVC-NAVAL AREA AUDIT SERVICE NCC-NEW CONSTRUCTION AND CONVERSION0

IFASOINST P5600.2Ep TCL(DVNT50.
tNAVAUDSYC-NAVAL AUDIT SERVICE iFASOI\ST NCC-NORAD CONTROL CENTER (AR 320-SoAp

P5600.2Es NCCR-\EW CONSTRUCTION ICO.\VERSIONX
NAVAVINICIFAC-NAVAL AVIONICS FACILITY REQUIREMENTe- SYSTEMS IFASOIN~iT P.)I1UI.2E)

IFASOINST P5600.2EI NCIS--NAVY COST INPORX.ATIO\ SYSTEM IFASOINST
NAVCOUPT-COMPROLLER OF THE NAVY IFASOINT P56i.2Ei 4

P5600.2E) NCOM--NUCLEAR ORDNANCE COMMODITY
NAVELECYSC@U-NAVAL ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS MAAGEMENT (AFLCR 2:4-431

COMMAND IFASOINST P5600.2EI NPTENV AAIIISP.NIAMTP2~
NAVELEX-NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMMAND NCR--NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION iNAVMATINS*T 52301,41

IFASJNSTP360.~EJNCR-NO CALIBRATION REQUIRED It.o. 00l-2,1-11-6,
NAYF--NA.VAL AVIONICS FACILITY tFASOINST P560o.2EI NC-AVICOTLOFHPI(;FFEI A
NAVFAC--\Al , &L FACILITIES ENGINEERING

CoM'!AND iFASOI\ST P5600.2E) 3211-501
WAVIC--NIvy INFORMATION CENTER IFASOINST NCTO-NAVY CI.OTHING AND TEXTIL.E SU~YOFFICE

1'Sf(mj.2Ei iAR 320-40l1
NCW--.\OT VOMPLIIED WITH iT.11 011-11-11NAVILCO-NAVY INTERN\ATIO\AI. LOGISTICSNDOA.CTRITCK UMEi.l Ir-%

CONTROL. OFFICE iFASOINST PNiiO.2Ei ND-C-.TONROi TC IF.NSE CA ~i CuA'S ,imN
NA VLOOSIP-NAVA!. LOGISTIC SUPPORT NC-\%I.A.IEF% AIT4411Sill

IMPROVEMENT PLAN tFASOINST
P5*606.2F., NDI--N\ON-I)ES.TRI'(TI;F I\SP.CTAN I.%FR P. ;-~

NAVUAT--\.%VAI. MATERIAL COMMAND) IFASOINST AFLCR 23-431
P516oo.2Ei NECPA--NATI0\Au. EMERGENCY COMMA~ND PS

NAVUAT-.oFFW OF THF. CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL AFL.OAT iTECHNOI.OG;IIVINST 5II3

IN.IVMAT I'3!II') NEC--mEATIVE IFA%11INST P.*4oI;.2E,
NAVMATCOU-s~Ai. mATERIALIM.N NEWT--NEw EQU*IPMEN\T INTRo'ili~thI:Y TFAM tAR I

IFASOINST :120-Sol2E
LINAVORD-.N wVA. IIRDNANCE SYSTEMS VOMM.\NI' NEL--NwY ELECTRONIC% LABORATORY

NAVPLANRLMO?-N.AV.I. PLIANT NET--mETlwoR iFASOINST P5.2Eil;F
REPRE-SENTATIVE OFFICES0 NEW-NET EXPIAISIVFSz WEIGHT g.tirl 127-1011

I.O. flu-3-41-541 NEW--NEFW EQU*IPMEN\T INTROIIUC(TION iAllI- 1,1-Si:
NAVSEC-N.VAI.SHIP EN;INEERING( CENTER NiE--NO)T FI.I.Y EQU'IPPEII oAFN a;S-lit',

iF.ASOINST P-3rrn 'Es Ni--NO FI*RTHIII REQI IRKM3ENT i.%R ;21-loli
NA~W-.vv. Hi- SST~sCOMA11NNA--.E:iT HIGHER A-M .LY iFI.r*I: *, .- 2.

iFA,-OINT PWsoem 2Vi NNA-NEXT HIGHER AI THUIZITY iVA%1OINS.T P15*41.2E
NAVSNMI--i s NIvY SHIIu-m.IINGsCHI'I. NMN--NEXT HD(;HFR IZ~coVERA~I.F .A-SEIII.Y

OFFICE iTFVHI.oi;IIIVINS.T 421H.li iAFIC(IZl 37-27o

1%9~



NHS--NXAVAI. HONOR SCHOOLS 1101)W 4160.21-111 1llS--NAVY MANPOWER INFORMATION SYSTEM
NIC--N IVY INFORMATION CENTER cNAVY EFA*SOI\ST P5EUEI(.2Ei

I)EPAITME\TmFASOINsT 1 5600.2E) NN1L--NAVY MNAGA(E3MENT LIST (FA$EIIN4.*,T I'3000.2E)
NICO--NAVY INVENTORY CONTROL OFFICE EFASOINST NMLT-NXEW MATERIAL L.ABORATORY TEST (AFICR

P5361N.2E)652
NICP-NATIONAL INVENTORY CONTROL POINT (AR NIP-NATIONAL MAINTENANCE POINT IAR 3~211-501

32 0- -' 0)NMIR-NO MASTER RECORD jAFLCR 171-941i
NICP-mTI.EAR INCIDENT CONTROL PLAN (Alt 320-50) NIRO--THE NAVY UMID-RANGE OBJECTIVE"
NMEN-NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING MISSION iTECHLOGDIVINST 32(w).0

iAR 32E)-5m4 INS-NAVY MID-RANGE STUDlIESq ENAVMAT P-,1-
1NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT RESERVE NSE-NAVAL MATERIAL SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT

EAFR 7I-I . DOD 500.8. AR 32V-50) WFASOINST P560X.2Ei

IF-.XAY INISTRIAL FUND EFASOINST P5600).2Ei NOSSA-NATO MAINTENANCE SUPPLY SERVICE
NIG-N.AIY INSPECTOR GENERAL lFASOINsT PSCOO0.2E) AGENCY EAR :320-50. FASOINST P5.o41.Ei
HIll-NATIONAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 11555-ATO M1AINTENANCE SUPPLY sf.eCvicE

tAFLCR 400-211 SYSTEM EARt 320-501

AlRNv INVDISTRIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW NYP-NAVY MANPOWER VALIDIATION PROGRAM4f
IFASOINST P5600.2E iFASOINST P-'64w).2Ei

NIMkc-.ON\CO.SUMABLE ITEM MATERIEL SUPPORT NNU5O-N\ON-NUCLEAR MUNSITIONS SAFETY GROU*P
CODEESi iAFLCR 4W021) EAFLCR 23-43)

NI-NONCONSUMABLE ITEM MATERIEL SI PPORT NTW-ONCLAiSURVIVABIILITY TECHNOL.OGYAREQUEST EAFLCR 400-21) WORKING GROUP iAFR Sii-3:o-
NIPR-NAIONAI. INDUSTRIAL PLANT RESERVE (DOI) NO-NUMBER EFASOINST P56,f.2E)

S000.8. AR .1±0-50)1 NPA-NEW OBLIGATIONS!. AU*THORITY EAFSCR 2-
MIS1-NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SURVEY (AR 3L)0-7Mi NOA-NOT OTHERWISE AUTHORIZED EAR 320-501
NIS-N\ONCONSUMABLE ITEM SUBGROUP EAFLCR NOAH-NUCLEAR-ORDNANCE AIR FORCE MATERIEL

4w021) EAFM 67-l0
L NWS-NOT IN STOCK (ARl 320-50. FASOINST PSEOO.2Ei NOC-NU\CLEAR ORDNANCE COMMI$SION iAFR ;-4
V INN-NAVY INITIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENT NOCM-NUCLEAR ORDNANCE COMMODITY

IFASOINST PSIOO.E) MANAGEMENT tAFM 6'-1 Vol. hi
NJR-NXON-.0B ROUTED (AFLCR 5 --7I N1001.NOTICE OF DELAYED ITEMS 1AR 3120-501
NL ITENS-N.ONX LISTED ITEM EAFM 6i-I) NOW-NOMENCLATUREi EFASOINS$T P.',tm0.2Ei

NLCP-N\AVY LOGISTICS CAPABILITIES PLAN ENAVMAT NONTSSL-NxOT INCLUDED IN TECHNICAL SERVICE
P421151 DEMAND STOCKAGE I.ISTS 1AR 321-5411

NLA3-NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD iAFM NOP-NAVY OBJECTIVES' PLAN iFAAOl\NST r-jo".2F1
110-91 NOR-NOT OPERATIONALLY READlY i.IFM 65-111

NLIS-THE NAVY LONG-RANGE STRATEGIC strDY NAD-NORTH AMERICA\ AIR DIEFENSE COMMAND
ETECHLOGDIVINST 5tff.l) EAR 3211-3411

NLT--NvoT LATER THAN (AFM 17s-301 NO-NOT OPERATIONAL READY MATERIIEL. .iFI.CRY
Il--NI VAL MISSION EFASOINST PS600.2E; 3-3

INC--NVAVAl. MATERIAL, COMMAND EAFSCR II-I; NM--NOT OPERATIONALLYV READYV hUE To
INC--NOT MISSION CAPABLE EAFR W614i MAINTENANCE .iAFR 05Il.DOOM '7:0.3112,
NOCC.-N.ITIONAL MILITARY COMMAND AND CONTROL NOWS-NOT O)PERAITIOINALL.Y 1,10DY fit F Tol ;I'i',.v

SYSTEM WA.SE)INST P5000.2Ei iA.F 65-1111, .FR 4Iu'-2u. .IFM 67 -11
NUCS-N''IT MISSION U.IPABLE-SIPI.Y iAFM is-I. lOS--NOT OTHERl'WI.FSE I'FCIFIEI1 ull,' '11l:1-R

Arl: u1"s-3:i N0$0--\E I. ft-E)RII IN CI IWlI NT.I i:5U''*1 ~ NW.A -. Il II MATEIL. COMMAND SUPPOR11T EIFFIQ'E g.1F31e;
ICTIVITY g.VMATINST :,2:;g..i NOTAL.-NOT TO .11.1. gFAI)uINST P-im'Fant

NIM -. ATIi?XI. MIL.ITARY COMMIAND SYSTEM1 MOWN NCI.I.I: ufIh;N.IXI1 %V !I. #ArmE:V 67Wu-1
ME I'o"IRT CENTE: IR 320-1411 VEol. I I

NORL \%v VII MX MENT IIT% LIST NNI~''' PA-.-NIVY 1-1 IIsixt. WCTIITY iFAISE)IST



NPD--N\AVY PROCUREMIENT DIRECTIVE IFAsOINST NW-NOT STOCKED ITEM IWASOINST I'Sfiion.2Ei
P-3611.2EINSIDN-NATIONAI. SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE AND

NPE--N\AY PREL.IMINARY EVALUrATION 1HU'WEPSI\ST D)EFENSE HIGHWAYS iAR 35-sui
IUH.1NIL-NAVY STOCK LI1ST WFASOINST P-3r600.2EI

UPIR--No PERIODIC IN',PE(*ION\ REQUIRED 1AFSCR NL-VO\-STOCK L.ISTED) fAFM 67-1 VOL III

NFL-Nt mERICAI. PREFERENCE LIST (FASOINST NSN-NO STOCK INUNBER (AR lt20-SWi
P:.6I1111.E) NSNS-NATIONAL STOCK NUMBERS IDJl) 4140.261

NPO-NAV PURCHASING OFFICE (TECHLOGDIVIXNST NSG-NUMERtIC iA~i STOCKA(;E OBJFCTIV~eITEMi

NFP--NUMERIC PARTS PREFERENCE CODE fAfM 67-I NSF-NAV SUPPORT PL.AN INAVA -2
VOL Iln NSAPNOXTECHNICAL SUPPORT REAL PROPERTY

NPPI-NAVY PUBLICATIONS A\D PRINTING OFFICE iAFSCX .17-Si
W1gASOINST Piw0.tEl NSS-NATIONAL STOCKPILE SITE 1AR 321-S50

NURO-NAVAL PLANT RE.PRESENTATIVE OFFICE NSSPXONREPORTING SECONDARY STOCK POINT
iFASOI\ST PSEOO.2EI IFASOINST Pi60.2Ei

NPU-NO PRI31ARY STAFF RESPONSIBILITY (ARl SY-NAVAL SHIPYARD IFASOI\ST P5600.2E1
NTC-NXAVAL TRAINING CENTER iFASOI\9T PSvm.!Ei

NRAO-NXAVY REGIONAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE NNcAVAL-NoTiCE OF AVAILABILITY EAR 3ft--Sui
tFASOINST P50Ou.2Ei IIC0-.AAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTER tFASOI\ST

NUSS-YAv.vy READINESS ANALYSIS SYSTEM (FASOINST P560.2E. AR Sta-so,
PSSO.2ETD-NAVY TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM IFASOINST

NIc-UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION IDOD S(.E
4160.21Mi UhI-\ATIO\AL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

IWO-AVYREGINALFINNCE ENTR (FSOIST AFSCR NO-37 )
NOC-AVY EGIOAL FNANC CE\ER WSOIN TSN3-NEVADA TEST SITE IAR 320-7,01P5bOO.2E) FIE FSIS SO.E T-AV! ESG FSIS Sln2

NIF-NOT READY FOR ISSUE (AR 310-501 NTS--NOXTARIFF SIZE (TAR StA-5ai

NI-ONREGISTERED PUBLICATION iAR 32040)l NYALP-OTAI.(IEA WEAROI .1211 211-0

NH-NET RETAIL REQUIREMENTS IAR 321001 A-O VIAL A 2131

NUS-OT REPAIRABLE THIS SHIP iOP \AV 431 21 NWF-\AV.%I. WETAPO\A EVALUATION FACIL.ITY

NRTS--NOT REPAIRABI.EIREPARABI.E THIS STATION IFASOINSI P560#.2Ei
,AFR1773$u AF('R 7-2; NIP-AVAL WARFARE IFRAINPUBL.ICATION

IFASOIXST PUAi.2Ei
NS-NAVAI. STATION iFASOINT P*60.2E1 NWL N\AVAL WEAPONS L.ABORATORY iFA%0OINST
NSA-NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY iAFM 67-1) SO.E
NMA--NAVY STOCK ACC01UN7 IFASOINAT P560Mt2Ei
NSA-xAvY SUI'i'LY ANNEX ,FASOIST P56wmi.2E; 0

NSC-NATIONAL ASI'PI.Y CLASS iAFM 67-1 VOL Ili OOSLSETF~ONTP6W.E

USC--N AVAI. SUPPI.Y CENTER tAR .,4-1si ON-OPERATION .AND MAINTENANCEF t.%FI: Dw-l-1i
NSC--N0MFl\CI.AT1'RF $FQI'EN(E CODE (I;I'$ HI PS IN NI O&--ORDEFR .ANID SHIPPING TIME ieAFM #;'.-I Vol. I.

III;A ~FIA'hI 3,7-27 1
NSCAMP-ATI0\AI. S;TII(K CONTROL AND1 WoB-LIG.ITION A1THORITY iAFR IINI-3i

MAINTENANCE POINT (AR .10-M01 OA0--oI'FEhATI0N.jI. AIVAIL.AILITY DIAT% g R :;2o-50,

WS- -.AI V S11I'IeIT IIATF tASOINST PI;efmm.!i OAU--oI.'RTlo\S .%IIlIITNIc NAVY
N5F. . N TIIN I. CIF:NE VUil'.ITI1N i.III 3211-,4011iIN t '5;"'
NSF *N IVI STm*K VI NOi F% gI I INS T P-101r.20, GAP--onl. ANlSS PRIw;RA.M iAFI.1CI, M-i
NS. NOCNSTffl-K V I' i t: ::n0~ AW1--omei: OF THE .INsIST INT S~o*I:l7R IY OF
NSFO.% I sI-FrcI . FUrl. oil. !AI. r.211401 IPFNS FASOINST I':1;,Ke 2
NS@ *\ ITl''.XI. St I'IIY G;IOII' i~r C.-I Vol. Ili OAST--owi:El AND SHIPI'lNG; TIME %FM i;-Ii

U~i-.'' 'ile ITE a I~'lN' MIII 0 BAD-omsin TiNt; 1:11'07 %I*THUIRITY I,0iWI3IENT
U~-Ne~~ II I~'ITFII ii:..n.,u AlM 172-I VIII. .1



OBAN--'PERATING BU'DGET ACCOUNT NUMBER fAFH 01P-OPFICE OF IMPORT PROGRAMSWS*- DEPT OF
172-1 VOL 3) COMMERCE) (DOI) 4160.2131Mi

OILAUNh--oLIGATION AUTHORITY (AR 2-501i 0IP-OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
C3R-ON BOARD) REPAIR PARTS (FAsOINST P5600.2Ei (TECHI.OGDIVINST 5200.10
CUP--OB.9OLETE 4FASOINST PSUo.2Ei OLC--OPERATOR-LEVIEL CHART (AFI.CR 400-11I
CC-OIPERATIONAL CHECK iT.O. W020-1i 01.5--OVERSEAS LIMITED STORAGE SITE iAR 321-114
CC--OVERDUIE IT.O. 0020-li OUR-OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE. ARMY (AR
CC--OKLAHOMA AIR LOGISTICS CENTER fAFLCR W629) 3(20-501

OWALC-OKLAHONA CITY AIR LOGISTICS CENTER OUARK-OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE. ARMYI
fAFM 4(10-li NATIONAL GI*ARD1 iAR 12o0-Sj

OCAMA--OKLAHOMA CITY Alit MATERIEL AREA (MR-OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BD)GET iAFR
tFASOINST PZ"0.2 100-19)

OCDU-oFFICE OF CIVIL AND DEFENSE MOBILIZATION OUES)-OTHER 3 AJOR END ITEMIS, IAFI.k*i -W-Il.

(SUCCESSOR TO 0DM) gAFM I110-91 AFLCR 651.AFLCR 66-ftJ
0CL-oPERATIONAL CONTROL~ LEVEL (AFLCM 662) CIF-OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF FACILITIEs
0CM-ON-CONDITION MAINTENANCE IAFM1 40-i) (AR .120-i0i
OCMUOFFICE OF C;VILIAN MANPOWER MANAGEMENT OUFCA-OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF

.FASOINST P5600.2EI FACILITIES COST ACCOUNT (AR 320-5w3
40CC-OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OBJECTIVE (AR 705-5) 0UB-OFFICE OF MANAUEMENT INFORMATION

OWO-FFICE. CHIEF OF TRANSPORTATION (AR iFASOINST P-Wfl.2E1
320 50)OUS-ORGANIZATIONAI. MAINTENANCE SHOPl fARt

OCONIJ-OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES (AR 320-)..
320-50) CTS-ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE TEST

CCP-OUT-OF-COMMISsIOX-PARTS (AFM 66-11TTO AR203i-
OCR-OPTICAL CHARACTER READER IFASOINST OUO-FIEMTR EICE R.NPiTIN

OCID-OFFICE. CHIEF OF RESEARCH AND OFFICER (AR .120-5(1 I
DEVELOPMENT 1AR 3120-50)

OCUREP-OVERSEAS UNIT REPLACEMENT SYSTE34 (AR 0 -FIEO AA EE~"f;f 2-0
OU-OGIF IR O NAVAL VESEArcH I.;R 6-24JS

ONDE-OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH 00--OGDEN AIR LOlT EI I.11m W -9IS
AND ENGINEERING IAR 320-509 CM-OUNARAAF1A F~IS

0DM-oFFICE OF DEFENSE MOBILIZATION (AFM 110-91 So.E
COP--OUTLINE. DEVELOPMENT PLAN (AR 7((o9) OOS-OPERATIONISNALI OPELAIN6 BUDGE(T i.xC

OEA-ORGANIZATIONAL EXPENSE ACCOUNS (.AR 2-2 FI12IVl
3120-50) 00-OFFICEI OF THE DAY iF.%.;iIN,-T PMUWIE

OWG-ORGANIZATION AND E.QUIPMENT GIDE iAP. 0015-OVERSEAS- OPERATIONAL STORAGE SITE iAR

OEL--oRGANXIZATION\AL EQU'IPMENT LIST (AR 324A OP. AM. GEN.-opiNION OF' THE ATTOl:NEY
OEM-ON-EQUIPMENT MATERIEL (AR 3120-W0) GENFR.~I. iAFM1 Ilo.!

OE--OFFICEI OF EMERGENCYi PLANNING (AFM 172-1 OP JAC-opiNimI OF THE JU'D;E AIIVt4ATF
Vol. Ii G;ENERALI IAFM 110-91

OFAED-oRG.ANIz.TION FORECAST AUTHORIZATION CPA--OTHER PROVCIRE3IENT %RNY .AR 0S~

rQIIPNENT IIATA (AFM f-- Vol b OPI -OTHER PLANT EQU*IPMEN\T (AFR 1-;.%
CM--OR.AN7ATION FIELDI M1AINTENANCE (APR W612) CP-OFFICE, OF PROC*IRFEENT AND1 MATERIEL .%R
CFR--F.lIXrliE RATE OFFICIAL (AFLCMX 66-17,34-51

OFR-o~lRS 1 113U~. REGION (11(11 41(.5M PU--OPERATING PL.ANE MONTH tF.,40INST P."42E,
OCE--(,IE;RATINIONAI., f;RO1rNI1 EQ*IPMIENT t.%FX OPW--OTHER PROCUIREMEN*T. NAVY (FASINST

ONI--(iVERH.A I. REMOVAL INTERVALI tAF31 41 0 CPV--OFrIri OF CHIEF OF N.AVAl. OPERATIONS
Vol. I. AFI.4CI' 50-i P.SuuINST Pp1:f.

OIM-OR;AN7..TONAI. lNTERMFIiI.%TE MIAINTEFNANCE f -(iFC. OF PRI31ARY RFESININSI II.ITY (APR
cAII, -rsiI 01



7- -7 = -

OPSEC-OPERATIONSSCRIY-PHI02 P&E-PROPELLANT AD EXPI.OiIVES (AR 20-50)

OPTAR--oPERATIONAL TARGET jFASOINST 1 5600.21 P.E.-PERIODIVIT.O. 00-20-I1)
OPTEVFOk--oPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION P.L--PUBLIC LAW fAFN 110-9)

FORCE EFASOINST P5600.2E) P.O.--POST OFFICE (SF31 110-9)
OQTO.-OPER.VrIONAL QUANTITATIVE TECHNICAL PISO-PROGRAM/BUDGET DECISION IDOD 7045.71

TDEFICIENCIES (HP 21-11 P/F-POST FLIGHT (AFM 65-110)
OR-OPERATIONALLY READY (AFM 6.5-1101 P/N--PART NUMBER (FASOINST P5M0.2Ei
OR-OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT IAR -s0-593 PA-PENDING AVAILABIL.ITY EAR 320-501

* I GD-SAVAL ORDNANCE SYSTEMS COMMAND iOFFICE PA-PER ANNUM (AR 320-40)

CODE)tFASINSTP500.2E)PA-PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (AR 320-503
ORE--OPERATIONAL READINESS EVALUATION 1AR P-iOLS ICAT BWPIS 702

320-50) PA-PRODUCT AFSURANCE (AFSCM r371

ORB-OPERATIONAL READINESS INSPECTION IAR PA-PARTIAL APPLICATION 1AFSCR 50-31
320-501PR-PROCUREMENT1 PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION tAFSCR

ORLA-onIMUM REPAIR LEVEL .tNALYSIS IAFLCR 27-6. AFR 4W03)

23*431 PA-U-PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION- :IAP (AP. 400-2i
OSC-ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE CODE fAFLCR PAA-PRojECTED AIRCRAFT MAN HOURS iAF3( 6-1

- I 23-43)PACAF-PAcIFIC AIR FORCES 4AR U90
GAC-ORGAIZATIONAL SUPPLY CODE EAR 3206-50) PACE-PROVISIONING ACTION CONTROL EVALU'ATION

00-OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DIEFENSE (AR tFASoI\ST 4423.141
100.S AP 40-3 A 7959PACO-PRIMARY ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING

I ~~050-OPERATIONAL SUPPORT DIRECTIVE (AfSCM :5-11OFIR ALR1-3
O$NA-0CCPATINALSAFEY AN HELTH CT (FR AWN-PACIFIC COMMAND IAR 3-20-501
OSNAOCCPATUNA SAETYANDHEATH CT APR PA0--ANNING ACTION DIRECTIVE tAFLCM 3735-b

PAD-PREFERRED) ARRIVAL DATE u13011 4100.32-Ri
ONl-PERATI\C, SPACE ITEM (FASUINST P560.E1 PAD-PRoGRAm ACTION DIRECTIVE IAFR IWoIS)

OFFSHoRE PRO)CUREMENT tAK 34.0-503 A-I:PILN CUAE EIE A '-2
OSPE-ORGANIZATIONAL SPARE PARTS AND PDR-I3RMAPOA ISOA %r

EQUIP3IENT EAR 320-1)(11 REDISTRIBUTION 4AR. 3211-51
055-OPERATIONAL STORAGE SITE iAFM 67-I VOL 11 PAEP--PRPLIINARY ANNUV.l. ENG(INEERIN,; PI.AX
OSS-OPERATIONAI. SUPPORT REqUIRENENXT IAFSCM AIC2-41

I SITBILTYTES ER AF--PRiDE ANALYsis FILE iFAS(3I\NST PI':,11.211
* OST-OPERATIONAL SAI--PARITL .TIRLSr 1R 320-)30,

OSTWuJR ND HIPIN TIE ASONSTPSOO.E1 PAM--PRIORITIE-S AND) ALOCATIONS NA.IUAI.
OT-OPERATIONAL TESTING; EAR 7153iAONTP~N.E R3t-0
OT&-OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 1EAFLUR PAN-PRU.CU*REIIEN*T OF A NI, MISSIIL:.

23-431 TE:\A RIA AEel 2-0 AVY 1FA$0IST P'114-2EI
OTAD--oivERsE E:IA.ARVLDT A 2-11 A-1FCTM 0 TV 11
OTP--O-I'TI.INE TFST PLIAN tAR -59i i.2-I

OTRA-ouFRSEA THEATER REQIISITIING\( MO--.IRi1wR .ACTiE3 oFFIer mmiI27
AU'THORITY iAP. 3120-50 PAO--IREIJECT .A.T1oN OFFIVERI: % FIl

1- OVHL--ovFRHA1I. IFA*,11INS*T I'.irn.2fi PAO--m'.urtI 1I,34INISTRITIEN e'FFICril I% Ffll:I
OWO--OIVIRKf WOR:IK: iAFR-.\. PAP- fIill E3EX II'IWII T1'N II45,

'I OWANA--EITHF::~I: AR FSEI:VE MA.TFRIFI. PA-I1uI TIX11.1.1W ITIEI PIi it .1 lSINST

OWM -I)THEI: WII:I:0 EV: 3IlTERIEI. STOCK~ 41111, PAVR- ':oeI nsss3.:T :VI

A&
F&B AR$itti'i v,\:wintv w -o0
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IPA$-.iIIARINE CORPS)-PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING PKSP-PROGRAMMED COMMUNICATIONVS SU~PPORT
SYSTEM IFASOI\ST P 500.2E) PROGRAM EAFM 67-1)

PAS--PRE-AWARD SURVEY IAFLCR tl.45) PCSP-CEU-PROGRAMMED COMMUNICATIONS
PAS-PROFESSOR OF AEROSPACE STUDIES (AFM 67-1 SUPPORT PROGRAM-CEM IAFR 67-I1

~. IPATF-PROGRAM ACTIVATION TASK FORCE (APR 4WS3 PCSF-USAF PROGRAM,.
PPC-PROGRAM B1'IGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE (AR COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS SUPPORlT

320-501 PROGRAM fAFR 100-181
P3D--PROGRAM BUDGET DECISION (AFSCR 27-4) PCW-PREVIOUSLY COMPLIED WITH (T.O. 00-24-li
P30--PROGRAM AND BUDGET GUIDANCE (AR 3tO-50) M0- AIR PROCUREMENT DISTRICT (AFM 11-2. AR 220-30)
PSO--PROPERTY BOOK OFFICER I AR 320430) P0-PROGRAM DIRECTIVE IBLWEPS 5200.25)
P301-PLANNING BOARD FOR OCEAN SHIPPING IAR POE-PROVISIONING DOCUMENTATION AND EFFORT

320-50) WiFt 4W03)

PC-PORT CALL IAR 320-50) POA-PRiNCIPAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY N.AVM. .TII ~PC-PRIME CONTRACTOR 1AFSDCM 375-5)P3OA
PC-PROGRAM COMMUNICATIONS 1AFLCM 375-2) FDA-PROPERTY DISPOSAL AGENT EAR 320-50)

PC-PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING IAR 3i8-50) POCO--PROPERTY DISPOSAL CONTRACTING OFFICER
PC&)I-PACKING. CRATING. AND HANDLING IAFR 79-4)3 IAR 320-50)
PCA-PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AUDITS) (APR 65-3. P00-PRIORITY DELIVERY DATE IAR 3ti0-W0

AFLCR t3-43) P01-PROGRAM DECISION MEMORANDUM iAFSCR 2-4iii ~ ~~PCAO-PC ALLOWANCE DOCUMENT (APR 100-18) 0-RGAMDDPTMITNNEgF~40I
PCAU-PUNCH CARD ACCOUNTING MACHINE (APR AFLCR 23-431

100-1. AFM 400-1) P00-PROPERTY DISPOSAL OFFICEiR iAFR 400-40.DOD
PCC-POSTAL CON4CENTRATION CENTER (DOD 4i0.22-R. 44.3M

AR 320-50) POP--PROJECT DEFINITION PHASE EDOD 4100.35)
PCC-PROVISIO\ING CONTROL CODE (DSAR 4140.331 P01--PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW iAFLCR 23-43)

P1-PRELIMINARY EVALUATION FASOINST P3iO.2E)PCCS-PROGRAM CHANGE CO\TROL SYSTEM Pf-PERSONNEL. EQU*IVALENT fAFLCM 1', -345,
(TECH LOGDI VINST 32004.11)f-RGA LEMTIF s-o

k I PCO-ROGRAM CHANGE DECISION iAFSCR 27-6) P 1 PORA PLSONEL EQUIVALENTS~
PCK&T-PACKING. CRATING. HAN\DLING AND 1-1I.R AD ERON.EQIlET

TRANSORTATION (AFR 400-20; fAFLCR 66;--)i
P13-PRE-EXPENDED BIX INAVSIUP IIA\1

PCI-PHYSICAL CONFIGVRATION INSPECTIOV IAFSCR

PCI-PRODUCT CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION OAFR PCPOUTO QIMN Ol A 2-O
P1C-PROGRA3I EL.EMENT CODE iAFMl 172-1 VOL 1i

6~-iIP1C-PROGRA31 EV.ALU*ATION CENTER HiB1WEPS 5100.2.4PCL--IROGRAMIIG CHECK LIST iAFLCR 372r P10505-PROGRAM1 ELEMENT SI'IMARY DATA

PCU5-Pt*NCHED CARD MACHINE SYSTEMS OAK 320-511i P1F-PERFORNA\CE EFFICIENCY FACTOR tAFI.Cm
PC-PROUTIormim IPROGRAMI CONTROL NVMBER IT 1-341

i.IFN 172-1 Vol.A. FASOINST PAmW.-2E. .AFIXR PEG-PROGRAM FVAI.UATION GROU*P tAFSCII1 17-lI
66;-1I) PI-PREI.IMINARY EN\(;I'i.FFRIXI; INSPE(1ION 1AFIA~r

PCO-.I'. I-%'F.ET f-ONTIIAwTIi; OFFIVER OAK 321-101 n41
PCO.r i'clIING041:XTo CNTRAlCTING OFFI(*FiRl wAFR PEIj- PROG;RAM1 EI.PET 1IENTIFIF:P %Fi.ClI6-2

PCO MIIialSEI. CHAlNGE 04I IIZII NAYMlATiNsT IIJ31 I1. lIAI .4:3

U11 m. I~lPEN. -11:tICIOlNT e.\lXF KI~ AIP~F INFiAR MI$SII.E$

PCO 4?"TI%'T.I 0F''FI iFI .4 PEW l GRAi'~;:M 3X I. aTI .111N vd:1 s 41: M~il.i',

KC# it *:II I' .1-11:re T s%1 .411 it'! I, PEP liU.l:~ %i I XI I.E T I'l %\ %F-;M I 71
KS I f.i:.I I.X*.T 1 lNi.i IIV ST %Th. 11 11 1: 1 PEP(S) 1'1.%.\T Eefi ll):NT lI iK$ F ~ i*~



PEPS-PROGRAM ELEMENT PLAN 5U!PPLEMENT lAFSCM flP--PROGRESIVE INSPECTION PLAN (FASOIS?
27-I) P5W0.2E1

PEQUA-PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AGENCY OAR 320450) P116-PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT WORKING GROUP IAFR
PESO-PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT REDISTRIBUTION 66-30)

GRU A 20-50 P1(006-PACK FOR DOMESTIC USE (AR 320-50) 1
PM-PODUCIO\ EQUIPMENT REDISTRIBUTION PIESEA-PACK FOR OVERSEAS IAR 320-50-

INVENTORY (AR 32V-50) PUA-PLANNED LABOR APPLICATION fAFLCR W629,
PERTICOST-PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW PLC-PRIME LEVEL CODE (AFLCM 66-2)

TECHNIQUE AND COST (AFSCM 375-5) PtOO-PRELININARY LIST OF DESIGN CHANGES EAFM
PE311-PROCRAM ELEMENT SUMMARY DATA iBUWEPS 61-1)

5200.23) P1±-PRESCRIBED LOAD LIST (AR 320-50)
PESO-PROGRAM EXECUTION SUB-DIRECTIVE (AR PLNSTO-PLANNED STANDARD EQUIPMENT

32040) SECNAVINST 4611. 1)
4EMPRGA ELEMENT SUMMARY DTSHES PLT-PiPELINE TIME MAR 2M050)

l(NAVMAT P-4215) PLT-pRocuLEMENT LEAD TIME (AR 320-58)
PETAT-PERIODIC INSPECTION TURN AROUND TIM4E PLT-PRODUCTION LEAD TIME (AR 710-2i)

(AFM 66-I) PLUS--PROCEDURE FOR LONG SUPPLY ASSET
PF-PERFORMANCE FACTOR IAR 2M5-0) UTILIZATION SCREEN (DOD 4140.26-M)
if-PNEUMATIC FLOAT IAR W2-50) P11-PROPELLANT LOADING EXERCISE iT.O. 60-20V-11
PWF-PERMANENT FAMILY FILE (FASOINST P5W0.2E; PU-PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 4AFSCR W56,
PUE-PROECTISi FUND MA\AGERIMENT 'RECORD(S) PU1-PROGRAM MANAGER lAFLCR 23-42)

fAFM 67-I VOL If. AFM 172-I) PUA-PRECIOUS METALS AREA REPRESENTATIVE
PU-PROGRAM FORECAST PERIOD iAFLCR 372?(DOD 4160.21-M)
PfT-PREFLIGRT TEAM (TACd 400I) PUC-PART!AL MISSION CAPABLE tAFI 66-141
PUT-PRIOR FISCAL YEAR lAFM 172-I VOL 31 PUC-PROCCREME\NT MANAGEMENT CODE lAFLCR
PC-USAF PROGRAM GUIDANCE DOCUMENT (NP 21-1) 23-43i
PCMD-PRELIMINARY GRCUP ASSEMBLY rARTS LIST PUCS)-PROCUREMENT METHOD CObiEfS (AFR 3,-~

(AFLCR 47-47) A FLCR -i's-251
POW-PROGRAM GUIDANCE AND REVIFW COMMITTEE PUlS-PARTIAI. MISSION CAPABLE. StUPPLY lAFLCR

oAR 70-59) 400-21)
AP11-PHASED INSPECTION IT.O. 00-20-11 PU-PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES, fAFiCR
tPUT-PACKAGING/ HANDLING/ STORAGE/ $00-221 AFSC/AFLCR $O-17

TRA NSPOR~TABILITY (AFLCR 4W021, PUOL-POST 31-DAY DEPLOYMENT LIST IAR 3LIO-101
PIAC--PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND CORRECTION PUE-?RECISIO.\ MEASUREMENT EQl*IPMENT ITO0

A DODM 7-30.251 W020-2-11I:PIC-PROGRlAM FOR IMPROVED CONTRACT PUI.-AIR FORCE PRECISION MEAS i'REMENT
MANAGEMENT (HP ti1 EQUIPMENT LABORATORY tAFLCR 23-4m

P1CA-PRIMARY INVENTORY CONTROL ACTIVITY PU-PREVENTIVE M1AINTEN\ANCE INSTRI*CTIO\S
(AFLCR 4M-211 (GROUND C-E-Mi iTO.W020-II

P10-PROGRAM INTRODUCTION DOCU*MENT tAFSCR PWU-PRECIOI*.- METAlSA MAS.TER FILF ,I)QI)
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00l-31 S3-SUPP.Y 11UI.1.ETIN tAR :42Il4ti

SAC-STR %TEGIC* AIR COMMAND (A 01I til-9) SIAR--STOCK IIAI.ANCE AND CONSUMPITION
SACO--s( I-POF:TING AI'MINISTI:ATIVI:CNRATN IIEI'ORTst tAFAI 67-I 1*0! 1. Arh'*Id:: Pi:;

OFICi: l .F1.CxR;-:; SUA--sI.uI.i. vi siNEss %11'MlNI$TRATWXI 1111l
SAD SlifTY'.AND .lI:IIINt; I*A'ICE (AR 32151 :ui01.21-1h

SADL %'EI~ I TIITII 10ITfIUTIO10. sT dp1(11 SUS-~ II I SINESS AXV)' I. 1 t1 ,I*!! SI ~SADM PIxnI \I T41'1;1 I'KEI' 'IITIa'N M11 ITIoNS iAR 535--SYSTF1 lIRE \001%l N~ STI! i nI :
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SCA-SUMMARY COST ACCC-NT JAR 3120-50) $DR--SHIPMET DOCUMENT RELEASE iAF3I 6i-li
SCAMP--STANDARD CONFIGURATION AND) SR--sMAI.I lIE VEIOPMENT REQUIREMENTS ID0l)

MODIFICATION PROGRAM JAR 3120-50) 4100.35. AR 3120-5111
SCAN--swITCHED CIRCUIT AUTOMATIC NETWORK (AR SON--SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW 1AFLCR 23-43)

320-501 SDRAC-SHIPMENT DOCUMENT RELEASE AND)
SCAT--SECURITY CONTROL OF AIR TRAFFIC (AR 3-10-50) CONTROL (AFM 67-1 VOL I. A FLUR 17 1-94)
SCAlA--SURVIVAL SITED CASUALTY TREATMENT 11FM SE-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (AFRt 40(1-31

67-I1 SE--SYSTEM ENGINEERING (AFSCR 1-301
SCC--STANDARD COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION JAR SEA--SO0UTHEAST ASIA (AR :320-501

320-50) SEA-EX--.SEAIIT EXPRESS (DOD 4.500.32-R1;
SCC--SUPPLY CONTROL CENTER (AR 320-50) SEAL--sEA-AIR-LAND (AR 320-:0IO
SCFEL--STANDARD COMSEC FACILITY EQUIPMENT SEAOR--SOUTH EAST ASIA OPERATIONAL

LIST IAFR 100-18) REQUIREMENT (AFLCR 23-43)
SCH-SCHEDULER (T.O. 00-20-10-61 SEAVAM--coM(MERCIAL SEAVAN SERVICE (DOD
SCIP-SHIP'S CAPABILITY IMPARED FOR LACK OF 4500.312-RI

IrPARTS (FASOINST P5600.2E) SEC.--SECTIO\ (AFM 110491
SCL-SCRAP CLASSIFICATION LIST (DOD 4160.21-M) SECNAV--SECRETARY OF THE NAVY tBUWEPS 3200.25)
SCL-SITE CONCURRENCE LETTER (AFR 100-18) SECO-SUSTAINER ENGINE CUTOFF iAFM 12,-2011
SCL-STANDARD CLASSIFICATION LI1ST (AR 320-50) LE-SYSTEM ENTRY DATE (AFM 67-1 VOL 11
SCUS-SIGNAL COMMAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AR SEWP--SYSTEMENIERG MEE\AO PN

320-50) (AFSCM ENIEEIG5MLME51OSPA
SCES--STANDARD CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SM-..SNT AM109

SYSTEMS (AFLCR 65-461 SENL--SNADT UPET ECAUE 1.1S11-9

SCM--SHIPBUILDING AN D CONVERSION. NAVY (AR :12I-.DAR EGIETNEEN LTR LISTA

iTECHLOGDIVINST 5200.11 SEP--SCIENTIFIC AND EGNRIGPERSONEL A
SCM-SHIPS AND CONVERSION (NAVY) (BUWEPS j200,25) 2~
SCM--SPECIFICATION\ CHANGE NOTICE JAFSCM% 375-5)1,-vPPY N QIMETRPR A
SCO--SALES CONTRACTING OFFICER IDOl) SIC.2i-MI2216
SCO-STATISTICAL CONTROL 01'iE Sf2-0 ER- -sm~ a. NUIMBER iT.O. 00-20-10-61A
SCO--SYSTEM COUNTERPART CFFICER iHOI 27-11 ED-~~R QIMN EOMNAINDT
SCP--SERVICE CONTROL POINTt DOD 4140.2:,)-M;
WCV--STOCK CHANGE VOUCHIER (AFR 67-' 91~C 21-3
SD--SORTIEs- PEP DAY tAF3I 66f-)I SERP-s .vrARPi!ZATIO\IEVALUATIO\ REVIEWI

-ISo-SYSTEY, DESIGNATOR (FORMIXLY WS) fAFM 6j-1 .ANEI. (ISC*R 611-1)
VO IiSES'.--SeSsi(IN OF U.S. CONG;RESS 1AFM 110-91

SDA--SOURCE DATA AUTOM %TION (.A9SCR ;o..lI -SPCIAL EQUIPMENT VEHICLE tAR 320-50l

SPAS--sqot RUE DATA AUTOMATION YeTnl (AR SMXSHIPMENT EXCEPTION CODE tAFM 67-I VOL. IIII
SOC-SHIPMENT DIETAIL CARIV (AR 320-50) SF--soUND AND FL.ASH (AR :120-5oi

SO--UPIYDISTRIBUTION CENTER (AFM 67-1 VilIII1 SF--S.PECIAL. FORCES IAPR :w-110
SOC--SYSTEMI DESIGNATOR COPE (AFM 67-1 VOiL Ib SF--STANDARD FORMS 11101) 5000.5. AR 320-50)

SDCP--SU1PPI.Y DE.MAND CONTROL. POINT (AR 310-50. SF--STOCK FtUNI) (AFM IT 2-1 V*01. 11I AVFXOi 11-1-30hm SFEL--STNDARD FAICILITY EQUIPMENT 1.1ST tAF3I

S0D--T.ANo1RD IiEIIVERY DATE iAFM 67-i VOL, 0I61
SOD-YSTF1M DEFINITIOIN DIR.ECTION f %FR 27-91 SFEL(S)-sTANIwuil FACIL.ITY EQUIPMENT IITSI
SDM--srocomm.mNmi DA.TA MANAGEMEN.T OFFICE iAVlI. 11mi-Is. 5FS IF. 7-41

.IFS(1 CM .11 1o-l SFIMR--sTOCK FUNDl INVENToIRY M.ANA(;FMFXTISOP--SlXtI.F: IiKI'.AlTMENT PIIICHASING JA;NY AR! RECORDI tA.1M ii.,-1 Vol. Ill

SOP-%Rol: %\~I) IiISTIIIII'TI((N I'CIITS tA~Fl! 69s RIEGULATION 011, :,2414111

.%F% 1. I VOL. I SHAPE- -,,I I'I: HE %I'QUjIA!TFBs 1.I;%.IF:Ii POiWERS

SOP--%YlT:M VFI.4lI,1IFNT PLA.N (AI R i-1 IN PI R0t11'. I FM f;',-I Vill. Il
SOPA- %li:Ii %I. w)EvKNsF: IIml-IK!!T IiS') . SNF -I IIF: HIG~H FI:EcII FNCY tA 3I :!2u..Sn
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SIHIPALT-sHip ALTERATION ITECHLOGDIVINST U-STOCK LIST PRICE AFM 177-380)

5200.1) SLT-sToCKPILE LABORATORY TEST 1AFLCR 65-21
IMPA--sHiPPIN;G DATA (ARl 320-501 WI-SACRAMENTO AIR LOGISTICS CENTER tAFLCR

SKNPTO-sHip ON DEPOT TRANSFER ORDER fAR 66-29)
3420-501 S--SUPPLY MANUAL (AR 320-41?

SNIOO10-SHIPPING ORDER iAR 320-501 SI-SYSTEM MANAGER/MENT 1AFR 100-18. AFLCM 72-2)
SN1IE--SHIP IMMEDIATELY (AR 320-50) S0/1tE-SYSTEM MANAGER OR ITEM MANAGER (AFLCR
SNIPIEQ--.%Hip TO APPLY ON REQUISITION (AR 65-2. AFLCR 66-401

3120-5)) SEAL-SYSTEM MATERIAL ANALYSIS LIST (FASOINST
SUN--SHAKEDOWN (AR 320-40) P5600.2E,
SNORN-SHORT-RANGE NAVIGATION (JCS PUB. 1) SID-sYSTEM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE (AFR v~-11
SHP-SHAFT HORSEPOWER (AR 320-501 SIE-SURFACE MOVEMENT ELEMENT ITACM 400-1)
SHPUT--SHIPMENT (AR 320-50) SIL-SUPPORT MATERIAL LIST (FASOINST P5600,2E)
SNPTARSY-SHIP TO ARRIVE NOT LATER THAN (AR SIMR--SPECIFIC MOBILIZATION MATERIAL

320-50) REQUIREMENT (FASOINST P5600.2E)
SNEF--SHIP REGULAR FREIGHT (AP 320-503 NO0-SUPPLIES MANAGEMENT OFFICE iAFM 66-11
IWTS-SHORTAGE (AR 320-50) 100-SYSTEM MANAGEFMENT OFFICE (AFM 100-2)
SI--SPARK IGNITION (AR 320-50) SIGA-SINGLE MANAGER OPERATING AGENCY (AR
SIC-SORTIES PER INSPECTION CYCLE (AFM 66-13 320-50)

SIC*-STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION (DOD SIR-SOURCE. MAINTENANCE AND RECOVEhABILITY74
4160.21-Ml (AFR 66-453

SICA-SECONDARY INVENTORY CONTROL ACTIVITY SIR-SPECIAL MONEY REQU*ISITION (AR 320-501
(AFLCR 400-21) ONR-STOCK MANAGEMENT REPORT (AR 320-50)

SICR--SUPPLY ITEM CHANGE RECORD (FASOINST IRS-SPECIFIC MOBILIZATION RESERVE STOCK
P5600.2E3 (NAVEXOS P-1500)

SIDC--srPPI.Y ITEM DESIGN CHANGE (FASOINST SI-SERIAL NUMBER (T.O. 00-20-11
P5W0.2E3 SNACS--STOCK NUMBER ASSIGNMENT CONTROL

rn--SHIP IMPROVEMENT GUIDE (TECHLOGDIVINST SYSTEM (AFLCM 65-3)
5200.13 SIC-SHIPPED NOT CREDITED iAFM 6s-1 VOL III

-ISIL-SPECIAL I.STEREST LAUNCH iAFSCR 177-41 SNOL--STANDARD NAVY DISTRIBUTION LIsT
SMIE-SELECTED ITEM MANAGEMENT (.NA VSUPMAl (FASOINST 1 3600.2E)
VOATh--soU"RCE IDENTIFICATION AND ORDERING SNL--STAND1ARD NAME LINE (AR :324-4013

'AUTHORIZATION (DOD 4140.25-Mi SUL-STANIIARD NOMENCLATURE LIST tAR 3120-50)
SIP-STANDARD INSPECTION PROCEDURE (AR 320-50, IPRI--SELECTED NONPRIORITY LIST ITEM(S) tAR
ISISM-TANDARD INTEGRATED SUPPORT 320-501

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AFLCR 23-43) SNSL--sToCK NUMBER SEQUENCE LIST (N\AVSI*PM[AN
SIT--STATEMEN\T OF INVENTORY TRANSACTION (AR IUD-STOCK NUMBER U'SER DIRECTORY IAFR 100-163

:(2o-50;SNY-AF STATION NUMBER iAFM 67-1 VOL 11)
SIUFL--susPEND ISSUE AND USE OF FOLLOWING 50-SHIPMENT ORDER (AR :12o-503)

LOTS ;AR 32o-a0h SO--SPECI.1l. ORDERS iAR 32u3-533
SIUSM--St*SPE\D FRO34 ISSUSE AND USE A." SUSPECT SO--STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE (1101) 4141) 254111

MATFI;*'AI. 1AR -%W-50l3 SOAP1--sPECTROMETRIC 1111. AXAI.IS P'ROGRAM! AFII
KsL--stIN LOCATOR iAR 31-50i 00I

IL--.-Qi.( AIIER (AR :12-503i SOC--S1TART (IF CONS.,TRIC(TION 'BtUSHlII'SINT 4441,IN)3
U-. -STOCK LIST tAFM 67 -1 VOL. Ili SOC--STATEMRNT (IF (C.*P.%HI~LTY i.%F15CR 17,-21

SL--TOUl;KI0nATION tAR3:20-5'03 SOS--STATUS. OF QU*IP.MENT tAR :1-4I3
SIAN- -sI iE.oK ING tIlR(,RNE RADAR 1.%FM 100u-21 SOA--STATIS* OF FORCE %(;RFF\ET (AVE 41,4-31
SLAT--sr( 1. L~OGISTICS ACTIONS. THAILANII (AR SI--sIRETY ANID OP'ERATIONAL INSPElCTION ei~mCR

,!-11-5111 Il-371
SKIM. -v%1. ',t 411, V lliIi STCMSl.K I.II 3(21Wom3 SOP--STANIIARIP ul1'EII.TING PRIOCEDUR 'E (AR 3;2040$

SLOE- si,f (I. lIST OF~ PqI ('Mt.NT 1t A4-u.FM SOPP--ST.%TFKMNT OIF PRIOVISIONING; POL.ICY iAR
53:- 1



503--SOURCE OF REPAIR iAFI.CR 23-431 SSAC-SOI;RCE-SELECTION ADVISORY COUNCIL
SOR--STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTIS) 1AFR 100-18) (AFSCR 27-6)
SS-SOURCE OF SUPPLY iAFLCR 400-21) SSAN--socIAl SECURITY ACCOUNT %NDER fAFM
SOS-SQUADRON OPERATIONAL SUPPORT jAFM 67-11 177l-3801
SOSP--SQUADRON OPERATIONAL SUPPORT PACKAGE 553-SINGLE SIDEBAND fAFH 100-21

(AFM 67s-I VOL I1D W5-SOURCE SELECTION BOARD iAFSCM 27-b
SOW-STATEMENT OF WORK (APR IW00) SC--SUPPLY STATUS CODE IDOD 4L,40.32-1t)
SP-SUPPLY POINT iAFM 67-1 VOL 11) 55-SYSTEMS SUPPORT DIVISION (AFLCR 23-43.
SPC-SPECIAL CODE IAFX 65-1101 AFSC/AFLCR 67-20)

SPC--STOCKAGE PRIORITY CODE (APR 67-1 VOL III 50-STANDARD SOURCE DATA PACKAGEI
SPCC--SHIPS PARTS CONTROL CENTER (AR 32b-50. (AFLCIAFSCR 85

X iTECHLOGDIVINST .i200.1) SIE-SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (BUWEPS 5200.25)
WFCC-SPILL CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURE IDOD lIE-SYSTEM STATUS EVALUATION (AR 70-101

5030.41) 511--SOURCE SELECTION EVALUATION BOARD
PO-SUPP.EMENTAL/SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTIVE (AFLCR 23-43. APSCR 27-6)

tAFLCR 400-23, HP 21-1) 5SF-SERVICE STORAGE FACILITY (APR 6' -I VOL 1)
1SP0--SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTIVE (HP 21-I) WEI-STATISTICAL, SAMPLING INVENTORY 3METHOD

M O-SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTOR IAFR 400-3) (AR 320431)
IFS-SPECIAL PURI1OSE EQUIPMENT (AR 320-50) lL-TC TTS LG TM A 2-0
WE CAT-SPECIAL CATEGORY (AR 320-50) S51-SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILE (AR 320-5011SPIW-SPECIAL PURPOSE INDIVIDUAL WEAPON (ARt 551-SYSTEM SUPPLY/SUPPORT MANAGER 1AFLCM

* 30-0)310-1. FASOINST P5600.2El '

*1 W-SEF-POPELEDMOUT (R 30-5) 51S1-SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSION (AR 320-501
WI-SINGLE POINT MANAGER/RENT 1AFLCR 400-23, SSN-SPECIFICATION SERIAL NUMBER (AR 320-501

*AFLCR *23-43) 1800-SATELLITE SUPPLY OPERATIONS OFFICER (APR
SPI-UPPORT MANAGER (AFR 400-201 G7-4 VOL 11)
SPO-SIGNAL PROPERTY OFFICE (AR 320-501 WSNL TC ON AR40:
PO-SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICEIRH AFR 40043 AFLCR I-UP SPOR EQ SlFL :

SPO-P--SYSTEM RORMOFC/PJETFIE
(AFSC 310-1 551-SPECIALIZED SURPLUS SALES OFFICE tAR

P--SYiTEM PACKAGE PROGRAM (APR 37.I 5:1 20-301I WI-~-SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE PROGRAM I-SSE UVE1EMAR103
REVIEW iAPSCR R00Il UWSESE SWITCH iAPR 67-1 VOL Ili

ST-SERVICE TEST tAMCR 11-161
P--SPECIAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS fAFLCR t-1-45)
SMI--s-PARE PARTS SELECTION LIST (AFLCR 57s-271 ST--SOTTO IDOD 35W.12-R1
IMT-SYSTEM PLANNING TEAM tAPR 400-31 STA--STAIN OL OSC.2-ILLTRtr31-.
WV--SPECIAL PURPOSE VEHICLES (AR :320-' i) SAOTBE LCl SILTR cl.:2-0
IRA--SPECIALIZED REPAIR ACTIVITY fAPLCR 5s-I1) STRIPI-sTANDARD AIRMUNITIONS PACKAGE (AFI.CR
SIAN--STOCK RECORD ACCOUNT NUMBERiS; iAPR 400-221

Jlif1-1. AFI.CR 2.1-4311 STANA@-STANARDIZATION AGREEMENT iAR :120150

SRI-SAFETY REVIEW BOARD IAFSCR 110-3311 STAT.-U.S. STATUTEs AT L.ARGE (APR II0'-'l

SEC.-STAXIIARIJ REQUIREMENT CODE (ARl 320-501 STOPI-SPECIAl, TRAINING DIEVICES PROGRAM IAF a

SRO-ST%NIARII REPORTING DPESIGNATOR iAPR f7-1 ;,#-I VOL II)
VOl.1 IDSTZN--TAND[)ARI)IZATIONX (AR 320-5011

hF-SYSTEM PECOVERY FACTOR1 IFASIYST P'600)t.2E STM--SYSTFM FOR TOOlS AN)) EQIlI.\TI RP-%xsn: I-IOITING POST (APR 100(-21 MIANAGEMENT iAFM 67-I VOL 1)
SRR--Y,;TEM1 REQU'IREMENT REVIEWS.1 (AFLcR :-Il STEP--%I'EC*IAI. TRAINING Eqr~IIET I'kOGRAM
S111- .50)' I:ILEMN AI1I.F UNIT iAFM IIlu-I VOLII~MNT(I 21-I1

1. AFI.41t *o--2o STINFO--Iliol SC,(IENTI Fit A~N 1 TEC*H\11*.%I.

ISA-.~I '1I. 'ISIl: ~:;XEET i\AVM.ATINST STNFO--sIEXrTIrhc .NI) TFCHNICALI INFORMATION

Iso.: II



5TtM-STOCK FUIAR :120-501 TACS--THEATER ARYCMUIAINiSEAR

STFA--.-TocK FUND ACCOUNTING iAR 1920-50) 320-50)
SYKS--sTOCK FI'ND STATEMENT EAR 320450) TAD--TECHNICAL APPROVAL DEMONSTRATION EAFLCR
STK--4TOCK ROOM (AR 32044) 23-43)
STOG--scCIC AND TECHNOLOGV OBJECTIVES GUIDE TAD-TACTICAL ATOMIC DEMOLITION MUNITIONS (AR

iAR ' 0-59) 320-50)
STOL-RHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING fAR 320-50) TAERS--THE ARMY EQUIPMENT RECORDS SYSTEM EAR
STOW-SHORT TON 1AR 320-50) 120-501
STR--STORAGE (AR 320-5o) TAFO--THEATRE ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE OFFICE
STP--STOPPAGE EAR 320-50) (AFM 67-11
STP-SYSTEMS TRAINING PROGRAM IAFR 400-31 TAFT-TECHNICAL ASSISTANE FIELD TEAM (AFR
STRAW-STANDARD TANK. RACK. ADAPTER AND 400-3) '

PYLON PACKAGE iAFLCR 40W221 TAIRCC-TACTICAL AIR CONTROL GROUP 1AFM 100-2)
SUSSYD--sUBSTITUTE STANDARD ISECNAVINST 4814.1 TALAR-TACTICAL LANDING APPROACH RADAR iAFM
SUP-SUPPLIED EAR 320-50) 100-21
SUP-SUPPLY EAR 320-50) TALOG-THEATER ARMY LOGISTICAL COMMAND EAR
SUP. CT-Us. SUPREME COURT REPORTER (AFM 320-50)

110-9) TANKS--THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
SUPODU-SUPPLY FROM STOCK ON HAND OR DUE IN SYSTEM (AR320-SfJ)

(AR 320-501 TASO-TACTICAL AIR fUPPORT GROU'P iAFM 100-2)
SUPPT-sUPPLY POINT EAR 320-501 TASL-THEATERt AUTHORIZEDP STOCKAGE LIST (AR
SUPSNIP-SUPERVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING. U.S. NAVY 320-soi

iTECHLOGDIVIiST 520.1) TASS-TACTICAL AIR SUPPORT SQUADRON IAF31 100-21
SURVE-SURVEILLANCE AND MAINTENANCE (AR TAT-To ACCOMPANY TROOPS fAFM 67-lI

320-50) TAT-TURN-AROUND TIM4E IFASOINST P5%'-'!. AF31
SVC--SEk VICE EAR 320-50) 66-1) CNRL(~M102

MI-SPCIA WAPNS EVLOP(E:TBOAD AR T1O--TIME BETWEEN OVERHAl. 1AFI.CM am-1

TC-TEC\I(.%I CARATERSTI$ AR 312o-501

T & 1TEOO AND TES2E1IET1AF3R0143 TC--TYPEX\( CLASIFICTEACRII 1A R 32o511
T&SCCP-TECM3INCAI ,N CONTAN AND30-0 TC--TRANSPTOT CONTROLR CENE0EA 501-0

CONTRl. P~O~RAM(AFR 00-15 TCC-TRANSPORTATION COR . CARR 320 A R 2-

T&TE--TOOL AND TEST EQUIPMENT iAFICR t23-431 TC-TROPE CASIICTIOND ER 11-10

T/A--TABI.E (IF AI.IOWANC oAFN r,#-I VOL h TCL--TooL CONTROL LIST 1AFSCR 664-91I
TA-4-TAI F (OF AI.I.(IWANCE* 1AFR IlH-I~i TCM--TEC1IICu. VONBI7MITTFNUTESA .11CR 11-16)
TAAM--Th.INSPORTATION ARM1Y AVIATION TCN-TRANSPORTATION CO)NTROLI Nl1IBEII .W31 JIH-h

M.~N OARNC 3i::21-301 TCO--TF.F('O34I NIC.ATIONS CERTIFYING OFFICEFR
TAC-.T.ITICALIR 1 COIMMAND OR 3E21-511 iAFR ion-s

TAC--TlAN$IOftTATI0ON ACCOUI*XNGf 4rODFl IF.SOINST TCO--TEI,:3Il..TloN CONTRACTINGO; FF1 KU eAF3I
I'~~e~orn 21:1 I -I

TACC. TAUTIC.-AI. AIl: ON0T110I. (1:NTER iAFM Il(N-21 TCP--TF(H\I"'.%I. CEOI)IIN.ATIfN I'R~ot;lI.'AM jAFRI ow-:

TACO-]i % ARMY T%.NK-AI TO!JOTIVE OMN TCP--TFEH\4OI.OE;Y C0011I.N.TINI; I.APP'KS tAFSC(R

fgifill II Ii.20-11 *1-i
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:1 TCP--TRAI.\ER CHANGE PROPOSAL (NA VMATINST TLOIS-TAILORED LIST OF BASE SPARES WAP1 67-1

TCR-TRANSPORTATION CORPS RELEASE (AR 320-50) TLOS--TAILORED LIST OF SPARES lAFM 67-I VOL I;
TCTC--TRANSPORTATION CORPS TECHNICAL TU&OE-TEST MEASURING AND DIAGNOSTIC

COMMITTEE tAR 320-50) EQUIPMENT (AR 70.5-5)

TCTU-AIRCRAFT TIME COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL TM--TACTICAL MISSILE (AFM 67-1)
MANUALS iAR 320-50) TM-TECHNICAL MANUAL IAR :120-50D. APR 65-7;

TCTO--TiME COM4PLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDER (AFM TMA-TOTAL MATERIAL ASSETS fOPNAV NOTICE 4.e80.
400-11 A R 320-50) -

TCV-TROOP CARRYING VEHICLE (AR 320-50) ThU-TIME MAINTENANCE BEGAN fAFM 66-1)
TO-TECHNICAL DIRECTION (AFSCM 375-5) TOL-TERMINAL (AR 320-50)
TDA-TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (AR TOO-TOTAL M1ATERIEL OBJECTIVE (AR 320-501

70-59) TOO-TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OFFICE (APR 65-110)
TOO-TREASURY DEPARTMENT DECISION (AFM 110-9I *TMO-TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENTS OFFICE FRi (AR
TOISl-TIME DISTANCE IAR 320-50; 320-50)
TOO-TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES (AFSCM TUP-TRANSPORTATION MOTOR POOL (AR 320-.-0;

271) TNPO-TOTAL MATERIEL PROCUREMENT OBJECTIVE
TOP-TECHNICAL DATA PACKAGE (APR 400-3) (AR 320-50;
TO-TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (FASOINST TfrR--TECHNXOLOGY MANAGEMENT REVIEW :AP;SCR

P56O.2E. AMCR 1I-16.DOD 4100.35) 80-25;
A TOP-TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION FOR PROVISIONIN TNR-TOTAL MATERIEL REQUIREMENT (AR 320-4l

(DSAR 4140.35) TMS-TYPE. MODEL. AND SERIES tAFM 6.1-662. AFM4
TOR-TEARDOWN DEFICIENCY REPORTS fAFLCI:' 23-43) 400-1. AFLCR 57-21;)

iITECHLOGDIVI\ST 5200.1; STANDARDS (AFLCR 23-43;
TEL--TEMPORARY EXPEDIENT EQUIPMENT LIST (AR TU--TRANSPORTATION MOTOR TRANSPORT (AR ;120-501

324-501 ft-TECHNOLOGY NEEDS (APR 80-3

TEMP-T&E MASTER PLAN (APR W014) TNC--TAIL NVUMBER CHANGE IAFSgCR 601-21iiTEOA-TEST AND EVALUATION OBJECTIVES ANN\EXES TO--TECHNICAL ORDER (AFR 400-3; .
iAF," $0-141 TO--THEATER OF OPERATIONS tAR :32t1-301

TEP--TRAINING EQrIPMENT PLANNING TO-TRANSPORTATION OFFICER iAR 321l-10. DOD
INFORMATION (AFSCM 375-5) 4300.32-RI

TEl--TRANSiACTION EXCEPTION CODE (AFM 6- VOL TO-TRAVEL ORDIER iAR :12o-S'A

III TOA--TOTAL ORI.IGATIOtA~i. AUTHORITY giDOD
TFB-TENVTATIVE FORCE GUIDANCE INAVMAT P-421i; 7000.5.1)OD11 5105.3S-31)
TFQU--TENTATIVE FISCAL GUIDANCE MEMORANDUM TOA-TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS (AR 1-0

iAR 70-59; TOC--TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTCR iAR 32,-50-)i
TOIL--THROU'GH GOVERNMENT BILL OF LADIING (AR TOC--TECHNICAI. ORDER COMIPL.IANCE iAPS 1111120),

:o-3. DOD 4500.3:2-Ri TOC--THEATER OF OPERATIONS COMIMAND) tAR 3211-5111
TN--TH P.IUFI.IGHT IT.O. P0-20-11 TOCIECP-TECH ORDER C'OIIPI.I.%\CE ENINEERING'
TIC--Tool. ISSU"E CENTER cAFM 671 VOL Ib CHANGE PROPO.%AI. lAFI.CR 63,-421
TIC--Ti.ACT-ioN I~rNTIPI('ATION CODIE fAFm TOD--APFsC TECHNOL.OGY OPUECTIVFES IIOCUMENFTSq

tAPS $fl-53;~

TI--I NI DCUMENT (DOD1 4160.21-MI TOO--TECHN\ICAl. OPJF(CTIVE, PO(I.MNT iAFSCM 271I
TIF--TFCHr~.X1-L. INFORMAION FIL.E fAFI.CR 23-43) TOD--TIRE OF DEIVERY 1AR32:1,0
TIC--THE INSP'ECTOR GE.NERALI. AR 3l2c0-50) TOD--TRADE)-OFF I)FTF.R)I.TIO\ c.AR '-I

TIMINT--TIMEF INTE.RVAL. .AR 31c-511) TOE--TAHRI.E OF OR;.AN1ATIONAL. AND) EqU*IP.MENT*1TIN-- foTAI. ITEM l.ECORI) FI.V 4ou-21.11OII IAR h-.511

itI 1121-41 TOE--TER*4 OF EN\I.I*.T.T cAR3:2ii-loi
Tlf--n.Nsh~l;NITEM) RIc'IIIRT IF.%-Sc;INST 1'Sfiom.2F; TOFC--TII.llI.FR (IN FL.AT vAR 0c1, 0-3$;s

TL--TIMf (IF 01.1166 cFM~c-11 TONA--TF(mH.'l. ORI)EIl )MAN\AI;EMENT AGENCY
TL--I:('I~c.llcc~l:::~c-~.cciF$,( .AFI. -M



TOI-Timu OF P.FCEIPT (AR 320-50) TSRP-TECHNICAL SUPPORT REAL PROPERTY tAFSCM
TOS--TERm OF SERVYICE 1AR .120-5W3 .375-5)
TOS--TYPE OF SHIPMENT (AR 320-50) TST-TEsT SUPPORT TABLE IAFSCR/AFLCR 400-10)
TOSPOR-TECHICAL ORDER SYSTEM PUBLICATION TTPI-RIUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

DEFICIENCY REPORT jAFLCR 233 iDOD 4160.21-M,
TOT-TIME OF TAKE-OFF IAFM 66-11 TUOC-TAcTiCAL UNIT OPERATIONS CENTER fAFM
TP--TECHNICAL PUBLICATION OAR 320,W)f 100-2)
TP--TRANSPORTATION PRIORITY IAR 710-50! TUSLOG-THE UNITED STATES LOGISTICS GROUP IAR

TMO-TECIINOLOGY PLANNING CU'DE (AFSCR W021)32-0
WI--TECHNVICAL PROFICIENCY INSPECTION (AR TVELISO(A30-0

TPO-TRANSPORTATION PACKAGING ORDERS (AFR Tc-:OA VRIBE CS DD 14.3
69-81 V- OA AIBE CS DD 44.9

Tuu-TRANSFER WORKING GROUP (APR 9WO4)
TPP-TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PLAN (AFSCR W0-) T -EHOOIA A LNfFC 71
rn--TOTAL. PACKAGE PROCUREMENT (NAVMAT P-4215) TPEHOOIA A LN(FC 7I
TI--TRANSPORTATION REQUEST (AR 55-358) -

* ITR-TRAVELING PURCHASE REQUEST fAF'4 67-1 VOL 11)
TRACALS-TRAFFIC CONTROL AND LANDING SYSTEM J5CUTESAESOD(FM10)

(AFR 10-18)U/I-UNIT OF ISSUE (AR 320-5O?

4 ~ ~~~TRADOC-tNITED STATES ARMY TRAINING & KUI ON TO 02-0E

DOCTRINE COMMAND (Aft #0-59) KCS-UNCLOSED CONTRACT STATUS iAFLCR 's0-Illi
TRANS-TRANSIENT 1AFM 117-380) UDL-UNIT DETAIL LISTING 1AFM 172-I VOL* I
TMc-TECP.ICAL(OLOGYI REPAIR CENTER(S) (AFM VEUI SETA QIMN A 2-0

400-I. AFLCR 65-2) DM10D-uNIT FORECAST AUT.!IORIZATION EQUIPMENT
TI-TYPE REQUISITION CODE (AR 320-50) DATA (AFLCR 23-431
TRI-TAC--DOD JOINT TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS WIC-UNIT IDEN~iFIED/CATION CODE (FASOI\ST

:1PROGRAM (AFM 100-2) P5600.2E. DOD 4000.211

TRIC-TRANSACTION IDENTIFICATiON CODE (AFM 67-I UICP-UNIFORN INVENTORY CONTROL POINT

70VIS-TRANSPORTATION INTEGRATED UJC-URGENCY JUSTIFICATION CODE (AFM 6-s-I VOL III
NANAGMNT SYSTEM (AFRP 715-1) WC--URGENCY OF JU*STIFICATION CODES iAFM 66-1l

TWO-TERMINAL RELEASE ORDER (DOD 4140.25-MI U1KC--U\IT KIND CODE (AFM 67-1 VOL Ii
TWO-RUC ROUE ODER AR 20-3) U-MISSILES PRODUCTION PLANNING SCHED17LE (UP

TRO--TENYATIVE BASIS OF ISSUEIAR 11-25) 2-l
TOP-TRAFFIC REGUL.ATION POINT (AR 320-501 VKIC-UNIT MOBILITY CENTER 1AF3I 110-2i
TRF-TR-COMMAND REVIEW PANEL (AR 100-181 DUO UN\IT MANNING DOCU'MENT fAFN 67-I VOl 1)
TUW--THOM4SON\ RAMO WOODRIDGE (DLAH 5025.2) UuI OEET IETFE A 2-0

TS--ERMIAL SRVIE (A 32050) ~iP-UNIFOR3I MATERIEL IUEPRIORITY ;YSqTEM
*TS--TOP SFCRET (AR 320-SO) (AR M2-50,O

TS--TRANSIT STORAGE (AR 320-50) DEL--UN.IVERS9Al. MISSION ILOAD (AR 320-50ll
TSAF- -TYPICAL SYSTEM ACQUISITION FLOW UUUIP$-UNIFORM M4ATERIEL MOVEMENT & ISSUE

s.%FFCM/AFI.CM 3)(1-1)PROIYASE F 003T$O- -THE'ATER SHIPPING DIOCUMENT !AR 320-461 RI'SAIFORIY ATE ARIE REPOT -31
TSE--TV7m.I. SIIPORT EILEME.NT (TACM 400-11 C-r~TSAR AEI..RPR AI'
T$l--Tfr1JxuAI. iT.INDARIIATIO\ INSFEcTION (Ah

UN0--URGl,!CV OF NFLl) DFsAI4;\.T#R igAFI VOL101
TWC--TfHIiCI. ..fPII.V MIA\A(GEMENF.T (*"'Irp 11

iF.%l,;0i~s I.A~o.2Ei DNREP--l*I)FRW.lY i.EPI,.EN;IHMFNT i1101) 41411.2-M)
TSUM-ThRlySI'ORTAlT1 SUPPL.Y MITENE UO-4-F~I.FIVEF.I, ORDFR$ 0TAN iN AFI 172-I

TSO- TI:.ISI'URT ITIfN SF'IVOFFICERi 0.: 1 211-3m1 DOS--ul*,I'.,uERFI' 01. SCHEII (A~R 120,511
TIOR-TENT ITIVE si.CIFIC 011ER.ITIN(; TONAL. UPIC--(l'ON RFCrlIT 1.1 _Q'-5oi

i:QIEt:qN,'~'T di. WVEI'S 21 3 l'AIS U--I*NFlIDFl.' QI'IRFIIEXT AFSCR 27 -9

UN--It X~.4.TIS l$F REI'ORT tAR 3t2-5o. AF31 I Ilo-9I



USA-U.S. ARMY (AFM 110-9) WCPAI-WAR CONTRACTS PRICE ADJUSTMENT BOARD

USAAVCOU--UNITED STATES ARMY AVIATION (AFM lnu-91
MATEIELCOMMND AR 3-50 WCD-WAR CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS

USC cMBATEIELON COMMAND AR R DOCUMENT WFORMER WCDOj f(AFM 67-1 VOL III
USAC C-C MBA DEV LOP ENTCOMM ND MCRWDI-WEAPON DATA INDEX (AFR 80-4)

USAF-C. S. AIR FORCE (AFM I110-9) WFCEV-WHEELED FUEL CONP'!MINXG MOTOR VEHICLE
USAFSS-uNITED STATES AIR FORCE SECURITY OAR 32C-50)

SERVICE lAfR 66-11 WE-L'SAF WARTIME GUIDANCE DOCUMENT (HP 21-1)
USILC--c. S. ARMY INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS WlhM-WEAPONS) INTEGRATED MATERIEL

CENTER iAMCR 37-9i MANAGERIMENT fAFLCR 23-43. AFLCR 400-11
USATACOW--u.s. ARMY TANK AUTOMOTIVE UtUI-WEAPONS SYSTEM INTEGRATED MATERIEL

:1COMMAND (AMCR 37-9p MANAGER (AFLCR 57-27)
USCG-t .S. COAST GUARD fAFM 110-9) WISA-WHOLESALE INTERSERVICE SUPPLY SUPPORT
USCONANC-cNINENTAL ARMY COMMAND (AMCR AGREEMENT IAFLCR 23-43)

11-161 WLI-WEAPONS LOGBOOK fAR 320-501

NSA-U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY (AFM 110-9) WLCS-woRKLOAD AND COST SCHEDULE IAR 320-501
* INC-U.S. MARINE CORPS Will 110-9) WEE-WEAPONS MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT

M~t-~s.NAV (AF 11-9)PROGRAM (DOD 4160.21-N)
USNF-L'NTED TATES PROERY0-DFICA WEP-WAR MATERIEL PROCUREME.NT CAPABILITY

U O FF.ICE T T POERT AAFD FIS-I VOW)(OD 4140.2S-MIOFFIER IF 6-1 VL 1)WUR-WAR MATERIEL REQUIREMENT (DOD 4140.25-M)UCuTTYECODE (AFM 100-2) HP1-1WO-WORK ORDER 1AFM V1-I VOL 11)ITO

UPI-USAF WARTIME BASIC PLAN DOCUMENT 4HP 21-h,
UXO-UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE (AR 320-50)WP-AFMDRNE ARIE EQRENS

PLAN DOCUXENT (HP 21-11

VAIE-VERSATILE AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT VMWEPONiS PRODUCTION PIROGRAM i.kR 3:0-S'u)

fAFLCR 66-261 WPS-ItSAF SHORT-RANGE WARTIME RE4UIREMENTS
VE-VLUEENGIEERNG AFLC 2343)PLAN DOcUMENT tAP 21-11

VECPVALE EGINERIG CANG PRPOSL IOD UPS--WAR PLANNING SERIES iAFM 67-1 VOL It
VE~PVA~E ENINERIN CHAGE ROPOAL DOD WE--WAR RESERVE (ARt 320-50)I

501.8)W9--WAR\E*R ROBINS AIR 1.0619TICS CENTER iAFLCR
VEP-VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSALS (AFM 172-1 WI9

VOL 1) WR-WEAPON" REQU*IREXENT WFASOINST P560" 2Et
VNF-VERY HIGH FREQUENCY (AFX 12 VIM-WAR RLSFVEREAPINESA MATERIEL tAFR
VOC-VEHICLE OUT OF COMMISSION IAR i8-1. AFM 77-1)4z.e FIC :-:
WIN-VEHICLES PER MILE fAll 320-50) WEED--WAR RE.SERVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT 001)
VSD-VENDOR'S SHIPPING DOCUMENT (AR 320-58110.5M

1110R1--WAR krSERvr MATERIEL. REQl'IREXFNT.
BA.'. LANE Ill0l' 4111.21

/I--WORKLOAD 1AFLCX 171-343) WWUP-'WAh RES;ERVE MATERIEL REQU'IREMEXT.
WAC--woRK ACCOMPLISHMENT (CODE (AFN I?7-3F01 PROTEVT 1.E iliOl) 41411.2.
WACO--WP.iTFE\ ADVICE OF CONTRACTING OFFIC~ER MS-WAR RFEREISTOi'N ,1(01' 4110.21

tAR 3120-501 UNM-WAR REAIN\F4.s SPAIIES NIT *.%F3 67,.1 Vol. III
WAD--WORK AU'THORIZATION DOCUMENT 1AFLCR fif-6wn W$-WATER $I'l'ILY (AR :*)-20-
WAPS--WFI(;HTFI, .IIRMAN PROMOTION SYSTEM (APR USAR-WFFKI.Y SzNICNTA4TIoN REPORT i.%UICR

WAS--wEEKi.y ARIRIV II, '(CHEI3UI.E (1101 414u0.25-111 USSS-WE.rON SYSTEM BA~SF S1IiL.Y ClT
WM--WIF.l. OF 15541 Fit tAR :;20.Su eA' IlNI-21
WgS--WOuftNI.OAI?, lAl:EAKI)OWN ,;TRI'ITI' FE eAFM WSCP--WF.%I'ONV SYSTEM CON)TR, .. POIINT g.AF34 67-I

UCO--WA.ii COINSUMABLI1IE I'IISTIIITIUN IlLIF:(-,IVEiso USE6--WFAl'oXN, SYSTEMS EV 11.1 ITfly 6110"1' OARI



WSLO--WEAPON SYSTEM IOGIST!C OFFICES IAFM 67-1)1 WSLO--WEAPO.IS) SYSTEMIS) LOGISTICS OFFICER IAFR
* 400-3. AFLCR 23-43)

WSL-WEAPON SYSTEMS LOGISTIC REVIEW (ASOINST
P13000.21 

WSU,--WEAPO.N SYSTEM MANAGEMENT CODE
IFASOINST P5600.2Ei

WSO-WASHINGTON STANDARDIZATIONS OFFICER IAR
320--W)+-WATER SUPPLY POINT (AR 320-50)

:1t WSSC-WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPORT CENTER (AFM 67-1

WS.-WEAPON SYSTEM STOCK/SUPPORT LIST IAFM
67-1 VOL 1. AFLCR 2-43)

WSP-WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPORT PROGRAM (iAFL.
23-43)

WS&U-WEAPO.XS SYSTEM SUPPORT PROGRAM
MANAGER (FASOINST P5600.2E) Z

iiIS--WEAPON SYSTEM STORAGE SITE (AFM f6i-1 VOL

WT-WEIGHT IDOD 4500.32-R)
WTCA-WATER TERMINAL CLEARANCE AUTHORITY (AR-16)

W-WORK UNIT lAFLCM 171-343)
WUC-WORK UNIT CODE (AFM 177-380)
WWIO--WORLDWIDE INVENTORY OBJECTIVE (AR

32-30)
WWUCCS-WORLDWIDE MILITARY COMMAND AND

CONTROL SYSTEM iAFR 100-18)

-X-
XW-EXPERIMENTAL WARHEAD (AR .120-501

YTD-YE.AR TO DATE (AFM 177-3801

-Z.

ZI--ZONE IMPROVEMENT PLAN tDOD 4300.32-Ri

) P-EXECUTID--TRANSFER CONTROL TO NEXT
DESIGNATED PROGRAM fAFI.CM

ZTO-ZlE TRA.NSPORTATION OFFICE (AR 30- 1
Z--\OT AI'THORIZEi FOR MAP PROGRAMMING (AR

I+I $IL%
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AILCI 574 AM ~574 39DErCh m AM L IS 4-13 OC76
AM 954 30 APR 76 AFIE7-1 9 Sv 71
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AFR 65-3 APPENDIX A i JUL 74 APR 72-9 9 NOv 71
AFR 65-7 13 OCT il APR 72-11 ISEE DSAR 4130.4 6 APR 701

APR 65-662 1 JuL 76 AFR 72-12 9 DEC 68
APR 66-3 8Nov 76 AFR 74-2 1o oCT 79
AFR 66 25 MAR 74 AFR 74-5 iSEE DSAR 4155.3 19AUG 741
AFR 66-7 I AUG 73 APR 746 ISEE DLAR 4155.24 11 NOV 76I
AFR 66-11 8 MAY 75 AFR 74-10 3 APR 74

AFR 66-12 2 JUL 76 APR 74-12 ISEE DSAR 4125 i 27MAY69
AFI 66-14 ATCH 1 15 NOV 78 APR 74-15 SEE DSAM 8200.1 30 AUG 76,

AFR 66-17 6 APR 61 * APR 75-10 SEE AR 55-9 28.NOV 75)

APR 66-19 AR 310-70 NAVMATINST 5600.11A MCO 5215.16 APR 75-15 6 JUN 79

DAR 4151.9 6DEC76 APR 75-30 6 OCT 70
APR 66-1 2 JAN 80 APR 75-37 SEE AR 55-23 26 AUG 74,
APR 66-20 29 JAN 73 APR 75-39 (EF AR 55-36 28 FEB 77,

AF 66-21 8 MAR 71 ' APR 75-41 ISEE AR 55-358 SEP 751
APR 66-28 1AUG 73 APR 75-88 fSEEAR 55-80 3JAN78)
AFR66-29 26 AUG 69' AFR764 -,
APR 63O 10 JAN 77 AP. 76-7 6 OCT 67
APR 66-38 5 FEB 71 APR 76-15 25 MAR 74
APR 66-39 14 JUL 77 APR 76-16 15 MAR 71

AFR 66-45 ISEE AR 700-82 22 JUN 711 APR 76-33 *'

APR 66-50 24 sEP 69 APR 76-38 AR 59-8 OPNAVINST 400.181) MCO 4630.6C
APR 67-1 16 JUN 75 DSAR 4540.9 13 AUG 76
APR 67-4 AR 700-96 NAVIATINST 4000.35 MCO 4235.22 APR 77- 16 JUL 69'

15 MAR 74 APR 78-13 12 DEC 75

APR 67-7 ISEE DSAR 4140.60 31 MAR 761 APR 78-13 ATCH 3 12 MA Y 77
APR 67-16 ISEE DSAR 4140.55 APR 76) APR 78-22 26 JUL 76

APR 67-21 11 JuL. 75 APR 805 9 AUG 78

APR 67-22 (SEE DSAR 4140.61 6 MAY 741 APR 80-8 iSEE AR 70-59 2.NOV 77'
APR 67-25 31 DEC 75 APR 80-10 25 MAY 8o
APR 67-27 19 JU, 78 APR 80-14, ATCH 1 19 JUL 76
APR 67-28 30 SEP 77 APR 80-18 SEE AR 70-44 1 SEP 781

AYR 67-36 ISEE DSAR 4140.5f 29 APR 75' APR 80-29
-'APR 67-39 14 FEB 79 APR 80-38 APSC SUPP 1 12 .JUL. 74

APR 67-40 SEE DSAR 4140.35 30 JAN 731 APR 80-39 iSEE DLAR 4185 10 5 MAY 77,

APR 67-47 17 FEB 70 APR 80-40 2 MAR 70

APR 67-57 13 DEC 79 APR 80-41 2 MAR 70
APR 67-73 ISEE SAR 4145 26 JUL 70) APR 80-53 APSC SUPP 1 29 Ju.v 78

AR 67-80 ISEE DLAR 4185.) 2 SEP 77' APR 842 20 MA Y69 '

APR 67-96 SEF AR 710-26 JAN 74' APR 85-6 20 AUG 6.9
APR 67-97 ATCH 1 7 OCT 74 APR 88-9 a vA Y 62"
APR 67-125 isEE DSAR 4235.18 25 FEB 75' APR 100-18 CH 2 ACH 4 1m Orr 78

APR 69-8 ATCH 1 1 Nov 74 APR 122-1 20 MAR 80
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APR 70-17 sEE DSA R 4115.3 i7 SEP 70, APR 127-12 AFSC SUPP 1 28 APR 77
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APR Li-6 ,SEE AR 700-15 20 .IU.V 75, APR I-1 ATIH 6 M5 A.(,G 77
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AFR 172-5 1 vov 73 ASCN 375-4 18 SEP 65 -
AFR 172-14 6 JUL 78 AWSM 375-5 1o MAR 66
AF.P 173-1 ATCH 1 10 OCT 75 AMSCP 55-4 14 .U1T 75
AFS 173-4 16 OCT 72 ASCP 80-1 7 JAN 67 -
APR 212-1 6 FEI; 70' ASCP 177-3 31 MAR 76
APR 300-4 1 DEC 66 APSCP/AFLCP 173-5 DARCON-P 715-5 NAVMATINST
APR 310-1 30 JUN 69 P5240 DSAH 8315.2 1 OCT 76
AFR 310-1 CI 14 JUN 71 ASCR 8-4 7 A u, 75
APR 320-2 16 OCT 70 APSUR 11-1 22.1.uW 79
APR 320-5 ASCR 23-30 o

APR 375-1 6 MAR 7o ASCR 23-37 -
AFR 375-2 6 MAR 7o' ASCR 23-43 28 vA Y 69 -
APR 400- 10 FEB 75 AFSCR 27-1 6 JUN 77
APR 400-11 6 JUN 75 AFSCR 27-4 18 oCr 79
AR400-1 *' AFSCR 27-5 .zAUG 75

AR 400-2 5 FEB 71 I ASCR 2 ATCH I o sE 4
AFR 40-3 ATCH1 18 MAY 78 AoCI 27-9 12 MA Y 78
APR 400-20 8 OCT 76 APSCR 27-16 28 .;!.4R 75
AFR 400-22 isEE DSAR 8200.5 22 MA " 72, APSCR 50-5 7 OCT 76
AR 400-26 1o MAR 78 AFSCR 57-2 -
APR 400-44 1o FEB 78 AFSCR 60-1 6 SEP 77 1 (
AFR 800-4 1o MAR 75 AFSCR 60-2 2 .vov 76
AR 80-5 6 JuN8o ASCR 65-2 17.4 PR 78
AFR 800-6 7 SEP 76 AFSCR 66-6 1AUG 7
APE 800-8 2 7 JUL 72 ASCR 66-7 9 vA Y 7,
APR 800-S ASC/ALC SUPP 1 24 Nov 75 ASCR 66-9 29 vov 7 7

APR 800-12 20 VA Y 74 ASCR 66-36 ,SrE .4 V.t'A T.ST 47)01 2 s.AN17
A' J0-26 17 FEB 78 APSCR 67-6 OCT 77
AFSC 23-43 28 vA Y 6.9' ASCR 67-7 CH I .;., FEB -7
ANCM 27-1 i5 DEC 66 AFSCR 67-8 ATCH 1 3 APR 78
APSCM 55-425 31 DEC 75 APSCR 70-2 16 FEP 79
ASCM 57-2 -  ASCR 70-3 27. .AR 78
AWSM 65-2 26 MAY 65' APSCR 70-9 4 OCT 76
APSCM 70-1 7 JUN 72 ASUR 70-13 2vor NV 7
ASCI 75-1 24 OCT 66 ASCR 72-2
ACKM ?7-265 -o  AMR 74-1 s.vor 7.ASM 78-1 /7.APRq 67 AMrSR 76-1 o.v.r w"
AWNC 7825 14 FEB 7.5 ASR 76-2 6 nEc"z
AAM 804 0u 7o ASCR 78-4 2J4,r.V 66
ASMI 84-2 .ASR 78-5 -, /tz -17

:A11JCl 84-8 1 .VA Y 71 AFSCR 80-12 2 seeI 7,. AWNCl 127-1 14AN.V67 AM R 80-8 ';'- I)FC
ASNl 1714H9 VOL, I m. .I,.v 7o AM R 80-9 14/.~ ;li
AFSCN 171-480 VOL I i .v.A Y .9 AMCR 80-1 I ;.t "

~~~ASM 173-2 3! J Nl.X' AMSR 80-12 '' r;

AM 177-265 1 vor 7; AC I 31 oc r .
AWN 177-365 A R -14 ,i FASM 177-3 AMCR 8014 CH I t; n'.'/w,
ASM 310-2 !i.-ir) ;i ASR W0-1S .i mt.;
ASM 373-4 AMSR 8W21 -: .
AWN 375-11 !.WINQ AMSR 8022 .\ 7
ASM S75.-3 m. v -x.\'a AMSR W80-21 .',,.t,
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AFSCR 82-1 24 JUN7 7 AmCP 71" oCT80

AMCR 80-26 27.AUG 73 ANCR 1-4
AFSCR 8030 14 APR 76 AMCR 11-16 AUG 77
AFSCR 80-33 17 DEC 76 ANCI 11-27 MA Y 77
AFSCR -36 12 JUL 76 AICR 11-37
AFSCR 80-3V 25 JUN 73 AICR 37-9 jAN 69
ASCR 84-1 29 JUN 77 AR 20-5 20 DEC 73

ASOR 84-7 23 Y 79 AR 0-12 iSEE DSAR 4155.3 19 AUG 74

AFSCR 136-3 17JUN 77 AR 31-44 ..
AFSCR 170-5 4 APR 73 Al 324 rSEE DSAR 4235.18 25 FEB 75)

AFSC 170-9 ATCH 3 9 NOV 77 AR 37-15
AFSCR 172-2 15JUY 77 AR 37-17
AFSCR 172-2 CH 1 27 JUL 77 Al 37-18
AFSCR 172-9 8 FEB 78 AR 3-27 5 DEC 72
AFSCR 177-1 1 FEB 74 AR 37-5 30 JUN 72
AFSCR 177-2 20 AUG 75 AR 37-200 1 MAR 79
AFSCR 177-4 17 FeB 78 AR " ISEE DSAR 4155.26 APR 75/
AFSCR178-3 7 MAY 79 Al ,.30
AFSCR 178-4 A 55-9 NAVSUPINST 4600.79 AfP 75-10 MCO 4610.31

AFSCR 178-5 28 NOV 75

AFSCR 200-3 2o mAY 76 A 55-15
APSCR 200-5 25 JuN 79 AR 55-23 OPNAVINST 4600.17C AfR 75-7 NCO 4621.2B
APSCR 310-1 11 MAR 74 DLAR 4500.2 26AUG74
AFSCR 320-1 30 SEP 77 AR 55-27 15 JUL 79

AFSCR 375-1 3 NOV 69o  AR -28 s JuL 73
AFCIR 375-2 1 oCT69, AR 55-30 15 JA.N8 o
APSCR M-3 7 vov 69' AR55-34 2o Ju 69
ASC 3754 18 EP 65 AR 5535
AMR. 676-9 " AR 55-36 OPNAVINST 4600.18B AFR 75-39 MCO 400.19B
AFSCR 800-1 22 JUN 76 DSAR 3005.4 28 FEB77
APSCR 800-10 20 FEB 79 AR 55-38 4 AU 77
ACR 80-13 16 DEC 74 Al 55-55 -AFSCR 800-18 20 SEP 74 AR 5580 OPNAV!NSA 11210.1A AFI 7588 NCO 11210.2B

AFSCO00-22 21 MAY 74 ULAR 4500.19 3 JAN78

AFSCR800-23 30 DEC 77 AR 55-35 15M1AR 69
AFSC/AFLCR 6-1 18 APR 78 AR 55358 NAYSUP PUB 445 An 75-41 1 EO P400.9A
APS/AF R 8-1 15 MAY 75 DLAR 4510.2 SEPT ;
AFSCIAFICi 84 , oct 7s AR 55-0 s .'A. Y 66

APSCAFLCR W55 10 JUL 75 AR 58- 15 DEC 7.9
APSC/AFLOR 574 30 APR 76 AR 69-8 ,SEE.4.FR ;.-38 13.4 UG 76'
AM/CAI C 7-49 m. v\ov 76 Al w6- "

ASCIAMOR 66-24 3.0 MAR 78 At 6745
AFSCIAFCR 66-71 31. JX 77 Al 70-9 3 OCT 68
AFSC!AP.C 67-20 1 - i ,AR 77 Al 7.-10 :.4.. a -..
ArSC/AFLCR 8i-17 1.S 41. 77 A 70-11 m. ./I. ,
AFSCIAFLCI 80-31 AMI 70-54 NAVIATINST I105,.IA Al 70-17 1 vor 7

'1 .1.v ;?, Al 70 21 ,SEE 9I..AR 41S5 1 5 11.4 Y

AFSCAFLCR 310-2 N .X s. Al 7-2 ,SEE AS.4R 41"i 27; .1.4 " 8'

AFSC/AFAR 8W-5 14 .V.4 71 AR 701 q qEP ,8
AFSCIALR W00-11 ::', .11 ;R .1 Al 7 1. m.v" ;o
AFSCIACR 0012- !-, , :m . Al 744 OPNAVINST 40.22B Al 80.-1 ICO 41.14C
APSCIAFLC Mi0-29 ,, i," ;: DLAI 450.5 ,.I'sm
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t Al 706-9 OPNAVINST 900.27 AFR 80-8 NO 00.5 At 708-4 (SEE DSAR 41J0.4 6 APR 70,
2 NOV 77 AR 708-11 ,*

AR 75-15 1 NOV 78 A 708-12 *o

Al 95-20 iSEEAFR 5-22 8OCT7 J AR 710-25 SEE DSAR 4140.35 30 JAN73,
Al 19R5- ISEE PLAR 5705.2 23 JAN 79) Al 710-26 NAYSUP PUB 452 wEV Anl 67-96 MCO
AR 210-20 26 JAN 76 P4400.SIA DSAR 4140.47 JAN74
Al210-22 -. Al "'0-50 *0

* AR 310-19 ISEE AFR 66-19 6 DEC 76) AR 71060 9 JAN 73
Al 310-25 15 SEP 75 Al 715- ISEEDOSAR 4115.3 17 SEP 701
AR 31044 -' AR 715-19 NAVSUP PUB 479 AI 7040 NCO 4215.50
Al 31070 6 DEC 76 DSAR 4115.6 ocT69

AR 3M-5 "o AR 715-22 MAR 69
Al 352-4 EE DSAR 4140.61 6 MAY 74) AR 715-23 ISEE SAR 8200.5 22 MAY 721
Al 380-130 " Al 7W25 so
Al W0011 so Al 725-50 28JUN 74
Al 400-45 AR 7- so
AR 415-11 29 MAR5 5 AR 735-7
Al 415-15 4 DEC 75 AR 7"5- .
AR 415-16 8 A-G 75 AR M35-110 tSEE DSAM 4140.2 13 JAN 69
AR 4W030 soAR74W12
Al 426-38 so Al 740-30 SEE DSAR 4145.26 JUL 70,
AR 40-73 . Al -1 I APR 7
AR A40-3 12 JAN 76 AR15M-2 o
AR 700-1 7 JUN 77 AR 750-4 2 JUN 76
AR 700-101 CH 12 AR 400-50 CH 12 DSAR 4120.7 AR 7W 25 JUN 7

IS MAY 74 AR 7-26 iSE DLAM 4155.4 6 DEC 78,
AR 700-12 so AR 7W - I
AR 700-13 12 FEB 76 AR 75032 DEC 78
A 700-15 NAVSUPINST 4030.28A An 71-4 NCO AR 750-50
4030.33A DSAR 4145.7 20JUN75 AR 750-57
AR 700-18 21 SEP 73 AR 7WI1
AR 700-31 iSEE OLAR 4185.1 2 SEP 77) AR 755-15 s
AR700-51 28 FEB 73 AR7805
Al 70058 NAVSUPINST 4030.29 An 71-13 NCO AR 78045"
P4030.2A DSAR 4145.8 norru AR 4 -
AR 700-1 Al 795-8 SEE SAR 4140 60 31 AR 76,
AR 70049 AR GW11-2 SEE DSAR 4140 5 .PR 76,
AR 70-8 OPNAVINST 4410.2 A 66-45 MCO 4400.120 ASO 3216A
DSAR 4100.6 22JUN71 ASOFIELDINST 4440.80
AR 700-6 'SEEAFR 67-4 15 MAR 74, ASOINST 4010.3 "'
AR 70145 ASOINST 420.7
A 702-4 ,SEE D,.AM 82001 30 AUG 76, ASOINST 42M.8
AR 702-7 'SEE DI..4R 415.24 S 11 N 76, ASOINST 42 "-16
AR 7-5 ASOINST 42U13
AR i05- ASOINS? 44W0.3
Al 75-11 ASOINST 4401
A 0-1I ASOINST 442.1
Al R7W4 . .v.A Y 7 ASOINST 44.5
Al 765-25 ASOINS? 442 2
,i 70-5 ASOINS? 4441Z
Al 7045 ASOINST 47108
Al 7013 ,. a t.w.o mu.i' 2u,.',w ;., ASOINST 41t.1l
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ASOINST 5041.2 " DAR 1-21.12
ASOINST P400.24 DAR 1-201.18
ASOINST P420.27 +  DAR 1-201.15
ASOINST P4400.24 -  DAR 1-201.18
ASOINST P4440.53 " DAR 1-201.19
ASOINST P4440.60., DAR 1-1401
ASOINST P4820.4 DAR 1-102 IJUL 76

ASOINST PIS000.2 DAR 1-1901
ASPN No. 2 DAR 3-408 1 JUL 76

ASPI 1-142 1 JUL 76 DAR 3-409.1 1 JUL 76
ASPI 1-201.2 1 JUL 76 DAR 1410.2 1 JUL 76
ASPI 4-30.1 1 JUL 76 DAR 4-101.2 1 JuL 76
ASPI 10-101.9 1 JU. 76 DAR 4-409.3 1 JU 76
ASPI 14-01.7 1 JUL 76 DAR 6-1103 31 ocT so
ASR 7OW .. DAR 8-101.2 1 JUiL 76
ASR 705-50 DAR 8-101.3 1 JuL 76
BDSA NPA leg. 2 DAR 8-101.7 1 JUL 76
BUSANDAINST (NAVSUP) 4040.1 to sEp 7.5 DAR 8-101.9 1 J'L 76
BUSANDAINST 44N.56 DAR 8-101.11 L 76 x
BUSANDAINS? 4408.1 DAB 8-101.12 1 JuL 76
BUSANDAINST 440.15 .. DAR 8-101.17 1 JuL 76
BUSANDAINST 4421.12 .. DAR 8-10120 1 JUL 76
IUSANDAINST 4440.2 , DAR 8-10125 1 UL 76-USANDAINST 4440.38 DAR 8-101.M 1 JUL 76
BUSANDAINST 4440.39 DAR 8-1012 1 JUL 76
BUSANDAINST 4440.105 .D DAR 10-101.2 1 JUL 7s
BUSANDAINST 4440.111 DAB 10-101.3 1 JuL 76
BUSANDAINST 485.1 " DAB 10-101.5 1 JUL 76
BUSHIPSINST 4441.81B DAB 10-101.8 1 JUL 76
BUSHIPSINST 4860.21 $ DAR !( 101.9 1 JUL 76

BUWIPINST 4040.1 DAR 10-101.10 17 SEP 79

BUWEPSINST 4200.7 * DAR 10-101.11 1; SEP 79
DUWEPSINST 4330.12 DAB 13-101.11 1 sEP -8
BUWEPSINST 4420.1 DAR 13-101.12 1 SEP 78
-UWEPSINST 4423.3 o.  DAR 13-101.13 1 sEP 78
BUWEPSINST 5M.26 " DAR 13-101.1 1 Jul ;6
SUM BINST 100.14 ,'DAR 13-101.5 1 ./Ua x
BUMERSINST S1N l, DAR 13-111.6 1 4m., 7s
BUWEPSINST 1311M.4 "DAR 13-101.7 1 sEe 7s

UWSI15 ! 8.00.7 D AR 13-101.9 1 o ;s
DUA SINST 13M.1 DAR 14-161.1 i .n '. x
BUW 7IN6 T (NIASA) 4M.8 28 A .; ;. DAi 14-01.3 4Jri. w
IUMPSINST(NAVSEA) 4MIfA .. wv. DAR 14401.5 1 .1m, w
BUMKIINST (NAVSBA) 440.2 12JA ;.v ;sDAR 14-1, t t'i. ;
MO ESIST (NAVSEA) 40.14 1 .m.u ;; DAR IF$5.1 i ,;Fp .

IUWPSINST(NAVSEA) 470.2 i, .or ;i DAR 15-265 .2 t UG;

DAC 76-7 ir. '7 DARt 1.$6.4 .,,at+;;
DAC 764 .',t .: DAR W20.5 --up itr ;w
DAC 71-15 .. \.,DAR 18-111.1 1 :l't.
DAC S6-17 / / .DAR 18-111. 1 It'*i. ,
DAC 76-18 :. ;.,DAR IN*M 141 ,i,



DAi 18-56.1 iJUL 76 DODD 100.9 8 SEP 71

DAR 18-.2 1 JuL 76 DODD 4105.62 6 JAN 76
DAI 18-56.3 1 JuL 76 DODD 4155.18 22 MAR 69
DAR 18-50.4 JUL 76 DODD 4505.6 14 AUG 67
DAI 18-506.6 1 JuL 76 DODD 5000.9 28 FEB 78
DAR 18W1 ;JUL 76 DODD 7045.1 7APR64

DAt 22-202 1 JuL 76 DODI 110.2 18 JUN 79
DAR 2401 JuL ;6 DODI 3100.1 28 APR 61
DAR 24-101.15 1 JUL 76 DODI 3200.9 1 JuL 6s
DAR 4-111.16 1 JUL 76 DODI 3210.1 26 ocT 61

DAR 24-111.17 1 JU 76 DODI 3232.1 3 Nov si
DAi 24-101A 1 JUL 76 DOD 32.2 23 FEB 56
DAR 24-10123 1 JuL 76 DODI 3232.4 2 APR 56
DAI 24-101A 1 JUL 76 DOD! 4000.1.,
DAI 24-101.3 JruL 76 DODI 4N0.19-M 7NOV 78
DAi 24-101.6 1 JUL 76 DODI 400.2 11 DEC 6

DAI 24-101.8 JuL 76 DOD 400. 
DAi .-I02.13 DODi 40N.4 16 NOV 60

DAI .B-.14. DODi 4005.1 28 jU L2 A

DAlR 3-10 7 .0 DODI 40.2 --
DAl B-101.19 o DODI 41N.14 21 Nov 7.)
Di B-10.. DODI 41NJ.3 2SEP 6o
DAi B-19.12 DODI 4100.32 17JAN 61
DAi 3-311 1J UL 76 DODI 410.35 i oCr 7o
DAI C-165 JU 76 DODI 410.36 8JuL 64
DAI C-12.4 - DODI 410.37 7 JUv 74

DAiCOMI 715-5 DODI 4105.59 20 AUG 70
,SEE AFSP/ A P 173-5 1 OCT 761 DODI 415.63- DEC 7;DAICOIR W15-6 ISFLCR 73-3 OCT 78, DOD! 23 APR 65

DAICOMR 70-17 ,SEEMAFLC/AFSR 71-2 19781 DODI 41210.1- JAN 72
DAICOK A- SE LCR 400-21 6 MA 781 DODI 41A.11 14 DEC 73
DAiCONR 71W - o  DODI 4120.13 30 A Pi 70
DISt 2-1 ,Sr DLAR s7os.: 2 rA N79, DODI 410.21 9APR 77
DUB 451.2 ,SEE AR,55-8 SEP 751 DODI 4120.2 2o JX 77
DUNB 5.2 AF 67-14 6 JuL 79 DODI 4140.1 AUG 7;
DLAN 4155.4 Al 750-2 NAYSUP PUB 5011 NCO DODI 4140.17-M A G 76

P4870.45B 6 DEC 78 DODI 4140.18 1 FEB 71
DLAI 4145.7 ,SEL AR 700-15 C.-4 1979' DODI 41402 4 DEC 74

DLi4145.32 SEEAFL MAFR 71-2 1.978, DOD! 4140.3
DLAR 4145.34 ,SEE A F. 73-3 OCT 781 DODI 410.4 . SEP 54..
DIAl 4155.24 Al 702-7 NAVIIATINST 4055.3 APR 74-4 DODI 4140.5
NCO 4855.5B i .soy 76 DODI 4140.9
DLA 4185.1 AFi 67-80 Al 70-31 NAVNATINST DODI 4140.20 . UG Q3

4W00 A ECO 40W.41 2 sEP ;7 DODI 4140.25 22.:!c" 72
DLA! 4185.10 Al 70-21 NAVIATINST 39.15 A1 8-39 DODI 414.25-9 n)' ;."

MEO55129 .; .. Iv 7; DDI 4140.16 toit . -.q
DLAR 4500.19 os.i .-. 81 1 J.4.N 7., DOD1 41402-N VOLi .IPR
DLAR 450 .5 .FE . ..e .44 / .EP ;X, DODI 414027 S, m' 4

DIAl 4500.6 SEA 2 . .1 2 , 26 E;4, DODI 4140.27-1 1 .
DLAR 57405.2 AR 19A-8 SE NAVINST $0.5 AFt 124-10 DOD! 4i40J3-N .M.32- 1
DISK 20-15 ,.' v , .\' DODI 4140.34-1 sF:i' :3
DIAl 8210.1 .,n ;; .' , cr a DODI 4140.35 i . .,
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DODI 4140.2 1 j2.v 69 DOD 7220.21 1 MA Y 73
DOD 410.39 17 JUL 70 DOD 72650.10 10 JAN 80
DOD! 4145.6 29Nov 61 DODI 7700.12 27NOV 68
DODI 4145.23 - DODI 7720.5
DODI 4150.2 28 APR 55 DODI 7720.6 19MAY67
DODI 4151.1 2o JUN 70 DODI 7730.5 1 FEB 72
DOD 4151.2 3 or6o DODM 4140.22 JAN77
DODI 4151.7 26 MAR 75 DODM 4140.52 APR 76
DOD 41.21I CH 11 JUN 73 DODI 520.2-l APR 80 
DOD! 4200.15 14 JUL 72 DODI 7200.10 MAY 77
DOD 40.3 DP 764 31JAN 77

DOD! 45.1 DC 76-7 29 APR77
DOD 44.9 DIC 7-8 15 JUN 77
DOD! 450.17 16 JAN 69 DIC 7-9 30 AUG 77
DOD 450.32-1 1 AUG 79 DSAI83152 ISlE A P/IAFLCP 173-5 I OCT 761
DOD 4515.2 " DM 41052 Mf 69

DODI 560.1 18 JAN7 D71 4O0.-NI 1AUG 78
DOD 500.8 is JUN61 DSA 4140.1 18 ocr 72
DOD! 5M.12 27 APR65 DA 4140.2 Al 735-110 NAVSU? PUB MM NCO P440 CH
DOD 50.14 12 13 JAN 6
DO! 50.19 12 MAR 76 DSA1 4140.4
DOD 5010.8 12 MAY 76 DSAM 416.1 6 JUN 66
DOD! 5016.11 " DSA1 SIM.I 26oCT 71
DOD!5611.12 s DC 68 DSAM 8135.1 31 ocr 78
DOD 5010.13 28 De 6 DSAM8.1 Al 76#4 NATIATINST 4,0.61 AR 74-15
DODI 11.14 4 MA Y65 1NCO P455.A 30AUG76
DODI 510.11 MAS Y 79 DM13005.4 ,SEE AR 55-36 28 FEB 771

DOD! 510. 31 JUL 68 DM 410.6 SEE AR 700-82 22,JU 71,

DOD M.41 1 JUN 77 DSA 4115.3 Al 715-8 NAYSUINST 4215.53 A12 70-17
DODI 50.45 m DEC 73 1CO 4215.48B 17SEP7o

DOD! 5100.2 -- DM1I 4115. iSEE AR 775-19 ocr 69'
DOD1 5106Ji-1 1 AUG 78 DMR 412.7 15 APR 8

DOD! 5110.19 DSAR 41UM Alt 70-29 NAVSUPINST 4454.2 Anl 74-12
DOD! 5150.38-1 NCO 4855.3 ; MAY69
DOD! 5154.14 DSAR 413.4 LI 700-4 NAVSUPINST 4120.1 Alt 72-11
DODI 5155.11 CO 4410.16 6.4 PR M
DOD! 5166.2 n or m" DSAR 413V.
DOD! 510.10 24 MAR 67 DSA 4140.15 A 7111-25 Al 67-40 NAVSUPINST
DOD 516.12 10.4u; 6o 4423.101 10 4422.99 .10.4.% *3
DOD! 5A 26.224 , 7 DSA1 4140.47 ,sE .41' n1-2 J,4.v ;4,
DODI 5760.0 ROM 24. , DSA 410.5 Al G16-11-2 NAVSUPDIST 4440.1D AR
DOD! 7 .12 u'ri. ;, 67-1 MC04403D .-wt wo

DOD! 700.1 , .1r; w ;DSAI 4140.5 Al 766-3 NAVSUPINST 4410.45D APR
DOD ! I u' 77-7-6 ICO 4410.15D . ..iPR;
DODI 7660.1 0 .m/ 7. DSAA 4140.0 Al 79-8 NAVSUPI' ST 420.9A Anl 67-7
DOD 70M.5 41 ' - ICO 4140.IA .oi';
DOD! 7O.; , DSAI 410.61 Al 352-4 NAYSUPINST 440.M All ru-2

DOD 70.7 ,* .. "

DOD ! 7 .62 DSAR 4145.7 .,' ' ,.; ;,, I1' :;
DODI 7641.3 DSAI 4145.8 *. .0I ,,, ., : m, r.
DODI 7045.7 , DSA 4145.11 At 74.-7 AVSUPNST 4440.140
DOD! 720.1 , z'v ,'
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DSAR 4145.21 TS NED 284 NAYSUPINfT 4610.31 AI 100400.8 ISEE AFLCAFSCR71-2 1978'
117-9 10NO V70 XCO 4140.1k MAR8k 4140Wf 31 MAR 76'
DSAR i165.3 Al 7404 NAYSUPINS? 44H.3 AnI 6-73 NCO040.2 ISlE AFLCR 73-3 OCT 78'
NCO 440.11 JUL 70 MCD 415.48 M~E MAR 41183 17 SEP 70
DSAX4151.9 ISEE AFR 66-19 6DEC 76' NCO 4215.50 IS AR 715-19 OCT 691
DSAR 4155.3 AR 26-12 NAYSUPINS? 48 AR 74-5 NCO 423W ISlEAPR67-4 IS MAR 74'

NCO 1110121C ~ISAG EQ 440.120 iSlEAR700-82 22 JUN 711
DM1 4155.26 Al "066 NAVSUPINST 1,110.8 Anl EQO 400.137 iSlE MAR 4235.18 25 FEB 75
163-4 EQ 01102 APR 75 MOO 4410.15D) iSlEDSAR 4)40.56 29 APR,751
1)5kB 423.18 Al 324 AOR 67-125 NAVSUPINST 440.703 EQO 4410.16 ISEE MSAR 4130.4 6 APR 701
EQO 440.137 25 FEB 75 EQO 4423B3 (OA414035 3 JAN 73:
DSA1 450.3 NCOE 4480.1D iSlE MAR 4140.55 APR 76)
DM1I40.20 21FEB 75 NCO MUM:9 ISEE DSAA 4145.2 JUML 70,
DM3 45403 ISlEAPRW 763 13AUG761 ECO 40.193 ISEE A R 55-36 28 FEB 77'
DSi DM .$800 Al 7.5-21 NAVIATINS? 430530 An C 6114 SEA 04 E 8
4N-!22uMA Y 72 EQO 461IX ISlEARM5-9 28.NOV 75'

'AfASQNS? 4w EQ 463030 ISRAPRX768 13 AUG 76'

FASOINST 40.15 NCO 5215.16 iSlE AFR 66-10 6 DEC 76'
1*50115? 42153 EQO 55123 ISEE DLAR 4185 10 5 MA Y 77'
FASOIST 422.1 :: EQP400.9 iSEE AR7005 31 OCT 74,
r mffSTS 4330 EQ P4400CR12 ISEEDSMN41402 13JA0691

jA~f 4EQ C P440.1011.I
7*10115 4412.3 NCO P440.51k ISlE AR 710-26 JAN 74':1FASOINS? 44403 OM AU
FASOINIT 444.15 iSlEAFLCR40-21 6 MAR 78'
7*5115 44413 ** MO P4600.9 MSE A R 55-358 SEP 75'
MOM115 450.2 MCQP48554k 'SEDSMA*0.1 30 AUG 76'
MuFASIS 4700.2 EQP498745 iSlEPLAN 41554 6 DEC 78'

FAQN?4710.35 II-FEB065
FASOINST 4700.? ** IIL-P-27?3
FASOINST 4101.1 MIL-STD-7 ± E6

FASOINST ?PY 1 M.1 11 MAR 71 14 4*5U7

MOST IML-SD-MI 0 MA 1 4No7

J( PAN 11DI91AI NOFM JANAR AN SQCAE ILT-2

TMN 3SEP 74 NILSMD471 s mDE7.q
MCD lollO2iC -VEElAS4R 413553 19 Aur 74' MIL4D-7113 25 A V(; M6
100 ICIIO.8 SEE I).%AR 4133 26W APR 75'II4D-
VD 11210.2 sEE .IR-us .65 .vX7m'ILSD15 1MR

VC1000.40 Sff1.1JI.V 2 E 77' **129 31.3.5.4 .4F 412 xOT 1
M1oo 43.3 SE . iIi; IA ; NAVAIIIJIT111 0 .- gE4k.6-! ix' hIT

NM*N.U NATM0413

sit
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NAVAIRINSTO4002 '*NAYSUPINST 42165B
$ NAYEXOS P-2426B '* SEE DSAR 4114.3 17 SEP 701

NAVIATINST 3900.83 NAYSUPINST 455.2B
UNAVIATINS? 3W0.15 tSEE OSAR 4155.3 19 AULG 741

tSEE PLAN 4185. 10 .5 MA Y*771 NAVSUPINS? 440.70B
NAVIATINST 3910.4 SE E DSAR 4235.18 25 FEBI 75

NAVIATINSF 4000.203 26 JAN 76 NAVSUIJPNST 4400.0
NAYMATINST 400.25k tSEE DSAR 4140.61 6 MA Y 74' '

MSE DLAR 4185.1 2 SEP 77' NAVSIJPINST 4410.45D
NAVMATINST 40.35 (SEE AFR 67-4 15 MAR 74' eSEE DSAR 4140.56 29 APR 751
NAVIATINST 430.8 ISEE AFLCIAFSCR 71-2 1978) NAVSUPINST 44n3.103
NAVMATINST 4200.31A t SEE DSAR 4140.35 30 JAN 73'

NAYMATINST 420.33A MAR 69 NAYSUPINS? 402.14A 21 APR 72
NAVMATINST 426.34k- NAVSUPINST 4440.W5 22 NOV 67

NAVIATINST 4351.14C 7 JUL 75 NAVSUPINST 4440.127D fSEE DSAR 4140.55 APR 76'
NAVIATINS? 405.63A NAVSUPINST 4441.17

iSEE DSAR 8200.5 22 MA Y72' NAVSUPINST 4450.19A MSE DSAR 4145.26 JUL 701

; I NAVINST 435.0k NAYSUPINST 4454. ISEEDISAR 4123.1 27MAY69'
iSEE DS.4M 8200.1 30 AUG 76' NAYSIJPINST 4600.79 ISEE AR 55-9 28 NOV 75'

NAVNATINST 4710.1 AFLCR 66-26 AFSCk 63 NAVSUPINST 4610.31
'IDARCONI 76-10 28 JAN 77 tSEE WSAR 4145.21 10 NOV 70W

NAVMATINST 4790.23A NAVSUPINST 4920.9
tSEE AFLCR 400-21 6 MAR 78' iSEE WSAR 4140 60 31 MAIR 76'

NAVIATINST 40.89A '* NAVSUPINST 10110.8 MSE DSAR 4155.26 APR 75'

NAVVATINST 4850.89B ONIINST =.I "

MEAVIAS 485524 11 NOV 76' ONVINST 500.8:
NAVMATINST 4900.9 12 MA Y67 OPNkVINST 43
NkV~KTINST 500.5 OPNAVINST 43P2
NAVIATINS? 506.5k OPNAVINST N11.0.11 -
NkVKATINST 506.6 **OPNAVINST 0967.2 31 AUG 73
NAVIATINST 50.11A eSEE A FR 66-19 6 DEC 76' OPNAVINST 1038.1
NAVMATINST 8W2.1k OPNAVINST 11210.1k MSE A R 3-80 3 JUN 78'
NAVIATINS? 801.1 AFLC/AFSC 136-5 DARCOM-R 75-2 OPNAVINST 1540.2C is JUN 73

15 NOV 7 7 OPNkVINST 2305.13A 8$APR 77
NAVMkrINST 112611A 'SEE AFLCR 73-3 OCT 78' OPNAVINST 3W0.27 iSEE AR 70-59 2 NOV 77'
NAVMATINOST P5240 OPNAVINST 3900.83

oSEl. !FSCP,'AFLCP 173-S I OCT76 OPNAVINST 3300.8C-
NAVOkDOP 2165 -OPNA TINS? 4060.47 -
NAYSUP MANUAL 2i51 OPNAVINST 4410.2 'SEE AR 700-82 22 JUN 71'
NAYSUP MANUAL 2M~5 OPNA TINS? 4600.17C uSEE AR 53-23 26.A U 74'

NAYSUP MANUAL 2604 OPNkVNST 460.183 ISEE AR.5-3t2;F~l
NAYSUP PUB 284 OPNAVJNST 460.23 'SEE AR 70-44 1 SEP 78'l

NAYISUP PUB 437 OPNAVINST 4630.18D .'SEEA.FR 76.3s 1.4 C*; 7$'
NAYSUP PUB U5 'SEE AR.55-338 SEP 75' ONkVINST 470.17A
NAYSUP PUB 452 kEV ~SEf. A~R 7111-26 J4NX 74 OPNAVINST 4726.2 411 J. 3

NAYSUP PUB 479 .-t.E.IR ;1.5- .9 hUT om OPNAVINST 4960KC
NAVSUP PUB 5003 SUDE 11M41402 13-1JAN6.9' OPNA TINS? 50.19C
NAYSUP PUB 5011 SEEMfl..11i 41.5 1 K' DIEC ;X OPNAVINST 5W0.19E
NAYSUPINS? 400.28k SA 1 m- S 2 U s OPNAVINST 54422 : ic

NAVSUPINS? 40.26 s97".~: 8 , OPNAVJNST5:42.2A ;.;

LIAVSUII 41202 SAII.l 1.''. .1 1 OPNAVIZIST 5516.



OPHAVINST 11010.1 1 oer -.
OrMAVINST P54412A
SJ'CNAVINST 4400.11
SECNAVINST 4423.2A
SECNAVINST 42.8

* SICNAVINST 414.1
4 SEUNAVINST 5010.15

SECNAVINS'r 5215.IC I4 APR 70
SECNAVINST 5M3)72
SECNAVINS? 5450.411
SECAVINST 5520.5 ISBE MAR4J 5705 2 23 JAN 7,9)
TACtI 400 -
TE NED 284 iSEE DSAR 4145.21 10NVOV70'
T.O. 00-20-1 1JAN 79

T.O. 00-20-3 1 ocr 7.q
T.O. 0W254115 1 SEP 79*1T.O. 00-25-4 1 c? 78T.O. 00-35D-54 1JAN 77
T.O. 1-1-86 I AUG 74
T.O. 42A-1-1 15 AMY 75
TM 10-IW50-
TV U-26*
TX 38-570-1

T)( 38-750

TiK38-Is-i.

" OF Pdoentestahrt pr.-4&tes Jauury 1970
"Id i no longer Avilale. Thes term or definition
are included ia tWi publication for autorical purpossad becus of their occasious ws in vrbli or: Written communication.

'UGpot 1941 - 75775/252 821
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

AIR FORCE IN3TITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 4ATC1

L XI WRIGHT.PATTERSON AiR FORCE BASE. OHIO 45433

N t 13.July 1981

t. Defense Technical Information Center

Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22314

lx In early June, 1981 we forwarded three copies of the Compendium of

b~i Authenticated Logistics Terms, Definitions and Acronyr-1 (V R,=144b4 1 > D

to your agency. A recent review reveals that page numbered "vii" isnot totally correct.

Please use the attached copy of page "vii" in future reproductions of

the publications.

Thank you for your continued support.

H RICARD M. DAVIS 1 Atch

Head, Dept of Communication Page vii

and Humanities
School of Systems and Logistics
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